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A Chicano•s
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through life
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California ·

E. DAVID SIERRA

II

To all the people
mentioned in these
memoirs,
because you
made my life interesting.
To all those who
helped me when I needed help most.
YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE.

And especially to
my guru,
Humberto Garza,
who
encouraged me to begin
doing this before
it became too late.

III

"I have no doubt at all the Devil grins,
as seas of ink I spatter,
Ye Gods, forgive 111y "literary" sins,
the other kind don't 111atter.
--Robert W. Service
1874-1958

"Hell, any editor worth his salt
will get into trouble
sooner or later/"
--Hodding Carter

N

Why: Read· This?
Why should you read these memoirs? Because they
are the adventures, opinions, thoughts, and experiences
of a Chicano born in southern California, raised in the
San JoaquinValley, and who lived most of his· adult life
in San Jose.
You may want to avoid making the same mistakes I
made because of ignorance, neglect ·of· ··~Y societal.
responsibilities, and because I lived most of my middle
age under the influence of alcohol.
I underachieved in my life primarily because I was
never motivated to do anything difficult. Taking life as
it came became niy objective in life, bending every
effort to stay out of difficult situations like hard study,
hard- work, and practicing at athletics.
A: major impact on niy life was being introduced to
alcohol in November of my senior year in high school.
I began attending football and basketball games with
men much older than I. They all drank. Sometimes it
seemed like that was all they did. Under the influence,
everything seemed easier. I become more irresponsible,
which, given my lack of motivation, didn't take much
effort.
In June 1952 I graduated from high school and in
November, moved to Los Angeles to attend Woodbury
College, majoring in journalism. I was a failure at that
too, dropping out after one year. Because of excessive
abuse of alcohol I just became totally disinterested in
getting more education.
Los Angeles was a cultural shock, going from a
small town of 2,500 to a metropolis of over 2,000,000
people. At school, I pledged Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity,
and the drinking intensified even though I was not yet of
drinking age.lt seemed that the fraternity existed for the
sole purpose of drinking, playing sports, chasing pretty
girls, and living a carefree lifestyle.
There WERE advantages to becoming a Greek.
Fraternities give you a sense of belonging. They look
after their members. For an 18-year old boy from a small
town this was important. It got you into the right parties,
into the intramural sports activities, and you made
acquaintances with the prettiest (and most available)
girls on campus.
There were numerous times when we made the 175
mile trips to the wild nightlife in Tijuana even when we
had a class the next day!

I was never denied a drink in a bar in IX;~ Angei~sj' ·
nor did I have any problems buying six packs ofbeet·irt
liquor stores. In retrospect, there is no doubt that, for iriy
health and safety, I should have been.
Later, 1 dropped out of college and went to·work~
ostensibly to save money to continue my education,
knowing that in all probability my formal education was
over. I just did not like sitting in a classroom. I coul~~~
hear half of what the instructors were saying. I began to
wonder how in hell I ever got through high school. ;.:
1 lost a part-time job at Barker Bros. furniture store
when the Basement Store Manager told me that that slot
was reserved for a student going to school and either I
·- returned to school or relinquish the job. I was forced to
seek work elsewhere.
The Rupert Sewelson Carpet Company was my next
job, working with a nice bunch of guys preparing carpets
· to be delivered to our customers. We would cut·the
carpets, send them to the dyers, latex the back, and
deliver them. After Sewelson sold the company, we
were all laid off. 1 went from there to Peerless Dyers to
work dying carpets. Man, that was hard, wet, and dirty
work. All the plant employees in the department w~~~
black except for me and the bosses in the office.
After I had been there awhile and joined the union,
we got into a big hassle with our union representative
because we felt he was not adequately representing us·.
"Whose side are you on?" I asked him. A few days later
1was notified that my services were no longer·wantedby
Peerless and 1 was out on the street.
After a series of tests at the Los Angeles ·Department
of Employment determined that I was "mechanically
inclined," 1was referred to the Los Angeles County Joint
Apprenticeship Council and began working in the sheet
metal trade and attending classes at Los Angeles Trade
Tech on Tuesday nights.
That ended about a year later when I began to spend
more time going to bars instead of going to class. I was
notified that 1 could not work in the trade if I was not
attending classes. I had no interest in those classes, so
that was that.
1 bummed around Los Angeles for about two years,
taking odd jobs here and there, then moved back to·.my
brother Jess's home in Woodlake. I did farmwork anp
drove a truck for my padrino who was a labor contractor
in Woodlake.
·
._,: .. :
Later 1 got a job at the Tulare County Boys Ranch a,s

...• ·
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a facilitator for about six months, then a friend and I
came to San Jose in my '41 Mercury with about $12 in
my pocket and twelve watermelons in the trunk of the
car.

I'd like to relate my life experiences so that young
people in generations to follow can avoid the big
mistakes I made in my life.
Also, to impart some wisdom from some of the
world's most intellectual thinkers, to educate young
Chicanos about the accomplishments of our people and
to make them proud of what they are and to aspire to
become more than they are and more than their parents
are. Also, to offer opinions about almost everything that
crossed my mind.
I've had some unique experiences: flunked P.E. and
Spanish in high school even though I spoke Spanish and
liked sports; pledged a college fraternity and edited the
fraternity newspaper; coached a Club San Joaquin basketball team which played the Fort Ord Warriors when
they were an Armed Forces athletic power; eulogized
six persons at their final rites, including a San Jose
Deputy Chief of Police, a U.S. Marine Lance Corporal
who was kjlled at Khe Sanh, Republic of Vietnam; and
my oldes t brother a nd his wife; edited THE
FORUMEER, nationally distributed newspaper of the
American GI Forum for nine years; at one time concurrently editing the San Jose GI Forum, Department of
California, and national GI Forum newspapers; served
on the Santa Clara County Fair Board of Directors for
five years; wrote an Amicus Curie brief to the U.S.
Supreme Court on the Alan Bakke case; sat at the head
table at a dinner honoring Heisman Trophy winner Jim
Plunkett; and other interesting experiences.

Some of the interesting experiences I have had
that might interest you:
• Was cited for my contributions toward making the
City of San Jose an All America City in 1960;
• Edited THE FORUMEER, nationally distributed
newspaper of the American GI Forum for 9 years; and
THE LEADER, newsletter of San Jose GI Forum for
over 20 years;
• My editorial The Democrats Had It Comin~: was

reviewed in two full columns by Harry Farrell,
San Jose Mercury News columnist;
• Appointed by Supervisor Dan McCorquodale to the
Santa Clara County Fair board of directors for five

•
•
•

•

years;
Made a prediction about the San Francisco Giants that
is still true 45 years later;
I wallowed in Watergate, even though President
Richard Nixon asked Americans not to;
Interviewed Lalo Guerrero, Mexican musical legend;
Joe Kapp, Super Bowl IV quarterback for Minnesota
Vikings; Lee Trevino, U.S . Open Golf champion; Leo
Nomellini, San Francisco 49ers Hall of Fame tackle;
and Ernesto Galarza, Chicano education icon;
Served 19 years on San Jose GI Forum board of
directors, resigning in 1987 to accept a position a
office manager at Vida Nueva Alcohol Recovery
Home;

• I became the first non-veteran ever elected Chairman of San Jose GI Forum, 1967-1968. Also
served one year term '70-'71 and a two year term
from 1977 to 1979.
• In Washington, D.C. during the 1972 American OT
Forum national convention, I turned down an invitation to go with a group of Chicanos meeting with Vice
President Spiro Agnew at the White House. I hated
that man!;
• Passed on U.S. Navy invitations to christening of a
destroyer USS Valdez in Charleston, South Carolina
and a submarine USS Mariano Vallejo in Mare Island ,
Calif., after I found out that no drinking is allowed on
military aircraft.

• Pledged Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity in college, and
edited its newsletter. Man, was that ever an education!
• Wrote a promotional ad for New York City, which
they never used;
• Was elected first PresidentofClub San Joaquin in San
Jose, Calif. Later, elected Commissioner of United
Club Council League, by Chicano organizations involved in athletic competition.
• Witnessed a bank robbery at Bank of America on
Phelan Avenue & Monterey Highway in San Jose;

• Received the first-ever Mr. GI Forum Award from
San Jose GI Forum;
• In a Forumeer article, defined "Detente " in midst of
the Cold War;
• Coached a San Joaquin Club basketball ream which
played the Fort Ord Warriors at Sacramento City
College;
• Eulogized six persons, including a U.S. Marine casu-

VI
alty of the Vietnam War; and a former Deputy Chief
of San Jose Police Department;
• Told Geraldo Rivera, television personality, to go to
the end of the Cinco de Mayo parade because he had
not submitted an entry blank;
• Delivered the keynote address at the San Jose GI
Forum Scholarship Foundation awards dinner twice.
• Was chased down the street by an angry ex-paratrooper waving a bayonet;
• Spoke to classes at West Valley College and Pioneer
High School about Chicano politics and the American
GIForum;
• Coached a Little League baseball team in Woodlake
which beat the league champs;

• Met government biggies Ed Muskie, U.S. Secretary
of State; Vice President Hubert Humphrey; California Senator George Moscone; U. S. Army General Richard E. Cavazos; New Mexico Senator
Montoya; a female Navy Admiral named Kennedy;
and Arizona Governor Raul Castro;
• Wrote four poems and two songs.
• Worked in a group with all-Black workers at Peerless
Dyers plant in Los Angeles;
• Drove around Mexico for two weeks. Was robbed of
$1400 in travelers checks on the Metro subway.
• Was a Jury member on two court trials in Santa Clara
County, and foreman of one;
• Refused to serve on jury because of racist remarks by
Santa Clara County Judge Gerald Chargin. Excused.

• Secured donation from Notre Dame University for
San Jose GI Forum building fund;
• Got written permission from San Jose police officer to
drive while drunk;
• With Los Angeles County Supervisor Pete Schabarum,
delivered keynote speeches at awards dinner of California GI Forum Region IX Scholarship Program at
Anaheim.
• Sat at the head table and presented a plaque from San
Jose GI Forum to Jim Plunkett of Stanford University
when City of San Jose honored him for winning the
Reisman Trophy;
• Underwent removal of gall stones, kidney stones and
treatment for an infection while surviving five days
without food or water at Kaiser Santa Teresa Hospital;
• Took a driving vacation through the Deep South,
including Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas;

• Wrote Nixon Se Raja editorial about President
Nixon's resignation which was criticized by liberals AND conservatives;
• Was presented the keys to the City of El Paso at
American GI Forum national convention;
• Was threatened with removal from the American GI
Forum by a National Chairman, National Executive
Secretary, California State Chairman, and their attorney whose efforts failed miserably because they were
not conversant with the American GI Forum Constitution or the Constitution of the United States.
• Wrote poem, REMEMBER THE VETERANS which
was published in the 2005 California GI Forum state
convention program;
• Was Assistant Editor ofELEXCENTRICO magazine
., '· ·
and wrote a column for fifteen years.
• After 33 years as alcoholic, gave up drinking and
joined Alcoholics Anonymous. Was elected Vice President of South Bay Chapter, Alcoholics Anonymous:
• Worked for over 19 years at the San Jose GI Forum's
Vida Nueva program, being retired at age 73 on
October 15,2006 when my hearing had.deteriorated
to where I could no longer use the telephone.
* For two years I did Alcohol/Drugs Abstinence classes
at Woodlake High School's annual Career ·Day.
* In 2009 I was given a plaque for services to San Jose
GI Forum and the Vida Nueva program.
* In April20 11 I began using a speech-to-text dictation
program on a cell phone to communicate with people.
* On June 17, 2011 the Department of California presented me a Lifetime Achievement Award during the
state convention, recognizing 50 years of service to
the American GI Forum. •••••
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CON SAFOS PHOTOS
(Top Left) SAN JOSE CHAPTER TREASURER BILLIE
CONTRERAS. She moved to

Salinas after her husband Fred
retired from his insurance business. (Top Right) California
Lieutenant Governor CRUZ
BUSTAMANTE (left) visits with
G I Forum State Ch airman
FRED COCA after Bustamante
spoke at the GI Forum state
convention in San Jose. (Middle
Left) Before the GI Forum building was even fmished, CESAR
F. MENDEZ, left, accepts first
drink poured by E. DAVID SIERRA, while they were touring
the building site escorted by
FRANK CABALLERO. (Middle
Right) ROBERT GUERRA ,
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum,
at the dedication of the San
Jose GI Forum building at 765
Story Road , San Jose.

CHARLIE TRUJILLO, author of SOLD ADOS and other books,
is welcomed to a San Jose GI Forum Veterans Recognition Night
by GI Forum Queens DIANA ROMERO (left) and SONATA
PEREZ. (Right) LITTLE JOE HERNANDEZ. His band played
at the Visalia State Convention, with over 200 people turned away
by the Visali a Police Dept. That's how popular they were.

LITTLE JOE HERNANDEZ

(Top Left) PETE MAGANA of Oceanside reads
the Credentials Committee Report at the state
convention in San Jose. (Top Right) Congressman MICHAEL HONDA and San Jose GI Forum Queen SONATA PEREZ appear to be
r eady for the Christmas holidays. (Middle
Right) LALO HERRERA, San Jose GI Forum
member, who gave lots of valuable service to
t he organization . (Bottom Right) ELI
SANDOVAL, former California GI Forum
Chairman, conducts the elections at a state
convention in San Jose. As at most state conventions, San Jose had the largest delegation.

VINCENT SALINAS and his computer and internet teaching team
instruct American GI Forum members on how to build a Web Site
for their chapters. It was one of the most interesting workshops
ever presentezd at an American GI Forum convention.

(Top Left) AL VILLALOBOS. Chairman, San Jose GI Forum,
getting ready to chair his first m eeting. Alloved to sing Mexican
songs con mariachi! Good, too! (Top Right) THE HERRERA SISTERS, two talented members of our San Jose GI Forum Youth
organization. who won acclaim for their renditions of traditional
Mexican rancheras. (Middle Right) FRANCISCO mARRA of Seattle, Washington. National Chairman of the American GI Forum. Francisco is a decorated combat veteran of the Vietnam
War, who served two terms as National Chairman. He developed a good relationship with San Jose Chapter member David
Rodriguez. wh o himself was elected National Chairman. (Bottom Right) KATHY NAPOLI CHAVEZ owns a truck wrecking
company in Santa Clara and has been a long-time supporter of
Santa Clara County high school sports programs. She joined
San Jose GI Forum prior to running for a seat on the San Jose
City Council and in 2004 for the State Assembly. Califorrlia Lt. Governor CRUZ BUSTAMANTE, left, is welcomed to the
state convention
in Modesto. The
Lt. Governor
spoke at the
state convention
banquet.

(Top Left) SAN JOSE GI FORUM DELEGATION at
the state convention caucuses in the back of th e
a ssembly hall to decide whom to support for th e
office of State Chairman. After the decision, San
Jose, because of its large m embership, again casts
more votes than any other delegation. (Top Right)
MONICA LOPEZ (left) and SONATA PEREZ, both
California GI Forum Queens from San Jose after
Miss Gomez yielded her crown to the new Miss San
Jose Gl Forum. (Bottom Right) CONGRESSWOMAN
ZOE LOFGREN, a long-time friend of San Jose Gl
Forum. She made the motion for a $10,00 Santa
Clara County grant which provided the seed monies for the Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference sponsored by Vida Nueva. (Bottom Left) The n ewly
crowned SONATA PEREZ and her proud parents
after she won the coveted Miss San Jose GI Forum
queen crown at the Flores Mexicanas Pageant. Miss
Perez is remembered as one of the most cooperative
of the many Queens the chapter has had.

Future Home of San Jose Gl Forum
GI Forum Building
(David Sierra drawing)

l ~

CONSTRUCTION begins on new San

Jose GI Forum building. At righ t, roof
beams being put into p lace. (Below,
left) Frank Caballero explains to C.F.
Mendez that h e is standin g where
bathrooms will be. Plumb ing has been
completed and walls will be put up
next. Then the fixtures and painting
of the interior.

VIOLETA

PEREZ

(right) served as a
San Jose GI Forum
board member while
bu ild ing was being
constructed.

I l

CONSTRUCTION SCENES - (Top Left) The
water tank which h ad to be removed from
the east end of the property. Site is now part
of the parking lot. (Top Right) Precast Concrete Slabs are dropped into place as the
walls begin to take shape. (Middle Right)
Offices at left, hall on right, as construction
continues. Rainy weather slowed down the
construction crews. (Bottom Left) Stonehenge
I call this photo. Actually the pillars which

will hold up the middle portion of the roof of
the Assembly Hall. (Bottom Right) Construction workers break for lunch. San Jose GI
Forum representative Frank Caballero was on
the site daily to assure that things were done
right, especially the plumbing.

j
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CLOUDS pass peacefully over the San
Jose GI Forum building site just off Story
Road in this beautiful photograph shot
by Frank Caballero, who was the San
Jose GI Forum liaison to the construction foreman . Mr. Caballero, a retired
plumber, kept members abreast of how
the construction was going by giving insightful reports at the chapter meetings
and answering all questions posed by
members. He also invited them to visit
the construction site, ask for the foreman,
put on their hard hats , and see for themselves how the building was coming
along. Many of us did. PRE-CAST CONCRETE SLABS (right) which became the
walls of the building are being unloa ded
at the construction s ite. Shortly thereafter, it would began to look like a building.

GROUP PHOTO - (Top) GI Forum Women, Youth, and Men pose

for a photo at the end of another hectic convention in San Jose.
JOE RODRIGUEZ, (middle right) San Jose Mercury News columnist, who spoke a t a meeting of the San Jose GI Forum. Rodriguez
left San Jose for a year to attend Harvard and then came back to
his columnist post at the local rag. MARTA MARTINEZ, (bottom
right) San Jose GI Forum board member, who resigned in the middle
of her term cit ing a busy business schedule . MAYOR RON
GONZALES (bottom left) and Mr. and Mrs. RAY MARQUEZ of El
Mexicano Foods. Mayor Gonzales disappointed many Chicanos
and other political friends when his involvement in a multimillion
dollar garbage deal was made public.

..

CALIFORNIA STATE CHAIRMAN FRED COCA
presents ROSE FLORES of San Jose GI Forum

the state's LARRY AMAYA AWARD in recognition
of being named Outstanding Member ofThe Year
at the state convention. Mrs. Flores was the first
female to earn this prestigious award. JOSE R .
VILLARREAL, (top right) Santa Clara County Public Defender. spoke to the San Jose GI Forum to
thank members for supporting his appointment
to that office and also explained the duties of his
deputy public defenders who represent people who
go to court and cannot afford legal counsel. VINCENT SALINAS (middle ight). gave a workshop at a GI Forum state convention on how to use computers to
help chapters ease their workloads. He also demonstrated how
to set up a Web Site and offered to assist local chapters wanting
to set up one. Other person is his son. we believe. RUDY
ESCALANTE , (bottom left),
holding his life support system bottle, continued being
heeavily involved in GI Forum
activities until he passed
away. He will be missed.
RAMON DIAZ (bottom right) .
reading the resolutions presented to the State Convention. Mr. Diaz is a contribu tor to the success of all California GI Forum conventions.

(TOP LEFT)- ELAINE ALQUIST, California State Senator
is h ere because there are lots of ugly people in this document and we wanted to balance the ledger with her beautiful face. Isn't that enough reason? Right? Right. (TOP
RIGHT) -San Jose Chief of Police WILLIAM LANSDOWNE
very much impressed the residents of our Mayfair Village
senior citizens complex when he came to our Neighborhood Night Out celebration in August and brought some
of his police officers with him. Th e officers distributed public safety information to the residents, stayed for dinner,
and then answered questions posed by the aged residents.
Lansdowne later accepted the Chiefs job in San Diego.
(MIDDLE RIGHT) J OE COTO was a very popular Superintendent in the East Side Union High School District for
many years before he won a seat in the California State
Assembly. He h ad formerly been a Councilmember in Oakland before moving to San Jose. (BOTTOM LEFT) ART
TORRES, Chairman, California Democratic Party. We met
him at a reception at the
h ome of Mr. and Mrs. AI
Rodriguez. We were impressed, gave him money,
but he did not win the elective
office
he
was
seeking.(BOTTOM RIGHT)-Some Southern California
Chicano drew this cartoon of
former President WILLIAM
JEFFERSON CLINTON. I am
a Clinton admirer but I had
to share this with you. If we
can't laugh at ourselves. there
is something lacking in our
ch aracter.
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About the Author
Eliseo T. Sierra, born in
Ontario, the son of a Southem Pacific railroad worker,
grew up in Tulare County
a nd graduated from
Woodlake High School in
June 1952, He moved to
EL EXCENTRICO
Los Angeles where he atcirca 1962
tended Woodbury College,
pledging Sigma Phi Nu
Fraternity. Eliseo wrote for the college paper, and edited his fraternity's newsletter.
Over the years his work has been published in the
Woodlake ECHO , Fresno BEE ; MEXIA , EL
EXCENTRICO, LOWRIDER; The Forumeer and The
Leader, publications of the American GI Forum; and
other publications.
His ode, Santa and the Sigmas, was read to the 1953
national assembly of the Sigma Iota Chi Sororities.

In 1967 he beca me the first non-veteran elected
Chairman of San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum.
For ten years he edited THE FORUMEER, national
publication of the American GI Forum, and was nominated by the Bobby Kennedy Foundation for its annual
literary awards for a series of articles critical of the underemployment of Hispanics in the U.S . government.

At one time he was concurrently editing his local, state and national organizational newspapers.
"Too much editorial power vested in one person,"
he said.
He pursued his interest in writing by editing THE
LEADER, official publication of San Jose GI Forum, a
Mexican American veterans fami ly organization, until
May 1999, when he resigned over a censorship issue.

San Jose Mercury News columnist Harry Farrell
devoted two entire columns to Sierra's 1972 editorial, THE DEMOCRATS HAD IT COMING, in
THE FORUMEER.
Sierra was honored by the City of San Jose for his

efforts when the city won its All America City Award
in 1963, was appointed to the Santa Clara County Fair
board of directors in 1975; was the first recipient of
the MR. GI FORUM award presented by San Jose GI
Forum; has been given the keys to the City ofEl Paso,
and honored by his local chapter as its outstanding
member on three separate occasions.
In June 1999, he was the keynote speaker at the
20th annual Awards Dinner of the San Jose GI Forum
Scholarship Foundation.

He keeps an avid interest in politics, follows the
UCLA Bruins, and interscholastic sports. Once an
avid golfer, he was a board member of San Jose
MAGA (Mexican American Golfers Association).
He lives with Gloria, his wife for 47 years, whom
he swept off her feet when he took her out to dance at
a San Jose community gathering in 1959. They were
married 78 days later.
He retired from Vida Nueva Sober Living Environment, a community services project of San Jose GI
Forum, on October 15, 2006.

EDUCATION:
"You need not tell anyone you
went to college. Just comport
yourself in a manner which
makes it obvious."
--E. David Sierra
1995
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,
This book is made up of a lot of
things ... columns, articles, editorials I wrote for various publications
.... letters that I received from many
people over the past 50 years of my
life .... letters that I have written to
others ..... things that have been written about me ..... things I have written about others .... opinions, impressions ..... photos, yes, even some
fiction .
Use the information. Copy it if
you wish. Learn from my experiences. Aspire to greater things. Get
all you can get out of life. Enjoy it.
Remember: You only go around once
... and if you do it right, once is
enough. Good luck.

~ON

SAFOS
by
E. David Sierra

--

....--=-=- - -
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MY HERO! -Gloria Sierra congratulates h er husband, E. David, after he announced
that h e h a d found a
barber and was going to get a haircut
ASAP.
"Aw, shucks, it
was nuthin', " h e
said.
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have been chased down the street by an angry man
swinging a bayonet, intent on commiting mayhem?

Some people, I know, will be very surprised to learn
that they wrote me a letter 40 years ago and that I have
kept it all these years. For whatever reasons, only God
knows. Are events pre-ordained? What compelled me to
keep seemingly insignificant memoes, letters, postcards, photos, etc., all these years?
I don't know. I don't have my high school yearbooks.
I don't have my college textbooks. But, I DO have my
1948 grammar school graduation picture; a battered
photo of the 1947 Notre Dame football team, with two
future Heisman Trophy winners on the squad. I have a
1951 copy ofTHE T ATLER, my high school newspaper
and my student handbook from 1952, my senior year at
Woodlake High School.
e did keep Street & Smith's college
football yearbooks from 1958 to
2001, over forty years of college football
lore. I have a copy of every edition ofEL EXCENTRICO
magazine ever printed in the 35-year history of that
publication which I co-edited at one time. I don't know
why I have kept these items.
What I DO know is that I do not like to throw away
written information. Because I like to write, I abhor the
idea of throwing away anything that I have written. I also
have problems with throwing away anything that someone has written to me. That is an investment of their
time, imagination, and creativity. I value that effort, and
therefore, choose to retain it after I read it.

here is information here that has pre
viously been printed elsewhere, but I
have added my comments. There are statistics about war casualties to help the reader gain
perspective. For instance, compare 59,000 people
killed in Vietnam in 12 years versus 25, 851 killed on
lwo Jima island in four weeks of World War ll. How
about 106,502 casualties in the Battle of the Bulge in
the waning days of World War II? The costliest
battle in American history.

W

Think of this anthology as my personal invitation
to you to look inside my drawers (desk), look through
my personal belongings, read my mail, and probe
into my mind.
Some of this ... WUHS 7, Fresno High 5; for example, may be of absolutely no interest to you at all, but
on a sunny day in Delano, California, in April 1952, an
upstart Woodlake High baseball team beat big and
mighty Fresno High, and it brought joy to the hearts of
at least 380 boys and girls at a small country high school
in Tulare County, Calif.
Goliath could be slain!
At that point in time, Humboldt State whipping
Notre Dame in football would have had no greater
significance to a 16-year old boy aspiring to become a
world famous sportswriter.
The Paratrooper was an actual event in my life that
I believe is unique. How many people do you know who

T

Also included are three trips across this country and
one to Mexico that Gloria and I took .
I even wrote two songs, El Corrido de Ramon
Lozano, a fictional character; and one dedicated to the
golf prowess (or lack of) of my brother Jess Sierra.
Neither has been published yet, nor even set to music,
but I am patient. I know from reading history that some
of the world's greatest works did not become famous
until years after their authors croaked.
Some of this information will be of interest only to
American GI Forum members who lived it, or those who
want to know more about the inner workings of their
organization. There is some history here, ofcourse, but
some of it is male gossip and personal opinions.
Most of the names are real people, except in cases
where real people might still be alive and athletic enough
to grab me and mop the floor with me. In that case, call
it fiction, amigo!
And ... if you were there and this is not quite the way
you remember some of these events ... write your own
book. And don't forget to give me hell if you choose. I
probably deserve it.
I don't know, in May 2004, where this work is going
to wind up. Some years ago I donated some of the last
remaining copies of EL EXCENTRICO Magazine to
the Biblioteca Latino Americana which was then housed at the old Woodrow Wilson Jr. High School building.
A couple of years ago, out of curiousity, I went to see
how they had catalogued it and put it on shelves so
people could read it.
A lady told me that they had thrown all the books out.
Didn't even keep one copy! I was very disappointed and
vowed that I would never contribute anything to that
institution again.

Thirty-five

years

of

publishing

EL
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EXCENTRICO magazine by Humberto Garcia went
to the trash bin. Some people have absolutely no
sense of history.
In 2000, I offered the last remaining copies of EL
EXCENTRICO magazine to the Mexican American
Cultural Center at King Road and Alum Rock Avenue.
I have one copy of each book ever printed. They decided
that it was not the type of literature they wanted to retain
for people to look at!
So, wherever you are, reading this material, give
thanks to people who value historical documents, as
insignificant as they may seem now. Maybe they will
seem more important later in your life, when you learn
more about the world you live in and how you fit in.
Hopefully, some of this information will contribute
to your growth, make you a better person, or inspire you
to excell in whatever endeavor you choose. If not, have
a good laugh. Enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed
writing it. • • • • •
-- E. David Sierra

The Wild,
Wild West
Arriving at the Cheyenne, Wyoming airport to
attend the 1969 national convention of the American GI Forum, a bunch of Californianos were met
by some friendly Cheyenne GI Forum members
There were hugs, handshakes all around, kisses on
the cheek from the women, etc.
One of the Cheyenne members hollered, "Welcome to the wild, wild WEST!"
A Californiano replied, "Where's the bar?"
Another took a few steps and said, "WEST? We
11ew 1300 miles EAST to find this place! WILD?
WILD? ... The UC campus at Berkeley,THAT'S
WILD!" • • • • •

Lawyers
Lawyers are like nuclear bombs: You
only have them because the other side
does and once you use them you can
kiss everything goodbye. --Anon.

Juan Sierra
Mi Jefe

Jalisco to
Woodlake
(After being encouraged by my historian-school
teacher-barroom philosopher-friend Humberto Garza
that I should try to learn as much as I could about my
family's early beginnings before those who experienced
it pass away, I decided to ask my older brother Jess to fill
me in on how La familia Sierra came to the United States
of America from the state of Jalisco, Mexico).
One Christmas eve, I don't even remember the year
now, my wife Gloria and I drove to Woodlake in the
sprawling San Joaquin Valley of California to be with
the family for Christmas. I was detennined to find out
how my father and mother brought Jess and my other
older brother Ted to the U.S., eventually to Ontario,
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California, where my twin sisters Mary and Trini and
me and my sister Frances were born, and then on to
Woodlake.

On the way to the Jess Sierra residence at 265
Pomegranate Street in Woodlake, we stopped at a
liquor store for 2 quarts of Seagram's VO and six
large bottles of 7-Up. I intended to pour Jess and
myself some good booze and get him talking about
our family's early history. I wanted to fmd out about
our family leaving Mexico and how we came to live
in Woodlake, Calif.
fter greeting all the people in his house
at the moment, I told him what I wanted
to do. There weren't any other men in the
house except for my younger brother Paul and Frankie
Lupercio, Jess's brother in law, and I figured they might
be interested in hearing about our family also.

A
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Kaiser Permanente's
GOOD Service!
My wife and I were entering a Kaiser Hospital
facility at Santa Teresa south of San Jose, just to use
their restrooms. We were debating the respective
merits of their two facilities in the area, this one and
the one in Santa Clara.
"They give you much, much better service here
than at Santa Clara," I said. As we approached the
door, a lady dressed in all white held the door open
for me, stepped aside, smiled, and said "Just step
inside, sir, and I will be there to help you in just a
moment."
"See," I exclaimed to my astounded wife,
"SEE?"

QUESTIONS FOR JESS
I got right to the point. "Jess, I poured us both along
drink. I need to talk to you about something. This is
going to take a little while. Vengase para afuera," I said,
motioning for him to follow me outside to a den-like
area that he has fixed up between his house and the
garage.
"Well," he joked, "what do you want to know. I
know everything ... you know that. Que no, Pancho?"

Frankie just smiled. He's not one to waste words.
Besides that, he was addressing a can of cold beer.
"Jess," I began, "I want to know more about our
family history. I want to know where our parents were
from. I want to know why they came to the United
States. I want to know when. And why and how."

"We're from Mexico," he said.
"We moved to the United States a long, long time
ago. I don't remember exactly what year.
"Our father used to come and work on the railroad
in the United States when we lived in Mexico. He would
come for a few months, then go home and visit with us,
then he would come back.
"What town are we from, in Mexico?" I asked.
"We're not from any town," he replied, "there was
no town there. It was just a small ranch."
"What was the name of the ranch?" I asked.
"La Lagunita," he replied, "It was up in the mountains. There were no roads there, no cars, no electricity
... just people living there."
"What was the nearest town to where the ranch
was?" I continued asking.

"I don't know. When we came over here I was very
young," he answered.
"How young?" I insisted.

"I don't remember," he said, again,
"I have some papers that can give you some idea.
I'll find them and make you copies so you can see for
yourself," he said.
"We lived in Ontario, on Grove Street, then we came
up to Woodlake in 1938, and that's where we've been
ever since. That's all!" he said.
"What state of Mexico are we from?"
"Jalisco ... not from any town, from a little ranch up
in the mountains, like I said ... it's not a town, it's a ranch,
up in the mountains," he said.

"Which mountains?" I asked immediately.
"Hell, I don't know. What difference does it
make? Mountains are mountains, que no?"
Jess obviously does not have a sense of history and
how important it is to know it.
"It makes a lot of difference!" I exclaimed. "There
are a lot of mountains in Mexico. Where are they?"
"The ranch is called *La Lagunita," he said, obviously reluctant to talk about it.
"What is the largest town near there?" I asked.
"I don't know," he answered, "I was very small when
we came over here."
"Do you remember what year it was when you left
Mexico?"
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"Nab," be said, "I don't remember, but Ted was
born over there and the twins, Mary and Trini were
born in Ontario so it must have been sometime
between 1926 and 1927. I have some old papers that
my father had. It tells what year we crossed the
border."
here are also some papers when he was
an officer of the Comision Honorifica
Mexicana in San Bernardino. I'll look up
the papers and give them to you the next time you
come to Woodlake," apparently trying to finish off
the conversation.
1 was not ready to stop yet. He had just whetted
my appetite for more of the same.

T

COMING TO AMERICA
"How did you come to this country ... by burro ...
walki ng ... or did you fly?"
"Fly?" he asked incredulously, "there weren't
any airpl anes in those days, we walked through the
mountains to a place where the train stopped and we
came by train to the border."
"The Wright Bros. flew at Kittyhawk, North
Carolina in 1903," I said casually, "so you're probably right. There p robably weren't many commercial jets in central Mexico."
'' 1903? Are you sure?" he asked.
"Of course I'm sure. Go look it up m your
encyclopedia. "
" Also, while you're looking ... do you know
that Mexicana was the first commercial airline in
the western hemisphere?"
"The western ... WHAT?" he asked.
"The Americas," I replied, "Mexicana was the
first commercial airline to fly passengers. Look it
up! " I said.
Jess disappeared for a few minutes, returning
with two fresh drinks for us. But he said nothing
about looking it up.
''Where did you go?"
"To El Paso, Texas."
"Why do you know that the family came through
El Paso? How do you remember that?" I asked.
''I don't remember, but the papers that I have
have some information about my dad's age, who
he wo1·ked for, and when he crossed the border,"
Jess replied.
"Did the family stay in Texas?" I asked.

Jess Sierra
July 2003

"No," he replied, "My clad did not want to live in
Texas. It was too close to Mexico. He wanted to get
away from the border. I guess he didn't want to be
tempted to return to Mexico. And he never did. And I
haven't gone down there either ... and I don't ever want
to go there.
y dad had been to the United States
before. He used to leave the fami ly
over there and he and one of his brothers
and some of his friends would come to the United States
to work on the railroad. He worked in New Mexico,
Arizona and in southern California. He told us that he
liked the area around Ontario and that he and his brother
had talked about moving there."
"If the girls were born in 1932, two years before me,
that means that you moved from Mexico before then," I
sagely opined.
"Hey, you're pretty smart !" he exclaimed, laughing
at me and patting me on the back, "Frankie! Paul! We are
in the presence of a genius! Damn, you're smart !" he
reiterated.

M
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"Let's narrow it down some more," I suggested, "was
the Mexican revolution already over when you came
over from Mexico?"
"Yes, I think so ... but I'm not sure," he said.
"Why do you say THAT?" I asked.

THE VORACIOUS FEDERALES
"Because my dad, my uncles, and their friends used
to calk about the government troops, los federa les, how
they used to come to our rancho and ask us for food and
supplies. We had to hide our horses and cows because
they would take them. What little food we had, we kept
buried in holes in the ground so they would not find it.
he n we gave them food , they were
very happy and didn 't bother any
body. When we told them we didn't have
anything to give them, they would get very angry. The
Capitan would order the troops to go through the houses
and take whatever they wanted, my dad said."
"How about the Villistas or the Zapatistas? Did they
ever come to the ranch to ask for anything?" I asked.
"Sure ... they came too. They were from Pancho
Villa's army . Everybody claimed to be from Pancho
Villa's army when they wanted something. There were
even beggars going around saying they were from
Pancho Vill a's army so you could give them something.
They were just bums ... oportunistas ... trampas ... using
the revolution to get things for themselves."
"So, you hid the food and livestock from the federales
and gave them to the revolucionarios?"
"At first. But then they heard that the war was over.
So, no ... not always," he interjected, "They had to take
care of their own people first. If the crops had been poor,
we would hide our food from the revolucionarios too!
The men had to take care of their families first!"

W

DECISION TO GO NORTH
"When did my dad decide to bring the fami ly to the
United States, for good?" I asked.
"I think he and his friends used to talk about it all the
time. It was very hard making a living in Mexico.
"We had a little piece ofland. We had pigs, chickens,
and a mule. My mother took care of the crops whe n my
father was away in the United States working on the
railroad. All the families worked together. We raised
crops to eat and to trade for other things that we needed,
and then it was time to plant more crops and try to keep
going. It was very hard. The women worked every day,
and the older children helped out as much as they could.
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Eve rybody kind of
looked after each
other.We never had
money to do other
things, but then nobody else had anything either!
"Estabantos
chin.gados todos!

"My dad said
that one time the
revo lu cionarios
came and asked for
food. They also
wanted horses, but
he told them he did
not have any, that the
federales had taken
them all.

Abigail Sierra
My Mother

The leader of the revolucionarios got very mad at the
people. He started cussing everybody out, saying that
we deserved to live as slaves if we did not help out the
revolucion. He said they were giving their lives and we
didn't even want to give up a few baskets of corn or some
eggs and chickens," he remembered.

Jess continued, "My father and another man told
the leader that they were afraid because the federales
had said they would shoot anyone who was giving
help to the revolucionarios. My father tried to tell
him that they were helping the revolucion but they
needed food for their families too.

T

he revolutionary leader got very angry
a nd shouted "Los soldados de Ia
revoluc ion comen primero! ... Despues los
obreros! ... Despues los niiios! ... y despues las mujeres ...
si todavia hay comida!" he shouted.
"THE LEADER SLAPPED MY DAD! My father
got very angry but there was nothing he and the other
men could do because they were surrounded by angry
men pointing rifles at them.
"The entire village stood by and listened to the
Capitan cussing, and the revolutionaries laughing as
they pointed to some of the more attractive women in
the crowd and said dirty things to them.
"When the revolutionaries left the village, the men,
women and children hurried back to their adobe shacks,"
Jess recalled.

8
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Practicing the craft
MAKING A POINT
-- The author, c irca 1947
or so, pounding the table
to drive home an important point. At age 13, I was
already highJy opinionated and sensi ng a calling
to barroom philosophi zIng.

Listening in , but not
necessarily accepting as
gospel everything they are
hearing are my sister-inlaw Hema, left center, and
my nieces Rosie, left, and
Rebecca, far right. Note that Rebecca has turned her
face away from her uncle Pelon , probably stifling a
laugh.
(Photo was taken by my brother Jess who owned

JALISCO TO WOODLAKE
(Cont. from Pg. 7)
"Ahora si!" my dad shouted to my mother and Ted
and I when we got back to our house, I was about six
years old and Ted was about two years old.
"Nos vamos para e l norte. Estas son c hingaderas con
cuales yo no puedo vivir. Yo tengo que cuidar a mi
famili a. Esos revolucionarios y los federates tambien ,
que chin gen a su madre ! Manana nos vamos para California ... para nunca volver."
"In a few minutes, when his anger had died down,
my father went to hi s compadre's house ... hell, you
couldn't even call them houses ... they were made of
pieces of metal, tree trunks, cardboard, whatever materials we had ... to talk to him about going north with our
family to Cali fornia," Jess remembered.

LEAVING LA LAGUNITA
"That night we packed whatever we could carry. My
dad told a compadre of his who was not going to El Norte
that they could far m his plot of land and they could have
the pigs, chickens, cows , the mule , and two horses that
we had. If, someday , we returned to La Lagunita, we
would wan t our land back, of course, but the animals
were theirs to keep.

one of the first Polaroid cameras in the Woodlake barrio.
Some people thought they were the best invention since
huevos rancheros.)

"Early the next morning there were three little
groups of people walking down the trail from the
ranch to the place where the train stopped. My
mother Maria Abigail had never been down from the
hills except to go to mercados at other ranches, and
of course, had never seen a train.
he was very frightened when she heard
the steam whistle of the train, and more
terrified when she saw this huge iron monster
puffing up the hjJJ toward us. My dad practically had to
drag her onto the trai n. She was very scared, but soon got
over it.
"Where did you cross the border?" I asked.
"El Paso."
"How long did you stay in Texas? How did you get
to CaJifornja?" I asked, eagerly throwing questions at
him.
"I don't know," he said hesitently, "Icould swearthat
we WALKED from El Paso to Ontario. But ... I KNOW
we didn't. We couldn't have walked, but I don't remember how we got to California or how long it took or where
else we stayed. My dad was worki ng on the railroad, so
I don't think we made just one trip.
"I think we used to live for a few days or weeks in one

S
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of those small camps that the railroad had right next to
the tracks . The single men lived in a big room and the
married men had small cabins. I don't think we even paid
any renl. But I don't know."

ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA
Jess continued, "I remember that we lived on Grove
Street in Ontario, down off Euclid A venue near Chino."

"Let me ask you something," I inte1·jected, "Do
you remember a row of tall eucalyptus trees? Were
there eucalyptus trees where we lived?"
"Why do you ask that?" Jess inquired.
"Because one of my earliest memories of my life is
being he ld in somebody's arms and grown men were
standing around talking and they were offering me
dimes or nickels and I would always take the nickels
because they were bigger. The men would laugh and
then try it again, and I kept putting the nickels in my
pocket.

"But I remember also that there was a long row
of eucalyptus trees and the wind was blowing very
hard. You could hear it swishing through the trees,
and you could smell the trees.
"I never forgot that sme ll. I always thought that
someday the trees were going to fall over, because the
wind used to blow very hard. " I said .

THE BLUE COAT
"You know what I remember?" Jess asked. Then he
answered his own question, "I remember that when we
li ved in one of those railroad cabins a railroad car wou ld
pu ll up once in a wh ile and this guy sold everything you
can think of. (They called him a fayuquero).
e used to come to the camp every week.
He was on the track also. It was like a
large railroad car, but it was filled with just
abou t everything you wanted to buy. They sold meat,
clothes, candy, ice cream, toys, food, c leaning
supplies! Whatever they didn't have, you could
order it and the next week the fayuquero would
bring it.
"My mother saw a blue coat that she wanted.
She told my dad about it and he didn't want to buy
it for her.
"Para que cabrones quieres un sobretodo como
ese. en este infierno?" he asked.
Jess reminisced, "It was in the middle of a hot
Arizona summer but my mother had to have that
coat. Somehow, don't ask me how, she saved up the
money and bought the coat.

H
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"After that, every time the fayuquero came to our
camp and the women ran from their houses to buy their
goods, my mother wore her blue coat. It was very hot!
105,110, 112 degrees! She didn't care! She had the best
coat of any lady in that camp. And she WORE it! That's
what I remember! "
he fay uque ro wo uld bring us a Sea rs
c atalo a ue a bo ut two or three times a
year. I ~sed to go for the Sears catalogue," he
re minisced, "I used to grab it and go to the toilet, look at
the 0airls' underwear section, and play with myself. I
must've been about six or seven years old,but I'm not
sure."

T

I motioned for Paul to bring us another drink
because I did not want Jess to get up and lose the
momentum of his stor ytelling.
WHY MOVE TO WOODLAKE?
"Why did the Sierra fami ly decide to move to
Woodlake? How did we get to W oodlake?" !interrupted.
Jess thought for a while. It seemed like he did not
want to talk about it, like it was very painful to recall
those days, but maybe it was the Seagram's and maybe it
was his realizing that I was not going to stop until I found
out how the Sierras got to Woodlake.

"From Ontario we had goneto a little town called
Planada, near Merced, to pick figs. I distinctly remember one time when a bunch of men were trying
to get a lantern to work. They were having a hard
time getting the wick to light. Another thing I remembered was having to jump over rows in a fig orchard,
with water flowin g in the rows.
"After the fig season ended, we were going back
to Ontario when someone told my father that in a
little town called Woodlake, there was a lot of work.

rJI.l r~C lO .\'
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They made it sound like the dollar bills were hanging
from the trees!
There was a Marquez family traveling with us. They
decided to go to Hanford and that is where they settled.
"Remember the Marquez," he asked?
"Faintly," I replied, "I remember they owned a sixwheeled truck and that there were three boys and a
daughter, but that's about it. Their father used to drink
with our father a lot, que no?"
ess continued, "I was about seventeen years
old and Ted was thirteen, and I guess my dad
wanted us to work and farm labor offered us the
earliest opportunity to start earning some money. If you
could do the work, the ranchers would hire you. No
questions about social security cards, about missing
school, or anything like that. They just wanted the work
done.
"We had come over the Grapevine to Planada in a
small pickup truck that we had. That Foringo made it
over the mountains. I don't know what we would have
done if it had broken down. We would not have been
able to fix it!
"It took us about two weeks, I think. You didn't have
the highways that you have now. It was more like a trail.
A lot of deep grooves. In places it wasn't even paved. My
dad did not know how to drive, did you know that?
"Yep," I admitted, "I know that."
"Who was driving the Sierra family pickup?" I
asked.
"I was," Jess replied.
"How in the hell did you get a driver's license if you
never applied for one?"
"I don't know where my dad got it, but I had a
California driver's license. I don't remember taking any
test, one day he just handed me a driver's license and that
was it."
"Well, we came from Highway 99 to Woodlake
because somebody said that there was a lot of work here.
But first I remember "Va haber mucho trabajo aqui," my
dad stated.
omewhere between Ivanhoe and
Woodlake, it started to get dark. A light
rain began falling. My father spotted a farmhouse that was all lit up and he insisted that I stop the
truck, back up, and then go see about getting work for the
next day. It was very cold, and beginning to rain harder.

J
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I went to the farmhouse, knocked on the door,

and waited. A tall man dressed in a suit and tie
opened the door and asked, "What do you want,
Pancho?"
"My name is Jesus, mister. My dad wants to
know if you have any work for us tomorrow. We are
willing to do anything."
"Pancho, tomorrow is Christmas Day. Nobody works
on Christmas Day, not even farmers. Hey, Noah!, here's
a guy here says his family wants to work for you
tomorrow!" he hollered at the owner of the house.
"Tell him to go away. We ain't evenTALKIN' 'bout
work tomorrow, much less doin' any!" he laughed.

o I went back across the street to tell my
father that it was Christmas Eve and
that there was no work tomorrow. I had
forgotten what day it was. We had lost track of time
It was just like any other day to us.

S

"Vaya. digale a ese cabron que si no nos da trabajo
que nos vamos a quedar en su yarda haste que nos deje
trabajar!" my dad ordered.
I knocked on the door again. This time the rancher
himself answered the door.
"Senor, my dad says that we have to work because
we don't have any money. We can't go anywhere. He
says if you don't give us work, we are going to camp in
your yard until you give us work."
"Ah don't give a rat's ass what you folks do tonight,"
he bellowed, "you do what you gotta do, and tomorrow
ah'll do what ah gotta do."

CAMPING OUT
"So my father ordered me to park the pickup in the
yard. We unloaded our pieces of canvas, put up a tent on
the big lawn in the man's yard and went to bed, hungry,
while I was telling Ted about all the good food I had seen
when the man opened the door.

Very early the next morning, the rancher and two
of his Mexican farmhands woke us up very early in
the morning.
"Feliz Navidad. Amigos!," they said.
They told me that they wanted my dad and mom, and
Ted and I to go with them in a truck. They took us to the
farthest part of the ranch and put us to work pulling
weeds in a vineyard.
Then the men headed back to the farmhouse and
loaded up all of our possessions on the pickup truck.
Mary, Trini, you, and Frances were crying because you
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didn't know why someone was putting all of our things
in the pickup truck. The rancher then went back to the
vineyard, picked up mom and dad and Ted and I and
brought us back to the farmhouse.
He stopped his truck by where we had pitched the
tent and handed me a few dollars, and said, "Here,
Pancho! Give this to your dad. Tell 'im he's a stubborn
sumbitch! He's gonnagetahead, some day ....Woodlake's
where you want to go. It is that way ... that's where you
want to go. That is the promised land," he said, pointing
east toward the mountains.
My dad told me to ask the rancher about buying
some gas from him because we had noticed the gas
pumps beside the garage.
"I can't sell you any gas. I need it for my trucks and
tractors," he replied, "but you can find gas just up the
road. Little place called Redbanks.lt'll be on the left side
of the road just as you cross the railroad track. From
there it's just a couple of miles to Woodlake."

THE PROMISED LAND!
Arriving in Woodlake in late December is not the
best time to go there. Because of the cold weather and the
rains, there is very little work. We went door to door,
asking people if we could put up our tent in their back
yard. We would live there until we started working and
then we would move on.
They all said NO. They had heard those stories
before, at the beginning of the depression. They KNEW
we would not be going anywhere any time soon because
there was no work at this time of year, and we would
become a burden on them.
inally, we found a friendly gringo who
agreed to let us live in a small tool shed he
had in his back yard. We took all his tools, his
lawn mower, and some lumber out of the shed, piled it
up against the outside wall of the shed, covered it with
some large canvases he brought out of his garage, and
the Sierras had a wooden roof over our heads for the first
time since leaving Ontario.
The next day, he asked me if our family qualified for
welfare. I said I did not know.
"What is welfare?" I asked.
He said that he would take us into Visalia later in the
day so we could find out. He said he would help us. And
he did.

F

ON THE WELFARE ROLLS
I faintly remembered some of that. We qualified for
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welfare, but we had to wait a few weeks for our first
checks, and the food vouchers to arrive. Also we had to
buy all our groceries at the large Safeway store on No.
Court Street in Visalia.
We used to take a large canvas with us in the pickup
truck when we went to pick up our groceries. We didn't
want the neighbors to see the Safeway shopping bags.
That was a dead giveaway that you were on "relief' as
they called it back then. There was no Safeway store in
Woodlake, so if you were carrying groceries into your
house from Safeway, you must have gotten them from
the U.S. government.

verybody knew that. The kids didn't
care. We were eating, and we didn't
much give a damn where the food came
from, but I guess it was important to my dad.

E

Also, my dad always made it a point to stop at a small
Mexican mercado in the barrio to buy Mexican cheese,
chiles, and other things. We went to that little store for
years. I remember one day asking my father why he went
there. It seemed to me that everything cost more there
than it did at Safeway, so why did he buy anything there?
"Es uno de nosotros," he would say, and that was the
end of the questions.
After the Sierras found work, we moved into a house
on Lemona Street owned by don Francisco Alvarado.

You had to have a good imagination to call that
"street" a street. We always thought it was just an
alley. It wasn't paved. In the winter, when the rains
came, the potholes were big enough to swallow a
small child.
"The Alvarados raised chickens. What I remember
most is the huge bushes of blackberries and raspberries
that grew right next to their house. We used to sneak over
there and pick the berries right off the bush and stuff
ourselves. We never had enough sense to ask if we could
eat some strawberries. For some reason, it just made
more sense for us kids to steal than to get permission.
Later we became acquainted with Raul Torres, who was
a grandson of the Alvarados. We became very friendly
with Raul. He gave us access to the strawberries. My
mom and dad did not raise any dumb kids.
We lived next to the Alvarado home, then there was
a large empty lot, then the Robert Marquez family home.
Across the alley lived the Attaways, the Grimsleys,
the Asmans, the Sanchez, and the Villegas, who farmed
about 15 acres.
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The stigma of being on welfare was enormous. We
were aware that we were poor but there wasn't anything
we could do about it. Every year people from the Tulare
County Health Department would come to the Woodlake
Elementary School. We would be called out of the
classroom and they would look at our eyes, ears, nose,
throat, and heads, running their fingers through our hair,
looking for lice. One year they found some on us and we
all had to go home. They gave us some kind of disinfectant to put on our hair, advised us on keeping our bedding
clean, and we returned to school knowing that all of our
friends knew we had piojos.
Once a year we went to the Health Clinic in Visalia
near a small park on the west end of Main Street.
Sometimes we had to wait all day to be called in for a
physical examination. We met a lot of kids from the
surrounding cities of Ivanhoe, Farmersville, Visalia,
Tulare, and other places. Later in life we ran into each
other at football or basketball games or at community
functions but always remembered not to mention to our
friends why or how we knew kids from other cities.

ELINDIO
I reminisced a bit about some of the memories that
I had of growing up on Lemona Street.
.. Remember that Indian that came to live on the
empty lot between our house and the Marquez property?" I asked.
e pitched a teepee in the empty field
next to our house. The man pretty much
kept to himself, but if you said hello to him,
he cordially replied. I don't remember him initiating
conversations with us, and we were afraid to ask too
many questions because he was strange. He didn't look
like us. He didn't dress like us, and he spoke very
deliberately and with as few words as possible. The Indio
wore his hair long, braided, and hanging down below his
shoulders. Jess said he did not remember.

H

The Indian man, I remembered, would rise very
early in the morning. We could hear him chopping
wood, which he would carry into the teepee, then go
inside and we would not see him again until he came
out to jump in his old pickup truck and go to work,
minding his own business. We never saw him talking
to any adults or being outside his teepee for any
length of time. We rarely saw the squaw. She stayed
inside that teepee all day. We wondered how she
tolerated the 95 to 100 degree heat all day long in that

small tent.
We never saw her outside. We used to wonder how
she went to the bathroom. Or if they had a bathroom
inside the teepee. There was a water faucet on the edge
of the property. We would see the Indian man putting
water in buckets and toting them inside the teepee. But
we never saw the squaw outside the tent. It was one of
life's little mysteries that never got resolved as we grew
up on Lemona Street.

We rented that house from don Francisco until
my father died in 1945 and then we moved across
town to live with my brother Jess and his wife Hema
on the ''white'' side of town, near the cemetery.
I hated it over there.lt didn't feel like a barrio. There
were no Chicanos in that part of town. In the evening you
did not smell tortillas being made, or the familiar aromas
of Mexican home cooking. I don't remember kids playing out on the street the way we had done in LaLimonera.
It was not homey. I always felt like an intruder in that
neighborhood. I don't remember making any friends in
that neighborhood. I don't remember playing on the
streets. We pretty much kept to ourselves.
Another thing I hated was that the house was very
small. It was never intended to house two adults and six
kids. My brother Paul and I used to sleep in what was our
washroom. It was very close to the shower, and it always
seemed to be very damp. I hated it.
I also hated the fact that brother Jess insisted on us
taking a shower every day. I never saw any need for that.
If I had spent a very sedentary day I would try to skip the
shower. I remember my sisters loving it, having access
to a shower. When we lived in La Limonera, we had
outside plumbing, meaning a two-holer about 100 yards
from the house. No shower.
ow did we take a bath? We put a tub of
cold water over some rocks in the back
yard, put wood underneath it, and lit a fire.
And waited for the water to get warm enough to dip a
wash rag in it and scrub ourselves. When we went to
school and the teacher asked if we had taken a bath that
morning we lied, lied, lied. It was just too much explaining to do if you admitted you had not taken a bath that
morning.
I don't remember how long we lived there but it was
much too long for me.
Sometime later, Jess bought a house from the
Escobedo family because they were moving to Mexico,

H
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leaving everything, even the furniture. We moved to 265
Pomegranate Street, near El Barrio de La Rana. Iremember the roar of the contractors • trucks early in the
morning being warmed up before leaving for work.
Very early in the morning. People shouting greetings to
each other. The familiar smells of Mexican food and
tortillas.
The first thing I remember hearing every morning
was the old favorite, "La Mancornadora" being played
by the Lalo Guerrero Orchestra over a radio station in
Fresno. My sisters always listened to Mexican music in
the morning, and American music later in the day. Why?
I don't know.
Many years later, in San Jose, I met Lalo Guerrero
and convinced him to sit for an interview which was
published in THE LEADER, the San Jose GI Forum
newspaper. (It is elsewhere in these memoirs).
e lived between the Jesus Hernandez
residence and the Jose Pefia home. Jesus
Hernandez, a labor contractor, later became my padrino when I was confirmed in the Catholic
Church. Kenny Saucedo, who lived with his grandparents, and I became very good friends. We were like
brothers.
In the barrio we had contact with other Mexican
families, the Valeros who had a daughter Vickie about
my age; the Romeros, don Martin who had a band we
used to call Martiny Los Cuarenta Lobos, who presented no threat to Glenn Miller, Harry James, Benny
Goodman or other top rated orchestreas of that happy
time; los Salazar, who loved to sing, don Jose, Chano
and Joe who later moved to southern California; the
Gomez, Jess who owned a small bar two doors down
from our house, and his brother Pete, whose occupation
I never figured out. He had a son whom I coached in
Little League baseball but I never kept up with what kind
of athlete he became later because I left Woodlake to go
to school in Los Angeles.
Then there was Arnulfo Garcia, the one-armed drunkard who loved to walk down the middle of Pomegranate
Street singing his favorite Mexican songs (imitating
Jorge Negrete, of course).

W

THE SERENADE
There was the night he and I were more than a bit
crocked, sitting in the Gomez Cafe directly across the
street from the Romero home where Henrietta lived. She
was a beautiful young lady whose heart was coveted by

more than one Woodlake man. Anyway, this evening,
probably around midnight, Arnulfo asked if I would join
him in serenading Queta. He let the entire bar know we
were going across the street to sing to the beautiful
Henrietta. We bought two six packs ofbeer and we went
across the street. Arnulfo began singing, and at the
appropriate times I would give out a Mexican grito to
add emphasis to what Arnulfo was singing.
short while later, the lights went on.
We opened the front gate and walked a
few steps onto the Romero property. the
front door of the house opened and don Martin Romero
emerged, dressed in his pajamas.
"Ya esta bueno, Arnulfo ... vayanse. Nova a salir
Henriquetta. Ella no quiere hablar contigo. Vayanse,
por favor!"
I was standing behind Arnulfo and picked up my six
pack and began walking toward the gate when I heard
him say, "Cayese usted. viejo pendejo. usted gue
chingados sabe de musica? No vine a cantarle a usted.
le estoy cantando a Queta!"
Romero answered, "Vayanse Arnulfo. Henrigueta
no va a salir. Vayanse. por favor!"
I vividly remember the large semi trucks hauling
timber from the mountains to the Bakersfield Box Company mill right down our street, Pomegranate Street,
because the politicians decided not to allow them to
rumble down Valencia, the main business street. Why
taxpaying citizens tolerated semitrucks loaded with
freshly cut logs rumbling down their peaceful neighborhood street I will never know. But it became very noisy,
very dirty, and very dangerous.
That was life in the barrio. That was home. Those are
memories that remain.

A

• • •
Failure Serves
Sometimes a noble failure
serves the world
as faithfully as
a distinguished success.
--Edward Dowden
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PARENT'S DOCUMENTATION:
Top-- Alien Head-Tax Receipt number 201198 issued to Maria A.
Talavera on March 30, 1927 at El Paso, Texas.
Below -- Credential of Comision Honorifica Mexicana of San
Bernardino, Calif., verifying that Mr. Juan Sierra, a citizen of
Mexico, has been elected 2do Vocal by the Mexican colony of
Ontario, Calif. for July 19, 1935 to July 18, 1936.
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Kasumo Leaves Woodlake
January 1942
In January 1942, I was in the first grade at Woodlake
Elementary School.
Our teacher was Mrs. Grace Pogue who had taught
thousands of little boys and girls in that school since time
began. Or it seemed that way.
She did not fit my image of what a first grade teacher
should look like. Before I entered school I had imagined
that my first grade teacher was going to be a tall, slim
man with slicked black hair like Fred Astaire. But we got
used to her very fast. We had no choice. There was one
first grade and she taught it. Period.
I remember a young brother and sister, Kasumo
Kakawa and his sister, Yoko. Kasumo and I had
become friends because he was very quiet, very well
mannered, and wasn't loud and brassy like some of
my other classmates. He was
different. He didn't speak
Spanish, but I was going to
teach him and then I was going to ask him to teach me
some Japanese.
The Kakawas didn't live in
town. He and his sister rode the
big yellow bus to where they
lived on a ranch somewhere out
of town. He was always very
mild mannered, always seemed
I
eager to do the right thing.
One day, I remember, Mrs.
Pogue told us to bring a nickel for ice cream to school the
next day. We were going to have a cake and ice cream
going-away party for Kasumo and his sister Yoko. Their
family was moving away.
I got MAD!
The final bell of the day rang and the kids rushed out
of the classroom and to their buses. Those of us who
lived in town and walked, ofcourse, took our sweet time.
We were going to walk home, there was no hurry.
"KASUMO, WHY ARE YOU MOVING? WHERE
ARE YOU MOVING TO?" I asked, running after him,
as the room emptied rapidly.

Kasumo didn't hear me, or pretended not to. I got
no answer to my question. So I didn't get a chance to
talk to him that afternoon. I worried about Kasumo
and Yoko all afternoon and all night long. If we were
such good friends, why hadn't Kasumo told me that
their family was moving away? Didn't he want me to
know? If not, WHY NOT?
The next day when Mrs. Pogue told us about the
reason for the party .. . that the Kakawa family was
leaving Woodlake, there were a lots of questions.
Where are the Kakawas moving to?
Kasumo didn't know. Yoko didn't know. And neither did Mrs. Pogue.
"Haven't you asked your parents where you are
moving to?" I inquired of Kasumo, "They must know."
He just shrugged his tiny shoulders, gave me a warm
smile, and said, "I don't know."

No Japs Wanted
in Woodlake
--

1
How can that be, I thought? How can somebody
be moving out of town and not know where they are
going?
"Tell me where you are moving to ••••" I begged
Kasumo, "I want your address so I can write you a
letter. I want to be your friend.''
"I Don't know," he replied, simply.
At the party the teacher spoke warmly aboutKasuma
and his sister Yoko. Some of us got a chance to speak and
say what he thought about them. There were many
unanswered questions.
At the end of the class, we said our last goodbyes.
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Who Owns The Sun?
On Tuesday, Dec. 9, 1975, while reading the San
Francisco CHRONICLE, they reported on a hearing
called in Sacramento by Assemblyman John J. Miller
(D-Oakland) to debate the question of who owns the
sun, or access to solar rays.
Apparently the Assemblyman was concerned about
his less than affluent constituents being deprived of their
fair share of sunlight. For example, a person builds a
home, then finds out that some major corporation is
going to erect a very large skyscraper next to his home,
shutting off sunlight for most of the day. What protects

the homeowner from this dilemma? Right now, nothing
The Assemblyman's committee was also concerned
about the erection of fences and the planting of large
trees which would affect the sunlight rights of his
constituents.
He recommended that the State Legislature establish a basic sunshine right and have the courts rule on
how much that right is worth in dollars and cents.
.. Sunlight must be allocated in a manner that will
balance skyscraper construction against individual property rights, the Assemblyman said, according to the S.F.
Chronicle.
Thirty-two years later, I am still losing sleep worrying about my solar rights, wondering if I am being
deprived of any of them. Zzzzzzzz. ******

Kasumo leaves Woodlake
(Cont. from Pg. 15)
And I never saw either of them again.
Soon, near the western city limits of Woodlake, on
the Visalia highway, a very large billboard was erecteby
some super patriotic idiots. Its huge 3 foot high letters
read: NO JAPS WANTED IN WOODLAKE.
We never found out who erected that sign, but it
was something that I have been ashamed of for a long
time. It was a sign of bigotry, racism and hatred that
I believe did not belong in a nice place like Woodlake.
It remained there for a long time.
Then, one day it was gone. Torn into shambles, the
wooden pieces left to rot slowly in the warm Tulare
County sun. Soon it was overrun by weeds and forgotten. Many old timers in Woodlake say that they cannot
remember that the despicable sign was there, on Millwood
Drive, just past the Presbyterian Church, near the city
limits on the highway to Visalia.
I have always wondered if they don't really remember ... or if they don't WANT to remember.
Of course I was to find out more about the situation
many, many years later. I was aware that a state of war
existed between the United States and the Empire of
Japan but I could not connect that with the Kakawas
moving out of Woodlake to an undisclosed location.
On Feb. 19, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
had issued Executive Order 9066 mandating the evacuation of all persons of Japanese descent from the west
coast of the United States. One hundred and ten thousand Americans were being moved, against their will,
simply because they were of Japanese ancestry.****

NoTe Rajes!
Feb. 7, 1972
Mr. David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER
San Jose, Calif.
Dear Dave:
Congratulations on your fine dissertation in last
month's issue ofTHE FORUMEER.
We in California are not offended by the label
"Chicanos." We will continue to accept the Forumeer. In
our humble opinion, it is the best Chicano paper in the
United States. Bar none.
We hope you continue telling it like it is.
No te rajes. David.
Sinceramente,
Ben Rodriguez. Executive Secretary
American GI Forum, Dept. of California

Colon Cancer Solved
In early April2005, the highly intellectual and
greatly concerned Gilroy, California City Coucnil
declared their Santa Clara County City a COLON
CANCER FREE ZONE.
THERE! That ought to take care of THAT
problem, don't you think?
You doctors, go back to sleep. We already took
care of the problem.
First question: Is THAT the most serious
problem your citizens have, councUmembers?
Second question: Why limit yourself to colon
cancer. Why not make Gilroy a medical problems
free zone?
Third question: Why not tack on a Drugs and
Alcohol rider?

.. . ..·
..•
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LETTER:

To Tomas Alvarado

(My old friend Tomas Alvarado had disappeared from
my radar screen for many, many months. I got to
wondering where he was so I secured his address and
wrote him a letter):

E. David Sierra
44 N. Jackson Ave. F-23
San Jose, CA 95116
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every day ... mess with the internet, write memoirs,
go to the library, go to lunch at the different senior
citizen centers, watch TV (ugh!), read, read, and more
read, etc. Have vowed to lose weight by walking
around this complex and eating less, but that is very
difficult with not much else to do. Went to see Tony
Gallegos last month. He's doing very well with his
VICS project.
Aggreciate your comments and ingut on what else
to include in memoirs.
Take care, Tomas. Let me know when you're in San
Jo. --David

November 24,2006
Tomas Alvarado
Big Shot in Bushie Wushie Government
1042 Manley Drive
San Gabriel, CA 9177 6
Tomas:
Thanks for the quick response to my appeal for
your snail mail address. Enclosed are some pages
from my memoirs. Hope you find them interesting.
Remember that this is UNPUBLISHED material, for
your eyes only. Please do not make copies.

We have promised the memoirs to the Martin
Luther King Library's Chicano Studies Section on
the 5th floor. That and other materials. But not
ready to give them up just yet. Got lots more to
write.
It was nice hearing from you after all these years.
Abel finally retired me from Vida Nueva on the 15th
of October, 2006. It was time. That man is a lot
smarter than most people think he is. I was getting
tired of the job anyway, just didn't know how to quit.
I don't go to the meetings anymore because I can't
hear what is being said. My hearing has deteriorated
very badly. Sometimes Gloria communicates with me
by writing me notes. Long trips by auto have become
boring because we can't carry on the conversations we
used to.

Going to football games isn't as much fun
either. Can't hear the PA system to keep track of
what is going on.
Spending my days trying to figure out what to do

Senator Ted Kennedy
and Offshore Drilling
Those people who read much know that
some of the most humorous comments made
in America come from the mouths and pens of
our politicians. Or their appointees.
The politicians apparently spend countless hours thinking up ways to put down their
colleagues in the United States Senate and in
the House of Representatives.
One comment we remember reading recently was made by a politico who was asked
to comment on a paparazzi's photo of Senator
Ted Kennedy of Massachusetts seemingly lying atop a lady on a small boat floating in the
Atlantic Ocean off Cape Cod.
'Well, it appears to me that Senator Kennedy
has changed his position on offshore drilling,"
he said.

••••••••••••••••••••
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"In Life, your attitude
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oftentimes determines
your altitude"
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--E. David Sierra
9.17.06
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Flunking P.E.
and Spanish
Do you know anyone whose parents
were born in Mexico, who has spoken
Spanish all his life, and who has loved
sports from his early childhood ... who
flunked Physical Education and Spanish
in high school? Well, maybe that's my
claim to fame, but that's me.

A

t Woodlake High School in 1952, I had
phys ical education during 5th period,
the first period after lunc h. It was the only
period of the day when boys and girls were out for P.E.
at the same time, though we were kept separated. lf the
girl s were using the gym, we went outside to play. If we
were using the gym, they went outside. As young,
healthy American boys are wont to do, we enj oyed
showing off for the girls on those occasions when we
used the gym and the inclement weather kept the girls
in ide. They would sit in the gym and watch us do our
number on the basktball floor.

FLUNKING PHYS ED
There were three seniors in my P .E. class, Jimmie
Estrada, Bill Russell, and myself. The other fourteen
or fifteen students were freshmen and sophomores.
The PE instructor was T.C. Duncan, the Tigers'
head football coach.
He del ighted in havi ng us play games like Capture
the T ire. We would choose up sides, stand at the goal
line o f the football field, and he would place a tire at the
50 yard line. T he objective was to capture the tire and
bring it back across your goal. That's how you won the
game. Duncan had us play that game in mid-winter after
heavy rains had soaked the turf. It was wet, amigo. It
always seemed li ke the nastier the weather was, the
more T.C. D uncan wanted us to play gam es that were
"physical " and we tried to avoid them!
Since I was the team captain for my side, me and B i 11
Russell s tayed at our "headquarters " under the goal
posts and sent the freshmen and sophomores out to

c apture the tire .
Duncan would stand
in the bleac he rs,
hollering, urging us
to get involved in
capturing the tire.
We continued to plot
our s trategy and
largely ignored him.

KEEP

'EM

CLEAN
Russell and I
didn't much give a
damn who capCoach T.C. Duncan
tured the tire, and
who won. We were
concerned about other, more significant matters ....
such as, keeping our gym clothes clean and dry. You
had to report for P.E. every day with clean gym
clothes, a shirt or jersey and gym shorts. In winter,
if you washed your gym clothes and hung them in the
gym to dry, they might not dry overnite. In the
summertime, you could wash your gym clothes while
you took a shower and the next day they would be
dry.
THE SPREAD
ometimes we played fl ag football, then
Coach Duncan wanted to get involved.
He had played college football at Redlands
University. We decided early on that when he played he
was worth two draft c hoices. So, if the other senior
picked Duncan, I picked Russell and the best of the
sophomore players. Russell and I alternated at quarterback.

S

Our basic offensive formation was to flank either
Russell or I to either sideline, Duncan had to cover us
because he was the only one who could run with us.
Then it was a simple matter of running away from
the freshmen and sophomores, on the opposite side
from the flanker, or throwing a pass in the other
direction. The object was to keep Duncan away from
the football.
All we did was run Duncan to the corners of the end
zone. He had to go. Then either Russell or I ran away
from the frosh and sophomores. It was elementary
Erwin Ginsburg Fresno High football. Duncan never
touched our ball carriers.
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ne time I flanked Russell to the right
sideline. The ball was centered and I
easily ran away from the defensive players and headed around the right side and uptield.
Just as we had planned it, Duncan ran up to meet me
and grab the flag from my hip.
Russell had taken about four or five steps downfield
and then doubled back to his original position. As I
turned the end and headed into the center of the field,
Duncan came running up. Just as he approached me, I
flipped the ball sideways to Russell who took it and lit
out for the goalpost 70 yards away. Six!

ELISEO DAVID COUSY
The most amazing thing that has ever happened to
me in sports happened one day when he had us play
basketball in the gym. Mrs. Mann decided to excuse the
girls and allowed them to sit in the bleachers and watch.
I thought I was Bob Cousy that afternoon. I could not
miss. Must have scored about twenty six points. It is a
great feeling to be able to score almost at will. I appreciate what the great basketball players feel, because it
happened to me ... but just ONE time. God, it was a great
feeling!
One of the young men on the opposingteamwas a
freshmen who grew up to become a better than average
basketball player for the Tigers. We played on the
WUHS outside courts sometimes on Saturday and Sunday afternoons. Having seen me get 26 big ones in that
once-in-a-lifetime experience in P.E., 20 years later, he
was still telling people that Sierra was one helluva
basketball player.

GRUNTIN' AND GROANIN'
One time, Coach Duncan decided that we should
wrestle. He decided to start it out with the Freshmen and
Sophomores going at each other. I figured out that little
number very quickly.
I suggested to Russell that we give each other some
very menacing looks, grunt like hogs in heat, point at
each other, and stomp our feet like Sumo wrestlers.
After a few seconds of this, with the other guys laughing
their heads off, and Duncan screaming for us to get it on,
I called time out.

Then we went at it again. Russell, as we had
planned it, faked a roundhouse punch straight at my
snoot. I threw up my hands, and hit the canvas like a
sack of spuds, kicking my feet like I was having a
convulsion. The girls loved it! Lots of cheering, and
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laughs. Duncan screamed, "Sierra, get up and fight!"
I came to my feet slowly, looking around, like I was
in a daze.
"Hit him, Russell!" the coach screamed.
Russell approached me. I took a feeble punch at him,
missed, and started to spin around and around. Faster
and faster! It was a hilarious act! Finally, I spun out of
control and crashed to the canvas.

Duncan pounced on me. "What's the matter,
Sierra?" he screamed.
"I knocked myself out, coach!" I replied, giving
him my best shit-eating grin.
At that precise moment the bell rang, P .E. was over
for another day. As we were hustling into the locker
room, one of the freshmen asked, "Hey, Sierra, I thought
you were knocked out?"
"I was man," I replied, with a straight face, "but
when Duncan got up close, he woke me up. His armpits
STINK! Bad, man!"
About that "F" in P.E .. I earned it.

FLUNKING SPANISH
At Woodlake High School, Tulare County, California, USA, I had what I considered to be an excellent
Spanish teacher in Mr. Ainley. He knew about Mexico.
His kids spoke the language. He told us about the
culture, about traveling in the country. He taught us the
names of the different states in the Republic of Mexico.
He seemed to have a love for the language and the people
of our neighbors to the south.

It was a sad day for future WUHS students when
Mr. Ainley retired in 1949.
Our next Spanish teacher was a guy named Stone,
whom I understood had previously taught at Black Foxe
Military Academy near Los Angeles, a school for filthy
rich little white boys. Most of the Chicanos in the class
had no respect at all for Mr. Stone because we didn't feel
that he knew anything about Mexico, and furthermore,
that he didn't really care.
He didn't seem to have any enthusiasm for the job,
made no attempt to instill pride in our cultural and to
educate the "whities" about Mexico. I did not care for
him at all. AT ALL.
When Mr. Stone would ask a question like, "Qay
hicieron Josay y Josayfina el Domingo?", my reply
would be "Se arranaron" (they got married) when he
wanted the more proper "Se casaron" and then I would
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argue that casaron meant that they "were hunted".
Mr. Stone was not conversant in Barrio street slang,
Calo as it is called.

Mr. Stone was a joke. The poor man had probably never seen a Chicano up close until he came to
Woodlake. He didn't last long. Wherever he went,
they can have him.
Remember, too, that these were the days when you
were cautioned not to speak Spanish on the schoolgrounds
under penalty of staying after school ... or worse. But it
was allright if the Anglo kids opened the Spanish textbook and practiced their Spanish phrases on each other
as they walked on the campus. To us it didn't make a
damned bit of sense, and maybe that's why we were
always angry in Spanish class.
I don't blame Mr. Stone for flunking me. If he didn't

like my attitude, fine, because I didn't like him, and at
that point in time, I didn't care. I felt that I already spoke
all the Spanish I would ever need in this world and I
didn't figure Mr. Stone had anything to add to my
knowledge about Spanish or the Mexican culture.
So, I took his "F" graciously. And I gave him one

too ••• F --k him!
It never occurred to us in those days that no matter
what the subject was, we never had any Hispanic teachers in a school with approximately 40% of the students
whose parents spoke Spanish.
Maybe theWoodlake High School board of trustees
just couldn't find "qualified" Hispanics, but I suspect
that they probably weren't even looking. I mean you
could have found better qualified people than Mr. Stone
at any teachers college in America. They didn't dig too
deep to find him. • • • • •

Pete McCloskey at the Rose Bowl
Back in the early 80's, while watching another
exciting 4th quarter drive engineered by Stanford
quarterback John Elway at a UCLA-Stanford football game in the Rose Bowl, I was surprised to look
up from my program to find former U.S. Congressman Paul McCloskey, seated in the aisle next to my
seat.
"Why did you not want to run for Congress
again?" I asked.
"I just want to do something else with my life,"
he said.
"You're a Stanford grad, are you not?" I asked.
"Yeah. Do you live in the bay area?" he asked.
"Yep," I replied, "but I'm a Bruins fan. I used to
live down here."
"What are you going to be doing, now?" I asked,
eager to keep the conversation going.
McCloskey was really into the game. Stanford

appeared to be driving for another touchdown.
After an intercepted pass, a fumble, or something,
Stanford gave up the football. He touched me
lightly on the shoulder as he got up and walked
down the stairs, headed toward the exit.
A Stanford fan. He sounded disappointed that
there would be no miracle on this day .It was close,
but the Bruins would prevail38-35.
Elway didn't have much luck with California
teams in his senior year, also losing to USC 41-21,
and to Cal in the five-lateral Game of the Century,
25-20.
Probably the best college football quarterback
of all time, at least I think he is, but there would be
no miracle on this day, disappointing the former
Congressman and thousands of Stanford fans who
had made the trip south to see Elway's final college
game against Terry Donahue's Bruins.

To obtain a man's opinion of you, make him mad
--Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Lobo carries the flame
Sept. 1984

The Leader

Olympic Flame
carried by
Lobo the
WonderDog
by L.K. Sakalamota
(SAN JOSE)-- The official Olympic Flame, symbol
of international friendship and athletic competition,
being hand-carried from the Pelopenissian plains of
Olympia, Greece and across America to Los Angeles by
thousands of runners in a precisionally timed relay,
arrived in San Jose in the early morning hours of
Tuesday, July 17, 1984.
Carrying the flame to the steps of San Jose City Hall
was none other than Lobo The W onderDrog, the heralded ex-resident of Vida Nueva.
esplenden~ in his official . red, white and
blue runntng outfit, a VIda Nueva Big
Green Latin Village Machine baseball cap,
and sporting official FastMutt running shoes, Lobo
received a tumultuous ovation from the early-risers who
enthusiastically applauded the Olympic Flame and its
famous bearer as he arrived at the seat of local government.
Lobo trotted in place on his arrival, chug-alugged a bottle of ice-cold Stroh's Beer handed to him
by one of his aides, and wiped his brow on his official
Olympic Towel.
He was officially welcomed by the Mayor and
various city councilpeople who availed themselves of
the opportunity to see a world-class celebrity on his first
official visit to San Jose this year.
STREETS CROWDED
Over 100,000 people lined the streets between Santa

R

Clara University, where the torch stayed overnight, and
San Jose. As Lobo ran magnificently past them, they
held up signs of affection letting him know just how
much he is admired in this area, "LOBO FOR
PRESDIENT" one of the signs read. Another said,
"LOBO- MANAGE THE S.F. GIANTSf"
At Hedding and Guadalupe Expressway a group
of sorority girls from Stanford held up one reading
"WE LOVE YOU, LOBO!"
Lobo moved briskly past and on to San Jose for the
official welcome at City Hall.
He was presented with the keys to the City of San
Jose by the Mayor, who then bent over from the waist
and kissed his hand. ''Relax, homeboy, you're trying
too hard,'' Lobo whispered to Hizzoner.
"What do I do with these?" he asked aloud to
members of the world press who had gathered to cover
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the historic occasion.
"Do the keys work? .. he asked a reporter from THE
LEADER, .,Somebody already got away with the goodies! I guess they couldn't afford a glass of iced water for
me ... or they haven't heard ofLobo-ade...

PRESS CONFERENCE
Word spread like wildfire the night before the event
when it was announced during a press conference at
Antuna's that the welcoming committee had a big
surprise for the people of Santa Clara County.
The Untied Stakes Olympia Agonizing Committee
(Billy Carter, Chairman of the Board) announced there
through an interpreter since Mr. Carter does not speak
English, that Lobo The W onderDog had been selected
as one of the runners privileged to carry the official
1984 Summer Olympic Games flame through the streets
of San Jose.
"It is a privilege for US, having a world renown
celebrity like Lobo TheWonderDog agree to come here
halfway across the world to participate in this
momentuous occasion, .. said A yam Yur Fader, official
Olympic Games representative from Egypt.

egion IX Chairman David Sierra got
on the Region IX typetype system
and informed all the chapters in the
area, so that a large contingent could be on hand as
"one of ours" did his patriotic duty.
According to the C.H.P. (Chicano Hura Patrulla),

R

the Nimitz Freeway, U.S. 101 and Highway 680 were
jammed for hours prior to the arrival of the Olympic
Flame as Forumeers, their families, and friends hurried
to San Jose to welcome Lobo on one of his infrequent
visits to the home of his early triumphs.

Vida Nueva chartered a bus to take the residents
to the scene so that they could see their camarada
Lobo once again.
Many members of the American GI Forum were on
hand, even at the early hour of 6:30AM to see the
passing of the flame. One GI Forum chapter set up a
hospitality room in the parking lot of a large bank in the
downtown area, complete with live music, dancing
girls, and leather-padded armchairs, to welcome Lobo
and his aides to San Jose, the official Stock Investment
City of the 1984 Summer Olympics.
Many of Lobds friends came by, including some
governmental bigwigs, business and community leaders, members of the local news media who never pass up

a free drink, and assorted mutts from the eastside,
including Tyrone, Jr.
orne people who had criticized Lobo The
WonderDog in the past tried to sneak into
the area but were unceremoniously 86'd by
security guards from Alanis Patrol.
.. The audacity!.. Que no tienen verguenza! Who
invited them? Who needs these idiots? .. one of Lobo's
aides asked.

S

UNIVERSITY HONORS
At San Jose State University he was greeted by a
large crowd gathered in front of the administration
building. Overhead were large signs borrowed by the
university from San Jose GI Forum for the occasion-.. BARS CLOSE AT 6 PM
ELECT ELI
SANDOVAL CHAIRMAN! ..... CINCO DE MAYO,
MAY 5, 1984...
The school band played .. Mary Had a Little Lamb".
then they played it again. And again. And again.
II

• • • •

II

"That is the only song we know," the band director apologized to the reporters and to the crowd.
Everyone seemed to understand. After all, it ain't
Stanford. Hundreds of cheering spectators let out a loud
roar as Lobo hove into view, many of them having
waited hours to see the Legendary Lobo (eat your heart
out, Andy Diaz).
obo The WonderDog inspired lots of
patriotism from young and old alike,
some people bursting spontaneously into
song-- .. America the Beautiful, ....The Battle Hymn of
the Republic, .. were some of the songs being sung by
blue-eyed blondes while one Chicano who had obviously stopped at the Latin Village on his way downtown
sang .. Ya No Quiero Ser Borracho! .. at the top of his
voice as Lobo trod slowly past.
Hundreds of cameras snapped pictures of him, and
truck-mounted television cameras from stations in the
bay area and from the major networks and the European
press accompanied his leisurely trot through the streets
of San Jose and audio-visually recorded every step for
posterity.
As he concluded his run, more than four dozen
microphones held by assembled newsmen from around
the globe were thrust toward him so that he could give
an anxiously awaiting world the benefit of his wisdom
and to proclaim his love for his country.

L

GRECIAN GREETINGS
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"I bring greetings to you Pruneheads from thegracious
and cultured people of Greece," he said, "Thank you for
so enthusiastically meeting the Olympic Flame. I want
to give a special greeting to my camaradas at Vida
Nueva on the eastside. Hola, camaradas!"
ow ... some of you may think that com
ing back to Coyote North must be bor
ing for a world class raconteur like myself,
but au contraire," he said, "I have many friends here and
it's always a pleasure to come here. I only wish that I had
gotten here before someone cleaned out the safe at San
Jose City Hall."

N

"I noticed as I ran by, that the signs at Montgomery Theater are differently spelled -- one says Theater and one says Theatre. I do not want to see that
again on future visits to this beautiful city. FIX IT,
Mr. Mayor!" Lobo admonished.
"Also, the streets have too many holes. Where are
our street crews? I have also noticed that traffic is getting
unbearable in this valley. You must do so meting about
it NOW before San Jose becomes another Manhattan.
Again, thank you for coming out to say hello to me and
to greet the Olympic Flame. You can be sure that the
1984 games are going to be the greatest spectacle in the
history of athletic competition ... unless Miss America
volunteers to do her number on the floor of the L.A.
Coliseum. Now ... on to Los Angeles, the cantinas on
Sunset Blvd., and the 28th Olympiad of the modem era!"

"That's the 23rd Olympiad, Lobo!" a newsman
corrected The WonderDog.
"Not for me," he replied humbly.
(Lobo The WonderDog had already competed
unattached in five Olympic Games before the U.S.
Government found out about them in 1896).
Then Lobo said the same words again, in Spanish.
Then in Russian, in German, in Japanese, in Mongolian,
in Chinese, in Alaskan, in Dutch, in Okie-Arkie, in
Arabic, in Hebrew, in Latin, in Hawaiian, in Tex-Mex,
in Icelandish, in Italian, in Creole, in Puerto Rican, in
Broken English, and in Calo so that ALL his legion of
admirers would understand his historic words spoken as
he accomplished another successful mission.

ARDENT ADMIRERS
Many beautiful women rushed the podium at the
conclusion of his address, seeking his autograph, his
pawprint on items of clothing they held in their hands,
and all reached out to touch him. One persistent beauty
approached Lobo and insisted on a more personal greet-
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ing.
"Please, puh-leeze Lobo, give me a kiss!" she
pleaded, offering up her pouted lips.
Lobo turned his eyes to the pavement, being the
sensitive and shy person that he is.

"Please, Lobie ••• Please! I've heard so much
about you! I just can't go on like this anymore unless
you kiss me!"
Unable to let the poor girl face a lifetime of suffering
(and a possible broken heart) and having nothing more
to do officially now that his running stint was over,
Lobo grasped her firmly around the waist and crushed
her mouth with his.
"Eat your heart out, Julio Iglesias," he winked
toward the press section. The vivacious blonde fainted.

L

obo crooked his finger and summoned
a nearby Rent-A-Chota from the uni
versity, passed the lady gently to him,
and moved away onto the official platform.
"Thanks for coming to San Jose, Lobo!" one university official exclaimed, "You've really made the day for
me! This is the most excitement we've had around here
since that City Hall aide put prune juice in the City
Council's water cooler. I've waited for this moment for
many years! Can I have your autograph? Please! ... For
my grandson!"
Lobo, of course, obliged.

GREATS MEET LOBO
Then Lobo The WonderDog received the thanks of
all the university and public officials present for his
patriotic devotion to America, and was introduced to
past Olympic medal winners from San Jose State.
Then he was presented an honorary Humanities
degree by the president of the university, (which he
stuffed into his back pocket). Lobo gave her a color
photo of himself to hang in the S.J.S. administration
building lobby. He shook her hand, kissed all the female
cheerleaders, punched out a male cheerleader trying to
kiss HIM, and then melted into the crowd and hurried
off to greet his friends and admirers at the official
hospitality center set up by his "homies" in the San Jose
GIForum.

As the mid-day sun burned directly overhead,
Lobo was last seen drawing down a beer, fighting off
females wanting to touch him, and striding forcefully south toward Madrone and the next official
stop for the Olympic Flame. • • • • •
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Jose Jimenez, Mexicano,
United States Marine Corps,
Medal of Honor Recipient

Jose Jimenez was born in Mexico City. His
early days were spent in Morelia, Michoacan.
After he came to the United States he attended elementary and high school in Arizona, graduating fron1 Santa Cruz Valley
High School, Eloy, Arizona in 1968.

-~ :

ime nez enlisted in the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve in Phoenix on June 6, 1968. On
August 12, 1968 he was discharged from the
re crves so that he could join the regular Marine Corps.
He received his basic training at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
and was sent to Vietnam in Feb., 1969.
On August 28, 1969, while participating in an action
against the enemy, Lance Cpl. Jose F. Jimenez was
ki lled in action.

J

He was awarded the Congressional
Medal of Honor posthumously.
Lance Corporal Jose F. Jimenez became
the first alien member of the United States
Marine Corps to be awarded the nation's
hi ghest award for valor.
.Jose .Jimenez nacio Mexicano y murio
M exicano.

Police the World
We Americans h ave no commission
from God to police the world .
--Benja min Harrison, 1888

..
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.Judge Gerald Chargin Remarks in Court:

''You are lower than animals and haven't
the right to live in organized society ---just
miserable, lousy, rotten people.''
--Judge GeraldS. Chargin
EDITOR'SNOTE: In September 1969, Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge GeraldS. Chargin, sitting
on the bench during an incest trial of a young boy of
Mexican ancestry, made some very inflammatory and
racist remarks. Below is the transcript of the proceedings exactly as they were taken by court reporter Susan
K. Strahm, C.S.R.:
STATEMENTS OF THE COURT
HE COURT: There is some indication
that you more or less didn't think that it
was against the law or was improper. Haven't
you had any moral training? Have you and your family
gone to church?
THE MINOR: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Don't you know that things like
this are terribly wrong? This is one of the worst
crimes that a person can commit. I just get so disgusted that I just figure what is the use? You are just
an animal. You are lower than an animal. Even
animals don't do that. You are pretty low.
I don't know why your parents haven't been able to
teach you anything or train you.
Mexican people, after 13 years of age, it's perfectly
all right to go out and act like an animal. It's not even
right to do that to a stranger, let alone a member of your
own family. I don't have much hope for you. You will
probably end up in State's Prison before you are 25, and
that's where you belong, anyhow. There is nothing much
you can do.
I think you haven't got any moral principles. You
won't acquire anything. Your parents won't teach you
what is right or wrong and won't watch out.
Apparently, your sister is pregnant; is that right?
THE MINOR'S FATHER: Yes.

T

THE COURT: It's a fine situation. How old is she?
THE MINOR'S FATHER: Fifteen.
THE COURT: Well, probably she will have a half a
dozen children and three or four marriages before she is
18.
The County will have to take care of you. You are no
particular good to anybody. We ought to send you out of
the country ... send you back to Mexico. You belong in
prison for the rest of your life for doing things of this
kind. You ought to commit suicide. That's what I think
of people of this kind.
You are lower than animals and haven't the right
to live in organized society --- just miserable, lousy,
rotten people.
here is nothing we can do with you.
You expect the County to take care
of you. Maybe Hitler was right. The animals
in our society probably ought to be destroyed because
they have no right to live among human beings. If you
refuse to act like a human being, then, you don't belong
among the society of human benings.
MR. LUCERO: Your Honor, I don't think I can
sit here and listen to that sort of thing.
THE COURT: You are going to have to listen to it
because I consider this a very vulgar, rotten human
being.
MR. LUCERO: The court is indicting the whole
Mexican group.
THE COURT: When they are 10 or 12 years of age,
going out and having intercourse with anybody without
any moral training-- they don't even understand the Ten
Commandments. That's all. Apparently, they don't want
to.
So if you want to act like that, the County has a
system of taking care of them. They don't care about

T
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that. They have no personal self-respect.
R. LUCERO: The court ought to
look at this youngster and deal with
this youngster's case.
THE COURT: All right. That's what I am going to
do. The family should be able to control this boy and the
young girl.

M

MR. LUCERO: What appals me is that the court
is saying that Hitler was right in genocide.
THE COURT: What are we going to do with the
mad dogs of our society? Either we have to kill them or
send them to an institution or place them out of the hands
of good people because that's the theory -- one of the
theories of punishment is if they get to the position that
they want to act like mad dogs, then, we have to separate
them from our society.
Well, I will go along with the recommendation. You
will learn in time or else you will have to pay for the
penalty with the law because the law grinds slowly but
exceedingly well.
If you are going to be a law violator -- you have to
make up your mind whether you are going to observe the
law or not. If you can't observe the law, then, you have
to be put away.

EDITOR'S NOTE:

Monday Morning
Quarterbacking: Why didn't anyone think to ask
that an alcohoVdrug test be taken by Judge
Chargin to ascertain if he was sitting on the
bench in a drunken state of mind?
Many Chicano and other organizations made
a concentrated effort to get Chargin off the
bench. The end results? Nada. He was transferred to a court in Palo Alto until the heat
cooled off. Then to add insult to injury, ran and
was re-elected to his seat.
May you and "your" kind rot in hell. judge!
--E. David Sierra

Forgotten Insult
An injury is much sooner forgotten

than an insult.
--Lord Chesterfield

Lon Guy
Leaves Home
Lon Guy was a rebelious 12-year old white kid who
lived across Lemona Alley from the Sierras when we
were growing up in Woodlake. One morning his younger
brother Bennie told me that Lon Guy had not come home
the night before.
"I think he ran away from home," Bennie said.

W

ithin forty-eight hours, Lon Guy
was found by the police in nearby
Visalia wandering the streets of their
city, and he was brought back home, tired, hungry,
but defiant as ever. He got a good licking from his
father, of course, but became an instant hero to all
the kids in the neighborhood.
He regaled us with stories about "surviving on the
streets, all by myself' for days. We, of course, plied him
with questions, curious, wanting to know what he had
done when he ran away from home.
Q: Why had he run away from home?
A: Just to do it.
Q: How did you get to Visalia?
A" Hitchhiked.
Q: What did you eat?
A: Stole food from the Safeway Store, met some
kids who staked him to a free meal at restaurants.
Q: How were you going to support yourself?
A: Work. He had had a few offers of employment,
but when the!@#%@ cops caught him he hadn't decided which job to take.
Q: Where did you sleep?
A: On a bench, in the park near the Oval Drive-In on
North Court Street.
Q: What did you do all night long?
A: That question brought forth a plethora of information. Adventures galore! It seemed like his days and
nights were continuous adventures, living a country
boy's dreams. For days, practically every word he uttered was about some adventure he had had while he was
"on the street", as he put it.

All the Limonera kids were very impressed. It
took a lot of guts to defy Lon Guy's father and run
away from home. His older brothers, too, were upset
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that he had defied their father, a very pious man who
believed in bringing his kids up soundly immersed in
the revivalist tent religion they had chosen.
Lon Guy had met a very beautiful young lady, who
of course, allowed him to explore her nubile body; some
guys who belonged to a motorcycle gang who instantly
made him a member because he was tough like they
were; an older man who offered to give him a room and
help him financially if he chose not to go back home to
Woodlake; some thugs who were trying to rape a young
lady but he intervened and ran them off, after which, of
course, she shared her charms with him. The stories
went on and on and on and on.
e were afraid to ask exactly what
it was that Lon Guy and the grate
ful girl had done. We dido 't know for
sure, and we dido 't ask. But it sure sounded like he
had had a very enjoyable time!
"You kids are too young," he shrugged it off.
I never questioned Lon Guy's "adventures" until
many years later when I was relating his stories to an
older person, who listened for a long time and then
asked me, "Have you ever stopped to think that he
couldn't have possibly done ALL THAT in 48 hours?
Impossible."
THUD ! Another one of my boyhood heroes
shot down in flames. • • • • •

W

EDITOR'S NOTE: How did Lon Guy tum
out as an adult? Dead. He was drafted into the
Army at the beginning of the Korean War.
About a year later there was a short article
in the Fresno BEE. Lon Guy and another
soldier were AWOL from their army base
somewhere in the southern U.S.
Arrested and being taken back to the base
and to the stockade Lon Guy and the other
soldier attacked the MP's and Lon Guy was
shot. Dead. Finis. • • • • •

Q:
Is working a crossword puzzle the
quickest and best possible IQ test?
--E. David Sierra

Every Young
Man Should:
• Know Culture and History of his
Ethnic Group
• Read the Bible
• Have a Hobby
• Play a Musical Instrument
• Know History of his State and
Country
• Read Daily Newspaper
• How to Dance
• Shop for Groceries
• Basic Auto Maintenance
• Read a Road Map
• How Government Works and how
he can use it when he needs it.
•Cook
• Figure Out Percentages
•Swim
• Be Courteous
• Appreciate Poetry
• Use Computers and the Internet
• Read Dictionary and Thesaurus
• Use the Library
• Listen Carefully to Elders, Children,
and Those he Dislikes.

Learn More
"You will learn more by
agreeing in the main
with others and entering
into their trains of thinking,
than by contradicting and
urging them to extremities."
--Jonathan Swift
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Our Dog
Hitler
As we were wont to do in the early 70's, many San
Jose and South San Jose GI Forum members huno-0 out
at Jimmie Garcia's Barber Shop on South 3rd Street and
San Fernando, engaging in lots of discussions on any
and all subjects. No subject was out of bounds: sports,
politics, warfare, anthropology, world travel, geography ... even medicine since we knew so much about it.
ne day while reading the San Francisco
CHRONICLE, I ran across the photo at
right and that guy in the middle looked
su piciously like E. David Sierra, a groundpounding
warrior if our country ever had one. I clipped out the
picture and showed it to J.B. and then JB called Fred
Al anis and told him that he had uncovered evidence that
David Sierra was just being bashful about telling war
stories, but that he had indeed served.
When Fred saw the photo, he howled with laughter, "That damned sure as hell looks like you, E.
David! You look like you could occupy countries all
by your·self! Why didn't you tell us? "
I let the laughs go on for awhile and then admitted
that, of course, it wasn't me, and that I had never been in
the service. That launched another long discussion
about the Great War and the roles we had played in it.
Later that night, after many cold beers had gone
down the tube, Fred mentioned that all of his brothers,
including himself, had served in the armed forces of the
United States.
"The Alanis fami ly has done its share for this
country!" he boasted.
Jimmie Garcia snapped to attention,inte1j ecting,
"Cpl. James Bellman Garcia, 2nd Division, United
States Marine Corps, reporting for duty, Sir!" and
snapped off a sharp salute to former U.S.Navy seaman
Alan is.
"I didn't see any of your family on Guadalcanal ,
Fred!" he said, "I didn't see them on the banks of the
Tenaru River , and helping me defend Henderson Field

0

THE WARRIOR, dark glasses.
against those 6-foot tall Japanese Imperial Marines !
"I didn'tsee any of them on the beach atPelilu, or
at Iwo Jima!
"Where were they, Fred ... at the post office
waiting for a letter from their congressman so they
could go home to mommy?"
"The goddarnned Marines are just a police force for
the Navy, J.B.! When a Marine platoon hits the beach
they bring 2 rifles, 14 cameras, a six pack, and ten
medics!" he said.
"Any Marine can whip four swabbies, que no, JB?"
I asked.
"Hell , yes!" replied Jimmie, and pointing at Fred, he
added, "And six of those !"
We both enjoyed a good laugh on Fred.
"Fred, you were a telegraph operator, que no?" I
asked.
"That's right, sweetheart, we heard the important news even before the Admiral! HE didn't tell US
what was going on, or what Pearl Harbor or Washington wanted ... WE TOLD HIM!"
"Fred," I opined, "the radio room is about the safest
place you can be on a ship, I think. The only spot I can
think of that would be safer would be between the
Admiral's hairy balls, because the Navy is gonna protect
his ass!"
"The Marines protect his hairy ass !" laughed Alanis.
JB and the guys listening all enjoyed a good laugh.
As the laughing died down , Alanis asked me what in
the hell the Sierra family had done in World War II.
"My brother Ted served in the U.S. Army, in the
PhjJ]i pines and Japan after the war ended." I said, "that's
(Cont. on Pg 29)

·~.
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My Retirement Dinner, El Excentrico Magazine
And he reached into his pocket and pulled out a bag
I had given EL EXCENTRICO magazine publisher
of cashews, plopped them on the bar in front of me, and
Humberto Garcia Sr. two months notice that I was
brought out a small pencil and a piece of paper, on which
resigning as Assistant Editor. I was working full-time
he wrote ... 'It is 10:14 PM.'
for Hillis Printing Company and I
felt that Gloria and I could get
"Enjoy your retirement!"
E. DAVID SIERRA
Humberto laughed.
along with my salary and hers. We
ASSISTANT
EDITOR
"Humberto," I began,
didn'treally need the "munificent"
"If I get a bag of cashews,
$30 monthly thatEL EX was paysome cold draft beer, and a
ing me to work part time.
note with the correct time on
On my last day as his Assistant
it for fifteen years of service
Editor, Humberto Garcia and I
to EL EXCENTRICO, what
were discussing an appropriate cerwould I have gotten if I had
15
YEARS
emony to mark my "retirement"
stayed with El Excentrico
from his publication. He was in a
OF SERVICE
for ... say ... 30 years?"
very good mood, and so was I.
"TWO BAGS OF CASHAfter we had put that week's
EWS!" He laughed ... "AND THE
edition to bed, we retreated to a few short beers in his
NOTE WRITTEN IN INK!"
kitchen. We ran out of beer and decided to go to the
We both laughed until there
Piedmont Hotel, a small bar owned by Marcy Zamora
were tears corning out of our eyes.
at the end of the street by the old Food M achinery Plant
It
was a sad day, parting with that
on Julian Street.
old man. I sure learned a lot from
There, sitting on a bar stool, Humberto came up with
Humberto Garcia, about the puban appropriate send-off present for his Assistant Editor.
"My boy, " he began, "If you were an assistant editor
lishing business and about people.
He was the essence of the word Craftsman. • • • • •
at IBM or the Wall Street Journal, they would probably
invite you to dinner at a fancy restaurant and give you
a fancy gold watch. But, this is El Excentrico, so ... "

Our Dog Hitler
(Cont from Pg 28)
all," I said.
"The Alanis fami ly did more AT HOME than your
family did overseas," he said.

"Now ... what in the hell did your people do for
the war effort in Keeler, California, Fred?" I asked,
curious to know just what you could do to fight the
Nazis, the Fascists, and the Japanese from a Godforsaken village near Death Valley, Calif.
"We NAMED OUR DOG HITLER, sweetheart,
THAT'S WHAT!" he exclaimed, and rose to his feet,
gave us a stiff one-fingered Rockefeller salute, and
staggered out into the night, bound for home.
We laughed so hard we almost wet our underwear.
•••••

Shave his Ass!
Some of the guys at Aeromotive Metal Products in
San Jose were having lunch. I mentined that I had been
reading a book and it said that if you are very ugly you
will not be admitted to Army, Navy or the Air Force
academies.

That kicked off a discussion of ugly people. Some
of the guys talked about people they knew and about
some of their children that were really ugly.
The discussion went on and on with each guy trying
to outdo the other person in defining "ugly."
My friend Bill said that he had a neighbor with a
very, very ugly child.
"Homely as hell," he said. "Ifl had a dog that looked
like that, I'd shave his ass and teach him how to walk
backward!"
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HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO
MEXICO?
No? Why not? Apprehensive
because you do not know what it is
like? Have you heard too many
"horror" stories from Gringos who
have gone down there and said that
they would never go back because
"you just can't find a K-Mart when
you need one."
THE HORROR STORIES
Before Gloria and I made a trip down there in
1972 I had similar fears. I had heard (and repeated)

the story about the American tourists on their way to
Mexico City who stopped near a very inviting beach
and had a picnic. Returning to their car they were
shocked to see it surrounded by a motley crew of
young men, one of whom had taken one of the tires
off the tourists' car. The young man with the tire was
standing about 100 yards away from the car.
The gringos approached, and told him, "Get
away from our carl"
The Mexicans, all of them , just smiled.
"Meester,: the one holding the tire sho uted,
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"Bring my tire back!" the eldest Gringo shouted,
"I am not going to pay for what's mine. I'll call the
police!"
"Are you SURE you don't want the tire, Amigo? I
geev you time to theenk about it. I cannot use it. It don't
feet my burro! If YOU don't want it, I put a boolet in eet
and throw it in thees barranca!"
fter consulting with his wife and childrent,
the Gringo forked over $50 dollars Ameri
can, and got his tire back. The Mexicans
grac iously offered to help him mount it on the car, but he
refused. Then the gringos got into their car and roared
off in a cloud of dust, and did not stop until they were
safely into another state.
I had also heard the story told by a Mexican American in San Jose who said he and his teenaged kids and
wife were driving to Mexico City. They stopped at a
smaJJ roadside stand somewhere south of Guaymas to
buy some taquitos as an afternoon snack. The taquitos
were very delicious and, best of all, only 75 cents each,
plus $2.00 for four soft drinks, a total of $11.00.
"We'll stop

A

and eat some
moreofthemon
the way back,"
he said as they
moto red off
down the coast.
Two weeks
later they were
on their way
home when the
kids suggested
that my friend
pull off the
highway in
Guaymas so
they could eat.
He reminded
them of the
taquitos place
and said that
they would
stop there.
They got
out of the car,
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approached the stand and ordered 12 taquitos, three
each, and soft drinks. The bill came to $22.00. My friend
was astounded and asked why the taquitos cost 75 cents
two weeks ago and they are 1.50 now.
"You are going home now, amigo. I may never see
you again, my friend ... You want me to have something
to remember you by ... que no, amigo?" the taco vendor
said simply.
Anyway, I had heard the stories, I believed them.
And decided then and there that I did not need to go to
Mexico. EVER.

WE DECIDE TO GO
In 1972, Gloria and I were in San Antonio, Texas,
walking near the river, marveling at all the brown faces
all over the place. We wondered what it must be like in
Mexico City? Or Guadalajara? Or Quere taro? Or
Morelia!
Finally, we made up our minds that the following
summer we would go . My first step was to search
through used book stores for magazine articles, trave l
books, and maps of Mexico. I wanted to know as much

~,~~~~~~~~~~IQ~~;:~~~~~=;~~~~~~~ii~~(.;~~~

MEXICAN ART-- Mexican artist shows his work at the Fiestas Patrias art festival in San
Jose, Calif. Aztec Calendar he has drawn was inspired by the original on display in the
Museo de Antropologia in Mexico City. (Photo by AI Castellano).
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In 1972 we decided to go to Mexico. My wife Gloria
wanted to see her girl friend Maria Elena who lived in
Guadalajara, so I began planning our trip.
y friend Jimmie Garcia recommended a
travel agent in Mountain View and we
went to see him. (Mistake No. 1). He
booked us on American Airlines from San Francisco to
Mexico city non-stop. It was not until we had paid our
money and received our tickets in the mail that we found
out that American flies from San Francisco to DALLAS,
and then to Mexico City. About 1,000 miles out of the
way! To make a long story short, we left San Francisco
early in the morning and arrived in Mexico City late at
night.
The travel agent advised us to make room reservations in Mexico City through them (Mistake No. 2) and
they booked us into the Holiday Inn Zona Rosa at $39
per night. The room was big enough to have three
television sets, five telephones, and more room than we
could possibly ever use. AND a malfunctioning air
conditioning system which never let the temperature
above 50 degrees! It was C-0-L-D, amigo!
If I were going to do it again? Find an airline that flies
direct from the bay area to Mexico City. Book a Mexican
hotel at least for the first night, so you don't have to
worry about finding a place to stay when you arrive,
probably tired and hungry. Stay in Mexican hotels, not
the American Sheratons, Ramada Inns, or Holiday Inns.
They are more reasonably priced, offer the same excellent service, and you'll probably enjoy their entertainment more.
On our first night in Mexico City we dumped our
luggage atop the beds in our room and went to La Cueva
del Jaguar cocktail lounge for a drink. They had a trio
playing romantic ballads. Very restful. After an hour,
they were replaced by a marimba band. Very nice too. A
change of pace.
MR. DE CORDOVA AND PARTY
e had been drinking for about forty five
minutes when a group of five or six well
dressed men entered the lounge and took
seats at a large table near the bar. A few minutes later the
waiter approached our table with two drinks and told us
they were compliments of"Ellicenciado Antonio Bosque
de Cordova." I looked in his direction and mouthed a
quiet 'thank you' and nodded my head.

M
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When Gloria and I finished our drinks, I mo-

tioned for the waiter to bring us two more and then
asked him to take drinks to Mr. de Cordova and his
party. While he was bringing our order I left the
lounge and went to the restroom down the hallway.
One of Mr. de Cordova's friends followed me into
the restroom, introduced himself as Mr. de Cordova's
friend and asked me who I was. I answered, "Yo soy
Eliseo Talavera de Sierra, de San Jose, California, a sus
ordenes."

He asked me if I had a business card and I
produced one which identified me as Editor of The
Forumeer, Official Publication of the American GI
Forum.
After I returned to the cocktail lounge, the friend of
de Cordova came to our table and said that Mr. de
Cordova would like to make my acquaintance. I went to
meet him, shook hands, received one of his cards, and
we said our goodbyes. A short while later the de Cordova
group left the cocktail lounge.
ne of the delights of visiting Mexico was
watching a Boston Patriots football game
on television and listening to the narration
in Spanish. Apparently they were televising the game
because of Jim Plunkett being Mexican, or maybe they
were playing Dallas, I forget. I know they televise all
Dallas Cowboys game into Mexico City.
After three days in the Aztec capital, walking up and
down El Paseo de Ia Reforma, surely one of the most
beautiful metropolitan avenues in the world, seeing the
Museo de Antropologia and the Museum of Natural
History, Chapultepec Park, the Pyramids, the University of Mexico, and a first class nightclub show at Hotel
Alameda, we were ready to leave for Guadalajara.

0

RENTING A CAR
After a delicious red snapper and wine lunch in one
of the more fashionable restaurants in the Zona Rosa we
were really in no hurry to leave Mexico City. We
lingered for a long while over lunch. One of the quaint
touches about dining in Mexico is that street vendors are
allowed to come inside the restaurant and hawk their
wares to patrons while they enjoy their meal. If you don't
want to be bothered by them, the waiters will keep them
at bay, but if you don't mind talking to them, no one
seems to mind that they are trying to make a living.
Marcos, the young man at the car rental agency at the
Holiday Inn, was very personable and quite interested in
the United States. He was a part-time student at the
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University ofMexico.lt was shortly after Mexico made
its huge oil discovery near Tampico and President Ford
was due down there to visit with Mexican President
Portillo to discuss how the Yankees might get their
hands on some of Mexico's newly discovered oil.
e began our conversation there, because
as the young man put it, "Your car isn't
quite ready yet, sir!"
Finally, after conversing for a little over an hour, he
informed me that the car was ready but that we would
have to walk three blocks to another hotel to pick it up.
After walking briskly through the midday Mexico City
pedestrian traffic, we arrived at the other hotel, and
found out that the car wasn't QUITE ready.

W

I invited Marcos to join me in the cocktail lounge
of the hotel for a short beer. We had more than one.
FinaUy, the short hand on my watch was creeping
toward 3 PM when Marcos walked out of the lounge
and to the car rental desk of the hotel to inquire once
more about my car.
"Todavia no," he said resignedly.
"Dos mas," I told the barkeep. And Marcos and I
bent some more elbow.
Finally, at about 15 minutes of four he came back
from another trip to the desk and informed me that
everything was ready. I signed the necessary papers, got
the keys, and drove Marcos back to the hotel where
Gloria had been waiting patiently since 1 PM.

LOST IN THE TRAFFIC
Maybe it was the Mexico City gloriettas, maybe in
Mexico the sun doesn't rise in the east and set in the west,
maybe the Aztec Gods were punishing me for having
neglected to visit their historic land for so long, or
maybe, just maybe, Marcos and I had one too many
Bohemias.
hatever ••• I was soon driving in the
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vicinity of the floating gardens of
Xochimilco, and I KNEW from perusing many, many maps of the area that I was on the
wrong side of Mexico City to be bound for
Guadalajara by the route I wanted to take.
After wandering through the labyrinth of the floating gardens parking lot, I found the main highway and
decided to go back to Mexico City.
"Let's try again tomorrow," I said to Gloria, pointing
the car toward downtown Mexico City, and a hotel.

''You are becoming a good Mexican,'' she said.
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Too Much Madera?
Two vatos locos were sitting in church listening to the Father expound on the many miracles
wrought by Jesus Christ.
Finally, exasperated, one of the vatos got up
and began to shuffle up the aisle and out of the
building, shaking his head, "Ya me aguite! Chale
con usted, Jefe!
"Como le DAS MADERA A ESE VATO!"

We found a hotel in the zona rosa near the Holiday
Inn where we had stayed the night before. That evening
we had dinner in the dining room of the hotel, and it
became an adventure. Delicious food, pleasant background music, and attentive waiters. Also, more Bohemia.
t about 9 PM, a smartly attired Mariachi
entered the cocktail lounge adjacent to the
dining room, playing "Que Suerte La Mia",
one of my favorite songs, and Gloria indicated to the
waiter that we wanted to listen to the mariachi. Dicho y
hecho. Another waiter came to help him and they picked
up our table and quietly moved it to a comer of the
cocktail lounge so we could continue eating our dinner
and enjoying our drinks .... and listen to the mariachis!
Many renditions of "El Rey," and "Que Te Vaya
Bonito" and "La Que Se Fue" later, we agreed to turn in
for the night, and try to find the right road to Guadalajara
the next day.

A

AN EARLY BREAKFAST
The following morning we arose about 7 AM, packed
our suitcases, and went across the street to small cafe for
breakfast.
"Buenos dias!" the man pushing a broom said to us
as we entered the tiny restaurant.
"Buenos dias, we replied.
We took a seat in the restaurant and waited. And
waited. there seemed to be no one about, so we asked the
broom pusher if the restaurant was open for business.
II Si, senor! II he replied
About a half hour later he approached us with two
menues in hand, gave each of us a menu, and asked if we
wished a cup of coffee.
IISi."
11
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We Saw The Globetrotters Lose a Game!
How many people do you know who can honestly say they saw the Harlem Globetrotters LOSE a
basketball game? Well, we did.
Gloria and I went to the San Francisco Cow
Palace to watch the Globetrotters take on a team of
college all stars. I remember that the College All
Stars had a guy named Welch from USC and another
pretty fair player from Wake Forest. Do the names
Rosenthal, Welch, and Hemric ring a bell?
The All Stars did not roll over for the Globies the
way theWashington Generals did every night. They
.played serious basketball.
The game got very rough when the Globetrotters

We had gone through three cups of coffee before he
took our order.
"Make it simple," was Gloria's only bit of advice,
because by now she was a little pushed out of shape by
all the delays.
The cook and waitress finally arrived. The broom
pusher had been bluffing us for at least an hour. We ate
hurriedly, paid the tab, and left, shaking our heads.
Welcome to Mexico, Amigo!

After leaving the restaurant we wondered why
we had gone there in the first place. We were supposed to be in a hurry, and yet wondered why •.. we're
on vacation. We are not on a time schedule!
Out on the street as we headed for our car, a young
man approached and asked if we were interested in an
English language newsaper.
"Si," I replied, took one, and handed him a Mexican
peso.
DESTINATION MORELlA
e drove south along Mexico Highway 15
toward Toluca. We passed Zitacuaro,
Zacapu, Zamora, and Sahuayo on the
way to Guadalajara via the southerly route.
We stopped at a large supermakret in Toluca to do
some shopping, for fruits and vegetables, lunch meat
and bread, and bottles of fresh water.
While we were driving way out in the countryside
we came upon a small stone corral, inside of which was
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realized that the collegians wanted to win the game
as much as they did. There was lots of shoving and
pushing in the keyhole and around the baskets.
Many fouls were called. The refs were threatening to
throw some players out of the game.
What I don't remember is what year it was, but it
must have been in the early 60's. The collegians won
and we were stunned. It's not that the Globetrotters
were invincible. They had lost other games. It was
just that we didn't expect them to lose that one. We
figured the College All Stars coach was going to use
all his players so the crowd could see them all play,
but he went for the victory ... AND GOT IT! Look
it up. • • • • •

an exhibit of pottery. The sign outside read: Entrada $5
Pesos. We parked our car and were standing alongside
the road looking over the stones at the merchandise
when an elderly man approached us and said that we
would have to pay the $5 pesos fee to look at the
merchandise. We decided to pass on this one, got back
into our car, and continued our journey to Sahuayo.
n the outskirts of Sahuayo we saw a sight
which disgusted Gloria completely. Two
men were riding burros and behind them
were two women laden with huge bundles of firewood.
"That's what we need in America," I said, "to keep the
women in their place."
"BULL----!" said Gloria.
We arrived in Morelia late in the afternoon, tired but
excited at the beautfiul countryside over which we had
just driven. The town square was already beginning to
fill up with people, some seated on the park benches and
others doing the traditional courtship walk, boys walking in one direction and the young girls accompanied by
stone-faced chaperones in the other.

0

The boys hope to make eye contact with the
young ladies and say something witty, or wink at
them, or pass them notes. The chaperones do not
miss a thing.
Before going to look for a hotel we drove around
downtown Morelia for a while, and then decided to gas
up the car because we did not know if the gas stations
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would be open early when we planned to leave the next
morning.
As we drove into a station, a young boy about 10
years old approached and said brightly, "Se lo lleno,
senor?"

"Si, "I replied. It is a word you hear often in
Mexico. Si means Yes in Spanish. It also means
Maybe. It can also mean NO. I learned THAT on this
trip to Mexico.
got out to stretch a bit and to observe the young
boy at work. After he had pumped as much gas
as the tank of the Plymouth would hold, he
jerked the hose away from the gas tank and started to
walk back to the pump. Then he gave me a funny look
and returned with the hose, stuck it into the gas tank
again and pushed the trigger. Gasoline came spilling out
of the hose and onto the cement driveway.
"Porque le echa mas gasolina si ya esta lleno el
tanque?" I asked.
"Yo no soy filosofo ... soy comerciante," he replied
very seriously.

I

EL VELADOR
We drove up to a small hotel nestled against the
mountainside overlooking the city of Morelia and
entered the lobby. Nobody present. We looked in the
cocktail lounge. No one. Finally, a man emerged from
a back room, smiled sweetly at us and asked if he could
be of service.

We took a room in the back of the hotel, against
the mountainside, which had a view of a small
waterfall tumbling down off the mountain into a
small brook running behind the hotel.
"Quieren un velador?" the desk clerk asked.
"Que es velador?" I asked.
"Alguien que le quide su automobil," he clerk
explained.
"Cuanto me cuesta?"
"Hay does precios," He said,"cuatro dolares por
noche, o dos do lares por noche."
"Que es la diferencia?" I asked.
"Dos dolares si el velador duermo adentro de su
automovil o cuatro dolares si duerme afuera," was the
reply.
"Como se yo que el velador no se va llevar mi
automobil si lo dejo dormir adentro, seiior?" I asked.

"Nosepreocupe,seiior," he smiled, "Sielsupiera
manejar el automovil no lo permitieramos que
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If Brains were Gas
I was working at the Tulare County Boys
Ranch. Two of the boys were having a goodnatured disagreement.
After a lot of give and take, one of the boys
ended it by telling the other one, "Merle, if your
brains were gas, you wouldn't have enough to start
up a piss-ant's motor scooter!"

trabaje como velador!''
Believing that discretion is the better part of valor, I
went for the four peso option.
As he dropped our suitcases on the bed in our room,
the velador asked what time we were leaving in the
morning.
"Como a las ocho y media," we replied.
The following morning at exactly eight thirty he
tapped lightly on the door and said, ~~ya son las ocho y
media de Ia maiiana, sefior.
"Muchas gracias," I replied, opening the door to see
what the weather was like. The velador asked if we were
going to want breakfast before departing and I said yes.
He took some of our bags, our car keys, and walked
briskly off toward the parking lot. He pointed to a small
path leading down the mountainside to the back entrance of the dining room and said he would return our
keys there.
bile we were having breakfast, the owner
appeared and asked if we had enjoyed
our stay. We mentioned that though the
parking lot was full that we had heard no noise during the
night and had enjoyed a very restful night's sleep.
II
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We were just finishing breakfast when our car
suddenly came around the corner of the hotel and
parked directly in front.
Out popped the velador. He took a water bucket
and a cloth and began dusting the car's bumpers, lights,
and cleaning the windshield.
"I know what you're thinking, Gloria said, "but
don't say it."
The velador earned himself a $4 American tip by
giving us the best service we had ever experienced in any
hotel anywhere.
II

DIRTY WINDSHIELD
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Cocktail Lounge for
Santa Clara County Building?
December 1975
EDITOR'S NOTE: My friend, Jack Ellwanger,
working for Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, and I would
meet periodically to hoist a few beers and discuss the
issues of the day When he would call, saying that he was
available on so and so day and so and so hour,
hat morning's San Jose MERCURY
NEWS ran an article informing its read
ers that the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors had approved a cocktail lounge on the
premises of the new County Administration Building.
Jack said that Supervisor Dan McCorquodale had
voted NO.
I would prepare a list of items I wished to discuss
with him. We would meet at some bar, the Boots &
Saddle, the Foghorn, or some other convenient place
and I would ask him questions that I wanted answers to.
Then we would get into all the other subjects we wanted
to discuss.
I enjoyed drinking beer with Jack because he is that
rare human being that you can discuss ANYTHING
with, he seems to keep abreast of the world around him.
Plus, we shared a fondness for cold beer and Mexican
food
Apparently. I was not the only taxpaying citizen
upset about this decision. because the cocktail lounge
never opened.
The next morning I penned a letter to Mr. Anton
Peterson, Chairman, Santa Clara County Grand
Jury; questioning how efficient county employees
will function after a few "fast ones" in their cocktail
lounge. I mentioned that there is already too much
time wasted by government employees protected by
the civil service system. I urged them, if it was within
the Grand Jury's jurisdiction, to move to restrict this
senseless waste of the overburdened taxpayers'
money.
I wrote Dominic Cortese, Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors asking what asinine reasoning prompted
this idiotic decision? Isn•t there already too much waste
of time by county employees? How is bringing the bar

T

closer to where they work going to alleviate the problems of waste and inefficiency in government? Granted,
I wrote, there may be very good reasons for your
decision. We hope you can elaborate on them in your
reply to my message
My letter to Supervisor McCorquodale thanked him
for voting NO, mentioning that we hoped that Santa
Clara County taxpayers do not forget this stupid decision at election time. I closed with, Thank you for using
your head; signing it:
--E. David Sierra

Our Trip to Mexico
(Cont. from Pg 35)
On the way from Guadalajara to Queretaro, way out
in the boonies, we stopped to rest awhile and both of us
got out of the car. Two young men who had been sitting
on a dilapidated bench walked toward us. The younger
one said, 11 Seiior, le puedo limpiar el parabrisa? ..
..Que es parabrisa? .. I asked, grabbing my bottom
with both hands to make sure it was still there, and that
it was clean and sanitary.
he young man smiled, "El vidrio de su auto!"
he replied, exasperated because he was in the
presence of a person dirving a brand new car
who did not even know what in hell a windshield was.
I looked at him for a moment, noticing how very
small he was and said, .. If I pay you to clean my
windshield, you are going to have to climb up on the
hood of my car to clean it. Then my car will be dirty!"
.. Si, senor, .. his eyes lit up, "Mi hermano ... over there
.. he cleans automobiles!"

T

THE MAKARACIDS!
In Guadalajara we took a room in the Hotel Roma,
called Gloria•s friend to let her know we were in town,
and arranged to have breakfast with her the next morning.
At about 7 in the evening, we were across the
street from the hotel in a taqueria having some tacos
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Lee Trevino in San Jose

Lee Trevino helps out El Mariachi Jalisco de Ysidro Rivera just before they sere naded him
at Lou's Village. He was honored by Santa Clara GI Forum Wome n's Auxiliary and other
Latino organizations after winning the U.S. Open. (Rjchard Diaz Foto)
After he won the United States Open Golf
Championship, Lee Trevino was honored at a dinner
at Lou's Village in San Jose by the Ladies Auxiliary
of the Santa Clara GI Forum.
Jack Ellwanger, Tony Cerna, and myself worked
on the publicity fo r the dinner and had the pleasure
of meeting the Tex Mex great.
During a press conference before the dinner, he
was asked about his love of fishing.
"When I'm up at some mountain stream alone

when we heard a mariachi playing. We followed the
noise back to the hotel, then up to the second floor
cocktail lounge.
We went inside. There was a small group of Mexican men from Los Angeles, drunk as lords, e njoying the
music and singing with the mariachis. Every once in a
while, one of them would let loose a high pitched grito
and the others would join in!

with hundreds of fish in the water, they're surrounded," he e nthused, "I got 'em. They're
MINE!"

The former U.S. Marine also mentioned
that on days when he isn't scheduled to play
golf he runs five miles and then hits 500 golf
balls.
You still think golf is a sissy game? Y 0 U try
it, sweetheart!

A short while later, I went to the bathroom situated
just outside the lounge, in the lobby. Two families of
gringos were sitting outside the lounge, listening to the
music, but reluctant to enter the lounge. I stopped and
asked them if they were enjoying the music.

"Yes, we like makarachi music very much!" an
elderly lady enthused, "but there's some men m
there and I think they're ver y angry!"
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I told her that that was just their way of expressing
joy and that they should enter and get closer to the music,
but they refused to enter. When Gloria and I left about an
hour later they were still out there, listening but refusing
to get closer to the "makarachis".
BEAUTIFUL GUADALAJARA!
We spent the next three days enjoying the sights
around Guadalajara, accompanied by Gloria's friend,
Maria ElenaZornoza, our host. In the morning we would
meet her at her home for breakfast, then I would tell her
where we wanted to go that day and I would drive while
she gave us directions.
e went to Chapala, Tonala, Ia barranca,
and other sights. We had a very delight
ful three days. One evening she had her
neighbor come over and we enjoyed a long visit with
her. The lady had been a protocol officer during the
01 ympics in 1980. Her job was to tell Mexicans working
in the Olympic Village about the customs and traditions
of peoples from other countries to make them feel at
home, and not to embarrass anyone. It was one of the
most interesting conversations I have ever enjoyed in
my life.
QUERETARO
We returned to Mexico City by driving east from
Guadalajara through Atotonilco, La Piedad, Penjamo,
Irapuato, to Queretaro where we stayed in a quaint little
hotel.
We dined about three doors down in a huge restaurant where there were only another couple and us eating
at three o'clock in the afternoon.
But we indicated that we wanted a few drinks first.
We were ushered upstairs over a very wide carpeted
staircase, and to a small room, somewhat like an apartment living room.
The waiter came, took our order, served us, and
showed us how to summon him if we wanted another
drink.
A few minutes later, we banged on the small chime
he had left on our coffee table and instantly he was there
with two more drinks. About forty five minutes later,
properly lubricated, we were ready for a late lunch or
very early dinner. Whatever.
Later we walked around the downtown area. At a
small stand there was an elderly lady selling songbooks
of popular Mexican songs. I asked her how many she
had. She brought out six editions, and I bought them all.
Then we hailed a cab and for $2.40 American, a cab

W

driver took us on a two hour tour of Queretaro, pointing
out the very old aqueduct, and the hill on which
Maximilian was executed. The hill has a very large
statue ofBenito Juarez on it and when we walked around
it and climbed down a long flight of stone steps back
down to the roadway, as if by magic, the taxicab materialized.
''Don't ask how he knew where we would descend
the stairs," I told Gloria, "to him it's probably a
dumb question."
The following morning we took Mexico Highway
57 through San Juan del Rio and back to Mexico City.
The day before it had been very warm and we had
enjoyed the bright sunshine. Today, up in the high
elevations, it was raining, a very cold rain, looking more
and more like snow. Soon we had descended into the
Valley of Mexico and the sun reappeared and the weather
again became very pleasant.
The next day we decided to book a tour through De
Colores Tours to the Pyramids, the University of Mexico,
and the downtown area.
The most interesting sight we saw in Mexico City
was the fantastic Museo de Antropologia, reputedly
(and deservedly) one of the world's finest museums of its
type. It is worth a trip to Mexico just to see IT.
e walked through the various rooms and
hallways for better than four hours and
had seen about 1/3 of it when we decided
to call it a day.
We also visited the Museum of Natural History,
where we saw likenesses of Don Justo Sierra, who
Gloria said looks like me. I don't believe he left me his
fortune when he passed on to his reward, so I do not get
too excited about the possibility of having had a famous
ancestor. He was a philosopher and so am I, but he
attained much greater recognition for his thoughts than
I have. Thus far.
Our guide during a tour of Chapultepec Castle was
a man who formerly taught school in Chicago. He spoke
excellent English. We asked him a lot of questions and
established a good rapport with him in the hour that he
was conducting us through the castle. We invited him to
have lunch with us on the veranda. He accepted.
When I began asking him a lot of questions about
the government and how it functions, it was very
clear that he was not comfortable. I asked him if he
wanted to move to a far corner of the veranda where
(Cont. on Pg 39)
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AI Castellano
hits the Big One!
Our good friend, Al Castellano, a fellow
member of San Jose Chapter, American GI
Forum, got the surprise of his life a few days
ago, when he read the moming paper and to
his utter surprise, found that the winning
numbers in the Califomia Lotte1y matched
exactly the numbers he was holding in his
hand!
When I read the article in my morning
San Jose MERCURY, I was almost as happy
for him as I'da been if I'd won it. I woke up
Gloria and told her, "You will never guess
what is the big story in this morning's
paper." She didn't, of course.
I showed h er the paper and a big smile
broke out on h er face . I remember it to this
day.
"It couldn't happen to a nicer person," she
said.
A few days later I called Al to congratulate
him and to invite him to breakfast at Alicia's
on Union Avenue where we would meet occasionally for huevos con chorizo or m enudo.
I insisted on paying. How many people do
you know who have had the pleasure of buying breakfast for America's newest millionaire?
"Your life is going to change dramatically,
AI," I told him." It will be interesting to see how
and where. Let's keep in touch." • • • • •

Two Ways
There are two ways
of exerting one's
strength;
one is pushing down,
the other is pulling up.
--Booker T. Washington
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Our Trip to Mexico
(Cont. from Pg 38)

we could talk more comfortably. Yes. So we did.
We enjoyed an hour's worth of conversation with
him before he had to go back to work. He gave me the
names of some good Mexican history books, written in
English, so I could get a better understanding of the
turbulent history of my father's homeland.
e agreed to meet him again in a few days
to talk more about Mexican history. But
we never went back. You have to love
Mexico. On certain days they have cultural performances at very low prices, to make cultural events
available to everyone.
At the famous Degollado Theater in Guadalajara we
saw a performance of the University of Guadalajara
folkloric dance company and mariachis, at 9 AM, sat in
the third row center, for $3 American money.
The Museo de Antropologia has days when school
kids can visit for FREE. You see hundreds of them in
there, with notebooks in hand, learning about the culture
of their homeland. • • • • •

W
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The Seafood
Place
Steve, one of San Jose's hotshot used car salesmen
told me this one:
He used to take an annual vacation to Mexico, did
a lot of whoring around, getting drunk with his
friends, listening to lots of mariachi music, and eating high off the hog.
ne year he and his three friends stopped off
at a Mexican seashore restaurant in
Mazatlan. The restaurant was practically at
the water's edge. It wasn't much more than a large hut,
with no ceiling, no glass windows, and no doors. The
gentle sea winds gave it an authentic seashore ambience.
They decided to do a number on the waiter. They
drank to their heart's content and ate the most expensive
seafood dishes on the menu.
Then Steve briefed two of the friends to drift off to
the bathroom and out the door to their predetermined
meeting spot where their car was parked. And just wait.
Suddenly, as part of the plan, Steve's friend began
gagging on his food.
"Cough, cough," he went, clutching at his throat and
pointing to the fish remaining on his plate.
Steve hustled to find their waiter to tell him that
his friend was gagging on a bone from the fiSh. The
waiter was very flustered, appearing not to know
what to do.
Steve began walking his friend slowly to the front of
the restaurant, past the cashier, and out the door onto the
sidewalk.
The friend continued gagging furiously, "Cough,
COUGH!"
"Donde esta el hospital?" (Where is the hospital?)
Steve asked the worried waiter.
"Para alia. Cuatro cuadros," (That way. Four
blocks) the waiter replied, with a worried look on his
face.
The friend continued his harsh coughing charade as
he and Steve began to walk swiftly away from the
restaurant, ostensibly to find a hospital.
Suddenly they ducked between two buildings and

0

How to Get Along
at the Office
The Leader, Sept. 1985

If someone whispers your name, ignore it,
it's probably the neighborhood flasher;
If it's a friend, ask him in for a beer;
If it's a woman, straighten your tie and look
smart;
If it's a guy, say, "How about them 49ers!"
If it's a boss, ignore it and look busy;
If it talks, record it;
If it's typed, translate it into Spanish;
If it's handwritten, type it and make a copy;
If it's copied, file it in the trash can.
If it's Friday, you're already gone for the
weekend, so forget it!
If it rings, answer it. It's probably Reagan
congratulating you for SOMETHING.
If it hollers "FORE!", duck.
It it sputters, dale gas!
If it gongs, throw a punch at the nearest
man;
If it whistles, show it some leg;
If it clanks, call D & R.

ran toward the car where their companions were waiting.
The men laughed all the way to Mexico City and
back, at the beautiful scam they had pulled on the
restaurant.
wo years later, Steve went back to Mazatlan
with another friend, briefed him on how to
work the scam and entered the restaurant
confidently. As they were finishing a long dinner and
fortified by mucho tequila and cerveza, he suggested to
his friend that it was time he started gagging on his food.
When Steve started to gag, his friend went to fmd
a waiter. Instead, the manager appeared, a tall, welldressed man, who walked rapidly toward their table.
"Que pasa aqui?" (what is happening here?) he
asked.
"Mi amigo!" the friend exclaimed, "se esta
sofocando, creio que se comio un hueso del pescado!"

T
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(My friend, he is choking. I think he ate a bone from the
fish).
The manager leaned over the table to get a close look
at Steve's face, then pulled out a long-barreled pistol
from his shoulder holster, pointed it directly over Steve's
left ear and pulled the trigger three times.
BANG!
BANG!
BANG!
Steve's hair stood on end, he swallowed hard, thinking that his life was over! The manager gave him his
sweetest smile, then pointed the gun at his friend and
said, "Acompaiieme al cajero, seiior. Page su cuenta,
porfavor, y fuego usted y su amigo se me alargan mucho
a Ia chin gada .. . y no vuelvan jamas a este Lugar!"
(Accompany me to the cashier, sir. Pay your bill, please,
and then get the hell out of my place and never come
back!)
"Me veran cara de pendejo, cabrones" the manager
said as he marched them out to the sidewalk, ''pero ten go
buena memoria. Usted se me salio sin pagar su cuenta
hace dos aiios!" (You may think I look stupid, you
bastards, but I have a good memory. You left without
paying your bill two years ago!)
The manager escorted them to the cashier's counter,
pulled out the old bill my friend had left two years prior,
and totaled it up. Steve paid, of course.
He was laughing hilariously when he told me the
story.
"You know, David, when that cabron pulled the
trigger, I passed gas, man! Me saco un pedo, el hijo
de Ia chingada! ••• literally!" • • • • •

Salus Populi
Suprema Lex Esto
(The People's Safety is
the Supreme Law)
--Latin Proverb
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Hank Olguin's
Letter
Feb.28, 1975
Sometime in 1974, I received a letter from Hank
Olguin, former Cal football star, requesting the extensive file I had on the Coors boycott. He said he understood that I had a very extensive file and wanted to
borrow it, if he could. Of course!
e came to San Jose a few weeks later and I
loaned hi.m a file .abo~t ~" thick, with all
kinds of Information In It. A few months
passed. I began to wonder if I was ever going to get my
file back. I had just about decided to kiss off the info and
resolved myself to never seeing it again, when it arrived
in the mail, with the following letter:

H

Dear David:
You probably never thought you would see this
stuff again, but here it is. Chances are you will put it
back in the pile and nobody else will ever see it again
At any rate, I have just completed some early Spring
cleaning and found it all

I do want to thank you for letting me use the
materials They were very helpful. Next time I'm in
San Jo we'll have to have a beer.
Sincerely,
--HANK OLGUIN
SER National office
Los Angeles, CA.

A few months later, Olguin was in San Jose and
called me at HiUis Printing where I was working. We
arranged to meet at Jimmie's Barber Shop, at 3rd
and San Fernando St, to hoist a few beers to the
Golden Bears. I wanted Jimmie Garcia and Fred
Alanis to meet a real life Rose Bowl star.
lguin told us that in the early days ~f the
American Football League, he had signed
with the Dallas Texans Later he found out
that he was making more money than Abner Haynes,
who had led the league in ground gaining for two years.
Was there prejudice for two years. Was there prejudice
against Blacks in the new league. NAAH!

0
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Hank Olguin
(Cont. from Pg 41)

Somewhere in the conversation, I mentioned to
Alanis that Olguin had been UC Berkeley's biggest
ground gainer in the Rose Bowl. Hank asked, "You
remember that?"
"Of course, Hank," I replied, "at one time I aspired to
be a sportswriter I HAVE to know that stuff!"
Later in the afternoon, after many more beers, he
called his mother who lived in San Jose, so I could tell
her about how good a football player her son had been
in the Rose Bowl. Mrs. Olguin was very pleasant but
definitely not a sports fan, She found it hard to believe
that her 5'7" and 155lb. son had shone in his only Rose
Bowl appearance.
Believe it, Mrs. Olguin!

While we were talking Mrs. Olguin mentioned
that she had not gone to the Rose Bowl game when
her son was playing in it. I wonder how many California resident "white" players ever went to the
Rose Bowl and their mother chose not to attend the
game?
For you Old Blues, the last time we heard from him,
Hank Olguin was living in Austin, Texas, where he has
a public relations firm.
EDITOR'S NOTE: That Coors File of mine made
the rounds, amigos. It was also loaned to Supervisor
Charlie Santana of Alameda County; Dan McCorquodale
of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors; and
former Oakland attorney Oscar Zeta Acosta, when he
was a candidate for Sheriff in Los Angeles County. Zeta
Acosta had about as much chance of winning as Liberace
in a gang fight, but he made it interesting. • • • • •

''Capitalist
Swine!"
My friend Fred Alaniz and I had gone to a meeting
of the local anti-poverty program board at the Santa
Clara County building.
e were sitting in the last row of f?lding
chairs which had been set up 1n the
meeting room. Standing behind us, lined
up against the windows, were a group of Chicano boys,
jabbering away a mile a minute, seemingly having little
interest in the proceedings.
During the meeting several individuals were called
upon by the chairman to come forward and give reports.
Finally it was time for the fmancial report.
The chairman called out the accountant's name and
said that he would be rendering the financial report.
As the nerdy looking accountant wearing 1/4 inch
thick glasses and a four piece button-up suit got up from
his seat a few feet away and walked across the back of
the room and to the podium to make his report, one of the
young men clicked his heels like theN azis used to do in
world warn movies, and said disgustedly, "Capitalist
Swine!"
It broke up the room.

W

PatriotisiD
is the last refuge of a scoundrel
--Samuel Johnson

Lord, Help Me!
I was Chairman of the San Jose GI Forum. Early on a Saturday morning, Vice Chairman Al Pelayo and
I were sitting in a bar on Market Street just north of Santa Clara Street. We were having a. quick one before
attending a meeting with somebody to discuss something (of worldly import, I am certrun).
A white man walked in took a stool at the far end of the bar and buried his head in his arms. He was
apparently a regular becaus~ the bartender just opened up a bottle of beer and placed it and an empty glass
.
.
in front of him, not even asking what he wanted.
A few moments later he let out a low, moaning whimper and prayed, "Lord, you help me wtth this one
... I'll get the next two!"
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San Jose's Favorite Son had taken the Oakland Rruders to the Super
Bowl in New Orleans and whipped the favored Philadelphia Eagles. A
day to honor Plunkett was declared on Friday, April3 by Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes. This article appeared in EL EXCENTRICO'S final issue,
published in April 1981.

.Jim Plunkett Day in San ,Jose

1,200 Show Up To
Honor Raiders #16
by David Sierra
Over 1,200 friends, admirers and fans of Oakland
Raiders quarterback Jim Plunkett jammed the San Jose
Convention center on Friday, April3 to pay tribute to the
San Josean who led the Raiders to their victory over the
Phi ladelphia Eagles in Super Bowl XV.
lunkett's long day in San Jose began at 3
PM when he met with several hundred
area high school students in the Independence High School gymnasium. It continued with a 6
PM reception hosted by San Jose Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes in the Ridder Lounge of the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts.
Shortly after 7 :20 PM, the 6'4" Chicano from
Mayfair Elementary School, Lee Mathson Jr. High,
James Lick High School, and Stanford University,
entered the crowded Convention center and waded
into large throngs of eager autograph seekers. Young
and old alike surged forward for their brief opportunity
to say hello to a national sports legend and to have Jim
autograph their programs which included an 8xl0 full
face photo of the popular pro quarterback.
Accompanying Plunkett into the room were his
former Stanford coach John Ralston ; his Oakland Raiders coach Tom Flores; ABC television sportscaster
Keith Jackson; and his Lick High coach AI Cementina.
The program was mastetfully mcee'd by Bob Murphy,

P

himself a former Stanford athlete, and KGO-TV's Jack
Hanson. Both credited Rigo Chacon of Channel ? News
with first corning up with the idea that the Garden City
should somehow celebrate Plunkett's victory over Philadelphia in the N.F.L. championship game, and his being
named the Most Valuable Player in the Super Bowl.
In the audience were current Stanford football
stars John Elway and Darrin Nelson, Congressman
Norman Mineta, Supervisor Rod Diridon, and Councilman Jerry Estruth.
igo C hacon presented a 12-m.inute film
of a conversation with Jim Plunkett a
few days ago as the huge gridder visited
Lick High, Mathson Jr. High, and visited with some old
friends on Oakland A venue in the eastside of San Jose.
Mayor Hayes presented a resolution from the City of
San Jose unanimously adopted by the Council, commending Plunkett on his athletic achievements, particularly the Super Bow1 triumph over the favored Philadelphia Eagles.
MC Bob Murphy then introduced coaches AI
Cementina, John Ralston , and Tom Flores, each of
whom made brief remarks on Jim Plunkett as he progressed from a high school baseball pitcher-wrestlerfootball star to the top ranks of stardom in the National
Football League .
.Also presenting a plaque was the San Jose Mexican

R
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Chamber of Commerce represented by Gus Lopez.
Prior to the program, attendees heard a musical
presentation by the Eastside Union High School District
Honor Jazz Band under the direction of Bob Russell.
During the program there was more music by El Mariachi
Jalisco '77 de Jose Ramon.
Proceeds of the dinner will go to establish the Jim
Plunkett Scholarship Fund to provide scholarsips to
needy Chicanos in the Santa Clara Valley.

ementina recalled that in a high school
all star game in Los Angeles after a
brilliant high school career at quarterback, the un-named all star coach played Plunkett as
a DEFENSIVE END, and he did well at that too!
"Just before we played Philadelphia in New Orleans," Flores recalled, "golfer Lee Trevino was asked
who was going to win.
"With a Mexican quarterback and a Mexican coach
... and you know God is a Mexican," he replied, "Who
else but Oakland?"
Moments later, Chacon corroborated Trevifio's theory
that God is a Mexican. "After all," Rigo said, "His name
is Jesus, isn't it"
ABC college football sportscaster Keith Jackson
was the main speaker of the evening, delivering an

C

inspirational message of the value inherent in the game
of football. He urged the young men and women in the
audience to persevere after their goals and objectives,
and the crowd responded with a standing ovation.
tanford athletic director Andy Geiger led
off the presentations to Plunkett, reading
a resolution from Stanford, commending one
of its favorite sons as an alumnus who has brought great
credit to one of the most prestigious universities in the
land.
Congressman Norman Mineta presented a resolution from the U.S. House of Representatives authored
by Congressmen Edwards, McCloskey and Mineta. A
California State Senate resolution was read, and then
congratulatory telegrams from Gov. Edmund Brown,
Jr., and from Oakland Raiders owner AI Davis.

S

San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, sent two
lovely ladies to the microphone to make their presentation, State and National Queen Christina Flores,
and 1981-82 Chapter Queen Rosalie Gutierrez who
presented a plaque inscribed: TO JIM PLUNKETT
WHO EXEMPLIFIES EVERYTHING IN OUR
MOTTO OF EDUCATION IS OUR FREEDOM.
From the men and women of San Jose GI Forum.

Think about it

••••

•••

IN THE 1950's, the most common antisocial behav-

ior by students in schools included cutting class,
running in the hallways, wearing pants drooping very
low in the rear, chewing gum, talking in class, rolling
dice in the bathrooms, smoking behind the gym, and
wearing very long hair.
TODAY, there are guns on the campuses, very long
hair, assaults, rapes, shootings, etc.
IN THE FUTURE ... laser weapons, mace, grenades
... ???
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N ein,.. he said
My old buddy from high school, Freddie Asebes,
had just been discharged from the U.S. Army and had
returned to San Jose. He looked like a new man. What
used to be a chubby young man with little self esteem
was returned to the states as a very confident young man,
with a weightlifter's body, and eager to get on with his
civilian life.
On one of the first weekends back in San Jose he
wanted to go to the Rainbow Ballroom and check out the
young ladies and down a few beers with his friends.
Just before 1:00 AM, as the dance was winding
down, Freddie was leaning with his back to the bar,
facing the dancing crowd. We were talking away a mile
a minute and I was asking him about living in Germany,
being in the Army, and how he had enjoyed a foreign
country. He told me about very very interesting experiences, including one in which he aided in the delivery of
a baby!

California Lottery
Passed to
Rescue California
Schools
A few years ago, California voters
were told that a state lottery system was
a good idea because it would provide
millions of dollars to improve our
underfunded schools.
Why, then, are California schools
among the nation's worst?
Why are California voters still being
asked to tax themselves more to assist
our schools.
Where does the California lottery
money go?
Are these monies being used wisely?

I asked him how much German he had learned and
he said, "Enough to get along with the people. I can carry
a conversation."
I told him that the only German words I knew were
fraulein, blitzkreig, frau, meister, burgermeister, and a
few others.
I motioned to the bartender to get his attention so I
could buy us one more beer before "last call".
The bartender came up behind Freddie and asked,
"Another beer?"
Freddie kept looking straight ahead at me and replied, "Nein!"
Our conversation continued.
A few moments later he turned around when he
heard the bartender plunking down beer after beer on the
bar .... nine of 'em!
GERMANLESSON:EvenifyouarenotaStanford
graduate you have probably already figured out that
Nein means NO in German, thus the misunderstanding.

Nota Lawyer
Man, making a report at a GI Forum meeting: "After
reading this document, you are probably going to find
many things wrong with it. I urge you to bring them to
my attention so they can be fixed before we submit the
final draft to you. We want to make sure we are doing the
right thing and doing it correctly, so let us know what
changes you want, blah, blah, blah."
He went on and on and on.
"And, finally remember ... I am not a lawyer."
From the back of the room: "Obviously!"

The art of life
lies in a constant
readjustment to our surroundings
--Kakuzo Okakura
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Tissue Paper Justice
Sept. 1986

THE FORUMEER

(From September 1985 to September 1986, I collected articles from the San Jose MERCURY, San
Francisco Chronicle, and other newspapers about "celebrities" who got into trouble with the law. I suspected
that the type of justice they get is quite different than
how you and I would be treated if we appeared in court
for the same reasons. My suspicions were confirmed. I
used this information in classes I was doing at Vida
Nueva AlcoholiDrugs Recovery Home).

I

F YOU THINK JUSTICE IS BLIND,

think again. Some people get infinitely
better deals in court than others. Maybe it's
the color of their skin, maybe they hold a public job,
or maybe the Judge just likes how they part their
hair. What do you think happened in the cases
below? Please do not suggest favoritism or anything
illegal
ROBERT SUNDANCE, an alcoholic, has been
arrested more than 500 times in 25 years and, under-

Basic Training
An American GI once wrote to Ann Landers
that this is what he had learned in basic training:
1. Everything you need to know to succeed in
life can be learned in three months of basic
training.
2. You're never as tired as you think you are,
especially when someone starts yelling at
you.
3. If you have to, you can eat a meal in 10
minutes ... or less.
4. Having someone you trust watching your
back makes all things seem possible.
5. Learn to follow instructions.
6. Clean your tools. You may not have time
later.

standably, wanted public drunkeness decriminalized.
His attorneys argued before the California Supreme
Court that "people should not be jailed because they are
helpless in public, n and "because we disapprove of their
lifestyle. n

Has Sundance been sentenced to wallow in a jail
for the rest of his life. Not exactly. He now earns
$21,000 a year as Director of the Indian Alcoholism
Commission of California, and has been sober for
nine years.
DAN "GRIZZLY ADAMS" HAGGERTY was
arrested for selling cocaine to undercover police officers, and convicted. He admitted selling the cocaine. His
attorney argued that Haggerty has a family to support,
was ill, and that he had a cancerous mole on his shoulder
requiring surgery.
The Judge sentenced Haggerty to 90 days in jail,
three years of probation, to undergo periodic drug
testing, do 200 hours of community service work. The
verdict was appealed, of course.

PENROSE HALLOWELL Pennsylvania Agriculture Secretary, was convicted of shoplifting a
$4.99 cassette tape. A millionaire, Hallowell said he
resigned his $48,000-a-year post to protect his family.
He said he did not intend to steal the tape but absentmindedly pocketed it while shopping and forget about
it when he paid for another cassette. He was fined $25
plus court costs.

E

LPIDIO JIMENEZ DOMINGUEZ,

Mexican Consul for San Jose, was arrested
by a female police officer who had to
swerve to avoid a head-on collision with his car. She
found an open bottle of vodka in his auto. Breath tests
showed EJ's blood-alcohol level at .12%, above the
.1 0% at which one is presumed legally drunk.

It took three officers to arrest him because he
didn't much like the idea. He pulled the female
officer's hair. After his arrest, the officer drove
Jimenez home.
Jimenez failed to appear for his first scheduled court
hearing. Judge Stephen Manley issued a warrant for his
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arrest. His attorney bargained with the district attorney•s
office to reduce the drunk driving charge to reckless
driving and dismiss the resisting arrest charge. The
Judge asked, ..Why is this agreement not available to
county residents of this state, taxpayers and hard workersT•
JOHN ZACCARO, New York, husband of former
Democratic vice presidential candidate Geraldine
Ferraro, was involved in a fraudulent real estate scheme,
for which the max penalty is a $1,000 fine and one year
in prison.
ad the sale gone through Ferraro would
have gained a $330,000 commission. He
allegedly altered a copy of an appraisal of
some buildings and issued a financial statement listing
his net worth at $21.6 million, about $18 million too
high, said the NY District Attorney.

H

Zaccaro pleaded guilty to one count of scheming
to defraud, "to spare his family the anguish and
publicity of a trial," he said.
He was sentenced to do 150 hours of community
service work, and was assured that he would serve no jail
time.

At about the same time, our newspaper told us
that a San Jose Chicano could be sentenced to 168
years in state prison for his conviction on 21 counts
of sexually molesting his two step-children.
PAM PARSONS, former South Carolina University women•s basketball coach, filed a libel suit against
TIME Inc. for $75 million after Sports Illustrated depicted her as a lesbian involved in a love affair with explayer Tina Buck.

Later they both pleaded guilty to perjury charges,
admitting they lied during the trial about frequenting a Salt Lake City lesbian nightclub.
The judge gave •em three years in prison for lying to
a federal jury, but suspended all but four months. The
were put on probation for five years.
MARK GASTINEAU, New York Jets defensive
end, was convicted of an assault charge at a New York
disco. He was sentenced to 90 hours of community
service work, conducting a football clinic for youths 1620 at Rikers Island Prison, two days a week, three hours
a day, for 15 weeks.
ARTHUR K. SNYDER, Los Angeles city councilman, was accused by his 9-year old daughter of molesting her when she was 4.
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Who Are Pioneers?
I asked this question in the January 1973 issue of
THE FORUMEER:
Have you ever wondered why your local newspaper will describe an elderly person descended
from people who have lived in the area for sixty
years as a .. Pioneer .. , but never use the word
Pioneer when referring to an Hispanic whose
forefathers lived here when George Washington
was still wetting his diapers?
What is the meaning of the word, Pioneer? What
qualifies a person to be labeled a Pioneer?
Are Hispanics EVER qualified to be labeled
Pioneers?
If not ... WHY NOT???

In 1980 his ex-wife filed a battery charge against
him. A 1980 drunken driving trial ended in a deadlocked
jury with Snyder pleading no contest to a charge of
reckless driving. In 1980 he was fined $14,000 by the
Fair Political Practices Commission for alleged financial disclosure violations. In 1974 and 1983 he was the
subject of recall drives by voters in his district.

The councilman resigned, he said, because of the
pregnancy of his wife, and the pressures of his job.
.. By golly, I think that I should give the opportunity
to my child to be born and to have a peaceful life and to
my wife, not to have to confront, every day, the kind of
treatment that we have had to confront in these last
years, II he said.
III want to practice law and read The Life of Clarence
Darrow, something rve wanted to do since I was 12
years old, II he concluded.
ORBETT DICKEY, San Francisco po
liceman, was detained in West Hollywood
for public drunkeness. Police said he was
off duty while standing with another man in a lane of
Santa Monica Blvd., blocking traffic.

C

He was suspended for 90 days from his job,
placed on one year's probation, and ordered to enroll
in an alcohol abuse control program.
THOMAS NORMAN, San Francisco Assistant
District Attorney, was charged with drunken driving
after he was stopped by police and he failed a sobriety
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test. Officers said he went through a stop sign.

He pleaded no contest to the charge of drunken
driving, was sentenced to three years' probation, a
year in an alcohol rehabilitation program, and tined
$585. His driver's license was restricted for one year
to driving to and from work and to the rehab program.
EDITOR'S NOTE: After listening to charges meted
out to residents of an alcohol/drugs rehabilitation program at which I am employed, it is quite clear that your
position in life very strongly influences the sentence you
receive when you transgress the law. • • • • •

''Shoot
the Horse!''
--Lenny Bruce
I was living in Los Angeles and had taken a parttime job with George, a waterless cookware salesman.lt
was a fun job. George claimed to be a former Oklahoma
football player. In those days any Okie with any size at
all claimed to have played for Bud Wilkinson whose
Sooners were doing a lot of gridiron ass-kicking all over
America.
looked him up in my Street & Smith's
football annuals and his name wasn't listed
on any Oklahoma roster. High school ball in
Chickasha maybe.
George and I shared two loves, cold beer and sports.
One afternoon, before going to one of his sales calls,
we stopped at a nightclub on Lankershim Blvd for a few
beers and George and the bartender started reminiscing
about some of their experiences behind the bar.
"There's some guys that would drink cold horse piss
if you put it in a cold bottle," said the barkeep. Other
people at the bar were getting into the game also when
Lenny Bruce arrived. He came in to pick up his paycheck from the bartender.

I

I knew who he was, of course, because my fraternity
brothers in school used to frequent places where Bruce
worked, not necessarily to see Bruce but for the strippers
who took off most of their clothes. He played the top
clubs where world famous strippers like Tempest Storm,
Lili St. Cyr, Blaze Starr, Hot Honey Harlow, Busty
Brown, you name 'em, appeared.

ot Honey Harlow was married to
Bruce at the time and he mentioned
that she was outside, waiting for him in
the car. "Go get her, David, ask her to come in. TeD
her I said we've gotta be here for a minute."

H

The great Hot Honey Harlow! I was out the door like
now!
Lenny loved playing practical jokes on Hot Honey,
I knew that from reading about him in the local gossip
columns. And I wanted to see her up close, so I hurried
out the door and into the parking lot. The car was a long
gold-colored Cadillac. She was gorgeous in a big white
hat, sunglasses which appeared to cover most of her
beautiful face, and a dress that was so tight it didn't leave
much to the imagination. I opened the car door for her
and got a good long look at those beautiful nyloned legs
which thrilled night club patrons every night at Strip
City. I followed as she wiggled her beautiful behind into
the nightclub.
enny told her about the game and asked
the bartender to test her. She failed the
test also. Lenny was razzing her when she
said, "Drinking is not what I do best, Lenny!"
"You're right, Honey, but you eat good!"
We thought it was hilarious repartee, but Honey
didn't get the joke. Or pretended not to. She just looked
at Lenny, pursed her beautiful crimson lips, and said, "It
tastes the same to me!"

L

"It looks a helluva lot better than it tastes,"
Lenny mocked her, looking right down her dress at
her gorgeous chest.
Lenny took the test again, this time with Hot Honey
standing behind him with her arms wrapped around his
waist. Bruce took a long sip of Coca Cola, then put the
glass down slowly on the bar. "Shoot the horse! That's
horse piss. And it's infected!" he said, gave the bartender
the middle finger salute, said goodbye to George and I,
and Hot Honey and him were out the door. • • • • •
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Tools for Sobriety
There are certain things a person in recovery needs to remember if he/she is to maintain their sobriety. Among them are:
1. STAY AWAY FROM THAT FIRST
DRINK. Remember, one is too many
and one hundred is not enough.
2. Take care of business. Do first things
frrst. Don't try to do too much. There is
always tomorrow.
3. Change your old routines. Get out of the
old rut. Stroll through your local college
campus. Go to the library. See a little
league baseball game. Read an out of
town newspaper. Ride the public transit
system. Browse through a dictionary.
Visit your local museums. Do volunteer
work.
3. AVOID LONELINESS. Mingle with
people. Spend as much time with
others as you can. Loneliness is depressing, and it leads to problems.
You already know what those are.
4. REMEMBER your last binge, your last
high. And the guilt feelings afteiWard.
Resolve to do things different in your life
from now on.
5. HELP OTHERS. There are many people
who need your help. They want to avoid
the experiences that you have had. Help
them out.
5. BE BUMBLE. Admit that you are not
perfect. You don't have to be. For
now, just be you, and resolve to be a
better person.
6. IF YOU FAIL at something, laugh about
it. Don't get discouraged. Go on with
your life. Try it differently. Experience is
the world's best teacher. Learn from

I

hate war as only a soldier who has

lived it can, only as one who has seen its
brutality, its futUity, its stupidity.

--Dwight D. Eisenhower
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your mistakes.
7. STAY CLEAN AND SOBER FOR YOURSELF, not for anyone else. Take care
of yourself first .•. then, when you are
ready, go help others.
8. DUMP YOUR GARBAGE regularly. Don't
carry it around with you. Confide in
someone your trust. Tell them your concerns. Your problems are not new problems. Someone else has already faced
the same problems. Seek advice. Now
that you have two viewpoints, decide
what to do and do it!
9. ABSTINENCE IS THE ONLY ANSWER.
Forget about a "phasing out" period.
Just stop. Find other things to do.
Give yourself reasons why you want
to make positive changes in your Hfe,
and do them.
10. Hang out with "positive" people. Associate with people who want to see you get
ahead and do positive things for yourself. Avoid the "losers" who want to drag
you down to their level.
11. SOBRIE1Y should be your Number One
Priority. If it isn't, your priorities are out
ofline. Hit the SORTbutton.Decidewhat
you want out of life. Stay clean and
sober, then go get it!
12. TAKE THE WALLS DOWN. Find out
what is out there in a different world
than you have been living in. You may
like it more than the one you are
living now. Make new friends. See
new places. Travel. Learn new things.
Broaden your horizons. Start to live!
13. THATLIGHTat the end of a tunnel is not
necessarily an oncoming train. It may
be a door to another, better, world. Ifyou
like it, do it again tomorrow, and twice
on Sunday, and three times on holidays.
14. DO WHATEVER YOU CAN and leave the
rest for tomorrow. It gives you something to look foiWard to every day.
15. BE HONEST, BE PUNCTUAL, BE DEPENDABLE. KEEP YOUR PROMISES.
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Spirit of
San Jose GI Forum
--by E. David Sierra
January 1989 The Leader
Why do you suppose people join San Jose GI Forum?
Certainly not to help themselves! They join to help
others. How? Well ...
ARGIE GAETA is involved with a
Mexican folkloric dance group ... AL
CASTELLANO assists the Leland High
School marching band with fundraising activities ...
PETE GONZALEZ is on the board of directors of the
Eastside Community Center ... JOSE CARRASCO is
involved in an effort to secure more and better positions
for Chicanos at San Jose State University ... Ditto
HUMBERTO GARZA.

M

San Jose Deputy Chief of Police LUIS
HERNANDEZ is on the board of directors of the
Mexican American Community Services Agency
(MACSA).
HILBERT MORALES has pledged his services to
raise money for a hydraulic-equipped van to transport
the handicapped ... RITA DIAZ is heavily involved in
Alcoholics Anonymous and serves as a sponsor for a
number of recovering alcoholics.
SANDRA MURILLO is involved with a theatrical
group .. LEONARD ANTUNA has, f~r many ye~s,
assisted just about every Chicano group In San Jose With
fundraising efforts on behalf of his popular restaurant,
ANTUNA'S.
VICTOR GARZA has taken on the responsibility of
heading up a big fundraising effort for the GI Forum's
Vida Nueva alcohol recovery home. He is also part of a

Two Worst Things
The two worst things a parent can give a
young person are money and wheels.
The two most important things a parent
can give a child are roots and wings.
--A. Hodding Carter

committee seeking better opportunities for Chicanos at
San Jose State University, his alma mater. He also
chaired last year's E.E.O.C. hearing in San Jose at which
the commissioners listened to gripes from Chicanos
about a variety of community problems, worked on the
Dukakis presidential campaign, was responsible for a
number of contributions received by San Jose GI Forum
and Vida Nueva in the past year, and is presently
representing San Jose GI Forum in negotiating for the
return of the Fiestas Patrias celebrations to downtown
San Jose. He is easily our most civicly involved member.
AMADOR URRUBAZO sponsors a yearly softball
tournament to raise money for scholarships ... FRED
CONTRERAS gives of his time to the GI Forum,
Mexican American Golf Association, Los Amigos Golfing Club, and the Kiwanis Club ... EVA COTA was
heavily involved in fundraising for the Vietnam Veterans Monument dedicated in Sacramento on Dec. 1Oth.

RICHARD DIAZ has photographed every major celebrity that has passed thru San Jose for the
past 30 years and has contributed many, many photos to organizations, particularly this one.
ROSE AMADOR is always one of the frrst people
called when dependable people are needed for any
worthy community effort.
NOE MONTOYA provides music and
"mikesmanship" (forgive me for that one, Lord) for
many community causes ... EMMA RENTERIA chaperones Miss San Jose GI Forum whenever she makes a
public appearance, even going to Corpus Christi, TX
with her last summer.

DARLENE MARQUEZ lends assistance to many
worthy community causes, presently doing her number for the U.S. Census.
ANNAMARIE HERRERA devotes lots of spare
time to the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation,
enough to warrant winning its Outstanding Member
Awsard last year! ... VIC ZAVALA has contributed
money to many worthy causes, and supports Latino
politicians like RON GONZALES who was recently
elected to the County Board of Supervisors ... Attorney
FERNANDO ZAZUETA is another worthy who always seems to be involved in community fundraising
efforts ... He emcees our annual Fiestas Patrias Parades
also!
TONY ESTREMERA does pro bono work for San
(Cont. on Pg 54)
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.IOEKAPP
•
avv1nner
by David Sierra
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article was written for
the official program of the 3rd annual Barrio Alcohol I Drugs Conference at Elmwood Correctional
Facility in March 1994 when Joe Kapp was the
keynote speaker.
The 1994 Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference Youth
Motivational Speech will be given by the dynamic Joe
Kapp, former Super Bow1 quarterback of the Minnesota
Viki ncrs
and former football coach at U.C. Berkeley.
0

ur special guest was born
to a Mexican mother and
a German Father, Florence
and Bob Kapp, in Santa Fe, New Mexico
on March 19, 1938.

0

When he was two years old, the famjly moved to
California's San Fernando Valley, then to Salinas where
Kapp grew up in the Alisal section of the city.

EARLY VISIT TO CAL
The first time Joe set foot on the University of
Californi a campus, he was 14 years old and on a field trip
to watch the Bears play Missouri. Very curious about
things even then, he asked his teacher if he could ever go
to UC Berkeley.
"Yes," she replied.
His next question was "How?"
"You study," Mrs. Brunelli replied. And he did .

JOE

KAPP
Al
Castellano
Photo

Just as he prepared to enter high school, the fami ly
movezd again, tills time to Newhall near Los Angeles
where he entered WilliamS. Hart High School.

THREE SPORTS STAR
At Hart HS he starred in football, basketball and
baseball. "I was very proud that I made All C.I.F. in
basketball," he once said, "because I real ly thought that
was my best sport! "
California's football glory days of the late 40's and
early SO's under legendary coach Lynn "Pappy" Waldorf
were fading to a memory of three consecutive Rose
Bowl trips and three frustrating losses to Big Nine
teams.
California basketball was on the rise under innovative coach Pete Newell. Both coaches wanted Kapp but
only Newell had a scholar sip available so Joe entered
UC on a basketball scholarship in 1955.
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''We had 3 Chicanos
on that
Rose Bowl team"
H he had not played football and led his

team to the conference title and the Rose
Bowl he would have been a member of the Cal
team that defeated West Virginia for the 1959
NCAA basketball title.
In case you ever get on JEOPARDY and the question comes up, the other two Chicanos on that Cal RB
team were center Bob Gonzales, former SF County
supervisor; and halfback Hank Olguin, a graduate of
Lincoln HS, San Jose.

HISTORY OF BEATING STANFORD
s a sophomore, Kapp quarterbacked the
Bears to a 20-18 victory over hated
rival Stanford and their All American QB
John Brodie. After the season, coach Waldorf retired
and Pete Elliott became the California coach.
As a senior, Kapp led the Pacific Coast Conference in rushing with 616 yards, including a 92 yd.
touchdown run against Oregon.
Surprising the experts, Kapp led Cal to the league
title and into the Rose Bowl where they lost to a vastly
superior Iowa team 38-12.
ALL AMERICAN HONORS

A

Kapp was voted to two All America teams
and won the Voit and Pop Warner awards as the
best football player on the Pacific Coast. He
finished 5th in the Reisman Trophy balloting.
But the NFL was not impressed with his passing
statistics, just 64 completions in 114 attempts for 3
touchdowns. He was drafted in the 17th round by the
Washington Redskins. Kapp looked north to Canada,
determined to prove that he could play professionally.
He signed with Calgary of the Canadian Football League..

HAVE NO FEAR, JOE IS HERE
He quickly established the Joe Kapp mystique by
completing a league-leading 196 passes for 2,990
yards and 21 touchdowns in his rookie year.
The following year he passed for 3,060 yards, then
was traded to the British Columbia Lions. The Lions had
a 1-13-2 record in his first year.

Two years later they played in the Grey

Cup Game (Canada's Super Bowl, and in
1964 were Grey Cup Champions!

"Joe Kapp
didNOTrun
out of bounds''
In eight seasons of Canadian football, he passed for
22,725 yards and 136 touchdowns, and remains to this
day one of the best quarterbacks ever to play in that
country.
Pokey Allen, who played with Kapp at Vancouver,
once said, .. I rate quarterbacks by what they do after an
interception. Not too many of them want to make the
tackle. Joe went for it, and with a vengeance! ..

MOVES TO N.F.L.
In 1967, after the American Football League merged
with the older National Football League, and after a long
series of negotiations and court appearances, Kapp
signed a 3-year contract with the Minnesota Vikings.
"Other quarterbacks run out of bounds," said
his Vikings coach Bud Grant, "but Joe Kapp turns
upfield and looks for someone to run into!"
By then the NFL had taken notice of the courageous
and determined Chicano whose flamboyance always
got his teammates to play better.

SEVEN TOUCHDOWNS!
In 1969 Kapp homed his way into the
NFL record book when he threw 7 touchdown passes in a 52-14 rout of the defending NFL champion Baltimore Colts.
KAPP TO THE SUPER BOWL
The Vikings won 12 and lost 2 in 1969 and moved
into Super Bowl IV against the Kansas City Chiefs on
Jan. 1, 1970. They lost 23-7. Late in the game, he took
a hard hit by Chiefs defender Aaron Brown, injured his
shoulder, and ended the game on the bench, a beaten
warrior.
Chiefs end Jerry Mays said, .. He•s a great leader. I
hated to play against him. He hated to lose, and really
challenged you! ..

N.F.L. PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Kapp was the NFL Player of the Year in
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five different polls. Selected Most Valuable
Player by the Vikings, he rejected the award
at the team banquet saying, "I cannot accept
this award. There is no ONE most valuable
Viking!"
oing into the 1970 season, after taking
his team to the Super Bowl, Kapp was
traded to New England for two #1 draft
choices. At the end of the season he was notified by the
NFL that he would have to sign the traditional NFL
players contract. His attorney advised him to fight it in
the courts, and a long legal battle began.
On Dec. 20, 1974, U.S. District Court Judge William T. Sweigert in San Francisco issued a judgment
which found that the standard NFL players contract and
the reserve system were unreasonable and illegal.
While waiting for the appeals to wind their way
through the judicial system, Kapp worked in Hollywood. He played a role in "The Longest Yard" which
featured Burt Reynolds, Eddie Albert, and a half dozen
former NFL players.

G

RETURNS TO BERKELEY
On Dec. 5, 1981, UC Berkeley athletic director
Dave Maggard shocked the sports world when he announced that Joe Kapp, the former Cal QB had been
signed to a five-year contract as the new coach of the
Golden Bears.

Fame seems to follow Kapp. Winding up the
1982 football season, the Bears unraveled the famous five laterals play, beating Stanford and their
All American QB John Elway 25-20 in the most
famous finish in American collegiate football history!
COACH OF THE YEAR
The Bears finished with a 7-4 won-loss record, and
Kapp was named PAC 10 Conference Coach of the
Year.
In five seasons at the helm, Kapp beat Stanford three
times and recorded a stunning 14-6 upset of the hated
Southern California Trojans.

BUSINESS INTERESTS

March 19, 1994
JK is 56!
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About Time
In 2004, Joe Kapp was
voted into the College
Football Hall of Fame,
45 years after leading the
California Golden Bears
into the Rose Bowl. The
Bears have not been back
since.
Kapp has been president of the Joe Kapp Company
since 1962, and has been involved in many business
ventures, both in Canada and the U.S.
His Team Dynamics, Inc., based in Sunnyvale,
gives him a platform for doing what he loves to do,
motivational seminars for youth. He has been retained
by high schools and businesses to train and motivate
their students and employees.

JOE KAPP ROASTED
A "Spirit of Life" awards dinner in San Francisco
last December established the Joe Kapp Research Fellowship at the City of Hope National Medical Center in
Duarte, Calif. The center conducts research in leukemia,
cancer, heart, blood and lung diseases, diabetes, hereditary and metabolic disorders, and AIDS.
Bob Steiner, former California sports information
director once said, "Joe Kapp is the most extraordinary
person I have ever met in sports. The university should
be as proud of him as they are of any nuclear scientist."
oe and his wife, Jennifer, live in Los Gatos
with their three young children; Emiliana,
6, William Lorenzo, 4, and Gabriella, 1. Kapp·s
eldest son, J.J., is a deputy public defender for Santa
Clara County.

J

Finally, JOE KAPP is the answer to the trivia
question: Who is the only player ever to quarterback
a team in the Rose Bowl, the Grey Cup, and the Super
Bowl? • • • • •
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Cowboy Corners Cafe, Ceres
Gloria and I were in Modesto for a state convention
of the American GI Forum. As was our habit of not
eating in the convention hotel, we went out looking for
a coffee shop in which to have breakfast on a Sunday
morning.

We found nothing to our liking in Modesto. So we
ventured south on Highway 99 to little Ceres.
Rolling around town, I mentioned to Gloria again,
one of my frequent mutterings, that every small town
has a restaurant where the local Lions, Elks, Rotary and
other service clubs meet. It will usually serve a hearty
breakfast because when those clubs meet, they eat, and
they don't stand for lousy food.
Beginning to experience a serious case of the
munchies, we settled on a place called Cowboy Comers.
As I mentioned previously, mom and pop cafes appeal
to me. We went in. In the booth directly behind us was
a very large man, dressed in overalls, a white T shirt, and
wearing a "Tractor" cap.

Spirit of SJ GI ForuDl
(Cont. from Pg 50)
Jose GI Forum and various other community organizations when not busy with his duties at the Legal Aid
Society of Santa Clara County ... TRINI VASQUEZ is
on the board of directors of the Eastside Community
Center, and on the advisory board of our Vida Nueva
recovery home.

IKE HERNANDEZ headed up the recent
fundraiser for cancer victim Jim Samarippa. He was
asissted by other San Jo GI Forum members
HU:MBERTO GARZA, JOE G. LOPEZ, VICTOR
GARZA, DAVID SIERRA, and others.
CARL UffiELHOER is known far and wide for his
involvement and participation in assisting needy veterans with their V A-related problems ... Besides serving
as 2nd Vice Chairman of the Department of California,
DAVID RODRIGUEZ has been involved in raising
funds for the just-dedicated Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Sacramento. Yes, he fought in Vietnam also, and
wali decorated for it .... And it goes on and on and on .

•••••

When his breakfast arrived, he tore into it like a man
with serious hunger pangs. After a short while, he gave
up on the knife and fork. Too slow. He brought the plate
up near his mouth and began to shovel the eggs, country
potatoes and whatever else he had on his plate into his
wide open yapper. Then he picked up the toast, folded
the slice in half and with two huge bites, quite literally
swallowed it.
"Ese cabron parece que lo tenian amarrado, .. I said.
I called it to Gloria's attention, but she did not turn
around. It would have been too obvious and she apparently did not want to embarass the man. At my urging
she took a quick glance over her shoulder just as the man
was picking up a whole slice ofbread, again folding it in
half and knocking it down in two bites!

The man reminded me of Junior Samples, the
hick from the old Hee Haw television program.
For some reason I have never been able to talk her
into going back to the Cowboy Comers Cafe again.

Newspaper
To get the news you may
kill, steal, burn, cheat, lie:
but never sell out your
paper in thought or deed
. . . The press belongs to
the public, to the people.
It is their voice, their
shield, their champion.
And to keep it free; we
ourselves must stay free,
sincere, honest.
--Joseph Ward
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The Founders Dinner
Corpus Christi, Texas

n American GI Forum na
tional board of directors
meeting had been planned
for Corpus Christi in March 1972. It
coincided, not incidentally, with the
annual Dr. Hector P. Garcia Testimonial Dinner, or whatever they call that
event, to commemorate the founding
of the American GI Forum in that city
in 1948.

A

It is a very impressive event, and fills the Corpus
Christi Convention Center. A number of California

delegates, Dan Campos, Tony Gallegos, Larry Amaya,
C.F. Mendez, Rudy Galiana, and others were there.
We spent most of the early evening in the bar of the
Sundowner Motel where all of us were staying. C.F.
Mendez and I were among the late arrivals, so, of course,
we wound up seated about a quarter mile from the head
table, close enough to see everyone up there but too far
for me (with failing hearing) to hear and understand
what was being said. I very rapidly lost interest in the
program. Another thing, the M.C. was flowerly introducing those at the head table, many of them qualified to
be there only because they were related to Dr. Garcia. It
went on and on and on ...
Mendez and I had noticed the beer trucks parked in
the back of the pavilion, all set up to dispense beer when
the speeches were over. We approached one of the men
at one of the trucks and kiddingly asked him for a sample

San Jose MERCURY edges The Leader
June 1986, THE LEADER
(NEW YORK) -- The Knight-Rider owned San
Jose Mercury edged THE LEADER, official publication of San Jose GI Forum, in winning Pulitzer Prizes
in the 1986 sweepstakes ..• but just barely.
The Mercury won for its hard-hitting reports on the
corrupt regime of Ferdinand Marcos and Lady Imelda's
penchant for expensive shoes, black bras, and other goodies and THE LEADER made a valiant effort, striving to
save the Thunderbird Golf Course, an issue the Brand X
sheet probably never heard of.
In the end, it was San Jose Mercury 1, THE
LEADERO.
While disappointed in not winning the coveted prize,
THE LEADER editor David Sierra said, "We congratulate
editor Rob Elder and his talented staff of hundreds, par-

ticularly Lewis Simons, Pete Carey and Katherine Ellison
who did the Philippines hatchet job.
"While they had three reporters with unlimited expense accounts ensconsed in the most expensive hotels in
Manila, our underpaid but highly committed reporter was
quaffing wine coolers at Thunderbird ... on credit.
"Our hard working staff battled insurmountable odds
but did it with verve and elan. We believe that the result
may have been more a reflection of the judges• lack of
insight and journalistic maturity than the comparative
merits of the two newspapers.
"The bottom line? San Jose has two fine newspapers and we are proud to share the responsibility with
them for bringing you the latest news."
Better luck next time, L.K., Lobo, Spark, et al. • • •
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of his product.
"I am the official beer taster of the GI Forum," I said,
"Dr. Garcia said for me to go around to all the trucks and
taste the beer to assure that it is of acceptable quality for
the very discriminating GI Forum imbibers!"

"BULLSIDT!" the man standing there replied,
"you just want a free beer."
ou know, my friend, one of the things I
admire most about people is honesty and
getting right to the point No beatin' 'round
the bush. And you are certainly that! Aren't you a little
bit tired of standing here waiting for customers?"
''YEAH," he replied, "You know, we've been here
since 7 o'clock, and they're still introducing people. Now
I know why some of the guys at the plant didn't want to
work tonight!"

Y

"Take a break, ese, my friend C.F. and I will
make sure no one touches any beer until you give us
the signal. Go have a smoke!'' I told him.
"Are you sure?" he questioned.
"Sure I'm sure! Go ahead!" I said, "but remember
that all things liquid evaporate in heated environments,
and it's hotter than hell in here!"

The guy just smiled, came out from behind the
counter, and walked off, looking back over his shoulder. He stepped outside for a quick smoke.
The guy walked about sixty feet to join another man
behind one of the other trucks for a brief conversation.
I am sure that he saw us draw two large plastic glasses
of ice cold draft beer, but he did not say anything.
A few minutes later, I saw him walking back to his
truck and quickly drew another full glass of beer.
"Muchas gracias. ese, you saved my life! As soon as
the program ends, my friend Mendez and me and the rest
of the California delegation are going to make you a rich
man. We tip very well too ... ask the waitresses at the
Ship Ahoy Restaurant!"
e walked back to our table, sat down,
sipped at our beer as inconspicuously as
possible. But, Dr. Garcia has spies all
over. Soon, it was being announced over the microphone that no beer drinking was allowed in the hall until
the conclusion of the program. It was 10:15, and the
main speaker, U.S. Senator George Yarborough (DTexas), had not yet been extolled or introduced.
Dr. Garcia had a captive audience and he knew it.
The Tejanos may have been captives but we Califomianos
thought differently. We went in deference to the founder

W

but didn't feel that we had to sit there all night long and
swallow all the bullshit that was coming from the
microphone. Some people were extolled merely because they were related to Dr. Garcia.
Zzzzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz.
At about 10:35 PM,ourpatiencespliton us. Mendez
and I decided to take our leave and walk back to the
Sundowner to enjoy some more cold beer. As we were
leaving the hall, a frail old man approached us.

"Usted es David Sierra, verdad? Usted es el
editor de EL FORUMEER?"
"Si senor," I replied, "Usted es miembro del
American GI Forum?"
"Uno de los primeros," he replied, pumping his fist
defiantly, and put his hand on my forearm, urging me to
stop. I did. He reached into his back pants pocket, pulled
out his wallet, and showed me an old faded American GI
Forum membership card dated 1948 and marked NO.2.
"Esta tarjetita ya tiene sus afios," I commented.

"Yo soy uno de los primeros miembros gue
empezaron el GI Forum," he said proudly.
"Porgue no lo sientan a usted alia con todos los
politicos y gente de categoria?" I asked.
unca nos hacen caso," he replied, "Es puro
Dr. Garcia y su familia y sus amistades. Yo
ten go afios y afios viniendo a este evento y
nunca nos han presentados a los otros gue empezaron el
GIForum."

N

"Yo voy a preguntar en el FORUMEER porgue
no presentan a todos los miembros originales. Se lo
prometo!" I told the old man, as we walked away
from him.
EDITOR'S NOTES: I intended to write about that
incident in THE FORUMEER. I was going to call it
THE FORGOTTEN FOUNDERS, but never got around
to it.
It is forty nine years too late, NO.2, and you have
undoubtedly moved on to your reward. Better late than
never. But, wherever you are, here it is. • • • • •

Education is
our Freedom
--Motto of the American GI Forum
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Lt. Everett Alvarez,
The Longest-Held POW, Vietnam War

THE FORUMEER, April 197 1
[n March 197 1, while edi ting THE FORUMEER,
official publication of the American GI Forum, I received a packet of photographs from Prague, Czechoslovakia.
They showed American jets which had been shot
down by the VietCong and American prisoners of war
in their cells. The only photo I was rea lly interested in
was theoneatright ofLt. EverettAlvarezofSanta Clara,
Cal if.
I ran the photo and caption at right in the April
issue, scooping every other newspaper and magazine
in north America.
After the paper came out, I had second thoughts
about the legality of publishing the photo, so to cover my
ass, r cal led Officer Dan Campos of the San Jose Police
Department, and gave him the packet of photos. No, I
don't know what he did with them. No, the FBI didn't
come after me. • • • • • •

Indians and Buffalo
A white guy and a Chicano were having an
argument and the Chicano was getting the best of
it.
The white guy tried to end the discussion
when he looked directly at the Chicano, narrowed his eyes, and sai d, "You know what,
Mario? My daddy told me that Mexicans are
living proof that Indians diddled the buffalo!"
The Chicano repli ed, "R.L, my father told me
that the reason white people don't have very many
children is because Rosie Palm can't get pregnant!"
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PRISONER OF WAR-- U.S. Navy Lieutenant Everett Al varez, Jr. of Santa Clara, Calif., is
shown reading letters from his family in a
North Vietnamese detention camp. Lt. Alvarez
was the first American pilot captured by the
North Vietnamese in Vietnam and the American prisoner held the longest by the enemy.

The only reaction we received was a telephone call
from a young lady in the Alvarez family, wanti ng to
know where we got the photo, and coul d she have it. I
referred her to the SJPD.
FOOTNOTE: It's a Small W orld Dept.: I was a
member of the MACSA (Mexican American Community Services Agency) board of directors which fired
Delia Alvarez, the Lieutenant's sister, as MACSA Director. It was our opinion that she was spending more
time working for his release than running the agency.

PLAY FAIR: One should always play
fairly when one has the winning cards
-- Oscar Wilde
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Notre Dame Gives ...
Things happen for a reason, a good friend of mine, used to say.
And I believe it. I once got a $100 donation from Notre Dame
University for the San Jose GI Forum's building fund.
How? I was editing the American GI Forum's
newspaper, THE FORUMEER, and had
written a review about THE MEXICAN
AMERICANS , a book by Dr. Ralph
Guzman, a professor at UCLA.
Someone at the University of Notre
Dame Press wrote and asked what our
rates were for advertising a few books that
they had published of particular interest to Hispanic readers. I
notified them that we did not accept advertising, but that if they
would make a $100 contribution to the San Jose Chapter building
fund, and send copies of the books, I would be happy to review
them and write about it in our paper.
And that is why, a few months later, at a San Jose GI Forum
meeting, when people were standing up and making pledges to
the building fund, I got up and said, "I have a check for $100 here
from Notre Dame University for our building fund," and handed
the check to an astonished chapter treasurer. Did I explain to him
how they came to write US a check? Naw. It's more fun that way.
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Maria Felix Fan
Feb.29, 1960
Mr. Dave Sierra
195 Devine St.
San Jose, Calif.
Dear Mr. Sierra:
The other day when I read your article in EL
EXCENTRICO aboutMariaFelix, I became so mad that
I wrote a letter to Mr. Humberto Garcia asking him to
publish it if he cared to do so.
I was so mad at you that in that letter I called you a
"Chancludo" This is a bit rude, and that word I do not
know why I wrote it. I never use it in my everyday
language and I don't like it and I am afraid that you won't
like it either.
For this I am asking your forgiveness.
In case the letter is published, and you care to change
that word you may do so using instead the word Ranchero, Paisano, or Mariache.
The tomatoe on the face does not sound too, too bad.
Sincerely,
Concha Delgadillo
1022 Spencer Ave.
San Jose, California

EDITOR'S NOTE:

I don't recall if EL
EXCENTRICO ever published the letter. However,
Mrs. Delgadillo, if you are reading this, I beg YOUR
forgiveness! You see ... the Tomato In The Face of
Maria Felix article was written by me, but I did not see
her "performance" at the Rainbow. I wasn't there! Forgive me?
P.S. Are you surprised that 39 years later, I still have
your letter? • • • • •

Hi, Moore!
Man, to his buddy, arriving for work:
"Hi, Moore!"
Moore: "Sho am, daddy! And you?"
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The Aztlan Nation
Army Recruit
An Aztlan Chicano decided to join the new,
all-volunteer Army. During the preliminary
intervew, the recruiting officer asked, "Do you
speak any foreign language?"
"Yes I do,"Maclovio replied, "I speak ENGLISH!"

The Cell Phone
Thief at Vida Nueva
In 2003 while I was working at Vida Nueva SLE, the
San Jose GI Forum's alcohoVdrug rehab facility, one of
our residents came home from work late at night and
reported to a staff member that his cell phone, $200 in
cash, and an expensive coat were missing from his room.
He suspected that his roommate had taken his possessions and money. The accused denied it.
The staff member woke up the accused and asked
him to open up his car so he could search for the
missing items. The accused, of course refused, insisting that he had not taken anything from anybody.
The staff member then asked another staff member
to stay in the office and dial the cell phone number of the
accuser, while the staff member, the accused and the
accuser walked outside and stood by the accused's car.
Ring!
Ring!
Ring!
Ring!
"Aha," said the accuser, "my phone is inside that car.
Open the trunk to give me back my stuff or I'll call the
cops!"
The victim got his cell phone, coat, and his $200
back from the trunk of the accused's car.
The accused got the old heave-ho immediately. We
did not tolerate sticky fingers in our program.
Not the smartest thief in the world, keeping stolen
goods on the premises. But then, a good piece of detective work, wouldn't you say? • • • • •
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DEDICATION PAGE
This Official Program of the 1976 American Gl Forum National Convention,
Denver, Colorado, is dedicated to those Chicanos who, over the years, through
the devotion of innumerable hours of their time and at great personal sacrifice,
have brought our people to their present state of social awareness.
A people aware of where they came from, cognizant of the accomplishments of their ancestors, proud of their heritage, and motivated by
inspired contemporary leadership, are better able to determine in which
direction they shall move and for what goals they will strive.
We are the descendants of a people who cultivated the New Mexico desert
hundreds of years before the Pilgrims; who established judicial and educational
systems which were emulated by later societies; who founded the University of
Mexico, conducting classes 100 years before Harvard; who established the first
printing press on the American continent 200 years before the signing of the
American declaration of independence; and whose painters, sculptors, poets,
revolutionaries, musicians, and literary greats have enriched the culture of the
entire world.
We are descended from those noble people who established Tenochtitlan,
a marvel of ancient engineering, which continues to astound modern architects.
We are from a people who over the centuries have fought off aggressors who have invaded them, humiliated them, visited foreign cultures and
ideologies upon them, and FAILED to change their spirit and desire to live
as free men and women.
We are the galloping hooves of Pancho Villa's Division Del Norte; we are the
courageous Niflos who manned the ramparts at Chapultepec; we are the poor
but determined agrarian reformists of the Black Eagle causa. We are the
architects creating engineering masterpieces which will be appreciated centuries from now.
We are the clockless people, the courteous, the beautiful, the proud, the
familial, the bromistas, the emotional ... and yes, of course, Ia gente mas
romantics del mundo.
We know who our ancestors were and what they accomplished. We
know who created calendars, who studied astronomy, who championed
"El Respeto a/ Derecho Ajeno es Ia Paz," and whose sons valiantly threw
themselves into combat when the freedom of our world was in peril.
We know who refused to accept monarchy in the western hemisphere, and
who battled foreign invaders with sticks and stones. We know who wrote the
songs which kept burning the fires of revolution, and who extolled the virtues of
those courageous enough to lead the struggle.
We hope, through our efforts at this 1976 National Convention and in the
future, to merit the respect and admiration of those who follow in our footsteps.
If we lessen our efforts, we must assume the blame for the downward journey
of our people. If, however, we intensify our effort, battle seemingly insurmountable odds, and keep our eyes and minds firmly focused on a better tomorrow for
those who follow in our footsteps, we make possible that which is only a dream
today.
Many proud and dedicated people have brought us this far. To those who
have engaged in the struggle, and who have made our present awareness more
pronounced, this official 1976 National Convention program is dedicated.
E. David Sierra
San Jose Chapter, American Gl Forum
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The Democrats
had it Coming
Dec. 1972
by E. David Sierra, editor,
THE FORUMEER
The 1972 presidential elections are history. President Richard Milhous Nixon has, by hook and/or crook,
won the presidency for another four years.
Campaign rhetoric, from politicians of all political
persuasions speaking out of both sides of their mouths,
has made for an unusually warm fall season. Probably
the only thing that sustained the American public in the
heat of the presidential campaign was the knowledge
that it couldn't last forever.
The polls told us every day that Nixon was in like
Flynn. McGovern had about as much chance as Tiny
T im in pro football.
A Nixon landslide buried McGovern under an avalanche of votes for the Republican candidate. McGovern
should demand a recount!
Are the Cook County (lllinois) votes already tabulated? Has Starr County (Texas) voted already? Did the
Chicanos know it was election day?
From here it looks like the days are long gone when
the Chicano vote is taken for granted by the fat-cat
Democrats who tout the mselves as the party of the
people and label the Republicans the party of the corporate interests. (If that is true, there must be one helluva
lot of rich people in this country ,judging from the results
of the 1972 elections!)
From now on it's going to take more than a
smiling Kennedy face (and don't try to sell me
Chappaquidick Ted as the '76 ca ndidate!), or a
photograph of Franklin D. Roosevelt to capture the
Chicano vote.
The Democrats have got a long row to hoe, George!
At the GI Forum national convention in Washington, D.C., Democratic senators Kennedy and
Montoya criticized Nixon in articles carried in the

Richard Nixon
37th President
August issue of THE FORUMEER.
They criticized "token" appointments by the President of Spanish speaking Americans to federal jobs. To
elate, over 50 appointments of Spanish speaking people
have been made by Nixon. Granted, they may have been
made only to go oul into the hinterlands and gather up
Chicano votes fo r the President. That remains to be seen.
But what the hell did McGovern ever do fot·
Chicanos? What did President Johnson ever· do for
Chicanos? What did President Kennedy ever do for
Chicanos?
Were their appoi ntme nts of Chicanos more meaningful than those made by Nixon?
In the JFK administration, we were given a solid
dose of Camelot and partly convinced that maybe if we
traced our family trees back far enough all of us came
from Ireland. Mrs. Kennedy s poke a few words of
Spanish to Cuban refugees in a jammed stadium in
Miami and we were convinced that Kennedy thought
chicanes the greatest thing since nopales con huevo.
BUT,JFKappointedonlyTHREESpanish speaking Chicanos to executi ve positions in the federal
government. President Ly ndon Johnson made
Kennedy look like a conservative by doubling t he
number of Spanish speaking appointments. He had
the grand tota l of SIX.
Some of Preside nt Nixon's appointments are very
significant, regardless of what the Democrats may say.
Philip Sanchez, for instance, controls hundreds of programs and millions of dollars as head of the Office of
Economic Opportun ity. Who headed OEO under
Kennedy and Johnson?
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The position of Henry Ramirez as Chairman
of the Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for
Spanish Speaking People is probably less important now than it was when Vicente Ximenes held
the post in the Johnson years. We have never been
convinced that Ramirez serves any other function
than to help re-elect the President. (Have you
forgotten what happend to Martin Castillo?)

Sheepherders
Wanted
Members of the American GI Forum
from all over the country were meeting
in Denver to discuss the formation of a
Veterans Outreach Project which would
have 28 offices all over the country helping veterans to secure the benefits of
their GI Bill of Rights.
The U.S. Government sent out flunkies from various departments to advise
us on how to present our proposals, and
to answer any questions we might have.

There was one bureaucratic
hotshot who must have gotten his job
because his daddy knew somebody
very high up in the governmental
heirarchy. It was obvious that, as white
folks frequently put it, he didn't know
jack shit about anything.
As the meeting was winding down,
our good friend Lincoln T. McTigue of
New Mexico said, "Sir, you said that you
could come to our cities and help us out
if we needed you, is that correct?"
"Yes, of course," the bureaucrat replied, thinking that he had at least secured one invitation to make one more
trip at government expense before he
was found out.
"Well, I want to invite you to come to
Alamogordo, New Mexico. I need some
. , ..
he1p .... un borregero ... part-ttme.

Other Nixon appointments have been Rudy Montejano
(Commissioner, Interstate Commerce Commission), Bert
Gallegos (General Counsel, OEO), Fernando de Baca (Regional Director of HEW, San Francisco), Dr. Ed Aguirre
(Regional Director of Dept. of Labor, San Francisco), and
others.
I don't know how you feel, Raza, but I would rather have
one Philip Sanchez as Director of OEO than one thousand
speeches by Kennedy speaking various languages around the
globe, or Johnson inviting wounded veterans to come on down
to the ranch and have some Texas chili.
"DON'T BOTHER ME WITH THE FACTS, I'M ON
MY WAY TO

VOTE FOR NIXON ••• "
Apparently the American people took little or no notice of
the ITT scandal in which ITf promised to contribute $400,000
toward the Republican national convention in San Diego and
shortly thereafter the U.S. Justice Department settled an antitrust suit against ITT out of court.
And Assistant Attorney General McLaren, who had been in
charge of the suit was suddenly nominated for a Federal
judgeship by President Nixon!

Sometime in August it was announced that the Soviet
Union was going to buy about 400 million bushels of
American wheat at $1.65 per bushel. But earlier, many
large grain dealers had gone about buying wheat from
small-time distributors for $1.32 per bushel.
A U.S. Dept. of Agriculture official has said that he was
ordered to let the big grain dealers know what was going to
happen, giving the biggies up to $120 million dollars in
government subsidies.
(With the government's help, your corner grocer could buy
out Safeway tomorrow morning. Believe it!)
Martha Mitchell has testified (you do TOO remember
Martha Mouth Mitchell!) that she was locked up in a room,
kicked around, had her phone disconnected, and then given an
injection on a tender part of her anatomy, against her will.

Mrs. Mitchell made her husband, John, the former U.S.
Attorney General, quit the Nixon campaign. After that
came the Watergate affair, charges of espionage,
counterespionage, stories about huge sums ofmoney changing hands, etc., etc.
But, by then the American public had become conditioned
to hanky panky in the 1972 political campaign.
McGovern taught us one thing. When you try to be all
things to all people, you wind up being nothing to no one.
Questions that remain un-answered: Why didn't organized
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labor back the Democrats as enthusiastically as they had
in the past?

WHY DID MANY LOCAL DEMOCRATIC
POLITICIANS DISASSOCIATED
THEMSELVES FROM THE CAMPAIGN
OF GEORGE McGOVERN?
hat is Nixon's secret plan to end the
war in Vietnam? (Sorry for asking
this, Mr. President. I know the answer. If
you made it public it wouldn't be a secret anymore!)
Who is the U.S. Secretary of State? What does he do
to earn his salary?

W

Why did McGovern pick Eagleton in the first
place?
What is a 100% endorsement from McGovern
worth?
What are President Nixon's promises worth?
What does John Connally get for being the most
publicized American turncoat since Benedict Arnold?
Why didn't Lyndon Johnson get involved in the
campaign?
Why was the 1968 Democratic convention wrecked
by people urging the end of the war, and not the 1972
Republic convention when that same war was still being
waged?

WHO PLANNED THE 1968
CHICAGO RIOTS?
Did ALL of organized labor sell out to Nixon for
releasing Jimmie Hoffa from prison? (You mean, you
forget about THAT already?)
Do trips to China and the Soviet Union mean that
Nixon is soft on communism? (You mean, you've forgotten about Jerry Voorhees?)

Was President Nixon's Wage-Price Freeze really
a wage-price freeze, or was it in reality just a WAGE
FREEZE?
If our President is really interested in freedom for all
peoples, why haven't we sent American troops, planes
and supplies into Ireland? (Or, haven't you heard?)
Did George McGovern's candidacy prove Leo
Durocher's adage that 'Nice Guys Finish Last'? George
finished second.
Where was "Clean Gene" McCarthy when we needed
him most?
If the Supreme Court of the United States made it
American law to integrate the public schools and they
have not been fully integrated in 16 YEARS, what does

Right must always
prevail over Might
--E.T. Sierra, 5.04

that tell us? Ignore Supreme Court decisions if we do not
like them? Dismiss the Supreme Court as a bunch of
senile old men?
Why, when we have been able to put Americans on
the moon, is it taking so long to put children of all colors,
creeds, and nationalities in the same classrooms?
The conclusion drawn by THE FORUMEER is that
America must REALLY be disgusted with the Democratic Party, with George McGovern, with Sargent
Shriver, with the Kennedys, to elect Richard Nixon and
Spiro Agnew after all the hanky panky associated with
the 1972 election campaign.
Anyway, now it is history. President Nixon has
scored a resounding victory. TheAmerican people have
had a chance to listen to both candidates on the tube, on
radio, via their advertisements in the nation's newspapers, and from flunkies roaming around the country
extolling the virtues of their respective candidates.
That is the wonderful thing about democracy.

We did it together. If Nixon is wrong, WE elected
him. If he is a racist, WE elected him. If he is for the
corporate interests and against the working man,
WE elected him.
It is time now to get solidly behind the President and
make the best of the situation.

***

And for the Democrats? They are left to contemplate
the rising threat of La Raza Unida Party, gaining strength
every day. They are left to attempt to learn why massive
defections of Chicano voters took place in 1972, going
from a choice of McGovern (who probably didn't even
know what a Chicano was until he got involved running
for President) to Richard M. Nixon who has never been
particularly liked by minority voters and who had the
stigma of Watergate hanging over him.

THE FORUMEER believes that in the end, itwas
"Pay-off'' time for Chicano voters as they demonstrated to the Democratic Party that regardless of
(Cont. on Pg 64)
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Eulogy

Eufentia L. Sierra
--by E. David Sierra
Delivered, March 22, 200 1
St. Francis Cabrini Catholic Church
Woodlake, Calif.
Eufe mia Lupercio Sierra was born on April4, 1924
in Chowchilla, Calif., the daughter of Estefana and
Andres Lupercio.
She had five sisters and five brothers: Theodosia,
Lillian, Ramona, Lora, and Gabriela. Her brothers were
Ne ~ tor, Clifford , Antonio, Frank, and E nos.
On March 18, 1944 she married Jesus Sierra in this
church.
The youngEuferrtiaandJesus were just starting their

The Democrats
(Cont. from Pg 62)

how corporate-minded the R epublicans may be, at
least, IN TIDS ELECTION YEAR, they were not
ignored by the Republica ns.
1976 should be very, very interesting. The country
will be 200 years old then, and like Chicano voters,
much , much the wiser.

EDITOR'S NOTE: On Tues., Jan. 9
and Tues., Jan. 16, 1973, Harry Farrell,
columnist of the San Jose MERCURY
NEWS devoted two entire columns to
comment on this editorial.

Profiteers
In time of war
the loudest patriots are
the greatest profiteers.
--August Rebel, 1870

EUFEMIA
LUPERCIO
SIERRA
March 4, 1924
March 18, 2001

fami lyonSept. l 8, 1945whenJess'sfather died. "Hema"
was 20 years old. She insisted that they adopt Jess's
brothers and sisters: Mary, Trinidad, El iseo, Frances.
Paul and their cousin Eleanor who had come to live with
them after her parents died in southern California.

Hema worked very hard ... all her life.
She was active in the St. F rancis Cabrini Church.
Some of you have heard, we are sure of the old joke
when two old friends meet and one of them asks the
other how her family is doing.
"Fifty-fifty" one replies.
"What do you mean, fifty-fifty?" asked the other.
The first one answered, "Fifty-fifty. My daughter's
at Yale and my son is in jail. "
Friends, Hema beat those odds. Maybe none of us

ever went to Yale, but none of us went to j ail, either!
I remember Hema for her generosity. We used to
buy some commodities by the case. But once in a while
she would ask me to go to the grocery store a few doors
down from our house and buy a can of tomato sauce. She
always gave me 25 cents when I ran an errand for her.
There were many times when I knew she used the errand
as an excuse to give me a quarter w hen she knew I
wanted one.
I remember April of 1952 when I wanted to go to rhe
San Joaquin Valley Scholastic Press Association conference at Fresno State. The night before she asked me
if I needed any money. I answered yes, of course. She
gave me $2.00 because she knew I would need it the next
day.
I remember one summer when I traded a pair of
street shoes for a pair of huaraches with her brother
Frankie. We were up i n Fowler picking grapes. The
Fiestas Patrias celebration was coming up in Fresno and
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I wanted to look .. more Mexican.. so I traded for the
shoes.
Two weeks later I was back in Woodlake to start my
senior year in high school. My brother Jess asked me if
I was going to go to school and to church in those
huaraches.
To be candid, school, yes. If he didn't want me going
to church in huaraches, 0 K. Going to church was not a
high priority in my life then.
Hema listened to the conversation quietly. The next
day she took me to a shoe store and bought me a pair of
street shoes.
She was a very generous and dedicated person,
giving much more money to her church than she could
really afford. THAT, friends is love and that is generosity.
Hema had three children of her own: Rosie, Rebecca,
and Daniel; six grandchildren and one great grandchild.
Hema was a very loving person. When we were
young, even when she scolded us when we did something wrong, I felt that she loved us as if we were her own
flesh and blood.
She had a language of her own. Whenever she heard
something that she didn't quite believe, she would state
simply: .. Es puro buchee! ..
Hema was not only my sister-in-law, she was my
mother. She and her sister Theodosia played a vital role
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in my life. When I considered doing something wrong I
wasn't afraid of the police, or my brother Jess. But I did
not want to disappoint Hema or her sister Theodosia. I
wanted them to think of me as a good boy.
Last Christmas was a very sad one for all of us. We
visited with two of her brothers and one sister. I felt a
very strong urgency to connect with Hema. It could have
been any day of the year, not Christmas Eve. Instead of
singing .. Santa Claus is coming to town, .. we were all
silently mouthing a prayer, .. Get well Hema, get well..,
But it was not to be.

Bema experienced more than her share of bad
luck in the past six months: hospital, rehabilitation
home, a serious fall, more hospital, until the end.
All of us are going to die. That is a given. What we
don't know is WHEN.

We believe that the way Bema conducted herself
in this life earned her a place in the Kingdom of God.
We, her family and friends, are here to bid farewell
to a loving mother, sister, friend, and a dedicated servant
of her Lord, Jesus Christ.
God loaned Eufemia Lupercio Sierra to this world
on April4, 1924.

On March 18, 2001, on the 57th anniversary of
her wedding to Jesus Sierra, Jesus Cristo said I want
her back. And He took her. • • • • • •

You Married a RedNeck ....
If you have to ask him to remove the transmission from the bathtub so you can bathe on Saturday night,
If he took Billy Joe Bob, J.W., and Leroy Wayne on your honeymoon because they always watch
Monday night football together,
If he says Bakersfield is no different than L.A., there's just more people down there, but we got Buck
Owens.

If he insisted on The Wabash Cannonball, his favorite song, for your first dance at the wedding
reception,
If you took your honeymoon in Tulare because there was a Tractor Pull at the County Fair.
If he insisted on holding the wedding reception at the Pic 'N Pull Auto Parts yard in San Martin,
If he's got the Destruction Derby date at the county fair highlighted on his Shorty's Garage calendar.
If he says he didn't finish school cause he and Billy Joe wuz drafted into the army when they wuz in
the 8th grade.
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Cinco de
Mayo
Batalla de Puebla
1862

Th e Battle ofPu ebla remains ingrained in Mexican lore because farmers and
common people committed to living free confronted the b est army in the old
world and won a decisive, though temporary, victory.

Mexicans served notice to all the most powerful nations
in the old world that an emerging Hispanic republic in the
wester n hemisphere would not tolerate royalist monarchies, foreign ideologists, plunderers, and armed aggressors in the Land of the Eagle and the Serpent.
-E. Da vid Sierra
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CINCO DE MAYO:
What it means to Mexicanos
After a long and bloody conflict, Mexico gained its
independence from Spain on Sept. 16, 1821.
In 1836, Anglos who had left the United States to
live in Mexico, led a secessionist movement to leave
Mexico and become part of the United States.
ad economic times ensued. The young
Mexican Repub-lic borrowed millions
of dollars from European bankers to pay for
development of the new nation and to stave off coups
and counter-coups between the Reformista and
Centralista political parties. There were also heavy
debts from fighting secessionist rebellions in the Yucatan
Peninsula, in Texas, as well as a full-scale war in 1846
against the United States, which Mexico lost and which
resulted in ceding vast territories of what is now the
western U.S.

B

President Benito Juarez issued a memorandum
in 1861 stopping payments on Mexico's foreign debts.
By 1861, England, Spain and France, saw an opportunity to tap into the new republic's riches, its legendary
gold and silver, and called in loans it had made to
Mexico.
They sent negotiators, backed by armed forces, to
meet with Mexican government officials to decide how
the Reformista government was going to make payments on its loans.

The foreigners decided to occupy the Mexican
Custom House at Veracruz to collect revenues from
Mexican import duties. Spain sent 6000 troops in
Dec.1861. England landed 700 Marines in Jan.1862,
and France landed 2000 soldiers in late January
1862.
In March 1862, after extensive negotiating, Spain
and England were satisfied that they would be paid
eventually, accepted written promises of intent to pay,
and withdrew their troops. As those nations began
embarking their troops to return to Europe, the French
opted to set up a coalition government composed of
French military forces, opportunistic Centralista gov-

ernment officials, and some Catholic Church officials.
Napoleon m, the Emperor of France, had assurances
from Mexican church officials that they would assist
him.
At Veracruz, the French army landed an additional
4,500 troops under General Charles Latrille to augment
the 2000-man army who had come with the negotiators
in 1862. In early 1862 the army marched on Mexico
City. General Latrille had been told that the sleepy little
town of Puebla, midway between the coast and Mexico
City, could be counted on to assist and resupply the
French invaders.

Unknown to the invaders, President Benito Juarez
had decided to engage the French
HISTORICAL
forces there. Two
Mexican army
CHRONOLOGY
1858 Conservatives gain control
generals, Ignacio
of Mexican government.
Zaragosa and
Civil War looms.
Porfirio Diaz were
1859 President Benito Juarez
assigned
to garriproclaims freedom of
son the small town
religion.
1861 Liberals take Mexico City,
and
stop
regain control of governNapoleon's army.
1862

1862
1863
1864

1865

ment.
England, Spain, and
France occupy Veracruz,
demanding payment of
debts. After negotiations,
England and Spain
withdraw. French troops
march on Mexico City.
Battle of Puebla waged
on May 5, 1962.
Puebla and Mexico City
fall to French army.
French government
declares Maximilian and
Carlota emperor and
empress of Mexico.
United States ships arms
to Benito Juarez' army.

Zaragosa, anative of Texas, was
an experienced
battle commander,
and had fought
against the United
States in the Mexican War. Diaz, like
Juarez was a jurist
and native of
Oaxaca. He not
only was a leader
of the Reformist political
movement,but also
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a highly skilled military tactician, and eager to take on
the aggressors.

Puebla was protected by two presidios, Guadalupe
on the south and Loreto on the north. The Mexican
army's cannons were r.xed on the road into and out
of town. The plan was to allow the French army to
advance on the town, confronted only by a peasant
army of farmers and mestizos commanded by
Zaragosa. The cannon looking down from the hillsides were to remain silent.
The civilian "army" was to en-gage the enemy but
slowly retreat back toward the city, drawing the French
army into a trap. The plan worked. General Diaz's army
troops suddenly surprised the French with a ferocious
cavalry charge, forcing them back to the outskirts of the
city and into the mouths of the cannon in the presidios.
he plan was successful. General Latrille's
army aggressively engaged the forces of
General Zaragosa in a fierce two-hour battle.
But General Diaz's forces then charged, stampeding the
French army directly at the guns of the presidio, where
the heavy cannons fired point blank at the confused
foreigners.
The French army's ranks. were broken. Hundreds of
soldiers were slain. The streets ran red with French and
Mexican blood. The French army was routed, their
march toward Mexico City ending in defeat.
The French army retreated to Orizaba. On that day,
Cinco de Mayo, 1862, Mexico won the Battle ofPuebla
and repelled the French Invasion. The French lost onesixth of their troops in the first charge by Mexican
forces. The Mexican army continued its onslaught,
driving the French all the way back to the Gulf of
Mexico.
Emperor Napoleon was furi-ous when he learned
that his imperial troops had been vanquished by a
Mexican army of "farmers." He responded by sending
30,000 more troops commanded by three of his ablest
military commanders, generals Bazaine, Forey, and
Douay to clear the road through Puebla and march on the
Halls of Montezuma.
In early 1863, another big battle was fought at
Puebla. General Zaragosa was killed. Puebla was sacked
and burned to the ground after a furious two-months
siege. Several church people helped the French bring
down the Juaristas. Napoleon's forces triumphantly entered Mexico City on June 1, 1863.

T

Maximilian of the Hapsburg clan of monarchs

was placed on the throne in Mexico City, and the
French proceeded to ransack Mexico's natural resources, principally its silver and gold mines, and
exploit the workers, just as the Spaniards before
them.
Benito Juarez, who masterminded the first Puebla
victory while constitutional president of Mexico, was
driven out of Mexico City.

He established an alternative government in
Zacatecas, and led a guerrilla war against the invaders. The determined resistance caused Napoleon to
realize he had badly underrated the Mexicans, and
ordered General Bazaine to evacuate all French
troops from Mexico. Juarez regained Mexico City in
1867.
Maximillian, believing himself to be impervious to
harm from mere mortals, took to the countryside, seeking to rid Mexico of all those opposed to his monarchy.
With a small force, he marched on Queretaro, intent on
battle with the Liberal army. Almost all of his forces
were captured by the Mexicans. The city of Queretaro
became the grave of his imperialist dreams.
Maximilian was captured and jailed in Queretaro. A
trial ensued. He was found guilty of transgressions
against Mexico and the Mexican people. Juarez gave
him the opportunity to leave Mexico, take his family,
friends and possessions with him, and depart with his
honor intact. But Maximillian was determined to stay
and rule Mexico, believing that he was ordained to do
that.
Early on the morning of July 19, 1867, Maximilian
and two of his generals, Miramon and Mejia, were shot
by a Mexican army firing squad. As gunfire echoed from
the crest ofEl Cerro de Las Campanas de Queretaro, the
bullets pierced his body and he cried, "Viva Mexico!"
and slumped against the ropes holding him upright.
he Battle of Puebla secured an interna
tional reputation for General Ignacio
Zaragosa, leading a peasant army into combat, attaining his objectives, and turning back a foreign
invader intent on taking the capital of his beloved
country.
General Porfirio Diaz parlayed his successes in
battle to the political arena and into the office of President of Mexico.
The Battle of Puebla became ingrained in Mexican
lore because farmers and common people committed to

T
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Drunk Driving PerDlitted
by San Jose Cop
Nacho Campos and I had been visiting at Jimmie's
Barber Shop on South Third Street, and had had a bit too
much wine and beer to drink. I was living on Hobson
Street, off Coleman A venue, at the time and he was
driving me home in his pickup truck.

e had missed the turn off First Street,
so a few minutes later we were headed
south on North First Street and needed
to make a right turn. Nacho took the turn a bit too
fast, went over the middle of the street, and sideswiped a car parked and waiting for the light to turn
green.

H

We stopped immediately, of course. The elderly
man's wife went across the street and knocked on the
door of a house, was admitted, and called the San Jose
Police.
One of San Jose's Finest arrived almost instantly. I
told Nacho to pretend that he did not understand English

Cinco de Mayo
(Cont. from Pg 68)
living as free men confronted the best army in the world
and won a decisive victory.
It demonstrated to a new nation that wherever blow
the winds of independence, a determined people can
soar to triumphs over seemingly insurmountable odds.
enito Juarez's sagacious words, *Respeto
al Derecho Ajeno es Ia Paz became the
philosophical cornerstone of a new nation
struggling to assume its place in the world community.
Mexicanos served notice to the most powerful nations in the old world that an emerging Hispanic republic
in the western hemisphere would not tolerate royalist
monarchies, foreign ideologists, plunderers, and armed
aggressors in the Land of the Eagle and Serpent.

B

*Peace is Respect for The Rights of Others.
--E. David Sierra

July 1999

and I would interpret for him, maybe we could talk our
way out of a citation.
Shortly after the police arrived, one of the officers
was talking to the "victim" and the other took Nacho
aside to ask him some questions.
I interrupted his interrogation by asking, "Officer, I
know I am not supposed to leave the scene of an
accident, but can I go up the street to the International
House of Pancakes? I have to go take a leak."
He thought about it for a moment, then said, "Yeah,
I guess so. But, come back!"
I walked to the IHOP store, went to the bathroom,
bought four pints of milk, and went back to the scene of
the crime. As soon as I arrived back at the scene, I knew
we were in deep shit because Nacho was speaking
English to the officer. That makes me a liar, partner.

I

put three of the pints in the cargo area of
Nacho's truck and opened the fourth
one. I approached the cop and said, "Officer, would you care for some milk?"
"No, thank you, .. he replied.
.. Officer, can I ask you a question? .. I continued.
uyes, of course, .. he replied.
.. Can I offer some milk to my friend, Mr. Campos?"
"Yes," he said tersely.
Nacho said he did not want any milk, but I insisted
that he have some. He kept insisting that he did not want
any.
"Officer, may I speak to my friend Nacho, privately?" I asked.
"After I'm through talking to him, yes, he replied.
"Officer, I need to talk to him RIGHT NOW!" I
insisted.
"Get up on the curb ... and STAY THERE!" he said,
apparently approaching the outer limits of his patience,
"You are interfering with an officer doing his duty."
"Officer, I would never do that, I said, "Some of my
best friends are police officers, and I KNOW you're not
supposed to bug them when they are working ... because
it's not too often that they WORK."
II

II
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He ignored my sarcastic remarks.
"Mr. Sierra, I am going to ask you again to step up
on the curb .. and BE QUIET!" he said authoritatively.

I waited a few moments, then said, ''Officer, may
I have your permission to get another pint of milk
from Mr. Campos' truck?"
"Yes," he replied.
I went to retrieve a pint of milk and then asked,
"Officer, I am requesting your permission to open this
pint of milk. Please don't do nothing funny, I am only
going to drink milk."
ou are taxing my patience," he said, "If
you don't get up on the curb and stay
there, I am going to call another officer to
arrest you."
I sipped on my milk. Again offered Nacho some
milk which he refused again. The officer turned on his
heel, and walked to the police car, and got on the radio,
calling for back-up. Soon another black & white arrived.
"That's Mr. Sierra," he said to the newly arrived
officer, pointing at me, "He wants to go to jail for
interfering with an officer ..... "

Y

"I damned sure as hell do NOT want to do that,
officer!" I interjected, "What in hell EVER gave you
THAT idea? It's no picnic in there, sir! There's alot
of wierdos in there! I don't want to go to jail!''
As I was talking to the second officer, the radio
began crackling, and the officer went to respond. He told
the first officer that he had to go on a call, but that if I
persisted in giving him a bad time, to call for another car
and have them take me to jail. Then he flipped aU and
hauled ass, his siren wailing.
The other couple were allowed to leave after the man
and Nacho exchanged ID's and insurance company
names. A few minutes later the first officer was finished
with Mr. Campos and said that we could leave. We got
into Nacho's pickup.
"Esperate. no te vayas," I said, "Just wait."
I asked Nacho why he did not want to drink any milk.
I told him that I thought maybe the officer would arrest
him and then give him a sobriety test, and that milk
would help him. But he still didn't want any milk, so we
just sat there.
The officers were in their police car parked about
thirty feet behind Campos' truck. We were watching
them through the rear view mirror. About ten minutes
later, Nacho tells me, "He's getting out of his car. Maybe
we better go!"

"No! Wait!" I said. The officer approached and
asked, "What's the matter? I said you could go."
"Officer," I replied, "Mr. Campos is hesitant about
driving just now. He wants to wait a few minutes. He's
still upset about the accident. And he wants to clear his
head a little bit."
"Well, you drive the truck," he suggested.
"ME"," I asked incredulously, "No, I think I better
not. You're mad at me and as soon as I pull away from
the curb, you're gonna pull me over and nab me for drunk
driving. I've had too much to drink, that's why Mr.
Campos is driving me home," I said.

"I think you're OK to drive," he said, "You look
OK to me."
"Well, Okay. If you say so. But, if you insist that I
drive, can you give me a note that you gave me permission so in case another police car pulls me over, I can
show him that I am just following your orders, and doing
Mr. Campos a favor?" I said.
He took out a paper pad and scrawled on it:
OK for Eliseo Sierra
to drive
Ignacio Campos home.
Then he added his name, badge number, the date,
and time.
EDITOR'S NOTES: The next day, SJPD officer
Dan Campos, who was the American GI Forum national
chairman at that time, went to Hillis Printing Company
to visit me. I told him about the incident and that the
officer had given me permission to drive while under the
influence.
"Have you still got the note," He asked, laughing.
"Yes," I said, digging in my pocket, and handing it
to him. He read it a couple of times.
"You told him that Nacho was driving you home
because you had too much to drink, and AFfER the
accident, he gave YOU permission to drive HIM home?
Que pendejo!" Dan laughed.
A few days later I saw Dan again and I asked him
what became of the note. He said that he had showed it
to a few officers and they had razzed the rookie cop for
giving someone permission to break the law. They also
passed the note around so that other officers could enjoy
a laugh ontheir fellow rookie cop.
Written permission! • • • • •
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Justo
Sierra,
Educator
Mexican Educator and Poet, was born in
Campeche, Mexico in 1848, following in
his father's footsteps, who was also a poet,
and studied arts and letters.
He moved to M exico City where he
wrote poetry, stories and especially history .
His best work was "The Political Evolution
of the Mexican People. "
He was a reformer in the educational
system at the university level. He is credited
with reorganizing the National University
of Mexico, establishing new schools such
as Higher Studies which was later called
Philosophy and Arts. He died in 1912.
Humberto Garza, my guru, has said that
the men in our family resemble Don Justo
Sierra, famed Mexican Poet and Educator.
Who knows, he might be familia.
With no proof whatever that we are
related, we will claim him as a di stant
relative. If ... If, in the future, it is found that
he was a notorious womanizer, a horse
thief, or a Republican Party sympathizer,
you pretend you never read these lines.
E. David Sierra

Respeto
El Respeto al Derecho Aj eno es La Paz
--Benito Juarez
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Marine's Fiancee
l had taken a part-time job with George, a former
Ok lahoma football player who was selling waterless
cook wear in Los Angeles. It was a fun job.
George and I shared a common love for ice cold beer
and sports. He told me he was a former Oklahoma
Uni versity football player, but I looked him up in my
Street & Smith's football annuals and his name wasn't
li sted. High school ball in Chickasha maybe, but definitely not a Sooner.
eorge would pick me up at the boarding
house w here I lived and we would go to
the area where he was to make his presentation about Wearever W aterless Cookware or whatever
hi s product was called. He would shop for carrots,
canned corn , cabbage, peas, green beans, and other
vegg ies.
The game was that the hostess for the evening would
in vite fi ve or six of her friends to her home for dinner.
George would ask her to buy an 8lb. pot roast and cook
it, so the meat would be ready when we arrived to make
our presentation. George would leave the lucky lady a
12 lb. pot roast to put in her refrigerator as a gift for
hosting the dinnerware party.

G

We would go in and I would prepare dinner,
serve it, wash the d ishes, and leave the kitchen spotless to demonstrate that if you bought that cookware,
serving dinner was a snap.
George would bring me into the living room, and ask
me questions.
"David, are you a professional cook?"
"No," was the reply, "I am a college student. "
David, what are you going to prepare for dinner this
even ing?"
"Pol roast and vegetables," I would reply, then I
would rake my leave, put on my apron and "prepare
dinner."
One night as we were driving into the Hollywood
hi lls George was telling me a bit about that evening's
host. The man was a dentist and would be having other
profess ional people there for dinner. A butler would be
servi ng wine and waiting on the friends of our host.
George warned me that the host and his friends were "as
queer as a three dollar bill," as he put it.
Everything went well. The guests arrived on time.

George showed the cookware we had laid out in the
kitchen table and then told the guests that they could now
return to the living room for cocktails.
"More cock than tails, I hope," one of the guests
gushed.
Everyone was laughing hil ariously as they sashayed
into the living room.
I was in the kitchen "preparing dinner." Preparing
dinner actually consisted of putting the veggies into
separate small casserole pans, dropping a half cube of
butter in each pan and
setting the oven on low
heat. We had brought a
"War is the
small plastic bag into
greatest
which I put the butter
of all crimes;
wrappers and took them
and yet
out to George's car.

Never, nevet· leave
those butter wrappers
where anyone will see
them, George had cautioned me.

there is
no aggressor
who does not
color his
crime with
the pretext
ofjustice"

Then I cut up lettuce,
tomatoes, celery, onions,
radishes, and everything
else that went into that
night's tossed salad.
--Voltaire
Any food is going to
taste good after you drop
a 114 pound of butter into it. Even a Boy Scout camper
knows that.
uddenly there was a loud sharp knock on the
kitchen door. Through the glass pane I saw a
U.S. Marine sergeant standing there and
went to the door, opened it, and said, "Hello, may I help
you?"
"Good evening, I am meeti ng Stanley," he said.
"What are you doing?" he asked.
"I am preparing dinner for the host and his guests.
Are you one of the guests?" I asked.
"No," he replied, ambling past me and into the living
room, "not just a guest ... she's my fiancee."

S

You could have knocked me over with a
very limp wrist. • • • • •
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Dedication, '73 State Convention
Oakland, Calif.

DEDICATION TO A TRUE
FORUMEER
David Sierra
San Jose Chapter

"We are the descendants of a people who established a unjversity, the University of Mexico,
conducting classes I 00 years before Harvard; who established the western hemisphere's first printing
press in Mexico City, 240 years before the signing of the American Declaration of Independence; and
whose painters, sculptors, poets, and musical composers have enriched the culture of the entire world.
We are descended from those noble people who erected pyramjds in central and southern Mexico
whkh are much larger and more artistically ornate than the more fabled ones of Egypt.
We are from a people who over the centuries have fought off aggressors who invaded them,
humiliated them, visited foreign cultures and ideologies upon them, and FAILED to break their spirit
and desire to live as free men.
We are the galloping hooves of Pancho Villa's Division Del Norte; the fearless soldiery of the
heralded General Benjarrun Argumedo; the poor but determined agrarian reformists of Erruliano
Zapata; and the planners and executives of the 1968 summer Olympic Games.
We are the clockless people, the courteous, the beautiful, the proud, the familial, the satirists, the
emotional, and yes, of course, the romantics.
We know who our ancestors were and what they accomplished."
--E. David Sierra
We too have our literary giants who convey the message to the Chicano Commuruty. We would like
Lo express our appreciation to a most sincere Chjcano that has performed above and beyond. We find
iL only proper to quote from another literary giant, of another era:

"I have no doubt at all the Devil grins, as seas of ink I spatter;
Ye Gods, forgive my "literary" sins, the other kind don't matter.
--Robert W. Service
1874- 1958
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Apaches for Goldwater
Jimmie Garcia, my barber friend, professed to be an
ardent Republican whenever we discussed politics.
Fred Alanis and I argued with him that if you had the
world by the ass, and if you were wealthy, you would
probably WANT to be a Republican
"But you ain't got a pot to piss in, JB!, so what the
hell are you doing voting Republican?" argued Alanis.
"You democrats are still sitting on your ass waiting
for your welfare checks to come in," he would laugh, "I
started my own business and make my own money, and
pay my own bills."
The argument went on and on into the night. Jimmie
badmouthed LBJ and praised Goldwater to every unfortunate soul that wound up in his barber chair.
One day we finally figured out a way to get our
revenge.
Jimmy used to park his car in the Hillis Printing
Company parking lot, where I worked. He didn't leave
work until well after nightfall, most often in a drunken
stupor. I talked Frank Grey from Hillis into making me

some bumper stickers and one night I plastered JB's car
on the right side, front fenders, bumpers, etc. with
APACHES FOR GOLDWATER signs. All over.
APACHES FOR GOLDWATER
APACHES FOR GOLDWATER
APACHES FOR GOLDWATER
When he was driving home late that night, lots of
cars honked at him, gave him the one-fingered
Rockefeller salute, and laughed at him. He couldn't
figure out why everyone was blowing their car horns at
him. He just gave 'em the one-finger salute, and drove
home, satisfied that all was well with the world.
The following morning, when his son Michael was
leaving for school, he looked at Jimmie's car parked in
front of their Challenger Avenue home and hollered
back, "Dad, somebody put signs all over your car!"
Jimmie Garcia was smarter than he looked. He took
one look at the car and screamed, "That sonofabitch,
Sierra, that sonofabitch!."

Christmas Defined

because by now the word had gotten around that he was
somebody very, very special. Later, someone set up a
fir tree next to the stable (though it has never been
explained where they got one in the dead of winter) and
hung some lights on it (so you see Franklin did NOT
invent electricity) and then everyone went to church to
give thanks.
They also drink a lot and eat a lot to celebrate that
the old man and the old lady didn't have anything to eat.
Then they go to church to get scolded by a man of God
who always asks, "Is this any way to celebrate Christmas?"
Of course it isn't, but being human, we go on doing
it.
Sorry, brother Jesus, but it isn't YOUR birthday
everyone gets excited about.

Dec.

, The Leader

Have you ever stopped to wonder what all the
barullo is about December 25th? Stop. We will explain
it to you. A long, long time ago there was an old guy and
a woman wandering around looking for a place to stay.
Terror. No Motel 6 in sight! So they knocked on doors,
hoping someone would take them in. No such luck.
Finally, someone let them stay in a stable. The lady
had a child. Then a bright light lit up (al mundo se le
prendio el foco !) and three wise men pulled their camels
into the parking lot and set up a bazaar. They peddled
Myrrh, Frankincense and another substance now in the
police lab being analyzed.
Anyway, some people brought presents for the child
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GI Forum Politics
Supporting
Balli for
Regional
Chairman
When I ran for Chairman of
the San Jose GI Forum the fust
time in 1967 I was succeeding Pat
Vasquez. One of the primary reason s I ran was because I did not
like the way the organization was
Donald McCullum , Oakland Attorney, addresses SJ GI Forum's 1967
run. We elected a chairman and at
Installation of Officers dinner at Garden City Hofbrau.
the State Convention the so-called
"power structure" ran our delegation meetings and controlled how our chapter was going
He looked directly at me and said, "You guys from
to vote.
San Jose are going to have to control your members or

The year before I had been to the state convention
at Santa Barbara. Dan Campos of San Jose was
running for State Chairman. Fred Silva of Pico
Rivera Chapter was running for Vice Chairman.
San Jose GI Forum and Pico Rivera were caucasing
and I tried to get into the room so I could learn what
was going on.

A

t that time I was Editor of the San Jose
GI Forum newsletter. Some guy from
Pico Rivera kept telling me that I could not
go inro the caucus room. Finally some of the guys from
San Jose prevailed upon him to let me in the room on the
condition that I keep my mouth shut. To say that I was
intoxicated would be stating it very, very mildly.

THE PICO RIVERA CAUCUS
Speaking to both de legations, Frank Ten azas, who
was Mayor of the City of Pi co Rivera, stated that the PR
members were principled and could be counted upon to
keep their word and implied that San Jose members were
not and could not. I inunediately rose to the challenge .
"Just who in the hell do you think you are to be
making stupid assumptions like that?" I cha llenged him.

we're not going to make a deal here !"
"Who in the hell do you think you are to be insulting
us?" I challenged him again, "What makes you think
your members are principled and we are not? We don't
need you ! Dan Campos is gonna win, with you or
without you! Que huevos de cab ron! "

Dan Campos and Bob Rodriguez took me aside
and tried to reason with me that they were doing
business and I was going to mess up the whole show.
Dan said, "David, let's win the election first. And
then ... raya Ie Ia madre .. if you want to ... but, let's win
first!"
Bob said, "Pico is the second largest delegati on
here. They have a much more active delegation than
ours. We need them on our side, if Dan's gonna win!
Don't you understand ? You can't come in here cussing
people out when we're try ing to talk business !"
"We don't have to kiss their ass or anybody's ass to
win an election," I replied, "We are the biggest delegation. They should be kissing OUR ass. Fuck 'em! I don't
like that idiot, he's talking down to us, can't you guys
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see that?"
"David," Dan replied, "We want to win. This is the
easiest way to do it. With their support. We can probably win without it .... but it would be a lot harder! Let's
win first ... and then we can go cuss them out. I don't like
the sonofabitch either!"
I agreed to keep my mouth shut, and was allowed to
go back in the room and the caucus continued. A deal
was struck.
After the meeting, Henry Lozano, Larry Amaya,
and some other members of the Pico Rivera delegation
approached me and shook my hand.
"Hey, man, welcome to the GI Forum!"
Dan won. Fred Silva won. The following year,
Frank Terrazas was going to have to deal with me. I
could hardly wait. But, Frank Terrazas disappeared
from the GI Forum conventions. We never saw him
again.

the "power structure" managed to hold on to power was
because a chairman would get elected, but he would not
be installed until after the convention. So the old guard"
ran the delegation at the convention. I decided that the
next one will be different!
uring the election campaign, Dan Cam
pos invited a bunch of GI Forum mem
bers to his home for a Christmas Party. As
always, the women wound up in the living room discussing whatever it is that women talk about, and the men
were in the kitchen near the food and near the liquor and
beer. The so-called power structure members, Bob
Rodriguez, Dan Campos, Ike Hernandez, Joe Lopez,
Bill Lopez and others were there and eventually we got
around to discussing GI Forum politics and they began
questioning me on my candidacy. They threw some hard
ones at me. Some I had answers for, and some I did not.
Finally, they got my dander up.

THE NEW CHAIRMAN

DON'T STRADDLE THE FENCE

Anyway, a year later I was elected Chairman. I
wanted to getaway from that "power structure" bullshit.
I felt that the Chairman should be in charge of the
delegation. Some of the members opined that it was
better to let the more experienced members handle our
negotiations with other chapters because they were
more experienced.
"How in the hell did they acquire that experience?"
I asked.

"Let me just say this to you bastards! I raised my
voice ... "Either come out and support me, or declare
your support for Ed Torres. Some sagacious man once
said that there is a special place in hell reserved for those
who straddle the fence in controversial times. So, you
bastards support me, or support Ed! But don't tell me you
haven't decided whom you are going to back. If you
support me, fine, I welcome your help. If you don't, fuck
you, cause I'm gonna win anyway!" I said.
nother thing, at the next convention, I
intend to lead the delegation. I think it's
about time the San Jose Chapter Chairman
became known as a leader in California GI Forum
politics. And ALL San Jose Chapter members will be
welcome when we are caucusing with anyone who
wants our support.

A

fter I declared my candidacy and
knew that I would be running against
Ed Torres, a carpenter, I began to line
up support. I wanted the job. I wanted to prove to
myself and to the entire chapter that I could do it.
I had ... and have ... and a lot of respect for the job
that Pat Vasquez did. As I've told a lot of people and told
Pat personally, I believe that Pat Vasquez is one of the
best Chairmen San Jose GI Forum ever had. He worked
very hard and got the best out of evezybody to accomplish what we had to do.

THE INSTALLATION PLANNER
Anyway, while I was running, Vasquez asked for a
volunteer to plan the installation. I jumped at the
chance. I knew that I would be planning my own
installation of officers because I expected to win. If I
didn't win, I would hold the best installation we had
ever had and get elected the next time. There was an
ulterior motive for me to volunteer, I gotta confess.
Mrs. Abigail Sierra didn't have any dumb kids. The way

II

D

II

A

"Fuck power structures! Fuck Frank Terrazas!
Fuck Fred Silva! At the next convention, I will be
doing business with the Pico Rivera chairman. Period.
And I want every San Jose GI Forum member that
wants to hear the discussion in the room with me ... so
they can ALL learn how it's done!"

DONALD McCULLUM,
INSTALLATION SPEAKER
After I won the election, I planned the installation
for the Garden City Hofbrau on Post Street. I wore a
tuxedo to the event, so did AI Pelayo, and Jess Delgado
because from there we were going to the new South San
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Jo c GI Forum's first function.

Through the efforts of my friend Cesar Flores
Mendez of the Oakland Chapter, we had secured
Oakland attorney Donald McCullum as the head
speaker. Some years later, this distinguished gentleman would be appointed to the Alameda County
Superior court bench by Governor Edmund G.
Brown.

H

is lesson to us, during his remarks at the
installati on dinner , was very s imple:
"To get the white man's attenti on ... you got
to put your foot in their ass! ... and keep it THERE!"
After the installation, one of the "power structure"
members asked me why I had chosen a Black person for
a speaker when there were so many outstanding Chicanos
in Santa Clara County to choose from .
"Why didn't you support me when I ran ... and why
didn't you volunteer to get me a speaker after I got
elected?" I asked him.

FIRST CHAPTER MEETING
Goin g into my first chapter meeting, I was very
nervous. Did I mention that I was the first non-veteran
ever elected Chairman of San Jose GI Forum? Did you
know that at that time the Chairman had to wear a suit
and tie to chair the meeting?
At my fi rst chapter meeting I was asked about the
chapter budget. Did I intend to do one.
"Yes, I will do one," I replied.
Joe G. Lopez asked, "Is it going to be based on a
calendar year or a fiscal year?"
" f don't know ," I replied, "I don't know the difference. If you do, can you explain it to us?"
He did , and then I asked for recommendations on
how our budget should be based.
"Based on a fiscal year, it is !" I concluded.
I asked who was going to the State Convention at
Riverside, and if there were any San Jose members
contemplating running for office. No one said they were
running for office. That gave San Jose C hapter members
an opportunity to let us know if they wanted our support.
No one said anything.

BALLI FOR REGIONAL CHAIRMAN
Shortl y thereafter, I was approached by Ignacio
Balli of the Oakland Chapter to support him for Region
IX Chairman. I agreed, since no one from San Jose was
running.

When we got to the Riverside convention, Pat
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Vasquez informed me that he was going to run for
Region IX Chairman and that he wanted San Jose
Chapter to caucus so that we could decide which
other state officers we wanted to supportRight away , a light went on in my head. If Pat is a
candidate, and we support him wholeheruted ly, that
means we've got to make deals with people, and since I
am not his campaign chairman, that means I am yielding
authority to negotiate on San Jose GI Forum's behalf to
someone else, probably Bob Rodriguez.

VASQUEZ RUNNING
"Pat," I said .... "I am already commi tted to supporting Ignacio Balli for Region IX Chairman."
"You're not going
to su pport him
again s t someo ne
from your own chapter, are yo u ? " he
asked.
"When I asked in
San Jose three weeks
ago if anyone was
running, you did not
say you were running,
Pat" I replied.
"We ll, I changed
my mind," he said,
laughing, "Let's have
Ed Carnunez
a caucus a nd talk
My Advisor
about it!"

I went looking
for my top level advisor Ed Camunez. I laid my
problem on him at the bar of the Mission Inn. He
used to call me Little Buddy, with a standing offer to
help me whenever I asked. He asked me if I felt
comfortable with what Pat wanted to do.
"No!" I replied, "I think the "power structure" is
playing games. They ru·e challengi ng my authority to run
this delegation. They are using that as a ploy to retain
control of the delegation."

THE CAMUNEZ STRATEGY
Over a couple of beers, we decided on a strategy. At
the caucus later that evening I was asked point-blank if
I intended to keep my commitment to Ignacio Ballio in
the face of someone fro m San Jose running for the same
position.
"Yes," I said, "I am going to vote for Balli. I gave my
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commitment AFTER I asked at the chapter meeting if
anyone from San Jose was running. I am not going to
back down from that. I gave him my word! ..
"I asked at the last meeting if anyone from our
chapter was running. No one said they were, so I made
a commitment to support Ignacio Balli of Oakland. I
gave him my word. As a matter of fact, I am going to
second his nomination, and be a back-up speaker for
him."
A lot of mumbling and grumbling followed. Finally
I said, "Okay, I'll tell you what I'll do. We will vote on
whether to support Pat Vasquez or not, and if it is a
UNANIMOUS yes vote, I will tell Mr. Balli that I cannot
support him, and we'll go with Pat. Everyone agree?"

Cayeron como un costal de papas!
Pat and some of the others exchanged knowing
Ya chineamos winks!"
They readily agreed to that idea. We knew they
would. At the caucus we talked about the relative merits
of the two candidates, the impact on San Jose GI Forum,
the importance of being loyal to our own members, etc.
After the voicing of lots of opinions, we voted by secret
ballot. Since I was chairing the meeting, I abstained, of
course. There was just one NO vote.
"The vote was not unanimous, .. I announced, "and
thus my commitment to Ignacio Balli will stand ...

Clack, Clack, Clack
Red Moya, a GI Forum friend from Pico Rivera told
me this one. When he was a teenager and living in
Colorado, he and two Chicano friends palled around
with an Italian youngster whose family was from the old
country.
In the summertime the kids from the barrio would
walk by the old Italiano's house every day, wearing their
baseball cleats, wanting everyone to know that they
were baseball players on their way to the local diamond
to play in a recreational league.
"Hello, Mr. Roselini, .. they would greet their friend's
father as they passed his home. The old Italiano would
just grunt at them and raise a hand in greeting. Young
Daria Roselini would come running out of the house,
baseball cleats and glove in hand, eager to get to the
playground.

Now, 34 years later, the truth can be told ... I
owed Eddie Camunez a big, big favor. Mrs. Camunez
did not raise any dumb kids either!
The next day, in the historic Mission Inn in Riverside, Calif., Ignacio Balli of Oakland was elected Region IX Chairman of the Dept. of California, American
GIForum.
I may be dead wrong, but I do not believe that Pat
Vasquez really wanted to be Region IX Chairman. I
believed that the so-called .. Power Structure .. of San
Jose GI Forum was testing my ability to lead a group of
people, most of whom were older, armed services
veterans, and more experienced in GI Forum politics.
I believe that the so-called power structure boys
wanted to retain control of the organization's politics
without having to run for office and take on, officially,
its responsibilities. I was willing to do both.
No .... I did not go out the next day and declare my
candidacy for higher political office (Hello, Mario
Vazquez) ... but I did learn how you can say yes while
you are meaning NO.
Also, that was the last we ever heard of the so-called
.. power structure" in San Jose GI Forum politics. Thereafter, candidates for state office appeared before the
entire San Jose delegation if they wanted our support.
Isn't that what participatozy politics is all about? • • • • •

Time went on. The young Italian had an older sister,
Anna, who was going to get married. The Roselini
family was planning a traditional Italian wedding. Lots
of food. Many friends. Dancing. All the members of the
family had been asked to give the betrothed a list of
whom they wanted invited to the wedding and the
reception.
One evening, after dinner, she was reading the
names to Mr. and Mrs. Roselini at the kitchen table,
when she read off, "Red Moya, Carlos Inclan, Rudy
Macias."
"WHO THAT?" the old man asked.
"Poppa, that's the guys I play baseball with all the
time!" exclaimed Dario, "You see them. They pass by
here. They wave at you. Nice guys! They're my
FRIENDS!," pleaded the young Italian.
"NAH!" the old man exclaimed loudly, "We gonna
have a dance ... on a nice floor. They gotta shoes go
CLACK, CLACK, CLACK!"
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Ike Hernandez the Cop
••••••••••••••••••••
I
I
:

I

1

~OTE: ?Ioria took th~ cal l. Ron :
Hernandez srud that hts mother, M ru·1a, wanted I
me to deliver the eulogy at her husband's memo- I
rial services on Sunday, Feb. 29, 2004, at Oak 1
Hill, San Jose,Calif. This is w hat I said:
1

EDITOR'S

••••••••••••••••••••
CasaGrande High School
United States Air force
San Jose State University
San Jose Police Department
San Jose Gl Forum
San Jose MAGA
We are here to bid farewell to The Cop ... Eusebi o
"Ike" Hernandez.
Some of us never referred to him as anything but
that ... The Cop ... or EL CHOT A.
Ike Hernandez was the kind of poli ce officer every
commun ity would feel privileged to have in its Jaw
enforcement ranks.
He was born in Brady, Texas on Dec. 16, 193 1.
He passed away on Feb. 22, 2004 in San Jose, Cali f.

Ike Hernandez

ELCHOTA

FAMILY
Hernandez leaves hi s w ife of 47 yeru·s , Mru·ia Y.
Hernandez;
Son, Dav id He rnandez of Chico;
Son, Ron Hernandez of San Jose;
Sister, Beatrice Salinas of San Jose;
Sister, Mary Tye of Dos Palos;
Brother, Ray Hernandez of C asaGrande, Arizona;
Brother, Edward He rnandez ofMru·icopa, Arizona;
Brother Luis Hernandez of Los Gatos;
and many nieces and nephews.

HIGHSCHOOL
Hernandez spent the formati ve years of his life in
Arizona, where he excelled in the classroom and on the
ath letic fields at CasaGrande High School.

MILITARY SERVICE
After high school, he j oined the United States Air
Force during the Korean War, serving as a tail gunner on
a B-26 Marauder bomber, flyi ng 50 combat missions
and being awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross and 3
Air Medals.

POLICE TRAINING
Very early in his life he decided he wanted to be a
Police Officer. After his discharge from military service, he enrolled at San Jose State U niversity, earn ing
deo-rees
in Law Enforcement and Business Administrao
tion.
He was the first in his family to attend college.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
After joining the San Jose Police Department in
1958, fresh out of college, he took postgraduate courses
in Police Administration at Michigan State University
and other educational institutions, preparing himself for
ascencion to the highest levels of his profession.
He graduated from the F.B.I. Police School at
Quantico, Virginia, taking advanced police science
courses.
Hernandez was proud to serve as an officer in
what he often called liThe Best Police Department in the
United States. Bar None.
He retired in 1988 as Deputy Chief of the San Jose
Police Department after 30 years of distinguished
service.
We are told that he was the first Chicano Sergeant,
The first Chicano Lieutenant,
The first Chicano Captain,
... and the first Chicano Deputy Chief of Police.
We understand that he was also the department's
youngest Lieutenant, the youngest Captain, and the
youngest Deputy Chief.
Throughout his law enforcement career, Hernandez
was called upon by law enforcement agencies throughout the country to assist them in solving complex law
enforcement and police administrative problems.
His expertise was recognized throughout the country and his opinions valued by those seeking to improve
their law enforcement agencies.
After his retirement, he continued providing consultation to law enforcement agencies all over the country.
II

SAN JOSE GI FORUM
Ike Hernandez was a charter member of San Jose GI
Forum when it was organized in 1959. He served as its
2nd Chairman, succeeding Ernie Vasquez, also a SJPD
officer.
Very early in the life of the American GI Forum, Ike
Hernandez and other members were instrumental in
organizing the Eastside Boys Club on Kammerer Avenue, to provide recreational opportunities for kids in
that eastside neighborhood.
They solicited use of the land and a building on the
grounds, raised monies for athletic equipment, enlisted
the aid of other GI Forum members to build a softball
field and basketball courts, and spent many hours of
their off-duty hours trying to mold responsible young
boys and girls.

Ike Hernandez served the GI Forum in many
capacities:
Master of ceremonies for the Flores Mexicanas
Pageant, on more than one occasion.
State Convention Chairman for one of the most
successful GI Forum conventions we ever had·'
State Executive Secretary in the Dan Campos administration;
He headed up the 1969 Scholarship Drive when we
sold raffle tickets for a brand new automobile.
Later, Ike called a meeting to discuss organizing a
scholarship granting project which eventually led to
formation of the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, an effort which has produced over $1,700,000 in
academic grants to needy Chicano high school graduates.
He was one of the principals in planning an aliday workshop with City of San Jose officials to
inform GI Forum members and the public about the
functions of city government.
The Mayor, City Manager, Chief of Police, and
other key department heads discussed their duties and
answered questions from the public.
He wrote columns for EL EXCENTRICO magazine
in a GI Forum page with emphasis on GI Forum activities and public safety issues.
His philosophical and highly charged discussions
with aspiring playwright Luis Valdez and his ultraliberal friends are still remembered by many of us. Lots
of table pounding .. . heated words .. . and charges of
police harrasment by the losers of the argument, of
course!
Ike Hernandez did not back away from anyone
when he was defending his organization, his police
department, or his country.
We became acquainted with Ike Hernandez back in
1960, about the time the American GI Forum was
organized in Santa Clara County.
The police officers and other men who started the
organization worked on the precept that: A. Be a responsible member of the community; B. Complain when
your political leaders do something with which you
disagree; C. Before you complain about anything, be
prepared to offer a solution to the problem.
The first issue those men took on was the 5'8"
height requirement OF THAT TIME to be a law
enforcement officer.
Ike Hernandez and these other men had a good
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Mad Gringo's
Comment

DONX
BUY
COORS

May 1975 The Forumeer

''The Army didn't say I was too short
when they sent me over to fight in Vietnam. I was ready to die for my country,
but the police department tells us
Chicanos that we are too short!''
EDITOR'S NOTE: The comment above was
printedin the May 1975 issue. A few days later I
received an unsigned letter from an unknown locale
which commented that Chicanos are NOT ready to
die for their country, and that what we need in
America is BIG & TOUGH COPS ..... and ... Tell
the truth. As a Caucasian member of the GI Forum,
I am resigning. Your damn paper don't even make
good ass wipe.

argument, why were they qualified to be police officers
in other lands (Germany, Japan, South Korea, for example) and not in their own community?
True to their precepts ... they prepared themselves
by attending college and getting degrees in law enforcement, business administration, and other disciplines,
qualifying themselves to become members of the best
educated police department in America.
Those founding members of San Jose GI Forum
were a precocious group. They hosted the second California GI Forum State Convention they ever attended ...
and they elected one of their members as State Chairman!
They were voted the Best Chapter in the state ... led
by Chairman Ike Hernandez.
Ernie Vasquez, the GI Forum's first chairman became the first Hispanic police officer in the modem
history of the San Jose Police Department, followed
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Now, there's the kind of
free-thinking member we need more of, right?

RIGHT.

Beebees in a Boxcar
I was working at the Tulare County Boys Ranch in
1957. One of our charges was a young man from Porterville
who didn't have the common sense that God gave a
baboon. One day he angered me and I told him that.
He replied with, "Mr. Sierra, if you had a brain it
would rattle around in your head like a beebee in a
boxcar!"
I had to laugh.

closely by Ike Hernandez.
Then came Ike's brother Luis Hernandez and his
friend Lou Cobarruvias, who later became San Jose
Chief of Police. All were San Jose GI Forum members.
There was the time when EL EXCENTRICO magazine published an appeal to the public for donations to
help a little girl, Bonnie Lee Perez, dying of cancer, to
visit Disneyland. Officer Ike Hernandez's contribution
was the first we received.
He became the California GI Forum's Executive
Secretary in the administration of State Chairman Dan
Campos. He opened the organization's first office on
Boston Avenue.
The California GI Forum experienced the best years
of its life, and great growth in the years that he served it
as Executive Secretary.
I was privileged to work with him as a flunky in the
office, doing whatever duties he assigned me.
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We spent a lot of long hours discussing our organization and how to make it better.
He taught me a number of things which remain with
me to this day.
One was, "Always be punctual and keep your promises," he said.
"If you say you're going to be at the corner of 19th &
Chester in Bakersfield on New Year's Day of 1972 at
4:48AM ... BE THERE!

We talked a lot about character and integrity.
A few years later, my wife and I joined Maria and Ike
and Billie and Fred Contreras for a round of golf during
a Sweethearts Tournament at Thunderbird golf course.
The golfing partners alternated taking shots, and we
all knew that Ike wanted to tee off so he could show us
how far he could hit the ball.
But as the game went on, he kept getting the ball
close to the hole ... Maria would miss a short putt ... and
Ike would have to get it into the hole ... with Maria teeing
off on every hole.
Ike
was
getting
angrier
by
the
minute.
He
pleaded
with
Maria for the umpteenth time ... "Please take your time
... make the shot, Maria!" ... She kept missing.
"THIS IS A TEST OFYOURINTEGRITY,IKE,"
I said, knowing that he could easily miss the putt. Maria
would make it from six inches away, and he would get
to tee off. And, of course, he kept making the short putts
... and Maria kept teeing off, ninety yards down the
fairway!
IKEHERNANDEZWASATRUESPORTSMAN.
He played the game to the best of his ability ... always ...
and according to the rules.
In the late 60's and early 70's, when antisocial
attitudes flamed across the country and people were
calling cops "pigs" and other vile names, he remained
loyal to his chosen profession. One day he calmly told a
police critic, "Maybe so. Maybe so. But, don't YOU
follow the others. Do your own thing!
"The next time YOU get in trouble, call a Hippie!"
In 1979, San Jose GI Forum unveiled a large plaque
to commemorate the chapter's 25th anniversary. It contains the names of the charter members and every
Chairman ever elected.
Fittingly, the plaque was presented to and received
on behalf of those charter members and chairmen by Ike
Hernandez, who was one of those charter members and

one of those chairmen.

MEXICAN AMERICAN
POLICE COMMAND
OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
He was one of the founders of the Mexican American Police Command Officers Association, an organization dedicated to getting more and better Latinos into
law enforcement. And for those efforts ALL of us are
eternally grateful.
MAGA
While serving as President of the San Jose Chapter,
Mexican American Golf Association, the organization
prospered and grew.

PRAYER OF ST. FRANCIS
OF ASSISSI
We could not mark the passing of this good friend,
fellow Forumeer, dedicated law enforcement officer,
and outstanding community leader without expounding
on just a few of his accomplishments.
I think it is fitting that we include in this eulogy a
recitation of the official prayer of the American GI
Forum, the prayer of St. Francis of Assissi.
LORD, make me an instrument of Thy peace,
Where there is hatred,
Let me sow love;
Wherethereisinju~,pardon;

Where there is doubt, faith;
Where there is despair, hope;
Where there is darkness, light;
(Cont. on Pg 83)

IKE HERNANDEZ
said remember this:
"Power corrupts,

and
absolute power
corrupts absolutely"
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Buying A
Used Car
In late June 1997, my old '79 AMC had finally taxed
my patience. I decided to get rid of it and go looking for
another car, but not without trepidation because of the
reputation of used car dealers, and my total lack of
respect for them as a class of people.
By mid-June, I couldn't trust the AMC to start
and I feared that at the most inopportune moment it

was going to fail us. Worse yet, it might crash on us
at a dealership while we were car-shopping and we
would make a dumb d eal just to get the ordeal over
with.
So we called a rental agency and picked up a brand
new Dodge Intrepid and went out looking for another

car. I had been read ing the Consumer Digest, trying Lo
get some insight on what were dependable used cars and
which ones to avoid.

I told Gloria that I had heard a lot of good things
about the Ford Taurus, for instance, that it was one
of the bestselling cars in America, so that's where my
search would begin. I asked her to r emind me not to
close my mind to anothermake if we found something that we liked. We vis ited a few lots. At one I
parked my car on the street. The salesman descended
on us like a jackal on a wounded wildebees t.
"Hi," he said, "''m Archie, can I put you into a new
car today?"

(Cont. on Pg 84)

Ike Hernandez Eulogy
(Cont. from Pg 82)
and where there is sadness, joy.
0 , DIVINE MASTER, grant that I may not so much
seek to be consoled as to console;
To be understood as to understand;
To be loved, as to love;
For it is in giving that we receive;
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned;
And it is in dying that we are born to Etemal Life.
Amen.
I believe that those inspiring words faithfully
epitomize the life of Eusevio "Ike" Hernandez.
When you get to heaven (if you do), look up Ike
Hernandez.
Look for hi m where things are neatly arranged and
well organized,
Where honesty and punctuality and a sense of
responsibility are treasured values,
Where an aura of progress is pervasive, and
Where dedication to duty is paramount.

Look for him in a sea of blue, surrounded
by intelligent, courageous, articulate, dedicated
law enforcement officers, men and women of
the San Jose Police Department, still doing their
duty, awaiting orders from their commander,
Deputy Chief Ike Hernandez ... a cop's cop.
And look over their shoulders to the red
and blue-hatted American GI Forum member
who STILL stand ready to follow one of our best
and brightest leaders ... E. Ike Hernandez, the
Best Chairman We Ever Had!
Goodbye, My Friend!
Goodbye, Forumeer!
Goodbye, Mr. Chairman!
Goodbye, Chief Hernandez!
(SALUTE)
Muchas gracias.
Thank you.
Feb. 29,2004
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Buying a Used Car
(Cont. from Pg 83)
I looked at his bright yellow jacket, grey flannel
pants, purple tie, pencil-thin mustache, and immediately
took a dislike to him. "I am looking for a used car," I
mumbled.
"This sumbitch looks like a goddamned pimp,.. I
whispered to Gloria. To myself I said, This peckerhead
should be on the streets at night peddling pussy, he's a
despicable looking character.

THE FIRST OFFER
After walking alongside us while we looked at a few
cars, he asked me what I was driving now.
"A '79 AMC Concord," I replied.
"If I give you $1,000 for it, can we make a deal
today?", he asked eagerly.

"The boss went to Hawaii for a week. He wants aU
these cars out of the lot before he gets back on
Monday. It's the end of the month. He's authorized
us to make any deal we can as long as we roD 'em outa
here! We've cut our prices to rock bottom to move
'em out!"
My wife's eyes lit up, and she whispered, "Did you
hear what he said? $1,000 for ours!"
"Don't get excited, dear!" I answered, "They just
tack that $1,000 on to the price of the one you decide to
buy."
'Tm just looking," I finally said, "I'm not going to
buy today. I want to get an idea of what's out here and
your prices so I can compare when I go to other lots. But,
I like the Ford Taurus very much ...

He showed me a few of them, and probably
deduced that I was, in fact, not going to buy a car that
day. After a few minutes, after watching us wander
aimlessly from one car to the next, he mysteriously
disappeared and another salesman pounced us.
e appeared to have a bit more authority
than the other one. He also could have
been working for Colgate. A big, bright,
cheery smile. He came with a bunch of keys on a clip. He
climbed into a beautiful powder blue Taurus that we had
been viewing with lots of interest.
"Look at this baby!" he enthused.

H

DEADER THAN A DOORNAIL
He tried the ignition. Nothing. Not even a click. He
climbed out quickly, his smile still firmly painted on his
face.

"He's the first guy I've ever seen in my life who
thinks a dead battery is a laughing matter,.. I said to
Gloria.
Without saying a word he disappeared in the direction of the sales office and came back a few minutes later
with a battery charger, hooked it up, and the engine
roared to life.

"Want to take it out for a spin?" he asked.
"No," I replied, "as I said to your friend a few
minutes ago, we are just looking.''
I was apprehensive that the car might die on us when
we were out taking the test drive. I already have one car
that I don't trust to start, I don't need to be driving another
one. Thanks but no thanks.

SAYONARA, SALESMAN!

W

e began walking off the lot toward
our car parked on the street. He fol
lowed us, wanting to show us other cars.
He handed us his business card and I told him that if I
decided to buy a car from that dealer that I would come
by and ask for him by name, because he seemed like a
nice guy. He took my name and home and business
phone numbers and we left.
At another dealer, a beautiful young lady approached
us as we got out of our car parked on the street in front
of her agency. "What kind of car can I sell you today?"
she asked.
"Something that's in good condition and reasonably
priced, .. I replied.
She showed us a few cars, but we were still reluctant
to make a commitment to buying. We wanted to see
more cars before deciding. I didn't want to seem too
eager to deal. We test drove a little foreign model that we
both liked and she took us inside to a little cubicle to
work out a deal. I was very impressed by how smoothly
they get you inside those cubicles to talk. Before you
know it, they've got lots of numbers written down and
ready to close the deal.
Gloria liked the car very much. She wanted me to
buy it. I cautioned her about expressing any opinions on
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John Ferraro,
L.A. County Supervisor
At a Veterans Outreach Project reception in Los
Angeles many years ago, Project Director Rudy Galiana
introduced me to big John Ferraro, a Los Angeles
County Supervisor.
We chatted for a moment about the project and then
I asked the Supervisor if he had played football for
Southern California.
"Are you the same Ferraro that was an All American
tackle for U.S.C. in the late 40's?"
"Yes," he said, "You remember that?"
"Yes," I replied, "You played for coach JeffCravath."
He was a dumb looking guy. The kind of face you
think of when someone says OAF.
A few minutes later I mentioned to Tony Gallegos
that Ferraro had played football for USC, he said, "I
thought something was wrong with that guy. Sometimes
he sounds like he got hit in the head one too many times!"
My sentiments exactly. But, then, I am a UCLA fan.

Buying a Used Car
(Cont. from Pg 84)
anything while in those cubicles. "They're probably
wired," I said, "and she's standing somewhere with her
sales manager listening to us discuss the car, so don't say
anything."
We talked about everything but cars. Then I got up
and walked outside the cubicle and she followed me.
Very soon the nice young lady was back.

NO CALCULATORS
"How much interest would I be paying on that car if
I accept your deal?'' I asked her.
She ignored my question.
Her arithmetic was so far away from reality that she
could not figure out how much I'd be paying in interest
on an $8,000 car at 17% interest over five years.

"Take out your calculator," I suggested.
She looked in a desk drawer, then over one
shoulder at a book case behind her chair. "I don't
have one," she said.
"You must be very good at mathematics, not to need

Dead Bird
I used to tell this joke at Vida Nueva to
new residents and it never failed to get a
hearty laugh out of them.
"What has:
Eyes and can't see,
A mouth and can't talk,
Feet and can't walk,
Legs and can't run, and
Wings and can't fly?"

·p.J!q p~ap v :JaM.suy

Begin So111ewhere
Begin somewhere. You cannot build
a reputation on what you intend to do.
--Liz Smith

a calculator when you figure out interest," I offered, with
tongue firmly in cheek.
"I'm not too good on math," I said, "but if you want
to sell me an $8,000 car and the total of my payments is
going to be $10,640, that's about 33% interest. Is that the
best that you can do for me?"

I had then and have not now, any idea what 33%
interest adds up to, but apparently she didn't either,
because she did not dispute my calculations.
She picked up the papers she had been madly writing
on and disappeared toward the back of the building. A
few minutes later she returned, and Gloria and I were
standing outside the cubicle, in the showroom. She
offered me a new set of figures, but still would not tell
me the precise interest rate I would be paying.
"What is the interest rate I would be paying?" I asked
her again.
She again ignored my question.
"I don't want to buy today, Crystal," I said again, "we
are just looking. Just give me your card and if I buy a car
from this agency I will come looking for you. You're a
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very nice lady."
Dumb at math, but very nice looking. Nice legs.
Nice rack. Nice face.

SEND IN THE MANAGER

A

bout that time a tall man appeared out of
nowhere and introduced himself as the
sales manager of the agency.
"Can we make a deal today?" was his first question.
"No," I replied instantly, "as I told the lady, we are
just looking. We want to look at more cars before we
buy. Also, I don't like your interest rates. 33% is a whole
lot more than we wanted to pay. That's not even as good
as the rates a finance company offers."
"If we bring it down a little bit, are you interested in
dealing today?" he asked again.
"If you cut it by two/thirds, at least, I might come

back. But, again, I'm not going to buy a car today,"
I said for about the tenth time.
e asked me what kind of car we liked. I
repeated what I had told the young lady. He
asked if I had driven the beautiful Mitsubishi
that she had shown us. He KNEW that we had taken it
for a test drive. But, he finally got the message. No Sale
Today. He handed me his business card and turned away
from us. We drove off to visit another dealer.
At one dealer that Gloria and I went to they wanted
us to pay a "$300 advertising fee."
"What in the hell is an advertising fee?, I asked.
It amounted to paying them for the money that they
spend to buy advertising in the newspaper.
"How else would you know that we are having a
sale?" the man argued.
"I'm gonna let someone else put a screwing to me,"
I replied, got up, and walked off his lot as quickly as I can
move.
We looked for about two weeks. Finally, one evening
my friend Jack to whom I was relating my experiences
offered to go with me. I knew that he knew more about
cars than I. He had previously worked for a county
supervisor, had been involved in lots of community
organizations, and had even established his own business in Baja California.

H

By then I had taken to looking in the newspaper
for their auto advertisements. We had been approved for a $10,000 loan from the Bank of America,
so I was in a pretty good position to haggle with any
dealer.

Our objective: a 1992 or newer Ford Taurus, a
maximum of $200 per month payments; 60 months
financing; no down payment; the less power equipment
the better; and an automobile with a good reliability
record.
We went to a few lots and did not find what I wanted.
At the third lot, we found what I thought I could live
with, a 1993 Ford Taurus, light blue, priced at $8,488.00
in that morning's newspaper. We got there before the lot
opened. I test drove the car, again putting up with the
quaint custom the dealers have of their salesman driving
the car off the lot onto the street, then allowing you to
drive it. But you can drive it BACK ONTO the lot.
Doesn't make a lot of sense to me. All the salesman
would say was, "Insurance."

A

nyway, both of us agreed that the
Taurus was a good buy. My friend
asked all the intelligent questions. I just
sat there and answered the vital questions about
myself, my credit card, my bank, my employment,
address, phone number, etc.
I had a mechanic friend who had offered to check out
the car for me, free, before I bought it. "Just bring it in,"
he said, "and I'll tell you if there's anything major that is
wrong with it. Then they have to fix it before you drive
it off."
I asked the salesman about that, "Do you have any
problem with me taking the car to my mechanic to have
it checked out?"
"No, of course not!" he replied, "but we've already
checked it out. We are a new car agency. We don't sell
junk. The cars we take in as trades that are no good, we
just sell them to auctioneers, to auto wreckers, to pick &
pull places, and so on. That particular car is in today's ad
in the San Jose Mercury. We have to sell it today, at that
price."

y friend told the sales manager
that he thought the interest was a
bit high. After we had all the papers
signed, the sales manager told us to go try to get a
better financing deal somewhere else and he would
beat it.

M

We went to the bank, arranged to have them buy the
car, and pay off the dealer's contract. At a lower interest
rate.

THE INTEREST GAME
After we left the bank, we had lunch and then
decided to call the dealer's bluff about giving us a better
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Detente
Defined?
This editorial appeared in the May 1975 issue of
THE FORUMEER.
The following opinions and ideas are those of
the author and do not represent in any way the
policies or thinking of the American GI Forum.
What is Detente? The word doesn't even appear in
our Webster's New World Dictionary, circa 1958. In
Spanish it translates out roughly to ... HOLD IT!

D

ETENTE may well turn out to be an
other word of high level economic,
military and political hanky panky as practiced by a deposed President, his successor, and their
highly-trumpeted shuttle diplomat Henry K.
The American people are verbally bombarded almost daily by high officials in the U.S. government
telling us that we have detente with the Soviet Union, we
have detente with the People's Republic of China, and
we are preserving the peace in the middle east.
Is detente the same as Pie in the Sky ••• by and by

•.• Henry?
For the record, we do not yet have a "catchy" phrase
to defme what has most recently occurred in Vietnam.

Buying a Used Car
(Cont. from Pg 86)
financing deal than the bank. My friend Jack called the
dealer. Over the phone, he said that he would have the
contract rewritten by the time we drove the approximately 14 miles to the dealer's lot.
Sure enough. He had the contract rewritten by the
time we drove to his lot. We signed in all the proper
places and walked out with what we thought was an
excellent deal.

CAVEAT EMPTOR
There is no way in hell that you can go to an auto
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Henry Kissinger has been awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize for bringing peace to Vietnam, which has to be
somebody's idea of high camp, insasmuch as there IS no
peace in southeast Asia.
U.S. government officials constantly remind us of
the "threat" of Communism to our way of life, and urge
escalation ofU .S. military appropriations so that we can
stay ahead of the Commies in supersonic bombers, in
nuclear weapons-equipped submarines, and in intercontinental ballistics missiles and the highly complex defense systems to protect us from attack therefrom.

WHY THE SPACE VENTURE?
Astonishingly, American astronauts and Russian
cosmonauts are training together to effect a link-up of
their respective space vehicles in outer space on July 17,
1975.
WHY ARE WE ABLE TO WORK SO CLOSELY
WITH THE SOVIET UNION OUT BEYOND THE
EARTH'SATMOSPHEREANDITISIMPLIEDCONSTANTLYTHATWEPOSEAMILITARYTHREAT
TO EACH OTHER'S SECURITY ON THE FACE OF
GOD'S EARTH?
SHUCKIN' & JIVIN'
Are we being told the truth by our respective governments regarding relationships between the respective
world powers?
r, are the hoi polloi of these nations
being inveigled into "hating" each other
for the benefit of promotion-seeking high
military officers, profit-seeking industrialists and egotripping politicians and their appointees?

0

A VISIT MIGHT HELP
Just suppose that the Russian people were told that

dealer, talk to one person and buy yourself a car. You
have to talk to at least three different people. They have
it down to a science. One person shows you the car, gets
you to agree to buy it, and disappears. Another person
comes around to talk money. How are you going to pay
for it, etc. And then you meet the guy that actually writes
up the contract, that has the authority to drop the interest
rate one percentage point so he can take your business
away from Bank of America, etc.
Just consider yourself fortunate if the car lasts

longer than the payments. • • • •
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Detente, Defined?
(Cont. from Pg 87)
they could move freely throughout the world, and that
large numbers of them chose to visit the United States.
Would they find an American civilian populace hellbent on destruction of the Russki's way of life? We
submit not.
They would soon discover that the average American is more concerned about corruption in very high
places in his government, about pollution in his lakes
and streams, and about the high cost ofliving, than about
hating Olga and Ivan!
If the average American went to the Soviet Union,
he too, might conclude that the average Russian is far
more interested in staying healthy, raising his children,
and polishing his tractor, than in making war on the
"Capitalist Colossus of the West"!

WHY THE HATE LINE?
To whose advantage, then, does it work to continue
to expound the 'hate Commies, hate Amerika' line?

Well, Admiral Hyman Rickover recently was
quoted as saying that the U.S. military services are
top-heavy with career officers. They are skilled warmakers hoping someday to become Admirals and
Generals.
To our way of thinking, the career military officer is
essentially a tunnel-visioned expert in one thing -waging and winning wars. What then is the surest way
for him to gain the promotion he covets. Right!

But let us not dwell too long on that thought,
because we may conclude that those officers might
just as soon wage a war as not wage one.
And we believe the Russian officers harbor the same
ambitions and are driven by similar motives.
strongmilitarypostureforthe United States
is essential, to be sure, for our protection in
a world which looks to America for leadership in international affairs. However, we also believe
that those who would wage war must be watched and
watched vigilantly, by those who would be conscripted
to wage that war, and those who would surely die in a
world engulfed by nuclear holocaust.

A

THE INDUSTRIALISTS
The businessman engaged in international commerce, too, has tunnel vision. To him the red white and
blue and the hammer & sickle are merely sumbols for

those who pledge allegiance to symbols. THEIR symbol
is $$$$$ and they devote their every waking hour, and
employ every devious method at their command to the
pursuit and worship of the almighty dollar.
For their far-flung empires to exist and to flourish
takes the cooperation of the governments of every
nation involved for if nationalistic citizens question the
exploitation of their country's resources the armed might
of the government must be used to bring law and order
to permit the commercial operations to continue.

DETENTE EXPLAINED?
We believe it entirely conceivable that the United
States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics MAY
have gotten together over a little vodka and orange juice
and made an arrangement something like this:

MERICAN: "Premier, we will tell
the American people that you Rus
sians represent a threat to our way of life.
That will stimulate huge military expenditures, because we will want to keep an Eagle eye on the Bear.

A

"We will scare them with the size of your army and
navy, and make sure they are aware every time your
scientists detonate a nuclear device.
"We will show filmed footage of your
Czeckoslovakian adventure to demonstrate your ruthless intent to subjugate those who question your Communist ideologies.
"We will point out that a surprise nuclear attack

by the Soviet Union could killlOO,OOO,OOO Americans in the first fifteen minutes.
"We will tell them that the savage hordes of
Communism are not overrunning our NATO allies
and threatening the U.S. only because we have denied them access to the highly fertile rice fields of
southeast Asia.
"We can point to your successes in space, your
launching of the first-ever space satellite, and your
thrusting of huge payloads into outer space as examples
of a Soviet technology which poses a THREAT to all
that we hold dear.
"We will remind Americans that your leader once
banged on his desk at the United Nations and threatened
to "bury us!"

THE RUSSIAN LINE
RUSSIAN: "Of course, Mr. Secretary. And we will
tell our people that the Americans have dreams of

(Cont. on Pg 89)
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Detente, Defined?
(Cont. from Pg 87)

Dr. George Castro

someday converting the entire world to the capitalist
economic system so that the monied empires of the
Gettys, the Mellons, the Hughes, the Vanderbilts, and
the Rockefellers can be enriched.
"We can point to your efforts in West Germany,
Japan, South Korea, the middle east and Latin America
as prime evidence that you intend to "Americanize" the
globe.

George Castro (1939- ) of San Jose,
Calif., discovered the mechanism of the
intrinsic charge carrier that became the
basis for flexible photoconductors used
in copying photocopying machines and
high speed printers.
Dr. Castro assumed command of the
IBM San Jose Research Lab in 1975 and
butlt an organization that is now world
famous for its scientific discoveries.
He received his B.S. in chemistry from
UCLA and his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from U.C. Riverside in 1965.
A well known Chicano activist, Dr.
Castro devoted many hours of his time to
encourage young Hispanics to enter the
chemistry field during and after his
retirememt from IBM ..

W

e can paint pictures of a huge Ameri
can economic octopus (backed by B52 strategic bombers and the world's
largest undersea and surface Navy) encircling the
Soviet Union and eventually strangling it via economic and military pressures.
"We can spotlight your highly publicized 'moon
walks' as evidence that you have the technology to
control outer space to your decided military advantage.
We will remind them that the U-2 incident proves
that you TOO can practice deceit at the highest levels.
"We will remind them that huge U.S. aircraft

carriers ply the oceans of the world with U.S. Marines on board, and we will note that Marines are
basically ASSAULT troops.
"We will point to your Polaris and Poseidon nuclear
submarines as evidence that you can strike suddenly
any point in the Soviet Union from beneath the waters
surrounding our homeland.

''We will remind the Russian people that twelve
years of waging war in Vietnam at a cost of some
$150 BILLION DOLLARS has not bankrupted
your very wealthy nation.
And we will reiterate our reminder that YOUR
guns, planes and other military hardware have been
combat-tested in southeast Asia and the middle east."

DETENTE?
If, in fact, Russian and American military, business
and political leaders have struck a deal, calling it
DETENTE, (because most American are not familiar
with the word and do not know EXACTLY what it
means) and are using the Reaganesque POLITICS OF
FEAR for their own purposes, then we should not take
too seriously their demands for more military expenditures, more foreign aid, and their continued promulgation of military threats against one another.
Russian basketball and track & field teams have

competed in the U.S. and we have sent our teams to
the Soviet Union. Concert pianist Van Cliburn and
other artists have visited the Soviet Union and they
have sent some of their artists to the U.S.

P

epsi-Cola is doing business in Moscow.
Rockefeller's Chase-Manhattan Bank has
an office in Saigon, as does Coca-Cola. Russian cosmonauts have trained at the LBJ Space Center in
Houston, and American astronauts have trained in Russia.
The space link-up on July 17, 1975 will demonstrate
that the U.S. and Russian CAN work together in outer
space. Our cultural and athletic exchanges over the years
have proven that we can exist cohesively on earth.

So, then, WHY are our military, business, and
political leaders still trying to convince us that one
nation is just waiting to pounce militarily upon the
other?

TO WHOSE ADVANTAGE,
HENRYK?
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Chicano Oral Exain Questions ...
In the May 1973 issue of THE FORUMEER we
suggested questions that Chicanos might ask of" others"
during an oral exam which might equalize the questions
we have often bee n asked to answerwhich were not
culturally relevant. We wrote:
For some of you Chicanos who get selected to sit on
oral examjning boards de Jagrima hay cada y cuando,
ask these questions:
l.What was Pancho Villa's name before he changed it?
2. Who blled Rosita Alvirez? Why?
3. Why was Luis Pulido blled by his friend Antonio? Where did it happen?
4. What type of narcotics was La Cucaracha hooked
on?
5. Who won the famous horse race between El
AJazan and El Rocio? Where did it take place?
6. Who was El Diablo Verde?
7. Why was Gabino Barrera hated by so many
people?
8. What is a coco liso?

9. "Tu marido ya no sopla ... " are words from a
Mexican song. What do they mean?
ANSWERS
1. Dorotea Arango
2. Simon. Saw her dancing with his rival.
3. Hitting on his newlywed bride. At the wedding
reception!
4. Marijuana.
5. El Alazan. Rancho San Fernando.
6. Rider of El Alazan.
7. He left pregnant women everywhere.
8. Bald headed man.
9. Your husband can't cut the mustard anymore!

The answers were not printed in the newspaper. We were curious to see how many
people would write in with the answers.
Answer: None.

Elections are Over!
Dec. 1988, The Leader
by E . David Sierra
Thank God Almighty , the elections are over! Congratulations to President-elect George Walker Bush (Hi ,
Tex !) and Vice President J. Danforth Quayle III, who
two weeks after the election was given an idea of exactly
where HE stands with the administration by not being
invited to a high-level meeting with some high muckety
mucks comin' in from overseas.
"The invitation list was made up before the elections
took place" was the excuse coming out of the White
House.

From here it sounds like maybeJ. Danforth ain't
house broken yet, Agnes!

George Bush
President
f the U.S.

We don't want to sound catty, folks , butisn'tBarbara
Bush too "old" for George? She looks like Nancy from
the Sluggo series. Dye your hair, dearie. Also, quit
shopping at Goodwill. Tell Nancy Reagan to let you
borrow her dressmaker ... or rather ... dresslender.
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Ex-Forum Member's Letter
In February 1974, a front-page editorial in
THE FORUMEER (E. David Sierra, Editor)
entitled 19 MEXICANS DIE IN BUS CRASH
expressed our indignation at the killing of 19
Mexicans in a bus crash in the Palo Verde Valley
of California.
It asked, Where are the so-called 'supporters'
of Cesar Chavez and the downtrodden American
farm worker?

A RESPONSE FROM
BROWNSVILLE, TX
Jose M. Coronado of Brownsville, Texas replied by
mail as follows:
April28, 1974

farmworker, but to the injustices and exploitation of
every Chicano worker in the U.S.
Unlike the present political party headed by two
groups namely the Democracts and Republicans and
owned by a few millionares, RAZA UNIDA PARTY is
a by the people, for the people, and of the people party.
It is a party that will respond to the needs of all the
people, beside the needs of the farmworkers.
hen, and only when, we make RAZA
UNIDA PARTY strong enough na
tionwide, then you can rest assure that
the problems of our Chicano people, of those Chicanos
whose profession is planting and harvesting the food we
eat, can be alleviated.
Only then when we are strong and united politically
you can holler, and not one, but all politicians named in
your editorial column will get off their big fat ass and
really do something for the farmworker.
--Jose M. Coronado, Ex-Forumeer
Brownsville, Texas

W

Mr. Sierra:

To the questions which you put forth: When will
it end? Where are they?, the answer is very simple,
RAZA UNIDA PARTY!
All the Gringos or Anglos named, personal mentioned in your comments, all they want is to be top dog,
or president of the United States. The Gringo or Anglo
as you well know has never had, have, or will have, use
for our Chicano people, except to use us as steps to help
them better their political positions in your comments,
with their Gringo or Anglo mentality will never accept
the fact that our people are being abused, exploited and
treated worst than cattle (as stated in your comments).
aid Spanish or Chicano named politicians
have been so brainwashed by the present
political system that they really think they are
Gringos or Anglos and better people than our Chicano
farm workers. They cannot accept the fact that they were
born Chicano and will die Chicano so don't expect any
help from them to alleviate the injustices committed to
our Chicano people.
We have the weapon, and the elements to drive it;
use it. RAZA UNIDA political party is the answer not
only to the problem of injustices and exploitation of the

S

WE RESPONDED
Dear Mr. Coronado:
First, let me thank you for your letter. I appreciate
hearing your views. I respect them. Even if I do not
agree with all of them.

As an ex-Forumeer you probably know as much
about the American GI Forum as I do, and I am
personally disappointed that you can no longer find
it within yourself to belong to it.
Please do not confuse the American GI Forum with
LA RAZA UNIDA PARTY. There is no resemblance
whatever. The American GI Forum is a NATIONAL
VETERANS FAMILY ORGANIZATION.

La Raza Unida Party is a POLITICAL PARTY
••• Yes, Mr. Coronado, just like the Democrats and
Republicans.
I personally do not want ANY political party telling
me what to think and how to vote! If I am interested in
the election taking place or the issues up for consideration I will inform myuself about those things and make
up my mind. In the past I have voted for some Democrats
and some Republicans. I confess that I have never voted
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I remember JFK
Dec. 20, 1963 article
EL EXCENTRICO magazine
I was at work on a Friday afternoon when one of my
co-workers at Hillis Printing Company said that President John Kennedy had been shot in Dallas.
Since he was a staunch Republican, I thought he
was kidding and ignored what he said. A few minutes
later, he entered my office and asked, "Aren't you
listening to the radio?"
I wasn't, but turned it on instantly, now realizing that
he must not be kidding. He wasn't.
That evening, right after work, Gloria and I were
going to travel to Woodlake for the baptism of George
Leon, son of my compadre and comadre Edward and
Lorenza Leon. When we got together after work, we
decided to postpone the driving until the following
morning. We spent all of that evening watching TV, not
knowing why. JFK was dead. Definitely. I can't call it

shock, but we were definitely stunned by the tum of
events.
A year later, in memoriam, I wrote this
rememberance article for EL EXCENTRICO magazine:

I Remember John Kennedy ...
As the young Massachusetts Senator who won his
way to the Congress of the United States with a smashing 800,000 votes edge over Cabot Lodge.
As the man in whose political future we had enough
confidence to vote for the first time in a U.S. presidential
election.
s the young Senator met at the San
Francisco Airport by representatives of
the Latin American community who presented him a mariachi hat even if he doesn't like hats.
As the confident, smiling, genial presidential aspir-

A

(Cont. on Pg 93)

Ex-Forum. Mem.ber
(Cont. from Pg 88)
for a Raza Unida candidate because, to my knowledge,
you have never had one on the ballot in my part of the
state of California.
I believe your criticism of our elected Chicano
legislators is completely off-base. I do not know all of
these gentlemen personally. I have met a few of them.
And I have found them to be honorable men, just as
concerned about Chicanos as you are.
There is one point that I wish you would remember: All Chicanos cannot struggle against injustices
at the same level.
Would you have 12,000,00 Chicanos picketing
Safeway every day? Would you have 12,000,000
Chicanos attending GI Forum conventions every day?
Would you have 12,000,000 Chicanos attending RAZA

UNIDA rallies every day? No. You see, what is important is that everyone does his thing in his own way. Some
people are not willing to do anything but write letters.
Some will do nothing but picket Safeway. Some will do
nothing but run for office. Some will do nothing but
make speeches. Some won't do anything at all! And we
need all kinds!!
sk yourself this question: If, and it is a
big IF, La Raza Unida were to come up
with a Chicano candidate for President,
would you support one that had a degree in Business
Administration from Harvard U., the University of
Mexico; or one who was a farmworker?
Would you want him to take an all-farmworkers
staff with him to Washington to run his office? How
effective would they be in dealing with other legislators

A
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I Rem.eiDber JFK
(Cont. from Pg 92)
ant who rode through the streets of San Jose during his
campaign for the White House and won over thousands
of cheering citizens who helped lift him into the most
important office in the world.

As the forceful speaker who thriUed a huge crowd
of22,000 in the San Francisco Cow Palace on a chiUy
Wednesday night. I remember the never-to-be forgotten ovation Mr. Kennedy received when he proposed the formation of the Peace Corps to help young
America contribute to their country's prestige and
help unfortunate peoples abroad.
In the television debates with Richard Milhous Nixon,
making a complete shambles of 'young and inexperienced' accusations before millions of TV viewers.

Ex-Forum. MeiDber
(Cont. from Pg 92)
to pass pro-farmworkers legislation? Would they be
able to do the job?
So, you see, just as one would not expect an urbandwelling Chicano to be a proficient, Huelgista, by the
same token you cannot expect Huelgistas to be proficient office workers. At least I do not.

In my estimation the most effective way that
La Raza can succeed with whatever goals we set
for ourselves is by doing exactly what we
are doing right now •.• hundreds of thousands of
people doing their thing, their way, to reach their
goals.
Naturally, I believe in organizations, such as the
American GI Forum and La Raza U nida Party.
What I don't believe in is organizations such as La
Raza Unida Party and the American GI Forum working
against each other.
And in this case, I have yet to hear a public criticism
of La Raza Unida by GI Forum members, though I have
heard criticism of the American GI Forum by La Raza
Unida people.
Siga peleando por Ia causa.
Sinceramente,
E. David Sierra,
Editor, THE FORUMEER
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On inauguration day, looking like a boy from the
country wearing his first high silk hat.
Addressing the people of the state of Mississippi the
day prior to enrollment of James Meredith in that previously segregated institution.
Making the speech during the Cuban crisis, making
everyone proud to be an American ...

NOW HE IS GONE.
I remembered about a year earlier, when John
Fitzgerald Kennedy was running for president of the
United States. He had a campaign rally in the San
Francisco Cow Palace. Gloria and I were much younger
and very idealistic at that time. We decided to go hear
him speak.
I was driving an old '37 Chevy at the time, not in very
good condition, but 1 drove it up the El Camino Real,
stop lights and all, all the way to Daly City and the Cow
Palace.
I remembered Ella Fitzgerald as one of the featured
entertainers. She has always been one of my favorite
entertainers. Not so much the voice. She just looks like
the type of person I would like to share a few drinks with
and talk. The band was Les Brown and the Band of
Renown, I think. It's been a long, long time. We got back
to San Jose well after midnight, but I felt that it was
worth it because I felt that John F. Kennedy was going
to win, and be the best President this country ever had.

It didn't last long enough.

Like Camping?
A Chicanito came home from a neighborhood youth
meeting one afternoon all excited about going on a
camping trip. He rushed into the house and asked his jefe
to fill in the form which the youth counselor had given
him.

One of the questions in the form wanted to know
if the father had any previous camping experience.
The father tilled in the blank thusly:
Have you had previous camping experience: YES.
When: Dec. 8, 1941 to Feb. 8, 1945.
Where: Camp Pendleton, Guadalcanal, Tulagi,
Bouganville, Saipan, Tarawa, Iwo Jima, Hollandia,
Guam, Saipan, Okinawa, Pelilu and other places.
Do you enjoy camping? HELL NO!
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PFC Felix Z. Longoria
PFC Felix Longoria, 25, died for his country on June 15, 1945, in
the waning days of World War II. He had volunteered for a detail
flushing out Japanese soldiers hidden in caves in the Philippine
Islands. Longoria died in an ambush set by retreating Japanese
troops. In 1949, four years after the war ended, his family brought
the body home to Three Rivers, Texas for burial in his hometown.
His wife, Beatrice, contacted
Tom Kennedy, owner of the
Rice Funeral Home, to make
arrangements for memorial
and burial services. 1t will
not be possible to hold the
remains at the funeral
home, Rice told Mrs.
Longoria, they will have to
be placed at his home for
viewing. The whites would
not like it. The family called
Dr. Hector P. Garcia, Corpus
Christi physician, who had
recently organized the
American Gl Forum to fight
discriminatory practices
against Mexican Americans.
11

II

11

II
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"The state of Texas
which looms so large
on the map, looks
mighty small tonight!"
--Walter Winchell
Nationally syndicated
radio commentator
January 11, 1949

Dr. Hector P. Garcia
Founder
American GI Forum
"I called the man at the funeral home and told
him who I was, then I asked for permission to use
the chapel," Dr. Garcia said.
"He said no Mexican American had ever used
it and , to quote him, 'We're not going to let you
because it might offend the whites."
Dr. Garcia called a friendly Corpus Christi
newspaper reporter and told him about the conversation with Mr. Kennedy. While the reporter
checked out Garcia's story, Dr. Garcia went into
action, sending out telegrams to congressmen ,
senators, the Texas governor, and other journalists, making them aware that an American soldier
who had given hi s life for his country could not be
buried from the chapel in his hometown ... because
of racial prejudice.
On January 11, 1949, nationally syndicated
t·adio commentator Walter Winchell told the
nation, "The state of Texas which looms so
large on the map, looks mighty small tonight."
Within 24 hours of Dr. Garcia's request of the
Rice Funeral Home, he received a telegram from
Texas Congressman Lyndon Johnson saying:
"I deeply regret to learn that the prejudice of

some individuals extends even beyond this life . I
have no authority over civilian funeral homes. Nor
does the federal government. However, I have
made arrangements to have PFC Felix Longoria
buried with full military honors in Arlington National Cemetery ... where the honored dead of our
nation's wars rest."
PFC Feli x Longoria was bur-ied on Feb. 16,
1949 in a simple military grave marked by the
traditional white stone marker. Congressman
Lyndon Johnson, his wife Lady Bird, and Major
General Harry Vaughn, representing Pres ident
Harry Truman, were at the funeral.
On Feb. 17, 1949, the Texas legislature, deeply
embarrassed by the incident, begun an investigation of the matter. After a hearing, conducted in
Three Rivers, Texas, the investigation concluded
that no discrimination existed. The hearina
0 was
held in a building next to a barber shop that did not
serve Mexican Americans!
EDITOR'S NOTES: What was the connection between Lyndon Johnson and Dr. Garcia?
Well, as the story goes, when young Hector P.
Garcia was a student in the small Texas town of
Cotulla, one of his teachers was Mr. Lyndon B.
Johnson, a fledgling teacher, fresh out of West
Texas State College. They maintained a close
personal relationship over the years, to the advan-
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George Shirakawa, Sr.,
San Jose City Councilman
by E. David Sierra
THE LEADER June 1994
LOSING A BIGGIE -- The downtrodden, the
under-represented, and the under-employed, underhou ed, and under-respected lost a true champion with
the udden death of SJ Councilman George Shirakawa
on May 5, 1994.
om in Hanford and educated at Corcoran
H.S., the Japanese Mexican carnal was
what you call real gente. He talked once
about how his mother encouraged her siblings to aspire
to much more than a life of trudging e ndless rows of
cotton in the scorching heat of the central va lley.
George graduated from SJSU and used hi s knowledge in teaching and coaching youngsters to succeed in
life.
But that was not enough. The political arena
beckoned. George did not timidly arrive at City Hall,
feel his way around, getting to "know the ropes" and
then becoming part of the city hall "in" crowd.
He was on a mi sion, and if you did not understand
it or agree with him, he would patiently discuss that

B

Pvt. Felix Longoria
(Cont. from Pg 96)
tage of the American GI Forum.
It was Dr. Garcia who,many years later, urged President Johnson to provide funding to initiate the multimill ion dollar manpower program, Project SER. Johnson
did it with the stroke of his pen, by issuing an Executive
Order.
While attending the Ame-rican GIForum national
convention in Washington, D .C., in 1972, we visited
Arlington National Cemetery and the grave of Private
Felix Longoria.
The Felix Longori a incident is considered by American Gl Forum historians as the major reason the organization expanded so rapidly in the late 40's and early 50's.

.,
'

',

George Shirakawa, Sr. , left, with his friend Joe
Kapp at the 1990 Barrio Open Golf Tournament
sponsored by Vida Nueva.

mission with you. Endlessly. Until you became en itized and became one of hi s ferven t fo llowers, or he was
convinced that you were beyond sensitizing, whereupon
he bade you sayonara, smiled , and charged forward.
gathering followers every step of the way. Succinctly,
"if you're not part of the solution , you are part of the
problem, carnal!"
A 100% optimist whose driving energy and rad iant
smile "made the day" for everyone privileged to know
him , Shirakawa represented everything that is noble
about American politics, a common man genu inely
concerned about the little guy.
memory linger s from his first city
council campaign. A man of Jap a
nese descent entered his campaign office, asked him "Are you Japanese or Mexican? "
George replied, "My d ad was Japanese, my mom
was Mexican. I speak Spanish." The man wheeled
and left.
A few months later, at a Vida Nueva advisory board
meeting, he made a remark which was followed by
someone saying, "For a po litician , that is NOT a stupid
statement, George!" The person who laughed the loud-

A
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George Shirakawa, Sr.
(Cont. from Pg 97)

EDITOR'S NOTES: This man was a

"Remember, George,
we put you in and
we can take you out!"
est was, of course, the unflappable George Shirakawa.
If there is anyone whose path he crossed who did not
like him, we never met him. He and Will Rogers would•ve
been camaradas. A former educator, coach, and businessman, he was easily the most loved and respected
person on the San Jose City Council.
Supervisor Shirakawa? Congressman Shirakawa?
Senator Shirakawa? We will never know.

Ese si fue eolpe. Don Chuy!

I Hurt Governments
1966
Fred Vasquez had invited AI Pelayo and I to a
meeting of the Lettermen Club on North 4th Street. They
used to have a lot of activities and one time he had let me
see a copy of their club newsletter. I was very impressed
with the activities their club members engaged in, so I
wanted to see it .. and possibly become a member.
One of the interesting characters I met there that
night was regaling me at the bar about his life as an
American soldier in Korea where he was involved in
interrogating prisoners because he spoke the language.
When I asked him how he had put his government
training to use in civilian life after he got out of the
military, he replied that the branch of the military he was
in ..... You never get out!
I opined, at some point in the conversation that it
would probably not be a good idea for me to ever, ever,
piss him off because he could do me a lot of harm.
nyOU don•t have to worry about me, he said, ominously, .. When I get pissed off, I don•t hurt people ... I
hurt governments!
11

II

11

candidate for San Jose City Council when I
first met him. I was instantly impressed. He
had a very quick wit. He was a good thinker,
and best of all, he was a good drinking buddy.
Stories by the hour. And lots of interesting
experiences.
He had been a cotton picker in the San
Joaquin Valley, a high school coach in Santa
Clara County, and a person who had thousands of friends. I quickly became an ardent
supporter.
My wife Gloria volunteered to work in
his campaign office. He would pick her up
and give her a ride to the office. In the
afternoon I would pick her up after work at
the Gould Shopping Center on Capitol Expressway near McLaughlin at the Shirakawa
campaign headquarters. George was a very
likeable person.

I gave him some money for his campaign. More than the allowable limit, I
guess, because a few months after his
winning campaign, I received a check for
$80 from his George Shirakawa for City
Council campaign and they suggested
that I write another one for $80 to the
Friends of George Shirakawa fund. I
decided to deposit it in the Friends of
David Sierra account at my local bank.
told George that I didn•t want to pay
for any of his .. fact-finding~~ trips to
distant lands. I would take the trips
myself and brief him on those countries
when I got back. He just laughed.

I

Sid Haro used to tell
George,
"Remember,
sucker, we put you in and
we can take you out!''
That always drew a laugh from the amiable George Shirakawa, Sr.
Damn, we sure miss that man. • • • • •
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Nam Casualties by City, California
For many years I have harbored the suspicion that little towns and cities with large numbers of Hispanics, Blacks,
and Poor Whites in the population suffered a disproportionately high number of the Vietnam War Casualties. Below
are listed selected cities and the number of war dead as of 18 March 1985. These numbers are from the U.S. National
Archives.
City or
Town

Vietnam
War Dead

Atascadero .. .... .... ........ .......... 8
Atwater ................................. 3
Azusa .................................... 9
Bakersfield ........... ....... ....... 55
Barstow ................................ 9
Blythe ................................... 4
Brawley ................................ 4
Calexico ................................ 4
Calipatria ... ....... .. .. .. .... .. . ..... .. 3
Campbell .... ............. ........ ... 13
Carpinteria .... .......... ......... ..... 3
Castroville ................. .. .. ..... .. 3
Chino .................................... 6
Chowchilla .... .... .. .. ........ .. ..... 2
Coachella .. ... ............ ....... ...... 4
Coalinga ............................... 2
Colton ................................. 13
Compton ............................. 46
Corcoran ............................... 4
Cottonwood .. .. ... ...... ...... ....... 5
Covina ................................ 20
Cucamonga........................... 7
Cutler .................................... 2
Delano .................................. 7
Delhi ..................................... 4
Dinuba .................................. 2
Dos Palos .............................. 4
East Palo Alto .. .... ........... .. .. .. 3
El Centro .............................. 9
El Monte ............................. 33
Eureka ................................ 20
Farmersville.......................... 2

Five Points •••••••••....•...•••••••.•• 3
Fremont .............................. 29
Fresno ................................. 67

City or ..
Town.=.:.

Vietnam
War Dead

Fullerton ............ .. ... ......... ........... 30
Garden Grove ............................. 40

Gilroy ............................................ 9
Greenfield .............. ... .. ....... .... .... ... 3
Guadalupe ..................................... 1
Hanford ........................................ 11
Hayward ..................................... 48
Hollister ......................................... 4
Hughson ........................................ 4
Indio ............................................... 6
Kerman .......................................... 6
La Jolla ......................................... 1
La Puente ........ ................ .. ... ...... 29
Lamont ......................................... 4
Lemoore ....................................... 5
Lindsay ........................................ 2
Livermore .................................... 8
Lodi ............................................ 12
Los Angeles............................. 494
Madera ......................................... 7
Manteca ....................................... 8
Marysville .... .. ................ .. ...... .... 13
McFarland.................................... 4
Mendota ....................................... 4
Merced ....................................... 19
Milpitas ........................................ 4
Morgan Hill .. ... .. ... .... ......... .......... 5
Mountain View .......................... 13
Napa ........................................... 20
Ontario ....................................... 14
Orange Cove ..... .. .. ... .. ... .. ....... .. . .. . 3
Orosi ............................................ 2
Oxnard ....................................... 25
Pacoima ..................................... 20
Parlier .......................................... 1
Paso Robles ................. ......... ... .. .. 4

City or
Town

Vietnam
War Dead

Patterson .... ... .... ......... .. ..... .. .. 3
Pi co Rivera ..... ............ ........ 24
Porterville .......... ................. 16
Redding .............................. 25
Reedley ................................. 8
Sacramento ....................... 100
Salinas ................................ 20
San Fernando ..... ..... .......... .. 10

San Joaquin......................... 4
San Jose ............................ 104
Sanger .................................. 10
Santa Clara .......................... 35
Santa Maria ........................ 26
Santa Paula .......................... 10
Selma .................................. 12
Shafter .................................. 3
Soledad ................................. 3
Stockton .............................. 52
Susanville ............................. 5
Taft ..................................... 11
Tehachapi ............................. 4
Tracy .................................... 7

Tulare ..•••••..•••••.•••••••••••••.... 15
Union City ............................ 6
Upland .................................. 7
Ventura ............................... 30
Visalia ................................ 12
Wasco ................................... 8
Watsonville .. ...... .. ......... ... .. 13
Whittier ..... ..... ...... .. ............ 34
Woodlake ............................. 3
Yuba City ........................... 10
PLAY YOUR OWN NUMBERS
GAME. WHAT DO THESE FIGURES MEAN? ANYTHING?

WAR is the means by which the rich keep the poor in their place._The best of the poor
wind up beneath white crosses scattered all over the planet, and the best of the rich
continue talking about how much they love America, but avoiding military responsibilities and doing precious little to preserve its human and natural resources.
--E. David Sierra, 2004
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DeGassing
Beans
ARTICLE, printed in the October 1979 issue of THE
LEADER:
Three years ago, work began in the scientific labs of
the San Jose GI Forum Research & Education Division
on a very critical social problem .. how to rid beans of
their embarrasing gases.
Former Chapter Chairman David Sierra conducted
research, consulted by Abel Martinez, Abel Cota, Henry
Lostaunau, and others. But the initial research efforts
were a failure.
NOW ... we understand that British microbiologist
Dr. Brent Skura of the University of British Columbia
has been awarded a $36,000 grant to continue the work
begun by us.
Dr. Skura believes that beans would be a major
factor in an effort to feed the world's hungry people if a
way could be found to deal with the gas generated by
bean eating.
Regardless of the efforts being made in B.C., our
scientific laboratories will continue in their research to
solve this problem. We believe that we will be the ones
to find the solution.

the Music!

More on this later.

EDITOR'S NOTES: We wonder if Dr. Skura has
heard that beans ARE a staple food for all of the Spanish
speaking people on this planet.
He is working on efforts to breed beans that would
produce less gas or that would enable scientists to
remove gas-producing elements from beans.
Beans will be made into soup, muffins and other
common dishes like bean salad and baked beans. Volunteers will provide stool samples which will then be
cultured and the gas given off will be measured.
This surely has to go down in history as research
that is not vitally needed for the existence of life on
the planet earth.
Our question is: Don't you have anything more
"scientific" to occupy your time, Dr. Skura?
Hell man, if you don't like beans, don't eat them.
And if methane gas bothers you, stay away from
people that eat beans, you dumb son of a bitch!
--E. David Sierra

KILLING TIME
"If you want

to kill time, why not
try working it
to death."
--Sam Levenson

EL EXCENTRICO Magazine
A bunch of the Club San Joaquin men were
celebrating their softball loss to San Felipe last
Sunday (San Felipe 5, San Joaquin 0) at the
Piedmont by singing Mexican and Okie songs.
(CSJ always celebrates, win, lose, or draw.)
Bobby Zamora made some dirty faces at us
and then said to me, "This hurts. I just got back
from hearing El Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlan."
You could have cut the silence with a machete. End of singing.

Chotas Promoted
June 1988 The Leader
San Jose Police Chief McMoMedia recent! y
promoted officers Steve Ozuna, Noe Longoria,
Pete Aguilar, John Savala, and Art Mufioz to
Sergeant. It was not a tough decision to make.
He had Chairman Victor Garza, the E.E.O.C.
Commissioners, and half the Latino community
standing on his Tan 8's!
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Scholarshi]J Awards Dinner, Saddle back Inn

Anaheim Dinner Address
Thurs., Aug. 9, 1979

(The brothers in southern California were
having their annual Scholarship A wards Dinner
at the Saddleback Inn, Anaheim. State Chairman Jerry Jaramillo called and asked me if I
would come down there and address the banquet, to tell the audience about the American GI
Forum. They provided air fare, lodging, and the
bar tab and I accepted the opportunity.)

This is what I said:

G

o~d e~ening!

A sagacious person once
srud, When you stand up and speak in
a public place ... KNOW your audience ...
and KNOW your subject. The quote is by a person
whose name escapes me at the moment.
A more sagacious person said very recently, .. Who
in hell ever told YOU that you were a public speaker? ..
That was my wife just after I told her last night that I was
flying to Anaheim this morning to speak to this gathering!
I was asked by our California GI Forum State
Chairman, Jerry Jaramillo, to tell this audience about the
American GI Forum. Ben Rodriguez wouldn't tell me
ANYTHING ... He figures that I know too much already!
And so we are going to tell you about the nation's
largest MEXICAN AMERICAN VETERANS FAMILY ORGANIZATION ... how it began ... some of the
is~ues in which we have been involved during the past
thirty years .... and some of the people who have contributed to its growth.
While we are sure that what we are going to say is
something that American GI Forum members have
heard over and over and over again ....
We think it bears repeating because it is in our
mutual interest that the general public be aware of the

aims and objectives, and early history of the American
GIForum.
We often have to go to the general public for support
on issues ... thus it is very important they ... at least the
politically astute ... the activists ... the more concerned
members of our society ... be aware of our intentions.
For instance ... the motto of our organization is ...
'EDUCATION IS OUR FREEDOM AND FREEDOM
SHOULD BE EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS ...
That says it all ... We believe that greater opportunities for our people begin with more and better education
... and we believe that ALL AMERICANS should be
concerned about more and better education, for everyone.
Knowing that ... people in the community often refer
problems in the educational system to us ... and
Knowing that ... American GI Forum Chapters involve themselves in granting scholarships to needy and
deserving young men and women.
But ... we are getting ahead of our story.

The American GI Forum was begun in Corpus
Christi, Texas, in 1948 by a group of people headed
by Dr. Hector P. Garcia. These people banded together to combat injustices against Mexican Americans in employment, housing, social services, and
various other unmet social needs.

T

he first big cause taken on by these
people was the case of a Mexican Ameri
can soldier whose body was brought back
for re-burial in the small town of Three Rivers, Texas.
The GI had been killed in action in the Philippines
during the latter stages of World War II.
The mortuary in that small Texas town refused to
handle the body only because he was a Mexican American.

A young man who had given his life for his
country ••. in a far-off and foreign land ... was subjected to racial bigotry EVEN after his death!
After dying in a war waged to combat bigotry ... and
hate .. and greed ... and tyranny ... He was denied the
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privilege of finding his final resting place in the community in which he lived before entering military service ...
and dying in the service of his country!
As a young grammar school student in Cotulla,
Texas, the aforementioned Dr. Hector P. Garcia had
been taught at one point by a young schoolteacher fresh
out of West Texas State College named Lyndon B.
Johnson.
By 1948, Johnson was serving in the Congress of the
United States as a representative from Texas.
And so it was to Representative Johnson ... that Dr.
Hector P. Garcia took his argument that PVT. FELIX
LONGORIA deserved to be buried, in his homeland, in
his hometown, with full military honors.
Representative Johnson DID NOT SUCCEED in
having Pvt. Longoria buried in Three Rivers, Texas ..
but he DID arrange to have him interred ... with full
military honors ... at Arlington National Cemetery,just
across the Potomoc River from the nation·s capital.

exican Americans throughout the
southwest heard about the ener
getic young doctor and his new American GI Forum veterans organization, and many
telephone calls and letters urged him to visit their
communities and organize chapters.

M

The American GI Forum soon spread across Texas
... into New Mexico .. into the Rocky Mountains of
Colorado .. and across the plains of Kansas and Nebraska.
By 1958, it was established in California and the first
State Convention was held in Los Angeles.
Since then ... we are extremely proud to have been a
positive force in championing the rights of veterans of
all races, creeds, and national origins.
The American GI Forum has been actively involved
in many of the decisions which have moved forward the
cause of civil rights for all Americans.
(If you are of a conservative persuasion, you may
well argue ... WHY ALL TillS FUSS ABOUT CIVIL
RIGHTS? ... A person gets what he deserves ... You can
get whatever you want in America ... if you work hard
enough for it!)
Amigos and Amigas .. if you still believe THAT ...
in this day and age ... then I submit that you have your
head stuck fmnly in the sands of ignorance!
Do you believe it is mere happenstance that ...

Into the late SIXTIES ••• There were more Mexi-

can Americans in Prison than there were enrolled in
the State University School System?
Why .. was it that many of us went to high schools in
towns which have populations of over 50% Spanish
speaking and NEVER had ... or KNEW ... a Spanish
speaking Latino school teacher?
Why is it that a high school in the east side of Los
Angeles with an enrollment of over 2300 students can
only seat 48 students in its library?
Why was it that ... the City of San Jose, founded 100
years ago by Spanish speaking immigrants .. waited
over 80 YEARS before it got its next Spanish speaking
councilman?
Why is it ... that Los Angeles County, with over
1,000,000 Spanish speaking people in the population,
has NEVER had a Chicano member of the Board of
Supervisors?
(We KNOW that it is more than just a simple fact
that Governor Jerry Wonderful has his mind on Linda
Ronstadt and his eyes on the job now held by

(Cont. on Pg 103)

Ike, Check the Course!
Aug. 1987

The Leader

GI FORUM GOLF TOURNEY
A SUCCESS!
Tournament chairman Ike Hernandez has submitted
his final report to the San Jose GI Forum board of
directors. The tourney made a nice profit of over $1,500.

Taking top honors were Low Gross champion
Roy Aldana, Low Net Champion Gabe DeLaTorre,
and Women's Champion Louise Dyer. They won
large trophies and will also be eligible to play FREE
in 1988.
Paul Lopez, T•bird manager, won the First Handicap
Flight in a playoff with Jimmie Dominguez; with Raul
Alatorre capturing the Second Flight.
The Calloway Flight was won by Hans Mooyman.
The closest to the pin award went to Tony Wooden.
Congratulations to all the winners.
Ike, before you make the report final, please check
the golf course. We think that David Sierra and Vic
Zavala are still out there ... somewhere.
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Anaheim. Dinner Address
(Cont. from Pg 102
Jimmie The Peanut Vendor).
And ...

Why is it ••• that California ••• with a population of
over 20,000,000 •.• ONE out of FIVE of whom is
Spanish speaking •.• has but ONE Chicano congressman?
It was to address these circumstances that the American GI Forum was founded.
I would like to tell you a bit about a person who was
very instrumental in the growth of this organization. He
provided much of the early impetus which moved forward the cause of civil rights for Mexican Americans ...
and yet many members of the American GI Forum and
the general public have never heard of him.

Of the people who founded, organized and have
led the American GI Forum .• I am PERSONALLY

Fallout Shelters?
This article first appeared in the pages ofEL
EXCENTRICO magazine about the time of the
Cuban Missile Crisis in the early 60's. Make
sense to you?
If you are one of hundreds of people who have been
panicked into building a fallout shelter in your backyard
for protection against a possible Russian hydrogen bomb
that might be dropped in the Bay area, let me caution you
also to get the following accessories, which will suffice
for any emergency which may arise during the course of
your lifetime.
ABBIT POISON-- Do you realize how
fast rabbits multiply? And that if they
continue to multiply at that rate eventually
they will outnumber humans? Can you picture Bugs
Bunny in the White House?
ARMORED SUIT -- There are many Americans
around who are potential nuts who can go berserk and go
on a killing spree for no reason at all. Wouldn't you feel
silly if you had a fallout shelter to protect you from an
atomic device and your neighbor flipped his cookie and
ventilated your rear end with a shotgun?

R
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most proud of GUS GARCIA, attorney •.. San Antonio, Texas.
We believe that it is safe to say that ... Gus Garcia
was a legend in his own time.
He was the first Valedictorian of the first graduating
class of Thomas Jefferson High School in San Antonio.

In school he gained fame as a debater •.. once
delivering ••• extemporaneously ••• a three-minute
dissertation on the subject: HOW LONG IS A
STRING?
He is gone now ... Gus Garcia died ... alone ... on a
park bench in San Antonio.
But ... he has not been forgotten.
A concerned school board in the Edgewood Independent School District built the Gus Garcia Junior
High School ... at the comer ofRuiz and No. San Felipe
Streets, San Antonio.
(Cont. on Pg 104)

STEEL HELMET -- If you like sports, this is a
necessity Every foul ball hit at a baseball game endangers someone's life A conk on the head, in the right
place, can kill. Just think how this epitaph would look on
your stone: "Here lies Smedley, Joe's his name; got
konked on the head, at a Giants game."
STINK BOMBS -- Hang one from each bumper of
the family chariot. Guaranteed to keep all cars at least
100 feet away, even on crowded freeways. If you do not
bathe periodically, it will also serve to keep bill collectors away!
HROW AWAY YOUR TELEVISION
SET -- If you see too many Westerns,
you'll wind up loving horses instead of the
far more desirable feminine gender of the species human a
livus on earthus but gotta have a man.
YOUGETTHEIDEA?--Ifyouhadafalloutshelter
and your neighbor didn't, would you allow him to share
it when a bomb fell? Not even if he paid well for the
privilege? If he threatened to blow your brains out with
a gun? If he threatened to throw a stink bomb down the
air vent? If he turned a water hose on and turned it down
the air vent to drown you slowly, slowly, slowly? What
are the chances of a bomb ever dropping? Wouldn't your
money be better invested in a cabin high up in the
mountains? THINK AND HAVE FUN.

T
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Anaheim. Dinner Address
(Cont. from Pg 103)
The school was dedicated on Sunday, Oct. 8,
1972, with Dr. Hector P. Garcia, our Founder, delivering the dedicatory address.

A

bout now ... you may well ask ... WHO
WAS GUS GARCIA? Among other
contributions to the welfare of his people ...
Gus Garcia .. on May 3, 1964, argued before the august
United States Supreme Court that Mexican Americans
are a distinct and identifiable class of people.

In the case of State of Texas vs. Hernandez, in
which Pete Hernandez of Edna, Texas was convicted
of murder by an all-white jury ••• Attorney Gus
Garcia successfully argued that Pete Hernandez had
NOT been tried by a jury of his peers ••• a right
FUNDAMENTALLY GUARANTEED by the Constitution of the United States.
A three-man team composed of Garcia, John Herrera,
and Carlos Cadena argued the case so eloquently that
Garcia was granted an additional 16 minutes by Chief
Justice Earl Warren during Garcia's summation of the
case.
Tried again by a jury of his peers, Hernandez did not
walk merely because he was being tried by a jury of his
peers. They too, in in their wisdom, heard the evidence
and found him guilty as charged.
Later ... American GI Forum attorneys argued successfully that Mexican Americans should ... by law ... be
considered Caucasians ... White Folks ... entitled to all
rights and privileges accruing thereto.

When the public schools in some Texas communities attempted to integrate their public schools
systems by putting Blacks and Chicanos into one
school ••• and whites into another ••• the American GI
Forum went back before the bench of jurisprudence
... to argue ••• again... successfully ••• that Mexican
Americans should be considered White people ••. but
NOT for the purposes of (quote) integrating (quote)
the RACIST PUBLIC SCHOOLS of that time.
Gus Garcia became a folk hero to the people in his
time ... whenever he appeared in public places in and
around San Antonio ... people would rise from their
chairs ... and begin clapping their hands ... in appreciation for what they KNEW he had accomplished in their
behalf.
Another person who was very instrumental in build-

ing our organization was the late Raul Morin, a gentleman with whom we are sure some of you were acquainted.

A combat infantryman in World War II, Raul
Morin authored a book, AMONG THE VALIANT,
a chronicle about Mexican American medal ofhonor
winners in World War II and Korea.
In 1964, the book was adopted by the American GI
Forum as a national project and chapters were encouraged to purchase copies.
Morin was a member of the Los Angeles Chapter,
and held local chapter and state offices in the Dept. of
California.
Morin's book has earned for itself a place in the
libraries of many of our public institutions from coast
to coast.
One of the reasons we feel compelled to tell you
about AMONG THE VALIANT is probably best illustrated by this story:

In 1951, a Mexican American mother, on being
handed an American flag after the military funeral
of her son, said:
"At home we now have an American flag from
the Spanish-American War ••• from World War I •..
from World War II ••• and this one! But we are still
considered Mexicans •••
"WHAT DO WE HAVE TO DO TO BECOME
AMERICANS?'
In the early 1970's ... a primary issue with us was the
undercounting of Hispanic Americans by the U.S.
Census Bureau during the 1970 Census. We argued that
there were substantially larger numbers of Hispanics in
our communities across the country than the U.S.
Census had enumerated.
After a successful lawsuit, in which members of the
American GI forum played an important role ... a
special count was commissioned for selected precincts
in the east side of San Jose.

The amateur ••• barrio-trained ••• unschooled ...
andMOREIMPORTANTLY,UNAFRAID .•.. Enumerators ••• found over 1,500 people ••• NOT IN THE
ENTIRE CITY OF SAN JOSE •••• but in a very few
selected precincts •.• that the U.S. Census DID NOT
FIND!
When we were making accusations against the U.S.
Census, personally and in print ... we were accused of

(Cont. on Pg 105)
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Anaheim. Dinner Address
(Cont. from Pg 104
being Communist agitators ... radicals ... troublemakers
... and much worse. Eventually, we were to demon-strate
that the U.S. Census missed at least 270,000 Hispanics
during the 1970 U.S. Census!!
Why is it so IMPORTANT to have an accurate
census count?
Because for every man, woman, and child residing
in your community, your city gets X number of dollars
from TAXES which you have already PAID to the
federal government.
The more money you get back into your community,
the less the federal government has to spend FRIVOLOUSLY.
Additionally ... your congressional representation ...
and your representation in the California State Assembly ... is directly commensurate to the population of your
community.

You can more effectively petition your lawmakers for public health facilities ••• schools ••• peace
officers ..• firemen ••• libraries ••• and recreational
facilities ••. if you can demonstrate ••• BASED ON
POPULATION ••• that the NEED IS THERE!
Please do not assume that your city fathers want an
accurate count. Some do ... and some do not ... but an
accurate count is in YOUR best interests!
And ... REMEMBER ... that once the census is
taken ... there won't be another one for ten years ... so
mistakes made in 1970 are costing you and I dearly
today ... and will continue to plague us into the 1980's.
So ... encourage people to be counted! It is very vital
to the community in which you live.
Of course, the American GI Forum has been involved in more than this during the past 30 years ...
We have conducted a boycott of Coors Beer because
of their discriminatory hiring practices since 1968 and
have seen their west coast sales drop dramatically.
The boycott is also being conducted by some labor
unions and civil liberties organizations.
The American GI Forum has programs to award
scholarships to needy and deserving young men and
wome, so that they can go on to college ... and come back
into their communities and make their contribution to
our society.
In San Jose recently, we awarded $35,475 in scholarships to 45 young men and women. We had the
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Little Guys Win One!
Aug. 1987 The Leader
The Little Guys Win One! -- Henry Brooks, owner
of the We R Nuts store on the eastside, sued Santa Clara
County and won!

He contended that all veterans in the state are
exempt from local business license fees. He filed suit
in 1984.
"I sued because they were just taking veterans'
money. Many of them did not know about the existence
of the law, and the County wasn't telling them."
Brooks' business is at 32 S. White Road, and one of
his many customers is San Jo mayor Tom McEnery.
Local agencies in the state of California that have
charged veterans business license fees must refund
them, according to the ruling won by Mr. Brooks.
The County also had to pay Brooks'lawyer$13,375.
Brooks is a member of the Alum Rock Business
Association, to which the San Jose GI Forum also
belongs.
So ... if you are keeping score ... chalk one up for the
little guys.
THANX, HENRY!

President of San Jose State University as our main
speaker.
But, we could not get the San Jose MERCURY
NEWS to print one word about the awards ceremony
prior to the event.
We made it a point shortly thereafter ... to meet with
the Editor ... and asked him to get his head out of the sand
... to begin to publish POSITIVE news about Chicanos.

For instance, on the day that we expected to see
photos of the scholarship winners and an announcement of the awards ceremony coming up ... they
chose to print a photo covering 3/4th of a page of a
Chicano youth who spray paints on walls of public
buildings and calls it "ART".
(Please understand that we are not condemning
Chicano murals. THAT IS ART. What we are talking about here is defacing of public property. Vandalism. GRAFFITI!
We told the Editor that we could understand why he
would print the photo of a youth who calls vandalism art
... after all, he is entitled to HIS viewpoint also ... even
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if it differs from ours.
However ... we demanded from the Editor ... WHY
DIDN'T YOU EDITORIALIZE AGAINST THAT
KIND OF VANDALISM?
He had no answer!
The major issue of the 1980's ... in my opinion ... is
going to be how the United States is going to interact
with its neighbors in Central and South America.
This country waged a world war against Germany
and the Empire of Japan, and then contributed hundreds
of millions of dollars to rebuild those war-ravaged
countries.

Today, Japan and West Germany have very
healthy economies while the United States ••• suffers
from increasing inflation ••• rapidly-rising fuel prices
.. a deterioration of the people's faith in their government .. and the worsening of their relations with their
Latin American neighbors.
Mexico has substantial resources of oil ... a muchneeded commodity in the United States ... and yet our
country appears reluctant to do business with them ...
unless it is conducted on our terms and to our advantage.
he U.S. appears ... at least to this observer
... to reward those who wage war against
us ... and those who threaten to do business
with the Soviet Union.
The American GI Forum is concerned about this
nation's callous attitude toward Mexicans who come
across our borders year after year searching for a new
way of life.
Why are we so eager to help the so-called boat
people of southeast Asia .. and so reluctant to extend a
helping hand to our Spanish-speaking neighbors who
share the Western Hemisphere?

T

Chicanos in the United States are caught between
being loyal to their government, and voicing their
concern that their HERMANOS and HERMANAS
to the south are treated by our government as less
than equals.
Our government insults the intelligence of Chicanos
by the caliber of bureaucrat it sends as its ambassadors
to the nations of central and south America.
Surely ... our Latino neighbors must ask themselves
... IS THIS THE BEST REPRESENTATIVE THE U.S.
HAS TO OFFER? ... Aren't there Spanish speaking and
Spanish cultured people in the United States who could
more adequately represent their country in ours?

We submit that there are.
espite all the promises of the past ...
American political leaders have tradi
tionally .. and systematically ... and methodically ... andiNTENTIONALLY ... excluded Latinos
from the decision-making process in the highest echelons of our government.
Particularly .. in the decade we are about to conclude
... while scores of our Law and Order types were found
wanting and were sent to Prison ... competent Chicanos
continued to wonder ... WHEN ... IF EVER .. they would
be JUDGED ... QUALIFIED ... to SERVE THEIR
COUNTRY IN PEACE TIME?
Muchas Gracias!
Thank You!

D

IF
THIS COUNTRY
PICKED
ITS PRESIDENT
THE WAY
STREET GANGS
PICK
THEIR LEADER,
MIKE TYSON
WOULD BE
PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED
STATES .
--E. David Sierra
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''Indios
Como Este!"

P

ablo Gurro la, a 5'8" and 155 lb. Mexican
American, had played some high school
football in a small town in south Texas. After
graduating from high school, he hung around his hometown wondering what he was going to do with his life.
He didn't want to go in the military service, he had not
prepared himself to go to college, and he had no particular career path to follow.

At that time, 1500 miles south, a Mexican military academy had decided to start playing American
football with the intent of someday becoming a collegiate football power and playing games against the
much-heralded Yankee elevens north of the Rio
Grande.
To that end, they hired a former South Texas high
school football coach to lead them to gridi ron glory.
And, of course, his first recruiting foray was into the
player-ric h state of Texas.
Every newspaper in Mexico City headlined the
news. The colegio militar student newspaper trumpeted
the news. An Americana coach had been hired. El
colegio militar is getting some Americana football players ! Tejanos ! And of course, visions of 6'5 and 250 lb.
tackle and fleet 6'2 and 2 10 halfbacks danced in their
heads.
By happenstance, Gu rrola ran into his former high
chool coach, who asked him if he had any immediate
plans fo r the future. Whe n Pablo said, no, as a matter of
fact he didn't, the coach asked if he would consider going
to Mexico to play American football fo r the military
academy.
Pablo mulled it over for a few days and then decided
that it would be an interesting adventure, and decided ..
why not?

A few days later he was in San Antonio, along
with a small group of other American football players, eager to embark on a college football career with
a Spanish slant. No blue chippers in the group, but
young boys who knew the difference between a Split

T and a single wing offense.
A military transport plane had been sent by the
military school to take its newly recruited players to
Mexico City.

Upon arrival at Benito Juarez International Airport in the Aztec capital, the plane was met by the
military school marching band, a large contingent of
students, school officials, and the new football coach.
There was lots of excitement in the air! The
Tejanos were coming! And one of them even spoke
Spanish! El Te jano Mexicano! He was one of them!
As the players fi led off the plane, they were greeted
on the tarmac by the president of the co legio milit ar.
introduced to the football coach and to the fans, and
some military officers. With every player that exited the
plane, anticipation grew. El Tejano Mexicano! Where is
he?
inally , it was Pablo Gurrola's turn to ex it the
plane, walk triumphantly down the ramp.
and stand before the microphones for his
introduction to his new li fe as a football player for el
coleg io militar.
He was last out of the ai rplane becau e the coach
wanted him to say a few words of encouragement. in
Spanish to the Mexican football fans and school officials who had come to see Los Te janos coming to help
the ir military institute avenge the Battle of Chapultepec.
San Jacinto, and all the other indignities visited upon
their beloved raza by the Gringos. For now , the Mexicans were even willing to oversee the fact that most or
the players were themselves Gringos.

F
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LBJ and the J alapeiio Peppers
A Filipino-American friend of mine told me this
story one day while we were sharing the swimming pool
at Boxer's Mayfair Village where we live. He said that
he had been a cook for President Lyndon Johnson in the
White House.
"Sounds interesting," I said.
"It was a lot of worry ... and a lot of problems,"
he answered, with a smile.
He told me about the time LBJ was on an American
warship cruising off the coast of Okinawa. LBJ was
ready for lunch (pork and beans, cold, straight out of the
can!) and decided that he wanted some jalapeno peppers. The cook had none in his pantry. They sent to the
ship's mess hall to find some. None.

"Indios Como Este!"
(Cont. from Pg 107)
When Gurrola exited the plane he was greeted by a
huge sigh of disappointment. Almost absolute quiet
foll owed his exit from the airplane, his slow walk down
the ramp, and his introduction to the college officials
and the fans. As Gurrola was introduced to the president
of the colegio militar , he very distinctly heard one of the
officers mutter to the president at his side, "Noooo.
Indios como este cabron aqui los podemos bajar del
cerro a tamborazos. "*

EDITOR'S NOTES: When my friend and
compadre, Raymond Garcia, told me this story
in his Anne Darling Drive home in San Jose one
warm summer afternoon, I found it hard to
believe, so he called his friend a few doors
down, and soon Pablo Gurrola was standing at
the front door. Gurrola verified that the story
was true. We drank a few beers, and laughed
uproariously as he recounted the tale of how he
became a football player in Mexico. For one
season.

*Translation: "Nooo, Indians like this
one here, we can drum out of the hills.''

However, one of the cooks in the mess hall remembered that a Mexican-American seaman always
seemed to have a plentiful supply of
jalapeno peppers to
enjoy with his meals.
The young man, at the
moment, was locked
up in the ship's brig
for an infraction of
ship regulations.
A seaman was dispatched to ask him if
he would make his
jalapeno pepper jar
available to the President of the United
States, who was aboard
LBJ
their ship. He agreed,
and LBJ got to enjoy jalapeno peppers with his pork and
beans. After lunch, the President was made aware that
they were going to transfer him to another ship. He
wanted to take the jalapeno peppers with him, so the
seaman was dispatched to ask the man in the brig if his
president could have the whole jar of jalapenos.
"Yes," the Chicano seaman replied, "If he will
pardon me from serving time in this brig."
Dicho y hecho. And that is how a Chicano seaman
won his freedom simply by having jalapeno peppers
available when the yen for them struck Lyndon Baines
Johnson, President of the United States.

Presidential Power
An American President has

as much power as he wants
and as much as the American people are willing to
give him. No more. No less.
--E. David Sierra
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Local Boy Makes
Good
THE LEADER

JUNE 1985

The San Felipe Exes of San Jose had decided
to honor Robert V. Rodriguez, a Commissioner in
Val Verde County, Texas as the Guest of Honor at
their annual reunion on the 4th of July weekend. I
had some information, a couple of photos, and
made a few phones call s, got some more information and decided to have a little fun with the former
Editor of THE FORUMEER.

LA HUERA
This is what they sent us. Bob
Rodriguez as he appeared while
being questioned by La Migra
near Bakersfield in the early
50's. (Official INS Photo).

Thi s is what I wrote:
by E. David Sierra
(Special to The Leader)

wasn't into cotton pickjn' much, he decided to go on to
San Felipe High School where he went through the
motions. And sat out World War II.

FOR GOD AND COUNTRY
(FALFURRIAS)-- The San Jose Chapter of the San
Felipe Exes has chosen Val Verde County Commissioner Robert V. R odriguez, S.F.H.S. class of 1945, as
the Guest of Honor for their 22nd annual re uni on.
he 2nd an nual Ben ny Garza Memorial
Golf Tournament at Thunderbird wi ll
kjck off reunion activities on Friday morning, July 5th. Thecostisonly $20andinc ludegreen fees,
re freshments, snacks, cash prizes, and golf favors.

T

After the shootin' stopped, he decided that his tale nts
were needed in occupied Europe. He asked the Prez'dent
to invite him over to Germany to see the castles on the
Rhine, indulge his hobby at some of the world's largest
rathskellers, and practice his movidas on the frauleins.

P

The Reunion Ball will be at Letterman Hall, 425
North 4th St., San Jose, on Sat., July 6th, beginning
at 8 P.M.

artly due to the fact that he spoke
English like an Okie sharecropper,
looked like a German schoolboy, and
drank like a Mexican bracero, and because of a series
of mysteriously inexplainable typing errors, he rose
rapidly through the ranks and was discharged as a
P.F.C.

(Hoss, there's gonna be so many Texans in town that
weekend, you're gonna think Libby's just opened up a
new cannery).

The last time we asked him what he did in the
service, he was still thinkjng about it when the bar closed
and the barkeep tlu·ew us out bodily.

COMING HOME
LIFE HISTORY OF OUR HERO:
HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
Bob Rodriguez was born in a humble log cabin in the
dusty, dry Brown Plaza neighborhood of Del Rio in a
state just south of Oklahoma.
He attended a li ttle yellow one-room schoolhouse,
and after 14 years of readin', ritin', and 'rithmetic, they
moved him out cause they needed the desk. Since he

After his discharge, he said, "Hey, after seei ng
London, Paris and Berlin no way am I goin' back to Del
Rio! It's not big enough! T oo many Meskins! ot
enough c ulture! I'm moving to San Jose where all the
action is!
Robert came west to leam the Cal ifornia natives
how to treat Gringos. He said he knew how to treat 'em ,
because he knew some in Texas.
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DEVELOPMENT BEGINS
While here he attended San Jose State University but
didn't gradu ate because the teacher whose pet he was at
San Felipe H.S. did not come west with him to SJSU. He
also discovered that there were a lot of words that he and
his camaradas used in Del Rio that were not English at
all.

To this day, the SJSU Language Arts Department is researching the etymological derivatives of
some of the words that he used in his exams. Bottom
line? ... they recommended he transfer to Cisco J.C.
instead , he moved his act up the street to Heald
College, a girls school, from whence j ust about ever'body
grad uates. There were lots of pretty girls at Heald but
si nce they weren't into draft beer, billiards, or Chicano
politics, Robert spent lots of lonely nights at home
study ing.

SUCCESS AT LAST!
"It helps to have blue eyes and blond hair. They
needed a House Mexican ," be said, as he accepted his
diploma a few years later. It was already 1948 by then,
hos., and he was ready to settle down from his wild life.

CUPID STRIKES
On a visit to Del Rio in Dec. 1949, Bob met Elsa
Delgado, a very bashful local beauty who had heard

about the magic land of California. Bob told her be was
a big shot in San Jose, that he knew ever'body, and hell,
there's even a bar where I get credit.
e s howed he r w here hi s picture had
come out in El Excentrico sayin' he was
witty. He promised to take her through
Hollywood on their way north and introduce her to
Harry Von Zell. That did it! She got so excited she about
left town barefooted. I mean, hoss, that old smoothie
done swept her off her feet!

H

GETTIN' READY
After their marriage, they stayed around Del Rio for
a few years trying up their business affairs. They sold off
the family mule, bought new tires for the Foringo.
learned bow to speak real English, and filled the canteens with fresh water. By May 1952, he figured they
was ready for the big city so Bob brought Elsa to San
Jose.

PASSING
While driving north on U.S. 101 , he told her, "When
wegettoSanJose,justre memberthat we're white. We' ll
buy a little house over on LaJolla A venue and no one'l l
ever know.

We'll even have a Mexican come by and mow
(Cont on Pg 111)

THE JUDGE
DICK MARDEN, right,
was a judge for the 1968
Miss San Jose G I Forum
Queen Contest . He and
his lovely wife, Lila, wer e
our special gu ests that
evening. If my m emory
serves m e, Linda De Los
Angeles won the con test.
She stayed with San Jose GI Forum after
re linquis hing h er crown the following year,
join ed the La dies Auxiliary and b ecam e its

Chairperson. We don't know where she is
now, but we hope she attained success in h er
a dult life. (Rich ard Diaz Foto)
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The
Long Shot
Ticket
1972
Bud and Ralph Ogden and Dennis Awtrey were
playing for Santa Clara University. The Broncos had a
biggie coming up with USF at San Jose Civic Auditorium.
I had purchased two tickets for Gloria and I to go to
the game. In those days we followed the Broncos to San
Francisco University, to Oakland to watch St. Mary's
and of course, saw most of the games at SJ Civic
Auditorium.

Local Boy Makes Good
(Cont. from Pg 110)
our lawn. I'll stop at Ozuna's once a week and buy
some tortillas and sneak' em in the house through the
back door. Just remember when you hear una buena
cancion ranchera, bite your lip!
After I make my first million, we'll sell our '56
Chevy, buy a Volvo, and move to Los Gatos."
PLOTTING THE FUTURE
any years before while meditating on
a park bench overlooking the Rhine
River, Bob had decided that if he ever got
married when he got back to the lights and they had kids
he didn't want them going to San Felipe H.S.
"That's not fair, doing that to your kids," he reasoned, "Hell, they deserve better than that. When I get
back home I'm gonna recommend that they tear that
place down. No one will remember it anyway."
COLD, CRUEL WORLD
He took his Heald's diploma practically door to

M
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On the day of the big game, Gloria decided she did
not want to go, so I asked my compadre Ray Garcia if he
wanted to go. Bobby, his brother and my good buddy,
happened to be there when I called and he got on the line
and asked if I could get another ticket so he could go with
us.
"I'll pick you up in an hour and we'll go early and
see if we can find another ticket," I said.
As we approached the SJ Civic Auditorium ticket
window, I did not have high hopes of finding another
ticket because the Broncos were on their way to a 27-2
record, their best ever, and everyone wanted to see them
play, especially against the hated USF Dons of Pete
Pelletta.
We finally got to the ticket window and before I said
anything, the lady told me, "I only have ONE ticket left.
It's on the main floor, under the basket, on the aisle."
"THAT'S the one I'm lookin' for!, I yelled.

The ticket number was Section 102, Seat 6, row 4.
The two tickets I was already holding were numbered Section 102, Seats 5 and 4, row 4!
How is THAT for a long shot?

door, seeking gainful employment. The U.S. Government offered him a job groundpounding and pulling
triggers over in Korea.

Mel Cotton wanted him to stand outside their
store on San Carlos St. in a clown suit, waving at the
kids and givin' 'em balloons.
And Chevron said he could be their Car Wash
weekend night manager, but bring in the Heald's diploma and hang it on the wall. It'll impress our Meskins.
But don't speak Texan!"
FOUNDS R&G
He went to work for a little paving materials company named Reed & Graham, and before you know it,
they were one of the biggest companies around. Bob
started out at a very meager salary, but he got all the
gravel and asphalt he could put in his lunch pail. He
learned a lot of his administrative skills on the golf
course with high company officials, and learned how to
drink scotch.
REAL EDUCATION
He also learned a lot at the San Jose GI Forum
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meetings after 3 AM when the world's real problems
were being solved at 26th & Santa Clara Streets. He
cultivated his pool game in some local pool halls, and
bowled some just to make Mario Vazquez happy.

of us in San Jose, his name never came up during the
Watergate hearings. According to the Del Rio Postmaster, Bob's picture ain't on the wall.

e tried starting up a number of
pseudo-political organizations, but
all of them failed. The guys he wanted to
hear his message waited in the bar so they could go
have a beer with him afterward.

Success has not gone to his head, either. He didn't
quit Del Rio for the Highland Park section of Dallas
after he got on the gravy train. He stayed right there
with the common folks, in a quaint little hut at 314 East
Frijole Street in the Mexican barrio.

The ones who went in wouldn't give you the price of
a double shot of VO much less money to run a political
campaign, and most were illegal aliens to boot, so those
efforts went straight to hell.

BOY DOES ALRIGHT

H

MORE PROGRESS
For years he manipulated the San Jose GI Forum's
politics. However, he never could manipulate them to
elect him Chairman. The members were too smart.
To keep him in his place, they conspired to foist him
off on the Dept. of California. He ran for State Chairman
in 1964, and won! He served with distinction, endearing
himself to the Union City Chapter for life.
"A born politician," his friends said, "that boy is
gonna be somebody!"
He was named National Editor of the American GI
Forum in 1963 at a time when Bozo the Clown could
have had the job. And he did it until 1968 when the GI
Forum wised up and gave the job to someone else.

BOTTOM DROPS OUT
eart-broken, Robert moped around town
waiting for San Jo Chicanos to erect a
monument to him, but they didn't. For
eleven years he tried to figure out what went wrong, and
then he returned to Del Rio in 1979 to figure out his next
move. Would you believe politics? Well, yes.

H

FALLIN' FO'WARD!
In May 1982 he ran successfully for Val Verde
County Commissioner in the 2nd Precinct, saying
that the 2nd Precinct should be No. 1, they would
convince the Cowboys to move to Del Rio; and that
the Ciudad Acuna "fun zone" would be enlarged by
2000%, and the border guards be retired.
Furthermore, he was experienced. If he had run the
California GI Forum, Val Verde County would be a
snap.

LOCAL BOY MAKES IT
He's been a successful politician, I guess. Never
been indicted by the Grand Jury. To the surprise of some

GRASS ROOTS BOY

Folks hereabouts say that if it wasn't for that blond
hair and those blue eyes, this boy might not've gotten
anywhere. Others say that even without it, he'd at least
been a cinch for President of the San Felipe Little
League (southern division).
He's a good one, they say around here. State GI
Forum Chairman. Founder of the San Felipe Exes (with
the proviso that they make him Guest of Honor someday), Excentrico writer, Forumeer editor, Val Verde
County Commish, freelance writer and photographer,
and avowed friend of the poor.

NOT PERFECT
But the boy went wrong somewhere. A few years
ago the rumor got around that he had quit drinkin'.
Doesn't stay out late anymore. Hardly makes sense. But
what the hell, none of us ain't perfect.

DONE US PROUD
odriguez got a lot of smarts according to
the good 'ol boys who hang around the
bar at San Jose GI Forum functions.
"Learned most of it here," one said.
"He's gotten smart enough not to drink now. Learned
that in Texas," said the other.
"How about book learnin ?" one asked.
"Not much," said the other, "The Army's basic
infantry course, SJSU, Heald's, a War on Poverty
Seminar in Tulare, GI Forum B.S. Sessions 'til4 AM,
and San Felipe High School."

R

"MUSTANGS! ••• AJUAAA!"screamed the
smart one. • • • • •

No Person
No person who is enthusiastic about his
work has anything to fear from life.
--Samuel Goldwyn
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Hubert Huntphrey: ''Hello, David''
ubert Hu m phrey, the Vice Pres ident,
runn ing hard for Preside nt of the United
States, was corning to San Jose to speak at
Frontier Village, an a musement park which no longer
ex ists.

H

HUMPHREY IS COMING
1 got a call from Richard Diaz asking if I wanted
PRESS credentials to attend the event. At that time I was
Edi tor ofTHEFORUMEER, a publication of the American Gl Forum which was distributed nationally. Member of the press would be allowed to get clo e to the
Vice President, ask him questions, and take photo , he
said.
Though I was an ad mirer of Humphrey, I was also
devoted to beer drinking. I knew from previous experiences that you are not allowed to drink while talking to
high government offici als at a press confe rence, so I
dec!ined the press credentials.

The great day arrived. At the last minute, on the
day of the vice presidential visit, I decided to go to
Frontier Village. I was at one of the bars on the
grounds, talking to Secundino, a new friend who was
a Mexican national and did not have the slightest
interest in anything political, especially Yankee politics.
om~time afte r ~e Vice Pres ident arrived I

S

noticed an old fn end from the A merican GI
Forum in his entourage and I dec ided that I
wanted to be a part of the small group of people being
allowed to cross over a small bridge and onto a little
island from where the Veep would address the c rowd of
Democratic admirers.

STOPPED IN MY TRACKS
I walked up to the bridge and was stopped abruptly
by a very serious man in a grey suit. "Do you have press
credentials?"
"No," I re plied, "But I know a lot of those people
over there," pointing at the island where a small group of
people were awaiting the vice president's arri val.
"I don't care who you know . If you don't have press
credentials, you cannot go onto this island !" he said
adamantly.
"See that guy over there?" I told him, pointing out
Ri chard Diaz, "that guy knows me. He can vouch for
who 1 am!"

Hubert H. Humphrey
"I am sorry, Sir. If you have no press credentials, I
cannot allow you onto the island. Please stand aside and
let these other people e nter."

A FEDERAL THREAT
I made another attempt, which only brought another
man in a grey suit into the conversation. "Sir, you can be
charged with disrupting a public assembly ! Do you
understand that?" he asked me.
"Do you want us to do that?" asked the first grey suit.

"Oh no!" I backed away. "I certainly don't want
to be charged with ANY federal offense," and I
reluctantly went back to the bar, where my Mexican
national friend Secundino was watching the commotion and motioning for me to come back and drink
the beer he had bought me.
oo n the speec hm ak ing was over. T he
crowd surged back away from the island
and toward the fun part of Frontier Village. I
suddenly realized that the bar at which we were standino
"'
was on the route that the Vice President's party wa ·
going to take to get out of Frontier Village.

S

REMEMBER DAVID?
As the vice presidential entourage approached
(Cont. on Pg 114)
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Chon Gallegos,
A Sandlot Ovation
y friend, Alex (Moose) Ramos had signed
on to pitch for the San Jose Merchants ,_a
semi-pro baseball team managed by hts
high school classmate, Marion (Bill) Villegas. I began
go ing to the games, because I knew it was beer-drinking
time right after the games. The manager said I could si t
in the dugout with the players if I would agree to keep
score for him.

M

There were some fairly good country players on
those teams, some of whom had seen better days, but
still competent baseball players. I r emember names
like Tony Canton, Naish Piazza, Earl Escalante, etc.
Former Lick High star Chon Gallegos joined the
team, fresh out of high school.
One Sunday, in San Bruno, California, the Mer-

HHH: "Hello, David"
(Cont. from Pg 113)
the bar where the Mexican national and I were drinking
beer, my GI Forum friend saw me, waved
at me, and took Humphrey's hand and steered him about
six feet toward us, saying , "Hubert, you remember
David Sierra, editor of the American GI Forum, don't
you ?"

The Vice President responded, "Of course I do!
Hello, David! It's good to see you again!"
e shook hands, I winked at the secret
service guy who had refused me ac
cess to the press conference, and the feels
escorted HH H through the crowd and to his Umousine.
And THAT, friends , is part of the reason why HHH
made a helluva politician. He blew enough hot air up my
ass that afternoon to last me a lifetime.
Needless to say, the people in the crowd following
I:·:Iumphrey to his car and my Mexican national friend
were very impressed that the Vice President of the
Un ited States knew David Sierra and that he had come
by our beer bar to say hello.
Did I tell Secunclino that the Veep and I had never
met? No. of course not. it's more fun thjs way.

W

chants were playing a local team. The game was close.
In the bottom of the eighth, w ith two runners on base, the
San Bruno batter hit a long fly ball to left center field
which had triple written all over it. But the flee t Gallegos
overtook the ball, grabbed it with one hand running
away from the field, and got backslaps all around from
his grateful teammates as he ran back to the dugout.
After the Merchants made their three outs, Gallegos
came on to pitch the bottom of the ninth. He struck out
three straight batters, and then a strange thing happened.

The people watching the game, p1·edominantly
San Bruno people of course, rose and gave him a
standing ovation!
They had just seen a remarkable performance by a
very good all around athlete and they let him know that
they appreciated his talents, even though he locked the
door on their team.

Years later while quarterbacking the San
Jose State Spartans, Gallegos won the Pop
Warner Award emblematic of the outstanding football player on the Pacific Coast in his
senior year.
few years later I joined the San Jose
Chapter of MAGA, t he Mexican
American Golfers Association. Gallegos
was a member. He was the varsity football and golf
coach at Santa Teresa High School. One day, at Pleasant
Hills Golf Course I asked him if he remembered that day
and the standing ovation he got in San Bruno.
"Yeah, I do .... You remember that?
"Yes," I replied, "I was the guy keeping score for the
Merchants."
"Hey, wait a minute," he exclaimed, "Tell my wife
Bobbie .... I told her about it and she doesn't believe it. "
So he went inside the clubhouse, found her and
brought her outside, so I could verify what he had been
telling her all these years.
"Tills guy was g-o-o-o-d, Mrs. Gallegos. Believe
mel I know ... I was there!" I said . • • • • •

A

True sportsmanship
wins fame.
--Woodlake Elementary School Motto
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LCPL Pat Vasquez, Jr.,
U.S.M.C., KIA
Khe Sanh, Vietnam
July 21, 1967
On a warm Saturday in July, 1967, San Jose GI
Forum was holding its annual Stag Barbeque at Senter
Park . Men only. W e used it as a means of bringing in
male guests and having lots of cold beer, delicious
barbecue steaks, and lots of conversation, mostly about
this organization known as the American GI Forum.
More specifically, the San Jose Chapter. Bottom line:
Why don't you come and j oin us and help us do our
community work.
at V asquez was informed at the pi cnic
that it was very, very urgent that he go
home. He left very suddenly , not even being
able to explain why he was leaving. He did not know.
But, his son was serving with the U.S. Marines in Viet
Nam and the conjecturing started immediately. The
mili tary veterans in the crowd guessed correctly that his
son had been killed. T hey send you a telegram when
your son is wounded . A death calls for a personal visit,
they said. And while driving home, Pat knew that he had
visitors waiting.
In the April 20, 1967 issue of EL EXCENTRICO

P
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magazine, Pat Vasquez, Sr. had written the following
article in his column:

VIETNAM
y deepest sympathy to the Larrson
and Gutierrez families on the loss of
their dear sons. On Easter Sunday and
April 6, 1967, two very young boys were KILLED in
Vietnam. I know both of the boys' families, Pfc Larry
Larrson was 20 years old and was killed on Easter
Sunday, he was AI Pelayo's nephew. Lance Cpl Ernest
Gutierrez was 19 years old and was killed April 6. Both
boys were in the Marine Corps.

M

I just wonder how long this stupid war is
going to continue. It is senseless to have our
boys KILLED over there, lets have PEACE
and bring our boys back home.
I'm not a traitor nor a communist, just ask any famil y
who have boys in the war zone and see if they support the
war in Vietnam. If we were in a war to defend ou r
country, than I say our boys have to fight, but this is not
a war to defend our country or stop communism, it is a
political war.
Why am I concerned? Well, Easter Sunday and
April 6, two San Jose boys were killed and on April I,
my son was slightly wounded, his buddy that was next
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to him got all the shrapnel. How long can one's luck hold
out? That is why I say, send our boys back home!
That is all. --Pat.

Lance Corporal Pat Vasquez, Jr. wrote his last
letter home on April 30, 1967: He wrote:
Pop:
Hi, how are you feeling? I hope you're
feeling fine and that you are in the best of
health. As for me, I'm feeling fine.
I'm sorry I took so long for me to write but
it seems that whenever I get down to writing
letters, they call us to saddle up.
We just got in yesterday so I'm writing all my
letters while I have the chance. Word was
passed that we're going back out tomorrow. they
said it was just 1st platoon that was going out. I
don't know where we're going or for how long
we'll be out.
This last time we went out we set up a CP at
the top of a hill. We were guarding the strip of
road that has always been mined. I'm glad to say
during the time we were out there there wasn't
one mine planted on the road. In fact, Charlie
never showed up.
I read your article in the EXCENTRICO. It's
nice to hear that San Jose will be the 4th largest
city in California and I do hope they clean the
toilets in Alum Rock Park.

I'm sorry about the two men who lost
their lives over here. I agree with you, it
is senseless to die over here and I want
peace probably more than you. Getting
shot at is not the way I want it but I
disagree it is more communists than a
political war. We're not only fighting
North Vietnam Regulars and Red Chinese, but on a few occasions we found
ourselves fighting Mongolians.
If we don't stop the Red Empire somewhere,
it'll never end. We have to stop it somewhere, so
it might as well be here.
Here in South Vietnam, they have the biggest
rice belt in the world. If the N. V.A. got ahold of
it they could feed their men and that would make

it tougher for us. As long as we can keep it away
from them, we have it a lot easier.
Maybe the parents who lost loved ones over
here don't support the war but all/ can say is
that if I ever hear about them carrying banners
like they do at Berkeley College, supporting the
V.C., or carrying 'Ban the Bombing' signs, I'll be
thinking that their sons had died for something
worthless.

Actually we were asked here by the
government of South Vietnam. The
United States is always willing to help
in any case of danger, especially when
the Free World is involved.
If the United States hadn't entered now
where would communism stop?
aybe you think I'm nuts or
something, but in a way, I'm
glad I was sent over here. I can
learn a lot of things over here and I've learned
a lot about life since I've been here.
I've learned to appreciate the things I've
had back home. If you saw how most of these
people live, you learn to appreciate even the
little things in life.
Being here has made me more mature in
my way of thinking and it really gives me a
chance to see what I can do for myself and
what I can do for my country.
My only concern is for you and mom. I wish
you wouldn't worry so much. God will lead me
to my destiny. If he sends me back, I'll have no
complaints, in fact I'll be grateful for the rest of
my life. If he feels my time has come, I will not
fight it. No one can expect to stay alive forever
and if I should die over here, I'll be proud,
knowing that I died for my country and I hope
that you'll be proud of me too, for I'm a Marine.
Well, I guess I'll close for now. I hope
what I said didn't make you angry, but it's just
the way I feel. Write soon.
Till I hear from you, love always
--PAT J., U.S.M.C.

M

Pat Jr. appeared to be convinced that he was fighting
to protect the Vietnamese from the scourge of commu-

.

--~-
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nism. That is what he had been taught. He was one wellindoctrinated United States Marine.
When he arrived at his home on the east side of San
Jose, Pat Sr. got the news about his son having been
killed at Khe Sanh. The family immediately began
making plans to bring his only son's body home.

final rites for our fallen brother.
We will contact you shortly with more information.
Sincerely,
David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum

On Monday morning, the San Jose MERCURY
NEWS ran the following article:

I was asked by the family to deliver the
eulogy on behalf of the American GI Forum
and accepted the responsibility, of course.
This is what I said on the final night of the
five-nights of memorial services:

S.J. Marine Killed
In Vietnam
Lance Cpl. Pat J. Vasquez, Jr., 19, was killed
in action in Vietnam, Friday ,just five days short of
observing his first anniversary with the Marine
Corps.
Vasquez, a 1966 graduate of James Lick High
School, was the son ofMr. and Mrs. Pat J. Vasquez
of 2957 Bell Ave.

The telegram received by his parents said
he was killed in action in the vicinity of Khe
Sanh in Vietnam.
He had been in Vietnam six months.
He was a member of the American GI Forum,
San Jose Chapter.
Besides his parents, he leaves two sisters, Mrs.
Nancy Gomez and Mrs. Rose Marie Martinez,
both of San Jose; and his grandfather, Marcelino
Vasquez, of Los Angeles.
Funeral arrangements and burial from Darling-Fischer Garden Chapel are pending.

On July 24, 1967, the following letter was mailed
to all American GI Forum Chapters in Region IX:
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On Friday, July 21, PFC Pat Vasquez, Jr., United
States Marine Corps, and a member of the San Jose
Chapter, American GI Forum, was killed in action in the
Republic of Vietnam.
We are presently awaiting final burial information
from the boy's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Vasquez, of
2957 Bell Avenue, San Jose, California.
We wish to request the presence of as many
Forumeers as humanly possible from your chapter at the

EULOGY
Ladies and gentlemen, family, and friends of the
deceased: We are gathered here this evening to mourn
the departure from this life of a son, a brother, a grandson, a cherished friend, a Forumeer.
at Vasquez, Jr., United States Marines,
was nineteen years of age when God
willed the end of his days on earth. Lance
Corporal Pat Vasquez, Jr. died on Friday, July 21,
upholding that noble adage which says, "Man knows no
greater honor than that he lay down his life for his
country."
Pat Vasquez, Jr., was graduated from James
Lick High School in this city with the class of nineteen
hundred and sixty six. Shortly thereafter he enlisted
in the Marines and took his basic training at Camp
Pendleton, California.
Before departing on overseas assignment he spent a
few days at the home of his parents. The Marines had
changed him. A shy, unassuming young boy of 18 years
of age had become a quietly confident young man in the
noblest tradition of the American serviceman.
at still didn't say very much. But then, he
never had. But we had the feeling that if
the defense of our ideals and our democratic
philosophies depended on young men such as he, they
were entrusted to capable and confident hands.
Shortly after he was sent to Vietnam, Pat communicated to his father that he was not content to be
doing his share halfway around the world. He wanted
to do something for less fortunate individuals in his
own country also.
He became a member of San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, and we were proud to have him as a
brother Forumeer. Knowing that an American fighting

P
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man was not content to be risking his life for what we
believe but wanted to do more than his share, inspired
some of us to work even harder here.
His inspiration became a constant reminder that if
someone was being called upon to risk his life, defending a country he knew little about, we could do no less
for a country in which we were born and which we love.
A few weeks before he was mortally wounded by the
enemy, he wrote to his father. In his last letter home he
said, "God will lead me to my destiny. If he sends me
back, I'll have no complaints, in fact I'll be grateful for
the rest of my life. If he feels my time has come, I will
not fight it. No one can expect to stay alive forever and
if I should die over here, I'll be proud, knowing that I died
for my country and I hope that you'll be proud of me too,
for I'm a Marine." He signed his letter, Pat J., USMC.
riends, as we assemble here to bid fare
well to Lance Corporal Pat Vasquez, Jr.,
United States Marine Corps, it is well to
remember that our destiny is not entirely ours. Almighty
God, in His celestial realm, influences the lives of all of
us. For that reason it behooves us to live our lives
meaningfully, knowing not how long God will allow us
to exist on His earth. When our time comes we want to
be assured that we are prepared both spiritually and
mentally, as was Lance Corporal Pat Vasquez, Jr. Thank
You.

F

***

During the eulogy, I told the congregation about the
last time I had seen the young Marine. Pat Sr. appeared
to be very proud of him.
For some reason, Pat brought his Marine Corps son
to our house on Goodyear Street for a short visit just
before he left for Vietnam. We never saw him alive
again.
he Vasquez family wanted Patrick Jr.
memorialized for five days. So for five
days members of the San Jose GI Forum
who knew Pat Vasquez Sr. trooped to the DarlingFischer Mortuary on East Santa Clara Street to pay
their respects to a young man who had given his life
for his country.
The young Marine who had been delegated to escort
Pat Jr. horne became a friend of ours. After the evening
services, he wanted to go out and have a few cold beers
and talk about his friend, Pat Jr. He also told us that for
him it was a very difficult ordeal because the Vasquez

T

family insisted on him staying in their home, in the room
where Pat Jr. used to live, for the five days he was in San
Jose for the services.
EL EXCENTRICO ·Magazine ran this article in
its August 5, 1967 edition:

PATRICK J. VASQUEZ

L

ance Corporal MCO, 3rd Battalion, 26th
Marines, 1st Platoon, of the 3rd Marine
Division, was mortally wounded on July 21,
1967 in the vicinity ofKhe Sanh, Republic of VietNam.
Pat had been previously wounded on April 1,
1967 and again on June 9, 1967. A rifle shot in his
right chest caused his life.
He was born in San Jose, June 2, 1948. Attended
James Lick High School and graduated in the Class of
'66. On July 28, 1966 he enlisted in the Marines for 4
years. He was sent to San Diego, Calif. for basic training
and was shipped overseas on January 8, 1967.
Pat leaves his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Vasquez,
Sr., and Bessie Vasquez; 2 sisters, Nancy Jean Gomez
and Rose Marie Martinez.
Funeral arrangements are slated for burial on Monday, July 31, 1967 at 9:00 AM. Rosary for the deceased
was held Sunday, July 30, 1967 at 8:15PM.
Corporal Jerry N. Graham escorted the deceased wo
received full military honors at Oak Hill Memorial Park.
THANK YOU
On August 7, 1967, Pat Vasquez penned this letter to
the members of San Jose GI Forum:
Mr, Chairman & fellow Forumeers:
There are no words to express our gratitude for the
honor that the American GI Forum, San Jose Chapter,
has given my son, Lance Corporal Pat J. Vasquez.
The sacrifice that some of our F orumeers made to
attend the wake and funeral will always be remembered
by my family. It is always rewarding to know that in our
darkest hours the San Jose Chapter ofthe American GI
Forum was there, standing by our side, so in behalf of
myself, my wife, and my two daughters, we thank you
very much.
Sincerely yours,
--PAT VASQUEZ
EDITOR'S NOTE: The death of his only son in the
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Always Take Business Cards
"Thank you for
flying Braniff!''

_..... ""' .,

Rudy Galiana and his Veterans Outreach
ProjectstafffromDenver, C.F. Mendez, and
I were in the Dallas airport, looking at a
three-hour layover. We were flying to Corpus Christi for a meeting of the American GI
Forum national board of directors.
We were at the Braniff ticket counter
verifying our flight times from Dallas to Corpus Christi.
After our flight numbers and departure times were
confirmed, Galiana asked the lady behind the counter,
"Pardon me, miss, can you direct us to the V .I.P.lounge?"

The lady looked askance at Galiana, C.F. Mendez,
and I. Galiana was appropriately attired in business
suit and necktie, of course, because he was Director
of the American GI Forum's Veterans Outreach
Project office in Denver. The rest of us were wearing
our usual K-Mart clothes.
"Let me see," he continued, "Yes .... here it is! Your
vice president, Mr. Throckmorton Lee, invited us to use
your lounge."
He handed her Vice President Lee's very impressive
Braniff Airlines card, and turned it over so she could

LCPL Pat Vasquez, Jr.
(Cont. from Pg 118)
service of his country embittered Pat Vasquez, himself
aU .S .Navy veteran. After his son's death he would come
to meetings of San Jose GI Forum and refuse to stand to
salute the flag as is our tradition to start all GI Forum
meetings. We respected his right to remain seated while
the rest of us pledged allegiance to the American flag.
He seemed to have had the energy and the will to help
others sucked out of him by his son's death in the service
of his country . Eventually he faded away from the San
Jose GI Forum and joined other groups. including a new
Milpitas GI Forum.
No. I don't even begin to understand it.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

.....

---- .. -- ..

read the back side: "Rudy. Use our V .I.P. lounge again
the next time you fly Braniff."
ffusively, she smiled, and insisted on
walking us to the lounge, using her key to
open the door. We walked in and were
greeted by a gorgeous blonde in a short, short black skirt
and a white blouse which tried vainly to hide her very
impressive assets.
She oriented us to all the amenities the lounge
offered, and urged us to let her know if there was
ANYTHING she could do to make our stay more
comfortable.
"I can think of a few things" I stage-whispered to
C.F.
"So can I," he replied.
Miss Gorgeous led us to some very cushy armchairs
in a room which included a television set, telephones, a
desk, etc. She asked our preference of drinks, took our
order, and off she went to fetch them.

E

***

A few minutes after finishing our first drink, and the
greeter had not come back to ask us if we wanted

First College GaiDe
The first American intercollegiate baseball game was played between Williams
and Amherst colleges in Pittsfield, Massachusetts in June 1859. The Pittsfield
EAGLE reported that Amherst won 7332 in the 26th inning. Believe it or not!
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seconds, we decided to go to the bar. Hell, if it's free, we
might as well tank up here!
Another gorgeous blonde was behind the bar. We
bellied up. She took our order, brought us our drinks and
leaned over toward us and asked, "Where ya'all goin'?"
"Caracas!" I replied , before anyone else had a chance
to answer the question . Might as well have some fu n I
reasoned.
"Business or pleasure?" she asked.
"Pleasure," Galiana replied, going along with the
gag, "Hit us again," he ordered another round, "We're
not gonna find good bourbon like this in Venezuela! "
Gorgeous brought us another round.
Ga liana availed himself of the free telephone and
called Lhe airline counter, saying that there were four
other people traveling with us, some of his staff from
Denver, and to please direct them to the V.I.P. Lounge
to join us.
oon they we re being ushered into the room by
the gorgeous greeter. One of the young men,
probably a very competent accountant but
not one whose company we needed at that moment,
stopped at the bar, got his drink from the gorgeous
barkeep, and asked the young lady he was with, "What
time do you think we'll get to Corpus Christi for the
board meeting?"
THUD.
If looks could kill , Galiana would have assassinated
his accountant in the Braniff V.I.P. lounge at Dallas-Ft.
Wonh International.
With our tails pushed firmly between our legs, and
not feeling very muc h like big shots anymore, we
retreated to the sitting room and our cushy chairs, and
while settled back I asked Galiana, "Rudy, how long
have you known Mr. Lee?"
"He gave me the card at a SER conference in Los
Angeles a year ago," he replied.

S

"And fr·om one brief meeting, he invited you to
use the V.I.P. lounge, and wrote you a personal note

on the back?" I inquired.
"Youdumbsonofabitch! Don'tyou recognize my
handwriting?" he scolded me.
THE M ORAL OF TIDS STORY IS: If you want
to be treated like a person from a much higher station in
I ife than you really belong to, always take business cards
from important business people ... and write yourse lf a
note on the back! • • • • •

Politicians
Can Lie
Oct. 1985 THE LEADER
U.S. Supreme Court:

Politicians don't have to
tell truth
(WASHINGTON, D.C.- In a decision handed down
in April, l982, the United
States Supreme Court ruled
that politicians have the right
to make promises in the heat
of a political campaign even
if they can't (or won't) deliver
on their pledges.
That must have warmed
the hearts of politicians evPresident Clinton
erywhere. Tell the voters anything you want to during the
campaign, they cannot take you to court later and make
you deliver. That has already happened and the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled in favor of the politicos.
So, remember when YOUR local politicians start
telling you what they are going to do for you. Wait until
it happens before you applaud them.
For now ... just take off your jewelry and Jock it in a
safe ... and keep your hands somewhere near your
wallet. • • • • •

A Boat
"A boat that stays in the harbor
never encounters danger-but it also never gets anywhere"
--Richard Armstrong
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Rodolfo Hernandez,
Congressional
Medal of Honor
In September of 1951, I had gone w ith the Lupercio
family from Woodlake to pick grapes at the Hiyama
Ranch just outside Fowler. In the late afternoons ,
Domingo Santellan; Tony, Frankie and Enos Lupercio,
and I used to walk about a mile to the Fowler High
football field to watch their pre-season football drills.
The Redcats had a flashy and very talented halfback
named Joe Etheridge.
One evening after playing our own game of flag ball
on an adjacent field with some of the local guys, we
made friends with some young girls who had been
com ing to watch us play. Domingo took a liking to a
young lady named Eloisa, and apparently, she to him.
They began spending a lot of time talking to each other,
hold ing hands, and walking around to the shadows
around the school.

THE SOLDIER

0

ne evening Eloisa invited Domingo and
I to dinner at her home near the high
school and to meet her parents. We met the
parents and her brother Claude. While sitting in their
livi ng room, I noticed a large 8 x 10 framed photo of a
oldier on the fireplace. Of course, I asked who it was.
"Is that your son, Mr. Guerra?" I asked.
"No ... that is Rudy Hernandez. He's Eloisa's boyfriend. He's in the Airborne, in Korea," he replied.
She picked up the picture and brought it to me so I
cou ld examine it more closely.
I asked ills name again.
"Rudy Hernandez," she said.
"When is he coming back?" I asked.
"I don't know," she answered, "Soon I hope. I pray
for him every night."

Rodolfo Hernandez
Medal of Honor Recipient

"The Cheerleader? " Claude asked, smiling. El oisa
gave rum an If Looks Could Kill grin.
My ears perked up.
A few days before, while walking around downtown
Fowler, we had wandered into a variety store and seen
a very beautiful dark-haired girl. I bought a pack of gum
and when she rang up my purchase, I asked her name ..
"Maria," she replied.
"Maria, you should move to Woodlake and and be a
cheerleader for the Woodlake Tigers !" I enthused.
"I AM a cheerleader ... for Fowler High, " she replied ' 0e1ivino
0 me a smile that warmed my heart.
hat evening, walking back to the Hiyama
Ranch I kept thinking about the beautiful
variety store clerk, and my good fortune at
having met her good friend who was going to get me a
date with her. How lucky can you get?

T

THE FIESTAS PA TRIAS

We talked for awhile about the hazards of being
an 18-year old in those Korean War days. I would
turn 18 the following year. Claude was 18 and had no
inclination whatever to go into the armed forces.
THE CHEERLEADER

The Fiestas Patrias celebration was taking place in
Fresno the following weekend and Mr. Guerra invited
Domingo and I to go with the girls and he and Mrs.
GueiTa to the parade and the festivities that would
follow. He said he would come to the Hiyama Ranch and
pick us up. Okay, we agreed.

At some point in the conversation, Eloisa told the
group that she was going to get me a date with Maria
something -or-other.

Early Sunday morning, Mr. and Mrs. Guerra
and the girls arrived at the Hiyama Ranch. Domingo
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and I were waiting. Mr. and Mrs. Guerra were in the
front seat, and there were two girls in the back.
Domingo and I piled in, one from either side.

me to dig sewer pipe lines for those who did not relish
digging ditches in the 100 degrees San Joaquin Valley heat.

"David, this is Maria," Eloisa said.
I gave the girl seated beside me a very cursory glance
and started thinking about some adoring words with
which to enthrall her and make her fall madly in love
with me. I was deep in thought when she said, "Eloisa
said you are from Woodlake," she said. I turned to look
at her and damned near swallowed my teeth. It wasn't the
variety store clerk. I was instantly struck by Claude's
sense of humor, referring to Maria as 'The Cheerleader.'
She could have been the cheerleader .. . for the
Flintstones ... maybe.

He taught me the rudiments of attaching sewer pipes
to each other, making them slope eleven inches every 20
feet, or something like that, and I was in the ditch
digging and connecting pipes business.
In November I left Woodlake for Los Angeles to
attend Woodbury College. I did not see Domingo
Santellan again until45 years later, at my brother Jess's
50th wedding anniversary celebration. By then, we had
other things to talk about and Eloisa Guerra wasn't
mentioned. • • • • •

She was not a prospective Miss America. Not that
I considered myself a prize catch, but Mrs. Abigail
Sierra's son deserved something nicer looking than
that, I reasoned.

EDITOR'SNOTE: Forty-nineyearslater, while

o say I was disappointed is putting it very
mildly. But we had a nice day in Fresno,
watching the Fiestas Patrias Parade, then
walking into West Fresno, across the tracks to the Jardin
Canales where lots of Mexicanos gathered to eat, listen
to rousing Mariachi music, and celebrate Mexico's independence from Spain. A few days later, we went back to
Woodlake so I could start school and Mary and I did not
see each other again.

T

THE LETTERS TO ELOISA
A couple of weeks later, Eloisa wrote a letter to
Domingo.
Since he did not know how to read nor write
English, he asked me to read it and write her back
telling her how much he loved her and that he wanted
to see her again. There were at least three letters
exchanged between the two, if my memory serves
me.
I wrote a couple of letters to Maria, but there was no
fire in our relationship, no desire on my part to see her
again. I don't know if Domingo ever saw Eloisa in
person again. I didn't see Domingo too much because he
had dropped out of school to work, and we didn't run
around with the same crowd.
I graduated from high school in June 1952 and
spent the summer months digging ditches in the
barrio. Woodlake had passed an ordinance requiring that indoor plumbing be installed in every home
on the eastside, and my brother Jess had volunteered

perusing microfilmed copies of the Fresno BEE
at the Fresno City Library, I ran across a couple of
articles:

FRESNO BEE article April 8, 1952:

Fresnan Will Get Honor
Medal Friday
Corporal Rodolfo Hernandez of Fresno
will be awarded the Congressional Medal of
honor in ceremonies Friday at the White
House.
The medal will be presented by President Harry A.
Truman for the exploit by the former paratrooper last
May 31st when he killed six Reds and stopped an attack
in Korea even though he was seriously wounded.

Hernandez was notified in February he had won
the nation's highest bravery award.

G

ovemment transportation is being arranged
by Master Sergeant Alvin C. Thomas, the
sergeant major of the Fresno main recruiting station, for Hernandez's brother, Thomas, 15, to
accompany the hero. Thomas will fly to San Francisco
Wednesday to join the corporal on the flight to Washington.
At the same ceremony, two other Korean War veterans, Marine Master Sergeant Harold E. Wilson of Birmingham, Ala., and First Lieutenant Lloyd L. Burke of
Stuttgart, Ark., will be awarded medals by the president.
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Fresno BEE article

May 25, 1952

Former Fiancee
of War Hero Will Wed
Another Man
FOWLER -- Eloisa Velia Guerra, whose romance
with Corporal Rodolfo (Rudy) Hernandez, Congressional Medal of Honor winner, ended abruptly in a
quarrel on the eve of their planned wedding, will marry
another man.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Guerra, are announcing her engagement to Alfonso Bojorquez of Biola.
Miss Guerra attended the Fowler Schools and has
been employed in Fresno.
Bojorquez is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Bojorquez
of Biola and is employed on a ranch near there.
The wedding will take place in the very near future.

Many Years Later, June 1968:

The Oakland
American GI Forum
State Convention
In June 1968, the Oakland GI Forum invited me to
be the master of ceremonies at the California State
Convention they hosted at the Leamington Hotel. Thet
dedicated the convention program to me. I was flatttered.
Of course, I accepted. The concept they had was that 16
people were invited to sit at the head table and were each
allowed to speak for five minutes. Among the speakers
was State Senator Nick Pettis, Mario Obledo, Director
of the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund; and Rodolfo Hernandez, Congressional
Medal of honor winner, then living in Los Angeles.

While having a drink at one of the portable bars
in the ballroom, Hernandez approached me and said
that he wanted to talk to me after the dinner.
I wondered what he wanted to talk about. We had
never visited before. We had been introduced at a
previous state convention in Los Angeles, but we had
not conversed much. Anyway, after the dinner ended, I
bought six beers and approached him at the bar where he
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was sitting alone and said, "Rudy, rm ready. Let's go
talk."
"What do you mean, let's go talk? About what?" he
replied, as if he had not invited me less than an hour
before to talk with him after the banquet. I decided not
to carry the conversation any further, and withdrew from
his presence.
n March 22, 2001, I was in Woodlake
for the funeral of Eufemia ~upercio
Sierra, my sister in law, and Domtngo was
there.l I approached him and asked if I could talk to him
privately. I wanted to know if he was aware that he had
been messing around with a war hero's girl friend.

0

Domingo knew, he said. Some friends had read
the article in the paper when Hernandez was presented the Medal of Honor by President Truman and
had shown it to him, although he could not read it.
I made him aware of what had transpired over the
years, that Eloisa had married another man and that
many years later I had met Rodolfo Hernandez at an
American GI Forum convention. Domingo seemed to
enjoy hearing the story, and we left it at that.
--E. David Sierra

READER'S DIGEST article
June 2001:
Be The Best You Can Be

CONGRESSIONAL
MEDAL OF HONOR
The READER'S DIGEST, JUNE 2001, related the
deeds which earned Cpl. Rodolfo Hernandez the Congressional Medal of Honor while serving with the U.S.
Army's 187thAirborneRegimental Combat Team in the
Republic of Korea on May 31, 1951, and how he stood
in the Rose Garden of the White House on April11, 1952
as the Medal of Honor was hung around his neck by
President Harry S. Truman.

RODOLFOP.HERNANDEZ
hen he was a boy, Rudy Hernandez
says he was "small in size but big in
pride." In 1948 America was at peace
when he joined the Army at 17. When volunteers were
sought for the paratroops, "I started jumping up and

W
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down, yelling, "Here! Here!"
but" at the time I didn't really understand what was going
on."
By May 31, 1951, U.S . troops were fighti ng in
Korea. And 20-year old Corporal Hernandez was far
He was thrilled to see President Harry S. Truman
from his Fowler, Calif., home, battle-hardened, and in
place around his neck the blue ribbon and the star and
deep trouble.
wreath of the Medal of Honor.
He and his buddies in Company G of ,..,...--:===-~~:;::==:':ii'l
Hernandez underwent five years of surgery and therapy. He regained limited use of
the Army's 187th Airborne Regimental
Combat Team were getting torn apart by
his right arm and learned to write with his left
hand. He went on to marry, have three chilenemy fire as they defended Hill420 near
dren and work for the Veterans AdministraWontong-ni, Korea. When Communist
tion. Now retired, he lives in Fayatteville,
troops surged up the hill, a close quarters
firefight broke out.
N.C.
Today, as men in VA hospitals learn to
Hernandez, one of eight children of a
deal with their own wounds to body, mind
fannworker, stood his ground, shooting
into the ranks of the enemy until his rifle
and spirit, they often receive gentle counjammed. He was grieviously wounded,
sel from Hernandez.
"I don't have any formula for talking to
the top of his skull laid open by a grenade,
them, but somehow they get the idea that ifl
but he wouldn't fall.
Charging with a fixed bayonet, he
could make it back to a happy, productive
Eloisa Guerra
killed six enemy soldiers before collapslife, they can at least try and hope for some
ing from bullet, bayonet and grenade
happy years ahead, " he says. Not one to
reflect much on his bravery, he says only that back then,
wounds. The fury of his defense slowed the enemy,
"I was young and gung ho."
enabling his unit to retake its position.
Hernandez's fight on Hill 420 was nothing com--READER'S DIGEST, June 2001.
pared with the one that lay ahead. The first medic who
got to him thought he was dead until he saw his fingers
move. Hernandez woke up a month later in a military
hospital, unable to move his arms or legs. He couldn't
talk. He'd lost part of his brain in the grenade explosion.
"I was like a newborn babe, completely helpless," he
says.
It took months to learn to eat and drink, months more
by E. David Sierra
to make his body work again.
In the 227-year history of the United States of
One day his mother, Guadalupe, visited. He manAmerica, millions of men and women have served in our
aged to walk jerkily toward her, and could see shock in
Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard and
her face. But then they embraced, swaying, cring, and
many of them have distingui shed themselves in the
laughing. It was a watershed moment. "When I looked
service of their country.
in her face, it was so full of love. I knew everything was
Since the beginning of World War II until the U.S.
going to be all right."
military action in Somalia, only 839 of them have been
The next day in speech therapy, he started to sing,
awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. Of those,
"Old McDonald had a farm. " Nursery rhymes learned at
513
died while doing the deeds which earned their
his mother's knee came flooding back, and slowly, so did
country's highest accolade. The medal is awarded for
his voice. "I sang before I could talk,: he says.
valor above and beyond the call of duty.
On April 11 , 1952, almost a year after he was
Conference of the medal is made only after thorough
wounded, Hernandez stood in the White House Rose
and precise documentation by an eyewitness to the deed
Garden, his bald head still healing beneath his Army
deemed
worthy of the honor.
cap. A citation was read recounting the fi ght on Hill420,

BRIEF HISTORY, THE
CONGRESSIONAL
MEDAL OF HONOR
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Culver City
Commando
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It had the following
notation after RONALD
REAGAN: Commandin~ Officer durin~ World
War ll. Vi~orously carried out the Cold War.
I damned near peed
my pants when I read
that.

ince many conservative talking heads (Hi,
Rush Limbaugh!) make a big deal out of
the fac t that President William Jefferson
Clinton is not a U.S. military service veteran, we decided to check all the presidents out, to find out who
served and who didn't.
The comments are mine. The source of my information is a newsletter of the American Legion that somehow fell into my hands.

Ronald Reagan was an
authentic Culver City
Commando who spent the
world war II years, rnakRonald W. Reagan
ing propaganda films for
Tampico, illinois
the U.S. Army in Culver
City, Calif., not far from
his Hollywood horne .
(Cont. on Pg 126)

Rodolfo Hernandez

heroic acts, which elevates them above their fellow men.
And sometimes they are honored by being presented a
Medal of Honor as a grateful nation pays tribute to their
valor in combat.
The United States national anthem appears to say it
all in its closing stanza,
"Does that star spangled banner yet wave,
o'er the land of the free and the home of the brave."
The answer is, of course, yes. Because of the exploits of men such as Cpl. Rodolfo P. Hernandez.
Yes.
YES.
HELL YES! • • • • •

S

(Cont. from Pg 124)

Independence
There are servicemen who see a need that has to be
met but do not do it. There are servicemen who are
ordered to do them, executing the order as haphazardly
as possible, doing just enough to get by. Then there are
those who do not have to be ordered to do exemplary
deeds. They see a need for things to be done and do more
than they have to. Much more. I tis this type of individual
who risks his life to spare the lives of others, performing

Those who won our independence
by revolution were not cowards.
They did not fear political change.
They did not exalt order at the
cost of liberty.
--Louis D. Brandeis, 1927
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Hail to the Lefties!
August 13 is International Left Handers Day.
Frankly, I didn't know there were left banders anywhere
outside the continental United States. I thought we
owned ALL the lefties, at least that's the impression Pat
Buchanan gave me.
We mention this only because recently we were
interviewed by the Left Handed Pages Editor of the New
York Times who asked the following questions:

left handed?"

"Mr. Sierra, we understand that you are left
handed. Is that correct?''

A: "You dumb sonofabitch! That is a stupid question! Both hands! Can't you tell just by looking at me?
You think I got to 250 lbs. by eating chorizo con huevos
with chopsticks? 11
Q: "So, who are other famous left banders?"
A: "Well ... Alexander the Great ... Julius Caesar ...
Napoleon ... Harry Truman ... Benjamin Franklin ...
Albert Einstein ... Michelangelo ... President Bill Clinton
... Leonardo Da Vinci ... Marilyn Monroe ... Babe Ruth
... Ty Cobb ... Sandy Koufax ... Paul McCartney ...
Charlie Chaplin ... Frankie Albert ... and Bob Dylan."
Q: You forget Billy the Kid; Albert DiSalvo, the

Me: "Well, sort of."
Q: "Do you write left handed, Sir?"
A: "Not too much. Mostly I type, because my
handwriting is atrocious! 11
Q: When you throw a baseball, right handed or

Culver City CoiDm.ando
(Cont. from Pg 125)
He saw as much combat as I did, and I was a U.S.
Selective Service certified 4-F.
He is remembered, here at least, as the Com-

mander who declared "I am a Contra," contrary to
U.S. foreign policy, and who sold arms to Iran while
they were holding U.S. hostages and used the money
to support the Contras in Nicaragua. (Hi, Ollie North!)
I was very proud of Stanford University officials
when they rejected building the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library on their campus. Ronald Reagan is from
Tampico, Illinois. He had no connection whatever to a
prestigious institution like Stanford University. He went
to tiny Dixon College. That's where his library belongs,
but it was built in Simi Valley, Calif., because I guess
he's trying hard to convince us that he's a native Californian. I wonder why he's so ashamed of being from
Illinois?
Ifyou think that Ronald Reagan was one of America's
great presidents, we refer you to the book, LANDSLIDE, The Unmaking of the President 1984-1988, by
Jane Mayer and Doyle McManus. Houghton Mifflin
Co., Boston, 1988; and to Kitty Kelley's book NANCY
REAGAN. • • • • •

A: "Right handed, and not very swiftly."
Q: "When you march, which foot do you step out

with?"
A: "Damifino! I just split. I'll have to look at the
tapes before I can answer that question. That's a tough
one!

Q: "Which hand do you eat with, Sir?"

Boston Strangler; and Jack the Ripper?''
DS: "Well, hell, you can't win 'em all. Even Jesus
Christ lost one. They nailed him to the cross! Remember
that one?
"And if this book ever gets published and makes

him famous, you can add to that list, Eliseo Talavera
Sierra, AKA "Pelon" from Woodlake, California,
U.S.A. CON SAFOS!"

I Have Fought
I have fought the goodfight
with all that was in me.
Now there is no strength
left. Other hands must take
up the burden. Remember,
the battle against injustice
is never won.
--George W. Norris
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Homenaje a Ia Patria
de Nuestros Padres
"Mexicanos, Viva Mexico!"
The Forumeer
Sept. 1972

W

hil e we realize th a t mo s t
Mexicanos nacidos en e l otro
lado don't need to be reminded
of the significance of the 16th of September in
Mexican history, what about the youngsters who
are taught only Washington, Lincoln , Columbu , and Sir Francis Drake in the public schools?

In the Mexican film VERANO EN GUADALAJARA, a Mexican professor tells a summer student at the Universidad de
Guadalajara, "You learn only about Lincoln
and do not know of the really great liberators of
America-- Miguel Hida lgo y Costilla, Simon Bolivar,
and Don Ignacio de Allende."
And so to bring historical light where shadows may
exist, this brief resume of what happened to make Sept.
16th significant in Mexican history:

EL GRITO DE DOLORES
In 1810 the Spaniards amounted to Jess than 1% of
the population of Mexico. Three-quarters of the people
were full-blooded Indios or M estizos. Along with
Mexico's one million criollos (Mexicans of pure Spanish blood), the lnclios and Mestizos bitterly resented the
Spaniards because they controlled the government, the
wealth and the land . These Spaniards were called
"Gachupines" by the Mexicanos.

Thus, the wars of Independence which ravaged
Mexico between 1810 and 1821 were primarily class
wa rs. Hatred of the Gachupines by the Mestizos,
Indios and Criollos fanned the flames of revolution.
A puppet, Pedro Garibay, was head of the Mexican government. A young Army captain in whose
head lived the thought of an independent Mexico,
Don Ignacio de Allende, was the head of a literary

society in Queretaro. This society also included among
its membership a 57-year old priest from Dolores
named Father Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla.
Hidalgo realized that the passivity of the Church had
forced him to accept conditions siding with the proindependence people, was able to get word of the leak to
Allende in San Miguel.

hen Allende a nd others hurried
into Hidalgo's home with the news
he said " Caballeros, somos perdidos.
No hay mas recurso que ir a cojer gachupines!"

W

The rebels rounded up all of the landed Spani ards in
Do lores and threw them in jail.
At daylight on September 16 the church bells of
Dolores rang insistently. People came from miles around,
curious because the bells rang on and on. Hidalgo had
been chosen to lead the revolt because he had a reputation for always telling the truth and because a priest
wou ld inspire more followers than would any of the
militarists connected with the revolt.

From the pulpit of his church Hidalgo
began "Mexicanos, Viva Mexico!"
(Cont. on Pg 128)
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Hornenaje a Ia Patria
(Cont. from Pg 127)
His address emphasized loyalty to Ferdinand VII
and death to "el mal gobiemo" de los gachupines who
were acting as agents of Napoleon.

idalgo's
Grito
de
Dolores,
"Mexicanos, viva Mexico!" has
since been recognized as the beginning
of the Mexican revolution and the proclamation of
independence from Spain.

H

Carrying the banner of Our Lady of
Guadalupe and with 300 volunteers following
him Hidalgo's people's army marched on San
Miguel and took the city. His army next marched
on Celaya. By now it numbered 6,000 volunteers. Guanajuato was next. By this time
Hidalgo's army included 20,000 Mestizo and
Indio volunteers, armed with knives, clubs,
machetes, and slings.
By the time Hidalgo's forces invaded the city of
Morelia his army had grown to 80,000 men.
At this point the Spaniards were able to rally their
forces and Hidalgo's ill-equipped and untrained army
suffered defeat after defeat. But the gachupines were
never able to regain power in Mexico as rebel and
guerrilla movements continued to harrass them long
after Allende and Hidalgo were captured and executed.

Mexican independence finally became a reality in 1821, eleven years
after Father Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla
bravely proclaimed from his church's
pulpit the inspiring cry of
"MEXICANOS, VIVA MEXICO!"

•••••

Shut Up!
At a San Jose community meeting when he was
told to shut up while addressing the assembly, E.
David Sierra replied: "YOU did not grant me
freedom of speech and YOU cannot take it away.
YOU shut up and let me finish!"

All Time Team BASEBALL
One Game to Win
--Selected by David Sierra
The most important game of your baseball career.
You've got to win it! There is no tomorrow. Whom
do you send out to do the job? Here's who I pick.
Catcher ............................... Johnny Bench, Reds
1st Base........................... Lou Gehrig, Yankees
2nd Base .... .. ... ..... .. .... Jack Robinson, Dodgers
3rd Base ........................ Mike Schmidt, Phillies
Shortstop ....................... Ozzie Smith, Cardinals
Left Field .. ... .. ... ......... .. .. .. .. .... . Ty Cobb, Tigers
Center Field ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . Willie Mays, Giants
Right Field .. .. ... .. .. ... Roberto Clemente, Pirates
Pitcher............................. Nolan Ryan, Rangers

Batting Order: 1. Smith, 2. Mays,
3. Cobb, 4. Clemente, 5. Robinson,
6. Bench, 7. Gehrig, 8. Schmidt, 9. Pitcher.

MANAGER David Sierra
I would do it myself. Hell, anybody can win if
you've got these guys on your side.

BULLPEN
Tom Seaver.............................. New York Mets
Sandy Koufax .................. Los Angeles Dodgers
Bob Gibson ..... ..... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. St. Louis Cardinals
Dennis Eckersley .. .. ..... .. ... .... Oakland Athletics
Randy Johnson............. Arizona Diamondbacks
Warren Spahn ...................... Milwaukee Braves

RESERVES
Ted Williams .... ..... .. ......... .. .... Boston Red Sox
Mickey Mantle................... New York Yankees
Tony Gwynn ......................... San Diego Padres
Rod Carew ............................. Minnesota Twins
Mike Piazza ............................. New York Mets
Pete Rose ... ..... ...... .. .. .. ... ..... .. ... Cincinnati Reds
Hank Aaron ................................ Atlanta Braves
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Richard Milhous Nixon
This editorial appeared in the Sept. 1974 issue of
THE FORUMEER, one month after Tricky Dick
ixon left D.C. one step ahead of the U.S . Justice
Department.
--by E. David Sierra
For the first time in the history of our 198-year-old
republic, an American president has left office before
ex pi ration of his term.
ichard Milhous Nixon (alias Tricky Dick)
addressed the American people via ra
dio and television on Thursday eveni ng,
Aug. 8, 1974 and told us he no longer had a "political
base" in the Congress of the United States, and thus
realized that his only recourse was to resign the presidency. En otras palabrias, La malicio!
NO REGRETS HERE
We cannot say we are sorry to see Mr. N ixon depart
the W hite House. While holding the highest office in the
land he has deliberately lied to the American people. His
economic policies have broughton chaos, and his politi-

R

cal appointees might very well be described as "a bunch
of clowns."
In 1962 (after losing the California gubernatorial
race to Edmund G. B rown) Mr. Nixon told a press
conference, "You won't have Richard Nixon to kick
around any morel" Sadly we note, 12 years later, that he
did NOT keep THAT promise either!

FOUR MORE YEARS
Richard Nixon's preside ntial years were marked by
constant breast-beating, flauntin g his patriotism, and
incessant use of words such as "Law & Order," "the
national security" "peace with honor," and other now
inoperative terms.

The 1972 presidential election campaign was not
Nixon vs. McGovern or Democrats vs. Republicans.
Nay ... it was McGovern & the Democrats vs. The Ful l
Resources of T he Government of The United States of
America. In short, McGove rn took on the U.S. and
finished second.

CREEP
The now infamous Committee to Re-Elect The
President was a subtle title for a not-so-subtlety involved group of thugs who worked overtime to under-
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mine the American political system.
Why was it not named The Committee to Re-Elect
Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew? Perhaps because
Nixon and Agnew's political adversaries were calling
the Nixon administration "the most corrupt administration in American history."

ichard Nixon blinded the American
people with pious rhetoric, with
speeches assuring us that he would not
''abandon our boys over there'' and promises that we
would have "PEACE WITH HONOR."

R

The Law & Order Kids called Americans demonstrating in the streets for an end to the Vietnam War
"unpatriotic, unwashed, and Commie, Pinko, Radi-Libs."
And in the end, Mr. Nixon had to hurry to find the head
of the parade, since HE was the elected leader.

THE LAW AND ORDER KIDS
UNMASKED
Mr. Nixon and Vice President Agnew campaigned
in 1972onastrictLAW &ORDER platform. They were
tired of lawbreakers, campus rioters, demonstrators, and
having criminals apprehended by our local police and
turned loose by "liberal" judges. It was, to make it
perfectly clear, TIME FOR LAW AND ORDER!
The American voter was cautioned on the Law &
Order dictum and what it really represents by various
publications in this land, including this one ... (Nov.
1969).

LAW AND ORDER DEFINED
What Law & Order really meant was this: TRUST
US. WE KNOW WHAT IS GOOD FOR YOU. ANYONE THAT DOESN'T TRUST NIXON & AGNEW IS
NOT A GOOD AMERICAN.
Liberal publications who espouse freedom of speech,
freedom of assembly, etc. are poisoning the minds of our
young people, teaching them to be unpatriotic, and
threatening the overthrow of OUR AMERICAN WAY
OF LIFE. Blah Blah Blah!!
See these American flags we wear in our lapels?
That PROVES we are GOOD OLD BOYS. Anyone who
doesn't wear an American flag in his lapel COUW be
a Commie, Pinko, or WORSE!
The Vietnam War is being waged to keep the world
safe for democracy! Believe us! We need LAW &
ORDER! Jail to the Lawbreakers! We MUST keep
America strong and vigilant! We must safeguard our
American institutions! And on and on and on and on the

haranguing continued.

AGNEW vs. THE PRESS
Nixon sent his main flunky Spiro Agnew on the
campaign trail to discredit the American news media. To
destroy their credibility. They probably realized even
then that SOME DAY people were going to begin to
believe some of the articles about corruption in high
places.

The people were told over and over again that the
American news media was causing serious threats to
our 'national security' because it gave comfort to
Hanoi, and led the Commies to believe that our
nation was not solidly behind 'our boys in Vietnam.'
The Vice President concluded that this 'sniping'
must stop.
The American people should DEMAND that their
newspapers, magazines and radio and television newsmen stop their criticism of the President and Vice
President and let them go about their duties.

AND WHAT WERE
THEY UP TO?
Well, Agnew was out playing golf, and running
around the country further dividing a people whom the
administration was pledged to bring together.
And in the end, just before he resigned in disgrace,
the American people found out that their Vice President
was on 'the take.' That is, while sitting in the 2nd highest
office in the land, he was accepting bribes!

And Spiro appeared in court, pleaded nolo
contendere to tax evasion charges, and split the D.C.
scene. Grown men wept with joy. Others cried in the
realization that while preaching law and order in
every corner of America, Agnew was guilty of the
most petty and inexcusable crime which can be
committed by an elected official -- accepting money
for favors rendered, and misplacement of the public
trust.
gnew (we find it very hard to precede
his name by Mr.) was a fake and a
phony from the very beginning. His name,
of Greek origin, was originally something else. Possibly
because he wanted to appear to be something he was not,
he changed it. Agnew was a sham, a national disgrace,
and a political flunky foisted upon the American people
by PR flacks accustomed to marketing underarm deodorant, soap, and used cars.

A

JUSTICE FOR ALL?
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In the end, the American system ofj ustice prevailed,
because with all the soiled money he was accepting from
his cronies, with all the connections he had in high
places, and with the authority of his office and the
President's, Agnew could not silence the American
news media.
THE NIXON MENTALITY
UNRAVELS
President Nixon was destroyed, not by the American
news media, but by the platoons of power-hungry and
ruthless henchmen he appointed to work in his behalf.
These people owed no allegiance to the United States of
America. Some of them had NEVER worked on political campaigns EXCEPT THOSE FOR RICHARD
NIXON !!
Think about that ... Concerned A mericans? ... or
T unnel-visioned NIXONITES?
The day after Nixon decided to mine Haiphong
Harbor we were treated to photos of the Pres ident's desk
pi led hi gh with laudatory telegrams commending his
courage and praising his actions.
People employed in the news gathering and dissemination media told us privately that messages
being sent to Congressmen were running 10-1
AGAINST the President! Whom to believe?
Whi le the President kept reassuring the American
peopl e that "your Preside nt is NOT A CROOK! ", the

USS Dwight David
Eisenhower
The largest aircraft caiTier in the world at the
time she was completed, the USS Eisenhower
cruises in the Mediterranean Sea, on the lookout
for orne baddies who might want to hurt
America.
r once opined to a man who should know
about these things that it seemed to me that a ship
a large as The Ike would be mighty hard to
defend in case an enemy wanted to take her out.
"David ," he said, "The only enemy that ever
SEES the Eisenhower are the ones we WANT to
see he r."
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American news media wrote articles alleging wrongdoing in the highest seats of our government. Whom to
believe?
While the President's press secretary, and FIRST
MONDAY, the official organ of his party, were assuring
the American people that the Preside nt was being received around the country like a papal emissary, we
personally failed to uncover ANYONE who thought
Mr. Nixon completely innocent of all charges stemming
from W atergate. Whom to believe?
e firmly believe that had not the
Wate r ga te break-in been un cov
ered and the American news media
persisted in pursuit of the truth, the American people
would now be living in a Police State in every sense of
that word. We would be bowing to the demands of the
Haldemans, Mitchells, Erlichmanns, Col sons, Agnew ·.
Nixons, and Hunts.
THE FUEL SHORTAGE
Remember last winter's fuel shortage? Or what was
purported to be one? On January 10, while speaking to
members of San Jose GI Forum and their guests, Con<Yressman Don Edwards (D-Cal) told us that the "fuel
1:>
shortage" would begin to ease up about the 17th of
March and be completely forgotten by mid-summer.
Edwards also said that as the summer wore on.
Demoerates in the Congress would urge President Nixon

W
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to remain in office and let the impeachment process run
its course. AND, SURPRISE!-- REPUBLICAN CONGRESSMENWOULD BE CLAMORING FOR HIS RESIGNATION ... AND EVENTUALLY BRING IT ABOUT!!
Now, your Editor knows one thing: If a politician
can predict it and pinpoint the time element in which it
wi ll occur, the "problem" has a political solution. No?
l t is our firm belief that the so-called fuel shortage
was contrived and managed. For what purpose? Perhaps
to find out just how far your government could go in
getting the American people to forget some of their
freedo ms, and bend to its will.
They were asking, demanding and getting Americans to for-feit the comforts of warmth in winter, cool air
in summer, and gas for the family chariot ... in the
"national interest." ... AND TO MAKE SOME RICH
PEOPLE RICHER!
One brainwashed Jaw enforcement officer even went
on radi o to predic t that crime stati stics would drop as a
result of the fuel shortage. Why? Simple, because criminaL were being forced out of their cars and into public

transportation, and NOBODY TAKES A BUS TO A
BANK ROBBERY!!
Extensive reading about World War IT reveals one
basic fact: When an occupying army attempts to completely subjugate a people, one of the first steps is ro
drastically curtail movement of people, and to impose
curfews.
We could go on and on but by now you have the
picture. Richard Milhous Nixon's presidency was
very beneficial to big business, big bankers, big
industrialists, and those who seek to control the
minds of men.
We know it didn't do a damned thing for the socalledLittleMan ... EXCEPTpossibly enrichhi s knowledge of impeachment law and get him interested in his
American Constitution and Bill of Rights and what
those sacred documents mean.
Personally, Nixon's resignation.felt to your EditOr
like a massive gas pain which has just left the body.
Ahhhhhhh. --E . David Sierra • • • • •

Kapp is Mr. Cal Football
The 1998 ATH-LON COLLEGE FOOTBALL ANNUAL picked California quarterback JOE KAPPas the one
name that best represents the school's football tradition.
Their other picks were John Elway of Stanford, Marcus
Allen of Southern California, and Gary Beban of UCLA.
Kapp, the last quarter back to take the Golden Bears to
the Rose Bowl, in 1960, beat out such distinguished Old
Blues as Pappy W aldorf, Jackie Jensen, Les Richter, Brick
Mu ller, John Olszewski , Matt Hazeltine, Vic Bottari, Babe
Horreii ,John Ralston,BuckShaw, Andy Smith, Paul Larson,
Craig Morton, Jim Monachino , Rod Franz, Ed White, and
Chuck Muncie.
Cal football coach Joe Kapp watches his quarterback
dropping back, ready to heave a pass downfield. Kapp's
coaching career at Cal was highlighted by an upset of USC
in hi s first year, being named Pac 10 Coach of the Year; and
the famous five laterals final play that defeated John Elway's
Stanford eleven in Kapp's final year as coach of the Golden
Bears.
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Why We
behave
the way
we do ...
EDITOR'S NOTE: I wrote the following
article for the program of the Barrio Alcohol I Drugs Conference program that
Vida Nueva SLE produced for twelve years
at Ehnwood Correctional Facility, Milpitas,
Calif. Over 200 high school students come
to discuss contemporary problems and
seek solutions to the problems of alcohol
and drugs.

(A few years ago, we attended a workshop
dealing with adolescent behavior. The following thoughts are from notes taken at that
meeting).
en a child is born, it doesn't
KNOW anything. All knowl
dge must be acquired. Through
different stages of its young life, a baby learns
right from wrong, what he I she is permitted to
do and what is a "no no".
THE AGE OF MISTRUST
Between the time he is born and he becomes 2 years old, a baby goes through the age
of Mistrust. He is confused. He may be the son
of a 14 yr. old dad or a 45 yr. old dad. His
parents may be alcoholics and/ or drug addicts or they may be religious fanatics. He may
hear two or more languages spoken by those
around him. He may be the product of a mixed
marriage, orlivinginaforeigncountry. He has
to be kissed, picked up, patted tenderly, and
shown that he is loved ... by SOMEbody.
Between the ages of 2 and 4, he has the
problem of Autonomy vs. Doubt. He either
questions everything he sees (because it is all

W
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new) or he becomes a "loner" and doesn't care
about others.
At ages 4 to 5, he enters the Initiative vs.
Guilt stage. He eithers gets into everything
and does everything or begins to feel guilty
because he didn't get involved.
FEELING UNBONDED
Troubled youth feel "unbonded" to the
world. They feel unconnected to the world
around them and to those living on his planet.
They need love and affection and reassurance
from their parents and other adults to let them
know that they are all right and that they
"belong" in this new world they are discovering
day by day. They need to be told that they are
not being "scolded" for doing something
"wrong", they are being taught the difference
between right and wrong. Education is a positive and they should be encouraged to try to
learn as much as they can.
A psychologist once said that a newborn
baby left alone with just food and water in his
crib, would die. He would not know what to do.
An adult touching him, expressing love, and
treating him tenderly assures the newborn
baby that he is "wanted" and that there is a
place for him.
DATED PSYCHOWGY
In this country, the psychologist opined,
we are teaching psychology based on that
taught in a private school in 17th century
Europe.
"Making
life's important
decisions"

0

utmoded thinking leads to out
moded teaching and to out
moded learning. The world has
changed tremendously and our children need
to be taught what is relevant in the world in
which they are growing up.
At ages 6-11 is the Industry vs. Inferiority
stage at which a child either acquires a good
work ethic or he does not. If he feels that
constructive work is not essential for existence, he will grow up avoiding work and
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avoiding life's responsibilities. That can have
horrible repercussions later in life.
On the other hand, if he is industrious
society gains one more contributor and as a
people we are enriched by his contributions.
THE FORMATIVE YEARS

Ages 12-18 is the Identity vs. Role Confusion stage. These are the formative years. Our
feelings toward social behavior, occupational
goals, sex orientation, and decisions about
smoking or not smoking, or drinking and
taking drugs or abstinence are made now. We
begin to shape ourselves into the kind of adult
we will be.
From 19 to 40 years of age is the Intimacy
vs. Isolation stage. They should be the ..best
years of our life... They should be productive
years, working in a job we enjoy doing. We
should form friendships with people with whom

"Taking longer
to grow up"

crowded housing in a drugs-infested neighborhood as the reason he never became successful. A driven, upwardly mobile person, on
the other hand, can use that same reason for
struggling mightily to .. escape.. from his humble
beginnings and earn himself a share of the
good things in life.
sychologists believe that an irre
sponsible 20-year old can be re
prograrnr.ned into being a responsible person in two years with intensive managed health care by a team of people who know
what they are doing. But key, again, is that the
irresponsible person has to want to change.

P

COMMUNICATING

Young persons walking around in our
society with their ears wired to a portable
radio or CD player are communicating to
those around them that they wish to be left
alone. They don't want to converse, they don't
want to be asked their opinion about anything, they want an excuse for saying they did
not hear what they don't want to hear.
VIDEO GAMES

we have things in common, so we can
enjoy our adult life and retirement years in the
company of friends with mutual hobbies, likes
and dislikes. If we don't, we become recluses,
drifting through life being lonely and unattached to anything or anyone. This leads to
trouble. Everyone needs love.
ADOLESCENCE

e have learned recently that
psychologists used to consider
a person ..grown up .. when they
reached the age of 18. Now, because of the
proliferation of drugs and alcohol in our society, and because young people are taking
those drugs at a much earlier age, it is taking
them longer to mature into adulthood.

W

ENVIRONMENT

The environment a person is born into is
very important in determining how a person
will grow up and what attitudes and perspectives he will adopt. Included are trust, predictability, and consistency.
An irresponsible person may use the fact
that he was born of humble parents in over-

The ubiquitious video games teach young
people that there is NO adverse consequence
to destructive behavior. Oft times the winner
is the person who zaps the most people and
destroys the most property.
When young people grow up being destructive to public property (graffiti, for example) we
should not be surprised. It is normal for them
to believe that the more property they destroy
the more acceptance they will gain in their
community. The video games they are playing
and the movies they are watching teach them
that.
LOSING TOUCH WITH REALITY

Often the young person loses touch with
reality. They view movies in which the hyped
star of the film takes on some baddies wielding
automatic weapons and because he practices
some far eastern martial art, subdues them
and leaves them lying in the gutter. Or ... in
the last reel, he cuffs them and leads them off
to jail. That is not reality. If someone is holding
an automatic weapon on you and he asks that
you dance, you had probably best do your
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damndest imitation of Gene Kelly or you're
dust, amigo.
etting sprayed by bullets from
an automatic weapon brings on
death, quickly and finally. Unlike,
Chuck Norris or Bruce Lee, you won't be back
next week for another thrilling adventure.
You'll be planted, old folks will weep, the guy
in black will orate, and you're history.
SEXUAL ATTITUDES
Surveys tell us that 72°A> of the teenagers in
this country have had sex by the time they are
17 years old.
Psychologists say that sex has replaced
verbal interaction among some adolescents. If
they can't think of anything to say to that
young man or young lady friend, then they
grope at each other and see what "develops".
Then you have something to talk about the
next day at school.
Young people take drugs when they are 810 years old, have sex at 12, and get drivers
licenses, when they turn 16. What is the
chance of that teenager growing up with responsible attitudes toward a healthy life~~le,
respect for the opposite sex, and recogniZing
that driving is a privilege not a God-given
right? (And, remember what psychologists
say about adolescents maturing later now
because of extensive drug use). Do you feel
comfortable knowing that young people who
are 12 years old mentally are sharing the road
with you?

"Mom, I don't

G

THE PARENTS

In households that are totally dysfunctional, that is, the parents take drugs along
with their children, there is a very good chance
that the family dynamics are being shaped by
teens, some of whom become expert manipulators. They learn very early in life that since

Books Won't Burn
"Books won't stay burned. They
won't bum. Ideas won't go to jail."
-- Alfred W. Griswold
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feel good
today ... "
mom and dad are in a constant haze, they
don't much care what the youngsters do nor
whom they associate with. They learn to "use"
the parents to get what they want, when they
want it. Later come the threats of bodily harm
... or worse ... if the parents do not comply with
the requests.
Cocaine, crank, speed and other drugs
make a person "hyper". When they have it,
everything is right with the world. When they
don't have it, life gets very, very boring. Drugs,
then, become self-prescribed anti-depressants.
They are a chemical creation of self-esteem.
AFRAID OF LIFE
We recently heard a 24-year old man tell us
that he took drugs because he was afraid of
life. His mother constantly urged him to find
a job so he could contribute toward supporting their household. He knew that h.e had no
marketable job skills. He was afrrud to ask
anyone to hire him. So he took drugs. Every
day his excuse was the same, "Mom, I d~n't
feel good this morning. I'll look for a JOb
tomorrow." That became his vicious circle. If
he felt good, he was expected to go seek work.
His escape was to find drugs every night so he
would not have to seek work the next day.
THE VICIOUS CYCLE
ontinued use of alcohol and
drugs eventually leads to arrest
and incarceration ... jail. Your life
becomes a vicious cycle of drug use -jailfreedom- drug use- jail, etc. Your self-esteem
takes a tremendous hit. The conclusion is,
inevitably, permanent incarceration, or your
life ends .. . unexpectedly . . . prematurely ...
and forever.

C

David Sierra is a staff member,
Vida Nueva S.L.E., San Jose.
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San Jose GI Forum
Veterans Recognition
Night honors Trujillo,
Lostaunau, Rodriguez
Veterans Recognition Night
Nov. 14, 2003
The guests of honor were former Chairman Charles
Lostaunau, a veteran of the lOlst Airborne Division;
Charlie Trujillo, author of SOLD ADOS, a book about
the experiences of soldiers from his hometown in Vietnam; and GIForumNational Chairman David Rodriguez,
a decorated Vietnam War veteran.
fter SJ Forum Chairman AI Villalobos
gave a welcome address, the pledge of
allegiance was recited by Chapter Sergeant
at Arms Frank Caballero.
Luis Gonzales, Chaplain, asked for a moment of
si lence in tribute to three recently deceased GI Forum
members Monico Amador, Pedro "Pete" Gonzalez, and
Ray Renteria, Jr.
Presentation of the awards was done by Master of
Ceremonies Rigo Chacon and Chairman AI Villalobos.
That was followed by the attendees singing Stephen
Foster's The Star Spangled Banner, which goes:
Oh say; can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last
gleaming.
Whose broad stripes and bright stars,

A

Thro'theperilousfight, O'erthe rampartswewatch'd,
were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still
there.
0 say does that star-spangled banner yet wave,
O'er the Land ofthe Free and the Home ofthe Brave.
I love group singing, especially when they sing that
song. Particularly the last line.

POW /MIA
REMEMBRANCE
Gloria and I were very impressed with one of the
exhibits at the dinner. A small table set off to one side of
the room, covered with a white tablecloth, a single red
rose in a vase, a red ribbon on the vase, a slice of lemon
on a plate, salt sprinkled on the plate, an inverted glass,
an empty chair, a candle, and the American flag.
All attendees were given a sheet explaining the
significance of the display. This is what it read:
THOSE WHO HAVE SERVED, and those currently serving in the uniformed services of the United
States, are ever mindful that the sweetness of enduring
peace has always been tainted by the bitterness of
personal sacrifice. We are compelled to never forget that
while we enjoy our daily pleasures, there are others who
have endured and may still be enduring the agonies of
pain deprivation and imprisonment.
Before we begin our activities, we pause to recognize our POWS and MIAs. We call your attention to
this small table, which occupies a place of dignity and
honor. It is set for one, symbolizing the fact that
members of our armed forces are missing from our
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The Ritual of Wiggle
How Politicos Avoid Jail
THE FORUMEER
Nov-Dec 1976

This article was first published in The Forumeer,
official publication of the American GI Forum, when
I was its editor.
In recent years we have been astonished to learn
almost daily of scandal after scandal by people at the
highest levels of our government.
president who vowed that he was not
a crook was found to be just that and
left office in disgrace. A vice president was
accused by the U.S. Justice Department of being .. on
the take.. and was forced out of office. We have had
more attorneys general in the past few years than most
of us can keep track of.
Congressmen have been seen cavorting in the Tidal
Basin in D.C. in the early hours with exotic dancers,
one of them was found to have employed a brassy blonde
as his .. secretary .. for sexual purposes. Many of our

A

Vets Recognition
(Cont. from Pg 136)
ranks. They are referred to as POWs and MIAs.
We call them comrades. They are unable to be with
their loved ones and families, so we join together to pay
humble tribute to them, and to bear witness to their
continued absence.
THE TABLE IS SMALL, symbolizing the frailty of
one prisoner, alone against his or her suppressors.
THE TABLECLOTH IS WHITE, symbolic of purity of their intentions to respond to their country•s call
to arms.
THE SINGLE ROSE in the vase signifies the blood
they may have shed in sacrifice to ensure the freedom of
our beloved United States of America. This rose also

elected politicians have been accused of being on the
.. bribe .. list of foreign governments, large industrialists,
and companies eager to acquire government contracts.

The names Nixon, Agnew, Mitchell, Kliendienst,
Hays, Mills, Howe, Erlichmann, Haldeman,
Hinshaw, Colson, Hunt, Dean, Segretti, Chapin,
Kalmbach, Gurney, Connally and Butz have become
synonymous with "distrust" in our institutions.
Their skullduggery has cost Americans hundreds of
millions of dollars, and more seriously, has undermined
the confidence of our youth in their government and its
elected officials.
Their connivers and violators of the public trust have
gotten off relatively easy in comparison with common
citizens who overpark, run a red light, or solicit a Street
Princess for prostitution. Some of them have gone to
prison, if you can call those .. country clubs .. to which
they have been assigned, prisons. Others (Nixon,
Agnew) have merely resigned their office and escaped
prison by practicing the tried and tested (and success(Cont. on Pg 138)

reminds us of the family and friends of our missing
comrades who keep faith, while awaiting their return.
THE RED RIBBON on the vase represents the red
ribbons worn on the lapels of the thousands who demand, with unyielding determination, a proper account
of our comrades who are not among us.
A SLICE OF LEMON on the plate reminds us of
their bitter fate.
THE SALT sprinkled on the plate reminds us of the
countless fallen tears of families as they wait.
THE GLASS IS INVERTED, they cannot toast with
us at this time.
THE CHAIR IS EMPTY. They are NOT here.
THE CANDLE is reminiscent of the light of hope,
which lives in our hearts to illuminate their way home,
away from their captors, to open arms of a grateful
nation.
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Ritual of Wiggle
(Cont. from Pg 137)
ful) RITUAL OF WIGGLE.

W

hat is the Ritual of Wiggle? It is a

series of steps which a politician (or
high level bureaucrat) takes to save his
neck when he is caught with his hands in the public
money till, carrying on with taxpayer-subsidized prostitutes, or accepting bribes or illegal campaign contributions.
There are 13 basic rules the wayward legislator must
follow if he is to survive in office after his constituents,
the press, or his opponents expose his inadequacies, his
philandering, or his dipping his greedy claws into the
public money trough.
RULE 1- ADMIT NOTIDNG until you know the
worst. If it looks line a one-shot affair, hide until it blows
over.
RULE 2 - IF YOU MUST SPEAK OUT, confess
to what is known, evade what is unknown, and cry. CRY.
RULE 3- IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, give the money
back, or at least give it to someone.
RULE 4 - IF PARTIAL CONFESSION and restitution fail to stem the headlines, arrange a quickie exoneration from a semi-respected source.

RULE 5 - IF THE UNPLEASANTNESS PERSISTS, use the .. stranger in paradise .. routine. You can't

Vets Recognition Night
(Cont. from Pg 137)
THE AMERICAN FLAG reminds us that many of
them may never return ... and have paid the supreme
sacrifice to insure our freedom.
Let us pray to the Supreme Commander that all of
our comrades will soon be back within our ranks. Let us
remember ... and never forget their sacrifice.
May God forever watch over them and protect them
and their families.

EDITOR'S COMMENT: I tis events such
as this that makes one proud to be a member
of San Jose Chapter of the American GI
Forum.

help it if goodhearted friends have an urge to shower
you with gifts or if lucky fate strews your path with
roses.

RULE 6- INSIST THAT YOU WOULD HAVE
DONE THE SAME FAVOR for any of your constituents.

RULE 7 - AT THE MOMENT OF DEEPEST
PERSONAL DISGRACE, announce for reelection.
RULE 8 - SET UP A SERIES OF ENDORSEMENTS by prominent churchmen.
RULE 9- IT'S TIME TO PICKASCAPEGOAT.
RULE 10 - IF NEWSMEN PERSIST, bolder
moves are advisable: issue a statement requesting an
official investigation.

RULE 11 - THREATEN A MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR LmEL SUIT against your accusers but
don't file it. If you must file for tactical reasons, withdraw it before it gets to trial.

RULE 12- WHEN JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
BECOME INEVITABLE, claim constitutional immunity.

RULE 13 - DURING TRIAL OR IMPEACHMENT PROCEEDINGS, observe all the traditional
formalities listed below:
A. From now on, NEVER APPEAR IN PUBLIC
WITHOUT YOUR WIFE. Be sure your entire family,
including pre-school children, attends every court session. The spectacle of your wife and children being subjected to all the evidence of your wrongdoing day after
day will distress the jury and incline them toward pity
for you.
B. FEIGN ll..LNESS, and a sort of stunned vacuity,
as if the indignity of it all is too much for your sensitive
nature. This is groundwork for a convincing loss of
memory when you take the stand. Loss of weight, a
sickly pallor, a cane, the general look of a man about to
break, are mandatory if one is to create the .. hasn't he
suffered enough .. atmosphere.
C. When questioned by the press, emphasize how
you WELCOME THE CHANCE TO CLEAR YOUR
NAME, how you are bothered by the suffering being
inflicted on your family. How glad you will be when
you can get back to your legislative duties.
D. EMPLOY THE ..PARTIAL EXPERT, .. the C.P.A.
to give a tidied statement of your net worth; the paid
handwriting expert to testify that it was NOT your signature. After all, the tax consultant (retired) who will
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Santa Clara County
United Veterans
Council boots out
San Jose Gl Forum!
On May 28, 1970, the United Veterans Council of
Santa Clara County, Inc. wrote a letter to Dan Tellez,
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum, to wit:
Dear Sir:
A question of GI Forum eligibility to
membership to the United Veterans Counci l of Santa Clara County came to the
attention of our delegates at the last meeting of this Council on May 5th, 1970
A decision was rendered as fo llows:
(from the approved minutes)
"After a lengthy discussion concerning the eligibility of the GI Forum

Ritual of Wiggle
(Cont. from Pg 138)
swear he told you not to list those testimonial purses
can always say he isn't familiar with the latest laws.
F. IF CONVI CTED, abandon all dignity and BEG
FOR MERCY.
F. If despite this plea, you are se ntenced to prison
anyway, announce that you are getting the warden to
assign you to the V.I.P. HOSPITAL. You will be constantly attended by doctors and subsequently REMEMBERED NOT AS A JAILBIRD BUT AS A PATIENT.
G. DON'T DESPAIR. Remember that Congressman
Tom Lane was reelected after he was convicted. So were
Jim Curley and Adam Clayton Powell. Also, there is

as members in the United Veterans
Council of Santa Clara County, a motion was made, and properly seconded,
and passed unanimously to drop them
from the membership rolls."
This was a corrective action TAKEN
BY TillS COUNCIL inasmuch as the GI
Forum organization is not properly recognized by Congress of the United States.
Yours truly,
Ray E. Claudy, Sec'y,
United Veterans Council of Santa Clara
County.

the bottom line result-- YOU CAN GET A PRESIDENTIAL PARDON.
The entrie booklet, THE RITUAL OF WIGGLEFrom Ruin to Reelection by James Boyd, goes into great
detail to illustrate how legislators wiggle out of "tough"
situations.
It is available from:
THE WASHINGTON MONTHLY
1028 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
Get your copy of THE RITUAL OF WIGGLE so
that you can keep track of the shenanigans of YOUR
congressman as they occur, and so that you can understand what you are reading in your daily newspaper and
(Cont. on Pg. 140)
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Vets Council boots SJ Forum
(Cont. from Pg 139)
WHY DID TIDS HAPPEN?: A few weeks prior
to May 28, about 16-17 members of San Jose GI Forum
attended an Installation of Officers dinner at which our
member, Amadeo Chapa, was installed as an officer of
the United Veterans Council of Santa
(Cont. on Pg 140)
Clara County. As people were introduced, they rose
and snapped off a salute to the person chairing the
meeting.
The GI Forum members did not salute the chair,
probably because we do not do that at our meetings.
Secondly, speaking for myself, I am not a veteran and
don't feel I must salute anything other than the American
Flag.
After the meeting, in the bar, one of the American
Legion members asked me what branch of the service I
had been in since I had been introduced as Chairman of
San Jose GI Forum.
"None," I said, "I have never been in the mili-

tary."
"How can you be Chairman of the GI Forum if
you're not a veteran?" he asked.
"Because in our organization, 25% of the members of each chapter can be non-veterans," I said.
.. WHY IS THAT? .. he asked, raising his voice.
.. Perhaps because, .. I replied, reaching for another
beer, .. our organization is farsighted enough to see that
there may come a day when there will be no wars, and
maybe no Veterans of Foreign Wars, and we want to
continue to exist."
He turned away, and went to talk to some .. real
authentic veterans" and we were pretty much ignored by
them for the rest of the evening. Later came the letter.

Ritual of Wiggle
(Cont. from Pg 139)
what you are hearing on the 6 o'clock news
We guarantee it is more fun than reading the
Katzenjammer Kids!
--E. David Sierra, Editor

Some years later, Santa Clara County had an effort
under way, led by Congressional Medal ofHonorrecipient Carlos Ogden, to build a Veterans Memorial in
downtown San Jose.

One veterans organization was first to
donate $5,000 to kick off the effort. Can you
guess which organization it was? Well, if you
guessed San Jose GI Forum, the one that
allows 25% non-veterans to join, and the one
that elected E. David Sierra as its first nonveteran chairman in 1967, you'd be right on
the money!
Your mama didn't raise any dumb ones!

True virtue is life under
the direction of reason.
Benedict Spinoza, 1677

Rosie Pitman,
WUHS
Rosie Pitman, whom a number of people
consider to be the best athlete ever to attend
Woodlake High School, my alma mater, played
on some pretty good softball teams.
She was a member of the Fresno Rockets of
the ASA Women's Major Fast Pitch League
when they won the national championship:
Toronto, Canada ..... ................... 1953
Orange, Calif. .. .. ... .. .... ....... ..... ... 1954
Buena Park, Calif....................... 1957
She was also with the Rockets for the playoffs at Stratford, Connecticut in '58, '59, '60, '62,
'63, '65, '67, '68, and 1970.
I remember reading in the Los Angeles
TIMEs that she had hit a home run in Stratford
but when I wrote to her to ask about that, she
graciously replied, but wrote that she did not
remember the home run. That's Rosie Pitman.
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An Amicus Curie Brief to the U.S. Supreme Court

The Bakke Decision
October 1977

This editorial ran in the October 1977 issue
of THE LEADER, official publication of San
Jose GI Forum. Later in the year, I submitted a
.. Friend of the Court .. (Amicus Curie) brief to
the United States Supreme Court.
My friend and editorial critic, Joaquin Brito,
somehow got a copy of my Amicus Curie sent to
the Court and called to congratulate me on my
arguments. I very much appreciated his congratulatory remarks.
--E.T. Sierra

THE BAKKE DECISION
In 1973-74, Alan Bakke, a white engineer in his mid30·s, applied to the UC Davis Medical School. After
being rejected twice, he filed a lawsuit against the
Special Admissions Program, charging that he was a
victim of .. reverse discrimination .. , rejected because he
was white and that other .. less qualified .. minority students were admitted through the Special Admissions
Program.

0

n Sept. 16, 1977 the California Su
preme Court upheld Bakke's charge
of reverse discrimination, and declared
that the Special Admissions Program at UC Davis
was unconstitutional.
The courts claimed that the program violated the
equal protection clause of the 14th amendment. On Oct.
12, 1977 the U.S. Supreme Court will begin to hear the
appeal filed by the Regents of the U. of California vs.
Allan Bakke (Case No. 76-811). The Bakke Case will
test whether affirmative action programs, designed to
improve educational and job opportunities for racial
minorities and women, are constitutional if they unfairly
penalize white men.

The case is both legally complex and politically
explosive because of its wide ranging discriminatory
implications to both whites and racial minorities. The
issue is so controversial that 148 special interest groups
have filed their own briefs with the court.

If reverse discrimination is accepted as a legal
argument, it would serve as justification to do away
with Special Admissions and Affirmative Action
type programs.
It would do away with BOP and Upward Bound and
various recruitment programs to attract minorities to the
universities.

On the job market it would eliminate affirmative
action and training programs for minorities and
women.
The University has contended and hopefully, it will
continue to exercise discretion in arguing that using race
as one criteria is in the interests of the people of Cali fornia.
By increasing minority students, it would improve
health care to the poor and minorities by expecting
minority students to return to their respective barrios,
etc.

The impact and implications of the Bakke Decision are far reaching for the American GI Forum
and other concerned minority organizations.
We urge you to call your friends and constituents to
join us in our opposition to the Bakke Decision.
We call upon the United States Supreme Court to
reverse the decision of the California Supreme Court on
Sept. 16, 1977.
--E. David Sierra.

Safety of People
The safety of the people
shall be the highest law
--Cicero
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bar and buy him a coke, QUICK! ..
He did not budge, intently eyeing the game.
I put my drink down, grabbed the kid up in both

Booze
at the

Bobby Garcia's kids, Kenny and Bobby
Jr. were playing baseball for Yerba Buena
H.S. After a very successful season, they
were involved in the playoffs at PAL stadium in East San Jose.
We had agreed to meet at the stadium and watch the
kids play .It had been years since I had seen a high school
baseball game.
I had taken two large bottles of Coca Cola and spiked
them with copious amounts ofSeagrams VO. I had them
in a paper bag and openly displayed them to the security
guard as I entered the stadium. I found my friends,
Bobby and his wife Socorro, Ray Garcia and his wife
Jane, Jess .. Montana.. Munoz, Kenny Saucedo, and Paul
Gary. All loyal Y.B. fans.
Just after the game started, Montana and I poured
ourselves and the other guys a drink from the large bottle
of coke. We were drinking practically under the nose of
a San Jose Police Officer who was standing about six
rows behind us, watching the game from the last row of
the bleachers.
Pretty soon, one of the kids, I don't remember whose
child it was, started pointing at the bottles of .. coke .. and
screaming bloody murder! He wanted a drink too!
That was a problem that we had not anticipated. I
whispered to Montana, .. Take that brat over to the snack

arms and walked off the bleachers and toward the
snack bar. The kid was still screaming like a banshee
at the top of his voice!
He finally quieted down when I told him to order
anything he wanted. He got a big candy bar, and the
biggest coke I had ever seen in my life ... It must've been
a half gallon, at least ... in a plastic container. I paid for
it, and walked the happy kid back to our seats in the
bleachers.
When I got back, the San Jose Chota was dumping
the bottles of coke behind the bleachers. When I had
taken the young brat to the snack bar, the Chota had put
two and two together and come up with four.

*El Gavilan Pedero
In the mid-50's, we were working in a vineyard near Exeter, Calif., picking table grapes at
the Dufflemeyer Ranch. There were men and
women in the crew.
One day as a small group of men and women
were having lunch one of the men, having fallen
asleep, laid a loud, raspy fart.
Apparently without thinking of where he
was, a Mexican national quickly exclaimed,

*..

No me los heches al aire,
que no soy tu gavilan,
Echamelos en la punta,
Que de ay no se me van!"

His remarks were followed by a stunned
silence. Then one woman started laughing, the
other ladies followed, and then we all did.

*
**

The Parting Sparrow Hawk.
No translation will be furnished. You
Hookies should have taken Spanish in
high school.
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A Murder in Woodlake
byE David Sierra

I was living in Woodlake. It was Thanksgiving
Day. We had eaten our fill of turkey and all the
trimmings. Early in the afternoon, Kenny Saucedo
in vited me to go with him and another guy , just
riding around drinking beer. We meandered all over
country roads, drinking beer, eventually driving into
Fresno. Just cruising.
Then the guy driving the car decided to go see his
fami ly livin g in a small cotton pickers camp just
outside of Coalinga. I remember it as a very cold,
dreary , overcast day. When we arrived at the camp,
the guy left Kenny and I in the car and went inside a
large tent to visit with his family.
bout two hours later, we began to
worry because it was getting dark
and we had seen no sign of our friend.
At about 8 PM, a man approached the car, said he
was our friend's brother and that our friend was
very drunk and had passed out. He was inside the
tent sleeping it off.
Meanwhile, their mother was very sick and he
had to take her to the hospital in Coalinga. Kenny
suggested that he and I stay at the camp and go find
his friend who had brought us there, and try to find
out when he intended driving us back to Woodlake.
"Kenny," I argued, "It will be warm in the
hospi tal. Not only that, we can get something to eat
in Coalinga. It'll be warm inside the hospital. We can
make phone calls from there. Your friend is passed
out. He's not gonna worry about us. We don't know
what's gonna happen out here, but we ought to stay

A

Society prepares
the crime; the criminal commits it.
--Henry Thomas Bu ckle

with the car, I think!"
A little while later the brother of our friend came

back and said he was taking his mother to the hospital, and we could go too if we wanted to. Of course, we
went.
We finally got back to the cotton camp at about 2
AM By now it was bitterly cold. The brother brought us
a couple of old blankets, told us to get as comfortable as
we could, and that he would drive us back to Woodlake
as soon as it got light the next morning.
Kenny was madder than hell
"Este cab ron me va a pagar esta pinehi movida !" he
said, angrily.
Ididn'tknow the guy at all, I had never seen him until
that afternoon when we decided to go riding with him.
But Kenny kept repeating his threat.
We froze our ass that night. I don't ever remember
being that cold in all my life, even going to football
games in November.
The next morning, at daybreak, our friend's brother
came out ofthe large tent with two small cups of coffee,
put them in our hands, and announced that he was
driving us back to Woodlake.

Kenny asked the guy about his brother. Wasn't
he going back to Woodlake? Didn't he want to talk to
us? No, replied the brother, he's still asleep.
Kenny and the guy made small talk all the 80-some
miles from Coalinga to Woodlake. I was so angry, I
pretended to be asleep. I didn't know the guy, and didn't
want to know him.
hen we got back home, my sister in
law Hema asked me, "Where have
you been all night?"
I told her the story about going riding, winding up in
Coalinga, about going to the hospital, and the guy's
brother finally bringing us home.
"Why didn't you call?" she asked.
"I never thought about it," I replied.
After a short while she blurted out, "Henry Rubi o
killed Joe Zavala! "

W
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"WHAT?" I asked.

"Henry Rubio killed Joe Zavala. Over by Castle
Rock!" she added.
We talked about it for awhile. I must have asked her
a million questions, but she had very little hard information. Then I went to my room to get some badly needed
sleep.
I would wait for the Fresno BEE, who I was sure
would have the story in that afternoon's edition. It did.
Here is what they wrote:

Woodlake Youth

Is Shot Fatally By
Friend Of Sister
VISALIA, Tulare Co. --A murder charge was to be
filed today against Henry Rubio, 22, of 332 Lemona
Street, Woodlake, the admitted slayer late yesterday of
Joseph Zavala, Jr., 19, of 492 North Palm Street,
Woodlake.
ubio, after turning himself in to Chief of
Police Gus West of Woodlake, said he
shot Zavala with a .30 caliber rifle because
he was afraid Zavala was going to assault him for going
with Zavala's 18 year old sister. Rubio is married
Sheriff Sandy Robinson said Zavala, his brother
Ralph, 17, and a friend, Frank Mejia, were riding in a
pickup truck driven by the victim when Rubio, in a car,
beckoned for them to follow him.

R

Vehicles Stop
When they reached Castle Rock Road, east of
Woodlake, Rubio stopped his car and the pickup stopped
behind, Robinson said.
Rubio then stepped from his car with the rifle and
fired two shots into the pickup cab. The first struck
Zavala in the head and the second hit the windshield but
not the men inside

Z

avala was taken by ambulance to the
Woodlake Hospital, where he died in a
little more than an hour.

Rubio then drove to the police station and told West
he had committed the shooting West turned him over to
sheriffs officers who held him on suspicion of murder.

Will File Charge
Chief Deputy District Attorney John P. Hyland said
he will file a murder charge today and expected Rubio to

be arraigned this afternoon in the Woodlake Justice
Court.
In a statement to Hyland, Rubio said he and the
Zavala brothers had had an argument Saturday about
whether he should continue to see their sister, who is
single Rubio added the brothers threatened to beat him
up if he did not stop.
Ralph Zavala told Hyland he and his brother had no
thought of attacking Rubio but said they objected to a
married man dating their sister.

EDITOR'S NOTES: As soon as Hema told
me about the killing, I understood why they had
been very concerned about why neither of us had
come home that night. Ralph Zavala was dating
Kenny's sister, Irene (or were they already married
to each other?).
Just a few days prior to the murder, I had been
working for Joe Zavala, Sr, doing farm work, so
Kenny and I both knew the Zavala brothers. We
also knew Henry Rubio very well.
hen they had the hearing in
Woodlake a few months later,
it was in the middle of winter and
there isn't much farm work to do. Many friends of
both the Rubio family and the Zavalas were able to
go to the hearings.
I remember Rubio testifying that he and a
bracero friend of his had been riding around town
the morning of the murder. Then they decided to
go outside of town and shoot at some beer cans.
He loaded the rifle, set up some beer cans on a
rock, and began shooting at them He also testified
that they were drinking beer
If my memory serves me, the bracero testified
at the hearing that he was asleep when the shooting
occured. He then disappeared, probably back to
Mexico, to avoid testifying at the trial.
Rubio was found guilty and served time in the
state penitentiary.

W

Many, many years later, 2001 to be exact, I
finally asked Kenny if he had caught up with
the guy who drove us to Coalinga and left us in
that cotton pickers camp, high and dry.
"I went after him with a tire iron," he said, and
smiled broad!y. • • • • •
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A Giant Has Fallen

ERNESTO
GALARZA
July 1984

The Leader

rnesto Galarza, known to
many of us for many years
as one of the most outspoken
Chicano activists in this country, passed
away on Friday, June 22, 1984 in San Jose,
where he lived for many years.

E

Best known, perhaps, for his book MERCHANTS
OF LABOR, and other literary works, Galarza was
an indefatigable fighter for his raza.
He graduated from Occidental College, Los Angeles, in 1927, the only Chicano in his class. He went on to
Stanford University and to a doctorate in the history of
public law from Colu mbia Un iversity,
New York City.
Galarza was a
The Mexican Bracero Story
good friend of the
American GI Forum.
We met him for the
first time at a San Jose
Chapter meeting in
1964, addressing the
issue of P.L. 78, the
Bracero Program, and
he inspired many of
us to take up the cause
•• G.-.lan..l
of
the
United
Farmworkers. Two
.....
days later, Chairman
Ernie Vasquez and I
were in San Francisco, at a federal hearing, testifying
against agribusiness and working to eliminate the bracero
program.
In those years it seemed that Dr. Galarza was present
fflh.'tlo

SIGNING -- Ernesto Galarza, left, author of
MERCHANTS OF LABOR, autographs a copy
for American GI Forum National Editor David
Sierra at a San Jose GI Forum meeting in
January of 1965.
at every Chicano happening. We heard him speak to
Chicano groups three times in one week. The last time
we saw him was a few years ago, at a Cinco de Mayo
celebration at Central Park in Santa Clara, again at the
podium, and again reminding us to struggle for our
rights, and to make this nation give us every bit of
opportunity to which Americans are entitled.
fter his address, Dr. Galarza's dignity and
stature did not preclude him from stepping
to the back of the room to share a jigger of
Tequila with friends, make some new friends, and
continue to urge those around him to support the struggles
of Cesar Chavez, Dr. Hector P. Garcia, Reies Lopez
Tijerina, et al.
A few months later he sent us copies of what he
called "mini-libros" that he had written and published.
They were books for children, a new area of involvement for Dr. Galarza perhaps, but not surprising, for he
was a very complex and talented individual, concerned
about everyone and involved in everything.
Dr. Galarza was truly a human being about
whom it can be said that we are better people for having
(Cont. on Pg 146)
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Al-Shamali's Letter,
New Years Day,

Jan.1,1988
1 January, 1988
The Leader
San Jose GI Forum
1680 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, Calif.
Atten: D. Sierra
Dear David:
Happy New Year! I know that you don't know me,
and that is not important.
I am writing to tell you that this morning was the
first time that I read THE LEADER. That in itself is
not "Big News", but after reading your newsletter I
have finally decided what direction my career will
take.
You see, for 15 years I worked in the electronics
industry as an inspector of multi-layer flex circuits. I
learned all phases of manufacturing and have progressed to the "title" of Quality Assurance Manager (in
name only).

I have peaked out in my industry, not only financially but every other way also. So having tired of my
type of work (several years ago) I have been mulling
over my options. Now I realize that I will do what I have
always wanted to do, and that is write.
Why am I telling you this, you ask yourself. Well,
only to say that I like your style of writing. I'm assuming
that you wrote the newsletter. And I want to say also that
I want to write and I need some direction.
You see I have always wanted to write a book; and
I don't know where to begin.
I will close this letter now. But before I stop writing
I will say "Thank You" for helping me to make an
important decision.
You may not realize how you effect people with
your writing. I wish I could express myself better in
writing to tell you how happy I feel right now. You
have no idea how difficult it is to go thru life with no
"direction."
The "lack of goals" is what makes people go into
depression. Now I have a great weight lifted off of me,
and I am finally free. What a way to begin the new year!
And it's all because of you!!!
P.S. This is not bullshit!!!
Thank you,
Joan Al-Shamali
678 So. 7th Street
San Jose, Calif. 95112

WE REPLIED:
January 15, 1988

A Giant has fallen
(Cont. from Pg 145)
known him. We extend our sympathy to his family and
his wife Mae.
EDITOR'S NOTES: When we knew Dr. Galarza,
and on one occasion when he invited us to his home for
an evening's discussion of the Chicanos and our problems, I had no idea that this man was esteemed in the
Chicano community as highly as he was. Only after his
passing away did I begin to realize how big a personality
he was on the national and international stage. Thus, my
apt title, A Giant Has Fallen. A Giant indeed.

Dear Ms. Al-Shamali:
Thank you for your kind letter of 1 January 1988.
You should begin writing that book you want to do
while you have the enthusiasm for it. I started to do one
once wh~n I was unemployed for a long period of time
and then dropped the project. I was going to tell about
my experiences in pledging a college fraternity, embellish it with a little bit of fiction, put in a heart-wrenching
love story, and make a million dollars. Maybe someone
was right when they said that hungry writers and hungry
artists turn out the most inspired works!
I have been doing the San Jose GI Forum newsletter
for over 20 years and that is MY avenue of expressing
(Cont. on Pg 147)
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Albertson's 'Changing' Bill
December 11, 2002
On Dec. 11, 2002 at 11:23 am, I was checking out
groceries at Albertson's Market on Monterey Highway
in south San Jose.
A few minutes earlier we had picked up some red
grapes, selling for 1. 99 per pound. On our way out of the
produce section, we noticed some Red Globe grapes
priced at .99 per pound, which appeared "healthier" than
the ones we had already put in our shopping cart. I
returned the 1.99 grapes and picked up two small bags
of .99 grapes.
At the checkout stand, this is what showed on the
sales slip:
4.83 lb. @ 1.99 /lb.
WT GRP RD GLOBE

9.61

The clerk was quick to point out that as a preferred customer we had saved $2.65, a savings of
11%.
I took a long look at the receipt and noticed that we
had been charged 1.99 per pound for the Globe grapes.
"Those Red Globe grapes are selling for .99 per
pound," I told the clerk. "You are cheating me. You have
two kinds of grapes back there and we picked up the
cheaper ones, and you are charging me for the more
expensive ones."

Al-Sh8.1llali's Letter
(Cont. from Pg 146)
myself. I took a few courses in journalism many, many
years ago but for the most part write because I enjoy it.
I am curious how it was that you came to be holding a
copy of our newsletter. Do we have mutual friends?
If you need encouragement to begin, here it is:
GET IT ON. JOAN!
Again, thank you for a most flattering letter. We are
still blushing.
Sincerely,
David Sierra

He called for help and an elderly lady came almost
immediately to see what was wrong. She went to the
produce section and my wife followed her to show her
the two different prices on the grapes.
She came back and said that there was a mistake.
"The labels are wrong," she said.
The grape bags had a small label with a large number
and some bar codes on it. Both grapes bags had the same
numbers, meaning that if you think you are paying .99
cents per pound for grapes, you aren't. You are paying
1.99 per pound no matter which package you pick up.
At 11:26 am, the clerk ran me off another sales slip.
This one showed the following:
4.47 lb. @ 1.99 /lb.
RF
GRP RD GLOBE

TAX

OOBAL

Cash
CHANGE

8.90-F
8.900.00
8.90

Then the clerk quickly handed me an 8.90 REFUND
and a second receipt, showing that no charge was made
for the grapes. I was supposed to sign it, adding my name
and telephone number to verify the refund. It is supposed to be signed by the manager. I stuck the refund
with the second receipt wrapped around it in my pocket
and left the store.
On arriving home, still steamed up about the second
"attempted cheating" at an Albertson's Market in three
weeks, I looked at the receipt again, then noticed that the
grapes had shrunk at the checkout stand by 36 ounces!
That crooked checkout clerk was not only overcharging me $1 per pound for the grapes but he was
cheating me by charging me for 4.83 pounds when
the grapes only weighed 4.47 pounds!
11:23 am
11:26 am

4.83 lb. @ 1.99 /lb.
4.47 lb. @ 1.99/lb.

Two weeks before a clerk at another Albertson's
store made a similar mistake and I called it to her
attention. She said it was a computer error.
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.. Lady, I have operated computers for 25 years.
Computers don't make errors, computer operators make
errors, and sometimes intentionally. You are trying to
cheat me! ..
I have to wonder if overcharging their customers is
something that Albertson's clerks do as a matter of
policy. It seems too pervasive to be a mistake.
I left that store and never went back.
BEWARE OF STORE CLERKS
Ever since I spent the better part of an evening many

years ago conversing with a man who had worked in
grocery stores and owned a couple of them, I have been
very careful to take note of what I am being charged at
the checkout counter. I am quick to point out to clerks
when their store doesn't make it easy for customers to
see what they are being charged for each item as it is
being rung up. I LIKE TO WATCH CAREFULLY.
The former groceryman said that when he made
mistakes on a customer he made it up by overcharging
someone else. Some stores make clerks pay out of their
pockets when they are short money at the end of their
shift, he said. So the clerks just charge the next guy!
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Basom and Subpena
After leaving Hillis Printing Company in September
1986, I was sending out resumes all over the place trying
to get a typesetting job somewhere. I applied and was
tested at some places where they wanted to hire me but
they wanted to pay me what was then about half of what
I thought I was worth.
One of the employers which agreed to give me an onthe-job trial period and pay me what I wanted to earn was
the Reproduction Department of Santa Clara County on
Berger Road.
I talked to a man named Lloyd and a lady named Ann
and they agreed to give me a chance to prove I could do
the job they wanted done.
he first problem was they had much
newer equipment than I had been work
ing on at Hillis and Ann gave me no time to
read the manuals and familiarize myself with the typesetter before giving me jobs to crank out.
It didn•t take long for me to realize that County of
Santa Clara employment and me were not long for each
other. I did not like the attitude that they had. Case in
point: One day I was handed a job to do, typeset some
forms for the Santa Clara County District Attorney•s
Office. It was a subpoena of some kind.

T

Right at the top of the page was a very obvious
spelling error. Subpoena was spelled SUBPENA. I
immediately pointed out the error to Ann and requested her permission to spell the word correctly
when I set the type.
She told me, .. That order came from the County
District Attorney's Office. They know what they want.
They know how to spell. You do it the way they ordered
it."
I frowned, but did it the way she wanted it.
But typesetting a job which was going to have
50,000 copies printed and which is a legal document
bothered me very much. I consider myself an excellent
speller, that is why it rankled me that much more to
knowingly typeset an error because a stubborn supervisor would not make a simple telephone call to the person
who had placed the order and asked if they REALLY
wanted it spelled that way. That is what we used to do at
Hillis Printing. We didn•t let errors go without checking

if we were certain it was an error.

A couple of days later another job came in with a
serious spelling error. An order for letterheads for
the Santa Clara County Health Department's address was misspelled BASOM Avenue instead of
Bascom.
Again I went to Ann and pointed out the error and
asked if I could correct it. She abruptly told me to quit
thinking, just do what you are told.
THUMP!
That really put a damper on my spirits and my desire
to work at that place.
I remembered when I first went to work for Hillis
Printing Co. I wanted to be a typesetter but they needed
a pressman so I learned how to run a small Davidson
press. When I had some spare time, during coffee
breaks, etc., I would read whatever I could get my hands
on.

One Monday morning I came to work and the
shop was literally filled with pallets of large four
color sheets of a job we were doing for the Santa
Clara County Library. BUT ••. Santa Clara County
was spelled Cunty. A major error!
I took one of the sheets and showed it to Dick
Marden who was our office manager. He immediately
realized the magnitude of the mistake. Stop the presses!
All those sheets had to be thrown away. More paper had
to be ordered. The County had to be called and notified
that we would not be delivering their job on time, etc.
n the printing business whenever an error
shows up in a job after it is done, the first
thing you do is determine whose fault it is. If it
is the printer•s fault, the job has to be done over again and
the printer sucks up the cost. There goes your profit on
that job. If it is the customer•s fault and you can prove it
by showing him the typeset copy you gave him to
proofread and OK, then the customer has to bear the cost
if he wants the job done over. That's the way it goes with
most spelling errors.

I

But the one on our hands was much more serious
than that. We could not, in good conscience, let that
error go, regardless of whose fault it was. So we
changed it. And took the hit!
Later that day I ran into Lloyd as I was returning
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TO SUCCEED, a young
man must overcome the
things he does not know;
the old man has to overcome the things he can no
longer do.
--Leigh Montville

Basom. and Subpena
(Cont. from Pg 149)
from lunch and when he asked me how I was doing, I told
him about the subpena and basom problems. He said
curtly, "You do it the way Ann tells you. She's in charge
in there."
"When I worked at Hillis Printing Company and we
caught an error, we would check it out to see if the
customer REALLY wanted it spelled that way," I said.
"You do it the way Ann tells you. She's in charge in
there," he repeated.
Yassuh! You got it, boss!
That afternoon I told Ann that I didn't think I was
going to be able to work there. She asked for no explanation and I offered none. At the end of the shift I just left
and never went back.
A few months later I was working for San Jose GI
Forum at their Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs Recovery
Home. We dealt with the courts frequently and sure
enough, one day one of our residents received a subpoena through the mail. He showed it to me, and the
word subpoena was misspelled. So I guess those stubborn idiots at County Reproduction went ahead and
printed their error ... knowin~ that it was an error. Is this
how ALL government agencies work? I hope not. • • •

Hey, Fatties!
Eating less is much cheaper than liposuction.
--E. David Sierra, 5-7,235

VIET NAM
PULLOUT
URGED
Forum Asks U.S.

Pull Out
of VietNam

I~------------------,
LAS VEGAS --A militantly worded ;
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anti-war resolution demanding withdrawal of all U.S. combat forces from
Viet Nam by December 31, 1971 was
passed unanimously, with no discussion
whatever, by delegates to the 23rd annual national convention of the American GI Forum.

Originating in the Vietnam-veteran-led Colton
Chapter of the California delegation, the resolution drew a resounding "Yea!" vote when read by
Resolutions Chairman Phil Soto on the convention floor.
The American GI Forum thus joined many
other Chicano organizations in the U.S. seeking
an end to the war, a withdrawal of American
forces from southeast Asia, and the return of all
our prisoners of war.
--E. David Sierra
Editor's Note: Phil Soto was later elected to
the California State Assembly, representing a
district in southern California.
Upon Assemblyman Soto's death, his wife
Nell was elected to the seat.
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Astrophysics --A lecture by Dr. Joseph Kaplan
Head, Physics & Meteorology Department
UCLA.

EDITOR'S NOTES: While writing a column for
EL EXCENTRICO Magazine during my early years in
San Jose, I went to a lecture on astrophysics by UCLA
professor Dr. Joseph Kaplan at San Jose State's Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Then I wrote an article about it for
EL EXCENTRICO.
Why did I attend the lecture? Well, in those days I
believed that an aspiring world-class journalist ought to
ample a bit of everything. Besides that, I had never seen,
with my own eyes, an authentic "rocket scientist".
Have you ever seen one?
My article i mpressed the hell out of EL
EXCENTRICO publisher Humberto Garcia. "You understand all that?" he asked me one night after we had put
the latest issue to bed,and were having a few cold beers.
"Of course," I replied, knowing that there would be
no further questions.
--E. David Sierra

Family Relations
in the Space Age
Dr. Kaplan spoke at Dailey Auditorium on the San Jose State
College campus on Sept. 25 as part of the lOth annual Family
Service Assocation conference before a crowd of 300.

Dr. Kaplan received his degree in Physics from Johns
Hopkins University where he studied under Dr. Sidney Ames,
for whom the Ames Aeronautical Laboratories are named.
In addition to being head of the Physics Dept. at UCLA he is
president of the International Geophysical Year, a worldwide
scientific project which was originally slated to last but one full
year but through the urging of nations all over the world, may be
ex tended for another year.
IGY preparations began in this country in 1953, two years after most nations had announced that they would
participate in the worldwide quest for scientific knowledge.
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Piseas
Grandes
Words of
Wisdom:

"Yo no me voy a las Piscas Grandes,
Yo me vine de las Piscas Grandes ... "
Or. Kaplan has just returned from a tour of Soviet
Rus ia, Western Germany, England, and Belgium. At
Brussells he had an opportunity to get a first-hand look
at the World's Fair.

A VERY POPULAR
PROFESSOR
The doctor pointed out that he is one of the most
popular professors on the UCLA campus because
"My students hardly ever see me!"
For example, the day before his lecture in San Jose,
Kaplan was in Washington. He arrived in Los Angeles
on Thursday morn ing and by five that afternoon he was
in San Jose. After taking a plane late the evening of his
speech, he was to be in L.A. early Friday morning and by
that night would be back in the national capital for a
meeting of the International Council of Scientific Union.

EXPLORER RATED
EQUAL OF SPUTNIK I
Kaplan is considered the world's foremost authority
on space travel. He explained that upper solar photography is a relatively new field to Science and yet scienti sts
have made remarkable strides in photographing the
heavenly bodies in the past two years.
That is the principal reason why rockets were developed , to further man's knowledge of the upper stratosphere, and not for war purposes as most people suppose.

U.S. NAVY FIRST TO

PHOTOGRAPH STARS
The United States Navy was first to use rockets to
photograph the stars as they really in which they are
engaged. They prefer to talk about science with sc ientists, thus the term 'eggheads'. "
These men, Dr. Kaplan, emphasized, are to be admired and encouraged and not ridiculed.
He made it quite clear that neither he nor Dr. Glenn
T. Seaberg of the University of California, the American
re presentati ves to the International Council of Scient ifie
Union, are eggheads. Both are interested in golf and
football , and Dr. Kaplan's hobby is ice-skating.

K

aplan is the UCLA faculty football
representative to the soon-to-be-de
funct Pacific Coast Conference. He is a n
avid football fan though seldom having time to watch
his beloved UCLA Bruins in action.
He is very proud that California and UCLA are the
only American universities represented at the ICS U
conclave at Washington, D.C. They are two of eight
persons from around the world who will gather to
exchange scientific data and report on geophysical and
meteorological progress and research in their respecti ve
countries.
Dr. Joseph Kaplan concluded his presentation with
the statement that the ultimate conquest of space would
serve to harvest the crop of technology. America's
Pioneer moon rocket is a step toward that goal. • • • • •
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Good Ti s for Life:

1. Give people more than they expect, and do so
cheerfully.
2. Don't believe all you hear, spend all you have, or
sleep all you'd like.
3. Don't say, "I love you," unless you really mean it.
4. When you say, "I'm sorry," look the person in the
eye.
5. See your fiancee mad before you agree to marry
her/him.
6. Love deeply and passionately. You might get
hurt, but it's the only way to live life completely.
7. In disagreements, fight fair . No name calling.
8. Don'l judge people by their relatives.
9. If you lie when someone asks y ou questions, jot
them down because the question will be asked
agai n. Be sure you give the same answer!
10. When someone asks you a question you don't
want to answer, smile and ask, "Why do you wan t
to know?"
I I . Call your mom.
12. If you agree to be at the corner of 5th & Main at
3 AM on a day two years hence, be there !
13. Don't let a little squabble damage a good friendship.
14. When you realize you've made a mistake, take
immediate steps to correct it.
15. Smile when picking up the phone. The caller will
hear it in your voice.

16. Marry someone you love to talk to. As you get
older, good conversation will be one of the
principal elements of an enduring relationship.
17. Don't ask for commitments from drinkers or drug
users, because they won't keep them.
18. Remember that silence is sometimes the best
answer.
19. Read more books, and watch less TV.
20. In disagreements with loved ones, deal with the
current sitution. Don't bring up the past.
21. Never interrupt when you are being flattered.
22. Mind your own business.
23. Trust in God, but lock your car. • • • • •

Letter to a Friend,
Raul Yzaguirre
Septe mbe r 25, 2002
Dear Rau l:
For a long time I have wanted to write you and expre
my appreciation fo r the work you do with NCLR. It is really
THE hispanic o rgani zation in Ame rica today.
As a long-time me mbe r of the Ame rican GI Forum, it
pains me to write that because I wish you had been listened
to and elected OUR national chairman.
Although we never talked too muc h, and did not share
with you as many cold ones as I d id with others at the national conventions of the GI Forum, I a lways fe lt that when
you spoke on the convention fl oor you we re echo ing my
thoughts precisely. I was re mi nded of that agai n recentl y when
I read your A Call to Unity and Fa irness article in the Septe mbe r issue of HISPANIC magazine.
My friend , you have two very desirable e le ments sorely
lacking in most of our civil rights leaders today .... tanates!
Siga peleando por nuestro gente, carnal, and a lways
know that you have two staunch supporters out here in the
wild west .. .. yo y mi ruca!

Muy sinceramente,
--David S ierra
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Arlington
National
Cemetery
Visiting Arlington National
Cemetery in Washington , D .C.
during a trip to the 1972 American GI Forum national convention, my wife and I watched the
changing of the guard at the tomb
of the unknown soldier. Man, if
that does n't make your skin
crawl, you're dead. They just
haven't planted you yet. The
Marine Corps Memorial, depicting the raising of the stars and
stripes on Mt. Suribachi on Iwo
Jima, was very impressive, as
were the graves of John F.
Kennedy and Bobby Kennedy.
We HAD to see those.
e found the grave
where Pvt. Felix
Lon goria
of
American GI Forum fame is
buried. The American GI Forum
bas ceremonies there every year
on the anniversary of his burial.
We asked for directions on how
to find it at the information center.
We went to the Lincoln Memorial also , and the Jefferson
Memorial . We drove by the
Washington Monument, but as
far as I am concerned it is just a
tall sheath of concrete. I don't
feel much affinity for the father

W

,
John F. Kennedy Memorial

of our country. And I never bought the story about the
cherry tree. The code in the barrio where I was raised was
don't rat on nobody, especially yourself. Sorry, Martha! '

The changing of the guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier was very impressive.
Very precise. It is not something I would want to do if
I were in the service, but I am very proud that there are
young men and women in this country willing to undergo
that training and the strict discipline that that task demands.
It makes you proud to be an American.
They schedule the changing of the guard for a precise
time, and it happens on time. You are asked to sit down and
wait. You must maintain absolute silence. A few moments
later you hear the measured staccato of military boots
pounding on concrete, precisely timed, and it keeps getting
louder and louder as the soldier approaches the precise spot
where he will relieve the tomb guard.
The ceremony is very impressive. And very precise.
The most impressive thing we saw in D.C. • • • • •
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Latino Recipients

Congressional Medals of Honor
country's highest accolade. The medal is awarded
for valor above and beyond the call of duty.

by E. David Sierra
THE GREATEST HONOR that can be conferred
upon an American, in my opinion, is being awarded a
Congressional Medal of Honor for gallantry in the
military service of the United States.
In the 227 -year history of the United States of
America, millions of men and women have served in our
Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard and
many of them have distinguished themselves in the
service of their country.

S

ince the beginning of World War II
until the U.S. military action in Somalia, only 839 of them have been awarded
the Congressional Medal of Honor. Of those, 513
died while doing the deeds which earned their

Conference of the medal is made only after thorough
and precise documentation by an eyewitness to the deed
deemed worthy of the honor.

The exploits of some of these men are
excellently related in Raul Morin's book,
AMONG THE VALIANT, which became a
promotional project of the American GI Forum shortly after it was published by Borden
Publishing Co., Alhambra, Calif.
The book was placed in many libraries, both public
and schools, throughout the United States and is a source
of great pride to many Chicanos who have served their
country in time of war.

Medal of Honor Recipients, Latinos
U.S. CIVIL WAR

SVCE

DATE

BIRTPLACE

Philip Bazaar
John Ortega

Navy
Navy

June 15, 1865
Dec. 31, 1864

Chile
Spain

Marines

June 28, 1900

Hayward, CA

Army

Nov. 9, 1918

Laredo, TX

SVCE

DATE
Oct. 28, 1944
Nov. 27, 1944
April 15, 1945
April25, 1945
March 15, 1945
Dec. 17, 1944
May 26, 1943
Feb. 15, 1945
Feb.9, 1945
April 28, 1945
Jan.25, 1945
March 20, 1951

BIRTHPLACE
Port Arthur, TX
Villa de Castano, Mex.
Alameda, CA
Pacoima, CA
El Paso, TX
Mission, TX
Taos, NM
Oklahoma City, OK
San Marcos, TX
Loving,NM
Govemador, NM
San Bernardino, CA

BOXER REBELLION
France Silva

WORLD WAR I
David Barkley Cantu

WORLD WAR II
Luciano Adams
Macario Garcia
Harold Gonsalves
David M. Gonzalez
Silvestre S. Herrera
Jose M. Lopez
Joe P. Martinez
Manuel Perez, Jr.
Cleto Rodriguez
Alejandro R. Ruiz
Jose F. Valdez
Ysmael R. Villegas

Army
Army
Marines
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
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KOREA
Reginald B. Desiderio
Fernando Luis Garcia
Edward Gomez
Ambrosio Guillen
Rodolfo Hernandez
Baldomero Lopez
Benito Martinez
Eugene Obregon
Joseph Rodriguez

SVCE
Army
Marines
Marines
Marines
Army
Marines
Army
Marines
Army

DATE
Nov. 27, 1950
Sept. 5, 1952
Sept. 14, 1951
July 25, 1953
May 31, 1951
Sept. 15, 1950
Sept. 6, 1952
Sept. 26, 1950
May 21, 1951

BIRTHPLACE
Clairton, PA
Utuado, Puerto Rico
Omaha,NE
La Junta, CO
Colton, CA
Tampa,FLA
Fort Hancock, TX
Los Angeles, CA
San Bernardino, CA

VIETNAM
Roy Benavidez
Emilio De La Garza
Ralph Dias
Daniel Fernandez
Alfredo Gonzales
Jose Jimenez
Miguel Keith
Carlos Lozada
Louis Rocco
Euripedes Rubio
Hector Santiago-Colon
M. Santos Vargas, Jr.
Maximo Yabes

SVCE
Army
Marines
Marines
Army
Marines
Marines
Marines
Army
Army
Army
Army
Marines
Army

DATE
May 2, 1968
April11, 1970
Nov. 12, 1969
Feb. 18, 1966
Feb.4, 1968
Aug.28, 1969
May 8, 1970
Nov. 20, 1967
May 24, 1970
Nov. 8, 1966
June 28, 1968
April 30, 1968
Feb.26, 1967

BIRTHPLACE
Laredo, TX
East Chicago, IN
Shelecta, PA
Albuquerque, NM
Edinburg, TX
Mexico City, Mexico
San Antonio, TX
Caguas, Puero Rico
Albuquerque, NM
Ponce, Puerto Rico
Salinas, Puerto Rico
Winslow, AZ
Lodi, CA

ITS A FACT:
Puerto Ricans earned 3 medals in Vietnam, more than any state in the United States.

One Happy Grandm.a
Lu Ryden Letter
Sept. 7, 1988
Lu Ryden, San Jose City Councilwoman, had
ridden in the Cinco de Mayo parade when I was
running it for San Jose GI Forum. Afterward she
came to the Hospitality Room and we held an
extended conversation.
I commented in the next issue of the THE
LEADER that she was probably the nicest looking
lady ever to sit on the city council, and added a

remark that because of my male chauvinistic remarks I would probably catch hell from the women's
libbers in the organization.
A few weeks later, she wrote:
Dear Dave:
I don't think you're a chauvinist at all! In fact, I'm
quite flattered by your kind comments in THE
LEADER. You've made this grandma very happy.
--LU RYDEN
Councilwoman, District I
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English as
Official Language
LOS ALTOS DECLARES
ENGLISH AS THEIR
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

2. Replace all individuals with "foreign" names

on your city council so that you can "purify" that
body, making it English-only.
3. Remove all employees from the city payroll

In the April 1986 issue of THE LEADER, I
wrote an article giving my views on cities
declaring "English as their official language.
tl

(LOS ALTOS) --English has been designated as the
official language of this small Santa Clara County
community in a unanimous decision of the Los Altos
City Council. Honest.
he Vice Mayor, a Chinese-American,
whom it appears, has his head firmly
stuck in the sands of ignorance, said the
resolution is tO head off outside groups that might try to
force us to print agendas in other languages."
(We think 'outside groups' means Meskins or Okies.)

T

11

The measure was pushed by another
councilperson, a naturalized citizen from India, who,
it appears, also can't see the forest for the trees•.
As an old Pluma friend of mine used to say: "White
man stand back and use ignorant minority to do dirty
work. White man take credit for all good work. n
(Hi there, S.I. Hayakawa!)
THE LEADER suggests that perhaps the Los Altos
city fathers have few or no "big" problems in their
community and that they are now ready to tackle the
"minuten ones. For openers, they should begin by
reserching the word "racistn and then look up "bigotry."

Additionally, we recommend to the Los Altos
City Council that they immediately:
1. Change the city's name to "The Tall Ones" or

something which sounds more like all of you came over
on the Mayflower.

whose names do not sound as if their ancestors would
likely have come over on the Mayflower.
4. Forbid the speaking of languages other than
English on your city streets and in your public buildings.
hose who plead that they have colds, or
insist that they are speaking the King's
English should be confined to the Iron Hotel
Until they can make themselves perfectly clear. Make
more room, Sheriff!
5. Forbid all foreign airliners going into San Francisco Airport or San Jose from flying over your city.
Shoot 'em down if necessary! Make sure the guns and
ammunition are American made.
6. Ban Spanish and other language broadcasts into
your area, regardless of where they em:mat~ ..Jam 'e~.
7. Cut all Sister City programs with cities not tn

T

the English-speaking world. Suggest you begin sissy
programs with Tomball, Texas; Plains, Georgia; and
Helper, Utah.
8. Anyone whose skin color makes him/her appear
to be other than English should not be allowed on your
streets. They should be apprehended, tarred and feathered, and run out of town on a rail. But be careful, some
of those ~~brown skins" may be Santa Cruz suntans.

9. All foreign cars should be confiscated by the
City of Los Altos. Especially those driven by nonEnglish speaking people. The Mercedes, BMW's,
VW's should be shipped back to the Black Forest.
Dump all '56 Chevies on the eastside.
10. All television sets, stereo equipment, clothes,
carpets, and perfumes made in foreign countri~s should
be forbidden to Los Altos residents. Want mustc? Learn
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to whistle.
11. Demand that all your weathy people fire all
foreign-born butlers, maids, chauffeurs, cooks, etc. But,
remember to Do It In English! If they don't understand
that you are canning them, tear up their green cards and
call the Immigration Service.
12. Prohibit the whistling of other-than-English
sons by your citizenry. Even songs which were written
by Agustin Lara and other composers and later translated into English.
13. Forbid the teaching of Latin, German, French,
Russian or other "foreign" tongues in your schools.
our residents will never want to use
those tongues anyway. Petition the U.
of California and other institutions of higher
learning from requiring foreign languages as a prerequisite to enrollment.
14. Change the names of all streets, public buildings, parks and schools with foreign names. Keep it
simple, Los Altos. Just number 'em.
15. Petition Governor Deukmejian to change the
name of your County, Santa Clara, and the name of your
state, California, to something like St. Clare's and
Cali fruita.
And while you're at it, ask him to eliminate the
MEJIA from his name. The poor chap may be mistaken
for a Mexican one of these days. Echenlo para el otro
lado!
16. Throw out of your libraries all books which
contain words that are not strictly English (Good luck on
this one!). If the buildings are empty after you finish this
task, don't worry, use them as jails.
17. Demand that any citizen whose name is Rodriguez
change it to Rogers., those whose name is Villa to
change it to House, and Contreras to Contrarys. Or better
yet, ask them to get the hell out of town!
18. Build a wall around Los Altos. Make sure the
concrete is made in America. Get rid of aU foreigners. Before you throw them out, ask Mexican laborers to write down instructions on How to Build
Public Buildings That Survive Earthquakes.
19. Prohibit anyone from entering who can't prove
that they are red, white and blue Americans with roots
firmly established in England. (Start packing, Eng and
Desai).
20. Start a campaign to get San Jose, Santa Clara,
Los Altos Hills, Los Gatos, Cupertino, Palo Alto,

Y

Milpitas, and other local communities to bury their
heads in the sand and pass the same asinine resolutions.
21. Require that all Los Altans wanting to travel
to foreign countries to forget it unless they are going
to English-only countries. Upon their return, they
must be debriefed by the police to ascertain that they
have forgotten any foreign language phrases they
may have picked up.
22. For God and Country's sake, prohibit any marriages between people who speak only English and
those who speak another language. Your citizenry must
be kept pure!
rain all blood from Los Altos citizens,
check it out to make sure it is redbloodedAmerican, andre-insert it. lfblood
is not "pure blooded American" do not reinsert. Individual will expire. Throw over the wall and forget.
23. Forbid all babies from speaking until they have
mastered the King's English. Any mother overherd
using "babytalk" with her child will be forced to leave
the USA and her child taken hostage and become a ward
of the city until the parents pay a fine, sign a written
statement that they will never utter a word of any
language other than English, and ask forgiveness from
the cookie monster.
24. Prohibit the imbibing of foreign beers, wines, or
alcohol (yes, including Scotch), and close down all
Mexican and other ethnic restaurants.
e could go on and on and on. But
ponder this, Mr. Vice Mayor. You
are an elected public official and the San
Jose MERCURY still describes you as Chinese-American. Why isn't the nationality or race of other members
of the Council included when their names are used in
print? Have you ever wondered why?
Is it possible that even though you are an elected
official in your community, the community STILL
doesn't accept you as its equal, and quite probably never
will? You might just be the 'House Ethnic', partner.
You really think that an "English-only resolution" is
going to make you a red, white and blue American
citizen of Los Altos, Mr. Vice Mayor, and win you the
respect that you appear to crave? They're probably
laughing at you behind your back.
Perdonalos. Dios. porgue no saben lo que hacen!

D

W
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The Legend of Lobo

Lobo saves
Mexican Joe
By David Sierra
(SAN JOSE)-Lobo the WonderDog who gamed
fame and notoriety a few years
ago by saving some Vida
Nueva residents from a falling tree in the middle of the
night (1993 Barrio News}, has
proven time and time again
how valuable he is to mankind.
t seems that the
legendary
Mexican Joe, one of
Vida Nueva director Sid
Haro's good buddies, encountered some difficulties while
on a trip to Mexico.
SOUTH OF THE
BORDER
Some Mexican baddies
waylaid MJ, took his money
and credit cards, whomped
him up alongside the head,
and left him stranded in the
middle of the desert, shoeless
and lost. The buzzards were circling overhead, in
a holding pattern.
"It's a good thing I'm wearing cortos with no
holes in them. This looks like curtain time for me,"
MJ said to himself. He could already hear the
angels playing their harps.
AN APB GOES OUT
When MJ failed to return from the old country,
Mr. Haro contacted local law enforcement officials. (well, actually he talked to a San Jo chota who
was parked at Alum Rock Park hugging his teddy
bear).
A full description of Mexican Joe was given to

I
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the chatas but they were able to come up with
nothing. Nada. Zilch. Alviso. Nixon.
Lobo was called into action by the C.I.A.
(Chicano Intelligence Agency) when Sid gave up
on the chotas trying to find MJ.
All Lobo the Wonder Dog had going for him
was Sid's description of Mexican Joe's itinerary.
We cannot divulge at this time if Lobo headed
south, north, east, or west (or straight up!) when
his operatives en la movida finally got a few clues on
MJ's whereabouts from a trusted dedo in the Morgan Hill underworld.
LOBO TO THE RESCUE!
Nevertheless, Lobo
found MJ tied to a planta
de maguey, bound hand
and foot, and slowly
withering away in the
Chihuahua Desert sun.
You KNOW if it hadn't
been for Lobo it was
trumpets for MJ.
In the middle of the
day in which the temperature hits 124 degres
in the sun, and it is 1/2
degree cooler in the
shade (local people carry
a photo of shade in their
wallets so they will recognize it if they ever run
into any of it), Lobo hove
into view, riding a camel
loaned to him by a Kuwaiti oil magnate who has a
part-time jale at the McDonaldos in Durango.
Before you can say "dicho y hecho!", Lobo
sprung into action, untying MJ and leading him
away from the forbidding desert and to the safety
of a forest of Tequila trees.
R & R FOR MEXICAN JOE
Then he found a secluded village high up in
the mountains where his international connections
served him in good stead. A physician was flown
in from Switzerland to tend to MJ's injuries, and to
treat him for heat dehydration. Recuperation took
time. There were extravagant brunches, white glove
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tea parties, dancing girls, visits by high-ranking
Mexican government dignitaries, and calls from
internationally-connected bigwigs eager to make
Lobo's acquaintance.

"Me visitaron vatos que hechan mucho humo!''
said Mexican Joe, of the Big Cigars who came to see
him and Lobo.
SOME HAIRY EXPERIENCES
here were, predictably, some very
hairy encounters with thugs who live
on the wrong side of the law. In one
instance, Lobo, his French girl friend Chartreuse,
and Mexican Joe were walking along a street in a
northern Mexico city when a very sinister group
jumped out of the shadows and confronted the
trio.
"Sooo, Mr. Lobo" he hissed, "we meet again."
"Yes," Lobo replied, with his usual impeccable
English, "under rather extenuating circumstances,
wouldn't you say?"
THE PLOT THICKENS
The baddie did not reply. He went instantly for
his Funk & Wagnall's dictionary to find out what
extenuating means. Then he motioned for the other
baddies to back off so he could teach Lobo a lesson.
"And, Mr. Lobo,U the baddie continued, "are
you in our country on business or pleasureT'
Lobo smiled, tenderly squeezed Chartreuse's
trim waist, winked atMexicanJoe,andsaidslowly
.... "Well ... it's been all pleasure THUS far. Que
no, Chartreuse?"
"And where do you think you are going, Mr.
Lobo?" the baddie asked.
Lobo calmly took off the coat of his tuxedo, (he
always dresses formally when taking care of business) handed it to Chartreuse and said, "You've got
nose trouble,feo! Que le importa! Am I under arrest?
I hadn't been told that police officers are now
wearing clothes two sizes too big, that they are
ugly, they stink, and are sans manners. Let me
answer this way .... "
TO THE NITTY GRITTY
The baddie advanced on Lobo.
Quick as a flash, Lobo sprung into action. He
jumped high into the air, executed a double somersault with a half twist, kicked the baddy in the face,
landed on his feet, pushed his fingers in the baddy's
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eyes, took his .357 magnum away, emptied the
chamber of bullets, stuck the weapon in his pocket,
and stomped on the baddie's foot. Then Lobo
smoothed over his shirt, put on his jacket, smiled,
and said to Chartreuse and MJ, "Shall we proceed,
friends?"
The other baddies, by now convinced that they
wanted no part of Lobo the WonderDog, crawled
back into the sewer and the trio continued on their
way.
BACK TO THE U.S. OF A.
Then it was time to move north. We cannot
divulge how Lobo and his party traversed the
Mexican desert, crossed the border into America,
and made their way back to San Jo.
We CAN tell you that for a time they were in
territory where every home seemed to have a
picture of Fernando Valenzuela on the wall.
They made it past La Migra at the border, but
that's not saying too much because Migra officers
ain't too smart to begin with, and when they are
dealing with Lobo, they are simply outnumbered
and overwhelmed.
eedless to say, before the sun set
on the third day of their journey,
Mexican Joe, Lobo, and Chartreuse
were walking the streets of San J o, acclimating
MJ back into the U.S.
"All I can tell you about the whole adventure
was what Lobo will permit me to tell the press,"
said Mexican Joe at a press conference in Coyote.
LOBO'S SKILLS TAXED TO THE MAX
"We had to speak French, nopal, calo and some
other tongues that only Lobo knows, before we got
into the United States. If Lobo hadn't had his San
JoseGI Forum membership card on him, and shown
La Migra that he is an honorary resident of Vida
Nueva, we might still be at the border. Those migra
officers son muy perros but they aren't too bright!"
he said.
At the border, if you had been there,
you would have thought I was Liz Taylor returning from Puerto Vallarta. The officers patted us
down thoroughly and seemed to be enjoying it,
until ... well, clumsy him! Was his face red!
I was disguised but Lobo wouldn't let me look
at myself in the mirror so in case I was captured I

N
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Life's Battles •••
"The manner in which man
wins life's battles
shows something of his character.
The manner in which he loses
shows all. "
--Artemus Calloway

Lobo Saves Mexican Joe
(Cont. from Pg 160)
would not put the finger on myself. Clever, eh!
The moral of this story is: when everything
looks hopeless ... LOOK TO LOBO. HE WILL GET
THE JOB DONE. He has done it time after time. Is
it any wonder that he is known around Vida Nueva
as Lobo the WonderDog?
When asked by our reporter over a secret communications network if he was ever coming back
to Vida Nueva to live, Lobo replied: "Of course not.
I've got it made where I am now. It is interesting
work. In the last three weeks I've been on a nuclear
submarine, parachuted into nations where NO
ONE speaks a word of English, had brunch with
the Sultan of Khartoum, traded Captain Marvel

comic books with a Russian spy in Algiers, and
seen the northern lights from an SR-71. This is
exciting, and I am serving my country. Nah ... Vida
Nueva is too tame. Not enough excitement!
"Say hello to all my San Jo friends," he said, "I
gotta go NOW!"
Then there was an ultraloud screeching sound,
followed by a tremendous blast. Then the line
went dead.
Was it curtain time for Lobo? Keep reading
the BARRIO NEWS.
David Sierra is a staff member at
Vida Nueva recovery home.
The BARRIO NEWS was a featured item in the
Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference program
sponsored by Vida Nueva.

The World Changes
Weep not that the world changes ... did it keep a stable,
changeless state, it were cause to weep.
--William Cullen Bryant
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Not always what
it seems to be:
Do you have a problem understanding what people are talking about ... or understanding what you
are reading. You shouldn't. It's easy. Just don't believe EVERYTHING you hear or everything you read.
Listen carefully. Read between the lines. Look for another interpretation. It can be a lot of fun, and it can
be educational. For instance:
WHEN THEY SAY:

THEY MAY MEAN:

He takes after his father . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . With a tire iron cause he won't loan him
the family car.
He likes warm weather......................... Knows he's a scoundrel and going
straight to hell. Getting ready.
He comes to play . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pounds his glove incessantly.
Not talented. Never gets to play.
He's a mathematical genius ...................... Counting his fingers and toes, will
come up with ten if you let him take his
shoes off.
Does not drink or smoke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Is in Isolation at the state prison.
She's got a beautiful personality.................. Has a face like Paula Jones.
He's a pharmaceutical products distributor . . . . . . . . . . Selling drugs on the street.
He went to Mexico for the summer ................ In the Tijuana Jail, doing 3 months.
He's traveling abroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . On the lam in Costa Rica. Not deportable.
He's going to night school ........................ Attending court-ordered DUI classes.
He's an oil and petroleum dealer .................. Cashier at Rotten Robbie.
He's smart. He's got three masters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yeah, his boss, his wife, and probation
officer.
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First Train Trip,
Yellowstone Park,
Grand Tetons,
Victoria, B.C.
In the summer of 198 1, Gloria and I decided to take
our first-ever train ride. Some friends of ours were
plann ing a weekend trip to Reno. We planned to go up
and play golf, then board a train in Reno at 7:50PM on
Satu rday evening, bound for Ogden, Utah. There, we
planned to rent a car and drive through southern Idaho,
to Jackson, Wyoming, through the Grand Tetons, and to
Yellowstone Park.
irst, we found out that there is no way you
can rent a car in Ogden, Utah on Sunday.
They are CLOSED, period. The Mormons, I
guess, though I didn't bother to ask. Then we found out
we would have to leave the car SOMEWHERE on
Friday night, at 11 :50 PM , to board the train in Ogden for
the return trip to Re no. No way!
We were told you HAVE to leave it at the agency
where you rented it. At this point, we decided to steer
clear of the state of Utah. M aybe some other time, when

F
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both of us are around ninety years old and don't mind
spend ing one whole day in Ogden.
Switching plans, we decided to take the train from
San Jose to Portland, Oregon on Friday evening at 7:50
PM, arriving in Portland at 2:30PM on Saturday afternoon.

We had been advised by a veteran train-traveler
(actually he had taken one trip between San Jose and
L.A.!) to find the dining car immediately upon boarding and make reservations for dinner.
"The food is excellent. It's a different experience
and you'll really enjoy it," he enthused.
After a few drinks at Patty's Inn with Jack Ell wanger,
we boarded the train in San Jose and were shown to our
previously-reserved Roomette, actually an enclosed area
for two oversized love seats facing each
bia
0 enouah
0
other, with an overhead fold-down bed running Lhe
length of the compartment. Not roomy , but comfortable
enough for an 18-hour journey.
We were damned near late because Jack and I
insisted on having another one for the road, with Gl oria
insisting that it was getting late. Actually, I forgot thaL
you have to check your luggage, walk through the depot,
down those ramps which seem to go on forever when
you are in a hurry. Finally, you come out of the ground
and are at trackside with the conductor urging you LO
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hurry. The train started rolling about 13 seconds after we
climbed aboard.
Shortly after the train left the S.J. depot, we visited
the dining car to make reservations for dinner. We were
told that we were Reservation Number 111 and would be
paged when our tum came. So that we could ascertain
how long our wait would be, I asked "What number
reservation was the last one paged?"
"No 49," the head waiter replied.
"To the bar, I said to Gloria, holding her hand as we
wended our way through the teetering dining car and
into a smoke-filled lounge where people were enjoying
their favorite beverages and preparing to watch the sun
set toward the west. Ahh ... the Alviso swamps at sunset.
"This beats hell out of a Hawaiian sunset, doesn't
it?" I asked Gloria.
"No," was her terse reply.
"It's a wonder the train doesn't tip over," I said to
Gloria as we settled into a seat. Everyone wanted to
watch the sun set, so we had to be content with two chairs
facing east and the Alviso mudflats.
II

Shortly before the train reached Oakland the
public address system announced, "Your attention,
please, ladies and gentlemen, the dining car is now
closed. The dining car is now closed.
"We apologize if some of you have been inconvenienced. Our crew has been serving meals since 7 AM
this morning and they are very tired. The snack bar in the
downstairs level of the train has sandwiches, soft drinks,
and coffee The dining car will reopen at 7 AM tomorrow
morning. We will begin accepting reservations for breakfast at 6:45 AM. Again, we apologize for the inconvenience."
I looked at my watch. It was 9 PM.
astily, we joined the exodus of people
from the lounge car to the snack bar.
We arrived at the snack bar just as the train
stopped at the Oakland depot, our first stop.
"Two ham and cheese sandwiches, and two cups of
coffee," we ordered at the snack bar.

H

"Sorry, sir, the snack bar is closed It will reopen
when we depart Oakland."
We were learning about life on the train very quickly.
They cannot sell you anything while the train is standing
still. Something about having to pay sales tax to the city,
which they would rather not do ... and don't. So we sat,
listened to a small group of people who were having a
blast listening to punk rock music, smoking funny-

smelling cigarettes, and laughing.
fter purchasing two sandwiches out of
a machine, and fighting the crowds out
of the snack bar car, we made it back to the
sanctuary of our roomette; then we were interrupted in
our conversation about Amtrak and its services by the
porter who asked if we were familiar with how to make
up the berths for sleeping. If we were not, she asked that
we ring the buzzer and she would make them up when
we were ready for bed.
The wife decided that since I had had 4 cocktails and
she only had one that she had better try the upper berth,
and we undressed and went to bed.

A

The clackity-click of train wheels on metal rails
gets on your nerves at first, but then you adjust to the
monotony and ignore it.
I kept an Amtrak schedule handy so that I could try
to figure out during the night in which hamlet the train
happened to be stopping as we progressed north.
DAVIS, 10:55 PM
ORLAND, 12:30 AM
REDDING, 1:40AM
Then it was snooze city.
DUNSMUIR, 3:29AM
Zzzzzz Zzzzzz Zzzzzzz.
Awakening the next morning at about 5:45AM, the
sun was just peeking over the eastern horizon, and there
were mountains in the distance. Back to sleep until 6:30
AM.
I arose shortly before 7 AM, made my way to the
dining car and made reservations for two for breakfast.
Shortly afterward the porter arrived, tapped lightly
on the curtained door of our roomette, and chirped, "Free
coffee is available at the rear of the car."
"Thank you! I replied.
Shortly after 9 AM, the P A system summoned us to
the dining car.
"No. 22, reservations for two. Your table is ready!"
Something quaint about dining on trains, you never
know with whom you are going to be seated. It's not at
all like a restaurant where you have an individual table
for your party.
On the train you sit where there is room. We joined
a lady insurance adjuster from Glendale, and while we
were working on our second cup of coffee, were joined
by a young man from Portland who had just completed
police academy in northern California and was going
home to visit his parents before beginning work as a
11
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deputy sheriff in San Mateo County, Calif.
Outside, climbing high into the Cascade Mountains, it was snowing.
In June!
Beautiful !
After a delightfu l 75 (about 50 more
than normal) minutes having breakfast and
enjoyingtheconve rsation with three strangers, we departed the dining car.
e returned to our roomette,
threw everything into the
top berth, and relaxed in
the oversized seats, reading, conversing,
and watching the lovely Oregon m ountain
scenery sliding by outside our large w indow.

W

Amtrak arrived in Portland at 1:50
PM on Saturday afternoon, and we were
courteously helped off the train by a
delightful lady porter who had looked
after us all the way north.

Gloria at Yellowstone Falls. This is a very beautiful sight.

"The depot is to your left," she said,
pointing toward the rear of the train as she
helped us put our luggage into a metal hand cart.
We rolled the car through the Portland train depot,
and out toward the street, where the taxicabs waited.
After renting a car from A vis in downtown Port-

land, we headed east on U.S. 84 bound for our first
overnight stop at Biggs, some 100 miles east of the
Rose city, on the south bank of the mighty Columbia
River.
I had promised Gloria that I would make her breakfast on our first day on vacation. I had packed an electric
ski llet, some eggs, orange juice, instant coffee, a coffee
maker, six strips of bacon, and some bread. So at 6:00
AM, I was up making her and I bacon, scrambled eggs,
toast with butter and jelly, ice cold orange juice, and
piping hot coffee.
Then we hit the road, eastbound along the beautiful
Columbia River, to southeast W ashington, through Walla
Wall a, to Lewiston , Washington; Clarkston, Idaho;
Kamiah where we ate lunch in a tiny diner; and on over
the Continental Divide and into Missoul a, Montana,
arriving just as the sun was setting over the Rocky
Mountains.
A very strange thing happened at that little diner in
Kamiah where we ate lunch. The place was pretty

crowded and people were chattering a mile a minute. A
few minutes later, a huge Indian man, his wife, and two
small children, walked into the place. Instantly, the loud
talking stopped . People went from talking and laughing
to whispering. I wondered who the man was and why he
got that kind of respect, but I was afraid to ask, and
didn't.
The following day we drove through the beautiful
mountains, stopping to eat our picnic lunch in the Rocky
Mountains, listening to some taped music.They call
Montana the big sky country and it is easily understandable why. Sometimes you feel like you are driving at the
top of the world with everything below you.

When we resumed our journey, we were listening to the radio when they announced, "It's a beautiful30 degrees in Butte today!"
We drove through Butte, and stopped at Montana
State University to visit a museum devoted to cowboy
art by a man named Russell. Lots of beautiful western
motiff murals in the building. We ate lunch on the MSU
campus. Then it was on to Livingston and then south
toward Yellowstone Park, staying overnight in a cabin
at Mammoth Hot Springs, inside the park. Not very
luxurious, but comfortable.
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We ate dinner in a huge dining hall about a quarter
of a mile away from our cabin, staffed by college
students from all over the country. Our waitress was
going to Central Michigan University. We drove around
Mammoth for a while, then went back to our cabin to
read ourselves to sleep.
he following morning we ate in the din
ing hall again, then headed south and
easterly to see Yellowstone Falls. Man, what
a sight! (Photo on first page looks like waterfall is right
on top of you. It must be at least a mile to the water..
Beautiful!

T

Then we motored slowly through the park, seeing lots of animals, moose, deer, bears, and lots of
other wildlife. Yellowstone is a paradise. Those famous pools of swirling warm water are very colorful.
We stopped at Old Faithful (who doesn't?), visited
the gift shop, and had a cup of coffee waiting for Old
Faithful to spout forth its warm waters into the Wyoming sky. There's a clock besides the lodge which tells
you the schedule, and the geyser goes off on schedule.
Guaran-damn-teed, podnah!
We continued moving south, very slowly because
the roads are narrow and people want to step and take
pictures of the moose and the bears. They warn you not
to get too close, because these are Wll...D animals, but for
the most part, the tourists don't pay too much heed to the
warnings.
e drove through Jackson, Hoback
Junction, Swan Valley, Idaho Falls,
and stayed overnight in Pocatello, home
ofldahoState University. Some of those towns look like
they came right out of a western movie. Rip roaring good
fun being had by all the natives and thousands of
tourists. The following morning it was on to Twin Falls.
Just about there Gloria spotted a billboard. She remembered two words on it. CASINO. JACKPOT.
"Where is Jackpot?" she asked.
"In Nevada," I replied, hoping that she would think
it was two light years away and we probably wouldn't
want to go there.
"How far is it?" she asked.
"I don't know," I answered truthfully, "probably
about a hundred miles south of here."
"Why don't you stop and look at the map?" she kept
on.
I pulled over and looked at the map. Jackpot was just

W

a speck on the road, with nothing on the way there but
highway and sagebrush.
"It's about 50 miles south," I said, hoping she would
not want to go there. Ha!
"Let's go see it. We've never been to Jackpot," she
urged.
"It's going to be fifty miles that way, and then

fifty miles back ••• on the same highway ••• there's no
other way to go there and back," I said, hoping to
dissuade her.
"That's okay," she replied, "we don't have anything
else to do today, do we?"
"Nope," I said, heading south from Twin Falls to
Jackpot, Nevada.
Jackpot wasn't much. A shabby golf course about
the same quality as the old Thunderbird course in San
Jose; two or three casinos, and that was about it. I made
the mistake of drinking four bottles of ice cold beer
while she was trying to make her fortune playing the
nickel and dime slot machines.

After about forty-five minutes, I went to fmd
Gloria and said, if we don't leave right now before I
have another beer, we're gonna fmd a room and stay
here overnight. She picked up her change and we hitailed it for the parking lot, our car, and the highway
north to Twin Falls.
Those four beers made that trip back to Twin Falls
was made much, much longer by a trip back along a road
we had traversed 1.5 hours earlier. The four beers made
me sleepy in that very hot weather.
As I've said about a number of American cities in the
past (Albuquerque, El Paso, El Centro, Gila Bend) the
next time you see me in Jackpot I will be in shackles and
escorted by federal magistrates.
Jerome, Mountain Home, and Boise were next. We
spent a couple of hours driving around Boise. I liked that
place. Beautiful railroad depot with a spectacular view
of downtown Boise.

Then on thru Nampa, Caldwell, and into Ontario,
Oregon. I was born in Ontario, California and I just
couldn't resist staying overnite in Ontario, Oregon.
We checked into a motel and the lady behind the
counter was telling me that she had just spent two
weeks in San Jose.
"It seemed like a month," she said, "after the Winchester Mystery House, there's not much there" is the
way she summarized the Garden City, Queen of the
Silicon Valley we call home.
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.. We spent most of the two weeks in San Francisco
and the Napa Valley,~~ she said.
he following day we drove through
Baker, La Grande, Pendleton (where do
you Chicanos think your Pendleton shirts
are made? You're right, carnal!). Then, Hermiston, and
into Paterson, Washington.
As you leave the tiny hamlet of Paterson, there
is a small dog house on the right side of the street,
with a cardboard cutout of a police dog holding a
billy club upright. The sign reads:
SPEED CHECKED BY RADAR. PATERSON
POLICE DEPT.
Does it slow traffic down? Well, we came back to
take a picture of the cutout. After that, it is miles and
miles and miles of golden Washington wheat fields as
far as the eye can see.
How many times have you heard Keith Jackson on
ABC's college football broadcasts talk about the Palouse
country of eastern Washington? Many, many times.
There is wheat, wheat, and more wheat, but not much
else.
We motored through Prosser, Richland, Sunnyside,
Yakima (lots of Mexican radio stations, with good
ranchera music!), Ellensburg, Renton, and into Seattle.
e visited an air museum near the
Boeing plant at Renton. I cannot
resist visiting air museums. I love airplanes, especially the World War II fighter planes and
the heavy bombers. Boeing built the B-17, my favorite
bomber, in its Renton plant during WW II.
We continued north through Everett, and into
Anacortes where we stayed ovemite.lt is a quaint little
village and we really liked the motel we stayed in.
Anacortes reminded me of some quaint English fishing
ports we have seen in countlesss movies.
The next morning it was on to Bellingham, and
across the border into Vancouver, Canada. The next
day we took the ferry boat to N anaimo on Victoria
Island, and found a motel in Victoria.
It is a very beautiful city. We went to the famous
Butchart Gardens to see all the lovely flowers. Hotter than hell! Lots of tourists! But worth seeing,
especially if you like flowers.
We drove around the area for most of the day, until
we were just too tired to go any longer. Then it was back
to our motel very early in the evening because we were
leaving very early the next morning.

T
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The following morning we got up at 4:00am to line
up at the ferry boat dock to take the first boat to Port
Angeles, Washington.
It is party time in Victoria all night long, folks!
People line up in campers, vans, cars, etc., to wait for the
first ferry boat. Nothing to do but wait, so what do the
tourists do? Stock up on booze and good food, and party
hardy! The parking lot must be the world's largest
tailgate party! We had breakfast on the boat and enjoyed
the leisurely trip.
Lots of shipping on Puget Sound, and lots of small
boats on the water. We spent some of the time walking
around the deck looking out over the water and then
went down to the seating areas to drink coffee, talk,a nd
read the morning paper.
When we docked and got off the boat, we drove
south along Puget Sound through Forks, Queets, Aberdeen, Raymond, Seaside, Forest Grove, and into Portland, Oregon. We went to the Lloyd's Shopping Center
for dinner. Spent some time watching the ice skaters,
then went off to find a good book store, bought a couple
of magazines, and headed off to bed. We stayed ovemite
in Portland, drove around the city all day looking at
things, and at 3:30 in the afternoon boarded the train for
San Jose.
tiALL ABOARD!n
By now, more experienced we had packed a
picnic lunch and some other goodies, and of course,
liquid refreshments. At the Portland depot you can
buy a plastic bucket, some ice, and whatever turns
you on, and take it aboard Amtrak. We had a small
styrofoam ice chest inside our tote bag and that
worked very nicely. Cheers, Amtrak!
I guess the name of the game, when traveling by
train, is to assume that you are going to have to fend for
yourself for the entire duration of the trip. That way, if
the dining car closes before it is your tum to dine, you do
not go hungry. Be forewarned, come prepared.
We watched the Oregon scenery slide by our roomette window through Salem, Albany, and Eugene. If you
had to live somewhere out of state, Eugene might not be
a bad place to go. It is always green, a college town, and
small enough to enjoy a leisurely life. Then the train
slowly wended its way up into the green Cascade Mountains. We read and talked, discussing our next train trip,
until about 9:30PM when the sun went down. Then the
lady porter came by our roomette, asked if we needed
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any help, and brought us some coffee
and a few cookies for a snack, and we
were off to dreamland.
he return trip was much
easier because by then
you have adjusted mentally and physically to the rocking to
and fro, to the incessant clicking of
the train wheels, and to the idea that if
space is what you're after, train travel
may not be for you.
The Coast Starlight rolled into
Davis, Calif. at 6:17 in the morning,
exactly as advertised. Then on to
Martinez (7:04AM), Richmond , and
Oak land, our last stop before home.
The train ride was very enjoyable,
and we talked about taking another
trip (perhaps to Los Angeles) even
before we left the train in San Jose.
Trains allow you to see the backside of cities all up and down the
route. They do not pass through the
best parts of town, and you often get
views that you cannot get by driving
through a city.
But once the train hits the wide open countryside, or the mountains in particular, it will open up
new vistas for you because trains roll through some
spectacularly beautiful and unspoiled countryside.
So, in conclusion, we would take another trip. But
we would go prepared to provide our own food and drink
(cocktai ls are $ 1.25 each), and take along a couple of
good books, a portable TV set, or some paperwork to do,
puzzle books, and plenty of reading material.
The lights in the roomettes could be brighter for
reading purposes Amtrak. Got that? On the plus side,
there is air conditioning and the seats are comfortable
You ride on the top level in a roomette so you are above
the city traffic and up high enough to get excellent views
of the scenery. Take some comfortable lounging clothes
to relax in your roomette. But, put on street clothes for
the dining car.
In San Jose, don't count on a taxicab arriving
just because you called it 40 minutes ago. Plan to
have a friend pick you up, or take the bus home.
We used many different modes of transportation
while on our Amtrak Adventure. A friend took us to the

T

"America, America,
God shed his grace on thee

"

Amtrak depot in San Jose by car. Then we WALKED to
the train. Then Amtrak. Then a cab ride to the car rental
agency in Portland. Then we drove ourselves. Then a
ferry boat across Puget Sound from Keystone to Port
Townsend.
n San Jose upon arrival, we took a bus to the
corner of Alum Rock and Jackson Avenue.
Someone conveniently left a Lucky Stores shopping cart on the sidewalk at the bus stop where we
alighted, so we piled our luggage in the cart and pushed
it home.
HELPFUL HOUSEHOLD HINT: If you have
ANY friends, have one of them pick you up at the train
depot ... or ... Leave the luggage at the train depot. Go
home and get your car, then go back and get your
luggage.
I came to this sagacious conclusion AFfER waiting
25 minutes for a bus at the Train Depot on a Sunday
afternoon, then pushing a shopping cart for three blocks
to our apartment on a very warm California afternoon.
My son, the very inexperienced world traveler.

I
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Villegas'
Lesson

E

ligio Villegas was one of my best
friends from my early childhood in
Woodlake, California. Before my dad
died when I was ten, we used to live on Lemona
Alley, across from a small farm the Villegas
family ran. They planted tomatoes, corn, squash,
watermelons; and had some pigs, cows, and
chickens.
After my dad died the Sierra kids went to live
with my brother Jess and my sister-in-law Hema in
the "white" side of town, near the cemetery. I never
felt comfortable there. Though we were no longer
neighbors, Eligio and I remained good friends.
In elementary school, Eligio was the catcher on the
Woodlake Elementary School Eagles baseball team.
Sometimes he pitched. He could play any position.
Sometimes the coach allowed me to play right field.

BACK TO THE BARRIO
Very soon my brother bought a home on Pomegranate Street, near a neighborhood called La Rana and we
went to live there. Now I felt more at home because we
lived among other Chicanos. The language we heard
was Spanish, and the food smells were tortillas, baking
beans, chorizo, etc.

Bull Frog Stadium
is built
ur backyard was about two hundred
yards long , slanted dow nhill , with a
swamp consisting of waste water at the
lowest point. It was in that area that I planned and
constructed the Bull Frog Stadium.

0

I was going to start a "training camp" to teach the
young kids in the neighborhood to play baseball and
other sports. My star pupil was Kenny Saucedo, who
lived next door. We spent hours honing his skills in
football, baseball, and particularly basketball which
he seemed to like best of all. I had dreams of becom-

ELIGIO VILLEGAS

ing a coach when I grew up.
By the time we were freshmen in high school, Eligio
had developed into a very good athlete. I marveled at
how easy everything came to him. It seemed to me that
others had to struggle to excel in sports and he seemed
to take everything gracefully, almost like he had been
born to excel in atWetics. All sports. Hi s father, with an
old country mentality , insisted on his sons working on
the farm all the time, discouraging them from playing
"meaningless" games.

LA RANA VS. THE LIMONERA
We had decided to play a series of games to decide
the "city championship" between La Rana and La
Limonera, Eligio's barrio.
enny and I made a very crude backstop
o u t of som e ol d lumbe r and so me
chicken wire. The swamp started just behind second base. The outfielders actually stood on
ground much higher than second base and the pitcher's
rubber was much lower than home plate, a discarded
garbage can cover. It was not a regulation diamond, j ust
whatever we could fit into the land available.

K

A long home run, which only Eligio was capable
of hitting, landed among the tarpaper shacks of a
farm labor camp peopled by Okies and Braceros
directly abutting the backyard of my brother's property.
We played the first game at Bull Frog Stadium and
the team of Kenny Saucedo, Willie Chavez, Steven
Chavez, Felix Galaviz, and Richard "El Estropajo"
Ramirez and I prevailed.
The Limonera team consisted of Ray Villegas, Bobby
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Marquez, Art Arroyo, Mike Marquez, Raul "Bully"
Torres, and Phillip "El Dindi" Lopez.
The return game was played at their field. It was a
relatively smooth field which had been burned of its
weeds. Just behind second base was a barbed wire fence,
which came into play on nearly every ball hit in the
game. No warning track! Every ball hit on the ground
was instantly transformed into a black mass. It was
difficult to field it without closing your eyes to avoid the
ashes. The Limoneros stomped us.

THE SERIES DECIDER
e negotiated on where to play the
third game of the series, for the city
championship. Eligio took the tack that
he didn't care where we played. I sensed that he knew
they had better athletes, and that he, in particular, was a
much better athlete than I, and they would win no matter
where the game was played, and under which ground
rules.
We (I) opted for theW oodlake High School baseball
diamond, the whole field. They stomped us again, proving that talent will out in the long run.

W

THE LESSON LEARNED
I learned a very valuable lesson from those games.
Eligio Villegas was a much better athlete than Eliseo
Sierra. When I realized that ... from that point on, I
became his most ardent fan, vicariously living my dreams
through his exploits.

No one was more pleased than I when he was
named the Most Valuable Baseball Player at WUHS
in his sophomore year, playing center field.
His older brother Marion played third base and
Alex Ramoz, another tine athlete, pitched and caught,
but in the minds of his teammates Eligio Villegas
contributed more than either of the upper classmen
to whatever success Woodlake High enjoyed in 1950.
Two years later, I talked to Rosy Gilhousen, a
Pittsburgh Pirates scout, who was a good friend of Jack
Mann, our baseball coach, at a baseball tournament in
Delano.

A very good
baseball player
He said that among the major league prospects in the
tourney were Johnny Callison, an outfielder for East
Bakersfield High; Eligio Villegas, a shortstop from
Woodlake; and Jack Hannah, pitcher, from Visalia.
Callison, of course, went on to a long major league

career with the Philadelphia Phillies, and Hannah made
it to the big show with the Milwaukee Brewers.
Eligio and I graduated from high school in 1952. I
went to live in Los Angeles, and he moved to San Jose.
We wrote back and forth to each other. It got competitive
again. A ten page letter was followed by a twenty pager,
etc. I mailed him an 82-page missive and he ceded the
long-letter writing title to me.

TOGETHER AGAIN
In 1959 we were reunited again in San Jose when I
moved here from Los Angeles. We started Club San
Joaquin, composed of former central valley residents to
play games against some of the local clubs in the area
like Riviera, Genies, San Felipe, and El Dorado. Eligio,
now known as Ray, and I now known as David, were
among the first members to join the club.
While he excelled in softball and basketball, I was
content to sit on the bench, keep score, and holler
encouragement to our team.

0

ne year, probably because the members
voted while in a drunken stupor, they
elected me basketball coach. Villegas
was one of my players. He never criticized my decisions, God bless him. He just went out and played as
hard as he always did.

The lesson I learned from Eligio
Villegas was this: Findyournichein
life, and fill it. Obviously, playing
ball was not mine. But I realized
that writing about it came very easy,
so that is what I did, for EL
EXCENTRICO magazine and
other publications. • • • • •

First Night Series
The first World Series game
played at night
was on October 13, 1971,
game four, in Pittsburgh.
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The Politicians
Dec. 1973
by E. David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER
In the recent past we have heard many citizens complain that no matter how YOU vote the
politicians always do what THEY want to do
anyway. That may well be true. But, politicians
behave that way only because we let them. We let
them because we are apathetic.
emember, all politicians are
PUBLIC
SERVANTS,
and
many of them have to be reminded of
that simple fact over and over and over again. It THE POLITICIANS-- E. David Sierra, the author, fl anked
is easy, we imagine, that once they are privileged by Mayor Janet Gray Hayes of San Jose, left, and Virginia
to walk the marbled halls of congress, sit in the Mae Mays, Director, California Veterans Affairs Dept.
state legislature, or maintain a plush office in city
hall , to forget that they do NOT have a lifetime ....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __!

R

appointment.
It is up to YOU, AVERAGE CITIZEN U.S.A., to
remind the politician constantly that he represents THE
PEOPLE.
You can best influence the thinking of your elected
officials by getting to know them and understand what
makes them tick. Remember, above all else, that a
politician's primary obj ective, his ultimate goal , his
fondest dreams, center on his BEING REELECTED.
Period.
The thought that the electorate may someday turn
himout of office makes the politician roll over in his
sleep and break out in a cold sweat.
oliticians resp.ond to numbers. They like
to know what the polls show, what orga
nized groups favor, and how many people
have signed petitions for or against a given issue.
Remember, also, that ALL POLITICIANS RESPOND TO PUBLICITY. When your elected official
does something right, send him a letter praising him for
his honest and conscientious efforts. When he does
something "wrong," issue a release to the press oppos-

P

ing his stand. Speculate on what made him take the stand
that he took.
Every time an issue comes before him, let him know
how YOU stand before he votes. You may very well
change his mind. Or make him use his.
Remember ... just as automobiles run on gas,
water and oil, the politician runs on campaign contributions, votes, self-esteem and PUBLICITY.
Following are a number of things that you can do to
influence your elected officials to reflect YOUR views
when they vote on a given issue.
GET TO KNOW YOUR REPRESENTATIVES
AND OFFICIALS. They are neither angels nor ogres.
They react to events the same way everyone else does.
Believe it or not. Find out what pressures they react to.
Is it the labor unions? Campaign contributions? Their
economic interests? Personal friends and family? Inform yourself about his voting record and find out what
committees he serves on.
Check on which districts voted for him and which
ones didn't. Find out who his political supporters are.
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Who bankrolls his election campaigns? Who are his
political advisors? To which groups does he belong?
Who are his political enemies? What skeletons are in
his "personal.. closet? What are theymost proud of?
What are they ashamed of? In short, find out all you
possibly can about them!

W

RITE, CALL AND VISIT YOUR
REPRESENTATIVE, with your
views on matters of mutual concern.
Short, concise and well reasoned letters from constituents are read by his staff and given consideration. Believe it.
If your elected official is going to be in your area,
call his local office and make an appointment to see
him. Get acquainted with the people on his local staff.
If you have thoroughly researched point No. 1 of this
treatise, you will be able to impress him with your
know ledge of HIM. If you are attempting to see a
member of Congress (U.S. Representative or U.S.
Senators) be prepared to talk only with a member of his
staff, who will relay your message to your elected
official. Hopefully.

RESEARCH YOUR SUBJECT. You'll be faced
with many questions. The staff member or the
politician will want to ascertain whether you KNOW
anything about the subject you are discussing with
them. (Some people go to see their elected officials
just to SAY they were there).
KNOW what you are going to discuss and he will
probably be impressed enough to react favorably to
whatever you want.

ORGANIZE PEOPLE. If you are interested
in conservation of the environment, beautifying city hall (the ousting of an unresponsive
legislator), or whatever, find others who are
interested in the same thing and WORK AS A
GROUP. There is strength in numbers. Make
your group the recognized experts on that particular subject. Issue periodic press releases to
make EVERYONE aware of your concerns.
EEP YOUR INFORMATION CUR
RENT. Know the very latest informa
tion on the particular issue of your concern. Subscribe to publications dealing with subjects in
which you are interested. Ask your congressman to
send you one of the free subscriptions of the Congres-

K

sional Record. Write to different groups interested in the
same thing and keep files on what you have learned.
LOBBY BEFORE THE BILL IS VOTED ON. Make
public statements on your viewpoint BEFORE voting
takes place.
PARTICIPATE IN PUBLIC HEARINGS. Most
issues of great public interest are discussed in depth at
public hearings. Find out where the hearings will be held
and try to participate. Find out who is going to chair the
hearings and offer to render testimony. If you cannot be
present, at least submit a written statement for the
record. Forget emotional appeals. STICK TO THE
FACTS, and DOCUMENT THEM. Remember that
politicians respond to numbers, so have the facts and
figures ready.

LET YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS KNOW
YOU APPRECIATE IT WHEN THEY VOTE
"RIGHT", and let the public know also. Politicians
love publicity. They can never get enough of it. It is
beyond the capabilities of man to overpublicize a
politician. Put out press releases letting the public
know when you concur with the way "your" politician casts his vote.
hen he votes contrary to your wishes,
issue a press release also, letting every
one know your viewpoints and speculate
on what prompted your elected official to go against the
wishes of your special interest group. The next time
around he may consult YOU before he votes on a given
issue.
BE REALISTIC. No politician is ever going to solve
ALL your problems. He must work through committees, personal friendships, persuasion, etc., all with AN
EYE TOWARD IDS RE-ELECTION. Remember that!
Remindf him (if you are not satisfied with his performance) that he has not been innoculated against political defeat.

W

Be sure to make the point that the law specifies
that your district MUST have a representative, but
remind him that IT DOESN'T SAY IT HAS TO
BE HIM/HER!

Democracy CAN work, but it can
only work if concerned citizens make
their elected politicians respond to
THEIR wishes. • • • • •
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When the Yanks

Every time I see this Joe Rosenthal photograph
of American soldiers raising the fl ag atop Mt.
Suribachi on Iwo Jima during W orld War II, I am
reminded of my classmates Dolores Kent and
Doris Swafford, in the 6th grade at Woodlake
Elementary School.
One cold, rainy day when it was too dismal to
play outside, we were having "amateur hour" and
they sang a beautiful song which included the
lines,
"When the Yanks raised the stars and
stripes on Iwo lima isle,
There were tears in their eyes though they
smiled."

•••

After that they were asked to sing the song on
numerous occasions. But I have never heard it
anywhere else. I have asked people of my generation if they remember it. No one does. And none of
the servicemen who served in those years whom I
have asked ever heard of it.
Many years later while pemsing a book
about country and western music I found out
that the song was written by Bob Wills and Cliff
(Cactus Jack) Johnson.
If you get the opportunity, find the words
and learn the song.
--E.T. Sierra
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I fulfilled a lifelong dream back in
the early 70's about standing up in a
crowd and singing my favorite song.
I got up and sang "La Tracionera"
with the Bobby Zamora Orchestra at
El Toro Club on 13th and Taylor in
San Jose, Calif.

I struggled because when I am sober I can
remember the words to the songs but do not have
the courage to sing in public. When I am plastered I have the courage to make an ass of myself
in public, but I forget the words.

I remember Rudy Olivas was playing the
piano that night, and I asked him if he would
play while I sang my favorite cancion ranchera.
"Sure, we'll use the whole band" he said, "I'll
tell Bobby. When we're ready for you, he'll
introduce you and you come to the stage!"
he Club San Joaquin guys
were a t it again. I don 't
remember if we were celebrating another victory by one of our sports teams, or we
were just commemorating another Saturday
evening by pursuing our hobby, which was
getting royally plastered on beer.
I had been telling Ray Garcia (El Lefty), that
I wanted to sing with the band someday when
they could squeeze me in between singers like
Conrado Barrientos, Bobby Zamora, and others.

Anyway, when the crowd came to its feet at
the conclusion of my "gig", Bobby and his
pianist were laughing, "I'll be a sonofabitch!
You're getting a standing ovation!" he exclain1ed.
I bowed deeply. Again and again. My
thoughts were, "Move over Miguel Aceves
Mejia!"
I finally quit bowing, and straightened out,
looking across the room form y Club San Joaquin
buddies. All my f1iends were on their feet,
applauding loudly, whistling, and yelling. Paul
Gary was laughing like hell , and pointing at his
wrist watch.
"VAMONOS, David .. it's 2 o'clock!"
THUD.

T

Finally the moment came, Bobby Zamora
told me at the bar during an intermission,
when I wave at you, come on up on the stage
and you can sing. He knew the song I wanted
to sing, and one of his musicians knew the
song also.

Is that the Lord's way of saving
the world from my less than impressive voice? Qui en sabe?

Green Grass!
Two young boys in the men's bathroom at a football game between
Valley Christian High School of San
Jose and McClymonds of Oakland:
"Man, I didn't know grass was
THAT color!"
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Basketball
Fundamentals
by E. David Sierra
At a Club San Joaquin meeting in San Jose in the
early 60's, with most of the members in a drunken
stupor, I was elected basketball coach. We were member of the United Club Council League in San Jose, and
they very soon found out that I didn't know a low post
from a hitching post. Some of the team members were
Bobby Garcia, Bonie Villegas, Ray Villegas, Jim Belong, Ron Gonzales, Bob Ochoa, Manuel Velasco, and
Kenny Saucedo.
itting on the bench, at a game against El
Dorado which started Tabby Perez, Leo
Carrillo, Ruben Garcia, Dan Ortiz and Greg
Biuel and with CSJ getting further and further behind,
Manuel Velasco leaned over and said, "Sierra, let's go
to the low post. We can get 'em!"
I didn't have the faintest idea what in hell he meant
by 'low post' but then I didn't know how to keep a team
that has you helplessly outmanned from rolling up the
core, either.
"Manuel," I said, "those guys out there could give
City College a good game. W e couldn't beat the m
sumbitches if we had Wilt Chamberlain and Jerry West
now. There's no way in hell we're gonna beat 'em with
the guys we got!"
He insisted that we should try the low post and that
we could beat El Dorado.
"Go in for Bonie Villegas," I said, trying to
sound authorita tively like a coach. Velasco r a n onto
the court and told the other players what to do to go
to the 'low post'. V illegas came to the bench and
asked, "Why a re you taking me out?"
"We're going to the low post," I answered.
"You don't take out your tallest player to go to the
low post! " he said, shaking his head from side to side.
I didn't know why he was upset. Hell, Manuel
Velasco just came up with the formula for beating these
guys and one of our best players is complaining. It didn't
make much sense to me. I motioned for him to sit down
while 1cupped my hands around my eyes so I could zero

S

in on how the low post was doing. (I'd seen coaches do
that on television for years). After a few minutes, 1
motioned for Villegas to go back in, and he hustled onto
the court.

BASKETBALL ADVICE:
When you're getting your ass kicked, make changes
constantly. It g ives the people watching the idea that you
are trying to get the 'right combination' of player: in
there so you can prevail. Unfortunately for us, playing a
team with Tabby Perez, Dan Ortiz, Leo Carrillo and
those other guys on it, we had about as much chance a,
Liberace in a gang fight.
elasco came back, took a seat next
to me, a nd put hi s arm arou nd my
shoulder, "Maliciala, Sierra", he said philosophically, "Valemos una pura ch ingada!" (Realize it,
David, we're not worth a damn).
So ... here's my advice to aspiring basketball coaches.
Never mind about low post, high post, double post, or
hitching post. Get some seven footers, some really tall
silos, and at least one quick guard who can beat the full
court press and bring the ball up the court and give it to
those silos.
Teach the silos NEVER to bounce t he baH. Give
'em the ba ll up high. Tell 'em to take it to the hole.
Then run back upcourt, r em embering not to t1ap
their arm s too much because they'll slap someone
and then you get t he hell beat out of you at the fre:y

V
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Walla Walla Pinto's Letter
May 1970
David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER
990 Elm St.
San Jose, CA
Dear Sir:
I open this letter to you expressing that we are
Mexicanos (Hermanos) and that I am hurt because I can
not talk to you and look into your eyes at the same tie,
and this is one of the main reasons for this letter. Each of
us Chicanos here in Washington are concerned about
our raza, Los Mexicanos.
The main reason for this correspondence is to ask

Basketball FundaiDentals
(Cont. from Pg 175)
throw line.
Then, sit back and enjoy the great game of basketball.
Oh, yes, every so often, jump up off the bench as
your team is bringing the ball downcourt, point at the
opponents basket, and holler ... something .... anything.
se your fingers to show your players
numbers . . . any numbers. When your
guards are bringing the ball up the floor,
point at the opponents• basket, and yell something,
anything ... the guards aren•t listening anyway, they•re
concentrating on keeping the other team from stealing
the ball away.
Cover your mouth with one hand while talking to
your assistant coach. The crowd will think you•re discussing strategy you don•t wish to share with the lip
readers in the gym. Actually you are just saying, .. We
couldn•t beat these sonsabitches if they were in wheelchairs with square tires! ..
Or, shake your head vigorously after an official calls
a foul against your team. The fans will think it•s the
officials beating you, not the other team. Get off your
keester, talk to the official. Finish with a smile. It will
give those on the sidelines the impression that you know
something the officials don•t know. It will mightily
impress those who don•t know basketball from bowling.

U

for help and information. We Chicanos here at Walla
Walla are all interesting in bettering our conditions,
both as individuals as well as Chicanos. We are eager
to learn about our culture and history as well as
American history.
herefore, we respectfully request your assis
tance in helping us establish a meaningful
communication with .. our people.. outside,
and with groups who could further facilitate our cultural
and social needs.
With the cooperation of the Superintendent, Mr. B .J.
Rhay, the Chicanos of this institution have formed an
ethnic group, UNITED CHICANOS. Officers have
been elected and we are now in the process of getting
organized. Our goals and aims are self improvement,
consisting of education, vocational training, and parole
planning so that we can become responsible members
when we return to society.
Is it possible to have THE FORUMEER send us
a journal so that we may keep up with La Raza in
California?
Your cooperation and personal attention to our request will be deeply appreciated. We would enjoy having you voice your ideas concerning this matter.
Very truly yours,
--GIL PARRA,
Corresponding Secretary
UNITED CHICANOS,
Walla Wall a, Washington.

T

EDITOR'S NOTE: I sent Mr. Parra a complimentary copy of THE FORUMEER and added his name to
our mailing list. Later that year the camales made me an
honorary member of their pinto group and sent me an
appropriate membership certificate, with a cardboard
frame. Fame is where you find it. Para que la vayan
viendo. camales!

Man's Opinion
To obtain a man·s opinion of you, make him
mad.
--Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Chicanos in the
Deep South
•

J__

Air Force Academy, Oklahoma City, LBJ Library,
Dallas, Houston, New Orleans, Montgomery,
Atlanta, Nashville, Little Rock
Ioria and I never went anywhere in a
straight line. We were going to the
American GI Forum national convention in
El Pa o, Texas, but decided not to go in a straight line.
We seldom went anywhere in a straight line. Gloria and
l flew into Denver via United Airlines. We were met at
Stapleton Field by a member of the Denver GI Forum,
bur damned if I remember who it was. Jim Maestas,
probably. Anyway , he suggested a Mexican restaurant
and we went there for a late lunch. After that we talked
for a few hours over some cold beer, and then he left us.
We want to get a good night's sleep, because early the
next morning, we were off to see the country.
AIR FORCE ACADEMY
We rolled out of bed at 6 AM, anxious to get on the
road. But, first a brief stop at Denny's, off U.S . 25 for
breakfast. Then a leisurely drive south to Colorado
Springs to visit the Air Force Academy. The Chapel is
the most impressive sight on the campus. It is even more
impressive inside. We were allowed to go inside because there were no services taking place at the moment.
Those cadets marching on the parade ground is a

G

very impressive sight also. I kept thinking about how
much this country invests in their education, and then
some of them are sent into military action and lose their
lives. What a waste! And what a disappointment for
their family.
We rolled through Limon and Lamar, Colorado. On
local radio, they mentioned something about some soldier boy that was home on leave. Can you imagine a big
city radio station doing that? No. Neither can I, but the
local yokels appreciate it.
TillS LOOKS LIKE KANSAS
bout mid-day we drove into Dodge
City, Kansas, home of Boot Hill , the
heralded old western cemetery where some
of the west's wildest outlaws are buried. It's not very big.
and not very impressive, but it i history, Agne .
An image that sticks in my mind is the little ga
station we saw outside the small vi llage of Goodland,
Kansas. A building about the size of two telephone
booths, with the attendant sitting outside on a plain
chair, reading. Two gas pumps. Graveled driveway.
And nothing else for miles arou nd . "I bet that guy freezes

A
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ers, where Bud Wilkinson coached his team to 47
hi s ass in the winter time," was my remark to Gloria. Not
quite believing what we had seen, we doubled back to
straight victories back in the rruddle fifties. We stopped
take a second look. Yep. A gas station. Two pumps.
at a variety store to buy a travel iron, and then headed
Period.
south into Texas.
We motored thru Pratt, Kansas and stayed overnight
NINFA'S
R o II e d
tn
Wi c hita.
throu g h
There is a huge
Ardmore,OK;
U.S. Air Force
Gaine
sv ill e,
bomber mounted
and Denton,
on a pylon right
and into Ft.
olllside of town.
Worth. We
That is all I redrove around
member about
town fo r a
Wichita. Did you
w h i I e .
know
that
through the
Wi c hita proChrisTexas
duces more pritian Univerva te a irp la nes
sity campus,
than any other
and
then
city in the world?
found a motel
Yep. That's all I
near the camknow
about
Lyndon B. Johnson Library, Austin, TX
pus
and
Wichita. Oh yes,
s tayed
in
also, it is home
"Foht Wuth" for the night. We ate an early dinner at
of the Wichita University Wheatshockers.
Ninfa's, a Mexican restaurant, to see if it was as good as
OKLAHOMA, WHERE THE ...
their ads say it is. Yum. Yum. Yep, hoss, it is!
arly the next morrung, we hit the Kansas
turnpike southbound to Oklahoma. In
DALLAS .... BAD MEMORIES
The next morning we went into Dallas. I used to
Oklahoma City, we saw the downtown area,
think
very highly of Dallas, but not anymore. After the
and the state capitol with oil derricks on the front lawn.
assassination of President John F. Kennedy , I have ill
Yes! You Okies ain't that desperate for a few bucks, are
thoughts about this city. I know you can't blame the
you?
citizens for what one crazy nut did , but I am not sure one
We also visited the Cowboy Hall of Fame. Gloria
person did it.
was admiring a statue called "The End of the Trail"
After having gone to the scene, I suspect that the
which I had pointed out to her. She asked,"How do you
shots that killed the President came out of the buildknow what it is?"
ing directly behind him, and that is the home of a law
"Because the original is in Mooney Grove Park,
enforcement agency.
between Visalia and Tulare," I said, pointing at my head,
There was a lot of animosity toward the President in
"I'll show it to you the next time we're down there. "
that
area, in those days and there are things about the
We also went to the National Softball Hall of Fame.
investigation that just didn't make sense to me.
In Norman, just south of OKC, we visited Okie U, the
We went through the building, saw the window from
Uni versity of Oklahoma. Small world department. I
which Lee Harvey Oswald alledgedly fired an ancient
thought I had seen a member of the Texas Jr. GI Forum
Italian rifle at a target moving down , away, and at an
and some friends getting out of a van, and when we saw
angle from him. I confess I have never fired a gun bigger
the young lady in El Paso, we asked her if she had been
than a BB gun in my life. I don't know exactly how good
at OU on a certain day, and yes, it was her!
those U.S. Marines sharpshooters are, but I doubt very
We saw Owen Field , home of the Oklahoma Soonmuch that Lee Harvey Oswald, ACTING ALONE,
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murdered our President. I just don't buy it.
We visited the John F. Kennedy Memorial. Very
simple. I kept cussing Texas under my breath all the time
I was in Dallas.

SJSU SPOILS A DREAM
Then we kept moving south, to Waco, home of
Baylor University. We visited the campus. I just wanted
ro see it, particularly the "scene of the crime" as I
described the stadium to Gloria. Back in 1980 they
al most had an undefeated football team .

an Jose State did it to them on Nov. 1,
1980. A Spartan team led by QB Steve

S
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THE ALAMO
Then we rolled through San M arcos and into San
Antonio. We went to The Alamo. Saw a video presentation. When it ended, a young Chicano about fifteen years
old , sitting in front of us, turned around and said, "Just
a bunch of bullshit, huh?"
"You got THAT right! " I said.
Want to know my true impression of The Alamo? I
believe that it serves very little purpose other than to
keep reminding Texans that at one point in their history,
some Mexicans led by General Santa Anna kicked their
ass and killed some of their heroes. I guess it gives the m

Clarkson,bac~Gerald ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Willhite and Kenny Thomas, ends
Mark Nichols and Stacey Bailey,
bested a Baylor Bears team which
featured Walt Abercrombie, their
all-time leading rusher ; Mike
Singletary, a three time all southwest conference linebacker; and
free safety Vann McElroy.

United States Air Force Academy
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Later in the season, Baylor lost to
Alabama in the Cotton Bowl, but
when SJSU got em, they were undefeated. Look it up. hoss!
We stopped at a Holiday Inn to
use their bathrooms and grab a bite to
ea t .Aft~ u~~ theb~hroomswe L_ _~~=~~~~~~~===~~~~~~~~~~~~
decided to go eat somewhere else.
The Texas Rangers were having a big meeting there.
a reason to keep hating Meskins.
Lots of tall white men with cannons on the ir belts. Catch
We drove around the city, near the River Walk all
you later, heah?
afternoon. In the early evening I took G loria for dinner
Going south through Temple, I mentioned to Gloria
at the Pan American restaurant, where CF Mendez and
that that is where Little Joe & La Familia are headquarIgnacio Balli had taken me on a previous visit to San
tered now. She remembers them as Little Joe & The
Antonio.
LaLineers when the GI Forum hired them back in San
CORPUS CHRISTI
Jo e many, many years ago.
e stayed overnight in San Antonio.
THE LBJ LIBRARY
the n headed so uth to the Gulf of
In Austin we went to the LBJ Library. It is BIG, just
Mexico, and Corpus Christi. We went to
like the man was in real life. W e had an excelle nt
lunch at the Ship Ahoy Restaurant, an excellent sea food
Mexican lunch in a small restaurant just off the campus.
place where a bunc h of Californianos had gone to eat in
Delicious ! While we were waiting to be served, I browsed
I 968 when Dan Campos was e lected national chai rman
through the Austin telephone book, to see if some
here.
friends I had known in Los Angeles had stayed in Austin
I told Gloria the story about how eight of us had
lunch there, and then drank beer after beer after beer, for
after graduating from UTexas. No Sammy Idrogo, no
Raul Lozano, no Denman Vodrie Smith III. I knew
about 2 hours. When we left, with a bill of over $ 11 0
about Jesus Chavarria. He was in Santa Barbara, Calidollars, we left a tip of about $ 11 . As we were getti ng in
fo rnia, teaching at UC Santa Barbara.
our car in the parking lot, the waitress who had served us

W
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came out and told me that we had forgotten to pick up our
change at the cash register.
"No, senorita, we didn't forget! That is your tip! We
appreciate your excellent service. Quedese con ello!" I
said.

THE NATIONAL OFFICE

Tiger Stadium, LSU, Baton Rouge, LA
In the early evening, I called Bernie Sandoval, our
GI Forum national executive secretary, and arranged to
go visit him in Beeville, some thirty miles north of CC.
He showed us the GI Forum national office and some of
the work he was doing. I happened to glance at a letter
on top of his desk in which some chapter in Texas had
sent him only half of the dues money . They were
thanking him for sending the membership cards, and
pledg ing to send the rest of the money later.
When I checked with Fred Vazquez, FORUMEER
subscription manager in San Jose, I told him not to send
newspapers to anyone who had not paid the full fees.
It is not fair to h ave some people paying only half
the dues just because they are in the same state as the
National Executive Secretary.
After that, any report I heard about membership
count had to be taken with a grain of salt. Que se Ia
cuenten a mis nalgas!
We got back to Corpus very late at night, and went
directly to bed. The next day we were headed to New
Orleans.

WALKING TALL
But first you gotta drive through Victoria, and into
Houston. We stayed overnight in Houston. Late in the

afternoon, the skies suddenly turned very dark and it
started raining like we had never seen it rain before.
e had just returned from visiting the
Astrodome. In the parking lot of our
hotel, the water must have been an inch
deep all over We had to wade into our room.
I got restless again in about two hours,
and looked in the newspaper for a good
movie. "Walking Tall ," the true story of
Sheriff Buford Pusser of McNair County,
Tennessee was showing at La Galleria, a
huge mall on the other side of Houston so
we took the beltway around town and went
to see it. One of the best movies I have ever
seen. I still watch it, or parts of it, any time
it shows on television.
The following day while driving rhru
Beaumont, it rained harder than I have ever
seen it rain ... EVER! I mean, it came down.
It did not rain cats and dogs. It rained
elephants and rhinos ! I mean ... the sky was
pissin', podnah!

W

CROSSING THE MISSISSIPPI
We cross over the state line into Louisiana and headed east for Baton Rouge. We were looking
anxiously ahead. It would be Gloria's first look at the
Mississippi River, the grand-daddy of ali American
rivers.
We wanted to see the Loui siana state capitol, visit
the statue of Huey Long, and then motor south to New
Orleans.
Ioria and I took the elevator to the 46th
floor of the state capital building. A
marvelous view of the Mississippi and the
Baton Rouge area. On the descent, the elevator operator,
eager to engage us in conversation, asked if this was the
tallest building we had ever been in.
"No," I replied, "last year we visited the Empire
State Building in New York. It's 102 stories. More than
twice as high as this one."
End of conversation.
Gloria and I were perusing the large paintings on the
ground floor when a state trooper asked if we had signed
the guest book.
"No, we haven't," I replied.
He Jed us to a marble counter, turned around a
massive book mounted on a pivoting stand and handed
me a pen. I signed, Mr. and Mrs. David Sierra, San Jose,

G
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Gloria was up and dressed in no time.
Calif. He was looking at my handwriting upside down
We
drove into town and all over, just seeing things
and then commented, "Where is San Jose?"
we had never seen before ... Tulane University ... Lake
"Just south of San Francisco," I answered.
Ponchartrain,
the Sugar Bowl ... the Mississippi River,
He looked me square in the eye and commented,
Bourbon Street ... the beautiful plantations on the out"Nuthin' but Long Hairs and Queers out there!"
skirts of town.
We decided that we could do without seeing the
It was getting dark, and soon we found a Mexican
Huey B. Long statue out on the manicured grounds of
restaurant, had dinner, got directions on how to find our
the building. Sayonara, Baton Rouge!
motel, and headed for bed.
TRAVELERS CHECKS
THE
GULF COAST
needed to cash some travelers checks before we
The next morning we were going east toward Modrove into The Big Easy. I drove into the park
bile, Gulfport, Mississippi and Atlanta!
ing lot of a small bank in Denham Springs,
We drove thorugh
Louisiana. I was driving a new Olds . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Cutlass Supreme with Texas plates,
Slidell, Gulfport, Biloxi, had
and had a California drivers license.
breakfast in Pascagoula, and
As I pulled up to a small enclosure
motored into Mobile. I knew
which was the drive-up window, I
they had some Navy warships docked there and
noticed a gorgeous daughter ofLouisiana working as a teller. Behind her
wanted to see them, but it
was unbearably hot and I did
stood an old codger pulling down
minimum wages as a Rent-A-Cop.
not want to climb out of an
I handed her the travelers check,
air-conditioned car. Some
my Cal ifornia drivers license, and
other time.
In the early afternoon we
waited. She was very courteous and
came to Montgomery, the
promptly gave me the $500 that I
wanted.
Cradle of the Confederacy.
We found a room at the local
"There you are, sir," she said,
counting out ten $50 dollar bills.
Days Inn. The place was so
Wishing to make conversation, I
Bourbon Street Building
new that the air conditioners
asked "Is that guard there to guard
New Orleans
were not even installed. The
you or the money?"
guy atthe desk said he would
knock ten bucks off the rent if we would stay in one of
Gorgeous Louisianan just smiled, making my day .
"Go on, now ," the guard said, "Clara Lou is very
those rooms. The hole was already cut on the wall, at
busy. "
floor level. All we had to do was push the AC unit
Some fifty miles down the road, I asked Gloria if she
through the hole, plug it in, and hello cold air! Got it!
knew what Denham Springs, Louisiana was famous for.
THE LAUNDROMAT
"No, what is it famous for?" she asked.
Gloria and I found a laundromat so we could wash
"It is the Louisiana home of the Klu Klux Klan," I
our clothes before we continued our trip. In a little strip
said.
mall in Montgomery, we found one and stopped. While
THE BIG EASY
Gloria was putting our laundry in the machines, a very
black lady, about 35 years old, with two small kids in
Getting tireder and tireder by the minute as we
tow, asked her if she had some quarters for her to do her
neared the city of New Orleans, we decided to find a
motel room on the outskirts of town, get a few hours rest,
laundry. We had plenty of them, so Gloria gave her
and then make it to the lights.
some change. Then we went to a small cafe next door to
the laundromat to catch a bite to eat while our clothes
Too impatient, after a few minutes of lying down, I
popped out of bed and said, "Let's go see the wild, wild
were washing.
city of Naw Or'lans. "
A few minutes later we noticed that the dark lady had
left the laundromat and was standing by our car parked

I
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in front of the cafe. She kept looking around, as if
expecting someone, then she would look toward the
lau ndromat. "Why don't you go ask her, maybe she
needs more quarters," I suggested to Gloria. We had
finished eating, so she went outside and approached the
black lady. Sure enough, she needed more quarters.

...

Tennessee State Capital, Nashville
Gloria asked her why she didn't didn't come inside and
ask us. "Ah cain't do that," she replied tersely. Gloria
came inside and asked if I had more quarters. We had
some in the trunk of the car, fetched them, and gave her
more change. Later, as we were driving away from the
laundromat, I asked Gloria, "Did you notice that we
were the only white people in the laundromat?"
She had not noticed.

"Officer, I just want to drop these post cards in the
mail box right there," I said, pointing at the mail box
which was not even thirty feet away.
"I'm sorry sir, we are closed. You are going to have
to leave the building," he said, still adamant.
"Officer ..... Okay ... I understand .... Can you please
drop these cards in the mail box for me?" [
begged him.
"Sir .... Just leave the building. We are
closed," he said again. Maybe they don't
teach him any other words to say.
I turned around and started to walk out,
muttering "Man, these rent-a-cops are sure
efficient. Wonder what they make, 50 cents
a day?"
"DID YOU SAY SOMETHING?" he
questioned me, walking menacingly toward
me, as I retreated hastily down the hall.
"No, Sir. I was just saying, Have a Nice
Day!"
The n, I hustled my bones out of their
sacred building. As we were leaving we
noticed the Stars and Stripes and the rebel
flag flying side by side from flagpoles atop
the building. A cold chill ran up my spine seeing the
rebel flag flying over a United States Government
bui lding. "They got it half right," I mentioned to Gloria
as we drove off.

GRITS FOR BREAKFAST

Later we went to the Montgomery Post Office. We
had filled out some post cards for the natives back home
and wanted to mail them. I parked in front of the
building, and ran up to the door, because it was very
near closing time. As I walked into the building, a
security guard was walking down the hall, toward me .
I was about fifty feet from the mail box, where I
inte nded to deposit the post cards. But he wouldn't have
it.
"We're closed, Sir!" he said in his best authoritative

The following morning we stopped at a small diner
to eat breakfast, and I decided to go "southern ." I ordered
grits with my breakfast, and asked the waitress to tell me
how to eat them.
I tried, but they can have their damned grits. I'll stick
to good old country-fried potatoes, California style.
After we left, motoring toward Auburn, Gloria asked
me ifl had heard the comments the four men in the table
next to us were making as we paid at the cash register and
left. No, I said, I didn't hear them.
"It wasn't very nice," she said.
We stopped for gas at a Chevron station on the
outskirts of Auburn. I wanted to gas up and then go see
Auburn U. , home of the Auburn Tigers.

VOICe.

BREAK THE WINDOW!

THE POST OFFICE

"I know, I just want to mail these postcards. I want
to drop them in that mail box," I replied, smiling.
"Sir, WEARE CLOSED," he repeated,as hewalked
up to me.

We gassed up, and I drove away from the pumps and
under a huge magnolia tree in the station's parking lot.
Gloria and I got out to stretch our legs for awhi le. When
we were ready to resume our journey, I discovered that
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I had left the keys in the ignition.
After thinking about the situation for awhile and
searching the nearby ground for a clothes hanger, I
went to the station and asked the guy running the place
if he had a tool to help me get into my car.
"I locked my keys inside," I said, apologetically.
"Naw ... I don't got nuthin' here," he said.
"Break the quarter window!" he suggested.
Gloria and I discussed the situation some more. I
had an auto club card, but I didn't want to go to all that
hassle. A short while later, a young man drove up to the
station in a souped up Talladega Raceway Special, and
the guy I had been talking to drove off in a pickup ~rue~.
I decided to try again. "Have you got anything tn
here to help me get into my car?" I asked, "I locked
myself out."
,
.
"Sure, buddy ... just a moment, and well get In
there!" he said cheerfully.
A few minutes later he came out of the garage and
inserted his "jimmy bar" down into the door panel and
the inside lock popped out. I thanked him, offered to
pay him for his trouble, which he shook off, and we left.
"How can some people be perfect asses, and some
people be so kind?" was my question to Gloria. Of
course, she didn't have the answer.

THE MOONSIDNE STILLS

W

e arrived in Atlanta about noon, mo
tored past the Fulton County Sta
dium, Home of the Atlanta Braves, and
drove into the downtown area, down Peachtree Street,
looked at all the tall buildings, and out the north end of
town toward Marietta and Dalton. Apple country. There
were places with "stills" for sale. Those are boozemaking machines. I wonder how they get past the law
selling them openly? We stopped to look at one, and I
asked.
"It's not against the law to make them and it's not
against the law to sell them, and it's not against the law
to own one," the store owner said, "It IS against the law
to BUY one and make your own booze. They'll GET
you for THAT!"
"Who checks?" I asked him.
"Not me .... " he said, walking away to wait on a
customer.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga, Tennesse was the next big city I
wanted to see. We went to the top of Lookout Mountain, getting a beautiful view of the area. I found out
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later that Gloria doesn't appreciate heights, but she didn't
say anything when I led her to the tramway that goes up
the mountain. Way up there!
Then we continued on, we were driving west now,
through Shelbyville, Murfreesboro, which I knew only
as the hometown of General Douglas (Dugout Doug)
MacArthur's wife Jean, and on into Nashville.

HOME OF COUNTRY MUSIC!
If you're into old buildings, Nashville has one of the
most beautifully restored railroad stations anywhere.
Plus, the Country Music Hall of Fame, where we spe~t
about two hours reminiscing about all the great musicians from the past ... Patsy Cline ... Jean Shepherd ...
Kitty Wells .... Hank Snow ... Buck Owens ... Tex Ritter
... Lefty Frizzell ... The Collins Kids ... Johnn~ Cash .. .
Grandpa Jones ... Chet Atkins ... Sons of the Ptoneers .. .
Gene Autry ... Ted Wills .... and many, many others.
They show you a 20-minute video as your introduction to the hall, before you start walking around and
seeing the exhibits. The video is about a boy who is
leaving the farm, with only his guitar and a cardboard
box suitcase, bound for Nashville, to make his fortune in
the country music business. It shows him walking the
streets, showing folks he can pick, offering to play for
free, sitting in at small clubs, doing everything he can to
break into the Big Time. His life becomes a series of
animated conversations, with the other person shaking
their head in rejection. His goal is the Grand Ole Opry on
Saturday night before a live national television audience. But he doesn't make it. Not quite good enough.
As the video ends, he has gotten off the bus and goes
walking down the unpaved road, toward the family
farmhouse. Way off in the distance, his dad is following
a mule pulling a plow, discing up the 'back 40.' The
young man is spotted by his kid sister, playing in the
yard, and she hollers for her mom, "Maw! .... Maw! ...
.
J.W.iscomin'! ... J.W.Ishome!
.... M aw, JW'
. .Is Horne.I"
A closeup view shows them hugging him, and then
asking him the big question. He looks at the ground, and
shrugs his shoulders, shaking his head from side to side.
They walk slowly back to the farmhouse.

There were tears in this old country boy's eyes
when that video ended.
We drove around Nashville, saw the Grand Ole
Opry house, the old one, and marveled at all the small
clubs, doors wide open, where country music singers,
live, were performing. Apparently it goes on, day and
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night, in this hotbed of country music.

CASEY AT THE THROTTLE ••
:ter leaving Nashville, the next morn
tng, we drove through Jackson, Ten
nessee. We had to get off the road and go
see Casey Jones' locomotive. Remember the old song,
.. Casey at the throttle? .. No? Anyway, the story is for
real, apparently. There is the old locomotive, with appropriate plaques telling the story of the heroic Casey
Jones.
We looked at their public schools too. Neat as a
whistle, as I remember. I've always contended that you
can pretty well judge a small community by the looks of
their public buildings and their school houses. If it's
there, the pride is obvious!
Further west, Memphis and Beale Street, but we did
not get off the freeway.

A

LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
Back across the Mississippi and into Arkansas, the
Land of Opportunity. At least that's what the highway
signs proclaim. I had met a lot of Arkies in my life, and
had never been to Arkansas.

If it is the Land of Opportunity, why did so
many Arkies go west to California?
We stayed overnite in Little Rock. Surprised to find
Mexican restaurants. Drove around town, seeing the
sights. Went to Little Rock Central High School where
all those civil rights battles were fought, where Governor Orval Faubus swore that no blacks would ever go to

First Pitch
on West Coast
The frrst pitch ever thrown in major
league baseball on the west coast was at
San Francisco's Seals Stadium when
Ruben Gomez of the Giants pitched to
Gino Cimoli of the Los Angeles Dodgers
on April 15, 1958.
Giants were managed by Bill Rigney
and the Dodgers by Walter Alston.

school in that state while he was Governor. Wrong.
If you're keeping score, boss ... It was Federal
Marshals 1, Faubus 0.

We drove through Hope and Texarkana,
headed for Dallas. On the way, we got off the
freeway to drive the main drag of Mt. Vernon,
Texas, home of Dallas Cowboys legend Don
Meredith. (Looks like any other small hick town
in America, Dandy!)
Late in the afternoon, we were back in Dallas.
Stayed overnite, then flew to El Paso for the American
GI Forum national convention the next morning. • • • •

Congratulations,
San Jose Chotas!
June 1989

THE LEADER

CONGRATULATIONS to the men and women of
the San Jose Police Department for the excellent and
professional manner in which they discharged their
duties on Sat., May 7th during the Cinco de Mayo
celebration.
Out of a crowd estimated at upwards of 60,000,
about a dozen of our locals decided to challenge the
authority of the police. They were dealt with in a manner
which protected the safety of the other thousands who
had come to enjoy a day of free entertainment in the
downtown area and who comported themselves with
dignity. Eight people were arrested, two of them at least
eight blocks from the Fiesta area.
Our local media monopolies (Hi, San Jose MERCURY and KNTV, Channelll) chose to label it a

RIOT!
City officials, police officials, the crowd, and members of San Jose GI Forum and their volunteers looked
at it as a very calm crowd, everything considered.
Chairman-elect Humberto Garza, your editor,
Lupe Valdez, C.F. Mendez, Phil Renteria, Gloria Sierra,
and other members of San Jose GI Forum who were at
the Police de-briefing after the Fiesta heard the police
(Cont. on Pg 185)
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Congrats S.J. Chotas!
(Cont. from Pg 184)
say that none of them were injured, though bottles were
thrown at them. They did not think it EVER became a
major problem.
few days after the Fiesta we met with the
Police and with city officials to discuss .the
situation and how we can arrange the Fiestas in the future to make the different sections more
easily accessible by emergency vehicles.

A

A RIOT, folks, we suggest you do not know the
meaning of the word. And probably not qualified to
cover a real one.
Editor's Notes: The San Jose Police officers said in
the debriefing immediately after the event that NO
MAJOR PROBLEMS OCCURRED.
Arrests were made later, completely out of the
"Fiestas area" and the City of San Jose and the Police
used that as an excuse to raise the cost of city services to
us.
Our GI Forum leaders made the mistake of admitting that a riot had occurred. We were put on the
defensive and the costs of doing the Fiestas Patrias
escalated.
Our representatives continued to cite the so-called
"riots" as reasons that the Fiestas Patrias were not
making as much profit, and thus we could not afford the
rapidly escalating police costs.

Contrast this attitude with the City of San
Francisco, where we understand, the city
picks up the costs of all city services involved in their
Fiestas Patrias celebrations!
In the past I had urged our Fiestas Patrias Director to
point out to the City of San Jose all the financial
advantages of having the fiesta downtown and why they
should pick up ALL the policing costs.
It irked me that once they fully funded a man to put
on an .. America Festival" on the 4th of July. The festival
lost a lot of money. And they came back the next year
and give him another grant to do it again. But, then, he
was not a Chicano. Prejudice? I think so. • • • • •

Politics is the conduct of public
affairs for private advantage.
--Ambrose Bierce
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Ramirez of
La Rana
June 9, 1999
A Mass of the Resurrection for Leonard Ramirez,
73, was held at St. John Vianney Catholic Church, San
Jose, on Wednesday, June 9, 1999, with Father Jose
Rubio presiding. The church is very near to the Ramirez
home on San Jose's east side where he lived most of his
adult life with his wife, Erma.
The Leonard Ramirez services ended with the playing and singing of De Colores by El Mariachi Jalisco.
Apropos,of course. Music was Leonard's life.
he KNTV Channel 11 cameras were
there. Former State assemblyman
Dominic Cortese; KGO-TV newsman Rigo
Chacon; retired probation officers Henry Mercado and
Louis Zarate; his compadre and comadre Pete and Grace
Gonzalez; former Woodlake residents Rudy Mendez,
Willie Chavez, and Steve Chavez; his brother in law
Daniel Vasquez; and his sons, daughters, and grandchildren were among the mourners.
Ramirez was interred at Oak Hill Cemetery, San
Jose, Calif.
Leonard is remembered here because we grew up
on the same street in Woodlake, Tulare County, Calif.
The Ramirez lived at the end of Pomegranate Street, just
across the street from Bravo Lake, where his father
owned the El Rancho cocktail lounge. All the vatos
locos called it "La Mota," which used to infuriate don
Leonardo.

T

He and I are not of the same generation, I was
closer friends with his younger brother Raymond.
Leonard was out of high school before I entered in
1948, but I knew who he was. He was the "smart"
Ramirez.
He was always known as an ambitious young man.
In the U.S. Army he parlayed his musical skills into
stateside service providing music for army bases and
ceremonial occasions.

Upon leaving the service, he enrolled at Visalia
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weeks later we carried a feature article in the magazine.
College, now known as College of the Sequoias, and
I learned of his involvement with CSO, the Comorganized his band, Nardv Ramirez & his Orchestra to support himself and pay his way through
munity Service Organization, from other people,
school.
Lou Hevia, Louis Zarate, Juan Marcoida, and others
hen we were growing up in Woodlake,
who were the civil rights pioneers in the pre-60's
dance music meantNru·dy's band. About
Santa Clara County chicano community.
that time, Ramirez married Erma
His accomplishments in organizing CSO and all the
work that he did for a variety of organizations is well
Vasquez, at one time recognized as "The prettiest girl
at Woodlake High School." She went to work while
documented and will not be reiterated here.
encouraging him to stay in school and get his college
I met two of his offspring, Sylvia and Len Jr. They
degree.
ru·e both television newspersons. One day, Len came to
When I carne to
Vida Nueva, the rehab facility
SanJosein 1957,Ihad
where I work, to do an interview
not seen him for many
for Channel 5 news. He was suryears. One day he
prised that I knew his father. He
came
to
EL
admitted that he had never done
EXCENTRICO
farm work.
magazine's office
"You didn't miss anything,"
when I was working
I said, "Ask your father."
part-time there, and
Leonard Ramirez, Sr., lived
we began talking.
a life that all of us should emuHe never lost his
late. He was born in poverty, but
sense of humor about
did not accept it as a lifetime
having escaped being
situation. He always strove to
born in the Boyle
make life better for himself and
Heights section of Los
others, from Boyle Heights, to
Angeles ( Feb. I 2,
t\
~
La Rana, to the U.S. military,
1926), then enduring
Jo" I -"
junior college, to the university,
life in L a Ran a,
JAMES BOYS RANCH -- Working on an
and to the juvenile probation deWoodlake's ghetto (if it
partment where he became Chief
article about the Boys Ranch are writer
David Sierra. Ass istant Camp Director
can correctly be termed
Leonard Ramirez. and EL EXCENTRlCO
Deputy Probation Officer.
that).
publisher Humberto Garcia. June 6, 1960.
I'm proud that he's from
He laughed about
my hometown. I'm proud that
it, "Te acuerdas de La
he graduated from Woodlake
Rana?" he asked me.
High School. I'm proud that he graduated from San
"Of course," I replied, "How could anyone ever
Jose State University. I'm proud that he did the
forget La Rana?"
things that he did. And I'm very, very proud that he
asked what he had been up to and he told me.
never forgot where he came from.
Graduated from San Jose State University in
Leonard Ramirez, Sr. continued doing
1953, and went to work for the Santa Clara
volunteer work for a variety of causes
County Juvenile Probation Department.
He said he was working at the James Boys Ranch,
until the very end. Truly, a LIFETIME of
an institution for troubled boys, and invited Humberto
commitment to the downtrodden the unGarcia, EL EXCENTRICO publisher, and I to visit the
derprivileged, and the underserved. And
ranch in Morgan Hill.
On June 6, 1960 we visited the ranch. Humberto
truly deserving of the title Don Leonardo.
took a bunch of pictures and I made some notes. A few
•••••
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Giving Up The Chair
Final Installation Dinner Address
Aug. 10, 1979
I had completed what I knew was the last term I
would ever serve as San Jose GI Forum Chairman. I told
my wife Gloria that if, in the future, I ever got any ideas
about running for Chairman again, to run me to the
nearest shrink, for I would surely have taken leave of my
senses.
Maybe I'm not the smartest person in the world,
but I don't believe that any person should seek ANY
office unless they have clear-cut ideas on what they
want to accomplish AND are SUFFICIENTLY MOTIVATED to strive to accomplish those goals. Si no
for what reasons are you running?
As I turned the gavel over to Pete Gonzalez, I was
satisfied, fulfilled. Pete and I were on the same page
insofar as our thinking about San Jose GI Forum, its
aims and objectives, and I felt very comfortable turning
over the reins to him. This is what I said during my
remarks at the Installation of Officers Dinner at Lou's
Village Restaurant:

your friends, both men and women, to join us in
making this the largest American GI Forum Chapter on the west coast.
The role of the Chairman ... as I perceive it ... is to
conduct the business of the organization in a manner that
NEW members will be glad they joined .. and old
members will want to stay in.
At the recent state convention, we demonstrated the
strength of San Jose GI Forum with our organization ...
when our candidate for 2nd Vice Chairman won his
election campaign ... without a challenge!
And if there HAD been a challenge ... we had 30
members present in Visalia to conduct one helluva
campaign for Bob Escobar!

000

THANK YOU!
ur remarks will be very brief ... Most of
you have been listening to me while I
have been Chairman of this chapter for the
past two years ... and you must be tired.
Also, I do not want you to compare my forensic
skills with those of our featured speaker from Washington ... nor those of our distinguished Master of Ceremonies.
Nevertheless, we want to take this opportunity to
briefly recap the past two years ... and to give credit to
some of those who helped make it ... a very successful
period of growth for San Jose GI Forum.
This chapter had 63 members when we assumed
the Chairmanship in August of 1977 ••• Today, we
have over 200 members. Not because of any great
effort on MY part, but because many of you urged

0

***
Perhaps the best way to illustrate
what San Jose GI Forum has become in
this valley is with this simple fact ... One
year ago ••. when some fifty people applied for the job of Director of C.E. T.A.
for Santa Clara County ..• there were
SIX finalists ... and FIVE of them were
Chicanos ••• and all FIVE belonged to
SanJoseGIForum •.. andONEofthose
GOT THE JOB!
In the area of community services, we have tremendously enlarged the scope of our involvement in the past
two years.
We have undertaken a HIRE IT- On-The-Job-Training Project ... a Voter Education Project ... a Spanish
speaking Alcohol Recovery Home ... and will shortly
commence our Census Awareness Project.
This is .. . in addition to .. . services that we were
already providing two years ago.
At present ... we are in the discussion stages of
putting together a proposal to build a Senior Citizens
Housing Project on the eastside .. . the possibility of
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starting a Consumer Credit Union ... and expanding
those programs we already have.
But ... the most important things we are doing ... in
my opinion ... is our chapter has continued to meet on
the first Friday of every month for the past 20 years ...
and for the past 20 years we have put a chapter newsletter into the hands of each paid-up member once a
month.
Two years ago, we met with representatives of the
United States Census bureau and offered to subcontract
with the U.S. Government to accurately count the
people on the eastside of San Jose during the 1980
census. Instead of getting involved in a serious discussion with us on how we can do the job better than the
U.S. Government, we got line, verse, and paragraph on
why THEY CANNOT DO IT!
Our San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation granted $19,000 worth of scholarships in 1976
... This year, just a few weeks ago •• we gave out
$35,475 in grants to 45 deserving high school seniors.
We are still sponsoring the San Jose GI Forum
Phillies of the Eastridge Senior League ... as our contribution to the prevention of juvenile delinquency.
Our Voter Education Project last year, headed by
Darlene Marquez ... registered over 4,000 NEW voters
in selected precincts of San Jose ... in just FIVE weeks!
Quite frankly, our intent was to impress the U.S.
Census Bureau enough to have them grant us a contract
to conduct the 1980 U.S. Census on the eastside ... but
as I mentioned earlier, they have a closed mind on that
matter.

***
We think it is safe to say .•• that the Miss
SanJoseGIForumBeautyPageant&Queen
Coronation Ball has become the most lookedforward-to social event of the year in the
Chicano community. Last year we welcomed
more than 1,000 guests to the event and more
than 80 of our members were involved in the
planning and implementation of the function •.• Planning for the March 15, 1980 event
is already underway •• and we will shortly
begin having monthly meetings of our Ways
& Means Committee.
***

This chapter has been criticized throughout the State
of California and throughout the nation for being one of
the first chapters to admit NON-VETERAN WOMEN
and ELECT THEM TO OFFICE in the chapter.
ven though I was one of the Male Chau
vinist Pigs who most heatedly argued
against this action .. I am probably also one
of the most outspoken advocates for it . because I have
seen our women become active, involved members who
are respected and listened-to, not because they are
different, but because they have contributions to make.
(For the record ••• we DRINK to the difference
between MEN and WOMEN!)
Last March, Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez, member of this
chapter, became the FIRST non-male Regional Chairperson in the history of the Dept. of California.
In May, we elected Miss Darlene Marquez to the
office of Sgt. at Arms of this chapter .... NO ... she is
NOT the first woman elected to our board ... she is the
THIRD in the past four years.
Just last week, the Alameda County Board of Supervisors voted 5-0 to admit the American GI Forum to the
Commission which runs the Veterans Memorial Buildings in that county.
In Santa Clara County ••• we were KICKED 0 UT
of the United Veterans Council ••• Ten Years Ago •..
and resolved to work harder to champion the rights
of veterans!
In 1979 .. . we dare say that we do as much for
veterans as any other organization in this valley ! ! !

E

***
And SO ••• I have no doubt at all that one of these
days ••• in our statewide organization ••• the sun will
burst through the clouds of ignorance •• and a woman
will be elected State Chairperson ••• and I am willing
to bet that THATWOMAN will be a member of SAN
JOSE GI FORUM!

***
In the past two years .. we have continued our
program of having prominent speakers address our
monthly membership meeting .. In the past year we
listened to Supervisors McCorquodale, Wilson, and
Cortese ... to former Sheriff James Geary, and his
successor, Robert Winter ... to San Jose Chief of Police
Robert MeNamara ... to candidate for mayor, AI Garza
... to judicial candidates Richard Cotta and Fred Lucero
... Assemblyman Peter Chacon of San Diego County ...
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State Senator Jerry Smith ... and U.S. Congressman
Norman Mineta.

***

W

e sincerely want to thank all of
you who have supported San Jose
GI Forum during the past two years,
and urge you to continue to support the new administration of PEDRO GONZALEZ.
We especially want to thank Frank Caballero &
Pedro Gonzalez for their support ... and Fred Vazquez
(even though he griped all the time!) ... We thank
Richard Gomez for the excellent job he has done as
President of the Scholarship Foundation ... Augie
Martinez for looking after the Bad News Bears ... and
Humberto Garza for the job he is doing with the Vida
Nueva alcohol recovery home.
We cannot forget Anita Campos who has headed the
Beauty Pageant Committee the past few years ... and
Mary Caballero who takes charge of decorating the huge
Marie Campbell Pavilion. Both of those women do an
excellent job ... for which your Chairman takes the
credit! (of course).
We have a Special Vote of Thanks to Abel Cota, our
hard working Community Services Director. We believe that we have the very best project director, not only
in the Santa Clara County ... but anywhere in this state.

Abel Cota has been EVERYTHING a Chairman
could EVER want in a community services director
... capable administrator ••. involved San Jose GI
Forum member ... and good drinking buddy.
We thank Darlene Marquez for successfully implementing our Voter Education Project in 1978 ... (I'll say
ONE thing ... If I were a politician ... I'd damned sure
want to have HER on my side!)
We appreciate too ... Pete Carrillo ... who will be
heading our newest program ... The Census Awareness
Project.

***
But ..• most of all ... I want to thank my good wife,
Gloria •.• who let me out of the house for the hundreds
of meetings a GI Forum Chairman must attend •••
and who somehow has learned to understand that a
half hour meeting can sometimes go into extra innings ... and sometimes concludes ONLY when the
bars close!

***
There are many, many .. unsung GI Forum members
who provide aid and assistance to us in many, many
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ways ... Dan Campos ... Frank Escobar ... Jack Ellwanger
... Gil Rodriguez ... Ike Hernandez ... Paul Chairez, who
is always there when you need a helping hand.
Frank Carbajal ... Jose Martinez ... Bob Escobar ...
Joe G. Lopez ... John Torres ... Chris Vasquez ... Richard
Cotta ... Ernie Salazar .. and J .B. Garcia.

(J.B. Garcia, for example ••• often calls us when he
has a prominent politician, or community leader, or
a member of the news media ••• in his barber chair.
While J .B. holds a sharp razor within millimeters of
that person's face ..• that politician, leader or newsman ••• and I get into a telephone discussion on what
he can do for San Jose GI Forum !!)
We thank these people for their support ... and urge
them to similarly assist Pedro Gonzalez, our new Chairman.

Just four weeks ago ... continuing our goal of
involving San Jose GI Forum more and more in
the total community ... your Chairman and five
other members ... met with Mr. Larry Jinks,
Editor of the San Jose MERCURY NEWS . to
voice our opinion on how that newspaper can
become a more responsible press.
We also asked that .... once in a while ... they run
articles and print photographs ... of CONSTRUCTIVE
things happening in the Chicano community.
We are sure that these discussions will continue as
we go into a new administration.
I believe that the best way all of us can insure that our
organization will continue to be one of the most respected community organizations in this valley., is for
those of you who are NOT members ... to join us!

And those of you who ARE members ... to approach Mr. Gonzalez at the conclusion of this program ••• Congratulate him on his election ... and
further ••• to pledge YOUR wholehearted support in
helping him discharge the responsibilities he has
assumed as our leader.
IN CLOSING ... as you look back on the years 19771978 and 1978-1979 ... our HOPE is that ... in evaluating
our performance as your Chairman ... you can conclude
that ... given the limitations of our mentality .. . WE
WORKEDHARDTOREPRESENTYOUINAMANNER BEFITTING THIS FINE ORGANIZATION.
Frankly ... it has NOT always been a pleasure.

But we thank you for the opportunity you gave
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Peace Through People
OnNov.13, 1973,IwrotetoMonsignorErwinJuraschek,
the American GIForum's National Chaplain as follows:
Monsignor:
Greetings! In a moment of doing absolutely nothing
here at work, I happened to come upon the brilliant idea
of asking you to write an inspirational-type message for
inclusion in the DECEMBER ISSUE OF THE
FORUMEER.
You know, something to inspire members to work
harder for La Causa, for the organization, for the love of
their fellow man, along the lines of what you said at the
breakfast on Sunday morning at the national convention
in El Paso. POR QUE NO?

Giving up the Chair
(Cont. from Pg 189)
me to serve you ••• San Jose Chapter, of the American
GI Forum.
MUCHAS GRACIAS!
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Installation of Officers
Dinner was held at Lou's Village, with U.S. Senator
Alan Cranston as the Main Speaker. A few days before
the dinner I received a call from the office of the
Commander of the Naval Air Station, Moffett Field,
asking if it were indeed true that Senator Cranston was
speaking at the San Jose GI Forum's dinner.
es, I replied. The man on the line said that
they wanted to speak to Senator Cranston
and could it be arranged. Yes, I said. We are
having a dinner. The cost is $25 per person. Before the
dinner we are having a press conference at the restaurant.
Senator Cranston will answer questions from the
press and then a selected group of individuals will be
asking him questions. You are invited to attend, if you
wish, I said. The person on the phone could not believe
that a Chicano organization could possibly be bringing
a United States Senator to speak at a small dinner. I am
not aware that they bought tickets, nor do I know if they
attended the dinner. • • • • •

Y

Hopefully,
David Sierra
On Jan. 13, 1974, I received the following letter from
Monsignor Juraschek:
David:
Feel like a "reprobate" in taking so long to reply-May the enclosed NEW YEAR'S "Peace Message"
serve as a substitute? Hope to have a gem for you at the
MidYear Conference if the dear Lord permits that I
make it.
Part with this happy thought:
"Any man can see further than he can reach, but that
doesn't mean he should quit reaching."
--EAJ
Still waiting for that 7-3/8 size American GI

Forum cap promised by the California delegation.
Sorry I missed Tony in Beeville.
"Lord make me an instrument of Thy peace ... " Thus
begins the inspired prayer of the American GI Forum.
Peace can be achieved only THROUGH PEOPLE!
World-wide peace and peace in our little worlds of
home, family, office, industry, community ... depend
upon each one of us putting into action the art of peace.
Peace is God on both sides of the table
in conference. It is putting the power
of good will to work. It is sanity, maturity and common
sense in human relationships. It is open-mindedness. It
is willingness to listen as well as to speak. It is looking
at both sides of a situation objectively.
It is patience. It means keeping our tempers and
rising above petty irritations. It is counting to ten and
avoiding hasty and impulsive decisions.
It is having the courage and humility to admit
mistakes and to take the blame when we are wrong.

It is tact. Tact has been defined as the ability to
pull the stinger off a bee without getting stung.
It is a vision. It is taking the long look ... It is being
willing to give up the individual advantages for the
common good.
It is straight thinking. It is recognizing that iron
curtains ARE NOT METAL, BUT MENTAL ... and
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Bing Crosby Golf
Tournament Solution
Proposed by Spark
by Tyrone Jr.
THE LEADER

Sept. 1985

(SAN JOSE) -- Spark the WonderDog, who is the
official security guard at Thunderbird Golf & Country
Club, San Jose, recently announced at a press conference that he had come up with a solution to the Crosby
Golf Tournament dilemma.

magnitude, my advisors and I have concluded that we
could quite adequately host that tournament right here at
Thunderbird," Spark said to those gathered to hear the
latest of his Muscatel-induced movidas. Six guys at the
bar burped.
"We propose to have the tournament in August when
weather conditions are much more favorable for golf.

"Have that sucker here!" he said, briefly, and
then outlined the plans to a group of moneyed
investors who are pledged to throw money at any of
Spark's financial schemes.
In case you've been out to sea lately, or someone
threw a sack over your head, the problem arose when
Kathy Grandstaff Crosby of Hillsborough, Calif. said
that she didn't want the Crosby name identified with that
little golf tournament which used to take place on the
Monterey Peninsula in mid-winter.
"No mas," she said.
"That's easy, Kath," Spark said when he read about
it in the local rag (not this one). "Just change your name
to something else. Remember:
"You weren't BORN a Crosby, honey,
You just married the Crosby money!"
"After perusing all the details and considering every
significant factor before embarking on a project of this

Spark the WonderMutt

Peace through People
(Cont. from Pg 190)
that they are woven of fear, prejudice, and mistrust.
It is a quality of the heart as well as the head. It is a
warmth, and enthusiasm, a magnetism that reaches out
and draws people together in understanding and love.
It is a mighty faith in the goodness of God and the
potential greatness of man.
--Monsignor Erwin Juraschek

August beats hell out of February. Additionally,
since the pros are always griping about the toughness of
Spyglass Hill Golf Course, we can assure them that
Thunderbird will provide a true test of their golfing
skills and at the same time allow them to post the
ridiculously low scores to which they have become
accustomed on some of those oversized pastures they
like to play on.
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"We can alter the course somewhat. We have
management's permission, .. he said, trying to encourage
the sponsors to move their tournament to the barrio of
East San Jose.
''We are prepared to water the course with Perrier
water if need be. We'll allow them to bump six feet in

any direction,- including the greens. We can cut the
grass north to south, east to west, or checkerboard
the sucker! We can add or take away sand to/from
the traps, water to the lake, and graffiti to the greens
if that is their wish. Our greenskeepers are standing
by.
.. We'll even order new flags for all18 holes.
"We have very close proximity to San Jose International Airport. We're not talking about a farmer's cropdusting landing strip like they have in Monterey. I mean,
we're talking modem international airport, indoor plumbing, cocktail lounges, rental cars, taxicab service, bank,
shuttle buses, an information booth, shoeshine stands,
and all that. We also have many fine Mexican restaurants in the area of the course, .. he exclaimed.
y assistant, L.K. Sakalamota has been
contacted in the Middle East and has
agreed to come back and take Mrs.
Crosby's part. He would kiss Phil Harris' candy apple red
honker, grant Richard Nixon another shot off the tee
until he is satisfied with his lie (no pun intended), crawl
under the table and have a drink with Dean Martin,
apologize for President Ford's drives, and become the
official .. invitor.. of the tournament. In other words, if
you want to play in this sucker, contact L.K. and see if
you qualify by his very strict standards.
"Mr. Sakalamota has already begun preparing a list
of invitees and has told THE LEADER that only the very
top of the upper crust of American and international
society will be invited ... plus he will be adding a new
dimension ... international guests.
"For one pairing, for instance, he is matching Billy
Carter with Moummar Khadaffy, Phyllis Schlafly, and
Yasser U-arefat.
"President Ford will play with Jimmie Carter, Richard Nixon, and Lobo The WonderDog. Lights have been
mounted on his golf cart.
"One foursome will include film stars Sylvester
Stallone, John Holmes, Clint Eastwood, and pianist
Liberace. (Let someone else pick up the ball after you
hole out, Libby!).

M

All our Drea.Dls
All our dreams can come true if we
have the courage to pursue them.
--Walt Disney

Henry Kissinger will team up with Le Due Tho to
oppose Dan Rather and General William W astemoreland.
"Cesar Chavez will play with Timoteo Gumersindo
Vagabundo against Jim DiGeorgio and Bruce Church.
"David Sierra will play with a foursome of Tattoo,
Tiny Tim, and Koko the Chimp. "If Koko can't putt,
David oughta win that mother," Spark said.
After the tournament the annual Clambake dinner
will be held on the veranda of the Thunderbird Country
Club at sundown with live bagpipe music imported from
Scotland, crabs from San Francisco, J alisco cheese from
Los Angeles, and California watermelons from the
Imperial Valley.
The tournament will be dedicated to San Jose Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado, a really dedicated golf
aficionada.
"Take THAT, Kathy!" he concluded.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Kathy Crosby decided,
for some reason, that she no longer wanted her late
husband's name attached to the annual golf tournament at Pebble Beach which drew the PGA's best
players and celebrities from all walks of life to play
in it.
Spark was the official watchdog at Thunderbird
Golf and Country Club on King Road in San Jose.
Chicanos used to call it The Ghetto because the
course was in very sad shape. One time there was
a family having a beach party in one of the sand
traps. Believe it! When the ball rolled into the sand
trap, they just kicked it out and went about their
business.
Blanca Alvarado was a San Jose City Councilwoman who battled to close down The Ghetto and
tum it into housing. We fought her tooth and nail on
that one. She won. Another more expensive course
replaced the old one. • • • • •
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El Amigo Del Pobre
January 26, 1973

EDITOR'S NOTE: Vicente Ximenes
was the first appointee of President Lyndon
Johnson as Director of the Cabinet Committee
on Mexican American Affairs. Occasionally he
would drop me notes about his experiences. We
were not particularly good friends, but he knew
I was editor of the American GI Forum's newspaper, THE FORUMEER.
--E. David Sierra

Years later, he wrote me his recollections about
LBJ:
Dear Dave:
I was with LBJ at the Civil Rights Symposium in
Austin only last month. He invited me to be a panelist
along with Congressman Gonzales, Clarence Mitchell,
Julian Bond, and Burke Marshall, former Assistant
Attorney General
When I went to greet him he said, "Vicente, I won't
get up because I'm not feeling well."

Apathy
Where apathy is
the master,
all men are slaves.
(Anonymous)
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He remained with us for the two days even
though his doctor had told him not to attend and
certainly not to make any speeches.
The attached is the statement I made at the Symposium and the letter of congratulations from the President. As you can see, it is a personal note and probably
one of the last notes he wrote before his death When I
was thru with my statement at the Symposium the
President shook hands and smiled, winked an eye as if
to say, "Right on!"
As you know, Johnson paid us the highest honor he
could bestow on a group of people by creating the
Cabinet Committee on Mexican American Affairs
This committee was his idea I was never so
surprised as when he said, "Vicente, I want you to be
the Chairman of the Committee.''
My first reaction was, "Mr. President, how am I
going to get cabinet members (some of them are Little
Kings) to attend the meetings?"
President Johnson replied, "Hold your meetings in
the Fish Room next to my office and tell the Cabinet
members that the President will want to look in now and
then to see how we're doing. They'll be there"
When the Model Cities Program was about to be
announced for the frrst 60 cities, we found that our barrio
cities were not among them. We went to the President
and lo and behold, a new list was drawn up and instead
of the HUD cabinet member making the announcement,
it was the President and this time the cities of San
Antonio, San Jose, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, San Diego,
Laredo, Denver, Trinidad, El Paso, Sacramento, Austin,
and many other small Raza areas were included.
When SER was about to be phased out by OEO
and the Department of Labor was playing games
with us, it was President Johnson who came thru
finally and said, "Fund it!"
SER would not be in existence today had it not been
for our intervention with the President and his favorable
response.
One time I was in his office and his staff was
preparing a list of invitees for a White House function.
I asked if there were any Mexican Americans included
in the dinner in honor of a middle eastern Premier
The staff member replied there were non and
President Johnson said, "From now on, I want Mexican Americans at every function that I have anything
to do with and I don't care who the honored guest is!"
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San Joaquin Valley
Scholastic Press Association
Escaping to the sessions
In April of 1952, Mr. Brent Hamlin, our journalism
class instructor at Woodlake Union High School had
assigned Norman Ropes and myself to attend the San
Joaquin Valley Scholastic Press Association conference at Fresno State College.
orman was the son of the owner/editor/
publisher of the Woodlake ECHO, our
town newspaper. His title on our school
paper was Sports Editor. He knew as much about sports
as I knew about nuclear medicine.
Getting to the conference was not going to be
easy. My brother Jess always wanted me to work on
Saturdays so it wasn't just a matter of saying that I
was going to the conference, I literally had to
"escape" to go to it.
We were scheduled to leave the Ropes home at
about 8 AM for the 50 miles drive north to Fresno. I got
up at 6 AM, careful not to make too much noise as I
bathed and got ready to leave.
No one was stirring in the Sierra house. I went out
the back door at about 7 AM and began my walk to the

N

LBJ, Alnigo del Pobre
(Cont. from Pg 193)
That was the beginning of the hundreds of invitations that went out to many Mexican Americans to
attend White House functions.
I wish I had the time to relate the many other
experiences I had while serving under PresidentJohnson.
Suffice it to say that I was always loyal to him, and
always knew he was the best friend the Mexican American has ever had in the White House.
Sincerely yours,
--VICENTE T XIMENES
304 Monroe St NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

Ropes home,
only about four
blocks away.
When I arrived
a few minutes
later, I knocked
on the door.
Dick Ropes,
Norman's father, was already
up, preparing for
another day at the ECHO.
"Good morning, Eliseo, what are you doing here so
early? I thought you and Norm were leaving at 8 AM?"
"Is THAT all it is?" I said, feigning surprise at
the time.
I knew exactly what time it was but I couldn't tell
him that I had snuck out of the house early so that my
brother would not ask me about going to work that
morning. I WANTED to go to that conference.
r. Ropes went to tell Norman that I
was there early, and for him to hurry
up because his mother was already preparing breakfast.
Norman got ready, then came into the kitchen where
Mrs. Ropes had just offered me a cup of steaming hot
coffee.
"Have you had your breakfast, Eliseo? she asked
sweetly.
"NO •••• you know WHAT? I was so anxious to get
to Fresno that I forgot to eat breakfast!" I lied.
She made each of us a big plate of fried potatoes,
bacon, and eggs, and we dove in.
A few minutes later, we were on our way to Fresno.
Norman and I did a lot of talking on the way up. He was
the Sports Editor of THE TATLER, our school paper,
and I was the Assistant Sports Editor. I also wrote
feature stories, but what I really liked doing was sports.

M
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e informed me that at the competition that
afternoon, I was entered in the Feature
Story writing competition and he would
participate in the Sports Story contest.
"Why are we doing THAT?" I questioned, because I knew that we had agreed between Mr. Hamlin,
Norman, and I that we would both enter the sports
article competition.
"I changed my mind. I think I have a better chance
to win in the sports story contest and you have a better
chance in the feature story contest," he said, obviously
thinking only of himself. I knew that he was not even the
best sports writer on OUR paper, much less the best in
the San Joaquin Valley.
The conference had a number of speakers who told
us about their experiences as working journalists, encouraging us to go on to college, and become writers,
because writers contribute to the betterment of the
community, and the country.

H

One of the speakers urged, "H you see a
community need, write about it. Make the
information public. Spur the city fathers to
action. Get it fiXed!" he said.
When we broke for lunch, I told Norman that I was
going to skip lunch, because I wasn't hungry after the
huge breakfast we had devoured that morning, and
besides that was the first time I had been on the Fresno
State campus and I was going to walk around and see the
place.
If he believed that little white lie, then I should
have approached him about buying some acreage in
the Florida Everglades.
hat afternoon, I competed in the Feature
Story writing contest. The instructor passed
out a sheet of paper with some details of a
prominent foreigner coming to the city of Fresno. Acting as a press secretary, he asked if we had any questions. Of course we did.
"What is he going to be doing here?''
"Is here on business or pleasure?"
"If it is business, what is it?"
"With whom is he going to meet?"
"Does our distinguished visitor speak English?"
"Is his wife coming with him?'
"Who are other members of his entourage?"
"How long will he be in Fresno?"
"Where else in the United States is he going to visit?"

T

Why no Hair?
My guru, Humberto Garza, used to challenge
me to say something original. How's this -- Why
do human beings grow hair all over their face, but
not on their forehead?

"Can we get a copy of his itinerary?"
"Whose guest is he going to be?"
"Where will he be staying?"
"Will he be available to answer questions from the
press when he arrives?"
"Will he be available to answer questions just before
he leaves Fresno?"
"Is this his first visit to Fresno?"
"Which sights in the area will he be shown?"
"Is he going to have an opportunity to meet some
local people?"
fter our questions were answered, we were
told that we had 1/2 hour to write a story.
The presses were waiting. When we were
finished, we should deposit our paper in a small basket
on the instructor's desk, and leave the room.
My heart just wasn't in it. I was physically in Feature
Story and mentally in the Sports Story competition.
I got my usual reward .. Nada, Zilch!
EDITOR'S NOTE: I frrmly believe to this day that
Norman Ropes could not have handled the idea of me
finishing ahead of him in that contest and didn't want to
chance it. After all, he was the son of the publisher of the
Woodlake ECHO. So he used his authority as Sports
Editor to channel me into the Feature Story competition.
Maybe I am wrong. Maybe.
I am not saying that it still bugs me, but why else
would I have taken the small Press Association card
shown at the top of the previous page with me to Los
Angeles when I moved there in November 1952, then
kept it with me all those years, until recently when I
decided to write these memoirs? I don't know. I really
don't know.
--Eliseo T. Sierra • • • • •

A

The foolish and the dead
alone never change their opinions.
--James Russell Lowell
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End The Violence?

I

:
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I
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The old Barrio custom of not reporting crimes perpetrated against us :
and "taking care of business" ourselves, assures that criminal activity I
I
will not end because we do not have the power nor the authority to end 1
·

I
I
I

I
I

It.

:
;
1

By not reporting criminal activity, we yield to the threat of terrorism :
and thus assure more terrorism because the perpetrators believe ;
themselves impervious to punishment.
1

I
I

I
I

;

No? Just cite one example of a barrio orinter-gang feud which was ever ;
peacefully resolved by bringing in family members and friends. Just 1

1
I
I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I
1

o~.

;

Until crimes are reported to the proper authorities and the victims are
willing to assist in bringing street thugs to justice, our sentiments of ;

I
I
1
I

I
I
1
I

;
I
I
I

"End the Violence"
are just that ... sentiments ...
hollow, meaningless sentiments.

;
I
I
I

I

--E. David Sierra

I

:
I

April 2, 2003

:
I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Part of Solution

If you are not part of the solution, You are part of the problem.
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Nicknames zn
the Barrio
All Chicanos know that our raza is notorious for
giving people a name other than that chosen for them at
birth by their parents. In W oodlak:e where I grew up, for
example, no one ever called me Eliseo. I was known as
"Pelon" or "Sierra". Other barrio nicknames I know:

Nickname
El Borrego
LaLumbris
LaChiva
El Churris
El Crime

El Cuervo
Big Foot
El Pajarito
La Daniela
El Elvis
El Estropajo

El Caveman
El Tony Curtis
Gregory Peck
LaLarga
Montana
Cachanillas
Chuyito
ElDownhill

El Radio
El Mil Amores

El Western Auto

Young man who never had
anything to say. Very quiet.
Young. self-named Lothario.
Considered himself God's gift
to women. Never had a girl.
Car belonging to El
MilAmores'family.
Carried every automotive
add-on sold by the popular
auto supply store.

Why?
About 5'4, wore a goatee.
The worm. Given to
small, quiet boy.
Female Goat. An ugly girl.
Unknown origin. Young man.
Boy from southern California
who had spent considerable
time in jail.

Shotgun. Tall man.
El Escopeta
La Espiga de Oro His sister. Very tall young
lady.
El Six Sixteen

Loudmouthed C class
basketball player who
asked the bus driver if he
wasn't aware that he was
talking to a starter on the
basketball team. Bus
driver answered, "Look
Frankie, to me you are
the 6: 16 AM stop on my
way to school, and that's
all you are!" So, hence
forth, El Six Sixteen.

Hetas de Burro

Burro Lips. Young man
who had very large lips.
The Brush. Given to
young man who had a
crew haircut.
Another guy with a crew
cut.
The Saw.

The Crow. Dark-faced man.
Young man with huge feet.
Little Bird. Old man who
loved to sing.
Female Daniel. Dan's sister.
Had an Elvis Presley haircut.
Ugly boy. Looked like some
one had rubbed his face with
steel wool.
Ugly young man.
Another name for the
Caveman.
A tall man with a large nose.
A very tall man.
Slow moving, deliberate man.
Have no idea what this means
in Spanish.
Little Jesse, son of
Cachanillas.
Elderly man, walked leaning
forward, looked like he was
about to fall down.

El Cepillo

Rughead
El Serucho
La Serucha
ElGI

Cara de Hacha

Female Saw. Serucho's
sister.
Always wore combat
fatigues. Bracero. Was
never in the military.
Literally, Axe-Face. Ugly
woman.
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Nicknam.es in the Barrio
(Cont. from Pg 197)
La Lagartija

La Planeta

El Macarron

DonCaca

El Ciego

ElGorro
de Fierro
El Caballo

ElJudeo

ElPerico

LaBallena
El Camote
LaChanga
El Frijole
LaFrijola
El Frijolito

A small lizard. Female
bartender in a barrio
beer joint.
The Female Planet.
Short, chubby bar
maid in a barrio bar.
Pock-marked face.
Means macaroni in
Spanish.
Mr. Shit. Short for
cacariso, man with
pockmarked face.
Blind man. Man who
had only one eye.
Iron Hat. Labor contractor
who wore a hard hat on
the job.
The Horse. Man whose
horse laugh could be
heard a block away.
The Jew. Labor contractor
who charged braceros to
take them to worl but not
"citizen" workers in the
same crew.
The Parrot. Tall Peruvian
native who talked and
talked and talked.
The Whale. Short, rotund
young man.
The Yam. Given for
unknown reasons.
The Female Monkey.
Ugly young man.
The Bean. For what
ever reasons.
Female Bean. His
sister.
Little Bean. His
younger brother.

LaMocosa

El Habrilatas
Conrado
El Cucuy
El Monstro

Female. The snotty
one. Became a very
attractive teenager.
The can opener. Man
who had buck teeth.
The Beer can opener.
Real name of El Habrilatas.
Ugly man.
The Monster. Young
man about 6 feet, 350
lbs., 16 years old.

El Pirata

The Pirate. Man who lost his
left arm when his car was
sideswiped by a bus.

ElMocho

The Cut One. Second
nickname for El
Pirata.
Young man with goatee
whose eyes appeared to be
barely open.
The Female Bracero.
Given to mannish lady.

FuManChu

LaBracera

El Bulldozer

El Jet Pilot

Bully
El Chivo

El Ministro

Young man who parked his
car by bumping it off the car
in front and the car behind his.
Young man who came home
from Army basic training and
said he was considering
becoming a jet pilot.
Raul, mexicanized.
The Goat. Young man with
goatee.

Minister. Young man who
helped serve mass at the
Catholic Church.
El Esquadron 201 Lady who had five kids and
always walked everywhere
she went.
Penjamo
City in Mexico. A young
man from that city.
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Nicknam.es in the Barrio
(Cont. from Pg 198)
El Joto
Cachetes
de Gato

El Diablo

The Queer. Given to a very
effeminate young man.
Cat Cheeks. Given to old
man who had a very round
face and a cat whiskers
mustache.
The Devil. Given to very
ugly man.

La Apagadora

The Fire Engine. Given to
young lady named Dora
who wore very loud
clothes, often red.

La Rata

The Rat. Man named
Rudy.
Slang for Feets. Young
man with huge feet.

Patas

El Abanico

The Fan. Man from
Mexico, not used to heat,
fanned himself all day long
while picking peaches.

El Gorgojo
Cayitas

Weevil. Elderly man.
Origin unknown. Given to
young man who liked to
run around with an older
crowd.
Origin unknown. Given to
lackadaisical young man.
A plodder.
The Indian. Given to
young man for no known
reason.
The White Man. Mexican
elderly man with white
skin.
The Professor. Mexican man
professing to be a former
schoolteacher.

Vacatete

El Indio

El Guero

El Profe

El Cabezon

Man with bigger than
average head.

Favorite
Writers
I read a lot. On all subjects. One of my
favorite sayings is, 'Til read anything, anything,
once. Even Rolling Stone Magazine, New Wave,
The Smithsonian, The Wall Street Journal,
Women's Day. As I said, anything, at least once.
But my favorite writers are:
William Manchester
Goodbye, Darkness
James Michener
Space, Centennial, Alaska, Texas
Norman Mailer
The Executioner's Song
Larry Colton
Goat Brothers
Bud Geraci
San Jose Mercury News columnist
Herb Caen
San Francisco Chronicle columnist
Irma Bombeck
Newspaper articles
Dave Barry
Miami Herald columnist
Kitty Kelley
Frank Sinatra, Nancy Reagan
Rick Telander
Sports articles

(Cont. on Pg 200)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
: Civilized people
:•
••
:
can talk about
•
•
•
:
anything.
••
••
For them no
•••
••
••
subject is taboo .
••
•
••
••
--Clive Bell
••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Favorite Writers
(Cont. from Pg 199)
Frank Deford
Sports articles
Betty Smith
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn
Jim Murray
Los Angeles Times columnist
Leon Uris
Battle Cry
David Halberstam
The Best and The Brightest,
Summer of '49
Ann Rule
True Crime Stories
Ken Follett
On Wings of Eagles
C.D.B. Bryan
Friendly Fire
Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein
The Final Days
Ernie Pyle
Here is Your War
Lawrence Schiller
An American Tragedy
Rick Reilly
Sports Illustrated columnist

Roger Who?
Roger Maris, who is best known for breaking
Babe Ruth's home run record, achieved what
is probably a longer lasting record in 1951
when he set a national high school record by
returning four kickoffs for touchdowns in one
game for Fargo High School in North Dakota.

Calculator
Fixer-Upper
My trusty old sun-powered calculator, received free in the mail for subscribing to some
now-forgotten magazine, had gone belly up.
I bought another $4.95 cheapie model, with
very large numbers, from W al-Mart in Milpitas.
Trying to get it to work, it kept coming up
with very large but jumbled up numbers. Nothing would work, it simply would not calculate
accurately. No matter which number keys I hit it
kept coming up with the same numbers on the
screen, large but jumbled up, same-o, same-o,
same-o.
I took it back, intent on chewing

somebody's ass for selling an oldman a simple
electronic gadget that just did not work.
I went to Customer Service and started to
complain about the problem. As I pulled the
calculator and the receipt out of my W al-Mart
plastic bag, the young lady behind the counter
gave me an understanding and patronizing smile,
pulled the transparent plastic with very large
numbers from off the front of the calculator
screen, punched 2 x 2 and got 4 on the screen,
and handed back the calculator!

"Anything else I can do for you today,
sir?'' she asked, a very warm sunshine smile
on her face.
"Does W al-Mart do brain implants?" I asked,
as I put my tail between my legs, pulled an
imaginary light cord off, and slunk out of the
store and back to my car.

Fools
Fools never open their mouths without subtracting from the sum of
human knowledge.
--Thomas B. Reed

Hard to Open
The hardest thing to open
is a closed mind.
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College Football All Time Team
Of all the players who have ever played college football, I wanted to select a team, offense and defense, to play
one game for all the marbles. Remember, that this is a college team. We don't care what they did in the pros, or if
they even played pro football. We picked a team to play one game when they were in their prime collegiate years.

OFFENSE

DEFENSE

End................................... Randy Moss, Marshall
End ................................. Leon Hart, Notre Dame
Tackle .............................. Jim Parker, Ohio State
Tackle ..... ... ............... .... ... Anthony Munoz, USC
Guard .............................. John Hannah, Alabama
Guard ........................... Bill Fischer, Notre Dame
Center .................. Chuck Bednarik, Pennsylvania
Quarterback ....................... John Elway, Stanford
Halfback......................... Marion Motley, Nevada
Halfback............................... Doak Walker, SMU
Fullback .. ... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... Jim Brown, Syracuse

End ......................... Bubba Smith, Michigan State
End ...................... Lawrence Taylor, No. Carolina
Tackle ..................... Bronko Nagurski, Minnesota
Tackle ...................... Buck Buchanan, Grambling
Mid Guard........................ Les Richter, California
Linebacker ........................... Dick Butkus, Illinois
Linebacker .................................. Burl Toler, USF
Linebacker .... ........ ........ ....... Jim Thorpe, Carlisle
Back ................................. Jack Tatum, Ohio State
Back ........................ Deion Sanders, Florida State
Safety ..................................... Ken Easley, UCLA

Punt Returns ............... Johnny Rogers, Nebraska,
OJ. Simpson, USC,
Tony Dorsett, Pittsburgh
Punter ................... Ray Guy, Southern Mississippi
Field Goals.................. Tony Franklin, Tex A&M

RESERVES:

RESERVES
Mike Ditka, TE ...................................... Pittsburgh
Lance Alworh, E ... ...... .. ..... .. .. .. ... .. .. ....... Arkansas
Herschel Walker, RB .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. . Georgia
Sammy Baugh, QB .. .................... Texas Christian
George Connor, T .............................. Notre Dame
Ron Yary, T .................................................. USC
Dave Rimington, C ................................ Nebraska
Ted Kwalick, TE ................................... Penn State
Joe Namath, QB ...................................... Alabama
Gale Sayers, RB .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ..... ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... Kansas
Ernie Nevers, RB ..................................... Stanford
Donn Moomaw, LB ................................... UCLA
Billy Cannon, RB .......................................... LSU
Ollie Matson, RB ...... .. .... ................. .............. USF
Billy Sims, HB ...................................... Oklahoma
Hugh McElhenney, RB .. .. ............. .. ... Washington
Earl Campbell, FB ....................................... Texas
Red Grange, RB . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. .. ... ... .. .. . Illinois
Tom Harmon, RB .................................. Michigan

Mike Singletary, LB ................................... Baylor
Randy Gradishar, LB ........................... Ohio State
Ted Hendricks ............................................. Miami
Tommy Casanova, DB .................................. LSU
Jerry Robinson, LB ..................................... UCLA
Merlin Olson, T ................................... Utah State
Ronnie Lott, DB ........................ ..... .... .......... USC

COACHES
Head Coach ......................... Frank Leahy, N.D.
Eddie Robinson.................................... Grambling
Robert Neyland ..................................... Tennessee
AA Stagg .......................... ... University of Pacific
Every time I review this list, I change names because
there have been so many excellent college players.
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Fatty from McCiymonds
AT THE BALLGAME
When I frrst came to San Jose in 1957, I spent about
a year without working. Don't ask me how I survived,
but I did.
For a time I was drawing $30 a week from the
Employment Office on El Camino Real near Lenzen
Avenue. Coincidentally, the Snug Harbor bar was
about two blocks away, and that is where we
spent most of our time ... and our money.
Jess (Montana) Munoz and I would
go to the city library at Market & San
Fernando every weekday morning
to read the daily papers (avoiding the want ads, of course).
Once in a while he would
find an especially appealing
photo of food in a magazine
advertisement and he would find
me somewhere in the library and show
it to me, capping his brief visit with a
funny grin that was uniquely Montana.
One time we were standing outside the
front window of a small cafe on Post Street, ogling
the food, and talking about what we would eat if we
had the money. The cook saw us and motioned for us
to come inside. We walked in and he asked if we were
hungry.
"Is the pope a Catholic?" I asked.
He smiled, and before we knew it there were two
cups of steaming hot coffee parked in front of our
bodies at the counter. They were followed very, very
shortly by a plate of scrambled eggs, bits of sausage,
some bacon strips, lots of hash browns, and a plateful
of toast.
We wolfed it down while the cook watched us
ravenously partake of his food.

We thanked him and walked out. I never forgot
that place, and when I began working a few months
later I would go there often for breakfast and late
night after-boozing meals.
Sometimes while walking around the downtown
area we would run into old friends from Woodlake,

like Alex "Moose" Ramoz, whose first question was
always, "Ya comieron?"
"Chale!" we would reply, more often than not.
"Venganse," he would say, motioning for us to
climb into his car and off we went to his home where he
would prepare breakfast for us, or he would take us to
a local restaurant to get something to eat.
Other friends we ran into would do the
same thing.

Sometimes Moose would take us
to a high school baseball game. One
time we went to Bellarmine to
watch
them
play
McClymonds of Oakland.
Moose always seemed to
know who the baseball
scouts were and sought them
out to talk to them.
"Who are you scouting today?" he
would ask. And as often as not the scout
would tell us.
Bellarmine had a big pitcher named Leo
Ruth (if my memory serves me) that we thought
was very good. But the scout told that he was there to
see the big frrst baseman for McClymonds.
"THAT big tub of lard?" Moose asked, "Why that
guy?, That fat slob's not a ballplayer. If he hit the ball
he'd never make it to first base. You could throw him out
at first from center field! He doesn't even look like a
ballplayer."
The scout continued making notes in his little notebook, then a moment later looked up and said, "Baby fat,
my friend. The kid's only fourteen years old. He's gonna
be over 6 feet tall and weight around 220 lbs. He can hit!
We can get him in shape, and we can teach him to field
better."

Need I mention that the kid's name was Pointer
and that he later made it to the major leagues with
the Houston Astros?
Also, I understand that he was related to some
young women who received some acclaim· in the
music business. • • • • •
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Gettin' a Column
in El Excentrico
March 1958

I had been in San Jose for about six
months and had made a lot of new friends,
mostly guys who hung out at Ernie
Murray's Snug Harbor bar on Stockton
Ave. , across the street from the Richmond-Chase cannery; some who frequented Maria's 289 Club on Jackson
Street in Japantown ; and some who
avoided the sun at Ray Garcia's El Toro
Bar on Taylor St. near 13th.
Among them were high school kids
who belonged to Club Riviera, and Friday Aguilera and Phil Hernandez who
were going to San Jose City College;
Rudy Moya and Al "Sugar" Zamora of
Casa Manana Club; and Alvin Valadez,
Joe Rodriguez, Henry Castro , Eppie
Gallego, and Rudy Ramirez of the Genies, a weightlifting club . Rudy Moya
was an old acquaintance. We first met in
1949 at the Locey Ranch near Mountain
View when I had come up with my brother
Ted to pick apricots the summer before I
freshman year in high school.

WOODLAKE INFLUENCE -- The first elected board members of
Club San Joaquin gather around the ir new banner. Clockwise, from
1 PM, are Eugene Ramoz, Dan Vasquez. E. David Sierra, Eligio
"Ray" Villegas, Sal Padilla, and Bonie Villegas, all Woodlake High
School graduates. (EL EXCE NTRICO Photo)

started my

MY LffiRARY DAYS

J

ess Munoz (better known as Montana) and
I would walk to the Snug Harbor every day
from the room in which we were staying on
North 2nd St. Actually, M ando Orti z, Eddie Leon, and
Bobby Garcia were renting the room. They were working. Montana and I were just "crashing " there.
We ate only because Mando worked in a restaurant
in Mountain View and every night, after midnight, he
would walk in with steak sandwiches and french fries for
us. Man, forty years later, I can still taste those delicious

steak sandwiches !

Montana and I would go to the city library at
Market & San Fernando every weekday morning to
read the daily papers (avoiding the want ads, of
course). If he found an especially appealing picture
of" food 11 , he would find me in the newspape1· section
and show it to me. All we could do was smile, lick our
lips, and go back to our reading.
I picked up a lot of interesting information in those
days. Do you know that you cannot enter West Point or
the U.S. Naval Academy if you are considered 'extremely ugly' by their standards? No? Well, have you
ever seen an extremely ugly general or an admiral?
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Sometimes, walking around town we would run into
guys that we knew and they would treat us to a hamburger at the Burger Bar , or breakfast. There were, of
course, to be perfectly candid, days on which we ran into
no one we knew. Then we just toughed it out until late
in the afternoon when it was time to head for the Snug
Harbor or Maria's 289 Club and wait for our camaradas
getting off work to buy us a beer.
e used to hang out at the Snug Harbor
in the day time, then move to the 289
Club, a small bar on Jackson Street in
Japan town which was owned by Maria and Dan Aguirre.
Sometimes we would go to Maria's on North 13th
Street ortoEl Toro at 13th and Taylor, which was owned
by Ray Garcia, the lefthanded softball pitcher. I liked El
Tore best, but went to the other clubs because my friends
wanted to go there, or better yet ...
because they were buying.

W

GETTIN' A COLUMN
Somewhere I met Paul Gary , the
5'2" dynamo who was a modern day
carn ival barker. He was very positive
about everything. Paul's favorite saying was, "David, you know what's better than an ice cold beer on a hot day
like this?"

What's better than
an ice cold Bud?
Two ice cold Buds!

"Bert," said Paul, as we entered the door at El
Excentrico, "I want you to meet David Sierra, who's
the best writer in San Jose. He wants to do a column
for the 'CENTRIC! ''
Mr. Garcia very fotmally extended his right hand,
said "Humberto Garcia, a sus orde nes."
I was immediately impressed with this gen tleman.
Thus began a beautiful relationship.

EL EXCENTRICO had a beautiful formula. A
Spanish-English magazine, devoted mostly to community gossip (Comadre, usted sa be que aMI no me
i!USta el chisme ... Pero) by volunteer writers.
In exchange for the bi-monthly column in which

clubs could advertise their fund-raising activities, introduce their new members, or praise their friend s for any
minute accomplishment, the clubs were
obligated to go to El Excentrico on "publishing day" and help collate and staple the
COLUMNIST
magazines, 5000 of them, which were
El Excentrico
distributed throughout Santa Clara County
to the businesses that advertised in the magazine.
Afte r discussing my journalistic background for a few minutes, he told us we
could write a column twice per month and
in exchange our club would have to assist
him in gathering and stapling the magazine
whenever our turn came. We agreed to the
conditions.

[ always fell for it. "What's better,
Paul?"
"Two cold beers," he would exclaim, taking a long
swig from his Millers long necker.
After he found out that I had written for my high
sc hoo l new s paper, he made m e awa re of EL
EXCENTRICO, a S panish-English magazine published
in San Jose by Humberto Garcia.
"We'll go talk to my friend Humberto, so you can get
a column. You can write better than any of those people
he's got right now!" he said, e nthusiastically, and
uninformedly because he had never read anything I had
ever written.
So, a few days later, after sharing a few beers at
Maria's 289 C lub, we walked from Jackson Street & 7th
in J apantown to EL EXCENTRICO's offices at Almaden
Ave. & Oak Street, just south of Virginia. We passed a
few bars along the way, and stopped to refuel of course.

DROPPING DEL MAR
Our column wou ld replace Club Del
Mar. Paul Gary gave me a secreti ve OK sign, apparently
he knew who DelMar Club was. I did not.
He said he would be dropping Club Del Mar because
they had not been showing up to do the gathering and
stitching.
pparently their club was falling apart, but
they were too proud to admit it. OR, they
were spending too much time at the Rainbow Ballroom trying to impress Esther Medina and get
mentioned in her EXCENTRICO column. We assured
Mr. Garcia that Club San Joaquin was composed of
"hombres que cumplen con su palabra."
Humberto, Paul and I walked up the street to The
Jackal bar at Virginia and Almaden to discuss our future
working relationship. After a few beers, Humberto
asked us which club we represented.

A
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"Club San Joaquin !" Paul s immediately blurted out, before I had the chance to
say that, well , actually, we didn't belong to
ANY club. After another beer Humberto
left because he said he had work to do. I
agreed to bringhim somecopy in fom·days.
While walking back to the 289 Club,
Paul and I began formulating plans to organize a Club San Joaquin.

MY NEW CAREER
My friends were pleased to learn that I
now had a publication in w hich to use my
li mited writing skill s. At least some of
them were. One, w ho shall remain unnamed because we harbor no animosities
toward him, questioned if we were organizing a club and obligating ourselves to
working four hours on occasional Friday
nights just to make David Sierra happy.

eah, I guess you could
put it that way, but a
year later Club San Joaquin
(E. David Sierra, president) was honored by Clifford Rodriguez Post of the
American Legion for being the Outstandin~;: Club in San Jose, so we must have
been doing something right.
INSTANT ENEMIES

Y

CHARTER MEMBERS
The original members of Club San Joaquin, San Jose, Calif. are
L to R front row, Paul Gary, Alex Flores. Second row, John
Ochoa, Roy Lozada, Rudy Sandoval, Ralph Alley, VaJ Garcia.
Standing, Rudy Romero, John Chapa, George Wil son, Larry
Valadez, Frank Palacio, and Bob Garcia. (EL EXCENTRICO
Photo)

The members of Club Del Mar and
Zanzaree and Cuauhtemoc and other established clubs were very angry at Mr. Garcia
for replacing Del Mar with a club they had
never heard of. All Mr.Garcia knew was
that he had met two guys who had promised him plenty
of help in gathering and stapling his magazine, and
anyone who had written for the Fresno BEE and who had
studied journalism in college probably could write entertaining copy for his publication.
Garcia had bigger plans than that for me, personally,
but I did not know it then.
I made it a point to be very cordial toward members
of Club Del Mar whenever I met them around town. I
knew that they knew that it was I who was responsible
for them losing their column in EL EXCENTRICO, but
I wanted them to like what I was writing, and maybe ...
j ust maybe ... we could be friends.
One day, in the early evening, Mr. Garcia and I were

in The Jackal when in walked Bennie Romero, one of the
so-called "dashing men about town" that Esther Medina
often mentioned in her columns. Garcia introduced us.
Bennie was a very cordial guy, a salesman for Great
Western Furniture Co., as I understood it. We met other
members of Club Del Mar later. They didn't have horn .
They were nice people, just like the San Joaquin Club
members.

SAN JOAQUIN ORGANIZED
o, we set about making ourselves known.
First, we c hallenged the guys who hung out at
the Snug Harbor to a football game. Some
guys representing Riviera took us up. We played at
Columbus Park, at about one in the afternoon. After we

S
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had downed a few beers at the Snug Harbor. We were lit.
We wiped 'em out about 42-6, or something like that,
and the San Joaquin legend was born.

W

e started feeling a big froggy
after winning a few football
and softball games. Henry
Plata, who owned Plata's Market at King &
San Antonio Streets, became our sponsor and
bought us some beautiful white jerseys with a
script San Joaquin across the chest and navy
blue numerals front and back.
About that time I received a letter in the mail inviting
Club San Joaquin to a basketball tournament sponsored
by the Sacramento Union. We looked into it, the club
voted to participate and we were off to battle Company
.. A .. in the first round at Sacramento City College.
I reckoned it was some fire station team from
Sacramento and that is what I told the players. I

dido 't have too much information about Company
''A'' so our players went in blind, and it was a good
thing they did, or we might have turned right around
and come back to San Jose.
MEETING FORT ORD
We were frrst on the floor at 7 PM. Soon we heard a
noise like distant thunder and the doors at the far end of
the gym swung open and player after player decked out
in gold satin uniforms streamed onto the floor.

"We are in deep,
deep sh--t, "
I told Bobby Garcia!
I went across the floor to greet the other team's coach
and noticed the lettering across our opponents' chests:
FORT ORD WARRIORS. I knew right then that we
were in deep, deep shit. The coach told me that all his
players were 6 feet or over, and all had at least junior
college basketball experience. One had played at
Stanford, and another at some college in Minnesota. A
short while later he handed me his scorebook so I could
see whom they had played.

T

hey had defeated Stewart
Chevrolet of Oakland, a top semi
pro club; the Mid-Valley Sports
Center of Fresno by forty six points, etc., etc.
They got us by about 56 by being very kind to

us.
A few weeks later, visiting at my compadre Ray
Garcia's home, his brother Rudy was there. At the time
Rudy was doing his U.S. Army hitch at Ft. Ord and he
mentioned that he had read in the post paper that the Ft.
Ord Warriors were playing Club San Joaquin of San
Jose in a Sacramento tournament.
"I KNEW you guys were in deep shit and I knew you
weren't aware of how deep it was. Fort Ord had a GOOD
team," he laughed.

DEEPER INTO EL EX
But I am getting ahead of myself. Through my
involvement with EL EXCENTRICO I met a lot of
people, and learned a lot about the publishing business
from Humberto Garcia. It wasn't very long after I started
writing for him that he asked me to join his staff. I would
be the typesetter for the publication.

That was in the old days, remember, no desktop
publishing then. An old electric typewriter. Type the
column on the left side of the sheet, figure out how
many spaces you had to add to make it justify, then
retype it on the right side of the sheet, adding spaces
to make it look right.
e paid me a flat rate of $30 for each
issue. I thought I was coining money,
until later I realized that I was now helping
him in the darkroom, I was helping him "shoot" the
camera-ready copy, and doing a lot of other things.
It was educational, to say the least. And at the end of
most work sessions, of course, was a visit to his refrigerator for an ice cold beer, or a short trek to El Uruapan
or Lopez Place or The Piedmont Hotel bars for some
cold beer.
Humberto would get upset with me when we went to
the Uruapan bar on Bassett Street, especially when
mariachis would come by and I would drop three dollars
per each of my song requests.
"Why don't you just play the song on the juke box?,
he would say. "You get better musicians, you get the
whole song, and it's better music!"
"I am a patron of the arts, Garcia," I would reply.
Actually I was a patron of the imbibing arts, but that is
another story.
I would laugh it off and ask for another cancion
ranchera, "Toguen 'El Potro Lobo Gateado. maestro!"

H

GARCIA'S LESSONS
It amazed me to learn how willingly women shed
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their threads if a guy had a camera and they had confidence that
he was using it in a "professional " manner.
f some of you women
readers were among
those whose photographs Humberto took and it
has been a secret to this point,
let me reassure you that it will
continue to be a secret. But,
hey, some of you really ... rea lly ... have nothing to be
asha med . You are, as they say
at the corner bar ... built like a
brick shithouse. Some of you
should have been wearing
tighter and shorter skirts to
show off what God gave you.
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I

CLUB SAN JOAQUIN,
1958 UCC League Football Champions

Garcia also tried to talk
to me about saving money, Back row, left to right, Bobby Garcia, Dan Vasquez, Ed Baltierra, Richard
buying a home, and getting Cortez, Bonie Villegas, Fred Morales, Eugene Ramoz, Bob Ochoa. Fronr row.
more serious about life, but left to right, Kenny Saucedo, Paul Gary , John Zamora, Frank Serrano, Arnold
I was having too much fun F imbrez, and athletic director E. David Sierra. Missing are many players who
being irresponsible and pok- did not attend the awards dinner at Leon's Gardens. (EL EXCENTRI CO
photo).
ing fun at the so-called
"crema de la crema" of San
Jose's Hispanic society.
Oneofmy colleagueson ELEXCENTRICO, Marty
There were people that I met who imSanchez, once wrote that her good friend, Esther Medina.
pressed me very much, one of them was Louis worked as a hairdresser full time, wrote a column for EL
Hevia who owned the Tico 's Tacos taqueria at EX, attended all the top presentations at the Rainbow
4th & St. James. He was a candidate for city Ballroom in San Jose, the Sands Ballroom in Oakland,
council one year,a nd it is too bad that he did and various ballrooms in San Francisco.
Yet, she still had time to read four or five books
not get elected. I think he would have reprea week and listen to her favorite music which is by
sented Hispanics well on that body.
Another person we met in those days was Blanca
Alvarado. Her husband was running for a seat on the San
J o e city council. I remember telling her that she should
be running, not her husband . I illdn't think that he would
ever get elected because he would not appeal to the
general population. He had a radio program, broadcasting in Spanish, and as it comes out, he didn't even appeal
to the Spanish speaking.
FOUR BOOKS & TSCHAIKOVSKY?

Tschaikovsky, or so Marty wrote.
I was roosting on my favorite bar stool at Maria's 289
Club when I read that one. I nearly fell off my perch.
"BULLSIDT!" I said to my friends, since I am a
voracious reader, I know how much time it takes to
read four· or five books a week.
"Comic books, maybe," I remember saying, "but not
novels or autobiographies, or any major work by a major
author. Que se Ia cuenten a mi chorizo que no tiene
ore jas !"
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I guess this is as good a place as any to thank those
people who believed in my writing abilities enough to
push dollar bWs into my pockets to "buy paper and
typewriter ribbons," while I was trying to make myself
famou s. Barney Acosta, I have not forgotten. Never
will. Grashus, buena genre.

S

orne of my colleagues on EL EX
were Richard Diaz, Johnny
Hernandez, Luis "El Machete"
Valdez, Andy " Legendary" Diaz, Joel
Aguilera, Ed Camunez, Ike Hernandez,
Esther Medina, Luis Juarez, Candy Veliz,
Daniel Campos, Bob Rodriguez, Alvin
Valadez (one of my favorite people), Simon
Villa, Daniel Saldana, and Maria De La Luz
Sanchez.
In August 1960 I went to work for Hillis Printing
Company and I told Humberto G arcia that I didn't like
the idea of working a full time j ob and a part time j ob.
But I hung on at EL EX because I liked working with
Garcia, I fe lt that I had abilities to contribute to making
EL EX what it became.
Garcia promoted me to Assistant Editor. I enjoyed being associated with Humberto Garcia, his sons
Bert Jr. and Cesar, and being recognized in public as the
As istant Edi tor of EL EXCENTRICO.
END OF A RELATIONSIDP
The association e nded a few years later when my
sister Trini died. We received a telephone call that she
was near death. That evening I had to go to El Excentrico
and do the typesetting for the next edition.

I worked from 7 PM unti112:30 AM, when I told
Garcia that I had had it, and that was all I could help
him with on this edition.

We left for Pomona at 4 AM after I took a
short nap. By the time we arrived, my sister had
passed away and we attended her services. On
the way back to San Jose, Gloria and I talked
about it and I decided that it was time for me to
leave EL EXCENTRICO magazine.
I gaveH umberto Garcia notice that ! would help him
fo r two more months, and then it was "Adios.A mi go.
Que Te Vaya Bien!" It was time for E. David to move on
to orher endeavors in spite of how much I enjoyed
working for Mr. Humberto Garcia. • • • • •

Bargain
Hunter
EDITOR'S NOTE: OnSaturday, May 10, 2003, Gloria
and I were in the Salvation Army store on Taylor &
Stockton, looking at used books, something we like we
do when we can't think of anything better.
Just for the hell of it, I decided to look at the men's
clothing to get
an idea of what
they sell and
what they sell
it for. I doubted
that they had
a nything my
size, double
XX .
On the rack
w as a dark
gr een s ports
coat, like one I
used to have
m a ny man y
years
ago,
w hich I outgrew a nd we
donated to the
S a l va ti on
Army.
Dej a Vu ? I tried it on and it fit like a glove. I couldn't
believe an item of clothing hanging on anybody's rack
that fit me without having to cut the sleeves!
After looking at the price tag and deciding that $6.20
was a fair price for a Palm Beach sport coat that looked
like it had never bee n worn, I went to the cashier. She
started to ring up my purchase when I asked for a Seni or
Citizens Discount. She knocked .93 cents off, and I was
outa there for $5.27 and ready to go dancing!
As we were leaving the store I asked Gloria, "Is it
deja vu, could that possibly be the same coat we donated
to the Sallies a few years ago?"
"You're crazy !" she said.
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S

tanford
University
has
touted
its Sunken Diamond as the most
beautiful college baseball facility in the
country. I had lived in Santa Clara County for 46 years
and had never been inside the place. On Saturday, May
17, 2003 we decided to go see a game, UCLA vs.
Stanford.
The baseball facility is very impressive, everything
from the $4 per senior citizen charge, the stadium
seating (not benches) and small grassy areas in left and
right field where the young at heart can sprawl out on the
grass and watch the Cardinal. The fences are 360 left
field , 350 in right, 400 in center. The lights were first
turned on in 2.2.96 for a game in which No. 2 Stanford
bested No. 1 Cal State Fullerton, 5-0.
The facility was remodeled in 2001 and Stanford
celebrated with a 6-2 win over nationally ranked Florida
State on 2.9.2001. Coach Mark Marquess gained his

Bargain Hunter
(Cont. from Pg 208)
"Maybe. Maybe not. Why not?"
Oh ... about those "books" ... a 1995 Stanford University footbal l media guide for $2.00. And a chili bowl
for75 cents, agiftforourfriend Sylvia Austin who loves
salsas, any kind! • • • • •
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lOOOth career college coaching victory. I'm old enough
to remember when Marquess came to Stanford to play
football (quarterback) and baseball from Stagg High in
Stockton.

I'm a UCLA fan, but Stanford is a classy place.
First of all, no charge for parking. On this day we
parked about 100 yards from the front gate, in the
Handicapped Parking slots, of which there are many.
Their stadium personnel are very courteous even
though I was wearing my UCLA cap, but of course you
would expect that from Stanford, huh?

On May 17, 2003, UCLA third baseman Brett
McMillan (6-5, 210) hit a grand slam homer off Matt
Manship in the 12th inning to give the Bruins a 9-5
victory.
On Sunday, May 18, 2003, Stanford won a share of
the PA C-1 0 title by beating UCLA 9-8 in 10 innings at
Sunken Diamond.
WHAT ARE THE ODDS DEPT.: On May 8,
2004, we saw the UCLA women vs. Stanford women in
a softball game won by the Bruins on a grand slam
homer by Claire Sua, What are the odds? Two games,
two grand slam homers! • • • • •

Birthdate on Uniform
The only player in major league history to
wear his birthdate on his uniform: Carlos
May, ChiSox, 68-76, MAY 17
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Favorite
Editorial
One of my favorite editorials I wrote when I was
editing the THE LEADER, official newspaper of San
Jose GI Forum was this one I did for the July 1985
edition.
(CUYAMA VALLEY)-- A few months ago the San

An Editorial

enough to attend a National Convention without adding
the burden of renting formal wear for one function.
(Does someone on the convention planning committee
own a tux rental shop in San Anto?)

Some of us can enjoy life without ever again
attending a National Convention Queen Coronation
Ball if someone in the San Anto Ivory Tower has
decided that it would 'look better' without us common folks. After all, many of our San Jose Chapter
members don't even bother to go across town to our
own local Queen Coronation Ball.
We always thought the intent of a national convention was to encourage members to
come together once a year, participate fully in ALL events of the convention, and return home with renewed enthusiasm for the American
GIForum.
That's hard for the common folks
to swallow if they think the 'White
Shoe Boys' are tryin' to keep 'em out.
Also, we fail to understand how those policies will
contribute to unity by limiting admission to the biggest
social event the organization has by insisting that everyone come attired like they all borrow clothes from the
same color-blind tailor.
(You mean I have to leave my Cowboy boots at
home? You kiddin', hoss? In Texas?)

Proposed •Elitist• Coro Ball
Rapped by San Jose Gl Forum
Jo GI Forum Bd. of Directors heard a report by Calif.
2nd Vice Chm. Frank Caballero on the 1985 National
Convention at San Anto, TX.

M

r.
Caballero
told
the
Board of a report heard
at the February board meeting in
Visalia, and the apparent efforts of some of our
national leaders to turn the 1985 Miss American GI
Forum Beauty Pageant into a Black & White Only
function, with admission limited to those willing to
dress like Penguins.
Also mentioned was the proposed suggestion that
only the top three qualifiers in the Miss American GI
Forum Pageant appear onstage on Saturday night during
the finals. The other young women would be screened
out earlier and not allowed to take part in the Saturday
evening public event.
Subsequent conversations with State Chairman Eli
Sandoval have confirmed the aforementioned.

The Board ofDirectors went on record as strongly
opposed to these changes.
At a time when fewer and fewer members are
attending these functions at the national level because of
the prohibitively costly admission price of $25, the
aforementioned policies appear to us to be 'elitist thinking' and a serious error in judgment. It is already costly

However, a more serious matter in our humble
opinion, is the idea of a state organization entering a
young lady in a competition hundreds of miles from
home and having her screened out and eliminated by
"local" judges before she has had a chance to demonstrate publicly why she should be the American GI
Forum's National Queen.
In the interest of a shorter program, perhaps the
speeches of the respective candidates could be judged
by competent speech teachers, professional people, etc.
in an afternoon session, and then have ALL the contestants introduced to the crowd during the competition. If
the speech competition is held in the afternoon it should
be open to American GI Forum members and the public
to listen to the presentations. For some folks, the highlight of the competition is listening to what the young
ladies have to say. But perhaps the convention hosting
chapter does not see it that way.
Remember that the national contest judges are all
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GI Forum Celebrates
25th Anniversary
EDITOR'S NOTE: On the occasion marking
the American GI Forum's 25th anniversary I
prepared the longest article ever to appear in
THE FORUMEER while I was editor. The
remarks were expanded from a 1971 national
convention program dedication that I had written on a request from National Chairman Tony
Gallegos. This article, with many photos, appeared in the March 1973 issue:

RIGHTS PROGRESS
On March 26, 1973 the American GI Forum will be
celebrating its 25th birthday. Organized at Corpus Christi,
Texas by Dr. Hector P. Garcia in 1948, it is now a
nationwide organization established in 28 states and the
District of Columbia.
With a motto of "Education is our Freedom and
Freedom Should be Everybody's Business," the American GI forum has continually fought to better conditions
for our raza. (Cont. on Pg 212)

25 YEARS OF CIVIL

Elitist Coronation Ball
(Cont. from Pg 210)
"local" people sekected by the hosting chapter. The
manner in which the competition is now conducted
already favors the participant from the hosting state.
And more so, if the proposed changes in format take
place.

But! ••• What would happen if the local
participant were not selected by the judges as
one of the three finalists? Can you imagine
the uproar?
Another point: it is far more expensive per capita for
the smaller state organizations to send a candidate to the
national fmals, and thus, this proposed manner of running the contest appears to us, to be discriminative
against the smaller states. Very soon the smaller states
may decide to forsake the national competition altogether, leaving it to Texas, California and a few other
states, and making the competition meaningless. Is that
what the convention hosts are after? We think not.

Is that what the rank-and-file members of the American GI Forum believe? We think not. They ought not.
We urge members of the organization, if they

care about these matters, to urge your state chairman to vote negatively on those proposed changes.
Ask them to support the concept that one candidate
from each state should appear on Saturday evening
in the national finals, as they have in the past, and not
justahand-pickedthreechosenbyagroupof"local"
judges.
Also, ask them to cast a vote for the participation of
the financially strapped rank-and-file members who
support the American GI Forum all year long by their
hard work; instead of catering to the elitist few who don't
lift a finger all ye4ar long but can afford to attend the
national convention queen competition nomas a pararse
el cuello.
Editor's Note: Members of the American GI Forum
having a different opinion are encouraged to write us
your comments. They will be published. Si Dios quiere.
--E. David Sierra
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Forum.'s 25th Anniversary
(Cont. from Pg 211)
Many of the now-taken-for-granted breakthroughs
in attainment of equal opportunities for Mexican American in education, housing, and employment came as a
result of fights led by the American GI Forum. Many of
these early struggles were financed at the local chapter
level by groups sponsoring dances, tamaladas, cake
sales, rummage sales, etc. Progress came very slowly
because in many instances there were those as determined to stifle our progress as we were to advance it.
On many occasions the tenacity of the American GI
Forum was tested to try our patience. The American GI
Forum proved itself equal to the task.

Our founder, Dr. Hector P. Garcia, was
there at the beginning of the struggle for
equal rights, some of these battles beginning
to take shape about the time that most of us
were still nibbling on a pacifier.
There have been other dedicated Forumeers, of
course, who have made their contributions to the growth
of our organization. Those who have served the American GI Forum as National Chairman and as National
Executive Secretary have certainly done their share to
advance the cause of equal rights and to perpetuate the
American GI Forum.
Names like Larry Ramirez, Teen Flores, Louis Tellez,
Daniel Campos, Dr. Hector P. Garcia, Joseph Juarez,
and Tony Gallegos, to name just the recent GI Forum
national chairmen, left their mark on the GI Forum log.
Dedicated national executive secretaries such as Vicente
T. Ximenes, Ed ldar, Louis Tellez, and Zeke Duran also
gave countless hours of their time to help the organization exist.

The many men and women who have served the
American GI Forum as state chairmen of their respective groups, and the young men and women who
have led the Youth (Junior GI Forum) number in the
hundreds. All of them, by their willingness to accept
the responsibility of leadership, uncompensated, and
many times unappreciated, have demonstrated their
concern for the American GI Forum and for the
Mexican American people of the United States.
So on this 25th anniversary of our great organization, it can be a time to reflect back on the progress made
by the American GI Forum and re-dedicate ourselves to

the struggle which continues to this day.
Since our founding by Mr. HectorP. Garcia in 1948
we have come a long way. But it is not yet time to rest
on our laurels. Too much remains to be accomplished,
too many problems cry for rectification.

TOO MANY CIDCANOS are still dying
in the steaming jungles of southeast Asia,
waging an undeclared war.
Too many Chicanitos are still going to school hungry, badly clothed and ill-prepared.
Too many Chicanos are still deprived of a relevant
educational experience by those who deliberately intend
to deny them rights granted by congressional edict.
Too many Chicanos are yet mistreated by arrogant
officers of the law who define justice as ..just us ...
Too many Chicanos live in abject poverty in barrios
with no political representation and little hope of getting
any.
Too many Chicanos still strugle sunup to sundown
to provide fruits and vegetables for the American dinner
table, commodities which they often cannot afford to
buy.
Too many Chicanos live in sub-standard housing
because they are financially unable to afford the exorbitant rentals and purchase prices of housing which could
be adequate.
Too many Chicanos are yet denied promotional
opportunities in employment because theya re stereotyped as .. non-achievers .. and .. non-goal-oriented ...
Too many Chicanitos and Chicanitas are denied the
opportunities of higher education, not for lack of intellect but lack of money, in a country which pours mil ions
into the destruction of southeast Asia and now seems
bent on pouring more millions into reconstruction.
Too many Chicanos still seek their place in the
American Dream because those who overran our continent seem determined that Chicanos and Native Americans are a blight on .. their .. land!
It is to the eradiction of these conditions that the
American GI Forum addresses itself.

WE ARE OPPOSED to thousands of our
young men, los mas machos, los mas
inteligentes, y los mas dedicados, waging war
in southeast Asia when their courage, their
intelligence and their dedication could be
utilized in building the barrios of America,
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and to help solve the problems which make us
second class citizens.
We do not like our youngsters in school on an empty
stomach, pretending to be listening to the teacher while
their "tripas" are growling, crying for sustenance.
We do not like funds intended for improvement of
educational facilities being used to carpet the offices of
incompetent adminstrators who twiddle their thumbs
while they contemplate their next sojourn to Sun Valley.
We do not like counselors in the elementary schools
who do nothing to motivate our children to higher
education, who deny them information about available
scholarships, and who channel them into vocational
study courses.
We do not appreciate living in barrios with no
sidewalks, inadequate street lighting, no recreational
facilities, and streets which were last paved with horsedrawn equipment when Herbert Hoover lived at 1700
Pennsylvania Ave.
We do not appreciate tinhorn politicians who come
around at election time with their disgusting "Some of
MY best friends are Mexicans" song and dance act, and
then disappear as if swallowed by mother earth immediately afterward.

We do not appreciate the disregard of
middle class America for the plight of the
farmworker who struggles along on meager
wages while farmers (we are using the word
facetiously) suck off milions in federal subsidies NOT to grow crops on land which CAN'T
grow crops, even if the "farmer" knew how to
plant them.
We do not like military recruiters on the fringes of
our barrios painting pretty pictures of military life to our
young men, while college recruiters hustler "other"
young men into American colleges whether or not they
have any semblance of intelligence.
We do not appreciate sharing our humble apartments and homes in the barrios with rats, roaches,
spiders and the elements.
We do not appreciate being undercounted by a
Bureau of Census who does not do the job for which they
are very well compensated by tax monies paid by ALL
Americans.
We do not appreciate being passed over for promotions in employment while less competentsstruggle
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to discharge responsibilities which offer bilingual,
bicultured persons no challenge.
We do not appreciate government hacks cutting
back Educational Opportunity Program funds just as our
Chicano students are beginning to assert themselves
academically.
In the past decade we have seen the emergence of
many organizations intent on changing the society in
which we live. Many times our own organization has
been challenged to change and become more responsive
to "today's" needs. Again, the American GI Forum has
not been found wanting. We have proven ourselves a
vibrant, responsible for in the civil rights struggle, as
eager for change as the most militant organization, as
capable of bringing it about, and as determined to do it
legally, to make it lasting.

UR YOUTH HAVE BEEN
ENCOURAGED TO GET
INVOLVED, and we have supported other youth and student organizations with their particular struggles. Our
youth are tomorrow's leaders, an often overused cliche, but true.

0

It is with YOUTH that our hopes ride for a better
tomorrow. While those of us who are involved in the
American GI Forum and other organizations have certainly made our contributions, we must look to our
young men and women, for it is they who will lead
tomorrow's attack against racism, bigotry, and poverty.
They will provide us with the leadership for our organizations. They will seek the elective political offices
which will finally give us representation from our own
people.
Changes are already evident, if you will take the
time to look. These students now attend schools which
offer brown-faced, bilingual counselors, teachers, and
principals. They play "JALISCO!" at the football games,
and eat tacos, enchiladas and tortillas in the school
cafeteria. They open textbooks which are beginning
(very slowly and reluctantly) to reflect the contributions
of their ancestors to the treasured history of this land.
They have begun to identify the problems which
contributed toward keeping their parents and grandparents in "their" places.
They have researched the methods and tactics used
by" others" to wrest their land from them, to change their
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official language, and names of areas, cities, parks,
roads, etc.
Oftentimes they have not liked what they were
reading nor what they have observed. And sometimes
they have not been content merely to draft resolutions
or issue press releases or write letters.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO if your
community high school in a major west
coast city, with an enrollment of 3,500
students had a library which seats only
48 students, and the board of education seemed reluctant to enlarge it?
Write letters or demonstrate?
What would you do if a "peace" officer struck your
mother across the mouth with a nightstick, or three of
them manhandled your teenaged sister? Issue a press
release, or demonstrate for dismissal of that officer
from the force?
For some of us, the realization that we are not
thought of as equals by the dominant culture, comes as
quite a shock. But all is not lost. Just think.
First must come the admittance (in your own
chompeta) that you were born of Mexican parents You
cannot change that.

Next comes the realization that your skin is
brown and is NEVER going to get any lighter (and
since Gavachos buy sun tan oil by the barrel,
BROWN MUST BE BEAUTIFUL, right? Right.

F

ace the fact that your eyes are never going
to tum blue Your hair is never going to
tum blonde (unless the Greedy Drugstore in
your area cons you into some peroxide). Your Mexicano
accent (beautiful!) will probably never go away. Pero.
ay se va. It automatically stamps you as a carnal, so
learn to live with it.
You cannot change the fact that you feel orgullo en
el cora when you enjoy Mariachi music.
You do not join Chicano organizations because "it's
good for your business." If you have already made
THAT mistake, you may be in for a rude awakening.
You are going to find, as have some other opportunists
before you, that it is hard to focus on the civil rights
struggle when there are green dollar signs in your eyes.

Today's young men and women, aided by
well established organizations such as the

Most Unusual Boast
On the front of aT -shirt wom
by a scroungy-looking, overweight, ugly, middle-aged
woman with four kids in tow at
Alexian Brothers Hospital, San
Jose: I HAVE A PUSSY, SO I
CALL THE SHOTS.

American GI Forum, will bring about meaningful changes in our society. They have already realized, as has our organization, that
whereas all men may be created equal, we are
not thought of as equal, nor are we treated as
equal by the dominant society.
The problems are many. And the American GI
Forum area of concern is vast. The Chicano community
encompasses all that area between the sun-kissed shores
of Califas to the rock-bound coast of Maine, from the
forested mountains of Washington to the placid (and
polluted) waters of the Florida everglades. The problems are there. And the American GI Forum has begun
to help solve them.
BUT WE HAVE ONLY BEGUN.
Happy Birthday,
American GI Forum!

EDITOR'S NOTES: BELIEVE IT OR
NOT, there were those who criticized my remarks because I implied that it was not only us
concerned about the problems of Chicanos. There
were those who said I left out many deserving
people who should have been mentioned. ~d
there were those who didn't think ANY subJect
merited 70 column inches in their newspaper. To
the first two critics I said, I did the best I could.
To the latter, very simply: Kiss My Ass.
--E. David Sierra
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Al Garza's Pardon Letter
EDITOR'S NOTE: Al Garza, former
San Jose councilman, called me in early
October 2003. Because of rapidly deteriorating hearing I was unable to hear him over
the phone. I handed the phone to Rosie
Chavez, our Vida Nueva Office Manager,
and asked her to take a message. Al told her
that he would come over to my office later
that day. He showed up in the early afternoon, we visited for a while and then he
asked if I would write a letter in his behalf.
He was seeking a Gubernatorial pardon. Of
course, I readily agreed to do it.

October 2, 2003
To whom it may concern:
It is with a sense of gratitude that we write you on
behalf of our long-time friend Mr. Alfredo Garza, seeking a pardon by the Governor of the State of California,
grateful that we can assist a long-time friend in atoning
for his past indiscretions and hopefully, being allowed to
resume his teaching career.

W

e have known Alfredo s in ce
the ea rl y
19 6 0' s w he n he
played sandlot softball and football in
the U.C. C. League in San Jose while I was the Commissioner. Later we becam e better acquainted w hen we
worked on political campaigns in Santa Clara County. In
August 197 1 he was appointed to the San Jose city
Council , and was elected in the April 1973 primary. He
ran unopposed for re-election in April 1976 and served
unti I August 1980. While a councilman, in our opinion,
he was the staunchest voice on that body for the underprivileged and underrepresented.
He has been married to Ca rol Joyce for the past
26 years and is the father of three sons and two
daughters. His youngest son is a United States Navy
officer.

Alfredo Garza
While attending San Jose City College, Mr. Garza
was elected Freshman Class President, and Commissioner of Social Affairs. He graduated from San Jose
State University and qualified for his Secondary Teaching Credential.
Mr. Garza was employed as a teacher and athletic
coach at William C. Overfelt High School from 1968 to
1970. Early on , his vision, ideas and commitment resulted in the implementation of a Home-School Liaison
Program, the first in northern California.
In 1978 he ran forMayorofSanJose. Becausehewas
poor and had lofty political ambitions which are fed by
money he did not have, Mr. Garza's aspirations led to hi s
making some very serious judgmental errors, resulti ng
in a criminal indictment. He eventually plea bargained to
five felonies and one nolo contendre charge.
While serving 13 months at the Vacaville, California
Medical Facility, he received no negative citations nor
adverse write-ups. He got continual positive comments
from his Unit Counselor, finishing his imprisonment
with a clean comportmental record.
On May 1, 1984, he was paroled, returning to San
Jose to reside at Casa Libre until August 29, 1984. A
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period of unsupervised parole ended on Sept. 27,
1985.
After satisfying all the mandates of his parole, Mr.
Garza returned to work at California Home Capital as a
mortgage loan agent, becoming Branch Manager in
1985.
In September 1988 he was granted a restricted
California Real Estate Salesman's License, and it has
been renewed very four years since then.
From 1988 to 1996 he was employed in the real
estate business. Since 2002, he has been associated with
Century 21 Real Estate in San Jose.
Since his release from prison, his interest in his
community has not waned. He has worked at the grassroots level, walking precincts for local candidates for
public office, making financial contributions (by checks)
to individuals espousing philosophies he supports, or
health-related social issues, and assisting school bond
issues.
I am proud to number myself as one of Alfredo
Garza's many friends. In spite of the adversities he has
faced, he maintains a positive disposition toward life in
general and our American institutions in particular.
While disappointed at the direction his life took in 1978,
I remain firmly convinced that Mr. Alfredo Garza can
continue to be a positive influence in our community.

He seeks a gubernatorial pardon because he
wants to return to the classroom to guide young men
and women in the right direction, speaking from
experience on the importance of seeking the honorable path in life to avoid the repercussions of life
outside the law.
An entire community's chest swelled with pride
when he ran for Mayor of San Jose in a city that was
founded by our forefathers. He made some very serious
mistakes for which he was punished by the State of
California. He wants to return to the classroom to
demonstrate to today's youth that they should not give
up hope for a fruitful future just because of a few
mistakes in their early life. Alfredo took his punishment
without rancor for those who arrested him, brought him
to justice, found him guilty in a court of law, punished
him with encarceration, and then allowed him to parole
and return to his community. The commitment that he
made pledging allegiance to his country during his U.S.
military service remains firm and unhesitant.
In the Latino culture, dignity is important. We are a
familial culture, placing great importance on the love of

our friends and neighbors and the respect that comes to
those worthy of our respect. As we grow older some of
us are called Don Jesus or Don Armando or Don Jose, as
a sign of respect. Mr. Garza, we are certain, will someday be addressed as Don Alfredo because of his contributions to our educational community and to the many
young men and women he counseled to become upstanding, law-abiding persons.

I

n the sunset of his life, the fires still
burn in Mr. Garza's heart to be of
service to his community. He realizes that he
disappointed many thousands of people when he was
judged, found guilty, and went to prison for his crimes.
A pardon from the Governor of California would allow
him to someday, somehow, atone for his indiscretions in
the mind of the youngsters he taught and coached, the
adults who supported his political aspirations, and all
those he disappointed.

Because of his education and experiences (both
positive and negative) Mr. Garza's perspectives would
be a very valuable tool in convincing students to
overcome life's obstacles, to dream, to have faith in
the future, and to aspire to a better tomorrow.

S

peaking to Mr. Garza shortly
after he was paroled, he said that
one of the biggest disappointments of his
life was when he was asked by an inmate at Vacaville if
he was the Mr. Garza who had taught him at Overfelt
H.S. He dejectedly responded, "Yes." That thought
lingered in Alfredo's memory long after it happend, and
we are certain, remains to this day.

We sincerely believe that the remaining years of
Mr. Garza's life can best serve society ifhe is granted
a gubernatorial pardon and becomes eligible to return to his first love ••• teaching.
We respectfully beg the Governor of California to
grant a pardon to Mr. Alfredo Garza, allowing ~ to
begin reclaiming his dignity, resume a career for which
he trained for five years, and to rejoin the ranks of those
entrusted to mold our future leaders.
Sincerely,
E. David Sierra • • • • •

First Rookie in MLB All Star Game
Joe DiMaggio, Yankees, 1936, Braves
Field, Boston. NL 4, AL 3.
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Anger Management
You Manage It~ Don't Let it Manage You!
by E. David Sierra
This article first appeared in the 1999 Barrio Alcohol/
Drugs Conference program:

ANGER IS NORMAL
veryone should know that. Human beings
would not be human beings if they did not
show emotion depending on their feelings of
joy or anger. Even the nicest person you know gets angry
at some time or other. The difference between .. thinkers ..
and "reactors .. is how they react to their anger.
A "thinker.. instantly analyzes why he is angry. Has
someone hurled invectives at him because of a perceived wrongdoing? If so, an apology is in order, and
sometimes that is all that it takes to diffuse an angry
situation.
Has someone wronged you? Are you becoming
angry? Consider taking the time to talk quietly with the
person and ask them why they did what they did or said
what they said about you. Maybe there is a very good
reason. Or ... maybe ... the person didn't say it or do it at
all. Did you hear it from a third party? Does that third
party have a vested· interest is creating disharmony
between you and your friend? Why?
Many people consider an apology as being weak.
You shouldn't. An apology is proof positive that your
parents raised a well mannered child and you have
grown into a responsible adult who doesn't mind being
held accountable for his actions.
reactor.. would strike back at whomever
he perceives has wronged him, by foul
language or by physically hurting the other
person. What if ... later ... he finds out that the accusations were wrong, that the friend did not say what he was
supposed to have said? The friendship is gone. Because
of an impulsive action. Do not be too eager to strike
back. Think about it. Find out if there is a peaceful

E

A

.

solution. It is always the better alternative. An expression of anger taken to its physical limits is not a solution,
it is an escalation of a relationship to another level.
Sometimes it leads to frightening conclusions. Like
death.
ANGER IS DANGEROUS
If you get angry at other people or things happening
around you and hold it all inside you, it can be very
dangerous. Heart problems, ulcers, depression, anxiety,
and substance abuse can result. Your bottled-up anger
does not hurt anyone other than yourself. It is not
healthy. Learn to talk to others about what bothers you.
Find someone in whom you can confide, and tell them
about things that are bothering you.

HOW ANGER IS EXPRESSED
IS LEARNED
he young people around you learn about
anger by watching adults. If they see their
parents hugging and kissing each other and
putting their arms around each other, they grow up
expressing themselves the same way. They become
loving adults. It is contagious.
On the other hand, if they hear their parents
swearing at each other using very vulgar language,
they grow up thinking that that language is an appropriate way to address their friends and others around
them.

T

PEOPLE CAN ONLY MAKE YOU
ANGRY IF YOU LET THEM
Be choosey in whom you allow to make you angry.
You don't have to get angry just because someone calls
you 'stupid'.Ask questions. Dilute the situation with
humor. Ask if the person has any scientific evidence to
support that accusation. If not, what is that assumption
based on? What do the polls show? You may think the
above is silly, but does expressing anger with violence
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make more sense? Does it?
A few years ago, a gentleman was driving behind me
on Capitol Expressway. I had just come from a sensitivity training session in which we had discussed the
advantages of loving rather than hating others. When I
pulled to a stop at Capitol A venue and Alum Rock
Avenue, he got out of his pickup truck, rushed up to my
car and said, "You dumb#$!"%@, why don't you drive
faster?"
I looked directly at him and said, very softly, "I love
you, brother. Merry Christmas!"

A

ngrily, he stomped back to
his pickup and shouted at
his wife, "Luwanda, that ignorant !@#%$#isnotonlystupid,he'sadamned
fag too!"
Guess who laughed the loudest and the longest?
On another occasion a friend and I were engaged in
a discussion which was getting very heated. My friend's
brother got up from his chair and said, "Shut up. I don't
want to hear this anymore!"

I looked at him and said ''Sir, you did
not give me freedom of speech, the
United States Constitution did. And if
you did not give it to me, you cannot
take it away!''
I continued to express my opinions and soon he just
walked away, out of range of our conversation.
On another occasion my little sister and I got into an
extended conversation on the configurations of a football field. She argued that the end zone was 20 yards
deep and she should know because she was in her high
school marching band and they used to line up in the end
zone.
My credentials were that I once aspired to be a
sportswriter and had seen many games at the high
school, junior college, university, and professional level
and that the end zone was ten yards deep, but that the
goal posts were situated differently at the college and
pro levels (at that time).
After a solid hour of heated argument, another
person in the room offered to arbitrate the disagreement.
Did we allow him to do that? Of course not!
"Why don't you talk about something that you know
something about?" was his question, over and over

again.

HIS credentials were that he had refereed football games in southern California at the high school,
junior college and university level, and AT THAT
TIME was an active Pacific 10 Conference football
official!
My little sister said southern California is different
than northern California. I said, "That's right. YOU stay
out of it!"
Obviously, we wanted to be angry, and we were not
going to let facts get in the way!

ANGER MISUSED
Many, many years ago, on Christmas eve, I had just
left San Jose Hospital after learning that my wife and I's
first child had died at birth. A few minutes later, at a gas
station, I was greeted at the gas pump by a jolly redsuited individual saying "Ho, ho, ho, Merry Christmas,
Sir .... Ho, ho, ho ... Merry Christmas!"
He tried to hand me something and I walked by him,
slapping it out of his hand onto the wet pavement. When
I returned to pump gas into my car, he was still there, hoho-hoing other customers. When I returned to my car
after getting my change, he again enthusiastically said,
"Ho, ho, ho, Sir, Merry Christmas ... Merry Christmas!"

"%!#@&*@ you, Santa Claus," I replied, angrily,jumping inside the car and slamming the door.
I gave him a one-fmgered salute as I drove ofT.
A few days later, I thought about it. The Santa Claus
could not have known why I was angry. It was not his
fault. Why was I taking it out on him? I couldn't answer
those questions, of course, but I felt very bad about what
I had done. And it has bothered me to this day.
I could have taken a few seconds to explain to the
individual about the tragedy that had occurred, and
maybe received some kind words of condolence in
return. I probably would have felt a little bit better.

THE ABC'S OF ANGER

T

here are three ways to deal with anger: 1.
A VOID it by edging away from a
confrontaton. 2. BLOW UP by cursing and
getting physical with the one who makes you angry; and
3.COMMUNICATION by talking sincerely with others
to let them know how their actions affect your feelings.

Don't let just anyone MAKE YOU ANGRY. You be in control. You decide whom ..•
and what ... is going to make you angry. • • •
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Albertson's Auburn Hustle
On October 24, 2003, Gloria and I were returning
to San Jose from Reno. We decided to stop in Auburn
and buy some fruit to help quell a mild case of the
munchies.
We stopped at the Albertson's market off Elm
Street in Auburn.
In the produce department I spotted a pile of bags of
oranges between bags of grapefruit and bags with
apples and pears.

99 cents per bag was the sign just below the
oranges. We dido 't particularly want oranges, but
for 99 cents per bag, I'm gonna take the chance that
maybe 1/4 of them will be overripe and inedible. I
think I know a bargain when I see it, so I picked it up,
cautioning Gloria to watch when the clerk rung up
the items to make sure that 99 cents was all we were
being charged for the oranges.
Just in front of us in line at the checkout stand was
a middle-aged man who had three grocery carts full of
groceries. I noticed that he had picked up two or three
bags of oranges. I also noticed that the clerk was talking
a mile a minute while she rang up the man's groceries.
He didn't pay the slightest attention to what he was
being charged for each item and I pointed this out to
Gloria, again urging her to watch carefully.
Since we only had a bunch of grapes (2. 77 lbs @
$2.49/lb, discounted to .99/lb = $2.74), some bananas
( 1.41 lbs at .79/lb = $1.11 ), and the bag of oranges, it
wasn't long before I got the bill from the clerk. I noticed

that she had charged me $5.99 for the bag of oranges.
"The oranges are 99 cents per bag, miss," I told the
clerk, "that's what the price tag on the bin says."
She asked the bagger to go check the price of
oranges. I went with her. She said, "This is a mistake.
Oranges cost more than that!"
"I don't see any sign saying that the oranges are
$5.99 per bag, do you? Why don't you take this sign
down if it is wrong?" I asked. No reply from the

and pears? And if the sign doesn't apply to either of the
items, why don't you take it down?
According to the receipt we bought 2.77 lbs of
Grapes Green Seedless @ 2.49 per lb., a total of $6.90,
but with their generous Albertson's discount we got the
grapes for .99 per lb., a total of 2.74.
We also purchased 1.41lbs of bananas at .79 per lb.
for a total of $1.11.

According to their receipt, we saved $4.16,
a total savings of 51% by shopping
Albertson's, buying just two items!!! How
lucky can you get?
No more Albertson's for us. This was the third time
an Albertson's clerk had grossly tried to overcharge us
for produce. No more.
An item appeared in the San Jose Mercury News
recentlywarningpeopleaboutoverchargesatAlbertson's.
Not news to us.
So ... be careful when you shop at Albertson's, if you
still trade there.

HELPFUL HINTS:
1. Insist on being able to see what they are ringing up
at the time they are ringing it up.
2. Always weigh produce so you have some idea
what it is going to cost you.
3. Be wary of checkout clerks making lots of conversation. It may be costing you money.
4. If any items are marked 2 for $5, take two. If you
take only 1, it may be charged at the regular price
of$3.69.
5. If you bought oatmeal cookies last week at $2 per
package, the next time you go in, don'tjust pick up
the oatmeal cookies. Look at the price. They may
now be costing you $4.50 each!
6. If any item is spoiled (watermelon), take it back
and complain to the manager. They HAVE to
make it right. If you give them good money you
should get good merchandise. • • • • •

bagger.
I told the clerk, quite loudly, "Oranges don't cost
$5.99 per bag in the middle of the orange season, much
less in October! You're misleading people, intentionally. Are the grapefruit 99 cents per bag? Or the apples

Always SmUe
Always smUe. Your enemies wUl wonder
what you've been up to.

I
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Great Mural Debate
in Woodlake
This article appeared in the
May 1973 issue of
THE FORUMEER.
by E . D avid Sierra
WOODLAKE, CALIF. -- The other day, in this
quiet San Joaquin Valley fanning community of some
2,600 persons, the City Council took note that Chicanos
live there. They also noted that they sometimes express
them e lves in ways which the city councilmen may not
under tand. No reflection on the intellect of the council,
there are MAN Y things in this world (and in Woodlake)
that they do not begin to understand . Nor could.

The latest controversy began when members of
EL GRITO, a Chicano organization, asked owner
Zeke Espinoza if they could paint over the obscenities and graffiti on the outside walls of his El Venadito
poolroom at Pomegranate and Antelope St. in the
Chicano barrio.
Some of these obscenities were quite explic it and
insulting to me n, wome n and c hildre n pass ing El
Venadito every day . But no one had ever done anything
about them. Not the W oodlake City Council. Not the
Woodlake Planning Commission. Not the Woodlake
Police Force. And for damned sure, not Mayor Peter
Legakes who probably never goes over to "that" part of
town anyway.

A

fte r me mbe r s of EL GRITO
had
cove re d
ove r
the
ob
scenities with paint, they continued to
express themselves on the walls ofEl Venadito (the little
deer) with symbols c haracters, and drawings, some of
which probably only they c an understand. At this point
in our little drama, e nter the Woodlake City Council (a
roll of drums here, maestro! ) awakened from their deep

slumber with the realization that "thinking" Chicanos
were at large in their community, and expressing themselves with paint brushes.
They concluded that the painted-over wall is now a
mural and that it is illegal because murals are not
aJJowed in a residential zone. Having noted during our
last vi sit there that the closest thing to art in Woodlake
was the white line down the middle of Highways 65 and
63 we wonder just where in hell murals are legal in
Woodlake?

***

IRST QUESTION: Why weren't the ob
scenities painted on the wall prior to the
"mural" iUegal? El Venadito has been
there for at least 25 years and it is safe to conclude
that obscenities and graffiti have been on those walls
since about 24 hours after the building was erected.

F

Robert Moock, city attorney has upheld the City
Council ruling, saying that in his opinion, a mural is not
allowed in a residential zone.
City attorney Moock should then answer the questions:
WHY ARE POOL HALLS ALLOWED IN A RESIDENTIAL ZONE? WHY ARE BARS ALLOWED fN
A RESIDENTIAL ZONE, BUT ONLY ON THE
"CHICANO" SIDE OF TOWN?
Also, Mr. Moock (when he is not busy being an an
critic) should stipulate precisely where mural s ARE
allowed in Woodlake.
For instance: murals painted by Chicanos will be
allowed to be displayed at the bottom of Bravo Lake,
only if secured to a 100 lb. lead weight, and not lighted ,
etc.

Poolroom owner Espinoza has told the establishment press that he doesn't care one way or the other.
He just wants to do what is right. City attorney
Moock has said it is up to Espinoza to initiate any
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action before the planning commission
can rule on the fate of the "mural."
Recently , two art instructors from
Fresno State University and 70 other persons attended a city council meeting to
argue the merits of the "mural." The art
instructors contend that the mural has aesthetic value (Note to Woodlake City Councilmen: aesthetic means beauty) and that by
demanding that it be removed the city council men are censoring the rights of the people.
Art Dolarian, associate professor of art,
FSU, told councilmen: "You are abusing
the rights of the citizens of your community
and are doing a great disservice if you tell
human beings to clear off the wall."
Dolarian continued, "As I see it there
has been an honest effort by these people. If
thi s Council is so concerned about the aesthetics of the community, why have you
allowed your main street to look the way it
does?"

Zeke Espinoza, owner of El Venadito, and the mural
painted by members ofELGRITO to cover up obscenities on the walls. The mural drew complaints from
Woodlake City Council.

(WELL, COUNCILMEN?)
e concluded with, "Your Woodlake will
look much more beautiful if you quit
coming up with all this legalistic jargon
(Note to Woodlake City Councilmen: legalistic jargon
means B.S.) to abuse the privileges of your citizens.
What you are doing is very destructive and what they
(EL GRITO) are doing is very constructive!"
Peter Legakes , Mayor, (and uncredentialed art connoisseur) replied, "What we are doing is trying to keep
a community from looking like a midway at the county
fair and that is exactly what this things has done."

H

(PETE, IF THEY HAD ART WORK LIKE
THE WALL OF EL VENADITO AT THE
COUNTY FAIR, THEPAVILIONPROBABLY
WOULDN'T BE BIG ENOUGH TO HOUSE
THE PEOPLE THAT WOULD FLOCK TO
SEE IT!!).
"I've spent 13 years on the city council," he
continued, "and some decisions come easy and some
come hard. I think this is one oft he easy ones. I would
vote to uphold the ordinance."
(YOU MAY BE SUGGESTING THAT YOU
HAVE BEEN ON THE CITY COUNCIL TOO LONG
'

PETE. IT MAY BE TIME FOR A YOUNGER MA
SOMEONE NOT SO GOD-DAMNED IGNORANT
OF CONTEMPORARY CHICANO ART, AND
SOMEONE MORE RESPECTFUL OF THE CULTURE OF 50% OF THE CITIZENS OF HIS COMMUNITY).
From here in the verdant Santa Clara Valley , it
appears to THE FORUMEER that the Woodlake City
Council is intent on keeping its Mexican American
citizens ignorant of Chicano art, ignorant of the needs of
today's youth to express themselves, and ignorant of the
Chicano movement.
In a community where a large percentage (probably
more than 50%) of the population are Mexican Americans, they are grossly underrepresented on the city
council, on the planning commission, as employees or
the city, on the board of trustees of the local schools, and
just about any other category you can think of EXCEPT
in the neru·by fields, toiling sunup to sundown.
he re , they con s titute prob ably
95% of the work force. And
bent over and working at menial labor is
probably where the city Council wants to keep its
Chicano citizenry.
IT HAS ALREADY PROVEN IT DOESN'T

T

WANT THEM TO TIDNK. • • • • •
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If You Believe these statements
are true, you have a problem.

T

DO YOU BELIEVE •••
That there are very few "qualified" Chicano politicians?
Do you believe that most Chicanos don't want a
college education?

o you who object to the word
CHICANO,
ask
yourself,
did
you also voice your objections when you
were called Spic, Mexican Greaser, Chili Pepper, Pancho,
and all the other derogatory words used against La Raza
de Bronce?
You who object to students demonstrating at high
schools and colleges across America for a more relevant
educational experience, did you also object to an educational system which has downgraded your people's
contributions to the building of America and has dropped
your children out of its educational process by the
hundreds of thousands for over 150 years?

Do you believe that Mexicanos are happy
just to lean against a cactus, shading their eyes
with their sombrero, and daydream about their
next parranda?

Are you concerned that you have been
literally and figuratively raped of your culture and left you unable to speak correctly the
beautiful native language of your ancestors?

Do you believe that most of the people in the United
States on welfare are Chicanos or Spanish speaking?
Do you believe that Mexicans are lazier, and less
motivated to succeed than others?

You who object to your sons and brothers refusing
induction into the armed forces, ask yourself ... in spite
of the huge numbers of Chicanos who willingly went to
war in the early forties and early fifties, how many of
your communities honored our Chicano Medal of Honor
winners with a permananet and lasting memorial? What
are the parks, public buildings, and schools in your city
named? Why?
You who dislike the efforts of the Farmworkers and
Cesar Chavez ... how much did you earn when you were
doing farmwork? How much do the farmers get paid for
their products at the marketplace? Why are avocados
selling for 60 cents each? How long does it take to pick
one? How much does that farmworker get paid to pick
them? Are avocadoes an absolute necessity of life? And
lastly, why are you not working on the farm if the wages
are just?
You who complain that there are "too many
Chicanos" on welfare, are you also concerned that a few
years ago your government gave E.G. Boswell of California, $4 million three hundred thousand dollars in
taxpayers money as a subsidy? Do you realize that at one
time the Vietnam War was costing the United States

EDITOR'S COMMENT: This editorial was originally published in THE FORUMEER, date unremembered, when I was editor of the American GI
Forum's nationally distributed newspaper. It was
reprinted in EL CHICANO, a San Bernardino,
Calif. community newspaper on August 2, 1972.

Do you believe that Mexicans are too short
to make good athletes, good policemen, or
good salesmen?
Do you believe that Chicanos can play the guitar and
no other musical instrument?
Do you believe that Chicanos are good dancers but
poor dance instructors?
Do you believe that Chicanos cannot learn complex
subjects and consequently are not qualified to teach
them?
Do you believe that it is beyond the comprehension
of Chicanos to understand astronomy, astrophysics and
nuclear science?
Do you believe that quality construction projects
can only be designed by non-Chicano architects and
erected by non-Chicano builders?

If you believe the aforementioned statements are
correct, you have a problem.
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$483 dollars EVERY HOUR?
ou who sit in front of a television set and
gripe about bumbling politicians wantonly
spending your money and enjoying life at
your expense, have you ever considered shutting the
damned thing off and joining some kind of community
effort aimed at replacing these incompetents with better
qualified individuals who will represent YOU?
You who are
ashamed to listen to
mariachi music in
the company of
.. others", are you
also ashamed that
your father's father
probably went barefooted, that you
don't speak Spanish
well, and that you
have no political
representation even
though the Constitution guarantees it?
Are you also
ashamed that your
hair is black, that
your skin is tanned by nature, and that you feel an urge
to "echarte un grito" cuando estas contento y alegre?
You whose skin is fair, are you concerned that the
privileges you may enjoy at certain places are not as
readily granted to your cam ales and cam alas with darker
skin?
Every time you hear the words, "Some of MY best
friends are Mexicans!" does your mind tell you, "Oh, oh,
here it comes again ... " or does it tell you, "Yes .. some
of MINE too! ..
xamine your conscience. And ACT! Do one
of two things -- Change your name to Jones.
Move farther out into suburbia. Join the
right .. organizations. Try to get into the Country Club
(and good luck here, pata rajada!). Steer clear of the
Fiestas Patrias and Cinco de Mayo celebrations, arrange
to be out of town so you don't have to listen to and see
all those Mexicans celebrating their holidays. Pierdele
el amor a los nopales y al chile. Call 'em pigskins,

Y

instead of chicharrones or chotas. Tell everybody you're
"Spanish" or "French ...
Hang a coat of arms on your living room wall so your
.. other" friends will think you came over on the Mayflower. Discourage your relatives from visiting you,
especially si estan prietitos, because that is a sure
giveaway que eres raza.
OR -- if you are
stirred to constructive
actionportugente, start
calling
yourself
Maclovio instead of
Maxie, bum your fraternity paddle and make
yourself a Civil Rights
Now! picket sign and
carry it in your car, get
involved with some
Chicano-oriented
group seeking redress
of grievances for our
people, promote the celebrations of our Cinco
de Mayo and Fiestas
Patrias, tell youngsters
about Benito Juarez,
Pancho Villa, Emiliano
Zapata,
Benjamin
Argumedo, Arnulfo Gonzales, Gabino Barrera, Nacho
Bernal, Lucio Vasquez, Rosita Alvirez, La Adelita, etc.
And as you go down the long trail of life, remember
what Uncle Dave once said (lleno de tequila y escuchando
mariachis) "If it is something that you cannot change,
don't let ANYONE make you ashamed of it! ..

If you cannot
change it,
don't
let anyone
make you
ashamed of it!

II

E

ANCESTORS
Whoever serves his
country well
has no need of
ancestors.
--Voltaire
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Chief Hernandez Mac' d Out
San Jose Police Department Deputy Chief
of Police Ike Hernandez took an early retirement. He was recognized as one of the best
administrators in the department. There were
a lot of Chicanos upset at San Jose Police
Chief J oseph McNamara for forcing out an
individual held in high esteem by lots of people
in this city.
It was in December, butldon'trecall what
year, that I wrote the following editorial for
THE LEADER, San Jose GI Forum's newsletter,

CHIEF McNAMARA,
CITY MANAGER, MAYOR
COLLABORATE TO
HUMILIATE SAN JO'S
BEST COP
(SAN JOSE) -- On Tuesday, Dec. 22, in a move
termed by Chicanos in thi s area as a direct attempt to
focus taxpayers' attenLion away from major problems in
the City of San Jose administration, San Jose Police
Chief Joseph McNamara abruptly transferred the city's
top-ranking Chicano police officer, Deputy Chief Ike
Hern andez, out of the Bureau of Investigation and back
to the Bureau of Admi nistration .
"Men, we gotta get rid of all the Meskins in this
department. They don't KNOW how to be good cops.
Hell, they don't even worship John Wayne!"
ernandez will be replaced b y Deputy
Chief T orn Frazier, 42, wo has been
appointed by Chief McNamara to do an
"investigation" of the Ski-Mask Rapist investigation
which the C hief says Hernandez messed up.

H

Chief "ShootFirstand Check Later" McNamara
has thus completely trampled on the old American
~thic of Innocent Until Proven Guilty. He says

Hernandez did something wrong, has r emoved him
from his job, causing him much public embarrassment, and how now assigned the person who stands
to gain most by Hernandez's investigation to do the
"investigation!"
You serious, Joe?
"Dammit, men, we got a trouble maker here. Get rid
of him, PRONTO! ... EnT, I mean RIGHT D'RECTL Y!,
you hear?"

he move is seen as an effort to cover up
major problems which have been un
covered by the Police Department's Bureau of Investigation (headed by Chief Hernandez)
and which the Police chief, City Manager, and Mayor
apparently thinking should best be hidden from the
city's taxpayers.

T

Hernandez, a 31-year veteran of the SJPD, is the
force's most respected cop.
"Ike Hernandez does not do sloppy work," commented one former police officer who left the department shortly after Big Mac rode into town.

"ChiefMcNamara is v-e-r-y concerned about his
public image and nobody is going to mess with that! "
said a city employee who didn't want to comment
publicly for fear of McNamara's reprisal.
San Jose GI Forum Chairman Victor Garza said
recently that McNamara had told him that what he did to
C hief Hernandez was ord ered by City Manager
Newfarmer and Mayor Tom McEnery. That is commonly called a cop-out. Who's running the department,
Joe?
Chief Hernandez's Bureau of Investigation was in
charge of the City Hall-Transit Mall payoffs scandal
which recently disclosed that city building inspectors
were taking computers, sports tickets and other goodies
until the payoffs were made public and the city officials
scurried about returning the gifts.
"Hell , Mayor, I didn't know I wasn't supposed to be
on the take!"
Some of them were reprimanded but city hall insiders (who cannot comment publicly fo r fear of
McNamara's reprisals) said the investigation may have
revealed other very serious crimes which have not been
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reported in the news media.
The aforementioned Deputy Chief Frazier was also,
we understand, in charge of "investigating" the case of
former SJPD officer Larry Steufloten who also resigned
from the department two years ago after he fell from
McNamara's favor.
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME the "other" newspaper in
this town did a major investigation of the old boy
network of Mayor Tom, his flunky City Manager, and
the Chief of Police who appear to be conspiring to keep
major problems from the eyes and ears of the taxpayers?
You may be wondering just exactly what Chief
Hernandez did wrong that would motivate the Chief of
Police to embarrass a 31-year veteran who has been
termed "San Jose's Best Cop"? So are we.

Hernandez said at a press conference announcing the capture of the notorious Ski-Mask Rapist
that the SJPD had received information key to the
rapist's apprehension in the month of August. (The
exact date was May). Now, folks, that is a very serious
crime. Big Mac ain't gonna put up with NO officer on
his force who can't tell time. Or read a calendar! But
stay tuned.
Hernandez also disclosed that the SJPD had withdrawn its 24-hour surveillance of the suspected rapist
because of manpower shortages over the Thanksgiving
weekend. ThatisamajorcrimeinJoeMcNamara'sbook
too, folks. What if the guy had raped a turkey?
t a recent gathering of Chicano activists
to discuss what to do about this public
embarrassmentofthe Chicano community's
best role model, opinions were voiced that perhaps
MeN amara has too many outside interests, has overstayed his welcome in this community, is totally insensitive to the concerns of the minority community, has
become too political, and is nothing but a City Hall
Asskisser Deluxe.
Maybe the Chief is writing a book about the SkiMask Rapist and was already working on the final
chapter ... and dammit, Ike ... it's NOT supposed to end
this way. The Chief is supposed to ride into town in his
brand new Mercedes fresh from an appearance on yet
another talk show, run into City Hall, arrest the City
Employee (read Ski-Mask Rapist), put a McNamara
bracelet on him and march him off to the Iron Hotel!
Meanwhile, you gotta give Newfarmer and McEnery
time to run downstairs and shred the incriminating
evidence on the transit mall fiasco, etc.

A
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Some people are
too damned dumb
to be Criminals
Some people are just too damned stupid to be
criminals. They should find themselves another
line of "work" or get a paying job.
The Nov. 22, 2003 issue of the Modesto BEE
ran a short article about a bank robber who put
a cloth mask over his head while robbing a bank.
Little problem: He forget to cut holes for his eyes
so he could see what he was doing.
Guess what happened as soon as he put the
mask over his face. Yep.

One question, Chief: Is it proper police administrative procedure to take action against a policeman
and THEN conduct an investigation? Or is this
particular action proper only because YOU say it is?
The connection between McNamara and Tom Frazier
and other seemingly underhanded manipulations of
police department personnel seem to go on and on when
you talk to city hall insiders who know how the department functions.
We understand that an officer who (to cite another
case) wanted to become a member of the department's
prestigous M.E.R.G.E. was also passed over for that
assignment by (you guessed it!) .. Tom Frazier. With the
strings being yanked firmly by Chief McNamara, Tom?
Another case in point: a Chicano Sergeant was
passed over for a promotion and was accused of having
an alcoholism problem by (you guessed it!) Tom Frazier.
And he took the city to court. See a pattern there?
"Ah don't CARE how many times we HAVE to go
to COURT! Court appearances are GOOD! It gets my
name in the papers! It gets me on television! And,
dammit it, it SELLS BOOKS!"
About fifteen years ago the Cit;y of San Jose Police
and Fire Departments were challenged in court by the
American GI Forum for underemployment and
underpromotion of Chicanos.
Their racist Police chief ain't doing the job YET,
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folks!

We believe it is time for the United
States Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to come into this area and
conduct a thorough investigation of the
City's personnel hiring policies.
Is the City in compliance with the law which mandates that Chicanos must be represented in the Police
and Fire departments (and in all other departments)
commensurate with their numbers in the general population?
as the demotion of Chief Hernandez
motivated by McNamara's and
McEnery's and Newfarmer's fears that
his Bureau of Investigation had uncovered much more
serious transgressions of the law than has been reported
in the local press?
Is McNamara contemplating retirement, or moving
his talents into more lucrative areas elsewhere (Washington, D.C.? NBC?) and positioning the lily white
Rapid Tom Frazier to become the next Chief of Police?
Damn, it sure looks like that, Big Mac.
Are Mayor McEnery and City Manager Newfarmer
backing off from commitments made to the Chicano
community in public pronouncements made just a few
short months ago?

W

Has McNamara grown so big in this
valley that he can disobey the city's
personnel hiring and promotion policies because the City Council is afraid
to take on the valley's best known media star in an open confrontation? Well,
councilpeople?
In announcing the transfer of Chief Hernandez, Big
Mac also said (to the news media of course because he
rarely talks to mere mortals these days) that he enjoys an
excellent rapport with the minority community. I suppose you can find some House Mexicans in San Jo (Hi,
Jack!) willing to say that they like Big Mac even after he
kicked us all in the teeth, but we'll wager that MOST
Chicanos who know what is going on, now recognize
MeN amara for what he is .... a bigoted Big City Chota.
Period.
Adolph Hitler would have been proud of you. Joe.

Has the fear of Big Mac terrorized
the citizenry into accepting whatever
McNamara thinks is good for us because he wears jackboots and carries a
cannon on his hip and we don't?
ONE FINAL QUESTION: If Chief Hernandez is
not good enough for McNamara. what chances do other
Hispanic officers stand for promotion?

EDITOR'S NOTE: MacMoMedia and the city
covered their ass beautifully on this one. After Ike
Hernandez left the department, McNamara promoted Luis Hernandez (Ike's younger brother) and
Louis Cobarruviaz to Deputy Chiefs of Police. At
a reception in the East Side Center to honor Luis
and Louis, most Chicanos ignored Chief
MeN amara when he arrived.

Some San Jose GI Forum members were
thoroughly disgusted when our Chairman Victor Garza greeted the Chief, and hugged him, as
he entered the hall.
Ugh!

Just Asking ...
Why are some

Americans so proud
that their ancestors
came over on the Mayflower, and so eager to
deport those who merely
crossed the Rio Grande
River to get here?
--E. David Sierra
Feb. 1977,
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"Oh, Oh! Look at that!"

Bank Robbery Witnesses
On Monday, May 5,
2003, sometime about 10
am, Gloria and I witnessed
a bank robbery.
Well, sort of.
We were parked in one of the Handicapped Parking
slots just outside the door of the Bank of America branch
on South First Street & Phelan, San Jose. I was counting
some money which I had received from cashing a check.
Seated in my car, I had the money between my legs
and was getting ready to count it. I locked the driver's
side door and took a quick look through the rear view
mliTOl'S.

The door of the bank suddenly opened and I saw
two men, about 5'7" and 150 pounds, wearing ski
caps, and each holding a canvas money bag, walking
briskly out the door.
The first thing I noticed was that each of them was
holding a canvas money bag. One money bag , OK. A
small businessman getting some cash for his business.
Two money bags spells trouble, fo lks !
Oh, oh!
he
b a nk
r obbers
hurri ed ly
pulled off their masks as they
exited the door, then made a mad dash
across the parking lot. A momen later an old white car
wheeled out of the parking lot, turned east on Phelan and
roared off.

T

"Look! Look!" I said to Gloria, pointing at the
car wheeling away down the street. "A bank robbery! Those guys just robbed the bank!"
A few seconds later, two women came to the glass
door of the bank. Two men who were approaching the
front door pointed in the direction the car had gone. T hey
were not being allowed inside the bank. It appeared to

me that the bankwoman was asking the two men to stay
there until the police arrived.
Another woman brought out a set of keys, ushered
the Bank of America employees inside and the two
witnesses inside, and locked the door.
We didn't get the license number of the car. It
happened very quickly . The car left so suddenly that
there must have been a getaway driver inside, with the
engine running.
fte r I f ini s he d countin g my
money ,
c uriou s ity
got
the
best of me. I drove out of the parking lot,
east on Phelan, and south on 7th Street, looking at the
cars parked on the street and in the parking lots of several
businesses, trying to spot the getaway car.
"Someti mes these people leave the scene in one car,
then jump into another one," I told Gloria, who was
asking me just what in the hell I thought I was doing.
"I'm curious! Nosey! If I see that car, we'll ca ll

A

the cops. You got your cell phone with you, don't
you?"
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Eulogy

Jesus T. Sierra,
IllY oldest brother
EDITOR'S COMMENT -- My brother Jesus T.
Sierra passed away on Sept. 6, 2003 in Visalia, Calif.
He was 81 years old. The rosary was recited at St.
Francis Cabrini Catholic Church in Woodlake, Calif. ,
on Tuesday, Sept. 9, 2003, at 7 pm.
he mass of Christian Burial was celebrated
at St. Francis Cabrini Church on Wednes
day, Sept. 10,2003, at 10 am. , with the Reverend Simon Orosco presiding.
Interment was at Woodlake Cemetery. Pallbearers
we re Eddie Leon, Jr. , George Leon, Jesse Leon, Robert
Christopher Topping, Don Nicholson, and Chris Streeter.
His daughter, my niece Rebecca Sierra, called us to
inform us of the death and told Gloria to ask me if I
would deliver the eulogy. Yes. And this is what I said:

T

Jesus T. Sierra
Dec. 25, 1921- Sept. 6, 2003

Jesus Sierra was born on Dec. 25, 1921 in Mezquitic,
in the state of Jalisco, in Mejico.
He was 5 years and 3 months old when my mother

brought him and my brother Heliodoro into the U.S. at
El Paso, Texas on M arch 29, 1927. In case La Migra
wants to know, she was issued Alien Head Tax receipt

Bank Robbery Witnesses

ever held the door open as I exited the bank.
Which brought up the interesting discussion between Gloria and I: What if the robbers had been there
a few minutes earher and asked for the money I had
withdrawn? Would it be the bank's responsibility to
reimburse me for my loss inside their building, or would
I have been --it out of luck ?
Lawyer! Lawyer! • • • • •

(Cont. from Pg 227)
"Yes," she said tersely, apparently not too excited
about old E.David Sierra playing detective.
e did not find a car matchin g the
getaway car, so we drove back up 7th
street, and west on Phelan by the Bank.
By now, there were three police cars near the bank and
people milling about the parking lot, apparently not
being allowed to go inside.
End of my first bank robbery experience. And,
hopefully the last.
A thought crossed my mind as we were driving
down Monterey Highway: Were the robbers inside
the bank when I was making my withdrawal? Or
were they the guys walking in the door as I was
leaving?
Was one of them the guy that held the door open for
me when I exited the bank? I didn't know for sure. I didn't
look at the m too close, just said "Thank you" to whom-

W

Science Lesson ...
Every time an incompetent,
bumbling, lying, cheating, greedy, selfserving local tinhom politician s eeks
and gets elected to higher office proves
Sierra's Law that Hot Air Rises.
--E. David Sierra
The Forumeer, Nov. 1976
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Jesus T. Sierra
(Cont. from Pg 228)
No. 20198 at Ciudad Juarez.
The Sierra family settled in Ontario, Calif, where
his sisters (Maria, Trinidad, and Francisca) and one
brother (Eliseo) were born. In 1938 they moved to
Woodlake because someone told my father that there
was lots of work here. His youngest brother, Leopolda
was born on May 10, 1939 in Woodlake.
His mother Maria Abigail died, at age 39, on Dec.
10, 1941, in Fresno.

On March 18, 1944, Jesus married Eufemia
Lupercio, daughter of Estefana and Andres
Lupercio in St. Frances Cabrini Church in
Woodlake.
On Sept. 18, 1945, his father died. Jesus and
Eufemia adopted Maria, Trinidad, Eliseo, Francisca,
Leopolda and their cousin Eleanor. Jesus was 24 and
Hema was 21 years old.
Jesus and Eufemia had three children, daughters
Rosie and Rebecca, and son Daniel.

Eufemia, better known as Bema, died on March
18, 2001, on the 57th anniversary of her wedding to
Jesus Sierra.
y brother did not have much formal edu
cation. He was pulled out of school to
work and help support the family. He
did farm work in his youth, but realized that there were
better things in life if you had any ambition.
He worked for a time at Buttitta Olive Oil Company in Woodlake. One time he told me, .. I got the job
because the boss was impressed that he saw me every
day, early in the morning, going to work...
Later, he worked for the Woodlake Hardware &
Furniture Company and for Ivanhoe Hardware.
He was an accomplished .. Handyman .. , adept at
doing all kinds of work: carpentry, cabinetmaking, carpet laying, wallpapering, tilesetting, painting, electrical, plumbing, whatever it took to keep his household
working. He collected junk and made things out of it.
He enjoyed tinkering in his garage and in his garden.

M

As I got older, I realized how smart my
brother was. Not book smart necessarily,
just practical smart!
Early in life he told me that his household budget

Valuable Result
Perhaps the most valuable result
of all education is the ability to
make yourself do the things you
have to do, when it ought to be
done, whether you like or not.
--Harry K. Wong

did not include .. bail money .. so if I was going to GET
INTO trouble, I had better figure out how to get 0 UT
of it ... on my own. I believed him!
He didn't spank us when we misbehaved. His punishment was confinement to the premises. You leave
for school fifteen minutes before the first bell, and he
expected you home fifteen minutes after the last class
ended. Period. No ifs and no buts!
He had a good rule for teaching us kids to get along
with each other. My chore was mopping the kitchen floor
every morning. The inspector was my sister Frances. If
she was not satisfied, I had to do it over again. If she
ironed a shirt for me, if I was not satisfied, she had to
do it over again. Does that lead to good family relationships, or what?
I guess the maddest I ever saw him was when I
brought home a high school report card showing that I
had flunked a semester of Spanish ... and Physical Education. It wasn't easy! You HAVE GOT TO WORK AT
IT. The punishment was two weeks confinement to the
premises.

One day he gave me a long list of chores to do by
that afternoon. It included mowing our very large
back yard lawn, reaming out a pipe running out of
our kitchen sink to a cesspool in the back yard, clearing Bermuda grass from around 18 olive trees we
had planted in the back yard, etc., etc.
When he came home that afternoon, I was not home.
I was at the Kaweah River with Ed Leon, Martin Lara,
and Moses Moreno, who had helped me do the chores
so we could ALL go swimming. The next day's list got
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longer! I finally got the message: Don't Go Swimmin!!.
Now that I am older I guess he was trying to
teach me to adopt a strong work ethic. In recent years
he seemed especially proud when I would tell him
that in San Jose I worked for a print shop for 26
years and have worked at an alcohol recovery home
for 16 years. I say, thank you, brother!
For some now-forgotten transgression of his
rules, none of the Sierra kids were allowed to go to
the Woodlake-Shafter football game in 1947 when
th e Tigers won their first Valley Small Schools
Championship. Lord, forgive me, but I have NOT
YET forgiven him for that one.
Jess enjoyed helping neighborhood kids fix their
broken bicycles and other toys. He was very handy
with tools. One Christmas, at precisely Midnight,
the front door opened and a whole gang of kids came
in Lo wish him a Happy Birthday and a Merry Christmas ... and a Happy New Year. They had not forgotten "Uncle Jess" and the many favors he did for
them.
AT HOME -- Left to right, Jesus and David Sierra
In the mid-Fifties, one time I wrecked his car .. . andJesus'sson, Dan, atJess'shomeinWoodlake,
ran it off the highway and into a vineyard near summer of 2003. He was ill. In three months he
Redbanks. When I awoke Jesus to tell him about it, was gone.
he inquired about my condition. "I'm OK," I said.
"Well , go to bed. We'll go look at it in the morning." I
was expecting him to go ballistic!!
not grow was because every chance I got I poured gas
The Olive Trees did not survive. My brother taught
and turpentine around the trunk of those trees !
me that paint, gas, linseed oil, and turpentine are toxics
Jesus Sierra served two terms as a City
and to be careful how I disposed of them. Brother Jess,
Councilman in Woodlake, following in the
I never had the nerve to tell you this because I didn't
community activist footsteps of his father
want to hurt your feelings .. . but the reason the trees did

who served on the board of directors of
La Comision Honorifica Mexicana in
Ontario in 1935.

CONVICTIONS
If there is one thing we love more
than another in the United
States, it is that
every man should have the privilege, unmolested and
uncriticized, to utter the real convictions of his mind.
--Woodrow Wilson, 1949.
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He was a dedicated member of the Woodlake Volunteer Fire Department for a number of years, dropping whatever he was doing and rushing off to fig ht
fires when he heard the sirens go off!
My brother and I got into a serious argument in
1957. "I am the King of this Castle, and I make the
rules," he said. "If you don't like my rules, go live in
your own castle and make your own rules."
So I left home, slept in the Woodlake City Park for
four nights and then left for San Jose. That was one of
his lessons too: You are wasting your time here. You
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Capitol and McKee
Chevron Ripoff
0

n Feb. 17, 1999, the fan belt busted on my
1993 Ford Taurus. I had my car towed to
Capitol & McKee Chevron, 2701 McKee
Road, San Jose. Man looked under the hood. Said that
repair was going to be very expensive.
I signed document #962279, showing ESTIMATE
OF REPAIRS of $75.00. I got the yellow copy, not the
original. Later, when I refused to get the work done by
them, they gave me the blue copy, showing that an
inspection had been made and showing that I owed them
$75.00 for LABOR.

Jesus T. Sierra
(Cont. from Pg 228)
are a farmworker, and a very poor farmworker. Find
something else to do. Thank God you were the way you
were, brother Jess.
We did not talk to each other for over ten years. I
did not punish him. I punished myself. I did not see my
two nieces and a nephew grow up. I did not see my
three sisters get married. The lesson? Preserve your familial relationships. They are precious. When all else is
said and done, the most valuable asset you have is your
family and your friends
. Jesus Sierra was a very good person. Not intellectually blessed, but very practical. He took care of business. He provided for his family. He raised nine of us,
his own kids and his brothers and sisters and one cousin.

How many of us were prepared to
shoulder that much responsibility at the
age of24?
As you evaluate the life of this friend, this brother,
this parent, this neighbor, this community volunteer ...

He said he would have to inspect the auto before
giving me an estimated cost figure. He offered my
wife and I a ride home, then they would make
repairs, and bring us back. We refused offer, saying
that we would wait. He said it might be a couple of
hours.
We waited. About 2.5 hours later, while we were
still waiting for their "inspection", he approached my
car and showed me an Estimate Work Sheet (EXHIBIT
"A").

The work would cost me $1,889.63. I told him that

consider if he did the best that he knew how with what
he had to work with. His children ... successes or failures? His brothers and sisters ... successes or failures?
His community activism ... success or failure?
We believe it is safe to conclude that Jesus Sierra,
born Dec. 25, 1921 left this world a better place than he
found it when he left us on Sept. 6, 2003.

EDITOR'S NOTE: For a number of years my
brother Jess had urged me to come to Woodlake and
take home as many books as I wanted from a vast collection that he had piled up in his garage. On May 29, I
took him up on it. He was preparing to move to
Monrovia to be closer to his daughter Rosie and to medical facilities. He had had a stroke and there is no hospital in Woodlake, so it made sense. I selected what I
wanted, asked him to send me a bill, and drove back to
San Jose with the car trunk and back seat full of books
and magazines. I saw him again about eight weeks later.
Then he was gone.

•••••
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Capitol-McKee Ripoff
(Cont. from Pg 231)
I would call a tow truck and get it done somewhere else.
Then he asked me to step into the office to "take care of
my bill."
"A bill? What for?" I questioned him.
He said it was for the inspection. A total of $75.00.
I paid him in cash. (EXHIBIT "B ")
I asked him what the inspection showed.
e wrote it down for me (EXHffiiT "C"). -INSPECTION revealed that the Alternator
Bearings are bad. Recommend replacement of Alternator. The Air Conditioning Compressor
has a frozen clutch. Recommend replacement of Compressor, Receiver-Drier, AC Service, Freon Belt is
broken, needs replacement.
I feel that they intentionally ripped me off. First,
they could have told me when I first got there what it was
going to cost, because they did not do a further inspection after the first one. We were in the car all this time.
It was a simple matter to see that the fan belt was
missing. One of the men touched a part of the engine and
said that "it was frozen" and would need to be replaced.
That was it.
Two and a half hours later they showed me the
estimated cost of repairs.
Question: Is it proper for a mechanic to charge

H

me $75 for making a very cursory inspection of my
problem? It seems to me that they can make a lot of
money by asking customers to leave their cars and
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giving them a very inflated "estimated cost of repairs." The customer refuses to do the work. They
charge him for the ''inspection'' and make money for
doing nothing!

The mechanic where I took my car next said
that they do not charge customers for estimates
on what repairs are going to cost.
Sincerely,
E. David Sierra
44 N. Jackson Ave. F-23
San Jose, CA 95116

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the exact letter that I
wrote to:
State of California
Automotive Repair Bureau
Dept. of Consumer Affairs,
1361 S. Winchester Blvd., Suite 206,
San Jose, CA
guess they did an investigation. Later someone
called from the Dept. of Consumer Affairs.
They asked if I would meet him at the Capitol &
McKee Chevron station so we could discuss the matter
personally with the manager. At this point I chose not to.

I

Mistake. I should have followed up on it. I wonder
how many other people they rip off every day with
the same scheme?
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

WHY

AREW£

IN JAIL?
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PR£SS .TH£ WART
ON HIS
F'ACE AND
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GO 8E£P- BEEP:
0.1(.
We invited unpublished
J
Chicano artists to submit work and we would
publish it. We knew there
were many talented
people out there and we
wanted to give them an
opportunity to see their L_.=:...:__ _:~~_J_...!..__::!!:::...._~~~~...L~!!!!L__~~~
work in print.
Gilbert Sierraz contributed this TITO Y from him again. We always wonder if he ever
CHATO cartoon, and then we did not hear found success in the art field. • • • • •

I
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I was about 20 years old. I had finished high school
in Woodlake, gone away to Los Angeles to attend
Woodbury College, then returned to Woodlake, trying
to find myself. You know what that means, don't you?
It's when a young person cannot decide how he or she
wants to spend the rest of their life, in academia or in the
blue collar working world.
y padrino Jesus Hernandez, a labor
contractor, somehow got the idea
that I had a driver's license and he trusted
me to drive one of his trucks hauling fruit around Tulare
County. His regular truck driver was Frankie Maxiola.
There was the very infrequent occasion when Frankie
was not up to working, so I would man the wheel of Mr.
Hernandez's truck, getting up very early in the morning
to deliver boxes to the orange grove, peach or plum
orchard where the crew was scheduled to pick that day.

M

It never entered my mind that the California
Highway Patrol or the police officers of any of the
various cities we rolled through might pull me over
and demand to see a driver's license. I enjoyed
driving the truck. For 75 cents per hour it sure beat
the hell out of earning 65 cents per hour picking
peaches, grapes, oranges, etc.
A LESSON LEARNED
Early in my truck driving career, I took a load of
oranges to a packing house in Lindsay. I parked behind
a long row of trucks that were waiting to be unloaded. I
watched as the young men clambered over the trucks,
untying the ropes holding the load together, then used a
large handtruck to pick up one row of boxes at a time and
park them in the vicinity of a rubber conveyor belt.
Two young men picked up the boxes individually
and placed them on the conveyor belt, which moved the
boxes down one floor to the storage area.

A young Chicano approached my truck and asked
me ifl wanted them to move my truck for $1 or would
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I move it myself. I said that I would move it myself.
A short while later I noticed that most of the truck
drivers were leaving their trucks and going to a small
beer bar on the corner of the packing house property.
It was getting very cold sitting in the truck with the
engine off. I left my truck and went to check out the bar.
The cantina was full of truck drivers, but I didn't know
a soul. I bellied up to the bar. Soon I was conversing with
other truck drivers, answering the standard questions,
who you drive for, where you are working, and where
you live.
Every few minutes, the young Chicano who had
approached my truck in the parking lot would come into
the bar, hand a setofkeys to one of the drivers, and leave
the cantina.
A few hours later I noticed that most of the truck
drivers had disappeared from the bar. I decided to go see
if my truck had been unloaded by the packing house
personnel. Surprise!
here it sat exactly where I had left it.
The parking lot was empty! It was
dark outside, I was more than slightly intoxicated, and concerned about what I was going to do with
a truckload of oranges!
I drove the truck up to the unloading ramp. An
elderly man was slowly sweeping the ramp. I jumped
out of the truck, and asked him, "How do I get my truck
unloaded?"
"Where in hell have you been all night long?" he
asked.

T

"I was in the cafe having a beer. I thought the
swampers would unload my truck and then bring me
the keys the way they did with the other drivers,'' I
replied.
"They will if you pay them for it," he said, and
kept on sweeping.
"I didn't understand what he wanted when he asked
me for one dollar," I replied, "What do I do now?" I
asked desperately.
"Well ... I'm not supposed to do it but I will help you
unload your truck. You're lucky the belt's still running."
He untied the load for me and began trucking the
oranges to the belt. I would pull down the boxes and put
them on the belt and they disappeared down to the floor
below where I presumed there were other men stacking
the boxes somewhere.
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''You gonna want empties?'' the maintenance man
asked as he delivered the last truckload of oranges to the
belt.
"Yeah," I replied, "We're gonna work tomorrow too.
Christmas Day!"
I backed the truck up to the loading ramp where the
empties were and he handcarted them onto my truck. I
kicked and pushed them into alignment, knowing full
well the importance of a well stacked load.
fter we finished loading the
empties,
the
maintenance
guy jumped up on the truck and tied the
load down for me. I guess he sensed that I had had too
much to drink and he didn't want an accident happening
on his watch.
"That'll do it," he said.
I reached in my pocket and handed him one dollar.
He didn't even look at it. He just held the dollar bill there
and stared intently into my eyes. I dropped another
dollar bill in his palm. The stare continued. Then I
dropped two more dollars into his hand, turned around
and jumped into my truck for the 20 mile drive back to
Woodlake, in the dark, over roads that I had never seen
before.
To make a long story shorter, I reached home at
about 11:30 at night, as tired as a human being can get.
I peeked into the living room of the house. My brother
Ted had come up from Los Angeles for the holidays and
he and my older brother Jess were playing monopoly. I
said hello and said that I would be right back. I jumped
into the shower. As I was putting my shoes on, I decided
to lean back for awhile and take a short nap. The next
thing I knew it was 6:00 AM and my sister Frances was
waking me up to go to work. Another truck drivin' day
had begun.

A

T

he only thing I thought about all the next
day ••• Christmas Day ••• was $1, $1, $1 •••
Man, that was an expensive lesson. I saved
one dollar at 6 PM, paid $4 at 10:30 PM, froze my ass
in the parking lot, unloaded full boxes, loaded empty
boxes, and worked until midnight on Christmas Eve
..• to save $1.

*****

An interesting incident took place about seven months

later. My padrino told me the night before that I was
going to drive ·the truck. Frankie had business some-

where else, he was sick, or for whatever reason, he was
unavailable to work.
The crew was picking grapes at some ranch near
Orosi. I took the last load of the day into the packing
house on Race Street in Visalia.
hen
Frankie
was
driving we would take our load
to the packing house and then stop at
one of two bars we frequented in Visalia. One or the
other. When we both drove he would unload first and
then he would wait for me at the designated bar, La
Hacienda, or the other one whose name I cannot recall.
On this beautiful day in July I had decided not to stop
at the Hacienda, but drive directly back to Woodlake and
do my drinking at Gomez Place near home.

W

I was nearing Cutler Park on the highway to
Woodlake when I spotted a big black Buick behind
me, with the driver honking his horn. I moved over
to the right side of the lane, giving him room to pass
if that was what he wanted to do. But he did not pass.
Then I thought, maybe the boxes are coming loose
and this guy is warning me. I better stop and check out
the load. I gave a right tum signal and pulled well off the
road, stopped the truck and turned off the ignition. As I
alighted from the truck the driver of the Buick had gotten
out of his car and was approaching my truck.
"Que pasa?" I asked.
"Where's Frankie?" he asked.
"He's not working today. He was very sick, or he
had some business to take care of,'' I replied.
"I think your boxes are getting loose," he said,
pointing to the load but they seemed to be all right to me.
Two other guys had come out of the car and they climbed
up on the platform, kicking at the boxes, straightening
them up for me.
The driver of the Buick went around to the front end
of the truck. After a few moments he came back and told
the other guys, "It's alright, they're not gonna fall!"
"Thanks for your help," I said as they got back into
the Buick. As I pulled onto the highway, driving toward
Woodlake, I saw the Buick flip an abrupt U turn and
head back toward Visalia .
The next day when I saw Frankie he asked me if I had
stopped at La Hacienda for a beer the day before. I said
no and he left it at that. It took me a few years to figure
this movida out, but then no one ever used intellect and
my name in the same sentence. • • • • •
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GI Forum Politics:

The Larry Stone Letter
THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
FINDS US
San Jose Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado, her aide
Pete Carrillo and some people from the City of San Jose
Redevelopment Agency were meeting with San Jose GI
Forum Chairman Victor Garza and other members in the
Forum building on Alum Rock A venue. I was in the
building for another purpose but plopped down to sit in
on the meeting.
hat
the
Redevelopment
Agency had in mind was
that they wanted the 1680 Alum Rock
Avenue property owned by San Jose GI Forum and
wanted to discuss with the Chairman how they might
acquire it. They came up with three proposals:
No. 1. They build us a comparable building somewhere else and we trade properties with no
money involved.
No. 2, They buy the building and property from us,
giving us fair market value, and we go find
another building ourselves.
No.3: They just wait. At some point in time, they
come in, condemn our building under
eminent domain and move us out whether
we like it or not. For the common good

W

I asked, "If there is going to be any development
on this corner next to the Mexican Heritage Museum, why can't we remain in this area and WE
become entrepreneurs?''
Humberto Garza, Victor's brother, thought it was a
good idea. Later his brother appointed him Chairman of
a building committee and we began to explore ideas on
how we might build a building for ourselves and somehow tie in a business enterprise so we could support our
investment.

Humberto picked me, Art Lomas, Rose Flores,
David Sierra, and I don't remember whom else to
work on this project. We decided to kick around a lot
of ideas at first, without considering feasibility.
We just wanted ideas on what we MIGHT be able to

build, and what the chapter would CONSIDER building.
At one of the meetings, I offered the idea that our
building ought to be a Veterans Memorial Building and
that the architecture should be such that people would
want to see it because it was unique. "If we give ideas to
an architect, I am sure they can come up with something
appropriate," I said.
Victor Garza happened to be at that meeting and
offered, "No, that's not a good idea. I know of at least
three veterans buildings going up in this county right
now. We don't need another one!"

''Victor,'' I said,'' I know that you know everything that's going on in this county, and we mere
mortals do not. But we aren't in the building stages
yet. All we're doing is throwing up ideas."
Pete Gonzalez gave me a knowing smile. La Flecha
Derecha was ALWAYS on top of everything, and the
rest of us collectively did not know diddly squat about
anything. Or, at least, that's what Victor thinks.

It seemed to me that he had the idea that the
only thing that we knew about politics and Santa
Clara County was the information that he was
willing to spoon-feed us.
A PAIN IN THE ASS
fter the meeting, Humberto and I retired to
the Culture Center, which is what we called
the Boots & Saddle cocktail lounge, to keep
our discussion going.
"Your brother is going to be a royal pain in the ass on
this project," I said.
"Why do you say that?" he asked.
"Because he is on the board of the Mexican Heritage
Corporation and THEY are building a project much
bigger than what we have in mind. Every idea we give
him, he's gonna take it to the MHC and if we are going
to be competing with them for Redevelopment Agency
dollars, we're screwed!" I opined.

A

ENTER LARRY STONE
Some weeks later, Jack Ellwanger entered the pic-
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ture He had returned to San Jose after going through a
divorce, and spending about ten years in La Paz, Mexico,
writing a book, getting drunk, and editin~ a travel
magazine about Baja California. He was excited about
the project because it was something he and I had
discussed over a cold beer many many times many many
years ago. We had ideas on what the building sh~uld
contain, and how it could be utilized in the community's
best interests.
ack contacted his friend, Larry Stone, former
Mayor of Sunnyvale, an old friend of some
of us, and got him interested in our project.
Stone came to the GI Forum building on a Sunday
morn-ing and Jack, Gloria, Art Lomas, and I met him
there. He looked over the area, and we discussed some
ideas that we had and he thought the project was "doable."
Stone would do all the politicking, hustle the government dollars, do a marketing study for us, and give us
a completed building. Of course, we had to pay him.
Unlike San Jose GI Forum, Larry Stone & Associates is
NOT a non-profit organization. We pay him for his
services. Fair is fair.

J

In February of 19---, Stone wrote a letter to
Victor Garza, Chairman of San Jose GI Forum,
asking him for a down payment of $10,000 so that he
could begin working to bring our building to fruition.
He asked for $30,000 in three installments so that we
could demonstrate that we were serious about the project.
Jack Ellwanger thought that we could get those monies
from the City of San Jose Redevelopment Agency.
Stone had a meeting scheduled with HUD Secretary
Henry Cisneros in Washington, D.C. later in the month
and wrote the letter, to get a commitment from Victor
Garza so he could represent us and try to find some
federal dollars for our building project.
Prior to the February meeting of San Jose GI Forum,
Jack and I met at the Boots & Saddle so he could show
me the letter Stone had written to Victor. I read it and
Jack asked me if I wanted a copy. I said no, and he kept
the copy. I did not take a copy because I was confident
that the letter would be read at the meeting and the
building project would get underway.
Jack hand-carried the original letter to Victor and we
ex-pected it to be read at the meeting, but it wasn't. Not
under Correspondence. Not under Old Business. And
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Withoutfreedom of thought
there can be
no such thing as wisdom,
and no such thing
as public liberty, without freedom
of speech; which is the rig ht
of every man, as far as by it
he does not hurt
and control the right
of another;
and this is the only check it ought
to suffer, and the only bound
it ought to know.
--Benjamin Franklin, 1722
(at the age of 16)
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not under New business.
uring the meeting, David Rodriguez
asked the chairman to comment on ru
mors he had heard that we were going to
build a new building, and that the members should know
what is going on.
Victor replied, "I don't know where you get your
information, but there is nothing going on. If you find
out something, bring it to me in writing."

D

At the March meeting, again we expected the
letter to be read, but it wasn't. This time it was AI
Castellano asking the questions. He got the same
replies. Nothing was going on, said the Chairman.
Jack and I discussed for what possible reasons
Victor was hesitating to read a letter addressed to him as
Chairman which was San Jose GI Forum business. (An
impeachable offense, by the way, according to Robert's
Rules of Order.) As I understand it, letters written to a
person in his capacity as Chairman of an organization
are part of the business of the organization and the
membership is entitled to know what letters are received, good or bad.

CONFRONTATION
At the April meeting, I was scheduled to run the
Nomination of Officers for the election scheduled in
May. While talking to Victor about that, I asked him,
''Victor, you have a letter from Larry Stone that was
given to you in February. Why haven't you read it to
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the membership? Do you intend to read it tonight?"
"I don't know what you are talking about," he replied, "I don't have any letter from Larry Stone."
"Victor, I know better. I KNOW he wrote you a letter
asking for $10,000 so he could begin representing us in
building a new building. He wrote you a letter which was
hand-carried to you. You don't remember it?" I said.
"DAVID, THERE IS NO LETTER!" he said authoritatively.

"Victor, there IS a letter," I insisted, "When are
you going to read it to the membership?"
"David ••• YO CIDNGO A MI MADRE IF I
EVER GOT ANY LETTER FROM LARRY
STONE!" he said very emphatically.
gave him a very stern look and walked away. I
pulled up a chair next to Sid Haro who was
talking to Ed Campos and Gus Lerma at a table
near the side door of the Eastside Community Center.
"David, what's wrong?" Sid asked me, sensing that
I was deeply troubled by something.
"I don't believe it .... Sid ... I DON'T BELIEVE IT ....
I just asked Victor if he was going to read a letter he got
from Larry Stone three months ago and he says he never
got any letter from Stone ... and YO CHINGO AMI
MADRE IF I EVER GOT ANY LETTER FROM
LARRY STONE!" I replied.
"Mira!" I said, handing him a copy of the letter
which I had obtained between the March and April
meetings.

I

When Sid, Campos and Lerma had read the
letter, Sid handed it back. I walked outside to where
Victor, Humberto Garza, Jose Carrasco, and some
other men were talking.
"Victor, toma!" I said loudly, "You never saw THIS

Vigilance
The best state
is that in which

bad men are not allowed
to hold office,
and good men are not
allowed to refuse office.
--Pitticus of Lesbos
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before?"
I pushed the letter close to his face. Humberto was
standing next to him, saw that it was from Larry Stone,
and grabbed the letter, "I'M THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
BUILDING COMMITTEE," he shouted, "That letter
should have come to me!"

ictor," I said very emotionally, "I
don't want to run your nominations,
I don't want to run your elections,
and I don't want anything further to do with your
administration. Ever!"

V

I walked to my car, put the nomination papers in the
trunk of my car, and went back inside the building,
seething with anger.
My wife Gloria could tell that I was angry when I
walked back inside the building. She approached me and
asked, "Honey, what's the matter?"
"I'll tell you about it later ...... I replied, and found a
chair. The meeting was starting.

San Jose State University professor Jose Carrasco,
Victor's compadre, ran the nominations and the
elections a month later.
The letter was never read to the membership.
So much for democracy in the Victor Garza administration. La Flecha Derecha. my ass!
Garza was re-elected. His opponent, Rose Flores,
got 37 votes, which surprised a lot of people. We had
floated a rumor that we were going to beat Victor and
beat him decisively. He enlisted Art Lomas, our Fiestas
Patrias Coordinator, to work the phones on GI Forum
time, to urge as many people as possible to come to the
May meeting and re-elect him.

eanwhile, he was signing up all his
brothers-in-law (some not even U.S.
citizens) and many people who had
been inactive for years. Victor Garza pulled out all
the stops. He wanted that chairmanship! He also
enlisted Lou Cobarruviaz, the San Jose Chief of
Police; and AI Rodriguez, owner and manager of
Radio KAZA, to speak for him on election night.

M

We'll never know what he told them about the threat
he was facing, but they must have been surprised when
he won so handily.
Garza won the election, but he lost the hearts of his
fellow Forumeers. He stopped giving us a monthly
report of his activities at each chapter meeting. Every-
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one seemed to be .. down .. on him. Those who supported
his re-election did not come to the meetings to offer their
support. He seemed like a man without a country.

fter board meetings at the GI Forum
building, he would walk out the front
door and down the driveway rather than
walk through the building. We sensed that he was
avoiding us.

A

Sid Haro had it right. .. I bet he doesn•t even come to
the meetings after he leaves office, .. he said. He was
right.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Why did Humberto Garza
grab the letter out of his brother•s hand? Perhaps because
he had been trying to pressure Larry Stone into hiring
him to do the feasibility and marketing study for a fee of
$50,000 on a GI Forum building. Stone had told
Humberto that he already had people on his staff to do
that type of work, people who were experienced.
here was a rumor that Humberto had told
Stone that if he did not give him the feasibil
ity and marketing study job that he could
stop the entire project. .. The Chairman is my brother and
I am the Vice Chairman of the chapter, .. Stone was told,
according to our sources.
There were rumors that Victor had mentioned that
he did not want gavachos involved in the project and
would not accept Stone•s involvement in our planning.
But why didn•t he say so?
If his reasoning was correct, how did he expect to
accomplish anything and NOT involve gavachos? You
don't have to be very smart to understand that in this
country we live by the golden rule ... Those that Have the
Gold Make up the Rules ... and right now, amigo, it ain•t
us. So why not be realistic about it?

T

II

II

P

ersonally, I came to the conclusion that
Victor Garza did not know what to do,
and did not want to ask for advice on a
complicated matter like building an office building
and social hall for the GI Forum.
There was also a rumor from an excellent source that
the San Jose Redevelopment Agency had offered us
$50,000 to do a feasibility and marketing study, but that
Victor Garza never got around to asking them for the
money.
When I use the word llrumor.. it is information that
I got from sources that I do not wish to divulge.

•••••

Duagry,
De•eless
aad tJgly
One beautiful Friday morning in July 2004, Gloria
and I were just riding around the east side of San Jose,
using up gasoline to make the oil companies richer,
when we spotted a man panhandling on Flickinger
Street & Berryessa.
He was holding up a sign reading:

HUNGRY,
HOMELESS
and UGLY
I don•t know about the first two descriptions he was
giving about himself, but he was absolutely right about
the third part of his description. We got a good laugh at
his honesty. On the spur of the moment I decided to flip
aU-tum, go back to his comer and make his day by
giving him a few bucks.
I made aU-tum and handed him a five dollar bill, just
for being honest with the world.
It would not surprise me to find out that his mother
left him abandoned on some church·s front steps just to
avoid looking at him. Amigo, that man was ugly ugly,
if you know what that means.
He had a face that only a mother could love. He
probably didn•t own a mirror, it would have just depressed him even more, maybe to the point of considering suicide. • • • • •

Let Us Dare
Let us dare to read, think,
speak and write.
--John Adams, 1765
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San Jose GI ForuiD
Scholarship Foundation
Dinner Speech
June 8, 1999
Back in 1986, while discussing the upcoming Scholarship Foundation Awards Dinner I
reminded Chairman Victor Garza that I had
been the dinner speaker at the first -ever one at
La Paloma Restaurant. We discussed my giving
an address at the 1986 dinner but it never happened. Somehow, Mr. Garza was not able to
work things out with the Foundation high
muckety mucks.

So ••• in 1999, with Fred Contreras as
President, I called him to request 10 minutes'
time on the 1999 program schedule to reiterate remarks I had made 27 years before. He
said he would pass on the request to the
board of directors and get back to me. They
said yes, so Mrs. Sierra's boy was on the
program on June 8, 1999. This is what I said:

Good evening!
27 years ago tonight, we had the pleasure of addressing the first -ever Awards Dinner of the San Jose
GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, Inc. Tonight, we
will tell you how this organization started and what it
has accomplished. We also want to heap praise on a few
people, give thanks where it is merited, and say something nice about the young people we are honoring this
evening.

Tonight you are attending the 27th annual San
Jose GIForum Scholarship Foundation, Inc. awards
dinner.
I'm going to say it again ... the 27th annual San Jose
GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, Inc. awards dinner.
That sounds very good to all of us who remember

when there WAS no scholarship foundation.
Discussions about organizing a foundation began
about the time that San Jose GI Forum was organized in
1959. I remember Bob Rodriguez, Leonard Ramirez,
Ernie Vasquez, Dan Campos, Bill Lopez, Ike Hernandez
and others dreaming out loud years before you young
men and women were born. (If that is atrocious English,
remember that nobody ever gave me a scholarship, I'm
here because I know somebody important).
e used to hear stories about many
deserving high school graduates who
couldn't go on to college because their
family could not afford it. Since ..Education is Our
Freedom .. is part of our GI Forum motto, that bothered
us very much.

W

We raised money to give scholarships by having
dances, tamaladas, car washes, etc. I remember one
year when we gave a young man a $500 CASH
award. He went out and bought himself a used car
and forgot about going to college! Believe it or not!
I also remember a young man we interviewed and
rejected. In one of his reference letters a teacher wrote
that he was a very bright student but that his extracurricular .. gang .. activities seemed to be more important
than higher education.
We asked him about this, and he said, uyeah, I spend
a lot of time with the guys on the street. I'm good in
algebra, trigonometry, and calculus. The guys want to
know about it, so I tell them. The cops think we're
putting grafitti on the sidewalks. What they find is
algebra problems!" he laughed ... A few months later, we
read his name in a Chicano barrio newspaper when he
was accepted at Harvard University.

We remember one evening in 1969
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when San Jose GI Forum held a dance at
the I.E.S. Hall and businessman Hank
Coca agreed to match every dollar we
raised, on the condition thatALL the money
go to scholarships. We took him up on it.
When I asked Pete Gonzalez how much
money we had taken in, he was mad ...
"About $175," he said. "Who wants to
know?"
"Hank Coca," I said, "He's gonna match it!"
Mr. Coca took the cash out of his pocket and gave it
to us, right then and there.
I am sure that every GI Forum member in this room
can think of a few spirited but failed attempts by their
own chapters to raise money for scholarships.

ome of you remember when San Jose
GI Forum raftled off a new 1969 Mus
tang, to raise money. As fate would have it,
that must have been the coldest winter in San Jose
history. Many of us froze our feet and other parts of
our anatomy standing in front of the Payless Drug
Store on Capitol Avenue, at the old White Front
store on Moorpark, and at the Berryessa Flea Market selling raftle tickets for $1 each.

S

You know who won the car? Some Mexican bracero
from Hollister! We had a heckuva time convincing him
to come to San Jose to pick up his car! He thought it was
a hoax. When he arrived the television cameras were
there, and we were eager to give him the keys, and see
him drive off. Well, first, he didn't speak English.
Secondly, he did not know how to drive!
We had to wonder if the Gods wanted us in the
scholarship business!
In 1971, San Jose Chapter voted to allocate $300 to
draft a constitution and bylaws for a San Jose GI Forum
Scholarship Foundation. We would be raising money
from corporations.
Shortly after the foundation was organized, a man
called from Lockheed, saying that they were impressed
with our criteria for selecting scholarship winners, and
that they wanted to make a contribution to the Foundation.
"We have a check for $5,000 here," he said, Can you
come by and pick it up?"

Believe it or not, it took us THREE MONTHS
before we got over to the building where the check was,
and picked it up. And the guy who picked it up WORKED
at Lockheed!
It was obvious to all of us that we needed some
advice in corporate fund raising.

The Lockheed man was the late Ray Schneyer, of
course. Ray joined our board of directors and gave
many years of service to this organization. It is safe
to say that without his efforts in those difficult,
formative years, we might not be here this evening.
A few months later, Santa Clara GI Forum, led by
Mario Rico, also a Lockheed employee, joined the board
with three members of his chapter. Later, other Santa
Clara County chapters were invited to join us in this
venture.
Ourfrrst scholarship winner was Miss Rachel Garcia,
who went to Syracuse University in New York state and
returned to the Santa Clara Valley five years later and
was elected President of this Foundation.

In the first four years of its existence through
1976, thisfoundationawardedover$85,000ingrants.
In the next four years, through 1980, an additional $166,000 was donated by business and industrial firms.
In 1980 the San Jose Mercury News made a major
contribution when they donated a full page in their May
30th edition so we could print the photos of all the
recipients, plus the names of the companies making
donations, and an announcement of our awards dinner.
Recipients, family, and members of the American GI
Forum jammed the Centennial Hall at the Fairgrounds

Rendezvous with Destiny
You and I have a
rendezvous with destiny.
We wUl preserve
for our children
this, the last best lwpe of
man on earth, or
we will sentence them to take
the first step into a tlwusand
years of darkness.
--Franklin D. Roosvelt
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Luis Valdez, El Machete
Luis Valdez was attending San Jose
State University, hanging around with a
bunch of radical hueros at the Cinnabar
lounge on San Fernando Street. I don't
remember exactly where it was that we
met, but I took a liking to him because h e
was saying a lot of things that I believed in,
but I didn't have the huevos to say them
out loud, nor to speak them in public.
r
I rem emb er one occasion when some
guy walked into the Cinnabar and told the
group we were drinking with that ther e
was a fundraising party at the home of L......='----~==~!!!!!!!!"'!!!!!!!!!!"'!!!!!!!!
John Castro who was running for the city
The photo above was shot by Humberto
council.
Garcia shortly after Luis Valdez began writing
"Free food!" he exclaimed, so we piled into an ELMACHETE column for ELEXCENTRICO.
our cars and went off to Royal Street. At one He was too far ahead of most of us intellectupoint in the evening, Valdez climbed on top of ally. We did not understand him, and som e of
the food table and launched into a speech. I us probably still don't. He was and is a briltold him to show some class, and get off. He liantmind. He proved it later with productions
was upset, to say the least, but I knew h e like LA BAMBA and other theatrical works.
knew better.

Scholarship Speech
(Cont. from Pg 240)
for that dinner. That REALLY kicked some life into the
Foundation.
By its thirteenth year in 1985, the Foundation had
awarded $440,000 in scholarships.
A year later, Westinghouse gave the Foundation a
major push f01ward when they made a corporate gift of
S I 0,000 per year for the next three years.
It has been a very fruitful27 years. Over $1,600,000
in academic grants have been awarded to over 1300
students.
I remember in 1972, being called by Fou ndation
President Abelardo Martinez on Tuesday night and
asked to be the speaker at the first Awards Dinner. I said
"YES" because I realized that the foundation needed all
the help it could get.
Besides that, WE WERE MAKING HISTORY.

Mrs. Sierra's boy, David, would be the first-ever speaker
at the Foundation A wards Dinner.
It was held at La Paloma Mexican Restaurant on

White Road. By the time it ended we were on a firstname friendship basis with everyone in the room,
because there were only 22 people there, and that
included the owners of the restaurant and their
waitresses!
Ever since I graduated from high school in 1952, I
had thought aboutwhati wou ld say ifl ever had a chance
to address a class of graduates. I knew what I wanted to
say. Here, at last, was the opportun ity. I said it then and
I am going to repeat it tonight:
TAKE YOUR SCHOLARSHIP ... STUDY HARD
.. . MAKE A SUCCESS OF YOURSELF ... AND RETURN TO YOUR COMMUNITY AND GIVE SOMETHING BACK ... JUST AS OTHERS HAVE GIVEN
TO YOU!
If you're looking for role models, look no further
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Scholarship Speech
(Cont. from Pg 241)
than Rigo Chacon, South Bay Bureau Chief of KGOTV; Jose Villarreal, Santa Clara County Public Defender; and countless other Chicanos in leadership roles
today.
Forthoseofyouwholikeagoodlovestory,<Where's
John Hammett?) Isaura Servin of Santa Clara and Ray
Gaeta of San Jose met at a scholarship awards luncheon.
They both went to Stanford. Today, she is engineer
Isaura Servin and you can call him Dr Raymond Gaeta.

T

o all the members of the San Jose GI
Forum Scholarship Foundation, we
have this to say: Your efforts over the
years have given impetus to the ambitions and dreams
of many deserving young men and women. We are
sure that they, and especially their parents, appreciate the work you do.
To the business and industrial firms who donate to
this organization ... GRACIAS! ... THANK YOU ... it
could not happen without you ... and we are deeply ...
deeply ... appreciative.
To the parents of these bright young men and women,
congratulations for raising ambitious, disciplined children. We invite you to come join the American GI
Forum and assist us in our efforts. There are many, many
more needy youngsters out there who need our help.
I remind YOU young men and women we honor this
evening, there are many family members, teachers,
counselors, schoolmates, administrators and American
GI Forum friends with great expectations for your
success.
The scholarship we are giving you tonight says:
YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO EXCEL. YOU
CAN BE ANYTHING YOU WANT TO BE IN YOUR
LIFE. THAT IS WHY WE ARE INVESTING IN
YOUR EDUCATION.
WORD OF CAUTION: Go to the univer
sity. Use your time wisely. Enjoy the extra
curricular activities. Network with your
fellow students. Enjoy college life to the fullest. But
remember .. ALWAYS keep focused on why you are
there.
AttheSanJoseGIForum's VIDANUEVArehabilitation home where I work, we have seen hundreds of
young men with unlimited potential whose lives were

A

ruined by alcohol and drugs. One young man in particular, we recall. He was named the outstanding player for
his school's varsity soccer team as a sophomore. Then
again as a Junior. Then he discovered drugs, alcohol,
and all night parties. He lost interest in the future.
His girlfriend got pregnant. He quit school at age

17. And the downward spiral began, leading him to
jails, prison, and into our program. Today, that man
could be playing professional soccer. The last time I
saw him he was working in a car wash. Don't let
alcohol or drugs take control of YOUR life.
N CONCLUSION, Always remember, that
wherever you are going, you are taking your
family with you. Your father and mother may
have been farmworkers or manual laborers, but your
brothers and sisters don't HAVE to be. You show them
the way to the university, and in the future your family
will think of themselves as college people, with unlimited potential.

I

ONE SMALL BIT OF ADVICE:
When you have gone to college and
graduated, you don't have to brag about
it. Don't tell anyone how many degrees
you have. Just comport yourself in a
manner that makes it obvious.
Sometime in the future, when you have graduated from college and are beginning to make your
mark in society, and you see some of us on the street,
in a supermarket, or at a social function, take the
time to talk.
Just say, "You probably don't remember me, but I
got a San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation grant
in 1999. I graduated from UCLA in 2003 and I am now
practicing law, have my own architectural firm, or
whatever it is that you are doing".
THAT, young men and women, will make all of this
effort seem WORTHWHILE for us old folks.
Muchas gracias por la atencion
que me han prestado.
Thank you for your attention. • • • • •

Education is our Freedom
--Motto of the American Gl Forum
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WUHS Tigers 7, Fresno High 5
May 1952
I was writing sports for the Woodlake ECHO in
1952, my senior year at Woodlake High School, when
my alma mater turned in one of the biggest wins in its
illustrious baseball history, an upset of the highly touted
Fresno High Warriors in the Delano Easter Baseball
Tournament. That tournament is the biggest and most
prestigious baseball tournament in the central San
Joaquin Valley.
Other than the host Delano Tigers, Woodlake High
has been attending that event longer than any other team.
All of the top baseball powers were invited and some
very exciting baseball took place. Some very talented
baseball players honed their skills in the Delano tourney.
osey Gilhousen, Pittsburgh Pirates scout,
was in the area to look at some prospects. He
was a good friend of Woodlake coach Jack
Mann, and we rode from Woodlake to Delano with him.
It was an aspiring sportswriter's dream, talking baseball
to a real live baseball scout. I had read Gilhousen's name
in the paper many times, of course, because he signed
some of the players then starring in the major leagues.
I should have written an article about the conversation between he and Jack Mann and our questions to him
about life in major league baseball on the 60 mile trip to
Delano, but I didn't. Clumsy me!
One player he touted was John Callison, East Bakersfield HS outfielder, who made it to the major leagues,
and Jack Hannah who got to Triple A.
This is what I wrote about the WUHS-Fresno High
game for the Woodlake ECHO:

R

Woodlake Upsets
Fresno High Warriors, 7-5
In April 1952, at the ninth annual Delano Invitational Baseball tournament, Woodlake High's Tigers
won 1 game and lost 2.
On Thursday morning they were defeated by the
host Delano Tigers. Big Abe Morales opposed
Woodlake's Paul Kerns on the mound. Morales gave up
two hits while Delano got 7 off Kerns. The only Tiger
hits were by Moran in the 2nd inning and one by

Lupercio in the seventh.
PRIZE UPSET

Thursday afternoon, the Tigers pulled one of the
prize upsets of the tourney, turning back the Fresno
High Warriors, 7-5. Darrel Moody hurled 2-hit ball
while his teammates hammered out 8 safeties off
Chuck Wimer and Doug Thompson, the Warrior
pitchers.
he Tigers got one run in the initial frame,
and 5 in the second. Three of these came on
Darrel Moody's 3-run homer off southpaw
Chuck Wimer.
One more run in the fourth inning wound up the
Tigers scoring for the day.
Fresno got their runs in the fourth and seventh
innings.
On Saturday morning the heavy hitting Livingston
Wolves trounced Woodlake 18-4 on Hal Covert's three
hit pitching. Dale Mehrten opened on the hill for the
Tigers and was relieved by Kerns after pitching to 8
batters. Kerns fanned the first man to face him and
pitched until the fifth inning. Moody hurled the remaining innings. Woodlake got their four runs on three hits
while Livingston got 18 runs on 20 hits. • • • • •

T

Longevity
The major league baseball record for
most years served as manager of one team
is held by Connie Mack, and will probably
never be broken.
He managed the Philadelphia Athletics
(American League), a team he also owned,
for 50 years, finally retiring after the 1951
season.
Other major league skippers with many
years at the helm were National Leaguers
John McGraw of the New York Giants and
Walter Alston of the Los Angeles Dodgers.
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California has the Highest
Teen Pregnancy Rate
in the Industrialized World
by E. David Sierra
The California Wellness Foundation in San Francisco is just one of many organizations currently addressing the problem of teenage pregnancies.
A large ad in an hispanic business magazine recently
urged dialogue between parents and their children. It
also enouraged people to seek more information about
the problem.
ur though ts: Young boys must be
taught th a t they s hou ld re spect
young ladies the way they want other boys
to respect their sisters. They need to know that they share
Lhe responsibility for a teenage girl becoming pregnant
and what the consequences are. They must know that
they are legally responsible for supporting that child for
the next 18 years.
In the rehab home where I am employed, I once
heard a young man say that his high school girlfriend
wanted to get pregnant when he was going with her. She
seemed undecided about what she was going to do with
her life. She did not intend to go to college. She did not
have a good work ethic because her parents al lowed her
to watch television until all hours of the night and did not
push her to go to school when "she didn't feel like it."
She saw getting pregnant as a way out. Her reasoning was that the County social services would give her
$250 per month if she had a child and did not know
whom the father was. Then it was a simple matter of
hav ing another child, then another, and another until she

0

would be getting over $ 1,000 per month from the county
for doing nothing. To her, $ 1,000 per month, and living
with mom and dad, sounded like an astronomical amount
of money.
he young man intended living with his par
ents and she with hers. They would date each
other just like they did in high school. There
would be no fami lial responsibilities because he was
living with his parents and she with hers. Very simple.
Except, they had not taken into account that, perhaps, his
parents and her parents did not intend to let them live off
them forever!
As all adults know, $ 1,000 per month may seem like
a lot of money, but it is not. You cannot rent a twobedroom apartment and feed five mouths on $1,000 per
month UNLESS you are living with your mom and dad.
And, what if they pass away suddenly ! Then what?
What if they suffer serious illnesses and need help
themselves? What if they decide that they no longer
want to be raising your children, while you continue to
act like a high school student with no worries in the
world?

T

What if you fall in love with another young
man who wants you for a wife but doesn't
want the burden of four children at the age of
22?
e knew of a case in San Jose many years
ago where a young man and woman
fathered a chi ld. The mother continued
living with her parents and the young man with his
parents. The father of her child did not want to marry her
because he said he was not working and could not afford
to support her and the child. Of course they continued
seeing each other and having sex. They had a second
child. After realizing that the father of her children was

W
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Me and 1 ,000 Others
ALL AMERICA
CITY AWARDS
In April1961 I received a letter from Dan Caputo,
General Chairman, of the All America City A wards
Dinner committee, inviting me to the All America City
Awards Dinner, Tuesday, April25, 1961 at Exposition
Hall, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. "You are among
those who will receive a certificate ... " his letter stated.

Gosh, Mrs. Sierra's son, Eliseo, is going to be
honored by the City of San Jose?
I did not go to the dinner. Tickets were $5.00 each,
and that was a case of beer in those days, and I chose not

to attend.
A few days after the dinner I received a packet in the
mail enclosing my certificate and a booklet listing all the
other winners.

There must have been at least 1,000 names printed
in 4 point type. But, looking at it positively, it didn't
include all 600,000 residents of San Jose, so I WAS
part of an elite group.
Humberto Garcia, publisher of EL EXCENTRICO
wanted to make a big deal of it and splash it inside the
magazine ... until I showed him the list of the honorees
which included many of our friends in the Mexican
American community.

Among the Hispanics listed were: Isaias (Friday)

Teen Pregnancies

Moderation

(Cont. from Pg 244)
probably never going to marry her, she began dating
other men. Eventually she fell in love with a young man
who was willing to marry her, adopt her children, and
move her into their own home.
t that point the father of the children found
an attorney who was urging civil rights
organizations to raise money to fight the
case of the young man whose child was about to be
adopted by "someone else" without his consent!!

A

Common sense prevailed when the young
man was apprised that upon admitting that
the children were his, he would be required to
support the children until the age of 18, and
that he was already three years behind in
support payments. His love (and concern for
his babies) died instantly. The case was quietly dropped.
It is very important that the parents and teenagers
discuss their problems candidly. They must trust each
other.
There are few things more beautiful in life than to see
a mother whose daughters treat her like their best friend.

The golden rule is
moderation in all things.
--Terence

You can sense the love in their eyes when they talk to
each other. You just KNOW that they have trust in her
and that they can discuss anything with her. Young girls
must have confidence in their mothers to discuss very
intimate sexual matters.
oung men also must be aware that they
share equal responsibility with young ladies for teen pregnancies. Fathers need to
take the young men aside early in life and explain to
them about the biological differences between boys and
girls. They need to teach them how boys make girls
pregnant and about the responsibilities of fatherhood.
Many men probably don't talk to their sons about sex
because they are not sure themselves what they ought to
be telling them. That is understandable, but not acceptable. If kids do not know, they will make mistakes. And
those mistakes, particularly made early in life, can be
very, very costly.

Y
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Teen Pregnancies
(Cont. from Pg 245)

T

hink of the dreams that were never realized
because a young lady got pregnant and her
boyfriend d id not want to marry her. Think
of the young men whose collegiate plans were cancelled
because their girlfriend got pregnant and he quit school
to go to work and support her and their child.

Adults, too, need to change their old concepts about sexuality. They need to discard
old ideas about not discussing personal problems with their children. They need to know
that if they do not tell their children about the
consequences of teen pregnancies, they will
get the information from others, and it will
probably be grandma and granddad who
wiH be rearing the children.
Most youngsters are incapable, or unwilling to
accept the burden of raising another human being at their
tender age. Many times they have not thought about the
responsibilities of being a parent. They considered only
the pleasure of having sex with a person they love.
It is important for parents to remember that youngsters now have access to more information they we did
when we were in our teens. Also, the world has changed
dramatically. Subjects such as pregnancy, abortion, etc.
are now openly discussed daily on television. Newspapers and magazine publish articles about subjects that

Me and 1000 Others
(Cont. from Pg 245)
Aguilera, Ray Davila, Frank Davila, John DeHeras,
Charles Esparza, Jimmie Garcia, Pompeyo Garcia,
Lou Hevia, Jess Medina, Hector Moreno, Sal Ruiz,
DAVE SIERRA, Alvin Valadez, and Louis Zarate.
Needless to say, I did not get invitations to appear on
the TONIGHT SHOW, nor on 60 MINUTES.
What did I do to earn this high honor? Well, according to someone who went to the dinner, Aguilera,
Valadez, Zarate and Sierra were honored for writing
articles in EL EXCENTRICO pushing a bond issue to
build a new police building for the City of San Jose. Or
something like that. • • • • •

were taboo fifty years ago.
The California Well ness Foundation says, "We must
help them understand that sex is an act of love that links
their grandparents to their parents to them."
They also encourage parents to talk to their children
when they go through body and emotional changes.
They need to know that it is a natural thing, that nothing
unnatural is happening to them. All young ladies know
how traumatic that experience can be.
arents need to understand that the level of
information they got from their parents is not
nearly adequate for children today. It is simply not enough. The modern parent needs to be realistic,
speaking honestly about their experiences and talking
freely to their youngsters.
The physical aspects of sex are easy to explain, say
the experts. The emotional part is where it gets complicated.
Youngsters must respect each other so they can
grow up as responsible adults.
Get more information on this subject by writing:
California Wellness Foundation
466 Green St. Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94133
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article first appeared in
print in the official program of the Barrio Alcohol/Drugs
Conference in 1988. • • • • •
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Sports Illustrated muffs it!

Joe Batiste of Sacramento
Junior College
1n the early 1980's, on a weekday afternoon , a friend
and I were talking sports in the cocktail lounge of the
downtown Holiday Inn, San Jose, Calif.
The only other customer was a very large sun-tanned
fellow in a blue suit, who was drinking whiskey and
chasing it with beer like he wanted to drown himself.
y friend was telling me about Bruce
Jenner whom he had seen compete in
track and field some years earlier. He
was very impressed with Mr. Jenner. I was championing
the talents of Rafer Johnson.
About a half hour into our discussion, the barkeep
brought us a beer we had not ordered. Soon the suntanned fellow was standing behind us, his arms resting
on our shoulders, and drunkenly saying, "Neither one of
those guys could carry Joe Batiste's jockstrap."
"Who in the hell is Joe Batiste?" I asked , curious
because I have followed track and field from the time I
was in the eighth grade and Bob Mathias won the 1948
Olympic decathlon championship.
"Look at these guys, Hal!" he yelled at the barkeep,
obv iously another native Arizonan, "They never heard
of Joe Batiste, star of the Tucson High School Badgers! "
He began telling us about this fantastic track and
field athlete who had come out of Arizona back in the
late 30's and competed for Sacramento Junior College.
"He won the California Junior College state track
and field championship by himself," our new-found
friend boasted.
I thought about Joe Batiste for a long time after that,
wondering if that Holiday Inn drunk was just talking
through his hat, or if Joe Batiste actually existed, I
planned to go to Tucson some day and look up his
exploits in their local library.
In December 1999, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
magazine printed a long article naming the top 50
athletes ever to come out of each state in the union.
As soon as I picked up the magazine, I turned to the
article's Arizona section to see if they had picked Joe

M

Joe Batiste
Sacramento Junior College's
One Man Track Team
Batiste as one of Arizona's 50 Best Athletes. They had
not. But, they HAD picked:
Curley Culp- star defensive lineman and w restler;
(these are Sl's descriptions of why the named athletes were selected);
Randall McDaniel, All America guard at ASU;
Jerry Colangelo, Suns, Diamondbacks owner;
Mike Pagel, NFL vet, played baseball at ASU too;
Rodney Peete, drafted by Lions and A's;
Mossy Cade, HS track and football All American;
Ron Hassey, 86 rbi's for 1974 Sun Devils;
Gilbert (Gib) Dawson, Star HS back in 1940's;
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Vance Johnson, one of Broncos' Three Amigos.
I had heard of some of those guys. Many years ago
I had met Curley Culp at the bar of the Omni International Hotel near the Los Angeles airport. He was on his
way to Kansas City to sign with the Chiefs. I had
followed Rodney Peete from the time he was a sophomore in high school in Tucson. It seemed to me that
Peete's father used his son's athletic talents to further his
career as an assistant coach at various colleges, USC,
and into the pros. I remembered Rodney Peete as a better
than average quarterback who was injury prone, but a
"survivor".

The Arizona Guys
Back in 1947 while picking grapes outside ofFowler
at the Hiyama Ranch, we had become friends with a
very large group of Arizona youngsters would get together in the evening to play 20-boys to a team touch
football.
They lived across the road from where we were
camped. I remembered a tall, strong quarterback named
David Valenzuela, a talkative Chicano youngster who
easily rifled the football60 to 65 yards in the air. "If you
think he's good," one of the older boys said, "you should
have seen Gib Dawson play for the Tucson Badgers."
If those guys were picked by SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, where was Joe Batiste? No mention of him at
all. So I decided to do some checking.
n a very warm day in June 2000, I went
directly to the source: Sacramento City
College. While wandering around the campus, trying to locate their trophy room, we walked into
a gymnasium and there sat a trophy gathering dust in a
glass case with the notation: Sacramento Junior College,
CaliforniaJC Track & Field Champions, April30, 1932.
I knew I was getting warmer. I stopped a man
walking on the campus and asked him where I might
find information about Joe Batiste. He said that the
expert on that type of information was Andrew
Jones, the men's basketball coach, and he directed
me to the coach's office.
Since it was the noon hour, there was no coach Jones
in sight. My wife and I watched a swimming class in
progress for a short while and then went off to the
Sacramento City Library to continue my search for Joe
Batiste.
No luck.
Later in the afternoon, we returned to City College

0

A Chain
If you put a chain around
the neck of a slave,
the other end fastens itself
around your own.
--Ralph Waldo Emerson

and this time coach Jones was there. An affable fellow,
and very cooperative with an elderly sports fan seeking
information about a former student athlete at his college.
alk about luck! Jones did his master's
thesis at Sacramento State College on
Sacramento Junior College athletic histozy.
1921 to 1977. Wetalkedforashortwhileandhe brought
out a copy of his thesis so I could get some quick info
from it. Dates of the national championship track meets
for one, anything ... just to get started.
Then he promised to send me copies of some info I
might find interesting. I couldn't thank him enough. He
sent the info. I reciprocated with a thank you card. Most
of the information on the following pages is extracted
from his work.
There was lots more work to be done. Now armed
with more precise information regarding dates, we went
to the library in Sacramento and read Andrew Jones'
thesis. We also went to the Sacramento City, Visalia
City, and Fresno County libraries to gather information
on the track meets in which Batiste competed there.

T

JOE BATISTE, TRACK LEGEND
In 1938, Joe Batiste, a sophomore student at
Tucson High School in Arizona, skipped over the 120
yard high hurdles in 14.5 seconds, establishing a new
American interscholastic record.
e continued to impress track and field fans
for two more years, running, jumping, and
throwing for the Tucson Badgers, establishing a reputation as one of the greatest high school
track and field athletes in American interscholastic
history.
In 1939 while a junior at Tucson High, Batiste
ran a 14.1 in the 110 meter high hurdles at the
national AAU meet, defeating Fred Wolcott, the
defending NCAA champion, becoming an American

H
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I lived in Tulare County, California most of my life
and did not know that there were prisoner of war camps
in our county until many years later.
hile reading a copy of DISCOVER, a
magazine which chronicles Life in the
Central Valley and High Sierras I ran
across an article telling about the camps which housed
German prisoners.

W

Over 350,000 German prisoners were brought to
the United States after the allies routed the German
Afrika Corps in 1943.
Tagus Ranch was the first POW camp in Tulare
County .It opened on July 29, 1944. The prisoners were
used to pick fruit and cotton on the huge agricultural
complex situated between Tulare and the Visalia Airport. The POW's were paid 80 cents per day. There were
about 250 to 500 prisoners at Tagus Ranch, the population fluctuating withe the different harvests. The camp
was closed on Feb. 13, 1945.
A POW camp went into operation at the Tulare

Joe Batiste of Sac JC
(Cont. from Pg 248)
national champion while still in high school!
After graduating from high school he chose Sacramento City College over USC, California, Arizona and
many other four year collegiate track powers who recruited him. Why? He said simply because he wanted to
benefit from the mentoring of L.D. Weldon, the Panthers· highly trumpeted track and field coach.
MAY 5,1941
At the PAA Amateur Athletic Union track meet on
May 5, 1941, he won the high and low hurdles races and
tied for second in the high jump. Sacramento JC finished
third behind the San Francisco Olympic Club and California but ahead of Stanford and USC.

MAY 12,1941
On May 12, 1941, at the NCJC Conference champi-

County Fairgrounds on December 11, 1944. When this
camp closed on January 24, 1946, some of the prisoners
were transferred to the Tagus Ranch and the others to
another POW compound near Tipton.
TiptonreceiveditsfirstPOWsonMay24, 1945. The
camp housed about 400 men. The camp closed on Feb. 4,
1946, with the prisoners moved to another POW facility
at the Lemoore Naval Air Station, which was then an
Army field.
There was another POW camp at Rankin Field in
Tulare County. Four hundred German prisoners arrived
onDec.1, 1945. ThecampwasdeactivatedonJan. 31,
1946.

The majority of the German prisoners
encarcerated in Tulare County were veterans of
Field Marshal Erwin Rommel's Afrika Corps.
The prisoners were encouraged by their American
captors to learn English. Some of the Germans were
reluctant to be returned to their home country after the
war, but most of them went back. • • • • •

onship meet at Sacramento Stadium, Batiste won the
220 low hurdles and placed second in the high jump and
the 100 yard dash.

MAY 19,1941
On May 19, 1941, representing the Sacramento JC
Panthers at the Fresno Relays, he won the high jump,
220 low hurdles and the 120 yard high hurdles. Sacramento finished second to Compton College.
At that time the Fresno Relays was recognized as the
California junior college state championship meet.

MAY 24,1941
On May 24, 1941, at the National Junior College
championships in Denver, Batiste won the high jump,
ran the 220 low hurdles in 23.4, setting a meet record;
placed third in the broad jump, fifth in the javelin, and
sixth in the shot put.
Sacramento Junior College defeated second
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Joe Batiste of Sac JC
(Cont. from Pg 249)
place
Compton
5 to 68-2/5 points.

Junior

College

90-2/

During the 1941 season, Joe Batiste set a new
national record of 23.0 in the 220 low hurdles.
JUNE 1,1942

On May 30, 1942 at Visalia, Calif., Batiste put on
a track clinic. In what is undoubtedly the best performance ever by any track and field athlete in Americanjunior college history, he scored 49 points to lead
his Sacramento Junior College team to the national
JC track and field championship, beating perrenial
track powerhouse Compton College.
atiste won the 120 high hurdles and 220 low
hurdles, finished second in the 100 yard
dash, tied for second in the broad jump,
placed third in the javelin, 3rd in the discus, and 5th in
the shot put.
That performance earned him a spot on an American
AAU team which toured the European continent. During the tour he high jumped 6'8", beating Les Steers of
Oregon University who was the reigning American
national collegiate champion at that time.

B

Shortly thereafter, Coach L.D. Weldon
resigned as Sacramento's track coach for
health reasons, leaving a record which may
never be equalled in the community college
ranks.
In 14 years at Sacramento City College Weldon's
track and field teams dominated the California junior
college track and field scene.

In 1942 at Madison Square Garden, New York
City, Batiste posted a time of 7.5 seconds for the 60
yard high hurdles, just 0.2 seconds off the world
record!
Joe Batiste led Sacramento to two consecutive national junior college track and field titles in 1941 and
1942.
Batiste was in Europe with an American track and
field team when Hitler's Wehnnacht rumbled across the
Polish border carpet-covered by a seemingly invincible
Luftwaffe which cleared the skies of enemy aircraft,
beginning World War IT. The team was stranded on the

continent for over a month until U.S. authorities finally
arranged transportation back to the U.S.
World War IT forced extreme curtailment of track
and field activities at Sacramento Junior College, ending an era of track and field dominance which never
returned.

oe Batiste joined the Army, serving in the
cavalry. After the war, he returned to his
native Arizona and enrolled at Arizona
State University in Tempe. He earned a degree and
returned to Tucson to teach.

J

He had many personal problems, among them alcoholism. Why? Perhaps he wondered why the Gods never
gave him a chance to represent his country in the
Olympic Games, the greatest spectacle in sports. Perhaps he questioned why he was given the talents but not
the opportunity to showcase them to the world in the
Olympic Games.
As Batiste's health worsened and his capability of
doing basic everyday tasks diminished, and as he got
weaker and weaker, he checked himself nto a Tucson
hospital.
Coach L.D. Weldon's health had improved by then
and he had taken a coaching job in Tucson also, and
went to see his former star.
"I walked right by him in the hallway of the hospital," coach Weldon recalled many years later, "I did not
recognize my former star athlete. He was much thinner,
had lost much of his hair, and looked fatigued and worn
out."
Coach Weldon approached Batiste, touched him,
introduced himself to his former star athlete and the
former Panthers star and his mentor broke down and
cried.lt was a very emotional moment for the athlete and
his distinguished mentor. That was the last time they
saw each other.

A

t age 38, Joe Batiste's body
could no longer sustain life.
His death certificate listed cause ofdeath
as cirrhosis of the liver.
Some will argue that Joe Batiste was not the best
runner, the best jumper, or the best thrower in track and
field history, but there is no doubt here that from the time
in 1938 when he shattered the American interscholastic
record in the 120 yard high hurdles as a high school
sophomore, to the day he beat Les Steers in the high
jump in Europe as war clouds drifted over the continent,
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Batiste scores 49, Sacramento JC
wins National JC Track Title
(Article and meet results from Fresno BEE, May 31,
1942 article by Ed Orman.)

lete, had 43 points, setting a new national J C record.
In 1941 at the Denver nationals, he tallied 29.
RESULTS:

(VISALIA, CA; May 30, 1942) -- With the pole
vault and discus yet to be contested, Sacramento J.C.
appeared to be on its way to its second consecutive
National Junior College Track and Field Championship.
The Panthers had 87 points. Compton trailed with 74,
and with two men entered in the pole vault, holding an
outside chance of overtaking Sacramento.

100 YARD DASH -- First, Williams of Reedley;
Batiste of Sacramento; third, O'Meara of Santa Rosa;
fourth, Bingham of Sacramento; fifth, Hunt of Compton;
sixth, Cholakian of Los Angeles City College. Time -10 seconds.
SHOT PUT -- First, Springer of Compton; second,
Steele of Santa Rosa; third, Schopp of Sacramento;
fourth, Greenwell of Santa Rosa; fifth, Batiste of Sacramento (44' 4 "); sixth, Irwin of Pasadena. Distance -48 feet.
120 HIGH HURDLES-- First, Batiste of Sacramento (15 seconds); second, Eshelman of Compton;
third, Porter of Santa Ana; fourth, Wright of Los Angeles CC; fifth, Thomas of Weber College, Ogden, Utah;
sixth, Loupe of Los Angeles CC. Time: 15.0.
880 YARD RUN -- First, Prather of Pasadena;
second, Billings of Santa Rosa; third, Stone of Compton;
fourth, Berry of Santa Ana; fifth, Castrellon of Los
Angeles CC; sixth, Littlefield of Sacramento. Time:
1.56.
JAVELIN-- First, Likens, Glendale; second, King
of Santa Ana; third, Batiste of Sacramento (174'2");
fourth, Ferrandson ofReedley; fifth, Barksdale ofMarin;
sixth, Steele of Santa Rosa. Distance -- 186' 4".
220 YARD DASH -- First, Kaiser of Sacramento;
second, O'Meara of Santa Rosa; third, Hom of Reedley;
fourth, Hunt of Compton; fifth, Saiz of Santa Rosa;
sixth, Couch of Sacramento. Time: 21.7.
HIGH JUMP-- Tie for first, Barksdale of Marin and
White of Los Angeles CC; third, McLean of Pasadena;
tie for fith, Basaki of Pasadena and Blake of Pasadena;
tie for sixth, Houston of Los Angeles CC and Starrett of
Visalia and Gill of Visalia. Height: 5'1 0-112".
TWO MILE RUN-- First, Pothoff of Compton;
second, Mendoza of Santa Ana; third, Wagner of Los
Angeles CC; fourth, Aguilera of Compton; fifth, Salmon
of Santa Ana; sixth, Lebrecht of Visalia. Time: 9:52.3.
220 LOW HURDLES-- First, Batiste of Sacra-

Joe Batiste, versatile Sacramento all around ath-

Cy Young Seaver
Tom Seaver of the New York Mets received
98.8% of the votes in the first year he was eligible
to be named to the Baseball Hall of Fame. That is
the largest percentage of votes ever by any player
in baseball history.
Seaver won the Cy Young Award three times.

Joe Batiste of Sac JC
(Cont. from Pg 250)
and his very impressive time of 7.5 in the 60 yard high
hurdles in 1942 (just 0.2 seconds off the world record)
Batiste was as good as any track and field competitor of
his time.

In 1968 L.D. Weldon recruited Bruce
Jenner to attend Graceland College in Iowa.
Jenner later moved to California to train for
the Olympic Games. He placed lOth in the
1972 Olympic Decathlon and in 1976 he won
it, setting an Olympic record. Weldon was

once quoted as saying that he considered
Joe Batiste a better athlete than Bruce
Jenner. • • • • •
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Batiste scores 49!
(Cont. from Pg 251)
mento (24.2); second, Holden of Compton; third, Triplett
of Los Angeles CC; fourth, Thomas of Weber College,
Utah; fifth, Porter of Santa Ana; sixth, O'Kelly of
Sacramento. Time: 24.2.
BROAD JUMP-- First, Barksdale of Marin; tie for
second, Batiste of Sacramento (22'4") and Fordham
of Los Angeles CC; tie for fourth, Blake of Santa Ana
and Birmingham of Sacramento; sixth, Houston of Los
Angeles CC. Distance: 23'-1/8".
DISCUS --First, Kerr of Stockton; second, Page of
Santa Ana; third, Batiste of Sacramento (130'8-V4 ");
fourth, Handley ofVisalia; fifth, Schopp of Sacramento;
sixth, Cerda of Los Angeles CC. Distance: 139'9-3/4".
MILE RUN-- First, Gorrell of Compton; second,
Littlefield of Sacramento; third, A. Salmon of Santa
Ana; fourth, Ribera of San Mateo; fifth, Madsen of
Reedley; sixth, Elias of Los Angeles CC. Time: 4.25.7.
440 YARD DASH -- First, Kaiser of Sacramento;
second, Gregg of Compton; third, Hom of Reedley;
fourth, Holden of Compton; fifth, Hallen of San Mateo;
sixth, Riddle of Pasadena. Time: 4 7.9. (New national JC
record. Old mark, 48.5 by John Wachter, Pasadena,
1941).
SUMMARY: Points awarded on 10-8-6-4-2-1 basis.
JOE BATISTE:
FIRST, 120 high hurdles, 220 low hurdles;
SECOND, 100 yard dash;
TIE FOR SECOND, Broad Jump;
THIRD, Discus, Javelin; FIFrH, Shot Put.
The amazing aspect of Joe Batiste's track and field
career was his versatility. He ran the sprints, hurdles,
and also threw the discus, shot, and javeling ... unheard
of other than those participating in a decathlon.
If Joe Batiste was not the most versatile, who
was? • • • • •

President Reigns
In America the president reigns for four years,
and journalism reigns for ever and ever.
--Oscar Wilde

Weldon, Sacramento JC
Coach, is Quitting
May, 29, 1942, on the eve of the national JC
track championships in Visalia, L.D. Weldon, coach
of the Sacramento JC team, announced that he was
retiring from coaching because of poor health. His
team recently won the jaysee division at the West
Coast Relays. Earlier they had won the Northern
California title and sectional honors.
In 14 years at Sacramento Junior College,
Weldon's track and field teams won nine Northern
California Junior College Conference titles, two
California JC state championships, and two National Junior College titles.
--Fresno BEE

My Last Meal
In one of my wildest dreams, in the far
distant future I have been convicted of
interrupting a public assembly by peeing on
the President's leg while he is delivering the
State of the Union message to Congress.
I choose to go by lethal injection. My
last meal would consist of:
Meal:
Mexican Chocolate,
La Abuelita brand
Chorizo and Eggs, fried Potatoes, onions
English Muffins, buttered
Cheese, Monterey Jack, 6 slices
Tortillas, flour, lightly toasted
Mole Poblano
Spanish Rice & Refried Beans
Com bread muffins
Avocados, sliced, salt & pepper
Dessert:
Lemon Pie
Vanilla Ice Cream
Milk, 2% low fat, one quart
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GI Forum Politics:

Jack Brito Letter
to MACSA
March 15, 1978

EDITOR'S NOTES: In Early 1978, San Jose
GI Forum members got the idea that MACSA had
gone to war with us. Their Assistant Director, Jack
Brito, had badmouthed some of our members (Dan
Campos, Jose Martinez, Anita Campos) to the San
Jose MERCURY. Dick Rubi, Abel Cota and myself
met at the Tower Saloon with Jose Villa, MACSA
Director, to try to ascertain what the problem was.
Jose seemed amused by our concerns. His fi nal
word, surprisingly, was "Why don't you kick his
ass?"
As much as I admired Jose Villa, I realized that
it was senseless discussing the matter with a person
with a closed mind. I decided to go over his head , to
the MACSA Chairman of the Board. No, we did not
get a reply. But, then, I didn't really expect one.
People seemed to be afraid of confrontations with
Jack Brito.

March 15, 1978
Dr. George Castro
Chairman of the Board
Mexican American Community
Services Agency (MACSA)
332 N. Second St.
San Jose, CA 95 L12
Dear Dr. Castro:
This is a very difficult message for us to write.
However, we feel it is in the best interests of the Mexican
American community of this valley that we convey it to
you.
The San Jose Chapter, American Gl Forum, has
supported the concepts and goals of MACSA since its

founding by Dr. Lino Lopez many years ago. Many of us
have served, at one time or other, as members of its
board of Directors. A few of us, Jose P. Martinez and
Daniel Campos, to name just two, have rendered service
to MACSA as Chairman of the Board.
Members of San Jose GI Forum were in the forefront
of the battles which won public fundinob for the aoency
0
,
and we have completely and unequivocally supported
the agency through some very difficult times.
A few months ago we received a Request fo r Proposal from Santa Clara County, inviting us to bid fo r
delivery of alcoholic recovery home services for the
Spanish speaking. MACSA also e ntered the bidding
process.
e vigorously worked to write a pro
posal, and to win approval for fund
ing, while often reminding ourselves that
after the contract was awarded, win or lose, we wanted
to maintain our friendly working and social relationships with other agencies and individuals involved.
Sadly, we note, that your representatives felt otherw ise.
During the bidding process, we were informed by
Jetter from Mr. David Hampton , alcoholic services
director, Santa Clara County, that the "selective committee" had picked MACSA to provide services to the
Spanish speaking.
We called Mr. Hampton and arranged to meet with
him. Our intent was to have a critique-type session
where we might endeavor to Jearn "where we had failed
and how we might have improved" in our first-ever
attempt at securing County of Santa Clara funding.
During that meeting, Mr. Hampton informed us that
your Assistant Director, Mr. Jack Brito, had been calling
him and verbally abusing him , and that he had threatened, "You better give MACSA that contract .... "
Mr. Hampton informed us, at that time, that he was

W
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going to report to the Alcoholic Advisory Commission,
Santa Clara County, that he was overriding the recommendation of the "selective committee" and recommending San Jose GI Forum for funding instead of
MACSA.
When the Santa Clara County Alcoholic Advisory
Commission met on Wednesday, Jan. 18th, and Mr.
Hampton told the board of directors of the threats and
verbal abuse by Mr. Brito, your agency director, Mr.
Jose Villa, followed Mr. Hampton's report with a stinging letter which was addressed to S.C. County Board of
Supervisors Chairman Rodney Diridon, lodging anumber of charges against Mr. Hampton and calling for
dismissal from his job.
ne of the board members said, during
discussion of the matter, that since the
letter was written to Supervisor Diridon,
and had probably not even been seen by Supervisor
Diridon at that point in time, Mr. Villa's letter merited no
comment from the Alcoholic Advisory Commission.
San Jose GI Forum's representative made a brief
report on our proposal, answered a few questions, and
concluded his report. By that time Mr. Brito's alleged
actions and Mr. Villa's letter had more than adequately
reinforced Mr. Hampton's opinion that the San Jose GI
Forum, given the contract, would be far easier people
with whom to effectuate an amiable working relationship than would MACSA and its representatives.
Shortly thereafter, we learned that Mr. Brito of
MACSA had called the office of California Health,
Education & Welfare Secretary, Mario Obledo, and told
them that Santa Clara County was about to award a
contract for alcoholic services to the Spanish speaking
to an organization totally incompetent to deliver those
services. Additionally, he asked that the State of California withhold State monies for those services, and called
for a complete investigation of the aforementioned
contract-granting process.
Upon hearing of Mr. Brito's underhanded action, we
called Sacramento to make Secretary Obledo and
undersecretary Dr. Javier Mena aware that it was our
group that Mr. Brito as verbally maligning. It has been
our belief for some time that our reputation and our
credibility compares very favorably with any other
organization and any other agency in the Chicano community, particularly MACSA and its Director and Assistant Director.
Mr. Brito did not attend either the Jan. 18th meeting

0

of the Alcoholic Advisory Commission nor the subsequent business sessions of Feb. 15th. After the second
meeting, at which the Commission voted to fund San
Jose GI Forum, Mr. Brito called Mr. Abel Cota, Director, San Jose GI Forum Veterans Outreach program, and
asked to meet with him and Chairman David Sierra to
advise us on how to negotiate the contract with Santa
Clara County. Our first instinct was to ignore Mr. Brito
since he had by that time amply demonstrated that he is
not an objective thinker. However, we agreed to meet
with him because we wanted to find out whether, in fact,
maligning San Jose GI Forum was part of his assigned
duties at MACSA.
Our meeting with Mr. Brito was scheduled for
Friday afternoon, Feb. 24th at 4 PM in the San Jose GI
Forum offices, 1680 E. Santa Clara St. Predictably, Mr.
Brito did not show up.
We were not aware that he had by now focused his
attention on another pressing issue ... the CETA Director's
job being sought by Mr. Daniel Campos, member of San
Jose GI Forum; and Mr. Dino Pecoraro, Acting Director
ofCETA.
In articles on Wednesday and Thursday, March I st
and 2nd, San Jose MERCURY columnist Harry Farrell,
quoting "his spies" in the Chicano community, and Mr.
Brito, Assistant Director of MACSA, wrote that Mr.
Brito of MACSA was lobbying for the appointment of
non-Chicano Pecoraro, and then cited various conflicts
of interest (as defined by the all-knowing Mr. Brito)
should the job go to Mr. Campos.
r. Brito cited as conflicts Mr. Cam
pos' affiliations in the past with SER
(an organization co-sponsored by the
American GI Forum and LULAC), and various other
people, Jose E. Martinez, Director of SER; even Campos' wife, Anita, also a member of San Jose GI Forum.
Of course, in his agency's own self interests, Mr.
Brito failed to tell Harry Farrell that Mr. Campos had
also, in the not-too-distant past, served as Chairman of
the Board of MACSA. Another conflict?
Mr. Brito also failed to remember that MACSA was
founded to look after the best interests of Mexican
Americans, that Mr. Campos has a record of 21 years of
exemplary service to the City of San Jose, most of it as
a police officer; and lastly, that Mr. Campos has a long
history of involvement with community organizations
such as MACSA, SER, ESO, San Jose GI Forum, etc.

M
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Eagle Menter of
Glendale Hoover High

R

obert Menter was a U.S. Navy
veteran who had come to live
in the boarding house in which I was living
at 4110 South Figueroa Street in Los Angeles. One day
the landlady asked me if I would mind having him as a
roommate. She mentioned that he was a U.S. Navy war
veteran, and that he had been in mental hospitals, and
had some mental problems.
uyou are going to have to be very patient with him,
she warned.
In those days I was an aspiring journalist, wanting to
experience anything and everything.. so I agreed to
share a room with him. We lived on the second floor of
a building which abutted a used car lot. The head
salesman at the lot was a big burly bullshitting Texan
named Les who had a story to match each story he heard
II

II

Brito Letter to MACSA
(Cont. from Pg 254)
We have begun to wonder, Dr. Castro, if Mr. Jack
Brito and Mr. Jose Villa, by their scathing attacks on the
San Jose GI Forum, on SER, on Jose E. Martinez, Anita
Campos, and Daniel Campos, to name just three of our
members he has mentioned recently in the press, have
declared war on our group, its affiliates, and its friends.

We have also begun to wonder if San Jose
GI Forum should continue to unequivocally
support MACSA.
We also wonder if our tax monies are being efficaciously utilized by your director, your assistant director,
and your agency if much of their time is spent fighting
us.
On Tuesday, Feb. 28th the San Jose GI Forum
Scholarship Foundation received a bill for $160 from
Mr. Jose Villa for stamps and other services rendered to

from someone else.

Les was the morning cook at the boarding house
and I considered him an excellent chef until I realized
that any damned idiot can fry eggs and bacon and
put hash brown potatoes out of a plastic bag onto a
hot stove and come up with a decent breakfast. But
we are getting ahead of our story.
Eagle Mentor•s real name was Bob. He claimed to
have graduated from Hoover High School in Glendale.
He was about six feet tall, weighed about 155 or 160
pounds, had straight brown hair, a devious look in his
eyes, and a morbid sense of humor. We got along very
well, especially after he found out that my hobby was
drinking cold beer.
Bob frequented the lowliest dives in central Los

(Cont. on Pg 256)

us. ($20 in stamps and $140 for reproducing copies of
the Foundation minutes, agendas, etc.).
When we began meeting at MACSA and utilizing
the services of Ms. Mercedes Herrera of your agency,
we were led to believe that MACSA provided those
services free of charge to the non-profit San Jose GI
Forum Scholarship Foundation.
Are your board members aware of the relationship
between MACSA and the Scholarship Foundation? Is it
your policy to charge community organizations for
services rendered to them? Can you clarify this matter?
In writing?
The San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation has
since notified its board members that we will no longer
meet in your facilities since we do not want to be guests
of those who abuse us and our friends in the local press,
and at meetings of public agencies.
We would prefer, Dr. Castro, that your Director and
Assistant Director find positive things to say about San
Jose GI Forum. Failing that, we prefer to be totally
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Eagle Menter
(Cont. from Pg 255)
Angeles in the area around the Coliseum, exactly the
type of places where I went when I was out boozing.
Some of the guys started calling him Eagle because
he was often perched on the window sill of our second
story boarding house room, polishing his shoes, reading
the paper, or just watching cartoons on my television set
and laughing himself silly.

***

H

e was always telling us stories
which
seemed
implau
sible. He once told us about having been
a sprinter in high school. He said he had outrun some
high school hotshot named Howard Bugbee who had
gone on to the University of Southern California and
gained fame as one of America's best collegiate runners,
but I think that Menter and Bugbee were different
generation prepsters.
Eagle claimed that he won the race but he was
running on the outside lane and the judges were so intent
on watching the future USC sprinter that they missed
him crossing the finish line first!
"That bucktoothed sonofabitch didn't win that race,
I did," he said. We told him we would have to sleep on
that one. Get back to you tomorrow, Eagle?

***
Another favorite pastime of his was blurting out
statements that didn't make any sense. One day,
sitting in a beer bar on Santa Barbara A venue across

from the Los Angeles Coliseum he suddenly blurted
out, "There I was, 30,000 feet over Bonika, flying
upside down, when that fuckin' Zero jumped me!"
"Eagle, what the hell are you talking about?" I asked.
"David, they jumped us that day. OverBonika! The
Japs kicked our ass! Bad! Those Zeroes were good
planes, David, they were better than ours," he exclaimed
in a voice loud enough to be heard in the entire bar.
"Eagle, there's no such island as Bonika," I said.
I used to read a lot of world war ll history and I had
never heard of an island named Bonika, so I assumed he
was making it up.
He replied with a muted "Ho, ho, ho, the hell there
isn't. We got our ass kicked there,"

***
Eagle was a lot of fun. He was game for just about
anything, but his attention span was very short. One
afternoon when the guys at the boarding house were
getting up a football game, we invited him to play
with us on the grass at Exposition Park, just east of
the Coliseum.
Since he was over six feet tall, Alex Hess and I
figured on him going out for a pass and we would have
him catching passes in the end zone all afternoon. Hess
had played high school ball at Memphis Southside High
and was a great admirer of Gen. Robert Neyland, the
legendary coach of the Tennessee Volunteers.
We went at it, about eight men to a side. The first
pass we threw to Eagle went way over his head, no
chance at all for him to make a play. The next one was

(Cont. on Pg 257)

Brito Letter to MACSA
(Cont. from Pg 255)
ignored by them .. and we can reciprocate very easily by
totally ignoring the existence of MACSA.
If your people cannot work in the best interests of
ALL Chicano organizations and people, perhaps they
should just lock themselves in their offices, draw their
fancy salaries, raise their clenched fists to the mirror and
shout, "VIVA LA RAZA!", read the San Jose MERCURY to see if their name appears in it, and quietly
meditate on the past accomplishments of Dr. Lino Lopez
and all the other dedicated people who made MACSA
what it once was.

Then again, perhaps your Director and Assistant
Director and your agency ARE working in our best
interests.
We realize that there are many, many things in this
complex and ever-changing world that we, as mere
mortals, cannot readily comprehend. Perhaps MACSA
and its representatives ARE working to help us.
In view of its recent actions, can you educate us on
precisely HOW your Director, your Assistant Director,
and MACSA are working in our best interests?
Sincerely,
--E. David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum • • • • •
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Mercury News Fiestas Letter
May 3, 2004
Susan Goldberg
Exec. Editor & Vice President
San Jose Mercury News
750 Ridder Park Dr.
San Jose, CA 95190
Re: Coverage of Cinco de Mayo. SJ Mere.
Monday. May 3. 2004
Dear Ms. Goldberg:
Your article THOUSANDS FLOCK TO SAN
JOSE by Aaron C. Davis on page lB begins with
intelligent coverage of a traditional Latino event.
It should have ended with the 13th paragraph.
Instead, it goes on to relate events that occurred
miles away, in another part of the city (including

Eagle Menter
(Cont. from Pg 256)
right at his head. He caught it and came back to the
huddle, smirking "Ho, ho, ho, Six, Alex!"
The next time we had the football Alex again threw
him a long pass. Eagle caught it and ran about fifteen
yards into the end zone. TD No.2!
When we went on defense, Eagle chose to rest his
weary bones on the grass, not too far from the case of
beer we had brought to the game.
After he caught a third touchdown pass, he ran into
the end zone, threw the ball back over hishead and kept
running across the grass, across Santa Barbara Avenue
and to the bar he frequented. It was there that we found
him about an hour later, deep into his cups, talking to a
beautiful blonde girl he introduced to us.
"Carolyn is my niece," he said, holding her around
the waist and nuzzling her cheek.
"Yeah, she's nice," I smirked.
"Niece, David ... he said, "niece," Eagle reparteed,

a photo of police officers walking down the
street at 11 PM, hours (hours!) after the fiesta
ended at 6 pm.
At that point it could have, were you interested
in unbiased and accurate reporting, begun
another small article focusing on criminal
activity elsewhere in the city, including an
incident which happened a year ago! It leaves
us with the idea that the Fiestas Patrias celebration was somehow related to those criminal
activities.
How long after the Cinco de Mayo Fiesta
concludes are its sponsors responsible for what
goes on in the city?
Sincerely,
E. David Sierra and 17 others • • • • •

precisely interpreting my remark.
"Niece, my ass," muttered Alex as we went to a
table, leaving Eagle to visit with his gorgeous blonde
"niece".
If they were niece and uncle they really admired
each other because very shortly they were practically
seducing each other in a small leather upholstered booth
in a dark comer of the bar.

***

A few weeks later I had agreed to take Eagle to
Glendale to pick up his government disability check. He
told me that his mother was holding up his check until
the middle of the month and he wanted it at the beginning of the month. He wanted to go intercept the postman and get the check before the postman got to his
mother's house.
When I woke him up, Eagle was cuddled up in bed
with the gorgeous blonde he had introduced as his niece
in the bar on Santa Barbara Ave. When he saw me he said
simply, "As MacArthur said, I shall return!"

(Cont. on Pg 258)
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Eagle Menter
(Cont. from Pg 257)
''Why do you say that, Eagle?'' I asked.
''Well, I came a few minutes ago, that's the same as
returning isn't it?" he said. It made sense to him.
I told him I was ready to go any time he was. A few
minutes later the blonde got up, used our bathroom and
wiggled her pretty tail out of our room.
Eagle said he was ready to go, so we drove off to
Glendale.

We found the neighborhood where his mother
lived, and parked a few doors down, in the direction
he said the postman would be coming. He regaled me
with stories about his mother and why he wasn't
living at home.
"My mother thinks she is a high muckety muck, a
pillar of society," he smirked, "She thinks her shit don't
stink. She plays cards with some high society bitches at
our house and she doesn't want me around. She doesn't
want them to see that her son Bob, the former star at
Hoover High didn't go on to become a star in professional basketball, looks like a bum and stinks like a redassed baboon."
uddenly he stopped talking, opened the
car door, and was running toward the
postman crossing across somebody's lawn
and heading toward his mother's house. Eagle was out of
the car like a fart out of a rhino's ass. He tackled the
astounded postman and as the mail from his knapsack
scattered all over the lawn, Menter hollered like a
madman, "Give me my check, you sonofabitch! You're
in cahoots with that goddamned bitch! Give me my
check!"
Eagle continued to pummel the postman until a
neighbor who was out watering his lawn came to the
rescue, getting to the postman and Eagle before I did. As
the neighbor helped the postman to his feet and they
began to gather up the mail, I pulled Eagle to my car and
we got the hell out of Glendale.
"You silly bastard, don't you know that attacking a
postman is a federal offe1_1se? He's a federal employee!
Let's get the hell out of here!"
As I said before, Eagle was unpredictable. As we
drove home down the Pasadena Freeway, he asked me,
"How did you like the tackle I put on that Flip? Just like
I used to do at Hoover High School!" he crowed.

S

"Eagle, did you play football in high school?" I
asked, amazed that a skinny man like him had been a
gridder.
"David, I did everything in high school," he answered, amazed that I was even asking the question. "I
was a B.M.O.C. on the Hoover campus," he continued.
"You were a Big Man on Campus, Eagle?" I asked.
"Ho, ho, ho!" was his reply.
"Did you get a lot of pretty ass?" I asked.
"I was getting more than the toilet seat, David!" he
said, "ho, ho, ho!"

***

One time we were having Thanksgiving dinner at
the boarding house where we lived.
The owner had relatives visiting from Iowa. She had
also invited some elderly friends to come have their
Thanksgiving dinner with the fellows. Everyone was
enjoying the delicious meal. The guests were seated at
each table with the boarding house residents. A very
distinguished looking gentleman had finished his meal,
excused himself from our table and was standing near
the fireplace when Eagle approached him, put his finger
on the man's chest and said loudly, "You TRAITOR,
you're not Christine!"

The gentleman took the accusation in stride,
"Who's Christine?" he asked smiling innocently.
"That's the guy who went abroad and came back a
broad," Eagle replied, echoing the joke circulating around
the country at the time.
The accused didn't get it.
Eagle turned around, winked at us and ambled out of
the room with a muted "Ho, ho, ho, I shall return."
We held our laughter because we did not want to
embarrass the landlady's guest.
ith Eagle the whole world was a joke.
Sometimes I wondered if he really
was shell-shocked as the landlord had
said or Eagle was just playing a huge joke on the world,
telling it to kiss his ass, and living his life the way he
wanted to live it.
Sometimes, when we were lying in our beds he
would ask questions or start conversations that were
very serious. Our beds were separated by a clothes
closet. One of us would get up and take a chair near the
other one's bed and we would continue the conversation.
During those times I had the feeling that Menter

W

(Cont. on Pg 259)
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Stoopid
Students
In January 2003, two fraternities from San Jose State
University met at Flickinger Park to resolve differences
between the groups by "duking it out" manoa mano.
The incident resulted in the death of one of the
students. Another was charged with assault with a
deadly weapon but as of January 2004 has not been
apprehended by the local police. The man disappeared.
Long Duy Tran, the suspect, is described as a Vietnamese male, 20 years of age, 5'5" tall, about 175 lbs.,
with brown eyes and black hair. He is said todrivea 1988

green Mazda MX-6 with
California
plates
4EGK192, according to
the San Jose M ercury
News.
ONE MAN'S COMMENT: If college-level
students, particularly
fraternity members,
cannot think of ways to
resolve their differences
by means other than
fighting, it seems to me
TRAN
that they have not
learned a damned thing
in all the years they have spent getting an education.
If they were not ALL expelled from school, they
should have been.

Honesty
To make your children capable of honesty is the beginning of
education.
--John Ruskin

Eagle Menter
(Cont. from Pg 258)
wasn't sick. He was very intelligent and very comfortable with who he was. He was aware, for instance, that
his mother didn't want him around her house and he
knew exactly why.

T

hou g h we liv ed just a few miles
from Glendale he said he had
never made any effort to contact any of the
guys he had gone to school with.
"They can all kiss my ass," he said, brushing off old
acquaintances with that simple statement.
"How about the girls, Eagle?" I asked.
"The only one I really cared about married some
high muckety muck whose father owned a furniture
factory. The other ones can kiss my ass too! They owe
it to me, I screwed theirs!" he chortled.
Eagle never cared for Les, our car salesman/cook
who prepared our breakfast. Some guys were always

bitching about the breakfast. I would tell them to go out
and eat if they didn't like it. Why spoil it for everyone by
bitching about it. I happen to like eating breakfast. 1
would eat breakfast three times a day sometimes, that's
how much I liked potatoes and eggs.
One morning Eagle asked Les how tall he was. Les
stood up straight and said, "Ah'm six foot three and a
quarter inches, Bob."
Eagle looked at me and said, "I didn't know they
could stack shit that high,'' but he said it loud enough
for Les to hear it. Not original, but a put down
nonetheless. It went off Les's back like water off a
duck's ass.
Eagle once asked Les if he had ever considered
looking for a job as a cook somewhere other than the
boarding house. Les replied that he had not.
"You really think I'm that good?" the good natured
Texan asked, grinning from ear to ear.
"I didn't say you were good," Eagle replied, "l

(Cont. on Pg 260
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If The World
If the world consisted
of only 100 people,
70 of them would be unable to read,
and only one
would have a college education.
Over 50 would be suffering
from malnutrition,
and over 80 would live
in what we call
substandard housing.
Only 6 of those 100 residents
would be .Am.ericans.
These 6 would have 1/2 of the world's income,
and the other 94 would exist on the other half.
Is that the reason the world expects m.ore
of us than they do other nations in the world?
Think about it.

Eagle Menter
(Cont. from Pg 259)
thought maybe it would give us a chance to try
someone else's cooking. Also, it might save lives," he
said.
"Ho, ho, ho," he said as he gave us the middle finger
and ambled out the door.
The last time I saw Eagle Menter was on a rainy
Saturday afternoon. I invited him to go to the movies
with me, promising to go have a beer with him at the bar
on Santa Barbara Street later in the afternoon. We went
downtown to the United Artists theater on Broadway. In
the middle of the feature film, he tapped my arm slightly,
got up, whispered something about going to the bath-

room and carefully walked past me and up the aisle.

I never saw him again. He did not come
back to the house. Never picked up his clothes.
Did not contact the landlady. Just disappeared. His mother came by the house, asked
me some questions, but ofcourse I did nothave
the answers.
For a few weeks I looked for him at some of his old
haunts, the bars along Santa Barbara A venue, some
down on south Broadway, and along Main Street in the
downtown area around the Greyhound bus depot, but no
Eagle. I think of him occasionally and still wonder what
happened to him. • • • • • •
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Jose Martinez, Harry Delizonna and David
--Mercury News Photo by AI Magazu.

SER's Jose Ma tinez takes on
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes
July 27, 1978

I

Jose Martinez, Director of Project SER, had deo~ded
to back his good friend Al Garza in his campaign for
Mayor of San Jose against the incumbent Jane t Gray
Hayes.
Hayes retaliated by calling for an investi gati n of
the SER program for alleged financial mismanageJent.
Martinez answered by calling a press conferende on
Thursday, July 27, 1978 and accusing the mayor df attacki ng him to get at A1 Garza, her mayoral opponent.
My friend Jack Ellwanger asked me to participa e in
the event. The GI Forum and LULAC were co-sponsors of the local project.
Supervisor Rod Diridon and Santa Clara Councilwoman Auralee Street joined in the charges agai nst SER.
11

A person is allowed a few mistakes, 11 Jose told
the press conference, "and I made a mistake four
years ago when I supported her for Mayor.
"In her desperate zeal to get re-elected, she has permanently damaged the relationship between private industry and federally supported manpower programs."

"Four years ago I played an instrumental role in Mrs.
Hayes' election," he said, "Then she grew oblivious to
the needs of those who had expressed their hopes for a
better quality of life."

Martinez called Hayes' accusations a simple case
of political intimidation.
"I blame Mayor Hayes because I feel she was the
one who leaked the information to the press," he said
about an article wh ich had appeared in the San Jose
Mercury News.
Mrs. Hayes denied being the source of the leak to
the local rag.
Joining Martinez at the press conference were hi
attorney, Harry Delizonna; and David Sierra, Chairman
of San Jose GI Forum.
The Chairman read a prepared statement supporting Martinez and ended his remarks with an emphatic
"MARTINEZSI, HAYES NO !", and a vigorous thumbdown gesture.
EDITOR'S NOTES: A hard political lesson was
learned here. You Mexicans are alright, just stay out of
(Cont. on Pg 262)
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GI Forum Politics:

Broken Windows at Vida Nueva
July 18, 1998

T

wo Vida Nueva residents were out on a
weekend pass. They relapsed, meaning they
went to a cocktail lounge and had a few
drinks with some female acquaintances. After closing
time, for some reason, they decided to return to the house
instead of going to their respective homes.
One of the residents was driving his uncle's late
model Cadillac. He was very drunk so he allowed his
friend to drive the car back to the house. After the owner
of the Cadillac went to bed the other resident left the
house and drove out to meet the females at their home.
Then he came back to VN and left the car keys with our
staff member, a recent hire.
Later the drunk resident got up and demanded the
keys to his car. The Vida Nueva staff member refused to
give them to him. The angry resident picked up chairs

Martinez vs. Hayes
(Cont. from Pg 261)
the political arena, which is OUR realm.
If there were things wrong with SER's fiscal management, they were there also during most of Mayor
Hayes' administration. The lesson we learned is that as
long as you don't come after MY lunch, I don't care
what you do!

A few years later Jose ran for a seat in the California State Assembly, and the end of SER was in
sight. His wife took a seat on the SER board, apparently to babysit the situation for him. After failing
to win election, he came back to guide the agency
again. Mistake No. 1. Then he went into the restaurant business, while still directing the SER program.
Mistake No.2.
Eventually Jose served time in prison, as we understand it, then was released and returned to the community.

I admired Jose Martinez then, for what he did
for the Chicano community, and I admire him now•

•••••

and broke the large front windows. By the time the staff
member (inexperienced in dealing with these situations)
had reacted, the resident had taken out 12 windows.

The staff member called the police, who arrested
the resident and took him to jail.
The following morning, Sunday, I came to work and
saw all the broken windows. I read the Incident Reports.

A few minutes after 9 AM, the resident's uncle
showed up to claim the car. I told the man that he
would not get the keys to his car until he paid for the
windows his nephew had broken. He agreed, and
gave me $50 as a down payment, asked me to figure
out how much the damage would cost to repair, and
give him a call, and he would pay for all the damage
done by his nephew.
e gave him a receipt for the fifty dollars
and put the money and the Vida Nueva
copy of the receipt in our strong box.
Then the man asked me if he could have the name and
phone number of our Director. I gave him Abel Cota's
number. Mr. Cotacalled a half hour later and ordered me
to return the man's keys. I did. We have never seen the
man again.

W

QUESTION: Why did Mr. Cota get involved in a situation that we had under control?
We had a down payment on repairing the windows, and a promise to pay the rest when we
gave him an estimate of the cost of fixing the
windows. THEN, the man would get the keys to
his Cadillac.
If Mr. Cota had let us handle it, we could have
ascertained the cost of the broken windows plus labor to
replace them, and the man would have paid for the
damage.
Instead, San Jose GI Forum paid for all the damage.
WHY? I do not know.
Sometimes people exercise authority simply because they have it. Maybe that's what happened here, we
do not know and will probably never find out.

•••••
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A Night in Los Angeles
EDITOR'S NOTE: Hank Coca, San Jose businessman and an active supporter of many community
organizations, including the San Jose GI Forum, related
a story to me that I found very hard to believe. But it was
true. He had been arrested on June 23, 1970 by the Los
Angeles Police Department at L.A. Airport. Unjustifiably, he thought. So he did what most lawe abiding
Americans would do. He retained an attorney and decided to file a lawsuit against the City of Los Angeles
and its Police Department. I wrote about it for THE
FOR UMBER and for EL EXCENTRICO magazine.
Coca wanted people to know what had happened to
him and hopefully prevent it happening to someone else.
And I was happy to help him out.

I wrote the following in THE FORUMEER:
(SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA)-- Businessman Hank
Coca, through his attorney, Bernard Allard, has filed a
$1,050,000 suit in Los Angeles County Superior Court
against the County of Los Angeles, the City of Los
Angeles, and Hertz Corporation.
He doesn't like the treatment he received from either
of these entities and intends to do something about it.

ARRIVAL IN LOS ANGELES

0

n Tuesday evening, June 23, 1970, at about
9:20PM Coca arrived at Los Angeles Inter
national Airport on a PSA flight from San
Jose, intending to take care of some business matters
that evening and then meet his wife and children and his
brother and sister-in-law for a day at Disneyland.
The next few hours, a series of occurrences left Coca
wondering just what kind of world he lives in.

A BUSINESSMAN
Hank Coca is a member of the American GI Forum,
the Lions Club, the California Retail Furniture Dealers
Association, and contributes very readily to many civic
organizations in Santa Clara County. He has received
certificates of appreciation from the county Juvenile

Probation Department, the American GI Forum, and
many other organizations thanking him for his involvement on behalf of the people of his community.
He owns Furniture Discount House, a thriving retail
furniture outlet in downtown San Jose, and branch stores
in Salinas and Fresno.

'FAULTY' LICENSE
oca's unhappy experiences began at the
Hertz Car rental counter at Los Angeles
Airport. Trying to rent a car for his stay in
southern California he was turned down because an
eagle-eyed clerk discovered that his California driver's
license did not show an expiration date. Probably just a
clerical error at the Dept. of Motor Vehicles in Sacramento, right? Take care of it as soon as possible, right?
WRONG.
"I never noticed it before," Coca said, "It must have
come that way from Sacramento."
Although Coca rents his delivery vans from Hertz
and does about $20,000 worth of business with Hertz
annually (and carries two Hertz credit cards) he was
denied rental of a Hertz car because of the 'incomplete'
driver's license. Coca asked the clerk to call the manager. The manager appeared and said, "I wouldn't rent a
car to you either."
Still patient and trying to act rationally, Coca then
went to a nearby telephone to contact Hertz's Fresno
office so that the manager could confmn his identity, he
could rent a car, and be on his way.

C

ENTER THE POLICE
While in the process of getting his call through, A
Los Angeles police officer walked up behind him,
rapped him vigorously on the shoulder with his nightstick (???) and in his best Jack Webb manner said
tersely, "Hang it up!"
Coca thought the officer was kidding.
"Wait a minute," he protested, "I'm paying for this
call, and I have my party already."
Coca thought maybe some friend of his was in the
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terminal and using the officer to play a joke on him.
Unfortunately, it was no joke.
A BLUE ARMY
Apparently Los Angeles police officers multiply
faster than rabbits because very shortly there were three
officers on hand to deal with the "dangerous" Mr. Coca.
At this point Hank showed the officers at least a dozen
credit cards he carries, trying to convince the officers
that he was not a hood. (Bank of America courtesy card,
BankAmericard, Pacific Telephone credit card, Hyatt
House, Air West, Hertz (2 cards), V alcar, Pacific Southwest Airlines, Carte Blanche, Diners Club, American
Express, Standard Oil, Sahara-Las Vegas, Harvey's
Lake Tahoe, Playboy Club).

MIAMI?
"When did you get in from Miami?" one of the
officers asked.
"Miami?" Coca was dumfounded.
e attempted to show the officers his
~irline . ticket clearly showing he had
JUSt arnved from San Jose via PSA. The
officers apparently weren't going to have their heads
mixed up with any facts at this stage, and refused his
kind offer.

H

HUMILIATION
At this point, after approximately 100 persons had
gathered to witness Los Angeles' finest making an arrest
and doing their level best (within the limits of their
intelligence and capabilities) to curb ALL crime in their
jurisdiction, a Police Sergeant arrived.
"Take him in," he commanded.
Coca was handcuffed (You'll have to believe this),
surrounded by six officers, and with the Sergeant leading the way, was marched the length of the terminal and
across the street to the Police Station at the airport.
(Police just don't take any chances with Mexicans in Los
Angeles these days. You understand).
Dum-de-dum-dum!!!
HANDCUFFED TOTABLE
At the police station Coca asked the officers to let
him contact his wife, who was waiting for his call.
Request refused.
Coca asked if he could contact his attorney. Request
refused. "You are not under arrest, you are merely being
detained," he was told.
He was handcuffed to a table for approximately 2-11
2 hours to prevent his escape. (Please believe this!!!).
One of the officers frantically looked through a

Behaviour
The sum of behaviour is to retain

a man's own dignity, without intruding upon the liberty ofothers.
--Francis Bacon

larger book and commented, "THERE MUST BE
SOMETHING WE CAN BOOK TillS GUY ON!"
"You stole these credit cards!"
Very clever. One of them even has Mr. Coca's
picture on it.
The officer got on the phone, then looked up and
asked Coca, "You a Mexican?"
"Yes," answered Hank.
"Yeah! Another dirty Mex!" the officer commented
to the person on the other end of the line.
The officer probably had the wrong idea all this
time. He probably should have been looking at himself
in the mirror and wondering out loud how in hell he
EVER became a police officer.
either of the officers took the time to tell
him what his rights are while under arrest
nor did they attempt to check the validity of
his driver's license with Sacramento. (Time 'em to see
how long it takes next time a patrolman pulls YOU
over!).
At about 12:30 AM one of the goons (well, how
would YOU more lucidly describe them?) told Coca,
"Okay, let's go. We're going to book you," and manipulated Coca's hands with his phallic symbol.
OH, OH, MAYBE •••
Outside the station an officer, by now probably
beginning to realize that he hadn't arrested just another
'dumb Mex', commented, "You Mexican son-of-a-bitch,
I wish you'd start running! Then I could kill you or beat
the shit out of you! I could book you for resisting arrest,
assaulting an officer, anything!"
Coca refused to panic.

N

HELP WANTED!
At this point, maybe deciding that a complicated
case like this one required far more intelligence than
they possessed, the officers decided to take Coca to a
police station in Venice.
On their way to Venice the police came upon an
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We've Lost Our Heart
With the passing of Pedro Gonzalez, one of the real
old timers in the San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum,
the organization lost its heart.
Not figuratively.
Literally.
Pete was the guy who used to send sympathy cards
to members whose relatives passed away.
He was the one who went around to see members
whom he knew were sick. He would find out through the
grapevine, and somehow, make time in his daily schedule, to go around and see those members. It made you
feel good to see his smiling face at your door, bringing
you the lastest gossip, and catching you up with all your
questions about other GI Forum members.
Now he is gone. And no one does that. We are sadder
because of it. It is as if a big chunk has been taken out of
our hear t. We are a less sympathetic and caring organization because of it.
Pete Gonzalez is very much missed by us. All of us.
We are heartless ... and it hurts. • • • • •

A Night in Los Angeles
(Cont. from Pg 264)
accident and stopped. The driver of the car got out to
help direct traffic around the accident. One of the accident victims was told to sit down and when he didn't
react instantly to the order, was struck viciously with the
point of his nightstick in the stomach. (Phallic fantasy?
Wi shful thinking? Sadistic? Sick?). The victim, apparently in shock, appeared to pass out from the force of the
blow. (S tandard LAPD procedure?).
"How come you hit him?" an officer asked the one
who had struck the accident victim.
"Because he wouldn't sit down, " replied the driver of
the police car.

A HUMANE OFFICER
When Coca and the patrolmen arrived at the Ven ice
substation he was confronted by yet another officer.
Displaying a bit more intelligence, understanding of
the rights of a citizen, and with a more humane approach
to his job as a servant of the taxpayers, this officer asked
Coca for his name and address.
"When did you get your last citation from the police?" he asked.
"A few months ago, speeding on the Bayshore
Freeway," Coca replied.
The officer then returned to a small windowless
office and bellowed, "YOU ASS HOLES! LET HIM
GO!"

(Cont. on Pg 266)
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A Night in Los Angeles
It was approximately 3:30 AM, Wednesday morning, June 24th, when Hank Coca was finally free to
proceed once again as a card-carrying Free American
Citizen. Bent but not beaten.
rown face, bilingual, successful in busi
ness, community leader, and harrassed
by Los Angeles police officers, but FREE
nonetheless.
At this point the driver of the car, the sadistic one,
said to Mr. Coca, "The Chief said I could book you or let
you go. I think you're a nice guy so I am going to let you
go.''
The other officer said, "Can we drop you off anywhere, Mr. Coca?"
Coca was taken back to the Airport Police Station
and the officers said they would have to retain his
driver's license. Coca asked for a receipt. Reluctantly
they gave him one.

wrong.
REASONABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE HE WAS
DOING SOMETHING WRONG.
Why?Because he has been blessed by his maker
with brown eyes, black hair, and brown skin?
Because he communicates with his fellow man in
two languages.
Because he is, and acts like a successful businessman?
Because he flies in and out of Los Angeles several
times a month?
Because Judge GeraldS. Chargin once implied from
the Santa Clara County Superior Court bend that "Mexicans are animals" and Los Angeles police officers believe it?
Because they wanted to "have a little fun" on a slo\Y
night and didn't think the brown-faced man had the
courage to stand up for his rights and fight back?
Coca's legal counsel believes that the experience has
been "devastatingly harmful" to Hank Coca.
To this reporter he appeared to be unusually high
strung and deeply bothered by the incident.

REASONABLE CAUSE

ASK YOURSELF

"The only thing wrong with Hank Coca is the color
of his skin," says attorney Bernard Allard of San Jose.
The former Notre Dame track star said he has received
answers from all three parties being sued by Coca. All
their replies sing the same tune: We had reasonable
cause to believe that Mr. Coca was doing something

sk yourself the question. If Hank Coca,
respectable businessman and commu
nity leader is arrested, handcuffed and escorted from the Los Angeles Airport by SEVEN OFFICERS; is denied the right to call his wife or attorney;
is denied the privilege (and at this juncture, in Los
Angeles, it has to be deemed just that) of proving his
identity; is roughed up by officers while handcuffed; is
called a "Mexican son-of-a-bitch" and many other things'
is told to start running so the officer can have an excuse
to murder him OR "beat the shit out of him" (are you still
there, reader?), WHAT HAPPENS TO JUAN
GONZALEZ OR PEDRO RAMIREZ, Mexican Americans who don't have 15 credit cards, a successful business, and can't afford an attorney?
Ponder this question: IS THERE JUSTICE FOR
MEXICAN AMERICANS IN CALIFORNIA?

(Cont. from Pg 265)
FREE AT LAST!

B

Face the Facts
You must talk facts,
you must name names,
you must impute motives.
You must say
what is in your mind.
if you are not strong enough
to face the issue
in private life,
do not dream that you
can do anything
in public affairs.
--John Jay Chapman, 1900

A

***

As we write these words in September, 2004,
Mr. Coca continues running a very successful
business in downtown San Jose.
His attorney, Bernard Allard, has a law office
on Almaden Boulevard in downtown San Jose .

••••
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Remember
The
Veterans
by
E. David Sierra

San Jose GI Forum
Veterans Day, 2004

Let's remember our country's veterans
on that special November day,
whose date is set aside
so we can gratefully say,

Thank you, brave veterans
for all you have done
for the battles you've fought
and those you have won.
You manned the ramparts
at Midway and Wake
and waited for the foe
aware what was at stake.
On eight, twelve, forty-two
You beached at Guadalcanal
to start the road back
from the Pearl Harbor hell
You braved the Kamikazes
on the decks of Lexington
and shook your blooded fists
at planes diving from the sun.

You stormed the Marianas
taking islands one by one,
remembering Pearl Harbor
and the March to Cabanatuan.
You took Guam and Okinawa
and bloody Tinian,
and braved the tides of Tarawa
and the carnage at Saipan.
They charged at you screaming
waving their sharpened swords
but you bravely stood your
ground
and repelled the banzaid hordes.
You assaulted Iwo Jima
leaving blood over the corals,
Twenty-one Medals of Honor
attest to your deserved laurels.
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You flew the massive twenty-nines
to the land of the rising sun,
eight hours in the air,
coming back, one by one.
You braved the angry seas
on the windswept Bay of Biscay
while the world knelt in prayer
on that date now known as D-Day.
You won admiration
for the Home of the Brave
when you landed at Normandy
with nations to save.

You flew the Liberators
from your base at Lakenheath
and mourned your fallen comrades
in their caskets topped with wreath.

You jumped out of transports
with a pack on your back,
Down out of the darkness,
spearheading the attack.

Your bombers went to Bremerhaven,
Essen, Schweinfurt and Berlin
and dropped hell from the heavens
the worst they'd ever seen.

With tankers you rode
to The Bulge's muddy fronts
to confront the ominous Panzers
and save our frozen Grunts.

From North Africa you flew
to the oil fields at Ploesti
braving fighters all the way
and flak aptly described as nasty.

You fought in the Tuscany forests,
through ferocious, freezing rains,
and took Monte Cassino
paying dearly for your gains.

You landed bravely at Inchon
near the 38th parallel
and will remember it forever
as the day you arrived in hell

You marched proudly into Paris
and paused to wine and dine,
Then slogged on to Remagen
and the breaching of the Rhine.

You heard the threatening bugles
intimidating in the night
And fixed your sharpened bayonets
for the next ferocious fight.
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Later, you answered the call
to a land the grunts called 'Nam
They knew they could depend
on a friendly Uncle Sam.

We think of the saddened mothers
dressed in funereal black,
mourning sons that went to war,
and are never coming back.

You walked through steaming
jungles,
forded swiftly flowing streams
Thinking always of back home
and that girl of your dreams.

We recall the saddened parents
who gave their country a son
and got back the stars and stripes
when the eulogies were done.

We have gone to The
Traveling Wall,
knelt and prayed and softly cried,
though we never knew the names
of most of those who died.
We remember Freddie Nufiez,
Pat Vasquez, and Pilar Cuellar too
whose names are on The Wall,
they're the only ones we knew.
We remember the captured fliers
harboring their rages,
deprived of their precious freedom,
locked in wire and concrete cages.
We remember the grieving parents
and their teenaged Marine son
who made the supreme sacrifice
when the foe besieged Khe Sanh.
We think of the lonely widows
and the children that they had,
who'll grow up never knowing
the love of their fallen dad.

We remember the many soldiers
who marched out to meet the foe
and thank our God in heaven
that we didn't have to go.
We salute our country's veterans
who served their nation well,
As they marched behind Old Glory
through the battlefields of hell.
So, thank you, brave veterans
each and every one
who answered your country's call
and got the job Well Done.

--E. David Sierra
(All rights reserved)
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Si o No?
E. David Sierra
Editorial, THE LEADER
August 1988

F

REE ADVICE -- Nobody asked me but

we are going to dispense some free
advice to our new SJ GI Forum board
members.
1. We do not expect you to be instant
experts on everything in which SJ GI Forum is
involved. But we do expect you to be interested. If you do not know, or understand
something, ask questions. Still don't understand it? Keep asking questions. Get answers.
Don't let anyone tell you that "by now, you
should KNOW that."
Just reply calmly, that you are a slow
learner, perhaps, but you still want to know
blah, blah, blah. You represent the general
membership on the board, not yourself or
anyone else. Your obligation is to the rank and
file members. Don't EVER forget that.
2. Learn how to say NO. Don't feel guilty
about not being able to help everyone who
comes to the board meeting seeking financial
aid for their latest pet project. Don't feel guilty.
Remember that they are asking for GI Froum
funds, not your personal money. If you have
guilt feelings, make them a personal donation.
Act sagely.
Elections are a popularity contest.
You will hear skeptics say that. It is
true. But remember whom you represent. Besides being one of our most popular
members, we think you are one of our most
intelligent, able to make decisions which will
move our organization fotward. For the moment, you are being entrusted to responsibly
cany on a 40-year legacy of responsibly sexving our community. Don't disappoint us.
4. Be yourself. If you are inquisitive, continue being that. If you are aggressive, don't
change. Your fellow board members reflect the
leadership that we wanted when we were
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polled on May 1. Don't look back. Don't listen
to those who may tell you that "this is the way
we have always done it." DARE TO BE DIFFERENT. That is progress.
5. In the immediate future we are going to
need the best leadership we have ever had in
our history. There are going to be lots of tough
decisions to make. Remember, there are no
experts.

Do the best you can. Act so that 10,
20, 30 years from now, you won't have
to apologize for your decisions. • • • • •

Wrong Flag.
Get tile right one, viejal
A friend of mine lives in the northern part of San
Jose , next door to a Vietnamese family who proudly
display the flag of Vietnam from a flagpole on the roof
of their home.
AMexicano, not long arrived from his native Mexico,
who lived across the street complained to my friend,
"Who the hell does that Vietnamese think he is, flying
that Commie flag? If he likes it so much in Vietnam, why
doesn't he go back to where he came from?"
The Mexicano hadn't bother to peruse the U.S.
Constitution, of course, which gives any person the right
to fly any flag they damned well please on their property.
o, the Mexicano went out and got himself a
big American flag, bigger than the Vietnam
ese flag flying across the street. A few days
after he began flying his American flag, my friend asked
him why he was flying it like that, that it was not right
(upside down, but he didn't mention that to his neighbor).
About that time the Mexicano's wife was backing
her car out of the driveway, going out to do some
shopping, and the Mexicano hollered to her from across
the street, "Vieja, get another American flag! That one
is no good! Get the right one this time!"
As God is my witness. • • • • •
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ard knew he was classified 1-A and knew that a hitch in
the U.S. Army stood between him and the sedate life he
wanted to live with his beautiful girlfriend Vera.
"Vera was my neighbor," he said, "I liked her very
much and I did not want to lose her if I went in the
Army. I knew I was going to have to go in, so we eloped
to Yuma and got married," he smiles.
This tribute to one of San Jose GI Forum's Finest is
On Dec. 7, 1941 the Japanese attacked Pearl Harlono-0 overdue. It is time to let an outstanding member
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El Fotografo de las Estrellas
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to work as a plumber in S tockton. He had done some
plumbing in Brawley before entering the service and
wanted to get away from farm work. He had also begun
pursuing a hobby he picked up in the army, taking photographs of his friends as they attended social events.
Shortly thereafter, an uncle persuaded him to join
his labor contracting company working the tomato fields
near Tracy.
"I worked like a dog, " he remembers. "It was very
hot. I was counting boxes of tomatoes day and night,
and making sure everyone was doing what they were
supposed to do. We went to work way before the sun
came up and got home very late at night. And then the
next day, it was more of the same. There was no rest
during the tomato season. All week, Saturdays, Sundays, holidays. It was work, work, work, and more work.
All we did was work, eat, sleep, and work some more,"
he remembers.
After one summer in the blistering heat of the
tomato fields, the plumbing business looked very
good, so he went back to cutting and joining pipes.
He enrolled in an apprenticeship program in Stockton. "I was the only Chicano," he recalls, "there were a
lot of prejudiced people in the trade. It was hard to get
promotions and get ahead."
ichard's mother moved to San Jose. He
and Vera used to vi~it her and liked the
area very much, so m 1952 he and Vera
moved here from Stockton.
Almost immediately he joined other fellow veteran in Memory Post 399 of the American Legion. The
post sponsored wrestling matches at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium and he began going to the matches and taking photographs, and interviewing the wrestlers. The
post commander urged him to find an Hispanic publication which wou ld print his pictures so they could
market the wrestling matches to Hispanic fans.
He went to see Humberto Garcia who was publishing a Spanish-English magazine aptly named EL
EXCENTRlCO.
Richard proposed to cover the wrestling matches every
two weeks and bring photos and copy to Garcia to publish in the magazine. El Excentrico also had social clubs
in San Jose who wrote columns about their club's acli vi ties in exchange for collating and stapling the magazine, a project which took about four to six hours. It
eemed like a fair exchange to the clubs and it certainly
provided Garcia with lots of free labor.

R

Mexican film star Antonio Aguilar, left, visits with Richard Diaz, San Jose photographer, during a visit to the Garden City in mid1970.

Soon thereafter, Garcia called Richard on a Saturday morning to ask him if he could go to a dance at the
Rainbow Ballroom which was featuring the famed
Maria Felix, a tempestous Mexican actress. Richard
jumped at the opportunity, took his pictures, submitted
them to El Excentrico M agazine, and as the story goes,
it was history.
Garcia dubbed him "El Fotografo de Las
Estrellas," printed him some business cards, and Richard Diaz was on his way.
We asked him which celebrity he had photographed
which interested him the most. "That's easy," he smiled,
"Selena."
"You met and photographed Selena?" we asked,
amazed.
"Yes. She was here. At the San Jose Arena. She was
a ve1y nice person. Very down to earth. You felt like
you had known her for a long time. Muy amable!" he
fondly remembers the late Tex-Mex singer.
"Which of the people you have photographed do
you know the best?" he was asked.
"Lucha Villa," he answered. "I started a fan club for
her. I was the President. She was very nice to all of the
members. She took a picture with each one of us. We
once held a barbeque for her at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds."
"What don't most people know about entertainers?"
we asked.
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Pledging a Fraternity
Sigma Phi Nu, Woodbury College, L.A., 1953

T

hirty young men had been
selected by the active members of Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity,
Woodbury College, to pledge the fraternity. That
meant that we had been culled from an initial
invitees list of over 100 men and chosen to try to
prove that we deserved to be brothers of Sigma
Phi Nu.On a warm Tuesday evening in March we
approached the door of Bancroft Hall, in the northern
part of Los Angeles, to attend our frrst pledge meeting.
We had no idea what we were getting into, but expectations were high. At the door we were greeted by the
fraternity pledgemaster, big, burly Barton Mulligan.

Richard Diaz
(Cont. from Pg 272)
Diaz replied, "The people don't remember that when
the entertainer arrives in town, most of the time, through
no fault of their own, they are running late. They have
to go rehearse, sometimes right up to the minute the
show is supposed to start. But they have to change into
their stage clothes and the show starts late, and everybody gets upset.
The public doesn't understand that it isn't the
entertainer's fault. Sometimes promoters bring an entertainer into the area and they also book them into
Fresno, Salinas, San Francisco, Sacramento, or Stockton and they have to shuttle back and forth between
shows. It can get hectic!" he said.
Mr. Diaz worked for many years for Purdy Plumbing before he retired.
Richard and his wife Vera celebrated 57 years of
wedded bliss on Sunday, Feb. 28. "How did you celebrate?" he was asked.
"Just me, Vera, and few friends. We went to dinner," he stated in his usual quiet manner.
Richard Diaz was among the very first members to

"Come on in!" he said, greeting each of us with a
used-car-dealer smile, and a hearty handshake. He
handed each of us a piece of paper and a pencil and
said, "Fill in every blank and then just sit there and
be quiet. If you're chewing gum, spit it out!"
We took the papers, found seats in the large room,
and began talking excitedly.
"Shut the damned hell UP, pledges! Don't you people
understand English? DO WHAT YOU WERE TOLD
TO DO ... and NOTHING ELSE!", he screamed.
Cliff Brooks looked at me and smiled. The rest of
the guys just sat there, bent over their papers, the
pencils moving to and fro as they hurried to do what

(Cont. on Pg 274)

join San Jose GI Forum. Since then he has been covering just about every social and business function we
have held. He has donated hundreds of photographs to
our chapter which chronicle our history from the day it
began to the present.
He has attended every American GI Forum state and
national convention that has taken place in SC County,
most of them as the designated Official Photographer.
He has been the official photographer of Vida Nueva's
Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference for the past eight
years.
It is hard to think of anyone whom he has NOT photographed. His has truly been a life of service to San
Jose GI Forum, and to the Santa Clara County community. No man ever gave so much to so many. • • • • •

Character
Reputation is what others perceive you to be. Character is what
you are.
--John Wooden
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Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 273
they had been told by Mr. Mulligan.
The paper was a questionnaire. The fraternity wanted
a lot of information about its new charges.
Name: E. David Hill
Age: 19
Born: Yes
Place of Birth: Hollywood, Calif.
Date: June 6, 1934
Education: Woodpile High School, 1952 graduate.
Any other college attended: No.
Major in this college: Journalism.
Play sports: No.
Play musical instrument: Harp. (This was my idea
of a joke!)

Why do you want to pledge Sigma Phi Nu: I like
the people in it. Believe that they aspire to be Number
One in everything, and that is what I want. Enjoy
sense of camaraderie in the group. Girls at the college mixers said that Sigma Phi Nu was the best
"Greek" group on campus.
After we fmished filling in the blanks, Brooks and I
exchanged papers, first making sure that Mulligan wasn't
looking at us. I got a charge out of the way he had
answered the last question on the sheet. It is the best,
period, is what the diplomatic Brooks wrote. Kiss ass, I
thought.

Mac's Cock ails

Equality
It is all one to me if a man comes from
Sing Sing or Harvard. We hire a man,
not his history.
--Henry Ford

After all the pledges had arrived, and fdled in
their questionnaires, the door was locked and we
were told to line up, in single file, and place one hand
on the right shoulder of the man immediately in front
of us.
"I am going to repeat again what we've been telling
you guys all along," Mulligan began, "Anyone that
doesn't want to pledge Sigma Phi Nu can leave right now
and no one will ever say anything about it. From here on,
you will do as you are told. You will not smile, grin, or
make faces. You will greet no one and smile at no one!
In short, you know no one and will not recognize anyone
you see no matter who they are. You will not speak
unless spoken to and only when you hear your own
name!"
Suddenly the lights went out and we heard a door
behind us open and then the shuffling of feet as some
persons walked up and stood behind us.
"OK.AY, put the Sig Phi blindfolds on!" Mulligan
said.
At his command the man behind each pledge slipped
a blindfold over our eyes and tied it securely behind our
heads. Then the column of pledges began to move
slowly forward. No one dared make a sound. We heard
a door open and a hand grabbed me around the elbow
and the man it belonged to said softly, "Just keep
walking. I'll tell you where to turn."
A few moments later we heard Mulligan say, 0K,
pledges, you can take the blindfolds off now."
I had to laugh! The so-called blindfolds were nothing more than women's sanitary napkins, henceforth to
be known as Sig Phi blindfolds.
"What's so goddam funny?" Mulligan growled, standing in front of the group with a large plywood paddle in
his meaty hand. All signs of mirth left our faces. The
active members stood at attention behind the pledges.
"The picnic is over, men!" Mulligan continued,
"Pledging has officially begun ... OH! ... you guys can
move up here," he addressed the active members who
11

THE LEADER
San Jose GI Forum
newsletter article:
March, 1989
In downtown San Jose, next to Sal
& Luigi's Restaurant -- the sign reads

MAC'S Cock ails. I dunno about you,
buddy, but if MY rooster was sick, I
damned sure wouldn't buy a neon
sign to advertise it!

(Cont. on Pg 275)
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If Any Channels Call ••••
Some San Jose GI Forum members were beginning to suspect that our Chairman, Victor Garza, had lost
touch with reality. Sometimes he sounded like he thought
the moon and stars revolved around his ass. An example:
On a Saturday morning, one day prior to the Fiestas
Patrias, Joe G. Lopez and I were in the GI Forum
building on Alum Rock A venue.
Chairman Victor Garza came in, picked up some
papers, and was going out the door when the everinquisitive Joe G. asked him where he was going.

viewing me about the Fiestas Patrias!"
Garza started to walk out the door, then came
back and said, "If any other channels want to talk to
me, tell them that I'll be at City Hall!"

EDITOR'S NOTE: After Victor walked
out the door I reminded Joe G. Lopez to follow
the chairman's orders explicitly, .... "Just

Channels, not individuals ••• just Channels!''

"To City Hall," he said, "Channel 11 is inter-

Intellectual Thinking
A man kills his neighbor. People of limited intelligence will discuss how it happened.
People of higher intelligence will ask why it happened. Intellectuals will discuss how
it might have been prevented.

Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 274)
were standing behind us. They moved quickly into
chairs set up auditorium-style in front of a small stage.
I took a quick count, there must have been at least one
hundred actives and alumni members, many of whom
we had not met.

The pledges took seats in the rear of the room.
Each of them had a very grim look on their face. Bad
news for us? We would f"md out soon enough.
"You men are here tonight," Mulligan intoned, "because we deemed you worthy to TRY and become one
of us. If that sounds like a challenge, let it. That is what
is intended. Getting into this fraternity involves a helluva
lot more than just meeting our members, telling us you
want to pledge and wearing a blue and gold beanie
around the school for eight weeks ... a LOT MORE! It's
going to be rough, men, I'm not going to make any bones
about it.
When I was elected Pledgemaster of Sigma Phi Nu

six months ago I promised the guys that we would have
the roughest pledge season in this fraternity's history and
goddamit, that's what it's going to be. I am not a liar! I
intend to keep my word. And there's over 100 brothers
here to see me get started on you!
"If you're good enough to take everything we are
going to dish out, then you're gonna find yourself
welcomed into this outfit with open arms. We'll be glad
to have you be one of us, wear our fraternity jacket, and
share our traditions.
Someone loudly interjected, "Andthatg-o-o-dSigma
pussy, too!"
The actives and alums roared with laughter!
"All of you remember that first rush party you went
to six or seven weeks ago? There were 108 of you there
that night. Remember that we took your picture? The
photo are not mounted at the Cucamonga Post Office.
We looked at them at the next meeting. Our members
were encouraged to give the fraternity their impressions
of you pledges. Some of you guys did nothing but drink

(Cont. on Pg 276)
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Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 275)
beer that night. You are suspected of liking each other.
Some of you are still here and the others were not
invited to join us. After that rush, we decided to invite
only forty of you to the formal dinner. Remember the
dinner at the Riviera Country Club? We took note of
how you act in a nice place. We counted the silverware
when you got up from your place at the dinner table.
We know that at least two of you drank the water in the
fingerbowl!
ne of you farted during the second
course! But that is nature going out the
back door, and as powerful as we might
be as a fraternity, we have absolutely no power over
your bowels.
At the next frat meeting we took another vote and
the members decided to invite only 30 of you to pledge
Sigma Phi Nu.

0

"Bear that in mind: only 30 young men in the
Collier College student body meet our standards as
people that we want to associate with for the rest of
our lives.
"You are not here merely because you have warm
blood coursing through your bodies. We have plans
for you. You have been deemed to have talents that are
useful to this organization. Above all the talents you
may have, we hope you have the intestinal fortitude to
weather our eight weeks of pledging and that you can
become one of us.
All fraternities have a personality. Some frats
stress bookleaming and that's about all they do. Their
members appear on the Dean's List frequently, and
they're very proud of that. But some of those poor
bastards will not get laid all the time that they are at
Woodbury College.

Some frats stress the development of an all
around person ••• one who feels at home on the
athletic field, in the gymnasium, on the beach, at a
fancy dinner, and among young ladies with warm
bodies eager to share their charms with you. That's
us!
Sigma Phi Nu is the most popular fraternity on this
campus. We are good in sports, our members are
active in the student government, our Sweetheart Ball
in February is the biggest and best social function of
the year, and we actively participate in volunteer

efforts to help others less fortunate than ourselves.
Whatever you want to do in your spare time, we are
probably doing it. Thank you for being here, and congratulations for choosing Sigma Phi Nu.
Actives .... let's give our pledges aSIG PHI CHEER!"
Every man in the place rose as one and emitted a
huge roar that must have stirred the dead at Forest Hills
Cemetery, just over the hill from Bancroft Hall.
The pledgemaster continued, "There are three stages
of a fraternity man's life ... Number one is the pledge
stage, that's where you're at right now. Number two is
the Active Stage, that's what we are. And number three
is the Alumni stage, where these men are."
As he said that, all the Alumni members of Sigma
Phi Nu rose and waved to the pledges.
"At the moment we have 46 active members, over
600 alumni in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, and
during the pledging season you will be meeting many of
them at various functions. These are men who like to see
what the pledge group looks like. Ours is the only
fraternity anywhere that allows their alumni to paddle
the pledges' ass if he wants to.
"Sigma Phi Nu is at once like all other fraternities ...
and at the same time quite different. We are not affiliated
with any other Greek organization in the United States.
We are independent. We value that independence. That
means that the money we earn here is spent here. The
decisions which guide our organization are made here ...
by men you elected to lead you.

"We excell in sports, because that is one activity
in which we pit ourselves against the other fraternities. We are the defending Woodbury College Intramural League football and softball champs. Our
basketball team fmished second last year. But, we're
gonna change that this year, right, George Gagas?''
The big 6'4" former All New York City forward
from Erasmus Hall High School in Brooklyn, stood up
and gave us a big clenched-hands salute.
"Tonight," Mulligan continued, "You will be issued
a little black book. That book is going to be the most
important book in your life for eight weeks. You will not
go anywhere without it. You will sleep with it. You will
take it to the bathroom with you. You will even have it
with you when you go to the beach!

"When we say, have it on you at all times, that is
exactly what we mean! There's nothing in it at the
(Cont. on Pg 277)
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Little Joe
Hernandez

Little Joe and his band members
were wearing ny Ion or rayon or some
shiny material, one of them I remember was wearing a cape, somewhat like Superman. Finally, Pete
could wait no longer.
He approached Little Joe and
Little Joe and La Familia played for the
asked, "Porque se visten como putos,
Miss Californi a GI Forum Pageant at a
ustedes?"
convention in Visalia. I had invited my
I was not certain I heard what I
brother Jess and sister in law Hema from
thought I heard and did not ask.
Woodlake to be our guests at the dance.
Little Joe just laughed it off, probAfter the dance, we went to the San Jose
ably not the first time a person who'd
Gl Forum hospitality suite at the Holiday
been drinking commented on their
Joe Hernandez
Inn near the Visalia Airport for after-dance
business attire.
cocktails.
A few days later, back in San
S hortly after 2 a. m. Joe Hernandez and some of his
Jose, while having a few at the GI Forum building, Pete
dance band members w alked in.
repeated the statement in telling someone about the
Pete Gonzalez kept looking at the guys and
convention. Well-mannered, staid, always-in-control
wonderingout loud about their attire.
Pete Gonzalez said THAT?? Yep.
"I wonder why they dress that way?" he asked me
•••••
and a couple of other people we were conversing with.

Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 276)
moment, but there very certainly will be things written in there ... and very soon."
As he said that, the active and alumni members
erupted in laughter. We would learn what was so funny
very shortly.
ulligan continued, "You will also re
ceive a s mall gold and blue beanie
which is going to look downri ght silly on
some of you me n. That beanie is to be worn every day to
school. You will not come anywhere within 8 blocks of
the school without that beanie on your dome ! You will
also purchase cigarettes, pipe tobacco, candy, gum, and
matches. Carry all these items with you at all times
around the school and be prepared to dispense them
when asked to by an active member of Sigma Phi Nu.
"After a while I am going to write down the pledge
rules on the blackboard. Please copy them precisely as
they are written, and MEMORIZE THEM immediately!
You will be issued a copy of the Greek alphabet. Memo-

M

rize that too ... forwards and backwards. You will be
asked to recite it ... and you damned well better know it!
The sooner the better!"
"NOW .. . for the pledge names .... For the next eight
weeks you will be known to the members of this fraternity ONLY by your pledge name. There is a very good
reason why we give you pledge names to go by for the
duration of the pledge season, but I am not going to tel l
you why just yet ... You pledges come to the podium as
I call your name:
"Clifford Brooks!" he called out, and Brooks rose,
very neat looking in a navy blue suit, white shirt, and
yellow tie, and strode rapidly onto the stage.
"Mr. Brooks," Mulligan said, "from here on you will
be known to us only as "Gladiator!"
The alums and active members laughed!

Mulligan handed Brooks a blue and gold beanie,
the notorious black book, a pencil, and his copy of the
Greek alphabet, written on a 3x5 card.
"Page Klein ," Barton called out ... "Your name wil l

(Con t . on Pg 2 78)
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Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 277)
be Rubber Butt."
very time Mulligan assigned a name to a
pledge the actives would hoot and holler
and then quiet down, and await the next
pledge's name.
"Skeeter Season! ... your name will be Spider!"
"Tom Carnoustie! .... your name will be Mr. Completely!"
"David Hill! ... your name will be Juan Toomany!"
"Don Tryman! .... your name will be Man Maker!"
"Bennie Lozano! .... your name will be Your Honor!"
"Jerry Robins! ... your name will be Cutter!"
"AI Howton! ..... your name will be Buster Crabbe!"
"Kaz Y amato! .... your new name will be I. C. Boobs!"
On and on he went, calling us to the stage, giving
each man his pledge name and issuing the black book,
copy of the Greek alphabet, and the pencil. After every
pledge had been called onstage, Mulligan continued
with his speech, "Pledges, I want to warn you again that
you're going to catch all colors of hell from the actives
that you see gathered around you .... "
At the moment I happened to be looking at Dan
Kahoenahi, a sales major from Honolulu whom I'd met
at a rush party a few weeks before. His eyes were set
defiantly on Kaz Y amato.lt had only been 12 years since
Pearl Harbor and apparently for DK the war wasn't over
yet!

E

ulligan continued, "That guy who
introduced you to all those nice
Sigma girls in the cafeteria is going to
turn into a man whose sole objective will be to warm
your ass with a paddle every time he gets a chance.

M

"Make the best of it, and you'll find after it's all over
that you really enjoyed it, no matter how rough it got.
One thing to remember when you get depressed is that
it's only eight weeks and after its over, that's it. Then you
can look forward to doing a little pledge paddling
yourself, IF you get in!
"Remember, if you have disabilities, you don't have
to get paddled ... but then you can never ... ever ... paddle
anyone else either! For life!

''One very important fact for you to remember:
WE ARE NOT GOING TO DO ANYTIDNG TO
HARM YOU PHYSICALLY. KNOW THAT! One
more time .•• we are not going to do anything to harm

you physically.
"After ... and if ... you become a Sigma Phi Nu
Active, we have plans for you ... and those plans do not
include nursing care! REMEMBER THAT!
Then Mulligan began calling out names of fraternity
members who had been assigned as Big Brothers to the
pledges.
"These men will guide you as you prepare to become a Sig Phi! Trust them! They are on YOUR side!
They want to help you! They have volunteered to take
you under their wing, and turn you into a Brother that
we'll be happy to have in our fraternity. At the end of the
pledge season, the actives pick a pledge which they
believe best exemplifies the spirit of a Sigma Phi Nu
Fraternity pledge. Your big brother will want you to earn
that award, because some of the active members have
bets riding on this. Remember that!

"Juan Toomany •••• Your big brother is Dan
Kahoenahi of Honolulu, Hawaii!"
Dan rose from his chair, a massive Hawaiian, shook
my hand with what seemed like ten pounds of ham, then
put his arm around me and gave me a tight hug. I knew
that he was a tackle on the Sig Phi football team. All I
could think of was, man, I'm sure glad I'm not carrying
a football!
"Welcome to Sigma Phi Nu, Juan Toomany. Just
call me Mr. Kahoenahi for eight weeks. Be a good
pledge, then you can call me Dan!"
And Mulligan went on and on until he had assigned
big brothers to all the pledge class.
"There will be a party given by this fraternity at the
American Legion Hall on Westmont St. in about an
hour. It is traditional that Sigma Phi Nu host this party on
the first day of pledging. Pledges from all fraternities
and sororities are invited to attend and though we don't
normally do any pledging outside of school hours,
tonight you are asked to help run the thing. Remember,
we're the hosts!
He went on, "Everyone of you already has been
assigned something to do when you get there, so when
you get to the hall, contact Jerry Calhoun, the Fraternity
President, (Jerry stood up so we would know who he
was), and find out as soon as possible what your job is,
and then do it! Some of you will be assigned the cleanup detail in which case you can enjoy yourself dancing
with the girls and having a good time. Those of you who
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No to Newfarmer
Article, THE LEADER
Dec. 1988
San Jose GI Forum members voted unanimously
NOT to join with the Mexican American Community
Services Agency (MACSA) in giving public praise to
City Manager Ken Newfarmer for his "affirmative action" program.
"ARE YOU KIDDING, ESTHER?" was one of the
printable remarks heard as the issue was introduced at
the November meeting.
After messing over Deputy Chief Ike Hernandez,
and passing over numerous other Chicanos in the P.D.
for advancement, we see no reason for ANY Chicano
organization to be commending the City Manager for
ANYTHING.
Wonder if anyone at the Newfarmer banquet will
mention the $60 million bucks that disappeared? Or the

Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 278)
are told to pick up beer bottles, do it, because we don't
want anyone tripping on one out on the dance floor.
Keep the damned place clean ... spotless!
"Before we break up the meeting there's one more
thing I have to say, you'll all get the party before the other
frats do. When their delegations get there, all you
pledges get together and form two lines so that they have
to walk between you to get in.

"They will be shouting slogans, their fraternity
motto, or something else. Greet 'em with the frat
song when they arrive and make it good and loud!
Drown 'em out! You better sing louder than the other
pledge groups because if you don't ••• you 'II pay for it
next Tuesday at the pledge meeting. And, OH, YES
•.• pledges•••• give your souls to Jesus because your
asses belong to ME!"
And with those words, Mulligan retired from the

Transit Mall mess? Or the St. Claire Hotel fiasco? Or the
Fairmont Hotel gift? Or ... well, you get the idea ...
Newfarmer? Public praise? C'mon, Esther!

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Mexican American Community Services Agency had asked
San Jose GI Forum to join them in honoring San
Jose City Manager Kenneth Newfarmer at a
dinner in the Fairmont Hotel. We voted not to.
For a number of reasons.
Esther is, of course, Esther Medina, Director
ofMACSA, an otherwise rational thinker, and a
lady whom I admire very much for her years of
dedicated community service.

platform and the pledges were inundated by actives and
alumni showing them the way to write their pledge
names on their caps, how to copy the rules, making it
easier to memorize them, and how to greet active and
alumni members. Some of the active members brought
alumni up and introduced them, but that night people's
names didn't mean too much because you met so many
of them it was impossible to remember them all.
"Juan Toomany? .... John Lambert here. You got a
good big brother in Dan Kahoenahi. He volunteered to
be YOUR big brother. He's a good friend of mine. He
was my big brother a year ago. I'm gonna help him see
you through all of this. Let me show you how to put your
stuff together, so you get off to a good start."
e showed me, then added, "If you ever
have ANY questions about ANY
THING, call Dan .... If you can't reach him,
here's my home and work numbers. We'll work together
to get you into this fraternity. If you call me at home and
I am not there, leave a message with Nancy, my girl
friend, and I'll call you back PRONTO! OK? OK."

H
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Dan was waiting to talk to me. We shook hands
again, and he and I walked outside together. He offered
me a ride to the Veterans Hall for the party, but I said I
was riding with my friend Frank (Piddle Diddle), so we
went our separate ways. I felt good having a pureblooded Hawaiian for a big brother. I had always been
very curious about the south sea islands culture and I
decided to learn as much about it as possible ... from my
big brother.
When Frank and I arrived at the hall, some of the
other pledges were already there. They were being
taught the fraternity song by an alumnus member.
We were ready when the other fraternity and sorority members arrived, and we gave it to them:
"WE ARE THE GREAT BIG HAIRY-CHESTED
MEN,
HAIRY CHESTED MEN
'
HAIRY CHESTED MEN
'
WE ARE THE GREAT BIG HAIRY-CHESTED
MEN,
WE ARE THE SIG PHI NU!
WE DRINK WHISKEY WITH THE BEST OF
MEN,
WITH THE BEST OF MEN,
WITH THE BEST OF MEN,
WE DRINK WHISKEY WITH THE BEST OF
MEN,
WE ARE THE SIG PHI NU!
WE EXCELL IN ALL WE DO,
ALL WE DO,
ALL WE DO,
WE EXCELL IN ALL WE DO,
WE ARE THE SIG PHI NU!"
As the sun rose slowly in the east the next
morning_, many of us were still at the hall, going through
the motions. of cleaning up the place, familiarizing
ourselves With the other pledge names, singing the
~raternity song, reciting the Greek alphabet, and recalltog all the beautiful women we had met that night.

THE FIRST PLEDGE MEETING
This was the day that all Sigma Phi Nu actives and
pledges anxiously awaited, albeit for different reasons.
The first pledge meeting! This was the day that we'd
been warned about and told so much about. We'd heard
about meetings like this from the time we became

interested in fraternity life and here the day was, at last.

Frank and I weren't the happiest guys in the
world as we drove toward the Elks Hall where the
meeting was being held. Rule No.3 of the pledge rules
read: PLEDGES MUST WEAR OLD CLOTHES
TO ALL PLEDGE MEETINGS.
That was the rule that was bothering me at this
particular moment. I had already memorized my rules
and knew my Greek alphabet by heart.
"VERBATIM," as Rollins was fond of saying.
hy, I reasoned, should they want us to
w~ar old clothes? They're probably just
going to make us stand around and recite
the pledge rules and then find out if we know the
alphabet. Then I wondred why they'd asked us in the
questionnaire if we knew how to play a musical instrument. I wished to hell now that I hadn't mentioned the
harp. I'd never even seen one, much less learned how to
play it!
"I wonder what in hell is going to happen?" Frank
asked me, "I heard Rollins saying that he was going to
give us hell tonight. Do you think they'll paddle our ass
tonight, the first meeting?"
He sounded kinda skeptical about the whole thing. I
was scared.
. "Idon'tthinkso,Frank,"Ianswered, "Ithinkhe'sjust
trying to throw a scare into us."
That answer seemed to please him somewhat and he
started to whistle, "Que Sera, Sera," a popular tune of the
time. I ran over my pledge rules again mentally and then
recited the Greek alphabet out loud, "Alpha, Beta,
Gamma, Delta, Epsilon, Zeta, Eta, Theta, Iota, Kappa,
Lambda, Mu, Nu, Zi, Omicron, Pi, Rho, Sigma, Tau,
Upsilon, Phi, Chi, Psi, Omega!"
"You sound like you got those down pat!" Frank
enthused.
"Y?u're supposed to be able to say it in 10 seconds,
according to what Overman was telling us the other
day," I replied. "He said that Tunnell said it in 8 seconds
when he was pledging and that Rollins knows it both
forward and backward in 14 seconds! That's pretty
good, huh?"
"Damned good!" Frank exclaimed as he turned off
Kingsley Street onto busy Larchmont Blvd.
Always before today I'd thought it was a long way
from the apartment to the Elks Hall but today it seemed
like just a drive around the block. I knew that we couldn't

W
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get into the fraternity if we missed any pledge meetings
but I never wanted to get there. I wished that we would
have a flat tire in Frank's car or get stalled in traffic or
even get pulled over and have Frank given a traffic
ticket. Anything to delay our getting there. But, as fate
would have it, Frank made no driving errors and suffered no embarrassment like a flat tire. We were on time
... dammit!

"ON THE DOUBLE, PLEDGES!" Rollins yelled
as we turned the corner and I scanned the street
helping Frank look for a parking place. We no more
than got the car parked than Rollins was right there
yelling at us.
"Hit the deck, pledges! Hurry up and get out!"
We hurried out of the car, forgetting even to lock the
doors, a cardinal sin in Frank's book. We snapped to
attention on the sidewalk facing the street and discovered to our chagrin that we were the first pledges to
arrive.
"You pledges are fifteen seconds late! Do you know
that? ... Juan Toomany, do you know your pledge rules
and the alphabet?" he screamed at me.
ollins looked to me like a toy bulldog,
like you see in the cartoons. He was just
under six feet tall and weighed around 220,
all of it in the shoulders that tapered to a chunky beer
drinkers waist.

R

His large face was dominated by dark black
eyebrows that seemed to turn blacker every time he
turned his wrath on a poor unsuspecting pledge.
I was too scared to talk. It struck me as being very
funny that a married man like Rollins with two kids
would take the time to come out here on a Tuesday night
to raise hell with the pledges of a fraternity of which he
was a member. He reminded me of the kid back home
who used to play soldier with us. He was always wanting
to imitate a German soldier and always wanting to take
prisoners in "combat" so that he could scream at them
while he interrogated them. I had to laugh! That went
over like a fairy in a gang fight with Rollins.
"Juan Toomany!, didn't you hear me?"
"Yes, Sir, Mr. Rollins!" I replied solemnly, wanting
to please him so as not to incur his wrath anymore than
I had to.
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Spartans Whip 'Dogs
1986 -- Trailing Fresno State by 10
points with 42 seconds left in the game,
quarterback Mike Perez's two touchdown passes led San Jose State to a
45-41 victory at Spartan Stadium.

"SIR?" he asked, disgustedly .
"YES, MR. ROLLINS!"

"Juan Toomany! How many stairs are there
from the first floor to the 3rd floor of the Collier
College administration building?'' he screamed.
"I don't know, Mr. Rollins," I replied honestly. At
the moment I wished that I had taken the time to count
them, but who in the hell would have guessed that he
would ask that stupid question?
"You're stupid!" he ranted, "How many members of
Sigma Phi Nu are ineligible to compete in athletics right
now?"
"I don't know, Mr. Rollins," I answered.
"HOLY HELL, PLEDGE! .. Don't you know ANYTHING? How old is your fellow pledge, Piddle Diddle?"
he continued.
"Mr. Rollins ... Piddle Diddle was born in Vista,
California, some 22 years ago," I replied, sticking out
my chest, feeling very proud of myself. Now, you
sonofabitch, ask me some more questions like that one,
I thought.

"Fine, Juan •••• Now ••• How many members of
Sigma Phi Nu are in the Collier College Hall of
Fame?" he asked, smiling, confident that I wouldn't
know.
"There are 7 members of Sigma Phi Nu in the Collier
College Hall of Fame, Mr. Rollins!" I snapped.
"Name 'em, pledge!" he shot back.
ollins could not possibly know that I had
taken the time to read all the literature
that was disseminated to us at the rushes, not
only for our frat but for all the others. I was not an expert
on the subject, but I felt that I knew as much about it as
the next guy.
"The seven men of Sigma Phi Nu in the Hall of Fame
are ... Bill Tunnell, who holds the school 120 yard high

R
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hurdles record of 14.2 established in 1950; Mitch Preston
who won 24 consecutive games while pitching Sigma
Phi Nu to two league softball titles in 1949 and 1950;
Ronald Marble, who won the Pacific Coast heavyweight
wrestling championship in 1940; Omar Johnson, who
was named President of the National Association of
College Student Body Officers in 1936; .... and ..... "
At that moment Rollins spotted fresh prey, Brooks,
Skeet, Duke and Kaz strolling nonchalantly toward the
Elks Hall, and hollered Atease, Juan Toomany! Pledges,
get your asses over here!" and laughing like a mad man,
yelled, "I'm gonna have some fun tonight! Get your
asses over here. ON THE DOUBLE!"
The guys hurried up to where we were standing just
in front of the car and simultaneously hollered, "Good
evening, Mr. Rollins!", which was the accepted greeting
for all active members of Sigma Phi Nu. Pledges were to
sound off the moment they saw an active member, all of
them together. And Lord help you if you didn't know the
active's name!
he rest of the pledge group, _seven~een
strong, arrived at the same time, 1n a
large group. Rollins was quick to size up
what had happened and asked them, "Where in hell you
guys been hiding?fl
"Nowhere!" one of them replied instantly.
"May I ask you a question, Mr. Rollins?" Jerry
Robinson asked.
"What the hell's on your mind, Cutter?" Rollins
repied.
"Where is Mr. Ireland, my big brother?" he asked.
"Whattinell you want Ireland for? .... He's not gonna
save your ass from me, Cutter. Tonight, I'm gonna be the
meanest bastard you ever run across in your cherry life!
Ireland ain't gonna do you no good tonight, daddy-o!
Your ass is MINE!" he crowed.
Cutter just looked at Rollins with eyes that pleaded
for mercy but Rollins didn't even give him a second
glance.
"Are there any athletes in this crowd?" he asked.
Jerry, Skeets, Finger, Frank, Kaz, and Paul raised
their hands.
II

T

"What in the hell can you play, Juan Toomany?"
he asked, determined to pick on me, "besides squat
tag?"

All of the pledges burst into laughter and I could see
a slow anger rising within Rollins.
"Assume the position, EVERYbody!" All of you!
your ass is mine! Bend over and hold your left ankle
with your left hand and the family jewels with your
right!"
He walked down the line of upturned buttocks and
gave each a resounding whack with the 3/4 inch plywood paddle that he carried.
THWACK!
THWACK!
THWACK!
THWACK!
Rollins' ability with the paddle was known throughout the fraternity. He and Reynolds were considered two
of the best swatters in the frat and when they had contests
to see who hit the hardest, the unlucky pledge on whose
derriere they practiced, sometimes didn't show up for
school the next day. On at least one occasion, the pledge
had gone to Emergency at the nearest hospital, and ~f
course kept his mouth shut about how he had gotten hts
"red ~s". After he had swatted everyone, he said,
"OKAY, PLEDGES! Who wants to swat ME?"
There were no takers. We thought he was kidding. It
has to be some kind of a trap we reasoned, so no one
volunteered to blister his ass.
"How many of you guys know how to play tennis?"
he asked.
utter, Finger, Reason, and Kaz raised
their hands. Rollins knew that Cutter
was a tennis player because his younger
brother had played against Jerry's high school.
"OK, you three step out here. I'll show you the
Sigma Phi Nu way of playing tennis. Who wants to be
the net? Kaz volunteered, so he got to bend over and be
the net. Cutter was assigned to swat Reason on the ass,
Then he leaped over Kaz's back to the other side wh~re
Finger swatted him back across the net. Then, while
Rollins laughed hysterically, Cutter became the ball and
Reason and Brooks became the players.

C

The other pledges were instructed to cheer for
their favorite players, and cheer like hell or you
would become the "ball". We made a lot of noise,
believe me.
Rollins was laughing his head off when he spied
Mulligan approaching the group.
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"TEN-SHUN!" he commanded, "Give a proper greeting to Pledgemaster Mulligan."
We said "Good evening Mr. Mulligan!"
Rollins roared, "SOUND OFF LIKE YOU GOT A
PAIR, DAMMIT, You sound like a bunch of Gamma
pledges!"
"GOODEVENING,MR.MULLIGAN!"weroared
in unison.
"Good evening, pledges," said Mulligan, then broke
out his huge shit-eating grin.
"THIS IS THE NIGHT we have all been waiting for!
This is the night that you all find out if you're ever going
to call yourself a Sig Phi! I'm going to give you ten
minutes to look over your pledge rules again, and to
recite the Greek alphabet, know the officers of the
fraternity, and be ready to answer a lot of questions. In
ten minutes they're gonna come down for you! Be ready
! ... Let's go upstairs, Rollins!" said Mulligan.
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Pickin' Cotton
My friend Chendo Ronquillo grew
up in the southern San Joaquin Valley.
He had just finished telling me that he
grew up in Wasco. He was describing
how he used to get up very early in the
morning, go to a certain corner in town
and waitforthelaborcontractor's truck
to come take them out to pick cotton on
those long, long rows that seemed to
stretch for miles.
I interrupted him with, "Man, I've
been to Wasco, Chendo. In Wasco, you
can get out of bed, jump out the window, and you're IN a cotton patch!"

Rollins and Mulligan went upstairs and all of the
pledges gathered around Gary Meyer, our pledge captain.
"Is there anyone here who doesn't know the alphabet, and the rules?" he asked. No one admitted to that.
"Is there anyone that doesn't know the names of the
officers?" Duke Gente asked.
Piddle Diddle raised his hand and I turned to him and
said, "Why didn't you say so, Frank, we could have gone
over them while we were driving here!"
Cutter took him away from the crowd to go over the
officers with him.

Just as we were getting ourselves together, a
green station wagon pulled up to the curb and four
active members piled out.
"Good evening, Mr. Lynch!"
"Good evening, Mr. Reynolds!"
"Good evening, Mr. Antaky!"
"Good evening, Mr. Sullins!"
They didn't even look at us. Puffing on big black
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cigars, acting like we had never met them, we might as
well have been a pile of rocks out in a meadow. They
stepped briskly from the car and into the building. A few
moments later, four other men came out of the building,
shouldered one case of beer each, and disappeared into
the building.
One of the young men approached our group, looked
at us with disgust, and hollered, "BOO, Pledges!"
We just giggled nervously.
"You know, pledgies, you're all really our good
friends, but .... unfortunately for you, there's nothing we
can do to prevent what is about to happen inside. You,
especially, Juan Toomany! You're on EVERYBODY'S
shit list! You're the guy who's been goosing Don Eyer
with a ruler in the hallways, ain't you?"
A smile briefly crossed my face. Then I wiped it off.
It wasn't funny at the moment. I knew my comeuppance
was coming. Judgment Day was upon me.
very time I saw Mr. Eyer walking down
the hall with his beautiful girl friend
Donna Clark, president of the Alpha Iota
sorority, I'd sneak up behind him and goose him softly
just to hear him yell and jump up about a foot off the
floor. Donna even laughed, though she knew better than
I that my ass would pay for that little joke on some
Tuesday night. One very hard swat on the ass would
come for every time I had violated Eyer's ass.
"Bring 'em up!" we heard someone yell from a third
floor window they'd opened on the street side of the
building. We entered the lobby and walked toward the
elevators.
"Line up in double file and stand at attention!" he
yelled at us.
We snapped to attention.
Theelevatordoorsopenedand Mulligan emerged,
the huge smile still on his mug as if he was anticipating a good time.
"They're waiting for you, pledges! I just wish I could
have gotten here sooner. Some of those guys are pretty
drunk! They aren't supposed to drink tonight, but some
of them got very carried away. We'll just do the best we
can. How about that, fellows?" he mimicked.
Standing before a huge active that wants to swat
your ass with a 3/4 in plywood paddle is bad enough, but
if he's drunk and his judgment is impaired, he may very

E

easily get carried away, and just start swatting asses
indiscriminately. Some of your closest friends among
the actives would give you a break when they had to swat
you. And some who weren't so friendly, would try to
break you in half!
We were blindfolded with Sigma Phi Nu blindfolds
and led into the elevators. We could feel it moving up
and soon we heard the door open and someone yelled. It
seemed to be right in front of me.
"HERE THEY ARE!"
Then we heard the sound of bottles and glass breaking, paddles being wielded and godawful screams and
painful cries for mercy!
WHAT IN THE HELL WAS GOING ON?, I wondered.
e were told to assemble in a large
circle and hold hands. They helped
us, because we were "blind" of course.
Often some pledge's name would be called loudly, and
he would step out of the circle and go somewhere, we
knew not where. Then we would hear the sound of
paddles hitting human behinds and a bunch of actives
hollering, "Lay it on the sonofabitch, Eyer! Hit that
stinkin' pledge! SLAM 'IM!"
This was followed by a nasty noise which sounded
like wood on leather, and then a very loud scream,
"OUCH! Goddamit, you hit my hand!" from the pledge
being paddled.
"MESS 'IM UP, EYER! IDT 'IM, AGAIN! Ask
that damned pledge if he still likes goosing actives,
the damned queer! IDT 'IM AGAIN •.•. HARDER!"
THWACK!
THWACK!
"JUAN TOOMANY! Front and center!"
My blood froze. I got a none too gentle shove from
behind.
"Get your ass in gear! MOVE, PLEDGE!"
"You know who this is don't you, pledge?'' a kindly
voice asked.
"No ..... no, I don't," I said timidly. It's bad enough
getting swatted on the ass when you can see who's doing
it and you can anticipate the paddle coming, but when
you are blindfolded you have no idea when the pa~dle
and your meaty ass are going to come together 1n a
vicious collision.
"I'm Hank Wheeler, your buddy!" the voice said.

W
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Fear invaded my mind. Hank was an ex-Marine, one
of the toughest guys in the fraternity. A bar room
brawler, former college football player, and reputedly
one of the hardest swatters in the fraternity.
"De donde son tus jefes?" He asked me, in Spanish.
"De Jalisco, Mejico!" I replied instantly.
He pushed gently on my lower back, the Sig Phi
signal to assume the position, meaning ass-warming
time. I trembled, knowing what was coming.
"VIVA MEJICO!" Hank hollered, just before a
viciously swung paddle made contact with my tender
ass. The force would have knocked me over on my face,
except just before the paddle connected, I felt two meaty
hands brace against my shoulders.
I shook with fear! I had never been so scared in my
life! I felt like I wanted to go take a huge crap, but this
was not the time for it, of course. I would have been
laughed out of the room if I had asked to go to the toilet.
Though, I found out later that it was not at all unusual for
pledges to ask to go to the toilet while they were being
beaten by unseen persons while blindfolded and scared
half to death.
"Son hombres los de Jalisco?" He asked (Are they
MEN in J alisco ?).
"Si," I said quietly.
"SI? .... Nomas SI?'' he yelled in my ear.
"VALE MADRE QUE SON HOMBRES!" I
hollered, as loud as I could. (Hell, YES, they're men!)
"QUEVIVANLOSHOMBRESDEJALISCO!"he
shouted, and another paddle arrived to warm my ass. It
didn't hurt as much the second time because my rear end
was still numb from the first swat. This went on for five
or six swats. Tears came to my eyes, but of course being
blindfolded, no one can see you crying. But they knew.

Then Hank told me to stand up and I was so
grateful I felt like saying, thanks. Thanks for quitting, for not pounding my ass anymore.
"Now, listen," he said softly, "pretty soon they're
going to take you into the next room. Mulligan is going
to be in there asking questions about the alphabet, the
pledge rules, and the officers' names. You better know
them because every time you miss one, you get swatted
on the ass. Got it?" he asked.
"Yeah, Mr. Wheeler," I said, "thanks."
I was grateful that he had told me. At least I wouldn't

No Black Classmates,
EVER!
In eight years at Woodlake Elementary School, four years at Woodlake
High School, 1 year at Woodbury College in Los Angeles, and 1 year at Los
Angeles Trade Tech (sheet metal apprenticeship), I never saw an Hispanic
or Black teacher, and never sat in a
classroom with a black student.
In California. In the 20th century.
Not bragging.
Not complaining.
Just stating a fact.

go into it stone cold. I felt good about having a friend
confiding in me. I felt like I was getting some "inside"
information, like I was being singled aside because I was
such a good guy and a desirable pledge of Sigma Phi Nu.
How wrong can a person be?
hen I heard Mulligan's voice again, "Juan
Toomany!" he said quietly. A hand came
to my elbow and gently steered me toward
Mulligan's voice.

T

"It's gonna be your ass, Pal!
"They're waiting for you!
"You've been goosing guys in the ass with your
ruler and with pencils, haven't you?
"It's payback time, pledge!
"You laughed, now we laugh!
"Eyer's been telling them guys what you've been
doing to him when he's walking with his girl friend.
"Your ass is mud, buddy!"
I heard a door open. I felt myself being pulled
through the door by an unseen active. As soon as we
entered the door, someone yelled, "THERE HE IS!
Mess him UP, Eyer! Give it to him!"
"Assume the position!" someone yelled from behind

(Cont. on Pg 286)
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Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 285)
me. I had no sooner bent over then I felt the first swat
sting my ass ..
THWACK!
Then another one, THWACK!
heard all kinds of strange noises ... horns,
drums, whistles, paddles hitting the floor,
water splashing, every kind of noise you can
imagine. It sounded like a New Year's Eve party at 12
o'clock high.
''Get your ass over here, pledge!" hollered Mulligan.
I was told that I was going to be taken for a boat ride
out into the middle of the lake. You will be dumped over
the side. Please do not remove your blindfold. Just start
swimming as fast as you can for the shore.
"Do you understand the instructions?"Mulligan
yelled in my ear.
"Yes," I answered lamely.
Some of the pledges had been told about the Sigma
Phi Nu rituals before. We had agreed that when the time
came to be dumped in the lake, we would grab for any
other human being in the boat, and drag him with us into
the cold lake waters.
I felt myself being helped into a wide rowboat. Then
I was asked to sit down. The boat began to move slowly,
out into the lake. Soon the noises disappeared. All I
could hear was paddles slowly being put into the water
and propelling the boat away from the shore.
"Stand up, pledge!" a voice said softly.

I

I grabbed at the person talking to me, put a bear
hug on him, and tumbled out of the side of the boat,
onto a hard leather mat! SURPRISE!
Instantly my blindfold was pulled off, and I discovered the hoax. We were in a room of the Elks Club. There
was a rowboat mounted on two large pieces of wood, so
it could be rocked. Large tubs of water surrounded it.
Actives sat around paddling the water, making it sound
like we were going out on the lake. The actives had
maintained absolute silence.
Someone put a cold bottle of beer in my hand, and I
guzzled it non-stop. God, it tasted great!
I was moved to another room, away from the pledges
who had not been "taken out on the lake" so we could not
tell them about it.
The blindfold went on and we sat on the floor, in a
room with other pledges but were told to maintain

absolute silence. No talking. No whispering. No communication at all. Nothing.
Very soon, I felt someone helping me to my feet. I
was walked some distance away, then told to stop.
"RECITE THE GREEK ALPHABET IN FOUR
SECONDS, JUAN TOOMANY!" a voice demanded.

"Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta •••. " I began, then
hesitated •••• Now what the hell was the Ufth letter?
Zeta, or Iota or what the hell? A paddle was being
tapped against someone's leg behind me, reminding
me what was in store if I did not know the Greek
alphabet. I had been warned, I was being reminded.
Then, suddenly it came to me .... "Epsilon, Zeta, Eta,
Theta, Iota, Kappa, Lambda, Mu, Nu, Zi, Omicron, Pi,
Rho, Sigma, Tau, Upsilon, Phi, Chi, Psi, OMEGA!" I
finished proudly.
I was just congratulating myself for surviving with
only one swat when I saw Si Rosenberg approach us and
whisper in Mulligan's ear. Mulligan nodded and Si
yelled, "Assume the position, Juan Toomany! I am one
of the fortunate few whom the Greeks honored by
inserting their names into their alphabet and you didn't
emphasize my name the way you should have. You can
whisper all the rest of the letters but I want you to YELL
.... SIGMA .... PHI .... NU .... AND PSI .... I'll just paddle
you one time. Maybe in the future you will remember!
You think you can do that, pledge?''
THWACK!
"What's Rule No. 3, pledge?'' Mulligan asked.

"Rule No.3 is Pledges Must Wear Old Clothes to
All Pledge Meetings!" I replied.
"What's Rule No. 7?"
"Rule No. 7 is Pledges Must Carry Cigarettes, Gum,
Candy, Tobacco, and Matches at All Times!" I said.
"What's Rule No.4?"
"Rule No. 4 is Pledges Must Salutethe Fraternity
Banner when Passing it on the Main Floor of the Administration Building!" I replied.
"What's Rule No. 1," I was asked.
"Rule No.I is Pledges Must Properly Greet All
Active Members and Alumni Every Time They See
Them."
"What's Rule No. 9?"
"Rule No. 9 is Pledges must greet Mrs. Randolph,
the Fraternity Sponsor, and tip their beanie to her. She is
the only Individual to whom the beanie is tipped."
"What's Rule No. 5?"

(Cont. on Pg 287)
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Lalo Guerrero
Chicano Legend
Chicano musical legend Lalo
Guerrero, who was here to do his
number at the Fiestas Patrias celebration sponsored by San Jose GI
Forum.

(Interview, published Oct. 1988
THE LEADER,

San Jose GI Forum n ewsletter)

On Sunday, Sept. 11th THE
LEADER was granted an interview by

Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 286)
"Pledges must Conduct Themselves at all Times in
a Manner which brings Credit to Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity?"

"Who's the President of Sigma Phi Nu F raternity?" was the next question.
"Jerry Calhoun of St. Louis, M izzou is President of
Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity!"
"MIZZU? What in the hell is MIZZU? Don't you
speak English, you damned wetback. You're not in
Mexico anymore. Speak American English! Where is
St. Louis?
"In the state of Missouri," I replied, hoping to get
him off my ass.

"Who is the Vice President?"
"William T. Allen ofManhattan Beach, California is
Vice President of Sigma Phi Nu!"
"When was Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity founded, and
where?"
"S igma Phi Nu Fraternity was founded in 1926, at

We h ad just listened to him enthrall a
crowd of Chicanos with musical parodies of
everyday problems. He approaches controversial s ubjects such as u se of condoms in a
manner which is quite inoffensive to most of
his listeners.
He sipped quietly from a paper cup while
we asked questions about his life and how h e
(Cont. on Pg 288)

Woodbury College, Los Angeles, California."
"Who's Pledgemasterr of Sigma Phi Nu?"

"Mr. Barton Mulligan is Pledgemaster of Sigma
Phi Nu Fraternity, Sir!" I r eplied.
"SIR?" he asked, disgustedly, "SIR?"
"EYER! ... We got a stupid pledge's ass to paddle.
Front and center!"
yer eagerly came to work. He loved
paddling asses, especially after he'd had
a couple of cold beers. He asked me to bend
over but not crouch down so much, so he could get better
leverage. I am not the praying kind but here would have
been an excelle nt time for a short one.
THWACK!

E

"We didn't do it right, Juan Toomany ... let's try
it again," he said.
THWACK!
"Your Honor!" Mulligan yelled, and I knew that my
buddy, little Bennie Lozano from Nicaraaua
was beino
1:>
1:>
brought in. I really felt sorry for him because the 5'3"

(Cont. on Pg 288)
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Lalo Guerrero
(Cont. from Pg 287)
became a musical legend.
He was bom in Tucson, Arizona on Dec. 25,
1916 which (in case you flunked grammar
school arithmetic) makes him 72 years of age.
He graduated from Tucson High School (Yeah,
Badgers!) in 1934justaboutthetimeFDRwas
bringing America back to its senses after
Herbert Hoover's presidency.
"My mom taught me how to play the guitar
and encouraged me to sing," he says, smiling,
as he recalled the early days. He came from a
family of four brothers and three sisters.

Pledging a Frat
(Cont. from Pg 287)
foreign trade student was our smallest pledge. Guys like
Eyer, Mulligan, Wheeler, Lynch and others would literally lift him off the floor with their hard swats.
It always seemed like the smallest guys and the
biggest guys caught more swats than anyone else. I
caught more than my share because I could never learn
to keep my mouth shut, or could not remember to forget
about using the word SIR when referring to Sig Phi
actives. Sir was a word I had used out of respect for my
elders for years, and I had one helluva time trying to
remember NOT to use it around the Sigma Phi Nu
brothers.
ulligan had one more little game for
us to play before we were excused for
the night. We were told to pull our Tshirts over our head, to bare our armpits. Then we
assembled in a circle inside another circle and went
around smelling each other's armpits. If I can't tell you
anything else about my Sigma Phi Nu brothers fifty
years later, I CAN tell you that Klein The Syrian had the
smelliest armpits.
After Mulligan got through with Your Honor, Mr.
Period, and Cutter, the last three pledges to face the
interrogation, we were led back outside into another
room and told to take all our clothes off except our
underwear.
We did this, and then after about five minutes of

M

He organized a trio ofmusicians and played
in bars and for friends around Tucson. Three
years later he decided to head for the big city
of Los Angeles to make his mark in the world.
He played with a duo at the Cafe Caliente in
East L.A. for a couple ofyears, then went back
to Tucson to marry his childhood sweetheart
and bring her west.
In 1949 he was writing parodies of old
established songs, and some of them became
very popular on Mexican radio stations. Remember "La Mula Branca" from those days?
That's one of his. About that time El Trio
(Cont. on Pg 289)

standing around blindfolded, we were told to wait
five minutes, then to put on our clothes, and go home.
We waited. Soon somebody took off their blindfold
and said, "They're gone!"
The blindfolds came off. All our clothes were piled
up in a large mass in the middle of the room. We had to
get organized, help everyone find the right clothes, and
then we would leave together, said Gary Meyer, who
was president of our pledge class. We found out later on
that the actives leave a couple of guys parked outside in
a van to observe the pledges and see if they work
together, or if everyone just picks up some clothes and
bugs out.
Some of the clothes could not be found, so we had to
organize an extensive search through five rooms of the
Elks Lodge to find jackets, shoes, and other items of
clothing before anyone could leave. Piddle Diddle found
his high school lettermen's sweater behind the piano.
Cutter found his leather jacket in the clothes closet after
going through all the clothes on the rack.
Reamer found his pants stuffed into a large cellophane bag and placed inside the water closet in the
toilet. Somebody's Ike jacket had been placed over a
chair in a room exhibiting old Army uniforms and
artifacts.
I was very proud of my pledge brothers when this
long, long evening came to a close. And to be perfectly
honest, one of the pledges walked out of that building
with a newer and better jacket than he wore going in. We
became brothers that evening. • • • • •
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Lalo Guerrero
(Cont. from Pg 288)
Imperial of which he was a member, recorded
"La Mancornadora" which became so popular
some of us grew up thinking it was the Mexican national anthem. In those days Lalo and
his group had a steady job at the Bamba Club,
an L.A. nightspot catering to white folks.
"Lots of movie stars went there," he remembers.
In 1950 the group made a recording of
Agustin Lara's "Pecadora" and that was the
start of something very big. Lalo Guerrero
became an ovemight sensation, was offered a
solo recording contract, and said sayonara to
the trio. Then he decided to form an orchestra
to capitalize on his popularity. The Lalo
Guerrero Orchestra played in all the major
dance halls on the west coast.
"I remember the Rainbow Ballroom in
Fresno!" he says when asked to recall some of
the one night stands of the past. Some of the
other orchestras making the rounds in those
days were Beto Villa out of Falfurrias, TX and
Manuel Contreras of Fresno. Those were some
of the good bands from those days," he recalled.
One turkey of a one-night stand he recalls
from those days was a Thanksgiving night in
Bakersfield where a promoter booked him into
a dance hall and hardly anyone showed up. "I
think we had more band members than he
had audience!" That was a mistake!" he
laughed.
In 1957 he bought a nightclub in East Los
Angeles and operated it until 1972 when he
sold it and moved to Palm Springs. "I didn't
know anything about running a business. The
waitresses cheat you. The bartenders cheat
you. But somehow I survived. It made money.
We had lots of good times and made a good
living," he remembers.
Lalo Guerrero wrote hundreds of songs,
among them "Pancho Lopez," a parody on the
very popular Davy Crockett of the middle
fifties. Mr. Guerrero also wrote the music for
Luis Valdez's highly acclaimed stage and film

The White Hoops Guy
A few years after his Indiana State team
lost to Magic Johnson's Michigan State Spartans in the NCAA fmal and he was making a
name for himself in professional basketball,
I became very curious to see for myself if that
No. 33 for the Boston Celtics could REALLY play hoops or was he just getting a lot
of hot air blown up his ass by white media
folks anxious to find a Great White Hope
among the mostly black NBA players.
Gloria and I went to Los Angeles to see
the Boston Celtics and L.A. Clippers. The
Clippers are a sad sight. Maybe the worst
NBA team of all time. Yet, it was obvious
that Mr. Bird knew what to do with the round
ball.
Verdict: YES. My first impression was
that Larry Bird knows where everyone is on
the court at all times and he can play ball with
ANYBODY.
--E.T.S.

production of "La Bamba."
"I was probably the first musician ever to
take mariachis to such places as Kansas City,
Kansas and Omaha, Nebraska," he says.
"Have you ever gone back to Tucson since
you left for L.A. to become rich and famous?"
we asked.
"Of course! I attended the Class of 1934
Reunion of Tucson High School."
'Were you the richest person there?"
"I may not have been the richest . .. who
knows? ... but I think I was the most famous,"
he laughed.
We first heard of Lalo Guerrero when we
were growing up in the San Joaquin Valley.
His music seemed to be with you all the time.
We remember hearing "La Mancornadora"
more than we heard ''The Star Spangled Banner" or any other song, even ''White Christmas."
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Sig Phis Blow the Title
Because Dennis Green, our regular second baseman
had not arrived, I started at second base for Sigma Phi Nu
in the Woodbury College intramural softball league
championship game in 1953. We were the defending
champs.

Our shortstop, Jerry Cohoon, had played world
championship softball for a team in Somerton, Arizona while he was in the U.S. Navy. He gave me some
sound advice.
''Ifthey hit a double-play ball to me, I'll wave you off
if I can make the play myself. If I wave, just hit the deck,
'cause I'm gonna hit the bag and throw. Got it?"
"Got it, Jerry!" I said.

Lalo Guerrero
(Cont. from Pg 289)
Lalo remembers that "they used to play it a
lot, especially on the Spanish programs early
in the morning when people were getting up to
go work in the fields."
Not that we tired of listening to him relate
his life story, but a 72-year old man needs to
rest before going out in the hot sun to do
another gig 45 minutes later. As we took our
leave we asked, "What would Lalo Guerrero
like to be remembered for?"

"That I made people laugh," he
replied.
And ... you may be wondering, when does
a musical legend like Lalo Guerrero finally
hang up his guitar and say "No mas. That's it!
Ya estuvo! No more music!"
Don't hold your breath, carnal. Lalo
Guerrero says he is going to keep singing and
entertaining people "hasta que ya no pueda"
and he sounds like that's not going to be
anytime soon.
This was probably the easiest interview
your Editor has ever done because Lalo
Guerrero is as warm as the tropical sun .. .
because he enjoys talking about himself .. .
but mostly because he has something to say.

•••••

My good friend Frank Hatridge was our pitcher. Not
the world's best pitcher, but he could get the ball over the
plate consistently and had a decent curve ball.
Very early in the game, after the opponents had
taken a 5-0 lead, he called time out and called catcher
Paul Klein to the mound.
Klein had been catching the ball and throwing a
roundhouse lob back to the mound to Hatridge, making
it look like Frank couldn't handle a ball thrown at him
with any velocity. That made Frank hot under the collar.
He was a former Vista High school baseball player. He
could play ball.
"Throw the damned ball back, Rubber Butt! Dammit,
I can catch it! Don't lob the sonofabitch! Throw it!" he
said very loudly.
As it happened, I made two crucial errors, once
failing to catch a fly ball in very short right field, and
another time letting an easy ground ball roll between my
legs into center field. Of course, the bases were loaded
on both occasions.
"You were trying David, you were trying," Frank
said as we sat on the bench.
We lost 13-3.

After the game, Doug Twiford, a former Delano
High School football and baseball star, told me and
every other human being within hearing distance,
"Juan TooMany, your girl friend can play second
base better than that! MY grandmother can play
better than THAT!"
"You're right, Doug," I replied, "If you're so damned
smart, why didn't you put Marian in there and let me stay
by the beer cooler?"
Loved those Sig Phis. Vent it. Let it out. Then forget
it. Football was coming, and we were the defending
champions. • • • • •

The Best Use
The best use of a journal is to print the
largest practical amount of important
truth -- truth which tends to make mankind wiser, and thus happier.
--Horace Greeley
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The Lumberjack
ear Three Rivers, Calif., two Chicano
boys were visiting a teenaged blonde
and her friend who were babysitting children belonging to a divorced truck driver. Me and the
babysitter knew that he was due home any minute. I was
concerned that the way things were developing between
my friend and the other girl the Lumberjack might catch
them en flagrante delicto.
Very quickly, my fears became reality.

N

We heard very loud steps on the porch, and a
giant lumberjack entered his living room, saw two
Chicano boys there with his baby sitter and her girl
friend and asked, "Judy, who are these boys?"
Henry and the other girl had been half lying on the
couch. He got up instantly and just looked at me.

I replied, "I'm Eliseo ••• this is Henry ... and we
were just leaving," and we were gone, out the back
door and up the road where Henry's car was parked.
There was only one way in and one way out of that
road, so we had to go back by the house on the way down
and were fearful that the Lumberjack would have picked
up a rifle and be waiting for us.
I suggested that Henry leave the lights off on his car,
I would walk on ahead and look to see if the Lumberjack
was waiting for us. If he was, we would backtrack
quietly, go back up the hill, and just wait him out. No
lumberjack in sight, so I jumped into Henry's car and we
hightailed it out of Three Rivers.
ZOOM!

Henry and I laughed all the way back to Woodlake.
"A famous man once said, "He who fights and runs
away, lives to fight another day" I laughed, "but I didn't
want to fight that big sonofabitch. I don't even want to
DISCUSS fighting with that bastard. Let the girls explain it to him!"
The girls were very cool to us the next time we saw
them, but when I touched my ass it was all there, in one
piece, and THAT'S what really counted!

T

HE LESSON: When you are parked
on a one way street, and may have to
make a hasty exit, always, always,
park with your car facing the direction you are
going to go when you leave; and always, always,
park downhill so you don't have to pass the
scene of the "crime" as you make your show
business exit! • • • • •

God's Criteria
God will not look you over for
medals, degrees or diplomas,
but for scars.
--Elbert Hubbard

The National Debt
The Leader, Sept. 1988
How come nobody wants to talk about theN ational Debt which has
increased a hundredfold since The Gypper took office? Lots of very
wealthy people got wealthier and we stomped the hell out of Grenada.

Is that progress?
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Fall OUT of Love ... FAST .... Mother!
After I dropped out of Woodbury College, Los
Angeles, in the early '50's one of the first jobs I had was
working at Rupert Sewelson Carpet Co. on 18th &
Figueroa.
Then I worked for Peerless Dyers, (the largest
laundry and dyers in the world, the sign atop their
building on Slauson A venue proclaimed) in a crew
dyeing, cutting,and preparing carpets for shipment. I
was the only white boy in the crew.

The only white guys in the place were Ray
Fredericks, the boss, and I. All the other guys
were Black. It was the first time I had worked
with Blacks, and it was a lot of fun. Laughs all
day long. Hard work all day long, too.
Those were fun times, if you could forget about the
lousy working conditions. We were w-e-t all the time.
We wore rubber boots like I had worn when I was
irrigating cotton around Woodlake, and a long rubber
apron to keep our clothes dry.
e had a lot of fun too. I had never
interacted with Blacks before, nor
had I known any of them. At Peerless I
got to know the Jones brothers, Clarence and the other
one; Ben Snedecor, who was our foreman; and lots of
other great guys.
Clarence was the "lover boy" in the crew, and one of
the youngest. He had a beautiful young girlfriend who
dropped him off at work every morning and there was
always a 1-o-o-o-n-g drawn out goodbye kiss. We could
see them going through their goodbyes from the windows of the second floor dressing room where we
parked our lunches and our good clothes and put on our
old clothes. We all hooted and hollered for him to cut it
short and get his ass on inside the plant and get to work.
He would give us the finger, and keep squeezing his girl.
One time, Ben was talking to me and another one
of the workers but loud enough for the whole room to
hear. He cooed "Man, I done fell in love this morning.
I lookin' out the window and seen this beautiful
young gal in a yellow dress, yellow high heeled shoes,
her hair all done up nice and pretty ••• and ah done fell
in love, man! Fell hard!"
Clarence asked Ben very softly, "Ben did you see a
young handsome dude wearing a blue suit and a yellow

W

necktie standing next to her? Wearing kicks that cost a
Ben and change?
"You did?"
"That was MY black ass, Ben!"
Clarence walked slowly around the room until he
was standing directly behind Ben who was going off a
mile a minute telling us what went through his mind
when he saw the beautiful lady. Suddenly Clarence
pulled a five-inch shiv out of his pocket, hit the button to
release the blade, and pressed it softly against Ben's
backside and said very fiercely, "Fall OUT of love
FAST, mother------! ••• That my squeeze you talkin'
'bout!"
I nearly wet my shorts laughing so hard. * * * * *

Ted Kennedy
and his Lies
I passed up an opportunity to listen to a speech by
U.S. Senator Ted Kennedy in Washington, D.C. during
the 1972 national convention of the American GI Forum
because I was still mad at him.
When he drowned Mary Joe Kopechne at
Chappaquidick Island, I did not believe his story of how
it happened.
irst I have to question what a bunch of
married men sans their wives are doing
out on an island with a bunch of single women.
I don't really question it, I know.
Those married men did not sneak onto the island.
They went there and the young ladies went there quite
openly. I believe that there are many people who know
who was at that party and what they were doing there. I
believe that the young ladies employed by the Kennedys
are told to do what they are told to do ... yes, even that ..
and they will be taken care of.
In general I admire the Kennedys, but I do not
like their crass, chauvinistic attitude toward women,

F
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especially their wives. T hey don't seem to have respect for them. They seem to treat them as objects, as
possessions, not as partners in the game of life.
I do not believe that Ted Kennedy's story that he
swam from Chappaqu idick to the mainland, at night,
with his reputed bad back. Noway , Jose ! I do not believe
that a U.S. Senator is going to risk his life doing that
when he doesn't have to.
[ believe that Ted Kennedy and Miss Kopechne left
the party and were going to be transported back to the
mainland in a boat. After the car went off the bridge and
Miss Kopechne was drowned, Kennedy took the prearranged boat back to the mainland and went to his hotel
and to bed.
omebodythat is a good friend and some
one they cou ld trust to keep his mouth
shut took him from Chappy to the mainland
that night.
I also believe that he talked for a long time with his
lawyer before he concocted his story of what occurred
that evening. Money talks, as the saying goes. And it
spoke loud and clear on this matter, I believe.
Kennedy acted very irresponsibly if he swam
back to the island, then went to bed, before telling
anyone the following morning that there was a young
lady in his car in Poucha Pond, who had drowned the
night before.
I hope he did not sleep soundly, knowing that he had
left a young lady who had been a devoted servant of the
Kennedys for many years in a watery grave.
And I hope he has not had a good night's sleep
since that night.
I don't feel sorry for him because he's still breathing,
she isn't. And won't ever again.
Otherwise, a fine United States Senator.
President of the United States? No, I don't think
so. We can do better. • • • • •

S

Irresponsibility
Irresponsible power is
inconsistent with liberty, and
must corrupt those who exercise. it.
--John C. Calhoun
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Legendary
Andy (Abe) Diaz
I first met Andy Diaz while he was doing time at the
James Boys Ranch in Morgan Hill, Calif. I went there on
my birthday in 1960 with Humberto Garcia, publisher of
EL EXCENTRICO Magazine to do an article about the
ranch.
We were invited by Leonard Ramirez who was the
Assistant Director of the ranch and an old friend from
Woodlake.
A few years later, when he had been released
from the ranch, Andy approached Mr. Garcia about
doing a column for EL EX entitled THE ANGRY
MEXICAN AMERICAN or something like that.
ndy wrote about a lot of things, but
mostly about himself. Andy was not
lacking in self esteem. He considered himself a more than adequate solution for many of America'
political problems and thought he could fill just about
any office in the land.
He ran for office a number of times. The San Jose
Mercury News referred to him as the Legendary
Andy Diaz because he ran for a number of offices and
got elected to none.
Diaz had run for mayor, city council, state assembly,
congress, and you name it ... thus legendary. A legend in
his own time, so to speak.
Andy got to putting Legendary on his campaign

A
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posters which he made himself, silk screening them in
his garage.
any years later, in 2000, he was to drop
the legendary baloney and start calling
himself Honest Andy on his political
posters. I clidn't know why until I ran into him on
Monday, April9 , 2001 at the Milpitas Wal-Mart. He had
grown a beard and started telling me about how much his
life paralleled that of another great American, Abraham
Lincoln. Same old Andy I told myself as he regaled me
with similarities between him and our 16th pres ident.
A few days later I received a letter from him
which included the photo at the head of this article.
His letter read:

M

Couldn't Sleep
for a Week!

April 11, 2001
Hi Dave,
How are you . Sorry I haven't wrote but I do work
allot. Then I continue my Bible reading and study my
Jaw books. I may go back to law school and take my bar
exam. Before I die, if I get bored.
My girlfriend says I should go to Universal Studios and became a n Abe Lincoln inpersonator (no
way).
Anyway, I want to run for office but there are deeply
rooted race issues that the city has been guilty of ...
Like appointing Norm Mineta because he was a
Japanese-- INSTEAD OF ME.
Or AI Garza because he was a Mexican ...
And lola Williams because she was black ...
nd appointing George Shirakawa be
cause being born of a dead man. It's
j ust not right. What happen to my turn,
it's been 40 yrs?
Racism seems to be my enemy like slavery to a
Black man. Only God knows the final journey of my Iife.
As we must never forget. He who made the universe still
governs.

A

Ok, Dave, I can do the actual persona of
Abe, his body habits, his walk, even his voice
and arm hand n1ovements. I will do this only
if elected. I swear it blows you away, its like
Abe is alive.
God bles you.
--Andy Diaz • • • • •

Victor Garza

The San Jose Mercury News had invited about forty
Chicano members of various organizations to a luncheon meeting in their executive dining room at 750
Ridder Park Drive.
San Jose GI Fomm was represented by Chairman
Victor Garza, Vida Nueva Director Sid Haro, and D avid
Sierra. Gina Olivarcs-Pagan had put the invitation list
together, inviting various groups in to meet newly appointed publisher Jay T. Harris and other top officials
from our local rag.
We were also invited to voice whatever concerns we
might have to the Mercury's publisher and top editorial
staff members.
After a delicious luncheon, everyone was asked to
rise, introduce themselves, and name the organization
with which they were affiliated.
Victor Garza asked why the Mercury News had
run a photo of an assassinated Mexican political
figure, in color, on the front page. He went on and on
about why it was insulting to Chicanos to see that
picture on the front page of their newspaper, and
why the Mercury News should have shown better
judgment.
One of the Mere staffers mentioned that the paper
ran in color on the covers of NEWSWEEK, TIME, and

(Cont. on Pg 296)
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East Coast, New York City, Niagara,
Toronto, Boston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washington, D.C.
I decided early in 1972 that the next time I went to an
American GI Forum national convention I would take
my wife Gloria with me.lt was in Washington, D.C., and
who wouldn't want to go to the nation's capital?
It would be much more fun with both of us enjoying
the sights, rather than me going by myself and then
coming home to describe them for her.
or some long forgotten reason, we bought
our airline tickets to fly to the convention
from a travel agent in Oakland. Our flight
emanated from San Francisco, went to Los Angeles and
then on to Baltimore's Friendship Airport.
Before we even left for the convention, our travel
agent had scared the holy crap out of us. We didn't get
the tickets when we gave him our money, he said he
would deliver them to us at the SF airport. The flight was
scheduled to depart at 8 PM for Los Angeles, then on to
Baltimore. The passengers had been called to board the
flight, but we didn't have our tickets. We didn't know
what to do. No sense calling the guy in Oakland at that
hour, he's probably gone home by then. Mentally, I had
already cursed the guy with every choice word I knew.

F

Couldn't Sleep
(Cont. from Pg 295)
on the front pages of many newspapers all over the
United States and around the world.
Undaunted, Garza plowed on. "I don't know
about the rest of you," he said piously, "but I did not
sleep well for a couple of weeks after I saw that
picture."
The Mercury News staffperson sitting next to me
asked, "Is he for real?"
I replied, "You asked me that question at the Mexico
Lindo Restaurant about five weeks ago, didn't you?"
"No. It must have been someone else," she answered. • • • • •

And his ancestors too. They were all a bunch of no good
horse thieves. Then, miraculously the guy appeared
with our tickets. I snatched them from his hand and
Gloria and I hurried to the boarding gate. We left him in
the concourse of SFO trying to explain why he was late.
Just in time! Whew!
We planned to sleep on the plane, arrive early in the
morning, rent a car, spend the day sightseeing in D. C.,
and then see some of the east coast before attending the
convention. It didn't work out that way.
WASIDNGTON, D.C.
We arrived in Baltimore at 7 a.m., picked up an
American Motors rental car, the first time I had ever
driven an AMC, and drove south through Washington,
D.C.
Take away the federal buildings, museums, and
statues, and it's an ugly town. The black slums are
ugly, ugly, ugly.
The legislators who live in the area probably pull the
shades on their limos so they don't have to see the abject
poverty in which those people live. The Washington
monument is just a tall building, as far as I'm concerned.
I have never been too fond of our first President, because
I have never bought the story about the cherry tree. One
of the first things you learn in the barrio is, Don't rat on
no one, and especially on yourself. Sorry, George!
I remember going through Fredricksburg, Maryland. My friend Dick Sommers back in San Jose had said
that it was a pretty popular Civil War battleground.
We stopped at the visitor center for a few minutes,
but I couldn't stand still. I was too eager to see as much
of the country as we could in the limited time we had.
SHENANDOAH, 0 Shenandoah •••
We rolled through the Shenandoah National Forest,
one of the most beautiful places I have ever seen (a tip
of our GI Forum cap to Yellowstone Park, Yosemite
Park, and the Columbia River Valley). It was a very
pleasant, easy drive through the park. Immaculately
clean, is the way I remember it. You drive through it very
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AMERICA , and the words "America, America ... God
shed his grace on thee," I am instantly taken back to the
Shenandoah National Forest in Virginia. I wish we lived
clo er to it, so we could take the drive through the park
more often.

counter, near the cash register. No one approached me to
take my order. The restaurant was very busy, but I tried
unsuccessfully to flag down a waitress when they would
come to the register to take another customer's money.
Meanwhile, I was reading my book.

I heard a man say once that he never understood
why people from the west coast went back east in the
fall to take the "New England Foliage Tours." We
have trees on the west coast, too, he reasoned ... but
then he admits to never having seen the Shenandoah
Forest, or the White Mountains in Vermont.

After about 20 minutes, I stood in front of the
register and waited for a customer to approach. But
I did not move out of the way. When the waitress
came to the cash register, I asked ifshe could take my
order. "I have been waiting patiently for 20 minutes," I said. "Can you take my order? All I want is
two ham sandwiches and two glasses of milk ... to go."

After driving all day, we decided to stay overnite at
Breezewood, Pennsylvania on the Pennsylvania Turnpike.

NO SERVICE IN BREEZEWOOD
After checking into our motel room, I walked to a
nearby restaurant to pick up a couple of sandwiches. I
look a pocket book with me. I walked in and sat at the

Educated Man
A human b eing is not, in any proper
sense, a human b eing until h e is educated
--Horace Mann

"I'M NOT GOING TO SERVE YOU!" she said,
very emphatically , and turned around and walked into
the kitchen. I asked another waitress to let me talk to the
manager. An elderly lady approached and said she was
the manager. I complai ned that the other waitress had
refused to serve me.
"She's very busy, sir!" she said.
OK. I left the restaurant and told Gloria that we
would have to eat elsewhere. Reluctantly we drove out
of the parking lot and into Breezewood to find a place
not yet touched by prejudice. Hello, McDonald's!

PITTSBURGH, PA
The next morning we drove into Pittsburgh (ugly!),
and through some of the small towns and north to Erie.
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ln Pittsburgh, they had roads which were in
terrible condition. Very large holes, badly paved,
etc. And and on an especially bad street a large
sign reading: THIS ROAD MAINTAINED BY
THE COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY, letting the
taxpayers know that it was not the City of Pittsburgh that was responsible. (A thought: It would
cost far less money and take less effort to put
asphalt in those holes and fix the damned road
than to make those signs and post them! But
maybe that makes too much sense for the folks in
Pittsburgh, PA).
e enjoyed the sight of Three Riv
ers Stadium, on the river bank, in
the middle of town . The Allegheny an d Ohio ri vers meet to form the
Monongahela River in downtown Pittsburgh. "I wouldn't
wan t to be here if the creeks started rising," I told Gloria.
We saw Pittsburgh University, a skyscaper. No
campus. Ugh! Pittsburgh is no utopia, but probably not
as ugly as Lon Simmons and Russ Hodges used to
describe it when they were broadcasting SF Giants
games on KSFO.
NIAGARA FALLS
After lunch we drove through some of the small
hamlets northwest ofPittsburgh, Beaver Falls (home
of Broadway Joe Namath), on to Erie, PA and then to
Buffalo (double ugly) and west to Niagara Falls.
Damn, those falls are loud! Very loud. I never
realized how much noise water can make! After
crossing into Canada, a huge thunderstorm began,
followed by a deluge. Rain like I had never seen in my
life. We parked under a highway underpass until the
rain stopped.
Did you ever stop to think that the falls are moving
away from the United States. Because of tremendous
erosion, the waterfalls keep moving farther and farther
north into Canada. I guess someday our Canuck friends
are going to be charging us admission to see the beautiful
fall s. Or worse yet, ifweeverpiss 'em off good, they will
deny us access to the fall s, so watch it, Mr. President!
There was another motorist under the highway just
ahead of us, and he was driving a motorbike. I felt sorry
for him. He was drenched!
TORONTO THE BEAUTIFUL
We rolled into Toronto, past the Ontario Science
Center, and stayed at the Holiday Inn downtown, next to
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their beautiful City Hall. The only time in our lives we
had stayed in a room with heated tiles on the bathroom
floor!
I remembered one time reading in a Herb Caen
column in the San Francisco CHRONICLE that if the
bathroom floor is heated, you are staying in a first class
hotel. If you are eating pancakes in a restaurant and the
syrup is heated, you are dini ng in style, friend. Why?
Because Herb said so, that's why.
here was a big Chinese street festival
taking place in the plaza below our 17th
story window. We went down to take a look
and met the Miss Toronto Chinatown. She was strolling
the grounds with a large entourage of official-looking
people. I invited her to come to San Jose and make our
city prettier just by being in it.
In the evening we went to the Yorkville section of
town to an open air fiesta. Lots of food and arts & crafts
booths, and thousands of people milling about having a
good time.
"We should have something like this in San
Jose," both of us kept saying all night long. It was
amazing!
The Canadians appear to be more civi lized than we
are. Those festivals go on long into the night, not 12 PM
to 5 PM like the city fathers have us do the Fiestas Patrias
in San Jose. Those people seem to real ize how many
tourist dollars are spent in Toronto and they seem to
appreciate your business.
I bought some anti-Vietnam war posters and postcards to give to our friends back horne in San Jose.

T
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0, CANADA!
T he next morning we
drove east across Canada to
Oshawa, Kingston, Cornwall
and Montreal. We had lunch
in Montreal. The restaurant
was staffed almostexclusively
by Cubans. We enjoyed finding someone with whom we
couldconverse inSpanish. Our
waiter brought some of the
other employees to meet us.
They seemed very curious
about California. None of them
had ever been to the Golden
State.
We final ly found our way
our of Montreal and south to
St. Jean. At a gas station, I
asked the attendant, "How far
is it to the U.S. border?"
He looked at me, his face showing no reaction, and did not reply .
"How far is it to the U.S. border?" I repeated
my question.
Again, no answer.
Then I asked, "Cuantos kilometres a Ia
Frontera con los Estados Unidos?"
He pointed south and answered in some
language, probably French, waved us goodbye,

Boston, Massachusetts

and we left.
I had to wonder. Do those people hate the Limeys THAT
much?

BEAUTIFUL NEW ENGLAND

F

rom there we crossed back into the United States,
drove through Burlington and Montpelier, Vermont;
and Lebanon, Concord and Manchester, New Hamp-

shire.
In Burlington, Vermont they were having a fund raising
dinner for some youngster who had been inj ured in an auto
accident or something, so the downtown area was fairly deserted.
The waitress at the cafe where we had dinner said that
EVERYBODY was going to be at the fund raiser because the
youngster was very popular in town. I was tempted to go to the
fundraiser and get a taste of life in small town Vermont, but that
would mean staying overnite, and we had reservations at the

Blind Indians?
To those wh o insist that Columbus discovered
America, I ask, Were the Indians inhabiting the
North American continent running around blindfolded?
--E . David Sierra
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We tried to find Yale Uni versity, but got lost and wound up in
the slums. We saw many small
groups of Black men visiting on
the doorsteps of high rise apartments, with an extension cord
dropping down from the third
floor to power their television set
and mini re frig e rator (we ll
stocked with cold beer, I assumed).

Holiday Inn in Boston.

BOSTON, MASS
As the sun was setting, we
rolled into Massachusetts, the
cradle of the American revolution. Later that evening we finally arrived in Boston and found
our room in the Holiday Inn near
Har vard University. Don't ask me
to take you there now, because I
have no idea where Harvard is,
and have no idea where tbe hotel
is either. On Mass Avenue?
I went down to the bar to have
a drink before dinner. Hookers in
the bar? At the Holiday Inn? Yes.
Had two beers and went upstairs
to bed. I was pooped. How far is
it from Toronto to Boston? That
is as long as I have ever driven in
one day.

PLYMOUTH ROCK
The next day it was up early,
drive south to Plymouth Rock or go see Hahvahd University. The pilgrims won.
Hell, you're not going to go all the way across the
country and not see the place where all those horse
thieves, degenerates, and social outcasts from England
first touched terra firma in America, are you? Gloria
was not impressed at all. Sorry, Plymouth Mass tourist
bureau.
he tourist buses were just beginning to arrive
when we left. There is a large sailing ship
moored nearby but we never bothered to find
out what it was or why it is there. Could it be The
Mayflower? The U.S.S. Constitution? Don't know, and
at the time, we did not care.

T

Plymouth Rock ain't a pebble, but it isn't a
boulder either. You would probably be disappointed
too. I took a picture of Gloria with the rock in the
background.
We rolled through Quincy and Taunton, Massachusetts and down the eastern seaboard. Pawtucke t and
Providence, Rhode Island; through New London,
Connecticutt, home of the U.S . Atlantic Fleet submarine
base; and into New Haven.

LOST IN NEW HAVEN

When I see crowded conditions like this I begin to understand why people have rioted and burned their cities. It
wouldn't take me very long to
get sick and tired of looking at
those ugly buildings either, and
to get the feeling that no one in
this world gives a rat's ass if I
exist or not. Very depressing.
Now, Bridgeport, Stamford,
New Rochelle, CO and our first
view of The Big Apple, row upon row of ugly apartment
buildings as far as the eye can see, then across the East
River into The Bronx, New York.

THE BIG APPLE
We had reservations at the Holiday Inn on W. 58th
Street, so first we had to cross M anhattan Island. The
hotel is near the Lincoln Center for the Performing Art .
We arrived in the early afternoon, were instructed to
park our car in the THIRD Jane out from the curb, open
the trunk, and we were escorted to the sidewalk. One
bellhop took our bags from the car, and brought them to
the sidewalk. TIP. Another took over there and took
them inside the hote l and to a long line of people waiting
to check in. TIP. After we registered, another man
materialized who helped us to our room. TIP.
After lying down for an hour and taking a warm
shower, we were ready to attack the big city. First, a wi ld
cab ride down to a little Puerto Rican restaurant on the
northern e nd of Greenwich Vi llage that had been recommended to us back in San Jose.

THE SUBWAY AT RUSH HOUR
Trying to find our way back to our hotel from the
northern fringes of Greenwich Village was an adventrue.
The first four people we asked about how to find the
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subway ignored us completely.
We saw people going down a stairway and figured it out for ourselves. But I was not prepared for
what I saw underground. Three tracks at three
different levels, each running in two different directions. When we tried to ask directions, people ignored us. They simply did not care to answer questions.
Finally a security guard came to our rescue . He
escorted us to the ticket window, waited while we
bought our tickets and then showed us precisely what
train to take (and in which direction) to get to the
Holiday Inn where we were staying. Whew!
THE ROCKETTES
A couple more hours of rest, then we were ready for
the Big Apple again. We cabbed to the Empire State
Building to take a look at Central Park from the 102nd
floor. Then to Radio City Music Hall for an excellent
movie about a blind guy and then a performance by the
Radio City Music Hall Rockettes.
Whiile standing outside the theater, we had a hot do
purchased from a street vendor. I counted 46 taxicabs
waiting at the red light! FORTY-SIX. Well , have you
ever seen that many cabs on the street at one time, not in
an entire community .... at one corner?
I'm not much into synchronized anything, especially
dancing, but the Rockettes is a very impressive show.
Ever seen a movie theater with 6,000 seats? Radio
City Music Hall is a beautiful house. Elegantly done.
Very, very impressive. I've been in high school and
junior college football stadiums smaller than that.
"You could put the entire population ofWoodlake in
here twice, do you realize that?" I asked Gloria.
While waiting for the show, we went across the
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AAA AUTO CARE
I'd been having a nagging problem
with my car. It would start, then for
some reason, nothing. It failed on some
very inconvenient times. My auto mechanic messed with it for eighteen
months, on and off. When it failed to
start on me, if I let it sit for a half hour
or so, it would always start. Always. But
the idea is to have it start all the time.
Right? Right.
Finally I tired of going to different
a u to mechanics and asking their opinions. I took it to AAA who is my auto
insurance carrier. AAA took one look,
fixed it, and guaranteed it for two years.
Guess where I am taking my car the
next time I have a problem . Yep, AAA.

street to a Woolworth's, or was it a drug store? About
forty stools at the lunch counter and each one occupied
and each one with four to six people standing in line.
Crowded, that is what I remember about New York City.
We wanted to buy some postcards to send back
home and impress the natives but couldn't get near the
rack. About twenty people trying to do what we had in
mind.
MAMA LEONE'S -- After the movie and The
Rockettes, about 9 PM we went to Mama Leone's
restaurant where the mafiosos like to partake of their
pasta & meatballs. Very nice place.
Waiter: "Are you sure you want the spaghetti dinner? When did you eat last?"
DS: "About three o'clock, some Puerto Rican place
near Greenwich Village."
Waiter: "Maybe you should try it ala carte. You
ever eaten here before?"
DS : "No. But we are very hungry!"
Waiter: "Very well, sir. The spaghetti and meatballs
dinner, for two !"
He came back shortly with a very large glass bowl
with the most beautiful tomatoes, olives, celery sticks,
grapes, etc., that I had ever seen!
"This is where all the choice fruits and vegetables
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from California wind up," I told Gloria, "We
never see veggies like these back home."
And we dove in. Soon the spaghetti and
meatballs arrived. With a green salad. With a
whole loaf of Sour Dough French Bread, and
lathered with butter and garlic. We didn't even
eat half of what they brought to our table. About
an hour later, and $27 lighter, we went back to the
Holiday Inn by cab.

"Someday I'm gonna come back to that
place when I haven't eaten for at least 24
hours!" I told Gloria.
The following day we had breakfast in the
hotel ($17 for bacon and eggs for two), called for
our car, and left the city, bound for New
Brunswick, New Jersey, home of Rutgers University.
We drove south along the Hudson River. I
pointed outto the right and told Gloria, "She's out
there somewhere. Look to your right."
"What are you talking about?" She said,
looking at me like I had lost my mind.
"The big lady," I said.
"WHAT BIG LADY?" she asked, louder.

"Good God," I said, "Don't you realize where
you are at? What big lady? The Statue of Liberty!
POR FAVOR!"
Then she spotted Ellis Island and the Statue of
Liberty off to our right.
Soon we dove under the Hudson River through the
tube, emerging in Brooklyn. I felt elated. I was horne!
Since 1949 when I first became aware of major league
baseball and the Yankees had beaten up on the Brooklyn
Dodgers, I have been a Dodgers fan. More so, when they
signed Jackie Robinson and brought him up to the major
leagues to become the first black player in baseball. I had
always wanted to go to Brooklyn.

I also became enamored of the place after I read
Betty Smith's A TREE GROWS IN BROOK.L YN
when I was a young boy growing up in Woodlake,
California.
Brooklyn seemed to be a whole world away. And it
was. The place in the book where Francie and Neely's
father, a broken down drunk who played the piano in
beer parlors, dies and their mother tells them she is going
LO mruTy the neighborhood cop, who has been making
eyes at her for years, was especially sad.

T

he stepfather cop tells Neely that now
he can have anything he wants. Any
thing. Neely tells him that he wants to get
on the subway and ride all the way out to the end of
the Canarsie Line. That's it. The end of the Canarsie
Line was as far as he could envision the future. It was
sad. I shed a tear.
I think I read the book when I was about 14 years old.
I read it again a few years ago. It's still a very sad tale. r
still sympathize, and can identify with Neely and Francie.
I still have a copy of it somewhere in my collection of
books. It is a classic.
We drove around the former horne of the Dodgers
for a little while and then headed for the Verrazano
Narrows Bridge to Staten Island and on to New Jersey.

FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME
At Rutgers University, I wanted to see the college
football hall of fame. A beauti ful campus. They had a
huge sign on the campus COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL
OF FAME TO BE BUILT HERE SOON.
The hall of fame was never built there. I understand
it was built at Notre Dame University many years later.
More apropos, college football fathers.

Rutgers is the site of the first ever American
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college football game. We looked at the stadium.
Rutgers U. played Princeton University, and lost.
And, I understand, they did not beat the Tigers for
another 60 years!
We left Rutgers U, bound for Philadelphia, our next
stop. We visited Independence Hall, saw the actual
room where the continental congress met to plan their
revolt against King George ill, the Liberty Bell (it really
is cracked!), looked at their ancient City Hall, and
bought our first-ever bagel from a vendor near the
Veterans Memorial Stadium, home of the pathetic Philadelphia Eagles.

BACK TO D.C.
Then we motored through Wilmington, Delaware;
Baltimore, Maryland, and back to the nation's capitol.
We found a room at a motel across the Potomoc River in
Alexandria, Virginia.
The convention had an interesting array of speakers,
including Senator Ted Kennedy of Massachusetts, easily the most popular speaker of the convention. When
they announced that you had to stay in your seat for 112
hour before and AFfER the Massachusetts senator
spoke, I bailed out. Whatever he had to say to the
American GI Forum would be in the Washington Post
the next day and I could read about it.

ecause I was the national editor of the
American GI Forum at the time, I
. was invited by National Chairman Tony
Gallegos to go up on Capitol Hill, to the White House,
for a visit with Vice President Spiro Agnew. I wasn't
a an admirer of our Vice President, so I passed.

B

I thought he belonged in prison, not living
a heartbeat away from the Presidency of the
United States.
Besides, I understand they don't serve alcohol while
you are talking to high government officials and I felt
that I needed a drink. so I opted for the California
hospitality room and beer with Cesar Mendez, Fred
Coca, and all the other California Forumeers.
The California Chairman had arranged for about 80
cases of beer to be delivered to the Califas hospitality
room, and we had four days to drink 'em up. I was
determined to do my part.
On our last day in D.C., Gloria and I got up early,
spent most of the morning driving around the city of
Washington, and drove through Arlington National
Cemetery. We went to visit the grave of PFC Felix

NATIONALISM
Poor nations are hungry and rich nations are
proud, and pride and hunger will ever be at
variance. For these reasons, the trade of a soldier
is held the most honourable of all others; because
a soldier is a Yahoo hired to kill in cold blood as
many of his own species, who have never offended him, as possibly he can.
--Jonathan Swift, 1726

Longoria, the GI who was denied funeral services in
Three Rivers, Texas, a case which the American GI
Forum took on as one of its first civil rights cases.
e stopped at the U.S. Marine Corps
Memorial depicting the raising of
the American Flag on Mt. Suribachi on
Iwo Jima isle during World War II. I felt it a responsibility to all those men I have known throughout my life who
have served in the U.S. Marines and to the hundreds of
thousands who stormed beaches in the Pacific during
that war. A chill went up my spine thinking about those
brave men and the hardships they endured taking those
islands away from a well entrenched enemy.
"The Marines always take out their wounded," I said
silently to Gloria as we walked away from the memorial.
I couldn't think of anything else to say.
We left Arlington and motored along the Potomoc
River for about an hour, then had lunch at a nice French
restaurant out. Then we headed for Dulles Airport from
which our flight would depart for San Francisco. Because of the different time zones, we left D.C. at 3 PM
and arrived in San Francisco at 4:30 PM.
A very enjoyable vacation, and a good American GI
Forum national convention. • • • • •

W

No. 1 and No. 2
Ted Williams, Boston Red Sox, is the oldest
player in major league his~ory to win a
batting title with a .328 average, age 40, in
1958. He is also the second oldest player to
win a batting title, .388 average, in 1957.
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VISIT YOUR MOM-- Inspired by our visit to New York City I decided to write a magazine
advertisement and send it to the Big Apple's Convention and Tourist Bureau in hopes (1) that
they would use it in a national advertising campaign and (2) make E. David Sierra world
famous. Results: (1) Nope. (2) Nope.

·.

seenewyorkcity.com

YISIT
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Guys from Michigan
In the early Sixties, we had secured a column in EL
EXCENTRICO magazine, and had organized Club San
Joaquin to compete in sports against other Chicano
clubs in San Jose.
Shortly thereafter we formed the United Club Council League. I was elected the frrst Commissioner. We got
the teams together and played flag football, basketball,
and softball. San Joaquin won the football and softball
titles. ElDorado won the basketball crown. Then the fun
and games started.

ecruiting got very intensive. Football and
softball were easy. What Paul Gary and
I lusted for was a basketball title. Just to
prove that we could win a league championship in
ALL sports.

R

Most of our players were too short and too round for
hoops, so we carried a tape measure (I'm not kidding!)
and every tall male we saw in a bar, we would strike up
a conversation, and ask him if they'd ever played basketball. Then we would ask him to stand up and we
measured him and ask if he wanted to play basketball for
Club San Joaquin. It was a fun way to meet people.
TWO TALL GUYS
FROM MICIDGAN
One night, at Carmen's Bar, on Julian Street, Paul
and I measured two guys who said they had just moved
here from Michigan, and that they were basketball
players. One was slightly over 6 feet tall and other went
6'4". Paul and I toasted our good fortune with another
beer. Then we bought one for our new players. We
bought them more than a few beers that night, they at
their table and we at ours.
Paul and I were discussing how we were going to
surprise the leage with these two lanky ex-Wolverines.
"They'll never believe it," I kept saying over and over
again, "San Joaquin Club accepting the UCC championship trophy! They'll never believe it!"
At closing time we reminded the guys to meet us at
Roosevelt Jr. High School, near Roosevelt Park off East
Santa Clara Street, at 7 PM in a couple of days for their

first practice with the CSJ All Stars.
We should have spent more time talking to them, but
we didn't. We were fiddling around with a piece of paper
putting our starting lineup together featuring two
skyscrapin' white guys from Michigan.
We were howling with laughter at how we would
roll up the score on those who had trashed our basketball
teams the season before.
A few days later we were practicing at Roosevelt Jr
High School on a Tuesday night when the guys walked
into the gymnasium. We had already told Bobby Garcia
and the other guys that we were going to get some huge
help at center.
"Go put your stuff on and hurry back!" I said,

pointing toward the locker room.
Bobby was laughing, "Hey, Sierra, your Michigan
All Stars didn't even bring a jockstrap! They didn't even
bring shoes!"

After a few minutes the guys emerged. Wearing
their boxer shorts and undershirts! No shoes. No
socks. Paul Gary and I just turned away from them,
so they wouldn't see us laughing.
Bobby Garcia sneered, "THOSE are the guys that
are gonna take MY position?"
"Hell, Bobby," I countered, "even John Wooden
recruits a dud now and then!"
It was a disaster. Very quickly we found out that the
Michigan guys were just looking for a free beer. We put
the 6'4" guy in at center and the first time we gave him
the ball, someone behind him shouted, "HEY!" and the
guy turned around and threw the ball at him. Unfortunately it was one of the opponents!

We put the other guy in to substitute for the taller
one and he found a place he liked in the middle of the
keyhole and parked there. He acted like he had
dropped anchor in the keyhole!
The ball was thrown to him and went right through
his hands and out of bounds. He just stood there, didn't
have enough sense to retreat and go guard his own

(Cont. on Pg 306)
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Gl Forum Memories:

Some interesting experiences
I joined the San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum,
in October 1964. For a few years I had been very
impressed with the men of the Forum who came to EL
EXCENTRICO magazine to gather it after they got a bimonthly column. They were men about my age, who
vigorously pursued their objectives, and who just as
vigorously drank beer.
Men like Ike Hernandez, Bob Rodriguez, Dan Campos, Ed Camunez, Bill Lopez, Pete Gonzalez, Ted
Casarez, Joe G. Lopez, Fred Vasquez, and Ernie Salazar

Two Tall Guys
(Cont. from Pg 305)
basket.
It was very obvious that they had never played
basketball in their lives. Putting a basketball in the hands
of either of those guys was like putting silk lingerie on
a rhinoceros. By the grace of God, they grew tall ... and
that was all.

*"Lo gue tienen de altos tienen de pendejos!"
Richard Gallardo, a San Joaquin Club member
sagaciously observed.
When the practice ended, the former Wolverines
didn't even take a shower. They just slipped their street
clothes back on over their sweaty underwear, put on
their shoes, and asked, "Where we goin' for a beer?"
I told them all of us had to work the next day, and as
difficult as it was, I kept a straight face w bile I said it. The
last we saw of those guys they were walking west on
Santa Clara Street toward town, sweating and freezing
their ass.
Bobby, Paul and I jumped into Bobby's car and
headed for Leon's Gardens, just past the 101 on East
Santa Clara St. All night long, Bobby ragged us about
our two centers from Michigan.
Deservedly so, my friend.

*TRANSLATION: What they have in height, they
have in stupidity! • • • • •

were people who impressed me very much, with whom
I could easily associate.

Prior to that I was a member of Club San Joaquin,
and I have always believed that I wanted to belong to
one organization only.
eople that join every organization in town
turn me off. They generally don't do a
lick of work for any of them. They flit from
meeting to meeting, knowing just enough to converse
with those who know nothing. They just belong. It looks
good on the old business resume.
Anyway, I finally decided that Club San Joaquin
was no longer filling my needs for what I wanted in a
community organization. I had tried to get them involved in things other than playing games and drinking
cold beer. I wanted a bit more action. I wanted to be
involved in meaningful community activities. Ed
Camunez had approached me at an EXCENTRICO
gathering session and told me, "Little buddy, any time
you want to join this man's organization, just let me
know. I'll sponsor you."
"Not now, Ed, thank you. I appreciate it. I like
belonging to just one group and right now its Club San
Joaquin. But, one of these days, if I change my mind, I'll
let you know," I said.

P

TIME HAS COME
One Saturday afternoon I realized that the time had
come. The San Joaquin meetings were drawing less and
less people. We seemed to have lost our togetherness.
For one thing, we were getting more mature, our life
objectives were changing ... and we were getting married. When we started San Joaquin Club in 1957 most of
us were single but by October 1964 most of us were
married, or had been married. It was time to call Ed
Camunez.
"Ed? Camunez? This is David Sierra. I'm ready to
join the San Jose GI Forum. What do I have to do?" I
asked eagerly.
"Hey, little buddy! Nice hearing from you! The next
meeting is at the Lena Manriquez Hall on the first Friday
of the month. I can pick you up if you want, or just meet
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UFW PICKETS-- Chicanos picketing outside the Driskell Hotel, Corpus Christi, Texas, during the
American GI Forum national convention in 1968. Vice President Hubert Humphrey was expected
shortly and there was spectulation that he would select John Connally of Texas as his running mate.
me over there. If you need a ride, let me know. If not,
we'll see you on the first Friday!" he said.
o on the first Friday of October 1964 I
attended a meeting of San Jose GI Forum,
was nominated for membership, and allowed
to join. I think I was one of the last GI Forum members
to go in by that route. After that it seemed like anyone
who wanted to join, just paid their dues and that was it.
Of course, they were probably military service veterans
and I was not.

S

I jumped in with both feet. Lino Lopez, an educator originally from Colorado was just organizing the
Mexican American Community Services Agency
(MACSA). He was the speaker at our meeting. I was
impressed with his presentation and very impressed
with the questions asked him by the San Jose GI
Forum members.

At the next meeting I remembered how I had very
quickly become acquainted wi th all the members of my
coll ege fraternity, by volunteering to bartend at the
membershi p meetings. Everyone comes to the bar sometime during the evening. And ... you get to know the beer
drinkers because they come much more often.
At the meeti ng, I was con versing with Ernie Vasquez,
who had been the first Chairman when the GIForum was
organ ized in 1959. He was originally from Exeter,
Tulare County, Calif. (In the 'it's a small world category:
Exeter was my high school's chief rival). I knew that he
had been a very good high school athlete and had played
prep ball with Fibber Hirayama of Fresno State and
Japanese profess ional baseball fame.

FARMWORKERS UNION HEARINGS
We got along famously. Three days later, I wa
taking off work to go with him to San Francisco to testify
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for Cesar Chavez and the United Farmworkers in hearings being held by the federal government.
The hearing room in the Federal Building in San
Francisco was jammed when we got there. After we
found seats near the front of the auditorium I went back
outside to watch the agribusiness corporate lawyers
arriving in their fancy limousines. Soon it was announced that the meeting was being moved to a junior
high school nearby because the federal courthouse was
too small. There was a mass exodus of farmworkers
supporters, egged on by leaders with bullhorns telling
people where to go and where to sit. The farmworkers
supporters quickly jammed into the first twenty rows of
the Jr. High School auditorium.

PAUL JACOBS STANDS UP!
ne scene stands out in my mind. The
farmworkers supporters had the first 10 to
15 rows. The grey-suited lawyers were
seated just above them. A number of UFW supporters
bearing signs were walking back and forth near the front
of the auditorium, when one of the lawyers bellowed
out, .. SIT DOWN! ..
Almost instantly, the farm workers scurried to find a
chair and sit down!
There was a man named Paul Jacobs, who was a first
class rabble rouser, on the stage. He was scheduled to
make a presentation on behalf of the UFW. When he saw
the farmworkers obeying the agribusiness lawyers, he
came running off the stage and exhorted the UFW
supporters, ..March back and forth! he shouted, W ave
those signs! Don•t let these goons tell you what to do!
They've been telling you what to do all your life! Don•t
listen to them! They•re not your friends! Screw ·em!
Keep on marching! March until you get tired! March
until the meeting starts! ..
he sign-waving farmworkers eagerly
jumped up from their seats, whooped it
up, and waved their signs until the meeting
started.
Many people testified on the plight of the
farmworkers, urging the United States Congress to step
in and make life livable for them as they struggled to
harvest the nation•s fruits and vegetables. Ernie made a
nice presentation on behalf of the American GI Forum.
I was very proud to be a member of the organization, and
that we were helping the downtrodden farmworkers.

0

11

II

T

THE TRAITOR!
What I remember most at that meeting was a person
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from one of the big lettuce growers in the Salinas Valley
(Either Church or Antle) who testified that they had
fought unionization of their farm workers for a long time
but had finally come to realize that if they paid a decent
wage, the workers would settle in the Salinas Valley,
spend their money in Salinas stores, their kids would be
educated in Salinas schools, and the community would
benefit in the long run.
He explained the procedure of trying to find lettuce
pickers every season versus knowing that the pickers are
already there and can be contacted at any time during the
year. The corporate lawyers, educated at some of
America•s best schools, greeted those words with such
disparaging remarks as:
..You fucking traitor! ..
.. Punk! ..
.. Goddamned communist! ..
.. Mex loving sonofabitch! ..
E. David Sierra was getting a fast education.

CHAIRMAN BILL LOPEZ
At one of the first meetings I went to, Chairman Bill
Lopez and I got into a long conversation, culminating
with him offering me a ride home because I was more
than three sheets to the wind. We left the GI Forum
meeting and wound up at a small bar on Fountain Alley
between 1st and Second Streets. When they chased us
out at 2 AM, we took two six packs with us. As the beer
was running out at about 5:30 we decided to go back to
the Fountain Alley bar and start the new day at the same
place we had ended the last one.
Bill mentioned that the GI Forum was going to be
passing out leaflets in selected neighborhoods in east
San Jose extolling the virtues of another of President
Johnson•s War on Poverty programs, The Job Corps.
I had not volunteered, so I told Bill that I would drink
beer with him until he had to go leaflet and then he could
drop me off at home. When he told me that they would
be drinking beer after the leafletting, I decided to go
leaflet. I was in no condition to stand up, much less go
walking through neighborhoods distributing leaflets.
Cooler heads insisted that I go lie down in Bill•s car and
sleep, which I did.

THEFORUMEER
In April1964, before I joined the San Jose GI Forum,
Bob Rodriguez approached me about another of his
..bright ideas ... Robert was always trying to think up
ways to make the world better. He was one of the
idealists in the GI Forum and one of its brightest mem-
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hers. Good sense of humor. He also enjoyed drinking
beer.
e became friends when the GI Forum
went to EL EXCENTRICO maga
zine to fulfill their collating and folding
obligations. One day we played golf at the now defunct
Cambrian Park Golf Course on Union A venue. Then we
got to the 19th hole to hoist a few and talk. It was obvious
that he did not want to talk about golf.
The American GI Forum had a nationally distributed newsletter, called The News Bulletin, published in
Chicago, which was not meeting its monthly deadlines
and which wasn't being reflective of the organization.

W

Bob proposed to bid for it at the next convention,
bring it to San Jose, and he would be the Editor, I
would be the Assistant Editor in charge of layout;
and Fred Vazquez, a U.S. Postal Service employee,
would become the Distribution Chairman.
Would I be interested? At that time I was working
full time for Hillis Printing Company as an electronic
typesetter, part-time at El Excentrico doing typesetting
and other things, but I did want to help the American GI
Forum, so I said, "Yeah. I'm interested! What does it
pay?"
"Thirty dollars a month, .. he replied without hesitation, "we'll get together to discuss the materials that we
have. Then you can lay it out, and we typeset it at Hillis
where you work."

BIDDING FOR THE PAPER
Bob went to the Chicago convention, listened to
Bobby Kennedy's address to the delegation, and came
back as the new Editor of The News Bulletin.

"The first thing that's gotta go is that name •••
how about THE FORUMEER?" he asked me.

GI Forum building which had been run into by a truck.
It showed the Omaha brothers fixing the damage. We
lightheartedly suggested that the Forumeers were building it, but had started from the top and were working
down.

Just as we thought, they took it in jest as we had
intended. A new day had arrived! We were going to
"humanize" the American GI Forum's newspaper.
Bob also wrote an editorial entitled, FALL FORWARD, about suffering defeats and stoutheartedly
moving forward to make a temporary obstacle just that,
temporary. When you fall, fall forward, move ahead.
Don't quit, was the essence of his editorial. It too was
favorably received.

ASSEMBLYING A STAFF
red Vazquez and Bennie Garza diligently
typed the new address stencils, inked
them, and put them in alphabetical order. The
paper met its deadlines, and things went great. Six
months later, I called Eddie Camunez and joined the
organization.
Robert lasted four years. In 1968, just as we were

F

preparing to go to Corpus Christi for the 20th anniversary of the American GI Forum, he told me that
he would be resigning as editor and that he would
recommend that I be named editor.
DAN CAMPOS WINS CHAIR
In 1968,DanCamposofSanJose,Mario Vasquez of
Santa Clara, and Larry Montoya of San Diego were
among a group of seven men vying for the office of
National Chairman. My contention has always been that
if you wanted to control the organization, you ought
seek the office of National Executive Secretary Treasurer. That's where the power (and the money) is.

"THE FORUMEER it is, Robert. We just change the
masthead, y vamos! ..
One of the first articles we did was about the Omaha

Dan Campos, assisted by a small brochure that I
prepared for him, DAN'S THE MAN, waged a tough
campaign and won the right to be the exclusive
California candidate.

Liberty Soldiers

It was a tough fight in the Califas caucus because the
southern California brothers, more of them than us
northern folks who had not yet gotten wise to the idea of
attending the national convention, stood solidly behind
Montoya.

Every man who expresses
an honest thought is
a soldier in the army of
intellectual liberty.
--Robert G. Ingersoll

The California caucus voted to go in as a block,
supporting whichever candidate got the most votes
in the state caucus. When a vote was taken in the
California delegation over whom to support, Dan
won, barely.
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At that point it was understood that the other candidates would drop out and support Dan in a show of
Golden State unity.
Larry Montoya played team ball, but we found out
that Mario Vazquez of Santa Clara was bad-mouthing
Dan to people asking him about Dan's qualifications.
For unexplained reasons, they also had problems supporting a person who worked as a policeman, believe it
or not!
I personally confronted Mr. Vazquez about his
chicken-shit, non-teamattitude. He's probably still wondering how we found out he was bad-mouthing Campos.
We had friends in the other delegations who told us
exactly what Mario was saying about Campos' candidacy. If he hadn't been Fred Vazquez's brother, I would
have quit talking to that man at that point and pretended
I didn't even know him. That is what I do with people
. whom I don't respect.
When we returned home he tried to put pressure on
me through some people in our chapter to resign my post
as San Jose Chapter Chairman because I was violating
the American GI Forum constitution by "wronging and
harming a fellow GI Forum member! Is that gall or is
that gall? Que huevos!
P.S. He lost THAT battle also. I offered to discuss
his charges against me at a chapter meeting on the
condition that Mario Vazquez be at our meeting, present
his charges in writing and give me an opportunity to
respond. Then, and only then, would I entertain a motion
for censure and possible impeachment of my chairmanship.

We are getting ahead of our story ••• Anyway,
Dan won ••• in Dr. Garcia's hometown •.•• without Dr.
Garcia's support. Some of us still believe that most
of the animosity shown by Doctor Garcia and the
Texas carnales toward California Forumeers stems
from that.
The Miss American GI Forum national queen pageant competition was won by a young lady from southem California. Her name escapes me at the moment. But
that didn't sit too well with the Tejanos either!
We added to it also. We rubbed salt in the wound by
asking Johnny Canales and is orchestra to play "California, Here I come!" throughout the evening.
We would pay for dancing on the grave in Corpus
Christi. Dearly, amigo!
They would get their revenge exactly 265 days later

... at Cheyenne. At the 1968 American GI Forum national convention. Not in a million years would anyone
have guessed how they planned to get their revenge.
(See GARCIA PLAN (Page 673) in these memoirs).

•••••

Prado Principle
Twenty percent of the people own
80 percent of the wealth.
Eighty percent of the people own
20 percent of the wealth.
--V ilfrado Prado, Italian Economist

They're Laughing at Me!
Jack Ellwanger, Abel Cota, Bob Escobar and David
Sierra were playing golf at The Flying Lady. On a very
short hole that could not have measured 115 yards, the
first three players cleared the short water hazard. Then
it was Jack's turn. He plopped a few balls into the water,
getting furiouser and furiouser by the moment.
bel and Bob walked ahead to watch if
and when Jack's ball came flying over a
short hill just in front of the green.

A

As Jack's anger grew with each ball plopped into
the pond, Abel and Bob could not keep from laughing as Jack tried to get it over the water.
At one point, between hits, Jack said, "They're
laughing at me, Tio. They're laughing at me!"
"Fuck 'em, Jack," I said giving him my most serious
look.
"Escobar is laughing at me," he said, "Look at him,
I can see his belly jumping up and down," he said.
"Keep your head down," was my solemn advice as
he nailed his 9th shot up and over the water and onto the
fairway.
It was difficult playing the next hole. We wanted to
talk but we dared not mention the hole we had just
played. Three of us parred it and Jack came in with a hard
earned twelve.
It was the last time we played that course. • • • • •
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Have We Disappointed Mr. Carter?
This was my final editorial,
printed in the May-June 1977 issue of
THE FORUMEER.
by E. David Sierra Editor.

This may very well be the last editorial we will do for this paper. National Chairman Tony
Morales and Executive Secretary Louis Tellez have apparently decided that this newspaper
can best be edited somewhere in Texas.
During the past three years Morales has convened meetings in El Paso, Lincoln, andAlbuqueruqe
to discuss who should edit THE FORUMEER and where. We have always championed the idea that
the decision ought to be left to the rank and file members of the American GI Forum ... at the national
convention.
CANCELLED MEETING?
In October 1976, Morales telephoned the editor to
ask if we were going to a national board of directors
meeting slated for Albuquerque on Oct. 17. We said
YES. He replied that the meeting had been cancelled.
n Oct. 22, we received a letter from
National Exec. Louis Tellez notifying
us that "The National Executive Committee met in Albuquerque on Oct. 17 and decided to
publish THE FORUMEER every two months."
A quite lengthy discussion about this newspaper
took place at the 1977 Mid-Year in Oklahoma City.
Editor David Sierra was not present. Question: Why
have we not had L-E-N-G-T-H-Y discussions at the
1973, 1974 and 1976 national conventions when both
the Editor and the Subscription Manager were present to
answer questions?
Editor David Sierra will never agree to submit what
we have written to the National Chairman for his approval, as was suggested at the Oklahoma Mid-Year in
February. ULTIMATELY, THE RESPONSffiiLITY
FOR WHAT APPEARS IN THIS NEWSPAPERMUST
COME DOWN TO 0-N-E PERSON. If you want that
person to be the National Chairman, then you should
vote him that responsibility. Right now it is vested in E.
David Sierra, su servidor.
We believe that any individual wanting to edit this

0

sheet should come before the membership and lay out
precisely how he/she intends to handle the project. IT IS
NO SIMPLE MATIER. We intend to present our bid at
Albuquerque on August. 10-14.

COME PREPARED
National Exec. Tellez has informed your Editor (by
phone) that American GI Forum chapters across the
country will be asked to submit bids for editing, publishing and distributing THE FORUMEER. We hope he
receives many bids.
ttempts to move THE FORUMEER
elsewhere in the past 12 years have
failed because those advocating change did
not present feasible alternatives to the present operation.

A

FINDING AN EDITOR IS EASY. There
are many individuals who delight in seeing their
name and photo in print. Deciding what is news
and what isn't, establishing priorities, seeking
information, working with a reliable printer,
getting information from GI Forum officers and
chapters, and filling up 4 pages with interesting
articles and photographs is NOT an easy task.
A dedicated and responsible Subscription Manager
is the backbone of the project. Without that, only the
Editor and the Printer will see the results. An address
stencil list must be kept by state, city, and by zip code.
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Subscription inquiries must be answered promptly. All
transmittal sheets from State and National must be filed
alphabetically and chronologically so they they can be
found when questions arise. The most difficult task is
keeping accurate records of ALL CHANGES to the
mailing list. In some months, there may be as many as
200 changes.
There is no money allocated for office space or
telephone. We point this out so others may present
REALISTIC proposals.
If you are interested in this project, please notify the
National Executive Secretary LOUIS TELLEZ, P.O.
Box 7515, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104. Prepare a
written bid and attend the 1977 national convention.

IT IS AN EDUCATION
Being editor of THE FORUMEER has been an
education. We have met, talked with, listened to, and
corresponded with many of the prominent Chicano
leaders all over America.
We have done lots of reading (bathroom graffiti,
PLAYBOY, street signs, racing forms, etc.) because we
wanted to be well informed. We have written hundreds
of letters to educators, legislators, pintos, Forumeers,
students, and servicemen, seeking information and disseminating it.
e have delivered eulogies at memo
rial services for three deceased
Forumeers (including a U.S. Marine
Corps casualty of Vietnam). We addressed classes at
three senior high schools and two community colleges,
and were interviewed on radio and television about the
American GI Forum's newspaper.

W

In 1972 THE FORUMEER was the subject of a two-part newspaper article done by
one of the most prestigious political writers in
the U.S. commenting on our editorial, THE
DEMOCRATS HAD IT COMING.
Articles from our paper have been frequently reprinted in Ia raza publications all over the country, and
PLUNKETT GANA EL REISMAN ran in the Congressional Record of the 91st Congress.
We were privileged to receive awards at the 1972
Washington D.C. national convention, the Gold Key
Award at the 1973 El Paso convention, the Dedication of
the 1973 California convention program, a resolution
from the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors, two
Honorary Memberships in cultural awareness groups at
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two California prisons, named San Jose Chapter's Outstanding Member in 1973 and elected Chapter Chairman on three separate occasions. TOOT! TOOT!

LA TUYA!
We have shared lots of cold beer and wine with
Forumeers and friends in various airports, clubhouses,
bars and homes all over the country.
We enjoyed the give-and-take of heated discussions
with numerous Forumeers who questioned their Editor's
intelligence, judgment, alcoholic beverage consumption, and ancestry.

e have been raked over the coals
so many times by the GI Forum
Women and Youth that we now accept it as a failing in our character. Dogs and cats
have wet on our shoes.

W

We have been criticized by pretty women and
hombres feos, defended by the clergy, insulted by governmental appointees who tried to use the newspaper as
a public relations tool for their agency, and pretty much
ignored by the GI Forum's 'White Shoes Set.' Ay se va.
We even enjoyed (after the fact) the unsuccessful
attempts to oust me as editor (by Dr. Hector P. Garcia at
Flint in 1970, and by Tony Morales at the Lincoln MidYear in 1975) because it gave the organization an
opportunity to hear from and decide between two divergent viewpoints. The scene now shifts to Albuquerque.

Since we cannot predict how the membership
will vote at the '77 national convention please permit
us a few paragraphs more.
We have enjoyed our involvement with THE
FORUMEER project, since April 1964. We were entrusted with the Editor's responsibilities at the 1968
Corpus Christi convention after Bob Rodriguez resigned. Since then the staffhas consisted ofFred Vazquez
as Sub. Mgr. and este viejito as Editor. Mr. Vazquez's
dedication in keeping the paper going out to the members and subscribers is well appreciated here. A Special
Award to this dedicated Forumeer is long overdue.

WE HAVE TRIED
We hope we have been fair in publishing articles
from American GI Forum chapters across America, and
that we somehow inspired :YOU to work harder for this
great organization. It is very difficult for an editor to be
as interested in YOUR chapter as he is in HIS, but we
tried.
We know that we did not gain the love of govern-
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Unloving
a Car
In late June of 1997 I arrived at the conclusion that
my '79 AMC Concord had outlived its usefulness. It had
become a drain on my meager funds, and was disposing
of most of my disposable income.
First, last November we played hell getting it to
pass the smog check required by California's very
strict standards. After seeing four different mechanics, and finally getting a certificate and sending it off
to Sacramento, I felt like someone had lifted a 500
pound rock off my back.
Then I began hearing strange noises emanating from
the bottom of the car. Again, I took it to a mechanic. He
asked me when I had last serviced the transmission.
"Serviced the transmission?" I asked.

He laughed, "Bring it in Friday and I'll take care of
it for you."
He did, but it cost me $237 dollars.
Then the battery died on me. After $75 dollars and
a five year warranty which I know is not worth the paper
its written on, I had a new battery.
Then one of the belts busted just as I arrived at work.
I called another of my mechanic "friends" and he installed all the belts, for $ 137.
Then it was the generator that was causing a problem. Zip! Rebuilt generator. Another $ 123.
Then the driver's side door could not be unlocked
because the key was not working. So I began entering

Have We Disappointed

We thank those who have made this experience
possible. We especially thank those tolerant of our
literary errors (Mr. Garcia in Michigan, for one) and
those forgiving of our personal idiosyncrasies.
Probably our most cherished me mories are meeting
and becoming acquainted with many DEDICATED
men, women and youth. We admire your courage, your
convictions, and your dedication. We value your friendship and will always remember Only The Good Times.

•••

(Cont. from Pg 312)
mental agencies or political and bureaucratic paper
shufflers that we chided for their incompetency. And we
realize that we antagonized some American GI Forum
members who found it difficult distributing a newspaper
which criticized their President during some very hard
ti mes for this republic. But that President, Vice President, Attorney General, and sundry other clowns have
since been proven "Crooks" so we feel good about our
share of the muckracking.
A FREE PRESS
One of the most precious institutions of our democratic society is a FREE PRESS. Those who have an
independent newspaper (THE AMERICAN GI FORUM) shouldzealouslyprotectitfromcontrol by elected
or appointed politicians because politicians will invariably seek to use the press as a public relations tool to
insure their perpetuity. REMEMBER THAT!
THANK YOU!

(Cont. on Pg 313)

MR. CARTER?
The sagacious Hedding Carter once said, referring
to his young son who at the time was the harrassed editor
of the University of Texas newspaper, "HELL, ANY
EDITOR WORTH HIS SALT WILL GET INTO
TROUBLE SOONER OR LATER!"
We pray that we have not disappointed Mr. Carter ...
nor ... more importantly, the rank and file members of
the American GI Forum.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •
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Unloving a Car
(Cont. from Pg 312)
my car from the right side of the car. Lean into it, stretch
way out, and unlock the driver•s side door while lying on
my back. That went on for three months. The window
would not roll down.

Howard, my co-worker at Vida Nueva, took the
side panel of the driver's side door out, oiled it, and
it was working fine. WD-40 is a miracle compound.
I was exhilarated!
A friend once told me that he sprayed WD-40 on his
wife•s arthritic knees and it took care of the problem, but
that subject belongs in an article in a medical journal.
Did I mention the steering column? My Concord
came with cruise control and I was having problems
with it wiggling back and forth. About two inches of
play in every direction is a conservative estimate! My
mechanic said he could fix it for about $180 dollars.
At another garage they said they could look at it for
$75 and fix it by just tightening a bolt. I went for the $75
bolt job and it worked. For about three weeks. Then it got
worse. I began to get a feeling that I should dump the car.
The previous January, still convinced that I was going to
keep it I had invested $700 in velour seat covers and a
complete upholstery job throughout the car. Front and
backseats, headliner, the floors, etc. A beautiful job. But
the problems were elsewhere.
As we moved into spring, I decided to check the air
conditioner. No cold air. I took it to a garage. They told
me they pumped freon into it, $31.00, but that I needed
a new condenser. About $300.

I spoke to another mechanic about the problem
and he advised me to get rid of the car while it was still
running. I asked him about the air conditioning
problem. He said it would probably cost me $600-700
to convert it to the new freon now being used because
of California's strict air pollution standards.
One of my friends showed me the front tires of my
car. You could see wires on the inside edge of the tires.
Two days later I put down $50 for two new tires. The tire
guy said I needed tires in the back also, but I said, .. later...
.. You also need a front end alignment, .. he said,
determined to get in the last word.

TRIPLE A TAKES A LOOK
I decided to take the car to the Califoria State
Automobile Association for a complete diagnostic and

to get their advice on keeping it or dumping it. After the
mechanic explained to me what I had to do to bring the
car up to snuff, I asked him for an honest opinion on
whether to keep the car or get rid of it.
"If it was mine, I would haul it to the nearest

dump," he said solemnly. "Don't drive it!" he cautioned, "you may not make it to the dump!"
Funny. Funny. Funny.
I took the report back to my latest mechanic, he
looked at it and said most of the rap airs recommended by
AAA he could take care of rather inexpensively, IF I
WANTED TO KEEP THE CAR. The engine, which
registered no compression in one cylinder, and the
transmission which was making a noise not unlike a
semi truck badly in need of a tune-up, sounded like it was
going to give up at any minute. He also recommended
that I dump it unless I really, really loved it, or was
saving it for historical purposes.
ne night I drove home to the senior
citizens complex where my wife and I
live. The car was making a lot of noise. A
lady mentioned to my wife the next morning that she had
heard me come home from work at about 12:26, precisely the time I arrived. She HEARD me.
The following night, going home from work, I heard
some new noises. When I got home I told my wife
Gloria, .. Call AVIS tomorrow morning. We gotta pick
up a car, and start looking for another one. Old Yeller has
had it! ..

0

Then began the process of falling out of love with
a car that had taken us to British Columbia, Colorado, Texas, Las Vegas, many trips to Reno, Los
Angeles, San Diego, and all over the backroads of
northern, central and southern California for 14
years.
In the last few years we had been renting cars
whenever we went out of town, even to Modesto, 82
miles away. Old Yeller left Santa Clara County only on
those rare occasions when we drove it to a little Mexican
restaurant in Pajaro where we occasionally went for
breakfast on Sunday mornings.

I made up a sign to post on the windshield:

1979 FiXeR UppR
Use this Beauty as a Loaner for your
MOTHER-IN-LAWI
(You will always hear her coming)

MAKE AN OFFER!
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(This 1979 AMC is owned by a
little old man
and a little old lady
who have not driven it out
of S.C. County for over 15 years).

(The mechanic always had it!)

T

he next morning we picked up a brand
new Dodge Intrepid at A vis and went
looking for another car. I had been reading
the Consumer Digest, trying to get some insight on what
were dependable used cars and which ones to avoid.
I told Gloria that I had heard a lot of good things
about the Ford Taurus, for instance, that it was the best
selling car in America, so that's where our search would
begin. I asked her to remind me not to close my mind to
another make if we found something that we liked.
Sometime in the two weeks, I found a newer car that
I liked and I bought it with a $10,000 loan from the bank.
Now I had to get rid of the old one. No one had made
inquiries about the AMC in the six days it was parked on
the lawn where I work. We made a few calls. One Pick
and Pull place offered us $40. Another said $35 if they
towed it in, $55 if I drive it in. I asked my friend Jack if
he would drive it about 6 miles to the $55 offer. He said,
"yes, of course," and we were off, me following in the
new Dodge. While driving to the Pick & Pull, I decided
that if AMC failed, I would just take the pink slip and put
it on the front seat and leave the car where ii died.
Old Yeller had one more trip in her. We made it to
the Pick & Pull. We were not able to culminate the deal
because my wife's name was on the pink slip and she had
to sign it too. We left it in the parking lot. The next
morning, bright and early, Gloria and I went to the Pick
& Pull, signed the pink slip and another document they
asked us to sign and it was over. The lady wanted to see
the car, so I showed her where it was parked.
"Look at the seat covers on this baby!" I said

enthusiastically.
he took a quick look, said nothing, and
took out a green marking pen and began
writing on the left rear fender: 79 AMC, and
some other numbers which meant nothing to me. After
receiving our $55 check, we went around the corner of
the building where we were handed $55 cash in American money, and the transaction was complete.
As we were walking to our new car, we saw a big

S

NOVA cars?
Those clever Japanese have now
designed a car especially for lawyers.
Seen the I SUZ U models?
There's also one for Chicanos who
ain't goin' nowhere: NO VA, by
Chevrolet, I believe.
Maybe that's why some people say
they wouldn't drive a Chevy if you paid
'em.
Seen the car with personalized
plates: EX-POW?
You PROUD that you were taken
prisoner, comrade? You're supposed
to WIN when you go to wart

yellow forklift, approach the AMC and hoist it unceremoniously up and off to the junk heap. I wanted to keep
talking about the car, all the places it had taken us, some
of the problems we had had with it, but Gloria ended it
all,

"Forget it! Ya estuvo! It's gone. That piece of
junk was 14 years old. You should have gotten rid of
it years ago! Enjoy your new car!"
I almost cried. • • • • •

Greatest Gifts
One of the greatest gifts a caring teacher can
contribute to children is to help them learn to
sit when they feel like running, to raise their
hand when they feel like talking, to be polite
to their neighbor, to stand in line without
pushing, and to do their homework when
they feel like playing. By introducing procedures in the classroom, you are also introducing procedures as a way of living a happy
and successful life.
--Rosemary T. Wong
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Last Days of Calero Hills
A cool 16 on the first hole!
One day a foursome consisting of Raul Calderon,
Jack Ellwanger, Julian Quesada and I were playing at
Calero Hills, a course south of the mM plant and up
against the mountains west of Highway 101.

istake No. One was when we
showed up two and a half hours
before our tee-off time. After breakfast, we had nothing to do but •••. drink beer, of
course. So when it was time to tee up and hit the ball,
I was more than three sheets to the wind.

M

After the other players teed off, I put my ball down
and took a mighty swing. Missed it by a foot! After the
laughter by my friends subsided, I took another swing.
The ball dribbled about ten feet off the tee and directly
west, leaving me still on the teeing off area but no longer
able to use a tee. I took another swing and hit the ball
about forty yards down the fairway, but into some tall
grass. By this time the other players in my foursome had
gone on ahead to the green to wait for me. (bad golf
manners, by the way). They knew I'd get there some day.
orne idiot had designed the course so that you
had to hit your first shot at least 100 yards to
be on the fairway and on short grass. I calmly
drove my golf cart to the ball, got out, and went for the
jug of wine which always accompanied me when I
played golf in those days.
One of the men in the foursome behind us exclaimed, "OH NO! NOW HE'S GONNA START
DRINKING WINE. WE'LL BE OUT HERE ALL
FRIGGIN' DAY!"
I took a healthy swig, capped the jug, pulled out my
3-iron again to give it another try. As I was addressing
the ball, I heard one of the men ask, "I wonder if he can
play any other game?''
I don't think he realized that I was still close enough
to hear him. I turned around and hollered, "basketball! ..

S

One of the guys gagged on his beer, spit it out, and
was laughing out loud. The other guy shouted, "Take
your time, buddy. Keep your head down. Easy does
it!"
I hit the ball about 100 yards and bravely rode down
the fairway to my next shot. I was lying 12 when I

reached the green. The others had long ago putted out
and were waiting to attack the second hole.
EDITOR'S NOTE-- We never played that course
again. Sometime after that round of golf, the course was
closed down, and the area went back to weeds. Sometimes I wonder if my golf game had anything to do with
their giving up on a golf course in that area. NAAH!

•••••

Elections Conting Up
--THE LEADER article
October 1986
Hope the Democrats take it easy on
J. Danforth Quayle III. Hell, he was only
doin' what all of us would have done if
we'd been filthy rich, scratch golfers,
and sunshine warriors.
omebody sent me a clipping
in the mail that says: J.
Danforth Quayle III opposed
granting veterans the right to challenge
the Veterans Administration in court,
opposed a $20 million job training bill
for veterans, opposed compensating
Vietnam vets for problems caused by
Agent Orange, and opposed putting the
Vietnam Veterans of America on an
equal footing with older vets groups.
J. Danforth, it sounds like you got a
lot of growing up to do, hossr

S

Legacy
No legacy is so rich as honesty.
--William Shakespeare
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At the Beach

•••

....

My favorite photo of my favorite lady.
It was a beautiful day in 1962. Mentally, I was still on
my honeymoon. We were both working and had not
taken a long honeymoon trip after we married because we couldn't afford it. But we wanted to do and
see things together, so we took weekend trips whenever we got a yen to go somewhere ... anywhere.
Sacramento to watch a 49ers-Dallas pro football
exhibition game, to Eureka just because we had never
been there, to San Luis Obispo just because it is there.
One morning we had breakfast at the Sheraton Hotel
near SF Airpor t because someone recommended it.
Another time we went to San Rafael for hamburgers
because the SF Chronicle said they were the best in
the north bay area. We visited Castle Air Force Base
because I like to look atWW II vintage airplanes. We
drove all the backroads through the Gold Country to
Placervme, to a 4th of July parade in Weavervi lle, to
Auberry to find an Indian casino, to Coalinga via
Hollister to see the results of a big earthquake; to
Cambria via Highway One to visit the Hearst Castle,
and through Yosemite Park. We went to Marysvi lle,

Clear Lake. Weedpatch, P e taluma, Ft. Ross,
Cloverdale, Rough and Ready, Portola, Au burn, l(jngs
Canyon Park, Sequoia Park, to Chico, Gridley,
Rosevi lle, Rockl in, Manzanar, Nevada City, Grass
Valley, Avenal, Santa Nell a, Buttonwillow, Taft,
Ridgecrest, Ch ina Lake, Bishop, Mono Lake, Lee
Vining, over Tioga Pass, Maricopa, Cuyama Valley,
Fillmore, Ojai, Santa Barbara, Solvang, Lompoc,
Guadalupe, Huron, Mendota, Alpaugh, Pismo Beach,
Redlands, Barstow, Baker, Las Vegas, Jackpot,
Laughlin, Needles, Flagstaff, Indio, Blythe, Palm
Springs, Redl ands, Julian , El Centro, Caruthers,
Patterson, Gustine, Weed, Lemon Cove, Lamont,
Tehachapi , Mojave, Lancaster, Palmdale, Lindsay,
Corcoran, Ivanhoe,Tuggleville, Yucaipa, Jackson,
Ft. Bragg, Mendocino, Boon vi lie, Orland, St. Helena,
Vista, San Di ego, Yuba City, Yettem, Oceans ide,
Escondido, Ri verside, Arlington, Anaheim , Upland,
Ontario, Westwood, Susanville, Elderwood, etc.
And Woodlake, of course.
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Gored by Fort Ord
San Joaquin Club, composed of men formerly residents of the San Joaquin Valley, had come together and
formed a club to play sports against other clubs in San
Jose.
e had a column in EL EXCENTRICO
magazine. Ray Villegas and I went to the
library to research a constitution. Neither of us had ever written one. We finally got a document together, showed it to the "members" of Club San
Joaquin, got it approved, and set about the business of
being a club.
First, we challenged the guys who hung out at the
Snug Harbor Bar on Stockton A venue to a football
game. We were sitting around chugging beer when
somebody suggested a friendly game of football.
Immediately Paul Gary issued a challenge, "When
you guys feel froggy, just jump! It's ass-kicking time,
que no Sierra?"
"Yeah," I replied, "but these guys aren't big enough.
They're too little."
"When do you
want to play ?" asked
one of the Riviera
members, apparently
feeling his oats also.
"How about right
no w? " Gary c hallenged.
So it was that
Riviera guys, Friday
Ag uil era,
Phi l
He rn a ndez , Jess
Aguilar, Bennie
Montes, Ray Bravo,
Gil Minjarez, Ruben
Jacobo and others acDAN VASQUEZ
cepted the challenge.
CSJ Guard
We leftthe Snug Harbor armed with a few
sick packs of beer and went to Columbus Park, about 1
pm on a beautiful Saturday afternoon .
Between sips of beer, making up plays as we went
along, we wiped 'em out something like 42-6, and the

W

Club San Joaqui n
legend was born.
We started feel ing a bit froggy after winning a few
football and softball
games. Henry Plata,
who owned the diminutive Plata's
Market at King &
San
Antonio
Streets, became our
sponsor and bought
us some beautiful
white jerseys with a
script San Joaquin
across the chest and
navy blue numerals
front and back.
Rightafterwegot
BONIE VI LLEGAS
our
beautiful
blue and
CSJ Center
white jerseys we issued a challenge in
EL EXCENTRICO magazine for games against whomever wanted to play us.
One of the local club members had a brother in
Morgan Hjll who had played high school ball at Live
Oak H.S. He knew a lot of former Live Oakers who were
willing to find out just how big and bad this upstart Club
San Joaquin team was.
On a Sunday afternoon we met at what is now
Britton Jr. High School on Monterey Road in Morgan
Hill.
aul Reynoso, who had found us and wanted
to play for us, was a friend of some San
Franc isco 49ers of that era and he picked up
a half dozen 49ers football jerseys, distributed them to
our guys before the game, and we arrived in Morgan Hil l
ready to tangle with the devil , if need be.
Our opponents were much younger than us. Some of
them looked like they were still playing high school ball,
not even old e nough to shave. When they asked me who
the guys were in the 49ers uniform I referred them to

P
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Paul Reynoso, as if I didn not know the guys. I don•t
know what he told them but I felt that they were beaten
even before the kickoff.

It was a long afternoon for them. Dan Bittel and
Kenny Saucedo ran them guys ragged. Bobby Garcia
pounded the middle. Reynoso, Dan Vasquez, Bonie
Villegas and the other guys played beautifully on
defens and we won something like 52-7.

W

e had played for a case of beer. When
the guy from Morgan Hill went after
the beer, the guys from San Joaquin
chipped in a few more bucks and he came back with
three cases, thereby establishing that we were allright
people and worthy of being friends. We drank it right
there, hanging over the back of an old pickup truck
belonging to Uncle John Vasquez.

In the years to come we were to meet Uncle John's
softball teams more than once. They held their own,
once even besting the heralded Ronnie Gonzalez in a
night game in Morgan Hill. They had a good pitcher
too, Nat Olivas, if my memory serves me.
THE SACRAMENTO CHALLENGE
About that time I received a letter in the mail inviting
Club San Joaquin to a basketball tournament sponsored
by the Sacramento Union. We responded, seeking more
information and sent along a group picture of the Club
San Joaquin team in their snazzy new uniforms.
When we got a reply and a schedule showing Club
San Joaquin playing Company .. A .. at Sacramento Junior College gymnasium at 7 PM, the club voted to
participate and we were off to battle Company .. A .. in the
first round.

I reckoned it was some fire station team from
Sacramento and that is what I told the players. I
didn't have too much information about Company
"A" so our players went in blind, and it was a good
thing they did, or we might have turned right around
and come back to San Jose.
MEETING FORT ORD

W

e were first on the floor at 6 PM. Soon we
heard a noise like distant thunder and the
doors at the far end of the gym swung
open and player after player decked out in gold satin
uniforms streamed onto the floor. I didn•t see any guys
my size. They all looked over six feet tall, for a very
simple reason. They were!
I went across the floor to greet the other team•s coach

and noticed the lettering across our opponents• chests:
WARRIORS. I knew right then that we were in deep,
deep shit.
The coach told me that all his Fort Ord players were
6 feet tall or over, and all had at least junior college
basketball experience. One had played at Stanford, and
another at some college in Minnesota. A short while
later he handed me his scorebook so I could see whom
they had played.
They had defeated Stewart Chevrolet of Oakland, a
top semipro club; the Mid-Valley Sports Center of
Fresno by forty six points, etc., etc. Stewart Chevrolet
had won the national AAU championship around that
time. As a sports fan, I knew that. I followed the four
major sports closely. I knew who Stewart Chevrolet
was. I knew about the Mid-Valley sports center composed of former Fresno State guys and some hotshot JC
players.
aving grown up in the San Joaquin
Valley, I was aware of how good the
Mid-Valley Sports Center team was. They
probably could have beaten most of the college basketball teams of that era.

H

"We are up shit creek," I told Bobby
Garcia when I walked back to the CSJ end of
the floor, "those are the Fort Ord Warriors,
Uncle Sam's finest."
.. Oh, shit, .. was all Bobby said. That was enough.
The Warriors showed remarkable restraint when
they kept from openly laughing when we sent big Bob
Ochoa, 5•11 .. and 270 pounds onto the floor. Bob could
not run the floor twice without stopping for R & R.
They got us by about 56 by being very kind to us.

THE TRUTH OUTS
A few weeks later, visiting at my compadre Ray
Garcia•s home, his brother Rudy was there. At the time
Rudy was doing his U.S. Army hitch at Ft. Ord and he
mentioned that he had read in the post paper that the Ft.
Ord Warriors were playing Club San Joaquin of San
Jose in a Sacramento tournament.
.. I KNEW you guys were in deep shit and I knew you
weren•t aware of how deep it was. Fort Ord had aVERY
GOOD team, .. he laughed
.. Good? Very good, .. I replied, .. They can probably
beat Stanford, California and a lot of other college and
semi-pro teams, .. I said.

•••••
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Eli Sandoval
Roast
Visalia, Calif.
February 2, 1985
On Sat., Feb. 2, 1985, during dinner at a
California GI Forum state board meeting, the
entertainment was a "roast" ofEli Sandoval, the
state chairman. Master of Ceremonies Manuel
Lerma of the hosting Visalia Chapter asked me
to participate. Of course! With pleasure! Here
are the remarks I made:
"It is good to be here again, among friends, at the
West Woodlake Convention Center.
I am really impressed with this building. But I think
someone should tell the city ... that indoor plumbing
doesn't mean you bring in a two-holer from the back
yard and stick it in the lobby!
But it is progress none theless, and the City of Visalia
should be proud.

W

hen I was going to high school up
the road apiece in the early SO's,
gatherings of Chicanos wearing their
Sunday best took place at Cutler Park ... or Mooney
Grove ... or at the basketball courts at Crowley
School!
And always ended with spirited discussions between the guys from Tulare and the guys from Mitchell
St. , and the guys from Cutler and the guys from El Barrio
de La Ran a in Woodlake. And the cops in the middle
separating them.
In our part of the state they don't separate the guys ...
because they're probably ENGAGED!
HOWEVER, I understand that this is a roast of Eli
Sandoval and that all his friends are here.
If this is all the friends you have Eli, we shouldn't be
roasting you, we should be praying for you.
I've seen Chicano FAMILIES bigger than this.

Eli Sandoval
State Chairman

I've seen more people than this gathered around a
six-pak in the bleachers at Mineral King Bowl.
The San Jose GIForum Ways & Means Commit-

tee is bigger than this
IN this city .. there have been JAIL BREAKS
involving more people than this!
We have been talking to Tyrone and to Lobo The
WonderDog to get some inside information on our State
Chairman ... We don't care what ELi thinks of these
remarks .. it's not being done FOR him ... it's being done
TO him.
Or ... as Mr. T would say ... We gonna ROAST you
... not TOAST you , FOOL.
Who was it that said ... "what you see is what you
get? Well, that doesn't apply to Eli because he is a very
complex individual. For instance do you know that IN
his favorite Hollywood movie the star is NAKED
throughout the film? YES ! I mean STARKERS ! En
pelotas as they say in the barrio! ... YES! ... his favorite
movie is BAMBI!
Do you know why Eli decided not to run for NationaJ
Chairman last year at Denver? He couldn't prove he was
a U.S. citizen. And, he is NOT a U.S. Citizen. He was
born in Chihuahua.
A few years ago ... he tried to become one of US by
going into the military!

H

e was thrown out of the Navy
.. because he was in a subma
rine and heard a loud knock. Eli
opened the window to see if it was the mailman delivering his Green Card!
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He was thrown out of the Green Berets because he
insisted on posting a photo of Tiny Tim in his locker
instead of John Wayne.
He was thrown out of the Coast Guard because he
told the Admiral the only coast we was qualified to guard
was the Virgin Islands!
He was thrown out of the Marines because he said
he didn't mind amphibious landings on an enemyheld island, but why in hell does the Navy have to
SHELL the island and wake 'em up early?
He was thrown out of the Air Force because the pilot
told him to turn the cabin light off ... and Eli pulled a
cord, and ejected the pilot!
He was thrown out of the Airborne because he said
he didn't mind jumping out of a plane ... but they
wouldn't let him take along his Ghetto Blaster!
inally ... the Groundpounders took him.
When he was in Viet Nam, one time he
went running into the General's tent and
reported, "General, we found the enemy, sir!"
The general said, "Well, Private Sandoval, go out
and shoot at them sumbitches!"
"General," Sandoval replied, "Sir ... I think .... I think
I'm scared, SIR!"
"Private Sandoval," the general said, "War is
hell. No one wants to be shot at. But it's better THEM
than us. Believe ME! Out here we are ALL scared!"
Eli asked, "Are you CIDCKEN SHIT too, general?"
He was accused last summer by his opponent of
going to San Jose too often.
That creates many problems for members of the San
Jose GI Forum, you know. When he arrives at the San Jo
Airport we have to HURRY to pick him up ... we have
to race LA MIGRA to get to him first!
We notice in his Chairman's Report he never mentions playing GOLF in San Jose. Probably because he is
not a golfer. He is a walking drinker ... never beats
anyone ... and is playing with very expensive clubs
whose FIRST owner is still looking for them!
Eli has been accused of flying up to San Jose too
much.
You want him taking the Dog to Union City and then
swinging on a vine into San Jose?
You want him going into Oakland and coming out
calling everyone Mother?
You want him hitch-hiking into Gilroy and coming
out drunk on cheap wine and smelling like Garlic?
You want him taking the love boat to San Fran-

F

Which End?
Nature gives men two ends-- one to sit on
and one to think with. Ever since then
man's success or failure has been dependent upori the one he uses most.
--George R. Kirkpatrick

cisco and come off the ship engaged to a darling sixfoot tall blonde •• MAN?
You may think that the Chairman strikes a very
imposing figure with that big Texas hat on top of his
dome.
First, the hat is stuffed with newspapers so it doesn't
fall down over his ears!
Second, Eli is bald. His hairpiece was borrowed
from Tony Gallegos!
And, Third, under those immaculately pressed trousers, Eli wears BLACK 4" inch high heels by Frederick's
of Hollywood!
And, WE ARE TOLD ... designer undies!
Remember the Chula Vista board meeting when
he said that America is short of energy and thus we
must permit oil drilling in the Santa Barbara channel? Remember?
The first question was: "Who owns YOU ... J.R.
Ewing?"
We need oil wells off the Santa Barbara coast like
Afghanistan needs another Russian!
We need oil wells like Nixon needed another Cuban!
We need oil wells like the Redwood High School
Rangers need another Tulare Redskin!
If you married men did to your wife what Eli has
done to the American GI Forum in the past two years
••• she'd be with child!
It is a pleasure to have poked a little fun at a
tremendous individual, a respected leader, and a good
friend.
Eli, we want you to remember the GOOD things
that are said about you, and forget the REST!
I understand that very shortly ELI will put you to
sleep by speaking to you.
I don't need ELI to put ME to sleep, I am going to
take a Budweiser! Thank You, and good night!

•••••
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FAIR BOARD --Front row, left to right: Manny Goulart, TedMoniz, Doris Skow, Bob Couchman, Lionel Cross, Par
Loomis, Mike Fe lice, ??, Tak Yonemoto. Back row, Jack Rouleau, Emerson Street, E.David S ierra, Mel Estrada,
Robert Johnson , Ed Glaeser, Alvin Hodge, Francis Zingheim, Fred Gerdts. (Eddie Chong Photo).

Naming and Dedication of
The Marie Campbell Women's Pavilion
Have you ever been in the Marie Campbell
Pavilion at the Santa Clara County Fair?
(It's the second largest hall). I am very proud
of the role I played in naming that building
after a very deserving person.

T

wo years before that , San Jose
GI Forum had had a problem
with a Fair Board decision when we were
planning our annual Flores Mexicanas Pageant at the
fairgrounds . I asked Jack Ellwanger, an aide to Supervisor McCorquodale, "How are the fair board members
elected?"
He checked it out, then we met over a cold beer to
discuss the situation. He told me the boardmembers
come out of the Santa Clara County Fair Association, a group of community citizens who volunteer
their efforts to put on the fair. The Fair Assocation
meets annually and its members nominate other
people to be named to the association. Some of them

ascend to the Board of Directors by being elected at
the annual meeting.
Eventually our discussion led to a suggestion that
the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors each
name a representative to the Fair Board. McCorquodale
named George Nelson, a teamsters union member, who
a few months later lost interest in being on the board and
was not attending the meetings. McCorquodale named
me to replace Nelson.
NO RESPECT FOR LADY
When I began serving on the S.C. County Fair
Board I was very disgusted by the attitude of the
members when people who headed departments got up
to give their reports after the Fair.
One very nice lady, Marie Campbell, had been
on the Fair Board since the Fair started in 1941. She
would bring written reports, and give lengthy and
complete reports about her Women's Pavilion exhibits. When she asked if there were any questions,
there were never any because the male members
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were impatient to get on to the next report.
Women didn't matter. She was the only female
member of the board. I thought some of the men were
being very disrespectful to a woman who deserved
better.
After Marie Campbell retired from the board, I
di cussed with Jack Ellwanger, about naming the
Women's Pavilion building after her. He asked me to
give him, in writing, some reasons for naming the
building after Mrs. Campbell. I did that. He took it from
there. The Board of Supervisors discussed it, motions
were made, seconded, and presto ... the Women's Pavilion Building became the Marie Campbell Pavilion.
hen the Fair Board members were
notified of the naming and the com
ing dedication, some of them were perturbed and royally pissed off. There was lots of speculauon on why the supervisors had named a building on
"their" fairgrounds.
One of the most biased of the board members, Alvin
Hodge, thought that the idea was instigated by Frankie
Darien Jr. , who was an aide to Supervisor Rod Diridon
and Mrs. Campbell's son-in-law.

Dedication Ceremonies

Marie Campbell Womens Pavilion is dedicated. Left to right, Gloria Sierra, Marie
Campbell, the honoree; and David Sierra.

W

THE DEDICATION
When Jack Ellwanger arranged for the San Jose GI
Forum women to host the dedication reception, the
members realized that Ole David was the culprit, if you
will, because they knew I belonged to the GI Forum.
Screw 'em.

Some of those old farts became very cold toward
me after that. I didn't care.
Because some of them had indicated that they
could not a ttend a date set for the dedication, we had
a little problem. Jack and I talked about it.
I suggested having the ceremony on a Wednesday
afternoon at 4 : 15 PM, because the monthly meeting of
the board was on Wednesday at 3:00 PM and usually
Ia ted about an hour.
They could hardly weasel out of going to the dedica-

Opinion:
Th e feeble tremble before opinion,
the foolis h defy it, the wise judge it,
the s killful direct it.
--Mme. J eanne Roland

tion if they were already on the grounds, so they went.
Most of them. And THAT, arnigos, is how you get a
public building named after a very deserving person.
Wherever you are, Mrs. Campbell. you worked very
hard during vour years on the board of directors. You
earned it, m'am!

Late Night
at the Co. Fair
was a member of the Santa Clara County
Fair Board of Directors. We had a little room
on the east side of the Exposition Hall which
they used as a hospitality room. NO POLITICS a sign on
the wall admonished. Each member paid $ 10 to buy
chips, crackers, cookies and libations. No beer, I was
told, when I atte nded my first fair and went to the
hospitality room.
I became well acquainted with Leslie, a United
States postal worker who would take a leave of absence
during the Fair to serve as the bartender. Leslie was a
very amiable black man. We got along very well. I used
to spend as much time talking to him as I did to the other
members of the board. I had the feeling that some of the
board members and guests thought it below their dignity
to converse with Leslie other than to tell him what they

I
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wanted him to serve them.
he first time I saw him I commented to
Gloria that some of the Fair Board members
had a "plantation mentality" because I felt
that many of them had no use for black people in their
personal lives, and certainly not on the SC County Fair
Board of Directors, but if you want to serve us our
cookies and liquor, we guess that's all right for you to
mingle with us. Gloria thought I was just being skeptical. True. True.

T

NO BEER POLICY CHANGES
Anyway, I asked Leslie why he didn't serve any beer.
"We never have," he replied, "They told me they
didn't want any beer. Mr. Hodge says no one drinks
beer. "
"I do," I said, handing Leslie a $10 bill, "Why don't
you buy some?"
"I don't need your money, Mr. David, I'll get it from
the hospitality fund," he said.
And so, a day later I was bringing my friends to
the hospitality room and they were enjoying ice cold
beer.
Mr. Hodge had to comment, I guess. He took a look
inside the refrigerator and asked, "Who brought this
beer in here?"
Leslie was out of the room temporarily so I said, "I
did."
"We don't drink beer here," he shot back.
"GOOD," I interjected, "That leaves more for me
and my friends. We LOVE beer!"
The room erupted in laughter. Hodge shot me a
dirty look. That remark earned me a spot very high
up on Hodge's shit list, and I never got off of it.
I was a member of the Hospitality Room Committee
also, though he did not relish having me on it. He never
asked me to do anything. He never advised me when the
committee was meeting, etc.
How petty was Alvin Hodge? Just as you entered the
hospitality room, directly in front of your eyes were
color photos of each member of the Santa Clara County
Fair Board of Directors.
County photographer Eddie Chong had taken
photos of all board members, wearing their Sundaybest clothes. He also took some photos of the board
members in "street" clothes.
Somehow, Hodge got hold of one of the informal
photos and that was the one mounted in the hospitality
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room. The only Director
not wearing a necktie,
that was me. Hodge 1,
Sierra 0. Hodge' s revenge.

LATE NIGHT AT
THE FAIR
I had been on the
board for about two years.
One night, I invited my
colleagues on the San
Jose GI Forum board of
directors to come to the
Fairgrounds with me and
enjoy our hospitality
room. We were having a
Jack Rouleau
board meeting so we
Chairman
didn't arrive at the hospiBoard of Directors
tality room until about
9:30PM.
Leslie usually went home at 10 PM, and after that if
you wanted to stay in the room, you cleaned up before
you left.
The guys riding with me were very impressed when
I drove up to the gate near the administration building,
flashed a gold badge with my name inscribed on the
back, and told the guard that the next two cars were with
me also. He waved us all in. We parked near the
hospitality room and went in.
Leslie offered to stay and serve drinks to my friends,
but I told him that it would not be necessary. I thanked
him for the kind offer, but realized that he had been in
that room catering to our guests since noon that day. We
would fend for ourselves, I told him and bade him
goodnight.
About fi ve minutes to 10 PM, Director Alvin Hodge,
walked into the room, and reminded me that it was 5
minutes to 10.
"OK, Hodge, thanks a lot! " I said, and asked Sam
Pefia to get me another beer from the refrigerator.
Fifteen minutes later, Hodge came back, put his
key in the door, cracked it open a bit, and stuck his
head in only long enough to see what was going on,
and said, "Director Sierra, it is after 10 PM."
"Thanks a lot, Hodge," I replied, "I have a note from
my mother saying I can stay out after 10 PM to go to the
fair," I replied.
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All the guys laughed.
Hodge closed the door and left.
A few minutes later he was back.

"Director Sierra, you and your friends have to
clean up this room before you leave," he admonished.
"Yessir, Mr. Hodge, .. I replied.
About 11 o'clock he came by again, just opened the
door, took a peek inside, said nothing, and closed the
door, and left.
The GI Forum members were getting drunker by the
minute. I also had more than my share.
The evening ended with Bob Escobar helping me up
a flight of stairs to my apartment at 127 Graham Avenue.

A SPECIAL MEETING

T

hree days later, the Fair Board met. During
the meeting there was reference to some
people using the hospitality room more than
others. But no names were mentioned. I knew Hodge
was referring to my GI Forum friends.
I asked if there was a limit on how many visits you
could make to the hospitality room. No, there was no
limit.
I asked if there were certain people that should not be
brought into the hospitality room. No, there weren't.
I asked what was meant by some people using the
room more than others. Was it being abused? No one
said anything.
Just before the meeting ended, I wrote a $25 check
and walked to his chair and presented it to AI Hodge,
saying, ..If that's not enough, let me know and I'll get you
another check! ..
After the meetings, the Fair Directors always enjoyed a few drinks in a small reception area adjacent to
the board meeting room.

I

talked quite openly about the check I had
written and handed to Hodge with some of
the other members of the board, who asked
me why I wrote him a check.
Pat Loomis, a reporter for the San Jose Mercury
News, and a person whom I very much respected and
considered a friend, said "David, you put that old fart in
his place. THAT'S what a hospitality room is for ... to
create friends for the Fair!"
You got THAT right, lady. • • • • •

Meeting the
Golf Champ
Sid Haro and I had been playing golf at San Jose
Municipal Golf Course. After the game I invited him to
be my guest at the Santa Clara County Fair Hospitality
Room.

He was amazed that all I had to do was flash my
Directors Gold Badge and I was ushered inside the
grounds. We parked a few steps from the hospitality
room which was located on the east side of the
Exposition HaD and went in.
Soon I was introducing my friend Sid to some of the
other directors and their guests.
One of the female guests was especially receptive to
our rehashing of the golf game we had played that
afternoon.

e regaled her with golf stories for a
long while, all the time sampling the
libations being served by Leslie, the
bartender. We told her about having played at Spyglass HiD, Tularcitos, Lincoln Park in San Francisco,
and some of the other places we had played. We
thought we were really impressing the lady.

W

After a while she said that she played golf too.
"Where do you play? .. Sid asked her.
"I play out of San Jose," she replied.
. .
We looked at each other quizically, wondenng tf she
ever played the same courses we had played.

"You mentioned playing San Jose today," she
said "Are you fellows members?"

'

.

"No, .. I replied, "We belong to MAGA, the MeXIcan
American Golfers Association. We play all over. We
never play the same course twice in the same year...
fter more golf talk, the lady excused
herself and left us to join another grou~
in the hospitality room. Another of the Farr
Board Directors, who played a lot of golf and belonged
to San Jose Country Club asked us if we'd enjoyed
chatting with the golf champion!
"Golf champion? Of what? .. , Sid asked.

A

"San Jose Country Club. This year. Last year.
More than once. Don't you know who she is?
Nope. Was our face red! • • • • •
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Uncle John's
CIRCUS
:s:;

I

E

rnie Gallego got San Jose
GI Forum into this one.
He was our Veterans Outreach Project director in the early seventies. A man approached him about
our organization sponsoring an 11 All
American Circus 11 •
We would lend our name to the effort, they would
push hundreds of tickets to local corporations and agencies, and we would make money by just standing around
on the day of the circus in our GI Forum caps and saying
hello to those corning to see the show.
The man who was heading the whole show was
named Fitzgerald, or something like that. The board of
directors met with him to iron out the details. It sounded
too good to be true, but he said we could check out his
credentials and gave us the names of people they had
done business with up and down the west coast.
YOP director Gallego was instructed to check out
their claims. He said they were legitimate, so we became
sponsors of "Uncle John's All American Circus" or
omething like that.

THE PHONE CALLS
Very soon the telephone calls started corning in from
veterans organizations and law enforcement agencies
ask ing if we had checked out the circus's credibility.
They were concerned that we not fall victims to a scam.
They said we should be wary of those whose office was
a trailer house parked in a shopping center, etc. , etc., etc.
On the day of the ci rcus, all we had to do was show
up at a large empty lot next to the Santa Clara City dump

on Lafayette Street, don our GI Forum caps, drink beer.
and say hello to those attending the circus. It was a kiddie
show, not much fun for adults, but the kids got a big kick
out of it.
ust before the show started, one of Uncle
John's representatives said that when I heard
the blare of trumpets I was to run into the big top
and go up to Uncle John who would introduce me as a
long-time friend of the circus, and of course a respected
civic leader.

J

"I don't think I can go along with that bullshit!"
I said to Tony Rosales, who was standing there
listening to the invitation.Besides that, I didn't want
to get too far from the van where we had two cases of
beer on ice.
"Tony, you go in there! Uncle John don't know you
from me and he probably don't give a rat's ass anyway !
Go in there and let him introduce you as David Sierra,
say something intelligent, and get the hell out of there.
Here ... Jet me hold your beer," I said.

UNCLE JOHN'S INTRO

T

a, ta, ta, ta, ta TAAAAH! , went th e
trumpets. Tony handed me his beer and
ran into the tent and out into the middle rino0
where Uncle John , a tall, grey-haired man wearing a
silly outfit that made him look like Uncle Sam was
bullshitting the crowd about how good it felt to be back
in San Jose among his many thousands of friends. Up ran
into
a breathless Rosales, and Uncle John swun 0o rioht
0
his line of B.S.
"And, now, LA YDEEZ AND GENTLEME
without any further ado, let me introduce an old, old
friend who is the President of the San Jose Chapter of the
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American GI Forum, an
organization which has
been putting on programs
like this one for as far
back as we can remember. Hello, David, lord
it's good to see you
again!" he exclaimed.

Tony just stood
there, dumfounded,
probably wondering just what in the
hell Uncle John had
been drinking before he stepped into
the middle ring of
the circus.
Uncle John didn't skip a beat, barging right into his
next line of bullshit.
"David, I want you to g ive this beautiful crowd a big
San .Jose GI Forum welcome!" and he handed Tony the
microphone.

"I just want to tell you that San Jose GI Forum is
happy to be presenting this show today. Uncle John
is an old, old friend of ours ... and he's a great friend
of many thousands of kids in Santa Clara County
..... '' Tony enthused.
Before Tony could launch into another sentence,
Uncle John grabbed the microphone back, swung his
arm wiftly behind his back, beckoning Rosales to get
the hell out of the way. The show was on!
rom a high wire spanning the big tent, a
clown swung down and landed right at
Uncle John's feet. In his back pocket he had
a black brassiere. The crowd howled with laughter. The
how was on! And that was as risque as it got.

F

Instead of huge elephants, there was one elephant
about 5 feet taU, which looked like it had been born
the night before and was still trying to find his
"circus legs".
There were not lions and tigers and panthe rs and
giraffes. There was A lion and A tiger and A panther and
A giraffe.
We were standing behind one of the refreshment stands
where young people in gayly colored clothes were
vending soft drinks, popcorn , cotton candy and all kinds

A Professional
A professional is defined not by the
business a person is in but by the way
that person does his or her business.
--Anon.
of goodies. As one act would e nd, the participants would
run out, don their "vending" clothes, and the vendors
would put on their "circus" outfits right in front of us,
and dash into the big tent to do their number!
It was great! We felt like we were participating in the
circus! No, we did not go to the side show to see the Man
Eating Chicken, nor the Strange Man from Borneo.

San Jose GI Forum picked up about $7,000 from
Uncle John's appearance, and for weeks afterward,
when we gathered to drink beer at the GI Forum
office, we wondered out loud where Uncle John
might be at that moment.
rnie GaJlego used to tell us, "When you
people go on vacation ... if you ever run
into Uncle John ... echenlo para aca ... tell
him we need the money!"
Many years later, on a trip to Oregon, Gloria and I
saw signs advertising Uncle John's Circus on Highway
101 near Ukiah, Healdsburg, up in there somewhere
where the circus was going to appear, but of course, we
did not go to the circus.
EDITOR'S NOTES: The phone calls that we received from some civic groups just before Uncle John
made his appearance? Well , a few months later, some
civic group, the firemen , or the policemen presented a
circus in the San Jose Civic Auditorium. Were the phone
calls intended to eliminate the competition? I think so.
Probably. But ... only the people who made the phone
calls can answer that question. • • • • •

E

Agree
You will learn more by agreeing in the
main with others and en tering into their
trains of thinking, than by contradicting
and urging them to extr emities.
--Jonathan Swift
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Classmate calls after 4 7 Years

Roberta McDowall
Called Today
Roberta called me today. That would be Roberta
McDowall, Woodlake High School, class of 1952,
whom I have not seen for over 47 years!
She called to ask if I was going to attend the 50th
anniversary of several of our alma mater's senior classes.
The phone rang three times before I picked it up.
"Hello!"
"Hello, Eliseo? ... I am Roberta McDowall. I was
talking
to Eligio recently and he told me you miaht
be
.
0
mterested in attending our reunion but you wanted more
information."
The voice was not familiar at all , so I had to ask,
"Who is calling, please?"

"Roberta McDowall," she replied, sweetly, "I
was in your class at Woodlake High School. Remember me?"
"Of course," I answered, "You're the smart
one!"
She just laughed.
"We'd like to have you come to our reunion, it's on
the 17th of July .... "
"Well, Eli gio Villegas told me about it," I said, "but
he did not have the date, nor the site. I asked if he could
get me more information. Even ifl don't go, I'd like to get
the information."
"Do you think you might be interested in comina
if
0
we send you more inform ation?" she asked aaain.
b
Reumons are not something I get excited about," I
t~ld her, "but I am a bit curious to find out what my
former classmates have been up to all these years ."
It

•

"I sent you information before. I sent it to the San
Jose Mercury News. Don't you work there anymore?" She asked.
"The San Jose Mercury?" I said, "NO. I've never
worked there. I used to work at Hillis Printing Company,
but ~ot anymore. I'm semi-retired now. If you print a
reumon program, I'd be interested in getting one. If you
send me one, I'll gladly pay for it."

"Eligio said he was going to be seeing you, that

Roberta
McDowall,

1952
you had some information for him. Give him your
five dollar check, payable to WUHS 50th Anniversary Reunion and we'll send you a program after the
event. OK?"
"Fair enough. OK," I replied, "I work at Vida Nueva
Recovery Home. I'm a drugs and alcohol counselor. I
work part-time.
''I'm using my spare time to write my memoirs. I
would welcome receiving information from anyone,
particularly about the athletic achievements ofWoodlake
High School. I've got some of the stuff about Woodlake's
valley champ football teams, but I know there's lots of
other stuff out there .... You know what I've got? ... I got
a postcard from Ralph Alley in 1952 when he was going
through basic training at Lackland Air Force Base in San
Antonio. You know, I've still GOT that postcard? I've
still got my grammar school diploma! I've got an old
copy of THE T ATLER, our school paper dated Nov. 13,
1951."
She was laughing now, "WOW, that's amazing."

"I remember you were going to go to UC Berkeley. Did you ever go?"
"Yes," she replied, "I graduated, then I came
back to Three Rivers and I've been teaching for the
past 30 years.''
"Grammar school?" I asked.
"Yes," she laughed, apparent! y surprised that I didn't
remember that Three Rivers has A school, not more than
one.

"I'll send you the check with Villegas. Thank you
for calling me. I really appreciate it. Reunions are not
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events that I get excited about, as I said earlier, but
I do appreciate getting the information about it.
You people have a good time," I said.
"Your classmates would appreciate seeing you
again, I'm sure ... I wish you would change your mind
and come," Roberta said.
"Maybe, but I don't think so. Send me the program.
It's been nice talking to you as I said earlier, and I do
appreciate hearing from you! Bye!" I said.
"Bye, Eliseo!'' she replied, and she hung up.

W

***

hat was happening at Woodlake
Union High School in 1951? Well,
believe it or, I happen to have a copy of
the Nov. 13, 1951 edition in my papers! Our lead story
in THE TATLER was WOODLAKE SALUTES
THREE RIVERS, about the contributions of Three
Rivers people to our school.
The outstanding students were Joy Bachmann,
Joyce Bunch, Roberta McDowall, Bette Ainley, and
Darl Cecil with five A's; and Bob Brichoux and
Elaine Rice with five A's and one B.
Other articles on PAGE ONE were:
CASC Delegates Discuss Current School Problems
Fair Play Code Handed Out
WUHS Honor Roll for First Nine Weeks
PAGE TWO:
Students enter Lions Club Contest
Don't Look Now
Editorial Comment
Students Attend Teachers Institute
Grad is Killed
Editors Receive F.S.C. Annie Oakleys
PAGE THREE:
Societies and Socials
Time Marches On
To Be Seen in the Exchanges
Manner of Dress is Big Issue at WUHS
Junior Red Cross is On the Job
PAGE FOUR:
Frosh-Soph Party to be Held Soon
Boys and Girls Compete
The Return of Li'l Abner
Personalities of the Month -- Roberta McDowall,
Mike Rasmussen
Happy Birthday, You All

PAGE FIVE:
FFA Making New Practice Field
Former Teacher now Mexico Missionary
The Tatler Congratulates
WUHS to Present Christmas Program
Special Art Class
Ray Brown, Former WUHS S.B. President,
Writes from Korean Zone
WUHS Students to Hear Hug-Box in Assembly
SPORTS PAGE:
Woodlake Wins Over Lindsay, 22-13
Orosi is Lucky in Beating Tigers
Tigers Slam Door on Dinuba, 35-0
Tigers in 38-13 Win Over A venal Bucs
EDITOR'S NOTES --- WOODLAKE UNION
HIGH SCHOOL REUNION-- About thirty-five years
ago I received a letter from a group who were putting
together a Woodlake Union High School, Class of 1952
Reunion.
hey wanted information on a bio sheet
and I filled it out and sent it back. I listed
my hobbies as "Rooting for the L.A. Dodgers and UCLA, and spoiling my wife, Gloria."
I did not attend the event. About two weeks later,!
received a copy of a booklet they printed and read it from
cover to cover. It made interesting reading.
I think reunions are for people who feel that they
accomplished something in high school and want to
relive the past. Some of us who were just going through
the motions of attending high school, really have nothing important to add. Of course, I was interested in what
they had lined up for a program, but they did not provide
that information prior to the event.
Frankly, I prefer to remember my high school
classmates as I knew them then. I am a bit curious.
The pretty girls are probably not as pretty anymore.
The athletes are probably still dwelling on victories
won 35 years ago, since none of them, as far as I know,
became famous college or professional players.
I applaud my high school classmates who made
successes of themselves, but I don't want to sit around all
day and half the night talking about it.
One other reason ... perhaps if I was still a drinking
fool I would be interested in a reunion. But since I am
not, I am not interested. But I appreciated Roberta's call.
ETS • • • • •

T
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Not One to Remember

South Gate High
School Reunion

Rockin'
Alone

Have you ever been to one? More than
one? Why? I attended one back in the middle
50's near LosAngeles of the South Gate High
School at a big ballroom which featured the
Horace Heidt Orchestra. I went with my friend
Dick, who was a member of the Hell's Angels
motorcycle gang. There were about 30 cyclers
there and they pretty well tied up the bar. It was
very rowdy.
ometime during the evening one of Dick's
fellow riders got into a squabble with
Dick's little brother who was an up and coming boxer in the Los Angeles fight scene. The cycler held
him up against the wall urinal and kicked him in the
family jewels.
One of the things I remember was a beautiful blonde
wearing a skin tight white dress who approached the bar
to say hello to a big burly biker we were talking to.
"Harley! Is that you?" she asked, excitedly.
"Yeah! Marilyn Moody, right? How you do in',
sweetheart?''
He jumped off the bar stool. She threw her arms
around his neck and gave him a big wet kiss on the
mouth. He, of course, reciprocated, pulling her in tight
against his body. As she turned to leave we saw the black
oily handprint on her bottom. Her husband (boyfriend)
saw it too. He said nothing. And neither did we.
When Horace Heidt called for everyone to come
onto the floor and do the bunny hop, all the cyclists
joined in, of course, all eager to line up behind lovely
hard feminine bodies. That led to a lot of groping, and
eventually insults being hurled back and forth. Then the
fighting broke out.
We made it to the front door, and out of there. Dick
could not afford to be there when the blue meanies
arrived. He was on probation. Do I plan to go to any more
South Gate H.S. reunions? No. • • • • •

S
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DITOR'S NOTE: Many, many

years ago at a Woodlake labor
camp, I listened to Lucky Gabbard
strumming on his guitar and singing one of the
saddest songs I have ever heard. After that, every
time I saw him sitting on the woodpile and
strummin' on his gi-tar, I would walk over, sit and
listen for a while, then ask him to play "Rockin'
Alone."
Here's how it goes, some of it, cause I don't
know the whole song:
Rockin' alone in an old rockin' chair,
I saw an old mother with silvery hair
She seemed so contented when I saw her there,
Rockin' alone in an old rockin' chair.
Her hands were withered, wrinkled and old,
A life of hard work was the story they told.
And I think of angels when I see her there,
Rockin' alone in an old rockin' chair.
I look at her and I think what a shame,
The ones who forgot her she loves just the
same.
She seems so contented when I see her there,
Rockin' alone in an old rockin' chair.

I wrote down the words I remembered and
showed them to a friend of mine, and mentioned
that I sure wished I knew all the words to the
song. He looked at me and said, "Why don't you
write your own?"
Sounded like a challenge, partner, so I sat down
at the computer and came up with these verses:
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Roc kin' alone in an old rocking chair
I saw an old grandma with gray
in her hair,
She seemed so sad cause her
family's not there
So she just keeps on moving
and rocking her chair
Her house is empty,
the grandchildren grown,
The cattle have wandered,
the pigeons have flown.
Her wrinkles grow deeper,
there's more gray in her hair.
Rockin' alone in an old rockin' chair.
Another long day and
evening are gone,
She's praying she'll live
to see the next dawn.
A new day arrives,
and she's up with the sun,
Just counting her days, one by one.
She's got constant pains
a doctor can't cure,
It ain't just old age,
of that she is sure.
There's been lots of aches,
and more wear and tear,
And she feels 'em movin'
that creaky old chair.
She looks out the window,
sees dust blowin' by
Her chair keeps a' movin",
her eyes on the sky,
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Her face is set
in a cold frozen stare,
Dreaming of Heaven
and rockin' up there.
She waits for the footsteps,
the knock on the door,
The patter of feet on the
cold wooden floor,
The long hours pass,
but her folks just ain't there,
So she keeps on rockin'
that old wooden chair.
Sometimes she hears
footsteps at the door,
But it ain't the visit
she's been pining for.
They bring her small gifts,
and offer good cheer.
But she still keeps thinking
I wish they were here.
She'll ask about family,
those closest, her kin;
But there's never a word,
when they'll visit again.
She's just old folks now,
not one of the crowd.
Just shedding some tears,
but never aloud.
The doctors have told her,
we know it's not fair.
But from this day on,
Your home is your chair.
Keep your chin up,
they solemnly said,
Don't get so depressed,
and don't be so mad.

Life isn't over,
you're still not due
Our God is still in heaven
and waiting for you.
Sometimes she wishes,
He'd call her on home.
To sit by His side
in the big Golden Dome.
She knows she's goin'
and the angels are there,
Rockin' away
in their own roc kin' chair.
Someday they'll come
and knock on her door,
There won't be an answer,
just blood on the floor.
She'll be in the clothes
she calls Sunday's Best
Bound for God's Heaven
and her eternal rest.
--E. David Sierra
Feb. 16, 2004 • • • • •
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Meanest Okie in Tulare
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BILLY BOB

W

hen I was livin g in Lo s
Angeles,
occasiona ll y
I
wou ld hitchhike to W oodlake for the
weekend. Not that I could not afford the Dog, but driving
to Westwood, parking my car, standing on Sepulveda
Blvd. and hitching to Woodlake just promised more
adventure.
One warm, summer day an ardent racetrack aficionado regaled me with stories about his adventures follow ing the nags from Tanforan Park in California to
Hi aleah in Florida. I guess he was pre tty well to do
because it seemed like he did nothing but drink beer and
watch horse races.
Anyway, after a couple of six packs we consumed
wh ile driving north on Highway 99 over the grapevine,
through Bakersfield, Delano and the little towns in
Tu lare County, he dropped me off in Tulare, at the
nearest bar on the street going to Visalia.

I entered the western cocktail-motifflounge, took
a stool at the bar, and ordered a beer. Then another.
And another.
. lt was early in the afternoon. I decided to call my
fnend Bobby Garcia in Visalia and ask him to share a
few beers with me. Then, maybe he could drive me to
Woodlake, or at least to the highway so I could continue
thumbing.
he phone was pretty close to the counter,
so when you talked the other patrons of
the lounge could hear your conversation.
Bobby was not home, so I left a message.

T

I was sitting on my stool and sucking cold
Budweisers between calls to Bobby, when this redneck
Okie got up from where he had been parked with
three others at the far end of the bar, approached me
and sat down on the next stool.
"Hey, Pancho, you know me? Mah name is Billy
Bob. I am the meanest Okie in Tulare."

I looked at him out of the corner of my eye and said,
"Okay."
"Hey, Pancho!" he hollered, "Look at me! You heah
what ah sed? Ah 'm the meanest Okie in Tulare ! You got
anything to say about that?"
"No. Nuthin' ," I replied, giving him my closest
imitation of Gary Cooper from High Noon.
He punched me on the shoulder. "Look at me,
Pancho!," he insisted, "I am the meanest Okie in Tulare!"
few minutes later, he got up to go to the
bat~room .. I ~ot up to call Bobby Garcia
agam . Thi s tune his cousin Freddie answered the phone and I told him w here I was and to
please ask Bobby if he could come pick me up. They said
that he was due in half an hour and that he would pick me
up.
"Dile que venga de volada, I got a problem he can
help me with. De volada!" I urged.
I think Billy Bob heard me speaking Spanish when
he walked out of the restroom.

A

"Hey, Pancho! You callin' for help? Six of you
Meskins cain't whip Billy Bob, the meanest Okie in
Tulare! You know that, Pancho? Six of you cain 't get
the job done! Six of yuh!" be repeated.
"What you gonna do about it?" he continued.
"Nuthin'," I replied, again.
Then he accelerated the game. I kept looking at the
clock and hoping Bobby would come walking in. but
realized that it would have been a physical impossibi lity
to drive from Mitchell Street in Visalia to the cocktail
lounge in Tulare in just 20 minutes, especially at that
hour.

The Okie kept insisting that he was the meanest
Okie in Tulare. The three guys he was with at the
other end of the bar, were laughing, anticipating
what was about to happen ... be was gonna mop the
floor with me.
T he bartender should have told him to Jay off one of
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his customers, but I sensed that he didn't like the idea of
a brown-face in his "western" bar either.
The Okie kept asking me questions and I was doing
my damnedest to ignore him.

"Where you from, Pancho?"
''Woodpile.''
"WOODPILE ••• Hey,youguyshearthat?Pancho
is from Woodpile! WHERE IN THE HELL IS
WOODPILE?"
"Woodlake, .. I said, 'Tm from Woodlake."
That brought on a huge roar of laughter from all of
them.
"ISN'TTHATWHERE THE ROAD CAMP IS?" he
asked me, punching me on the ann again.
"Yeah. I think so. I never been there, so I'm not sure,"
I replied.
"You know what Meskins is, Pancho? .... Do you?"
I said nothing, hoping that Bobby would come
walking in the door.
Billy Bob went at it again. "You know whatMeskins
is, Pancho? .... Meskins is proof that Indians fucked the
buffalo!"
Again, a roar of laughter from all the other customers, and the barkeep.
Old joke, but still funny to these yahoos.
The talking didn't bother me much, but when he kept
punching me on the shoulder, I was getting madder by
the minute. Finally, I reached the end of my patience.
Reinforced by the false courage of five or six bottles of
Budweiser beer, I grabbed my long-necked Bud by the
neck and whirled around on the stool and hit the Okie
right on the forehead!
But .... OH SHIT! ... not hard enough!
When he did not even react to the blow, I knew I was
in deep, deep shit.
illy Bob looked at me quizzically for a
few seconds, as if trying to figure out
what to do next. Suddenly, his left hand
came across his chest and caught me flush on my left
cheek and I flew off the stool, and flat on my ass.
The Meanest Okie was kicking me on the legs. The
bartender was there in an instant. He helped me to my
feet, asked me if I was alright, and before I knew it, he
had ushered me out the front door, out on the sidewalk.

B

"I think you better get away from here," he
counseled, "before Billy Bob REALLY gets pissed
off at you. He's not shittin' you, pal, he really is a

MEAN SUMBITCH!"
I couldn't go too far because Bobby was on his way
from Visalia. I leaned against the wall of a drug store
next door to the bar and watched the highway for Bobby.
bout a half hour later his cousin Freddy
arrived. Bobby had not arrived home
from work but he had called and asked
Freddy if he could pick me up.
Freddie drove me to Visalia and to La Hacienda bar
where Bobby was having a beer with a friend. I repeated
the story I had told Freddie as we drove to Visalia.

A

A few minutes later Bobby said, "Let's go meet
the meanest Okie in Tulare," and and we drove off
toward Tulare.
About forty-five minutes later we walked into the
western bar. The Okies were gone. Bobby and I ordered
beers. After we were served, he asked the bartender
about Billy Bob, The Meanest Okie in Tulare.
"Where can we find him?" he asked, "I want to talk
to him."
The bartender recognized me. He would not give
Bobby any information about the Okie.
"Just tell him Bobby Garcia is looking for him. I'll be
back in a couple of days. I want to find out how mean he
is!" he told the bartender.
Bobby had played baseball and football at College
of Sequoias so unless those Okies had their heads
completely up their ass, they knew who he was.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Another occasion when drinking got me into trouble. A more rational person would
have gotten the hell out of Billy Bob's sight, and avoided
being used as a mop. But Budweiser wouldn't let me do
that. Curious ... I HAD to find out just how big and bad
Billy Bob was. • • • • •

Stupidity
Stubborn and ardent
clinging to one's opinion
is the best proof of stupidity.
--Michel de Montaigne
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You All Know Me

The Mercury
Boss's Friend
ina Olivares Pagan of the San Jose
MERCURY NEWS had invited Sid
Haro, myself, and other San Jose GI Forum
members to lunch at a fancy Mexican restaurant downtown. She wanted us to meet a Mercury NEWS editor
and some reporters who would be reporting on events in
the Hispanic community. Another San Jose GI Forum
member who was there was Victor Garza, our chairman.

G

MEET FORUM BIGGIES
The intent was for reporters who would be covering
GI Forum events to become familiar with those who
would be responsible for answering questions. It was a

beautiful opportunity for us to meet those who cover the
Hispanic community, and in particular San Jose GI
Forum. When Sid and I arrived we noticed right away
that the only other San Jose GI Forum member present
was Victor Garza, our Chairman.
As we greeted him I asked him, "Where is Art
Lomas?"
"He's busy," Victor replied.
rt Lomas was Director of the Fiestas
Patrias Celebrations for San Jose GI
Forum. Since 1983 we had been sponsoring the Fiestas Patrias Mexicanas in downtown San Jose
with help from the Dept. of Fine Arts of the City. We
controlled the whole shebang, all the booths, all the beer
booths, all the soft drinks, all the stages, the parade, the
art show, everything. Mr. Lomas was the Director of this
effort, and we were certain that Lomas was a person who
SHOULD be at the meeting.
After everyone arrived, Gina asked that everyone
introduce themselves and we did.
"I'm David Sierra. I am employed at Vida Nueva

A

(Cont. on Pg 334)

Geraldo Rivera, Gatecrasher
At the starting point of the Cinco de Mayo
Parade sponsored by San Jose GI Forum in 1994, I
was answering questions from people who should
know better. People who would have the answers if
they had attended the parade participants meeting
three days prior.
One of the times I looked up and there, in the
flesh, was Geraldo Rivera, he of the overhyped TV
talking heads who have made a career of seeming to
be very, very concerned about the plight of people
who have agreed to make asses of themselves on
TV.
He was signing autographs for people who had
recognized him as he came walking down lOth
Street to the point where the parade was due to start
very shortly.
I have never been an admirer of his. He and his
torpedoes were trying to squeeze their car with His
;

Majesty Geraldo into the "A" Division of the parade.

Two days before I had talked to someone
purporting to be a representative of Rivera that
he was going to be in San Jose and that he wanted
to ride in the parade.
First of all I didn't know if the phone call was for
real, or whether some friend of mine was testing to
see if I would be impressed by receiving a phone call
from someone from the office of one of the rich and
famous.
Our policy was that we invited politicians, American GI Forum local, state, and national queens, and
the Grand Marshal to ride in the "A" Division.
Everybody else lined up where we spotted them
throughout the 8 divisions.
As far as I was concerned, Rivera had invited
himself and we placed his car in "G" Division which
is just before the horses and the end of the parade. He
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Mere Boss's Friend
(Cont. from Pg 333)

Alcohol/Drugs Recovery Home, a project sponsored by
San Jose GI Forum ...
'Tm Sid Haro, Executive Director of Vida Nueva...
Then it was Victor Garza's turn: 'TM SURE ALL
OF YOU KNOW ME ALREADY. I AM VICTOR
GARZA, CHAIRMAN OF SAN JOSE GI FORUM. I
HAVEBEENINVOLVEDINTHECOMMUNITYIN
SAN JOSE FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS ...
After the MERCURY NEWS people were introduced, Gina asked us to tell the reporters about our
involvement in the community, and in particular, our GI
Forum responsibilities. Victor Garza jumped right in
and told them about the Scholarship Foundation, the
Fiestas Patrias, and about the Vida Nueva Recovery
Home.

FOOT IN MOUTH
He started to go into depth about Vida Nueva and got
into areas he did not know anything about. Then he
stopped and said, uyou tell them, Sid, you're the Director."
Sid, who had been nudging my knee as Victor spoke,
replied, nyou're doing all right, Mr. Chairman. Go on."
Victorfmally talked himself into a comer and yielded
the floor to Sid but by then the damage was done. The
MERCURY NEWS was not going to get to meet the
"big honchos .. of San Jose GI Forum, and they were

Geraldo Rivera
(Cont. from Pg 333)

is no dummy. Even from as far away as New York
City he knew that at least 50,000 people would be
watching the parade and that it got lots of local media
coverage.

First, I did not believe that he was going to
show up. Secondly, we did not know what kind of
entry he had because they did not teD us. The
person who called me did not know if he was
going to be walking, riding a horse, duckwalking,
or prancing down the street holding hands with
his San Francisco boytoy. They were very sketchy
with their information.
Thirdly, they had not filled out nor filed a Parade

certainly not going to get in-depth information about the
events they were interested in, the Scholarship Foundation, our Miss San Jose GI Forum Beauty Pageant, the
Fiestas Patrias, Vida Nueva, and other San Jose GI
Forum activities.
Then Gina asked if we had any questions to pose to
the reporters or other MERCURY NEWS employees at
the luncheon.
ictor Garza jumped right in, again. Quite
seriously, he said that a few years back
he had gone to an educational workshop on
the east coast with funds provided by Joe Ridder, publisher of the San Jose MERCURY, who told him that if
another occasion arose where he needed assistance, to
just call and let him know. That established that HE
knew the Mere employees' very top boss.

V

WHEN HE GETS MAD
He also said, in what was perceived to be a threatening manner, ..1 read the San Jose MERCURY NEWS
every morning at 7 a.m. If I read anything I don't like, I
start making phone calls! ..
This time, I nudged Sid beneath the tablecloth.
The MERCURY NEWS staffer seated next to me,
poked me gently in the ribs, and asked, "Is this guy for
real? ..
"He knows your boss better than you do, .. I said,
"He reads everything that you write ... so be careful.
WYSIWYG ... What you see is what you get," I replied.

•••••

Application, and Fourthly, I truly didn't give a damn
if Geraldo Rivera showed up or not. We didn't invite
him. We didn't need him. He invited himself, but he
was not about to invite himself into Division .. A" in
MY parade!
Anyway, there HE was, with his torpedoes asking where he could put his car. I pointed west down
Santa Clara Street toward 7th Street and said, "You
are not entered in the parade. Frankly, I don't care
where in hell you put it, but it's not going to be in
Division "A". Take it down there, in Division "G".
You line up on the north side of 7th street. Get that
damned car out of here!"
Rivera flashed me his patented broad grin, as if
I'd just told him he'd won an Emmy Award, and
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Geraldo Rivera
(Cont. from Pg 334)

turned to his henchman to see if they could find
someone making more sense than this overweight Mexican who didn't seem to be impressed with The Mighty Geral~o.

I used to respect that man, but not anymore. I thought he was an energetic, involved newsman, but after I sat through a
two-hour rip-off television special about AI
Capone's vault in a Chicago hotel that was
being razed, I decided that Geraldo Rivera
was a circus barker, not a serious newsman.
Sickening.
Then came the series of television shows
where they got involved in discussions of some
very personal problems. On one of them, someone creased his beak with a chair, if my memory
serves me. Another reason I did not respect the
idiot was that he had written a book and apparently named some of the famous ladies that he
had bedded down. That's no class at all, Jerry.
Kids kiss and tell. Grown men do it and keep
their mouths shut. As far as I was concerned he
was scum.
But, I don't blame you pal, if I had the same
television opportunities you've had, I'd probably give the weirdos and sickos watching
daytime TV in America exactly what you give
them, sheer unadulterated bullshit.
Keep smiling and make them like it. because you wear better threads than I do, dine in
more plush restaurants, stay in fancier places,
and have more famous friends.
And, you SOB, you probably sleep better I
do because you 're sleeping on a bed of $1,000
bills and I on a K-Mart mattress.
A few days later one of my GI Forum
friends asked me ifi had seen Geraldo Rivera at
the Cinco de Mayo Parade.
"Seen him?" I said, "I chewed his ass out!"

•••••

Giant
Prediction,

1962
Being ragged by San Francisco
Giants baseball fans at Hillis Printing Company because the Giants
had just beaten the Los Angeles
Dodgers in the National League
playoffs in 1962, I made the following prediction:

"The guy-s w-ho
are going to win the
next
World
C.hampionship
for the Giants
h.a.ven't
been born yet!""

Forty-five Years
Later,
San Francisco
fans are still waiting.
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Gus Garcia Jr. High
Honors Chicano
Legal Legend

Gus

Garcia

The following article appeared in the December 1972
issue of THE FORUMEER, official publication of the
American GI Forum.
by E. David Sierra

(SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS) -- The Gus
Garcia Junior High School, dedicated on
Sunday, Oct. 8, 1972 honors the memory of
attorney Gustavo Garcia, famed for his eloquent dissertations before the United States
Supreme Court and other judicial bodies in
the pursuit of equal opportunities for Mexican Americans.
us Garcia died on June 3, 1964, but will
always be remembered for his waging
of court battles in behalf of his fellow
Chicanos. In particular he handled the now fa mous
Longoria a nd Hernandez vs. State of Texas court
struggles.

G

THE PLANT
The Gus Garcia Jr. High School is located at Ruiz
and No. San Felipe St. , San Antonio. The 26-classroom
school also has a cafeteri a, library and a modern gymnasiu m, home of the Gus Garcia Chargers. The 700-seat
auditorium is cons idered the finest in the Edgewood
Independent School District.

THE PRINCIPLES
Gus Garcia Jr. High was designed by architect Mario
F. Gonzalez. The school's principal is Marcos G. Perez.
Members of the Edgewood Board of Trustees are Lupe
Vela, President; M.P. Rodriguez, Vice President; Arturo
D. Rodriguez Secre tary; David Alvarado, Dr. Robert
Dominguez, Chris Escamilla, and Jaime L. Martinez.

GUS GARCIA T HE STUDENT
Gus Garcia was born in Laredo, Texas on July 27,

19 15 to Alfredo and
Teresa A. Garcia. Information about Gus's
early education is uncertain due to loss of
some school records.
It is known that his
mother took him to
live in San Antonio
and he attended St.
Cecilia's School for two years, 1924-25. Already beginnin ba to show academic excellence, Gus attended St.
Henry's Academy, Hawthorne Jr. High, and then went
on to Main A venue High School (Fox Tech) from 19293 1.

In the spring of 1932, Gus Garcia transferred to
the new Thomas Jefferson High School. At Jeff, he
was very active in student activities. A member of the
National Honor Society, he was also news editor of
the Jefferson High DECLARIAN (school newspaper) President of his Advisory, Secretary of the
Jefferson Forum (one of the school's debate teams),
and various other activities.
In 1932 Gus Garcia was chosen "Most Talkative
Boy" at Jefferson High for his one minute speech,
"HOW LONG IS A STRING?"

Garcia served as chairman of the Junior Class
Committee which selected the class motto: "THEY
CAN CONQUER WHO BELIEVE THEY CAN."
These are interesting and prophetic words to remember as we review the life of Gus Garcia.

On June 2, 1933 Gus Garcia was graduated with
honors from Thomas Jefferson High School. He
ranked No. One in his class! He was the first Valedictorian in the school's history and was selected "Most
Intellectual Student."
Gus attended the University of Texas on a scholastic
scholarship and proved himself an outstanding student
and champion debater. The debate team, of which ~e
was Captain, NEVER LOST A MATCH under h1s
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leadership.
In 1936 at the age of 20, he graduated with a B.A.
degree from the University of Texas. In 1938, he earned
his LLB , also from UT .

giants such as President Harry S. Truman, House Speaker
Samuel Rayburn, U.S . Senator Dennis Chavez (D-New
Mexico), and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.

At the university he was a close friend of John
Connally and Allen Shivers both later becoming
governors of the State of Texas. Gus Garcia often
related the story of how he helped John Connally
elope "by driving the getaway car."

He was present and active at the founding of the
United Nations in San Francisco Calif. in 1945. Gus
addressed the United Nations in 1952 and spoke about
the prejudices and deplorable conditions in the education of minority children in the southwestern United
States.

In 1938 Gus passed the bar exam with flying colors
and began his rise to success and fame . He was appointed Assistant City Attorney and also served as
Assistant District Attorney for Bexar County (San Antonio).

GUS GARCIA THE HUMANITARIAN

GUS GARCIA THE ATTORNEY

us Garcia reached the pinnacle of his
legal career on May 3, 1954 with the
reversal oftheHemandez vs. State ofTexas
case by the United States Supreme Court in a monumenGUS GARCIA IN THE MILITARY SERVICE
tal and rare unanimous decision.
During World War II, Gus Garcia was drafted by
Pete Hernandez, a cotton picker from Edna, Jackson
Uncle Sam to serve in t he Army. He elected to attend
County,
Texas was convicted of murder by the State of
Officers Candidate School when presented with the
Texas. Hernandez was sentenced to life imprisonment.
opportunity. Commissioned an officer and assigned to
Japan with the Judge Advocate Corps he served with · What was to be a milestone in American judicial history
for the oppressed came to the attention of Houston
distinction.
attorney John Herrera who discussed Hernandez vs.
GUS GARCIA THE POLITICIAN
State
of Texas with attorneys Gus Garcia and Carlos
After separation from the Army, Gus returned to San
Cadena.
Antonio and began to organi ze the West Side, precinct
The decision to appeal the case was prompted by the
by precinct.
that Pete Hernandez had not received a fair trial
belief
In 1948 he was elected to the San Antonio Indebecause his civil liberties (equal protection clause of the
pendent School District Board of Education, the first
14th amendment of the U.S. Constitution) had been
Chicano in modern history to attain that position.
trampled upon due to exclusion of Mexican Americans
The election of Gus Garcia also marked the first ti me
from the jury.
that Blacks and Mexican Americans united in a commuGus Garcia and Carlos Cadena argued the case
nity effort to gain control of their schools.
before the Supreme Court of the United States. Cadena
Four years later, Gus Garcia resigned his position on
made the initial plea and the case was summed up by the
the board of education, contending that he could best
champion orator, Gus Garcia.
serve the needs of Mexican Americans in the courtroom.
They proved that Mexican Americans are a disGus worked closely with the American GI Forum,
tinct and identifiable class of people and as such were
LULAC, School Improvement League of Eluterio
Escobar, League of Loyal Americans, Mexican Chambeing discriminated against. Gus Garcia's eloquent,
dramatic and powerful summation so awed and
ber of Commerce, and other civic and social clubs.
Garcia became a close personal friend of political
(Cont. on Pg 338)

G

Taking Pride
"The power of taking pride in one's ethnic background
cannot be overestimated for minorities."
--Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
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Track & Field
Thoughts
[gained an enjoyment of track and field when I was
in high school, probably because a good friend, Martin
Lara, was a C class pole vaulter for Woodlake H.S. He
held the school record if my memory serves me.
1 remember always having to stay late at track
meeLs, waiting for Lara, because the pole vault went on
and on and on into the night.
Then we got into going to the various track meets in
the central San Joaquin Valley, like the 20-30's Relays
in Tulare, and the Valley Finals. Ed Leon , Martin Lara,
Moses Moreno, Ralph Alley, and I were track fanatics.

Gus Garcia Jr. High
(Cont. from Pg. 337)

impressed t he highest court in the land that Chief
Justice Earl Warren granted Garcia an additional
16 minutes over the time limit to continue his closing
statements.
In a unanimous decision the United States Supreme
Court reversed the decision of the lower court, recognizing that the defendant's civil rights had been violated.
This case helped open the doors for minority people to
demand and gain their rights as Americans.

GU GARCIA THE LEGEND
Gus Garcia was a legend in his time. It is important
LOnole, having witnessed the changes taking place in the
educational system in the United States, the accomplishments of thjs remarkable man a leader in the fight for
equal educational opportunities for all.
Gus Garcia was hated by those who sought to keep
a lid on equal opportunities for all despite guarantees of
the American constitution. On the other hand, he was
deeply loved and respected by those who championed
the cause of civil liberties.
Gus Garcia did not gently nudge awake the sleeping
giant. He shook him vigorously to clear the drowsiness
from his head, then faced him eyeball to eyeball and

We loved that sport!

I remember the struggles between Bakersfield
and Fresno high schools as they vied for dominance
in the big schools division. Names like Allard, Blevins,
King, Hampton, Gaitan, Legler and Saddler were

eloquently, forcefully, and convincingly pointed out
how he had been wronged aJI thorugh the years by a
governmental system pledged to equal opportunities for
all.
Gus Garcia kicked the sleeping giant off his haunches
pointed the way to civil liberties, and led it toward its
deserved place in the judicial and educational sun.
In retrospect, Gus Garcia seemed destined from
birth to lead a fight which continues long past his death.
In his day he was the most eloquent spokesman of the
oppressed.

Gus Garcia moved on to his reward on June 3
1964 and was interred with full military honors on
June 8, 1964 at Ft. Sam Houston National Cemetery.
American GI Forum fou nder Dr. Hector P. Garcia
delivered the eulogy as many members of the American
GI Forum and other social and civic groups turned out to
pay their last respects to a friend whose courage showed
the way during some very dark hours.

Dedication ofthe GUS GARCIA JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL in San Antonio, Texas insures that
Chicanos in the U.S. will never forget the brilliant
mind, fearless heart, and dedicated man that was
once Gustavo Garcia.
Gus Garcia was an attorney, and an advocate for
justice, in every sense of the word. • • • • •
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synonymous with athletic supremacy. Then there
were small school powerhouses at Kingsburg and
Lemoore.
ob Mathias and his stunning victory in
the 1948 U.S. decathlon championships
in New Jersey are some of my first memories about getting interested in track and field. At that
time, the defending champion had the right to have the
decathlon contested in his home town if he wanted to.
We saw it in 1952 when Mathias was again the U.S.
champ and represented the U.S.A. in the Olympic Games.
I remembered my friend Ed Leon always referred to
Mathias as Robert Bruce, never Bob Mathias ... always
Robert Bruce.
Do you know that Tulare H.S. finished second in the
California state high school meet to Los Angeles powerhouse Jefferson, with only Mathias representing
Tulare? Becausethey did not throw the discus in the state
meet in those years, Sim Innes did not compete, but if he
had, Tulare would have certainly won the state track &
field meet with but TWO competitors. True.

B

Do you remember Innes, former Tulare H.S.
tackle, shot putter, and discus thrower? Do you
remember that in 1952 he was the Olympic discus
champ? How's that for a small town like Tulare, two
Olympic Champions in the same year!
Not many people remember that Woodlake High
School won the Small Schools Valley Title in 1952.
e didn't even have a full flight of
hurdles, so we never hosted any track
meets! All I remember is a whole lot of
long distance runners like Bill Barton and Bobby Luna
and others which edged out a Kingsburg High team led
by Rafer Johnson, only a freshman, but already making
his mark. Can you believe America's 1960 decathlon
champ living only 30 miles from the 1948 and 1952
winner?
While living in Los Angeles in the early to middle
50's, I watched the first 4-minute mile run on American
soil, and the first-ever? ft. high jump (Charles Dumas of
Compton College), and the frrst-ever 60-ft shot put
(Parry O'Brien, former USC star). Can't remember who
ran the mile, but I remember that they brought in John
Landy from Australia for an exhibition run during a
UCLA-USC dual meet and some guy from Oregon (Jim
Bailey? Beattie?) ran him into the ground in the L.A.
Coliseum.

W
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We made it to all the meets in those days ... Compton
Relays, The Coliseum Relays, The City Meet, the C.I.F.
southern section finals, the State High School Meet, the
Olympic Trials, every meet that took place in the Los
Angeles basin.
I remember the good Occidental College teams led
by Dixon Farmer. Did UCLA and USC really shy away
from dual meets with Oxy? That's what Oxy fans used
to say in those days.

I will always remember UCLA track coach Ducky
Drake consoling miler Bobby Seaman (Reedley)
under the stands in Compton after he had finished
fourth or fifth in his mile race.
"Don't you know who those men are? You were
running against some of the best miters in the
WORLD! Bobby, your day is coming. Believe me!
Just be patient. You did fine!" he was telling the
sobbing Bobby Seaman.

0

ne of the saddest sights I've ever seen on
an athletic field was in Bakersfield Me
morial Stadium during the U.S. Olympic
Track and Field Finals. The year escapes my memory.
There was a guy from Northwestern University, Jim
Golliday, who had run the fastest hundred yard dash in
the world the year before.

At Bakersfield, he finished dead last in his heat
in the 100. And there were seven other heats. He had
fallen THAT far back in just 365 days!
Most exciting races I ever saw? That's easy ... it has
to be the 8-man mile relay run by Los Angeles high
schools as an exhibition during the City Track & Field
Championship Meet.
High schools like Jefferson, Washington, Jordan,
and Dorsey had runners named Jefferson, Washington,
Jordan, and Dorsey which added to the confusion and
excitement. You had to know the runners because the
track & field announcer could not keep up with all those
exchanges of the baton and the lead changing hands!
Every time I think about track and field meets I
always remember my Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity brother,
Jack Alhadef, who loved the sport. I sure hope you are
in good health and still timing those relays, Jack!
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The Al Davis Raiders

~

University of Pacific, and the Raiders.
I never saw Jim Plunkett at Lick High School, but
I saw him at Stanford many, many times. One memorable game was played in the Los Angeles Coliseum
when we thought Stanford had finally beaten the
hated Trojans only to have Ron Ayala kick a field
goal for USC as time expired. It was a thrilling
football game.
To those who questioned why I continued being a
fan after the team moved to Los Angeles, my reply was:
"If the U.S. Army went away to fight a battle in the
middle east, you'd still root for them wouldn't you?"
hen they were talking about bringing
the team back from L.A. to Oakland
because L.A. was too close to Hollywood and the players had lost their toughness, I had to
laugh. L.A. not tough? You ever been there ? How do
you explain the Fearsome Foursome of the Los Angeles
Rams? How do you explain the Thundering Herd at
U.S.C.? How do you explain the UCLA teams under
Terry Donahue and Red Sanders? How do you expl ain
all the outstanding high school players who have come
out of the Los Angeles basin?
Frankly, Al Davis, I didn't give a damn when you
moved to L.A., and I didn't give a damn when you moved
back to Oakland.
Getting people to pay to buy a license so they could
qualify to buy tickets might have been a hell of a
marketing idea, but what it resulted in was empty seats
in the Coliseum and no televising of home games for the
Oakland Raiders.
I don't consider AI Davis a managerial genius. I
think he is one of the world's best con men. In the
early days of our country, he would have been roaming the wild west in a covered wagon, selling patent
medicines, and land deeds to property he did not
own.
Oakland? The taxpayers should be giving baby
showers for their Councilmen who negotiated the move
back. They gotta be pregnant, believe me !
And you people w ho work and pay taxes are going
to get it in the end. The stinky end.
(Cont. on Pg 341)

W

I used to be a staunch Raiders football fan
during the Kenny Stabler years when the
men in black were the shit-kickingest team on
the planet.

r consider Jack Tatum the toughest S.O.B. in pro
football history. Ronnie Lott was a wimp compared to
Tatum. Ditto for Lawrence Taylor, Dick Butkus, Mike
Singletary, Jack Ham, and Kenny Easley. Maybe Burl
Toler might have been tougher than J.T. Maybe.
ou can make an argume nt for David
Casper as the best -ever tight end. Also,
for Jim Otto as the best-ever center. And,
remember Shell and Upshaw. Those people did not back
away from anybody .
I continued being a fan when they moved to L.A.
because they had Jim Plunkett playing quarterback and
Tom Flores as coach. I have admired Flores all the way
back to Sanger High School, Fresno City College,

Y
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The Tyrone &
Lobo Show
March 1983, THE LEADER
by C.M. Premilando
(OFFICIAL SAN JOSE GI FORUM BUSINESS )
--Under new business, one of the members asked, "Mr.
Chairman, are E.T., Lobo, The Phantom Writer, and
Tyrone paid up members of this chapter?"
The answer was no.
The next question was, "Who is E.T.? Who is
Tyrone? Who is The Phantom Writer?"
To which the answers were, respectively, "E.T. are
MY initials, lady. Tyrone is David Rodriguez's dog ... "

The lady then concluded, "This newsletter has
gone to the dogs!"

L.l<. 5AKALA MOTA

To which the editor replied, "Amen."

Cesar Flores Mendez then asked, "Mr. Chairman, why are some people complaining about the
San Jose GI Forum newspaper? You don't hear
them complaining about the STATE or NATIONAL

newspapers! You don't even GET those! Why do we
never hear THE CRITICS complain about THAT?
Your criticisms of the Editor are personal .. and
unwarranted!''
(Cont. on Pg 342)

A1 Davis Raiders
(Cont. from Pg. 340)

AI Davis should have been included in that year's
list of PLAYBOY Magazine's Sex Stars of the Year
because he did it to the Oakland City Council just as
surely as papa rabbits do it to mama rabbits. And
just as often.
I've met more Raiders players at Wal-Mart signing
autographs and at the Cinco de M ayo celebrations than
I ever met at a football game or in a bar, including Willie
Brown, Jim Plunkett, CliffE ames, Ted K walick, Wendell
Tyler, Otis Sistrunk, and Jack Tatum.
I asked Jack Tatum at the Cinco de Mayo parade how
he chose Ohio State when he was being recruited by
every top college program in the country.
"Woody Hayes went into the kitchen and talked to
my mom," he said. "She came out to the living room
where I was waiting and she said, you're going to

Columbus with this nice man, boy!"
And he did.

Ted K walick said he went to Penn State because
as a youngster playing high school football he admired Joe Paterno. "They wouldn't have had to
recruit me," he remembers, "I would've gone there
anyway."
Gloria and I started going to the Raiders games when
they first began playing. Remember when they played at
Frank Youell Field in Oakland? Kezar Stadium? Candlestkk Park? We saw them play when the Denver Broncos
were wearing vertical stripes on their socks. Remember
that? Re member when they considered calling them the
Oakland Senors? THAT'S how long I've been a Raiders
fan . The only thing I ask now is for all those people
running around in black j ackets and with Raiders logo
all over their vehicles to get off their asses and GO TO
THE GAMES , baby, so I can sit on mine and watch 'em
on TV! • • • • •
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Wallowing in Watergate
Despite being cautioned by President
Nixon that Americans shouldn't be "Wallowing in Watergate," I decided to wallow
anyway. This is an editorial from the Nov.
1973 issue of THE FORUMEER:
by David Sierra, editor

ver since Richard Milhous Nixon be
came the 37th president of the United
States (at least it seems like that long) the
American people have been "entertained" almost
daily by revelations ofscandal after scandal emanating from the general vicinity of the seat of our
government.

E

By now most of us are tiring of the entire spectacle.
Not tiring of the incessant and hard-hitting reporting by
the national news media, but tiring of the shenanigans
perpetrated upon the American people by those elected
and appointed to run our government.

THE 'WHITE HAT'
BOYS UNMASKED
We have been disgusted to learn that an administration which pounded its chest and pledged .. Law and
Order .. in the heat of a political campaign, appears to
have forgotten that American laws apply to them also.
Mr. Nixon has repeatedly suggested that we cease
.. Wallowing in Watergate .. and focus our attention on
what is .. good about America...

Tyrone & Lobo Show
(Cont. from Pg. 341)
Two of the members then requested that their
names be removed from our mailing list.

The editor asked that those requests be made to
Mr. Fred Vazquez, who is the circulation manager.
STAY TUNED. MORE LATER. Fll..M AT
ELEVEN.
--E. David Sierra

PEACE WITH HONOR
It is with that noble task in mind that we submit THE
FORUMEER•s plan for permanently ending the
Watergate controversy. Are you ready, Spiro? SPIRO?
Spiro?
We believe that our plan will end the ..wallowing in
Watergate .. and will give the American people something to think about other than the resignation of Vice
President Spiro Agnew, the court charges filed against
former U.S. Attorney General John Mitchell, the resignation of Attorney General Elliott Richardson, the firing
of Archibald Cox and Haldeman, Erlichmann, Dean,
and countless others from the White House staff, the
Russian wheat deal, the fiT deal, the Dairy deal, the
$100,000 Rebozo matter, the Ellsburg psychiatrist thing,
and all the other •shenanigans· which have occurred in
the past two years. Those are the ones we KNOW about!

"IT'S ONLY A PAPER MOON ••• "
What we have in mind is ... A HOLLYWOOD
EXTRAVAGANZA! Yes! Keep •em laughing, know
what I mean, Pal?
Our plan calls for Mr. Nixon to demand that the
National Television Networks give him four hours of
prime time on a Tuesday night. (Monday is no good
because there is no sense competing with the Big-Mouth
Cosell and Dandy Don Show. We might lose out in the
Nielsen ratings).

T

he show begins with cameras
focusing
on
a
barren
mountainside in rural Vermont. A
closeup reveals the name: RICHARD M.
NIXON,AMERICAN, chiseled into the granite in 12-foot high letters. Fade out.
Next scene shows 20,000,000 Chinese cheering
wildly as the President and Chairman Mao read poetry
on the balcony of the Imperial Place in Peking. (Mr.
Nixon is loved by EVERYONE, can you dig it?)

"0 BEAUTIFUL, FOR
SPACIOUS SKIES ••• "
The camera then focuses on a lonely country road in
middle America, with telephone lines stretching into the
distance. As the camera moves along the road slowly, a
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Jima and Guadalcanal (he goes on to name every war
movie he has ever made), and we proved what we are
made of in Korea and Vietnam."

(He pulls his pantleg out of his cowboy boot to
show off a scar he got when a Mexican national
kicked his ass in a bar in Durango).
"Washington is a battleground, too, in a sense . "
Wayne continues. "It is full of Commies, Pinkos, RadJLibs, etc. And we are fortunate to have a President who
stands up to them."
Wayne pounds furiously on his chest with his right
hand. Coughs. His face changes color. Quick fade out.

"SOME OF MY BEST
FRIENDS ARE ...
II

Gerald R. Ford
Waitin g in the Wings

tall figure walks confidently toward it. Background
music is "America the Beauti ful." Overhead, Air Force
jets form a huge RMN in the skies, and drop red, white
and blue smoke canisters.

he man is John Wayne, dressed in
cowboy boots, levis, go-to-meeting
shirt, and an official U.S. Marine Corps
helmet. (John Wayne likes to wear a helmet because
it creates the impression that he is a war hero.
Actually, he has never been in the service).

T

Camera pans to a close-up of Wayne's wrinkled
face. It reminds you of the Vermont granite. His eyes
narrow to thin slits. He pulls out his two .38 caliber
revolvers, twirls them around on his fi ngers and shoots
into the air. A Russian MIG-1 2 falls at his feet. He
ignores it.
"Howdy," he begins. "You know, being an American has never been easy. Since the early days of our
cou ntry when the Pilgrims came here to feed the Indians
and help them through the long cold winters, and since
the colonists fought the British to gain our independence, Americans have been a hardy breed ... we're
tough ... and we persist in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
"Americans have proved their toughness on many
battlegrounds, in many parts of the world ... at Chateau
Thierry, in the Argonne Forest, at Bastogne, and at Iwo

Then, on comes Bob Hope to provide a "light"
moment. He tells political jokes and very conveniently
fails to mention the biggest joke of them all ... Spiro (l 'm
ONLY worth $200,000) Agnew.

Then, Sammy Davis Jr. comes on the screen to
tell everyone how wonderful it is to be Black and live
in an America governed by Richard Nixon. If you
live in Las Vegas. Or Beverly Hills. Or Miami Beach.
Or Key Biscayne. Or San Clemente.
Tricia Nixon Cox is next (wearing an Eisenhower
j acket) and she delivers a dissertation on what a wonderful father the President is.

OLD WHAT'S-HIS-NAME
FROM PARTS UNKNOWN
he is fo ll owed by fi lm clips of Spiro
Agnew speaking from someplace in South
America, telling the American people that
even from THAT far away, Ric hard Nixon STILL looks
like the man best qualified to rule a country of nattering
nabobs of negativism.

S

FLAG WAVING REVISITE D
Then the Mormon Tabernacle Choir is singing Christmas carols. On a huge screen in the background are
projected scenes of typical Americana: wheat shocks
bending in a gentle Kansas breeze; New York Habor
bustling with ships of all nations bound for distant ports;
shots of a baseball game in progress (being careful to
show that 80% of the players are Black); the majestic
beauty of the Grand Canyon with a sleek jet outlined
against the setting sun; the San Francisco Bay Bridge
pushing its ochre towers through the incoming fog; and
a little white cottage in Whittier, California, birthplace
of Richard M. Nixon .
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END
The President marches in ... significantly ... ALONE
... and commences his 162nd explanation to the American people on what is happening in America.
r. Nixon again urges Americans to
cease "Wallowing in Watergate" and
asks us to focus our attention on more
important matters.

It is the greatest good to the
greatest number which is the
measure of right and wrong.

To get the American people into a more
jovial mood, he thereby proclaims that beginning NOW .... November 20, 1973 ... the HOLIDAY SEASON is officially open ... because HE
says so.

SEASON WILL EXTEND FROM NOV. 20, 1973
UNTIL JANUARY 20, 1977, at which time he is
scheduled to leave the White House.

M

(The merchants are ready with their Christmas
wares, of course, because presidential advisor John
Connally has made 'unofficial' visits to the nation's
major retailers 120 days prior to alert them).
Since it is the HOLIDAY SEASON, Mr. Nixon
continues, we should get into the Christmas Spirit, and
think of our loved ones.
The President makes it perfectly clear that he wants
US to think of HIM as one of OUR loved ones.
He confesses that he has NEVER spelled Christmas
with an X, and then pauses for a 'spontaneous' standing
ovation from Tricia, Julie, David, Pat, and Gerald Ford.
The frrst four because they are related, and Mr. Ford
because he wants to share the pad at 1600 Pennsy.

"I'M DREAMING OF A
WHITE CHRISTMAS ••• ''

The president's aides (400 of them) then
release thousands of white doves, and pass out
Christmas cards to all the Congressmen except
Pete McCloskey. (Mr. Agnew's card is sent c/o
U.S. Embassy, Sao Paulo, Brazil).
ovely NIXONETTES (left over from
George Murphy's senatorial campaign)
pass among the audience distributing olive
branches, Spiro Agnew watches, and mimeographed
copies of Mr. Nixon's Law & Order speeches left over
from the 1972 presidential election campaign.

L

NIXON DELIVERS THE
KNOCKOUT BLOW
The President then makes a stunning secondary
announcement: Taking into account the present
Middle Eastern crisis, and owing to matters of national security, he announces that the HOLIDAY

Greatest Good

--Jeremy Benthem

Bella Abzug, Ron Dellums, Ted Kennedy, Joe
Montoya, and George McGovern fall out of their seats!
Everyone is surprised, except Pete McCloskey. NOTHlNG Nixon does surprises McCloskey.

Mr. Nixon again urges us to get into the
Christmas Spirit, love our fellow man, and
exchange gifts (but skip Spiro Agnew this
year, he helped himself to HIS share of the
goodies already!).
THEMORALOFTHEMESSAGEISTHIS: YOU
NEVERHADITSOGOOD. YOU AREHAPPY. YOU
ARE AT PEACE. IT IS OFFICIAL.

And that's the LAW, he says AND that's
an ORDER.
--ETS • • • • •

The Oldest Lesson
Everything looks and feels different when
you stop viewing people from a distance
and start interacting with them on a
daily basis. That may be the only real
cure for the ignorance and fear and
prejudice that still pervade our world.
The closer you get to others. the more
you see that everyone is similar, yet
everyone holds a different piece of the
gift and mystery of life. It's our differences that make us stronger. not weaker.
--Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
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GI Forum Politics:

SER Funding Letter to
Supervisor Rod Diridon
Sept. I 6, 1981
EDITOR'SNOTE: PROJECT SER, a manpower program co-sponsored by the American
GI Forum and the League of United Latin American Citizens, became a multi-million dollar operation in San Jose.
After Director Jose E. Martinez left the
agency to run for a seat in the California State
Assembly, was defeated, and came back to head
SER, it was never the same.

ose Martinez also decided to go in to the
restaurant business in downtown San Jose,
starting up ZAPATA'S, an eatery which became
the "in" place for Latinos, politicians, and political
wannabes. From day one there was speculation that SER
monies were going into the operation of Zapata's and
that SER personnel were being used to run the operation.
Eventually Martinez resigned and the agency was
headed by Alex Delgado, which proved to be a complete disaster.
For instance, there was the rumor that Delgado had
been given a $5,000 contribution for SER by a midpeninsula electronics company. He left the check in his
pants pocket. The pants were laundered and so was the
check. As the story goes, he had to put hi s tail firmly
between his legs and ask the company to re-write the
check.
One time a number of San Jose GI Forum members were in the SER facility on East Court. They
had some training programs going on there, and
served meals to their program enrollees. We observed
a huge rat lying on the floor, in the kitchen, and had
to wonder how often they cleaned the kitchen.

J

Because of di sallowed costs which the agency had
incurred, the County Board of Supervisors had voted to
defund SER. The subject was discussed at a San Jose
GI Foru m Board of Direc tors meeting. Gilbe rt
Rodriguez was our chairman. We voted to appeal the
defunding decision, and that I would be the spokesman
at the next board meeting.
I made a presentation, and lots of other community
people spoke in favor of keeping SER operational. The
supervisors voted to cut some of the funding, but reversed their decision and allowed the program to continue, conditional on it making some drastic changes in
their operation.
San Jose GI Forum began investigating SER, and
trying to figure out how to save the program, even meeting with Supervisor Zoe Lofgren in her law office on a
Sunday morning.
The problem was that Gilbert Rodriguez, his wife
Lupe, Arnold Rivas, Serapio Lopez, and others wanted
to take control of the program. Lupe, Rivas, and other
board members decided that they could run the program
better than any director.
Eventually, I decided that there was noth ing wrong
with SER. What was "broken" was the board of directors, and Gil Rodriguez, Lupe Rodriguez, Arnold Ri vas.
Anita Rivas, Serapio Lopez and his wife Esther, who
wanted to take control of the agency. It was about control of jobs.
ur chairman, Gilbert Rodrigu ez,
had called in the LULAC nation al
office (BUT NOT THE AMERICAN GI
FORUM) to get involved
They promised the board of supervisors that a competent administrator would be appointed, but they refused to name him. That was not good enough for the
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors. By now, the
SER board members had no credibility whatever.
On September 16, 1981, I wrote the following let-

0
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ter to Rod Diridon, Chairman of the Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors. It was hand-carried by Abel Cota
to all parties cc'd on the last page.
--E. DAVID SIERRA

*****
Dear Supervisor Diridon:
On Tues., Sept. 1, 198 1, I appeared before you to
urge your continued funding of Operations SER I Jobs
for Progress, Inc., a CETA-funded agency jointly cosponsored by San Jose GI Forum and LULAC, (League
of United Latin American Citizens).
Our appearance was prompted by a motion made
and passed by you on Thurs., Aug. 27 to defund SER.
n Friday evening, Aug. 28th, San Jose
GI Forum called a special meeting of
the Board of Directors to discuss strategy
for lobbying the Board of Supervisors. I attended because of my knowledge of San Jose GI Forum, my interest in SER as a former member of the Board, and my
per onal acquaintance with some of the members of the
Board of Supervisors.
At the conclusion of the discussion, attended by not
only the board members, but other members interested
in SER, it was decided that E. David Sierra would be
the officia l pokesman for our chapter at your meeting
of Sept. l.
On Sept. 1, I urged your continued funding of SER.
I said that we shared your concern for the effective usage of public monies, and for a properly admi nistered
public agency.
We said that on Aug. 31, 1981 the SER board
had received and accepted the resignation of Alex
Delgado as Executive Director of SER.
I also noted that we were extremely gratified by
the dec is io n made by the SER Board of Monday
evening, Aug. 31 , 1981, naming Ms. Rose Amador as
Interim Executive Director.
I told you that I sincerely believed that she would
immediately begin the task of reorganizing the administration and staff of SER to comply with your
recommendations a nd those of the Dale Watson &
Associates study.
We noted that San Jose GI Forum pledged its support to th is young lady and to the rank and fi le working
men and women of SER.
l also said that we have received assurances from
the national office of SER, Dallas, Texas, that they would

0

assist us in paying off the disallowed costs monies whenever it was ascertained how much money was owed and
a payment date established.
We noted that at present the SER board of di rectors
consists of five members of the San Jose GI Forum.
five members of LULAC, and six people from business
and industry
We emphatically apprised you of the fact that
San Jose GI Forum was NOT requesting that you
solve our problems by renaming the project, wiping
out the past and its d ebts, as you have done with
other troubled manpower agencies in the recent past.
We promised that a restructuring of the board of
directors as per your suggestions in previous meetings,
and as per the suggestion of the Watson & Associates
study, would begin immediately
We pledged that the new SER director would be
instructed to concentrate much of her time to fund-raising in the private corporate sector to make SER less
dependent on public mon ies.
And lastly, and most importantly, WE PLEDGED
TO MORE CLOSELY MONITOR THIS PROGRAM
to assure that it would continue to provide services, and
to comply with your directives.
In closing, we re-emphasized the commitment of
San Jose GI Forum to the Board of Supervisors and to
the taxpayers of the Santa Clara Valley.
On F riday, Sept 4th, San Jose GI Forum held its
regularly scheduled member·ship meeting. I was
shocked to arrive at the meeting and be handed a
tentative agenda for the meeting with no indication
whatever that discussion of SER was to occur. We
asked to place the item on the agenda under New
Business so that a thorough discussion of SER, its
problems, and possible solutions could be aired.
uring those delibe ration s, we mad e a
motion that S a n Jose GI Forum sup
port the appointment of Ms. Rose Amador
as Interim Executive Director and urged that she be
vested with full responsibility to reorganize the agency
so that it could function effectively in view of the more
limited fiscal budget imposed by you on Sept. L. The
motion was seconded, and passed.
Article 12 of the San Jose GI Forum constitution
and bylaws demands that any person representing San
Jose GI Forum on the board of directors of any agency
(SER, Scholarship Foundation, etc. ) be a regular at-

D
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The Happi House Dinner Deal
A few years ago a coupon appeared in the San
Jose Mercury News advertising that one could
get two meals for the price of one at the Happi
House, a local Japanese fast food restaurant.
Barbecued chicken, chicken fried rice, and a
long rice, chicken, and lettuce salad was our
favorite. We could have had fajitas, also two for
the price of one.
One day a bulb lit up in my noggin. The
coupons were printed in the SJ Mere about once
a month. But why limit ourselves to one coupon
per month?
When the next coupon was printed in the EYE
section on Friday, I bought three newspapers for
25 cents each, cut out the coupons, and gave the

tendee at chapter meetings.
It also stipulates that San Jose GI Forum may instruct members of the SER board on how to vote in
three specific instances: The hiring or firing of the
Project Director; the re-locating of the project to another location; and the affiliation of SER with any other
project or organization. Additionally, the document
states that delegates may be instructed on ANY OTHER
SUBJECT after a thorough discussion has been held at
a San Jose GI Forum membership meeting.

On Thes., Sept 8th, I attended the SER board of
directors meeting to voice to the board my concern
for the future of the agency, to remind the San Jose
Chapter members of the board of their obligation to
support Ms. Amador, and to pledge my support in
their effort to resolve SER's problems.
Immediately after entering the room, I was told by
SER Chairman of the Board Heriberto Villareal that the
meeting was for members only, and would I please leave.
I did so.
As we understand it, the board first discussed (in
private session) a request by Ms. Rose Amador to be
granted a raise in pay which would bring her salary up
to parity with Mr. John Cummings, a Deputy Director
of SER. The board voted affirmatively

papers away. Now we had four free meals per
month.
Then, another bulb got lit. I began going to
Walgreen's to buy the three papers because they
sell them for 18 cents each.
A couple of weeks later, another bulb went
on. I found out I could get the same coupon in the
San Jose Mercury's NUEVO MUNDO papers (in
Spanish) but the price was even better, the papers
were absolutely FREE.
So, now unlimited two meals for the price of
one, with as many coupons as you cared to cut out
of free newspapers.
As the song says, "The best things in life are
free." Indeed.

•••••

Then, we understand, Ms. Amador asked that she
be given full authority to reorganize the staff. That request was immediately denied by Mr. Villareal, as Ms.
Amador had anticipated. Thereupon, she handed Mr.
Villareal a written resignation, which he promptly accepted.

We understand that she was told at this juncture
that the board intended to run the agency themselves!

A

fter waiting until approximately 8:30
PM (the meeting began at 7 PM), we
departed. At no time were any of those
present (including San Jose GI Forum Chairman Gil
Rodriguez) invited to enter the board room and address
their concerns to the board. In short, it was a closed
meeting.
On Wed., Sept. 9, SER "management/board" called
a staff meeting of all employees. The meeting was to
discuss new staff assignments, reduction of staff salaries, and reorganization of the agency.
The staff was notified by Board Chairman Villareal,
LULAC Chairman and member of the board Lope
Rodriguez, member of the board Arnold Rivas, member of the board Ed Campos, and Deputy Director John
Cummings of the "plan" drafted by the board.
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Staffpeople were handed the document entitled
POSITIONS FOR NEXT YEAR FY 1982 and instructed (Quote): "The Board has decided to allow
staff to decide which of the positions noted below,
he/she would select as their position for next year.
Because of the cut in funding, it will be necessary
to for (sic!) over one-half of the current positions to be
eliminated from next year's budget. Those that remain,
for the most part, will be at reduced salaries. Please read
the procedure carefully and comply with all steps (end
quote).
taffpeople were given from Wednesday,
Sept. 9th, at approximately 3:30 PM to
Thursday, Sept. 10, at 5 PM to "apply" for
their own jobs, for someone else's job, or not to apply at
all.

S

They were also notified that those who did not
wish to "apply" would be notified of their official
lay-off on Monday, Sept. 14, 1981.
They were also notified that those who wished to
be considered for staff positions and who have turned
in their signed list of choices would be evaluated based
on information in their personnel files and their length
of service to SER. And, finally, that staff selected would
be offered the positions available on Monday, Sept. 14,
1981.
On Wednesday evening, San Jose GI Forum members, at an informal session at the GI Forum building,
attempted to question SER board members Lupe
Rodriguez, Ed Campos, and Arnold Rivas regarding
the SER "board" meeting of Tues., Sept. 8th and on the
POSITIONS FOR NEXT YEAR FY 1982 document.
Mrs. Rodriguez and Mr. Rivas left the room after a brief
flurry of questions, with few answers provided.
First, we questioned the wisdom and LEGALITY
of members of the board having access to personnel
files. Then we questioned how many members of the
SER board were in a position to properly evaluate performance of staff members. We asked, to whom can
staff members address grievances if they are unhappy
with decisions made by the "management/board?"
One of the board members asked us, "Who is going
to interview the job applicants?" We believe, Supervisor, that it is US, the rank and file members of San Jose
GI Forum, who should be asking THAT question!
We asked, "Who authorized Arnold Rivas to enter
the SER facility at 489 Almaden and question SER em-

ployees, during their working hours, about their duties,
and who should be retained and who should be terminated? The answer we got was that no one seemed to
know.
We asked, "Was there any discussion at the SER
board meeting of Sept. 8th regarding follow-up on the
request by the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors that SER engage more aggressively in corporate
fund raising?" The answer was no.
Another question: "Was there any discussion about
Gilbert Rodriguez's agreement to petition the National
SER Office to provide funds to help SER bail out of
their present financial predicament?" The answer was
no.
We asked, "Do you feel that as a member of the
SER board that you are qualified to screen and interview applicants for positions with SER, and make an
intelligent decision on whom to retain and whom to discharge?" The answer was no.
Supervisor, my wife works at SER. When she first
told me about the "plan .. proposed to the employees on
Wed., Sept. 9th, we discussed it.

I told her that I felt funny asking a bunch of
pointed questions of members of the SER board who,
in effect, had appointed themselves as her bosses. I
told her "It doesn't matter whether you do a good
job or not. What matters is what we perceive to be
right, and what we think is wrong.
hat we are after is for the SER board
to appoint a director with full author
ity to reorganize the staff. That way your
job performance will be evaluated by someone who understands the program and the jobs and can be held accountable. This is purely politics ... and you are in a nowin situation. Keeping my mouth shut wouldn't help
either. Remember, that is what Abel Cota and I did last
time, and look where SER is now!"
On Thursday morning, Sept. 1Oth, I received a telephone call from AI Garza, former San Jose City Councilman, and until very recently a SER employee, asking me about San Jose GI Forum's position on his employment with SER and his recent termination.

W

I notified Mr. Garza that there was nothing personal about our insistence that he be terminated by
SER for the project to have ANY chance of getting
refunded on Sept. 1.
I told Mr. Garza that when some GI Forum mem-
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hers met with Supervisor Lofgren in her office on Sunday, Aug. 30th that we had promised her to secure Mr.
Garza's resignation, the resignation of Director Alex
Delgado, and to work for the appointment of Ms. Rose
Amador as Executive Director of SER. Also, that we
wanted to be held financially responsible for the monies being questioned by the U.S. Department of Labor,
after it was determined exactly how much of the money
was disallowed expenses.
I told Mr. Garza that his upcoming court trial

would be a constant embarrassment to SER and to
the Board of Supervisors if he was still on board at
the time of his trial.
AI said, "You know, I met with Lupe at her home

some time ago, and she told me that I would probably
have to leave the agency, but that I could apply for a
position after refunding was secured, if a position was
open and there were funds available. David, I'm 44 years
old, and I can accept the political realities of this."
I assured Mr. Garza that he would continue to be
considered a personal friend by all of us, but that we
had to face facts, and one of them was that he had to be
terminated to spare SER considerable embarrassment
during his upcoming trial.
On Thursday, Sept. 1Oth, I spoke with Supervisor
Zoe Lofgren by telephone, giving her my impression of
what had transpired since the Sept. 1 board of supervisors meeting. She told me that some members of the

The Nobel Peace Prize
The following editorial was written for the
October 1973 issue of THE FORUMEER:
by E. David Sierra
There has been considerable speculation in the
national press in the past few months concerning
the chances ofone, Richard Milhous Nixon- American, of winning the Nobel Peace Prize.
We do not have a vote, and no one asked us to
express an opinion, but we believe that if the
coveted prize is to be accorded to an American
citizen, or American citizens, it should properly go
to one/those who have demonstrated a real love and
concern for the plight of those less fortunate than
themselves. It should go to those who have demonstrated that concern openly and above-board.

It should go to the many hundreds of thousands of Americans who petitioned their government incessantly, urging an end to hostilities
in southeast Asia.
It should go to those intrepid individuals who
braved clubs, bayonets, bullets and public ridicule
to express their disgust with our national leadership
concerning that war.
It should go to those who helped influence

changes in the thinking of our top congressional
leaders from breast-beating, fanatical "My Country
Right or Wrong" to a sincere concern for the hundreds of thousands of people being slaughtered in a
senseless war.

It should go to the many journalists who
dared to print the articles about the atrocities at
Mai Lai, and the many war correspondents who
risked their lives to bring the truth to the American people.
It should go to the countless hundreds of thousands who marched to demonstrate their opposition
to a war that the U.S. Congress did not declare.

It should go to those who continually reminded our top political leaders to dust off their
copies of the American Constitution and read it
with an open mind, particularly the section dealing with 'powers to declare war.'
It should go to the brave American fighting
men who risked their lives in battle, and then
began to refuse to continue slaughtering civilians
in what appeared to be an endless struggle.
It should go to those who continually urged their
congressional representatives to travel to southeast

(Cont. on Pg 350)
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SER board were coming to see her that afternoon. I said
to her that at that very moment, I was writing the first
draft of a letter apologizing to the board of supervisors
for having wasted their time on Sept. 1. I said that in
my opinion some members of the SER board had NO
intention of ever delegating the authority for running
the agency to Ms. Amador.
I said that San Jose GI Forum had been urged to put
its reputation on the line to secure the refunding but
that LULAC (Mr. Heriberto Villareal and Mrs. Lupe
Rodriguez) were in essence running the board and the
agency.
I told Supervisor Lofgren that I would begin to work
to have San Jose GI Forum drop its participation as a
co-sponsor of SER because, in my opinion, as long as
the closed minds of Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez and Mr.
Heriberto Villareal and Mr. Arnold Rivas remain on that
board,

San Jose GI Forum would NEVER be able to
monitor the agency and assure that it would put its
house in order.

0

n Thursday evening, Sept. lOth, I re
cei ved a telephone call from John
Cummings, Deputy Director of SER. Mr.
Cummings said that he wanted to talk to me regarding
some public statements that I had been making about
him and his role as Deputy Director of SER.

The Nobel Prize
(Cont. from Pg. 349)
Asia and make a first-hand observation of American involvement there.
It should go to the many Americans whose
continued demonstrations finally convinced our
top political leaders that Americans wanted to
"wind down the war" and "see light at the end of the
tunnel."

It should go the American news media representatives who exposed the secret bombing of
Cambodia when military and highadminstration
personnel sought to keep the truth from the
American people.

I said to Mr. Cummings that I had questioned why,
after having been on the staff under Mr. Jose Martinez
and then under Mr. Alex Delgado, he had not applied
for the job of Executive Director when Delgado resigned.

Mr. Cummings replied, "I was told by Lope and
Gil Rodriguez NOT TO APPLY, since we were going to support Rose Amador to get Zoe Lofgren's
vote on Sept. 1, but she would not be given any authority to do anything! ..
I then asked, "So they had planned to have the board
run the agency even then?"
He replied, "yes."
e questioned Mr. Cummings on who
had drafted the new organizational
plan for SER, which was submitted to
the employees on Wed., Sept. 9th, and he thought it was
Lupe Rodriguez, Gil Rodriguez, Heriberto Villareal, and
Arnold Rivas. But he had nothing to do with it, he said.

W

I asked, "Where did they get the information
regarding present and proposed staff salaries for FY
1982, and re-staffing responsibilities?"
Mr. Cummings said that he did not know, but it
did not come from him.
I asked, "Well, John, you and Lupe Rodriguez and
Arnold Rivas have had a number of meetings, including one in your apartment at which Gil Rodriguez was
also present, 'til about 1 o'clock in the morning on Sat.,

Without the constant demonstrations, America's
military and political leaders might well have waged
the Vietnam War into the 21st century.
The COMMON, CONCERNED AMERICAN
who tramped the streets of his country chanting
"PEACE, NOW!", who determined that his country
would not go the way of Fascist Germany ... it was
THEY who restored some semblance ofpeace to a
turbulent area of our earth.

It is THEY who deserve Stockholm's most
coveted accolade.
--THE EDITOR
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Aug. 29th, and others in the SER building at 489
Almaden During your regular working hours. What were
you discussing ... the weather?"

He replied, "David, that is not MY plan. I provided input for it, but it is NOT my plan."
On Thursday afternoon, at 2 PM, Lupe Rodriguez,
Heriberto Villareal and Arnold Rivas met with Supervisor Zoe Lofgren. Later that afternoon they called a
meeting of the "SER board" at which time Mr. Arturo
Aldama was hired by the "board" as Interim Director of
SER, again with no authority to hire and fire staff.
I question the legality of a public agency calling a
meeting every time three of them happen to be in the
same part of town at the same time. I submit there MUST
be some rule about having to give members of the board
at least 24 hours notice of a meeting.
THE ONLY QUESTION I ASKED when informed
by Mr. John Cummings that the board had met that
evening and hired Mr. Alama was whether or not he
had been given full authority to hire and fire staff.
JOHN REPLIED, "I DID NOT GO TO THE MEETING, BUT I UNDERSTAND THAT THEY DID NOT
GIVE HIM THE AUTHORITY.
My next comment was, "Business as usual, John?"
To which he replied, "I guess .... "
On Friday morning, I spoke with Mr. Victor Garza
on the telephone and he collaborated what
Mr. Cummings had said the night before. He commented
that he was in the process of writing a letter to the Board
of Supervisors withdrawing his support of SER. I notified him that I was doing the same thing.
At about 1:40 PM on Friday, Sept. 11, Xavier
Magdaleno, member of the SER Board, called to tell
me that he was resigning from the board. I asked him if
he had gone to the meeting the night before.
II

H

e said "No, I just heard about it this
morning. I had a telephone call yes
terday, but I was not in the office, and I
have no idea what time the meeting was called since
the person accepting the call did not record at which
time it was received."
I said, "Well, the board hired Arturo Aldama,
and he does not have the authority to hire or fire
staff.''
Mr. Magdaleno commented that it was becoming a
"circus" and he no longer wanted anay part of it. He
was concerned about being held financially account-

Up at 5 a.m.,
and Showered
Victor Garza, San Jose GI Forum Chairman,
had lost touch with reality ... and his membership,
and didn't seem to realize it, or didn't give a damn.
One time after a San Jose GI Forum board of
directors meeting in 1987, AI Castellano asked
him, "Victor, how did the meeting go today?"
"Which one?" Victor replied, "I went to four of
them."
"Do you REALLY go to that many meetings,
Victor?" Castellano asked incredulously.

"Sure! Of course I do," he said proudly,
"On Sunday morning, by five a.m. I am up and
showered and ready to go represent the GI
Forum at meetings!"

*****

EDITOR'S NOTES: I didn't dare ask who in
hell wants to meet at 5 a.m. to discuss anything. I
winked at AI and walked gingerly out of the GI
Forum building, to avoid getting bull manure on
my $9 K-Mart canvas shoes.
I've repeated that story to many GI Forum
members. It is always good for a laugh.
Five AM?
On Sundays?
Showered?

able for monies that he not even aware of how or why
they were spent.
I asked him to put off his resignation until Monday
evening, Sept. 14, at which time Chairman Gil
Rodriguez of San Jose GI Forum has agreed to have a
discussion on SER at the weekly "Monday Night B.S.
Session" at the GI Forum building. Mr. Magdaleno reminded me that the SER board was having its regularly
scheduled meeting on Tuesday evening, Sept. 15.

I asked that he make one more attempt to try to
talk sense to those SER board members who are insisting that the board should run the agency instead
of delegating authority to someone versed in man-
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power management.
On Monday evening, Sept. 14, we asked Mrs. Lupe
Rodriguez, Secretary of the SER Board of Directors if
she had copies of the minutes of the three .. special board
meetings .. which have been held between August 30th
and Sept. 14. She said she had copies, but did discuss at
our informal meeting that night at which Chairman Gil
Rodriguez had promised to chair a full discussion of
the SER issue.
I regret to state that, for the most part, Arnold Rivas
(GI Forum), and Lupe Rodriguez (LULAC) were reluctant to answer any of them. Their attitude seems to
be, WE DON•T HAVE TO ANSWER TO YOU, OR
ANYONE. WE REPRESENT THE SER BOARD.
PERIOD.
Here are some of the questions that we asked and
demanded answers to:
Where are the minutes of the past 3 SER .. board ..
meetings?
Who was present at the SER .. board .. meeting that
hired Rose Amador as Interim Director on Monday, Aug.
31?
Who is working to re-structure the SER board? What
progress can you report to the board of supervisors the
next time they discuss CETA?
Who on the SER staff/board is in charge of corporate fund raising?
How are business and industry members of the board
selected? By whom? For how long a term? What are
their obligations to the SER Project? How long is their
term of office?
What is the SER board doing to raise funds for disallowed costs?

How much time is required when notifying board
members of a SER board meeting?
hy was the board meeting of Tues.,
Sept. 8th moved from East Court to
the Almaden facility at the last minute?
Who made THAT decision?
Who on the SER board asked for a meeting on Sept.
1Oth with Supervisor Lofgren? Who represented SER
at that meeting? What was discussed?
Was .. board meeting" of that evening planned BEFORE or AFfER the meeting with Supervisor Lofgren?
Who called it? For what purpose? At what time did notification of the SER board members begin? Was there
any assurance that a quorum would be present?

W

Why was not John Cummings, Deputy Director of
SER, offered the job of Interim Director when Ms. Rose
Amador resigned? Was there discussion at the meeting
of Sept. 8th on this subject?
Why was John Cummings discouraged from attending the "board meeting" of Sept. lOth?

SER board secretary Lope Rodriguez was asked:
"Do you consider notifying Gil Rodriguez, your husband, about the SER situation as tantamount to having notified San Jose GI Forum?"
The answer was, "Yes."
he next question was, .. You mean, if you
discuss something regarding SER in the
privacy of your own home, that you consider that San Jose GI Forum has been apprised of the
matter?"
The answer was again, "Yes."(!!)
Mrs. Rodriguez was asked, "Who are the LULAC
representatives on the SER board? How are they selected? She said she did not have to answer that.
Then she was asked, "When does LULAC meet?
What time? Where?"

T

Since, as one of the sponsoring organizations, San
Jose GI Forum has been asked by the board of supervisors to monitor this troubled agency more
closely, and since we have been unable to secure answers to these basic questions, perhaps the Santa
Clara County board of supervisors, who hold the
purse-strings, can ask some of these questions, and
get some answers.
In trying to monitor the SER board/agency, San Jose
GI Forum is placed in a very difficult situation for the
following reasons: Gilbert Rodriguez is the elected
Chairman of San Jose GI Forum. Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez
is a member of the SER board representing LULAC,
and in my opinion, the instigator of all the heavyhandededness which has occurred lately.
It is impossible for us to ask questions of her without antagonizing our Chairman. And it is impossible to
ask probing questions of him without upsetting her to
the point where she suggests that they leave. The always seem to have somewhere else to go when we want
to ask questions about the SER situation.
This what I believe has happened in the past 14 days.
And I write .. believe .. because we are not getting ANY
information from our supposed-to-be-representatives on
the SER "board ...

CON SAFOS --A CHICANO'S JOURNEY THROUGH LIFE IN CALIFORNIA

Before I spoke to the board of supervisors on Sept.
I, I was led to believe by Mr. Gil Rodriguez, who is
al so a member of the National SER Board, that financial help was coming from the National SER Office to
help San Jose SER out of their financial mess.
ow, I understand that all we can expect
from SER National is more of their pat
e n ted "technical assistance." National
SER's TA is considered an ill-conceived joke by some
of us in San Jose.

N

In short, we are up to our ass in alligators, and
all they can do is throw another crocodile into the
swamp.
The SER board has had three "special" meetings
... has hired two different directors ... and given the
authority to NO ONE to get SER moving again.
No minutes of the past three "special board meetings" have been disseminated to those who expressed
pub! ic support for the agency nor does it appear that
the board members are willing to fill us in on what has
transpired at these sessions.
No input from San Jose GI Forum has been permilled prior to the board going into "executive sesion" at any of the special board meetings of SER.
o attempt has been made by SER chairman of
the board Heriberto Villareal to meet with the San Jose
GI Forum board of direc tors to begin proposing methods of dealing with SER's problems.

No joint LULAC-San Jose GI Forum meeting
has been set up to discuss SER's problems.
We understand that calls have been placed by members of the SER board to Santa Clara County agencies
to secure help in proper procedures for hiring a new
director, and reassigning of staff. (That information is
readily available from San Jose GI Forum Community
Services, when and if the SER board ever deci des to
permit input from one of their sponsoring organizations).
We do not know what rationale was given by the
board of SER for skipping over Mr. John Cummings
to offer the job oflnterim Director to Ms. Rose Amador,
but when Ms. Amador resigned, we believe that the
j ob s ho uld logic a lly have been offered to Mr.
Cummings since at the time he was the highest ranking management official at SER.

I SUPPORT COMPLETERLY THE COMMENTSATTRIBUTED TO MS. ROSE AMADOR
IN AN ARTICLE WIDCH APPEARED IN THE
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O.J. Simpson vs.
San Jose City College
In 1965, O.J. Simpson of City College of San Francisco scored six touchdowns on runs b etween 14 and 89
yards in a 48-6 victory over San Jose
City College. In the rain.
In 1966, Simpsonranforfivetouchdowns against San Jose City College
in a 46-34 victory for CCSF.
If you were playing defense for SJ
City College then, would you admit it
now?
At the end of the 1966 season,
Laney College h eld Simpson to 26
yards in 11 canies and whipped CCSF
35-13 in the Prune Bowl (San Jose).
What did Laney know about defensive football that SJCC didn't?

SAN JOSE MERCURY ON SATURDAY, SEPT. 12.
I firmly believe that the San Jose GI Forum and its
spokesman of Sept. 1, E. David SieiTa, have been used
by LULAC, our co-sponsoring organization. We were
encouraged to appear before the Santa Clara County
board of supervisors to put the reputation of San Jose
GI Forum on the line, but they never intended that we
would work together to straighten out SER.
he LULAC Council in San Jose was or
ganized no t too ma ny years ago wh en
Jose E. Martinez took a leave of absence
from SER to run for elective political office.

T

He was asked on a number of occasions by members of San Jose GI Forum what he intended to do if
he did not get elected, and he assured us that he had
no intention whatever of going back to direct the SER
project.
Shortly after Mr. M artinez left the agency for the
political arena, the LULAC Council elected his wife
their leader, and soon she was on the SER board of directors.
Later, when former SER director Alex Delgado began to be quizzed by me mbers of San Jose GI Forum
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on the operation of the project, elections for the local
LULAC Council were held. We questioned the integrity of their organization when we learned that SER director Delgado, and another SER management person,
had been elected to office in the LULAC Council, with
Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez being elected Chairman.
e thought it highly improper for the
director of a funded agency to sit on
the board of directors of an organization
which co-sponsors his project, but they did not. We
KNOW what LULAC is capable of, that is why we do
not trust them.
We do not know how business and industry members of the SER board are selected. When we have asked
that question in the past we have been told, they are
friends of the SER director.
In closing, the SER board of directors has become a
public embarrassment, a farce, and a CIRCUS.

W

I sincerely apologize to the Santa Clara
County board of supervisors for coming before you on Sept. 1 to urge refunding of SER
but there were things about the board and
our co-sponsoring organization that I did not
know at that time.
There ARE members of the board of SER asking
questions, and demanding answers (Mr. Pedro Gonzalez
and Mr. Xavier Magdaleno, that we know of) but they
are outnumbered by those who choose to be led like
sheep.
On Sunday, Sept. 13, we were told by Mr. John
Cummings, Deputy Director of SER, that he had met
with some members of the SER board at a pizza house
prior to their .. executive session .. of Sept. 10.

He asked if the board wanted him, as Deputy
Director, then the highest ranking SER management
official, to attend the meeting. Surprisingly, they said
NO!
Supervisor Diridon, the San Jose GI Forum has a
traditional opening for every one of its regularly scheduled membership meetings on the first Friday of the
month. We open by pledging allegiance to the American flag. Then there is a recital of the Prayer of St.
Francis of Assissi in which are found the words, "It is
in giving that we receive ...
Then the Chairman asks members to introduce their
guests. Then the Chairman says: ..Welcome to the San

Jose GI Forum meeting. Guests are encouraged to take
part in our deliberations, and to consider yourself one
of us.

"You may not make a motion, and you may not
vote, but you ARE encouraged to contribute to the
discussion if we are on a subject of which you have
some knowledge.''
THAT statement is what influenced me more than
any other single factor 16 years ago to join this great.
organization. Openness and above-board deliberations
are STILL noble thoughts in the mentality of E. David
Sierra. That is why I cannot continue to support the secretive, disrespectful, and back-room "wheeling and
dealing .. which currently characterizes the SER .. board
of directors/SER managers ...

Please accept my sincere apology for having
wasted your time on Sept. 1. I lied to you because I
did not understand the TRUE situation on the SER
"board."
But I think I understand it now. And I WANT NO
PART OF IT.
In the recent past, we perceived the problems of SER
to be caused by ineffective and uninspired leadership
by the Director. We now see the problem as being overlyambitious members of the board who themselves wish
to manage a publicly-funded agency but who have thus
far exhibited no fiscal or manpower management skills;
and who have shown no respect for the rank and file
employees of SER who have made the agency's programs function.
lso, who have shown no respect for a
co-sponsoring community service or
ganization who can pridefully claim that
IT started SER when the other .. organization" didn't even
exist; and who allowed a poor administrator to stay on
too long, who dismissed the first administrator they hired
because she wanted authority to do the job we promised you that we would do; and who now propose to do
the job themselves.

A

The bottom line, we believe, is this: Whom do
YOU trust?
Those who told you SER was doing fine two years
ago, one year ago, six months ago, one month ago, fifteen days ago, yesterday, and are saying that SER is
fine today ..
or do you trust those who questioned
SER publicly two years ago, who had renewed confidence in the future of SER when a bad administrator
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The Wall
by Melanie Skalsky

They died for us
They died for us all
Now their names
are etched on the wall.
The Wall is a memorial
in Washington, D.C.
For VietNam veterans
for us all to see.
Fifty-six thousand
appear on the wall
Fifty-six thousa nd
who answered the call.
They went to a war
for democracy's sake
To die for freedom
that's not a mistake.

This list of names
on the cold black wall
I know not one
yet I cry for them all.
They did their duty
they did it proud
Let's give them thanks,
Let's make it loud!

(Dedicated to those who survived and
came home ... To those who died ...
and did not).
I was working at Vida Nueva and had told one of our residents
that I liked to read poetry. One evening he brought me a copy of a
poem that his girl friend had written . I was moved. I asked him to ask
the author ifi could add her poem to my memoirs. She agreed, so here
it is.

resigned, when an indicted public official was terminated, and when an intelligent young lady was selected
as the Interim Director; and who appeared before you
to urge continued fundi ng, and PROMISED TO MORE
CLOSELY MONITOR THE AGENCY, and are now
telling you (Rose Amador, San Jose MERCURY, Sat.,
Sept. 12; Victor Garza, letter of Monday, Sept. 14; and
David Sierra, Jetter of Wed., Sept. 16) that they have
TRIED but that the problem is not now SER management,

THE PROBLEM IS THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, or WHAT PURPORTS TO BE A "BOARD
OF DIRECTORS".
As for me, I want no part of any board/agency
chaired by Mr. Heriberto Villareal, and which includes
Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez or Mr. Arnold Rivas.
We do not believe that these people have the best
interests of the Ame rican taxpaye r, the Santa Clara

County board of supervisors, nor the clients which SER
serves, in their minds.
Because I yet value my reputation as a forthrig ht,
concerned, outspoken and honest individual who does
not take lightly the responsibilities inherent in being a
guardian of the public trust, E. David Sierra, not writing for San Jose GI Forum , nor for any other organization or individual , wishes to disassociate himself from
those advocating continued funding of Project SER.
Again, we hope we have been informative.
Very sincerely,
--E. David Sierra
cc: Supervisor Dan McCorquodale
Supervisor Zoe Lofg ren
Supervisor Rebecca Morgan
Supervisor Susie Wil son
Gilbert Rodriguez,
(Cont. on Pg 356)
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Dancing with Lupino
My friend Jaime Barragan and I were in one of the
better nightclubs along Olvera Street in Los Angeles. It
was a weekday night and not very busy. Some musicians
wandered in off the street and we ordered some of our
favorite Mexican songs.

A

few minutes later a party of about
eight to ten people took a table on the
opposite side ofthe room, ordered drinks,
and began enjoying the Mexican music that Jaime
and I were paying for.
Once in a while we would order a song that they
particularly liked, and the elderly lady and three younger
ones would smile at us, and applaud our choices approvingly.
The men just looked at us through their dark shades.
About a half hour later, as I was returning from the
bathroom I noticed that Jaime was standing by the other
people's table, carrying on an animated conversation.
Then he returned to our table. Soon, a waiter appeared,

SER Project
(Cont. from Pg 355)
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum
Heriberto Villareal, Chairman,
SER board of directors
Norman Y. Mineta,
Member of Congress
Don Edwards, Member of Congress
Richard Cotta, Vice Chairman,
San Jose GI Forum
Pedro Gonzalez, Treasurer,
San Jose GI Forum
Edward Campos, Recording
Secretary, San Jose GI Forum
Monica Amador, Corresponding
Secretary, San Jose GI Forum
Frank Caballero, Chaplain,
San Jose GI Forum
Serapio Lopez, Sergeant at Arms,
San Jose GI Forum
Arturo Aldama, Interim Director,
Project SER.

bringing us two drinks, .. compliments of Miss Lupino,"
he said bowing gracefully and backing off.

Jaime was from Guadalajara, Mexico. He
had never heard oflda Lupino. I told him she
was a movie actress. He had taken one of her
young sisters out to dance.
I was next. I approached another one of the young
ladies, asked the gentlemen's permission to speak with
her, and asked a brown-eyed, blonde haired beauty out
to dance. She said, .. No. no quiero bailar. Gracias."
uming, I returned to our table, discussed
the matter with Jaime and decided to try
again. A few minutes later I tried again. This
time, two very large gentlemen arose as I got to their
table and said, "Vayase. La senorita no qui ere bailar con
usted!"
.. No le pregunte a usted! .. I said, insisting on talking
to the young lady.
At that, a very large gentleman materialized behind
me, the other two stood up alongside me, and they all
insisted that I leave the women alone and go back to my
table. Jaime approached and tried to talk to them, saying
that we would not bother the ladies anymore, but some
of the nightclub employees soon encircled us insisted
that we leave the premises, because we were bothering
their clients.
"Vamonos. muchachos!" Jaime told the musicians.
They left with us. They had to. We owed them for about
a dozen songs.

F

"Quieren musica? Chiflen. cabrones!" Jaime
shouted to the goons as we were escorted out the
door.
Three other couples who had been sitting in the
nightclub listening to the mariachis left behind us.
"Where we going?" one of the white guys asked
Jaime and I.
The other Chicano couples were just standing there,
game for whatever we wanted to do next.

We walked into another bar which was very quiet
and largely unoccupied. Very soon they were setting
up a row of tables for eight people.
We paid the mariachis for some more songs, then
(Cont. on Pg 357)
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The Parthenon
Nashville, Tennessee
Whomever said that travel is enlightening and educational was so right. We have often been amazed at
finding things we didn't even know existed in places
where we least expected them.
uring a trip through the deep south in
the summer of 1971, very early one
morning Gloria and I were eating huevos
rancheros in the dining room of the Holiday Inn in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Huevos rancheros in Nashville? Si. amigo!
We were reading on the place napkins about the
sights to see in Nashville and that there was an exact
replica of The Parthenon in Centennial Park.
"We gotta go see that," I said to Gloria.

D

"It's probably closed," she reasoned very wisely.
"I don't care about going inside, I just want to see the
building," I insisted.

For those of you who don't have three masters
from San Jose State like some of my GI Forum
friends claim, The Parthenon is a world famous
building with majestic columns situated on the
Acropolis, a hill outside Athens, Greece which dates
back a few centuries.
I HAD TO SEE IT!
"These hillbillies got class," I said to Gloria as we
drove slowly around the building. "Just like the one in
Greece," I added.
"How would you know?" she asked, ever the skeptic. She still doesn't believe her husband spends a lot of
time reading Playboy and not just looking at the pic(Cont. on Pg 358)

Dancing with Lupino
(Cont. from Pg 356)
paid them off and they started to leave when the other
Chicano guys began asking them to play their favorite
songs.
It was approaching 1:00 AM when Jaime got the
bright idea to take a serenata to his girl friend in Pasadena. He asked the mariachis if they could go to Pasadena. They agreed, and we walked off to our respective
cars, us, the three couples, and the mariachis in their
large van.
After about a twenty minutes drive we were at
Jaime's girl friend's house. We unloaded our case ofbeer
and Jaime directed them to the side window of the house
where he knew his girl friend slept. The mariachis
played two songs before the front door of the house
opened. The girl's father asked us to come inside, that we
were making too much noise and it would awaken the
neighbors. The girl's mother was up also. She immediately put a large pot of coffee to boil and began preparing
breakfast for us.
Soon the young lady made her entrance into the

kitchen. Immediately all the men sprang to their feet.
Introductions were made all around.
"Oue le dije. David. esta hermosa. verdad?" Jaime
asked me.
"Claro!" I replied, excitedly because she was dropdead gorgeous.

Soon we had finished breakfast. It was almost
4:30 AM. The group stayed in the kitchen making
idle talk around the kitchen table and drinking the
lady's coffee made with canela. Delicious!
Jaime and the young lady retired to the living room
for a private conversation.
We bade our farewell as the dawn was breaking over
the Sierra Madre Mountains, wishing everyone a good
night, and left. Outside Jaime settled with the mariachis.
We went to our respective cars and left for Los Angeles
and to sleep.
The next day was one of the longest days of my life.
Full of beer. No sleep, and a very busy day at the sheet
metal shop where I worked. But a pleasant memory
remains and that, as they say, is something that no one
can take away from you. Ever.
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Welcome to the
Santa Clara Valley!
Editor's Note: The East Valley Chapter was hosting the
1986 American GI Forum national convention at the
Red Lion Inn, the first time it had been held in our valley.
We wanted to give the delegates a proper introduction
to Santa Clara County and welcome to them to the home
of America's No. 1 GI Forum Chapter, SAN JOSE GI
FORUM, thus the following:
Aug. '86, THE LEADER
Official newsletter of San Jose GI Forum.

Home ofAmerica's
No. One Forum!
Welcome to the 38th annual National Convention,
being held for the first time in northern California. We

The Parthenon
(Cont. from Pg 357)
tures. And that is why, at 7:15 a.m., that Nashville
policeman was driving slowly behind the Sierras as they
motored slowly out of Centennial Park.
I had to wonder why they opened the gates to the
park so damned early and then have their ossifers there
telling people to get out of the park. If it makes sense to
you, maybe you were born in the south or maybe you
were getting seconds in the brains line when I was lined
up for another six pack of Miller's Lite. Maybe the
officer thought we were gonna run off with the building,
but I don't much question southern PO-lease Ossifers.
Don't judge peace officers in the southern states by
what you're used to in California. I look at them like an
overgrown hillbilly with a cannon on his hip, and eager
to use every damned bit of his limited authority on
brown-faced Californians, driving brand new rental cars
registered in Texas, casing their buildings at 7:00 in the
morning. So we split. OUT! OUT! OUT! • • • • •

hope you enjoy visiting our comunity. Excuse the dust,
the heavy machinery, and the noise.
We have not been visited by F-16s from the U.S.S.
Saratoga. Our city is presently constructing the largest
mass transit system built in the western hemisphere in
the past fifty years. We are building a frrst class convention center and a first class hotel in the downtown area.

A

void the dusty downtown, see the
suburbs, yes even the barrio, look
around and enjoy the quality of life that
brought many of us here from other places.
We congratulate our brothers and sisters in the East
Valley Chapter and Chairman Marcelo Jasso for hosting
these sessions and wish them the very best of luck.
Even though it is not our chapter hosting the convention, our members plan to be at all functions in full force,
beginning with the golf tournament on Wednesday
morning and concluding with the National Queen Contest on Saturday evening.

We invite our friends to come visit the San Jose
GI Forum hospitality room in the Red Lion Inn.

***

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Our chapter has met continuously for the past
26 years. Our monthly membership meeting is on the 1st
Friday of each month, at 8 PM, at Center for Training &
Careers, 1600 Las Plumas Avenue, San Jose.

Members of our chapter meet informally
each Monday night at our building, 1680 E.
Santa Clara Street, to discuss the issues of the
day, watch televised sports events, meet with
community leaders, and yes, a sacarle las
garritas a esos que lo merecen.
We have proven ourselves worthy participants in the
civic life of our community, and have contributed toward building a better society. In the past, San Jose GI
Forum has provided support to the Eastside Athletic
Club; Chicano voter registration and information efforts; the Chicano Commencement at San Jose State
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University; The Mexican American Leadership Conference in Sacramento; Police Athletic Leacrue·
0
'
the Blue Jays girls softball team;
and the Center for Training & Careers.
e
h ave
a lso
s up porte d
the Los L upefios de
San Jose folkloric dance group;
The Mosquotos Youth Club; East
Valley YMCA; Boys City Boys
Club; The Presidential Classrooms
in Washington, D.C.; The Girl
Scout ; the Santa Clara County
Fair; Upward Bound Program of
San Jose State University; East
Valley Athletic Club; W.O.M.A.
Home for Battered W omen; The
Black Panthers soccer team ; The
Eastside Senior Citizens Center·,
the Mexican American C hamber
of Commerce; and various other
community groups.
On two separate occasions we
presented commendatory plaques
to Heisman Trophy winner and
Super Bowl Most Valuable Player Ji m Plunkett at community dinners. Mr. Plunkett's scholarship foundation
makes an annual contribution to the San Jose GI Forum
Scholar ip Foundation.
We are founders of the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, Inc., granting better than $55,000
ann ually in scholarshi p grants to Hispanic young men
and women going on to college. Ten of our members sit
on the board of directors.
lf you see the San Jose GI Forum van tooling around
town, flag it down, maybe it is going where you are
going and will assist you.

W

The Flores Mexicanas Beauty Pageant, which is
what we call our annual Queen Coronation Ball
routinely draws better than 1,000 people and i~
hailed as the best event of its kind in America. (Put
March 23, 1987 on your social calendar).
San Jose GI Forum's monthly newspaper, THE
LEADER, is distributed to all paid-up members of the
chapter, plus some 300 other GI Forum members and

friends of the organization across the country.
VIDA NUEVA, our Alcoholic Recovery Program.
helps public inebriates return to sobriety and make
helpful contributions to our society. It has been rated
Number One for projects of its type in California, and
has been studied by other service providers.
The center is situated behind Eastridge Shopping
Center at2212 Quimby Road. If you plan to visit, please
call 238-1820, so our staff can make the time to explain
the program to you.

Wedon'tmean to boast, but I am personally very
proud of the men and women who belong to San Jose
GI Forum and their willingness to shoulder responsibilities beyond paying their dues and attending
meetings.
For example, a few years ago a local beer distributor
invited some community groups to participate in a
Menudo Cook-off in which all profits would go to the
participating groups. Our chapter voted NOT to partici(Cont. on Pg 360)
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Why,

What is Maturity?

My Guru,Why?
My guru, Humberto Garza, once challenged
me to come up with an original phrase.
Humberto, here it is:

"Why is it that the law allows us to 'hire
out' our extremities, but not our cavities?"
For example, a field goal kicker basically
hires out his kicking leg, a baseball pitcher his
pitching arm; all quite legal, and basically to
give pleasure to sports fans.
But why cannot a female or male prostitute
hire out her/his vagina/rectum/mouth to give
pleasure to others?
Why, my guru, why?
Does that mean that in the Land of the Free
all we can sell of ourselves is what the government permits us to sell?

Maturity is the ability to control
anger and settle differences without violence.
Maturity is being big enough to
say, "I was wrong," and, when right,
the ability to abstain from saying,
"I told you so."
Maturity is being dependable,
keeping one's word, and coming
through in a crisis.
Maturity is the willingness to
pass up immediate pleasure in
favor of a long-term gain.
Maturity is the capacity to face
unpleasant tasks without frustration, discomfort, or complaining
--ANON.

The Solution
If you are not part of the solution,
You are part of the problem.
Welco01e to S.C. Valley
(Cont. from Pg 359)
pate and then our members donated their services all day
to assist the Hispanic American Chamber of Commerce
and make it a successful fundraiser for them. THAT is
the spirit of San Jose GI Forum!
But that's not all. In March 1983 San Jose GIForum
paid off a debt of$9,799.01 owed to the City of San Jose
by a Chicano group who formerly sponsored the Fiestas
Patrias Mexicanas in downtown San Jose, and in 60 days
we planned and executed the Cinco de Mayo parade and
festival!
For the past four years we have sponsored the Fiestas

Patrias celebrations in San Jose, with our members
handling all phases of an ali-day celebration which
draws more than 40,000 people.
We have recently successfully concluded negotiations with the city of San Jose granting us sponsorship of
these events through May 1987.
So ... unless you REALLY want to know, don't ask
any of our members .. "HOW IS YOUR CHAPTER
DOING?' because they will probably pop open another
beer and tell you!
Otra vez ... Welcome to San Jo, men, women, and
youth of the American GI Forum! ... Congratulations to
Marcelo Jasso and the East Valley Chapter for hosting
the national convention, and everyone have a good time.
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El Hombre
Mas Querido
by E. David Sierra
Al 2 1 de Noviembre de '63

tristemente lo recuerdo yo
porque el Presidente Kennedy
en Dallas, Tejas murio.

Miles y miles vinieron
toda la noche pasaban
con lagrimas en los ojos
a un amigo lamentaban.

Caminaba por la calle
en compania de su esposa
cuando sucedio la trajedia
Ia cosa mas espantosa.

El dia que sepultaron
al hombre mas providencio
solo veinte y uno cafionazos
interrumpian el silencio.

Se oyeron tres balazos
como a la una de la tarde
al cuerpo del Presidente
los enviaba un cobarde.

De muchas patrias llegaron
dando testigo de amor
expresando su carifio
a ese hombre cumplidor.

Todo mundo esperaba
por palabra del doctor
hacia condicion del hombre
que merecio nuestro honor.

Amigo de Mexico y Francia,
de J apon y Canada
todos dando su tribute
al amigo que se va.

AI fin dijo el doctor
avisenle a Ia gente
se fue al cielo otro hombre
ha muerto el Presidente.

El sol se volvera hielo
los mares se secaran
pero a ese gran Presidente
nunca jamas lo olvidaran.

Lo llevaron desde Dallas
a cuidad de Washington
para que alli lo velara
Ia gente de su nacion.

Ya con esta me despido
mi tribute ya le di
a ese gran amigo nuestro
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

John Kennedy

This poem was written
on November 25, 1963
while the world lay
numb after
the assassination of
President
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
A year later
it was found between the
pages of that week's issue
of LIFE magazine.
It was first published on
Memorial Day 1965 in
EL EXCENTRICO
magazine,
San Jose, Calif.

E. David Sierra
(All rights reserved)
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The Paratrooper
Probably the most exciting experience of my life ...
and one of the stupidest ... was the night I was chased
dow n Pomegranate Street in Woodlake by an angry exParatrooper wielding a bayonet, intent on separating my
head fmm my torso.
y friend, Bobby Garcia, former Col
lege of Sequoias football and base
ball star, and I were sitting in the Gomez
Cafe on Pomegranate Street in Woodlake one Sunday
even ing, with a beer in hand. Of course. We were
waiting for Kenny Saucedo, who was was going to drive
Bobby back to his home in Visalia and me to the
Greyhound depot to catch the dog back to Los Angeles
where I was living at the time. We were starting to get
concerned because Kenny was already over a half hour
late and I had a bus to catch.
The swinging doors parted abruptly and a large
Chicano man, with a mop of coal black hair, a surly face,
and wearing U.S. Army combat fatigues and boots,
walked into the barroom and took a seat at the far end of
the bar from us. The bartender brought him a beer. He
took a big drink from the longneck and looked straight
ahead, minding his own business. After a few minutes
I looked at Ramirez, caught his eye and waved silent!;
to him.
Bobby had been looking at the guy for a while and
finally asked me, "Who's that?"
"Joe Ramirez," I whispered, "le dicen El CooCuy!"
"EL COOCUY?", Bobby laughed, much too loud ...
loud enough that everyone in the room heard it, especiaUy Ramirez, who was the one guy that should NOT
have heard it.
Very shortly, he had a beer in his hand, took a huge
gulp and looked directly at us. He got my attention and
motioned with his finger for me to come to where he was
sitting.
"Como esta. Pelon?" he asked, extending his right
hand to shake hands. He kept a firm grip on my hand and
said, "Vamos a1 baiio," and we walked across the room
and into the men's restroom. I followed obediently ... and
foolishly.
As we entered the bathroom with Ramirez leadinob

M

me by the hand,
Bobby Garcia
came up behind
me, grabbed me
by the shoulders
and pulled me
backward and out
the door, and tore
into Ramirez. All
I heard was
"THUD!
THUD!
THUD!
THUD! " one
blow after the
other. I was completely surprised
at what was happening.
Then, Ramirez, hunched over and covering his face
with his hands to catch blood streaming from his nose,
walked rapidly through the bar and out the door.
Jesus Gomez, the owner of the bar, saw Joe leave and
pulled our beers from atop the bar, saying "You guys
better leave. He'll be back! I don't want any trouble in
here! Vayanse!"
e walked outside but did not want to
leave the area because Kenny was
due any minute. Joe Ramirez lived about
a block from the bar in the area called "La Rana". We
walked about 50 yards up the street to the front of my
brother Jess's house. From where we were standinot:>> we
could see Joe's car racing up to his home. Then we heard
the car start up again, and I told Bobby, "He's coming
back! He's probably got a gun!"
By that time I had told him that Joe was an exparatrooper and that he was known as a first class
barroom brawler.
"Don't you have anything we can defend ourselves
with?" he asked.
I told him, "My brother Ted brought a long Japanese
rifle back from Japan after the war. It's hanging on the
wall of the little room next to the garage" and I pointed

W
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'Spanish Lessons'
While I was editing THE FORUMEER IN 1971, I
decided to print some Spanish lessons ... actually Calo ...
so that our readers might understand what we were
writing about when we would occasionally lapse into
Spanish.
For the benefit of those middle class people who are
forced by virtue of their employment, to communicate
with people in the barrio, we offer this short course in
contempoary Chicano. This list was passed on to us at
the American GI Forum National Convention by f!
member of the Ladies Auxiliazy who thought that its
publication might prove helpful to some, and of course,
disgusting to others
Lucas ..... ... .. ... .. .. .. ...... .. .... ....... . Marijuana
Grifa .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .. .... .. .. ........... . Marijuana
Chante ... .. .... .. .. .. ........ .. .... ....... .... .. . House
Wisa ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .... .. .. . Girlfriend, Broad
Jale ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Job
Borlo .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ...... .. .. ........... .... ... Dance
Arranar ............................. To get married
Vato ................................ Cat, Dude, Guy
Calcos ••••••••••••••••••••••..••.•.••••••••••••••• Shoes
Trucha! .................................. Watch Out!
Chueco ........... ........ .......................... Fink

Nel ....................................................... No
Chale .•••••••••••.••••.••••••••.•••••••••••.••.•••••• Nix
Simon ................................................ Yes
Filero .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ..... .. .. Knife
A Todo Dar ................................. Groovy
Buenota .... ................ .... ...... Tough Broad
Pirujo ................................................. Gay
Lata ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . Lid of Grass
La Jura.................................... The Law
Placas ...................................... Policemen
Chotas .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. Policemen
Cafiro ............................................ Coffee
Lana •••..••••••••...•••...•••••••••••.•.••••.••• Money
Hando .. ...................... ............. ..... Money
Feria .. .. .... ............ ............... .. ..... .. Money
Teclo ... .... .... .... .... .. ...... .. .. ... ... White Guy
Refin ............................................... Food
Pis to .. ..... ........... .. .. .. Alcoholic Beverage
Cuete ................................................ Gun
Lira............................................... Guitar
Pongale! ................................. Go ahead!
Mayate................................. Black Man
Gringo ................................. White Trash
Gavacho ... ........ .. .. .. .. .. .... ....... White man
Gavacha ........................... White woman

(Cont. on Pg 364)

The Paratrooper
(Cont. from Pg 362)
to it.
"It's got a long bayonet attached to it!" I said,
watching the street for Ramirez's car.
"My brother, Paul, may be sleeping in there. Just
hoUer and tell him you're my friend and he'lllet you
in! I'll wait for Kenny!"
Bobby ran off to get a weapon and I leaned against
a parked car in front of my brother Jess's house and
watched for Ramirez.
Soon, the paratrooper's car rolled up to the bar in a
cloud of dust, and he hurriedly got out of his car and
walked inside, holding a bayonet upright in one hand.

Very soon, he came out and began walking to where
I was standing. I looked around to see if Bobby had
gotten the rifle, but could not see him in the darkness.
Seeing me standing on the street, Ramirez approached
me. I was relieved to see that he was not carrying a gun.
But the bayonet he had looked very ominous. And I
knew that he knew how to use it.
"Venga. Pelon. guiero hablar con usted!" Ramirez
said.
I walked cautiously around the car, keeping it between Joe and myself. "Chale. Joe. yo no guiero nada
con usted!"
"Venga. cabron," he said harshly and demandingly.
Partly because I was drunk, obviously; but partly

(Cont. on Pg 364)
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Spanish Lessons
(Cont. from Pg 363)
Carnal .......................................... Brother
Carnala ... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .. .. Sister
Jefe ................................................... Dad
Jefa ................................................. Mom
Ay Te Watcho! ................... rn See You!
Horale! ..................... Greetings!, or OK!
Chansa .......................................... Maybe
Que Nuevas! .................... You Know It!

Me Canso, Ganso! ••••••••••••••••• No Sweat
Tiorica ....... ...... .. .. .. ....... .... ..... .. .. .. ... . Talk
Rola ......................... Phonograph Record
Destrampado .................... Not All There
Ploga .. ... .. .. ... ....... . .. ........ .. .. ..... .. .. .. Boxer
Chuntaro ................................. A Bracero
Chapo .. ................ .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Japanese
Sirol .. .. ....... .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ... ... Sure!
Bronco .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. A Bracero
Pichoniar ... .... .............. .. ... To Make Love
Hetas ................................................. Lips
Chompeta .... .. .. ........ .. .. ...... .... .. ........ Head

Cuernos •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Forehead
Naretas . ......... .. .. .. .. .. ........... ....... .. .. .. Nose
Visas ............................................. Hands
Pinceles ...... ............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ...... .. .. Feet
Piscas Grandes ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Harvest
Carlango. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..... .. . Coat

Tando ................................................. Hat
Tapa ................................................... Hat
La Ley ............................................. Cops
La Bolucha .............. .. . The Oranges Crop
Pistiar ........................................ To Drink
Refinar . .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. To Eat
Hoto .......................... .. .... ........... A Queer
Uno de Aquellos ........................ A Queer
Gorro de Voy Que Te Mato. ........ Helmet
Gorro de Fierro ...... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .... Hard Hat
Borloteando .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... .. ... Dancing
Hetiar ........................................... To Kiss
Chuco .. ..... .. ............ .. .... ..... .. .. . A Pachuco
Cometas .................... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. The Nose
Maderiar. .. .. ..... .. ... .... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... To Flatter
Gabardino ................. ... .. ... .. ...... A Honky

Balas ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• Beans
Polvora.. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. Beans
La Perrera ....... ........... .. ..... Paddy Wagon
La Julia ... ..... ......... .. .. ........ Paddy Wagon
Se Esta Rayando ..... Really Making Out!
Anda Pisto.............................. Intoxicated
Anda Cuete .. .. .. ..... ......... .. .. .. .. Intoxicated
Chupale! .................................. Drink Up!

Pluma ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• An Indian

Anda de Lampara •••••••••.•••••••• Sponging

El Terre ....................................... Mexico
Dedo ................... ....... .. .... A Stool Pigeon
Poner El Dedo .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .. . to Finger
Rata .. ... ... .. A Helper in Harvesting Crops
Rata .. ... .. ... ..... .. .. ..... .... ..... .. .. Stool Pigeon

Lisa .................................................. Shirt
Tramos . .. .... .. .... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Trousers

(Cont. on Pg 365)

The Paratrooper
because I prided myself on how fast I could run inspite
of being about 30 pounds overweight, I suddenly bolted
away from the car and down Pomegranate Street toward
Antelope. The houses seemed to be whizzing by me, and
I was congratulating myself on outrunning one of Uncle
Sam's elite paratroopers, when I suddenly realized that
he was in much better shape than I and would catch me
sooner or later. How long could I sustain my speed?
Where was I running to? Why had I taken off from the
relative safety of my brother's house? DISASTER!

About that time, my friend Kenny Saucedo's '56
Chevy rounded off Antelope Street onto Pomegranate
and he saw me running down the street with Joe Ramirez
hotly in pursuit.

Kenny turned a beautiful "U" between us, forcing Joe to pull up, then he accelerated to where I was
gasping for breath, opened his right front door, I
hopped in, and he gunned it out of there!
"QUE PASO?" Kenny shouted.
I was gasping for breath, finding it very difficult to
talk. "Bobby ...... Bob .... Bobby ... and ... El Coo Cuy ...

(Cont. on Pg 365)
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se hagararon ... se ... hagarraron a chingasos!" I gasped .
.. WHERE'S BOBBY? .. Kenny shouted.
"At my brother Jess's house, WE GOTTA PICK
HIM UP!"

Kenny wheeled around again and we drove past
Ramirez who was slowly walking dejectedly back
toward the Gomez Cafe.
At my brother Jess's house, we pulled into the
driveway, Bobby came out from behind a tree, hopped
in Kenny's car, and we were gone.
.. Why the hell did you start running, Sierra?" Bobby
asked excitedly, "Where did you think you were going?"
"I don't KNOW," I shouted back at him, "all of a
sudden I just started running. Kenny saved my ass! That
sonofabitch was gaining on me!"

What ever made me think that I could outrun Joe
Ramirez, the paratrooper? The alcohol, obviously.
There is no other reason.
I don't even want to think about what would have
happened when Ramirez caught up with me.
Someday ... if you are in the same room with me
watching an old western movie and you hear me give an
especially loud roar when the 7th Cavalry rides up to
save the settlers from the Indians, forget the U.S. Army.
I AM CHEERING FOR KENNY SAUCEDO!
Late that evening as the bus hurtled through the San
Joaquin Valley night bound for Los Angeles, I realized
that the next day I would be driving my car from Los
Angeles to Woodlake and that I would have to face the
music. Woodlake is too small to hide from anyone.
I thought about that the following morning as the bus
arrived at the 6th & Main Street dog house and as I
caught the trolley car for 41st & Figueroa where I was
living in a boarding house.
I remember walking up to my car parked on a side
street off Figueroa, starting it and driving to a gas station
to fill the tank. Then I wended my way up Vermont
Street to Olympic Boulevard, turned west and drove to
Sepulveda Boulevard and north over the hill into the San
Fernando Valley.
I stayed in the right lane all the way over the
Grapevine because I wasn't about to try to keep up with
new cars in my '39 Plymouth. What a relief it was to
break out of the mountains and see the long stretch of
Highway 99 leading to Bakersfield and home. Somehow I always had the feeling that from the first sight of
the vast San Joaquin Valley on it was all downhill.
Then I began thinking about going into Woodlake

and confronting the situation with Joe Ramirez, the
paratrooper.
I drove into Woodlake at about 5 in the afternoon and
stopped at La Copa Grande for a cold beer. My friend
Frank "El Borrego" Mejia was in there. His first words
to me were, "Te handa buscando Joe Ramirez."
I asked Borrego to go with me when I went to see Joe
Ramirez. I didn't know what he was going to do, and I
wanted someone to witness it.
After two or three more beers, he agreed to go with
me but said that he would stay in the car. He was a good
friend of Joe Ramirez and he didn't want any bad blood
developing between them. I understood that.

(Cont. on Pg 366)

'Spanish' Lessons
(Cont. from Pg 364)
El Coo Cuy .......................... Boogie Man
Chan ate . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ......... .. .. ... .. ... . Coffee
Se Descuento ............................ .. He Left
Yesc a .... .. .. .... ........ .. .... .. .. ... .. .. . Marijuana
Turnio ................................... Cross Eyed
Canton........................................... House
Terco ..................................... Determined
Me La Rayo! .............................. I Swear!

Don Chuy ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• Jesus Christ
Hospi .. .... ..... .. ...... .. ..... .. .. ....... .. ... Hospital
Coco Liso. ...... .. .. ... ... .. .... .... ..... Bald Head
Tu Madre! ......................... Same to You!
A La Brava Without Thinking, Doggedly
Se Tiro Tres ................................. To Fail
Domingo Siete ......................... Irrelevant

Se Tiro El Manaso •••..• He got Married
Achantado .. .. .. ........ ..... .... .. ... .. ... .. Married
Ya Estuvo! ................................ That's It!
Maliciala! .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . Realize It!
Datil ................................................. Date
Vacilando .. ........................ ... Goofing Off
Camarada ...................................... Buddy
Me Cae Sura ................... Don't Like Him
Quelites . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . Immigration Officers
La Migra ..... .. .. .. .. .. . Immigration Officers
Birria .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ....... .. .. .. .. .... .. ... ... ... . Beer
La Movida ..................... The Happenings
Trinquete .. .... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. . Shady Dealings

Dame Quebrada! ••••••••• Gimme a Break
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The Paratrooper
(Cont. from Pg 365)
We drove to Joe's house in La Rana. I parked, got
slowly out of the car and walked up to the front door of
the small house in which he lived.
KNOCK!
KNOCK!
KNOCK!
KNOCK!
"Quien es?" I heard the familiar voice.
"Pelon Sierra," I replied.
"Pase!" he said, and I opened the door slowly and
walked inside. He was laid back, watching television,
with a beer can in his hand.
He offered me a beer and I took it. He asked me who
was with me and I said El Borrego but that he didn't want

to come inside.
He got right to the point. "Quien es el vato que me
pego la otra noche?" he asked.
"Bobby Garcia," I replied, "He plays football for
Sequoias."
"Tira buenos chingasos, " he said matter of factly.
Ramirez knew who Bobby was because Garcia was
a highly touted football player in high school and at
College of Sequoias.
I apologized for the misunderstanding that had caused
him to get hit in the face. He said he understood. And that
was it.
He went to the door and called for Borrego to come
inside. He did. I stayed for another beer while they made
lots of small talk, and then I left.
WHEW! • • • • •

Retrieve $109,073 from City Venture
Corp.: SJ auditor; we agree ...
Feb. 1986 THE LEADER
Official newspaper of San Jose GI Forum
by Spark The Wonder Mutt
(MINNEAPOLIS)-- San Jose city auditor Gerald
Silva has recommended that San Jose retrieve from City
Venture Corp. $109,073 because the firm did not adhere
to federal accounting standards in computing its project
costs on a Free Enterprise Zone (FEZ) on the eastside.
ity Venture received $269,535 through the
city from June 1983 to June 1985 for the
proposed FEZ in East San Jose which 5th
Dist. Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado has said will
"create jobs."

C

DESTRUCTION OF
GOLF COURSE
The scheme is opposed by San Jose GI Forum
because it would mean destruction of Thunderbird Golf
Course. The 9-1/2 square mile FEZ could also result in
people's homes and small businesses being tom down to

make way for new development.

A letter to the editor of the SJ Mercury by
Humberto Garza, Chm., Civic Affairs Committee,
questioned why this city's only newspaper gave its
editorial vote of approval to the FEZ concept in April
1985 when there are so many unanswered questions
regarding the project.
Garza's letter pointed out the number of articles
which have appeared in the local press recently citing
the apparent financial problems being experienced by
Control Data Corporation, parent of City Venture Corp.
It asked why the City, with the Mercury's blessing,
is doing business with a firm which the financial pages
tell us is experiencing financial problems.

NOT AGAINST 'JOBS'
We recently caught up with Mr. Garza and David
Sierra at the Boots & Saddle, their second home on
Alum Rock A venue.
"We are not against creation ofjobs," said Mr. Garza
during the interview, "What we ARE against is destruction of a badly-needed recreational facility. Why can•t

(Cont. on Pg 367)
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Retrieve $$$
(Cont. from Pg 366)
our Councilwoman take her Gringo friends and their
bulldozers somewhere else? Anywhere else!"
"Are you people waging a vendetta against the
Councilwoman from the 5th District?" we asked.
"Hell no, Spark," they both replied simultaneously.

"We want to keep the golf course. We don't care
who represents this district at City Hall," Mr. Garza
continued.
"That goes for me too, Spark," Sierra replied, "If she
calls off her effort to tear down the golf course, our
efforts end also. Our councilwoman told us that her first
priority is creating jobs. Our first priority is saving the
golf course. We believe that both are noble aspirations.

We KNOW she can create jobs without tearing
down the golf course, but there is no way that we can
save the golf course without opposing her because
she appears to be the only one at The Crooked Glass
Tower that is FOR it!"

Swim Meet at
Santa Barbara

TIME TO RETREAT

In 1966, I outswam two San Jose GI Forum members who questioned my natatorial ski lls at the Miramar
Hotel in Santa Barbara during an American GI Forum
state convention. It was a night meet, and since I had not
reme mbered to pack my swim trunks, it was also au
naturel. Or ... in Spanish .. .. en pe lotas. Well, not quite.

We believe that the City of San Jose should sever its
relationship with City Venture. Call the initial $269,535
a bad investment, fire a 2 1-gun salute, sound some
bugles, and retreat de volada. After all, what in hell is
$259,535 when we "lost" $60,000,000 just a couple of
years ago, B.A. ?

Ed Camunez, Jess Reza, and I left the California
GI Forum convention banquet early because three
Dodgers fans wanted to watch a televised game
between Koufax & Co. and the hated SF Giants.
While watching the game in their poolside cabaiia.
Reza asked me if I knew how to swim.

Want to "create jobs" on the eastside? Fix the
streets, cut down weeds growing in the median dividers, build a restroom at Plata Arroyo Park, hang up
more ofthose Red Army communist banners seen on
Alum Rock Avenue over the holidays, etc. There are
many other problems in Ms. Alvarado's district.

"You kiddin'? Raised in Woodlake, two blocks from
Bravo Lake, and surrounded by the St. 1ohns and Kaweah
rivers? I bet I can swim better than either of you guys !
I replied.
"Is that you or Budweiser talking, David?" he
asked, "after the game we'll find out. I'll race you.
"Count me in!" said Camunez.
They had bathing trunks. I didn't, so I peeled down

The boys are even learning to sing "Blue Bayou,"
B.A.'s favorite song, and will sing it for the Councilwoman one of these days. David has agreed to do a tap
dance while Humberto sings.

Mayor Tom McEnery and City Councilwoman Pat
Sausedo are two outspoken critics of Councilwoman
Alvarado's plan.

MERCURY NOW SAYS
"NO MAS'
The San Jose Merc ury in a recent editorial agreed
with city auditor Silva that San Jose ought to initiate
proceedings to recover its funds from City Venture
Corp. Right on , Fishwrap! W e concur. And we urge
Mayor McEnery and Councilwoman Sausedo to keep

II

II

(Cont. on Pg 368)
asking questions.

And the rest of the Council should keep at least
one eye open and their hands on their pocketbooks
whenever someone mentions Free Enterprise Zone
around City Hall. • • • • •
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Birthday
Lap Dance
for JGL
A good friend of ours was celebrating his 60th
birthday (or something like that) and his friends decided
to do it up right. They conspired with the owners of his
favorite cocktail lounge on San Jose's eastside and held
an after-work festivity so his best friends could attend it.
A large group of his amigos were quietly sipping
their cocktails when we we re suddenly surprised to see
the celebrant being pushed out on the dance fl oor and

onto a chair by two beautiful ladies who then proceeded
to doff their outerwear.
Having spent most of his adult life pursuing beautiful people of the opposite gender our birthday boy got
with the program pronto. No blushing violet he, JGL
enjoyed the show more than the friends who thought
they were going toM-bare-ass him !
A number of photos of the lap dancers and our
birthday boy were passed around a few weeks later at a
San Jose GI Foru m meeting. One of them found itself
into the pocket of a person who will remain anonymous
since the birthday boy and he are considered to be
friends.

Swim Meat at S.B.
(Cont. from Pg 367)
to my tighty whitey shorts, walked down the steps into
the water, warmed up for a little while and announced
that I was ready.
This is being written in 1996 and they have both
moved on to their reward, but this story has been
rehashed time and time again at GI Forum conventions.
The only thing they don't talk about is the results of the
length-of-the-pool race.
Did anyone ever hear either Ed or Jess claim that
they won? Neither did I, because they were both
honorable gentlemen and not given to mendacity.
fter the "swim meet" we were discussing a
diving contest when all of a sudden we
realized that the banquet had ended and we
were surrounded by nicely dressed people returning to
their cabanas.
Over the years it has been told that we were in the
pool buck ass naked , etc., etc., etc. Not true, exactly.
White shorts become transparent when they are wet,
and if any of the ladies wanted to look close enough,
well ... hell, take a good look, ladies, said me and
Budweiser. • • • • •

A

Two of San 1ose's finest ... lap dancers ... do theirnumber
on the birthday boy. We had been invited to a birthday
party but neither us nor the birthday boy expected this.
Nevertheless, get it on, honeys!

Free Speech
Every citizen may freely speak, write
or print on any subject, be ing responsible for the abuse of that liberty.
--State of Pennsylvania
Con stitution
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U.S. Olympic Track & Field Trials
Rafer Johnson, Bragg, Thomas, Norton
Set Records at 1960 U.S. Trials
the line and the throw was disEL EXCENTRICO Magazine
--by E. David Sierra
Boston Uni versity sophomore John Thomas got off a tremendous leap of ?-3-3/4 inches in the high jump a nd husky Don Bragg
of the U.S . Army went 15-9- J/4 inches in the pole vault, as Uncle
Sam's track and field fo rces flexed their muscles and fl as hed their
speed before 65,000 deliri ous fa ns at S tanford Stadium on Friday
and Saturday, July 1-2, 1960.
In other highli ghts o f the two day track and field carni val held
for the express purpose of selecting an American team to do battle
against the world's best later this year in the Olympic Games at
Rome, Santa Clara Youth Village's ramblin' Ray Norton ste pped
off th e 200 me ters in 20.5, winning the finals by fi ve yards over
Stone Johnson of Gramb li ng College who earl ier in the day had won
his heat, also in 20.5 .
!3oth times broke the esta blished world record of 20.6 (200
meters around a turn) set by Andy Stanfield in 1951.
1956 Ol ympic C hampion Lee Calhoun flashed over the 11 0
me ter high hurdles in 13.4, tying the Ame rican record set by Jack
Davis in the '56 trials a t Bakersfield, Calif.
Like all other Olympic Trials in the past, this was a meet that
had everything. T here were world records, American records,
stad ium records, all time personal bests by a large number of
compe ti tors. There were injuries, heartbreaks, tears, a nger, and
elation.
Probably the most conspicious absence fro m the 1960 Olympi a ns w ill be
burl y
Bill
Ne ider o f th e
U.S. Army who
failed to qualify
in the shot put.
The big
245 lb. Firs t
Lieutenant had
a put of 65-7
earlier in the
yearbuta bandaged right leg
hampered his
efforts and he
will be missing
at Rome. Bill
had a heave of
over 62 feet on
his lastattempt
but his foot
cros sed ove r

•

qualified.
A dejected , sad, William
Neider walked slowly out of the
huge Stanford are na, as if no t
L
being able to believe that fo ur
years of hard work a nd exercises
had gone fo r naught. But indeed
they had.
Greg Bell, ex-U niversity of
Ray Norton
Indiana broadjumpe r, fi nished
4th in his specialty. Four years
ago he went over 26 fee t a nd for a time was hailed as the man most
likely to erase Jesse Owe ns' world mark of 26-8.
At Sta nford he finished 4th, just 1-1/2 inches o ut of3 rd place.
and a trip to the J960 games.
The American 400 meter relay team at Rome will be
composed of Ray Norton of Oakland, Calif.; Frank Budd of th e
Philadelphia Pioneer Club ; Paul Winder of Morgan State
University; and Duke University's sprinting sensation Dave
Sime, co-holder of three world records. They should win easily.
The 400 meter relay team is expected to break the world record
set in the '56 games at Melbourne, Australia o f39 .5 by Ira Murchison.
Leamo n Kin g, Thane Baker, and Bobby Morrow.
JOHNSON REPE ATS IN
DECATHLON TRIALS
Rafer Johnson, pride of little Kingsburg, Ca lifornia, in the
heart of the sprawling San Joaquin Valley, again bested the best
all around athletes in the U.S. to capture the American Decathlon Championship contested at Eugene, Oregon.
With the title goes a trip to Rome to compete in the XV II
Olympiad.
In winning, Johnson established a new world record of 8683
poi nts in the grueling I 0 event grind, breaking the old mark of8357
held by Vasily Kuzne tsov of the Soviet Uni on.
The 24-year o ld graduate student at UCLA broke into tears
whe n his first attempt wi th the javel in sai led 233 feet 3 inc he to
crack t.he old mark.
Rafer will atte mpt to bring the Olympic Decathl on title back 1o
the San Joaquin Valley after a n a bsence of 8 years. Bob Mathias or
Tulare won the title in 1948 and 1952.
NOTES AND QUOTES :
Dyro l Burleson, wi nne r o r the 1500 me ter run: "No, I wasn't
tired. This wasn'tmy best race."
Bill Alley of K a nsas University heaved the j a velin 282-3,
just ONE HALF INCH from AI Cantello's world record but it
was a foul throw. Alley broke the world mark a week later, with
a bum leg!
ALL shot putters threw better than Parry O'Brie n's Olympic
Games record of 60- 10 inc hes !!
John Thomas cleared 7 feet for the 35th time.
Five men cleared 6-1 0" in the high jump.
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Five men cleared 25 feet in the broad jump.
Fortune Gordien, American record holder with an all time best
of 194-6, finished SEVENTH in the discus in this meet!
SIX men jumped over 15 feet in the pole vault! Bob
Gutowski, the world and American record holder, finished in
a tie for SEVENTH place!!
Unlike other countries, including Russia, where the Olympic
teams are sponsored by the government, the American team is
dependent on contributions from interested U.S. citizens.
If you would like to donate to the U.S. Olympic Fund, send
your dollars to:
United States Olympic Committee
Biltmore Hotel
New York 17, New York.
THE 1960 U.S. OLYMPIC
TRACK & FIELD TEAM:
JOOMETERS:
Ray Norton
Frank Budd
Dave Sime
Paul Winder

Oakland, Calif.
Asbury Park, N.J.
Fair Lawn, N.J.
Pleasantville, N.J.

5000 METERS:
Jim Beatty
Bill Dellinger
Bob Soth

Charlotte, N.C.
Springfield, Oregon
Long Beach, CA

400 METER HURDLES:
Barberton, Ohio
Glenn Davis
Los Angeles, CA
Dickie Howard
Grand Forks, N.Dak.
Cliff Cushman
HAMMER THROW:
AI Hall
Southington, Conn.
Hal Connally
Santa Monica, CA
Ed Bagdonas
Hubbardston, Mass.
SHOT PUT:
Dallas Long
Parry O'Brien
Dave Davis

Phoenix, AZ
Santa Monica, CA
Canoga Park, CA

HIGH JUMP:
John Thomas
Joe Faust
Charles Dumas

Cambridge, Mass.
Culver City, CA
Los Angeles, CA

BROAD JUMP:
Ralph Boston
Anthony Watson
Bo Roberson

Laurel, Mississippi
Okla City, OK
Philadelphia, PA

JAVELIN:
AI Cantello
Bill Alley
Terry Beucher

Norristown, PA
Short Hills, N.J.
Overland Park, Kansas

Penns Grove, NJ
Burbank, CA
Grand Prairie, TX

200METERS:
Ray Norton
Stone Johnson
Les Carney
400METERS:
Jack Yerman
Earl Young
Otis Davis
Ted Woods

Woodland, Calif.
San Fernando, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Pittsburgh, PA

800METERS:
Tom Murphy
Jerry Siebert
Ernie Cunliffe

Brooklyn, NY
Willits, CA
Claremont, CA

POLE VAULT:
Don Bragg
Ron Morris
Dave Clark

1500 METERS:
Dyrol Burleson
Jim Grelle
Pete Close

CottageGrove, Oregon
Portland, Oregon
Manchester, Conn.

HOP, STEP, JUMP:
Ira Davis
Philadelphia, PA
Herman Stokes
Los Angeles, CA
Bill Sharpe
Philadelphia, PA

STEEPLECHASE:
George Young
Phil Coleman
Deacon Jones

Silver City, N.Mex.
Champaign, Illinois
Iowa City, Iowa

DISCUS:
Rink Babka
AI Oerter
Dick Cochran

Palo Alto, CA
West Babylon, NY
Brookfield, MO

DECATHLON:
Rafer Johnson
Dave Edstrom
Phil Mulkey

Kingsburg, CA
Eugene, Oregon
Memphis, Tennessee

Oakland, Calif.
Dallas, TX
Akron, Ohio

110 METER HURDLES:
Gary, Indiana
Lee Calhoun
Chicago, Illinois
Willie May
Pontiac, Michigan
Hayes Jones
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Judge sets unusual penalty
for youth who killed two in
drunk driving accident

Was Punishment Fair?
According to an article in the Houston Chronicle, a
j udge ordered strict probationary conditions for a 19year-old boy who killed two people in an auto accident.
The high school senior was speeding when his car
slammed into a van driven by a 45-year old father. Two
people were killed in the crash.
The teenager pleaded no contest to intoxicated manslaughtercharges, and served six months in jail. He was
released on 10 years' probation, with these conditions:
l. Attend boot camp.
2. Erect a cross and a Star of David at the accident
site, and maintain the symbols and the area around
them.
3. Carry a sign for five days outside a bar that reads,
"I killed two people while driving drunk."

Congress Strikes Again!
Don't bother wishing your congressman a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year because they have already assured
themselves of one with a whopping 39%
pay increase they recently voted to themselves.
Wanna make somethin' of it, chumps?

4. Carry pictures of the victims in his wallet for 10
years.
5. Refrain from driving for 10 years.
6. Speak to students at his high school about his
experience.
7. Observe an autopsy of a person killed in a drunken
driving accident.
8. Send $10 every week for 10 years to a memorial
fund in the names of the victims.
9. Place flowers at their graves on their birthdays for
10 years.
We ask our readers. Is thi s fair or not? Should the
punishment have been more severe? Is it too harsh?
WHAT DO Y-0-U THINK? • • • • •

Sue us. Know wo's gonna hear the case?
The U.S. Supreme Court. And we gave
them a raise too!
Your move, idiots!Thanksforthevotes.
suckers!
THE LEADER, San Jose GI Forum
Nov. 1989
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Mario Vazquez Apology Letter
Aug. 20, 1970

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mario Vazquez and I had
had another of our frequent confrontations at a
California delegation caucus during the 1970
American GI Forum national convention in Flint,
Michigan. He brought the problem back home.
pparently his brother Bob and he
were pressuring Fred, Subscrip
tion Manager for THE FORUMEER,
to resign in protest against my actions. I let Fred
know exactly why I had said what I said about
Mario at the California caucus.

A

He suggested that I write to Mario and
explain my feelings. I knew that Mario Vazquez
was not going to appreciate receiving a letter of
apology from David Sierra, but I wrote it anyway. Here is what I wrote:
Mario Vazquez
2329 Raggio A venue
Santa Clara, CA
Dear Mario:
Your brother Fred suggested that I contact you
regarding the flap that has developed in this area since
we returned from the national convention at Flint.

I was intending to do it anyway, because I do not
believe that the differences between us should in any
way be allowed to harm the American GI Forum.
Fred has been contacted and asked to drop his
involvement in the Forumeer project. As you weD
know, he is a man who thinks for himself and has thus
agreed to continue as Subscription Manager.
He did not tell me who were the individuals who had
contacted him and I did not ask. At the moment I am only
concerned with the fact that he wants to continue to be
part of the Forumeer team.

Mario,Iamaware that there are those Forumeers,
attending their first-ever American GI Forum national convention, who were ''shocked'' by the total,
seemingly, lack of delegate organization, the idea of
the Texas and California delegations NOT AGREE-

lNG ON ANYTHING, and the large numbers of
people from Washington at the convention which
sometimes makes it appear to be a "federal" show.
The shock is understandable. I felt the same way in
San Diego in 1966 at my first national convention.
Some individuals were also "shocked" to hear some
of the language used at the California caucus.
Let me make one point very, very clear to you. It is
my contention and always has been, that if you want to
disagree with anyone in your own delegation, as heated
or biased as your disagreement may be, that disagreement should take place in a closed room caucus, with
only members of your own state delegation present.
Also, whatever is said in that room should remain
there. It should not become a local chapter issue when
you return home.lt should not become the concern of the
Regional Chairman in our area and it certainly should
not be cause for a "movement" at the state level to ask for
my resignation from the chairmanship of the San Jose
Chapter.

We meet in caucus for one purpose: TO
AIR OUR DIFFERENCES IN A CLOSED
ROOM, AWAY FROM THE EYES AND
EARS OF OTHER DELEGATIONS.
he language that I used at Flint is, of
course, inexcusable and unwarranted and
I am not defending my choice of words in
any way, shape or form.

T

However, in weighing what I had to say about your
possible candidacy for national chairman with the endorsement of the California delegation, I wish that you
would consider that my disagreements with you took
place in a closed room, not in front of the entire national
convention assembly, and certainly not in the cocktail
lounge to be heard by your friends in the other state
delegations.
I am well aware that you are a man that is respected
nationally by many people involved in projects within
and without the American GI Forum for the good of our
people, and I certainly did not want to harm your
reputation with them. I hope that you can give me credit
for at least that.

(Cont. on Pg 373)
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Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 372)
Last week I received a letter from Bob Rodriguez
asking for my resignation as San Jose Chapter Chairman. I informed Bob that I had no intention of resigning
my post. I could be replaced by those who elected me to
the office in the first place but I feel that I owe it to those
who had confidence in my leadership qualities to lead
our chapter, and to continue until THEY cast their votes
to oust me if they wish.
too was shocked at the national convention,
Mario. ~fter being elected the official delegate
for Regton IX for the second consecutive year I
was handed a sheet of paper by State Chairman Louis
Cortez designating me as the California delegate to the
Forumeer Committee Meeting BUT with the word ALTERNATE behind my name. Don't you think that I had
the feeling that someone was trying to screw me??
When I appealed his decision at a subsequent caucus
I got the feeling that the entire delegation felt that his
action was appropriate, and for the sake of unity, immediately dropped my idea of appealing my suspension on
the assembly floor.
I think that the action taken by National Secretary
Zeke Duran asking for my recall was right. He chose to
bring it on the floor of the national convention and get
the feeling of the supreme body of the organization. As
you are very well aware, the convention recognized that
I am a human being, that I make social blunders, and
although apologizing for them as I did to the entire body
does not wipe out the stigma of having committed them,
it does show that I am aware of my shortcomings and I
can apologize to those who feel wronged by me.

I

You are also aware that the National Chairman
gave me a thorough verbal reaming on the convention floor. It is not easy to accept all that chastisement
in front of your fellow men, Mario. I want you to ask
yourself what you would have done in similar circumstances. I chose to stay and fight, and the general
membership of the American GI Forum demonstrated by roll call vote that they wanted me to
continue to serve as their National Editor.
Sunday morning, National Chairman Joe Juarez and
I had a long talk about The Forumeer. he dictated policy
to me on what he expected the paper to be in the year
ahead and I mentioned to him that he was the FIRST

Donny and Marie
It is my humble opinion that if you dressed
Donny and Marie Osmond in drag, damned few
people could tell them apart, even their parents.
I don't dislike Marie Osmond. I think she's
cute as hell, and believe it or not, I think she has
a good singing voice. I would like to see her
frown once in a while, that toothy grin gets old
after a while.
Donny, isn't it about time you started calling
yourself Don ... or Donald? Isn't it time to grow
up, pal?

national chairman ever to take the time to discuss
Forumeer policy and tell me what he wanted. (Campos
and I decided that I would make policy for The Forumeer.
Doctor Garcia and I NEVER discussed it.)
I pledged to Mr. Juarez that we would bend every
effort to follow his policies to the letter, recognizing that
he has enough troubles already without being bugged by
Forumeer Editor-hating members from elsewhere.

tatewide, we met with Regional Chair
man Mike Ybarra and State Chair
man Louis Cortez on Friday evening, August 14th. The Regional Chairman felt that caucus
disagreements should stay at the caucus.

S

The State Chairman said that he is "contemplating
action on the state level." According to Bob Rodriguez's
letter to me there is ALREADY a "movement afoot" so
it becomes evident that one of the two, or both, are not
leveling with me.
At our chapter meeting on Friday, August 7th, I was
made aware that a member was coming to the meeting
and ask my resignation. I am also aware that a petition
is being circulated to that effect.

Again, I want to reiterate that I do not intend to
resign. If pushed, I am going to ask for a full hearing,
with all the facts presented by those who were at
Flint, not by people who have an axe to grind locally
for whatever reasons they choose to deem reasonable.
Since the San Jose Chapter Chairman does not
intend to go through the rest of his term of office with the
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$150 Billion Yearly?
The military action in Iraq is costing
the United States $150 BILLION dollars
yearly. (TIME magazine, April 7, 2003).
Couldn't that money be better spent
taking care of America and American
citizens, instead of trying to reform the
Middle East?

Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 373)
threat of a "contemplated action at the state level"
hanging over his head, I have asked State Chairman
Cortez to take some sort of action by this weekend,
August 22, or I am going to initiate some kind of action
to clear the air and get down to the basic facts of this
matter.
It is hard enough doing the job we are trying to do
without having internal bickering disrupting our
every move. If we are going to have some action,
whether it be local, regional, or state, I believe that
we should do it as soon as possible and get on with the
work that is vital to our organization.
I also am aware, Mario, that the State Chairman, by
his own admission, has written Vicente Ximenes apologizing for my behavior at the national convention banquet. Suffice to say that I consider it very presumptions
for ANYONE to apologize to anyone else for MY
behavior.
believe that I am man enough and eloquent
enough to do my own apologizing whenever I
think that an apology is warranted. I already did
that, before 400 Forumeers assembled at the national
convention. You have the tape recordings and I am sure
that by now everyone you think is interested has already
heard it. I don't blame you for playing the tapes to
whomever wants to hear them. That was official convention business, acted upon on the floor of the national
convention, and as such all dues-paying Forumeers are
entitled to know. Right on!
Back to Mr. Cortez's apologizing. While he is in an
apologizing mood, perhaps he might want to apologize
to my wife and the wives of other Forumeers for his
behavior at the Region IX meeting hosted by South San

I

Jose Chapter in May of 1969 at the UAW Hall in
Milpitas. He appeared at the dance that evening, drunk,
clothes askew, addressing people in the following manner: "How are you, you old cock-sucker?" and "Hi, you
old son of a bitch!" and other shocking expletives in the
presence of our wives! Como dijo Larry Amaya, 'Let he
who is without sin cast the first stone.'
o you can readily understand, Mario, that
anyone who drinks to excess has at one
time or another committed social faux paxes
of which he or she is ashamed.
I am willing to excuse Mr. Cortez's social blunders, but his puritanical mind cannot excuse mine.
Help me, Lord, cause this man wants my ass!!
I have a great deal of admiration for those who are
able to drink sociably and not to excess (you are one of
those). Unfortunately, for me, I am not possessed of the
will power to have a few drinks socially and quit when
I am beginning to become inebriated. But I am also
tolerant of those who are like me.

S

MARIO, IF YOU WANT TO CONSIDER TIDS
LETTER AN APOLOGY AND AN EXPLANATIONOFMYFEELINGS,ITISEXACTLYTHAT.
I want you to know, and I believe that you know it,
that when I use the term "son of a bitch" in reference to
some individual, and when it is used in reference to me,
I do not take it seriously. I think that you know that. It is
a term that you, yourself, have used to describe mutual
acquaintances and it has been taken in that sense.
I will be very frank for a moment. My contention that
you are not qualified to serve as National Chairman of
the American GI Forum is, of course, personal. It is
based on the following facts: During your administration as California State Chairman in 1967-68 your
administration lost the state banner.

Your administration lost a typewriter belonging to the American GI Forum from the
state office when (someone) left the state
office door open all night (too much drinking?). And I know it was open all night be-

Don•t learn the tricks
of the trade,
LEARN THE TRADE.
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Antuna, Unsung Hero
by E. David Sierra
Editor, THE LEADER
For more years than many of us can remember,
LEONARD ANTUNA, a member of this chapter, has
been a good friend to many struggling San Jose State
University students, and other community people who
frequent his Mexican Restaurant on So. 1Oth Street.
eonard Antuna is the type of person who
always cooperates with everything his chap
ter does, and you know what we mean if
you've seen him working at the Fiestas Patrias celebrations.
How many other businessmen do you know who
takes a full day off from his business to pitch in and help
us on that very important day?
But there's another side to Leonard Antuna. Do you

L

Mario Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 374)

cause I was the first man there on another
occasion and the door was wide open!
our administration lost the check stubs for
checks written during the year and the new
administration had no way to check up on
how much money was actually expended that year. And
you refused to attend a Finance Committee Meeting at
the State Board Meeting in Santa Barbara even though
you were present at the site.
Your administration did NOT deliver to the newly
elected State Chairman any waste baskets, desk blotters,
pencil sharpeners, and other office equipment belonging to the State and bought with state money.

Y

Your administration's Treasurer, Joe Sarzoza
and yourself, presented one financial report to the
Santa Barbara board meeting and another one to the
San Jose Chapter meeting a week later.

You were ordered by the State Board Meeting to announce the California GI Forum's with-

know that he is a member of the Flying Doctors teams
who go into Mexico, to remote villages, to give medical
aid to poor families? Leonard uses his language skills,
his compassion for those less fortunate than himself, and
his burning desire to help the less fortunate to assist in
this vital effort.
But ... there is more.
Do you know that he also agrees to house Mexican
children when they are brought here for medical treatment that cannot be rendered in Mexico? He houses and
feeds the children from the time they arrive in San Jose
until they are sufficiently recovered to return to their
homeland.
Surely, LEONARD ANTUNA stands tall as one of
the finest of our finest members. And THAT is what
community service is all about, folks. Don't worry about
who gives you credit, JUST DO IT.

drawal from the SER Project in order to shock
OEO and Labor Department officials into getting off their dead asses on the project. The
announcement was supposed to be made at El
Paso during the El Paso Conference. You agreed
at Santa Barbara to make the announcement and
at El Paso you DID NOT follow state policy.

W

hen San Jose Chapter won the right to
host the 1968 Mid-Year Conference at
San Jose in January of 1968 you called a
Santa Clara Forumeer from Denver, Colorado, and told
him to hold up finalizing the plans for the Santa Clara
Black & White Ball at the Cabana because the Mid-Year
Conference was coming to "California" and as State
Chairman you might be able to swing it to Santa Clara.
Your administration's use of NYC girls in the state
office was criticized and questioned by the local district
attorney's office in telephone conversations with me
during my last term as San Jose Chapter Chairman,
1967-1968.

Your administration saw State Executive
Secretary Dan Tellez QUIT. Joe Sarzoza, State
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Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 375)

Treasurer, QUIT. Martin Perez, State Secretary, QUIT. And I, myself, a flunky in the
state office staff, resigned when I was assured
by yourself and the Treasurer that you could
put out the state newsletter without my help.
A few months later I was called by Exec Secretary
Abel Martinez and asked to assist in putting out the
Newsletter! He informed me that you were out of town
and had said, .. Pay him if necessary but get the job done ...
After I assisted your Exec and billed you for $50 you
took the bill to the State Board Meeting at Santa Barbara
and had the State Board vote on whether to pay the bill
or not. The State board voted to pay me. You paid me
personally, with a personal check, at the San Jose
Chapter meeting.
Yon then showed an entry DAVID SIERRA -$50
- For Personal Services on subsequent rmancial reports to the State board and State Convention. Why
wasn't I paid with a state of California check?
In 1968 at the Corpus Christi national convention
you were a candidate for national chairman along with
Dan Campos of San Jose and Larry Montoya of San
Diego. Agreeing to drop out of the race if you were not
endorsed by the California delegation (as did the other
two candidates), you finished THIRD in the first ballot.
Dan Campos subsequently eked out a narrow 7-6 win
over Montoya and went on to capture the national
chairmanship.
fter Campos was endorsed by California,
you continued to campaign for national
chairman and other state delegations were
asking us if we had REALLy endorsed Campos. You
also refused to wear a CAMPOS FOR CHAIRMAN
lapel sticker as the rest of the delegation was doing.
In aU sincerity, Mario, I have to seriously question whose side you were on in that campaign.
At the 1969 national convention at Cheyenne you
and I were the candidates for Region IV delegate. We
were told to leave the room and the delegation voted on
whom to seat as the official Region IV delegate. I won
17-3 and after we returned home there was much discussion about the underhanded methods used in selecting a
delegation. (???)
Also, Mario, there is a $40 telegraph bill owing to

A

Western Union for telegrams and letters from your
administration which was never paid even after you
were billed after you left office.
According to the new administration, they had no
record of what the bill was for, personal or state business, so they chose to believe that it was your personal
bill and refused to pay it. Western Union has subsequently chalked it off as a .. bad debt...

On the basis of the preceding facts, I did not
feel that you should get the endorsement of the
California delegation, and I said so, in very
strong language.
ario, I am forwarding a copy of this
letter to your brother, Fred. He was
man enough to come and speak to me
about the pressures he was undergoing to quit a project
to which he has devoted hundreds of hours of time and
an entire room of his residence. He has also given our
circulation department some respectability which it has
always lacked before the project came to San Jose. I do
not want to lose him from the project because he has
been a devoted servant of the American GI Forum and
a close personal friend for many years.
My personal feelings for why you should or should
not be National Chairman will, of course, remain
between the three of us, insofar as this letter is
concerned.
I think that you should realize that I do not intend to
be railroaded out of my office of San Jose Chapter
Chairman or National Editor of The Forumeer because
I had the consideration and honesty to tell you, to your
face, in a closed room, how I viewed your candidacy at
the time.
I have been on both sides of the political spectrum
from you. At Palo Alto, some of your close friends (???)
in San Jose Chapter decided to run Dan Campos for state
chairman at the last minute to foil your plans of being
state chairman. I did my part to see Dan win.
At Santa Barbara, we had our differences and even
though you got the endorsement of the nominating
committee, Dan was re-elected.
At Riverside, facing lots of opposition from the socalled "power structure .. of the San Jose Chapter, we
worked as hard as we have ever worked for any Forum
candidate, delivered all but one vote to you for State
Chairman and you won.
When you are evaluating our friendship (or lack

M
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HEARING,

~

by E. David Sierra

Losing It Completely

I

guess most of us take the sense of hear
ing for granted because we have always
had it. My hearing has always been bad. As
far back as I can remember I recall asking those I
was talking to to repeat what they had just said. I
wanted to make sure I was hearing what I thought I
was hearing.
I don't know how old I was when I learned how to
swim. Me and my friends spent many of our summer
days in the waters of the St. Johns and the Kaweah Rivers which flow near Woodlake where I grew up.
When I went down deep trying to touch the bottom
I would experience a sense of numbness in my ears,
and my hearing seemed to get worse. I would come to
the surface, pound on my head to clear out the water I
was sure was plugging up my ears.
I didn't know how "normal" people hear, I assumed
we all had the same problem. I had never known anything else.

When I took my military induction tests in Los Angeles at the age of 19, I was told by a military doctor
that I was not acceptable for military service because
my feet were flat. Very flat.
Also, your hearing is very bad, not enough to disqualify you from military service but very bad ...
11

SCHOOL WAS NOT FUN
School was never fun. Whenever teachers said something I always seemed to miss half of it. I never got the
whole message.
I dropped out of a basic mathematics course in high
school because I didn't like the teacher asking me questions that I could not answer. The other students laughed.
It hurt. It puzzled me why I wasn't able to grasp what he
was teaching when most of the other students seemed
to pick it up. I got the idea that I wasn't very smart.

BOOKS vs. LECTURES
I have always preferred to learn things by reading
about them, or by looking at films, though movies are a

MILITARY PHYSICAL

(Cont. on Pg 3 78)

Vazquez Letter

our differences between ourselves and treat our differences as that.
I can assure you of one thing: I will not get

(Cont. from Pg 376)
of it), consider the aforementioned facts also.

involved in a discussion on this matter with anyone
else unless you are personally there.

I don't think any individual in this world wants to
have his character evaluated on the basis of what he was
doing or saying at ONE particular point in his life. You
have made mistakes and for sure I have made my share
of them. You are the individual who can do the most to
terminate this senseless intermingling of California GI
Forum business with personal differences.
You can also encourage it to continue if that is what
you want.
I, for one, think that if we are going to "take some
action on a statewide basis we should get with it. On the
other hand, we can also say that caucuses are for airing

e believe in being forthright, honest,
and to the point. But I also believe
that when I am making accusations about
you, concerning your qualifications for National Chairman, you have a perfect right to be there to correct me if
I overstate some point.
All I ask is that you, the State Chairman, and other
persons concerned with this matter, respect my right to
differ with you.

II

W

Mario, I am sure that you are aware that we have
been asked to join some Chicano organizations in
this area seeking your ouster as a member of the
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(Cont. from Pg 377)
problem because some actors tend not to look directly
at the camera nor to speak up so I can make out what
they are saying. Some mumbled their lines. (You got
that, Marlon Brando?)
LIPREADING
Where I was really behind everyone else was in large
rooms where I did not find a seat close to the speaker.
From the back of the room, I could hear people speaking but I could not make out what they were saying.
aybe I was already reading lips with
out realizing it. When I could not hear
what was going on it made it very easy
to be distracted, my mind tended to wander elsewhere
and focus on other things. I just hoped that whomever
was speaking would not ask me any questions.

M

Men who have large bushy mustaches are also a
problem. If I cannot see their lips move it becomes
very difficult for me to make out what they are saying.
I have a friend who has a habit of talking to me,

SpiderWebs
Spider webs are God's way of telling
your mother-in-law that
you are a lousy housekeeper.
--Anon.

Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 377)
board of the Southwest Council of La Raza. I am
sure that you remember our conversations about
this subject in the past.
I do not seek your ouster. But I would like to see the
organization meet in the San Jose area so that we can
become better acquainted with its personnel and its
programs
.Sincerely and Fraternally,
E. David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose Chapter,
American GI Forum
cc: Fred Vazquez.

then walking away, continuing his dialogue, then accusing me of just "hearing what you want to ~ear...
He still does not believe I cannot hear him unless
he is standing right in front of me, looking directly at
me and enunciating clearly. I used to have long conver~ations with him about a hundred subjects, but now
it is no fun. He can hear me but I cannot hear him.
SWIMMING POOL
At the senior citizens complex where we live we
use the swimming pool. Sometimes I would swim, try
to touch the bottom of the deep end. My ears would
hurt. I would feel a numbness in my ears, like my hearing had suddenly gotten worse. It was frighteni.ng. At
one point I told Gloria that I would no longer swim underwater because I felt that my hearing was worsening.
FIRST HEARING AID
I got my first hearing aid about fifteen years ago
(around 1990) because KAISER referred me to a hearing specialist on O'Connor Drive. I bought a hearing
aid. It sounded fine in their offices, but out on the street,
I did not get the results I expected. I heard planes flying
overhead that never bothered me before. Traffic from
Highway 680 was now very loud. I hear it like a low
rumble inside our apartment.
FLYING PROBLEMS
few years ago we flew to Laughlin with
some friends. As the plane descended into
the Bullhead City airport, I experienced a
very painful feeling in my ears.
On the return flight as the plane descended over the
southern Santa Clara Valley and into San Jose International Airport, there was lots of pain in my ears again,
and my hearing became severely impaired. I vowed
never to fly again.
N.USUNDERSTANDINGS
One afternoon, at work, one of my co-workers said
he was going across the street to chase panties. Or at
least that's what I heard.
After he returned to begin his shift, I asked him how
he had made out with the ladies.
"What ladies?" he asked.
"Well, you said you were going across the street to
chase panties? How did it go?"
He laughed and replied, "David, I said I was going
to J.C. Penney's!"
LOSING IT COMPLETELY
My hearing has worsened over the years. In the past
year it has gotten to the point where it affects my social

A
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The Hustles
On two occasions during my heavy drinking days I
caused damage to other people's property. Of course, I
accepted full responsibility for the damage and offered
to pay for whatever damage I had caused.
THE GUITAR
ne time at Manuel Alvarado's home in
Oakland, I stumbled and fell over a
guitar owned by a man who had been invited to entertain us after the California GI Forum state
convention hosted by Oakland GI Forum. I offered to
pay for the damage on the spot, but the man said to wait
until he had the guitar repaired and then he would let me
know how much I owed him. "Just let me know," I said,
as we parted, still friends.
A few months later we met again at another GI

0

Hearing, Losing It
(Cont. from Pg 378)
life. It is no fun to want to share thoughts with people
and cannot do so because you cannot hear what they
are saying.
I went to the memorial services for a good friend
who passed away last year. I am certain that he was
properly eulogized by a number of people but I did not
hear any of it.
DIFFERENT SOUNDS
When I try to listen to music, I hear the drums very
loudly. I do not hear the high pitched sounds, nor the
words that the vocalist is singing.
When some car with very loud speakers comes near
my car, the noise is deafening. Very loud. It hurts my
ears. I hear the thump, thump, thump of drums but none
of the other music, if there IS any other music. I cannot
hear anything but drums, and engine noises. Why? I
don't know. I don't know.
We live very close to Highway 680 but I had never
paid any attention to the thousands of cars whizzing by every day. Why is it that lately I hear the
cars very loud but I cannot hear the spoken words
of a person sitting three feet away? It is puzzling and
frightening.

(Cont. on Pg 380)
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Forum function and he reminded me that I had
broken his guitar and that I should pay him $120 for
it. "Fine," I replied. "Bring me the guitar and I will
give you the $120."
"What do you mean, bring you the guitar?" he
questioned, "It is mine."
"Porfavor. senor. que me ve cara de pendejo? If I am
going to pay you for the guitar, the guitar belongs to me.
Fair is fair, que no?"
He kept insisting that I owed him $120 dollars and
that I should pay him. I agreed to pay him, but I insisted
that I wanted the guitar. We had a few more beers
together and as we parted I said, "Bring me the guitar and
I'll give you the money, amigo!"
Needless to say, he never delivered.
THE WHITE PURSE
n another occasion a friend of mine took his
lovely lady to a San Jose GI Forum func
tion. I accidentally spilled a glass of red
wine over the lady's white cloth purse. She was furious!
She wanted $300 on the spot for the damage I had done
to her purse.
"Lady, pardon me for saying it but that purse is not
worth $300, especially in a used condition. Maybe new,
but not now!"
"You're gonna pay me for that purse or I'll take you
to court," she said.
Feeling threatened and incensed by it, I replied,
"Attorneys don't work for free, lady," I said, "They cost
a helluva lot more than $300! In court, you'll have to
prove that the purse is worth $300 and that I was
responsible for your white purse b~ing atop the bar in a
roomful of drunks. I never touched your purse so who
put it in harm's way?"
A few months later we met again and she very
quickly got around to the subject of her damaged $300
purse.
"Bring me proof that the purse is worth $300, and
bring me the purse, and I'll give you the money," I said.
he gave me a long, hard look that would
have melted a hangman's heart, but not
mine. I was being kept warm by all the red
wine I had already consumed that evening.
SORRY, FOLKS, I MAY NOT BE A RHODES
SCHOLAR BUT I AM NOT THE VILLAGE IDIOT
EITHER. If I pay for something, it belongs to me!
E.T.S. • • • • •

0
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I can no longer enjoy my reel-to-reel tapes because
I cannot hear them. I can attach earphones to the tape
deck and hear better but the songs sound distorted, not
clear enough for me to enjoy them anymore.
ports on television: the games go on, and I
enjoy watching them, but the sound doesn•t
have to be on. I read enough to know which
teams are playing and who the key players are. Isn•t life
grand not being able to hear Dick Vitale?
Gloria constantly reminds me to hit the volume button on the remote. I put it on Mute and sometimes keep
it there. I can•t hear what they're saying anyway. Sometimes I rise at 4 am and watch CNN or ESPN with the
Mute button depressed. We have closed captioning on
our television set, so I can read on the screen what is
being said, IF it has closed captions. Not all programs
do. Sometimes I can just watch. That takes all the fun
out of viewing.
People can talk freely around me, a few feet away,
because I cannot make out what they are saying anyway. Some of them don•t believe it. They think I can
hear better than I admit to. God. I wish it were true!
Driving is a little frightening. I cannot hear sirens
on emergency vehicles until the ambulance or the fire
truck is almost on top of me, at least a block away ... or
... nada.
I cannot hear smoke alarms or fire alarms. Nothing. I doubly check the coffee maker, the stove, and
other electrical appliances before I go to bed at night.
Better to be safe than sorry.
Gloria detects llfunny noisesn that my car is making. That is how I found out a few weeks ago that my
front brake shoes were down to the metal!
A few years ago I realized that my car had a fan belt
about to bust because I could hear a thumping sound
from under the hood. Today, I would not hear that sound.
Frightening!
FACING THE PROBABILITY
As my hearing gets progressively worse, I face the
probability of living the remainder of my life without a
sense of hearing. It is not a pleasant thought. My wife
Gloria has shown her love for me in ways that she is
probably not aware of. She's acting the way she acts all
the time. Loving. Patient. Helpful. Understanding.

S

But I see her. I hear it when she raises her voice
and I unjustly accuse her of scolding me, treating
me like the village idiot, or like a little child. Her
reply is, "I am not scolding you, I am just talking
loud enough for you to hear me!''
And she is right. Of course.
Makes sense. If you can't hear, your friends have to
talk louder. Some of them don•t want to be bothered, so
they just stop communicating. I now find myself trying
to end conversations before someone asks a question,
because then I have to admit that I didn't hear it ... nor
the rest of their conversation.
Gloria's patience with my problem speaks volumes
about the caring person that she is. Thank you, God,
thank you for allowing our paths to cross in 1960.
I keep telling her to write it down every time she
does me a favor because I owe her tons of 'em for
her patience with me.
LIVING IN A VACUUM
I have become more withdrawn from the world I
live in. I feel detached from everyone. It does no good
to begin a conversation with someone, knowing that
they will walk away from you as soon as they realize
that they cannot converse with you. They don't like
repeating their questions. They don't believe it when
you say you didn•t hear what they just said. Sometimes
they laugh because you can't hear well. You can't hear
them laugh, but you can see their faces and you can
read their body language.
he feeling of detachment from the world
isolates my mind from reality. I feel like
I am in a vacuum. There is a world there,
but I am not part of it. I am merely an observer, like
seeing earth from a space capsule, knowing there is
life down there but I am unable to connect with it.
I see people interacting with each other every
day, talking, laughing, singing, telling each other
jokes. Are the jokes about my inability to hear? It's
OK. I've always been able to laugh at myself. I can
tell you some good ones on myself too, if I could communicate with you.
I cannot hear birds chirping. I cannot hear myself
whistle. I don•t even know if I can whistle anymore.
The high pitched sounds are impossible.
If I am alone at home and someone knocks on
the front door, I cannot hear it.

T

(Cont. on Pg 381)
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Gloria comes home and is standing behind me as I
work on the computer before I realize she's even in the
apartment.

When people realize that I cannot hear well the
first question is, "Why don't you get a hearing aid?"
I tell them that I have a hearing aid. Two of them.
One for each ear. I could never adjust to using a hearing
aid, especially at work.
All of a sudden I could hear more. More street noise.
More background noise. More radios. More buses roaring by the office. More residents watching TV, urging
their teams on to victory. Then I have to try to listen to
some soft-spoken person on the phone needing information about our program. It is impossible.
ne day I stopped at a red light while I was
driving home from work. My mind wan
dered off somewhere. My car was third in
line at the light. A few moments later I looked up and
realized that the cars in front of me were gone, A Valley Transit bus was directly behind me, probably tooting his hom. But I did not hear it.
I got hearing aids from a Lions Club in Clovis, Calif., but I could not adjust to using them. Now the hearing aids are of no use whatever. My hearing has deteriorated beyond that.
PROBLEMS CREATED
As I lose more and more of my capacity to hear, I
become more and more withdrawn from the world. I
don't feel like I am a part of it. I cannot converse with
people I would like to talk to. I feel like I am existing in
a vacuum. I have become afraid of going anywhere alone
because anything out of the ordinary is going to create
huge problems. What do I do if my car breaks down
while I am going to and from work? Lately I have been
packing my wife's cell phone in my tote bag. Just in
case.
Paranoia sets in. I suspect everyone is trying to take
advantage of me because they ..know .. I cannot hear.
I recently got a cell phone from a senior citizens
center in Santa Clara. You can reach 9-1-1 only with
that phone. It is just for emergencies. I feel better now
about driving somewhere alone, knowing that as long
as I have the cell phone with me, I can get helped in
case of an emergency.
PRACTICE GOOD HEALTH

0

Prison Nu111bers (1997)
$21,470
What it costs California to incarcerate each prisoner, per year.

$53,000
Cost of housing a juvenile in a California Youth
Authority camp for 18 months.

33.9
Percentage of prisoners in the California prison
system that are Chicanos. (Aug. 1997 figures).

27.5
Percentage of prisoners in the Federal prison
system that are Chicanos.

8th
Average school grade reading level of inmates in
California prisons.

1\vo years ago, Dr. Gary Stein at Kaiser Santa Teresa
asked me how long I wanted to live.
I weighed 288 at the time. Merely by eating cereal
for breakfast, eating fish and chicken and very little pork
and beef, lots of vegetables, drinking lots of water, staying off soft drinks, fried foods, and spicey foods (read
chiles, my Latino friends), I am down to 212 pounds a
year later.
I DECIDE WHAT GOES INTO MY BODY, and I
have sworn off soft drinks.

I tell my friends that I will run in the San Jose
Mercury's lOK run one of these days, and they laugh
at the prospect. But I am serious.
They didn't think I was going to stay off Chorizo
con Huevos for one year, but I have. And no papas fritas
con huevos either! I intend to eat a nice plate ofChorizo
con Huevos to celebrate when I am down to 200 lbs.
Then set another weight goal.

DON'T NEED YOUR SYMPATHY
Don't feel sorry for me. It isn't your fault, or mine
either. God has been extremely good to me for the past
68 years. There were many times when things could
have gone drastically wrong in my life but they didn't.
Thanks to God. I am certain that He was looking out for

(Cont. on Pg 382)
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Hearing, Losing It
(Cont. from Pg 381)
this sinner.

All I ask of you is this ••• Don't treat me like the
Village Idiot. I am sane. I can think. There is nothing wrong with my mind. I watch JEOPARDY every day and can answer as many questions as the
next guy. I work the crossword puzzle in the Mercury every day.
I can still accurately type 60 or better words per
minute. I am still an excellent speller. I still know the
times tables, I can add and subtract. My writing skills
have not diminished. I am still a voracious consumer of
the written word. My curiousity about the world I live
in has not waned.
I still have my sense of humor and will laugh at
your jokes if I can hear them. Get up close, look directly at me, and speak slowly and loudly. If you know
any good ones about people losing their hearing, tell
me those too. I will pay extra close attention.

LOUD MUSIC WILL HURT YOU!
I'd like to remind those people who listen to very
loud music to be aware that later in life they may face
the same problem I am now having. Hearing is precious.
You should do everything to preserve it as long as you
can. Once it is gone, it is gone.
I don't know what I could have done to make my
hearing last longer. I never listened to ultra loud music,
so I don't know the reason my sense of hearing was bad
and deteriorated like it did, especially, in the past two
years. Now it is almost gone and I feel very helpless

because there is nothing I can do about it. My advice to
others is, Take care of it while you have it!

COCHLEAR IMPLANTATION
Doctors at Kaiser Santa Teresa have suggested that
I explore the idea of getting a cochlear implant. I went
to Oakland Kaiser Hospital to see about it.
Gloria and I took the BART system to Oakland to
inquire about a cochlear implant operation. I wanted
some information, but there isn't much they could tell
me.
I understand now that they will be doing the implants in Santa Clara Kaiser Hospital, and I am on the
waiting list. But that's about all they will tell you.
I wanted to get a second opinion about my hearing,
so when we saw an ad in the paper about free examinations in Fremont, off we went to inquire about it. They
verified what Kaiser had said. Hearing aids will do absolutely nothing for me anymore.

The cochlear implant evaluation process is quite
thorough and can take three to four months, I was
told at the Oakland Kaiser Medical Center two years
ago. There is a long waiting list. My name is on the
list, I was assured.
We asked them to transfer my name to Santa
Clara Kaiser so I can get the procedure done closer
to home, when and if. Then Gloria and I went to
Santa Clara to check and assure that my name is on
the list. They said it is. I asked what I can do to prepare. They said, nothing. Just wait. And I am waiting.

There is nothing else I can do.
--Eliseo T. Sierra

July 11, 2004 • • • • •

O.bjectivit.y
A mature person is one who does not
think only in absolutes, who is able to
be objective even when deeply stirred
emotionally, who has learned that there
is both good and bad in all people and
in all things, and who walks humbly

and deals charitably with the circumstances of life, knowing that in this
world no one is all-knowing and therefore all of us need both love and charity.
--Eleanor Roosevelt, 1954.
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Cesar Flores Mendez
Eulogy
October 7, 1999

My name is David Sierra. I have known Cesar Flores
Mendez for over 35 years ... and I am here because the
friends of Mr. Mendez cannot let him pass on to his
reward without acknowledging the infl uence he has had
on our lives.
s we meander through life we a re
touched by many distinct personalities
and some of them influence us much more
than others. Some are so fleeting that we can not recall
their names a few short years after we meet and go our
separate ways. And some personalities will linger on in
our minds forever because they have positively impacted our lives.

A

Cesar Flores Mendez was a United States military service veteran, intensely proud that he had
served his country when he was called to do so. As a
government-authenticated 4-F, I am deeply honored
to have been asked to speak at these services. CF
Mendez honorably served his country and after
being discharged from the military, he honorably
served his community.
We met shortly after we joined the American GI
Forum in the mid-60's, he in Oakland and I in San Jose.
We interacted in the bay area, and across the country
where conventions, board meetings, and organizational
sessions brought us together.
Cesar Mendez made a deep impact on my life, as I
am sure that he made on m any other people with whom
he was acquainted.
The American GI Forum, of which he was a member
for over 35 years, ini tiated a Veterans Outreach Project
to aid veterans in securing the full benefits of the GIB ill
of Rights. That program had its birth in the fertile mind
of Cesar F. Mendez.
In late 1967 he traveled to New York City to meet
with a group of Puerto Rican veterans who had a similar
idea. He wanted to compare notes with them and to plot

a course of action to convince the U.S. government that
veterans returning from Vietnam needed the assistance
of community groups to help them secure the GI benefits
they had earned fighting for their country.
It took four years, but it fi nally happened in 1972.
One day he called me to tell me that San Jose would get
one of the 28 projects being funded nationally and that
we would get 70 slots.
A week later our national chairman called. I already
knew what he was going to say. The U.S. government
had issued a press release giving the vital information.
C.F. Mendez had a friend deep inside the U.S. government who told him who was going to get a project and
how many slots they would get. No .... he never divu lged
his sources.
akland was in competition with San
Francisco to see who would get the
north bay area project. Led by C.F. Mendez,
the Oakland Chapter successfully landed the project for
their city.
Mendez pushed, shoved, and encouraged the Oakland Chapter to responsibly disc harge the duties with
which they had been entrusted ... helping their area's
veterans secure the fu ll benefits of their GI Bill of
Rights.

0

Cesar Flores Mendez ran for the highest state
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office in our organization but was never elected
Chairman. But ideas and philosophies that he espoused were adopted and became those that guided
us during a period of great growth for our veterans
group.
But he rendered service in other positions ... State
Recording Secretary, for one. Cesar was a staunch
believer in community participation, whether it be in the
realm of politics, economics, education, employment,
or whatever.
On the local front, he was deeply involved when
employees at the Alameda Naval Air Station sought
better jobs, better pay, and promotions commensurate
with their abilities. Cesar was there, fighting for their
rights.
hen a soldier killed in Vietnam was
returned to Oakland and no one came
forth to claim the body, Cesar Mendez
was again in the forefront, encouraging members of the
American GI Forum to be present for the final services
for an American serviceman who had given his life for
his country. He gathered almost 40 of our members to
attend memorial services at the Presidio of San Francisco and burial services at the San Bruno national
military cemetery.
Cesar maintained a relationship with political leaders in his community, in the state of California, and in the
halls of the United States Congress. He was recognized
as a champion advocate in the fight for equality by
Alameda County Supervisor Charlie Santana, by State
Senator Nicholas Petris, by United States Congressman
Ronald Dellums, and others whom he admired and to
whom he went seeking assistance in the political realm.

W

When I was elected Chairman of San Jose GI
Forum in 1968 he secured Oakland attorney Donald
McCuUum to speak at the installation of officers
dinner. When McCullum was named to the Alameda
County Superior Court a few years later, he notified
me so I could pen him a congratulatory note. THAT
was C.F. Mendez!
When I needed a new perspective on something, I
called C.F. Mendez.
When I needed advice on a pressing problem, I
called C.F. Mendez.
When I needed male companionship, I called C.F.
Mendez.
When I needed to discuss anything ... anything ... I
called C.F. Mendez.

I respected his opinions about a lot of things. He had
a balanced sense of how the world works, why it works,
and yes ... why it sometimes doesn't work, and he would
eagerly talk about it. I found it enlightening ... and
inspirational.
I remember an occasion when we visited with CF
and his wife Connie in their Oakland home before they
divorced. Their daughter Carla was still in diapers. My
wife kept trying to push her playpen out of the sun, but
Cesar insisted that he wanted her to get more sun so she
would look more like a Mexican.
CF .... buddy ..... it's a good thing Carla looks like
Connie and not like you.
I remember Cesar F. Mendez in the forefront of

a group of American GI Forum members who participated in the United Farmworkers March on Sacramento during the Pat Brown administration. They
provided security for the march and the rally in front
of the state capital. Cesar took photographs to provide for the record a photographic history of the
event.
My friend Cesar could be very abrasive at times, but
there were some of us who appreciated him for that.
Sometimes there are people who do not respond to
gentle prodding. When it took harsh words to get people
moving, Cesar was the man who delivered the harsh
words, with no apologies afterward.
"The end result is what matters. The job got done,"
he was fond of saying.
I remember one night, sharing a room with him in
Omaha at an American GI Forum board meeting. We
both happened to awaken in the middle of the night and
started talking. Cesar insisted that I was getting too
conservative because I was leading a middle class
lifestyle. I argued with him about that. But slowly he
convinced me that I was not doing as much as I could be
doing.
At 8 AM, when I picked up my luggage and headed
for the airport, he was still gesticulating wildly and
talking a mile a minute. His words stayed with me and
I thought about them as our flight winged west. After
that long discussion, I made it a point to seek him out and
carry on conversations which I knew would be provocative ... and .... educational.
In the American GI Forum he will be remembered as
an indefatigable fighter for the rights of the underemployed, the underfed, the undereducated, and those who
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eek the benefits that this country provides.
Cesar was one of two individuals entrusted with
presenting the American GI Forum's point of view when
we filed a lawsuit against our friendly telephone company who did not want to provide Spanish speaking
telephone operators to serve the monolingual Hispanic
public. He was a very e loquent witness for our cause in
the San Francisco court hearings.

If you live in northern California, and

don't speak English, you can still use the
telephone system, partly because of the concern of Cesar Flores Mendez and his total
commitment to equality for all.
I have been a college football fan since the age of 12.
One day Cesar returned from a trip to Miami to visit his
brother. He began tell ing me a football game he had seen
in Miam i.
"That's war, David!" he said.
He told me about the Seminoles, and the Hurricanes,
and the Gators. I began to take an interest in those teams,
and it has led to many hours of my enjoyment of the
game. Not an earth-shaking contribution, but just another contribution by CF Mendez to this man's life. You
scratch me a little bit, and you'll get red and blue Gator
blood. I could go on and on and on about the accomplishments of this man and how he helped his community, his
tate, his country ... and especially his fellow man.
Cesar Flores Mendez ... buena gente ... good people
.... un buen camarada ... a loyal comrade .... un vato muy
riata, as they say in the barrio ... an OK guy ... a person
about whom it can truthfully be said ... we are grateful
that our paths crossed. President Lyndon Baines 1ohnson
said it best ... I believe ... when ... in the twilight of his
po li tical career he mentioned that he wanted people to
remember him for at least one thing ... "We Tried."

I know it is safe for us to also say THAT about our
fri end Cesar Flores Mendez ... HE TRIED.
I can hear him now pleading with St. Peter that he
doesn't have a photo I.D .... or a Green Card ... or a VISA
credit card ... or a presidential pardon for his sins ... and
... that nonetheless he ought to be allowed to proceed
immediately to HIS seat at the right hand of God.
I can hear him arguing, "I got to be where the action
i , St. Peter!"
Oakland .... Alameda County ... the State of California ... We have lost a Warrior.
T hank you.

La Lightning
I was 18 years old, living in Woodlake, very
naive, and just learning how to drive. One
afternoon, Frank and Pablo who were in their
late 30's asked if I would drive them around in
Pablo's car, while they drank beer. I agreed,
anxious to get behind the wheel and get some
driving practice.

S

oon , they had picked up a case of beer, a
quart of liquor , and we were riding around
the countryside. I turned left when they said
turn left, and turned right when they said turn right.
Going nowhere in particular. If I came to a comer and
neither of them said anything I would make the monumental decision of deciding whether to go left, right, or
dead ahead .
In the late afternoon, Pablo began to give me directions driving over roads where I had never been. Soon
we were in the little town of Orange Cove and he gave
me directions to the north side residential area known as
Little Sonora. We drove a imlessly through the barrio
until he directed me to a little white cottage.
"STOP!" Pablo commanded.
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I went past the house slowly, flipped aU-tum at the
end of the block, came back, and parked.
Pablo got out of the car and walked casually up the
sidewalk toward the white house.
Frank gently punched my shoulder, "Curate. ese.
con el Pablo. Para gue sepas gue los nopales pican!"
Frank laughed.
Pablo knocked at the front door. A voice from within
beckoned him to enter, that the door was open. He
walked in and we heard a loud woman's voice, "PABLO!
PABLO! How nice to see you! PABLO!"

bout five minutes later Pablo
came out of the house with his
arms around a very beautiful
young blonde girl whom I guessed must be in
her late teens or early twenties. But beautiful!

A

A man and woman came out behind them and they
talked at the doorstep for a while, then Pablo and the girl
walked toward the car. The old man and woman waved
greetings to Frank, whom they appeared to know well.
"HI FRANK!" the lady hollered, waving at him.
Frank said nothing. He just waved back, and said,
"Mira al Pablo! Mira los forros con guien se pasea!"
I could do little more than gulp at the beautiful
blonde, wearing very snug white shorts, white high
heeled strapless shoes, and a low necked white peasant
blouse which revealed the top of her creamy breasts
which overflowed out of her black brassiere.
Pablo introduced her as "La Lightning", she said
"Hi!" but paid very little attention to the driver. She was
digging into a paper bag Pablo had given her, and
drinking the beer that Frank handed her. They were
drinking beer and all three were smoking one cigarette,
passing it around from one person to the next, and
inhaling deeply. The smoke smelled unlike any other
cigarette smoke I had ever smelled.
"What did you say your name was, honey?" she
asked, tapping me on the shoulder.
"David,·· I replied, flattered to know that she cared.
"How come they call you Lightning?" I asked,
turning my head to look at her through the rear view
mirror.
"How come you call me Lightning, Paul?" she
giggled.
Pablo replied, "because you're very hot and you
come in a hurry!" The back seat occupants laughed

uproariously at Pablo's little joke.
Then I decided to try another stupid question. "Did
you guys switch from Camels to some other brand?" I
asked.
"YEAH!" all three seemed to answer at once, "we
are smoking some other brand!"
"What is it?" I innocently inquired.
"Barrio de La Rana Gold!" replied Pablo, "Made in
Woodlake .... by Mexicans!"
"I never heard of that brand," I said, and dropped the
subject. My friends and the beautiful blonde just roared.
We continued driving aimlessly around the countryside, occasionally stopping so the guys could get out and
empty their bladders. The blonde would make very brief
conversation, but I took every opportunity to look directly at her. She was stunningly beautiful!
Then they asked me to drive them to Visalia. They
wanted to see Maxine, a friend of La Lightning. She
lived in a shabby hotel on the north end of the city's main
street. Maxine was a tall, very beautiful but aging
platinum-blonde lady. She had three young Chicano
visitors when we arrived. Everyone greeted Maxine, but
ignored the Chicanos.

Very shortly they finished drinking their beers
and shuffled out the door. Pablo and Frank told
Maxine not to give me anything to drink because I
was driving.
"Can I give him anything else?" asked Maxine, and
again they all roared with laughter.
Occasionally, Pablo would disappear into an adjoining room with Lightning, then Frank would go in there
with her. Then Pablo and Maxine, then Frank and
Maxine. I lost track of who was visiting privately with
whom. I remained seated on an armchair, reading old
copies of the Visalia TIMES DELTA newspaper and
months old copies of TIME magazine.
At one point, Pablo asked me if I wanted to go into
the other room with Maxine, but I said, "Later, not now."
I was hoping they would ask me if I wanted to go in
the other room with Lightning, but they didn't. Soon,
some other people came into the room, and Pablo said it
was time to go.
e spent the rest of the night just driving
around the countryside with orange or
chards or vineyards on both sides, while
Frank and Pablo drank more beer and smoked more of

W
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Charles B. Hillis, 85, passed away onApril2, 1995. Just
another prominent San Jose businessman who has gone on to
his reward, right? No. Not exactly. Far more than that. From
1960 to 1986 he was my employer. I got to know him far
better than I knew my own father, or my brothers and sisters.

Charles B. Hillis
The Most Decent Person I've Ever Known
I have never met a more decent man in my life. Try
as you might, you would play hell trying to think about
something you didn't like about Charles Hillis.
harles Hillis epitomized everything that
is meant by the adage, "do unto others as
you would have them do unto you," or
something like that. Me and The Holy Bible are not
intimates.
In March 1995, I went by the print shop to order
some printing for Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs Recovery
Home where I was working. Jim Hillis told me that the
old man was not doing too well, that he was in bad
health. I had been reading the 12 Steps of A.A. and

C

La Lightning
(Cont. from Pg 386)
the funny smelling cigarettes. Just after dawn we took
La Lightning back to Orange Cove.
When we arrived at her house her parents were
already up. They again greeted Pablo like a long lost
friend. They asked us to come in for some breakfast but
the guys decided we were not hungry.
I never saw either of those women again. But I did
learn a very valuable lesson that evening: If someone
asks you if you want to go into another room with a
beautiful lady, don't ask any questions, drop what you
are doing-- whatever it is ... and just go. Don't think
about it. Just go. Trust Me.
I
I

started to become sensitized to what recovery is all
about. Something in there about making amends to those
you have harmed in the past.
A few years before, on Thanksgiving, I had written him a letter thanking him for all the years they
had employed me and how considerate they were of
my idiosyncracies, foibles, and bad habits.
Shortly before Charles Hillis passed away, I called
him at his Mt. Pleasant Road home to let him know how
much I appreciated having worked for him for over 25
years, that I appreciated not being yelled at or mistreated
while I worked there, and that I really enjoyed working
for him and his sons.
I also told him that I thought he was probably the
most decent human being I had ever met. He laughed
briefly, "Thank you, David, I appreciate hearing
that from you," was all he said.
I felt tears coming so I hurriedly hung up.
bile I was employed at Hillis Print
ing Company, we had long con ver
sations in the morning when I would
arrive for work and he was already there. He taught me
how to read a newspaper.
"Get to the vital information first," he said, "the
baseball scores are NOT the most important news in
the paper. What is happening at City Hall, in the
State Legislature, and in the Congress affect your life
directly. They should be your primary interest!''
He saved WALL STREET JOURNAL copies for
me and told me how to read a news item and then

W
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compare it to what was printed in the daily rag. Very
educational!

The Hillis people are very trusting people. They
take people at face value. You worked there for two
days, and they had no problem with giving you keys
to the plant. They treated people honorably and
expected people to behave honorably.
I remember losing my temper a number of times
during the 25 years I worked there, but they never did.
No matter what I said, they maintained their composure
and acted like gentlemen.
ne time I remember they had hired a young
lady to work in the front office. She sold
printing, and of course, wanted to meet her
customer's deadlines. The young lady called me on the
intercom on a morning in which I had come to work with
the mother of all hangovers.
"Is the job for John Newman ready?" she asked.
"No!" I snapped at her, "You gave it to me on
Tuesday afternoon. Today is Wednesday morning. I've
only got two hands. I'm not an octopus!" I replied.
"Well, David, I promised it to him this morning!"
she said excitedly.
"Well, you didn't ask me what else I had to do when
you made the promise, so I can't be responsible for your
promises," I said. "I've got twelve jobs up here and I do
them in the order in which I find them in the upright file.
You argue it out with Jim and Chuck and Anthony and
Charles on whose job goes next. I don't care!" I shouted
over the telephone.
A few minutes later, Chuck Hillis came up the stairs
from the Hillis building to where Per Zakarriesen I
worked in the building next door. I was telling Per about
the conversation.
"Who in the hell does that bitch think she is? Man,
she's been working here for three days and already
acting like Mrs. Tarzan! Fuck her! I don't have to take
that shit from her! Fuck her!"
huck entered the room and he heard the tail
end of my remarks. He knew who I was
talking about. Was my face red a few hours
later when I found out from one of the other women
working in the shop that the young lady was a Hillis
relative!!!!!

0

C

I did not apologize to her for my remarks, but I
should have.
In the early '70's, after being involved in a very
serious auto accident which resulted in 35 stitches to my

Liberty is to
Health
Liberty is to the collective body
what health is to every individual body. Without health no
pleasure can be tasted by man;
witlwut liberty no happiness
can be eryoyed by society.
--Hemy St. John Bolingbroke

forehead, four cracked ribs, a badly bruised right knee,
and hospitalization, we did not have the money to pay so
I could be released from the hospital.

Charles Hillis went to the hospital fmance office,
took care of the bill, and notified my wife that she
could take me home.
I paid him back, later, of course, and I never
forgot that favor.
Charles Hillis did that type of favor for many others,
I am sure. His name is revered by those who knew him
well. I never heard anyone speak ill of him. I know he did
a helluva lot of favors for my friend, Jimmie Garcia, the
barber. He was always doing favors for Jimmie.
hy should San Jose GI Forum mem
bers and other Hispanics care about
this? Well, from 1964 until1988, I was
involved in editing THE LEADER, SJ GI Forum's
newsletter; the CALIFORNIA FORUMEER, our state
newspaper; and THE FORUMEER, our national newspaper. All of that work was done at Hillis.

W

THE FORUMEER was prepared and
printed there and we paid for it, but not the
other papers. Not once did they complain
about me using their time, their equipment
and their materials to do work for my organization. It seems to me like a very substantial
contribution to the American GI Forum and
to the Hispanic community. Que no? • • • • •
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The Chronicle Interview
Anger
and
Hope
•

Ill

San
Jose
Barrio
Dec. 11, 1978
ick Carroll, a free
lance writer, did a ful1page article with the
above title on Monday, Dec. 11,
1978 in the San F r a nci sco
David Sierra, Chairman, San Jose GI Forum
CHRONICLE. In it he quoted San
Jose Chicanos Joaquin Brito, Miguel Ramos, Jose
found its way into institutions from San Quentin to
Martinez, Herman Vasquez, and David Sierra on variHarvard, where it was considered the voice of the
ous subjects.
Chicano.
On my suggestion, we met at The Interlude, a
"Every politician ignores us," Sierra said. "They
Third and Santa Clar a St. downtown San Jose bar have not begun to address our needs.

R

where my good friend Jack Ellwanger and I had been
known to hoist a few horns of ice cold beer while
discussing (and solving) world problems. Below is
what Mr. Carroll wrote after our conversation:
Skeptical, critical, candid, David Sierra doesn't believe the Chicanos will soon attain political power.
"Not in my life, no way," he said. "The Anglo is
afraid of us. The Chicano is not together, probably never
will be."
Sierra, 44, heads the San Jose Chapter of the GI
Forum, a national organization founded in 1948 for
Chicano veterans.

He spent ten years as national editor of THE
FORUMEER, the Forum's monthly publication that

"It's an insult that we have such little political
representation," he said, "But some of the fault
lies with our own people.
"The Chicano is highly individualistic. He
can't agree on anything. He has no trust in the
political system here because in Mexico it is a
tool of repression.
"It is only slightly different here.
"You can't blame us for not trusting politicians," he
continued, "They're hard enough to understand even
when you speak the language." • • • • • •
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My Name is Cocaine
by Larry Jackson
My name is Cocaine-- call me coke for short,
I entered thi s country without a passport.
Ever since the n I've made lots of scum rich ,
Some have been murdered and found in a ditch.
I'm more valued than diamonds, more treasured
than gold,
Use me just once and you too will be sold.
['ll make a schoolboy forget his books,
L'll make a beauty queen forget her looks.
['II take a renowned speaker and make him a bore,
£'11 take your mother and make her a whore.
£'11 make a teacher forget how to teach,
£'11 make a preacher not want to preach.
£'11 take all your rent money and you'll be evicted,
1'11 murder your babies, or they'll be addicted.

I'll make y ou rob, steal and kill,
When you're under my power, you will have no
will.
Remember, my friend, my name is "Big C,"
If y ou try me one tme, you may never be free.
I've destroyed many actors, politicians and heroes,
I've decreased bank accounts from millions to
zeroes.
I'll make shootings and stabbings a common
affair,
Once I take charge, you won't have a prayer.
Now that you know me, what will you do?
You'll have to decide-- it's all up to you.
Listen to me, and please listen well,
When you ride with Cocaine, you're headed for
hell.
(Printed with permission of the author in the
Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference program).
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Phantom Writer
Unmasked!
Nov. 1982, The Leader
by Ayam Yur Fader
(Hotternel News Bureau)
(CAIRO) -- For the past several years articles have
appeared in THE LEADER purportedly written by "The
Phantom Writer. " The articles have aroused the ire of
many of our readers and they have demanded that THE
LEADER staff address itself to the unmaskincro• or
defrocking, if you will, of he/she who goes behind the
scenes at GI Forum functions and sees all, and more
embarrassingly, TELLS ALL.

We recently sent our top investigative reporter to
the task and he did not return.

W

e then sent another reporter out to
find the P.W. and that one came back
not only with information but also with a
hastily executed pen and ink sketch which he was able
to get of the Phantom Writer as he ambled away from his
most recent local appearance at a Vida Nueva Big Mean
Ten baseball game (see Sept. issue of THE LEADER).
Because of all the controversy he is causing, the
Phantom Writer recently called us. He would not consent to an interview because as he put it, "You idiot! I
investigate, I am NOT the subject of investigations!
"If you had a brain , it would rattle around in your
head like a beebee in a boxcar!
"If your brains were gas, you wouldn't have enough
to start up a horse fly's moped!"
In just the last three months, Ismael Flores, Fred
Vazquez, and Billie and Fred Contreras, have told the
editor that they KNOW who the Phantom Writer is. We
have repeatedly asked them to come forward at a chapter
meeting and expose the dastardly raconteur so that ALL
of us can know who he is.

The Phantom Writer has said that no matter how
many motions are passed at the meetings, or how
many threats he gets he will r emain undercover and

THE PHANTOM WRITER still wearing his mask during a recent appearance in no11hern California.

will continue to cover our activities from "behind the
scenes" because that's the ONLY way the whole
truth and nothing but the truth is going to a ppear in
this rag. (Take that, Senator Helms!).
As he puts it, "the candy-donkey editor you got ain't
got no class, and wouldn't know a good story if he was
sittin' on it! "
He also said you're represented in the state assembly
by some clown who doesn't even live here, who comes
into town about once a month just to visit that big shot
lawyer's vault, who to ld you to go suck an egg two years
ago when one of your members asked a question about
carpet-bagging politicians, and your editor just sat there
and pulled on his beer.
"THAT'S WHY I'M AROUND! " he said as he gave
us the Rockefeller salute and took off in search of
another story.

(Con t. on Pg 392)
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Behind the Scenes at the '82
California Convention
Sept. 1982,
THE LEADER
by The Phantom Writer

(NOTAS DE BAJA CA - Special to THE
LEADER)-- Your friendly Phantom Writer took his
Smith-Corona portable typewriter, two jugs of Ripple,
proof of citizenship (a piece of paper we bought at La
Pulga stating" ADMIT ONE to the United States Any
Time, Any Place'' which was signed by the Mayor of
Union City); an $800 set of golf clubs; and a RandMcGarcia World Map; and headed for North Tijuas to
check out the recent Califas GI Forum State Convention.
he PW and his staff stayed in the near proxim
ity of the Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel (we
are not at liberty to divulge exactly where
because it would compromise our staffs future clandestine operations ... and enrage someone's mutt).

T

Our first positions were on three hillsides over-

PhantoiD Writer UniDasked
(Cont. from Pg 391)
.W.," we implored, "Leave us with an
other scoop for our next edition. We don't
have a lead story for the next issue of THE
LEADER."
"Well, have you heard about S and A?" he whispered, twirling the ends of his handlebar mustache and
winking his eye.
"NO! WHAT ABOUT IT?" weshoutedas he climbed
into his 1982 Cadillac.

P

"Please, P.W., tell us ••• what ABOUT S & A.
Personally, we're into PG&E pole climbers and near
beer! What isS & A?"
"Don't have time, bird-brain," he replied, "stand
aside! I'm off to find Lobo!"
And he roared off in a cloud of dust. • • • • •

looking
Ciudad de Tijuana
Interstates
10 and 15,
CarcellVluiliciiJal
and
the
Coast HighThe Phantom
way near
Writer looking
Oceanside.
for some of his
We wanted
San Jose GI Foto observe
rum friends durthe San Jose
ingthe 1982State
delegates as
Convention in
they
apSan Diego.
proached
the SanDiego area to make sure they cleared the U.S. Migra
checkpoint, were properly attired, properly rationed
for the long 4-day convention, wearing their Sunday
best ••• and shoes.
We are happy to report that no major problems were
experienced, except for D.S. who audibly gulped when
he was quoted $84 per nite for his room, acted very
casually at the front desk as the beautiful registration
clerk gave him directions to his lean-to on the third
floor, then strode off in the general direction of the
cocktail lounge, up the elevator, and down a long
corridor into the kitchen. He was escorted back to
civilization (the cocktail lounge) by a helpful maid who
noted that she had always wanted to meet someone from
San Jose." He FINALLY found his room, at 3:30PM.

The San Jose Chapter van was observed around
midnight approaching San Diego with a highly spirited group (Frank Caballero, Pete Gonzalez,
Armando Ochoa, Mike Caudillo, Joe Martinez,
Heriberto Villareal, and lsmael Flores) aboard.
They arrived at the hotel around 2 AM and asked to
check into their room. The desk clerk checked with the
San Diego Iron Hotel to make certain no one had
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escaped during the night, then made the observation that
in civilized societies most people check into a hotel
around noon and depart around noon.
"We're from San Jose!" they all chorused.
11
0h, .. the clerk replied, ..That explains THAT ...
.. What are you going to do until check-in time at
noon? .. the clerk asked.
.. Stand outside the hotel lobby and drink beer! .. they
replied.

The clerk woke up the Night Manager, who made
the sagacious decision that to preserve the good
name of the Sheratons it would probably be best if
they allowed the San Jo delegates to occupy their
penthouse suite at once.
Sid Haro got to the hotel around 6 PM on Wednesday
and promptly went up to Ike Hernandez's room on the
11th floor... I was riding around downtown San Diego
and heard all the commotion so I decided to come on up
and see what was going on, .. he explained.
David Rodriguez was observed at 4:36AM by one
of the PW's staff going down a stairwell with two golf
bags and a leaking ice chest.

S

omeone at the Registration Desk didn't
have their act together. They were try
ing to prevent Dan Campos (former San
Jo, California, National Chairman, and National
SER Board Chairman), Anita Campos (former San
Jose Auxiliary, State of California Women Chairman and President of the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Fondation) and Alfonso Pelayo (former San
Jose Chapter Chairman, former 2nd State Vice
Chairman and attendee at MANY state and national
conventions) from being counted as part of the San
Jo delegation. Folks, these people have spent more
time in committee meetings than some of you folks
have spent as Members of this great organization.
The PHANTOM WRITER and his staff, by close

Money Talks
The Halliburton Corporation (Dick Cheney, Chief
Executive Officer) generated profits of $30 million
from business deals with Saddam Hussein's Iraq.
Estimated profits derived by Halliburton from Iraq
business interests since Saddam Hussein was
thrown out by U.S. Govemment (Dick Cheney, Vice
President)-- $63.5 million, according to San Jose
Mercury News, 1.2.05. MONEY TALKS.
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Fill 'em Up!
A fellow Chicano golfer at the Ghetto Country Club (better known as Thunderbird Golf &
Country Club) was regaling us with stories of
people he used to know when he was doing
farm work in eastern San Diego County .
He told us that there was a Filipino gentleman who was always maintaining that Filipinos
had more financial, political, and other kinds of
power than Chicanos.
Of course, they quarreled with him about
this, and often got him pretty hot under the
collar. When he would really get riled up, he
would smile broadly and say:
.. Mexicano go filling station ... '56 Chevy
.... 50 cents, 50 cents!
Filipino go filling station .... new Cadillac
.... FILL 'EM UP! ..
And follow his remarks with a Rockefeller
salute. Cracked 'em up every time!

observation and some very intensive undercover work
thus render this report on their observations about those
who attended it.
The San Jo Forumeers sadly shook their heads at
what seemed like total lack of planning by the San Diego
carnales.
S.N.A.F.U.: After waiting for almost ten minutes
while only one delegate was registering, D.S. gave up
and asked his wife to register for BOTH of them while
he walked off with Fred Coca in QUEST OF FIRE
water.
LAWN ORDER: Credentials Committee Chairman Pete Magana of Oceanside gave his report, but
disclaimed responsibility for registration taking place
outside ...That's not my responsibility or concern, .. he
said.
.. THE HELL IT ISN'T! .. was the roar from the San
Jo delegation.
LAS BORREGAS: Prior to the moonlight cruise,
why were people asked to leave the hotel and walk to the
dock and then wait 1-114 hours for the boat to arrive? ...
Why did we have to have Chotas running the cruise for
us, Meester Sheraton? ... We have seen chuntarosrounded
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up in the San Joaquin Valley by the Migra with more
dignity than that with which we were herded onto that
boat.
How come no S.D. member was at the hotel on
Wednesday afternoon to give us info on a golf tourney
scheduled at 6:30AM the next morning? (One of the San
Jo golfers asked, "Why 6:30 AM, are we going to
SNEAK into the country club?) ... Why were we asked
to be at the golf course at 6:30 AM when the "Golf
Committee" didn't show up until after 7:00AM and the
tourney didn't start until 8 AM?
CAYFAS: The happy smile on Abel Cota's face was
the result of wiping out Sid Sid by 20 strokes during the
State GolfToumament. The last time the PW's spies saw
Sid he was doing 85 MPH heading east for Ariza on U.S.

8.
At the Mexican border, after Cota told the Migra
lady that we had been south of the border to play golf, she
took one look at Sid and David R. and Ismael and said,
"If those guys are golfers, I'm Mrs. George Washington.
GET OUT and open the trunk!"
"Hello, Martha!"
Honey, those guys MAY not LOOK like golfers,
pero cuidado porque pican!"
BEN HUR WHO? Is a person who was a '72 shill
for Tricky "I am NOT a Crook" Dick, then merely "ran"
for President on the Republican ticket in 1980, the best
we can do for a convention banquet speaker, raza?
If you couldn't find someone to furnish background
music for the queen contest, why didn't you accept the
offer of San Jo's Mike Caudillo who volunteered to play
the piano? Also, a couple of our members volunteered to
whistle.
CHMART LADY: Outside the conven
tion center greeting all her friends from
San Jose was Anita Duarte, candidate for
Council Seat No. 5 in the November elections.

S

OH ••• ASI SI BAlLA MI HIJA CON TU HIJO:
Next year, the State Convention will be held in Visalia
again ... and it can only get better.
SANDY EGGO HAS 0-N-L-Y been organized for
20 YEARS: Among the friendly folks at the Sheraton
Harbor Island Hotel were a group of men from The Baja
Caper run by Hernandez & Associates of San Jo, who
played golf, partied and enjoyed the beautiful views of
San Diego from the 11th floor suite of Mr. and Mrs. Ike
Hernandez.

The group played at Bajamar, Singing Hills, Club
Campestre de Tijuana, and Torrey Pines. They, too,
were disappointed at the GI Forum golf tournament.
Sorry, S.D., but that is the way it is.
BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER: To those
of you who did not go to San Diego ... the three loud roars
you heard on late Thursday afternoon, at midday were
( 1) a standing ovation for Ismael Flores who coughed up
a round of drinks in a T.J. saloon; (2) David Sierra on
being asked for $15 for 5 beers in the bar at the Sheraton
Hotel; and (3) the San Jo delegation thundering to its feet
when Gina Marie Shrum won the State Queen crown.
INBAD THE SOLDIER: On the Lunada
Cruise on Thursday evening, one
Forumeer from San Jo asked an L.A. carnal:
"What kind of boat is that out there?"
"That's a submarine," replied the other.
"It's a funny looking submarine, I don't see a conning
tower."
"It's got one, but they're probably putting out to sea
upside down and backwards to confuse the Russian
spies at Pt. Lorna!"
Then lots of conversation, many songs by the
mariachis, many straight shots of Tequila, then another
question: "How long were you in the Navy?"
The reply: "I wasn't. I was in the 1st Marines."
"Then, how come you know so much about boats?"
"I don't, butifidon'tgive you a quick reply to an easy
question, you're gonna ask me some hard ones."
"OH."
ALL CLEAR: This time Gil Jasso's civil rights
report did not ask for federal marshals to provide law
enforcement in San Jose "because our police have lost
control of the streets" as he has in the past. So it is
probably safe for all you San Jose Forumeers to walk the
streets again. Whew!
BLIND LEADING THE BLIND: Cato Sedillo of
San Diego has indicated that he will be here on Sunday,
Sept. 5th for the San Jose GI Forum Golf Tournament at
S.J. Muni. He has been invited to play with Sid, Abel,
and David. Bring a pencil and notebook, Cato.
BIG CIGAR DEPT.: The Honorable Antonio
Eismail Gallegos, Commissioner of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Washington, D.C., was
in San Diego. Ditto his E.E.O.C. compatriot, Armando
Rodriguez. Better known as Tony, Gallegos met for a

S

(Cont. on Pg 395)
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Man in the Glass
Is the one staring back from the
glass,
Some people might think you're
a straight-shootin' chum
And call you a wonderful guy,
But the man in the glass says
you're only a bum,
If you can't look him straight in
the eye.

When you get what you want in your
struggle for self,
And the world makes you king for a
day,
Just go to the mirror and look at
yourself,
And see what THAT man has to say.
For it isn't your father or mother or
wife

whose judgment upon you must pass.

(This poem was written by a
24-year old man with a serious
drug habit. He died shortly after
the poem was written)

The fellow whose verdict counts most
in your life

PhantoiD Writer
(Cont. from Pg 394)
couple of hours with some of his constituents to discuss
problems facing E.E.O.C. Tony has retained our old
friend Frank Quevedo on his staff in D.C.
At the T.J. C.C., Gallegos was properly attired for
country club golf- white shoes, blue sweater, white shirt
with a little alligator over the right boobie; and a Diners
club credit card for the 19th hole.
I don't know about you, but the Phantom Writer has
problems accepting the fact that a half Pluma from
Montrose, Colorado is now wearing white shoes and
playing golf, working in D.C. for Ronnie, and still
purporting to be a friend of the poor.

D

ON'T KNOW IF HE CLEARED IT
WITH BERNIE PENA, BUT ... State

Chairman AI Hernandez has appointed
Jesus Cardenas of Union City as State Executive Secretary, and Carlos Velasquez of Santa Clara as State Civil
Rights Chairman. Now, you can come down on the
irresponsible chapters the way your hero Ike Hernandez
used to do it, Cardenas!
Que paso con Jose Ramirez and some of the other
old Sandy Eggo standbys?
Interesting question which was never asked of the
panelists on Economic Development ... "Are all of you

rich?"

EL COCOLISO: Someone we hadn't seen for a
loooong time ... Larry Montoya ... Fred, he STILL don't
have any hair!
EDITOR'S NOTE: Ismael Flores was parked on
his throne in the men's room of the Tijuana Golf and
Country Club. The Phantom Writer saw him enter the
room. The PW opened and closed the restroom door,
making sure that Mr. Flores heard it slam, and slipped
quietly back and dropped his warning card over the stall
on top of Ismael's head. Then he slipped away.
A few minutes later, Flores hurried into the cocktail
lounge, holding the card, saying, "Hey, LOOK, The
Phantom Writer is here!" He showed Abel Cota, Sid
Haro, David Rodriguez, and DavidSierra the card. It
read:

You Are Being Observed By

THE PHANTOM WRITER

so ...

Be Careful What You Do!
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Ronald
Reagan•s
Fiscal
Policies
For the eight Reagan years, the deficits, in billions, were: $128, $208, $185, $212, $221, $150, $155,
$153. The accumulated debt when Reagan left office
was $2.2 TRILLION, nearly three times as high as
when he was elected.

E

DITOR'S COMMENT: We have

never understood why some Ameri
cans insist on lionizing former president Ronald Reagan.
We thought he was a lousy president, unable
to think for himself.
Don't get me wrong. I would have loved to sit
down with him and have a couple of cold beers. He
probably tells a good joke and certainly has been
in Hollywood, Sacramento, and Washington D.C.
long enough to come up with some good stories.
An editorial entitled INDEBTED TO THE
GIPPER by Phil Yost, chief editorial writer, San
Jose Mercury News says it all. I don't reme mber
what year he wrote it because I neglected to write
it down when I tore it out of the local rag.

Quote: In fiscal year 1981, under
the last Jimmy Carter budget, the
federal deficit was $79 billion, the
highest in the history of the country.

Should we give Reagan credit for the Bush years,
since Bush ran on a program to keep the Reagan revolution rolling?
Bush's deficits were $22 1 billion, $270, $290, and
an estimated $327 this year.
The debt has risen to about $3.3 TRILLION. It
quadrupled under 12 years of Republic presidents.

When Reagan took office, the
debt was 26 percent of the total U.S.
economy. When he left office, it was
42 percent. When Big George Bush
left office, it was 53 percent.
During Reagan's presidency, unemploymnet
reached 10.8 %, the highest since the depression,
and the poverty rate grew faster than it had in
decades, according to TIME magazine.
His administration sold illegal arms to Iran,
then provided illegal arms to Nicaraguan rebels,
contrary to U.S . government policy. It cost this
country billions.

Where are the fiscal conservatives? • • •
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Onizuka Portrait shown
first at Vida Nueva
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David T. Sierra y Luz Galindo
ConAfecto.
Manuel Jaramillo Rodriguez
2 July 1987
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Rodriguez shows
Onizuka portrait
at Vida Nueva
A bigger than life-size portrait of Lt. Col. Ellison
Oni zuka, U.S. Air Force astronaut, killed in the tragic
Challenger explosion two years ago, has been placed in
the lobby of the administration building of the newly
named Onizuka Air Force Base, Sunnyvale.
Painted by famed Los Angeles illustrator Manuel
Jaramillo Rodriguez, the portrait was first shown to
members of San Jose GI Forum and their friends on
Thursday morning, July 2, 1987 at Vida Nueva
alcohol recovery home, said Director Sid Haro.
Rodriguez was invited to the facility to show his
Onizuka portrait and other paintings and to talk to the
residents about his early life and how he overcame
numerous obstacles in the relentless pursuit of a career
in art.
"I made it because I never wanted to do anything
else," Mr. Rodriguez said. He explained the thinking
behind each of the pictures he brought to the gathering,
gave a short inspirational speech to the residents, and
answered questions about art and his career.
mong those present at the impromptu
"Art Show" were Phil Renteria, mem
ber of the San Jose GI Forum board of
directors; Rose Amador, Director of the Center for
Training & Careers; Mrs. Teresa Haro, a Vida Nueva
volunteer and wife of the VN director; Mrs. Gloria
Sierra of CTC; Vida Nueva staffpeople Luz Sanchez,
David Sierra, Joseph Granda, and staff accountant Joe
G. Lopez.
R ichard Diaz, el fotografo de las estrellas, who
has photographed most of the famous people who
have visited San Jose for the past 30 years, was on
hand to take photos of the event.
Arrangementsfor Manuel Rodriguez's visit to Vida
Nueva, and his presentation and showing to the San Jose
GJ Forum meeting on Friday evening, July 3rd, were
made by VN Office Manager I Court Liaison David
Sierra.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The showing ofOnizuka's portrait
at Vida Nueva on July 2, 1987, was the first public

Lt. Col. Ellison Onizuka
showing ofthe work commissioned by the U.S.
Air Force. It was unveiled at the Onizuka Air
Force Base, Sunnyvale, on Saturday morning,
July 4, 1987.

A

Manuel Jaramillo Rodriguez, left, shows portrait of
Lt. Colonel Ellison Onizuka, to Phil Renteria, member of San Jose GI Forum board member. (Richard
Diaz Foto).
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Midwest America -- 1984
Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri,
Illinois, Iowa, Wyoming, National Convention

T

he
Ame rican
GI Forum h ad
bee n b oyco ttin g
Coors Beer since a national convention at which a member from
the Denver GI Forum accused
the beer-maki ng giant of not hiring Hispanics commensurate to
their numbers in the metropolitan Denver population.
Over the years, other organizations joined the boycott, some
Hollywood personalities, gays
and lesbians, NAACP, organ ized
labor, the United Farmworkers Union, e tc.
I was Editor of the Am erican GI Forum's newspaper,
THE FORUMEER, whic h was distributed nationally to
the members and to friends of the GI Forum, and to
subscribers. Our readers were a very diverse group: a
ju nior high school in Massachusetts, a nun from the
Church of the Bowery in New York, the University of
Alabama library, a battalion of U.S. Marines in Vietnam, a Chicano studies group at Walla Walla federal
penitentiary all had subscriptions. I printed anti-Coors
items in nearly every edition of the paper.
Then, suddenly, the American GI Forum ended the
boycon. The national office of the American GI Forum
turned over its negotiating powers in the matter to the
National Council of La Raza, a huge mistake as we were
to find out very shortly.

Kansas City
St. Louis

Boone
Grave

their participation in the Fiestas Patrias celebration in
downtown San Jose.

Rodney Cortez, a sales representative for Coors
Beer in San Jose, asked me to go with him to make a
presentation to the Asian Law Alliance, a group of
professional people who were continuing to boycott.
He said that they needed assurance that the American GI Forum had ended the boycott, and they
wanted to hear it from an American GI Forum
member.

A

In San Jose, San Jose GI Forum had just taken
over sponsorship of the Fiestas Patrias celebrations.
Some of us had discussed the idea of making the local
Coors distributor pay us "retribution" for all the
harm they had done Hispanics over the years.

fter his brief presentation, Cortez intro
duced me to give a brief history of the
boycott and to explain why we had settled
it. I did my best. Rodney was pleased with my presentation. At the conclusion of the meeting, he commented,
"Vamos a echarnos una gordita!"
"Rodney! Por favor ! Aqu i hay chicanas!ll I said.
Then I remembered that in some barrios (and I had heard
the term in the distant past) a tortilla is affectionately
called a gordi ta so the term means simply, let's go eat.

Some of us thought a $50,000 grant to San Jose GI
Foru m would be about right. Then we could discuss

I am sure that I was not the only person in the
room who was shocked by Rodney's remark.

II

II,

The Asian Law Alli ance, I later learned, was not
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Calling a Spade
a Spade
Making a presentation at the San
Jose GI Forum meeting on Nov. 4,
1989, State Chairman Victor Garza
commented that Mr. Harold Ezell,
former Western Regional Commissioner of the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service, was a "racist
S.O.B."
Right on, Mr. Chairman. Hey,
George, where do we FIND these turkeys?

influenced by my remarks. Their boycott continued.
A few days later, Abel Cota, our Veterans Outreach
Project Director, asked me at the GI Forum building
when I was going to be arriving in Denver for the
national convention. "Coors is gonna pay for your room,
sucker! You been kissing Rodney's ass?"
"I went with him to make a presentation to the Asian
Law Alliance, to try to get them to end the Coors
boycott. They want to rent my room at the Marriott
Hotel? Okay. We will be there on Sunday afternoon,
Aug. 4, and leaving the following Sunday," I said.

Abel made a brief telephone call, then said,
"You're all set, Mr. Sierra. Sunday, Aug. 4 to Sunday, Aug. 11. Que te vaya bien!"
So when we arrived at Stapleton Airport in Denver,
we rented a car, and headed for the Marriott. We stayed
there on Sunday night, and watched the opening ceremonies of the Olympic Games from our room up on the
14th floor. Most of the convention delegates had not
arrived yet. We went to bed fairly early because we had
no plans to attend much of the convention. We wanted
to take the opportunity to see the midwestern United
States.
We planned to drive through the heartland of America
most of the day, stopping to see what we wanted to see,
then finding a place to stay late in the afternoon, going
to dinner, and back to the motel to watch the 1984
Olympic Games on television.

The next morning, we were up early and headed
east. No particular destination, just getting to know the
American midwest. We drove through Colorado
Springs, Pueblo, La Junta, and east toward the Kansas
line. Near La Junta we heard an item on the car radio
that Private So and So was home visiting his parents
after finishing basic training and would soon embark
for Germany to serve there. "Only in a small town
would THAT be news," I told Gloria.

We stopped in Russell, Kansas. You know what
Russell is famous for? It's the home of former U.S.
Senator and Vice President Robert Dole.
We drove into town, stopped at their city park to eat
a sandwich and to drink deeply from an old fashioned
water pump in their city park, then moved on east.
Every city park in America should have one of those
water faucets. You pump a long handle, and wait. A few
moments later water starts to gush up through the faucet
and you drink cold, cold water, fresh out of God's earth,
brought up by your own efforts.

We stayed overnite in Salina, Kansas. I had
wanted to see that town since seeing "Picnic" the
movie that starred William Holden and Kim Novak.
Not much there. Grain elevators. Typical American
small town.
We drove into the park where some of the movie
was filmed and looked around. Of course, we did not
see William Holden, nor Kim Novak.
hen we checked into a Best Western
motel the lady behind the desk asked
if I wanted a club membership. "What is
that?" I asked.
"If you folks want to have a drink at the club next to
the motel, you have to belong to the club. It costs just
a dollar," she said.
"I don't think so," I said, pocketing my change.
Later in the early evening, I went to the motel office
to purchase a 'club membership' just so I can say that I
once belonged to a club in Salina, Kansas and I had a
snort there. Big deal.
The next morning we visited the Eisenhower Memorial and Library in Abilene, Kansas. "I wonder what
Abilene, Texas has done for Ike?" I asked Gloria as we
walked the grounds.
I knew that there was some kind of controversy
surrounding Ike and Abilene. As I understand it, Abilene
Texas claims him because he was born there and
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Abi lene, Kansas clai ms
him because that's where
he grew up. Or something
li ke that.
The place was still
closed and we didn't want
to wait, so we moved east
toward Manhattan, home
or the Kansas State Wildcats. We drove through
the Kansas State campus.
1 wanted to see it because
Bob Escobar had extolled
its beauty back home in
San Jose . He served at Ft.
Leavenworth
when
lefthanded QB Lynn
Dickey was playing for
the Wildcats
It is a beautiful college campus . We were
very impressed.
Then we dro ve
through Topeka, and on to
the Un iv. ofKansas, home
or the Jayhawkers. You
don't get much closer to
hoops heaven than
Lawrence, Kansas, but
U.S. Air Force Academy Chapel
Colorado Springs
this happened to be the
wrong time of year. Those
yokels still had to wait out another season of football
like a tu rn of the century prison. Depressing. "How can
before hoops ass-bcking time arrived.
anyone stand going to school here and looking at those
urther east we crossed the Missouri River
buildings every day?" I asked my loving wife, Gloria.
into Missouri, with the beautiful Arrow
"They come to study , not to look at the buildings,"
head Stadium, home of the Kansas City
she replied sagaciously.
Chiefs, to our right. A beautiful sight. That is one
Near Marthasvi lle, MO , we were driving down the
beautiful sports complex those folks have in K.C.
highway when I spotted a sign pointing toward the
The football and baseball stadiums are side by side.
original burial site of Daniel Boone. Damn , how could
We went to the Harry S. Truman Library in IndepenI pass up the opportunity to see "the original burial site
dence, Mo. I had never paid too much attention to Old
of Daniel Boone?"
H.airy Ass Truman but was very impressed by the
I asked Gloria, "I wonder how many times they've
monumental decisions he had to make a short while after
planted the guy? But .. . this is the ORIGINAL site so we
he assumed the presidency after Franklin Delano
better look at it," I reasoned very wisely.
Roosevelt passed away in Warm Springs, Georgia.
DANIEL BOONE'S GRAVE
In Columbia, Missouri, we drove through the
We drove off the highway onto a road which can best
Univer·sity of Missouri campus. Dr·ab. Ugly. Looks
be described as a country lane, one lane, very narrow,

F
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Peace
Peace cannot be kept by force.
It can only be achieved by understanding.
--Albert Einstein

bordered by tall trees. About the time we were starting
to think that we could leave this sight for our next trip,
there it was ... another arrow pointing to the right, to the
original burial site of Daniel Boone.
e turned off the lane onto a dirt road
which crossed a rickety old bridge. I said
a brief prayer that it would not collapse
under the weight of our rented Oldsmobile Cutlass.
What would I tell Hertz? ... "Your car is buried near
Daniel Boone near Marthasville, Missouri?"
It held and soon we were there. It's not that I have no
respect for my elders, or that I don't pay tribute to
American heroes, but I also have an excellent sense of
humor. This was my chance to go down in history.

W

How many people can say they pissed on the
grave of an American hero? I took the opportunity to
relieve myself on what is purported to be Daniel
Boone's first burial ground.
(If it is against any law and it may result in me being
brought into a court of law and possibly face time in the
federal slammer, execution, or worse, I am making all
this up, Rush Limbaugh, Pat Buchanan, Jerry Falwell,
Ronnie Reagan, J. Danforth Quayle, and all you other
super patriots).
If not, I hope to live long enough to piss on your
graves also.
On the way back to the main highway, I had planned
to go back the way I came in. I had not remembered to
drop pebbles. All I knew was one left turn, one right tum
and then straight to the highway. When we got to the
tree-shaded lane, I saw a bold black-lettered wooden
sign which read: ONE WAY.
"Religious fanatics! .. I scoffed, "Look at that sign.
Who in the hell ever heard of a one way street this far out
in the boonies?
When we got to the tree-shaded lane, I took a right

tum and was about 100 yards along, when I spotted a
black and white car behind some trees.
"Surprise!" said Gloria, "look at that car!"

As I've said before, my momma didn't raise no
dumb ones. The cop gave me a very short but loud
blast from his siren and I drove another hundred
bards before I found a place where I could pull off
the pavement.
"Kin ah see your driver's license, sir?" he said.
"Certainly officer! What did I do wrong?" I asked,
pulling out my wallet and handing him my license.
"How come you got a California license and your
car is registered in Texas?" he asked, apparently believing that everyone should stay in their own state.
''I'm on my way to a convention in El Paso, Texas,
officer, and I thought I'd see the state of Missouri on my
way there," I replied
.. You're a long way from El Paso, sir, you musta
missed a tum somewhere ... ha ha! .. he chortled, then
added, "Didja see thet sign that sez ONE WAY back
there?" he asked.

"Yessir! I did. I thought that was some Christian
person's way of reminding sinners that God's Way
is the Only Way, officer! And it is! There's only one
God, and he knows the right way!" I enthused.
aw! The sign SHOULD read ONE WAY
STREET, but Lem Hurlburt's son took
out a piece of the sign about ten, twelve
years ago, with his truck. Haulin' hay!" he said, immediately becoming in my mind a Marthasville historian.
"Are you gonna give me a ticket for driving this way
if the sign is not clear on what its intent is?," I asked.
"Mr. See Era ... that's your name, isn't it? Are you
Spanish?" he asked.
"No Sir. I am Mexican," I said, giving him my best
shit-eatin' grin and hoping to escape a ticket.

N
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"That's where California gets all those chili peppers
and hot tamales, right?"
"Yes Sir!" I replied.
was going to ask him what nationality he
was, but decided not to because it might
overtax his brain and I didn't want to have a law
enforcement officer having a heart attack on my hands.
"Ah have to do muh duty," he proclaimed, as if the
fate of the entire western world depended on him lying
in ambush to bushwhack unsuspecting motorists from
more civilized places.
I asked him if he knew any police officers in California. I was going to tell him that some of my best friends
are peace officers.
"Naw," he said, starting to write on a small yellow
pad, "I never been out there!"
"Officer," I said, "What is your name? When I get
into town to pay this ticket, I'm gonna tell the judge that
I messed up. I understand that you are only doing your
duty. But I AM gonna tell him that I shouldn't be blamed
because Hurlburt's son's truck took out a part of the sign.
How am I supposed to know?"
"I know old Judge McReady," he said, "He's second
cousin to my aunt Minnie's sister Beulah. Mah name is
Officer Jeremiah Wilson. (Name changed to protect
dumb peace officers). Ah work for the Jefferson County
Sheriffs Office," he said, proudly hitching up his tan
trousers and drawing himself up to his full5'7 height and
sucking in his ample gut.
I think if you took a tape measure to officer Jeremiah
Wilson you'd find him rounder than he is tall. And if you
gave him an intelligence test, you'd have to sign the sheet
for him, because I don't think he could manage it.
I noticed that the officer was wearing a 3x5 inch
American flag patch on the left breast of his uniform.

I

M

ay I ask you a question, officer Wil
son? Why do you wear that big Ameri
can flag on your uniform. His badge
was on the other breast.
He gave me a look like you would give a snail if you
turned over a rock and it came crawling out. But he didn't
bother to answer my question. Maybe nobody ever
asked him that before and he hadn't had time to research
the question and come up with an intelligent answer.
I half expected 'him to reach into his pocket and pull
out a scratch pad and search for the right answer to my
question.
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My Son, The
Public Speaker
It was 1972. We had organized the San
Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, Inc.
to grant scholarships to needy Chicano graduates of Santa Clara Valley high schools.

Guess who was the featured speaker at
the first-ever scholarship awards dinner?
Yep, Mrs. Abigail Sierra's son, Eliseo.
There were more scholarship recipients
than San Jose GI Forum members at the
Acapulco Restaurant on White Road on a
warm Saturday evening in June.
Abel Martinez was President of the Foundation and by Tuesday the week of the dinner
he had not found a speaker, so he prevailed
upon yours truly to do the honors.

My momma's boy, Eliseo, always had
a sense of history. Being first at anything,
is somethine that no one can ever take
away from you. So I did it.
So if you ever get on Who Wants To Be
A Millionaire? with Regis Philbin and the
question comes up, Who was the speaker at
the first-ever San Jose GI Forum Scholarship
Foundation Dinner?, just reply, "Eliseo T.
Sierra ... that's my Final Answer!" and go on
to the next question.

~

1--1

"Officer Wilson, you done your duty and now I gotta
go into Marthasville and do mine," I told him.
He was nodding his head up and down and had a
huge smile on his mug as I watched him getting smaller
and smaller through the rear view mirror. I hightailed it
out of Jefferson County.

About that ticket, Officer Wilson ••. catch 'ole
judge McReady next time around, ya hear?"
We continued on to St. Louis, drove around the
downtown area. Not very much fun. Lots of construction going on. The weather was scorching hot! We went
to see the Busch Memorial Stadium, then went to the
Jefferson Memorial Arch alongside the Mississippi River.
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Bumper sticker seen on a van driver by a senior citizen, Eastside Center, San Jose:

..Just Don't Vote for the
Son of a Bushl
Gateway to the West, it says in the brochures. We went
inside to visit the souvenir stands, and get a respite from
the scorching hot weather. I wanted to ride to the top but
Gloria didn't, so we didn't.
he wanted to keep on driving and see
more of the midwest. We drove along the
Mississippi River. I didn't realize before then
how big a river can get. Some friends from Nebraska had
told me once that it is a mile wide at Carter Lake, Iowa,
but I thought they must be kidding me. It must be at least
a half mile wide in some places, and surrounded by
greenery all over. Lots of park space and picknicking
areas along the shores. We saw some tug boats pushing
huge river boats loaded with commodities.
Still can't figure out how they push those huge loads
up the river and guide them so they don't run into things,
but somehow or other they do.
Lots of parks, highway rest areas, and farms, farms,
and more farms. We marveled at places where the river
was above the height of the farmland which stretched for
miles and miles.
Then we drove into Hannibal, Missouri, of Tom
Sawyer fame. The town that Mark Twain made famous.
That little city was crowded, very crowded, jammed
with tourists of all sizes and colors, so we decided not to
stay. We wanted some country quiet. We gassed up the
chariot and headed north, toward Quincy, Illinois.
We crossed the river into Quincy just so the Sierras
can tell their friends back in San Jose that we've been to
Illinois. We also began thinking that it was time to find
a motel. We didn't see any motel in Quincy that we liked.
Quincy has seen better days, I hope. It was a very
depressing city, as was Alton, home ofJeanie Kirkpatrick,
the right winger who used to represent the U.S. in the
United Nations.

S

You can have it, Jeanie. No wonder you spend so
much time on the road. HI had to go back to Alton,
Illinois, I'd be gone often too.

Getting hungry, we decided to find a hamburger
joint and have lunch. We soon came upon a big two story
farmhouse with majestic oak trees reaching for the skies,
and a big lawn area, spotted with picnic tables. A huge
sign BURGERS and a tiny hamburger shack was on the
corner of the property. We eyed the picnic tables, the
huge trees, the welcoming shade, and screeched to a
halt.

DALE ROBERTSON WAS HERE
A little old lady hurried out to the burger shack. "Can
I help you folks?" she asked.
"We want two of your large cheeseburgers, two fries
and two large ice cold cokes," I ordered.
"Where are you folks from?" she said, throwing two
patties on the grille.
"California!" I answered.

"CALIFORNIA? Do you folks live anywhere
near Hollywood?'' she said excitedly.
"Not anymore," I replied, "I used too. Ididn'tlike the
smog so I moved to San Jose near San Francisco. That's
where we live."
o you know who was just here?'' she said in
a stage whisper. "DALE ROBERTSON,
the movie star! He and a whole bunch of
people pulled up in their vans, large trucks, and cars.
They all had hamburgers, fries, and cokes, just like you
folks!"
"How is Dale?" I asked. "I haven't seen him since I
moved from Hollywood to San Jose."
"You KNOW Dale?," she asked, amazed.
"Sure do. Yup," I replied.
"Just before he made it big in the movies we used to
work for the same truckin' company," I said.
Hell, doesn't everyone in California know lots of
movie stars?
Instantly, she was at the telephone, dialing the ranch
house to let her husband know that some friends of Dale
Robertson were there. He hurried out of the house with

D
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a large pitcher of iced tea and
a handful of polaroid photos
of Dale Robertson and his
friends.
"Ah, yes, look at him ! A
few more wrinkles, but he
hasn't changed much. A very
Likeable fellow . Those dimples
sure go over well w ith the ladies!" I gushed.
he man motioned for us to sit down at one of
the picnic tables in the shade of a very large
oak tree. We sat down and he said he had
more pictures inside and would get them so we could see
them all.
"We called all our friends
when Dale got here," the lady
hollered from inside the burger
shack, "some of the m came from
25 miles away. Everybody took
their picture with Dale. There
was some other Hollywood
people. And some stunnnen. And
lots of pretty girls! "

T

"I bet there was, " I
mumbled to myself. Gloria just
gave me a dirty look.

W

IOWA Corn Fed Hogs
Brooklyn, Iowa
WE FEED AMERICA BEST

We showered , called room service for sandwiches.
watched some Los Angeles Olympics coverage and
both of us fell fast asleep with the TV set blaring on and
on about America's medal count. We were dead tired .

Adrian, Iowa
The site of
Jesse James'
first bank
robbery,
is cause for an
annual
celebration.
Believe it or not!

The man came back with another handful of photographs.
They must've blown 200 doll ars
on polaroid photos. Everybody
in eastern Iowa must've got next
to Dale Robertson that day.
We promised to send them
photos of us and Dale the next time we saw him in
Hollywood.
e finally bedded down that night at the
Holiday Inn in Keokuk, Iowa. Shortly
after we arrived the wind started to whip
up. It got very windy, and dark clouds appeared on the
horizon. I didn't even want to mention tornado to Gloria
so she wouldn't get alarmed. I said I was going to buy a
newspaper and we nt down to the lobby.
At tl1e front desk I asked what we were supposed to
do in case of a tornado. "Stay away from the windows,
close the drapes completely, go in the closet, or the
bathroom, lock the door, and pray," the desk clerk said ,
smiling.
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The next morning we had a
delicious country ham and eggs
breakfast in a little diner down
by the Mississippi River. I can
taste it yet, partner! It's near the
bridge spanning the Mississippi
right on the Keokuk side in case
you're ever in that neck of the
woods.
Tell the beautiful , hu sky
blonde waitress that's built like a
49ers tackle that David sent you.
We drove across Iowa. Early
in the morning we stopped in the
little town of Mt. Pl easant and I
walked into a tiny grocery store on
the southern outskirts of town. As
I entered the store to buy some ice,
I heard a female voice coming
from a back room, "Is that you,

David?"
"Yes," I replied, "I want some ice."
"Just leave your dollar on top of the counter, honey! "
the lady yelled.

Man, these Iowa folks are friendly, I thought.
I left the dollar bill and went outside to our car,
opened the trunk and was putting ice in the ice
chest when I saw a lady come to the door of the
grocery store. She took one look at me, put her
hand over her mouth, and screamed "YOU'RE
NOT DAVID!", and scurried back into the
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store.
"I damn sure am!" I replied, laughing.
I walked into the store, found the embarrassed lady
and told her, "M'am, believe it or not, MY name is
David!"
ho the hell does she think I am, Jesus
Christ?" I asked Gloria as I climbed back
into the car and drove into Mt. Pleasant,
to the city park to use their public restroom. Then we
roared out of Mt. Pleasant.
We bet you don't believe that a small town like Mt.
Pleasant would not only have public restrooms in their
city park, but they actually have signs welcoming visitors driving through to stop and
use them. How's that for
midwestern hospitality?
Iowa City was next, home of
Iowa State University. We breezed
through it and turned west along
U.S. 80.
Drove into Grinnell to see the
University. "These people used to
play the Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame," I exclaimed to Gloria,
"back in the 20's. They not only
played Notre Dame, they beat
'em!" Quaint little community. As
we left town, I wondered how in
hell Notre Dame ever found
Grinnell, Iowa.
Iowa is flat, flat, flat. They
grow corn there. A lot of it. And
they raise pigs. Pigs smell bad.
You can't even get away from the
smell by climbing in your car and
doing 80 on U.S. 80 because right alongside you on the
interstate are very large semi trucks hauling pigs to
market. And they STINK!

W

there.
She added, "We have a big celebration every summer to mark the occasion. Everybody for miles around
comes into town on that day. It's a BIG celebration, we
get almost 1,000 people here that day!" she gushed.

We asked her to make us reservations for Omaha,
Nebraska. But I just had to, just had to, drive on up
the road to see the site where Jesse James stuck up his
first choo choo. The monument was a large wagon
wheel embedded in a rectangular piece of concrete.
We stopped and got out of the car to read the
inscription on the monument.
"Doesn't it give you goose bumps?" I asked Gloria.
"Let's get out of here. That's nothing!" she replied
firmly. And she was right. Again.
As usual. Why is it that I am so
easily impressed?
So we roared off in a cloud
of dust. Destination: Omaha. We
stayed in Omaha at a Best Western Motel on the north side of
town. Believe it or, the only sight
I wanted to see in Omaha was
Rosenblatt Stadium, home of the
annual College Baseball World
Series. Nice place. I hope some
day to return to Omaha and see
some games.

Like pigs.
Like cows.
Like com.
But as I always tell
my wife Gloria, you
don't mind the stink
so much if you own
them.

But like I always tell Gloria, the cows and pigs
don't stink so bad if you own them.
We considered staying in Adrian, Iowa for the night
and pulled up at the Jesse James Motel (as God is my
witness!) and inquired about a room. After the lady at the
counter started telling us that that area was famous
because Jesse James and his gang of desperadoes robbed
their first train 'just about a mile from where we're
standing right now' and there's a historicallandmarker

The next morning we
drove to Lincoln to see the
University of Nebraska, home
of the Cornhuskers. It is said
that on Saturdays when the
Huskers are playing at home,
Lincoln becomes the most
populous city in the state.
e drove around the downtown area, went
to see the Capitol, and then continued on
west on Highway 80. I also showed
Gloria the American GI Forum building at 30th & N
Street, where I remembered attending a reception during
a midyear conference we held in Lincoln in the middle
of the winter. Who in hell planned that one, the Russian
Army?

W

In some little town west of there (Kearney?), we
were privileged to drive on the Coach Tom Osborne
Expressway. You remember the for~er Nebraska
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football coach, don't you? Hey, fame is where you
find it!
I had al ways wanted to see Scottsbluff, Nebraska, so
we headed north along the Platte River, past some
beautiful mountain monuments into Scottsbluff. We
went to see Scottsbluff J.C. That's where Dick "Night
Train" Lane went to school. I used to see him play
defensive back for the L.A. Ram s whe n I lived in Los
Angeles.
I don't know how you ever found Scottsbluff JC and
how the pro scouts ever found you in Scottsbluff, Night
Train, but it was a nice ride.
e told Gloria the j oke about the Ne
braska politici an who was once told
by an "ad mirer" that the politician reminded him of the Platte River back home.
"How so?" the politician asked, fa lling for the gag,
hook, line and sinker.
"You're very shallow and about a mile wide at the
mouth!" the admirer said.
I also told her the j oke about the city slicker running
for office in Nebraska. He spoke one afternoon at the
Jones ranch. There were about six people sitting on
bales of hay to Hsten to what he had to say. He went on
and on. The fa1mers kept looking at their watches
because they were anxious to get back to their plowing
on the Back 40.
With his speech finally concluded, the politico
asked Farmer Jones, "How did it go? Did you like my
speech?"
"A bit long," Fanner Jones replied tersely.
"Too long?" the politico asked.
"Yep," Jones replied, "Let me put it this way. If I
took a truckload of hay out to feed my herd of horses and
only four horses showed up, I wouldn't leave the who le
truckload!"
Yuk, yuk, yuk!

W

The next day we drove through Cheyenne, Wyoming. We went to the American GI Forum building
but it was closed. Took some photos to show the
Forum members back home what can be done if you
want to do it.
We used to talk about a building but no one would
do anything about it.
I told Gloria about the part Indian guy named
Kelley that used to be chairman of Cheyenne GI Forum,
and Henry Sanchez, and Sol Trujillo. They had a rad io
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No Slavery
The re is no s lavery but ignorance.
Liberty is the child
of intelligence.
--Robert G. Ingersoll

station inside the building, and a restaurant, and a
barbecue area out back. Very conveniently located too,
just off U.S. 30, the main east-west highway through the
Queen City of the Plains.

We had lunch at the Great America Hotel, then
headed south to Greeley and drove through the
beautiful University of Colorado campus at Boulder.
Is there a more beautiful college campus in America?
Then back to Denver to the Marriott Hotel, where
our Coors-paid room waited.
Then it was a couple of days of hard drinking with all
my GI Forum friends. It went like this: Get up early in
the morning. Find our car, take a trip into Denver, find
a "Momma's place" type restaurant, eat a hearty breakfast, take a drive around the metropolitan Denver area.
sometimes about fifty miles into the Rocky Mountains,
then back to the hotel in the late afternoon for boozing.
Dinner from room service. Then watch the Olympic
Games on television.

I

even passed up a n opportunity to join
Abel Cota, Sid Haro, Bea Robinson and
other San Jose friends to see the 49ers play
the Denver Broncos ... too far from the bars in the
Marriott Hotel.
I did not know it then, of course, but that would
be as c lose as I ever got to seeing John Elway play
professional football in person. In my opinion, the
best quarterback ever to p lay profess io na l football.
You can have your Joe Montana, John Unitas, Dan
Marino, Bob Waterfield, Troy Aikman, etc., I think
Big John was the bes t.
No, I didn't drink any Coors Beer on that trip. Some
seventeen years later it still bothers me when I see
Chicanos drinking Coors Beer.
A beauti fu l convention and trip through America's
heartland. • • • • •
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First Chairman
San Jose
Gl Forum
Ernie
Vasquez
Ernie Vasquez, the first Chicano in the
San Jose Police Department, was also the
first Chairman of San Jose GI Forum when
it was organized in 1959.
At Exeter High School in Tulare County,
Calif. , he was a four sports star.
As good as he was, the group began an
instant tradition of never re-electing its
leader.
He was followed into the chairmanship
by Ike Hernandez and Dan Campos, also
SJPD officers; and Ed Camunez. They
were not re-elected either. Not until WilliamLopez, an IBM employee, became chairman , did San Jose GI Forum re-elect its
Chairman for another term, and Mr. Lopez
resigned in the middle of his second term.

Ernie Vasquez

Protection of Liberty
You can only protect your liberties in this world by protecting
the other men's freedom. You can only bejree if! amjree.
--Clarence S. Darrow, 1920
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DEDICATION
Mexican Heritage Plaza
1700 Alum Rock Avenue San Jose, Calif.
September 9, 1999

T

he Mexican Heritage Plaza
at Alum Rock Avenue & King
Road, San Jose, was dedicated on Sept. 9, 1999. During the ceremonies, Fernando R. Zazueta, president of the Mexican Heritage Corporation, delivered an address that impressed
me very much. I typed up a copy and
presented it to him in a bound folder.
--E.T. Sierra
Well, we survived the first Y2K problem presented by today's 9-9-99 date. We'll
see what happens on New Year's Eve. Last
ni ght we were given a precursor of what the
ancients knew about the world's four principal elements: Fi re, Wind, Earth, and
Water. The surprise lightning storm which
swept through San Jose was a fitting introduction to our new Mexican Heritage Plaza.
Today is the 149th anniversary of

Our Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren is in Washington,
D.C. and also cannot be with us.
That may not be so bad since there will be fewer
politicians giving speeches. Fortunately, we have more
than enough here today to take their place.
I hope you read that wonderful 50-page special
edition of the San Jose Mercury News lastSunday,Sept.
5, in English and Spanish. It was a superlative product
and effort by many reporters, photographers and editors.

Thank you, Jay Harris and Mercury News staff
on behalf of our board of directors, the MHC staff,
and our community.
You honor us with this homage in
which our Hispanic residents are recognized for the integral and inseparable
part we have been, are, and always will
be, in the cultural life and heritage of our
beloved San Jose.
First, a brief historical overview and
then some thoughts and emotions about
my participation in thi s marvelous Mexican Heritage Pl aza.

Fernando
Zazueta

when California joined the union on
Sept. 9, 1850.
As a result, our state legislators will not be with us as
they are in Sacramento to make certain their pet bills and
projects are approved or to block ones they don't want.

IDSTORICAL OVERVIE W

Although the Portuguese explorer
Juan Rodrigues Cabrilho was the first to
see California in the service of Spain in 1542, Spain was
an active colonizer of this area for only about 40 years
from 1769 when Gaspar de Portola established a military presidio or fort in San Diego to about 18 10 when
Mexico declared its independence.
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The missions were not secularized until 1821
when many of the towns which had grown up around
the missions were formally dedicated as towns.
There was a period of political turmoil in Mexico
and complete independence was not achieved until
1821. Mexico's actual official tenure in California was
relatively short, just 27 years. Weakened by struggles,
with no money, no manufacturing base, and out-of-date
weapons from 1810, Mexico was no match for the
superior military force of the United States.
In the Mexican American War of 1846-1848, Mexico
lost California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico,
Texas and parts of Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas, and
Oklahoma.
Just 9 days after the two countries signed the
Treaty of Peace in the town of Guadalupe Hidalgo
near Mexico City, gold was discovered in California.
This discovery accelerated the admission of our
state into the Union on today's date in 1850. Although
the treaty guaranteed those who were formerly Mexican
and Spanish subjects all of the rights and opportunities
as the American newcomers, there ensued a period in
which many Califomios lost their land. Fires of suspicious origins destroyed many records in the Juzgados
(City Halls). Some would say the state became distinctly
non-Hispanic.
Indeed, Lt. Governor Cruz Bustamante is the
first Hispanic to be elected to a statewide office, and
our own Ron Gonzales is the first Hispanic mayor in
San Jose since we joined the Union. It was not so long
ago such elected positions were unthinkable as well
as impossible.
ut look around you. Are we living in
Saint Joseph? Is this the County of Sainte
Claire? Is that the Hawk Range behind me
or the Holy Cross Mountains to the west? It is amazing
to contemplate that people who named all of this could
now be considered foreigners or aliens.
To carry the question further, who does not know
that a corral is a fence, or that a farm is a rancho, or that
an arroyo is a stream, or that a plaza is a public square?
Who needs a translation for rodeo, or salsa picante?
Who hasn't eaten a tortilla and where else but in California can a Harvard-educated journalist dedicate precious
print space in a major newspaper to locate the perfect
taco?
When the Spaniards and Mexicans were officially

B

replaced, they left an entire functioning society with
religion, laws, and culture which the new American
settlers absorbed as their own. That is why we have
community property laws in this state where a married
couple has equal ownership in the property acquired
during the marriage, a concept inherited from the
Visigoths who invaded Spain in the fourth century and
which the Spanish brought to California along with the
Roman Civil Law. Community property is quite a different legal concept than that of the common law of
England which existed on the east coast at that time.
There, wives were considered as just another form of a
husband's property.
To make its governance easier the Congress of
Mexico in 1836 provided that California be divided
into districts and these into precincts governed by
persons elected by popular vote. This became the
foundation of our present County system of government.
The codification of our laws was patterned after the
Spanish and Mexican civil codes while we began to
incorporate common law concepts.
Remember the "pieces of eight" from pirate stories?
These were actually Spanish coins- the "Real de Ocho"
- which weighed (hence the name "peso") one ounce of
silver and represented eight "reales" or smaller Spanish
coins.
These pieces of eight were struck in Mexico City at
the first mint in the Americas. Because of its universal
usage and commercial acceptance in the new world,
Thomas Jefferson, in 1782, recommended the Spanish
dollar or peso be adopted as the primary U.S. currency.
The U.S. Mint was not established until 1792. In 1792
the New York Stock Exchange was formed using the
Spanish dollar as collateral for stock transactions. That
is why the rise and fall of the price of a stock on that
exchange is measured today in eighths of a dollar. That
is also why we say in English: Two bits for 25 cents, four
bits for 50 cents, six bits for 7 5 cents and eight bits for
the dollar. Spanish pieces of eight were accepted as legal
tender in this country until1857 and were the models for
our slightly smaller U.S. silver dollars.
The language of the cowboy is part of American
lore. The west wouldn't be the same without the liberal
infusion and inclusion of Mexican and Spanish words
into English. Everyone wants to learn English and it has
not hurt us to learn a little Spanish along the way. Other
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words borrowed from the Spanish are actually borrowed
from the Arabic. Algebra, Almaden, Alcatraz, Alcohol,
and even Guadalupe are all Arabic as is 25% of the
Spanish language after the Moors of North Africa ruled
Spain for over 800 years.

W

e us e Arabic numerals not Ro
man. Spanish has borrowed from
other languages just as we have with
English. Hispanics are a great mixture of all races,
religions, and ethnicities bound by language, culture, traditions, and customs.
Our ancestors are Spaniards, Arabs, Jews, Africans,
and other Europeans. From the east, the Spaniards
colonized the Phillipine Islands and traded with China
and Japan, bringing the trade and people of Asia to
Mexico and the Americas.
In joining with the indigenous population, there
arose a new racial identity. In the 16th century, a Spanish
author wrote of the union of the white, yellow , red, and
black tribes of the world, where they would come
together in the new world to produce a race having all of
the positive attributes of each and none of the negative,
La Raza Cosmica, the Cosmic Race.

F

rom the Mexican border to Tierra Del
Fu~go at the tip of Argentina, October
12 IS not known as Columbus Day. It is
celebrated as El Dia De La Raza.
If you were with us for the groundbreaking ceremonies here on December 13, 1997, you saw persons
representing Spain, Africa, Viet Nam, and Native
America celebrating with chants, songs, and incense,
blessing the grounds in symbolic union.
What has all this to do with the Mexican Heritaae
0
Plaza? To answer that question, I need to give you my
personal perspective.

WE DID IT! -- Fernando Zazueta. left, is congratulated by Blanca Alvarado, Chairperson of
th e Board of Supervisors prior to the
groundbreaking ceremonies. (Richard Oiaz
Foto).

PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE
Although born in Mexico, I was two when we came
to California where I grew up in a migrant farmworker
fami ly side by side with the braceros who came here
during the Second World War and the Korean War.
Because we followed the crops, my mother and my
aunts counted 16 different schools I attended before
graduating from San Jose High. After my degree from
San Jose State I visited Mexico for the first time as a
young adult in 1963. I was 23 years old.
As a migrant child I had no knowledge nor any
exposure to what you might call culture of any kind.

While watching the Ballet Folklorico in the Palace of
Fine Arts in Mexico City, Ifeltan unfamiliar lump in my
throat upon hearing those lovely old Mexican songs of
my childhood and seeing the beautiful choreography of
the dancers and all the colorful costumes.

I had never given it much thought but I never
knew I had a culture outside of my experience growing up in California. I was never made to feel proud
of my ethnicity in school. Quite the opposite. And I
was not allowed to speak any Spanish on the
school grounds upon pain of physical punishment.
I knew about English, French, Italian, German ,
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Greek and generally European history. And I knew
something about Spanish history but never knew I was
heir to the Meso American civilizations of the Aztec, the
Toltec, the Teotihuacan, and the Maya.
I did not know they mastered the mathematical
concept of zero, something which the Romans were
never able to do. That M eso American astronomical
calc ulations predicted the movements of the planets and
the stars with amazing precision.

hat their calendar was far more accu
rate than anything known in Europe
at the time of the conquest. That they
calculated time in the past and into the future in units
from one day to as long as 5,128 years. That the
pyramids of the new world rivalled those of Egypt in
size and sophistication of construction and were
precisely oriented to the heavens.

T

Pete Schabarum,
L.A. Co. Supervisor
I was invited by the GI Forum brothers in Los
Angeles to speak at a scholarship awards dinner at
the Saddleback Inn, Anaheim. I shared the main
speaker's podium and sat next to former California
Bears running back Pete Schabarum, who was
then a Los Angeles County Supervisor.
I told Pete that when he played for Cal with
Jackie Jensen, Jack Swaner, Rod Franz and those
guys, he was one of my sister Mary's favorite
players.
When I was going to high school, Mary used to
follow the college football games. So did I. When
I would come home from work on those Saturdays, the first thing she would say was,
"Lindy Berry and TCU upset SMU!"
"The Huskies beat USC!"
"Northwestern beat Minnesota!"
She liked Jackie Jensen, the California All
American fullback, too.
My favorite tailback was Doak Walker of
SMU. I always favored the teams that used the
single wing formation, like coach Carl Elder's
Woodlake Tigers .... Princeton, Tennessee, SMU,
Michigan, UCLA, Oregon State, LSU, Penn State,
Ohio State.
I knew that Walker and Bobby Layne, the
Texas quarterback, had gone to Highland Park
High School in Dallas together. That added more
fl avor to an already fervid rivalry.
Pete Schabarum promised to send me an
autographed photo so I could give it to my sister
Mary, but he never did . Do any politicians keep
their promises?
Pete, you cheapskate!

l was never taught that San Jose is California's oldest
city, founded 222 years ago on November29, 1777, four
years before Los Angeles. We used to celebrate its
founding but as Thanksgiving became a national holiday we stopped acknowledging our city's historical
prominence because of the conflict in dates. It wasn't
until 1993 that a group of citizens revived the celebration of our founding since City Hall had not done so for
many, many years.
There has been some support for this event from City
Hall and it is my hope our City will continue to celebrate
its founding in honor of the intrepid pioneers who
created El Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe.
To do so is more than merely having a "birthday
party. " It is recognition of those who built this city, who
worked the land and who contributed to making San
Jose what it is today. W e should take pride in being
"California's First City." Mayors and city councils now
and in the future would do well to undertake this noble
civic responsibility.
If we were taught history as it happened we would
see that all of us truly are created equal and that our
ethnic and cultural identities are worth preserving and
worthy of respect. We are the fabric of America and we
should not, and do not, have to forget our ancestors, our
history, and our roots in order to be good Americans.
The Mexican Heritage Plaza will open our eyes and
hearts as we open the doors to that wonderful Hispanic
universe which parallels our English-speaking world.

themes from the Moors, Aztecs and Mayas. Our
plaza is universal in its design which we can use for
public gatherings such as today's or for arts and
crafts fairs.

Performers from all races and ethnicities will
share their cultures with us. The Gardens borrow

Our pavilion is like no other room I know of in
California. With its glass walls which can collapse on
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tracks into the comers of the building
it feels as if you are inside a pyramid
and yet feel you are outside in the
gardens and plaza.
And wait until we start getting
exhibits from the Smi thsonian Institution , and from our collaborations
with the Spanish, Mexican, and other
consulates. As you can see by the
bu ilt-in receptacles, the plaza is set up
to accommodate the flags of all the
Spanish-speaking countries as a show
of solidarity shared by our common
language. We will work with them in
bringing you their cultural offerings
and invite the diplomatic corps to
contact us for making such arrangeMUSICAl --Adrian Vargas, El Trobador Colorado, second from left;
ments.
and Johnny Gi-Tar (at the mike) provide some good ~exican n:usic
It has been 12 years since former
during the groundbreaking ceremonies for the MeXIcan Hen~ge
Center. Waiting to tum the first spades of earth are Manny ~Iaz,
Mayor Tom McEnery in his state of
Mayor
Susan Ha mmer , Supervisor Blanca Alvarado, ~HC President
the city address in 1987 mentioned
Fernando Zazueta, and Eastside High School Supenntendent Joe
the concept of cultural gardens as a
Coto. (Richard Diaz Foto).
way to focus on the wonderful diversity of our city by suggesting such
aardens for the Mexican and Vietnamese communities,
1:>
I estimate well in excess of 1000 hours (closer to
rhe oldest and most recent in our city.
2,000) have been dedicated by me to the Mexican
hen City Councilwoman and now County
Heritage Corporation and its many activities. At my
Supervisor Blanca Alvarado invited me
current $200 hourly rate, that's over $200,000 in billable
and a group of people from the east side to
time. Even at one tenth of that, there is no question that
di scuss the idea of building some cultural gardens along
the MHC has taken a big bite out of my time, away from
the lines of the Japanese Friendship Gardens on Senter
my law practice, and away from my family.
Road or the Chinese Cultural G ardens on McKee Road
I am not sure Cecily would have approved that
wh ich already existed at that time .
much of a contribution had she known what was in

T

Most of those present embraced the idea and I
was invited to chai r the meeting but I was very
reluctant todoso because I felt serving as chair might
take too much of my time.

Well, I have served as founding Chairman for 12
years and Jet me tell you, it is a long time. Twenty
percent of my life, to be exact. Our youngest son, Daniel,
was a little boy of ten when I started. He is now a
strapping 22 year old senior at UC Berkeley. My other
chi ldren, Tom and Tonia, and my beautiful wife, Cecily,
have been so understanding in allowing me to give
whatever time it took to do the job because they knew of
my love for and the seriousness of my commitment to
this project.

store. Thank you, sweetheart. Our community thanks
you.
My friends, I can tell you this: I am proud beyond
words. What has been accomplished, what has been
achieved, far exceeds anything we ever imagined when
we began. It has taken the collaboration of countless
people, countless meetings, overcoming countless obstacles. But in the e nd, it has been worth every minute,
and every penny and I would do it again without hesitation. Few people are given the opportunity I was given
to reach a personal summit. Few are given the chance to
contribute to the building of something so meaningful,
so sy mbolic, so full of hope and potential and so exciting
in all its prospects as I was given in this Mexican
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Heritage Plaza.
It is more than a place for music, art, dance, and
theatre. It is all that. But it is also the realization of a
dream and the realization of the aspirations of an entire
people. It is the validation of our culture and of the
contributions our predecessors, our ancestors, and we,
have made and will continue to make in forming, shaping, defining, and becoming America's identity.
hank you to our political leaders, to our ci vii
servants, to our consultants, and profession
als, to our foundations and corporations, to
our faithful volunteers (without them we could not
function), to our past and present board members (over
30 since we began). Thank you for our suppmt: financial, political, spiritual, and personal. And a heartfelt
thanks to our wonderful and competent MHC staff.
Their love for this project inspires us all.
But most of all, I want to publicly thank my aunt
Aurora who is with us today along with my sister Lillian
and my brother Robert. Aunt Aurora turned 80 this year
and we had a marvelous Rochin family reunion in her
honor.
In keeping with the extended family concept of
many Mexican families, she raised me as her own son to
help her sister, my mother Antonieta, because I was the
youngest. We lived at 62 Basch A venue, just four blocks
from here, and used to come here to shop when there was
a Safeway grocery store on this site. She and my mother
and my other aunts and uncles imbued in me the love and
respect of family. They never placed any limits on what
I could aspire to become.
T hey taught me to maintain my Spanish and to be
proud of who I am. Today, I dedicate my involvement in this Mexican Heritage Plaza to their memory
and to the memory of all who have gone before us,
some of whom are shown in the niches along the
southern wall of the gardens which are made of terra
cotta tiles created by the community, together with
silk-screened photographs preserved in ceramic
which we have lovingly brought to this plaza. We
preserve them in our hearts and now in this most

T

Vote!
When you are in a minority, Talk.
When you are in a majority, Vote!
--Roger Sherman

GROUNDBREAKING -- Fernando Zazueta. left, visits
with Blanca Alvarado, Santa Clara County Supervisor,
and San Jose GI Forum members Marcie Mora and
Margie Gaeta. Zazuet and Gaeta are members of the
Mexican Heritage Center board of directors. (Richard
Diaz Foto).

beautiful and spiritual monument to them.
in ally, I hope my children and your children
and children born long after you and I are
gone will come here to learn about their
ancestors and their ways. I hope they will know and
understand that what we have built here was done with
love and respect for them, for the past, the present, and
the future. We leave them America's Mexican cultural
heritage and this plaza as their inheritance.
Never again will I participate in anything so
important. I am deeply moved and honored to have
been called to serve.
Muchas Gracias.
Thank You.

F

--Fernando Rochin Zazueta
Sept. 9, 1999 • • • • •

Art of Life
The art of life lies in a constant
readjustment
to our surroundings
--Kakuzo Okakura
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We found these pictures in a book titled MEXICO. I felt a deep sense of pride
seeing them. I believe they accurately reflect our people, Hispanics, Latinos,
Chicanos, Mexicans, Mayans, Aztecas, Incas, whatever we choose to call
ourselves.
--E. David Sierra March 30, 2004.
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Esta
es
Mi
Gente
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Teddy
Ballgan~e
Ted Willia111s
Theodore Samuel Williams, Boston Red Sox left
fielder, said he wanted to be remembered as "The
Best Hitter Who Ever Lived.

You are. No. 9. You are.
Williams played for Boston , 1939 to 1960.
Batted .406 in 1941. Led American League in
batting 6 times, slugging percentage 9 times, total
bases 6 times, runs scored 6 times, based on balls
8 times, total hits 2654, including 521 career home
runs.
First major league game, April20, 1939 in Yankee
Stadium, went 1 for 4 , a double off the right center
field wall vs. Yankee ace Red Ruffiong. NY 2, Boston
0. Hit homer in last at b at, Sept. 28, 1960 vs.
Baltimore Orioles.
Retired with a lifetime batting average of .344,
slugging average of .634.
Voted Most Valuable American League Player ,
1946 and 1949. Played in 18 All Star Games. Named
Baseball's Player of the Decade, 1951-1960.
Mfectionately called Teddy Ballgame.
Missed part of 5 seasons while serving as MaIine fighter pilot.
Born on August 21 , 1918 in San Diego, Calif..
to MayVenzor, of Mexican-French extraction; and
SamuelS. Williams, a professional photographer.
The Williams lived at 933 13th St. , and later at4121
Utah St., San Diego.
Batted .586inJunioryear, San Diego Hoover
H.S., .402 in senior year. Also pitched a nohitter, striking out 23 batters and hit home
run vs. Santa Monica HS.
1936 - Pitched 3-hitter in 6-1 victory for
Hoover Cardina ls vs. rival San Diego High in
finals of Pomona Invitational Tournament,
struck out 13.
He was 6'3", 150 lbs. in senior year.
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Relapse and the Hispanic
Editor's Note: In August, 1996,Michae1Roybal, Vida
Nueva Director, was asked to make a presentation on
RELAPSE AND THE HISPANIC to a group of Santa
Clara County Probation Officers. This is what I prepared
for him.
--by E. David Sierra

irst, most Hispanics do not think
of drinking as a problem. They
are born into a ''drinking environment" and see family members and friends
drinking all the time. Some believe that it is
expected of them to drink as they approach
adulthood.

F

They hear praise for those who overindulge and
manage to discharge life's responsibilities because they
are "hombres que nose rajan! ... (Men who don't quit!).
They are drunker than a skunk the night before and show
up for work at 6 AM the next morning. These men
become their .. role models... They want to emulate
them.

Hispanics begin drinking at a very early
age because alcohol is everywhere. There are
always family gatherings, holidays, birthdays, quinceneras, baptisms, confirmations,
weddings, anniversaries where alcohol is part
of the festivities.
It starts out as harmless fun. Lots of laughs. They
enjoy telling stories about the stupid things that happened while they were drunk. They are reluctant to
admit that drinking has become a problem even when
they start to miss work because of it. They make excuses.
It is not excess drinking that causes them to miss work,
it is other reasons, minor ailments, colds, whatever. That
is what we in the recovery community know as DENIAL.
Hispanics find reasons to drink every day. It is
Friday, T.G.I.F. day; it is Saturday, don't have to work
the next day; it is Monday, my compadre's birthday; it is
Tuesday, me and my wife's anniversary; its Wednesday,

my daughter's birthday; it is Thursday, the week is
nearly over, I can do Friday's work standing on my head
and half-crocked because I am a man; and on and on and
on.
A man in a recovery home once told his counselor
about serious problems he was having with his wife. She
did not understand why he was staying out late with the
boys and not coming home after work like most men do.
He told her that that is what "men .. do, they enjoy the
company of other men in the local cantina and he was
going to continue to do that. She threatened to leave him
and take the children. He told her, .. Vete. yo busco otra
mujer y hago mas hijos! .. (Go! I will find another woman
and make more children!).

His attitude was that his wife was a piece of
property, his, and that he would enjoy life while she
took care of the family. ''Her sons and daughters'' as
he put it.
hen an Hispanic meets a new person,
he first attempts to establish a rap
port because you have common friends,
or you come from the same hometown, or you attended
the same schools or you try to "connect.. because you
have likes and dislikes. The "anglo" will meet you for
the first time and ask you, "What do you do? .. wanting
to find out what you do for a living.

W

An attorney, for instance, will not spend time
visiting with a garbage man, because he is perceived
to be below his status.
An Hispanic, however, wants to find out if you know
the same people he knows, if you have had the same
experiences, if you went to the same schools, etc. In
most cases, it calls for a drink at the nearest bar.

RELAPSE
Relapse is almost assured for Hispanics unless they
have been convinced that "one drink is too many and one
thousand is not enough ... Remember, most of them do
not perceive drinking to be a "problem" because they
have lived with it all their life.
You tell an Hispanic person to "change his playpen
and/or change his playmates" to maintain his sobriety
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but don't hold your breath waiting for him to do it. You
are not going to convince him to move to another state,
or to find a new group of friends so he does not drink
and take drugs with his old friends. His family means
a lot to him. He doesn't want to change.
To assist him, you must convince him that there is
an alternative to the way he has lived his life in the past.
Remember. family. If he continues going to jail, his
family is denied the earnings he would have made.

is kids cannot have the things that
other kids have because he cannot
afford to give it to them. They must do
without. He can forget about extended vacations
with his family, he can forget about owning their
own home, and he can forget about college for his
children as long as he continues using and abusing
alcohol and/or drugs.

H

Also, remind him that his kids look to him as an
example about how they should lead their lives. If he
smokes and drinks and inflicts violence on their mother,
they grow up believing it is O.K. to do this. And they
lose respect for the mother. They know, they learn in
school about personal rights, about sexual harrassment,
and about equality. They know that dad is wrong, but
they respect him, and will not tell him he is wrong.
When he is continually arrested, a Hispanic who
was born in Mexico or another foreign country will
begin to think about going back. Some of them believe
that if they go back home for three or four years, then
they can return later and law enforcement authorities
have forgotten all about them. Some of them tend to
take warrants as frivolous inconveniences. They believe that if they ignore them, they will go away.
They must be convinced that in the U.S., they will
be held accountable for their actions forever.

All alcoholic and drug abusing men who
go to programs and relapse should be encouraged to attend parenting classes, to
change their beliefs about man/woman relationships.
It should be stressed that the husband and wife are
working as a team to raise the children they parented,
that they have an obligation to be role models to their
children so that the child wants to do what's right
because he wants mom and dad's approval.
In many cases it is almost inconceivable to think
that a man is never, ever going to drink again. Step One
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Ripples of Hope
"Each time a man stands up for an
ideal or acts to improve the lot of
others or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of
hope, and crossing each other from
a million different centers of energy
and daring, those ripples build a
current which can sweep down the
mightiest walls of oppression and
resistance. "
--Robert Kennedy
U.S. Attorney General, 1961

must be to convince him to think about the consequences
of taking that first drink. The time to think about the
police car pulling you over is BEFORE you take the first
drink, not after you are leaving the local tavern.
Step Two should be a reminder of what it has cost
already in loss of job and earnings, attorney costs, court
costs, fines, impoundment of vehicles, etc.

Finally, it is important to remember that continued drink will only make the man's predicament
worse. Eventually, it leads to prison. It cannot get
better until he commits to not drinking ever, again.

T

hen, a new life begins . . . longer days,
longer nights, more enjoyment of life
with the family, and attainable dreams for a
brighter future.
In short, to put off relapse or to avoid it altogether,
become personal friends with your client, gain his trust,
let him know that you want to help him, use yourself as
a role model. If you gave it up, he can too! Be positive!
Talk about all the good things that can happen when you
are clean and sober. Remind him of how his children will
now perceive him ... as a person who HAD bad habits
and gave them up ... because he is an intelligent man. He
has a brain and he is using it to make a better life for
himself ... and for them. • • • •
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The Red Stripe on
U.S. Marines Dress Uniform
August 1971
THEFORUMEER
Have you ever seen a United States Marine Corps
dress uniform, with the pretty blue trousers and the red
stripe going down the outside of the legs? Have you ever
wondered about the significance of the red stripe?
Well, friends, let us go back in time a few years to
the war between the United States and Mexico. It was
during this war that a battle took place at Chapultepec
Castle on the outskirts of Mexico City, where a military
academy for Mexican boys 13 to 17 years of age was
situated.
As the U.S. Marines were advancing toward Mexico
City, they ran into stiff opposition at Chapultepec. In
that famous battle was heard for the first time, .. El Grito
de Los Nifios .. as courageous Mexican youngsters fought

an overwhelming force of U.S. Marines and KILLED
ALL OF THEIR COMMISSIONED OFFICERS, the
only time in the history of the U.S. Marine Corps that
this has happened.
Of course, the United States Marines won the battle
as they overwhelmed the outnumbered and ill-equipped
children. Rather than surrender to the hated Yankees,
many of the youngsters wrapped themselves in Mexican
flags and plunged to their death from the walls of the
castle.
The Batalla de Chapultepec is also rememered in the
first few words of the Marines Hymn ... .,From the halls
of Montezuma ..... This, too is in reference to that battle.
Incidentally, don't bother to look for references to
Chapultepec and what happened there in your local high
school history books, because you won't find these facts
there. • • • • •

Journalist's Credo #1
J.F. TerHorst
Syndicated Columnist,
Detroit NEWS
"Under the First Amendment, the press has been
institutionalized by the Constitution as a part of the
private sector that has a .. governmental .. role to play.
"It has a duty to inform the citizenry of governmental
actions and thinkin& on public issues.
That duty carries with it the corollary responsibility
to examine the decision-making process and the motivations of men and women who set public policy.
"If a free press ignores this duty, it not only fails to
inform but it MISINFORMS. In the dissemination of

information, it is really beyond the reportorial function
of the press to consider whether such information is
intrinsically .. &ood .. or .. bad" news ...

EDITOR'S NOTES: (True to his beliefs,
Mr. TerHorst resigned as President Ford's press
secretary after Ford pardoned Richard Nixon
for Watergate crimes).
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This is San Jose ...

U.C.C. League Action at Columbus Park, 1959
San Joaquin vs. Ge nies -- Bob Garcia, CSJ fullback on a power sweep around left end . Carlos Mexicano,
Genies halfback, grabs for flag. Phil Delgado runs up to assist. At far left, CSJ's Freddie Morales, center
FredAcebes, Dan Vasquez (on ground) and Paul Reynoso, 3 1. CSJwon 39-33. Officials are Lou Cedillo,
facing camera, at right, and John Zamora, back to camera, near sideline. (EL EXCENTRICO photo).

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article first appeared in the
pages of EL EXCENTRICO magazine, sometime in
Lhe early 60's.

E

very town, city, and metropolis in our
country has a distinctive personality, a
spirit, a way of life all its own. Cities are
very much like people, each behaving different, dressing in a different manner, and thinking unlike any
other We'll elucidate:
San Franciso is a we!J dressed, intelligent, and cultured business executive
Los Angeles is a sun-tanned, casually attired vacationer who goes big for football, and baseball, and other
outdoor sports.

New York City is a blase, sophisticated man of the
world who winters in Miami Beach.
Chjcago is a cold, hell-raising hoodlum, possessed of
every vice in the books, and then some.

San Diego is a carefree, money-spending and beer
drinking sailor.

Stockton is a rancher with big time ambitions who
will probably never realize them.
Oakland is a teenager wearing his big brother's clothing, trying hard to grow into them.

Palo Alto is a rich youngster in a small town, and
he likes a small town.
Berkeley is a college freshman. His pet peeve is rich
youngsters in small towns.
Hollywood is a loan shark, a fast talking speculator in
phone enterprises, with a complete lack of understanding of the word Truth.
Sacramento is a tin-horn politician A big phony smile
is perpetual with him He is insecure, especially in the
even-numbered years.
La Jolla is rich, cultured, and intelligent beyond his
years. He plays tennis, goes to the theater, and lives in an
oceanside cabana the year around.
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Fresno is a rancher's son going to college. He is a
pretty fair baseball player but knows nothing about
music or the arts.

South San Francisco is the factory worker. He
would very much like to be like his big brother San
Francisco but he just doesn't have the opera houses,
the theaters, nor the clothes.
In the following article we have tried to capture a bit
of the charm, the spirit, and the personality of the Queen
of the Santa Clara Valley ...

San Jose is •••
The bells of St. Joseph's Catholic Church tolling in
the early dawn, heralding the arrival of a newly born day,
bringing with it the hopes. the expectations, and the
promise ...
Alum Rock Avenue, an appendage slashing across
the Eastside which points at Mt. Hamilton, sticking out
of the City Improvement Plans like a sore thumb.

The contemporaneous magnificence that is City
Hall, almost out of place in a village steeped in early
Mexicana •••
arket Street, the forgotten madam of
yesteryear, wrinkled and greying at
the temples, and..... Self appointed doctors
of rehabilitation seeking vainly to recapture her youth
and esteem with concrete, paint, and lights ...

M

First Street, where ANYONE can see EVERYBODY and buy ANYTIDNG on Monday and Thursday. After nightfall.
The Alameda & Stockton A venue, cokes, cops,
dragpipes, and chicks. Headquarters for the Heat Generation ...
The Tico Tico, once THE place to go in San Jose ....
The Bums in the railroad jungle, no dignity perhaps,
but they got closer to Nikita K than many pillars in the
community ...

Thanksgiving Morning, a Bulldog and a Lion
battling for a bone which is SO important, and
knowing adults seated in the stadium KNOWING
that the bone that is REALLY important is at home,
in the oven •.••

old and the new ....
Our Town, aging overnite the day El Toro traded its
cocktail glass for a deck of cards .. self-appointed
doctors of rehabilitation seeking vainly to recapture her
youth and esteem with concrete, pain, and lights.

First Street, where ANYONE can see EVERYBODY and buy ANYTHING on Monday and Thursday. After nightfall
Carlos Graham, asi se habla el espafiol, amigos ..
Twelfth & San Fernando, the Greeks love and learn.
Culture on the march ....
Lincoln High, where Don Bowden began a run to
track immortality ..
The County Jail, escape-proof they said, until an
unconned con proved otherwise ...
he building at First & San Fernando, a plaque
imbedded in its ribs, constant reminder that
radio broadcasting was born here and has
remained in its infancy to this day ....

T

The crowds at Columbus Park on Sunday afternoon. Interclub football and softball battles waged as
if the combatants' very lives depended on the outcome •••
Salsipuedes, translated .. Get Out If You Can, .. a one
word sentence ....
The Guadalupe River, Big Name for nada ....
The School at Julian & Terraine, Longfellow School
at the top and Edison High School at the bottom, a
smattering of indecision ....
Reverend Jose A Pefia, EL PADRE ...

Alum Rock Avenue, Santa Clara Street, The
Alameda, Grant Street, El Camino Real-- Confusion
or firm convictions? •••
Julian Street, off the freeway direct to the Falstaff
Brewery ....
Rosa Street, the big, beautiful and the broad. The
loveliest way to leave town if ABSOLUTELY you must
go ....
Bobby Zamora, a musical traditional weathering the
best competition there is, TIME ...
The United Food Drive, those who can helping those
that can't. Or WON'T ....

Fourth & Jackson, a bit of Okayama, The Sister City

The Ford Plant, where T'Bird means Fine, not
wine •••

The Freeway at Almaden Road, for those hurrying
from somewhere to nowhere ....
Story Road, two dumps and Tropicana Village. The

The Rainbow Ballroom, Tito Puente, Lalo Guerrero,
Perez Prado, Arturo Marcus, Luis Arcaraz, the greats
and the near greats before crowds that appreciate ...
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James Lick High, a country school for city kids ....
Club Flamingo, the bawdy lady of the past, changing
her dress, her manners, morals, and her name, emerging
as the dignified and respected Latin Quarter .. .
The Egyptian Museum, lost in a village that speaks
English, Spanish, Italian, and Japanese. But then, Jose
Loves Cleopatra, that sounds alright ...
San Jose Tech High School, gone but not forgotten .
Fountain Alley, three bars and THE Bank .. the bad
and the good ...
Post Street, bars, restaurants, poker parlors, and a
parking lot ....
Spartan Stadium, burial ground for the U niversity of
Mexico gridiron hopes ....
The Underpass at Julian Street and Stockton A venue,
written history of who's doing what to whom Doesn't say
where or how or why ....

T

he 1st & 3r·d Saturday of each month,
the Big Question: "Did you see what
Esther said in the EXCENTRICO this

week?" ...
The Cop at First & Santa Clara, sarcastic compared to
Francis Tanner the negro who once spread his own
special brand of sunshine with a cheery , sincere greeting
to all ...

Tabby Perez, still Mr. Basketball no matter who
the current high school hotshot may be ....
The Tower Bar, now defunct; w here illegal used to
mean A Sick Bird ..
The budding hostelries at First & Bayshore, soon to
beckon the passerby to stay & await the dawn in The
Garden City ...

Bellarmine Prep, two words in the mind of every
proud father experiencing his young son's first steps,
his first words ...
Municipal Stadium, where the shadows of Ernie
Fu ll apino yet roam the outer gardens ...

S

an Jose State College, a Spartan in dia
pers, making threatening noises now
and then only to receive a firm spanking
from a furious Indian who is quick to thwart any
efforts challenging his supremecy in the Santa Clara
Valley ....
Attorney Eugene L. Hudson , a rising star in the legal
ranks ....
The View from Mt. Hamilton, a slee ping village with
one eye open always, a city that speaks three tongues
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commanding an entire valley, its ramparts watched by
row upon row of lush greenery on three sides and the
water of a dingy bay on the other ...

This is San Jose. The Garden City, State,
Canneries. A growing optimistic child, full of
confidence, aware that the future holds for it
a bigger and better tomorrow. • • •

Vayanse
ala
Revolucion!
This editorial ran in the June 20, 1964 edition of EL
EXCENTRICO magazine.

Marco
Dia zlnfante had been exposed by the American GI Forum as a
charlatan in San Diego, in Indiana, and
San Jose. He claimed
to be a lawyer, and
that he had graduated from The
Sorbonne in France.
He had done time
for some illicit activities. It seemed that he
always had a scam going whereby he wound
up with the money, and othe r people wound up getting
screwed. That is why we encouraged hi s migration south
to his beloved Mexico.

Vayanse a la Revolucion!
The last issue of PALADIN, a poor excuse for a
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newspaper to begin with, had the headline VAMONOS
ALAREVOLUCION!! MUERAMIGUELALEMAN
!!

Does this mean, Publisher Mark Diaz, that you and
your staff are going to Mexico for the big revolution
which your paper says is brewing down south of the Rio
Grande?
Does this mean that the publication of Latin American periodicals will be left once again in the hands of
more responsible & competent journalists?
Does this mean that sensationalism, prestige by
association articles, and articles condemning our San
Jose Police Department (one of the top police departments in the nation in the eyes of experts) are a thing of
the past?
oes this mean that we Americans can go
back to thinking about Abraham Lin
coin, George Washington, Davy Crockett,
Junipero Serra, Jacques Cartier, David Starr King,
Ulysses Grant, George Patton, Ike Eisenhower, and
Sandy Koufax?
If so, I say amen. Vayanse! PRONTO!

D

Somehow or other I can't get too excited about
something happening in Mexico, or something which
an irresponsible publication tells us is happening in
Mexico.
Let me give your newspaper a scoop, Mister Diaz. (I
hesitate to address you as Attorney Mark Diaz because
I have not yet seen your Law Degree and to my knowledge you are not a member of the Santa Clara County
Bar Association).

On the weekend of June 25th a group of approximately 25 men are coming north from the southern
portion of our state to wage a civil war in the bay
area. They will be met by a strong band of defenders
from this area.
The southern force, as well as the northern group,
will be manned with hickory clubs and leather covered
pellets which are very hard and painful if hurled against
a human face. The leader of the southern band is a man
known only as Smokey. It is know that he is intensely
hated in many areas of our nation, particularly in New
York.
he bay area force is led by a man known
simply as Big AI. Los dos son gavachos,
but that doesn't make any difference to their
men which are loyal to the leaders and are pledged to

T

Merced McDonald's
In the summer of 1997, my wife Gloria and
I were driving through the upper San Joaquin
Valley and had stopped for a glass of orange
juice at the McDonald's store in Merced.
We were in line behind a family from Ohio
who were motoring through California on their
first trip to the west coast. Father, mother, and
two teenaged kids were in line in front of us
when the father turned around to talk to me.
He asked me, "How do you pronounce the
name of this town? .... What is it famous for?"
"It is pronounced Myrrh-CEO," I replied, "it
means grace in Spanish."
When he got to the head of the line he placed
an order for himself, his wife, and two teenaged
kids.
Then he asked the cute Black young lady
taking his order, "What is this town of MerCED
famous for?"
"WE KICK ASS IN FOOTBALL," she
replied, then added,
"BIG TIME!"

fight to the bitter end.
El grupo de Ia bahia tiene muchos Latinos and it is
known that they are among the better fighters in either
group.

If you will contact me before June 22, I can
arrange for you and couple of photographers and
reporters to be eye witnesses to this battle. War is
occuring right here in your own backyard. Cover it!
Mexico will take care of itself. It always has.
BUT, if you insist on going south to the revolution,
may I suggest routes and methods of arriving at your
destination? If you are driving, perhaps the fastest route
is Highway 101 south to Gilroy, then to Route 152 over
Pacheco Pass, through Los Bafios, and to highway 99
just north of Madera. The town 22 miles south of Madera
is Fresno. Just wave as you whiz by.
Highway 99 takes you over the hot San Joaquin
Valley, through Bakersfield, and over the Grapevine to
Los Angeles. Just as you enter Los Angeles you will see
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a sign which reads SAN DIEGO FREEWAY. Take that.
It is a six-lane high speed expressway which should have
you through San Diego and at the Mexican border within
12 hours after you leave our beloved city of San Jose.

By AIR, Mexicana Airlines flies non-stop to
Mexico City fro~qLos Angeles twice daily, and Western Airlines flies non-stop to Mexico City from San
Francisco for soritething like $85.00.
For a long jo~rney like this loneliness is a thing
which most overcomes travelers. I can even suggest two
excellent traveling companions. They are Luis Miguel
Valdez and Roberto Rubalcava, two brilliant MexicanAmerican scholars. These men are interested in the
politics of Mexico and I understand they are planning a
southern journey to begin with. Maybe they could be
persuaded to exchange their political views for your
legal ones as yoti merrily make your way out of
AMERICA, the L~d of the Free and the Home of the
Brave.
aturally, we of the publishing fraternity
will r~gret to see your departure. Com
petition stimulates us to even greater heights
of accomplishment. It makes us strive even harder to
maintain our high standards of journalism and make us
more aware of the dbpths to which a publication can sink
when allowed to f~l int~ th~ hands ~f people who know
nothing about the ~publishing business and who care
little about the whims of is readers.
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Court Letter,
Vida Nueva
EDITOR'S NOTE: I had been employed at
Vida Nueva, San Jose GI Forum's county-funded
alcohoVdrugs recovery home for about six months
when I wrote the following progress report for one
of our residents who was appearing in court. Note:
Name blocked out to protect confidentiality per
state and federal regulations.

1

I

N

We would miJ seeing our ads being pilfered and
used in your publifation without our permission but
then, WHAT THE HELL, imitation is the sincerest
form of flattery. j
In closing, I say only that I pledge allegiance to the
Stars and Stripes. ?vtY president is Lyndon B. Johnson. I
am proud of the way America aquitted itself at San Juan
Hill ' Veracruz, ThdI Alamo, Verdun, Chateau Thierry,
Tarawa, Guadalcanal,
Pearl Harbor, and Utah Beach.
I

1

Respect

If you want to be respected by others the great
thing is to respe4t yourself. Only by that, only by
self-respect wil~ you compel others to respect
you.
--Fyodo~ Dostoevsky

Sept. 11, 1987
Judge of the California Superior Court
Santa Clara County Judicial District
200 W. Hedding St.
San Jose, CA 95110
Your Honor:
This is formal notification to the Court that Mr.
Xxxxx Xxxxxxx, social security number XXX-XXXXXX, has been a resident of the Vida Nueva alcoholic
recovery home since XXXX XX, 1987.
Mr. Xxxxxxx is here with the consent of his parole
officer, Mr. Sxxxxxx Xaaaaaaaaaaa. visits him occasionally to monitor his progress in our live-in program.
r. Xxxxxxx has been elected to our
Resident Council who is their liaison
to Vida Nueva management and who
assist us now and then with whatever task we assign
them.
He has been an exemplary resident of this facility
and cooperative with every staff member and resident.
He is, at the moment, leading a discussion among the
residents concerning the dangers posed to society by
those who over-indulge and then get behind the wheel of
a motor vehicle. (Our facilitators are away to a training
session in Fresno).
We are impressed with this young man and happy to
be assisting in his rehabilitation.
He has agreed to enroll at Evergreen Valley College
in the fall and will enter the PUENTE Project, where he
will meet outstanding Hispanic community leaders who

M
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will serve as his role models to demonstrate to him that
after he leaves this program he need not return to his
former life of mind-altering substance abuse and irresponsible societal behavior.
He has impressed us with his willingness to accept more than his share of responsibility and we see
him as a young man who, unfortunately, has channeled his vast energies in the wrong direction in the
past.
We hope to continue to assist the Court in his
rehabilitation by his continuing in our project.
We cannot guarantee success, of course, because
ultimately everyting depends on Mr. Xxxxxxx. He understands that.
If he leaves our program and reverts to his former
contra-societal behavior, at least he will know that
someone gave him a chance to see that his early transgressions can be forgiven by his fellow citizens if he
acopts an attitude of being the productive citizen we feel
he can be.
Enrollees in the Puente Project at Evergreen College
have demonstrated that even though they were not
among the top achievers in high school, they do very
well in the community college environment because
their .. Mentor.. assists them with counseling, introduction to community leaders who show them the rewards
of doing quality college work, and who take a personal
interest in their progress.
We feel that Mr. Xxxxx Xxxxxxx can join their
ranks upon completion of his formal education.
If you have any questions about this letter, the Vida
Nueva program, or the progress of Mr. Xxxxx Xxxxxxx
here, please contact my office at (408) 238-1820.
Respectfully,
--David Sierra
Office Manager/Court Liaison
Vida Nueva
EDITOR'S NOTE: The judge was so impressed
with this progress letter that he read the letter aloud in
court.
Then he asked for an ovation from the people in the
courtroom for this outstanding resident.
Two weeks later, he finished our program, went
home to his wife and two young children to their new
home in Contra Costa County.

A few weeks later he called, wanting to borrow $200
dollars. Of course I did not loan it to him. Neither did
Director Sid Haro loan him the $600 he wanted from
him.

Later, through the grapevine, we heard
that he had beaten up the wife and kids, and
set fire to their new home. It is our understanding that he received a long-term prison
sentence.
Man, what an education I got from THAT experience!
**Name of resident withheld to comply with California and U.S. confidentiality laws. • • •

Wedding at
Vida Nueva
Article, Feb. 1984,
THE LEADER
(SAN JO) -- Edward R proved that Vida
Nueva•s program does work, and to prove it, he
married the now Mrs. R in ceremonies held
recently at the house on Quimby Road.
It is a first for the project.
The fiesta held after the wedding was attended by relatives, friends, and Vida Nueva
residents. Many persons, especially the wives,
commented favorably on a very enjoyable
Chicano wedding with no alcoholic beverages.
The Vida Nueva staff, members of San
Jose GI Forum, and all Vida Nueva residents
wish Ed Rand his new bride the very best in the
future.

Trust
Trust your hopes, not your fears.
--David Mahoney
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I

Eulogy - EHodoro (Ted) Sierra
I

My brother, Eliodoro T.' Sierra, passed away on
Thursday, Dec.l 2, 2004 at a hospital in Simi
Valley, Calif. He' had been vecy sick for a number
of months. I recall writing a letter to him a few
months prior a.fld never received a reply. Very
unusual for hiin,
because in the past he had
I
always answerec;l my letters with letters.
A few montlis later his son Eddie talked to
Gloria on the phone, saying that Ted was in bad
shape, medically. He was in intensive care. Nothingwe could do ~bout it, just pray for his recovery.
But it never happened.
We awaited funeral arrangement plans so we
could drive to Simi Valley for the services. Over the
weekend we received an E-mail from our niece,
Rebecca, saying( that Ted's son, Eddie, had cremated the body. In keeping with his father's
wishes, he wants to have his ashes scattered
around Woodlake, or flushed down the toilet and
his ashes can mkke it out to the ocean that way.
We waited rot word from Eddie regarding memorial services for his father, but he never contacted us. We understand that other members of
the family were given the same information, with
the same results:. No memorial services were ever
held, as far as we lm.ow.
The evening that we found out Ted had
passed away, I Pfepared some random thoughts
to make at his memorial services:
1. Eliodoro ~ierra was born on June 28, 1926
at Rancho~ La Lagunita, Jalisco, Mexico, the
son ofMr. ~d Mrs. Juan Sierra. He died on
Thursday~ Dec. 2, 2004 in Simi Valley,
Calif.
2. The Sierra family emigrated to U.S. on
March 29J 1927, crossing the border at El
Paso, Texas. Eliodoro was 8 months old.
3. The Sie~ family settled in Ontario, Calif.,
where he began his formal education and
where hi~ sisters Maria and Trinidad,
brother Ellseo, and sister Frances were
born.
'
4. After moving from farm to farm and ranch
to ranch hi the central San Joaquin Valley,
including ~ne day at the infamous Tagus
Ranch ofJphn Steinbeck's Grapes ofWrath
fame, the Sierras settled in Woodlake, Calif. Eliodoxp, by now known as Theodore ...
or Ted, wa.S enrolled in Woodlake Elemen-

5.

6.

7.

I

8.

I

I

9.

I

I

I

1

10.
11.

12.

tary School, and later in Woodlake High
School.
Young Ted Sierra loved airplanes. He built
many models of World War II planes, such
as the B-17 Flying Fortress and the P-41
fighter plane, and hung them with thread
from the ceiling of his bedroom.
He was attending Woodlake High School
when he was drafted into the military service during the early days of World War II.
He did his basic training at Camp Wolters,
Texas. When I told him one time that I could
never find that place on the map he said,
"They probably tore it down after we left.
Nobody should live in a place like that."
Before going overseas, he and two of his
Army buddies decided to enjoy their last
days in the States and overdid it, reporting
to Camp Stoneman a day late. ''What can
they do to us?" he said later, while relating
the incident to some friends. What the U.S.
Army did was put he and his friends in the
brig while the ship slowly sailed across the
Pacific Ocean, so he never saw Hawaii.
He served with the 1st Cavahy Division on
Mindanao and Luzon in the Phillippine
Islands. Once when he was asked if he had
seen any combat, he replied, 'Well, if you
can call it that. One night we heard some
shots fired and evecybody dove for their
foxholes. It was some drunk GI firing his
rifle at a palm tree."
After the Japanese surrendered, his unit
was transferred to Japan, where they installed communications systems for the
U.S. Army. Ted's hobby was photography
and he enjoyed traveling around Japan,
taking many photographs of that beautiful
country.
He was discharged from the Army after his
father Juan Sierra died in August 1945.
Ted returned to Woodlake and lived a carefree life, enjoying the meager veterans 5220 benefits that were given to all World War
II veterans, and doing farm work in the
Tulare County area.
One of his experiences about that time was
being a guest of the Tijuana Police Department after an evening of carousing in TJ
with some friends from Woodlake who decided to find out what this 'TJ" thing was all
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14.

15.

16.
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about. 'You don't have any American rights
down there," he recalled. I remembered
that years later when it became my time to
"experience" Tijuana.
On days when it rained and there was no
work to do on the farms and ranches, he
frequented El Rancho Grande, a poolroom,
where he gained a reputation as one of the
better card sharks and pool hustlers in
Woodlake.
One summer he and two friends decided
to go north to seek work in the lumber
mills in northem Califomia and southem Oregon. He described It as lots of
hard work in the day time and lots of
hard boozing in the evenings. "But we
came back to Woodlake with more money
than we took up there so it was worth it,"
he said.
One summer he was playing baseball with
the Woodlake town team against a team of
Chicanos from Parlier. While batting, he
got conked on the head with a pitch. We all
ran to the plate to see how he was. The
amateur "doctors" in the crowd, of course,
cautioned everyone to stand back and give
him some room. When he opened his eyes,
he asked, "Did anyone get the license number of that truck?"
One year he bought me a bicycle. I became
a very popular kid in the barrio in Woodlake
because I would lend my bike to anyone
who asked to ride it. One day he asked me
why I wasn't riding my bike and I told him
I didn't know how. When my friend Bobby
came back with my bike, Ted put me on the
bike, held onto the seat so it would not tip
over and asked me to peddle like hell. I was
afraid to fall, but he insisted on me staying
on the bike. That was how I learned how to
ride a bicycle. That experience broadened

Eternal Vigilance
Eternal vigilance is the condition,
not only of liberty,
but of everything which
as civUized men we hold dear.
--August Heckscher

A Fork in the Road
When you come to a fork in the
road, travelbothwaysinyourimagination until you know which one
belongs to you.
--Anon.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

my horizons. Now I could go anywhere
around Woodlake, along with the other
kids who owned bikes. I loved him for that.
Sometime about that time he decided to
leave Woodlake, go to Los Angeles and
enroll at National Schools to study electronics.
I remember some weekends when he would
come home to Woodlake and he and our
older brother Jess would stay up all night
long, playing monopoly and solving the
problems of the world.
In 1952, Ted was insistent that man
would walk on the moon within twenty
years. It seemed inconceivable then, but
he was right.
One Christmas Eve he was in Woodlake, I
arrived bearing two quart bottles of
Seagram's VO and six bottles of 7 -Up. The
first time he saw me pouringVO and 7-Up
into a large glass, he winced. A few minutes
later he walked out the door and came back
about twenty minutes later. "Here," he said,
handing me two bottles of rotgut cheap
whiskey, "ifyou'regoingtomixitwith 7-Up,
drink it with this stuff ... and leave the VO
to those who appreciate good booze."
After graduating from National Schools he
worked for a number of electronics companies in southern California, moving from
Los Angeles to Fontana, to Port Hueneme,
to Van Nuys, and finally to Simi Valley.
While employed by ITI Gilfillan in 1967 he
was honored by that company's president
E.S. Phillips for being the employee who
suggested the most effective cost-reduction
programs. As I understand it, when the
President asked him, ''Where do you go
from here, Mr. Sierra?" he replied, "Some
day, to the chair in your office!"

THAT WAS TED SIERRA. • • • • •
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Epitaphs from Vida Nueva
In 1984 I was employed at Vida Nueva AlcohoV
Drugs Recovery Home. On Thursday nights, we had an
8 PM class wherd we invited speakers to come in and
talk to our residents.
One night our ·speaker did not show up and I had to
.Improvise
. a c1ass~.. F -a-s-t.
I
I decided to talk about death, about our days on earth,
how each of us perceived his existence, and how we
wanted to be remembered after our demise.

Eliseo T. Sierra

I

"Left it
the way he
found it,
BROKE"

I showed thdm my epitaph on a hastily drawn
stone and then asked them to make out their own
epitaphs.

1934-

1

I reminded them that they did not have to participate
if they did not want to, and some of them didn't. Here are
some of the epitaphs they submitted:

One drew a fale on the s:one, with the inscription,
"I'm still here, woof, woof.
II

Underneath was a Bud beer can and the instructions,
"pour some on me.
II

•
I

The Three Dogs
A Chicano~ a Black, and a White guy had
agreed to match their dogs in a fight to
determine otice and for all who had the
meanest dog.·
They flipp~d coins and it was decided
that the B1a~k guy's dog would fight the
White guy's dog, with the winner taking on
the Chicano's dog.
The Black; guy's dog tore up the white
guy's dog in J. bloody fight. The black guy
came storntin!g into the bar, ''Where's your
dog, Pedro? Let's get it on ... my dog's still
hungry."
Pedro unleashed his funny looking dog
and it took 't:vtro steps forward, opened his
mouth and swallowed the black dog whole!
"Jesus H. Christ! Where did you get that
mean sumbit~h?ll asked the black guy.
"Well, before I cut off the tail and painted
it yellow, it 'fas an alligator!" said the
Chicano.
'

Here lies Alberto. Lived his life to the fullest.
R.I.P.
1972-

•
Here lies a good man. God bless my soul. R.I.P. (He
also included a beautiful picture of a rose).

•
If I shall live
and time comes to pass,
all you mother fuckers
can kiss my ass.
Cut my dick off and
lay it upon my chest,
tell all these long cock-hoes
I am gone to rest.
A BlackMan
from Chittlings Switch
A Bad Son of a Bitch .

•
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Earl
GoodMan
Honest.Here lies a man, beloved father of 4,
husband, trying to do the best he can. Living for his
kids and wife and trying to make everything all right.
Vatos yelling from cell to cell
swearing this must be hell
One vato saying he wants to die
Another asking him why
He says he lost his family and wife
all for living the gangster life.

•
MEL
a clean and decent
man with high integrity.
R.I.P.

•
Until We Meet Again
In beloved
memory of my son
Rupert D. Descansando
Born Aug. 23-59 till ??
Rest in Peace. He will always be
remembered for the good times we shared together on this earth.
May he be happy in the
Kingdom of Heaven.

•
A freeman thinks the least
of death and his wisdom
is a concentration of
life, not death.

•
That they may get my
life insurance.
They may think good
things about me,
not the bad.
And that they live happy life,
thC\t the Lord takes care of them.

•••••

Da-Nang to David
In 1970 I was editing THE FORUMEER, the American
GI Forum newspaper. One day in I received this letter,
quite unexpectedly, from a U.S. Marine serving in
Vietnam:
March 17, 1970
Da-Nang, Vietnam
Dear Forumeer:
I am writing this letter to you from a good distance
away (Vietnam). I first heard of your paper from a friend
I've been writing to by the name of Joe Mesa from San
Jose!
He wrote me a little bit about your paper and I am
very interested in it and would like to know more about
it.
I am also heoping that you'll be interested to know
that there are a large majority of the Chicano population
just here in my company alone, so you can imagine
really how many Chicanos there are here in Vietnam!

o I'd like to tell you a little bit about
myself. I'm Chicano, my name is Louis
John Gallegos, 20 yrs. of age, from San
Jose, Calif. My parents live at 14161 Vernice Ave.
I've been in the Marine Corps now for about 15
months and have seen a lot of good and a lot of bad
in all races.

S

It seems that we look forward to a lot happening but
what the Chicano looks forward to the most is the
Chicano programs that they play on the radio on Sunday
morning. We try to get the guys together around the
radio and try to enjoy ourselves even if its for a couple
of hours. But there's also time for work too!
And we all seem to try our best to get along with
everyone and work together!

I am sending a picture of some of us building on
a bunker. You may be interested to know there are
Marines from Alaska, Guam, Texas, and etc. What
my main point is that I am one of the proudest
Chicanos there is, but it also a big world so it takes a
little giving from everyone!
I am sorry that this is all I can add but if there is any

(Cont. on Pg 431)
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Gilroy Gl Forum
Installation Address
May 27, 1967
EDITOR'S COMMENT-- While I was Chairman of San Jose GI Forum, I was asked to deliver
the Installation of Officers address of the new
Gilroy GI Fomm. I accepted, of course. On May
27, 1967, at the Longhouse Restaurant, I delivered the following remarks.

Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is a pleasure to be with you this evening on the
occasion of the 2nd annual insta!Jation of the Gilroy
Chapter of the American GI Forum.
few weeks ago, Mr. Frank Perez, the
Giil·oy Chairman , was in San Jose at the
state office. About 1:30 in the morning,just
as I was launching into my dedication and responsibility
speech, and shaking my finger in his face:
"Frank, someone has to do the dirty work .. . someone
has to accept the challenges ... someone has to shoulder
the responsibilities ... "
He interrupted me with, "Why don't you stand up
and say that?"
And so I jumped to my feet and said, "I WILL," and
before you can say Jackie Robinson, I was committed,

A

Da-Nang to David
(Cont. from Pg 430)
information that I can give you from here, I'd be glad to.
And also if you are interested in publishing any of this,
you are welcome to. And if so, I'd like a copy.
Yours sincerely,
P.F.C. Louis Juan Gallegos
Vietnam -70P.S. I'd appreciate an answer.
Viva La Raza ! • • • • •

signed, sealed, locked, shanghaied, and delivered here
to address you this evening!"
If you get the impression that Mr. Perez is an
active, motivated chairman of an active, motivated
group, you are 100% RIGHT!
Just four weeks ago this group hosted the Region IV
meeting of the American GI Forum, in this very room,
and the largest crowd ever to attend a regional function
in the history of the Forum in California was here. All of
us are very proud of the Gilroy Chapter.
Becoming active, participating members of a service organization like the GI Forum is hard work. It
entails many hou rs of attendi ng meetings, being away
from your family, and always ... always ... looking for
new members.
I bring you greetings from State Chairman Daniel
Campos and State Auxiliary Chairman Anita Campos who could not be here this evening because of a
commitment to attend the installation of the Sacramento Chapter.
Mr. Campos was in East Lansing, Michigan this
morning and right about now should be in somewhere in
Sacramento .. . looking for the Holiday Inn.
ou ha ve two very capable leaders to
head the GI Forum i.n Gilroy. Mr. Frank
Perez heads the Semor Forum and Mrs.
Jennie Hernandez is Chair of the Ladies Auxili ary.
There should be no doubt that with these dedicated and
responsible Forumeers at the helm of their respective
groups, the GI Forum will continue to grow and become
more involved in the civic life of this community.
Atthis point! would like to tell you a bit about our
organization. The American GI Forum was founded
by Dr. Hector P. Garcia, in Corpus Christi, Texas, in
1948.
As a turning point comes for all new nations and
organizations, so did the American GI Forum have its.
In 1948, in the small Texas town of Three Rivers, a
Mexican American veteran, Felix Longoria, was re-

Y
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turned to his hometown for burial. The chapel in Three
Rivers refused to handle the body because it was their
policy not to do business with Mexican Americans. The
Longoria family authorized a newly formed American
GI Forum chapter to protest this action to the highest
levels of the American government.

U.S. Senator Lyndon B. Johnson heard the protest and made immediate arrangements to bury the
body at Arlington National Cemetery.
FELIX LONGORIA DID NOT DIE IN VAIN, for
though his body could not find peace under six feet of
dusty Texas soil, it did provide thousands of Mexican
American citizens with the inspiration to band together,
and in so doing, more effectively combat the prejudices
and wrongs to which they had been subjected for so
many years.
The organization grew rapidly after that. Today ...
the American GI Forum has chapters in fifteen states,
and the District of Columbia.
e do not endorse political candidates
or parties but WE DO encourage the
members to participate as individuals.
We are a non-partisan and a non-profit organization, and
if you don't believe THAT, just ask Chairman Pertez or
the Gilroy Chapter treasurer!

W

As the Gilroy chapter grows, so will its responsibilities. It will develop leaders, create self-confidence
in its membership, and become more active in the
civic affairs of the City of Gilroy.
You are citizens of this community with obligations,
responsibilities, and rights. You pay taxes. Your children attend city schools. YOU are PAYING for the
operation of the local government. And it is YOUR
RESPONSffiiLITY to demand a share of the action!
You cannot afford to rest while there are people in
need. You cannot allow yourself to be stereotyped as
apathetic, unproductive citizens. You must show your
city that you are proud of our country, your state, and
your community, and that you want to become involved
in building its future.
By joining the American GI Forum you have already
indicated that you are willing to roll up your sleeves and
get to work to solve your local problems .. and NOT all
of them concern only Mexican Americans.

Your job is to fight for better housing, for better
employment opportunities, for NEW opportunities,
for better schools, and for the preservation of our

American way of life. Many people who are less
educated, less financially capable than yourselves,
depend on you to institute and carry through programs for the benefit of ALL the citizens of this area.
IN the American GI Forum, we defme dedication
like this .. A man who got off his job at 3 AM and drove
ALONE to Santa Barbara last summer to cast his vote at
the state convention is DEDICATED.
A man who drove from Richmond to San Diego,
alone, non-stop, to participate in the national convention, is dedicated.
The people who have spent the past 15 years vacationing in whatever city was hosting the American GI
Forum national convention are dedicated.

And you, too, must be dedicated if your chapter
is to prosper and grow, and earn the respect of the
people of GILROY!
UNDERSTANDING is one of the basic necessities
for fmding solutions to the problems of our people. Let
me cite an example of how lack of understanding can
instill hatred, suspicions, and doubt.
Many years ago, attending school in a city much
smaller than Gilroy, the fourth grade teacher would ask
us to put our hands, fingers outstretched, on the desk for
her inspection. Then, she would ask:
"How many of you took a bath this morning?"
Man, I sure loved those Mondays! Not because I
enjoyed school, but because I KNEW I had taken a bath
on Saturday and I could proudly hold my hand up. The
rest of the week I would glare at my Anglo friends and
think to myself: "You liar, you didn't take a bath this
morning! Why don't you tell the truth like I do?"
few years later, my father passed away
and we left our humble little house in
the Mexican barrio and went to live with a
brother, who lived on the Anglo side of town, across the
street from the Police Chief.

A

THEN, I realized that ALL Anglos aren't born
liars ••• they COULD have taken a bath every morning ••• they probably had showers!!
A bath to me, when we lived in the barrio, meant
filling a tub with water, and putting some wood under it
and waiting for the water to get hot. And I wasn't about
to do that on a winter morning when there's frost on the
ground and your teeth are chattering with the cold!
A similar lack of understanding exists today in the
(Cont. on Pg 433)
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Journalist's Credo #1
DAVID BRINKLEY
in a speech at the
University of Southern California

"To politicians on an ego trip, which
is most of them most of the time, any
piece of Journalism not filled with overwhelming and obsequious flattery is biased.
1

i

11

lfl went on the air tomorrow and said Spiro
Agnew wks the greatest American statesman
since Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Adams,
and Hamilton, the audience might think I was
biased ... BUT HE WOULDN'T.
.. When politicians and the press are quarreling with each other, that is their natural state.
That is what they OUGHT to do. AND IT IS IN
I

Gilroy In~tallation
(Qont. from Pg 432)
War on Poverty program. And we are all aware that one
of the biggest critics of the program in this area is
Charles Gubser, 9ur Congressman.
To him and all other critics of the War on Poverty
program, let me ~ay this: People in this country have
spent many milliJns ofdollars and made half-hearted
efforts to solve sJcial welfare problems for over one
hundred years, ~nd the consensus of opinion is that
the present welfare programs are an abject failure.
Generations of people have been born and died on
welfare.
NOW, a Poverty Program has been instituted involving the poor people themselves, giving THEM a
chance to arrive at solutions to their own problems. And
WHO ARE THEICRITICS? Chiefly, the very people
who themselves have failed to solve the problems!
It is this maJ·s humble opinion that a man can
generally help hitrlselfbetter than can others. Granted ...
I

I

THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
.. If over the last generation, the politicians
and the bureaucrats in Washington have made
such a mess of things with the press keeping
watch over them, WHAT WOULD THEY
HAVEDONEWITHNOBODYWATCHING?
.. There are numerous countries in the world
where politicians have seized absolute power
and muzzled the press. THERE IS NO COUNTRY IN THE WORLD WHERE THE PRESS
HAS SEIZED ABSOLUTE POWER AND
MUZZLED THE POLITICIANS!
.. SO .... if people are concerned about danger
to their rights and freedoms, they should be
aware of WHERE the danger comes from ...
AND IT DOES NOT COME FROM THE
PRESS!
II

•••••

you aren't going to get anywhere with a man who has a
mental problem by asking him to treat himself ... but
don't you have a better chance by forgetting about
dementia praecox, paranoids, ambivertic personalities,
etc. and talk to him about EVERYDAY problems and
possible solutions??? .... Look, man, your problem is
that you just don't want to grow up!
s a chapter who has shown the desire to
become active in the affairs of your
community, you don't have to look very far
for problems which you can work on. Ask your city
fathers what the problems are locally, and take steps to
rectify them, if you can. If you cannot, point out the
problems to the proper agency and demand that THEY
take action!
Remember, politicians understand one thing:
VOTES! That man at City Hall doesn't have to know one
damned word of Spanish to realize that when 200 people
are picketing to demand that the city repair the streets, he
has GOT to do something. If he DOESN'T ... there is a
very simple solution ... REMEMBER his name at the

A
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next municipal election, and make sure everyone else
does too!
Latin Americans are traditionally known as a highly
emotional, and easily excited race, and yet we have not
rioted on the streets of America. We have not burned
buildings, killed wantonly, or destroyed public property. We have been patient ... BUT
Let NO MAN say that we have not done our share.
We have a heritage and a culture that we want to
preserve and add to the vast melting pot that is America.
Some of our forefathers, too, came here with a dream,
just as did the English, the Irish, and the Scandinavians.

The blood of Mexican American fighting men
was spilled at Pearl Harbor, on the beaches ofSalemo,
Normandy, Guadalcanal, Tarawa; on the heights of
Pork Chop Hill, and in the steaming jungles of
Vietnam.
e are proud of the record of our
fighting men in ALL of our country's
wars. SEVENTEEN medals of honor in
World War IT and Korea attest to the fortitude and
dedication of the Mexican American soldier.
We have always been and always will be Ameri-

W

cans first and foremost, but we want to retain that
part of our heritage that is Mexican or Spanish or
Indian.
We, the American GI Forum, are, in essence, telling
America that we are proud of our ancestry. We do not
believe in changing our names from Greenberg to Green,
from Davidian to Davis, from Gonzalez to Gaines to
conform to the prejudicial thinking of those who believe
that if your ancestors didn't come over on the Mayflower, you don't belong in America.

We believe that America has room for peoples of
all races, nationalities, and religious beliefs. We believe in the great American dream of a land in which
"ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL."
From Washington DC to Gallup, New Mexico; from
Detroit, Michigan to Cheyenne, Wyoming; and from
Hutchinson, Kansas to Gilroy, California; American GI
Forum groups are in action and local chapter leaders are
dedicated to doing their share to contribute to our
country's growth and future.
WEBELffiVETHATWEHAVEDEANITECONTRffiUTIONS TO MAKE, AND WE INTEND TO
MAKE THEM .... !
Thank You. • • • • •

Letter to
the S.J. P.D.
EDITOR'S NOTE: In late September of
1969, Officer Dan Martin of the San Jose Police
Department had written, asking if I would host a
small gathering in my home so that police officers could come explain their role in the community. It was the first attempt at "community relations" by the new San Jose Police Department's
public relations unit. I responded thus:

Officer Martin:
In regard to our recent telephone conversations
concerning the possibility of having officers from the
San Jose Police into my home to explain to us and other
interested citizens about the role of the police in our
community.

Frankly. we are not interested.
he recent remarks made by Judge
Gerald S. Chargin, a racist son-of-abitch if there ever was one, lead me to
conclude that no meaningful use could be made of an
evening conversing with police officers in my residence.

T

Recognizing the competence of your department
and the extremely hard job that law enforcement has
become in these days when people are trying to make all
of America live by the constitution written by the
founding fathers I know that some officers and law
enforcement officials really believe that they are doing
the right thing.
However, when a racist bastard like Chargin makes
remarks as he did on the Superior court Bench recently
and we don't hear a peep out of the Police-Community
Relations Unit, I wonder just what in hell the policecommunity relations unit is supposed to be doing.

If your job is propaganda to make believe that
you are interested in the minorities, or if it is merely
to look more deeply into "potential trouble-makers", then I cannot help you.
When your department comes out against racism,

(Cont. on Pg 435)
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ATTAWAY, ATTAWAY!

eroy Attaway was the big
gest and toughest guy in the
the Limonera barrio of
Woodlake where I grew up. No one
questioned anything he did. We didn't
dare. He was easily the biggest kid in
the neighborhood, and always seemed
eager for confrontations.

L

THE TRADER
The Chicano kids (Alfred Marquez, Bobby Marquez,
Mike Marquez, Raul Torres, Phillip Lopez, Henry Rubio,
Tommy Perez, and I) would get together to exchange
comic books and Leroy would show up with some
beaten up Captain Marvel comic books he wanted to
trade us for some brand new Superman or Plastic Man
comic books. We hesitated, of course, because it was not
an even trade. Even at that age we realized that. Leroy

p ro posed
t he
trade
again ,
looked you right
in the eye, and we,
of course sai d ,
"Sure, Leroy, we
can trade."
And we did.
If you were
too hesitant, he
put his big meaty
hand at the nape
of your neck and
squeezed gently,
and proposed the
trade again. Usually it didn't take a
second squeeze
before the transaction was consummated.

T

H

E

"STE E LI E "
SHOOTER

Letter to S .J.P.D.
(Cont. fr om Pg 4 3 4)
Nazism, and Hate, in whatever form it may come to the
surface, even wearing the black cloth of j uri sprudence,
then maybe we can have a meaningful discussion on
police-community relations.

Until we rid our community of that racist son-ofa-bitch we cannot waste our time discussing the local
officer on the beat.
Very sincerely,
David Sierra
990 Elm Street San Jose, Calif.
cc: Ike Hernandez,
SJ Police Department
Ray Blackmore,
Chief, San Jose Police Dept.
•••••

LEROY ATTAWAY
16 Years Old
Sophomore Defensive
E nd on some of the best
football
teams
in
Woodlake High School
history.

We used to
pl ay m ar bl es.
Leroy was not a
very good player.
When he showed
up, he made his own rules and we followed them.
One of the games we played was "ring." Each of us
put ten marbles into a ring about 6 feet in diameter. We
drew straws to decide in w hich order we were going to
shoot. The idea was to hit one of the marbles in the ring
and knock it out, leaving your "shooter" inside the ring.
If your shooter went outside the ring, your turn was over.
Leroy would wai t until we had drawn straws, then
put his marbles into the ring, and said, "You don't mind
ifl shoot first, do you?" to whomever had won the right
to shoot fi rst. Of course not!
"No .... go ahead, Leroy !"

One day Attaway showed up with a half inch
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steel ball bearing and said that that was his ''shooter.''
We wanted to argue that it was not a "shooter"
because he couldn't possibly shoot it at another
marble from between his large rmger and his thumb.
Those were La Limonera Barrio Rules. Unwritten but understood. The steel ball was too heavy. But,
if Leroy said that was his shooter and he wanted to
roll the shooter through the large mass of marbles in
the ring, knocking out five or six at a time, we were
not going to question it.
If one of us spotted him shoving marbles in his
pocket while he thought no one was looking, we did not
say anything either. Nobody wanted to question him. He
was too damned big, and too damned tough, so we
swallowed our pride and watched our marble collections diminish as he basically took what he wanted.

THE FOOTBALL PLAYER
Leroy entered high school and became a freshman
end on some of Woodlake High's best-ever football
teams. Nobody, but nobody was going to run his end. He
took on blockers with a vicious forearm, pushed them
aside and delivered punishing tackles on the ballcarriers.
He was a ferocious tackler on defense, a surehanded and speedy tight end on offense during his first
three years, and a runaway horse at fullback as asenior.By
then, the Tigers' glory days were over. The 23-game
winning streak was broken by a Ron Nordstrom field
goal in the Dos Palos game which opened the 1949
season. Attaway also ran the 440 on the track team and
anchored the half mile relay team.
During basketball season of his senior year, one of
the boys challenged Attaway to smoke a cigarette, let the
coach see him and find out what they were going to do
about it. Probably nothing, they assumed, because he
was a big athletic star. Coach T.C. Duncan saw him and
immediately asked him to report to the principal's office
for discipline.

EXPELLED FROM WUHS
Attaway was expelled from Woodlake High School.
He immediately enrolled at Visalia High, 14 miles down
the road, and a much larger school than Woodlake. He
became one of the stars of the Pioneers track team,
competing against much bigger and faster kids than had
opposed him at Woodlake. He proved that he was not
only a big fish in a little pond, but a big fish in a big pond.

PRO FOOTBALL PROSPECT
As the story goes, the San Francisco 49ers, having

had some success with Art Powell of San Diego High
School going directly to the professional ranks out of
high school, wanted to give Attaway a tryout. The story
goes that he did not even bother going to the Forty
Niners training camp in Redwood City.

He played one season of football at College of
Sequoias and was a devastating runner, bowling
over tacklers from his fullback position. Former
COS linebacker Bobby Garcia, who played with
Attaway, once said that he was the best college
fullback he had ever seen.
ventually Attaway joined the Navy. As
the story goes, he was given a dishonor
able discharge, "not suitable for military
service" or something like that.
In the middle 50's I was walking down Main Street
in Visalia, hitchhiking home to Woodlake from Los
Angeles. I spotted him standing on Main Street outside
the Wunder Bar, a popular cocktail lounge at the time.
Leroy was unshaven, his hair unkempt and his clothes
rumpled.
"SIERRA!" he shouted, as I approached him.
"Leroy Attaway!"
"Sierra! .... what are you doing here?''
"Not much, Leroy ... how are you doing?"
"Hey ... gimme a dollar. I need a drink," he said,
knowing that his request would not be turned down. It
had never been before and it wouldn't be now.
I fished in my pocket for a dollar bill, handed it to
him, and he walked off down the street, not even
bothering to thank me. That was the last time I ever saw
him. I always wondered what happened tohim but no
one seemed to know where he went.

E

THE BOYS RANCH BOYS
In 1957, I was working at the Tulare County Boys
Ranch near Three Rivers. One evening we received a
new group of "fish", among them some young kids from
Visalia. When they found out that I lived in Woodlake,
they asked me if I knew Leroy Attaway.
"Sure! He lived en La Limonera ... in the same
neighborhood I used to live in!" I replied.
"You know why we're here?'' one of them asked,
puffing out his chest, "We fucked up Leroy Attaway!
"Fucked him up bad!
"That big, bad Okie from Woodlake?
"The guy who used to play football for Sequoias?
"Everybody was afraid of him, man!
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THE SCENE OF THE CRIME, which
is what my guru and I used to call our
favorite bar. Actually better known as San
Jose Kaiser Santa Teresa Hospital.

n Thurs. , March 14,
2002, Dr. Ronald
GrantofSanJoseKaiser Permanente Santa Teresa Hospital removed some large gall
stones from my body and took out
my worthless gall bladder.
For about two years I had been having some very

"He was running around The Oval acting big and
bad, man! We fucked him up! Bad!
"We beat him up bad ! Five of us! We kicked his
ass!"

A very talented athlete who never quite
figured out how to play the game of life. A
grown man with prodigious athletic skills
which could have provided him fame and a
comfortable living, in his mid-20's, still hanging around drive-ins trying to impress adolescent kids. A shame.
Bobby Garcia had it right ... a tremendous football
player. I cannot conceive of Attaway backi ng away from
any football player, at any level, at any time . But we will
never know. He never gave himself the chance to prove
how good he really was.
•••••

serious stomach pains. On those days when I felt a lot of
pai n I thought they were just bad stomach aches. I would
take someMotrin, take a nap, and getup a few hours later
feeling like a million dollars. I thought the pains were
brought on by the hot chili I used to eat regularly with
Mexican food. I ate lots of chile j apones (the hot little red
ones) and jalapenos. I mean I pi led the chile on, amigo!

Many years ago, during my drinking days, one
morning Gloria showed me eight jalapeno peppers
that I had eaten with scrambled eggs and fried
potatoes at three o'clock in the morning!
One night in 2002 the stomach pain got so bad that
Gloria called George, a friend of ours here in the senior
citizens complex where we live and asked if he would
please drive me to Emergency at Kaiser Hospital. I was
dying ! It seemed to me like he was driving about fifteen
miles per hour. I wouldn't have cared if he had driven 90
MPH. I wanted to see a doctor, F-A-S-T!

eorge turned off US 101 onto Blossom
Hill Road and kept driving west. I kept
looking for the tall building which would
be Kaiser Hospital. After we drove past Oak Grove
High School, I realized that he was lost. "George, I
think it's the other way," I said. Gloria agreed.

G

The Emergency Waiting Room was wall-to-wall
people, some kids were crying, and many elderly people
were in the room. It was jammed with people. We asked
for medication to ease the horrible pains I was feeling.
We waited for about 45 minutes before I was able to see
a doctor and get some pain-killing medicine. I was
bitching out loud. I was hurtin', amigo!
"We have no beds available," they kept telling us in
the Waiting Room.
"Sir, you are going to have to wait until there is a bed
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available for you."
I begged for some medicine to kill the pain but they
said they would not give me any medication until I had
been examined by a doctor.
"Give me a gun so I can shoot myself!" I pleaded. It
hurt THAT much.! don't need a damned doctor to tell me
that I am in very, very bad pain! Now it makes sense, but
it didn't then.
The doctor will prescribe the proper medication

depending on your condition, they said. I was finally
taken out of the waiting room and shown to a bed. I
could have kissed that person's ass, I was so happy.
They hooked up a clear plastic line running from an
intravenous machine into my right arm. A few minutes
later, they gave me some painkiller.
I later found out it was morphine. Painkiller is the
right word. After they gave me a shot of morphine
nothing hurt. And I mean nada. amigo. The pain went
away, so they "Kaisered me out," lots of tender loving
care and a pharmaceutical prescription. Go to the pharmacy, pick up some pills, take them as prescribed and
get some rest.
eorge had gone home hours ago. He had
things to do the next day so we urged
him to gohome, and we would take the
shuttle, lite rail and the 64 bus home. Which we did.
I was released at about 6 AM. We had to wait until
7 am for the pharmacy to open. We picked up the
doctor's prescribed medication and went out to wait for
the shuttle to Lite Rail a few blocks away. I slept all day.
And woke up that evening feeling no pain at all. Hallelujah!

G

A few days later, another awful pain in the middle
of the stomach. This time Gloria called for an ambulance from Santa Clara County Emergency Services.
They were at our apartment almost instantly.
I barely managed to stand up, was assisted getting
into the gurney, and wheeled out to the ambulance. By
the time I got into the Emergency Room the pain was
gone. Eventually they found a bed for me.
Dr. Ronald Grant was the physician on emergency
duty that night at Santa Teresa Kaiser Hospital. He told
me that they were going to hospitalize me and run some
tests to determine what it was that was making me
sporadically ill.
After a series of tests, fingers up my poo poo chute,
CAT scans, and every other test you can imagine. He

said that I had gall stones and they should be removed as
soon as possible. The pains will keep recurring until the
stones are removed, he said.
He explained that no surgery is required. The doctors just insert tiny tubes into your stomach at three
different places, run instruments through there, break up
the stones, and somehow remove your gall stones. No
fuss, no muss.
"Also, we should remove your gall bladder. You
don't need the gall bladder," he said, then explained its
function in the human body. Basically, if you have no
gall bladder there can be no gall stones. Hell, you don't
have to be a high school graduate to figure that out. Not
now that it has been done. Right, Monday morning
quarterbacks?

Dr. Grant scheduled me for a gall stones and gall
bladder removal procedure sometime in May.
I'm not a doctor but let me see if I can explain it. Gall
stones are created in your gall bladder. Most of the time
they pass from the bladder into the large intestine and are
discharged from your body when you sit on your throne
and huff and puff. Sometimes they get too big and will
not pass easily from the gall bladder into the intestine.
THAT is when you get pains that I can best describe by
saying simply that there were occasions in the past two
years when I would have shot myself if I had had access
to a handgun.
When the stones have passed, then nothing hurts. I
felt fine. At work one day I had just finished telling Jose
Huerta, one of my fellow employees, how good I felt. A
few minutes later I began sweating very profusely, and
feeling an intense pain in my stomach. It made me cry,
not so much the pain, but the frustration of not knowing
what was going wrong with me. Why was I getting sick
one day and feeling great the next?
I went to Sid Haro's office and told him that I had to
leave work and go take care of this problem. I was
crying, it hurt that bad. I can't take this pain anymore, I
said. My friends Jose Huerta and Howard Ransom
assisted me. Robert Croft, another employee, drove
Jose's truck so the guys could ride home.

I took some medication and went to bed. At about
ten o'clock that night the very intense pain returned.
Again Gloria called for an ambulance. When the
medics arrived I was sitting in my armchair, too
pained even to change into street clothes.
I was wearing swim trunks and an oversized T -shirt
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IF YOU DON'T KNOW ...

•
w ere.you
are
,
. going, ANYONE

tan SteerYOu i:g..,the"wrong direction!
-··
--E. David Sierra

J use as a lounging upper. It hurt too muc h for me to make
any ki nd of effort so two of the E me rgency personnel
picked me up and deposited me on the stretcher, wheeled
me out of our apartment, into the ambulance, and they
hurried me to Kaiser ST Emergency, 11 miles away.

Dr. Grant came in and said that we would have to
move up the date of the gall stones and gall bladder
removal procedure. It was scheduled for Thursday,
Ma rch 14, 2002.
I had wanted to delay the procedure until after Vida
Nueva's annual Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference that
we have at Elmwood Correctional Facility every year.
A the medical Gods would have it, the procedure was
scheduled for the precise day and time of the Barrio
Conference !
"To hell with the B arrio Conference," was how
Gloria put it, "Your health is more important."
"Second the motion," I said.
On the idea of removing my gall bladder, someof
my" amateur" medical consultants opined that if the
Good Lord gave it to you, you shouldn't let an earthly
homo sapien take it out, doctor degree or no doctor
degree. But then they probably have never experienced

the pain caused by a gallstone tryi ng to slip out of the gall
bladder, down to the lowest orifice and into fresh air.

At that point in time the people at Kaiser could
have stuck a telephone pole (including the cross
arms) up my ass (and wiggled it) as far as I was
concerned. I just wanted to get rid of that pain ...
forever! Pronto!
I worked on T uesday, March 12, two days before the
Gall Bladder Removal. I fe lt great. Especially remembering that Dr. Grant said the operation would take
about an hour and that I could go home the same day.
T hat sounded like a win ner to me! Let's go get them
impassable stones, and that blasted bladder too while
we're at it.
Out!
Afuera !
All the tests I took and blood samples I gave discovered an infection so I had to stay in the hospital for fi ve
days after they did the gall bladder procedure. Ulrrasound. X-rays. CAT scan. MRI. Blood tests. You name
it. Five days going through an experience that was
educational and very, very interesting.

Five days without food or water. Not even a sip of
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wawa! Lots of antibiotics. Just about every hour on
the hour. And lots of blood being taken from my
arms, day and night. I didn't give a damn, the gall
stones were gone.
If I happened to be reading something interesting
and the lab people came in to draw blood, I just threw out
my arm and let 'em poke it. Sometimes I didn't know
who had drawn the precious blood. It could have been
Jack the Ripper. I didn't care. I just knew that there was
no more gallstones and no more pain.
But no showers because they thought I'd guzzle
water from the shower. They warned me not to use the
drinking faucets at either end of the hall when I took my
daily walks up and down the hall on the 3rd floor.
The nurses and orderlies reminded me that after I
had a bowel movement not to flush the toilet. It is
instinctive to push down the handle after you rise from
your throne, isn't it? So I kept forgetting and they kept
reminding me.
They wanted to see what was coming out my poo
poo chute and my pee pee tube.
Also they left a plastic bottle with my name and
room number on it, Sierra 331-1, in the bathroom and
asked me to urinate in it and just leave it in the bathroom
or next to my bed. And sometimes I forgot to leave that
one also.
The guy sharing the hospital room with me was into
watching all the junk TV that I abhor. One night he had
eight visitors, including two small boys who kept running in and out of the room, or coming over to stand by
my bed and ask me who I was. Get lost, house apes!
Folks, control your children! Give me a break!
I spent a lot of time out of the room, sitting in the
visiting room, meeting and visiting with other people,
working on my crossword puzzles, and/or reading.
One night I was in the waiting room just killing time
when I saw an old friend, Ray Madrid, walking by
wearing his hospital gown. We exchanged hospital bed
numbers and a few hours later I went to pay him a visit.
He was in bed, watching TV. I had been visiting with
him for about twenty minutes when my right hand,
which had an IV line running into it, suddenly started
swelling!
My hand was about two inches thick! I walked as fast
as I could back to my room and hit the Panic button. A
nurse came in, saw what was happening and said, "Just
water, Mr. Sierra. We'll take care of it."

She pulled the IV line out of my right hand, placed
a new one on my left arm, and left. When I went to see
him the next day, Ray was gone. Home.
About the third day of my doctor-ordered fast, five
Filipino kids came into the visiting room to have dinner
with their mother who worked in the hospital.
ow nice of the kids to come in and have
dinner with mom every day at her work
place. They had two large bags of burritos
and huge cheeseburgers and milkshakes. I must have
looked too hard and too long at their food, and must have
been salivating. One of the young ladies brought a
cheeseburger and huge bag of fries and offered it to me.

H

"Thank you very much," I gushed, "I appreciate
it, but they're not allowing me to eat or drink anything for a few days."
"Nothing?" she asked incredulously.
"Nothing, Nada!" I repeated.
Believe it or not, I did not miss the food. I missed the
water. When you are over 100 pounds overweight, your
body feeds off its own fat. I was a long way from
starvation. I lost 15 pounds in a week!
One afternoon the pretty female doctor came in and
said that it appeared like I was ready for some "solid"
food.
I said, "solid, schmolid, I don't care what kind of
food it is ... just bring it on!

For some stupid reason I was thinking cheeseburger and fries as my first meal after being starved
by the hard-hearted hannahs in the Kaiser Santa
Teresa dietary department. Misplaced blame? Yes.
It's the doctor's orders, stupid.
I was hooked up to an intravenous feeding mechanism, a wheeled device which had "water" bags hanging
from it and attached to my lower arm by a thin tube. It
was hooked up to an electric outlet and recorded how
much liquid, whatever it was, was being injected into my

arm.
hey instructed me to press the call button
by my bed if the light turned red, or went
out completely. Also, if I wanted to get up in
the middle of the night, they would unhook the machine
and help me get to the restroom.
A couple of times they were a bit late responding to
my call button and I emptied my bladder on their
squeeky clean floor. I went to the restroom, cleaned
myself, and waited while one orderly brought me a clean
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and dry hospital gown. By the time I emerged from the
bathroom, the orderly had already wiped the floor clean.
And they would make up the bed with fresh sheets and
a fresh pillow. I felt like E. David Rockefeller being
served by his personal valets.
My juvenilisti~ mind took a crack at this logic also.
Every time I want fresh bedding, all I have to do is pee
on the floor. Isn't that the Pavlovian principle?
Every so often a nurse would come in and pull out
the needle, place a bandage over the hole in my arm, and
insert the intravenous needle in the other arm. I always
tried to get them to puncture my left arm because my
right hand is my "windshield wiper" arm. Some of the
personnel heeded my suggestion and some did not. For
those who didn't, Iihope you have needles placed in each
arm at the same tithe the next time you are hospitalized.
fter five days in the hospital, with noth
ing tb eat or drink, one of the nurses
walkJd in and said the doctor said I could
eat something. A few minutes later one of the orderlies
came in with my lunch. One of the biggest surprises I
have ever received in my long life ... a styrofoam cup full
of ice chips. Ice chips!
I've got one of the world's best senses of humor, but
ice chips, Kaiser.!.. ice chips?
The pretty female doctor came in while I was slowly
partaking of my frrst "food" in five days.
I

A

I

I

"Can you give me the recipe for this excellent
meal?" I asked. "I like it so much, I want my wife
Gloria to learn hqw to make it so I can eat it regularly
when I go home.r•
It seemed to •me that every day I was seeing a
different doctor for a different reason. Dr. Grant, of
course, checking hp on his patient's infection. Another
doctor who was going to remove a tube they were going
to insert into my body to help pass whatever stones were
left, probably m~ng sure I didn't croak and deprive him
of a patient. And the very nice female doctor who took
the time to explaip to me exactly what was going on. I
was very impressed with her concern, and so was Gloria.
Then there were the dieticians advising me on what
to eat and what not to eat after I was sprung and went
home.
j

Everything ~at you and I like to eat is a no no.
Eat riSh and chicken instead of pork or beef. Forget
about Mexican food, chorizo, bacon, ham, french
fries, country fried potatoes, pizza, avocados, Coca
I

I

The Child
Molester
For awhile my friend Jimmie Garcia had his
barber shop on South 4th Street, next door to
Hillis Printing Co, where I worked. I would
often go there after work, to suck beer with Jim
and whomever of his customer friends wanted
to talk.
One day, he angered me, because as I was
leaving he said, "Well, see you later, tortilla!"

All of his Anglo customers got a big laugh
out of that one. I did not reply, pretending
that I did not hear him.
The next day I walked into his barbershop
and asked him, in front of all his customers, of
course: "Jim, somebody told me that your mom
and dad only talked to each other once. Is that
true?"
He didn't answer the question. I walked into
the back room, pulled a bottle of ice cold beer
out of his refrigerator and went back into the
large room.
Then I noticed that there was a San Jose
Police Officer in his chair, and asked: "JB, did
did you ever beat that child-molesting rap you
went to court on a few days ago?"
You could have heard an ant's fart.

Cola, chocolate, etc. No spicy foods.
at all the fruits and vegetables you want.
Stuff yourself with them, was the advice,
but be prepared for reactions. Drink lots of
water, always good advice. Remember you don't have a
gall bladder anymore.
"Stay close to a bathroom after you eat," one dietician sagely advised.
There were other doctors, nurses, lab people who

E
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visited me, but most of the time I was more than
adequately sedated by the painkillers I was being given
and cannot recall who I talked to, or what they said. I
always hoped that Gloria would be there when those
people came in giving me instructions on how to restructure my life so she could hear what they were saying and
explain it to me later.
Every time I got up to go walking down the hallway
I would return to my room and the bed would be made
up again, with fresh sheets and another pillowcase.
Bless those Kaiser orderlies for making this old man
comfortable. I really appreciated that TLC.
One orderly, Corpuz, was especially kind. He seemed
genuinely concerned about my wellbeing. I asked him
about his ancestry, about his lifetime ambitions, and
how he liked his work. After I left the hospital I wrote a
Thank You note to the personnel on the 3rd Floor,
mentioning Corpuz by name. He deserved the accolade.
The next time I was hospitalized I noticed that my note
had been posted on the 3rd floor Bulletin Board.
One evening he answered my buzzer calling for
assistance. "Quick," I said, "unhook this damned machine. I gotta go ... bad ...
"Pee pee or poo poo? .. he asked, and hurried to
assistme but he was a little too late.
"Too late, .. I moaned, as the urine ran down my leg,
through the hospital gown and onto the floor. He just
smiled and disappeared from the room. He brought me
another gown, cleaned the floor, made up the bed with
clean sheets, and asked if there was anything else I
needed.
"A Burger King Double Whooper with Cheese.
Hold the fries, .. I said.
He just gaveme a broad smile, turned out the lights,
and walked out into the hallway.
Other staff members were equally helpful. Nurses
who had to change the bags on my IV machine knew that
if I was not in my room, I could be found in the Visiting
Room working on my puzzles, reading, or chatting with
visitors who wanted to talk.
One day I had a very interesting conversation with a
former Ohio high school basketball coach who shared
my views about the violence in all sports and how
basketball had become a .. power" game instead of a
grace and finesse game. Thanks a lot, Shaq!
My hearing took anther downward tum during that
period. It had always been bad, but now it got worse. It

felt like someone turned down the volume on your
radio and there is nothing you can do to tum it back up.
It is gone! Was it related to the gall bladder problem?
I don't think so. I don't know. All I know is that it
became harder for me to understand what people were
saying to me.
The simple task of using a telephone became a
major project. I could call Gloria at home, she would
answer and we would have a brief conversation, mostly
me telling her how much I loved her and how much I
missed not being with her. And to remind her not to
forget to bring my magazines so I would have something to read and while away the long days.
hen she wanted to talk to me, she had
to call the Nurses Station, talk to
them and have them tell me to call her,
because I could not hear the phone ring even though it
was lying about one foot from my ear. I realized then
that my hearing was deteriorating badly. Very badly.
I had a lot of time to think while I was lying on
that hospital bed. One day I woke up wondering if
this was the way people die. Do you get to the point
where it doesn't make any difference anymore, that
you just want to end all the pain, let go, and go to
wherever elderly, poor and overweight Chicanos
go?
I told Gloria about it and she brought me back to
reality ... How about me?" she asked. "Didn't you consider how it would affect me? ..
Well, frankly no, I had not. Absolutely not. Does
that prove how sick I was?
The first four days in the hospital I was waking up
at about 7:30 to 8 AM which is very, very late for this
old man. I normally wake up and rise at 5:00 to 5:30,
rarely after 7 AM. I realized I was getting well when I
began rising at 5:00AM and taking my first walk up and
down the hallways. Nobody up but me so no traffic in
the hallways. The visiting room was empty empty.
I read a lot while I was laid up, whatever I could get
my hands on. I bugged the desk about the free San Jose
Mercury the volunteers bring you if you ask for it. My
first call was at 6:30 in the morning. I wanted to make
sure I got a paper before they ran out. I read the Mere
from cover to cover,even the large display ads, and
then worked the daily puzzle, and then about 11:30 am,
Gloria would come in with the SF Chronicle and USA
Today, or the new issues of Readers Digest, Newsweek,
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What in the Hell does this Idiot Want?
In 1976, while serving as Vice Chairman of the
Department of California, Al Hernandez, (not one
of my favorite people), wrote a letter to California
Governor Edmund Brown.
The first two paragraphs we re (quote):
Governor Brown:
"Basing ourselves on the structure of an emergency derived from the given social and economic
reality of the community environmental forces
which create the pattern of behavior in our young
population it is my conclusion that the identification of its' energy is highly justified.
"Summer time has been consistently identified as an epicenter of known directed utilization
of time forming the processes of normal growth,
development and character building consistent

Sports Illustrated , and other mags I subscribe to ..
One afternoon, my boss Sid Haro came to visit
me. I really appreciated his visit. He is always so
positive about everything. A skeptic like me needs an
optimist like him to keep me focused and motivated.
We talked for a long while. He raised my spirits. His
message was, get well. Don't worry about work. Just
concentrate on getting your health back. Let us know
if there's anything we can help you with.
ur niece Doreen brought me some puzzle
books and other magazines to read.
Man, if you ever get sick, pray to God that
Doreen Filingeri is your friend. She gives you a lot of
TLC. You couldn't ask God for a better friend. I owe her
many, many favors. I promi sed to take her to Tony
Roma's for a bunch of lunch of ribs when I get down to
200 pounds. I weighed 212 when I left the hospital.
I worked on T uesday, March 12, two days before
the gall bladder removal. I was an outpatient, that's
what led me to believe that I would go in, run through
the operating room, they would throw darts at me
while I trotted through the operating room, and I
would run out the back door of the hospital and go

0

with established norms of contemporary society."

EDITOR'S NOTE: I remember the Chairman
mentioning that the Governor's office had not
replied to Vice Chairman Hernandez's letter.
"They're probably sti ll trying to figure out what
you wanted," I said from my chair in the San Jose
delegation.
Twenty-Seven Years Later, I am still trying
to figure out what in the hell Al Hernandez
meant in that mess. Surely he wasn't trying to
impress a Santa Clara University honors graduate with his "big" words. The Governor must
have thought he received a letter from some nut
who escaped from an insane asylum. But, who
knows?

home and relax. It's a bit of an exaggeration of how I
really felt, but not much.
here are always risks involved when you
have any kind of medical procedure and
they anesthetize you. It's possible you will
not wake up. Possible. But not probable. I have a lot of
faith in medical personnel, now that I have been through
a few medical procedures in my life.
My skeptical mind concluded, what a beautiful way
to die! You go to sleep and just don't wake up. Painless.
Sayonara!
Later, alligator!
Caio!
Arrivederci!
Aufweidersehn!
Hasta las otras piscas!
When they did the gall bladder removal, they also
inserted a tube into my system so that some large
stones Dr. Grant did not remove would pass more
gently from my gall bladder, into the large intestine
and out the poo poo chute. (Well, that's what orderly
Corpuz on the 3rd floor called it).
And, here's the fun part ... Dr. Grant said that a few

T
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weeks later the doctors would go in and remove the tube!
How can a sick person possibly be allowed to have
so much fun?
I was an outpatient on Wednesday, May 8, 2002
when tube removal time came around. I checked into the
hospital early in the morning, signed some papers authorizing the procedure, they wheeled me into the operating
room and had me lie down on my side, with the upper leg
halfbent straddling the lower leg. I was sure the tube was
going to come out thru my rear end. Surprise!
''Open wide," the doctor instructed me.
Shock!
''Open WHAT wide?"
Dr. Grant tapped me gently on the side of my face.
I hesitated, not really sure what I was hearing and
what I was supposed to do. I had kept my watch on. I was
going to keep track of time, so I could write about the
experience later.
Then the doctor gently touched my cheek again. I
opened my yapper wide and he sprayed a solution into
my mouth. I watched as he and another doctor discussed
the procedure they were going to perform. They were
holding a clear plastic tube (it looked like a clear plastic
garden hose from my perspective) with little buttons on
the end like the bartenders use to put coke, 7-up, or
something else when they are mixing cocktails.
A few minutes later he began inserting the tube into
my mouth. I began gagging on it. Quickly he pulled the
tube out and again tapped the side of my face and asked
me to open wide. He gave me another shot of whatever
it is. A few minutes later he inserted the tube again and

everything went very nicely.
I wasn't asleep. I could hear the doctors talking to
each other. I could feel the nurse touching my ankles
while the doctors worked on the other end. I had my
watch on. I wanted to keep track of the procedure. The
nurse would ask me if I felt pain on my ankles.
"No," I replied, and wondered why I would feel
pain on my ankles if they were working at the other
end of my carcass. My curious mind at work again!
There were no complications. I don't know how
long I was in the recovery room. I slept through it. I don't
have any problems falling asleep when I am relaxed.
And relaxed I was. Totally.
hen I recovered, Gloria was there, of
course. There is no way to explain
how I feel when I look at her smiling
face. She's an optimist too, just like Sid. And I need that.
All the time. Then our niece Doreen Filingeri came in
with a Get-Well-Soon balloon and some books. She had
visited the gift shop downstairs. I hope I have the
opportunity some day to show her my appreciation. I
just about cried.
Healing is about having confidence in those who
are taking care of you, feeling loved, and not worrying about anything else for the moment. Dr. Grant
and the hospital staff took care of the first part,
Gloria and Doreen had the second one covered, and
I worked on the third.
Remember: As any doctor will tell you: Doctors
operate. God heals. • • • • •

W

CoDI.Dlon Sense
1. READ MORE BOOKS, and watch less

TV.

Truth
There is no God higher
than truth.
--Mohandas Gandhi

2. Remember that silence is sometimes the
best answer.
3. Smile when you pick up the phone. The
caller will hear it in your voice.
4. If you lie when someone asks you questions, jot them down on a piece of paper
because the questions will be asked again.
Be sure you give the same answers every
time, or your credibility suffers.
5, Don't judge people by their relatives. All of
us have relatives who are not candidates for
sainthood.
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LAPAROSCOPYSURGERY
Do Not Try This at Home!

i

r
I

'

(Above, Left)-- Where laparoscopic incisions are made on the body, one close to the
navel and another directly above. Two other incisions are north, northwest of the
navel. .
(Large Drawing) -- Carbon Dioxide gas is injected to lift the outer tissue layers away
from the internal organs. The laparoscope is inserted through an incision in the
abdominal wall next to the navel.
(Bottom Drawing) -- A
cholangiogram catheter is inserted through
another incision. This
catheter takes an X-ray
of the common bile
duct to check for
stones, and to help the
doctor determine how
to resolve the problem.
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LAPAROSCOPYSURGERY

Top Drawing) -- Surgeon uses tiny metal clips to close off the duct and
blood vessel at the base of the gall bladder. These clips stay in the body
and are harmless. The gall bladder may be detached from the liver using
cautery (electric current).

(Bottom Drawing) -- The gall bladder is guided to one of the incisions
and emptied of its contents outside the body. Then it resembles a deflated
balloon. It is then slipped through the incision near the patient's navel.

Do Not
Try This
at Home!
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16 Months of Medical Hell
e.

A Chronology of Health
Problems
JANUARY 2002

Sun., 1.13

Did not work. Got up feeling good, then pains began about 7:30am. By 8:15 when I would
normally be taking a shower before going to work, I was dying. Panic time! I called Jose
Huerta to let him know that I was not coming in on time. Maybe later, but not now. Lots of
pain, and I did not know what was causing it. Gloria called the Advice Nurse at Kaiser and
they said to take some Motrin pills, lie down and rest. So I did.

Tues, 1.15

Did not work. Lots of pain, and still believing it is just temporary. Took another Motrin, went
back to bed. Not feeling very good all day.
WORKED- Thurs 1.17, Sun 1.20, Tues 1.22, Thurs 1.24.

Sun., 1.27

Did not work. Took 8 hours off. Feeling very sick, on and off, but did not know the reasons
why. Blaming spicey foods, hot chili I was used to taking with my Mexican food. But, not
consistently painful. Some days felt like a million dollars, others very, very bad.

Tues., 1.29

Did not work. Another bad day. Felt good one day and very sick the next day. Boss probably
starting to think I am just getting lazy in my old age. Inexplicable, but pain is very real.
WORKED- Thurs 1.31.

FEBRUARY 2002

Sun., 2.3.

Super Bowl Sunday. Worked all day.
WORKED - Tues 2.5.2002

Thurs., 2.7

Left work at noon. Feeling very good when I went to work. Pain began at about 12:30 when
I was having lunch. By 1 pmit was unbearable, and I went home. Called Gloria to let her know
I was going home. She put a heating pad on my stomach and I rolled over on my side and tried
to comfort myself. Didn't do much good but I fell asleep and felt very good when I woke up
about 6 pm.
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Pains again when I woke up in the morning and getting worse. Called in sick again. It is
difficult on Sunday because that is the day I do intake of new residents, and do most of the
letters for residents going to court, finishing the program, etc.
WORKED- Tues, 2.12

Thurs., 2.14

Felt very sick. Called in, not going to work. Beginning to feel guilty about not going to work.
Why am I very sick one day and feeling very good the next day? Don•t know. why
WORKED- Sun, 2.17

Tues., 2.19

Went to work today. But got very sick and went home around noon. Took a motrin and went
to bed, and got up late in the afternoon feeling good. Cannot explain why.
WORKED - Thurs, 2.21, Sun 2.24, Tues 2.26

Wed., 2.27

Took the Barrio Conference book to the printer. This had been bothering me very much. With
the pains I was having I was concerned about finishing the book. Got it finished, Sid OK•d it,
and I took it to Vietnam Printing. One less thing to worry about. Now ... to solve the stomach
pains problem.
WORKED - Thurs 2.28

MARCH2002
WORKED- Sun 3.3, Tues 3.5, Thurs 3.7, Sun 3.10
Tues., 3.12

Worked. Felt fme. Gall bladder removal, 48 hours away. I can hardly wait. For two weeks I
have been guarding my health carefully, keeping myself bundled up and warm. Don•t want
to catch a cold or any kind of illness because then they cancel the gall bladder procedure, and
I damned sure don•t want that.

Thurs., 3.14 OUTPATIENT. REMOVAL OF GALL STONES AND GALL BLADDER. Dr. Grant
removed most of the gall stones and my gall bladder today. It is also the date of the Barrio
Conference. I had no choice, either get it done today or postpone it for another three
weeks. No way, Jose! I don't need that pain anymore. Out! Out! Out!
Sun., 3.17

Sick. Did not work. Gall bladder has been removed. Doctor warned me that there would be
lots of gas in my system and that it would cause lots of discomfort for a few days. Also, to avoid
spicey foods and certain other foods because my stomach is going to have to adjust to different
foods to avoid gas. Was advised to take GAS-X when bloating occurs.
WORKED- Tues 3.19. Thurs 3.21
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Sun., 3.24

Did not work. Lots of gas in my system. Bloating scares the hell out of you. You are relaxing.
All of a suddent your stomach begins to bloat. It is scary. It feels like it is going to blow up!
It comes quickly and goes quickly. You hope.

Tues., 3.26

Called in sick. Lots of bloating of my stomach. And gas. Still taking GAS-X pills as
recommended by Kaiser advice nurse. Not too much you can do about it. A few minutes after
you eat, you have a "bloat" attack. It helps if you know what to expect. Otherwise, it scares
the holy hell out of you. You think your stomach is going to blow up and scatter your innards
all over the room you are in.

Thurs., 3.28

Took off work. Bloating again. It scares the hell out of me when my stomach starts bloating.
I was ready to panic today. Extreme bloating! Felt like my stomach was going to burst, and
then it would recede. I got cold sweats a couple of times, worrying about what would happen
if my stomach burst while I was at home. Can't happen the doctor said. There would be lots
of internal bleeding and lots of pain first. Lab tests show no signs of internal bleeding, and
I do not feel pain otherwise. Bloating just comes suddenly and just as suddenly it is gone.
What a sense of relief!

SICK LEAVE-- Took off 3.17, 3.19, 3.21, 3.24, 3.26, 3.28.
Sun., 3.31

RETURNED TO WORK. Took some GAS-X when bloating happened just after I ate
lunch, but by now I am an experienced "bloater." I know what it is and how to combat it.

APRIL2002
Tues., 4.2

Went to work today. Felt very good. Just after eating lunch I began to feel bloating again.
Passing lots of gas. Hope my fellow workers can stand it. Big problem here. My hearing is
getting worse and if I am passing gas loudly, I cannot hear it. I just hope it does not offend
those around me. Went home around 1:20 pm. GAS-Xing just about every day now. How
long is this going to last. Got to ask Dr. Grant at the next appointment. All human bodies are
different so I don't think they can really give you an intelligent answer to this one.

Thurs., 4.4

HOSPITALIZED. Went to work today. Felt very good. Was telling Sid how good I felt
today. It was about 10 am. Working on some letters when the pains began again. Surrendered
to it at about 10:30 when I couldn't stand it anymore. My shirt was soaked with sweat. I felt
very, very sick. Brought tears to my eyes, it hurt that bad. Not able to drive myself home.
Jose Huerta drove me home in my car with Howard Ransom riding shotgun. Robert
Croft drove Jose's truck to my apartment so he could bring the guys back. I needed my
car in case I had to go to the hospital, which I did later that evening.
I tried taking my Vicodin medication and sleeping, but nothing worked. At about 10:30 PM,
I surrendered to the pain. We didn't want to bother anyone so I drove to the hospital. Was
released about 6:30am on Friday, 4.5. Waited for pharmacy in the hospital to open to get some
Vicodin for pain relief. Took some. Then drove very cautiously and very slowly over the hill
and home.
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4.8 to 4.30
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Did not work. Feeling very sick. Why am I getting sick just about every other day. Why
am I not sick on Monday, Wednesday, Friday or Saturday when I don't work. I am
beginning to get a guilty conscience about this.
NO PROBLEMS. Felt very good from Mon., 4.8 to Tues., 4.30. No pains.
WORKED- Tues 4.9, Thurs 4.11, Sun 1.14, Tues 4.16, Thurs 4.18, Sun 4.21, Tues 4.23,
Thurs 4.25, Sun 4.28, Tues 4.30.

MAY 2002

WORKED- Thurs 5.2, Sun 5.5, Tues 5.7

Wed., 5.8

OUTPATIENT. TUBE TAKE-OUT DAY. Dr.Thenneman took out the tube which was
inserted in my system on March 14 by Dr. Grant. Piece of cake. Didn't take very long. And
I was already familiar with the procedure so no problems. A little discomfort, but not much.
Those doctors know what they are doing and they make it easy for the patients. Also, during
and after recovering, the other hospital personnel are very cordial and comforting.

Thurs., 5.9

DISABILITY. Was on Disability from 5.9 to 5.13.

Tues, 5/14

RETURNEDTOWORK andoffDisabilityonTuesday,May 14.Mr.Harogreetedmewith
"Staff meeting today, David." OK, boss. Feeling great. As Ernie Banks used to say, let's play
two.
WORKED- Tues 5.14, Thurs 5.16, Sun 5.19, Tues 5.21, Thurs 5.23, Sun 5.26, Tues 5.28,
Thurs 5.30.

JUNE 2002 WORKED - Sun, 6.2.

Tues., 6.4

Did not work. Went to Nestor Lupercio funeral. He is my sister in law's brother. The second
oldest surviving sibling of the Lupercio family. We are like brothers and sisters.
WORKED- Thurs 6.6, Sun 6.9, Tues 6.11, Thurs 6.13, Sun 6.16, Tues 6.18, Thurs 6.20, Sun
6.23, Tues 6.25.

Thurs., 6.27

Took off work to attend services for Vera Bertoni. She is Joe Filingeri's sister. I didn't know
her very well but Joe Filingeri is family. He is married to Gloria's sister Dulcie. Took off
Thursday and worked Friday, an exchange approved by the boss.

Sun., 6.30

Took 8 hours off. Very sick. Bloating. Gas. Bloatring attacks are scary. Sudden bulging of the
stomach, like it is going to burst. Then relief. Ugh! Fight 'em with GAS-X, as doctor
recommended.
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JULY2002
Tues., 7.2

WORKED-- Gloria has medical problem. She called at 3:45PM. Left work at 4 pm to take
her to Urgent care. Has an .. eye .. problem and doctor wants to see her NOW! Missed a staff
meeting, one of few I have ever missed.
WORKED- Thurs 7.4, Sun 7.7, Tues 7.9, Thurs 7.11, Sun 7.14, Tues 7.16, Thurs 7.18, Sun
7.21, Tues 7.23, Thurs 7.25.

Fri., 7.26

EYE PROBLEM STARTS -- Stepping out of the swim pool about 4 PM on Friday
afternoon, I felt a change in my eyesight. Vision very cloudy! Panic City! Told Gloria what
I had experienced, we returned to our apartment, and she called the Advice Nurse at Kaiser.
They told her for me to rest my eyes, and come in the next morning.

Sat., 7.27

Kept appointment with Dr. Wisdom for my eye at 8 am. Said I had a cataract in my right eye.
Vision very cloudy.

Sun., 7.28

DID NOT WORK. Eye bothering me. Vision very cloudy.
WORKED- Tues 7.30.

AUGUST2002
WORKED- Thurs 8.1.
Sat., 8.3

Kept appointment with Dr. Wisdom. Eye problem.
WORKED- Sun 8.4, Tues 8.6, Thurs 8.8, Sun 8.11, Tues 8.13,
Thurs 8.15

Fri., 8.16

Saw Dr. Halperin about eye problem. Laser procedure. Said I had a cataract in my eye.
WORKED- Sun 8.18, Tues 8.20, Thurs 8.22, Sun 8.25, Tues 8.27, Thurs 8.29.

SEPTEMBER 2002
WORKED- Sun 9.1, Tues 9.3, Thurs 9.5, Sun 9.8, Tues 9.10, Thurs 9.12.
Fri., 9.13

Dr. Halperin for .. eye .. problem. Said my eye was looking better. Starting to clear up. Would
recommend we delay laser surgery for now. OK.
WORKED- Sun 9.15, Tues 9.17, Thurs 9.19, Sun 9.22, Tues 9.24, Thurs 9.26, Sun 9.29.
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OCTOBER 2002
No medical problems of any kind this month.
WORKED-Tues 10.1, Thurs 10.3,Sun 10.6, Tues 10.8, Thurs 10.10,Sun 10.13, Tues 10.15,
Thurs 10.17, Sun 10.20, Tues 10.22, Thurs 10.24, Sun 10.27, Tues 10.29, Thurs 10.31.

NOVEMBER 2002
Sun., 11.3

Felt good in the morning. Got very sick around noon, and asked Jose to relieve me so I could
go home. Pains similar to gall stones. Doctors in Emergency Room think it is KIDNEY
STONES but are not sure. How many different kind of stones does the body have?

Fri., 11.8

Dr. Halperin for .. eye .. problem again.

Wed., 11.13 Saw Dr. Lewis at Santa Clara Kaiser, 3:45 pm... Eye ...

Tues., 11-19 HOSPITALIZED. Feeling very sick in the afternoon. Went home at 2 pm, and later went
to EMERGENCY at Kaiser Santa Teresa Hospital. Feeling lots of pain. CAT scan, Problem
diagnosed as KIDNEY STONES, Ultrasound procedure to break up stones. Given morphine
for pain.

Wed., 11.20 RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL AT 8 PM after CAT scan. Ultrasound procedure to break
up kidney stones. Prescribed Cipro for pain and advised to keep taking it until all pills were
used up. DOCTOR ADVISED ME TO STAY HOME, get as much rest as possible, and keep
taking Cipro. DID NOT WORK on Thurs 11.21, Sun 11.24.
Fri., 11.20 to 12.3 --taking Cipro for infection in Kidney.
Sun., 11.24

No work. Very sick. Infection. Kidney. When does all this end??

Tues., 11.26

RETURNED TO WORK. Not feeling very good. Left work at 3 pm and went home.

DECEMBER 2002
Wed., 12.4

Dr. Culberson appointment. To get results of lab tests.

Thurs., 12.5 Took Gloria to Urgent Care. Now she has problems. Got to work at 12 noon. They kept her
in the hospital for observation.Released her at 4 pm and Doreen picked her up because I could
not drive at night.
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UROLOGICAL PROCEDURE. Kept appointment with Dr. Crotty, urologist. Doctors
suspect that my kidneys have become infected because I don't consume enough water, or l
am not urinating as freely and as much as I should. He ran some tubes down my penis, just
as Dr. Goodfriend did some 30 years ago. Dr. Goodfriend did this procedure twice without
any anesthesia at all ! Painful is not the right word. The second time I arrived at his office in
Los Gatos sweating profusely because I knew what was corning. I swore then that if I had to
go through that procedure again, I would just as soon die. The miracles of medicine! Not
nearly as painful as many years ago. Dr. Crotty gave me a local anesthesia which partially
numbs the groin area, instead of going in cold turkey. Of course, they surprised me, too. I
thought I was going in for a routine c heckup. When the nurse brought in a hospital gown and
asked me to take everything off except my socks, I realized that something serious was about
to happen. I asked to talk to the doctor, to explain what was going to happen. I did not know
they were going to do THAT procedure or I would have probably cancelled the appointment.
But that's probably why he is a doctor and I am not. He correctly interpreted that Old David
might not be too excited about someone putting tubes down his pee pee, and that he would
cancel. Thank God I didn't. Hurts a little bit but nothing like it used to hurt thirty years ago.

JANUARY 2003
Fri ., l .3

Appointment with Dr. Halperin. Right eye, problem since July 26, 2002.

Sun. , 1.5

Worked until noon. Took off afternoon to rest my eyes, preparing fo r "eye" procedure the next
day.

Mon., 1.6

Dr. Lewis, Santa Clara Kaiser. Eye problem. Consulation. Says eye is getting better. Does not
recommend surgery at this time.

Wed., 1.8

WEIGHT: 208. Sylvia Austin scale. 1 pm., after lunch.

Mon. , 1.13

Took Gloria to doctor. They kept her in hospital. Released on Tuesday, 1.14, at 5 pm.

Wed., 1.15

Appt. with Dr. Theneman. Followup to surgery.

Wed. , 1.22

David, hearing test, Bldg B. They have ascertained that hearin g had deteriorated beyond
hearing aid help. First discussion about Cochlear Implant. Doctor said he would contact
Oakland Kaiser and they would contact me. All I should do is wait for them to contact me.

Mon. , 1.27

Feeling very sick. Diarrhea. Very loose bowel movements at 3:30, 4:30, and 6:30am. Feeling
pains again. GAS-Xed 'em.

Thurs ., 1.30 Gloria to Urgent Care. Feeling very sick. Throwing up.
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FEBRUARY 2003
Wed., 2.19

Dr. Theneman appointment, 8: 15 am. Followup. Briefly, very briefly, discussed any problems
I might have. None recently. Shortest doctor's visit in my life. Doctor sat down, said everything
looked good. Did not examine me, ask me any questions, or offer any opinions. Nada! Five
minutes tops! And I was outa there. Very brief visit. Could have been done on the phone. I
felt like I was ripped off $20 worth and I expressed that to Gloria as we drove home.

Mon., 2.24

Appointment with Dr. Lewis, Santa Clara Kaiser. Checked my eyes. Said it was getting better.
Still not ready to do laser surgery.Mon., 2.24 Appointment with Dr. Lewis, Santa Clara
Kaiser. Checked my eyes. Said it was getting better. Still not ready to do laser surgery.

MARCH2003
No problems. No appointments.

APRIL2003
Wed., 4.2

Appt. with Dr. Lewis, Santa Clara Kaiser. Said my eye was getting better. Now recommending
that we do laser surgery. I said OK. It will cost me $250, co-payment. Surgery scheduled for
4.22.2003 at Santa Clara Kaiser Hospital. They will notify us of time and place a few days
before 4.22.

Mon., 4.14 Dr. John Lewis, Ophthalmologist, office called at about 6 PM asking if I could come in for
Vitrectomy surgery on the right eye on 4.15, instead of 4.22 as had been scheduled. OF
COURSE! I called Vida Nueva to notify Jose Huerta that the operation would be performed
the next day. I did not want to put it off any longer, so I jumped at the chance to do it sooner
Tues., 4.15

EYE SURGERY. Directed to be at Kaiser Santa Clara Hospital at 11 am. After all the preop maneuvering, X-rays, and whatever else they did, I was wheeled into the Operating Room
at 1:30PM, according to Gloria. She said I was "out of it and fast asleep way before 1:30."
The operation lasted about 90 minutes, she estimated. At about 3 PM she was notified that
I was in the recovery room. She came in to see me, then went to call our niece Doreen to come
take us home.
I was directed not to do any close computer work, not to drive a car. They gave me some pain
pills to take when the eye hurts as it recuperates from the surgery. Also some eye drops to take
4 times per day until the eye goes back to normal.
Also, to wear the eye shield and cotton patch for as long as the eye continues to "water" which
is normal for procedures of this type. I wear the patch to bed to avoid scratching the eye, and
sunglasses when I go outdoors. I have not driven my car since Mon., 4.14.
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DR. LEWIS appointment for post-operation checkup. Informed doctor about a small spot
in my vision. They diliated my right eye and he did a laser procedure. Small spot is still
there, but not as dark and seemingly smaller than before. They advise you not to drive after
dilation of eyes, but hell, driving drunk is worse than that. Dilation just messes up your
vision. Booze messes up your vision, your mind, judgment, etc. Piece of cake. Gave me
written order that I can return to work on Thursday, May 1, 2003, one week from today.
Drove my car for first time since 4.14.2003.

MAY2003
Wed., 5.21

3:30PM. Have kept my appointment with Dr. Lewis. Followups on eye surgery.
No major medical problems since then. Thank God .

•••••

The Forumeer
Memoes
Simon & Schuster
630 Fifth Ave.
New York City 10020.
Dear Sirs: Many thanks for your free copy
of NABAKOV'S TUERINA AND THE
COURTHOUSE RAID. Enclosed is our review of your publication. We are enclosing it
per your instructions. We shall welcome receiving all publications concerning the
Chicano.
--David Sierra
Editor, The Forumeer 4.5.71

***

Tony Gallegos.
7149 Pico Vista Blvd.
Pico Rivera, CA 90660
Ese Carnal: This is to serve as official
notice that you have been authorized by the
Past State Chaplain (and probably Past

Forumeer Editor, by now!) to officially beg,
borrow, or steal some tickets to the USCStanford football game at Memorial Coliseum, Los Angeles, on the evening of Oct. 11,
1969. Lots of interest in game around here.
Stanford is supposed to win this year (that's
the same story they've been giving us for the
past twelve years!).
Anyway, Tony, consigue los ticketes and
we '11 see you down there on Oct. 11. If you
can't con some unsuspecting USC alumnus
out of them, buy 'em and we'll reimburse you
for them. So far there are six (6) people from
here interested in going. Sino puedes
conseguir that many, just do the best you can
and maybe we can separate into two groups at
the ball game ... the drinkers and non-drinkers, protestants and catholics, Republicans and
Democrats, or bien parecidos y feos! Anyway,
try like hell and let me know what's shaking.
OK?
--E. David Sierra
Editor, The Forumeer 9.22.69
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Chuck Mayo,
Blind Golfer ...
Chuck Mayo is a man who cannot see, but
somehow he manages to play a very decent
game of golf.
If you read the fine print in the sports
section, his name is there because he always
seems to win something in annual golf tournaments for blind golfers.

On August 2 1, 1975, I received a letter from his
friend, San Jose attorney Jim Ono, a pretty good golfer
al so, to wit:
I would like to throw in an entry against JOE G.
LOPEZ (most congenial golfer?) and DAVID SIERRA
(Chief Hacker of all times). My playing partner, Charles
MAYO challenges both and will play blind-folded against
Lopez and Sierra. He will play Sierra scratch and request
eight (8) strokes from Lopez.
Please advise Lopez and Sierra of the challenge. Ask
them if they have the "huevos" to accept so that we can
meet to agree to terms.

Messy Jesse
Senator Jesse Helms ofNorth Carolina was quoted
in the national press as saying that President Clinton
better watch his back if he came to North Carolina.
I think President Clinton should have been in North
Carolina the next morning to see Senator Helms and ask
him point blank, "Just what in the hell did you mean by
that remark, Senator Helms?
I would've hounded him until he surfaced and answered my questions, and /or apologized for threatening
the president of the United States.
Personally, I wish Jesse Helms would visit San
Jose. I've always wondered what my ass would look
like if I shaved it, learned it to talk funny English,
stuck glasses on it, and wrapped a necktie around it.

--JIM ONO, Attorney
at law
Maynard, Rippen,
Hom & Ono
103 N. 4th St.,
San Jose, CA
95112
EDITOR'S
NOTES: Needless to
say, we did not take
him up on it. I don't
know aboutJoeLopez,
}
but I believe what I read
E. David Sierra
in the sports pages of
The Intended Victim
the San Jose MERCURY. I knew Mayo
had shot in the low 80's
in some "blind" tournaments. At that time, he could have
given me 50 strokes and come out winning.
Just because we are not talented golfers, nor expert
negotiators does not mean that we cannot read and
comprehend what we are reading in the sports pages.
Some of us just look a lot dumber than we are, Mr. Ono.

How to Save MAPA
Editorial, March 5, 1966
EL EXCENTRICO magazine.

WORLD'S SHORTEST
EDITORIAL
The San Jose papers have been full of news recently
about the Mexican American community and its problems with the War on Poverty.
Now there is a new iron in the fire. Friday Aguilera,
MAP A President, has been censured for voting against
the firing of Mr. Arthur Potts, Executive Director of the
Economic Opportunity Commission.
We think that most of MAPA's problems can be
solved simply by throwing out all the Gavachos in the
organization ! !
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Bob Mathias
The Football Player
73 yards.
ob Mathias of Tu lare, California, the
Against arch rival V isalia, Mathias had 33 carries for
Olympic Decathlon Champion in 1948
229
yards, an average of 6.8 yards per carry, as he Jed
and 1952, was one of the best high school
the Redskins to a 33-12 victory over the Pioneers.
athletes of his generation.
THE FINAL SEASON
I grew up and went to
In the 194 7 seaso n.
high school about 25 mi les
Mathias' sen ior year, he caraway. The very first time I
ried the baJJ I 17 times for a
became aware of Mathias
total of 889 yards on running
was in 1947 when I happened
plays, gaining more yardage
to turn on the radio on a Satthan
all opposing ballcarriers
urday afternoon and T ulare
combined, averaging over 6
was playing the now defunct
yards per carry.
Fresno Tech High School in
Seven teams gained 668
a third round game of the
yards running against Tulare,
Visalia Invitational Basketwhile the Redskins gained
ball Tournament.
1,663 yards with a vaunted
The game remains in my
ground attack featuring the
mind becauselrememberthe
future O lympic Decathlon
announcer saying that Tulare
champion.
was starting their All Bobs
T he va unted Tulare
Lineup, consisting of Bob
High running game was
Mathias, Bob Hoegh, Bob
made possible by a huge line
Paddock, Bob Abercrombie,
anchored bySimlnnes,6'4",
and another Robert.
250 lb. tackle, who would
Many, many years later,
become the 1952 Olympic
mainly out of curiousi ty, I
discus champion.
decided to research old newsTulare's opponents passed
papers (Fresno Bee, Tulare
450
yards but they threw
for
Advance Register, Visalia
more than twice as many
Times Delta) to see how
passes. Tul are's opponents
Bob Mathias
dominant Mathias had been
threw l 03 passes, completed
at the high school level.
In his senior year at T ulare Union High School, 28, and had lO intercepted. Tulare passed for435 yards.
throwing 52, completed 22, and had six intercepted.
Bob Mathias led his Redskins football team to an
Three of those interceptions were against San Luis
undefeated San Joaquin League season.
Obispo, and all three resulted in SLO Tigers touchThe Redskins defeated Delano, 14-0, in their fina l
downs .
game of the league season, with M athi as carry ing 20
Passing and running, East Bakersfield, Corcoran,
times for 174 yards, netting 8.7 yards per carry, scoring
Porterville, San Luis Obispo, Visalia, and
Hanford,
both touchdowns, and completing four of six passes for

B
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Delano gained 1,116 yards. Tulare gained 2,098 yards.
Tulare scored 22 touchdowns, 14 by Mathias, for a
total of 81 points.
Mathias had 8 scoring runs of 15 yards or over.
His longest gainer was a 95-yard kickoff return
against Hanford. A 90-yarder vs. San Luis Obispo and
a 68-yarder against Delano were called back because of
penalties.
He ran 67 yards to a teedee against Delano, 67
yards against Visalia; and had runs of 22, 70, and 61
yards against Porterville.
athias' last high school game was
against Roosevelt of Fresno in the
San Joaquin Valley semi-final playoffs at
Mineral King Bowl, Visalia. This was one of the very
few times in his athletic career that Bob Mathias did not
rise to the occasion.
The Rough Riders won 19-12 to advance to the
valley finals against Bakersfield and future USC star
Frank Gifford, who had beaten Fresno High and future
California All American Les Richter, 14-13.

M

TULARE SEASON RECORD
Tulare 14 East Bakersfield 13
Tulare 12 Corcoran 0
Tulare 34 Porterville 6
Tulare 13 Hanford 6
Tulare 26 San Luis Obispo 20
Tulare 33 Visalia 12
Tulare 14 Delano 0
1947 SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
PLAYOFFS
Fresno Roosevelt 19 Tulare 12
PREP SCHOOL

Robert Bruce Mathias was an exceptional athlete,
but not an exceptional student. After Tulare High School,
and the 1948 Olympics at London, he enrolled at K.iski
Prep in Pennsylvania. He played football and track at
Kiski, and was honored as their outstanding athlete in
both sports.
Stanford University
At Stanford he became the starting fullback on a
team which went 9-1 during the regular season, losing to
arch rival California and then to lllinois 40-7 in the Rose
Bowl on January 1, 1952.

Mathias' 96-yard touchdown run on a kickoff
return in the 1951 USC game put Stanford in the
Rose Bowl.
He averaged 25.4 yards on 17 kickoff returns for 432
yards.
Season Record:
Stanford 27 Oregon 20
Stanford 26 San Jose State 13
Stanford 23 Michigan 13
Stanford 21 UCLA 7
Stanford 21 Santa Clara 14
Stanford 14 Washington 7
Stanford 23 Washington State 13
Stanford 27 USC 20
Stanford 35 Oregon State 14
Stanford 7
California 20
Robert Bruce Mathias joined the U.S. Marine Corps.
After his honorable discharge from the Marines, he was
elected to the U.S. House of Representatives representing a district in central California. • • • • •

The Limo
The friends of Victor Garza used to talk about him all
the time, how unsophisticated he was despite claiming
to be a college graduate with more than one master's
degree. Below is another incident which happened to
further convince us that our friend Victor should have
gone to Mrs. Burke's Finishing School after finishing up
in the Mexican American Studies Program at San Jose
State.

• ••••
ayor Susan Hammer was being bon
ored at a fundraiser by Radio KAZA
owner Alberto Rodriguez. EEOC Commissioner Tony Gallego was going to be in town from
Washingtn, D.C. Tony was to be Sid Haro's guest at a
MAGA golf tournament at Laguna Seca golf course
near Monterey. The rest of the foursome was me and
Victor Garza.
Rodriguez wanted Tony Gallegos as a guest of
honor at the dinner. He agreed to loan Sid Haro his
limousine for the day to get Gallegos to the golf
course and back to the Hammer fundraiser.

M
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We agreed to meet at the LeBaron Hotel for breakfast. The limousine was to pick us up there. Gallegos, of
course, is used to being hauled around town in a limo. As
a high ranking government official, his perks entitle him
to one.
While we were having breakfast, a long white limousine pulled up to the front of the hotel. We could see
it from the restaurant. Victor Garza sprang to his feet and
walked rapidly to meet the limo driver who was entering
the hotel.
.. Over here! Over here! .. he shouted to the driver.
The driver faced him and asked, .. Mr. Sullivan? ..
ictor sheepishly turned around and came
back into the restaurant. We were laugh
ing at him for having jumped to the conclusion that if a limo was there, it must certainly be for us.
We chided him for it.
.. Victor, .. I said, .. when the limo driver arrives, he
will come into the restaurant and ask for the Gallegos
party. That's us. Meanwhile, just relax and enjoy your
breakfast! ..
I couldn't believe how unsophisticated this guy was.
Finally, another limo arrived. The gentleman went to the
restaurant host and asked for the Gallegos party and was
escorted to our table.
Victor jumped up at once. Sid and I had arrived later
and started eating later than the others so we were not
through with breakfast yet. .. Hey, you guys, hurry, our
limo is here! .. Victor said.

V

"Victor, be patient," I chided him again, "it's a
limousine, it's not the number 70 bus to Salsipuedes!
We travel on our schedule, not his. He's ours for the
day. Relax, man!"
Garza hurried to his white Cadillac to unload his
clubs and put them in the trunk of the limousine. Mr.
Haro, showing much more class, gave the limo driver
the keys to his Lincoln town car, told him which automobile it was, and told him to unload two sets of clubs (his
and mine) and put them in the limo. The driver did as
instructed.
Gallegos called for a bellhop, gave him his room
keys and asked him to bring his clubs down from his
room on the 7th floor.
Finally, we were on our way. The driver headed out
highway 101 toward San Francisco. As he was passing
the San Jose Airport, I mentioned to the other riders that
perhaps the driver didn't knowwhere we were going.
This was certainly not the fastest way to Rancho Laguna
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Typical Chicano?
It was Jim Plunkett's junior year at Stanford.
This was the year that Stanford was going to beat
the hated Trojans of USC and go to the Rose
bowl.
The game was played in the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum in front of more than 80,000
spectators. Late in the fourth period, with Stanford
leading 24-23 and about to get a win over the
Trojans, USC's Ron Ayala kicked a field goal
with the clock running down to 00:00.
Tony Gallegos, Ted Sierra, and David Sierra
were among the fans. As we were leaving the
stadium, we overheard the following conversation:
CHICANO: .. Those guys got it on out there
for 60 minutes and didn't settle a damned thing
until Ayala metio Ia pata. ese! ..
OTRO: .. Nuestra raza. carnal! Todo
arreglamos a patadas! ..

Seca. We finally got through to him that he was going the
wrong way on U.S. 101, and he got off the highway and
where we were going. This was certainly not the fastest
way to Rancho Laguna Seca. We finally got through to
him that he was going the wrong way on U.S. 101, and
he got off the highway and back on, headed south.

When we arrived at the golf course, many of the
MAGA members were warming up prior to starting
their round of golf. Some were using the putting
green. They, of course, were aware that a long white
limousine had pulled up into the parking lot and
some were craning their necks waiting to see who
emerged from the car• .Just us Meskins!
The driver told us that he had instructions to do
whatever we wanted him to and to get us whatever we
needed. Victor told him to get us some big fat cigars.
Then he quickly pulled his clubs from the limousine's
trunk and went into the clubhouse to notify everyone he
knew that the limo was ours. We ordered a case of ice
cold Heineken beer and one of Miller Lite beer for our
ride home.
The golf game was another disaster for me. I faded
badly after the 11th hole and Tony Gallegos did it to me
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again, but we had a lot of fun. It's the company that
matters, not the game nor the location, nor the score, is
my axiom.
We walked off the 18th green, gave our golf gear to
the driver, and entered the clubhouse. The driver was
standing there waiting for us to finish our boozing and to
take us back to the AI Rodriguez residence high up in the
hills adjacent to the San Jose Country Club.
hen we got back to our limousine, the
ice chest under the back seat was
filled to the brim with ice cold beer. A
box of long black cigars was on the rear seat. We, of
course, helped ourselves to one and started blowing
smoke.
Billie Contreras walked over to the car, climbed in
the back seat, got a cold beer, and wanted to ride back to
San Jose with us, but we said no because there was going
to be a lot of .. man talk .. going on and we didn't want to
have to hold our tongues because of her.
As we were driving north on Highway 1 toward U.S.
101, Victor was opening the window and waving to the
MAGA members' cars that were passing us honking
their horns.

W

"Show some class, Victor! Just open the window
a little bit," I said, "and flick some cigar ashes at the
poor bastards. Don't wave. Don't let them think that
they are equal to us. Que se chingen!"
omebody needed to go to the pee pee room as
we were approaching Morgan Hill so the
driver got off the freeway and motored north
on Monterey Highway, stopping at the San Martin Inn.
Not feeling the urge, I stayed in the car. When the guys
came back, Sid was laughing at Victor.
,.Que hizo tu guru esta vez? .. I asked him, knowing
that Victor had committed another societal error.

S

"Como esta tapado mi guru!," he said,
"He is telling all those chuntaros in there that
the limousine is ours, and that Tony Gallegos
is a high government official. You think they
give a damn?" he laughed.
A small group of Mexicanos came outside the bar to
look at the car, with Victor regaling them with information about Tony Gallegos and how important he was in
Washington, D.C.
We finally coaxed Victor back into the limo so we
could continue our trip north. The plan was for us to take

Tony Gallegos back to the LeBaron, wait for him while
he showered and changed, and then go up to Al
Rodriguez's house for the Hammer reception.
As soon as we arrived at the hotel, Victor jumped out
of the limo, retrieved his clubs from the trunk, and left.
For some reason, he did not want to go up to Al's house
for the mayor's reception. And he didn't want to discuss
it. Por gue no? Quien sabe?
We got back into the limo and the driver went east on
McKee Road. He seemed to know where he was going
so we didn't say anything. After a short while he was up
in the hills overlooking the San Jose Country Club. We
were chatting away, a mile a minute, and ignoring our
driver.
..1 bet Victor didn't come because he thought he
would have to pay $100 to get in! .. I opined.
Sid and Tony just laughed. We knew damned well
we were going to be Al's guests. No one was going to
pay.
After about a half hour of roaming around, all over
the hills, it became quite obvious that the limo driver had
no clue where AI Rodriguez lived. He kept driving
around and around, into dead end streets, into cui de
sacs, and back over the same streets. It had gotten dark.
We finally convinced him to go back down to
McKee Road, go to a phone and find out where AI lived
and take us there. His office was closed. He was getting
very desperate. Making calls all over the place. Finally,
he tracked somebody down and got instructions on how
to find the Rodriguez residence.

y the time we arrived at Al's house it
was close to 10 PM. Most of the guests
had left. Only Mayor Hammer, AI
Rodriguez, and few others remained. We were starving. They fed us. We said a few words to the mayor,
and she left.

B

It was probably just as well. The mayor was a
staunch democrat. Gallegos was a Ronald Reagan appointee and he probably would not have looked kindly
on saying nice things about a Democratic mayor who's
no particular friend of Chicanos to begin with.
The limo driver took us back to the LeBaron Hotel
where our day had begun.
The question remained: Why did Victor Garza not
want to attend a reception at the home of his friend AI
Rodriguez? Who knows? • • • • •
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Eulogy - Antonio Sergio Cerna
When Antonio Sergio Cerna, my compadre,
passed away in early 1972, our good mutual
friend Miguel Donoso, called and asked if I
would eulogize him at the memorial services. Of
course I agreed. This is what I said:
migos y amigas, we are assembled this
evening to pay our last respects to a
very dear friend, Antonio Sergio Cerna.
The gentlemen standing here are members of the American GI Forum, an organization to which Mr. Cerna gave
many years of dedicated service.
Nuestro hermano Antonio was 31 years of age. He
was born in Eagle Pass, Texas, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Petronio Cerna.
He is survived by his wife, Sylvia Cerna; his children, Cynthia Torres Cerna, Joseph Torres Cerna; and
Christina and Cathleen Cerna. He also leaves his brothers Richard and Armando Cerna, and his sister, Mrs.
'
Rosa Saenz.

A

Antonio graduated from Eagle Pass High
School and attended Texas A&M University
for two years. He was a United States Army
veteran.
He was a member of Santa Clara Chapter of the
American GI Forum, the Community Service Organization the Mexican American Political Association, and
'
the Minority Business Students of San Jose State. Tony
was a senior at San Jose State, majoring in Business
Finance, and would have graduated in the fall of 1972.
We feel a very deep loss in the passing of Antonio
Cerna. He was a quiet, well mannered and confident
man, possessing human characteristics always of value
in a close friend.
The beautiful cancion Mexicana, DESDE QUE
DIOS AMANECE, says:
"Desde que Dios amanece,
desde que Dios amanece
me paso pensando en ti,
Pasan y pasan los meses,

pasan y nunca he
podido
hacermeolvidarde
ti."
Another verse says:
"Cuatro estaciones
al afio,
cuatro estaciones
al afi.o
los tiempos hacen
cambiar,
Siempre hay un
nuevo verano,
siempre sucede Ia
ANTONIO SERGIO
calma
CERNA
despues de Ia
1941-1972
tempestad."
It is these inspiring words that we should recall as we contemplate the
years ahead without our departed friend, husband,
brother, classmate, and son. Whatever loss we may feel
now we were better men and women for having known
'
him.
If nuestro Dios, todopoderoso, chose to take him
just as he was in the dawn of his development intellectually, and in the prime of his life physically, is not
for us to question.
e only knew him for a few short years
and we wi ll miss him very much.
Those who knew him all of his life, his
immediate family , his boyhood friends, and those who
loved him, will miss him much more than we.
Nothing we can say this evening can replace Antonio Cerna. It can only serve to assure those to whom he
was closest that there were others, perhaps unknown to
you, who also shared your admiration, your love, and
your respect for this fine man.
We cannot stand before an assemblage such as this
and profess love for another man. We can only say that
we admired him, we respected him, and immensely

W
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--E. David Sierra

valued his friendship. And in a sense, that is love. And
that is what we feel.
Our stay on earth is altogether too brief compared to
what has transpired before our birth and what will occur
after we are gone. It is for these reasons that we should
endeavor to live a meaningful and useful life. A li fe
dedicated to the service of mankind and being the ki nd
of man whose children Jove and respect him and whose
friends know him as a ded icated friend of those Jess
fortunate.
When our time comes we will want to have contributed to our fellow man as has Antonio Sergio
Cerna.
ur carnal was many things. As a youth
he was an outstanding high school ath
lete and a young man w ith a burning desire
for higher education.
In the United States Army he was a dedicated soldier
who served his country well and was honorably discharged.
As a man he was a responsible and loving father, a
fa ithful husband , and a Chicano intensely proud of his
raza and their culture.
Just a few short months ago, Tony took his wife and
children to Mexico, to visit the cultural treasures of that

0

land ' and to instill in his children the Jove for their
heritage which he learned as a student of Mexico.
George L. Banks once wrote:
"I Jive for those who Jove me, for those who know
me true,
For the Heaven that smiles above me, and waits
my spirit too ;
For the cause that Jacks assistance,
for the wrong that needs resistance,
for the future in the distance,
AND THE GOOD THAT I CAN DO.
And that ... amigos y ami gas .. is how we want to
remember our departed hermano ... Antonio Sergio
Cerna.
Muchas gracias!

.....

Fortune
By the accident offortune a man may
rule the world for a time, but by virtue
of love he may rule the world forever.

--Lao-Tse
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An Open Letter

To: San Jose GI Forum
From: Blanca Alvarado
The Leader, San Jose GI Forum newsletter
March 1986

EDITOR'S NOTES: I had written some
very derogatory articles about our San Jose City
Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado and her proposed "Free Enterprise Zone" on the east side
because we looked at it as an excuse to get rid of
the Thunderbird Golf Course on King Road
which Chicanos used all the time. Nothing personal against the councilwoman, just an all out
effort to save the golf course.
I invited her to use space in our newsletter
any time she wanted to reply to our accusations
about her actions. She fi nally took us up on it in
March 1986. This is what she wrote us in our
newsletter:

Dear Forumeers:
Over the past several months articles have
appeared in your organization's newsletter which
contain statements which were misleading and/
or inaccurate.
s the City Council Representati ve for
District 5, I take my responsibilities to
my constituents very seriously. Consistent
with my campaign pledges made during the 1982 election, I remain committed to the economic and physical
rev italization of East San Jose.
Our business districts over a period of20 years have
suffered various degrees of economic distress and many
of our neighborhoods suffer from physical blight as
well.
Finally, East San Jose residents suffer from an
unemployment rate that traditionally is three times the

A

city's average.
These conditions are unacceptable and as the
Councilmember for District 5, I have worked toward
implementing a legislative agenda aimed at upgrading
our business districts and neighborhoods, as well as
attracting badly needed jobs for my constituents.
One part of this effort includes the development of
a privately owned small business incubator facility
wherein expanding and small business start-ups can
locate and prosper due to reduced overhead resulting
from shared services. These small businesses would
benefit additionally, from bridge financing, technical
and management assistance.

private partnership consisting of the
owners of th e Thunderbird golf
course and South Bay Development and
Construction Company have submitted an application for a rezoning of the Thunderbird golf course
site to construct a n industrial park consistent with
the General Plan designation of light industrial.

A

The application is currently in process, including the
environmental impact report and, therefore, has not
received a final review by the Planning Department.
I am also in support of the State of California
Enterprise Zone program. This program is targeted to
assist economically depressed areas of San Jose and will
provide State incentives in conjunction with local incentives, to stimulate investment for business growth, physical revital ization and job creation.
I have Jed the charge to have East San Jose included
in the Enterprise Zone Program in order that we may
benefit through this type of job producing opportunities.
Overall, I have made major inroads in encouraging
private investment of dollars into East San Jose. I
believe it is good public policy to insure that private/
public dollars are invested in our area as they are in other
parts of the city.
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With the above general background, I would like
to respond to several specific statements made in
your newsletters which are either false or misleading:
1. In all of the articles in The Leader, the writer states
that it is the position of the GI Forum that the Thunderbird
site should remain a golf course. While I am understanding of this position, it should be emphasized that the
Thunderbird is under private ownership. The City of San
Jose does exercise land-use jurisdiction through the
general plan and zoning process, but the City cannot
compel the property owners to maintain the site as a golf
course.
I am in agreement that there is a shortage of golf
courses in the San Jose area. I have indicated to your
civic affairs committee that I will continue to support the
development of additional golf courses on City-owned
land. A feasibility study to accomplish this goal is
currently underway and is scheduled to be completed
soon.

"In '80 and '82, I ran
on a jobs platform ... ''
2. Several references have been made in The Leader
stating that I have made commitments to developers on
this site. In 1981 I voted to change the General Plan
designation for this site to light industrial because there
had been several previous attempts by developers to
develop the site for higher density residential units. I
have opposed residential development at the Thunderbird
site and supported the light industrial designation because I continue to feel that East San Jose needs jobs.
The area around Thunderbird golf course is already
severely impacted with substandard multi-family housing units, and any additional housing in the subject site
would further exacerbate the problems in this neighborhood.
he next step in the development pro
cess is the rezoning. I will not support
the zoning application unless it is consistent with the General Plan and is a quality development which is properly integrated with the surrounding neighborhoods.
3. In your newsletters of July 1985 and September
1985, statements were made thatarezoningwouldresult
in high-rise apartments being built. The writer is absolutely wrong. Residential development would not be

T

legal under the current General Plan and would not be
allowed without a change.
The current application on file is for an industrial
development and no residential development would be
allowed under the application on file. Finally, as stated
beforehand, I have opposed residential development on
this site and will continue to do so.
4. My position on this matter has been part of the
public record since I assumed office. I ran on a jobs
platform in 1980, and in 1982. My campaign materials
clearly outlined my position with regard to job creation
strategies, and my voting record reflects the same.
n your newsletter of July 1985, it is implied
that I may benefit financially from any de
velopment in the area because of a business on
Alum Rock A venue. The truth of the matter is that I sold
my business in 1984 in order to avoid actual or perceived
conflict of interest.
I am dedicated to the revitalization of Alum Rock
Avenue for reasons of community improvement and not
for any reason of personal gain. The implications in your
newsletter are totally incorrect and without merit.
5. The September 1985 newsletter states that
thousands of East San Jose residents may lose their
homes under the Enterprise Zone program. This is
very clearly NOT the case and the writer would have
known as much had he done accurate research on the
subject.
Commercial and Industrial development is targeted
in areas clearly outlined in the Enterprise Zone application, including the East Santa Clara I Alum Rock commercial corridor with the industrial development slated
for the Mabury Road area as well as the old cannery sites
in Central San Jose.
The Enterprise Zone program only seeks to accelerate and channel development already identified
on the City's General Plan. All zoning requirements
would continue to be enforced.
6. In your January '86 newsletter you failed once
again to accurately disclose all the details regarding the
much discussed and politicized audit of the City Venture
Corporation.
While it is true that the City Auditor recommended that the Council attempt to recover what the
auditor cited as disallowed costs, the Finance Committee recommended no action pending review by
BUD on a cost allocation plan to be submitted by City

I
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Venture Corporation.
You made it appear as if the City venture costs are
illegal or disallowable. In many instances what may
appear to be "questionable" costs are eventually deemed
al lowable after a satisfactory explanation has been provided. The city council voted to allow City Ve nture this
opportunity.
t is my understanding that the San Jose
GI Forum h as, on some occasions been
accused of having questionable costs, only to
be cleared after appropriate and/or clarifying information has been provided.
1 summary, I do not understand, nor will I continue
to tolerate, what has become a smear campaign against
me and my integrity. I find it incredulous that the
membership of the GI Forum would allow this type of
demagoguery and distorted reporting to occur in your
newsletter, and that your Editor is allowed free rein to
use the newspaper to arouse fear, paranoia and distrust
among its membership and in the community.
I have been a strong supporter of the GI Forum and
it s programs and will continue to do so on the merits of
your contributions to our community. As a member of
the City Council, I intend to continue performing my
duties with the highest degree of professional ism.
believe the GI Forum has an equal respon
sibility in assuring that fair and accurate
reporting is reflected in a newsletter that by
its very name (The Leader) ought to set a standard of
excellence we can all be proud of.
I invite your readers and members to call me for
further informatin. I can be reached at 277-5157. I am
also available to attend a General Membership Meeting.
Sincerely,
--BLANCA ALVARADO
Councilmember, C ity of San Jose

I

I

EDITOR'S NOTES: Here we are
twenty years later. As you drive by the
site of the golf course, is there "high rise"
housing there, as we said there would be,
or were we lying? Of course, the councilwoman can always say that it was "other"
councilmembers who voted toputitthere.
Irregardless, it is there, que no?
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Where's Dinuba?
MywifeGioriaandi weredriving to Woodlake.
We decided to stop at a small fast food place in
Reedley to use thei r bathroom. Just as we entered,
a very attractive young lady, wearing a lettermen's
sweater with a big "R" walked in justin front of us.
When we came out of the bathroom and lined up
to buy two glasses of orange juice, she was waiting
to take our order.
I decided to strike up a conversation with the
pretty young lady.
"What's a nice looki ng young lady like you
working for in a place like this?" I asked her.
"Money, and all the burgers I can eat! she
smiled sweetly,
I decided to u·y another question , one that I
already knew the answer to.
"Where's Dinuba?" I asked, inquiring about a
town 4 miles away.
"Fifth place in the North Shasta League. Yaaay,
Reedley !" she replied.
End of conversation. • • • • •

Exit Summary
Report
I was assigned to participate in a "Peer
Review" of an alcohol/drugs recovery program
in San Jose. We reviewed resident records,
office procedures, kitchen regulations, etc.
In one Exit Summary Report a resident in
a drug rehab program had left in the middle of
the night. Just tl1rew his possessions into a large
plastic bag and went out the back door and into
the night
The following day , filling out an Exit Summary Report, under Exit Conditions his former
counselor wrote: Reason for Leaving-- Could
not figure out how to say goodbye!
--E. David Sierra
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San Jose G-1 F:oru_m_ F:ouo_d_er·s- P;la_que
At the 1979 San Jose GI Forum installation of officers dinner at Lou's Village, outgoing
chairman David Sierra presented two large plaques to the membership:
One, bearing the names of the founding members of San Jose GI Forum on the 20th
anniversary of its founding, honors those who started our great organization. Receiving
the plaque on behalf of the founding members was E. Ike Hernandez, then a Captain in
the San Jose Police Department.
The other plaque includes the names of members who have served as Chairman from
1959-1960 to the present. Each year the new chairman's name will be added to the plaque.
The founders plaque honors these founders, and is inscribed:

San Jose GI ForuiD
Chartered June 27, 1959
In Tribute to the Charter Members
Dedicated August 10, 1979
Dan Campos
David Garcia
Salvador Ramirez
Reyes Gutierrez
Louis Castro
Eugenio Ayala
Charles Atler
Ted Cazares
Ernest Vasquez
J. Hector Moreno
Joe Puentes
Louis Mosqueda
Edward Camunez
Paul Gonzales
Juan Rivera
Herbert Martin

Robert Rodriguez
Felix Leon
Marcos Castaneda
Ernie Salazar
Ismael Vasquez
John Garza
Alexander Bailon
Orville Valencia
MaxRuiz
John Ramirez
Frank Martinez
Fred Martinez
Manuel Ramirez
John Hernandez
Joe Garza
Eusebio "Ike" Hernandez
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TIM PLUNKETT HONORED
March 1971

Stanford QB
Wins Reisman
Memorial Trophy
im Plunkett, a product of San Jose's east
side where he went to Lee Mathson Jr. High
School, Overfelt H.S. and graduated from James
Lick High, was awarded the 1971 Heisman Trophy as
the nation's best collegiate football player. He led his
Stanford University team to an outstanding season,
high I ighted by an upset 27 -1 7 victory in the Rose Bow1
over the heavily favored Ohio State Buckeyes.
I was editor of THE F ORUMEER, the American
G I Forum's nationally distributed newspaper. I headlined an article PLUNKET GANA EL HEISMAN.
Shortly thereafter I received a letter from Congressman Don Edwards (D-Cal) who wrote that he had
inserted my article into the Congressional Record. I sent
acopyofTHEFORUMEERandCongressmanEdwards'
letter to Bob Murphy, athletic publicity director at
Stanford, and mentioned that the rnissus and I would be
mightily pleased to see the Stanford-Ohio State game in
the Rose Bowl but that we had no tickets. Send $18,
Murphy wrote me, and I will see what I can do. Zip!
On Dec. 27, we drove to Los Angeles to watch the
overmatched Stanford I ndians (11 point underdogs
if my memory serves me) take on the best team in
Ohio State history.
l remember telling Gloria that if Ohio State won by
just 11 points which is w hat the bookmakers said, it
should be considered a moral victory for the Indians. If
you've had your head in the sand for the past forty years
or you do not follow sports, you don't know that Stanford
won by 10 in one of the biggest upsets in American
spons history.
THE HEISMAN -- Later in the year it was announced that Jim Plunkett of Stanford Un iversity had
won the Heisman Trophy. Popping its community shirt
buttons, the City of San Jose hastily put a community

J

Jim Plunkett, QB, Stanford
dinner together and somehow or other, as Chairman of
San Jose GI Forum, I was invited to sit at the head table
and make a presentation on behalf of our chapter and
South San Jose GI Forum, chaired by my good buddy,
Fred Alani s.
I sat next to Jack Shultz, who was a defensive back
on that courageous band of Stanford Indians who butted
heads with John Brockington, Jack Tatum, Rex Kern,
Leo Hayden, Jim Stillwagon and prevailed over the
mighty Ohio State Buckeyes. I'm not a Stanford fan (Go,
UCLA) but I was mighty proud of those bookworms
who whipped the football factory Buckeyes of Woody
Hayes. This was probably the best football team in Ohio
State history, but the Indians prevailed.
When I presented our trophy to Plunkett (goddamn,
he's big ... he's built like a pro tackle !) I said, "If you need
help negotiating your contract with Billy Sulli van of the
New E ngland Patriots, get in touch with your fellow
Chicano, Cesar C havez. He knows how to negotiate
contracts."
That remark, in that room, went over like Liberace
in a gang fight.
In the March 197 1 issue of THE FORUMEER, I
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wrote:

San Jose, South San Jose
GI Forums Honor
Reisman Winner
Jim Plunkett
SAN JOSE, CALIF. -- San Jose's favorite son,
Stanford Quarterback Jim Plunkett, architect of the
Indians' victory over heavily favored Ohio State in the
1971 Rose bowl, was honored on Feb. 17th by the people
of his hometown.

an Jose and South San Jose GI Forum
Chapters, represented by chairmen
David Sierra and Fred Alanis, joined national, state, county and city officials in paying tribute to the big Chicano AU American at a Hyatt House
banquet attended by nearly 1,000 admirers of the
Reisman Trophy recipient.
FORUMEER editor and SJ Chapter Chairman Sierra shared the head table with Plunkett, San Jose Mayor
Ron James, Stanford coach John Ralston, State Senator
Alquist, Plunkett's Stanford teammate Jack Shultz, and
other honored guests.

S

Take Out Some Helium
Sid Haro, Director of Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs
Recovery Home, was always blowing hot air up Victor
Garza's ass to inflate his ego and make him feel important. Then he used him to do whatever Sid needed done.
Garza never seemed to be aware that he was being
manipulated.
One day Sid was telling me that Francisco Garcia,
Vice President of the American Savings Bank downtown had been doing a lot of favors for Vida Nueva and
he wanted to do Garcia a favor.
When we met Victor Garza at Naco's Taco's for
lunch, he mentioned to Victor about Garcia doing some
good things for us.
"Hey, buddy," he told Victor very seriously, "te voy
a tener gue sacar poco helium a ti para meterselo a

Congratulatory telegrams were received from President Nixon, California Governor Ronald Reagan, Boston Patriots president Billy Sullivan, Patriots quarterback Joe Kapp (otro buen Chicano!), San Francisco
49ers quarterback John Brodie and many others.
resenting the San Jose-South San Jose
Chapters plaque to the huge Tribe gridder,
Sierra said "in the Chicano community about
the best tribute you can pay your fellow man is to say that
he is 'un hombre con corazon, a man of heart' ... And Jim
has it.

P

Also ... we would like to give this remarkable
young man a bit of advice. Jim, if you need help
negotiating your professional football contract
with Billy Sullivan and the Boston Patriots, we
suggest you get in touch with your fellow Chicano
... CESAR CHAVEZ!"
EDITOR'S NOTE: To add insult to injury, the next
day's San Jose MERCURY NEWS gave credit to AI
Garza of the GI Forum for the remarks and presentation!
My complaint to Gloria after reading the San Jose
MERCURY the next morning was, "How am I ever
going to get famous this way?"
"You're not, dearie. You're a nobody. Get used to it,"
she said. • • • • •

Pancho. (I'm gonna have to take a little Helium out of
you and put it into Pancho). You don't mind do you?"
Quite seriously, Victor replied, "No, Sid .... I don't
care. If I did care, you're gonna do it anyway, cabron!"

Greek Mythology
I was discussing a book I was reading
with a Vida Nueva resident when he
mentioned that he liked reading Greek
Mythology.
A few hours later he brought me a paper
he had written about Greek Mythology.
''Who taught you that?" I asked.
"10 years at San Quentin," he replied.
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Ruben Salazar
Sept. 1970

The Forumeer

An Editorial

LaMuerte de
Ruben Salazar

T

he
nationally
publicized
Chicano
Moratorium
in
Los
Angeles on August 29th began peacefully
enough. Thousands of Mexicanos, Chicanos, Mexican
Americans, Hispanos, madrecitas, padrecitos, hijos, hijas,
tias, tios, primos, and tapados, vatos locos, Tio Tacos,
interested, disinterested, students, working people, unemployed people, vendidos, and dedos de los chotas
marched slowly down Whittier Blvd. to Laguna Park in
LA's eastside.
They were there, some from as far away as Spanish Harlem, to hear speakers such as Rosalio Mufioz,
former UCLA student body president; Cesar Chavez;
and Corky Gonzalez expound on the concern of the
Mexican American community across America over
the large numbers of Chicanos being drafted and
killed in an undeclared war in southeast Asia.
They were concerned over the loss of the cream-ofthe-crop of their young manhood in days when our Raza
needs every intelligent, clear-thinking, involved, courageous individual it can muster to fight the battle to
improve housing in the barrios, to seek a more relev~nt
education for our Chicanitos, and redress the social
injustices being visited upon us (Remember Judge
Chargin?).

CASUALTIES AT HOME
As in Vietnam, where the numbers of Mexicanos
killed and wounded in action are disproportionate to our
numbers in the total population of the U.S.; in Los
Angeles also we lost one of our very best.
Ruben Salazar, a reporter for the Los Angeles TIMES
and news director of KMEX, Spanish language television station, was killed by a tear gas canister fired into an
eastside cafe.
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The police themselves have admitted that the type of
canister fired into the cafe carries specific instructions
that it is NOT to be used against people.
The Mexican American community questions
whether a police officer who is over 21 and literate in
English can disregard instructions printed (in English)
on his weapon and then demand that Mexican Americans who are undereducated (according to the U.S.
Government's own facts and figures) to obey a verbal
instruction to disperse, reperse, unperse, or uxperse,
when they are excited and angry.
-NOTICE(Opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
writer, and should not be construed as opinion or policy
of the American GI Forum or any of its chapters.)
--E. David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER

Wine Expert
EL EXCENTRICO Magazine
April 5, 1964
A few weeks ago a man walked into the Villa Roma
Delicatessen on Fourth Street and bought a small bottle
of cheap wine. He took it across the street to a certain
barber shop and offered the man in the frrst chair a drink.
The barber took a healthy gulp, swallowed, and blurted
out, "Dave, you damned wino! That's TOKAY!"
"Don't call ME a wino, Joe!" I replied, "I have to look
at the label to tell what I'm drinking. YOU know what
kind it is even if the bottle is in a paper bag!!"
Joe Quinones is a w-w-w-w .... w---!

Noise is Torture
The amount of noise which anyone can
bear undisturbed stands in inverse
proportion to his mental capacity, and
may therefore be regarded as a pretty
fair measure of it. Noise is a torture to
all intellectual people.
--Arthur Schopenhauer
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Retract ••• or Else!
January 15, 1973
EDITOR'S NOTES: AlbertJ. Rivera, attorney at
law, Alamogordo, New Mexico, had defended gas
station owner Perry Brunson who was accused of
killing a Chicano in Otero County, New Mexico. Mrs.
Edna Vega and other Forum activists considered Rivera
an ''Uncle Tom" for defending Brunson.
HE FORUMEER published an ar
ticle that Mr. Rivera didn't appreci
ate. He wrote National Chairman Tony
Gallegos to retract our statements or he would take
legal action. Gallegos, fearful of losing his "$250
dollar house and his $75 dollar car" as he put it,
asked me to apologize to Rivera. So we did.

T

Rivera wrote to Gallegos:
Dear Mr. Gallegos:
This is a demand for retraction of the libelous
remarks published about me in the December, 1972
issue of THE FORUMBER, the official publication of
the American GI Forum.
An attorney's oath requires him to advance the
interests of his client under law, and I am under oath to
support the laws and the Constitution of New Mexico
and of the United States.
Before accepting representation of Mr. Perry
Brunson, whom I have represented for twelve years, I
sought the advice of other trial lawyers in the area,
including leading civil liberties lawyers, and attorneys
who have cooperated with MALDEF in minority cases.
The unanimous advice which I received from these
lawyers at the Bar was that only a counsel not fit to call
himself a member of the Bar would refuse an unpopular
cause because of public controversy. For me to have
refused to represent Perry Brunson would have been
equivalent to a southern lawyer refusing to represent a
Black man accused of raping a white women.
I was told of the examples of John Adams, who
represented Captain Preston, the British Army officer
accused of the cold-blooded murder of American revolutionaries in the Boston Massacre of 1770; and of
Chief Justice Roger Taney, who in 1819, defended

Reverend Gruber, a Pennyslvania Methodist preacher
who had been indicted on inciting slaves to insurrection;
and of William Henry Seward, later to become a member of Lincoln's cabinet, who defended William Freeman, a negro ex-convict, who had murdered a wellknown white farmer.
Finally, I was reminded of Judge Harold Medina,
himself a member of La Raza, who in 1942, had the
courage to defend a German-born naturalized American
citizen who had aided German saboteurs.
Medina, who was later to become a great Federal
Judge, actually had to scold the trial judge for reminding the jury that he had been a court-appointed
lawyer.
However, these great Americans had placed the
obligations to law and country ahead of their personal
feelings. First and foremost, they were lawyers dedicated to the preservation of law and the ideals ofjustice.
History proved their greatness. One became the United
States President; another, Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court.
owever, as any trial lawyer engaged in
criminal law practice, I have consis
tently had to decide whether or not to accept an unpopular cause. I have accepted other unpopular causes, often without fee, because of my obligation
as an attorney -- as one sworn to uphold justice.
On one occasion, I filed suit against the John
Birch Society, which in Otero County is one of the
strongest anywhere in the nation. Many extreme
right-wingers in this county were alienated by my
action and became my enemies.
However, this case wronged Bill McGaw, the publisher of a liberal newspaper in southern New Mexico,
whose advertisers were intimidated by a leader of the
John Birch Society who alleged that the newspaper was
following Communist Party lines.
I will have no hesitation, with counsel, in resisting
any intimidation of any free voice, whether it be my own
or that of my clients. Otero County has been deluged
with handbills and circulars slandering me and calling
me a Vendido. These handbills are given credence and
respectability by the allegations published in your pres-
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tigious publication.

I will not hesitate to seek satisfaction for damages
to myself, just as I sought them for Bill McGaw.
There was o~y one minority, one underdog, whose
welfare and rights were to be protected under the Bill
of Rights and our New Mexico Constitution during
the week of December 4, 1972 -- that man was Perry
Brunson.
A stenographic record of his trial can be obtained to
determine whether or not Brunson had due process and
whether or not the State of New Mexico vigorously
prosecuted.
ndeed, under the facts and the law, it is
possible that Perry Brunson may never have
been indicted as the incident took place when he
was threatened in the defense of his life on his own
property.
As a result of this prosecution, Brunson, a poor man,
has become impoverished. As a result of this prosecution, threats of violence were directed to me and my
family. As a result of this prosecution, the State of New
Mexico had to send State Police to maintain order in
Alamogordo.
I appeal to you as an American, as well as a member
of La Raza, of which I am proud to be a member, to
adhere to the ideals we share -- the ideals of fairness ,
justice and due process.
An experienced editor, like an experienced attorney,
realizes that no situation is black-and-white While I am
loyal to the aspirations of my people, I recognize that we
are not angels, we are human beings.
What happened in Orogrande, New Mexico, when
Ricardo Falcon was tragically killed is for the witnesses
who were there to tell and for the jury to judge. Neither
the prosecution nor I were motivated by any consideration other than the representation of our respective
parties.
Unless the ideals of our Constitution and our system
of law are followed, even when the going gets tough,
then we have no country, we have no system of law and
order.

I

When the day comes that an attorney can no
longer represent an unpopular defendant, then all
defendants, and especially minority defendants, will
suffer and despair.
When there is no longer a free and independent Bar,
when there are no longer attorneys willing to take

· Good People
When good people
in any
country
cease their vigilance
and struggle,
then
evil men prevail.
--Pearl Buck

unpopular causes, the black and the brown man will lose
all their rights in our society. The hope of the Chicanos
and blacks in the courts depends upon a free adversary
system, and whoever attempts to destroy this, attempts
to destroy American democracy at its very heart.
Respectfully yours,
ALBERT J. RIVERA
Attorney at law

EDITOR'S NOTES: We printed this letter in the
March 1973 edition of THE FORUMEER. We also
printed a Certificate of Retraction:
Know all men by these presents that on March 6,
1973 (the 137th anniversary of the Battle of the Alamo),
THE FORUMEER, official publication of the American GI Forum, issues this certificate of retraction to one,
ALBERT J. RIVERA,
Attorney at Law
Alamogordo, New Mexico
and promises never again to call him a Vendido, or
any other libelous name.
Then I signed it and put my fingerprints on it as the
official seal.
A few weeks later, I ran into Santa Clara County
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, who was laughing when
he told me, "If you ever do anything to upset me, please
don't issue an apology!" • • • • •
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Open Letter to
David Rodriguez
EDITOR'S NOTES: In Feb. 1999, some of the
members of San Jose GI Forum Board of Directors and
other members were very upset by the attitudes of Abel
Cota, our Executive Director; and Chairman David
Rodriguez. Rodriguez seemed bent on hiring Mr. Cota
at a salary of $62,000 annually when he had not been
giving the members accurate information about our finances and our business dealings.
There were many dissatisfied members, some of
them unwilling to discuss the matter openly because
they were intimidated by Mr. Cota and Mr. Rodriguez.
I decided to put my thoughts in writing and give
them to Mr. Rodriguez and other members of the GI
Forum.
I didn't want Mr. Rodriguez to make a stupid
mistake and impeach some members and then have
them file legal charges against San Jose GI Forum.
We would have been very embarrassed by a Chairman not foUowing our Constitution and Bylaws. It
would make us the laughing stock of the city.
I wrote the preceding letter and handed it to him
just prior to the April 1999 meeting.

Si? oNo?
E. David Sierra
ith all due respect, Mr. Chairman, we
take this means of making you aware
of issues that are of very deep concern
to a number of your San Jose GI Forum brothers and
sisters.
You invited all members of San Jose GI Forum to
attend the March 5, 1999 meeting to resolve the issue
surrounding Mr. Cota's hiring.
The Cota contract issue is a personnel matter and
should not be discussed at a membership meeting.
You were previously cautioned about discussing personnel matters at the Nov.1998 meeting.

W

Sir, either you have never read the San Jose GI Forum Constitution and Bylaws, or you do not understand
the document.
he board of directors meeting you at
tended on Feb. 7th had a quorum of
David Rodriguez, Chairman; Robert Guerra,
Vice Chairman; Violeta Perez, Recording Secretary;
Billie Contreras, Treasurer; and Lalo Herrera, Sgt. at
Arms. (Marta Martinez, Corresponding Secretary, arrived after you and Mr. Guerra departed.)
You and Vice Chair Guerra left the meeting after
you told the board members that you refused to participate and said, "I resign!"
The board voted to accept your resignation and you
were notified by Violeta Perez's letter, and asked to put
your resignation in writing to make it official. There
was no coup d'etat, Sir, you quit!
Your letter said that you had not as yet "resigned
officially as required" by a letter to the membership.
Required? By whom, and what? Sir, there is NO
REFERENCE to a legal procedure for a chairman resigning in the SJ Chapter constitution!
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cota submitted a contract
for employment as our Executive Director that you
wanted the board to sign. The contract called for him
to receive a salary of over $60,000 per year. Also, SJGIF
would hire a Hall Director, an Assistant Hall Director,
and a Receptionist. Additionally, he asked for auto and
per diem expenses that the board thought were excessive.
Then. negotiations would continue for a final contract. Legally, according to you, Mr. Cota was accepted
with negotiations to continue until both parties were
satisfied. Since that date, according to your letter,
NOTHING HAS OCCURRED. Mr. Cota is in limbo as
to the signature of the contract, according to your letter.
Mr. Chairman, if nothing has occurred, are you
really surprised that the rest of the board members
want to resolve an issue that you appear reluctant to
discuss with them. Why?
Also, if a contract has been signed, according to you,
why is Mr. Cota in limbo? Do you know the meaning
of that term?
Who has a copy of the signed contract? Is it
signed by a majority of the San Jose GI Forum board
of directors? Do the board minutes reflect the signing of a contract? When was it signed?

T
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Why has it not been brought to the chapter membership for ratification since it entails the expenditure of chapter funds?
MR. CHAIRMAN, any competent attorney will
counsel you NOT TO SIGN ANY DOCUMENT until
all the blanks are filled in, all the t's crossed, i's dotted,
etc. You are suggesting that the contract be signed and
then continue negotiations with Mr. Cota.
ir, we do not fault Mr. Cota for trying to
secure the best possible deal for himself.
But, we expect you and the other board members to protect OUR interests. Signing a contract and
then "continuing negotiations" is not in our best interests. That is very unprofessional.
Mr. Chairman, in naming people you want expelled
or impeached from the board of directors and the reasons why: #5. For the good of the organization; you
have violated their right to privacy as stipulated in our
constitution.

S

Know Evil
"If you would
learn to combat evil,
first
know that
fighting
IS

Sir, if you have any respect at all for this organization, please read the document, or have it explained
to you, and respect other people's rights.
The alternative may be a court of law and that
could get nasty ••• and costly.
WHAT THE SAN JOSE GI FORUM
CONSTITUTION SAYS:
ARTICLE I, SECTION 6, PARAGRAPH E: Any
member may move to censure the Chair or move that a
vote of confidence be taken.
THAT MEANS, Mr. Chairman, that your word does
not have to be considered gospel. Your words, actions
... or inactions, can be questioned at any time by any
member or board member.
This is America, Sir, not Cuba or the People's Republic of China!
ARTICLE ill, SECTION 13, SUCCESSION OF
OFFICERS: The order of succession to the office of
Chairman shall be that in which the various officers are
listed in Section I of Article ill of these bylaws.
ARTICLE ill, SECTION 1: Chairman, Vice Chairman, Recording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary,
Treasurer, Chaplain, Sergeant at Arms.
THAT MEANS, SIR, that Ms. Violeta Perez, Recording Secretary elected by the membership, acted
properly in carrying on the business of the board after
you said, "I resign!" and you and Vice Chairman Guerra
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evil"
--E. David Sierra

left the Feb. 7th board of directors meeting.
ALSO, if the meeting was illegal, Sir, why did

you and the Vice Chairman attend it?
by did you call Mr. Cota to come
to the meeting and then you and
Mr. Guerra left before he arrived?
Are you suggesting to us that you can, at will, turn
your powers as Chairman over to him?

W

ARTICLE IV, SECTION 3, POWERS: The presence of a simple majority of the members of the Board
of Directors shall constitute a quorum to do business.
The meeting of Feb. 7th was called to discuss urgent board business. A quorum was present. Marta
Martinez arrived after you left, sir. Two people leaving

a meeting, no matter who they are, does not negate
the board's authority to conduct business.
ARTICLE III, SECTION 3, POWERS OF THE
CHAIRMAN: A. Have general supervision, direction
and control of the business and affairs of the organization, SUBJECT TO THE CONTROL OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, and of the membership.
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THAT MEANS, SIR: The chairman must obey decisions of the majority of the board whether he agrees
with them or not.
RTICLE III, SECTION 6, POWERS
OF THE RECORDING SECRETARY:
F. Have such powers and perform such
other duties as may from time to time be prescribed by
the BOARD OF DIRECTORS, the bylaws, or the membership.
THAT MEANS, SIR: That on instructions from the
board members at the Feb. 7 meeting, Ms. Violeta Perez
acted within her authority to write you, notifying you
that your resignation had been accepted. Further, the
board's letter asked you to respond, in writing, if you
were not in agreement with the contents of the letter.
YOU DID NOT RESPOND TO THE BOARD.

in this organization for the following reasons:
A. Disloyalty to the United States;
B. Disloyalty to the American GI Forum;
C. Misconduct in office;
D. Improper or immoral conduct;
E. For the good of the organization.

Sir, that could be construed as an indication that
you have no respect for the members we elected to
serve with you on the 1998-1999 board of directors.

Now. you need to put the char&es in writing, sign
them and have them notarized, and present them to
the SAN .JOSE GI FORUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS. You must be specific in citing the charges.

A

Some of us sense that it may be very difficult for
you, a known male chauvinist, to serve on the board
with three women as members, particularly women who
are intelligent, insightful, and who insist that the
organization's business be conducted in a professional
manner. They also demand respect as full-fledged members of this organization.
When you accepted the chairmanship of San Jose
GI Forum, you agreed to work in the best interests of
the organization, with whomever else we elected to represent us, "for the good of the order." Sir, we submit

that you are not faithfully executing the oath of your
office.
ARTICLE Ill, SECTION 11, DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE SERGEANT AT ARMS:
E. Perform such additional duties and shall have such
additional powers as may be prescribed from time to
time by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS, the bylaws, or
the membership.
THAT MEANS, SIR, that when Lalo Herrera called
San Jose GI Forum board members to attend a meeting,
he was acting within the authority granted to him by
the board of directors who asked him to do the calling.
ARTICLE ill, SECTION 15, IMPEACHMENT OF
OFFICERS AND EXPULSION OF MEMBERS:
A. GENERAL: Officers and members of the Board
of Directors may be removed from office by impeachment and members may be expelled from membership

B. CHARGES: Charges, in writing and under
oath. may be presented to the Board of Directors by
any member of this organization. The said charges
must specify one or more of the grounds for impeachment or expulsion above cited and must indicate with
particularity the acts or omissions and all grounds
constitutin& the charges.
THAT MEANS, MR. CHAIRMAN, that you have
cited #5. For the good of the organization, as the reason
you want board members expelled.

P

lease remember, Sir, that members of the
American GI Forum are also American
citizens and have rights protected by the
United States Constitution in a court of law if they are
unlawfully restrained from participation in an organization to which they pay dues.

YOU WROTE A MEMO CALLING OFF THE
SCHEDULED BOARD MEETING OF THURSDAY, FEB. 28 WITHOUT CITING AN IMPORTANT REASON FOR DOING SO.
Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, Sir, you don't
have to attend ANY meeting of San Jose GI Forum (or
the board of directors) if you don't want to, but to call
off a regularly scheduled board meeting without giving
an important reason why, suggests to us that you are

trying to HINDER the progress of this organization
rather than helping it.
YOU HAVE INVITED ALL MEMBERS TO ATTEND THE MARCH 5, 1999 MEMBERSHIP MEETING TO RESOLVE THE ISSUE SURROUNDING
MR. COTA'S HIRING.
AGAIN, Mr. Chairman, this is clearly disrespect-

ful of Mr. Cota's rights. This is a personnel matter
that should be discussed in a board of directors executive session.
Mr. Chairman, if we interpret your letter correctly,
you are asking the San Jose GI Forum membership to
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Tamales for
Senator Moscone
ose Martinez was running for a seat in
the State Assembly. His opponents
were attorney Jim Ono and San Jose grocer
Ernie Abeytia.
Martinez and his campaign manager, Jack
Ellwanger, had scheduled a meeting in Sacramento
with all the Chicano elected state officials. They
invited me to go with them so I went. The meeting
was in Senator George Moscone's office.
On the same day, Ernie Abeytia and his campaign manager, Gilbert Solarez, showed up in Sacramento to meet with the same officials. They brought
along some tamales from Ernie's grocery store to
give to the public officials. Payola? A bribe?

J

Walking down the hall in the state capitol
toward Moscone's office, we saw Ernie and Gilbert sitting on a bench outside Moscone's office.
They were already there! But •••• We had an
appointment.
Ellwanger showed me a door down the hall that
the public officials and their staff use when they
want to avoid talking to their constituents. We entered and immediately were confronted by aMoscone
staffer wanting to know what we were doing in the

assist you in expelling two members of the board because:
1. They are asking questions you do not want to
answer;
2. They called members to a meeting without giving the required 3 days notice. These meetings were
"illegal" according to you. We understand that on past
occasions you, too, have called meetings on less than
three days notice, and those went down as "legal" meetings. Honest mistakes. Mr. Chairman, or a double standard?

Personally, Sir, we believe that your letter to the
membership is another example of intimidating tactics which are undermining the morale of this organization. Your personal behavior should set the

room. Jack explained to her that he knew one of
Moscone's staff, a Mr. Teitelbaum or something
like that, and he had suggested that we come in
through that door.
The young lady ushered us into Moscone's
office. It gave us a chance to look around and read
all the impressive documents on the walls because
Senator Moscone was still on the Senate floor.

About twenty minutes later Moscone arrived. My first meeting with an authentic California State Senator! I was mightily impressed
with the man. In those days I made it a point to
find out abut important people I was going to
meet so we would have something to talk about
other than politics. I knew that Moscone had
played basketball at UOP. We talked briefly
about him playing for the University of Pacific
Tigers.
e seemed very genuine and happy
to see us. Then the assemblymen
began arriving ... Gonzalez, Montoya,
Garcia, and the others.
Soon, a female staffer came in and told Senator
Moscone that a Mr. Abeytia and his campaign
manager were outside in the hallway waiting to see
him and asked if he wanted some tamales that
Abeytia was offering him and the other legislators.

H

(Cont. on Pg 476)

moral tone for this chapter. To date, it has been very
disappointing.

ou have insulted members who
have given years of valuable ser
vice to San Jose GI Forum. You have
humiliated them publicly, driving some of them
to tears. Mr. Chairman, we request that you cease
these intimidating tactics.

Y

Also, again, we respectfully suggest that you read
the San Jose GI Forum Constitution before you begin trying to expell members for exercising their constitutional rights.
It appears to us, Mr. Chairman, that you have made
no effort to work with the board of directors in resolving
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Tamales for Moscone
(Cont. from Pg 475)
The Senator scanned the room. Everyone was
nodding back and forth, yes!
"Certainly. Bring 'em in," said the affable Senator Moscone.
The tamales came in but Abeytia and his

campaign manager did not.
We continued discussing Jose's campaign while
munching down on our opponent's tamales.
ur business concluded, we left through
the front door, stopped to chat briefly
with Abeytia, and left the building. I
wonder if he ever found out how we got into the
Senator's office before him when he had been waiting for over a half hour for the Senator ... and ate
some of his tamales?

0

some very serious problems. You cannot simply dictate
to them because you are the chairman. That, Sir, would
be totalitarianistic, and we are a democracy. Please
know the difference.

We take this means of getting your attention
because our previous efforts (talking to you at
the September groundbreaking, taking pictures
of damage at Vida Nueva in July 1997, and
bringing the "sign" matter to your attention in
Nov. '98 went unheeded. For the record, Mr.
Chairman, the sign has not yet been replaced.
r. Chairman, in writing these remarks, we
hope they are taken in the spirit in which
they are given ... a sincere desire to right
a very serious wrong. I have a very strong sense of
loyalty to an organization which allowed me, a nonveteran, to join its ranks in 1963, and which I was privileged to serve as Chairman on two separate occasions.
I am presently employed by San Jose GI Forum as
a counselor at Vida Nueva SLE. At the November meeting, you raised your voice, laughed at me, and suggested
that I shouldn't even be working there. I begged you to
refrain from discussing an employee's job performance
in a public meeting.

M

EDITOR'S NOTES: We showed the assemblymen and the state senator the falsities in Abeytia's
campaign literature, for one claiming he was supported by attorney Jim Ono, who was one of his
opponents in the race!
Another supporter listed was Gloria Sierra, my
wife, who was wholeheartedly supporting Mr.
Martinez.
Mr. Abeytia had failed to get enough supporters
to qualify for the Santa Clara County ballot.
All he had going for him was that he was being
backed by Cesar Chavez of United Farmworkers
Union fame. Well, sort of. With Cesar Chavez's
backing. Abeytia got 34 votes. if my memo.ty serves
me. •••••

SIR, please stop disrespecting our members,
especially the women. Stop raising your voice
to halt discussions when you hear comments
with which you do not agree. Stop laughing at
us. And, please do not allow others to butt in
when someone to whom you have given the
floor is speaking. Please stop treating us like
children. and take care of our business in a professional manner.
Mr. Chairman, These words are not the
words of one person alone. There are many
members who are concerned that this organization is not being professionally administered,
according to the San Jose GI Forum Constitution & Bylaws and Robert's Rules of Order.
We suspect that you are advocating policies that are not in San .Jose GI Forum's best
interests.
Mr Chairman, if the members cannot find justice
within the American GI Forum, they may seek it else2.27.99
where.
--David Sierra
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Modesto Relays

Dressed To The Nines
Gloria and I were at the California Relays in Modesto.
We were on vacation, and headed for the 1962 Seattle
World's Fair. But first the relays.
ince we had not bothered to buy reserved
seats we were sitting in the end zone in
the Modesto Jr. College stadium near a small
group of Black kids who were joshing one of the guys in
their group because he had come to the meet, in scorching over-1 00 degree heat, dressed to the nines, blue
pinstriped suit, bow tie, beautiful hat, etc.
A short while later they were joined by another
friend who apparently had a running competition
with the cat in the blue pinstripes about who was the
sharpest dresser.
The new guy was wearing a tan suit, orange shirt and
necktie, with a handsome orange handkerchief in his
breast pocket. He was being dressed down about his
choices of clothing.
He was asked to pull up his pant leg so they could see
if his socks matched the outfit he was wearing. Sure
enough!
They could find nothing to criticize about his
threads. Finally one of the young men asked said,
"Man, you ain't dressed if you ain't sportin' garters
for your tubes!"
he tan-suited young man laughed and
said, "Man, I ain't jivin' you, I'm dressed,
dressed ... to the Nines!" He pulled up his

S

T

A Drinking ProbleiD?
Me?
Note passed to me at San Jose GI Forum
Meeting after reading of Treasurer's Report, 1990:
"David, no Glforum dance
has made a profit since you quit
drinking.,

pants leg again to show them the garters holding up his
long silk socks, and all of them enjoyed a good laugh.
Not surrendering just yet, one of the young men
opined that the tan-suited youngster was not completely
dressed unless he was wearing a watch. "Do you know
what time it is, my man, he asked?"
"Sure do, daddy," he replied, standing up, opening
his coat, reaching into a small inner pants pocket and
pulling out a beautiful gold watch, with an appropriate
fob.
e was showing off his watch and fob
to everyone seated in the section,
while his friends howled with laughter
and clapped their hands, assumedly indicating that
tan suit had won that day's competition.
"Does that thing run? What time is it, sunshine?" one
of them asked.
Tan suit got up, straightened his necktie, and said,
"Time? Looks to me like it's time for me to m-e-a-n-de-r over to the money seats and sit with my people. You
cats ain't got no class asking a properly attired Modesto
gentleman those silly, asinine questions!"
He was finishing up buttoning his coat when his
"valet" hung a dark brown umbrella from his arm and
stepped aside to allow tan suit to pass, on his way to the
"money" seats.
We howled with laughter. • • • • •

H

Remark of a Mexican American Golf Association board member at a chapter meeting, 1984:
"David, the only time I've ever seen you
without a beer can in your hand,
is when you're addressing the ball"

•••
A few years later. I gave it up.
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Casualties
of War
February 23, 1945
Yanks Raise the Stars & Stripes
onlwo Jima

(Joe Rosenthal Photo)
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Casualties of War
When Maya L in, a graduate of Yale University,
designed the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C., I remember telling my wife Gloria that her
design would change the concept of memorials forever.
er idea of those long black walls sinking deeper and deeper into the earth and
inscribed with the names of all 59,000+
Americans killed in Vie tnam was a noble thought.
"Hereinafter, e very memori al built in this country,"
I said, "people are going to want names on it. For any
insignificant reason, they are going to want names of
their loved ones inscribed on the monument. Generations from now people will wonder why we built a
monument to those who died in airplane crashes."
I have no quarrel with names on monuments of those
who died in the service o f their country. But I feel no
need to honor those who happened to be in the wrong
place at the wrong time (plane or automobile accidents).
It has gotten r idiculous. Very. Do you realize that
a monument is planned to honor DOGS who served
in World War II? Dogs! Not dogs that died performing their duty, but d o2s that served.
I've heard people express surprise at the numbers of
people who died in Vietnam, a nati on which many of us
knew very little aboul. And cared less. We lost touch
with reality in those years. We began to think that the
United States would always be at war, someplace in the
world, against somebody, for whatever reason.
Our governme nt's excuse for going into Vietnam
was the Domino Theory, remember? The Commun ists
did not spread their doctrine throughout the world because they did not have enough food to feed their armies.
But control over Vietnam would give them control over
vast rice fields. Ergo, food ... and the exportation of
Communism which spelled doom for America.
Well, it is now 50 years since that war ended a nd
we are no closer to becoming a Communist state than
we were when the found ing fathers en visioned this
great nation of our s.
But many of this country's best young men lie
forever resting under vast rows of white crosses in
military cemeteries all over the planet.
Some of us grew up with a war in Vietnam that lasted
TWELVE YEARS. Watching war footage on televi-

H
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Baseball Lore
If you ever get on J eopardy, r em ember
these facts:
TomSeaver oftheNewYorkMets, was
elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame with
the la rgest percentage of votes (98.8) than
any other player in major league history.
He was a 3-time CyYoungAward winner.
Ted Williams of the Boston Red Sox
was the last player to bat over .400 (.406
in 1941.
When you consider his lifetime batting
average of .344 and all his other accomplishments, r em ember this: He lost most
of five seasons while serving as a pilot in
the U.S. Ma1ine Corps.
sion, we were not certain whether we were watching
newsreels fro m the Vietnamese front, or a promo for
John Wayne's latest movie.
(That swishy-walking 4-F sonofabitch made many
of them, leading some peanut-brained people to believe
that he actually was a real life war hero. Can you believe
the numbnuts who named an airport in Orange County,
California after him?)
ut as a prolific reader of World War II
history, I know that 59,000 dead in a 12year wcu· were very few casualties comparied
to some of the battles fought in W orld War II.
For example, over 50,000 American fliers of the
U.S. 8th Air force were killed while flying bombing
missions over occupied Europe in three years of World
War II. Those are just the bomber crewmen!
LEST WE FORGET: On June 6, 1944, when
United Nations troops began their assault on Hitler's
Fortress Europa, 21 young men from Bedford, Virginia
(pop. 3200) died on the beaches of Normandy in western
France.
Thirty-five Bedford residents were involved in the
D-Day action and 21 lost their lives. Two more soldiers
died a few days later.
EDITOR'S NOTES: Numbers of casualties taken
from Goodbye Darkness by William Manchester; Tarawa
by Charles T. Gregg; Talking Irish by Steve Delsohn;
PARADE magazine article by Jane Ciabattari; and The
Ultimate WWIT Quiz Book by Timothy Benford.

B
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Casualties of War
(Cont. from Pg 479)
AMERICAN CASUALTIES
Pacific Islands
WORLD WAR II
Guadalcanal ........................ 4,123
(Six months)
Tarawa ...... .. .. ... .. ..... .. ..... .. .. .. 3,381
Saipan .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ .... 16,525
Guam ................................... 7,081
Peleliu ................................ 10,000
Iwo Jima ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25,851
(Thirty-six Days)
27 Medals of Honor awarded for
gallantry on Iwo Jima.
Okinawa ............................. 49,151
(Eighty two days)
Tinian ...................................... 328
(Nine days)
FOR COMPARISON
MacArthur's Army ... .... ..... 90,437
Battle of the Bulge ••••••••• 106,502
(Battle of the Bulge, more U .S.troops
lost in one battle than General MacArthur
lost during entire war in the Pacific.)
KOREA
Korean War (37 mos.) ........ 37,000
June 25, 1950-- July 27, 1953
COMPARE THESE CASUALTIES:
CIVIL WAR, North ...... ... 364,511
CIVIL WAR, South ......... 159,821
CIVIL WAR TOTAL ...... 524,332
WORLD WAR 11............. 405,399
(Dec. 7, 1941 to Aug. 8, 1945

Graduating Second
in my Class, Woodlake
Union High School
n Thursday evening, June 5, 1952, a
very warm spring evening,
the
Woodlake Union High School graduating
class, 76 strong, marched two abreast down the middle
aisle of the WUHS auditorium to the beautiful strains of
Elgar's .. Pomp and Circumstance .. rendered on the piano
by Miss Margaret Reichers, our English teacher.
I was seventeen years of age. My birthday was the
next day, the 8th anniversary ofD-Day, when American,Britishand Canadian troops stormed the beaches
of Normandy.
I have loved .. Pomp and Circumstance .. since I first
heard it at an elementary school graduation many years
before. I made it a point to find out the name of the song,
and who wrote it. It was Elgar, amigo, in case you ever
make it to JEOPARDY!
I walked beside Mary Evans, a young lady who had
transferred in from Porterville High School midway
through our senior year. She and I were .. an item .. as
Walter Winchell used to write. That we wound up
marching together down the aisle for graduation was
pure happenstance, or was it?
Who decides who marches next to whom? That was
the subject that occupied my mind during the entire
graduation ceremonies.
he invocation was given by the Reverend
Olin Collier. That was followed by the
flag salute led by Martin Hickle, President of
the WUHS Student Body. Buster Moore, our class
president, gave the official welcome.
Marjorie Stubblefield's salutatory address was on
~~Training for Democracy. Another salutatory address
by Marilyn Metcalf was entitled ~~standards for American Youth.~~
The Woodlake High School choir directed by band
director John Ward rendered Julia Ward Howe's .. Battle
Hymn of the Republic~~ and Meredith Willson's nAn
American Anthem .. accompanied by Bette Ainley on
the piano.
Pat Kuykendall's speech was .. Teaching as a Ca-

0

T
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Morale
Morale is the greatest
single factor in
successful wars.
--Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1945
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reer Wade Mink•s on A Career in Science and·
Roberta McDowell spoke about .. What is an American? ..
11

,

II

The valedictory address was given by Joyce
Bunch, the best and the brightest of the class of 1952.
Awards were presented by Principal B.H. Conkle
and the diplomas were handed out by Ray Pritchard,
President of the Woodlake High School Board of Trustees .
.. Mary Frances Evans, intoned the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, and my friend Mary went forth to
receive her diploma.
day for me, the first
It was a memorable
worn a necktie,
time in my life I had
suit. Stupid,
a white shirt, and a
I thought, why in
hell was I
wearing a coat under
the
black robe. It was
hotter than
hell!
My thoughts were about
the date !had with
Mary after the ceremonies. Her and I and Stanley
Rodriguez and another girl were going to get together
and spend the night in some park or some river beach,
talking and whatever ...
I was wondering how many of these people I would
never see again. Some would move away. Some, I was
certain, would die in the Korean War that was still raging
in that Godforsaken Asian peninsula.
Eliseo T. Sierra, said the Chairman of the Board of
Trustees.
Our high school principal, B .H. Conkle, had my
diploma in hand. I took it with my left hand and shook
his right hand with my right hand.
II

11

II

You counting, pal? How many graduates is that?
Two? Who was number two? You're absolutely
right ••. your friend E. David Sierra.
The Graduates, in case any of them got famous,
were:
Helen Esther Alford
Robert R. Alford
Fred Asebes
Joy Louise Bachmann
Vema Louise Bartlett
William J. Barton
Del Brandt
DeWayne Clell Brewer
Dalles Delo Britten

Sybil Joyce Bunch
Olga Callahan
Jo Ann Carter
Robert Louis Chunn
Carlyn Coxsey
Oliver E. Crose
Oscar Leroy Croy
Margery Ellen Denton
Richard Dillon
Jimmie Estrada

Mary Frances Evans
Arthur Farley
Gene Lee Fesperman
George Maurice Garcia
Pete Garcia, Jr.
Clysta Jewell George
Robert Eugene Gray
Carol Ann Health
Martin Leroy Hickle
James Franklin Jackson
Kathryn Jones
Jack Ray Justice
Jeanette Kaun
Delorese Lea Kent
Carol Ann Kerr
Ernest J.J. Kinnie

Patricia Jean Kuykendall
Loretta Lenning
Terry David Lloyd
Leroy Jesse Maloy
Robert Niel Marlin
Genevieve Martinez
Alfred S. Matsuda
Lawrence Dale Mehrten
Marilyn Marie Metcalf
Mary Joan Miars
Royal Wade Mink
Buster Moore
Ralph Hernandez Moran
Virginia Munoz
Joan Arline McClure

Roberta Margaret McDowall
Ramona Delia Orosco
Pauline Padilla
Frances Teresa Patino
Frank Robert Pedroza
Alfonso Ramirez, Jr.

(Cont. on Pg 482)
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Vida Nueva Notes
July to Dec. 1993
EDITOR'S NOTES: For six months in 1993,
while I was employed at Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs
Recovery Home, I kept notes of appointments kept by
either Sid Haro or myself.
Sid and I had been discussing a comment made by

Graduating Second
(Cont. from Pg 481)
Erlinda P. Rodriguez
Norman Keith Ropes
William C. Russell
Thomas J. Sease
Carl Lyle Shanes, Jr.
Eliseo Sierra
Trinidad Sierra
Mary Eleanor Simmer
Clifford T. Snow
Alma Mae Stevens
Marjorie Nell Stubblefield
Donald Swafford
Noriye Tanaka
Lee Evans Forrest Tyner
Mary Helen V. Vasquez
Eligio Medina Villegas
Wanda Joy Walker
Maurice Wood
After everyone had received their papers identifying
them as bonafide authentic Woodlake Union High School
graduates, We sang the school song, "The Orange and
the Black," and then began the slow march off the stage,
again to "Pomp and Circumstance" competently played
on the piano by Miss Margaret Reichers.
The graduating class stood in a large semi-circle
outside the auditorium to receive the congratulations of
their fellow graduates and their friends and family.
NOW ... if you want to talk about my rank in the
class, scholastically .... well, let's talk about something
I know something about and it ain•t academics.

•••••

one of the San Jose GI Forum board members who said
that every time he called Vida Nueva he could never find
Sid at the office, and he wondered just what in hell Sid
was doing all day long. So, early in 1994, I dug up my old
appointments calendar and made the following notes.

I wanted to have a record of different activities
that occur at Vida Nueva. Of course, I did not foresee
a seizure that struck me on October 16, 1993 which
added many more appointments to my personal
calendar. My comments were added later, and I
think they accurately reflect my attitudes, and what
we were doing at Vida Nueva at the time.
ULY 1, 1993 - THURS -- Bea Robinson,

J

San Jose GI Forum member, was at Vida
Nueva to pick up some materials. She is
helping Sid put together a proposal for funding. She
picked up the materials and later came back for more
information. I understand that she and John Torres put
the proposal together for Vida Nueva.
Alas, after it was submitted to the Santa Clara
County Bureau of Alcohol Services, they decided that
they were not going to use the proposals. They would
just extend everyone·s contract another six months. See
how easy it is! But a total waste of taxpayers money.
And that is how $2,500 of our budget went down

the drain. Hell, it's only the stupid taxpayers money,
que no, Bob Garner?
JULY 1 - Thurs -- Efraim Carrillo of the Family
Health Services Association of Santa Clara County did
a workshop on "Parenting" for our residents at the
evening meeting.
He showed a short video in which a young man
wants to talk to his father, but the dad is busy sucking on
a beer and watching sports on TV. The next day the
young man tries again, this time the dad is reading the
paper and doesn •t want to be bothered, pleading that he
works very hard and is very tired.
The following day the young man approaches his
father and asks him how much money he makes on his
job, per hour. The dad replies, "$5.50, son, why do you
ask?"
The young man reaches into his pocket, extracts
some money and says, ''Well, dad, here is $S.SO.I'd

like to talk to you for an hour!"
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"Well, That's Right, Lon!"
ack in the middle and late sixties, My
compadre Ray Garcia and I used to
watch every San Francisco Giants and
Los Angeles Dodgers game we could catch on TV,
mostly at his Ann Darling Drive home. He was a
Giants fan and I was for the Dodgers.
The Giants were on KSFO Radio or Channel
Two TV. Either Vince Scully and Jerry Doggett
from L.A. or Russ Hodges and Lon Simmons on in
San Francisco.
Mac Alva, the barber, and I were Dodgers fans
and it seemed like everyone else in San Jose was a
San Francisco Giants fan.
Mac and I would nitpick the Giants to death,
criticizing everything from the color of their uni-

B

JULY 7 -Wed-- Sid and I attended a meeting with
Bob Gamer at the Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Services
at 10 AM. Garner and Terry Rooney, our Vida Nueva
monitor, wanted to know what happened to the $10,000
that the County Board of Supervisors had given us to
start up the Barrio Conference. How was the money
spent? Were we going to have a conference? Sid answered yes, we are going to have a conference.
hey asked some other questions and he
said he did not have the answers because
he had to check with some other people first.
They did not ask which people Mr.Haro had to check
with, so he got away without giving them the answers
they wanted. I found it hard to believe that they are that
stupid.
.. 1 would've asked more questions, Sid," said, "but
they probably don't give a rat's ass. They're just killing
time with their constant meetings and resolving nothing.
Besides that, it isn't any of their business. I believe that they resent that a Chicano-run program
got a direct grant of$10,000 from the county without
going through their bureau.
It's as simple as that. Previously they had sent
Rogelio Balderas (their House Mexican) and another

T

forms to the Giants strategy of long ball baseball.
Sometimes it would work, but too often it amounted
to leaving runners stranded on the bases waiting for
the Willies, Orlando or Felipe to launch a homer.
I pointed out to Mac one day that when Lon
Simmons interviewed Willie McCovey after the
games in which he was the star, the interview would
go something like this:
LON: "Well, Willie, that was a big win for the
Giants tonight, wasn't it?''
MAC: "Well, that's right Lon. It was a big win
for the Giants tonight. ..
LON: ..Willie, in the 4th inning when you came
up with Pagan and Davenport on base, it really

(Cont. on Pg 484)

lady to find out what we were going to do for the Barrio
Conference. Then they did a one-day workshop thing at
Kelley Park, almost a carbon copy of what we had in
mind. You'll never convince us that the Bureau of
Alcohol and Drug Services was trying to .. help" us.
Hinder us, yes.
e never had much respect for the
bureau and its employees, including
its director, because as Sid Haro said
once, very frankly, "You people don't know anything
about recovery. You've just read the book. We do it
every day."
JULY 9- Friday-- Kenny Deitch of Vida Nueva and
four of our residents delivered food donated by
McDonald's to participants at the Mariachi Conference
today. This is another example of services that Vida
Nueva provides to the community that our members do
not know about.
JULY 13 - Tues -- Our residents benefited from a
presentation on "Alcohol in the Urban Areas" this
evening.
Most of the info being compiled by some San Jose
State University faculty members and students are a
direct attack on San Jose GI Forum for sponsoring

W
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Well, that's Right Lon
(Cont. from Pg 483)
helped Gay lord Perry when you hit that one into the
right field comer, scoring two for the Giants.
MAC: ~~well, thafs right, Lon. When I came up
in the 4th inning with Pagan and Davenport on base
and hit that one into the right field comer, it really
helped Gaylord Perry.~~
LON: .. Willie, in the 7th inning you took an
inside fastball from Drysdale that grazed your right
foot. With this cold weather out there tonight, I bet
your tootsies were really barking at you, wren't
they? ..
MAC: "Well, that's right Lon. In the 7th inning
when I took that inside fastball from Drysdale that
grazed my right foot, with that cold weather out
there tonight my tootsies were really barking at
11

the Fiestas Patrias and all the boozing that goes on
there.
I wonder, and asked those making the presentation,
why they didn't go make the presentation to the GI
Forum members. The Vida Nueva residents can't help
their cause at all.
JULY 15 - Thurs -- Trini Arguello of the Family
Serv ices Association of Santa Clara Co. gave a presentation on "Domestic Violence" to our residents at the 8
PM meeting. Some of our residents admitted afterward
that some of the things they do to their wives and
children are classified as domestic violence, but they
were not aware that they were hurting others by their
actions. Very informative session!

We have since decided to stress domestic violence more in the classes that we do to the residents.
I even did a session to the Mexicanos (in Spanish) to
convince them that in the U.S.A., women have rights
and you can't treat them like a possession.
They have to be treated as full partners in a marriage
relationship. We also talked about the difference between fathering a child and parenting a child.
JULY 19 - Mon -- Kenny Deitch of VN installed
fluorescent lights at the GI Forum office, 1680 Alum
Rock Avenue, today. It seems to us that most of the GI
Forum members don't appreciate what they have in the

me ...
Mac Alva and I would suck on our beer and roar
with laughter. After that, we prayed that Willie
McCovey would be interviewed by Simmons after
the game so we could mimic Willie Mac answering
Simmons' cottonball questions. We would reply to
Lon's queries while Willie Mac was still digesting
the question!

One of the nicest guys in baseball and a
helluva good swing. Not the world's best
gloveman and probably not a candidate for a
Rhodes scholarship. But damn if Willie Mac, a
man I once referred to as "just a tall Negro
man," dido 't wind up in the Baseball Hall of
Fame.

Vida Nueva Project. Mostly, because they do not take an
interest in what we are doing.
We know that they brag to other people about what
we have, because I have heard them at state conventions
and at public gatherings. But they seem hesitant to let
Sid Haro know that they are proud of Vida Nueva and
the job he does as its director.
ULY 20 - Tues -- An officer from the SJPD
gave a presentation on "Gang Awareness"
to our residents this evening. The gangs problem has never been a problem in our house, but any
information we can give our residents about community
problems will help them when they transition back to
their homes.

J

We know that some of our residents are gang
members, but they seem to leave their problems out
on the street. When we orient them, we let them know
that any altercations between two residents wiD result in BOTH of them being terminated from the
program, and they can go do their gang-banging on
the street. Very very few "incidents" in the long
history of the project.
JUL 28 - Wed - Went to a meeting of the Program
Directors Association at Odyssey House this morning.
This organization is being held together by Walter
Shannon of Odyssey. I hesitate to even think where it
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The Naco's Tacos Hustle
Sid Haro and I were having lunch at Naco's
Tacos on Alum Rock Avenue, when San Jose GI
Forum Chairman Victor Garza walked in with
the Mexican Consul. The owner of the restaurant
is Ramon Silva, VG's brother-in -law.

"Que falta de verguenza, I commented to Sid
while we were driving back to work, ..1 wouldn't do
that. What do you think the Consul thinks? I hope
he doesn't think I'm a cheapskate or that I don't want
to buy his lunch.

Sid and I were seated way at the back of the room
and, uninvited, they sat down at our table. We were
already eating when they ordered, so of course we
finished while they were just beginning. At one
point, Sid said, ~~v amonos, David, we've got work to
do ...

"I don't mind. I just don't like being hustled
like that! Dile al cabron Victor gue se ponga un
vestido y medias de seda and I'll buy his lunch
every day! Que huevos!"

Since I had agreed to pay for Sid's lunch, I got
up and walked to the cash register to pay. Suddenly, VG is standing behind me and telling
Ramon, "Sacale para nosotros tambien!"
11

I told Ramon, 1 am going to pay for Sid and I,
and that's it. Estos cabrones estan muy barbones para
ser mis hijos. Que los mantenga el gobierno! .. , and
laughing, I handed him $15 in cash.
The Consul heard the commotion and ascertained that there was a problem and walked up
behind Victor, handing Ramon his credit card over
VG's shoulder. VG grabbed it and gave it to Ramon.
I said, ~~wait a minute. I'm paying for Sid and I.
I don't care about the rest of it. Just give me my
change so I can get out of here. And Sid and I left.
11

would go without him. I have never seen a more unmotivated group than the alcohol and drug program directors funded by this county. I get the feeling that they are
just going through the motions, picking up their paychecks, and doing as little thinking as possible.

There are exceptions: Walt Shannon of Odyssey,
Dr. Stanford of Pathways, Bob Lindahl of Sullivan
House, and Sid Haro ofVida Nueva. Other than that,
de toda Ia bola de cabrones y cabronas, no se hace
uno!
JULY 30 - Fri -- Sylvia Lang of the San Jose
MERCURY was here this morning to interview me
about the Fiestas Patrias Parade. She said it will be
featured in the magazine the Mere is doing for the

11

I was amazed that Victor would grab the Consul's
credit card and hand it to Ramon ... and doubly
amazed that Ramon would take it!
As I write this, it has been at least seven years
since I have been in that restaurant. I don't intend
to go there anymore because Victor Garza is always
there. When I have run into Ramon at the Fiestas
Patrias and other GI Forum functions where he
caters the food, he has asked me why we have never
been back to his place. I told him the first time that
.. Tu cufiado alii esta de lampara todo el tiempo. y
esta muy barbon para ser mi hijo!"
They serve excellent Mexican food, but I

don't appreciate being hustled by my friends,
and especially don't appreciate the owner cooperating with his brother in law in the hustle. • •

•••

Fiestas Patrias. A very nice lady, does free lance work
for the paper. She easily draws information out of the
interviewee because she seems genuinely interested in
her subject.
AUGUST 4- Wed-- 8 AM --Ron & Terry, photographers from the SJ Mercury were at VN this morning to
take my 'pitcher.' It is for the article by Sylvia Lang.
They used the sign out front as a prop. These guys are
good. Either the sign or I will wind up with a Hollywood
contract.
"Maw, they wanna put me in the movies!"
AUG. 4-- 10 AM- Sid and I went to a meeting with
Bob Gamer at the Bureau of Alcohol Services. They are
still asking questions about what we did with the $10,000
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grant from the county for the Barrio Conference. Actually, we pissed away about $6,000 of it on a marketing
plan that Montoya & Associates was to do for us,
exploring the feasibility of the Barrio Conference being
a major fundraiser for us.

We also wanted to have a luncheon/dinner and
invite the Governor of California to speak, with the
help of Tomas Alvarado, our friend in Sacramento.
nd, we wanted to have a concert featur
ing Linda Ronstadt at the San Jose State
University Events Center. It don't hurt to
dream big, and see what happens. Most of the aforementioned didn't happen, but we tried.
AUG. 4 -- 3 PM - Alma Cebreros was here. She is
doing some translating of forms into Spanish so that we
can better serve our Hispanic clients. I understand she is
secretary to Jose Villa of the San Jose State University
faculty. It is a shame that we are Latinos and do not know
enough about our own language to translate our documents, but that is the way it is. Today was a full day, with
all the activity. for lunch. Treated Art. He is one of the
best workers we have ever had at Vida Nueva.
AUG 6 - Mon -- Went to a meeting at 8:30 this
morning of the Santa Clara County AIDS/HIV Task
Force, chaired by Dr. Susan McCall. I get the feeling
that all the thinking is done somewhere else.
Our meetings are probably just to share the blame if
something goes wrong ... thus a committee. Dr. McCall
and her .. staff and advisors .. don't impress me as sincere
about what they are doing. Everybody is watching the
clock. When the hour is up, the meeting is over. Period.
You get the feeling that we are meeting just to be
meeting. Again, I get the feeling they are just going
through the motions. Nomas para taparle el hojo al
macho, as Sid Haro is fond of saying.
AUG 11 -Wed- Called Golf International in Reno
regarding buying an insurance policy for a Hole in One
Contest during the Barrio Golf Tournament. Victor
Arrafiaga was here this morning to discuss the tourney.
We have reserved the Elm Area for the BBQ after
the tournament at Summitpointe. It beats the hell out
of me why we keep moving the tournament around
from one golf course to another.
Sid says it is because the .. coyotes .. want to play a
long and difficult course. I argue that the tournament is
a fundraiser for Vida Nueva and that they will play any
course we want to use. Let's play golf, get it over with,

A

give out our awards, socialize a bit, get to know each
other, have lots of fun, and get a bigger crowd next year.
I keep reminding Sid that the largest group of golfers we
ever had was when we were having it at Thunderbird.
AUG. 16 to 22- Gloria and I on a vacation to Reno,
drove to Bishop, Bakersfield, Santa Maria, then home.
I love taking that drive down the other side of the
mountains, through Gardnerville, Bishop, Lone Pine,
and into Ridgecrest. Made reservations at a Motel 6 at
Ridgecrest, then found a newer and better motel just
down the street and checked in there. Cancelled the
Motel 6. That's the last time I stay in a Motel 6, when
there are other motels just as economical, newer, and
better amenities, with a helluva lot less rambunctious
kids staying there. Returned to work on Monday, 23rd.

AUG. 24- 10:30 AM-- Noe Montoya was
here. I think I was having a problem with the
computer, and he came in to take a look. I always
enjoy talking to him. He has a very positive
attitude about things, and always seems to have
a smile on his face. He is a fun person to be
around.

A

UG. 25 - Wed - I went to a meeting of
the Program Directors at Odyssey
House. These meetings are becoming less
and less meaningful.

We get the feeling that the people are just coming
to eat lunch. You look at the agenda and we never
seem to be involved in "solving problems of mutual
concern". It seems like the directors don't trust each
other, and don't want to impart information that
may "help the enemy." I believe that some of these
programs are essentially "county-operated" and the
directors are just going through the motions.
AUG. 26 - Thurs -- Kept a 1 PM appt with Dr.
Halperin to have my eyes checked. I have been seeing
.. oil spots .. floating around my right eye. Lately it has
gotten worse. My eye looks like there is a dust storm
going on, very hazy. I panicked, had Gloria call the
doctor and he wanted to see me immediately. Of course!
Dr. Halperin diluted my eyes and then did a laser
procedure, most of it focused on the right eye. It is very
uncomfortable, but the alternative is to lose your eyesight ... and for a voracious reader and TV viewer like
me, that is unthinkable.
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Barrio
Conference
Speaker -- Rigo Chacon,
left, South Bay Bureau
Chief, ABC-1V, was the
featured speaker a t Vida
Nu eva's conference at
Elmwood Correctional
Facility. He is greeted here
by an old friend, Jack
Ellwanger, who was instrumental in getting Mr.
Chacon to com e and address the over 200 high
school students who attended the annual event.
(Richard Diaz Foto)

"There is no doubt
that discrimination exists
in the delivery of services
to minorities"
AUG 31 - Tues -- Zoltan Perina, psychologist, was
at Vida Nueva but I do not remember what for. We had
a half hour conversation, and he never came back. If he
was trying to "use us" I guess he realized we weren't
going to let him use our residents for whatever in hell he
had in mind. Que vayan a chin gar a otra parte, as my guru
would say !

SEPT. 1 --Wed-- Sid and I went to a meeting with
Bob Garner and Bob Sillen to discuss new concepts
for delivery of services to drug and alcoholism clients.
They keep talking about Managed Health Care so I
assume that what we are doing now is considered
"unmanaged." Sill en made the remark, "There is no
doubt that discrimination exists in the delivery of services to minorities."
Fine, but I wonder what he is going to do about it.

Another thing, I get the feeling that the other

project directors want managed health care just
because it is something different, and will give them
something to do.
They're probably not involved in doing other projects
like Vida Nueva is, so they welcome any chance to do
something different. I don't think they serve their clients
the way we do. It appears to me that they have their nose
stuck firmly up Bruce and Bob's ass, and work overtime
to keep it there.
SEPT. 3 -- Fri --Tony Gallegos arriving today. He
is here to make a presentation to some group about
something, but first we are going to play golf.
SEPT. 4- Sat -- We got together at 7 a.m. at San Jose
Muni for a round of golf. We rounded up some "fun"
people and went at it. Breakfast first. Some of our friends
had a "snort" to start the day off right. Then onto the
course at 9:41 AM
The first foursome : Tony Gallegos, Abel Cota, Sid
Haro, and San Jose Councilman George Shirakawa Sr.
The second group: Joe Kapp, David Sierra, Lupe Valdez,
and Ray Gonzales. That was the most fun I have ever had
on a golf course. Not a good round, score-wise, but
playing with a fun group of people. Joe Kapp plays golf
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and drives a golf cart the way he played football for the
Minnesota Vikings. Recklessly.

''Joe Kapp plays golf
the way he played football,
recklessly''
EPT. 9 - Thurs -- Mrs. Chapa of Gilroy
was at Vida Nueva today. She thanked
me for the help we gave her son while he was
in our program. She appeared very appreciative of what
we had done for him. She praised us to the skies. She
made it sound like Vida Nueva is the best thing since
sliced bread. She then gave me a $20 bill as a contribution to Vida Nueva. Before I could write her out a
receipt, she was out the door and headed for the bus stop.
The $20 bill was turned over to Sid Haro.
SEPT. 9 - Thurs -- Sid and I went to a meeting with
Bob Garner and other providers at 55 W. Younger Ave.
to discuss the forthcoming Drug Courts, CIU, alcohol
and drugs, etc. Gamer did not show up, so Lee Bennett
ran the meeting. Very unproductive. Total waste of time.
It was very hot, and it seemed like everyone was in a big
hurry to get the hell out of there. If Gamer calls a meeting
and then doesn't show up, the rest of us ought to just
stand up and walk out of the room. Why bother with a
meaningless meeting unless they have a" quota" to meet.
SEPT. 10- Fri --Tom Alvarado called, regarding
Col. Vargas who is going to be the Grand Marshal for the
Sept. 16th parade. "Ping Pong" is a good administrative
assistant. This boy may just make it to the top one of
these days. If he ever figures out which side he's on. He
works for democratic or republican candidates.
robably depending on who offers him a
paycheck first. But "Uncle Tom" is a very
affable person, very likeable, and probably very effective in what he does. He calls once in a
while to keep in touch. I always enjoy hearing from
him and passing on all the local ''chisme'' to him, to
keep him in touch with San Jo.
Took4 hours off work today to go to 1680 and help
out Art Lomas with the Fiestas Patrias. First, we ate
lunch at Naco's Tacos on Alum Rock Avenue. Art
couldn't seem to figure out exactly what it was that he
needed help with, so I sat around for a couple of hours
and then headed for home. As Sid suggested, I took
vacation time off, para que no haiga pedo despues ... just
in case.
SEPT. 15 -Wed- At the staff meeting today, Sid told

S

P

us about drastic cutbacks coming in the future. He said
he would let us know as soon as possible what they will
be. At the moment, he does not know. The County
always seems to play the same game every year. Cast
doubts into the contractors' minds about whether their
programs are going to be funded. Scare the hell out of
everybody. Accept what we're offering you, or you may
not get anything. Then, when all the contractors are
signed up for another year, they always seem to find
money to give the Bureau's burro-crats a raise. And you
can bet your ass that the fat cats get healthy increases,
too!
It was funny one year when Kate Cavanaugh called
Sid Haro and asked him to lobby Supervisor Zoe Lofgren
so that the Bureau of Alcohol Services staff could get a
cost of living wage increase. They're supposed to be
helping US!
SEPT. 16- Thurs --Dennis Handis, Director, Santa
Clara County Probation Dept., was at Vida Nueva to
visit our program. Sid Haro is very good at welcoming
people to come to Vida Nueva, visit our program, and
ask questions.
We're pretty proud of the program we have, and
he welcomes opportunities to show the program off
to people he thinks can help us. They generally go
away with good feelings about us. At least we think
they do.
EPT. 17 - Fri -- Michael Roybal, VN
staff, took 7 residents to the ChiSox vs.
A's game at the Oakland Coliseum in the GI
Forum van. Somebody laid some free tickets on us,
Michael volunteered to take some of the guys to the ball
game. This is one of the things that GI Forum members
know nothing about.
Michael doesn't have to do that. He is single. He
has a beautiful girl friend. He works hard here. He
earns his money. Giving up some of his free time to do
things like that for "the fellas" as he calls them, is
commitment, in my book.
SEPT. 20- Mon --Went to a meeting with Geo.
Shirakawa, Sr.; Jack Ellwanger, SidHaro, Art Lomas to
discuss a fundraiser for George. Lots of promises made
by everyone except me. I kept my mouth shut. I am
finding it very difficult getting involved in raising money
for politicians. I think the world of George Shirakawa,
but I know there are lots of people a helluva lot better off
than me who will give him money and then ask for and
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Twenty-One Shots on the First Hole!
I had always wanted to play the Sunnyvale Municipal Golf Course. Lots of water, I had heard, and
it is a real challenge. The occasion finally presented
itself when San Jose MAGA scheduled it as one of
our monthly golf outings.
Sid Haro and I were paired with Felix Jasso, the
14-year old son of member John Jasso. Felix was a
very good golfer. Sid and I were looking forward to
playing with him. He is a quiet, unassuming young
man, with a good, positive attitude about the game. It
would be a fun match.
After having breakfast (which was our usual
ritual while playing golf with MAGA), we went to the
cocktail lounge to tune up for our game.
"To get the tension out of my bones" and "relax
my muscles."
I think I over-relaxed that day. On the first tee, it
took me 14 strokes to get over a little bitty pond, and
then I took another seven strokes to get down.
"There you are, you holey sumbitch!" I mut-

tered as the ball clanked into the hole.
From somewhere I heard a smattering of applause. Someone was watching me practice my craft.
I didn't give them the satisfaction of letting them
know I was aware of their interest in my golf game.
All of a sudden I didn't feel like playing golf. I was
nursing a minor hangover from a long Friday night at
the Boots & Saddle with Art Lomas.

get his support for their pet projects.
During his first election I gave him more money than
is permitted by law, so his office sent me a check for $80,
with instructions to write out another check to the
"Friends of George Shirakawa Fund". That is the pissaway fund that all politicians have which is money that
can be spent on anything their little black heart desires.
I took the check to my bank and deposited in the Friends
of David Sierra fund. And kept it there.
SEPT. 23 - Thurs- Took Gloria to see her doctor at
10:15 AM. Then kept an appt. with Dr. Charlu at 11:45
AM. I don't like this lady. I am· not going to see her again.
I don't seem to have established any kind of rapport with
her. I am going to change doctors.

I was always very conscious of not holding other
players up when I wasn't playing well, so I tended to
hurry my shots. And, of course, the more you hurry,
the worse it gets. So I gave it my 36-handicapper
solution: Don't play.
For me golf was never a matter of life and death.
If I had paid the green fees, and didn't feel like
playing, dropping out was no big thing. I didn't have
any bets going. I didn't owe anybody anything. I
enjoyed being out on the golf course, probably, as
much as I enjoy playing the game.

So I told my playing partners, "I'm too tired
to go on. You guys play.I'll just ride the cart and
do what I know how to do best.''
Which is drink beer and wine. And that is what
I did.
After that opening hole, my friend Sid Haro
applied for a certificate for me from GOLF DIGEST.
I was a viable candidate for the honor of being
America's Worst Golfer. No, I did not win that one
either.
But I did receive a certificate attesting that I was
ONE of America's worst golfers. Later the magazine
ran an article about the Worst Golfer playing a round.
They took pictures, etc.
I think they got the wrong man. E. David

woulda done the title of Worst Golfer justice.
.JUSTICE • • • • •.

SEPT. 24 - Fri -- Took Gloria to the doctor early
this morning and went to work one hour late. She
makes appointments with two or three different
doctors, and they always seem to bunch up their
appointments.
I keep urging her to keep them away from days when
we have advisory board or staff meetings. Mr. Haro likes
to have ALL employees at staff meetings. I want to be
there, anyway, I take notes, and keep them. They are
useful to refer to later on. Sometimes he does some very
meaningful "instruction" on subjects like Sensitivity,
etc. You HAVE to listen to a person who has as much
experience in this difficult field as HE has.
Eric Taylor of the Carpenters Union, a reporter, was
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here to interview me about a storage shed built in the
Vida Nueva backyard by some of his union carpenters
who are out of work at the moment. We worked through
Gabe DeLaTorre to get the project done. He found the
guys and stayed on top of them to see them get it
finished. One day he actually put on his "belt" and got
up on the roof to help pound nails. A very likeable
person, Gabe has been a big help to Vida Nueva. San
JoseGIForum donated$100toeachofthemen. Taylor
sent us a copy of the article that appeared in their paper.
We saved it for the Vida Nueva Archives.
OCT. 1- Fri --Vida Nueva sent Janice Snyder to
represent us at a luncheon of the Retired Seniors
Volunteer Program at the San Jose McEnery Convention Center. We often get calls from a variety of groups
in the community seeking our help.
Whenever we can, we adjust shifts, move things
around a little bit, and cooperate with other community programs. I wish the GI Forum members
were more aware of what we do besides run a "hotel
for drunks and drug addicts" as some of them put it.
OCT. 4 - Mon -- Sid Haro and Lupe Valdez represented Vida Nueva at the National Hispanic Scholarship Fund golf tournament at The Villages. Joe Kapp
was the master of ceremonies. Sid brought me back a
program which I appreciated very much. rm always
interested in seeing printed material put out by other
organizations especially, regarding golf tournaments.
Maybe we can pick up an idea here and there. My
buddy, Joe Kapp, apparently kept the "show" moving
pretty well during the awards dinner.
OCT. 5 - Tues --Came to work late today. Went to
Kaiser in the early AM. I had a very bad pain in my foot
for the last two days. This morning, I couldn't stand it
anymnore, so went to Emergency to let them have a
look at it. Got Kaiser's patented resolution to most
problems ... pills from the pharmacy. The doctor also
had me go to the lab and give them some of my good
rojo Mexican blood.
OCT. 7 -- Thurs -- Sid and I met with Yolanda
Lopez and Lt. Stan Hirayama to critique the Barrio
Conference. There were lots of suggestions. Of course,
things didn't go precisely as we planned it, but as Mr.
Haro says, "that's why we call it the Barrio!" If we keep
talking about it long enough, we're gonna get it right
one of these days. I like Sid's enthusiasm for change.
Being a pessimist, I need a positive thinker to keep me

motivated.
OCT. 8-9-10-- Vida Nueva's annual Tahoe Workshop. I did not go because my foot was bothering me
very much. I have been walking around on crutches
and it is very painful to get into my car. I know that
I could not possibly climb into the van without
experiencing a lot of pain.
I do not think the conference has been as productive
as we envisioned it when we first thought up the idea. I
keep telling Sid to emphasize the business aspects of it
and he keeps making statements like, "This is going to
be a short session because I know you are anxious to get
at the slot machines."
ne of my pet peeves about Chicano
business events is why do we always
have to mix pleasure with business. Why
can't we just have a business meeting and get it over
with? I believe that, after the business session ends,
people will figure it out for themselves that it is party
time ••• and go at it. You don't have to program them.
If you're not serious about the business sessions,
you can't expect them to be.
OCT.10- Sunday-- I worked the weekend shift for
the first time, on Sunday, Oct. 10, 1993. Very unusual.
First, the phones don't ring as much. Most people that we
do business with don't work on Sunday. Some personal
calls, but those are encouraged to use the outside phones
to contact the residents. The only residents in the house
are those on restriction because they are new to the
house, or those who do not have anyplace to go, and
choose to remain in the house for the weekend. I used to
have the attitude that you were a "slave" if you had to
work Sundays, but Vida Nueva has cured me of that
thinking. We're open 365 days a year, and somebody has
to cover every shift, around the clock. And that means
Sundays, holdiays, etc. We'll get used to it fast. One
thing ... in my mind, I have kissed off professional
football. It's the residents' television, and most of them
choose NOT to watch pro football. They're into videos
a lot, court or crime stories, or cartoons. Believe it or not!
OCT. 11 - Mon -- Juan Lopez of JPR Services was
at Vida Nueva early this morning. We experienced a
problem with the printer and late yesterday afternoon he
promised to take care of it first thing in the morning ....
And he did! I promised to take him out to lunch if he kept
his promise. I owe him a lunch.

0

OCT. 16 - Sat --

"SEIZURE" ·- This
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Vidal The Quarterback
Vidal Carlin, former St. Louis Cardinals quarterback, is one of the most likeable and forthright
persons I have ever met. He was in San Jose to play
in the Vida Nueva Barrio Open Golf Classic at
Riverside golf course.
Before the players teed off, I took the opportunity to ask them a few questions.
I liked Vidal instantly. He
seemed to be more relaxed and
more friendly than his other pro
football friends.

During a conversation in
the clubhouse, he confided that
he had made his reputation
while at Texas Tech, basically
on one game against the nationally ranked Arkansas Razorbacks.
He seemed pleased that I remembered the game and asked me why I remembered it.

"Because you people had no business being
on the same football field as Arkansas that year.
You gave them forty shades of hell for most of the
game, but in the end, talent prevailed," I replied.

afternoon, while talking on the phone, I had a seizure.
I was talking to a tire shop nearby where I had
taken my car to have the wheels balanced. My hand
began shaking violently. Gloria was standing nearby.
I yelled for her to knock the phone out of my hand
because I was afraid I was going to hit myself in the
head with it. At that moment I passed out.
I came to looking into the face of a pretty young
woman from American Medical Response. Gloria had
instantly called 9-1-1 and they were there within three
minutes, she told me later.
At Kaiser Hospital, I was attended by Dr. Jai Choi,
a very nice lady. She recommended that I NOT DRIVE
MY CAR FOR THE NEXT THREE MONTHS! Said

He laughed. "We had 'em for three quarters," he
said, "but they had too many bodies, and and they
kept 'em coming at us. Eventually they beat us. I
threw a lot of passes that afternoon because we
couldn't run on them, and I connected for a good
share of them. I also messed up my arm in that
game."

When he went into pro
football he knew that his arm
was gone, but he managed six
to seven years as a backup
quarterback in the NFL and
a few years in the Canadian
League.
"I didn't want them to put
me into a game," he laughed, "I
had nothing left. I couldn't
throw the ball downfield and I
knew it. Somehow they kept
me on the roster, the coaches probably remembering those three quarters when the Red Raiders took
the Razorbacks to the edge. After that game against
Arkansas, my arm was shot, but it was fun being a
professional football player."

the DMV would check with me later.

So for the next two months I rode the 70 bus to
and from work. It meant that I had to leave for work
a half hour earlier to arrive at the transit terminal at
Eastridge Shopping Center and then walk the approximately 700 yards to Vida Nueva.
t is harder coming back in the evening be
cause the buses are more crowded and you
don't always get a seat. Young people nowadays
do not get up and yield their seat to elderly people, even
those using a cane like I have been using. Also, I
discovered that where I get off the bus at Jackson &
Alum Rock Avenue it is uphill to the Mayfair Village
where we live. So, most of the time I go one more stop

I
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up Jackson A venue, getting off just in front of the
MACSA building, and walking south, downhill!

I began carrying a little black briefcase with me.
In it are a small umbrella, a scarf, a warm hat, a
raincoat, gloves, and my lunch. I got the schedule
down pat after a couple of days.

0

n the frrst day, coming home in the evening
I took the wrong 70 bus and after it took a
left turn on Rigoletto adjacent to Oakridge,
I pulled the cord and bailed out. The female driver gave
me a transfer and showed me where to catch the 70
northbound. "Catch the one that says 70 Milpitas. Just
stay on it all the way home," she said cheerfully.
OCT 18 - Mon --I attended a meeting of SC County
AIDS Task Force headed by Dr. Susan McCall at 976
Lenzen A venue. A full hour of mostly gossip by the
women. They discussed everything but AIDS/HIV. The
meeting started at 10 AM and at precisely 11 AM, the
women got up and headed for the door. How precise!
OCT 19 - Tues -- Today I went to Los Gatos for an
MRI exam. When the machine started rolling my prone
body into the tube, I panicked. I did not want to be put
into the tube-like machine! No way, Jose! They have
referred me to an "open MRI" unit at Stanford.
Today I answered a survey sent to us by the Adult
Independence Development Center, whatever that is.
Sid is not consistent. Sometimes he wants these surveys
answered and sometimes he tells me to throw them
away. Today it was "fill it out" so I did, and mailed it.

OCT. 20 -- Wed -- Today I spent some time
developing a packet for the Executive Board meeting
tomorrow night. We do a good job at Vida Nueva,
and we don't mind providing the board with all the
information they want.
Sometimes we get the feeling that they don't pay
much attention to it. But, if they care about what their
project is doing, the information is there. Mr. Haro is
very conscientious, particularly when a new board takes
over in June, to indoctrinate the new members to what
Vida Nueva is, and what we are trying to do. He patiently
answers all their questions.

OCT. 21- Thurs -- Noe Montoya was at Vida
Nueva this morning regarding the SJ Chapter newsletter. He is the editor and wants my help. I believe he
is one of our "good guys" so I pledged him my
support.
I told him I would design a new masthead for him.

I will be sending him articles. I hope he remains "independent" so that we can have a first class newsletter
again. You gotta let the editor express himself. Noe's
imaginative, and has access to lots of information. Dale
gas. carnal!
OCT 21- Thurs- Mike Anderson who represents our
insurance carrier for Vida Nueva was here today. Sid
Haro gave him an opportunity to tell the staff about the
different services that his company provides and give us
an opportunity to purchase additional life insurance
coverage, or invest in a pension plan, etc. I am personally not interested, but I think some of the other staffpeople
are.
OCT 23- 11 Vida Nueva residents volunteered their
services to the City of San Jose's PROJECT CRACKDOWN today. Juanita Baca, San Jose GI Forum member, has been involving our residents in that project. I
sure wish more GI Forum members would do things like
that. The guys come back raving about their involvement when they go out with her.

They get to meet other people. They see things
happening that normally they have no awareness of.
They see police officers who aren't asking them to
empty their pockets, and they meet people they have
only heard of or whose names they have read in the
newspaper.
A very positive experience for them. We encourage
their participation in community projects.
OCT. 25- Mon --Chris Garcia, a student of Dr. Jose
Carrasco in the Mexican American Studies Program at
SJSU, was here to interview me about Vida Nueva, the
GI Forum, and Chicanos in San Jose. Gave him the full
benefit of all my wisdom. He promised to send us a copy
of his report, but of course, he did not. They never do.
CT. 26 - Tues -- Went to OPEN MRI
today at Stanford. Back by the early
afternoon. They asked what kind of music
I wanted while they did their exams. I asked for Rancheras
Mexicanas, but of course they did not have them, so
Country & Western was the second option.
They have you lie on your back and ask that you
remain perfectly still while the machine is humming.
They have a large camera that perches over your prone
body. Some sessions are 2 minutes, and some as long as
12 minutes. You must keep absolutely still. Piece of
cake. During the 12-minute session I came close to
falling asleep!

0
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UCLA!
14-12
Jan. 1, 1966
EL EXCENTRICO
The UCLA Bruins played Michigan State University in the Rose bow1 on January 1, 1966, in a
game in which they were conceded no chance of
winning.
But games are played on football fields, not on
paper, and footballs take funny bounces, and unex-

OCT. 27- Wed-- Alma Cebreros of SJSU was here
today. She is translating some documents into Spanish
for us. We want to better serve our Spanish-speaking
clients so we are translating some of our forms into
Spanish. She does a pretty good job of it. It is expensive,
but a cost we think we must incur.
At 12:30 we held at staff meeting. Mike Anderson
of our insurance carrier was here again talk to us and to
answer any questions staff might have.

pected things happen.
Thus, on January 5, 1966 I wrote this for EL
EXCENTRICO Magazine:

Bruins Whip "Unbeatable"
Michigan State
Millions of people stared intently at their idiot
boxes on Saturday, January 1st as Michigan State
halfback Bob Apisa ran wide around his own right
end, hell bent for the end zone with the points which
would have tied UCLA 14-14. But it was not to be.
He was met by halfback Bob Stiles and linebacker
Dallas Grider and stopped cold, and that was all she
wrote for Michigan State.
The Rose Bowl battle of 1966 will be remembered long after the other games played this day are
forgotten. Michigan State was a team that could not
be beaten, or so the sportswriters wrote.

(Cont. on Pg 494)

complete difference of thinking to what we do at Vida
Nueva. The ENTIRE project is our department, and our
area of concern.
OCT. 28 -- Thurs -- Went back to Stanford for
another MRI exam. Seems they had problems with the
first one, and had to do some of it over again. OK. Gloria
went with me, because my hearing is getting worse.
After I listen to their instructions, she repeats them for
me, sometimes in Spanish, to make sure I understand
what they want me to do.
OCT. 29 - Kept an appt. with Dr. Jai Choi

OCT. 28- Thurs --Sid and I met with Handis and
Conroy of the SC Co. Correction Dept. regarding the
next Barrio Conference. We do not want to serve our
participants Jail Chow. Can we have a BBQ? They
said yes.

regarding my seizure. She seems genuinely concerned about my health. I come away feeling very
good after I talk to her. Gloria likes her too.

Sid is a great believer of getting a commitment from
the top guy and then telling the "flunkies .. that their boss
already okayed what we want to do, and how are you
going to help us do it. It works! We have found out that
bureaucrats generally are not eager to solve problems if
they can avoid them. For instance, you ask a correction
officer to call the kitchen and find out why the continental breakfast goodies have not been delivered, and they
don't want to do it. "Not my department, .. is their plea. A

CT. 30 - The residents that volunteered
to help the City of San Jose's PROJECT
CRACK DOWN were invited to a BBQ
today. They came back happier than hell. Some of them
had never in their lives involved themselves in anything
to HELP somebody else. The ones that didn't volunteer
to do any work regretted it after the workers told them
about the delicious barbeque they ate, courtesy of the
City of San Jose.

0
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UCLA, 14-12
(Cont. from Pg 493)
The Spartans were big. They were fast.
They were experienced. They were well
coached. In effect, they couldn't possibly lose!
But they did!
If Michigan State's Duffy Daugherty is the
Coach of the Year, what does that make Tommy
Prothro who came from Oregon State and molded
a Rose Bowl Champion in ONE YEAR?

If USC's Mike Garrett is the Heisman
Trophy winner, what does that make UCLA's
GaryBeban?
Well ... anyway ... now that this is over, let's
get on with basketball. The UCLA basketball
team headed by 7' 1" Lew Alcindor plays Cal at
Berkeley on January 14th.

NOV.l- Moo-- Kept a 10 AM appointment with
Dr. Charlo. I did not work today. Felt like hell aU
day. Not going to see Dr. Charlo again, I have vowed.
Rafael Perez of the SC County District Attorney's
office met with Sid Haro. Sid made some comments
about how young he looked, and was he really an
attorney. After a few minutes, he got up, excused himself and left me to talk to Perez. Perez left shortly
thereafter, apparently not interested in talking to a flunky.
I think he wanted to talk to the guy who "owns the
circus," as Sid is fond of saying.
NOV. 2 - Tues -- I went through a colonoscopy
procedure today with Dr. Neal. They look into your
colon with a TV attached to a tube. They have a wallmounted TV set so you can lie on your side and see the
inside of your anal cavity. Looks like a cavern. You can
see the small white growths that are bad news. A little
looped wire comes out of the tube. It is wrapped around
the growth and pulled back into the tube. Zap! Gone.
A little bit uncomfortable, but I don't want to contract cancer or any other illness related to my "bungingi"
so we tolerate it. The doctor said I should have another
procedure in about five years.
All the time he was doing it, I kept thinking, how can
he enjoy working at a job where he looks up people's
asses all day. I wonder how it affects his lunch? But then

I guess at the end of the month when he goes to balance
his check book it looks a helluva lot healthier than mine!
Today I switched to 400 mgs of Dilantin daily per
instructions from Dr. Choi.
NOV. 2- Tues --In the evening Gloria and I departed
for Laughlin, Nevada with about 38 other people in a
party with Victor Arranaga. He is celebrating his dad's
birthday. Lots of nice people on board. The hours
dragged on and on for me, since I do not drink any more.
I went to the movies right inside the hotel. Then, I went
out on the golf course when the guys went out to play
golf. Enjoyed a long conversation with Chon Gallegos,
former San Jose State University quarterback, and now
the head football coach at San Jose Santa Teresa H.S.

We had a great time. Gloria and I were making
plans to go back to Harrah's Laughlin before our
plane landed back in San Jose.
Sid drove us all back to our homes, Gloria and I were
the last drop. Dead tired, we went instantly to bed. We
got a g-o-o-o-o-d night's sleep that night. Today is
Election Day. but Gloria and I had already voted by
absentee ballot.
NOV. 4 - Thurs -- Alex Pedregan of the SJPD did a
talk on Gang Awareness to our Vida Nueva residents at
8 PM this evening.

NOV. 5 - Fri -- Took a vacation day off today.
Didn't go anywhere. Took Gloria out for breakfast at
Just Breakfast in Santa Clara. Then just stayed
around the house. Did some reading. Watched some
daytime TV. Ugh!
OV. 7- Sun-- Worked 8 hours today. It is
very different from working during a week
day. Most of the residents are gone on a
weekend pass. The only ones in-house are those on their
30-day restriction and those who have been put on
restriction for disobeying program rules. Very quiet.
Did the house check. Made the rounds of the house every
hour or two, and did a lot of work on the computer.
NOV. 8- Mon --I was instructed by the doctor to
stay up all night tonight. No sleeping after 6 PM in the
evening. Tomorrow I take another exam recommended
by Dr. Choi as a result of my seizure. After working my
usual 8-hour day, I went home. At about 9 PM I went
back to Vida Nueva and played around with the computer all night. Took advantage of the time to go through
the manual and find out what this machine can do. Lots
of experimentation to keep it interesting. A couple of

N
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Zoot Suit
Una Curada de Aquellas!
by David Sierra
First published in
March 1979
THE CALIFORNIA FORUMEER
ORALE ESE!
Hace un mesquite y media, nos
tendimos yo y mi ruca para Los a ver
el play ZOOT SUIT de el carnal Luis
Valdez.
Salimos como eso de las cuatro
de Ia barafia por carucha, pasando
por Salas como a las cinco y pico, y
poco despues por Chole donde esta
el torcido.
Queriamos llegar a Los temprano,
comprar los boletos, y despues hallar
un hotel para enhaular.
Compramos los ticketes (en el
teatro en Hollywood !, pa que Ia vayas
viendo!) y como estaba chilando de a
madre el cielo, seguimos para Porno a
paso de tortuga, para visitar a mi
carnala y a mi cufiado.
Vimos el play el domingo por la
tarde, y estaba lleno el teatro de raza ..
chavaJos, rucos, rucas, vatos locos, y
uno y que otro Okinawa.

Yo me c ure de
volada cuando salio este
vato todo entacuchado
de negro y rojo, con una
cadenita colgando de sus
tramo s,
una
li sa
colorado, y el carlango
has ta las r od ill as.
Tambien traiba un tando
de aq ue ll as en Ia
chompeta!
El play se trata de
Henry Leyv a y los
ca rn ales que fuero n
acusados de matar a un
vato en Sleepy Lagoon
en Los en el'42 mientras
la guerra chingona.
No les quiero con tar
todo porque debia de
quedar rnisterio para que
se arranquen tambien
ustedes a verlo. Tambien
se me ha prendido el foco
que el carn al Valdez
chansa que necesite Ia
lana.
Sale n
mu c hos
carnales y carnalas
borloteando el "boogie"

times, after 3 AM and around 5 AM, staff member
Kenny Deitch had to yell to wake me up. I was dozing
off!
NOV . 9- Tues --Janice Snyder came in early to take
me and Gloria to Kaiser to take an E.E.G. procedure.
Lots of pins stuck in my body and in my head, and tubes
inserted in the nostrils. That, inserting tubes up into our

como le hacian los pachucos y sus
j ainas en el c uarenta y dos, y como
siempre hay trancasos, y cai la
jura, hacienda una pitadera de la
chin gada.
Tambien ensefian que los
jefitos y las jefitas de los 'chucos
y las chucas' se aguitaban con el

(Cont. on Pg 496)

nose is the worst of this experience. Wierd feeling! Had
to get a ride to Kaiser because it was all I could do to stay
awake. It was suggested that I take 500 MG of Dilan ti n
daily for the next two weeks. What is wrong? I don't
know, and I did not ask.
NOV. 11 - Thurs --Sid and I met with Penny Kelley
and Jesse Baraj as of the Eastside Union H.S. District at
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Zoot Suit-(Cont. from Pg 495)
estllo (chansa que porque eran escuadras, me
entiendes?). Tambien habia muchos vatos
tapados que no capiaban que los 'chucos,' en
esos tiempos, rifaban de a madre con las wisas.
Henry Leyba y algunos carnales, despues de
un "trial" que ni a eso llega, cayeron en Quilmas,
y cuando fue el abogado (un Teclo) a verlos les
informo que lo habia apafiado el Tio Samuel para
la armada. Poco despues, sale el Teclo otra vez y
ya casi habia subido a General! Que curada!

Pero, sabe que, carnal y carnala,
descuentese para Los, vaya al Teatro Aquarius,
por Ia Sunset Boulevard junto de Vine a ver
ZOOT SUIT. Se va curar, me Ia rayo!
Nomas, trucha con los jotos en Hollywood,
por hay un chingal.
Le van a pedir que afloje el cuerpo con diez
lanas (moneda Carter) pero nose aguite porque se
va dar una de las mas buenas curadas de su vida
tapada! Me la rayo!
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article will not be
translated into English. I told you damned Honkies
to take Spanish in high school! • • • • •

Foothill H.S. to discuss the Barrio Conference. They had
some solid suggestions to make and we will probably
implement some of them. One of the problems was
getting students to go to other classes. Most of them
want to take the jail tour over and over and over! They're
looking for "homies" as I understand it. But they miss
the point of the conference, which is to go to a variety of
sessions.

NOV. 11 - Thurs -- Officer Mario Hernandez of
the SJPD was at Vida Nueva to talk about Traffic
Safety. The residents seems to enjoy talking to a
patrolman who is not "jacking" them up.
I believe it is a positive experience for the police
officers too. They get an idea of what the residents feel
like when they pull them over. I believe it "humanizes"
the San Jose Police Department. The residents realize
that there ARE Chicano chotas, and they are nice people,
just doing a very difficult job.

I am often surprised to learn how many of our
residents have a family member employed by the
police department, in the sheriff's department, or as
a correctional officer. With that influence, why did
they STILL go wrong?

OV. 15 - Mon -- Today I had a
colonscopy procedure. Watch
your anus on TV! Interesting. I
watched all of it. Well, sweetheart, have you
ever seen YOUR keester on TV? The procedure
made me feel very weak and nauseated and I
took the rest of the day off from work. The
doctor warned me about after-affects. Lots of
gas in your body. You will be uncomfortable for
a day or two.

N

NOV. 16- Tues --Felt very sick today. The doctor
said to expect it because of the gas in your system. Sure
enough. Felt like I wanted to have a bowel movement all
day long, but it was just gas. "Puro pedo" as Fred Coca
used to say.
NOV. 18- Thurs --The District Attorney's office
sent a man to Vida Nueva to ask questions about our
program. Sid was very abrupt with the young man and
soon said, "I have other things to do. David can answer
your questions." And he left. I tried, just as with the other
guy they had sent earlier, but I had the feeling they
wanted to talk to the Director, the head chingon, not me.

This afternoon we attended memorial services
for Walt Shannon, one of our colleagues from the
Odyssey Program, who died suddenly. He was a good
guy. One of the last of the old breed of dedicated
alcohol and drug professionals. He will be missed.
Later, Sid and I went to the office of Jim Griswold,
County Fiscal Officer, seeking to expedite getting funds
the County owes to Vida Nueva.
NOV. 18- Thurs --Jim Powell, Vida Nueva's new
monitor from the SC County Bureau of Alcohol Services, hand carried our 93-94 contract to Vida Nueva
today. I think he's a very nice person, but probably has
no interest at all in rehabbing of alcoholics and drug
addicts. Probably an old county bureaucrat, laterally
transferred to the BAS "burial ground" and just putting
in time before retirement.
NOV. 19-- Noe Montoya visited us at Vida Nueva
today.
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RAFER JOHNSON
UCLA's Olympic Decathlon
Champion
In 1956 while living in Los Angeles, I watched
Coast Conference and NCAA crowns to UCLA
UCLA, paced by Rafer Johnson (Kingsburg High)
for the first time. Remember a long jumper by
and Bobby Seaman (Reedley High) break a very
the name of Dick Knaub? He placed 6th on his
long winning streak USC had over them in track
last attempt which gave the Bruins the points
and field.
they needed for their first-ever NCAA track
The Trojans were King Kong in collegiate
crown. Look it up.
track then. They had won something like 19
I was very proud that two outstanding
straight NCAA track and field champitrackmen who went to high school about
onships. Lots of fans have forgotten
~j~~t;.thirty miles from where I went were
about that.
the ones who led the Bruins to their
They also had never been
first-everNCAA title. The Unibeaten in a dual meet by their
versity of Southern Califorcrosstow n rivals from
nia campus was about 8
UCLA . Th e Bruins
good javelin heaves
were j ust emerging
fro m 4110 S.
as a track power in ~_... 1
Figueroa where I
the mid-SO's They
lived in a boarding
were posing serious
house in Los Angeles,
challenges to the suand I hated the Trojans,
premacy of USC and Occibut there was always somedental, not on ly in Los Angeles
thing athletic going on at the
but in national intercollegiate track
Trojan campus so I spent a lot of
circles.
"'-.... : .-.. :~.:' time over there watching track meets,
Rafer Johnson of Kingsburg and
· football practices, basketball drills, baseBobby Seaman of Reedley and some other
ball games, East squad practices for the antrack and field stalwarts wearing blue and ·•.Y nual Pro Bowl, etc.

gold brought some of that USC winning to a
screeching halt. They brought the 1956 Pacific

NOV. 23- Tues -- I took a blood test at Kai ser today,
suggested by Dr. Choi .
NOV. 24- Wed-- Jerry Vaughn of the California
Dept. of Alcohol and Drug Programs, came to Vida
Nueva to monitor our program. He's a tall dude, 6'6",
used to play basketball for Santa Clara University. I
remembered seeing him play. We reminisced about
hoops for awhile, then got down to business. Represent-

(Cont . on Pg 498)

ing us were: Sid Haro, Joe G. Lopez, David Sierra, Noe
Montoya, and Pete Gonzalez who showed up as the
meeting was ending.
Kenny Deitch took the GI Forum van to Sacramento
today to pick up donations of canned goods from
Campbell Soup Co.
Ernie Salazar, a former San Jose GI Forum member,
came by Vida Nueva to visit, but we could not visit with
him because of a monitoring visit by the state. Invited
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Rafer Johnson
(Cont. from Pg 497)
One bright Saturday morning Johnson was at a
USC track clinic, which also featured Jon Arnett and
C.R. Roberts, USC's tale nted long jumpers. Johnson
was standing around talking to other athletes and
finally he was alone and I approached him.
"Rafer, may I take your picture?"

He turned around, and stood still, looking off
to one side. God, what a physical specimen, I
thought. A beautiful build for an athlete. ANY
sport.
I knew that he had been a devastating high
school halfback, basketball player, and track star at
little Kingsburg High in the central San Joaquin
Valley, 20 miles south of Fresno and 30 miles up the
road from where I grew up and went to school in
Woodlake.

The Tigers had beaten Kingsburg for the
1952 San J oaquin Valley small schools title in
track and field. Rafer was only a freshman.
He was so unknown that the Fresno BEE referred to him as Rayford Johnson in their article
about Woodlake winning the Sierra Division track
crown.
I took a couple of p hotos and then asked another
man who was also taking photos if he would shoot
one of my favorite Bruin of the moment, Rafer
Johnson
"You're from Kingsburg, " I said as he put his
arm over my shoulder while we were being photo-

graphed.
"You know Kingsburg? " he asked.
"I'm from W oodlake," I replied, "We beat you

(Cont. on Pg 499)

him to come back that evening and attend the Thanksgiving dinner, but he did not show.

NOV 26 - Fri --Took a blood test at Kaiser today,
suggested by Dr. Jai Choi.
NOV. 29 - Mon -- Kept an appointment with Dr.
Choi today. She started me on SIX MG ofDilantin daily.
One in the morning with breakfast, and five at bedtime.
That seems like a lot ofDilantin , but I don't need another
seizure.
DEC. 2 - Thurs -- Anthony Gonzales, a Consumer
Credit Counselor, was our speaker at the Thursday night

meeting at Vida Nueva. He was invited to come back
again some other time. The res idents really enjoyed his
presentation. They asked a lot of questions.
DEC. 3 - Fri -- Monica Lopez, a former Miss San
Jose GI Forum queen, representing AT&T, was here to
try to enroll Vida Nueva in a program seeking lower long
distance telephone rates on calls made out of the country. We don't do business out of the country, so we aren't
interested. B ut ... she's a very nice person, and we
enj oyed the visit with her.

DEC. 3 -- Fri -- I wrote to Dr. Charlu at Kaiser
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Rafer Johnson
(Cont. from Pg 498)
guys in the Valley Finals in '52."
"Yes, I remember," he smiled. "You guys had a
lot of long distance runners, and were deep in the
field events," he said. "Were you on the team?"

"No," replied, "I was the sports writer for the
school paper and for the town paper. I have the
article that the Fresno BEE wrote. I remember
that they misspelled your name."
He just smiled. He remembered that too.
Reverting to my reportorial inquisitive mode, I
asked, "When are the Bruins going to beat USC in
track?" I asked.
"This year," he said, very positively.
I asked him about his younger brother Jim who
was also an outstandi ng athlete at Kingsburg.
"He's coming to UCLA also," he said. I asked
about Guy Troisi and some other good athletes that
played for the Ki ngsburg Vikings. He knew where
they were and what they were doing. I shook hands
with him and decided to leave him to the bunch of
kids who were starting to pester him for his autograph and to take pictures with him. He seemed very
comfortable talking to the kids.
I briefly considered calling the Los Angeles
TIMES an d g iving them two exc lusi ves: 1.
JOHNSON GUARANTEES FIRST-EVER UCLA
TRACK VICTORY OVER USC; and
2.BRUINSLAND JIMJOHNSON,ALLVALLEY GRIDDER & T RACK STAR, BROTHER OF

RAFER JOHNSON.
UCLA has themselves a one-man public relations agency, I thought. I was very proud of him ...
and 45 years later I still thi nk he is the Biggest.
Baddest Bruin of Them All.
Rafer was e lected Captain of the UCLA Frosh
track & field team. In one of the first meets of his
freshman year he won the low hurdles, high hurdles,
discus and high j ump, and pl aced third in the shotput.

(Cont. from Pg 499)

today asking for a copy of the physical exam she did
on me. She did not send it. Referred me to the
business office. All the more reason not to want to see
her again. She did not take time to explain that she
was just following Kaiser Permanente policy.

Sid and I comme nted on it. If you're going to honor
someone, do it right. But, w hy do we pay so much
homage to alcohol deale rs?

DEC. 6- Mon -- Took a blood test at Kaiser today.
Recommenmded by Dr. Choi.
DEC. 9- Thurs --Sid and I attended a fa rewell party
put on by some friends of AI Perez, regional manager of
Coors Beer, who will be leaving the area to work
elsewhere. Chairman H umberto Garza presented him
with a plaque that he could have fi tted in his back pocket.

DEC. 14 - Tues --Officer Mari o Hernandez of SJPD
spoke to the Tuesday night meeti ng at Vida Nueva about
T raffic Safety. It was a very appropriate presentation
because the holidays are coming. T he "drinking season"
is underway, and our residents have had problems with
that in the past. They asked a lot of questions, most of
which they already knew the answers to. Getting picked

DEC. 13- Mon --Dr. Choi said I could end my 6
MG of Dilantin daily beginning today.
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Rafer Johnson
(Cont. from Pg 499)
The following week against Mt. San Antonio
College he entered six events and won them all,
eclipsing the Bruin Frosh record in the javelin by
six feet!

In his sophomore year, UCLA with a
team which had Johnson, Bobby Seaman, Russ Ellis and Ron Drummond,
won the Pacific Coast Conference championship and the NCAA title, breaking a
USC record of 15 straight conference
titles and seven straight and 19 of the past
26 NCAA titles.
But they could not beat USC in a dual meet.
If my memory serves me, that was also the meet
where Parry O'Brien, a former USC Trojan, put the
shot 60
In his senior year Johnson was elected President of the UCLA student body and was a starter on
John Wooden's basketball team.
He was the first African American to pledge a
national fraternity at UCLA. He won a Silver Medal

up for drunken driving can be very, very expensive. It
can also cost you your freedom. And in some cases, your
automobile, Officer Hernandez said.
DEC, 20- Mon -- Kept an appointment with Olympia Fruge, R.N.N.P., for a physical exam at Kaiser
Hospital.
EC. 22 -- I got a letter from the Califor
nia DMV asking that I call 277-1314 at
precisely 10 AM today. I was doing the 9
AM class this morning, and let the residents take an early
break so I could make my call in time. DMV Person
asked me how I felt. Fine. He asked me how I had been
getting to work, and I said the bus. He asked me which
line. No. 70, I replied. He said I sounded OK and that it
would be alright for me to resume driving my car from
now on. WHAT A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
PRESENT FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA!

D

When the class resumed, I told the residents

in the Decathlon in 1956. He won the Olympic
Decathlon title at Rome in 1960 and was the U.S.
team captain and flag bearer.
His son Josh, a UCLA graduate, finished 8th in
the javelin at the 1984 U.S. Olympic Team trials.
A few years ago, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
mentioned that Johnson, now 65, was in Sydney for
the 1984 Olympic Games, watching his daugher
Jenny Johnson Jordan, try for a gold medal in beach
volleyball.
EDITOR'S NOTE: One day while driving
through Fresno County on our way to Woodlake we
decided to drop off highway 99 and find the Rafer
Johnson Junior High School which Kingsburg had
proudly built to honor its native son. Its at 14th
Avenue & Stroud Street, north of the city. The
school teams are aptly named the Olympians.
There is immense pride in the accomplishments
of Rafer Johnson all over the San Joaquin Valley.
There is also a Rafer Johnson School in downtown Bakersfield. • • • • •

about the seizure I had had, and how it impacts your
driving. They don't SAY you can't drive, they just
STRONGLY SUGGEST that you do not drive.
If you were to have an accident during that period,
you would be in some very deep doo-doo, as President
Bush used to say.
DEC. 23- Thurs --Took a TB test at Kaiser today.
(X-Ray).
DEC. 24 - Fri -- It is Christmas Eve and I have to
work. All the resident in a very good mood. They are
going home tomorrow morning, early, as soon as the
chores are done.
DEC. 30- Thurs --San Jose Councilman George
Shirakawa, Sr., took two of our residents to work today.
$6 per hour. Jorge is one of the nicest politicians we have
ever met. No telling where he's gonna go politically, but

(Cont. on Pg 50 I)
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Traffic Ticket gets me a Job at
Tulare Co. Boys Ranch
y friend Kenny Saucedo owned a
1956 Chevy, brand new, and I was
chugging around Woodlake in a 1937
Chevy I had bought for $100 in Los Angeles. One night,
standing at the hamburger joint on Valencia Street after
returning from a College of Sequoias football game, we
decided to have one last drink at the Gomez Cafe on
Pomegranate Street. Last guy to the bar buys the first
round. Off we went!

M

The ever vigilant Woodlake Police Department,
represented that night by Coy Dodd, saw us going
down Antelope Street at a high rate of speed.
When Kenny got to the comer of Pomegranate and
Antelope Street, he made a brief "Hollywood .. stop, then
roared up Pomegranate toward the bar. As I was approaching Pomegranate I realize that the only way my
clunker was going to beat his *carro del afio was to cut
left across the parking lot ofEl Venadito pool hall which
was already closed. So I cut across.
Officer Dodd was hot on our trail but we did not
know that. He tailed us and asked us to step out of our
cars and talk to him when we alighted at Gomez Place.

He cited Kenny for drag racing and running a
stop sign. He wrote me up for speeding and reckless
driving.
Before we went to court, I went to the court clerk's
office and asked for a copy of the California Vehicle

Code so we could prepare for our hearing.
A few weeks later we went to court. I don't remember the judge's name but the court clerk was the wife of
Gus West, our Chief of Police.

enny and I pleaded not guilty to the
charges. During the trial I was lean
ing over and talking to him, giving him
advice on what to say.
The judge asked me, "Mr. Sierra, are you representing Mr. Saucedo in this matter before the court?"

K

"No, your honor, .. I replied, "I am just reminding
him to tell the truth, because we are under oath ...
The judgie heard my case first. I argued that no one,
least of all me and Mr. Sausedo, could possibly believe
that a '37 Chevy could outrun a '56, so it wasn't drag
racing. Also, I doubted that my car could possibly
accelerate to 50 miles per hour in two city block when it
was built, never mind 20 years later, as Officer Dodd
charged.
To the charge of reckless driving I pleaded not

&YiUI also, arguing that the law says that reckless
driving is defined as driving without regard for the
safety of others.
"I live in that neighborhood, judge,'' I said, "and
I am very concerned about the safety of my neighbors. I know all those people. I wouldn't want to hurt
any of my friends.''
lso, I added, I know that El Venadito is
closed at that hour. There was no one on the
street and certainly no one in the parking lot
that I could have driven into, so it wasn't reckless
driving.
I told Kenny to argue that He drove straight down
Antelope, that he drives that street every day, that he had
come to a complete stop as he always does at that comer.
He also said that he and I had not agreed to race

A

Vida Nueva
(Cont. from Pg 500)
I don't think his involvement in politics will end with the
San Jose City Council.
So, a very busy six months was coming to an end at
Vida Nueva. The guys were happy because they would
be going home to be with their loved ones. But, some
unlucky staff member would have to work on New
Year's Day. Goodbye, Rose Bowl!
JANUARY 1,1994-- Happy New Year!

•••••

our cars anywhere so it couldn't be called drag
racing.

"Drag racing is a contest agreed to by both
parties before the race," I said, "We had not
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agreed to race each other."
"Your Honor, it was not a drag race, and there is no
way that Officer Dodd can prove that Mr. Saucedo and
I had agreed to race an old car against a brand new one."
To the charge of running the stop sign, the policeman coming behind us two blocks away, in total darkness, cannot determine if a car has come to a complete
stop or not.
he judge asked the police officer if he had
seen the taillights on Mr. Saucedo's car
turn red. The officer said that they did, but
argued that Kenny did not come to a complete stop. I
advised Kenny to insist that he had come to a complete
stop. The judge asked the Officer Dodd how he could tell
from two blocks away if the car was standing still or
moving, him being directly behind it, and in the very dim
lights on that street.

T

When the officer hemmed and hawed around,
the judge decided to drop the charges against Kenny
but that he wanted me to pay a $10 fine for reckless
driving, because I drove across the parking lot at a
high rate ofspeed in total darkness. There could have
been a very serious accident, he said.
"Can you pay that fine within 30 days?" the judge
asked.
"I don't know, your honor," I replied, "I am not
working at the moment."

The clerk got up from her chair, went to the
bench and whispered something to the judge, then
returned to her seat.
"Mr. Sierra, you are directed to contact the court
clerk immediately upon adjournment of this court.''
"Yes, your honor," I replied meekly.
Kenny and I waited in the courtroom while the judge
settled another matter, then I approached the court clerk.
She asked me, "Eliseo, do you know that Tulare
County is opening up a juvenile delinquents boys ranch
at the Hammond Fire Station near Three Rivers next
month? Do you think you might like to work there? I
think you meet the qualifications. You know the area.
You speak Spanish. You said that you had been a truck
driver. If you are interested I will contact my friend,
Ralph Pizarro in the Tulare County Probation Department and make an appointment for you to be interviewed.
"Yes, of course," I replied, "I've never done that kind
of work but I am willing to learn."

She told me to await a telephone call from Mr.
Pizarro in the next few days and then go see him. After
I got my first paycheck I could come in and pay the $10
fine.
**Nos gueria chingar el pinchi Coy y me salieron
ofreciendo jale! I said to Kenny as we left the courtroom.
* Car of the Year,what we used to call a new car.
** That damned Coy wanted to screw us, and they
wound up offering me a job!
•••••

Thlare County
Boys Ranch Job
I went to see Officer Ralph Pizzaro of the Tulare
County Probation Department. We talked for awhile
and he was convinced that I could do the job. We went
through the interviews and I was hired as a group leader
at the Tulare County Boys Ranch located at the Hammond
Fire Station on Highway 198 above Three Rivers.
our days a week I reported for work at 10
PM and got off at 8 AM. The next week
I worked days, on at 8 AM and off at 5 PM.
Getting to work was a bitch. I didn't have a car, my
brother Jess was reluctant to lend me his so I could get
to work, so I had to rely on my friends to give me a ride
21 miles up into the hills near Sequoia National park.
On the night shifts I kept track of what went on at the
camp until8 AM the next morning. I made a round of the
premises every hour and kept a log on what occurred
during the night. I was hired because I knew the area,
having lived in Tulare County for most of my life, could
speak Spanish, had taken a Red Cross lifesaving course
in high school, could drive a truck, knew how to swim,
and was interested in sports and could organize a team
for the camp. It was interesting work.
When I worked days, sometimes it was work and
other times it was fun. When we were cutting fire trails,
it was work. On the alternate day we played softball or
basketball at the Three Rivers School and then headed
for the Kaweah River to soak our bones.
While doing our shift, every hour on the hour we had
to call the California Highway Patrol station in Visalia:
"Visalia, 2194 is 10-8," I would say, meaning E.
(2194) Sierra is OK.

F
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If I did not call a highway patrolman would come to
the camp and see what the problem was.

ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH

0

ne aftermoon I had had to hitchhike to the
camp early in the afternoon because I wasn't
going to be able to get a ride. I stood on the
highway a little after 5 PM and stuck out my thumb. Not
long afterward, an elderly man stopped and asked where
I was going.
"Hammond Fire Station, the boys ranch," I said.
"Hop in," he replied, ''I'm going to Three Rivers but
I'll take you up to the fire station."
After he pulled a beer out of a paper bag he was
holding between his legs, I let him know that I did not
have to report to work until 8 PM.
''I'll buy you a beer at the Triple Creek Lounge," I
said, thankful that I had easily hitched a ride.
So we merrily drank beer for about two hours before
he reminded me that it was coming up on 8 PM. He
dropped me off at the frre station, and went back to the
lounge, to wait for his friend who was meeting him there
at 9 PM.
At 3 AM, I did not make the radio contact with CHP
Visalia and shortly thereafter I was awakened from a
sound sleep from a loud rap on the counter by an
imposingly large Highway Patrolman looming over me
as I sat slumped over behind the counter of my work
station.
"Are you OK?" he asked.
"Yeah, I'm alright. What's going on?"
"You did not make your 3 am call to CHP Visalia as
you are supposed to do, so we came by to check you out..
I was hoping he had not smelled beer on my breath.
I told the officer that I had just dozed off. He took a
quick look around the premises and left.

NO RIDE HOME

T

he saddest incident during that time was
when a young boy named Sloan was due to
be discharged from the camp on Sunday

afternoon.
That day, his parents did not come up to visit him. He
waited all day, his bag packed, and having said his
goodbyes to all the boys and staff, he was going home
after six months in the camp.
At sundown, the parents still had not arrived to pick
him up. The boys were in a funk. The camp director
called the Police Department to check out Sloane's
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home and find out what happened to the Sloan family.
The rumors filtered in a few days later. The neighbors told the police that the Sloans had moved away the
day before.
"They been packin' for over a week," an elderly lady
told a Porterville police officer.
One person said that Sloan's father had told him that
after the boy was released the family was moving back
to Missouri, because there's less trouble on the farm
there than living in town.
No one seemed to know where they went.

On Saturday morning the Sloan family
was gone. No signs of life at their home, not a
trace of anything. Just gone. It was obvious
that they had a son they did not love anymore.
The camp director told Sloan that they had been
unable to contact his parents. The police were concerned
that the family car may have broken down on the way to
Three Rivers. The highway patrol was checking the
roads. Nothing.
he following morning Sloan was removed
from the camp and taken to the Juvenile
Hall in Visalia. The director did not want
Sloan having to face the other boys after they found out
that his parents had abandoned him and disappeared
without letting anyone know where they were going.

T

I have always wondered what happened to
those people. How did Sloan grow up? Did he
straighten up his life and become a law abiding
person?
Did he grow up bitter at society, and bitter at
his family for leaving him?
Did he ever find his parents?
How did they deal with the problem of having abandoned him?
***Quien sabe?
***Who knows? • • • • •

Never Give Up
"Never Give Up on Anybody"
--Hubert H. Humphrey
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Tulare County Boys Ranch Photo Captions

P

AGE ONE, top row, left to right: Roger

Franklin (Earlimart) and Ruben Gomez
(Porterville) on a Friday afternoon, dressed up to
go to the movies at the Sequoia Drive In at Visalia. All
of the boys wore Levis and a white T shirt to work or
play. They were permitted to wear a dress shirt for
church, the movies, or other occasions. Ruben asked for
and got permission to wear white peggers. Within two
weeks all the boys were wearing khakis or peggers or
other trousers. Ruben's white peggers were envied by
every boy in the camp; The barracks just after the
morning cleanup details which began at 6:45 AM. Note
the bathing trunks hanging from the rafters. One day a
group of boys would go swimming and the next day they
would go work, then switch off; Gabriel Garcia (Visalia)
getting ready for Friday night movies at the drive in.

2nd row, left to right: Jim Faulkenberry (Tulare) still
clowning around on way down the hill for supper. The
camp truck has been washed and prepared for the
weekly trip to the movies; MAN SEATED is the head
of the California Division of Forestry at the Hammond
Fire Station. Standing is Paul, one of the foremen in
charge of the fire suppression crews; Mr. Macons
Clayborn, director ofthe camp, and Jerry Tripp (Tulare)
on the day Tripp was discharged in July 1957.
3rd row, left to right: Eighteen year old Jerry Sims
(Exeter) taking a healthy one in the bathroom. We were
instructed to check the stools of any residents who got up
at night, particularly those who got up more than once.
Solid? Watery? It might indicate that the resident was
sick, or going to be ill; Here I am behind the office desk
at the beginning of my shift; Ermie Garcia (Visalia) on
the day he left for home.

P

AGE TWO, Top row, left to right: Ermie
Garcia (Visalia) and I joke around for the

cameras. All the other boys have left for church
on Sunday morning. At first the new boys did not want
to go to church because they felt they were being forced
into it. After the other ones came back describing the
beautiful girls they had seen and how friendly they were,
everyone wanted to go to Sunday services; The Three
Rivers Lions Club hosted an annual dinner for the boys.

Here they are chowing down. Camp director Macons
Clayborn is at bottom center of photo.

2nd row, left to right: One of the boys has gotten up in
the middle of the night and wants to talk. We talked to
them, then wrote a report to the camp director on what
was discussed. If something serious was building up,
camp director would take the young man for a ride and
have a long talk with him; Two of the residents,
Hudspeth and Bermudez are the last to go down the hill
for dinner; Harime Clem (Porterville) saying a few
words with Mr. Clayborn before he leaves for the day.

3

rd row, left to right: Some of the boys had

caught insects at the river and Mr. Clayborn
brought in a microscope so they could look at their
"pets" in detail. There was lots of interest from all the
boys on this night; Jim ''Large'' Faulkenberry (Tulare),
the smallest kid in the camp and one of the biggest
disciplinary problems; Bill and Ruben stand for a photo
after returning from an ali-day detail cutting fire trails
near Sequoia National Park.

PAGE THREE, top row, left to right: Jerry Tripp
(Tulare) on the day he went home. In the background is
the storage shack where soap, flour, canned goods, and
extra issues of clothing for the boys was stored. A bear
that had been raiding our stores was shot and killed by
one of our camp counselors a few weeks later; Bill

(Porterville), myself, and Cecil Howard (Porterville)
on a Sunday afternoon just after visiting hours; Boyd
Mallory (Porterville) ..Bwana. The Great White Hunter .. ,
who had a different girl for every day of the week. This
boy, 16 years of age, could neither read nor write.

2nd row, left to right: Don Gibbins (Earlimart) and
Bermudez (Visalia) on the day Bermudez left camp for
home. He is carrying the J oni James record album which
he convinced me to sell to him. The boys went to sleep
every night listening to Joni James, my favorite singer of
the time. The boys were sorry to see Bermudez go
because he owned the only record player in camp and
they could not convince him to donate it to the ranch;
Jim Farnsworth (Porterville) talking to Mr. Clayborn

(Cont. on Pg 505)
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Barroom Philosopher in Training

Loneliness
Loneliness is part of the penalty every
true artist pays for being different
from the r est of his fellow men.
--Hendrik Van Loon

Boys Ranch Photo Captions
(Cont. on Pg 505)
just before lights out at 8 PM. The boys went to bed early
because they had to rise at 6:30 every morning; Ruben
Gomez (Porterville), Roger Franklin (Earlimart),
and Don Gibbins (Ea rlimart) just back from a work
detail.
rd row, left to right: Haircut time! Barber
from Visalia came up every two weeks to trim
every head in the camp. Every boy had to get a
crew cut; Tony Rodriguez (Dinuba), boy nearest the
camera, enjoying breakfast. Standing with camera in
hand is Marcy Cardenas (Woodlake), taking a picture;
Cleanup Time! All we want to see is ass and elbows the
camp workers told the residents when they arose at 6:30
for chores and cleanup of the premises before breakfast.
Eighty boys can do a helluva lot of cleanup in a very
short time if everyone pitches in and helps. And most of
them did! • • • •

3

MAKING A POINT-- The author, E. David Sierra, circa 1947 or so, pounding the kitchen table at 265
Pomegranate Street to drive home an important point.
At age 13, I was already highly opinionated and sensed
a calling to barroom philosophizing.
Listening in , but not necessarily accepting as gospel
everything they are hearing are my sister-in-law Hema,
left center, and my nieces Rosie, left, and Rebecca, far
right. Rebecca has turned her face away from her uncle
Pelon, probably stifling a laugh, because e ven at her
tender age, she knows better.
Photo was taken by my brother Jess who owned one
of the first Polaroid cameras in the Woodlake barrio.
They had just come out and people thought they were
the best invention since huevos rancheros.) EVERYBODY wanted to get their picture taken. • • • •

Limitations
The only limitations are
those you place
on yourself and those
you allow others to place
on you.
--Jean Driscoll
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When You Fall,

Fall Forward
Sept. 1968
--David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER

EDITOR'S NOTE:
I had just become editor of the American GI Forum's
newspaper and needed to "editorialize" to prove to my
readers (both of them) that their editor knew how to be
an editor. My first editorial was to express my feelings
about Bob Rodriguez, whom I was succeeding as editor.
At the 1968 national convention he had recommended
me to succeed him in that responsibility. I appreciated
his confidence in my abilities. This is what I wrote:

"WHEN YOU FALL,
FALL FORWARD"
You have undoubtedly heard the old axiom, "You
can't keep a good man down, .. and "When the going gets
tough, the tough get going ... Both of these sayings apply
to many of the individuals who have contributed their
share to the success which the American GI Forum
enjoys today
Some of our more respected leaders, Dr Hector P.
Garcia, Vicente Ximenes, Felix Salinas, Louis Tellez,
Larry Ramirez, Rudy Ramos, Ed Idar, Jimmy DeAnda,
Ike Hernandez, Joe Herrera, Ed Terrones, Dr. Leo
Lopez, and Daniel Campos are certainly this type of
person.

T

hey are men who do not let a tempo
rary setback discourage them from
keeping their eye on the long range objec-

tive.
Another forumeer to whom those axioms certainly
apply is recently retired FORUMEER editor Robert V.
Rodriguez. Bob is the kind of individual who seems
capable of doing just about any job which you might
think of.
One of his favorite sayings is, "When You Fall, Fall
Forward ... We remember hearing the story retold many

times of the time when Bob ran for Chairman of his local
chapter in San Jose, Calif. He was defeated. Did he feel
dejected and hurt? did he feel disappointed? Certainly.
But he also became determined to prove to himself
and to his fellow Forumeers that he had ideas which
would contribute to the advancement of our organization.

He launched a campaign for the California State
Chairmanship. After two attempts he was elected
and promptly proved himself one of the best state
chairmen in the Dept. of California's short but illustrious history.
e ran for re-election to a second term,
but was defeated by an up-and-coming
star in the GI Forum galaxy, Charles
Samarron of San Diego. Did Bob feel dejected and hurt?
Disappointed? Undoubtedly, but he also felt that his
administration had done a good job and had made very
definite contributions in enlarging the Forum in the
Golden State and making it more effective in a national
scope.

H

Bob decided to look elsewhere to make his
contribution to the American GI Forum. At
that time the News Bulletin, our national
newspaper, was reaching its readers very
erratically. It was a fine publication but the
membership could not depend on receiving it
month after month after month.
Bob put together a staff of competent individuals
who could handle the job on a day-to-day basis and went
to theN ational Mid-Year Conference with intentions of
becoming the next National Editor.
He succeeded in getting the endorsement of the
National Board of Directors. Thirty (30) days after his
appointment, Forumeers throughout the country were
receiving a crisp, sharp looking publication, the end
result of his leadership, dedication, and hard work.
After 3 years as editor, Bob notified the 1966 national convention at San Diego, California that effective
August of 1968 he would no longer be interested in
remaining as National Editor.
Shortly thereafter, speculation arose that he was
now going to throw his hat into the ring as a candidate for
the National Chairmanship. The 1967 convention came
and went and Rodriguez made no move toward the
(Cont. from Pg 509)
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Corrido de Jesus Sierra
Cancion Mexicana
Letra de Eliseo David "Pelon" Talavera Sierra
(Cantado ala musica de Valentin de La Sierra)

Voy a cantar un corrido
de un golfero derrotado,
que se creia muy maton
basta que Pelon
lo hizo a un lado.

Pelon Sierra Ie decia
no me trates como nino
porque te voy a ensenar
como Ie ensefie
a jugar a Trevino

Llego El Rayo Del Norte
cantando, este es el fin
de Jesus Sierra que dice
que alia en las montaii.as
El es el machine!

Ya cuando andaban jugando
el pichoncito cambio
le crecieron los talones
y de esos bribones
el no se dejo.

Cuando iban pa' la sierra
Pelon de dijo a Jesus
Yo se que no eres golfero
yo vine a ganarte
y colgarte en Ia cruz!

Despues de los nueve hoyos
Pelon pago la cerveza
y al mismo tiempo diciendo
que en los otros nueve
les volteo la mesa!

Jesus nomas se burlaba
no hizo caso a su hermano
aqui llevo otro pichon,
se llama Pelon
y yo se que le gano!

Cuando miraba Jesus
como jugaba El Rayo
se puso ya de rodillas
mirando pa' arriba,
rezo a su Tocayo!

When You Fall

candidacy for the national chairmanship.
Even now as we go into the
final months of an election year in
which it seems that everyone but
your AuntMatildaisseekingsome
office, Bob isn't running for anything. But if he ever turns up in
Helper, Utah; Pensacola, Florida;
Odem, Texas; or Saginaw, Michigan, running for President, don't
be surprised.

Cont. from Pg 509)
national chairmanship.
At the 1968 national convention
in Corpus Christi, Texas, we were
asked a number of times if Bob was
corning to the convention and was
he, too, running for National Chairman. Bob attended the '68 convention to give his final report as National Editor. He did not declare his

Y a acabaron el juego
hay un golfero contento
Otro se limpia los ojos
y muy pensativo
compone su cuento!
Que sabroza la cerveza
cuando Jesus la compro
pa' darle gracias a uno
por las dos lecciones
de golfo que dio!
La leccion numero uno
fue no apostarme a mi!
porque yo nunca respeto
golferos que son
inferiores a mi!
La leccion numero dos
yo se las dejo a todos
al terminar esa tarde
a mi solamente
me doli an los codos!
Aqui termino el corrido
que ya no tiene vacil
de la paliza que yo
le puse a Jesus
ese dia de Abril!
Vuela, vuela palomita
ya no te quedes aqui
En Woodlake solo hay una
por favor les pido
dejenmela a mi!

Pain
"The art of life
is the
avoidance
of pain"
--Thomas Jefferson
1786
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The Very Smartest Sum bitch
in the Whole Wide World
Maybe he dropped out of college, but I think Bill
Gates is the very smartest sumbitch in the whole wide
world.
llis Microsoft company sells software programs that
break down so often, you get very frustrated. But don't
give up, PC lovers, he's got a program that will solve
THAT problem. Just shell out $ 139.95 and you're on
your way ... again.
Until the next crash. By then his engineers have
come up with another program to solve the problem
you're having now. And they're already working on the
solution to the problems that you buy will cause very
shortly.
And on and on and on and on and on and on and on
and on and on and on ...
His momma didn't raise no dumb kids.

Gl Forum Politics:

Art Vigil Letters

Bill Gates of M icrosoft

April-May 1979
hey had a "major" problem in the Fremont
Chapter, American GI Forum. On October
12, 1977, Corresponding Secretary Art Vigil
sent the following letter to Gil Rodriguez, who had been
elected California State C hairman and then moved to
San Jose:

T

Mr. Gil Rodriguez, State Chairman
San Jose, Calif. 95 158
Dear Gil:
When you were vice chairman of the Fremont Chapter and assumed the duties of the chair upon the resignation of the chairman, you declared the office of vice
chairman vacant for the entire duration, which was in

violation of the Dept. of Cali forn ia constitution and
bylaws which stated that the local Forum shall convene
for the election of a new vice chairm an.

You urged and were involved in a move to allow
non-citizens to participa te in our loca l queen coronation in 1977 immediately before your election to the
Dept. of California chaiJ·ma nship, knowing well this
is prohibited a nd also knowing if such a girl were
chosen she would suffer embarrassment through
disqualification a t the sta te level.
You had personally di sallowed non-citizen partici pation in the past.

You urged and attempted to nominate a non-vet
to the chairmanship of the Fremont Chapter during
the 1977 office elections, knowing that the state
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constitution specifically states the chairman must be
a veteran.
In October of 1977, while in office as Dept. of
California chairman, you informed the Fremont membership during a meeting that they are unable to replace
the vice chairman, who had resigned his office, for a
period of 60 days. This interpretation is not to be found
in the state constitution.
We in Fremont have begun to wonder whether you
are only misinformed or whether we should question
your integrity .It certainly appears that you are a staunch
believer in the constitution when feasable but toss it
aside when it seems advantagous. We don't wish to
operate in this manner in Fremont. We have always
wished to abide by the rules as outlined in our constitution and we have not changed.

Therefore, you are advised that we shall take
your personal interpretations under advisement
in the future but shall proceed in a rightful
manner.

F

urther, you are informed that Art Vigil is
designated Parliamentarian of the Fre
mont Chapter and I request that an up-to-date
Dept. of California constitution and bylaws be forwarded for his study. I have ascertained that he qualifies
for this office in accordance with theN ational Constitution.
Fraternally,
Juan Rodriguez, Chapter Chairman

***
EIGHTEEN MONTHS LATER,onApril9, 1979,
Fremont Chapter wrote the following to Don Pacheco,
American GI Forum National Chairman:
Dear Mr. Pacheco:

A Region IX meeting was held in San Jose, California in March 1979 with annual election of officers
on the agenda. Fremont Chapter member Frank
Romero was nominated for chairman, as was a
member of the Sacramento Chapter (a chapter that
belongs to Region X, not Region IX).
Nominations for chairman were closed whereupon
the Sacramento member withdrew his candidacy for
chairman. Then, State Chairman Gil Rodriguez arbitrarily, over the objection and protest of many present,

reopened the nominations and placed in nomination the
name of his wife for the chairmanship. Some of whom
were present angrily walked out of the meeting in
protest. Mrs. Rodriguez won the election.

This letter is a formal protest to the national chair
seeking that the election for Region IX chair be ruled
invalid because of obvious violations and inconsistencies with the American GI Forum's constitution
and bylaws.
The wife of State Chairman Gil Rodriguez is neither
a veteran or a member of the American GI Forum for the
required two years prior to election.
Arguments in favor of dispensing with the veteran
clause were that precedent had been established with the
election of non-vets to office in chapters and even in the
present State elected officers. We contend that precedent cannot be established where there is contradiction
to the constitution and bylaws.
State Chairman Gil Rodriguez was a member of the
Fremont Chapter when elected to the State position in
1977. It very quickly became apparent that we in Fremont had made a mistake in our choice as the influence
wielded upon the chosen one from outside had him
veering and ignoring the constitution and bylaws of our
organization to suit his personal aims and purposes. A
letter (see enclosed) was sent to him on October 12, 1977
condemning his illegal behavior and very soon he transferred his membership from Fremont to the San Jose
Chapter.

The Fremont Chapter membership on April 6,
1979, during a regular membership meeting, overwhelmingly voted to have this letter of protest sent to
the National Office asking that the illegal action
which occured at the Region IX meeting be condemned and expunged by the national office.
here are those of us in the Fremont Chap
ter who worked in behalf of Mr.
Rodriguez for election to State Office who
are aware that Mr. Rodriguez has ambition toward
national office.
We are aware that our judgement (as evidenced by
his behavior while in office) of the individual was wrong
and we are not concerned in the future direction of our
organization if his election to national office comes to
pass as the dictatorship type of regime that bends and
outrightly breaks the rules to suit its own purposes will
surely be the beginning of the end for our organization.

T
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San
Joaquin
Valley
Lowrider
SOME OF THE PEOPLE I have known in
my life who have lived in the city all or most of their
life, do not appreciate the huge differences between
city Iife and life in the country.
They can't, because they have never lived it.
I believe it was Chill Wills, the old movie actor
who expressed it best when he once said, "Country
boys are always two girlfriends and three shots of
whiskey behind city boys," although he couched it
in much more vivid and descriptive language than
we want to use here.
Anyway, after a trip to the San Joaquin Valley
and a brief stop at the huge Ag Show complex on
Highway 99 just north of Tulare, I brought back this
picture of a s upposed "San Joaqui n Valley

Credence of the State Office of the GI Forum in
California is at an all time low. The Fremont Chapter can
no longer tolerate the obvious and outright infractions of
our organization's constitution and bylaws and the actions which mock and insult the intelligence of the
membership who cares. We ask immediate censure of
the State Office and correction of the outrageous action
that occured at the Region IX meeting.
Fraternally,
Louis Rodriguez,
Chapter Chairman
by Arthur Vigil ,
Correspondence Secretary

***

Low rider" and showed it to the staff at Vida Nueva.
Good for a laugh.
Some of them country boys have done alright
for themselves. You might see them in levis and a
white T-shirt with mud or chicken manure on their
boots. Don't feel too sorry for them, because they
may own half the town you're driving through, and
they do alright for themselves. The next time you
drive through the San Joaquin Valley and you see
a farm boy driving one of these vehicles on a
Saturday afternoon, honk at him, but don't be surprised if he doesn't honk back. He may be lost in
deep thought about his upcoming date with his
girlfriend, who is grazing with other sheep on the
back 40. • • • • •

State Chairman Rodriguez told me about the
letter he had received. A few days later he showed me
a copy, and asked if I would write to Mr. Vigil to
correct the inaccuracies in his letter. I knew he had
not attended the Regional meeting. So I wrote Mr.
Vigil thusly:
Mr. Art Vigil ,
Correspondence Secretary
Fremont GI Forum
Fremont, CA 94538
Dear Mr. Vigil:
Not that it is any of our business but we want to write
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our comments to your letter of April 9, 1979 toN ational
Chairman Don Pacheco re: the Region IX meeting of
March 31, 1979.

You noted that Sacramento GI Forum belongs to
Region X, not Region IX and the implication is that
their involvement in that particular meeting violates
the American GI Forum constitution and bylaws.
First, the Sacramento GI Forum was voted the right
to participate in Region IX inasmuch as there are not
now enough chapters in the Sacramento Valley to form
a region. Your representatives know that, even if, perhaps, they chose not to tell you. Or, you choose to ignore
it.
econdly, the rationale for that action was
that the Sacramento Chapter has been
very heavily involved in attending state board
meetings and state conventions, an area in which I sadly
note, that you in particular, and the Fremont Chapter
generally, are lacking.

S

as you state, but they did so only AFfER participating
in the election. Dissatisfied with the results of a democratically conducted election, they THEN walked out of
the room. Angrily does not accurately describe their
departure. For one, I was not even aware that they had
departed until after the meeting.
The only accurate statement you made in the last six
lines of your first paragraph was that Mrs. Rodriguez
won the election.
In paragraph 2, page 1, you ask National Chairman
Pacheco to rule that the Region IX elections are invalid
because of obvious violations and inconsistencies with
the American GI Forum's constitution and bylaws.
We do not read anywhere in OUR copy of the

national constitution and bylaws that the national
chairman has the authority to invalidate regional
elections.

Regarding elections, we submit respectfully, that
the national chairman has enough work to do already
Thirdly, the desire of Mr. Robert Ruiz of without involving himself or his office in the problems
Sacramente to seek the office of Regional Chairman . of Region IX.
As you know, Mr. Vigil, we have been trying to
is applauded here. We need to encourage more and
more of our members to get more involved in re- move the GI Forum into the 20th century in regards to
giving our women and non-veteran members equal
gional, state and national affairs.
rights in our organization. For example, State 2nd Vice
You also write, "State Chairman Gil Rodriguez
chairman AI Pelayo is not a veteran, but I would match
arbitrarily, over the objection and protest of many present,
his involvement and value in this organization with
reopened the nominations and placed in nomination the
yours or any other veteran. Past Forumeer editor David
name of his wife for the chairmanship. Some of whom
Sierra served in that capacity for 9 years, and is not a
were present angrily walked out of the meeting in
protest. Mrs. Rodriguez won the election."
veteran. Also, none of theN ational Youth Chairpersons
WRONG!
of the American GI Forum throughout the 31-year
Your accusations are at variance with the facts. First,
history of the organization have been veterans.
State Chairman Gil Rodriguez was appointed by ReLastly, the present Department of California
executive secretary Rudy Venegas (of your Fremont
gional Chairman Ernest Abeytia to conduct the elecChapter) is not a veteran. And we do not remember
tions PRIOR to Mrs. Rodriguez's name being placed in
you accusing the State Chairman of violating the
nomination.
constitution and bylaws of the American GI Forum
Secondly, we were not aware that ANYONE objected to Mr. Rodriguez conducting the elections when
when he made THAT appointment. Porgue no?
For the record, Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez has been a
only Mr. Romero of Fremont and Mr. Ruiz of Sacrapaid-up member of San Jose GI Forum since February
mento were the candidates. Fremont's representatives
1978 and is a member of our board of directors.
did not question State Chairman Rodriguez's authority
On page 2 of your letter to Chairman Pacheco your
to conduct the election EVEN AFfER his wife's name
rancor towards State Chairman Rodriguez is obvious
was placed in nomination.
and smacks of "comadrismo" in that you veer from the
Thirdly, the nomination was NOT made by Mr.
matter at hand and inform Pacheco ofFremont's mistake
Rodriguez as you allege, but by Ernest Abeytia of San
in
helping to elect Mr. Rodriguez to the state chairmanJose GI Forum.
ship. We know that that is not the first mistake Fremont
Fourthly, some people did walk out of the meeting,
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Chapter has made, and we feel sure that there will be
others. Your letter of April 9th is one of your latest.
We pray that you are not suggesting that Chairman
Pacheco also rule invalid the contest in which Mr.
Rodriguez was elected to the state chairmanship by
acclamation, the first time in GI Forum history that this
has occurred.

If Mr. Rodriguez aspires to national office, we
submit that, that too, is a noble ambition. Personally
we would hope that many more Forumeers would
aspire to, and actively seek, elective office in our
organization and within their respective communities.
You imply that the credence of the California state
office is at an all time low. Surely, you jest. Either that,
or you have a short memory. Remember the administration of Louis M. Cortez?

We question how you, Mr. Vigil, of all people in
the Dept. of California, in seriousness, can question
the credibility of our Dept. Chairman when you do
not participate in regional meetings, state board
meetings, or the annual department convention.
We were appalled, frankly, last summer to read in
the Fremont ARGUS labeling participation at the state
and national levels of our organization as a .. waste of
time .. or something to that effect. Not a very encouraging statement coming from a person who just two weeks
prior had been voted the Outstanding GI Forum Member
in California.
We do not wish to belabor this point, but it seems to
us that your attendance at the regional meeting on March
31st would have provided you with better insight into
what actually happened than to have the events which
transpired inaccurately related to you second or third
hand from those with axes to grind.
hortly after the meeting ended, we won
dered aloud your First Vice Chairman's
political astuteness (or lack of it) in that,
when the Sacramento Chapter was petitioning for the
right to participate in Region IX, he (Louis Cortez,
Newark Councilman) did not dispute, for the record, the
right of Sacramento to vote on THIS issue since it was
their eligibility to participate that was before the body.
Secondly, your representative did not question the
state chairman's right to conduct the election, EVEN
AFfERhis wife became a candidate for Regional Chairperson. That, we submit, is poor political thinking on the

S

Bakes vs.
Santa Bruta
-- H.S. Football
Winding up a vacation trip to southern
California in 1961, I was reading the sports
section of the L.A. TIMES on Friday morning
when I suddenly realized it was football season. We had planned to take two to three days
to drive from L.A. to San Jose.
I decided that Gloria and I should go see a
football game. The choice was between the
Southern California Trojans vs. highly rated
Georgia Tech at the L.A. Coliseum or Bakersfield H.S. vs. Santa Barbara H.S. at Santa
Barbara H.S. I chose the high school game.
This is what I wrote in my column in EL

EXCENTRICO.

Oct. 5, 1961:

The Bakersfield Union High School Drillers, pride of the San Joaquin Valley, got off
their 1961 gridiron season in good form as they
whipped 1960 C.I.F. champion Santa Barbara
High 7-6 before an overflow crowd of 7,000
fans in Peabody Stadium in the coast city on
Friday night, Sept. 23rd.
Quarterback Mike Gunther led the K.C
attack and tallied the Drillers' lone score on a
sweep around his own right end in the second
quarter.
Santa Barbara is loaded with good Chicano
players. The best is fullback Frank Ramirez.
Built like a truck and goes around 215 pounds.

•••

part of your delegation.
We, of course, did not take issue, because we have
implicit trust in the integrity of Mr. and Mrs. Rodriguez.
Finally, we note in your letter to Pacheco, that you
appear to harbor feelings of regret in having supported
Mr. Rodriguez in the past. We hope that you do not
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suffer psychologically from it. If there is anything that
we can do to assuage those pains, please Jet us know.
Question: Do you always send out letters from
the Fremont GI Forum in Veterans Outreach Program envelopes? Those who fund you may frown on
tha t.
Lastly, your letter to Mr. Rodriguez was addressed
to him at 1680 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose. That is the
office of the San Jose GI Forum Chairman. We can
understand, Mr. Vigil , why you might not know the
State Chairman's home address since you very infrequently anend state board meetings and state conventions.
So that in the future you can properly address letters
intended for the state chairman, take note:
Mr. Gil Rodriguez
l038 Rawlings Drive
San Jose, CA 951 23
Telephone (408) 267-8086
Mr. Vigil, it was brought to our attention that at the
March 31st regional meeting, the Fremont C hapter was
granted the right to participate after Mr. Louis M. Cortez
paid the regional assessment of $15 with a personal
check. AFTER participating in the e lections, and apparently not satisfied with the results, Cortez approached
the head table and grabbed his check back.
We have to assume that a Fremont GI Forum
check, for your regional dues, will follow since you
people always endeavor to do what is right. Oue no?
Arthur, we hope that you accept this message in the
spirit in which it was writte n, that is, a desire on my pan
to correct inaccurate statements you made in your Jetter
to national chairman Don Pacheco, and further to apprise you of the true facts of the matter, something that
your Fremont GI Forum carnaJes should have done.
Finally ... as we said in the first paragraph ... it is
probably not any of our business. Frankly, it has been a
very d-u-1-1 day around here.
Cheers!
--E. David Sierra,

Opinions on Prejudice
Opinions founded on prejudice
are always sustained with violence.
--Francis J effrey

The
Moving
Wall
VIETNAM VETERANS
MEMORIAL

A few years ago Gloria and I saw the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Moving Wall in
Fresno, but it was a scorching hot day and we
chose not to walk around in the hot San
Joaquin Valley sun to visit the memorial to
this country's Vietnam dead.
I'd thought about that for a long time ... the least I
could have done in my life to pay my respect to those
brave men was to visit The Wall and pay a small tribute
to those who gave their li ve fo r their country.
Early one morning last summer we read in the paper
that the Moving Wall was on view at Central Park in
Santa Clara. We talked about it briefly and decided to go
see it. I particularly wanted to visit The Wall because I
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wanted to personally touch the names of some U.S.
servicemen whom I had known whose names are etched
there:

L/Cpl Patrick Vasquez, Jr.
U.S. Marine Corps
Born June 2, 1948
Killed in action, July 2 1, 1967
Panel23-F, Line # 105
Vasquez was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Vasquez of
Bell Avenue, San Jose. He was a member of San Jose
Chapter, American GI Forum and died at Khe Sanh
when the enemy assaulted that key U.S. Marine base.
I was chairman of the GI Forum at that time and
deli vered the eulogy during his memorial services in
San Jose. We invited American GI Forum members
from all over northern California to attend the services
for our brother Forumeer. (Details in another segment of
Lhese memoirs. Also:

PFC Pilar Cuellar
United States Army
Born January 17, 1948
Killed in action October 26, 1968
Panel 40-W , Line #36
Pilar Cuellar was the son of Minnie and Pilar Cuellar
of Tulare, Calif. He was a very promising golfer. I met
him one time during a MAGA tournament in Visalia.
Many of us believed that he had a promising future in
golf, but now we will never know.

SP4 Ray Bernal
United States Army
Born January 4, 1947
Killed in action Nov. 30, 1966
Panel l 2-E, Line #1 30
Ray Bernal I did not know, but I knew his father. A
park was named after him on T aylor Street near
Japantown in San Jose. I attended the dedication ceremonies. San Jose GI Forum was represented by Maj.
Joseph M. Sarzoza, since the ceremonies entailed marching, saluting, etc., and this U.S. government certified 4-

Look
Backward

F did not feel qu alified to do that. Sarzoza was the
chapter Vice Chairman and graciously agreed to do the
honors.

S/Sgt Fred Contreras Nunez
United States Army
Born January 27, 1934
Killed in action October 3, 1967
Panel 27-E, Line #46
S/Sgt Nunez, also from Tulare, California, was an
old dr inking buddy of mine when I first moved to San
Jose in the late fifties. He wanted to play baseball so bad
he went out for the San Jose Merchants baseball team
'
though he had no experience ever, playing on an organized team. His experience during one of those games is
covered elsewhere in these memoirs. • • • • •

The farther backward you can look,
the farther forward you can see.
--Winston Churchill
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How to Picket
The Leader
July 1984
by E. David Sierra

S.J. GI Forum Members Aid
Menudo Cook-Off
(SAN JOSE) --Members of the San Jose GI Forum
were very much in evidence at the recent Menudo CookOff at Fair Family Park, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, a Coors Beer benefit for the Mexican American Chamber of Commerce.
We commend those of you who helped the Chamber
of Commerce raise some much-needed funds.
Some 12,000 people attended the fun-filled ali-day
affair, enjoying the music of various bands wo donated
their services for the occasion.
ccording to a poll taken by two people
sipping beer at one of the stands, ap
proximately 70% of the all the volunters at
the beer vending trucks and booths were San Jose GI
Forum members, contributing their time and talents to
the Mex Am CC.
The Mexican American Chamber of Commerce
made a nice profit, according to Coors Rep Rodney
Cortez, who organized the event, aided by the Chamber's
Director John Torres; C.T.C. Director Rose Amador
Montoya; and San Jo GI Forum Chairman Victor Garza.
Everything went well. Lots of happy Raza enjoying
a day in the sun. Lots of good food to eat. Much good
music to listen to. The Alanis Patrol (Major Gen. Ted
Alanis, San Jo GI Forum, commanding); and the Santa
Clara County Sheriffs Office (Sgt. Barbara Perez) reported no major problems, and the sponsors are very
grateful for your cooperation.

A

***

THERE WERE PICKETS OUTSIDE, to be sure,
but they were decidedly ineffective in persuading
people to forsake a day in the sun listening to firstclass entertainment for the admission price of only
$1.00.
Our reporters at the front gate reported that appar-

ently some of the pickets didn't even succeed in persuading themselves because after awhile they paid their $1,
entered the grounds, disseminated anti-Coors literature,
AND enjoyed the hospitality of the Mexican American
Chamber of Commerce ... AND ... sampled the products
being vended.

(These are people that would probably come to a
party at your house, then use your telephone to call
your neighbors and tell them what a cheapskate you
are for not serving their favorite brand of beer and
their favorite pretzels).
Some of the pickets were smarter than others. Not
wanting to drink Coors beer, they had wine coolers
instead .... made by ... Yep, you guessed it.
That is being two-faced, folks ... you are either
picketing and boycotting or you are not.

And if you're going to picket and boycott, do it
right. Stay off the premises. After all you KNOW
what boycott means don't you? You don't see Cesar
Chavez shopping atSafeway, do you? You don't see
him stopping at roadside stands in Delano to buy
grapes do you?
And remember when you call members of the American GI forum 'vendidos', we did it for THIRTEEN
YEARS. You have a little ways to go. When YOU stop
demonstrating, let's get together and compare notes.
few days later, at the California GI
Forum state convention at River
side, our reporters thought they saw some
of the pickets in the Coors hospitality room at the
Mission Inn. And they thought they saw some at a
poolside reception partially subsidized by Coors. And
they thought they saw some in hospitality rooms upstairs that were serving ice cold Coors Beer. They may
have been mistaken.
One important question: It seems to me that when
you are boycotting someone it is for a reason. Ask
yourself, carnal, why are YOU doing it? Because someone called a meeting and asked you to do it? Because you
feel genuinely that those guys are bad folks and we gotta
teach 'em a lesson? To benefit yourself, or someone
else? Who? What is in it for YOU?

A
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Alvarado on the US Census
February 1, 1970
Sr. I>avidSierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER
435 Hobson Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Senor Sierra:
(El Editor con Huevos)
ave, I'm sending you some clip
pings, No. 1 is from the Hayward
I>AILY REVIEW and numbers 2 and
3 are from The CATALYST, our CAP newspaper.
I hope that you can use them and perhaps give me
some coverage in THE FORUMEER's next issue.

D

It seems that the "Chingado Gobierno" has
slipped it to us again.
The 1970 Census does not include Chicano in
the major part of the census questionnaire which
will be mailed to 80% of the households in the
nation.
We are only included in the 5% sampling which
is every 20th house. I have been busy starting a
campaign to stop the 1970 Census. The Oakland
Chapter and the Spanish Speaking Community
Center at Hayward are now in the process of filing
a court action to enjoin the Census Bureau to take

Is it because you want to be a civil rights activist
and need a cause? Orale, right on! Ponganle! Welcome to the civil rights struggle.
Is it because you are really offended by remarks
made by some Coors company official who should
have known better? OK, we agree with you. But we
don't advocate that you leave the U.S. of A. because you
don't like some of the remarks made by President
Reagan! And we KNOW you don't agree with EVERYTHING he says. And you shouldn't quit your job
because you don't like EVERYTHING your boss says,
and we know you don't agree with everything he/she

a complete census which will include the Chicano.
I made a presentation Wednesday, January 28th
before the Southern Alameda County Economic
Opportunity Agency board of directors regarding
the census requesting support and direct action.
They voted unanimously to send me to Washington
to try and do something about this critical situation.
I called Vicente Ximenes and he will get me an
audience with the Bureau of Census on Thurs., Feb.
5th. Also, I will meet with Cranston and other
congressmen to get support, if possible.

I met with the Alameda County Board of
Supervisors two weeks ago and they will try to
put an insert in Alameda County to try and get
an accurate count and also put in some Spanish
instructions, but I fear that this might also fail to
pass before the entire board.
IhavemetwithMr. Mulikin, the area director of
the Census Bureau in San Francisco, and his two
Lieutenants and they inform me that without voice,
political or economical power, our chances are
close to nil.
The Census Bureau has gone all out to count
the Blacks since they have "match power."
There is a cover letter put out by Mulikin which
states that 10% of the blacks were not counted in the

(Cont. on Pg 520)

says.
I>o you boycott because you want something for
your people? OK! What do you want for your people?
I>o you want to discuss it?

Or is it that you just want something to do in your
spare time? OK. That's cool, too. It beats hell out of
watching baseball or third-rate movies, or listening
to what our suegra says about your wild lifestyle.
OR ... do ou want someting for YOURSELF? There
is nothing wrong with wanting someting for yourself.
That is an honorable intent. That is why people work.
That is why people compete in athletic contests. That is
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Alvarado on Census
(Cont. from Pg 519)
'60 Census and it goes on urging people to be sure
and count the Blacks, etc. Also, there is one other
insert which instructs on how to get an accurate
Black count.
imenes informed me that the InterAgency tried hard to get the
Chicanos included in the Census but to
no avail. It is important that we get enough information out and raise plenty of hell.
I am wiring Dr. Hector P. on Monday, also
Larry Amaya, in hopes that they will either go to
Washington with me or rattle some cages while I'm
up there to get support.
Please try to give me plenty of mileage, because
I will carry this fight on with everything I've got
until April 1 at which date the census will get
underway.
The hiring ofbilinguals is also underway for the

X

why vatos dance with las lovelies, and suggest ways to
spend the latter part of the evening.
That is why you are being asked to picket Chicano
organizations trying to raise funds ... because SOMEbody
wants SOMETHING. We understand that. What is in it
for those asking you to picket? Is it their job? Commitment to La Raza? Why don't you ask them? And note
their reaction.
What is it that YOU want? Who can get it for you?
Have you told anyone that can get it for you exactly what
it is that YOU want for YOUR involvement?
How soon do YOU want to settle the issue? Tomorrow? Next week? Next month? Next year? After YOU
graduate from college? After YOU get appointed to a
commission by some public official? After you get that
job with the corporate giant that advertises that it is an
affirmative action employer? After YOU get elected to
the City Council?
We are not suggesting that you not follow your
instincts and boycott, picket, demonstrate, and so
forth. We know how ou feel. We've been there before
when we were similarly motivated. But we have now
moved on to other things. And YOU will move on to

enumerator role, but I feel that the Chingado status
quo will prevail again and gabachos cabrones que
saben un poco de Chicano will be the ones enumerating.
Uno de La Raza que no cuenti!,
MANUEL ALVARADO
Project Director
Spanish Speaking
Community Center, Hayward;
EEO Representative,
Oakland GI Forum

EDITOR'S NOTE: Alvarado succeeded in convincing the U.S. Census
Bureau that many Chicano had not been
counted. A "special count" was authorized of certain census tracts in Oakland
and San Jose, California. The count
found not a few, but thousands of
Chicanos that had not been counted.• • •
other things, too, sooner or later.
NLESS you convince those who are
asking you to demonstrate that you are
such a good demonstrator that they ought to
put you on the payroll for a couple of grand per month.
Meanwhile, continue your efforts ... for yourself ...
for your family ... for your organization ... for your union
... for la raza ... for your country ... for whatever motivates you.
We understand the psychology of boycotts and
demonstrations:
1. You get upset about something someone does,
2. You publicly announce that you are demonstating
against or boycotting that frrm/individual,
3. You round up support for your viewpoint to
strengthen your forces,
4. You make demands of those you are boycotting,
5. They meet your demands. The boycott ends,
6. They tell you to go to hell with your demands.
You intensify your efforts, and garner more
support,
7. The boycott ends when you become tired of the

U

(Cont. from Pg 521)
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Aldrete on
THE FORUMEER
Dec.31, 1968

C

hris Aldrete, Chairman of the U.S. Section of the United States-Mexico Commission for Border Development and Friendship, Washington, D.C., wrote the following letter to
American GI Forum National Chairman Dan Campos.
Dan shared it with me.
Dear Dan:
THE FORUMEER has always been of great concern to all of us because it gives the public an image of
what the GI Forum is-- it is our body and soul converted
to print. But, we must admit, we have treated it as a stepchild -- with hypocitical love and bouncing it to any
willing sponsor to care for it.
Our past deliberations on THE FORUMBER have
been of material concern principally, and we seem to
have cared less for its .. soul ... As parents of this periodical, we must accept the responsibility for its behavior, its
character and its maturity. Therefore, I recommend that
you consider the establishment of an Advisory Board or
Editorial Policy Committee.
Many of us would like to see guest editorials and
feature stories by our own contributing writers. I know
that such participatory journalism by our Forumeers
would not only complement the staffs efforts but would
be most welcome by the editor.

How to Picket
(Cont. from Pg 520)
issue and find a new one, or the organization/
individual fmally meets your demands because
they get tired of it or your boycott forces them to
change their position, and finally,

8. You decide that you do not want to make
boycotting and demonstrating your life's
work. Then, you become a 'VENDIDO' to
your critics.

SIMPLE.

•••••

Season's greetings and kind personal regards.
Sincerely,
Cristobal P. Aldrete
cc: David Sierra
Zeke Duran
Mrs. D.C. Coronado
Dory Benitez
Dr. Hector P. Garcia

I told Dan that Chris Aldrete was full of crap, and
that maybe he had been in Washington too damned
long. If he wanted to be the editor, he should apply
for the job.
Sooner or later, you have to trust one person's
judgment, Dan, I said. If it's me, fine; if it isn't, then you
gotta trust somebody else.

But you can't be an editor by committee. Committees are an excuse to share the blame. I am willing
to accept the responsibility for my mistakes.
y comment to Campos when we dis
cussed Aldrete's letter was that I had
the feeling that he had some new stationery and wanted us to see what a big important Honcho
he had become in D.C.
Check out that title: Holy Shit! ... Chairman of the
U.S. Section of the United States-Mexico Commission
for Border Development and Friendship ... and the guy
with the most important job in world history goes simply
by the name of God.
What Aldrete had in mind was that the paper would
be prepared and made camera-ready, then submitted to
an .. Advisory Panel .. who would read it and edit it if they
chose. Then they would send it back, I would make the
changes, and we would go to press. Under those conditions, I told Campos, I would no longer be the editor,
because I would have conceded my responsibilities for
ultimate.ly deciding what goes in and what does not go
into each issue. And what if two or three of the panelists
disagreed on how an article should be slanted? IT JUST
WOULD NOT WORK.
"If those damned Texans want to edit this paper,

M

why don't they submit a bid, get their votes together,
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Free Thought

with hypocritical love and bouncing it to any willing
sponsor to care for it."

Restriction of free thought and free speech
is the most dangerous of all subversions. It
is the one un-American act that could
most easily defeat us.
--Ibid.

In observing the time and dedication that goes
toward the publication of THE FORUMEER, it is
hard to believe that such men as Bob Rodriguez,
Dave Sierra, Fred Vazquez, and Ben Garza could be
classified as hypocrites.

and go to the national convention and go after it.
"THE FORUMEER is about the best thing the GI
Forum has going for it, and now they want to fuck it up!
Ami se me hace que nomas guieren chin gar lapacencia, "I
said.

On .January 8. 1969. I wrote Chris Aldrete the
following:
Chris:
Thank you for copy of letter to Campos expressing
your concern about THE FORUMEER. Disagree with
your views that it has been treated as a "step-child", with
hypocritical love. Must inform you that OUR love for
FORUMEER is genuine. Amor de corazon, hermano!
Always happy to consider contributions of Forumeers
for printing. Can you contribute articles of interest to
Forumeers?

Advisory Board already exists --namely every
dues-paying Forumeer in the country!
Editorial Policy Committee would be just another
form of bureaucracy.
Have you been in Washington THAT long???
--David Sierra, Editor
P.S. SEND ARTICLES. Already have my share of
critics!

On .January 15, 1969. Mr. Campos wrote the
following to Mr. Aldrete:
Dear Chris:
Thank you for your letter of Dec. 31, 1968. The
proposal of guest editorials is most welcomed. It is and
will continue to be, as in the past, that THE FORUMBER
will welcome guest editorials from Forumeers who are
paid-up members.

As for an Advisory Board or Editorial Policy
Committee, this is not acceptable. It is my feeling that
this would only hamper and place control over the
editor. It would also not be feasible from a constitutional point of view.
I must also say, Chris, that I resent your statement
that THE FORUMEER has been treated as a "step-child

This statement is rather harsh for men who have
made THE FORUMEER a first class publication in
comparison to what it was in Chicago.
Perhaps if THE FORUMEER is in need of improvement, Chris, it could be discussed at the Mid-Year
Conference in Denver. A publication is only as good as
the constructive criticism it receives.
Sincerely,
Dan Campos, National Chairman
cc: Zeke Duran
Dave Sierra
EDITOR'S NOTE: That was the first and last letter
we ever got from Chris Aldrete on that subject.
I think I had it right. I really believe that Chris
Aldrete, attorney at law, had a position with an impressive title (to him) and he wanted all of us to know it.
Pompous asshole is my judgment.
Us Tulare County farm boys had to stick together
and we did. Campos (Visalia) and Sierra (Woodlake)
stuck to their guns and fired point blank. The Tejanos
blinked and backed off.
A few days later, Campos sent me this memo:

David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER:
Perhaps you can use the enclosed material for THE
FORUMEER. Have you heard from the man who walks
on water? I've received about three phone calls from
people complaining about the severe lack of communication from the Doc. I tell them very politely, vayan a Ia
chin gada!
--Dan Campos. • • • • •

The Press
A newspaper must be a militant crusader
for righteous causes, and must print in its
columns whatever God permits to happen
in His world.
--Josephus Daniels
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Stupid Letter

Walking Distances

I was working at Vida Nueva SLE in July of 2002
when our Office Manager asked me to type up a letter
which she had written.
I read it, and instantly realized that it was one of the
two stupidest letters I had ever read (See AI Hernandez
letter to California Governor Jerry Brown in another
section of these memoirs).
One of the first lessons we were taught in a business
correspondence course I once took was to have your
facts straight, be brief, and ask for action of some kind
from the addressee, including a timespan. If you don't,
what is the point of writing the letter?
Anyway, here is what our Office Manager wrote:
July 18, 2002
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
P.O. Box 12923
Oakland, CA 94604-2923

Scientific discoveries made after I began
walking around the Mayfair Village apartment
complex, once each workday morning and twice
around on non-working days:
From the front step of our apartment to the
garbage bins nearMadden Avenue to the front
gate of the complex is 1164 steps.
A quarter mile measured at the San Jose State
University track is 560 E. David Sierra steps.
Twice that is 1120 steps, a half mile.
When I miss a "walk" because of inclement
weather, laziness, or some other reason, I make up
for it the next day.
I am determined to stay in as good a shape as
I can as I age.
(You do know that 5,280 feet is one mile, do
you not?) • • • • •

To whom it may concern:
On the evening of January 9, 2002, I sought treatment with your medical dept. A nurse charted my vitals
and took my verbal chief complaint. Soon after a physician carne in, do not know her name, touched my arm
and did nothing else but treat me by prescribing anagelisic
medication for the pain, did not ask if I was allergic to
any medication.
There was some personal hurt feelings, like the

MightyThird Reich?
Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering, the highest ranking Nazi survivor of World War IT, was 5 feet 6 inches
tall and weighed 264 pounds, when he surrendered to the
Allies.
Goering's entourage included a nurse, four aides,
two chauffeurs, and five cooks.
His fingernails and toenails were painted bright red.
His monogrammed suitcases contained rare jewels, a
red hatbox, frilly nightclothes and 20,000 paracodeine
pills, a painkiller he took at the rate of about 40 pills per
day.
Mighty Third Reich? Reads more like a fat drugsdependent transvestite thief to me. --ETS • • • •

doctor had no time for me, and was only wasting their
time. If she would have treated me like a physician.
ell, since that is not what I felt was
going to medically cure me and was
not in the best interest for my personal
health I sought medical treatment elsewhere. I know
myself rewards of personal medical history. To be
checked and call upon at Valley Medical Center (VMC).
The physician by the name of Dr. Shamsunder
Sarnant took time to hear me and listen. Soon after I was
seen at Radiology & after the "wet" shot the physician
diagnosed my right upper extremity with the excretion
of synovial fluid produced via an inflamed sursa.
Pain I knew had to be treated more than just pain
medication.
Enclosed is a copy of the letter you sent me and the
statement from Valley Medical.
Thank you for your attention.
--Eva Ruiz.
EDITOR'S COMMENT: Treated me like a physician? Rewards of personal medical history? Anagelisic?
Wet shot? Right upper extremity? Excretion of synovial
fluid? Inflamed sursa?
C'mon, Eva! • • • • •

W
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Judge Chargin Candidacy
Insults All Chicanos
May, 1972 THE FORUMEER
by David Sierra, editor
AN JOSE, CALIF. -- On Tuesday, June
6, 1972 the electorate of Santa Clara
County, California will go to the polls to
name the individual they want to occupy Seat No. 2 on
their Superior court Bench
For Chicanos, the choice is not a difficult one.
On the one hand is incumbent Judge Gerald S.

S

"Mexicans are Animals" Chargin. On the other
hand are three local attorneys seeking his seat.
On Sept. 2, 1969, Judge GeraldS. Chargin, presiding in the trial of a young man charged with incest, said:
"I don't know why your parents haven't been able to
teach you anything or train you. Mexican people, after
13 years of age, it's perfectly all right to go out and act
like an animal."
"We ought to send you out of the country --send you
back to Mexico."
"You ought to commit suicide."

"You are lower than animals and haven't the
right to live in organized society -- just miserable,
lousy, rotten people.''
"Maybe Hitler was right. The animals in our society
probably ought to be destroyed because they have no
right to live among human beings."
There is more, but by now you should feel like
vomiting.

CAMPAIGNING
Judge GeraldS. Chargin recently insulted Mexicans
again. He announced that he was running for re-election

Reineinber History
Those who do not remember
history,
are condemned to repeat it.
--Charles Santayana

to the Superior court Bench. Apparently being the first
Judge ever censured by the California State Supreme
Court has not influenced his thinking. It appears to have
gone off his head like water off a duck's donkey.

It is our belief that if Judge GeraldS. Chargin yet
retains one iota of the compassion with which judges
are supposedly imbued he should let his career in
public service come to a screeching halt.
If he doesn't have the capacity to realize he shouldn't
be on the Bench, we hope the voters have the sagacity to
turn him out of office and out to pasture.
Mention the name Chargin to any Chicano and his
nose curls like he had just been exposed to a foul odor.
Judge Chargin has contributed more to creating tensions
in the Chicano community than all other factors which
we can recall.
He is directly responsible for Chicanos losing faith
in the judicial system to the point where they are refusing
to serve on juries in Santa Clara County. The name
Chargin has become synonymous with racism hatred,
bigotry and deceit.

***

When a Superior court Judge calls Mexicans 'animals' what should the Chicano community do? Ignore
the accusation and hope Judge Chargin goes away.
Pretend it didn't happen? Accept the fact that on the
bench a Judge is Jesus Christ Jr. and your fate is in his
hands?
Let the incident slip into the court records and law
books as 'fact' established in a court of law, thereby
creating a precedence so that someday in the future some
sadistic individual can kill a Chicano and plead guilty
only to the charge of 'Hunting Animals out of Season?"
Or, should an aroused citizenry rally to demonstrations to call attention to the entire community that a
racist no less venomous than Adolf Hitler represents
"Justice" on the Bench?
Shouldn't the City Fathers and the other judges
themselves keep a wary eye on their judges, protecting
their credibility and respectability by weeding out the
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their credibility and respectability by weeding out the
undesirables in their ranks? (And we are not insisting
that Judge Chargin go back to wherever he carne from
originally, nor are we saying that he has forfeited the
right to live amongst us).

Aseaton the United States Supreme Court
has been denied men who made far less inflammatory statements than those attributed
to Judge GeraldS. Chargin on Sept. 2, 1969!!
Shouldn't the entire community, citizens of all races,
creeds and political leanings ask themselves -- Who's
ext? -- and cry out to urge a more responsible and
tactful Judge replace the racist on their Superior Court
Bench?
Shouldn't the Police Department Community Relations Unit complain to the Judge that his remarks are
inciting people to near-riot, thereby making their jobs
harder to do and their positions less tenable in the
barrios?
Shouldn't his fellow judges demand his resignation
by insisting that he not degrade the character of the
bench with hls presence on it?

Is Judge Gerald S. Chargin's candidacy someone's
idea of a cruel joke on the Spanish speaking citizenry of
the Santa Clara Valley?
The eyes and ears of Chicanos nationally will focus
on Santa Clara County on Tuesday, June 6, 1972.
REMEMBER TO VOTE! • • • • •

Call Me Dutch

Isn't an obvious show of contempt for his fellow
man enough reason to dismiss an individual posing
as a "Judge"?
If a government of the people, by the people, and for
the people passes a civil rights act in 1964 and it has not
been fully implemented by 1972 (thanks partly to Judges
still calling Mexicans 'animals') what recourse do the
ci tizenry have? Politics?

T

he Senators have been changed
from Republican to Democrat, the
Governor from Democrat to Republican, and the President of this great nation from Democrat to Republican. There are
four new faces on the United States Supreme
Court. EVERYTHING has changed EXCEPT the conditions which prompted passage of the Civil Rights Act .. that is, LESS
THAN EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL!
an the people of Santa Clara County, the
State of California, and the United States of
America, continue to espouse equal rights
for all and at the same time tolerate a racist, bigoted
Judge on the court bench?

C
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Ronald Wilson Reagan
Dixon, Illinois
Today's History Lesson:
If Ronald Wilson Reagan has
been called Dutch
by his close friends all of his life,
and after becoming
President of the United States,
suddenly discovered
that his forefathers came from Ireland
and he made a JFK-like pilgrimmage
there,
what does that tell us about
Ronald Wilson Reagan?
RIGHT.
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Eastside owners could lose
homes in Free Zone scheme
Sept. 1985

The Leader

by E. David Sierra
(MINNEAPOLIS) -- Thousands of East San Jose
residents could lost their homes if a Free Enterprise
Zone proposed by Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado (5th
Dist.) is approved in Feb. 1986 by the San Jose City
Council.
he has proposed that a NINE AND ONE
HALF SQUARE MILE AREA of the
eastside be designated a "Free Enterprise
Zone,,. meaning that some old homes and antiquated
buildings would give way to new development.
What hurts is the knowledge that those removed
from their homes won't get enough money to buy a
comparable dwelling somewhere else. And that eastside
residents must sacrifice a badly-needed golf course so
that some big money boys and some politicians can
further stuff their pockets.
San Jose GI Forum Civic Affairs Chairman
Humberto Garza recently presented the City Council a list of names on a petition to save Thunderbird
Golf Course, one of the areas that would be razed to
satisfy the developers.
(SAN JOSE) -- "NOTHING IN THE ARTICLE IS
TRUE!," said San Jose Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado
of an article in the July issue of THE LEADER accusing
her of wanting to shut down Thunderbird Golf Course
on King Road.
Not true that you have proposed shutting down
the course for a development which you say will

S

Mocking the People
He mocks the people who proposes
that the government shall protect
the rich and that they in turn will
care for the laboring poor.
--Ibid

"create jobs" for people in your district, Ms.
Alvarado? We ask again.
Humberto Garza, Civic Affairs Committee Chairman, San Jose GI Forum, and a group of people have
been discussing this issue for the past two years in an
effort to save Thunderbird golf course from Blanca's
Bulldozers.
THE LEADER reported that Blanca Alvarado was
proposing that over $330,000 of the taxpayers' money
be spent to ,.develop the area... Untrue? Well, the same
figures were reported in the San Jose MERCURY on
April29, 1985? Did they lie also?
Ms. Alvarado told Mr. Garza that she would no
longer meet with ANY group wanting to discuss that
situation as long as David Sierra (editor, THE
LEADER) was present. There can be future meetings without D.S., Ms. Alvarado, but we don't think
he's the problem. You're the one talking to the people
with the bulldozers.
THE LEADER has offered to give Ms. Alvarado
equal space (and still does) to correct errors she said we
made in our July article. Ms. Alvarado chooses not to
correct the record. And we can understand why not.
How do you explain to people that though "jobs"
may be created, THEYMAYLOSE THEIR HOMES
in the process?
However, Control Data Corporation ofMinneapplis,
Minn. probably says, ,.Thanks, Alvarado, for your help
thus far. You're doin' good. Keep up the good work.
Remember, our research and demographic studies show
that Chicanos don't vote anyway!"
The story we hear was that in 1983 she asked for I 0
acres for development. Now she wants NINE AND A
HALF SQUARE MILES!
Mr. Humberto Garza informed Ms. Alvarado
that San Jose GI Forum had committed itself to
trying to save the vitally needed golf course for the
eastside. She told Mr. Garza, ''There are OTHER GI
Forum chapters in the city.''
What this apparently means, friends, is that she can
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PROBABLY find a GI Forum member, somewhere
willing to say for the record that the people on th~
eastside DON'T NEED Thunderbird Golf Course. But it
probably won't be someone who ever USES it. One can
always find a HOUSE MEXICAN when one wants one
'
que no? Anyone care to guess who the puppet is going
to be?
Since Blanca Alvarado runs a consulting business
on East Santa Clara Street near King Road, and will be
in the proposed Free Enterprise Zone we can understand
why she is in favor of it.
A Monetary Contributions Received Form that THE
LEADER has obtained listing contributions made to
Ms. Blanca Alvarado from 1/1/85 to 3/17/85 includes
three developers, one apartment owner, one engineer,
and one planner, all people who could conceivably
benefit from her expansion plans.
We're not saying it's wrong to accept those monies, what we ARE saying is human nature being what
it is, now that they have given HER something they
probably want something in return. Right? A Free
Enterprise Zone? Your Home? The Golf Course? No
need to answer, B.A.
hose opposing the destruction of
Thunderbird suspect that the Council
woman and those in cahoots with her aren't
really interested in "creating jobs for Chicanos" as they
say. We suspect that what is really going to happen is
that the City of San Jose will change the zoning for that
area. Thunderbird will be tom down.
Then there will come a change of plans. No high tech
business development. How about high-rise apartments
instead? You know, pack the people in like sardines,
create more traffic for King and Story, more riders for
the transit system, and more voters for you-know-who.
Don't hold your breath while all this comes to
fruition. By the time all that development takes place,
Blanca Alvarado will probably be running for the Assembly or some other office.
Her city council seat in the next election will remain
hers, say political observers, only by the infusion of
huge amounts of money for a mass media campaign.
And guess where that money is coming from? Right.
Now you are learning about politics. But don't go away,
there is more.

T

"DO YOU WANT A
FREE ENTERPRISE ZONE
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Goglio Speaker at
March Meeting
April, 1971 THE LEADER
by E. David Sierra
David Gaglio, candidate for City of San Jose Mayor,
was our speaker at the March 1971 meeting.
Mr. Gaglio indicated that he was NOT aware of the
problems of the Mexican Americans and told the
South San Jose Chapter Chairman that he (Fred
Alanis) probably wasn't aware of the problems of the
Italian American community.
Mr. Gaglio indicated that if he was elected Mayor he
would be willing to sit down and listen to our problems.
NOTE TO MR. GOGLIO: If you haven't taken the
time to learn of the wants and needs of the Chicano
after four years on the council, Mr. Gaglio, we must
conclude that you just don't give a damn!!
Also, we don't have the time to educate unconcerned
politicians such as yourself. We can better serve the
City of San Jose by finding and encouraging Chicano
politicians to serve the Chicano interests. However,
thank you for speaking at our meeting. • • • • •

EVEN IF IT COSTS YOU
YOUR HOME?
FREE ENTERPRISE?
TheCityofSanJosewantstocreatea9-112SQUARE
MILE enterprise zone (see page 526) in which business
and personal taxes are reduced, processing of new
development permits is expedited, and a number of
small business assistance programs are made available.
Included in the area to be given these perks is the
street on which Ms. Alvarado has HER business, and
yes, where the San Jose GI Forum building is located.
For someone who has a little money to invest, it's a
beautiful scheme. But how about those families who
will LOSE THEIR HOMES? Who is going to go doorto-door explaining THAT to the people who live in the
area? Don't expect the Councilwoman.
ALL OF THIS, according to Susan Carbon, Senior
Staff Analyst of the City of San Jose's Office of Center
City Development, is to "CREATE JOBS."
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Beat it, Jocylyn?
--E. David Sierra
Article in THE LEADER

Signs That The End is Near

S.J. GI Forum that "nothing in the article is true."
NOT TRUE, that you haveaskedforover$330,000
of the taxpayers' money for this project, Alvarado?
For studies and what else?
NOT TRUE that more golf courses have been shut
down than BUILT in the last 15 years and that
Thunderbird is the most accessible golf course in the
Valley for those deciding to play on a moment's notice?
NOT TRUE that you said you couldn't drop the idea
of this development because the Cityof San Jose had
already spent $150,000 and if the idea were dropped the
money would have been ill spent?
NOT TRUE that after the $60,000,000 went down
the drain in the paper money game the City
Councilmembers, including yourself, got a raise in
salary?
NOT TRUE that we said we were in favor of your
development, whatever it is, if you would just build
it somewhere else and forget about tearing down a
badly needed golf course?

Former U.S. Attorney General Jocylyn Elders
suggested recently (on her way out of the Clinton
administration) that masturbation should be taught
in the public schools!
Or, at least thaes the way this ignorant Mexican
heard it. Perhaps she was following in the footsteps
of those who crave public controversy as a strategem
to make their names "household words" prior to
foisting a book on us. OK, as a marketing tool.
Foolish, as a statement by a public official.
One suggestion: If ies such a good idea, Ms.
Elders, make up an application blank, rent a room,
and start a school. But, don't tell me that MY kid
HAS to go take a class in doing something that he
can figure out for himself.
What's next, a class in learning how to fornicate chickens? Get serious.

NOT TRUE that there has already been
discussion about building high-rise apartment buildings instead of your proposed development, once the zoning has been changed?

All of these plans, believe it or not, are going full
speed ahead WITHOUT the City of San Jose even
having made an environmental impact report.
However, the City has plans to hire outside consultants (read this as expenditure of more of your hardearned taxpayers' dollars) to do the EIR because the
City of San Jose staff is "too busy" to do it themselves.
How much more money do you want, Blanca?
pproximate boundaries of the Free En
terprise Zone are King Road and Jack
son Avenue east, one mile north of 101
Hwy. north, Hwy. 17 and Highway 87 in the west, and
Tully Road south. If you live in these areas, ask your
Councilwoman (if you can find her) what plans she has
for YOUR neighborhood. If you don't you may find out
what she has in mind when the bulldozers arrive on your
street and start taking Blanca-bites out of your house.
NOTHING IS TRUE?
Discussing the article on her efforts in the July issue
of THE LEADER, Councilwoman Alvarado told
Humberto Garza, Civic Affairs Committee Chairman,

NOT TRUE that a City of San Jose Recreation
Department report has recommended that the city BUll...D
more golf courses rather than tear down the ones we
already have?
NOT TRUE that you apologized to us at the GI
Forum Building meeting on June lOth for 'not keeping
in touch' on the issue as you had promised?
NOT TRUE that you told us that your first priority
for the 5th District is creating jobs?
NOT TRUE that you admitted that East San Jose is
sadly lacking in green and open space?
OT TRUE that at the meeting of
June lOth you were asked if you had
irevocable commitments to anyone regarding this matter and that you said you did not?
(At the July 12th San Jose GI Forum meeting our
Civic Affairs Chairman reported that you said that
you have been working on this project for TWO
YEARS and you had commitments you HAD TO
KEEP). Is that not mendacious?
NOT TRUE that you said that you had NOT READ
former Rec Director Louis Hernandez's report recommending more golf courses two months after it was

A

N
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submitted to you? What ARE you reading these days,
Ms. Alvarado?
NOT TRUE that you did not advise us on Monday,
June I Othofthemeeting on Wednesday, June 12th, after
earlier having apologized to us for 'not keeping in touch'
on this issue?
NOT TRUE that your office said that concerned
individuals and organizations had been advised of
the June 12th meeting by mail and that San Jose GI
Forum and the management of Thunderbird golf
Course, just to mention two interested parties, were
NOT advised by mail?
NOT TRUE? Really? Swear on a stack of bibles?
Just what was it about our July article that was not true,
Ms. Alvarado?
We extend an open invitation to you, to take as much
pace as you wish, to correct the record. If you do so, we
will then issue a formal, public apology to you because
we did not correctly interpret your remarks and your
intentions.
IMPORTANT
Please know. T hose opposed to tearing down
Thunderbird are NOT against construction that will
create ''jobs''. WetbinkjobsareneededforChicanos.
But Chicanos need golf courses, public parks, and
playgrounds also. Why not build it where it does not
destroy a green area? W hat is so magic about that
site?
In Dec. 1983, Ms. Alvarado said that that area was
not really desirable to big money investors because it
was a "high crime area" as she put it. Why is it NOW
desirable to big money investors? Que La Llorona ya

Who Gets The Credit?
In 1996, Frank Caballero and I were standing outside the
Center for Training and Careers building in San Jose just after
a San Jose GI Forum meeting, when Victor Garza joined us.
Frank and I had been discussing the latest successful Cinco de
Mayo festival sponsored by our chapter.
"What I like about this organization," I said, "is that we
do a lot of good work, and nobody seems to care who gets the
credit, as long as the work gets done."
"I CARE WHO GETS THE CREDIT, Victor interjected, "I want to get credit for everything that I do!
Frank and I just looked at each other.
From that day on, I never looked at Victor Garza quite the
same way agajn. • • • • •
11

11
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Aquatic Aerobics

The swimmers
at Mayfair Village begun taking Aquatic
Aerobics classes in the summer of
2004. AA is a fancy word
,
for exercise, led by
Michelle, who graciously
gave of her time to
lead ·unack to heal
Did she
succeed?
Well .:.
next Q!

espanto a todos los criminales?
The next time you see your Councilwoman ask her
why she insists on tearing down the only really accessible golf course in the Santa Clara Valley. But don't
hold your breath waiting for an answer. As we have
found out recently, politicians don't HAVE to tell you
the truth, and unless you are a big $$$$ contributor to
their campaign, probably WON'T.
EDITOR'S NOTES: It has now been seventeen
years since this article was written. The City Council
finally relented and allowed the golf course to remain,
but it does not have the "spirit" that it had before, nor
does it appear to be as remunerative. You don't see the
masses of cars parked there in the afternoon with people
enj oying a casual round of golf and then socializing in
the clubhouse. We said that houses would be torn down .
Haven't they? The National Hispanic University never
moved into the area. What does Free Enterprise Zone
mean? How does it benefit the local residents? Is there
more traffic congesti on now? Of course there is ! WHO
WASLYING? •••••

Working Together
The idea that people working together toward a
common goal can accomplish more than people
working by themselves is a well-established
principle of social psychology.
--Robert Slavin
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Senator Fullabull
Reports from
Washington
April 1984
The Leader
(DING DONG CITY)-- We are sending this newsletter to our constituents this early in the year because
(l) it's free, and (2) because many, many pressing
problems vital to the security of America have arisen
lately. And they call for decisive, positive, aggressive
action .. . which we all know can ONLY come from
THIS office.
e hope you enjoyed the holidays and
that Santa brought you another batch
of striped ties. We hope you had a nice
Christmas dinner at the Rescue Mission (Hi, General Ed
Meese!) We also hope you enjoyed the Midnight mass
if you were able to get through the muggers, car thieves ,
and wierdos on our streets at night.
Did you enjoy the Super Bowl? The Fullabulls
watched it from our car at the Taco Bell in Arlington,
VA. We were not invited to the White House this year.
The little Fullabull wet Nancy's red carpet last year, so
we understand.

W

***
Fernando Fullabull Jr. asked me why the President
ca lled Coach FlorEEZ in the Raiders' locker room.

Well, I answered, what would YOU do if some
network nerdbrain stuck a mike in front of your
honker and you knew there were 80,000,000 people
listenin' to your conversation?"
"Say something stupid!" Fernie answered.
You know, I told Mrs. Full abull, that boy's gonna be
a U.S. Sen'tor someday.
rs . Tricka Davoters of Pacoima wrote
and asked me what I thought of Nancy
Reagan sitting on Mr. T's lap in the White
House. Well, I think Mrs. Reagan can sit anywhere she
WANTS to. But, my momma taught US that nice girls
never sit on a m an's lap. For ANY reason. What ah'd

M

rather know is what the Prez'dent thinks of it.

***

Da-bid Mountainrange of San Jose, Calif. wrote to
ask me what he can do about his nam e appearing in the
Dept. of California newsletter, implying that his humor
is hysterically comical and juve nile.

I replied to Mr. Mountainrange that we both
know the readers in San Jose don't read the humor
in his newspaper. They KNOW it is just "filler".
Anyway, they prefer the humor of Lobo, Tyrone, et
al. The humor is intended for the folks in the suburbs
(Los Angeles, Dogpatch, Gila Bend, Podunk, Ajo,
Peoria, Dilley, etc.).
Mr. U .R. Adammrnfool of Locke, Calif. wrote to ask
what I thought of Bob Hope going over to the Middle
East to entertain our Peacekeeping Sitting Ducks.
Fernando Fullabull Jr. and myself thought the gags
were a bit dated, the humor forced, and Hope an old fart
trying to relive his youth. Fernie says the John Wayne
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jokes are dated. He also said some of Our Boys looked
like they were ORDERED to laugh. Or else ... shore
duty! We both think he should retire. His next comment
was: Why didn't he STAY?
El Crime, de Ia calle Brooklyn in East Los, wrote and
asked me to find out for him where Santa Claus was born
and who were his parents?
Well, that's easy Crimey. First, he is a Chicano. I
know lots of Chicanos named Santos. Everyone knows
that he is the son of Sandy and Tasha Claus. He's not
their REAL son. Someone left him at the doorstep and
they adopted him and named him Santo. Later, some
hooky changed it to Santa cause Santos was a bit
effeminate and it sounded more sexy. That's true. And,
yes, those ARE designer jeans. By Fred-Rick's of
Holywood.
Elke Sakalamota of Strathmore wrote and asked,
who was it in American history that said, "Watch what
we do not what we say?"
ell, follow taxpayers, that was former
Attorney General John Mitchell. The
last time I watched him on television he
was arriving to serve time at some federal pen in Alabama. I think just sending him to Alabama would have
been enuff.

W

Lobo the WonderDog wrote from Grenada to
ask what I thought of Jesse Jackson running for
President.
I think Mr. Jackson can run for anything he wants to.
God bless him. He talks about rainbow coalitions. Who's
he runnin' with, Judy Garland? Ah think he is about to
get a harsh political lesson. If you believe that the back
room boys and the big-cigarpolitical bosses are going to
let a flashy preacher come in and eat their lunch, then I
want to interest you in an Edsel.
Ima Nottoobrite of Signal Hill wrote to ask me what
I thought of the proposed Reagan Library at Stanford
University?

I answered him, Stanford is for intellects.
Reagan went to some podunk college in Dlinois. Why not build his monument at Tampico
where he was born, at Dixon where he was
raised, or at MGM where he got his education? What's his connection with Stanford
anyway?
Other than, like many of us, he probably wishes he
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Defense Contractors
QUESTION: How many defense contractors
does it take to change a light bulb?
ANSWER: Ten to find the bulb in the
6,000,000 square foot warehouse.
Six to hold the ladder.
One to put it on.
Fourteen to write press releases explaining to
the world press why it is in humanity's best interests to have it done.

An innumerable number of persons to
translate the releases into as many languages
as there are member nations in the U.N. to
make sure the entire world gets the message.
One to hold the Bible asking God's blessing on
this noble endeavor.
Two to wave flags to demonstrate that it is
very American to change a bulb when it has gone
bonkers.
One to show to the president to prove that it is
NOT a weapon of mass destruction.
Another person to hand carry the old bulb to a
waste dump in New Mexico.
Sixteen bartenders to serve drinks to all those
involved in another successful good old American undertaking. • • • • •

HAD gone there. Ah think it should be built at Bonzo
Studios in Hollywood, or behind that radio station in
Des Moines.
Sioux Mirla in Chico, asked me what I thought of her
community passing an ordinance mandating a penalty
of $500 and 6 months in jail for anyone detonating an
atomic bomb within the city limits of Chico.
Ms. Mirla, I replied, if anyone detonates an atomic
bomb in Chico there won't be enough of it left to build
a hobby horse for a Spanish fly, so don't worry. Move to
Yettem, dear.
Fernando Fullabull, Jr. asked me the other night
what I thought of 68 more names being added to the
Vietnam Memorial in D.C.?

Well, I think they should put on the names of all
who died there. Also the names of all the Congressmen who voted funds to fight an undeclared war, the
(Cont. on Pg 532)
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O.J. Sin1pson,
Nicole Sin1pson &
Ronald Goldn1an
Few subjects have fascinated me as much in my
adult life as the O.J. Simpson murder case. For a number
of reason . I remember when I first heard about "The
Chase" I was at work. I remember telling the people I
was working with that no matter what Simpson did or
did not do, there was no way in hell that any jury in Los

Senator Fullabull
(Cont. from Pg 531)

names of all Presidents who kept it going, and a
symbol to represent the $80,000,000 per day it cost to
light it, etc.
El Mil Amores de Azusa, wrote and asked me what
I thought of the Grace Commission Report.
Well, the Grace Commission has been investigating
ri p-offs of the American taxpayer by government defense contrac tors who charge $96 for a simple screw that
you and I can go buy for about 10 cents.
There are screws and there are better screws. I know
you can get a screw at a hardware store for about 4 cents,
but maybe for $9 1 more you get a better screw. But to
your Senator Fullabull it is a bit much. Maybe The
Actor's friends need the money.
nyway, keep the cards and letters coming,
folks. And don't forget a "green" contribu
tion, being as how it is s-o-o-o-o close to St.
Patrick's Day. (Don't forget to visit your friends in jail
right after the holiday!).

A

We feel that we are really representing YOU here
in Washington to the best of our ability. Money talks.
Remember that. So keep sending in those contributions.
We have much important work to do and we need
yo ur help to do it. As we go back after the recent New
Year's Recess, we have to address the question of our
next raise. You know, the way the law is written, if we
do n't vote it down, it passes automatically. Now, isn't

Angeles was going to
fi nd him guilty of anything. HE WALKS , I
stated emphatically.
I hurried home to
watch it on TV . My
wife, Gloria, was already viewing it. As I
watched it, I made comments, many of which she didn't
like because she did not believe that a person ofSimpson's
stature would do a horrible
thing like murder the wife
of his children. I didn't think
so either but I have worked
in an alcohol/drugs rehabilitation faci lity for over 15
years and I have met some
very personable and wonderful people. But, they are
thugs, capable of doing any
crime you can imagine. Why
not Simpson?
I had questions. Many
of them.

TRIAL
QF THE

CENTURY!

Q: Why "the chase"?
A: Isn't putting a gun to your head and threatening to kill
yourself a self-admission of guilt? Why write what
sounds like a "suicide" note unless you feel that you are
going to kill yourself or someone else is going to kill
you? Did some lawyer advise him to do it to get public
sympathy? A very strange way to mourn the death of
your children's mother and to begin the hunt for her
slayer!

Q: Why did Simpson have $8-10,000 in cash on him
THAT a smart way for us to get a raise? We stayed up
all night dreamin' that one up!
And remember that if you thinkin' about suing us, it
also includes the Supreme Court Justices . Who do you
think would hear the case if you sued to stop our raises.
THAT'S RIGHT ! Now, wasn't that clever? We didn't
just fall off the turnip truck, you know. But, that is still
six months away, but is never too early when you want
to fool the taxpayers.

We also have to work on getting re-elected, which
as you all know, is our most important mission here.
By, now ... Remember ... We Love You. • • •
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as the press reported? Why a passport? Why a
mask?
A: Going to take his children to Disneyland, is what he
said. Why do you need a mask to get into Disneyland?
Wasn't he going to pay? Or a passport? Using the
children to get sympathy for himself from the public, is
what I think. Orange County (Disneyland) is in America,
OJ. Your slayed wife used to live there. Remember?
More likely, OJ was going to flee the
country, and the mask would help
him get across the Mexican border.
Q: With all his very wealthy friends,
why wasn't a Find the Killers Fund
started, offering millions of dollars
for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the killers?
A: I believe that Simpson's friends,
who were aware of the relationship
between O.J. and his wife and their
various friends, believed from Day
One that Simpson did the crime. They
wisely decided to put some distance
between themselves and 0 .J. and not
get entangled in it.
Q: Many of his best friends, Marcus
Allen for one, stayed very far away
from Simpson after they heard the
facts of the case. W hy?
A: For the reasons stated above, I
believe.
Q: What happened to the "other" bag that Simpson
took to Chicago but did not bring back to his horne on
Rockingham?
A: I believe that Robert Kardashian, an old friend of
OJ's, picked it up at the airport and destroyed it and the
contents.
Q: Why did Robert Kardashian suddenly decide to
apply to practice law again?

WARNING!
If you see a white Bronco with California

license plates 3CWZ798 cruising your
neighborhood, gather up the kids and
make it to Grandma's house, quick! It's
OJ Simpson.
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A: Maybe so he could plead the client-lawyer relationship and not have to answer any questions about O.J., his
ex-wife, and the contents of the bag that disappeared.
Q: Where was Simpson for the crucial time of 30-45
minutes that he cannot account for? Hitting golf
balls against the building? At night?
A: Do you play golf? Do you know anyone who would
"dirty" their clubs before flying cross country to play
go lf with influential friends ?
Doesn't sound plausible.
Q: Why didn't Kato Kailen and
OJ eat their burgers together after they went back horne from
McDonald's?Whydidhetip$100
at McDonalds?
A: I believe that Houseguest Kato
was supposed to provide the alibi
that Simpson needed to account for
the time. The huge tip was so the
waitress would remember that
Simpson had been there. They probably didn't eat together because
Simpson left the house as soon as
he and Ka to returned from
McDonald's.
Q: Why did he leave the Bronco
parked on the street if he was
going to be out of town? In
Brentwood?
A: For me, this is one of the strangest acts OJ committed that night. Brentwood residents
just don't leave their cars out at night. NOT in that
neighborhood. OJ's Bronco is identical to one owned by
AI Cowlings, his buddy. My theory is: OJ wanted his
Bronco to be seen on the street. Later, Cowlings would
come by, take OJ's Bronco and leave his own. Perhaps
to clean OJ's truck, or to dispose of it completely ..
Q: Why didn't anyone ask O.J. to demonstrate just
exactly where, when and HOW he cut his finger with
a water glass?
A: Have him show us exactly how he cut his finger. Did
he throw the glass? Did he slam it against the sink? Do
it, to show how his fi nger got cut the way it did.
Q: How does he explain his wife's blood in his Bronco?
How does he explain Ronald Goldman's blood in his
Bronco?
A: He didn't. He didn't have to. He did not testify.
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Simpson was eager to testify, his attorney said. I believe
that was "posturing" for public consumption. I don't
think attorneys like Cochran, Bailey, and Shapiro are
dumb enough to put a guilty man on the witness stand.
I believe that they think he did it, but of course are not
going to say it publicly. They ARE his employees.
Q: Do people that know him think that he did it?
A: I personally asked at least four former NFL players,
who know Simpson, Did he do it? All have answered,
No question about it, he did it, he's capable of it. Without
hesistancy.
Q: Is Simpson a violent man. Enough to do what he

was accused of doing?
A: Any person who made his living in the National
Football League is violent enough to commit that crime.
Violence is nothing new to them.

Q: What happened to the clothes he was wearing the
night he and Kato went out for burgers? Did anyone
ask him what happened to them?
A: I believe Robert Kardashian wound up with them and
got rid of them.
Q: When he was told by the police that his wife had
been murdered, why didn't he ask how and where?
A: Because he already knew the answer?
Q: Where was the case won?
A: I believe it was when Johnnie Cochran started to
"nigger-talk" the jury. They were made to recall all the
old injustices perpetrated upon their kind by an unjust
America, and here was their chance to take care of one
of their own, show a racist America that they can't
perpetrate an injustice against one of their biggest,
baddest role models who was cutting a swath through
white America and making it big.
In Simi Valley, perhaps, they would find him guilty.
But, not here. Not now. The Simpson defense lawyers
put the Los Angeles Police Department on trial, rather
than spending time defending the actions of their client.
There were horrendous mistakes made by the
LAPD, certainly, especially in the handling of the
blood samples, but Ronald Goldman's blood in
Simpson's Bronco simply was never explained. Can
it be????
The American system ofjurisprudence calls for a person
being judged by a jury of his peers. Simpson certainly
was, and found not guilty. Case closed. The ironic thing
about this case was that White America almost unanimously believes that he got away with murder. Black

America rejoiced at the decision, and why not, one of
theirs got justice in an American courtroom. For once.

I remember telling my co-workers the day after
the murders that no matter what Simpson did, even
murder, that there was no jury in downtown Los
Angeles that would fmd him guilty of anything. HE
WILL WALK, I said emphatically.
Now, you try him somewhere else and he's toast.
I'm still not sure that OJ Simpson himself killed
Nicole Brown Simpson or Ronald Goldman, but I believe he caused them to be killed.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Many of the opinions I have of the OJ Simpson case
stem from my reading of Lawrence Schiller and James
Willwerth's book AMERICAN TRAGEDY, Avon
Books, New York, July 1997. • • • • •

O.J.

--How's it gonna end?

This article appeared in THE LEADER, official newsletter of San Jose GI Forum in the middle of
the OJ Simpson trial. Just one man's opinion.
--E. David Sierra.
THE O.J. THING-- YOU might be concerned more
about baseball, but the action is in L.A. at the OJ
Simpson trial.

First question: OJ, how was driving up and down
the LA. freeways with a gun pointed at your own
head going to help the police find your wife's assassin?
Was it to distract the police while somebody else
made a less auspicious exit from LA?

H

OW IS IT GOING TO
END? THAT'S VERY EASY.
Prediction: Nicole's sister will de-

mand to be put on the witness stand again . this time
bringing a big onion with her so that the tears look more
authentic.
As the trial grinds to a close in the winter of 1999, OJ
will propose to Prosecutor Marcia Clark from the witness stand. She will accept. Judge Ito will marry them on
the spot. OJ will insist that she show us her underwear
since she allowed us to see OJ's underwear in the
courtroom.
OJ will hurdle the attorneys' table on the way out of
(Cont. on Pg 535)
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Mario's Bull---- Telegram
Dec. 14, 1967
Mario Vazquez was elected California GI Forum
Chairman in June 1967. In less than thirty days, he
caught "Potomoc Fever" and apparently decided that
running the California GI Forum was not enough of a
challenge for a man of his many, many talents. So he set
out to change the world.
On Dec. 14, 1967 he dispatched the following

O.J. -How's it gonna end?
(Cont. from Pg 534)
the courtroom, like he used to run through airports for
Hertz.
While Marcia is dictating copy of her new book,
"I MARRIED THE MAN I ACCUSED" to her
literary agent, OJ's new lawyer, El Nopalito, wiD
serve her with divorce papers, saying, "Thanks a lot,
sucker, but he's had enough of people using him for
their own benefit. The joke's on you, lady! And, by
the way, comb your hair!"
Johnnie Cochran and Robert Shapiro will admit that
they have become "very fond" of each other and leave
for an extended vacation at their chateau in San Francisco.
F. Lee Bailey will drive back to Boston in a semitruck hauling lots of OJ's loot because he had the gonads
to ask the tough questions.
Just before announcing that it has all been a BIG
mistake, Judge Ito will drop his robe in court, mooning the jury. He will be wearing a UCLA footbaU
jersey. Flashbulbs will pop. Ito will exclaim, "Remember November 1967!"
One juror will comment, "Nice butt, no head ...
Each juror's relatives will be selling his/her books
outside the courtroom immediately after the court is
adjourned.
OJ's home will be sold and converted into a Murder
Museum. AI Cowlings will take tickets at the door. OJ
will sign ANYTHING you bring in for $1,000 a pop.
Nicole's condo will be sold and converted into a
parking lot with shuttle service to OJ's home. Kato
Kaelin will drive the bus.
Too silly? ••• Well, how serious do you think it's
been thus far?
•••••

telegram to State Executive Secretary Abelardo Martinez:

1234P PST DEC 14 67 LB26 7
L WA057 PD WASHINGTON DC 14
322P EST
ABELARDO MARTINEZ
EXECUTIVE SECTY
AM Gl FORUM OF CALIF
1116 BEAUMONT DR
SAN JOSE CALIF
WILL COMPLETE WORK WITH INTERAGENCY IN WASHINGTON TODAY.
HAVE APPOINTMENT AT UNITED NATIONS IN NEW YORK AT TWO OCLOCK
PM. ORGANIZED PHOENIX Gl FORUM
CHAPTER IN 18 HOURS. HAVE LEAD
ON PANAMA CANAL CHAPTER.
CHANGE MEMBERSHIP TO TWELVE
MONTHS BASIS EFFECTIVE JANUARY
11968
MARIO R VAZQUEZ
STATE CHAIRMAN.
NOW ••. how's that for a hard charging executive?
Some of the boys passed the telegram around at the next
San Jose GI Forum meeting, and we laughed so hard we
damned near peed in our pants! C'mon. Mario!
EDITOR'S NOTE: At one point in his administration, Mario Vazquez came to a San Jose Chapter meeting to make a report. SJ members had questioned his
Treasurer's report at a state board meeting and he and his
Executive Secretary Joe Sarzoza brought us an
.. amended" report. He also asked us for .. travel expenses ..... from Santa Clara to San Jose, as God is our
witness.
Pat Vasquez motioned that we give him a baloney
sandwich and 50 cents for gas! Motion seconded, and
passed unanimously!
One of the highlights of my first term as SJ chapter
chairman. • • • • •
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*Reward Offered

Lobo is Missing!
The Leader, Sept. '82
by Tyrone
(FROM PARTS UNKNOWN) -- Lobo, the Vida
Nueva mutt, has been reported to the authorities as
mi sing, by V.N. Director Sid Haro.
It is feared that because of the
very high value of this dog, who
was being hailed as the Dog of
the Year, he may have been
dognapped.
"This is the biggest crisis
which has confronted the San Jose
GI Forum since our refrigerator
quit on us eight years ago," said
an unidentified spokesman.
THE LEADER has volunteered all of its investigative reporters to Mr. Haro to find Lobo
before our baseball team has to
play another game. Meanwhile,
Sid and the team have been praying for rain.
"We can't go in and play another tough one without
Lobo," he said, "You remember what he did last time?"
We asked Mr. Haro if he had any idea where Lobo
may have gone, assuming that he was not dognapped.
"Well, Tyrone, I remember a conversation we
had with Lobo last summer when he mentioned
something about wanting to better himself. He talked
about going to night school."
Could he possibly have enrolled at some school out
of the area and then left the Vida Nueva house without
telli ng anyone "" we asked.
"It's possible," he replied, "You know Lobo was a
very independent thinking dog. He had his own paper
route, and his own telephone, and a checking account at
that bank across the street. That's why we hired him to
provide security at Vida Nueva."
"lfyou knew for sure that he was going to school out

of the area, where is the most logical place that he would
go? What do you think?" we continued.
"Well, he's always wanted to be a police dog, you
know. That goes back to his heritage. He's a German
Shepherd. My guess is that if he is going to school out of
the area, he's probably on his way to enroll at the Police
Academy at Quantico, Virginia."
"But why would he walk?"
"Well, he supports President
Reagan, you know. He wants to do
things for himself instead of relying on the government supported
AMTRAK system, or the government supported airlines, or the government supported bus lines."
Lobo's whereabouts remain a
complete mystery. A phone call to
Washingtont D.C. produced no results. An anonymous administration spokesman blamed it on the
Democrats.
A few days ago THE LEADER
staff received an urgent phone call
from a couple traveling through Nevada who claim to
have seen Lobo at the roulette tables in Vegas. But that
claim was hastily dismissed because Lobo has no vices.
You are urged to be on the lookout for Lobo.
*One can of ALPO and a short beer. • • • • •

Think
Whether you think you can

or
think you cannot,
you're right.
--Henry Ford
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RESIGNATION,
Editor, THE FORUMEER
August 1977
Albuquerque, New Mexico

t one point in time I was
simultaneously editing
THE LEADER, the San
Jose GI Forum newsletter; the State
of California newspaper; and THE
FORUMEER, the American GI
Forum's nationally distributed newspaper.
Too much power vested in one
individual, I used to tell my close
friends, but I enjoyed doing it. I had
total control of the press in the American GI Forum. Not a healthy situation.

A

W

e remember a conversation I had with AI
Hernandez of San Leandro GI Forum
one night at The Bahia restaurant in
Santa Clara. I didn•t care for the man because he was
trying to be elected California GI Forum state chairman
and I never felt that he was dedicated to our organization. I felt that he just wanted the office for his own
selfish purposes.
Anyway, in the middle of a discussion about that,
I told him, "AI, if you ever get elected State Chairman, I would resign as editor of the newspaper
immediately. On the spot!"
.. No, you wouldn•t," he said, "You like being editor.
It would kill you. You wouldn•t quit. ..
We always remembered being elected by the
general membership to be Editor of THE FORUMEER,
our national newspaper. Iwas elected to present a posi-
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tive image of the American GIForum, to cover activities
of chapters in every state, and to involve us in issues vital
to Chicanos.
I never catered to nor gave a damn what the top
leaders thought of my performance. I knew what the
chairmen wanted in their newspaper ... their picture ...
their friends• pictures ... and positive information about
them. They wanted a constant stream of warm air blown
up their ass, whether they deserved it or not. Period.
Sometime during the 1977 national convention in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, after a few beers with a
few friends in the bar of the Sheraton Hotel, I decided
to resign, but dido 't tell anyone.
I went to a FORUMEER Committee meeting and
was very disappointed that the National Chairman Tony
Morales and our national founder, Dr. Hector P. Garcia,
my most outspoken critics, did not show up. They liked
to bitch privately to their friends about my efforts but
would not come to a committee meeting so that we could
get into particulars. You don•t have to be very smart to
figure out that their bitching was personal and had
nothing to do with the quality of our organizational
newspaper.
If they had questions about the editing of their
national newspaper, they could have gotten direct and
candid answers from the editor David Sierra and circulation manager Fred Vazquez, both of whom went
prepared to respond to anyone•s inquiries.

''Dr. Garcia and
Tony Morales liked
to bitch about the
paper but they didn't
have the huevos to
do it in my face!''
Fred Vazquez, circulation manager and I had a long
conversation in the bar. He was getting very tired of
handling all the changes to the mailing list, and having
to fight with the national office (Bernie Sandoval of
Beeville, Texas) to get paid for our efforts. It was a
constant battle and he was tired and ready to jump ship.
I decided to jump with him, but again told no one. On the
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second day of the convention, early in the morning, I did
what I always did ... put a one page FORUMBER written
report atop each seat in the convention hall, giving
members information about how many copies had been
printed and detailing the costs to the American GI
Forum. Also, an inventory list of equipment belonging
to the organization which was in our possession.
t the conclusion of my report to the general
membership, I reached behind me to a large
package atop a chair behind the podium,
put it on the table directly in front of National Chairman
Tony Morales and said,

A

"Mr. Chairman, it has been a pleasure being
FORUMEER editor since 1968. I said many years
ago that when the time came that it was no longer fun
doing it, I would resign. Well, I quit!''
I thanked the rank and file members for having
had confidence in my abilities, apologized for mistakes I had made, waved goodbye to the assembly,
walked away from the podium, and out the door to
the bar of the Sheraton Hotel.
The next editor, Robert Cuellar, promised the American GI Forum pie in the sky and bye and bye and became
the new editor. Immediately after becoming editor, he
told me in the cocktail lounge of the Sheraton that there
was no way in hell that he was going to publish 12 issues
of the paper for $14,000 per year. And he didn't.
It became a newspaper that was printing government puff pieces exactly as they came from the government agencies.
Very little editorializing. Very little news stories
about what chapters were doing around the country.
You could read the bulletin board at any U.S. post
office and get the same information that was being
printed in THE FORUMEER. Government information
handouts. A horrible waste of paper and the opportunity
to tell the country about our fine organization. Sad but
true.

EDITOR'S NOTE: In 1999ataSanJose
GI Forum meeting, someone passed around
a book purporting to be a history of the
American GI Forum. Would you believe it?
No mention at all of THE FORUMBER, our
nationally distributed newspaper. A GI Forum history book?
Cuentenselo a mis nalgas!

•••••

~bJtos lit
tleB~Ace~o
This editorial was first published in EL
EXCENTRICO magazine on April 20, 1965, when
Edmund G. Brown was Governor of California.
I see by the local rag that the Governor has asked for
return of the braceros to "save" our crops
aturally the growers are all for it Where else
can you get slave labor for 80 cents per
hour? Where else can you get workers who
can't bargain for their wages?
Where else can you get people to work sunup to
sundown, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays without
complaining? Where else people who will not complain
if they live in a barracks without windows, showers,
toilet facilities, and heating?
The American grower is taking advantage of a
nationality of people who live in hunger and poverty
And the officials in the Mexican government, who
negotiate the contracts, are letting them get away with it.
Picture this situation: A Mexican official says: "Fine,
amigos Americanos, you can have 50,000 Mexican
citizens to help in the harvest of your crops But we just
found out that American workers want $2.00 per hour to
do the work our men have been doing for 85 cents per
hour. Our men will go at $2 per hour"

N

I will guarantee you, my Mexican American
friends, that it wouldn't take too damned long for our
grower friends to discover that American citizens
can pick ANY crop just as well as any other nationality if the price is right!
an, I might be lacking a formal education
and maybe I haven't been around the
world ten times, or even once; but I have
a heckuva lot more pride in the American people than
our Governor

M

Remember, Governor, in the days of the 13
colonies, the might of the British Empire? Thirteen unorganized colonies dare to revolt and
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wage war against the mightiest nation on the
face of God's earth and WON!
Remember, Governor, in the dark days of the
early 19th century when German troops threatened
to overrun western Europe and a peace-loving nation named the United States of American decided
that things had gone far enough?
Americans from Kentucky, California, New York,
Washington, Colorado, and all other states in the union
tramped across France and pushed the German war
machine back across the Rhine. We fought and WON!
emember, Governor, the early days ofWorld
War II when Americans were in doubt about
how our troops would make out in the South
Pacific jungles, because as the book said, You Are
Fighting the Japanese Soldier in his Back Yard, On His
Terms?

R

Remember, Governor, reading about the tenacityoftheAmericanonMidway,Guadalcanai,Guam,
Saipan, Iwo Jima, Okinawa, Tarawa, Kwajelain,
Rabaul, New Guinea, Hollandia, Pelileu and other
God-forsaken places in the Pacific where Americans
paid with their lives, proving that Americans could
do the job? They also fought and WON!
Can a man of your assumed intelligence dare to tell
me that American citizens CAN•T pick strawberries,
grapes, cotton, oranges, tomatoes, lettuce, etc?
Can you tell me that in the early days of our country,
our frontiersmen had braceros to harvest their crops
because the work was too hard for them and they
preferred to live on welfare?
In our history, Governor, Americans have always
been able to do ANYTHING they wanted to do
IF they wanted to do it bad enough!!

IS SOMEONE TRYING TO TELL THIS
DUMB, UNEDUCATED MEXICAN THAT
AT LONG LAST, OUR UNITED STATES HAS
FOUND A STUMBLING BLOCK IT CANNOT HURDLE?
In the next issue ofEL EXCENTRICO, on May
5, 1965, I followed up with this Open Letter to the
Governor:
Dear Pat:
The way I see this bracero question currently bugging the Mexican American in the southwest and California, is thus:
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Lifetime Pass
After being appointed to the Santa Clara County
Fair board of directors by Supervisor Dan
McCorquodale, I served five years.
My reward was a fancy gold badge that allows
me and my guests to enter any Fair in the western
United States completely free of charge,
One bright summer day on our way to Los
Angeles, Gloria and I stopped by the San Luis
Obispo County Fair in Paso Robles.
Zzzzzzzzzz.
Zzzzzzzzzz.
The Sides: Growers who contribute handsomely to
your campaign funds, and the Mexican American workers who supply the votes to get your elected.
The Issue: Growers want to hire slave labor from
Mexico to pick their crops in this state, and the Mexican
American worker wants to rid the state of braceros so
that he is able to bargain for higher wages just as any
other American citizen.
he Dilemma: The Grower is intelligent, has
lots of money, and spends it in the political
campaign, and votes REPUBLICAN. The
Mexican American worker has very little money, has
little hope of getting much more until the state is rid of
braceros, and votes DEMOCRATIC. (That means you,
Pat, in case you•ve forgotten the people that put you in
office) every time, without questioning the official running for office.

T

Which side should the Governor try to please? The
majority or the moneymen? The ones who already have it,
or those trying to get a meager bit of it? Our American
citizens, or slave labor from a foreign country?
People who pay taxes to California and the United States;
or people who earn their money here and take it back to
Mexico?
THE SOLUTION: I see it as a matter of education,
amigos. The enlightened M-A must convince his fellow man
that he is being taken for granted by Sacramento and that the
present Governor only associates himself with the Mexican
American around election time.
And then ONLY BECAUSE THERE ARE MORE
MEXICAN AMERICAN VOTERS THAN GROWER AND
RANCHER VOTERS! • • • • •
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dan IPIIItl II usc
In November 1952 I had moved to Los Angeles to
attend Woodbury College. I aspired to a career in
journalism, specifically attending events such as the
Rose Bowl game, the NCAA finals, the Olympics, the
World Series, etc., and sending my reports back to the
Los Angeles TIMES. I read the sports pages from front
to back, even the box scores during baseball season. I
was obsessed with knowing all I could learn about
sports, especially football, basketball, baseball, and
track and field.
How naive can a country boy be?
he Toilers of Manuel Arts were playing
Washington in the final game of their South
em League season. They featured All City
halfbacks John Arnett and Grant Gridiron. (How's that
for a football player name?).

T

Manual won easily. When I found out that they
were the nearest school to where I lived at 4110 So.
Figueroa St., they became my adopted high schoo!· I
followed Manual Arts into the playoffs and the C1ty
of Los Angeles championship game in the L.A. Coliseum.
Arnett went on to a brilliant career at USC, making
All American. USC was in a down cycle when he went
there. They were not even the best team in Los Angeles
because they were facing the UCLA Bruins of coach
Red Sanders in their best years. In 1954 the Bruins were
declared National Champions by United Press International.
Did you know that Jon Arnett never scored a
touchdown on UCLA?
True. In his senior year, before a crowd of over
90,000 in the L.A. Coliseum, he took the game's opening
kickoff back 90 yards for a touchdown! Whistle! Called
back. All of the USC linemen had lined up offside! All
of 'em! Teedee nullified.
Eleven players on the field, 35 on the sidelines and
11 coaches and no one realized that ALL the linemen
were offside? Hard to believe, but true.
Arnett played in the NFL for the Chicago Bears and
the Los Angeles Rams.
The $64,000 question: What happened to Grant
Gridiron? Never heard from him again after the Los
Angeles City championship game. He seems to have
fallen off the edge of the earth. • • • • •

Toot! Toot!
Nov. 8, 1974
Not everyone in the state of Texas was convinced that I was trying to destroy the American
GI Forum by some of the controversial articles
which appeared in THE FORUMEER while I was
editor between 1968 and 1987. See the letter
below from the Pass City GI Chapter in Texas:
David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER
1680 Alum Rock Avenue
San Jose, CA 95116
Dear David:
Knowing you are the type of individual who
"tells it like it is," we will do the same and state the
purpose for our letter.

Some criticism has been leveled at you as
the editor of THE FORUMEER, and being as
knowledgeable as you are, we know you can
retain your objectivity.

he Pass City Chapter o~El Pas~,
in our meeting last mght, dts
cussed this criticism. We unanimously voted to inform you that we support
you and feel that you have been extremely
effective as the editor of our paper.

T

There are so many articles we could refer
to but suffice it to say that NIXON SE RAJA is
b~t one of the many excellent articles which you
have written.
We sincerely hope you will continue providing us the same coverage We know how effective
the press is, and only a man of your intelligence,
gifted with a keen awareness of our problems can
really "set us free."
Sincerely,
--DANIEL GONZALES, Chairman
Pass City Chapter
El Paso, Texas 79924
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Take THAT. tejano critics!
I always wondered if the Texas big shots
ever saw that letter or knew it had been written.
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he Flores Mexicanas Pageant pro
gram sponsored by San Jose GI
Forum is dedicated every year to a
deserving person in the community to which
the organization wishes to pay tribute. In 2000
the honoree was Cesar Flores Mendez of Oakland, who was a member of our chapter. I was
asked to write it and this is what! came up with:

T

This 2000 Flores Mexicanas Pageant program is dedica ted to the late Cesar F. Mendez,
who served our organization for over 35 years.
Though he lived in Oakland, he was a member of
San Jose Chapter.
Cesar is recognized as the godfather of our
Veterans Outreach Program. In 1967 he urged the

'·\

..

American GI Forum to become involved in helping
our nation's veterans get the full be nefits of their GI
Bill of Rights. He was never elected to our state
chairmanship which he sought, but ideas and phi losophies whic h he espoused were adopted and
became those that guided us through some very
trying years.
Mendez was a staunch believer in community
participation, be it the realm of politics, economics,
education, employment, or whatever. He served the
Dept. of California as our Secretary, and as Vice
Chairman.
When employees of the Alameda Naval Air
Station sought better jobs, better pay, and promotions commensurate with their abilities, CF
was there, fi ghtin g for their rights.
When a soldier killed serving his country in
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Vietnam was returned to Oakland and no one
came forth to claim the body, CF was again in the
forefront, urging GI Forum members to participate in the final rites for a man who made the
supreme sacrifice for his country. Almost 40 of
our members attended services at the Presidio of
San Francisco and at the San Bruno National
Military Cemetery.

Cesar maintained a relationship with political leaders in his community, the state of
California, and in the halls of the United
States Congress. He was recognized as a champion for civil rights by Alameda County Supervisor Charlie Santana, by State Senator
Nicholas Petris, by Congressman RonDellums,
and others to whom he went seeking assistance in the political arena.
He was in the forefront of those American GI
Forum members who participated in the United
Farmworkers March on Sacramento during the
Pat Brown administration, providing security for
the march and taking photographs for the GI
Forum record.
Cesar could be very abrasive at times, when
it took harsh words to get people motivated. No
apologies afterward. liThe end result is what

Best Day Ever

Red Grange
In October 1924, in the dedication game of the
new Illinois Memorial Stadium, the Illini are meeting mighty Michigan, undefeated for three years.
In the first 12 minutes of the first quarter, halfback Red Grange takes the opening kickoff back 95
yards for a touchdown. Then he follows with a run
around right end for 67 yards, and two more runs of
55 yards and 44 yards.
All in all, he carries 21 times, gains 402 yards,
throws six passes, one for a touchdown, and ends the
afternoon with 6 touchdowns.
Not a bad day's work.

matters, the job got done II he was fond of saying.
III got to be where the action is ... II
Cesar and Tony Gallegos presented the American GI Forum•s viewpoint when we filed a lawsuit,
forcing the telephone company to provide Spanish
speaking operators in heavily Hispanic populated
areas of northern California.

Cesar Flores Mendez ••• buena gente ••• good
people •.• un buen camarada ••• a loyal comrade •.•
un vato muy riata ••• an OK guy ••• a person about
whom it can truthfully be said ••• we are grateful
that our paths crossed.
We can hear him now, pleading with St. Peter
that he doesn•t have a photo I. D .... or a green card ...
or a VISA credit card ... or a presidential pardon for
his sins ... and ... nonetheless he ought be allowed to
proceed immediately to HIS seat at the right hand of
God. III got to be where the action is, St. Pete! II
C.F. Mendez was intensely proud that he had
served in the military service of his country. He
continued serving his country•s veterans until he
passed away in early October 1999.

When he passed away, the City of Oakland,
Alameda County, the State of California, and the
American GI Forum of the United States, lost a
mighty Warrior. • • • • •

License Plate
rn read anything, including other people·s
license plates. Some very interesting personalized plates people have. Others put their messages on the custom license plate brackets they
have made.
Saw this one on a red van at the San Jose GI
Forum building. (Say it!)

loEcl

California 1cA o41

2GOCNDO
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Mike Roybal's PreTrial Services
Presentation Paper

V

ida Nueva Director Michael Roybal was asked
to make a presentation about our program to the
staff members of the Santa Clara County Office of Pre-Trial Services. This is what I wrote for him:
Good morning!
I am Michael Roybal, director of San Jose GI Forum
I Vida Nueva S.L.E.
We are here to give you information about our
program so that you can decide if it serves the needs of
your clients.
We are a Sober Living Environment, a home for men
18 years of age and older, who want to live in a drug and
drink-free home.

We hope to convince you that Vida Nueva is the
best place in Santa Clara County to refer your
Hispanic clients.
We also welcome men of other cultures, of course,
because we believe that interacting with others gives us
a better understanding of the diversity of the world
around us. We want to know them and want them to
know us.
If your clients must attend court-mandated classes in
Parenting, Domestic Violence, Anger Management or
other subjects, we allow them to do so. They sign in and
out and must return to the house at a reasonable time.
We are looking for persons who want to live among
other men commited to staying clean and sober. The
typical Vida Nueva SLE client has been in jail, has been
in recovery home programs, or lives in a home where
alcohol and drugs are being used and he doesn't feel

Alvarado First Chicana
On January 28, 1998, Blanca Alvarado was
sworn in as Chairperson of the Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors.
History was made. She becomes the first Chicana
ever elected to that position. She expounded on A
First For Every Child the theme she chose for her
11

11

,

comfortable
there. He applies
to Vida Nueva.
We read his
application and
conduct a brief
oral interview.
We ascertain that
he understands
the obligations of
being in an S.L.E.

Vida Nueva has
Two A.A. and one N.A.
meetings per week
in our home••
All residents
strongly encouraged
to attend.

e disqualify applicants who have a
history of violence, who have been
charged with morals offenses, and
who have emotional problems which preclude
them from living harmoniously with others.

W

During the orientation process, we inform the
resident that we will do whatever we can to assist
him in completing the program. If we cannot help
him at Vida Nueva, we look for resources outside of our
program and tell him about them.
We assure him that we are there to help him

successfully complete the program, and that we can
do it only with his cooperation.
We explain that he can go to work immediately if he
has a job. If not, we can prepare a resume to aid him in
looking for a job. We suggest where he might look. We
encourage him to interact with the other residents and to
inquire about work. We subscribe to the San Jose MERCURY NEWS so he can look at the want ads daily.
When we receive job offerings from other sources, we

inaugural address.
San Jose GI Forum members were among those
who jammed the County Cafeteria reception to
congratulate a lady who rose from humble beginnings to a seat on the San Jose City Council, a seat
on the County Board of Supervisors and then to the
position of Chairperson.
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immediately contact the resident who is not working to
tell him about the job offering, and encourage him to
look into it. If he does not have access to a car, we tell him
where he can get a bus pass for $6 for six months.
Our program is self-supporting. It is owned and
managed by San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, a
Mexican American Veterans Family Organization,
founded by six San Jose police officers and 17 other
community leaders in 1959.
Our organization is widely recognized for provision
of meaningful community services: the San Jose GI
Forum Scholarship Foundation has awarded over
$1 ,000,000 in academic grants in its 20 year history; the
San Jose Fiestas Patrias
(Cinco de Mayo and 16th of
Sept.)
celebrations are the
Free Resume
largest Hispanic cultural celPrep~l'aj()n
ebrations in the U.S.; and for
Service; for
over 37 years, THE
unempl~wed
LEADER, our chapter publiclients.
cation has been circulated to
members and friends throughout the United States.
Unlike a managed care program which costs $10,000
per client, Vida Nueva S.L.E. costs the public nothing.
It is supported entirely by resident fees.
Our staff of six: Director, Administrative Assistant,
two Counselors, and two House Managers have a combined total of over 36 years of experience in working
with alcoholics and drug abusers. They are bilingual
(English and Spanish) and dedicated to their work.

e understand alcoholics and drug
abusers because we have been alco
holies and drug abusers. Four of our
staff members went through the Vida Nueva program, so WE KNOW IT WORKS!

W

Residents are on restriction for the first 30 days.
Working residents go to work and back only. Nonworking residents are allowed to go only to the grocery
store to buy their food.
Residents make their own beds. They are assigned a
chore which they must do once every 24 hours. A daily
house check monitors the chores.
A weekly Residents Meeting is used to keep residents abreast of changes in the program and to listen to
their concerns about the program. Over the years our
program has evolved into what it is because we listen to

Jeff Fischer Letter
from Colorado
David Sierra
Beleagured Editor
San Jose, Calif.
Dave:
Sorry I haven't gotten you a lot of information
out of Colorado recently to help you tell the world
what is going on but have been very busy getting
MI TIERRA off the ground.

I asked Sarah Barela to include you on the
mailing list so you will receive all the upcoming
issues on time. This will help you have more
current information than you have been getting from Colorado.
Understand you have been taking heat at Midyear and other conferences involving the GI Forum for the way in which you handle THE
FORUMEER. Guess that's one of the hazards we
have to put up with to a point, but do keep up the
good work.

Your hard hitting language raises eyebrows and keeps a lot of Forumeers off their
asses.
Fully supportive,
--JEFF FISCHER
2915 W. First Avenue
Denver, CO 80219

the ideas proposed by those who benefit from our
services.
urfirstobjective when anew resident comes
to Vida Nueva is to make him feel at home.
We orient him to the home, show him his
bedroom, the laundry, the kitchen, the weight pile, and
the pool room. We explain the house rules, give him a
copy to view at his leisure, then we discuss the rules with
him to assure that he fully understands his obligations to
Vida Nueva and our obligations to him.
Residents are assigned no more than three to a room.
They share the responsibility for keeping the common
area of the room neat and clean. The home is inspected
each morning to assure compliance.

0
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Neutrality
Neutrality is at times a graver sin than belligerence.
--Louis D. Brandeis, 1954.

Residents indicate to staff when they will do their
chore and the chore is checked daily to assure that it is
being done daily.

Residents leaving the premises are required to
sign in and out on Workers and Non-Workers sheets.
Residents on restriction are required to return to the
house within 2 hours ofleaving the job site. Residents
not on restriction must return to the house by 11 PM
dally.
Residents are assigned to a Counselor who makes
monthly entries in his file regarding the resident's comportment and other important information which is
shared with the referring agency.
If a resident misbehaves, an Incident Report is

written and becomes part of his file.
Vida Nueva keeps a Report Card on each resident. It
shows how many nights he slept in his bed, how many
AA and NA meetings he attended. We record how many
Resident Meetings he goes to. Also whether he does his
chore properly.

When a resident goes to court, a copy of the
Resident Report Card goes with him. Whenever
there are special circumstances, the Director accompanies the resident to court and is available to explain reports to the probation officer and the judiciary.
Vida Nueva is conveniently located directly south of
the Eastridge Mall, in close proximity to the Capitol
Expressway and Highway 101.
ur resi~ents catch Valley Transit Authority
buses JUSt steps from our front door, with
easy access by bus, lite rail, and BART to
all points in Santa Clara County and the South Bay area.
Our home, fronted by a large shopping center, has
~cres of grassland behind it, giving us a rural atmosphere
In the heart of a large city.
More than 50 community agencies refer clients to
Vida Nueva: churches, attorneys, employers, labor
unions, probation department, Salvation Army, California Rehabilitation, hospitals, outpatient care facilities,
Valley Medical Center, C.E.T., A.A., families, Dept. of
Social Services, C.T.C., Casa Libre, Public Defender's
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Office, Casa Legal, M.A.C.A., Alano Club, private
physicians, and Social Security.

Since 1979, when we were a certified and licensed
recovery home, Vida Nueva has served more than
2,500 men, with never a single incidence of violence.
Over 95% of our residents became employed while
living here. 91% of our clients have been Hispanics.
M~n~ than 50% successfully completed the program
(IIDntmum of 90 consecutive days clean and sober).

We transitioned to being a Sober Living Environment (SLE) in January 1995, and were the first
SLE program to be approved for referral of clients
by the Santa Clara County District Attorney's Office.
We are telling you all this because we want you to
refer clients to Vida Nueva, especially your Hispanic
clients.

We want to be THE IDSPANIC S.L.E. FOR
SANTA CLARA COUNTY.
e share a common goal with probation
and parole officers and the judiciary. We
want men who have lived a life of crime,
drugs, alcoholism and neglect of their families to adopt
a law-abiding lifestyle, commit to living without drugs
or alcohol, to recover their pride in themselves, return to
their families, and become responsible members of our
community.
I know you have questions.
Shoot!
Michael said the presentation went very well. There
were lots of questions and he got the impression that the
probation and parole officers came away with a positive
feeling toward Vida Nueva SLE. Let us hope. • • • •

W

RellleDlber?
1949
Johnny Mesa
(Sunnyvale Fremont HS)
won 100, 200, and Triple
Jump to pace his team to
SCVAL track title. Mesa ran
9.8,21.9 in sprints.
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Eulogy for a Friend

Fred Francisco Alanis

Roosevelt
High School
Fresno, Calif.

August 17, 1974

A

man whom I considered to be
my best friend, Fred Alanis,
passed away. When he worked
at Western Union in San Jose we became
fast friends. We had the San Joaquin Valley in common, both of us having been
raised and gone to high school in that vast
agricultural part of California.
Also, we both enjoyed drinking cold beer. He had
run track at Fresno Roosevelt High School and loved
the sport. We talked about that all the time.
One time, when I was very sick and in the hospital,
it was he who came to pick me up and drive me home
when I was released. I wouldn't have called anyone else.
~le I was healing, he came to our home one day
beanng a black bull sculpture, almost a foot high and 3
feet long, which he presented to me.
"I feel like anything but a big bad bull right
now," I admitted.
He laughed, ..That's supposed to provide you with
inspiration, E. David,.. he said, .. Look at how that
sonofabitch is hung! ..
Another time, on Christmas eve, a Western Union
driver delivered a box to me at work. Unusual because
WU was only about two blocks away from Hillis Printing. The box contained a bottle of Seagram's VO with a
brief message: .. E. David: Who says Mexicans don't
have any class! Merry Christmas, Buddy! ..
I just about cried.
And of course I met him a few hours later at Jimmie's
Barber Shop at 3rd & San Fernando to celebrate the
yuletide. Or something like that.
Already suffering from an advanced case of lupus, a
deadly disease, he moved to Stockton to manage WU's
office there. I went to see him twice.
I explained to him that E. David Sierra was not a
good friend to have if you were sick or in jail because I
did not like to see my friends laid up, or locked up. He

just laughed.
One time, after a state convention in Sacramento
I took Tony Gallegos, our national chairman, there'
to visit him because Fred had told me that he wanted
to see him. I sensed that Fred knew he was about to
depart this world. But we did not talk about that.
When Fred passed away his wife Deleta asked if
I would say a few words at the memorial services. S.L
como no. This is what I said:

We are here tonight because our good friend,
Fred Francisco Alanis, has moved on to his
reward. And I stand here because we choose not
to let this unhappy occurrence pass without, in
some small way, trying to express our love and
respect for him.
Fred Francisco Alanis was a personal friend of the
men and women of the American GI Forum who have
assembled before him to pay their last respects.
We knew him but for a brief span of time, relatively
speaking, for he was upon God's earth for only 44 years.
In the few short and fleeting years that we knew
him, Fred Alanis demonstrated one thing over and
over and over again ••• If you needed a friend when
things just didn't seem to be going your way ••. HE
WAS YOUR MAN.
If you had a problem that would better resolve itself
by exposure to two human minds ... FRED WAS YOUR
MAN!
If you wanted someone with whom to share some
sad news and seek counsel ... FRED WAS YOUR
MAN!
AND ... if you needed a person other than your wife
and immediate family with whom to share some GOOD
news ... FRED WAS YOUR MAN!
red and I had at least one thing in common ...
we shared a fondness for cold beer. Over a
couple of cold ones, I encouraged him to seek
the chairmanship of SOUTH SAN JOSE GI FORUM at
a time when the chapter appeared to need inspired and

F
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San Jose Gl Forum Politics

Divide & Conquer Tactics
April 1983
EL OBSERV ADOR, a community newspaper
slanted to Chicanos but owned by Hueros, had
begun a campaign to discredit San Jose GI
Forum. In April 1983, as editor of THE LEADER,
I decided to retaliate. Here is what I wrote in that
issue:

Gilbert
Rodriguez
Against
San Jose
GI Forum
Doing
Fiestas
Patrias

EL OBSTRUCTOR
·oivide & Conquer•
Tactics Failing
in San Jose
dedicated leadershp.

Those of you in the organization know that Fred
took one of the smallest chapters in the state, unorganized and in debt, and in one and one half years made
it fiscally solvent, doubled its membership, and won
the Outstanding Chapter A ward at the State Convention.
Fred encouraged, pushed, led, begged, and threatened that group of people into one successful endeavor
after another. And people followed , because whether he
ever realized it or not, FRED ALANIS WAS A LEADER.
The Western Union company, for which he worked,
recognized those traits of leadership and his willingness
to work. A few years ago he was offered the managership of their Stockton office. And Fred accepted.
But by that time he was already locked into a
struggle with a dreaded disease which impaired his
health.

We went to see him .. now and then. He was a very
sick man. But in MY mind, I clung to the hope that
he would overcome his problems, because I knew
Fred Alanis and I knew his inner strengths.
Those of you who had not seen him for some time,

(Cont. on pg. 548)
might like to know that FRED ALANIS never lost the
sense of humor which endeared him to many of us.
He never stopped looking FORWARD to the future,
with the knowledge that for Him, His Family, Friends
and Relatives, everything would always turn out alright!
red Alanis was intensely proud of his wife
Deleta and his daughter Jackie. And he was
equally proud of hi s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Faustino Alanis, and of his brothers and sisters .... Ted,
Gilbert, Joe, Tingo, Ann --- all of them.

F

I cannot stand before you to say that we are doing
what we are doing because FRED WOULD HAVE
WANTED IT THAT WAY. I do not KNOW how
Fred would have wanted it. We never talking about
dying. We talked about living ... and about enjoying
life ... as he always did.
Life is very short ... We should always try to find
some good in everything that we see and do. Our short
time span on God's earth is made more meaningful and
enj oyable by people who have confidence, who are
optimists, who laugh a lot, and who are dedicated and
principled. I think Fred Alanis was all of that. And we
are better for having known him. Thank You. • • • • •
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by Lobo The Wonderdog
CHISME CITY-- On Monday, March 8, EL OBSTRUCTOR reporter Susan Crespo called San Jose GI
Forum Vice Chairman David Sierra to inform him that
Gil Rodriguez (Past San Jose GI Forum Chairman, Past
California State Chairman, and Present National Chairman of the SER Board (That's the title, HE uses, folks)
had told EL OBSTRUCTOR that the San Jose GI Forum
membership meeting of Friday., March 4, 1983 had
been .. stacked.. by the Board of Directors and that
opponents of the proposal to pay off a $9,7990 debt left
owing to the City of San Jose by sponsors of last year·s
Fiestas Patrias and that we sponsor the Cinco de Mayo
festival on May 1, 1983 were NOT ALLOWED TO
SPEAK.
The Vice Chmn. told EL OBSTRUCTOR that the
issue was important enough to warrant calling people to
attend so that the largest number possible could be
involved in the decision-making process (Apparently,
Mr. Rodriguez would rather have those decisions left to
a very small group of people).
That MAY be the way Mr Rodriguez operated the
chapter last year, but that MAY also explain why he is
no longer chairman. And that is NOT the way the Frank
Caballero administration functions.
Not allowed to speak? Mr. Rodriguez showed up
one hour and 17 minutes after the meeting started. He
missed Councilwoman Blanca AI varado•s presentation,
he missed Mr. Abel Cota•s presentation, and further he
didn•t ASK to speak!
EL OB 's edition of Wed., March 9th on page 1
observed that two members of San Jose GI Forum
had resigned because of a vote to sponsor this year's
Cinco de Mayo festival.
That was a monumental scoop for EL OB over the
San Jose MERCURY and the electronic news media in
the Bay Area since none of THEM were on top of that
story. YOU did it, EL OB Scooped •em again!
We were not aware that San Jose GI Forum•s prestige had gone to the level where our membership additions or deletions are so important that they merit front
page coverage even for a fourth-rate fish wrapper like
ELOB!
However, not so, EL OB. Sorry. Our membership records as of Sat., March 12th show no resignations from San Jo Chapter They DO sow three more

members joining at the March 4th meeting, and we
did receive TWELVE inquiries about membership
since your March 9th -- MAY 5 VOTE ROCKS GI
FORUM RANKS -- article appeared. YOU LIE.
Our members do not leave the chapter merely because you want them to. Repeat- No One Has Resigned.
They are independent souls who do what they damned
please Even speak up at the meeting when they disagree
with their board of directors. Sorry.
We wonder what happens to EL OB employees who
disagree with THEIR management!
With floodwaters running 6 feet deep in nearby
Alviso we would think that THAT would merit front
page coverage. But maybe our sense of values is different.
Or, maybe you folks are more concerned about our
membership than about Alviso because your •divisive
tactics• better, and it takes a professional reporter to
cover .. hard news .. properly.
We suppose if a nuclear blast demolished the Santa
Clara Valley, EL oB·s next headline would be-- FUTURE OF CITY OF SAN JOSE UP IN THE AIR! ... or
... RONNIE WAS WRONG ... or ... EL OBSTRUCTOR
CIRCULATION SURPASSES THE LEADER! .. or ...
ELOB TO DECIDE WHEN FIESTAS PATRIAS WILL
RESUME ... or ... CURSES, FOILED AGAIN! .. or ...
well, you get the idea.
We think EL OB doesn't want a Cinco de Mayo
celebration in San Jose this May for two very important reasons:
(1) Their front page headline on Feb. 16 was NO
CINCO FIEST A SCHEDULED THIS YEAR. The have
already said there is not going to be a fiesta, Raza. And
they cannot be wrong. If they say there is going to be no
celebration, Raza, there is going to be no celebration
Wait until September, Raza. They know what is good for
us. EL OB wanted the Fiestas Patrias put on hold until
they can get ready to do them for us! Trust them; and
(2) Because THEY ARE NOT GOING TO SPONSOR IT. But, they want to rip off some profits.
Did you think that your circulation would receive a
healthy boost since you were sponsoring the Fiestas and
could keep Fiesta information to yourself?
Did you believe that the local news media would
make EL OB a household word in the Santa Clara Valley
and aid you in promoting your rag? Were you ever made
aware by anyone that •divide and conquer• tactics are
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passe in the 80's?
How much of the money that you earned last year
went back into the community to support the girl scouts,
little league, scholarships, etc?
Also, EL OB failed to report that three new members were sworn in at the last meeting. If you folks are
going to be covering our meetings, you should do it right
... or just ask and we can loan you Tyrone, Lobo The
Wonderdog, or The Phantom Writer from our staff to
help you ferret out the TRUTH.
We challenge the Taco Bell journalists of EL OB,
since they are interested in our membership, to check out
the status of Tyrone, Lobo, C.M. Premilando, C.
Notedejasyoro (Bombay), M.R. Nonono (Hayward),
and La Llorona. Are they paid up? Are they going to stay
in the chapter? Are they interested in joining?
EL OB quoted former chairman Rodriguez: "The
board is using the same tactics against us and other
organizations as gueros use on us Chicanos; they use
power to do away with little guys."
oes Mr. Rodriguez consider himself a
'little guy'? Since he describes himself as
'Past San Jose GI Forum Chairman,
Past California State Chairman, and Present National Chairman of the SER Board ofDirectors', that
suggests to us that he thinks he is a pretty important
person.
Or maybe he suffers from the Dangerfield Syndrome. You know ... lots of titles but no respect.
Lastly, EL OB, "guero" is properly spelled 'Huero,'
but we wouldn't expect you to know that since you are
not an Hispanic press. You are merely interested in
extracting money from the Hispanic community.
Secondly, Hueros can always fmd a 'House Mexican' willing to criticize his own Raza. It does not
surprise us that they found one in our organization,
since we are a very democratic organization. Anyone
can join the San Jose GI Forum, including the publishers of EL OB.
But, then, someone may ask that you do some
'community work' and maybe you don't care enough to
get involved . if there is no money in it.
One more point, EL OB, why dido 't those critical
of San Jose GI Forum paying off the $9,799.01 owed
to the City ••• also tell you that immediately afterward, San Jose GI Forum, BY A UNANIMOUS
VOTE including THOSE critics ... voted to expend
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$8,000 to purchase an Apple lie computer?
If they claimed we were too broke to expend
$9,799.01 at 10:37 PM, why is it that at 10:44 PM they
did not hesitate to vote UNANIMOUSLY to expend
another $8,000 for a computer?
Would you recognize hypocrisy if it was sitting on
your lap?
Did Mr. Rodriguez tell you that our meetings begin
at 8 PM, that the discussion on the Fiestas started at 8:45
PM, that he arrived at 9: 17 PM, and that the final vote
was taken at 9:37 PM?
Did he tell you that we passed out five pages of
documentation on our proposal prior to the discussion?
Did he tell you that he chose NOT to speak on the
subject, perhaps because he had already been accused,
openly and publicly at the meeting, of appearing at the
City Council meeting to speak against a proposal he had
not even seen?
Finally, if you believe Mr. Rodriguez's contention
that 28 of our members went to the meeting and ABSTAINED from voting in the most important issue we
have ever considered (front page, EL OB, March 9,
1983) then for damned sure neither you NOR HE know
the San Jose Chapter.
If you believe everything Mr. Rodriguez tells you,
then we have a bridge in Brooklyn to sell you. Perhaps
you can use it to "bridge", if you will, the credibility gap
between what IS reality and what Mr. Rodriguez wishes
it WERE.
Keep up the hard-hitting, investigative reporting.
We really do enjoy the attention. Your critical comments, biased and unresearched as they may be, provide
us with an incentive to work harder so that others will
REALLY appreciate the difference between a 24-year
old community organization and a struggling Gavacho
newspaper.
NO CINCO FIESTA SCHEDULED THIS
YEAR, huh? You wish.
Please drop ofT more copies at our office Your
paper makes excellent flsh wrap.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Leader frequently used
articles bylined Lobo the WonderDog, Tyrone, Elke
Sakalamota, A yam Yur Fader and other fictitious characters to add humor to our newsletter. Some people
enjoyed it and some did not. (See GOING TO THE
DOGS, page 913). • • • • •
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Honors for
El Excentrico's
Humberto Garcia
Never to be accused of being a shrinking violet, EL
EXCENTRICO publisher Humberto Garcia decided to
have a 15th anniversary Dinner-Dance at the Hawaiian
Gardens. We went first cabin. On December 5, 1964, I
wrote the following in THE LEADER, San Jose GI
Forum's newsletter:

Forum Pays Tribute to Humberto Garcia
The American GI Forum of San Jose, never an
organization which forgets those which have helped it
beco~e t~e h!g~ly respected and smooth-functioning
organtzatlon tt ts, recently paid tribute to San Jose's
Humberto Garcia on the 15th anniversary of his great
publication, EL EXCENTRICO.
Mr. Garcia is one of the best friends the American
GI Forum has and the Forum remembered his 15th
anniversary by presenting him with a desk-top pen and
pencil set suitably engraved to mark the occasion.
Much of the success of EL EXCENTRICO's 15th
anniversary Dinner-Dance at the Hawaiian Gardens
must go to dynamic and hard-working Carlos Gomez.
This event was the first opportunity we had ever had to
work with this fine gentleman and it is no secret that his
sparkling personality and his conscientious application
to the job at hand greatly contributed to the success of
the program and to the general joyful atmosphere of the
evening. Carlos, muchisimas gracias. Todo el exito de
esta ocasion se le debe a usted.
A big thanks also to Robert Rodriguez, the after
dinner speaker, who delivered a very apropos testimonial about Humberto Garcia. Robert hit the nail on the
head with his address, as did Pompeyo Garcia, Maria de
Ia Luz Sanchez, and Dr. Juan deHeras who also ad-

One fifth
One-fifth of the people are against everything all the time.
--Robert F. Kennedy

Turkeys of the Year
June, 1983

THE LEADER

Turkeys of the Year? EASY ... KNTV-Channel11
for its coverage of the Cinco de Mayo celebration on
Sunday, May 7th. 60,000 people downtown having a
good time, the Johnny Canales Show direct from Texas
'
a 174-unit parade, El Centro de Nuestra Cultura again
drawing record crowds, Mexican folkloric dance groups,
mariachis, ethnic food booths of all nationalities, all the
downtown merchants reporting lots of customers in the
revitalized downtown San Jose, and all our local idiots
can find to report on is ... (are you ready?) ... the TRASH
left by 60,000 celebrants!
Every other television station in the bay area is

reporting on the positive aspects of the celebration,
and our Turkeys can only see TRASH!
Shove your mikes. KNTV, but don't forget to move
your head first so you don't hurt your costly equipment.
When ARE you folks gonna grow up? • • • • •

dressed the gathering.

The highlight of the evening has to be the very
well constructed blonde who did the wild twist on the
stage late in the evening. Bert Garcia, Jr. took some
shots of Beautiful Legs in action but his dad is a
square and did not print them so we could run them
in this column. Maybe the next time. Cross your
fingers.
We can't forget to thank Jesse Delgado, one of the
American GI Forum's scholarship winners, who kept
track of things at the door. Thanks a million, Jesse, for
an excellent job.
Incidentally, if you want to find city officials with
little or no class, look no further than San Jose. Mayor
Joseph Pace addressed the crowd and delivered what to
me sounded like a commercial for his medical practice
and a campaign speech for the next city council election.
Ex-Mayor Welch followed with a discourse on what
to me sounded like attempting to prove his fine association with the Mexican American.
Both of you men are trying too hard. RELAX.
--Eliseo T. Sierra
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It was 1952, my senior year in high
school. I had become "an item" as the
gossip columnists used to say, with Mary,
a classmate who had transferred in fro1n
another school out of our district.
There were all kinds of rumors whirling around
Mary and why she had come to Woodlake from a
much larger high school.
friend in the barrio, Joe A., told me that hi s
cousin knew her and that she had changed
schools because she had gotten into trouble
at her other school and was kicked out. He also told me
that his cousin said that she had round heels, meaning
that all you had to do was ask and she was on her back,
pulling off her undies.
My sisters said I shouldn't be messing around with
her because she had a bad reputation, implying that she
was a girl of easy virtue as they say in the romance mags.
Easy virtue ! Hell, man, e very high school kid in
America is looking for a girl of easy virtue. Just because
you're "messing around" with a girl in high school
doesn't mean you're committed to her for the rest of your
li fe. Or even next month. Or next week.
A few weeks before gr aduation, we were at a popular swimming hole on the Kaweah River just south of
Three Rivers. Me and my friend Sebastian (known as
Don Caca (Mr. Shit) in the barrio, had gone rafting on
the Kaweah River on au tomobile inner tubes. We'd put
two quarts of beer in a gunny sack, tied it to the tubes , and
drifted lazily down the river, sucking beer and enj oying
li fe. When we spotted a strip of sand on the shore we
would go ashore, sip our beer, and exchange adve nture
stories.
y frie nd Mary and another girl came
walking by and asked if we could loan
them our inner tubes. Instantly Mr. Caca
asked what that was about and I told him the girl s wanted
to borrow our tubes. Though he could not speak or
understand English, he readily agreed, wanting to ingratiate himself with the slutty looking blonde with Mary .
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We loaned them our tubes. They agreed to be back in an
hour.
When they did not return, we walked downstream looking for them. We spotted them sitting on
a large rock nea r the river and asked about our inner
tubes. Mary said, "We loaned them to a guy named
Nick, And now he doesn't want to give them back!"
Fortified by the beer we had already drunk, Mr. Caca
and I said that we would see about that, and walked off
to liberate our inner tubes. The girls walked with u
toward a large tree whe re they had last seen Nick.
As we approached the tree talking about how we
were going to de mand our tubes back and get them back
or else, I looked ahead and spotted a huge barrel-chested
man who had more hair on his body than I had seen on
some gorillas in the Fresno Zoo. He was built like a
Sherman tank.
"Oh, oh," I sa id to myself, but apparently loud
enough that Mr. Caca heard me, "I wonder if that is
Nick."
"*Ese hiio de Ia chin gada parece gorilla," Mr. Caca
opined, the ~isest words he would ever speak in his life.
As we approached the small group of men that Nick
was talking to, Mary said, "Nick, these guys want their
tubes back."
Nick just grinned, but said nothing, He went on
about the task of opening another beer bottle ... with hi s
teeth!
"We're leaving, we gotta take our tubes ," I said as
timidly as I could say it, not wanting to rile up the very
Hairy Nick.
"Go ahead," Nick said , "we'll mail them to you!"
veryone thought it was hilariously funny,
but not Mr. Caca and I. But we laughed
too. Sort of. At about that time I decided
that whatever Nick said next was going to be hilariously funny, not because it was, but because Nick
said it. Ha! Ha! Ha!
I was hoping that Mr. Caca would not say something
confrontational to Nick when I remembered that he did
not speak English.

E

(Con t. on Pg 55 1)
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Economics
Lesson
by E. David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER

R

eaders of THE FORUMEER
will recall that a few months
ago we ran a series of articles trying to

teach you how to speak 'barrio Spanish' or 'Calo', if you
will.
That was intended to establish lines of communication between those who spoke 'Chuco' and those who
spoke 'schoolhouse Spinach' and those who spoke a little
bit of each.

Pupils, today's lesson is on ECONOMICS. Now
you might well say, 'what inell does Uncle David

Fresno State Fullback
(Cont. from Pg 550)

"Nick Dokoozlian," Nick said, extending his right
hand, and grinning broadly ..
I have been an avid reader all my life and at this time
the quotation, "discretion is the better part of valor"
crossed my mind.

"I know who you are," I said, "You played
fullback for Fresno State. About eight years ago."
"That's right, buddy, 1944, why do you remember
that?"
"I'm a football fan. You were playing for the Bulldogs when I was in grammar school," I said, "Our coach
said you were a very good player."
"Your coach is a pretty smart guy," said Hairy Nick,
then handed over the tubes and we quickly took our
leave, disdaining the beer that was offered us by one of
the other men.
I frrmly believe to this day that had he been so
inclined Nick could have taken Mr. Caca and I apart
limb by limb and fed us to the fishes in the Kaweah
River. • • • • •
*That sonofabitch looks like a gorilla.

Sierra know about economics?
Actually, very little. But we are learning. Recently
our friendly Pacific Gas & Electric Company (a government sanctioned, people-supported monopoly) sent us a
notice with our monthly electric and gas bill.
One of the paragraphs read (READ SLOWLY) ...
PG&E believes that the proposed rate increases are
necessary to enable it to meet the increasing costs of
operations and to maintain the financial health necessary to permit it to attract the capital needed to construct
the facilities required to provide services to its customers.
ow, THAT is bureaucratic BS of the first
water!YES! If it didn't mean they are want
ing to put their hands into our pockets for
more money, we might find the passage humorous.
ThePERPETUALGROUNDEXCAVATINGCO.
has radio commercials asking the consumer to use less
power, "to conserve energy", while on the other hand
they are petitioning the Public Utilities Commission to
allow them to charge the consumer more per unit of
power used!
Now, LESSON NO. 1 --Ask the consumers to use
less power. It means you have to generate less power.

N

LESSON NO. 2 --At the same time, ask the
Public Utilities Commission (a PG&E rubber stamp
group) to allow you to increase the rate you charge
the consumer. That means that while the consumer
is using less, the PG&E Company is enjoying it more!
ESSON NO. 3 -- PG&E is now generating
less energy, selling less energy, but is mak
ing more money. THEY don't have to work
harder, they just have to kiss-it-up with the Public
Utilities Commission. And the consumer be damned!
Meanwhile, PG&E's payroll continues to grow. but
they are not necessarily hiring more linemen, more
meter readers, or more power-plant employees.

L

YES! You probably guessed it! They are probably hiring more bookkeepers and accountants to
keep track of their money!
End of lesson on Economics. • • • • •

Free Governm.ent
All free governments are managed
by the combined wisdom and
folly of the people.
--James J. Garfield.
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Gail, Hire Ivan!
April 18, 1979
The San Jose State University basketball team wasn't
winning too many games under head coach Ivan Guevara.
SJSU undertook a search for a coach.

Surprisingly, Ivan Guevara applied for his own
job! My friend, Jack Ellwanger, asked me to write a
letter to the university president supporting him.
Then he arranged for us to meet and get acquainted.
I met with Coach Guevara a few days later at The
Foghorn lounge on Taylor Street. We spent a delightful
evening, nursing our drinks, and discussing hoops. I was
very impressed with the man. If I had a son that was a
good player I would have sent him to play for Guevara.
The next day I wrote the following letter to the SJSU
President:
Dear Dr. Gail Fullerton:
We understand that Ivan Guevara has applied for the
vacant head basketball coaching position at San Jose
State University.
We strongly urge your appointment of Coach
Guevara.

We believe that coach Guevara is a ''natural'' for
the SJSU basketball program and look forward to

Region IX elects
July 1984, THE LEADER

S

AN JOSE-- David Sierra, San Jose Chapter,
was elected Region IX chairman, Dept. of
California, on Sat., May 19 at San Jose.
The meeting, attended by delegates from East Valley, San Jose, Newark and Union City, was very poorly
attended. (Three members from one of the chapters in
San Jose showed up, then left before the meeting even
started!!).

Chairman AI Rodriguez opened the meeting by
noting that two issues were on the agenda: (1) Election of Regional Officers, and (2) United Way Funding. He asked if there were other items to be added
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his further association with State.
In a sport notorious for its underhanded recruiting
and the constant shuffling of coaches from job to job, we
find Guevara's commitment to SJSU and his chosen
profession very refreshing indeed.
We know also that among his colleagues he is
considered not only a basketball coach, but a fine basketball teacher.

Coach Guevara has many times gone beyond his
duties atSJSU to assist the game of basketball through
involvement with community organizations, efforts
which enhance the image of the university.
We recognize that the present basketball situation
presents a unique, and difficult decision for you and the
athletic department, and we hope that your final decision
is made in the best interests not only of SJSU basketball
but of the entire SJSU community.

Coach Guevara belongs at San Jose State University. We feel that his commitment to SJSU has
already been more than amply demonstrated. Keep
him on the job, please.
Thank you for your kind attention. We hope that you
will act favorably on our request.
Sincerely,
--E. David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum
•••••

to the agenda. There were none.
Treasurer Alex Baca read extensively from the minutes of the previous regional meeting, and it was noted
that none of the persons accepting nomination for regional chairman at that time was present at the May 19th
meeting.
Mr. Caballero, San Jose Chairman: nMr. Chairman,
do we have a quorum to conduct business? ..
Mr. Baca: uyes, we do ...

Chairman AI Rodriguez then opened the nominations for Regional Chairman. David Sierra was
nominated. Mr. Rodriguez asked for further nominations three times. There were none. It was moved
that the nominations be closed and that Mr. Sierra be
elected on a brown ballot.
Then, Mr. AI Hernandez, past State Chairman and a
Sierra tormenter from the past, questioned Mr. Sierra's
qualifications to hold office since he is not a veteran.
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Mr. Hernandez was reminded that there have been
other occasions in the recent past where non-veterans
have held offices in the Department of California when
it specifies that only a veteran may hold the office.
Examples noted were: AI Pelayo has served a term
as California 2nd Vice chairman. He is not a veteran.
Mr. Rudy Venegas was appointed State Executive
Secretary by then-State Chairman Gil Rodriguez. Mr.
Venegas is not a veteran.
~- Ve~egasranfor2nd ViceChairmanoftheDept.
of California, supported by members of Region IX. He
is not a veteran.
Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez served a full term as Regional Chairman. She is not a veteran.
s. Norella ~eni-Hall_ of Hayward was
named Regional Chairman at a meeting
in Fremont a few years ago, after San
Jose's Tomas Alvarado won the election and then decided he did not want to serve.
The region's decision to name Beni-Hall as Chairman was overturned by the Dept. of California convention at Sacramento (Jake Alarid, Chairman).
At a subsequent regional meeting in San Jose delegates did not even have to register nor pay a registration
fee in accordance with State regulations. The elections
were conducted by Bob Ruiz of Sacramento, then State
Vice Chairman.
The Chairman was reminded by Mr. Sierra of San
Jose that the Regional Chairman is a State Officer and
should be elected in accordance with guidelines in the
constitution for election of state officers, but his comments were ignored.
On Sat., May 19th, it also was noted that the Constitution and Bylaws should be used to help an organization work, not hinder its progress.
Also, Mr. Hernandez was reminded that while serving as State Chairman a year ago, he was not exactly the
world's foremost proponent of doing things constitutionally. (That attitude contributed toward his being the
only Chairman in recent years to run for re-election and
be rejected by the California GI Forum Convention. On

M

Open Minds
Minds are like parachutes -- they only
function when they are open.
--Thomas Dewar.

. Remember The Alamo!
Minnesota VIkings quarterback Joe Kapp,
after throwing seven touchdown passes as
his team stomped the NFL defending champion Baltimore Colts, "Remember the
Alamo!"
"The Alamo?" someone asked, "What's
that have to do with it?"
"Because," Kapp explained, "that was
the last time the Mexicans had a good day!"

the first ballot.).

AND ••• THERE WERE NO OTHER NOMINATIONS FOR CHAIRMAN!
At one point, Mr. Sierra offered to decline the
nomination so that Regional Chairman AI Rodriguez
(apparently confused and not eager to go any further)
could go back to Square One and start all over again.
That offer was refused by Chairman Rodriguez.
A complete slate of officers, all elected on brown
ballots, is as follows:

Chairman - David Sierra, Vice Chairman - Victor
Garza, Secretary - Abel Cota, Chaplain - Ed P.
Campos, Sgt. at Arms -Frank Caballero, all members of San Jose Chapter.
Alex Baca of Union City and Ismael Flores of San
Jose were nominated for Treasurer. The race ended in a
tie and it was decided to resolve the issue at the next
Regional Meeting.
Regional officers present were Chairman AI
Rodriguez of East Valley; Secretary John Estrada of
Union City; and Treasurer Alex Baca of Union City.
DITOR'S NOTES: The newly minted
Greater San Jose GI Forum, Serapio Lopez,
Chairman, and some ofhis henchmen, came
to the meeting at 1600 Las Plumas A venue.

E

The registration chairman told me later that they
had complained that $5 per person for registration,
lunch, and free beer after the meeting was too steep
a price to pay.
"Fuck 'em!", I said. "Tell them to bid for the next
regional meeting, so they can show us how to do it," I
told the registration chairman. "Meanwhile, they can go
piss up a rope!" • • • • •
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Editorial

time and warm everyone in the country from the head
up.

Energy Crisis

At least, in the presence of a dedicated wino, you
are hereby granted permission by the Energy Czar
to stand back two paces further than usual, the air
pollution problem being what it is.

Jan. 1974 THE FORUMEER
by David Sierra, Editor

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT
THE ENERGY CRISIS?
o you believe it actually exists? Does it
trouble your conscience that one of the first
proposals for "saving energy" was from an
extremely conservative Michigan legislator who suggested that SCHOOLS QUIT BUSING STUDENTS to
"conserve energy"?
Are you aware that, in fact, some schools have
ALREADY ceased using their buses because they have
no fuel available to run them?
Does it bother you that a country as rich as the United
States, who prides itself on the wisdom of its intelligentsia and whose economic tentacles (interpret this as
ARAMCO) span out to embrace the entire world, is now
begging its beleagured citizenry to "conserve energy"
... ?
SOLUTION TIME
ince the Wall Streeters, the Capitol Hillers,
and the Oil Depletionists have not been able
to head off what "appears" to be a world-wide
calamity, perhaps what is needed now is some good old
"back home" common sense.
(Note that we did not include the Madison Avenuers
in the above paragraph. Here, now, is THEIR probable
solution to your immediate problems.)

D

S

FIRST, furnish all governmental leaders something to read. Urge them to r.libuster around the
clock. Since they talk out of both sides of their
mouths, they can say twice as much in half the time!
The hot air emanating from their mouths would
warm the coldest February night by at least 15
degrees.
SECOND, when you speak to someone, stand closer.
Discuss the current politialleadership of your community, your state, and your country, with your friends,
enemies, neighbors, wife, and mother-in-law. This is
guaranteed to keep you all hot under the collar all the

THIRD, wear three sets of clothing. It serves many
purposes, all of them good. You will be immediately
warmer. You will be using up all your out-of-style
threads.
You do not have to bathe as often (thereby conserving hot water). If you happen to get mugged while
walking to work in the dark (daylight savings time,
remember?) you are not as likely to show as many
bruises on the bod. And, if you should happen to get
invited to listen to your local politico who is campaigning for election, why hell, friend, just take off one layer
of clothes and you're ready to go!
If one layer is white, one is blue, and one is red,

you can also show your patriotism.
OURTH, institute immediately a travel-pool
ing plan for Washington legislators, serving
a dual purpose. Conservation of energy, and
a thorough discussion of political differences.
We can, for instance, think of a number of interesting subjects that Cong. Bob Mathias (R-Calif.) and
Cong. Phil Burton (D-Calif.) could discuss while driving between Washington and California . . . the
farmworkers ... civil rights.
FIFTH, poke your head into the refrigerator (if you
still own one) for about ten minutes when you first get
up in the morning. It will remind you how cold it CAN
REALLY GET! And it will make you more appreciative
ofWHATEVER heat you can get next to during the day.

F

SIXTH, drink more liquor. The cheap wines will
warm everything from your ears to the tips of your
toes. It will also make your nose glow red (which isn't
a bad idea if you have to get up in the middle of the
night and walk to work!)
f drinking cheap wines gives your head all kinds
of funny ideas (like running for political office,
cussing out the utility and oil companies, and
taking up with the neighbor's wife), go ahead, fantasize.
But don't do it! Instead write a book about your ideas,
making sure to include Abraham Lincoln, The Flag, and
Applie Pie in the title. When you get your rejection slip

I

(Cont. on Pg 555)
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Meredith 1, Ole Miss 0
MEREDITH
Mississippi

0
0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0

0

0
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0 0

0

0

0

0

October 5, 1962
EL EXCENTRICO magazine

Ole Miss Enrolls a Negro
The University of Mississippi, very much against
the wishes of its imbecile Governor, Ross Barnett, has
enrolled a Negro for the first time in its 114 year history.

Energy Editorial
(Cont. from Pg 554)
from a publisher, burn it to keep warm!
SEVENTH, consume a cold meal once a week, as
recommended by your local people-subsidized, government-protected utility company. In the past we have
found that six cans of Schlitz Beer takes care of our
caloric needs quite nicely.
EIGHTH, collect all newspaper articles you can
find about the "energy crisis". File them under B •••
for BULL.
The cutting and filing should keep you in motion,
enough to stay about one tenth of a degree warmer. It
will also strengthen your fingers in case you ever run
across your elected politicians and want to wring their
necks. DO NOT, repeat DO NOT, ever throw the clippings away. Remember that the .. energy czar.. has also
predicted a toilet paper shortage!
NINTH, wipe out of your mind all the preconceived
notions you have entertained over your formative years
that ancient civilizations who worshipped the sun were
ignorant.
Remember that even way back then they had discovered something that gave warmth and was not being
taxed heavily by the government.
TENTH, find a warm puppy. Cuddle up to him as
much as you can. Your heart will feel warmer, knowing
that SOMEBODY still loves
ELEVENTH, find a good calendar. Consult it
daily. Count the days until the next election.
REMEMBER, as Old Uncle David once said, this
world is not poor. But it could very well be POORLY
ADMINISTERED! • • • • •

1
0

It took two dead and over 70 people wounded but
historians will agree in later years those those lives
were not forfeited in vain.
What makes the matter much harder to understand
is how the Mississipians, and there were many others
besides Gov. Barnett, can go completely against the
wishes of our Chief Executive.
ven as President Kennedy spoke to the
nation, and to the students of the University
of Mississippi, explaining the situation,
rocks, bottles, and gunfire rained on the U.S. Marshals
sent by Kennedy to keep order in Oxford.
President Kennedy and his advisors sure have a lot
of patience. we·ve heard many comments on the
situation from men who spent time in the south during
the Second World War. One of them said, Missiissippi
is the anus of the United States.
Another said, Meredith is an Air Force veteran.
The government should loan him a bomb and an
airplane. rm sure he would know what to do with it.
I believe that integration is just a matter of time
in the south. It isn't easy to get people accustomed
to going to school with a race that they have been
brought up to hate intensely. I too believe that these
things should be handled delicately and with the
utmost of diplomacy.
Remember that the civil war was fought over this
issue of race. Lest the south forget, the north won.
Men were to have equal rights in all sections of our
country. They were to be entitled to education, housing, employment, etc., just like the white man.
The remainder of the nation has waited patiently for the south to grant the Negro equal rights.

E

ISN'T 100 YEARS
LONG ENOUGH?

•••••
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Corrido de Ramon Lozano
by E. David Sierra
When I wrote .. El Corrido de Ramon Lozano .. in a drunken stupor, I thought I was on my way to riches. At last,
I would make millions of dollars and receive international acclaim. Move over, Jose Alfredo Jimenez and
Agustin Lara. I sent my typewritten verses to a couple of friends who know their way around a ranchera or two,
and have received no reply to date. But I am patient. Very. I wrote these words in 1971.
En su caballo montado
llegaba Ramon Lozano
a corregir injusticias
en Santa Rosa del Llano

Ramon pronto contesto,
Ia palabra ya no vale
a darle vuelo a Ia hilacha
haber a como nos sale!

En Ia plazita del pueblo
con sus amigos presente
cantaba quiero balazos
con qui en maltrata mi gente!

(Coro)
Ay que valiente ese hombre
Ramon Lozano por nombre!

Hay dicen que un canalla
que insulta a las mujeres
maltrata gente anciana
no cumple con sus deberes!
Vengo a enfrentar ese amigo
yo soy gallo de primera
que se ponga aqui presente
pa' empezar Ia balazera!
No me le rajo a nadie
porque el barullo me gusta
yo tomo mucho tequila
y ningun gallo me asusta!
(Coro)
Ay que valiente ese hombre
Ramon Lozano por nombre!
Estaba cantando Ramon
cuando llego su rival
ese ruido no me cuadra
esa es Ia cancion final!

Rosendo muy avergonzado
y con Ia gente mirando
le dijo, Oiga, huarachudo,
en este pueblo yo mando!
Echaron mano a sus fierros
Ramon Lozano primero
con un disparo en Ia frente
cayo muerto el peleonero!
Si hay aqui otro hombre
que no queda satisfecho
nomas levante Ia mano
y a us ted tambien se las hecho!
(Coro)
Ay que valiente ese hombre,
Ramon Lozano por nombre!
En el pecho de Rosendo
Ramon dejo su retrato
a mi no me insulta nadie
cuando me enojo, yo mato!

Yo ya me voy pa' Ia sierra
este asunto termino
el que maltrata a mi gente
con balas lo arreglo yo!
Yo canto este corrido
cuando recuerdo ese hombre
valiente y muy Mexicano
Ramon Lozano por nombre!
Letra de
Eliseo (David) Sierra
21 de Enero de 1971
San Jose, Calif.
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Environmental Impact Report
by City Should Address
Concerns of San Jose GI Forum
December 1985
THE LEADER
(SAN JOSE) -- San Jose GI Forum representatives
met with two officials from the Planning Department,
and asked them to include our concerns as part of the
Environmental Impact Report to be submitted to the
City of San Jose.

This, of course, refers to the shutting down of
Thunderbird Golf Course proposed by Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado, a move that is opposed by
over 5,000 people who have signed a petition to that
effect.

T

he Civic Affairs committee reps, Chairman
Victor Garza, David Sierra, and Abel Cota
met with Planning Dept. reps Gary Schonnaur
and Michelle Yesney in October to apprise them of their
environmental and other concerns regarding closure of
the golf course and development into only God knows
what.
The city officials agreed to allow us to provide input
into the report. SJ Forum reports are concerned that the
City of San Jose appears to be wiiling to do business with
an organization (Control Data Corporation) that the
financial pages of newspapers keep insisting is in deep
financial trouble.

Control Data Corporation has recently embarked
on a sophisticated public relations campaign with
full page advertisements headed DAMN THE TORPEDOES!, and SHAKE, RATTLE, AND ROLL!,
apparently in an effort to convince everyone that all
is well at Control Data.
Also, it is a well known fact that the City of San Jose,
and particularly the northside and eastside areas, HAS
LOTS OF VACANT OFFICE SPACE with no tenants.
Why more empty buildings, B.A.?
City Venture has submitted a "development plan"
for Thunderbird golf course area which can be best

described here as "sketchy, vague, and non-informative." But maybe the politicians, who are smarter than
us, and who do more business with City Venture($$$$$)
can explain it. It looked like about five minutes worth of
effort by a sophomore mechanical drawing student from
your local junior high school. Makes no sense to us, but
we do not purport to understand developers (nor politicians).
It was suggested to the Planning reps that the City of
San Jose could buy the area and insure that it will forever
be kept as a badly-needed golf course. This was also
suggested to our Councilwoman at one of the two
meetings that were held with her but she seems hellbent
on developing the area. Damn the Torpedoes, as Control
Data says in their ads. Right, B.A.?

Maybe somebody is becoming aware of what is
happening. The past two editions of THE LEADER
which carried articles about this matter were never
delivered to the Editor's abode. Maybe our friendly
postman (or some other concerned individual) is
taking the papers and making copies to distribute in
his/her neighborhood? I hope so.
nee again ... we are NOT against develop
ment, per se, we ARE against tearing down
a golf course so some rich developer from
somewhere else can make lots of money, add cars to our
overcrowded streets, and leave us with no golf course
and less green space. Ask your councilwoman the next
time you see her ... What are you getting from Control
Data Corporation to push this project? .... DON'T YOU
CARE ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT?

0

(BELOW is a synopsis of our letter written to the
City of San Jose Planning Department):
Dear Ms. Yesney:
Thank you for meeting with us on Tues., Oct. 16, on
the proposed rezoning of the Thunderbird golf course
area. We really appreciate you and Mr. Schonnaur
taking time to hear our concerns.
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This letter is to formalize the request that our concerns be made a part of the Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) which we understand your office will
prepare for the San Jose City Council's perusal.
Primarily, our concern is that that area be kept as
green space. As a city planner, we know you are cognizant of the desirability of green space in a growing
metropolis.
We are sure that you are aware of the dearth of green
space on the city of San Jose's east side. The few parks
and playgrounds that we do have are very poorly equipped
(no restrooms, no lit baseball diamonds, ad infinitum),
so you can see why we are anxious to keep intact an
executive-sized golf course that presently serves our
geographical area.

A

report rendered last summer to City
Council members by your Recreation
Department cited the need for twenty
(20) additional golf courses in San Jose to bring it into
compliance with the desired factor of golf courses-toarea population deemed adequate by federal and
state recreational standards.
Secondly, Thunderbird golf course is the only golf
course in the area readily accessible to anyone wanting
to play golf on a moment's notice.

It is also considered by senior citizens as very
desirable because of its flat terrain, making it easier
to walk and its length (less than the 7,000-plus yards
of regulation courses).
It is very difficult to secure a starting time at public
golf courses in this area, and closing down Thunderbird
golf course for a development will only exacerbate the
problem.
We are concerned also about the negative impact
increased traffic will make in an area already cited by
police as a problem (early morning and evening rushhour congestion already overtaxes the areas of King &
Alum Rock A venue 2 blocks away, King & San Antonio
a half block away, King & Story 3/4ths of a mile away,
and Highway 680 on and off ramps on King Road near
the PAL Stadium).
We are concerned that widening of King Road
would entail destruction of homes and businesses to
make this development possible.
Further, we are concerned by a statement made by
Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado in December, 1983
that, quote: "That area is going to be developed into
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HIGH RISE RESIDENTIAL sooner or later ... maybe
not by this council ... but for sure by some council in the
future." End quote.

We wish to enter into the record a list of 5,000
signatures which we have obtained at the golf course
of people wanting to keep it open.
Since the proposed development plan shown to the
City by City Venture Corporation is so sketchy that no
conclusions can be drawn from it, we suggest that City
Venture is being purposely evasive. Who really knows
what the developers have in mind? Can they be trusted
to keep their word once the zoning is changed? We don't.
Getting away from the environmental issue, we are
also concerned by articles we keep seeing in the financial pages, for instance .. . "CONTROL DATA REPORTS $255.6 MILLION LOSS," in the Tues., Oct. 29,
1985 edition of the San Jose Mercury; and "CONTROL
DATA SEEN AS OUT OF CONTROL" in the
Thurs.,Oct. 3 edition of USA TODAY.

Why is the city doing business with a corporation
that appears to be experiencing financial difficulties?
We wish to go on record as not being opposed to
creation of jobs on the eastside. Please know that. What
we ARE against is tearing down a badly needed golf
course when there are other lands in the adjacent area
which could be used.
Further, the newspapers tell us constantly that San
Jose's northside and eastside (the area proposed for the
Free Enterprise Zone) have lots of brand new buildings
and no tenants. Why not? And, why build more?
We do not believe that creation of a few "jobs"
warrants destruction of a sorely needed senior citizens
recreational facility.

We suggest that the City of San Jose could purchase the land and retain the golf course. It is now,
and could be a profitable venture. Granted, a private
developer can get a bigger return from his investment by developing it than by keeping it as a golf
course, but the City of San Jose doesn't have to make
a profit. It has a responsibility to create the highest
possible quality of life for its residents, we think.
We also suggest that the clubhouse (or an enlarged
version) could be used in the evenings for many organizational meetings, social gatherings, bingos, etc.
We believe the area should be kept as green space.
(Cont. on Pg 559)
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Hank Coca's Award
March 1971
While I was serving as Chairman of San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum in 1971 , we paid a longoverdue tribute to San Jose businessman Hank Coca. He
had supported San Jose GI Forum since its founding.
Among his contributions:
We needed some fancy chairs upon which to seat the
San Jose Chapter queen, M iss California GI Forum, and
our queen contestants at the Flores Mexicanas Pageant.
Hank loaned us the c hairs.
Hank Coca saved the GI Forum donkey when I
messed up the refrigerator in the GI Forum building,

Environmental Report
(Cont. from Pg 558)

A golf course for now, and perhaps development into a
park in the future as land becomes more and more
saturated with housing, additional parks will be needed,
and once the land is developed, it is lost forever.
We suggest also that retention of the area as a golf
course creates less problems for residents of the area and
fo r the City of San Jose than its development into whathave-you?
Golf courses do not pollute the environment, they do
not create traffic hazards, and they do not pose potential
toxic waste problems.
In conclusion, Thunderbird golf course is essential
because it is:
A. Accessible. Management policies do not require starting times. Short and flat. Easy to
play by senior citizens. Could be utilized as
a social center.
B. Has a lighted driving range. Used extensively
by college and high school students. Provides a place for "learners" to master the
gam e before venturing onto larger, more
difficult courses. Eases the burden on other
courses whi ch are already overcrowded.
We respectfully request that these concerns be addressed in your forthcoming Environmental Impact
Report so that the San Jose City Council can be made
aware that there are many, many people from all over the
city who use the faci lity daily, and who desire to see it

trying to defrost
it with a screwdri ver. I called
our
exp e rt
plumber, Frank
Caballero, and
asked him what
to do when you
puncture a line
in the fridge and
Hank Coca, left, San Jose busihear a hissing
nessman, accepts plaque from
sound.
SJ Chapter Chairman David Si"Go s hoperra,
at the Flores Mexicanas
ping for a
Beauty Pageant. (Richard Diaz
fridge," he said.
Foro).
called
I
Hank Coca. He
asked me to come in, pick out a fridge and we could haul
it home.
t one of our scholarship dances, he said he
would match the total monies of tickets we
sold that evening. Since it was a very poorly
attended event, he picked out a couple of large bills from
his pocket and gave them to me on the spot. Dicho y
heche.
Every time we approached him to buy an ad in
our Flores Mexicanas Pageant program he always
bought one.
I don't know how many othe r favors Hank Coca did
for the American GI Forum. Those are just the ones I
personally know about, and I am sure that there are many
others.
I think it is safe to say that Hank Coca is the best
businessman friend that San Jose GI Forum ever
had. • • • • •

I

A

remain a golf course.
If you require additional information, or verbal
presentations by us at any session of any deliberative
body addressing this issue, please notify us.
Sincerely,
Humberto Garza, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum Civic Affairs Com. • • • • •
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First Installation
Address
May 13, 1967
Before I announced my candidacy for Chairman of
San Jose GIForum, I volunteered to chair the committee
to plan the Installation of Officers.
had ulterior motives for doing that. I knew that
in the past the chairman would delay the instal
lation until after the state convention so he could
head the delegation, even though technically, he wasn't
the chairman any more.

I

I decided to thwart the conniving so-called ''power
structure" of our chapter by holding the installation,
and TAKING OFFICE prior to the convention. The
installation took place one week after the election, at
the old Garden City Hotbrau which was at Market &
Post Street.
If you ever see pictures of this event and wonder why
myself, Al Pelayo, and Jesse Delgado are dressed in
tuxedos, it is because South San Jose GI Forum was
being chartered that night, and they were doing it up
right!

This is what I had to say after I accepted the gavel
from Pat Vasquez:
Ladies and Gentlemen:
First of all, I am going to ask you not to confuse this
clown up here before the microphone with some of the
world's great orators, like Sir Winston Churchill and
John Fitzgerald Kennedy .
In deference to our main speaker who probably
knows something about this subject, I want to tell you a
little story ... Back in the early days of the Second World
War a fellow Mexican American decided that he had
had ~no ugh of the Navy when his ship was torpedoed. So
... he requested shore duty. Well, being the kind of guy
who had as much influence with the naval brass as our
Project SER directors , he was granted his request.
Just after dawn, on AugustS, 1942 ... the Marines put
him ashore ... at Guadalcanal !!
It is our sincere pleasure to accept the responsibility of Chairman of the San Jose Chapter. This is

probably the last time you will hear me associate the
word PLEASURE with this job.
It is my personal belief that Chairman of the San Jose
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Chapter is one of the most challenging jobs the American GI Forum has to offer. Included in our membership
are: Two Past State Chairmen,
The Editor of our National Newspaper; Five Past
Chapter Chairmen; AND the brother of our National
Chairman.
If I want to be advised, I have certainly come to the
right place!
IF I WANT TO

~c~~~~~gg

is

1

A ~·~·· ;~1. FORUM

--=~~

STAND STILL !!

I am cognizant
of the tough job
which I have inherited and expect to
put forth a maximum effort to do
justice to those
d e d i c a t e d
Forumeers who
have preceded me.

PASSING THE GAVEL-David Sierra, left, accepts San
Jose Chapter gavel from outgoing Chairman Pat Vasquez
at Installation of Officers on
May 13, 1967.

The names of
Vasquez, Campos,
Hernandez ,
Camufiez, and Lopez
are synonymous in the American GI Forum with dedication, responsibility, and accomplishment.

I hope ... someday ... to have the efforts of the
1967-68 chairman regarded in the same light.
I would like to take this means to express a word of
gratitude to those of you who have contributed in your
own way towrd making this evening possible.
o Fred Vazquez, whose words "We're good
friends and all that, but y.ou BETTER do a
GOOD job!" are always m the back of my
mind ... to Ernie Gallego who fumbled his back-up
speech just enough to create the impression that it wasn't
rehearsed and well thought out ... to Pete Gonzalez, who
has been a constant source of inspiration with day to day
dedication to tasks which are vital though not always
appreciated.
To Dan Campos, Ike Hernandez, Pat Vasquez, Joe
G. Lopez, Ed Camufiez, Ernest Vasquez and Bob
Rodriguez who have impressed upon your Chairman the
importance of a responsible administration, to Jess

T

(Cont. on Pg 562)
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Congressman
Larry McDonald
"GI Forum Taken Over by Radicals"

E

DITOR'S NOTES: Georgia Congressman

Larry McDonald, an ultra-conservative came
in for lots of criticism at the 28th national
convention of the American GI Forum at Denver, Colorado because he had described our organization as one
that had been "taken over by radicals."

That came as news to many of us, who often
griped that our leaders were far too conservative.
The John Birch Society member admitted that he
was put out because members of the Mexican American
Political Association (MAPA) and the American GI
Forum had met with Mexican President Jose Lopez
Portillo. One of his aides, Susan Huck, said she had a
book "containing evidence that MAPA is a pinko outfit.
It's available for anyone to read."

In the September 1976 issue I wrote the following editorial in THE FORUMEER:

First Installation
(Cont. from Pg 561)
Delgado, whom we feel is someday destined to stand
here making a similar address. And, finally, to the
members of my Board of Directors, who may wind up
working MORE and enjoying it LESS ... I say, THANK
YOU!
Ladies and gentlemen, I think that I can safely make
one promise:
In the year ahead you can expect to see the San Jose
Chapter Chairman grow with the office, gradually become more versed in the intricacies of his responsibilities, and acquire the confidence which accrues to those
who are moving forward, backed by a strong and enthusiastic membership. with the full knowledge that their
cause is just and their goals attainable!
Muchas Gracias.
Thank You. • • • •

Coo-Coo Congressman
"The GI Forum has
been taken over by
Radicals"
--La.ny McDonald

DEAR MICKEY MOUSE:
Dear Congressman:

A sagacious individual once said that THE HARDEST THING TO OPEN IS A CLOSED MIND. We
are not going to attempt to open yours because that
presupposes that you have one.
We would be happy to debate in a public place with
you the respective merits of the organization to which
you belong and the one to which we proudly belong -THE AMERICAN GI FORUM.

Your accusation that we want to form a 'new
nation' is true. We want a new nation in which United
States Congressman expounding racist beliefs would
be forced to speak into the nearest toilet bowl instead
of from the podium of the Congress of the United
States.
Your accusation that the American GI Forum is an
organization 'taken over by radicals' may be true, if your
interpretation of 'radical' is similar to ours.
We stand for Equal Employment, and Equal Educational Opportunities for ALL. That MAY be a radical
statement in your part of the country, but it is not in ours.

We stand for Freedom and Justice for ALL.
That, too, may be a radical statement in Georgia, but
it is not here.
Our organizational motto is: EDUCATION IS OUR
FREEDOM AND FREEDOM SHOULD BE
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS. The education of our
people includes letting Americans know that the people
of Georgia have elected an anti-Mexican to the Congress of the U.S.

W

eare proud of the fact that 90% ofour
members have served in the armed
forces of the U.S. and that more Mexican Americans won Congressional Medals of Honor
than any other ethnic group in World War ll, Korea
and Vietnam.
But, of course, a person going through life with their
head stuck in the sand would not know that. Your

(Cont. on Pg 563)
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McDonald , Congressman
(Con t. from Pg 562)
ignorance is understandable ... and c urable.
We award sch olarships to deserving young men
and women to help them prepare for roles of leadership in the future. Congressman, a future in which
we hope racists like your self will no longer sit in the
U.S. Congress.
e sponsor Veterans Outreach Programs
which help returning veterans secure the
full benefits of their GI Bill of Rights.
We believe that if you had investigated the American GI
Forum before putting your foot in your mouth with your
June 17th proclamation, you might well gag on your
words.
We encourage a respect for the Constitution of the
United States, and we champion the rights of men and
women to live their lives in freedom. We encourage our
young men and women to strive for higher education, to
enlist in the armed forces of the Unites States, and to gain
an understanding of the American political system.

W

If that is YOUR concept of radical-

ism, we suggest you do not know (nor
understand) the meaning of the word.
We feel sorry for you, Congressman McDonald.
We extend our condolences to the fi ne people of the
State of Georgia who made the mistake of electing you
to represent them in the Congress of the Uni ted States.
e hope t hey do not make that same
m istake in the next elections. We
KNO W they ca n find better r epresentation. All it requires is that they go out in the
country and turn over a few rocks.
Sincerely,
--DAVID SIERRA, Editor
THE FORUMEER

W

E DITOR'S NOTE: A few years later, during the Reagan admi nistration, a Korean pilot
shot down an American passenger plane. Among
the passen gers was Co ng ress m a n L arry
McDonald. I don't believe any members of the
American GI Forum shed tears for Congressman
McDonald. • • • • •

TYRONE

Space
Mystery
Solved by
Lobo
March 1985, The Leader
by Tyrone
OMEWHERE IN SPACE -- Possible dis
covery of a new planet in the cosmos was
revealed recently when Lobo radiod home
from somewhere in deep space to tell his Vida Nueva
camaradas his whereabouts.
Some skeptics thought Lobo had cashed in his
chips since he had not been seen on the street since
carrying the Olympic Torch into San Jo prior to that
little track meet in L.A.
A few weeks ago the camaradas at the GI Forum
building on M onday night put out the word in the barrio
that Lobo should try to contact them in case they were
not able to raise him on their interstellar space radio.
T he Phantom Writer laughed, "Where Lobo is right
now, you couldn't raise him with a full house and a 7inch switchblade!" he said, "He's way out there!"
"Where, P.W .?" he was asked by the GI Forum

S
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'fridge-tender.
"Can'tsay," theP.W. replied, "He's on a very sinsitive
mission, and it's best for democracy and world peace if
'others' don't know where he is or what he is up to. I CAN
say this: He saw the Super Bow1 without paying, and
without going to Stanford Stadium. If you stand outside
on a clear day, Lobo can read your mail!"
That was the end of THAT conversation.

Subsequent to that one of the vatos locos from
King & Story contacted the GI Forum Monday
Night Gang and informed us that he had been at the
beach one lovely night (actually the sand trap on the
4th green at The Ghetto) with a lady friend about to
consumnate his latest love affair when he had observed a white object wobbling down to earth like
one of David Sierra's chip shots.
It was a note. From Lobo. Faster than you can say
Transgressions of a Noble Document, he ran to the
clubhouse and gave the message to Spark who is a good
friend of the GI Forum.

"Open it," everyone urged.
"Chale," Spark replied, "It's probably in code
anyway. I'll have to take it back to the home office
and have the C.I.A. (Chicano Intelligence Agency)
experts decipher it.''
nyway, a few nights later, already notified
by the note Lobo had sent on where to train
.
their ultrasophisticated interstellar space
probe Instruments, the GI Forum Monday Night Gang
was able to make contact with Lobo.
"Lobo One, Lobo One ... Come in please!" our radio
operator begged.
"Hey, why all the formality?" said the familiar voice
from millions of miles out in space.
"LOBO!" everyone exclaimed, knocking over the
refrigerator with the sound blast.
"No kidding, Placa! Hell, from where I am I can tell
you WHERE it's raining and how much. I can also tell
you whose car is parked at Antuna's. I can tell you who's
got their fireplace lit and who hasn't. Want to know
where Spiro Agnew is at this moment?"
"Yes, Lobo!" everyone shouted, fascinated by Lobo's
~astery of ~he intricacies of space and the very sophisticated eqwpment aboard Lobo One.
"Well, he's sitting down. His elbows are on his
knees. His cheeks are puffed out. That's all I can say!
Forget it! How's everybody feeling?" he asked.

A

Jack Brito Letter
October 28, 1977
E. David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum
San Jose, CA 95116
Estimado Carnal:
Reference your position paper, University of California vs. Bakke dated Octoberr 10, 1977, and mailed to
Justice Warren Burger.
With but one very important exception, the fact that
per capita more Chicanos have received the Congressional Medal of Honor than any other American, many
of them awarded posthumously, your paper is magnificently clear and extremely well written. The argument
you make is based on logic, decency, and common
sense.
Your queries are tantalizing and effervescent. Your
facts are irrefutable. Your Corazon and your Alma are
emblazoned across every page.
Your conclusions add up to the democratic process
that we have been lectured on and preached to all of our
lives and which many of us hold sacred in the belief that
the process really works.
The direction that you establish is an intelligent step
towards the humanization of our American system.
Que lastima gue tanto tesoro como esto se pierde
entre la bola de pendejos en la Capital Federal que hacen
las decisiones finales.
Paz,
Joaquin Brito, member of the
California Highway Commission
Sacramento, CA 95805 • • • • •

"Fine, Lobo," the radio operator replied. "Tell
us what you've been up to. We understand you have
discovered a new planet in the cosmos."
e said that he had found a planet probably
unknown to the world's astronomers be
cause it did not appear on any maps that he
had gotten from the Auto Club offices in Coyote.
"I called the GI Forum Library in Onion City and
they don't have anything on it either," Lobo said.
"How did you find it, Lobo?" he was asked.

H

"Well," he said, imitating his hero Reagan, "I
can't say. It wasn't easy, but I did it for the Gypper.
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Eat your heart out, Lockheed. If this information fell
into the wrong hands, governments would topple.
Oceans would rise. Politicians would cry, and golf
handicaps would change dramatically. For now, we're
calling it Tyronius, but that could change, if Tyrone does
something to embarass the United States. Tell that mutt
to cool it and rll make him famous. II
lilt was so easy, rm surprised that you Nopales were
not able to figure it out, .. Lobo said.
IIHow easy, Lobo? ..
~~well .. frrst of all our hieroglyphics laboratory
aboard Lobo One determined by a secret process that we
can't discuss, that the language was Spanish. That eliminated everyone within a 750 mile radius of Plains,
Georgia.
Then we used a secret senitometer to determine that
the person typing the message was left handed. That
eliminated all the world's righthanders, so it cut down
the probabilities immensely. It also eliminated the Red
Army since they are busy pulling out of Afghanistan.
Then our Playboy Department determined that it
was a women's hand that had written the message. That
eliminated all the world's men ... except for some lotos
in San Pancho.

T

he ink samples processed in our Forum
laboratory aboard Lobo One proved that
the inks used were made from root-based
dyes indigenous to the western hemisphere, so that
eliminated many millions of Chinese, Filipinos, Indians, Arabians, Japanese, Mongols, Koreans, Africans and one or two Pygmies.
We also administered a lie detector test to the vato
loco and his ruca at The Ghetto to make sure that they
were not fibbing. The vato did thirty days about six years
ago for streaking the Woodlake City Council meeting,
but nothing serious. He was clean.
Quadrilaterally wirpillated tests (again by a secret
method we cannot divulge) proved that sometime in the
last 24 hours the paper had not been above 24,000 feet
into the earth's atmosphere. The paper had not, but that
didn't mean the message hadn't. II
II How did you do THAT, Lobo ? someone asked.
1 told you we can't talk about it, II he replied.
The paper sample sent to the FBI laboratory in
Washington, D.C. came back with a simple note: Not
American money stock. Not money stock of any nation
we control. Not a speeding ticket. Not DeLorean Company stock certificates. Not Scott toilet tissue. Not Yesca
11

11
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paper. Not gasket material from Standard station bathroom. Not carbon paper. Not a military discharge. Not
confetti. That cut down the possibilities again.
e then entered the words 10 KIL and
ASA into the Wordseeker module of our
computer aboard Lobo One to ascertain
the combination of words and letters possible in all
Spanish dictionaries printed in the civilized world since
time began. Yes, even the Montezuma Dictionary given
to Heman Cortes by Malinche, to the present Calo
dictionary published by some vatos locos in East Los.
Finally, me and my very closest associates locked
ourselves in my stateroom aboard Lobo One, broke open
a bottle of Fresno County Muscatel, and began thinking
out loud. Since I am by far the most intelligent, I did most
of the thinking, with the staffers mostly just sitting
around, moving their heads back and forth, their elbows
up and down ... and going to the bathroom.

W

Finally I arrived at the answer!
"Ah, bah! I've GOT IT!" I exclaimed.
~~Because

of atmospheric cognivities in the North
American continent brought about by disturbances of
the upper strata by the passage of U.S. Air Force supersonic aircraft, it is extremely possible that a simple
message being transmitted from a point on earth to
another point in relative proximity, was read and transmitted across millions of miles of airspace, and by some
osmostic process was copied onto the paper surgochemically.
The message probably bounced off the langerhans
islands known for their hypersensitive electro-magnetic
proclivities near the south polar region due to peculiarities of those atmospheric conditions, careened off into
space, where because of its ultransensitive receiving capabilities, the message was intercepted by our interstellar
monitoring equipment."
"Without going into too much detail, since again, it is a
very sensitive matter, it is possible that the PAPER has not
been above 24,000 feet into space, but that the MESSAGE
has. I can explain it but it would take too long ... but believe
me, Lobo doesn't lie!" he said.

SOLUTION
ln short it means this: Around Christmas time, the
Cook at Vida Nueva was going to make tamales for the
camaradas at the house, and since Sid Haro wasn't doing
too much work that week (he was on vacation) she wrote
a note telling him to bring home 10 KILOS OF MASA.
Quite elementary,~~ Lobo said, Any other problems ... ?
11

11

11

11

•

•

•

•

•
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ITTG Board Chairman E.S. Phillips, congratulates Theodore Sierra, winner of Award of the Year
honors for his participation in the company's cost reduction program in 1967. He developed and
submitted eight suggestions, two of which earned other awards for him. Employed by ITT Gilfillan,
lnc. since 1953, Sierra was one of three members of the Quality Assurance Department to be
recognized for outstanding cost reduction contributions.

e S~na~ Sierra
My brother Ted was working for ITT Gilfillan when he
sent me a copy of SCANNER, the company's house organ.
At first I thought maybe he had taken over the company
as its CEO and President. Not quite. Yet. He had merely won

a $500 U.S. Savings Bond as the
person who contributed the most
ideas to the company's cost reduction program during 1967.

The
Winners!
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The Rocklin
Grouch

G

Ioria and I were on the way to Reno when
we decided to stop off and eat breakfast in
Rocklin, a little town just offU .S. 80 northeast of Sacramento.
We entered a small cafe and took the first table
nearest the door. After the waitress brought us coffee, I
noticed that some of the elderly men in the place were
looking at us and then looking up the road. Soon we saw
an old man dressed in blue overalls and a flannel shirt
about a half block away. The men in the cafe looked at
Gloria and I, then down the street, then at the waitress.
A short while later, the old man entered the cafe, gave us
a look that would have frozen a polar bear's testicles, and
ambled slowly through the cafe and into a darkened
cocktail lounge next to the coffee shop.
When the waitress brought us another cup of coffee,
I asked her why everyone was looking at us and the old
man.

"You'resittin' at bistable," she whispered, "he's
been coming here for thirty years. Never sits anywhere else. And none of the local people sit at that
table until after he leaves about 11 o'clock."
..We can move. No big deal, .. I said.
She returned to the kitchen to bring our breakfast
and I went into the cocktail lounge and approached the
old man.
.. Hey, old timer, I understand we took your table. My
wife and I can move. Do you want to sit out here?'• I
asked him.
The look he gave me was the same you would give
a week-old cowpie in a meadow. I returned to our table.
When the waitress brought our food, I told her, .. I
offered to move, but he wouldn•t even TALK to me! ..
"He doesn•t talk to anybody, honey. He•s just an old
grouch. Thafs why he eats ALONE every morning, ..
then she lowered her voice considerably and added, "I
don't think he can stand his OWN company. He•s just an
old grouch. Don•t worry about it!"
EDITOR'S NOTE: We went back to Rocklin a
couple of times after that and sat elsewhere. Sure enough,
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The Quarter Miler
Visits SJ Gl Forum
EDITOR'S NOTES: Radio and television stations
are required by the federal communications commission
to file proof every so often that they maintain ties to
organizations in their community and give them free air
time for public service messages.
e had arranged to meet with the Gen
eral Manager of KTEH Channel 54,
San Jose, in the GI Forum building to
discuss community problems and to sign documents
indicating that KTEH was maintaining its community
ties.
We had a delightful visit with Maynard Orme,
the general manager. In the it's a small world category, I remembered him as a quarter miler on the
Fresno Roosevelt High School track team about the
time I was in high school.
Later he went to UC Berkeley and ran on one of the
best mile relay teams in Cars history. We did a lot of
talking about track that evening, and had more than a
few beers.
A few days later, he wrote me the following letter:
Dear David:
t was a pleasure to meet and talk with you last
week. I felt as if I had met an old friend. rm
looking forward to receiving information on the
GI Forum and to your eventual visit to the station.
When you have some time, rd like you to see some
of our KALEIDOSCOPE programs, and take a tour of
the station .
Thank you for the time you spent with me. I appreciate it very much. See you soon.
Sincerely,
Maynard E. Orme
General Manager
KTEH Channel 54
San Jose, Calif. • • • • •

W

I

nobody talked to the old man except the waitress.
Then, one day we stopped again ... the restaurant was
locked. OUT OF BUSINESS. I will always wonder if
the old man was bad for business. • • • • •
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The Draft Card
E. David Sierra of 265 Pomegranate Street,
Woodlake, Calif., graduated from Woodlake Union
High School on Friday, June 5, 1952.
On Saturday, June 6, the 8th anniversary ofD-Day,
I turned 18, and was thus obligated to report to my local
U.S. Selective Service draft board.
presented myself to Joan C. Cobb at Local
B.oard 74, Visalia, Tulare County, Calif., at 9
am on June 9,1952. Hot damn, I felt like an
authentic red, white and blue patriot. Me and John
Wayne were officially on the same team!
The draft card states that I am to carry it in my
po session at all times and to report to the Local Board
any change of address.
Well, believe it or not, The All American Kid (that's
me) was not about to piss off the U.S. government.
Being a voracious reader of military news, I was quite
aware of their successes in pursuit of the Axis powers in
WW II and the Commies in Korea, and I wanted no part
of those boys. So I dutifully reported every time I
moved.

I

From the Sierra home at 265 Pomegranate St. to
a boarding house at 4110 South Figueroa St., Los
Angeles, in Nov. 1952.
From 4 110 S. Figueroa back to 265 Pomegranate
St., Woodlake, in July 1956 after I dropped out of
college and bummed around Los Angeles for three
years.
From265 Pomegranate St. to San Jose, Calif. in July
1957, after being terminated from my job at the Tulare
County Boys Ranch. I slept in the Woodlake City Park
for four days before leaving for San Jose in a 38
Mercury with about four dollars in my pocket and 12
wate1melons in the trunk.
very time I moved, off went a brief note to
Local 74 notifying them that E. Sierra, The
All American Kid, Super American, had
relocated to San Jose, Calif.: To sharing a room with
Bob Garcia, Ed Leon, Mando Ortiz, Freddie Nunez and
Montana Munoz at 400 No. 2nd St.; to living alone at
the Cozy Hotel on Santa Clara St.; to sharing a huge
apartment with Rudy Sandoval, George Wilson and
so me huero on 5th & Washington St. ; to an apartment
with Rudy Romero, Sal Padilla and Eugene Ramoz at

E

705 Lenzen Ave.; to a small apartment with Kenny
Saucedo and Freddie Asebes on River Street.
After getting married, to 812 So. 8th St.; to 41 Grant
St. ; to 333 Elm St. ; to 74 Goodyear St.; to 216 Emerson
St. ; to 127 Graham Ave.; and to 44 N. Jackson Ave.;
And of course I kept the card in my pocket at all
times. Can't you tell by the looks of it in the enclosed
photocopy? • • • • •

NEVER ... NEVER!
I hereby state that I shall
never again set foot in
the state of Texas,
of my own volition.
The next time you see ME
in Texas
I will be in chains and surrounded
by lawmen bearing guns.
You know why , don't you,
Juan Hipolito, Louis Te llez, Joe Cano,
Gil Rodriguez, Arnold Rivas,
Serapio Lopez, AI Hernandez?
--E. David Sierra
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The Catering Problem

Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds #1
an Jose GI Forum had been having its Flores
Mexicanas Beauty Pageant & Queen Coro
nation Ball at the fairgrounds for a number of
years. In 1974, the Fair's interim events concessionaire,
decided, on the Tuesday before the Flores Mexicanas
Pageant set on Saturday that he did not want to yield his
license to sell alcoholic beverages to us, for our event,
as he had done for a number of years.
When Richard Gomez, our chapter Executive Secretary, apprised me of the situation, I called some of the
other members, Sam Pe5a, our Veterans Outreach Proj ect
Director; Bob E scobar, my Vice-Chairman; Pete
Gonzalez, the chapter Treasurer; and others. We met
with the San Jose GI Forum board of directors on
Tuesday night to work out a strategy.

S

The concessionaire probably thought that we
would throw up our hands, admit that we had to
allow him the sell the booze at our function, and he
would be rolling in dough. At that time the Miss San
Jose GI Forum Pageant was drawing over 1,000
people to the event in the Marie Campbell Pavilion.
e decided to put the blame where we
thought it belonged: on the Fair staff.
We got on the phone and called all of our
political friends: Councilman AI Garza, Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, California Senator Alex Garcia, the
American GIForumNational Chairman, Mayor Norman
Mineta, Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, Congressman
Don Edwards, and some other influential people around
town. "Call the Fairgrounds," we said.
We asked them all to call Bill Smethers, manager of
the Fair. If the truth be known, some of these politicians
and business leaders were scheduled to be on the program.

W

I had taken the day off work. Bob Escobar and I
met at Los Tres Amigos bar on Alum Rock A venue
near McLaughlin. First, I called the GI Forum office
to let Marsha Sabori know where we were in case
someone called.
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We were working on our second beer when in walks Ben
Trevino, a car salesman. I introduced him to Bob Escobar, saying: "Bob, this is Ben "Golf"
Trevino. He's a member of our
chapter."
Trevino had joined San Jose
GI Forum shortly after Lee
Trevino won the U.S. Open in
1971. Ever the opportunist, and
W .R. Smethers
being willing to do anything to
sell a car, he added "Golf" to his
name and had it printed on his business cards. He was as
full of crap as any other car salesman. Is that a profession
necessity? Probably.
Bob turned around on his bar stool, extended his
right hand, and said, "Hi, Golf! How you hittin' em?"
Trevino responded: "Well, I haven't played for five
years."
THUD went the golf conversation. Neither of us
really wanted to talk to a car salesman (especially about
a game he knew nothing about) at that point in time,
because we had more important things to worry about ....
the no liquor license on Saturday problem.
A few minutes later, the phone rang. It was Marsha
saying that Bill Smethers of the Fairgrounds had called.
I told her to call him back and give him the phone
number of the bar where we were at. Less than five
minutes later, Smithers called and said,

"David, this is Bill Smithers, manager of the
Fairgrounds. We want to apologize for the misunderstanding with the concessionaire about your liquor license for this Saturday. Everything is all set.
Just a big misunderstanding. Can you get your political friends to stop calling us?"
They were tying up the lines. The catering license
matter had been resolved. Smethers had convinced the
caterer that San Jose GI Forum should continue to do
business as they had in the past, IN SPITE of the new
contract the caterer had with the Fairgrounds.
"Of course, Mr. Smethers," I replied, laughing inside.
I told Escobar what Smithers had said. Everything
was fixed up. That, of course, called for a congratulatory
drink.
"Dos mas Budweisers, cantinero!"
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Appointment To The Board
A few days later I was discussing the situation with
Jack Ellwanger, who was then working as Supervisor
McCorquodale's chief administrative assistant. He started
looking into the situation at the Fair. Who runs it? Who
are the Fair board of directors members? How do they
get their jobs, elected or appointed? We had a lot of
questions and few answers, but my friend Wan go dug
into it like the probing reporter he had been in his past.

e found out that the Fair was gov
erned by a Fair Board of Directors
who were members of the Santa Clara
County Fair Association. They met once a year to
elect members to the Fair Board.

W

After that, the Fair Board met monthly and they were
in charge of the entire Fair operation, including what
they called Interim Events, anything that takes place on
the grounds that is not part of the annual County Fair.
Why can't the County Board of Supervisors appoint
members to the Fair Board to look after THEIR interests?, I asked Jack.
He smiled, ''I'll check it out, Tio! ..
And he did. The supervisors discussed it, and of
course, readily agreed that since they funded the Fair for
about $60,000 per year, they indeed should be represented on the board.
McCorquodale first appointed George Nelson of the
United Auto Workers Union. After a few months, Nelson
quit attending the Fair Board meetings and Jack came
looking for a replacement.

By that time, Charlie Lostaunau had become
Chairman of San Jose GI Forum and I told him that
San Jose GI Forum had an opportunity to place one
of its members on the Fair Board and did he have
anyone in mind.
Charlie said, .. Me ...
.. Okay, •• I replied, ''I'll call Jack Ellwanger and run it
up the flag, see if anyone salutes ...
A former U.S. Army paratrooper, Charlie understood what that meant.
hen I told Jack that Charlie Lostaunau
was interested, he said that Supervisor
McCorquodale had me in mind, not any
other GI Forum member.
Santa Clara County Supervisor Dan McCorquodale
appointed me to the Santa Clara County Fair Board of
Directors on June 25, 1975. I served out Nelson's term

W

Koko the Klown
A good friend of mine said that when his son Steve
was about six years old he was told by friends at school
that Koko The Klown was going to be in town, and all
the kids were going to go see him.
My friend's son kept nagging his father about taking
him to see Koko the Klown when he came to San Jose.
After days and days of being nagged about Koko the
Klown the father had heard enough.

"Steve," he admonished his son sternly, "When
Koko the Klown is in town, you just let me know and
we'll go see him, but I don't need to hear about Koko
every day. Got it?"
nyes, dad, the kid replied.
few days later my friend's insurance broker
called and wanted to see him about an
insurance problem. My friend suggested he
pick up the broker and bring him to his home, have
lunch, and then they would both go back to their offices.
As he drove into his driveway, my friend's son Steve
ran out to the car and shouted, .. Dad! Dad!
.. Koko the Klown is in town!.
.. Koko the Klown is in town!
nyou wanted me to remind you!
nyOU wanted me to remind you!
The insurance broker was startled to say the least.
.. Big, big Koko the Klown fan, are you Dick? .. he
asked. • • • • •
II

A

II

and then was reappointed to the board.

We learned a very valuable lesson from that
exercise: The squeeky wheel gets the grease. In this
case, no grease, but a permit to continue selling beer
and liquor at the County fairgrounds.
I always considered Mr. Smethers a very competent,
and fair (pardon the pun!) manager of the Santa Clara
County Fair. He came to the meetings prepared. We
were in and out of the board meetings in an hour,
guaranteed, no matter how much business needed to be
transacted. He did not fool around. Business was business, and pleasure was pleasure, and during my years on
the Santa Clara County Fair Board of Directors there
was always ample time for both. • • • • •
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Joe Kapp Letter
May 17, 199 1
EDITOR'S NOTES : Once in a while, San Jose GI
Forum does something right. It surely did when they
selected Joe Kapp, former Minnesota Vikings super
bowl quarterback, and former coach of the University
of California Golden Bears, as the Grand Marshal for
the 199 1 Cinco de Mayo Parade in downtown San Jose.
app is probably best remembered for
being the California quarterback the
last time they went to the Rose Bowl, in
1959. That year he led the old Pacific Coast Conference in rushing (yes!) and won the Pop Warner
Award when he was named the Outstanding Football Player on the Pacific Coast by the PALO Club
of Palo Alto.
After the Cinco de Mayo parade, we spent some
time in the San Jose GI Forum hospitality room and
talked and talked and talked.
Two weeks later I wrote him this letter:
Joe:
Better late than never! Thank you for agreeing to be
our Grand Marshal for the recent Ci nco de Mayo
Parade. You are the best we have ever had! Also, thank
you for staying around and visiting with us after the
parade. We really enj oyed that.
When I was growing up in the San Joaquin
Valley, my sister and I thought the world revolved
around Strawberry Canyon and Pappy Waldorf.
She used to listen to the games religiously and when
I would come home from picking fruit on Saturday
afternoons she would meet me at the door with,
"Guess what Jackie J ensen did today!"
She was a big fan of Pete Schabarum, Jackie Swaner,
John Olszewski, Les Richter, and anyone wearing the
blue and gold.
In 1959 me and another buddy hitchhiked from
Tulare County to the Rose Bowl to see you guys battle
Iowa.
Man, L.A. is a whole helluva lot bigger than
Woodlake! We walked the streets of Pasadena all
night long because we were so excited about going to
a Rose Bowl game that we couldn't sleep. And then
you guys laid an egg.
(If you ever need some exercise, try walking out of
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JOE KAPP
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the Rose Bowl, down Figueroa Street, to Wilshire, and
then hitchhiking through Beverly Hills on your way to
Sepulveda Blvd.)
But we forgave you on the way back and decided to
remain Cal fans when a kindly old drunk picked us up
and regaled us with stories about Brick Muller and some
of the old, old Bears, while letting us tap into his six
pack. He dropped us off in Tulare.
few years ago I had the pleasure
of sitting next to Pete Schabarum
at a dinner in Anaheim and we had a long
discussion like we did on Cinco de Mayo. Being a
failed and frustrated sportswriter, it was a very
enjoyable evening for me. My sister would turn
green with envy ifl were to tell her that I met Pete and
you.
Anyway, thanks a lot for being our Grand Marshal.
We are going to add your name to our mailing list so you
can get copies of our monthly newsletter. Feel free to
attend our functions any time you wish. Want to join us
and get involved in what we do? That would be even
better! San Jose GI Forum has resources to sponsor

A
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some of the things you touched on briefly when we
spoke (motivating kids, assisting the SJSU football
program) but we need ideas, ideas, ideas, and more
ideas.

San Jose GI Forum has its own building at 1680
Alum Rock Avenue, just off of Highway 101, and
some of the guys gather there on Friday evenings to
knock back a few and discuss the issues of the day.
This is the forum where the ''great ideas'' come from.
Want to join us some Friday evening to discuss how
we can work together to do something for the
"chavalitos?"
Joe, if we never, ever see you again, thank you for
being a cooperative, gracious, and friendly Grand Marshal.
Sinceramente
David Sierra, su amigo.
P.S. Yes, my friend, and I will do everything in my
power to make you famous, as promised. • • • • •

BARRIO SPEAKER: Three years later, Joe Kapp was
the featured speaker at the 1994 Barrio Alcohol/Drugs
Conference sponsored by Vida Nueva at Elmwood
Correctional Facility.

Track & Field World Records I Saw Broken
Back in the Ninet een fifties I was a rabid
track and field fan. No particular reason.
Tr ack and field was just my favorite sport. As
I explained it to people, 7 feet in the high jump
is as good in Los Angeles as it is in Moscow.
You a re not competing against another athlete, it's you against the world standard.
Period. We didn't really cheer for one particu lar athlete, we just wanted to see some
Event
Decathlon
Shot Put
1500
100
Shot Put
110 HH
10 0
200
10 0
100
400H
HJ
400

TimeLtLDis.
7297
60'-5-1/4"
3.42.8
10.2
61'-4"
13.4
10.2
20.6
10.2
10.2
49.5
7.0-1/2"
45.2

outstanding times, h eights, and distances.
Look at the times between 22 to 30 June
1956. Need we mention that it was an Olympic
Year? If my m emory serves me, Parry O'Brien
first went over 60' feet in the shot put at a
UCLA-USC dual m eet. I remember Charles
Dumas, first over 7 feet in the high jump.
These are some of the records I saw broken
when I was a devoted track fan:

Record Holder
Bob Mathias
Parry O'Brien
Wes Santee
Ira Murchison
Parry O'Brien
J ack Davis
Bobby Morrow
Thane Baker
Ira Murchison
Bobby Morrow
Glenn Davis
Charles Dumas
Lou Jones

Location
Tulare, CA
Los Angeles
Compton
Compton
Los Angeles
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles

Date
30 June 50
8 May 54
4 June 54
1 June 56
15 June 56
22 June 56
22 June 56
23 June 56
29 June 56
29 June 56
29 June 56
29 June 56
30 June 56
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''Will you be ready for the world
we are going to leave you?''
(From the 1998
Barrio Conference program)
e know that young people in our society
are sick and tired of adults constantly
telling them that they are (quote) THE
LEADERS OF TOMORROW (unquote). Hey, we are
tired of saying it.
They probably think that it is just more old people
trying to tell kids to get serious when they just want to be
kids, enjoying life, and having fun.
Maybe. But we also know that some of us didn't
think way back in 1945 (in the 5th grade) that anyone we
knew was going to do anything constructive in life, that
we would ever run anything, or design anything, or
make anything work.
WORK? That was the farthest thing from our minds.
Work was something that big people did, so leave us
alone. Please.
We caution young people to remember that the
world is going to change drastically from what you
know today. You cannot stop it, you cannot change it.
And, believe it or not, you are going to change too!
YOU ARE NOT ALWAYS going to be 16 or 18 or
whatever age you are at present. You are not always
going to be bashful if you are bashful, have only one chin
if that is all you have right now, and have lots of hair the
same color it is now.
As sure as the sun rises in the east and sets in the
west (unless someone changed it this morning) you
are going to think different, and experience many
changes in your life, some good and some bad.
You are going to have experiences that will modify
the way you think. Technologies will be introduced that
may simplify your life ... or make it more complex.

W

"Laugh if you must ••• "
You are going to wonder why young people are
doing the things that they are doing in 2044, and because
they are now using automatic weapons on each other in
"turf wars .. , we can't begin to imagine what will be
happening then. Hand Grenades? Lasers? Unless you

are psychic and can look into the future, start thinking
about it. And worrying.
Laugh if you must, but in 1945 we couldn't
possibly imagine 8-year old druggies, women wearing undergarments as street wear, and men using
earrings.
THE WORLD IS GOING TO CHANGE, and you
will have to change with it, or you may as well put your
head in the sand ... and keep it there.
How much? Plenty. Prior to 1945, on this planet
the following things were unheard of:
Television
Supersonic Jets
Cellular phones
Smog checks
Penicillin
Polio shots
Frozen foods
Xerox machines
Plastic
Electric typewriters
Women's lib
The Pill
Radar
Credit cards
Ballpoint pens
Panty hose
Oakland Raiders
Dishwashers
Civil rights
Clothes dryers
Environmental
Protection

Electric blankets
VCRs
Space program
Save the whales
Air conditioners
Drip-dry clothes
Computers
FM radio
Tape decks
Contact lenses
Artificial hearts
Picturephones
Women police
Guys in earrings
Pizza
McDonald's
H.S. Girls Sports
Fajitas
Laser beams
Rock music
CO's

OUNG PEOPLE ARE SMARTER than
we were 50 years ago. They have access to
more information. How much do you
think the world is going to change in the next 50
years?
Plenty. Things are going to happen in your lifetime
that you cannot, even those of you with the most vivid
imaginations, envision today.
There is an old saying that if you can envision it,
someone has already made it happen, or they are about
to make it happen. Believe it.

Y
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Consider: the biggest goof-off in my high school
junior year became Chief of Police. One of the most
timid oafs, a not-too-aggresive lineman on a losing
football team, became aU .S. Marine Corps drill instructor. The cowboy who thought he was God's gift to
women, became a U.S. Air Force B-52 bomber pilot.
The pachuco wannabe who rode around town with a
earful of laughing girls, who thought the mambo was
what life was all about, became a child psychiatrist.
One of the schoors top athletes, a rebellious type,
was last seen bumming quarters in downtown Los
Angeles' skid row.

Three of the prettiest and most popular girls in
the class were all married, pregnant, and divorced
within five years of graduation.
How many of these students could have guessed
how life would tum out for them? Get the picture?
RE YOU GOING TO CHANGE with the
world and become part of those making
decisions, running things, and doing positive things or will others do that, and relegate you to the
ranks of those drifting through life at age 50, not yet
ready to accept life on its terms, not accepting the fact
that LIFE IS HARD.
You cannot wait until you are that age to begin
taking command, to begin posturing yourself for the
future. Time will fly. Things will happen too fast for you
then. Do it now, while you are young, healthy and
energetic, so you can adapt rapidly as the world changes.
George Santayana once wrote,

A

"Those who do not
remember
history
are condemned
to repeat it."
ere's a challenge: Find a solution to the
problem of alcohol and drug abuse that
keeps dragging American youth deeper and
deeper into a quagmire from which they seem unable to
escape. If you do, this country will make you rich.
Guaranteed. NO societal problem cries louder for attention ... and solutions.

H

"Here's a challenge"
Why are our youth so violent? Why does it seem that

all young people are walking around with a chip on their
shoulder, seemingly daring anyone to challenge them?
hat happened to the youngsters that would
stand around telling each other jokes, or
laughing at each other and the world
around them? Why are we so solemn? Think about it,
and then go find a solution. The world will shower you
with attention ... and $20,000 honorariums. In short,
think ... and propose solutions.
That's what the Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference is
all about.

W

We welcome responses from students to this
challenge. Please address them to the editor at 2212
Quimby Rd., San Jose, Calif. We will select at least
one and publish it in the next Barrio Conference
program.
EDITOR'S NOTES: I wrote this article in 1998 for
the Barrio Conference program to get students to think
about how the world is going to change as they move
into adult life, and to be prepared for the changes that are
going to take place.
The world is going to change. That is a given. If

you change with it, you may assume a leadership role
in your adult life. If you don't change, you will be at
the mercy of those who are viable and recognize that
changes are inevitable and that human beings must
adjust as they grow older. • • • • •

Ostropofugosccocoo
January 24, 1966

I had not been feeling well, and suddenly
on January 23, 1966, I felt terrible, going to
bed with intense pain in my lower stomach.
When my groin area began swelling to alarming proportions at about midnight, I awoke
Gloria and told her to have a look. She
screamed, "Oh, my God, I'm gonna call the
doctor!"
Gloria called Emergency at San Jose Hospital
and Dr. Lawrence Daniel Stern advised her to call
an ambulance immediately and he would meet us
there ... PRONTO!
(Cont. on Pg 575)
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Ostropofugosccocoo
(Cont. from Pg 574)
When I returned to doing my column in EL
EXCENTRICO magazine on March 5, 1966, it
called for some humor, of course. I wrote the
following:
History of Ostropofugosccocoo
The recent medical problems which had me on
~y kee~ter ~or five weeks have now been positively tdenttfed by Dr. Humberto Garcia as
Ostropofugosccocoo, a rare tropical disease which
is found on people who frequent cocktail lounges.
Dr. Garcia believes that there is a chemical used in
the dyeing of the leather on bar stools that is
injurious to the southern region of the afflicted.

Dr. Garcia had 16 specialists flown here
from New York to see his patient.The first one
that saw him asked one question: "What the
hell is it?''
The second one asked Dr. Garcia: .. What did
you do, trap it? Find it under a rock? ..
The third one took a look at it, and shot himself!
Seriously, we wish to thank those who visited
Dr. ~arcia's patient. Special thanks go to Mingo
Rodriguez and Joe Quinones who took the time to
shave my puss.
e thank Hank Coca and Mrs. and
Mrs. Joe Torres for the flowers,
Mingo for moving the icebox we
had just purchased from Furniture Discount House,
Charlie Padilla for the books, Fidelio (Fred)
Vazquez, Ray Garcia, and Dick Marden for their
frequent visits.
Also Frank Singh and Tony Rubalcava, Manuel
Delgado, Ben Garza, Bob Garcia, Bob Rodriguez,
G~eg Nogal~s, Dan Tellez, Dick Caravayo, Ray
Vlllegas, Juhan Camacho, Thomas DiPippo, Richard Gomez, Joe Gomes, and all the others, for
visiting us.
A long-to-be-remembered visitor was Carlos
(El Gallo) Gomez. He came on a Sunday afternoon
when the old spirits were pretty far down in the
dumps and his enthusiasm and contagious good
spirits pretty well pepped up the patient.
A million thanks to everyone, especially those
whom we forgot to mention. • • • • •

W
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The Lenin Letter
Sept. 25, 1974
Dear Mr. Sierra:
It is always a pleasure to receive THE FORUMEER
and read the various accomplishments by Chicanos
throughout our land. I was very pleased with the various
stories on the September '74 issue.
It was good to read that DeBaca has been named
Spec.ial Assistant to the President in Charge of Hispanic
Affrurs.lt was also good to read about Mario Obledo and
Raul Yzaguirre, and it was especially pleasing to read of
the USS Valdez in honor of Phil Isadore Valdez.
I read, with interest, your editorial and agreed with
most of what you said It was a very well written editorial.
However, I feel that the last two lines were in poor taste
and demeaning to the dignity of THE FORUMEER.
I look forward to reading future issues of THE
FORUMEER and your informative editorials Please
take my comments as constructive criticism from one
who respects your right to editorialize but is also concerned about the image we get as Forum members.
Atentamente,
--LENIN JUAREZ, attorney at law
1103 Main Street
Lubbock, Texas 79401
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Juarez, was, of course,
referring to the editorial NIXON SE RAJA in which I
commented that President Richard Nixon had departed
the White House just two steps ahead of the Justice
Department attorneys, or someting like that, and that
Tricky Dick's resignation felt as comfortable to me as
passing gas. • • • • •

Institution of Government
Why was government

instituted at all?
Because the passions of men
will not conform to the
dictates of reason and justice
without restraint.
--Alexander Hamilton
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USS HORNET
A Stimulating
Experience!
The USS Hornet, one of
the legendary Essex-class aircraft caniers from the World
War II era, is permanently
moored at Alameda Naval Air
. -·
\ I
Station. The Hornet was con- - ·_· - - - ~\ ,l
structed at Newport News,
Virginia in 1942. She racked
up a fantastic record in action against the Japanese:
• For a period of 18 months during some of the
heaviest fighting in the south Pacific, she never tied
up to a pier.
• She was attacked 59 times by Japanese carrierbased bombers, torpedo planes, and suicide planes,
but never hit by a bomb, torpedo, or a Kamikaze.
o Her pilots shot down 72 planes in one day, a US
Navy record.
• They shot down 255 planes in one month, another
US Navy record.
• General Doolittle's B-25 medium bombers who
bombed Tokyo in the early days of World War
II, were launched off the Hornet.
• The ship was awarded 9 battle stars for her role in
assault landings in the Pacific.
• She earned a Presidential Unit Citation in WW II.
• Hornet recovered the Apollo 11 space capsule
and the first men to walk on the moon as the
largest TV a udience in history watched in 1969.
o Also recovered crew of Apollo 12, an all-Navy
crew of moon walkers.
• The Hornet was designated a National Historical
Landmark in 1991.
It is now known as the USS Hornet Museum and is
open to the public.
We visited her on Friday, June 4, 1999. You go
aboard via a gangplank similar to that used when the
ship was on actual duty. There is a souvenir shop on
board to buy Hornet memorabilia. You are free to
walk around the ship wherever you want.
Comfortable walking shoes are a must. A flashlight
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would be helpful.
If you have problems climbing ladders, this is not for
you because there are no elevators or escalators, its all
stairs, many, many stairs, and they are STEEP.
Hold on to all rails with both hands is the first thing
you learn in the orientation session. All doors have
doorsills. Walk carefully!
DESERT STORM SIMULATOR
The highlight of the visit was 5 minutes in a jet
simulator. You experience the excitement of taking off
in a jet fighter from the deck of an aircraft carrier.
Then the fighter crosses over e nemy territory, drops its
bombs on an e nemy target, evades missiles being fired at it,
and flies through canyons, and under a bridge on the way back
to its home base, the carrier.
If you have heart problems, or are easily excited, you
probably don't want to do this. You have to hang on fo r dear
life as the plane bucks and zooms ac ross the sky at supersonic
speeds. Scary! Exciting!

The man running the simulator said that experienced
NAVY jet fighter pilots told him that it was pretty much
how you feel inside a jet plane as it zooms off the deck ,
races to the target, avoids enemy missiles, and then
comes back for a jarring landing on the deck of a carrier.
I blinked.
For years, I have wanted to experience the excitement of taking off from a carrier deck in a jet fighter.
This was only 5 minutes, simulated, not real, but
noisy, and stimulating! My heart was still pounding
15 minutes after we got out of the simulator.
It is not recommended for those with heart problems.
Would I do it again? N-N-N-NO.
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What Christmas Used To Be
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article first appeared in the
December 1958 issue of EL EXCENTRICO magazine, where I was Assistant Editor at the time:

E

arly in childhood, Christmas eve meant the
only night of the year when we eagerly
went to bed early The philosophy here being
that the earlier we hit the sack, the earlier the morrow's
sun would creep over the mountains, heralding the
arrival of a new day, Christmas!
Christmas Day mean arising early, and looking
under the tree to see what the chubby-faced man in
red had left for us We always felt sure that he would
leave something nice as we considered ourselves
model children, as what child doesn't at that time of
year?
Santa was more dependable than Southern Pacific
all those years, never missed us We often wondered how
he could remember such an insignificant being as ourselves with so many millions of children all over the
globe awaiting his annual visit
The illusion that there was a Santa Claus was
heartbrokenly shattered one crisp December night
we we tiptoed into the kitchen for a glass of water. Lo
and behold! There stood our older brother placing
Christmas presents under the tree!
He's helping Santa, was our initial thought Slowly
we tiptoed back to our beds, crept in under the covers and
held our breath, not wanting to miss the pitter-patter of
reindeer feet on the rooftop as Santa sped away to
another home, another rendezvous with another child
But there were none We heard no patter of reindeer feet,
no sounds of a sleigh skimming along the roof, no
shouting of encouragement from St Nick to his fabled
reindeer, Dancer, Blitzen, Dasher, and Donner and the
others
When no sounds were audible for a long period
of time, we lost ourselves in slumber, but not before
a recalcitrant tear wended its way down our cheek
The following year we witnessed a parade in which
Santa rode atop a bright red fire engine When we
inquired about his reindeer we were assured that Santa
had parked them just outside town because the blaring of
the big horns in the bands would scare them. This answer

met with extreme doubtfulness, but was soon forgotten
We were fmnly convinced that there was NO real
Santa Claus one day in November of 1946 when we
happened to glance at an ad in a Los Angeles newspaper
It read:

SANTA CLAUSES WANTED.
APPLY, BULLOCK'S DEPT
STORE, 9 TO 5 PM • • • • •

White Man's Comment
by E. David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER
ccasionally, in the pages of the GI Forum's
newspaper, I would make comments on
social issues by quoting unnamed sources
to make a point, briefly, and succinctly.
"The Army didn't say I was too short when they sent
me over to fight in Viet N am. I was ready to die for my
country, but the police department tells us Chicanos that
we are too short...
This comment was printed in the May 1975 issue.
Shortly thereafter, I received an unsigned letter from an
unknown locale which commented that Chicanos are
NOT ready to die for their country, and that what we
need in America is BIG & TOUGH COPS ... and ...
added the following change to a display ad I ran in the
same issue:

0

DON:SCBUY
COORS
Tell the truth. As a Caucasian member of the GI
Forum, I am resigning. Your damn paper don't even
make good ass wipe.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Now, there's the kind of freethinking member the American GI Forum needs more
of, right? RIGHT.
As for the quality of paper our newspaper was
printed on, I will have to take this racist's word for it.
Since my rear end does not read, I never show it paper
with words printed on it. • • • • •
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Senator Cranston
Replies oct. 14, 1974
EDITOR'S NOTE -- I wrote to
Senator Alan Cranston (Dem-CA)
after President Gerald Ford pardoned former President Nixon for
''crimes he may have committed or
crimes he may commit.''
I was incensed. A pardon for crimes he may
commit in the future?
C'mon, Gerry, give us a break! You're the President of the United States, not God of the Universe.
Senator Cranston wrote back, as follows:
Dear Mr. Sierra:
I much appreciate having your thoughts regarding
Richard Nixon's status as an ex-President.
bile I understand the human compassion
that may have motivated President Ford's
decision to pardon Mr. Nixon, I think it
unfortunate that he acted at this time.
Without a full disclosure of the facts and without
the judicial process running its course, Richard Nixon
has been put above the law and shielded from the
legal processes.
My deep concern about the effect of this action on
public confidence in our system of justice led me to
introduce, together with Senator Brooke, a sense of the
Senate resolution (S. Res 400) expressing concern about
President Ford's action and calling for no further pardons to be granted until the judicial process -- including
any appeals -- has been completed. A copy of my
introductory remarks is enclosed
t the same time, Senator Robert Byrd introduced a similar resolution (which I cospon
sored) but which omitted any reference to
the Nixon pardon. We subsequently agreed to combine
our proposals into his resolution (S. Res 401 ), and
Senator Byrd accepted amendments, based on my proposal, to strengthen and clarify his resolution.
On Sept 12, it passed the Senate by a vote of 55-24.
That day, President Ford responded by announcing he
would grant no more Nixon-like Watergate pardons.

W
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The Fishing Trip
My friend, Victor Garza, had been invited by some
friends to go on a fishing trip to British Columbia. He
very much wanted to go, but did not want to spend his
own money to do so.
e asked Sid Haro, Vida Nueva Director,
if he could use program funds to under
write his expenses so he could join his
buddies on the fishing junket. Sid had not given him
an answer, so one afternoon he came by the Vida
Nueva house, apparently to make a final, personal,
appeal.
Teresa Haro, Sid's wife, and her group of lady
volunteers, assisted by some Vida Nueva residents,
were putting together Thanksgiving baskets to be given
out to our residents and to a list of needy people that Mrs.
Haro had gotten from the Salvation Army.
Always covering his ass because as he put it,
"David, you never know who your friends are going
to be a year from now,'' Sid told Victor that he just
could not justify using program funds to pay for his
fiShing trip. He just could not do it legally.
As Victor was preparing to get into his car and drive
away, Sid offered him a Thanksgiving turkey from the
baskets being put together by the Vida Nueva volunteers. He readily took it and put it in the trunk of his car.
Then he saw that some of the baskets were going to get
a large canned ham, and he asked for one of those too.
"Buddy, por favor," Sid begged him, "Dejale comida
a los pobres!"
There is an old saying that you give some people
an inch and they want to take a mlle. That seemed
apropos to Victor Garza at that moment. • • • • •

H

President Ford's request for $850,000 to cover
transitional expenses for Mr Nixon has been, as you
may know, reduced substantially by both the House
and Senate Appropriations Committees.
On Oct. 2, the full House approved a reduction to
$200,000. When the matter comes to the Senate for a
vote, I assure you I shall support all reasonable reductions.
Sincerely,
--ALAN CRANSTON,
Senator, California
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Advice to The Chotas

City
Officials
Seminar
April, 1971 THE LEADER

Seminar with Fletcher,
City of San Jose Department
Officials
The long-awaited All-Day Seminar meeting with
City Manager Thomas Fletcher and members of his
staff finally took place on Sat., March 20, at Leininger
Center.
ttending were Chapter Chairman David
Sierra; Rec~rding Secretary Sebastian
Adame; Chris Hernandez, Joe Maestas,
Dan Gallego, Len Ramirez, Joe Garcia, Ike Hernandez,
Dan Campos, Ralph Reyes, Joe Cuellar, Carlos
Barahona, and Serapio Lopez from San Jose Chapter.
Representatives also were present from South San
Jose, North Santa Clara Valley GI Forums and Santa
Clara and San Jose Auxiliary.
The San Jose Auxiliary served luncheon.
WORKSHOPS
Workshops were held in the many areas of concern
to Forumeers. The intent was for the participants to
meet for two to three hours with city officials and then
come up with a list of demands of the City Manager.
Most of the San Jose reps sat in on the Law Enforcement & The Courts workshop.
Discussed were the San Jose Peace Officers Association harrassment of the Community Alert Patrol a
few months ago. City Manager Fletcher stated that the
City of San Jose has no objection to citizens observing
their police officers at work.
Sgt. Phil Norton of the Association, indicated
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that the attitude of the Association to the Community
Alert Patrol (CAP) has not changed. He was told that
the American GI Forum does not appreciate the
Peace Officers Association trying to bring disrepute
to the MACSA (Mexican American Community Services Agency) and that repeated attacks on MACSA
would again find the GI Forum on MACSA's side.
e also discussed the fixing of traffic
tickets a few years ago by Police Captain
Melvin Hornbeck and that consequently
the credibility of San Jose Police officials has to be
seriously questioned.
At that time, Chief of Police Ray Blackmore only
indicated that it would not happen again.
Following this line of reasoning, Amigos, next time
you get picked up, just indicate to the officer that you
will not do it again and remind him of Captain Melvin
Hornbeck.
We asked the City Manager and Police officials to
rid the department of this cancer before it spreads.
We also asked that a Spanish speaking person be
present and available at the Complaint Desk, 24
hours a day.
We asked that a team of police officers be established to recruit Mexican Americans to the police department.
We asked that a Spanish language course, speaking el idioma de los vatos locos, be instituted instead
of the Sunday School Missionary teacher the Placas
have now.
We asked that the City Manager review the procedure for voiding traffic citations and make the information of his findings available to the community.
We asked the city government to use influence to
initiate a NIGHT COURT to handle misdemeanors
and traffic cases.
fter hearing from Sgt. Norton of the high
inc~dence of alcoholism and divorce in the
pohce ranks, we asked that psychiatric counseling services be available to all police officers.
We asked also for the continuance of the O.R.
(Own Recognizance) Program whereby a person
need only show proof of permanent residence in the
area to be released on his own recognizance for
minor offenses and traffic violations.
(We realize that the above report is biased. We will
offer San Jose Police representatives equal space in the
next issue to "tell it as they see it.") • • • •

W
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The Hema Letter
February 4, 1998

EDITOR'S NOTES: My niece, Becka,
called from Modesto to tell us that her mom and
dad were having very serious personal problems. She was trying to enlist members of the
family to call her mom to provide support for
her.
I could not face up to calling her for fear of
breaking down on the phone and making things
worse. I decided, instead, to sit down and write
her a long letter. This is what I wrote her:

*****

DearHema:
Becka called us and told us about the problems you
have been having with Jess. Gloria and I want to assure
you that whatever actions you have taken to bring him to
his senses has our complete support.
He is my brother, but I too have had alcoholic
problems in the past and I fully understand how insensitive to other people's feelings we can become when we
are slaves to our addiction.

M

any people consume alcohol and do
not make life miserable for those they
love. Alcoholism's effects intensify as
we get older. Many elderly people abstain from
alcohol as they age because they find that they cannot
handle it like they could when they were younger.
It is grossly unfair to drink yourself silly and then
take it out on the person that has shared their life with
you for over 50 years. It is then that we must remember
our vows ... when we got married we vowed before
Christ to honor and love each other, through sickness or
health, through bad or good ... until death do us part.
If my brother is not treating you like you deserve to
be treated, with respect and with kindness and with all
the love that he can muster, even in his alcoholic stupor,
then he doesn't deserve a nice lady like you sharing his
life.

You cannot, for your health's sake, continue to
tolerate the abuse that you have taken all your adult
life.

Remember, Hema ... you are just as entitled to a
tranquil and happy life as he is.lt should not be your role
in life to cater to his every whim and to make sure he has
everything he wants, while you do without the things
that you want, and while you do everything you can to
make life comfortable for him.
e should be going out of his way to make
life comfortable for you, too. That's what
love is about. It is about sharing. Making
each other happy. It is not a one-way street. You have
earned happiness. You have been a loyal, caring, and
loving wife for over 50 years. You do not deserve to be
mistreated by anyone, especially by a person who stood
beside you before the altar in St. Francis Cabrini Church
in Woodlake a few years ago and renewed his vows of
matrimony with you. We were all witnesses, and so was
God.

H

I wanted to call you on the phone as Becka
suggested, but I cannot do this. I know that I would
break down and start crying. All I have to remember
is how much you did for the Sierra kids when our
mom and dad died.
I may never have mentioned it to you, and maybe
none of the other kids have either, but we love you very
much.
Believe me, speaking for myself, I would not be the
person I am today if I had not had the parental guidance
that you provided in my formative years. Growing up, I
always felt that you loved us, even when you scolded us
for doing something wrong. I felt loved, and you were

Success and Failure
There is absolutely no correlation
between success and family background, race, national origin, financial status, or even educational accomplishment. There is but one correlation with success ... and that is
ATTITUDE.
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responsible for that. The important women in my early
years were you and your sister, Tocha. Thank God that
you were the loving people that you are.
One of the things that I have learned in my adult life
is that young persons become responsible citizens or
criminals based on the religious experiences they had in
their early years. You and Tocha were THE primary
persons responsible for my respect-for-others ethic. I
got that from you, Hema, because of the way you raised
us. And from your sister, who used to round us up to
recite the rosary in the early evening hours whenever we
were at the Lupercio ranch. Of all the things that stay
with me, that is always in my mind, that Tocha was
always having us come in the house in the early evening
and have a religious experience. I love her very much for
that.
rankly, Gloria and I do not go to church
regularly, but we have spent a lot of years
doing community work and helping others
less fortunate than ourselves. We try to treat people the
way we would want them to treat us. We respect people
who disagree with us, because they are entitled to their
opinions also.
Since I began working in the alcohol recovery field
about eleven years ago, I have learned about co-dependency, about denial, and about blame-placing.
The alcoholic wiD never blame himself for anything that goes wrong in his life. It is always someone
else's fault. His wife, his brother, his sister, his parents, his teachers, his friends ••• but never himself.
The alcoholic seeks others to make excuses for him
after he realizes that those close to him are aware of the
games he is playing. He cannot stand to lie anymore
about what is causing his problems because he KNOWS
that those that KNOW HIM do not believe it. So, he
finds someone else to lie for him.
The alcoholic gets over that small hurdle, but
does not resolve the real problem, which is his unwillingness to look inward and blame himself for the
harm he is doing to himself and those around him.
I quit drinking a few years ago and Gloria and I have
never been happier. I vowed to myself, and even told my
friends, that I would dedicate the rest of my life to
making my wife happy. She, like you, worked for a lot
of years and provided me with many hours of happiness
in my life. She came into my life when I needed someone
very much. No one likes to admit that they are lonely.

F
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: Antony Muiioz,
I First Chicano
: in NFL Hall of Fame
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AnthonyMuiioz, theprtdeofChaffey
HS, USC, and the Cincinnati Bengals,
recognized as the fmest offensive tackle
in pro football histo:ty, has been enshrtned in the NFL Hall of Fame in
Canton, Ohio.
Muiioz becomes the first Hispanic
to be so honored. The 6'6.. and 265 lb
Bengal behemoth missed only three
games in 13 years ofwarfare in the NFL
trenches.
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But all of us know that we need other human beings in
our life to find true happiness.
My brother Jess can stop drinking and begin
treating you with the respect that you merit ••• if he
wants to. Don't let him tell you that he can't. He CAN
if he really wants to.
Remember, Hema, that you have rights too. It's not
all one-sided. I was surprised when Becka told me that
you had moved out and were living with Lela and
Ramie. You could have called the Police and had Jess
removed from your home.
et him find another place to live. Let him
suffer the stigma of making excuses when
people ask him where he's been lately. Let
him come crawling back asking for your forgiveness
before you allow him to enter your house again.
You can get a restraining order from the Police
which commands him, under penalty of arrest, to stay
away from you, not to telephone you, talk to you, or in
any way embarrass you while you try to resolve the
problems that have caused you to take the drastic action
that you did.
Jess is my brother, and I love him very much. But
you are my sister-in-law, my mother, and all of your
family are very dear friends whose friendship I
treasure. If I have to choose between you and him, I
am on your side. I want you to know that.
Jess can get professional help if he needs to go that

L
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far. For now, I suggest that he began going to AA
meetings. Let him go by himself at first, then later if you
want to, you can go with him. AA has helped millions of
men because their formula is very simple. After you get
around others and start relating your tales about problems with alcohol, you realize that you are not alone.
Others have experienced the same problems, had the
same results, and suffered the same shame. You can
llunload" by talking about it. If you begin to believe the
dogma of the 12 Steps, you are on your way.

Make him promise to practice what he preaches.
First, admit that you cannot handle the problem.
Second, seek help. Next, make amends to those you
have hurt, etc.
He'll get the idea. If he doesn't, he is still in denial and
does not deserve you.
hen, and if, you begin living together
again ... make sure that he knows what
you expect of him. You do not want to be
yelled at. You do not want to pick up after hm.
If you are sick, he must provide for himself,
making dinner, etc. I am not sure precisely what it is
that he has been doing to you to make your life
miserable, but whatever it is, tell him that you don't
need that anymore and will not tolerate it.
Why not take him in to see your doctor and let the
doctor explain to him what mental stress does to a
person?
All of us are not getting any younger. We deserve to
live our remaining years with as much happiness as we
can find. Whatever is causing us to worry to the point
that it becomes a medical problem, we can do without.
We need to smile, laugh, and enjoy life.
If Jess is not making you happy, tell him exactly
what it is that is making you miserable. Don't be
bashful. Your health is at stake, and you know as well
as I do that nothing is more important than our
health. Especially our mental health.
If my brother will not treat you with the respect that
you merit, than I will not respect him either and can
forget that I have an older brother.
Please know that whatever you do, we love you very
much, and are supportive of you. You deserve to be
happy, and all of us want you to be happy.
Love,
--Pelon
Feb. 4, 1998 • • • • •
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MEMO:

Politicians
Creating Jobs
Oct. 1985

The Leader

--by E. David Sierra
(SAN JOSE) --We do not purport to understand
politicians. If we did, we would probably want to own a
couple of them. They can be very useful when you want
to make money, take away other people's property, or do
any of a myriad of things that wealthy people are wont
to do.
~~e sagacio~s individual ~nee said that poli
ttctans sometimes do the nght things for the
wrong reasons. One of the statements that
politicians often make that bothers me personally is
when they set out to "create jobs."
What more noble work can a person do than create
employment, and thus increase social and economic
opportunities for his fellow man?
Every time I hear a politician say that he/she is

S

doing something to "create jobs" my first instinct is
to ask them why they don't just hire thousands of
people to paint the while lines on freeways with
toothbrushes?
In the act of "creating jobs" the politicians also
create paperwork, (memoes), for government runs on
memoes; which puts in writing what may be misconstrued if said on the telephone to someone who didn't
finish Stanford. Memoes are also useful for "C.Y.A."
Why is it that every time politicians set out to
"create jobs" it winds up costing the taxpayers lotsa
dinero?
e do not pretend to understand what the
following paragraphs (extracted from
City of San Jose memoes) mean, we just
want to share them with our readers so you can begin to
understand how "jobs" are created by your humble
public servants.
Recently a packet of documents regarding the Free
Enterprise Zone proposed by District 5 Councilwoman

W
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Blanca Alvarado was being read by a tall blonde lady in
an outdoor Mexican bar in Lone Pine, Calif. Our Man in
Space, Lobo The WonderDog, hovered his spacecraft
directly overhead at an altitude of23,000 miles and with
his 385,000 power telescope was able to read the memoes
en toto, record them, and relay them to one of our
contacts in Prague, Czechoslovakia via his COMFORUM
communications system. From there they were brought
by courier to the offices of THE LEADER. It is very
interesting reading. For instance, quote:
"CONCLUSION A: The city of San Jose has expended $269,000 in support of an economic development project in District 5 which was ( 1) ill conceived,
and (2) poorly executed." End quote.
Quote: "CONCLUSION B: Due to the involvement
of the District Five councilperson, City staff failed to
insure the same fiscal and programmatic accountability
of this project as it did of all other CDBG and Jobs Bill
programs. As a result, City Venture Corporation (contractor) has not provided the City with a detailed project
budget or a detailed accounting of funds expended.
Furthermore, the contractor failed to meet the majority
of its goals as agreed upon in its contract with the City."

In March 1985 Councilwoman Alvarado submitted a report on the city venture project that sought to
position another organization (San Jose Development Corporation) to receive funds to go forward
with the effort begun under City Venture (Exhibit
G).

ONCLUSION D: Many civic-minded and
influential business leaders of San Jose vol
unteered to serve on the Project Advisory
Committee. They attempted to monitor the financial
aspects and progress of the project, but their inquiries in
that regard were met with evasive answers, and they
were not provided sufficient information to fulfill their
task.
CONCLUSION E: As far as can be discerned from
the financial information submitted by City Venture,
only $68,799.00 (26%) can be said to have been spent on
the project with any degree of certainty. Forty percent of
this amount was paid in rent, utilities, etc., leaving only
14% of the total funds going toward direct program
salaries.
Over $109,000 went to something called 'Corporate
Costs' of City Venture. Yet there is nothing to indicate
what City Venture produced to earn this additional
$109,000. Consultants accounted for $56,000 and travel
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If You Bl8.Dle
Jfyou blame your family's
financial worth,
the bad neighborhood
you lived in, for your
lack of success,
it is admitting that
your education,
life experiences,
andfriends you've made,
taught you nothing,
absolutely NOTHING.
--E. David Sierra

for almost $20,000, which is many times more than the
total annual consulting and travel budgets for some of
the largest community based agencies in the country.
FACTUAL REPORT: I have been unable to locate
any financial reports that have been submitted to the city
other than the two audit reports that were submitted by
City Venture's CPA's. This indicates that CV was not
required to submit monthly reports of expenditures as do
other CDBG grantees.
It is also interesting to note that while the first audit
was done by Peat, Marwick and Mitchell, a nationally
known and respected firm, the second one was conducted by a lesser known firm. Why the change?
B. OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
--Travel ($19,593.00), nothing submitted to the City in
the way of reports, briefings, etc., indicates that this
level of consulting services were provided.
Corporate Costs ($109,339.00), 41% of total funds
and no explanation or justification.
BTC Development Costs ($15,000.00), no BTC was
developed.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
How appropriate is the fact that the Councilperson
from District 5 had a son employed by Control Data (the
parent company of City Venture) at the time that the
involvement with City Venture was initiated by her
office?
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Why were the recommendations of staff from Redevelopment not heeded? For example, "If City Staff is not
involved in City Venture Project it will most likely fail
--and the City of San Jose will appear to be responsible
for such a failure." (Exhibit M, pg. 1, 8.16.83).
From a Blanca Alvarado memo of March 7, 1985 to
the Mayor and City Council:
ubstantial progress has been made toward
implementation of the Job Crea~io? ~roject
in East San Jose. To date, the Ctty s Investment of $269,000 has resulted in a State Employment
Training Panel Grant of $500,000 which will train 166
San Jose residents (46 slots reserved for veterans) in
computer maintenance and office technology. In addition, the development of the BTC represents 2.5 million
dollars of private investment to construct the first Small
Business Incubator of this kind in California.
The following is from a memo from Sue Carbon,
Office of Center City Development, to Frank Taylor: "A
San Jose Advisory Committee is the key to virtually
every work element. According to the Scope of Services
this advisory committee will be named by the City of
San Jose in the second contract month (August, 1983).

S

Blanca Alvarado wanted to name the Advisory
Committee, which I understand is to consist more of
major business and industry representatives from
the hi-tech area than of eastside business and community leaders. Neither our office nor the Mayor's
office has been asked to identify or contact potential
members.
If City Staff is not involved in the City Venture
Project it will most likely fail ... and the city of San Jose
will appear to be responsible for such a failure.
If anyone of our readers understands what our politicians are up to, will they please put it in writing and
submit it to us. We do not understand what is going on.
And they won't tell us. So, we leave it to you. * * * *

Dr. Zhivago, Again?
"Dr. Zhivago, again? What's the matter with you?" asked the husband
after his wife told him she had seen
Dr. Zhivago again.
--Anon.

The
Amaya
Legacy
August 1988 THE LEADER

LARRY AMAYA IS DEAD
The passing away of one of California GI Forum's
most firme carnales cast a pall over the recent State
Convention at Visalia.
orthern and central California Forumeers
arriving at the sessions were apprised by
southern California carnales that they had
just attended the funeral services for Lorenzo Amaya, a
former State and Regional Chairman. You hurt us with

N

that one, God.
Mr. Amaya had attended all but one California
convention AND state board meeting (the exception
was a few years ago when he was very, very ill) over a
span of 30 years.
He was known for his good humor, oratorical
skills, knowledge of parliamentary procedure, insistence on Chicanos being given every bit of opportunity to which they are entitled, his leadership qualities, and his ability to inspire our younger members
into working harder and harder for the American GI
Forum.
We will always remember Larry Amaya for being
fair-minded and for his tenacity during some of the
biggest battles California GI Forum ever fought. He
was, of course, in the middle of all of them.
Once, in a confrontation with some ultra heavy GI
Forum biggies in Albuquerque he led the fight which
convinced others to walk out of the sessions and back to
the Sheraton Hotel because we were not being taken
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LARRY AMAYA
MEMORIAL
As a lasting tribute to one of its greatest members ever, the State of California's
Outstanding Member Award is named
the LARRY AMAYA AWARD, given
annually to the California GI Forum's
outstanding member.

seriously. Later he also called a spade a spade when we
confronted the guilty parties and told them exactly what
they were.
e was for many years the Chairman of
Region ill (Los Angeles and Orange coun
ties) and it is ironic that a plan to split those
areas into separate regions was being debated at the
convention almost as his casket was being lowered into
God's earth.
Lorenzo Amaya joined the American GI Forum in
Pico Rivera, chaired that chapter, then became State
Chairman during the era of the state's biggest growth in
membership.
We will remember Larry Amaya for his undying
devotion to the California GI Forum and for his many
years of dedicated service.
•••
EDITOR'S NOTE: Larry Amaya openly and to his
face accused Dr. Hector P. Garcia, the American GI
Forum founder, in Albuquerque, New Mexico of not
working to bring about better relationships between the
California and Texas members of the American GI
Forum.

H

"We're spending more time fighting each other
than we are addressing the issues that are important
to our people," he argued, "and you can be the
catalyst to bring these factions together. If you want
to .... and you don't want to.
"You have the attitude of hacendados dealing with
us as peones, to bend to your will, and to be at your beck
and call. No one has a good idea if it did not originate in
Texas.

THAT'S what YOU think, THAT'S the prob-

Larry Amaya
lem, ... and that's what holds us back," he told the
Doctor. To his face.
ow much control did Dr. Garcia have over
the Texa.s delegation? Fred Vazquez and I
once asked a member of the Texas delegation to meet us in the cocktail lounge for a few drinks and
he said, "No puedo. Dr. Garcia says not to drink until all
the business is taken care of."
In 1968, at the Cheyenne national convention it was
Larry Amaya who approached leaders in the Texas
delegation to suggest a joint California-Texas caucus to
discuss a proble m. We heard that Dr. Garcia would seek
the national chair in an effort to oust Californian Dan
Campos from the chair. Dr. Garcia did not openly
declare his candidacy. The Texas leaders were not
interested in any discussion with us.
That was the American GI Forum national convention that elected Dr. Hector P. Garcia to the national
chair.. • • • • •

H
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Monday Night Decisions
May 1989 The Leader

S

orne of the members were getting sick and
tired of listening to reports being given at the
membership meetings, and when they tried
to ask questions, were being told to 'come to the Monday night meetings', as if we had no right to ask
questions.
I decided to question it in print, so I wrote the
following:

EDITORIAL
Why is it that people who should know better (yeah,
some of our chapter officers) keep insisting that if we
want to know what is going on in the San Jose GI Forum
we MUST go to the Monday night Ways & Means
Committee meetings?
If we hear THAT statement one more time, we are
going to let out a wild scream and throw a childish
tantrum on the floor!

We suggest you people consult the constitution of
San Jose GI Forum, where it certainly tells you that
the supreme body of this organization, is the rank
and file membership assembled on a duly established date with prior notice to all members.

PARDON,
HE SAYS
Role model for our children ?
Item clipped from the
Fresno BEE newspaper:

Man guilty in drug case
FRESNO (AP) --Businessman Jesus Padron, 41,
has been convicted by a federal jury of cocaine trafficking involving an alleged attempt to sell 22 pounds of
cocaine to an undercover officer last November.
EDITOR'S NOTE: A few weeks after this article
appeared in the BEE, one of my spies in the San Joaquin

You don't call a "Board .. meeting just because more
than half of the board members happen to be in a given
place at a given time.lt really isn't difficult. Just remember this: The Board meets on the third thtp"sday of the
month, at 7 PM, at 1680 Alum Rock Avenue, San Jose,
to transact business.
The membership meeting (which has the authority
to ratify or reject any decision of the board) meets on the
first Friday of the month, at 8 PM, in the Eastside
Community Center, San Jose.

hat ever happened to the long-winded
B.S. sessions we used to have to re
hash all the world's problems every
Monday night? Remember when we used to invite
prominent local politicians to come in and discuss
things with us?

W

If you want to transact the business of this organization every Monday night of the year, just say so. Let's
change the constitution. With the approval of 3/4 of the
membership, we can do it legally. Until then, werespectfully suggest that you read the constitution ... and
follow it! The Editor • • • • •

Valley apprised me that Victor Garza, Chairman, San
Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, had written to the
judge presiding over Padron's case pleading for leniency for the accused.
According to Garza's letter, said my spy, Padron was
involved in many efforts doing lots of good things for
the community.
Garza dropped the names of San Jose Chief ofPolice
Lou Cobarruviaz, Santa Clara County Supervisor Zoe
Lofgren, and other important people he knows to establish his personal credibility in seeking leniency for his
friend.

"He is a good role model for our children," said
Garza's letter, according to our spy.
I damned near gagged on my beer at that last sentence: A convicted drug dealer, a good role model for
our children?
Yeah. Right. • • • • •
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Gil Jasso, a Good Chicano?
No, I don't think so ....

S

orne GI Forum friends have asked me over
the years why I did not like or respect Gilbert
Jasso. There are a number of reasons. At one
time he organized what he called the Model Cities
Chapter, American GI Forum. We objected to him
calling his chapter Model Cities because Model Cities
was the name of a manpower project which had nothing
whatever to do with the American GI Forum.

Tony Cerna of Santa Clara and I opposed the
name openly at a board meeting in Richmond.
We suggested he call it Evergreen Valley Chapter,
Alum Rock Chapter, East Valley Chapter, or half a
dozen other names, but he insisted on Model Cities. And
Mr. Jasso's viewpoint prevailed. For some reason the
name didn't last long. It eventually came to be known as
the East Valley Chapter, but by that time he was long
gone ... back to his native Texas.
A friend advised me to listen to Radio KAZA one
afternoon because they would be broadcasting live from
Washington, D.C. where Gil Jasso and Jorge Godinez
were covering a conference on the administration of
justice which many police officials from all over America
would be attending, including San Jose Police Chief
Joseph McNamara.

uring the interview of Jasso by Jorge
Godinez of Radio KAZA, Mr. Jasso
stated, "Yo regafie al jefe de policia de
San.Jose•.Joseph McNamara. porgue noesta haciendo
nada con las problems de King y Story.'' (I scolded the

D

San Jose Chief of Police, Joseph McNamara, because he
is doing nothing about the problems at King & Story).
It was pure bullshit and I think he knew it.
I knew that Ike Hernandez, then a Captain in the
SJPD, had attended the conference also and I asked him
about ChiefNcNamara being scolded by Jasso.

"Is that what he said," he replied, incredulously.
"Jasso is full of shit," he added.

***

Then Jasso and Jorge Godinez called a press conference one morning in Santa Maria during a California GI

Forum state board of directors meeting to announce that
he was demanding that the U.S. government send federal marshals to San Jose because our police department
had lost control of the streets at King & Story, the
lowriding capital of northern California!
Why in Santa Maria? Maybe because we were
having a state board meeting there and him and Godinez
both wanted some attention. When Mr. Jasso made his
report to the board of directors that afternoon, he reported that the San Jose Police had killed ten minority
people in the past five years.

I asked him, "How many of those people were
killed in the act of committing a crime?''

H

e said he did not know, because members of
the Model Cities GI Forum Youth were the
ones who had gotten the information about

the killings.
"That is a very poor excuse. You should not be
making accusations like that unless you have the facts,"
I told him. "That is a cop-out and you should not be
hiding behind the kids."
He also chided "other" members of the local news
media for not covering his Santa Maria press conference
because "they don't care about the safety of Chicanos!"
The fact that the press conference was called by a
member of the news media, in Jasso's mind, had nothing
to do with the fact that the other media chose not to come
to it.

He also did not want to discuss how the other
media had been invited to the press conference, if in
fact, they had. He could not prove that they had.
Additionally, I asked, why are we talking about a
San Jose problem in Santa Maria? Let's call a press
conference in San Jose, at King & Story, and see what
happens, I suggested.

I ran into KAZA station owner AI Rodriguez at
the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds a few weeks
later and told him that his station should decide
whether they wanted to "make" the news or "report" it, but they shouldn't be trying to do both.
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In my opinion, they were just spinning their wheels.
Jasso was getting a lot of "air" time but not really
resolving anything. And KAZA's credibility was going
down the tube. "Intelligent people can see through that
bullshit that Godinez and Jasso are doing," I told AI.

***

The straw that broke the camel's back, for me,
regarding Gil Jasso was in 1971 when Alfredo Garza
was appointed to the San Jose City Council, becoming
the first Chicano in 85 years to sit on that body.
Shortly after Garza was named to the Council, a suit
was filed by 14 candidates who challenged his appointment. The group, led by San Jose attorney AI Perez
included GIL JASSO, Dorothy Dow len, Donald Parks,
Mary M. Saksena, Anna Lamboume, Gerald Ceglio,
Anthony Carney, AI Vaira, John Nystrom, Richard
Square, Floyd Priszner, Daniel Grafft and Namon Lewis.
Jasso's part in the demonstration before the city
council included taking a bunch of kids to the council
and having them wave signs denouncing AI Garza's
appointment.
Gil Jasso, a good, dedicated Chicano? No, I don't
think so. • • • • •

Coors Beer
Boycott Letter
January 19, 1971
Mr. Dave Sierra
127 Graham Avemue, No.3
San Jose, California
Carnal:
Received your letter today. You can see how far
behind I am since I have to write so many letters.
Your most important question was the cost of the
bumper stickers. They are $126 per 1000. For the
buttons, ask for donations. The matches you can give
away.
As you know, Dave, Coors is really hurting throughout the Southwest, but it will take us at least one more
year. The boycott is picking up momentum. Monies
have started coming in from the American GI Forum,
thanks to you. You have given the Coors Boycott real
good coverage in THE FORUMEER. With cooperation
like yours, how can we Chicanos lose?

How is Judge

ChAtiil1?

Dec. 30, 1969
:~?~_.):
While I was editor of THE FORUMEBR~;]f~~~d
to
·':• ' :~~ ....;<·~~.':"'.:)~\:...;~.·
get letters from a lot of people I didn't evet~f:~;}.rfhey
wanted all kinds of information. Belo"' :}si.~~~:such
request for information:
. .. _- >J~-~y~.;!

,.

~ .. -~-~; . :--[~::ft\

Dear Mr Sierra·
". · · ·:.~'-·:L77~.: ·
I re~ently ;eceived a copy of the :.,qd_t~~~;},.969
FORUMEER I was very interested iri-th~'':-ai1(ttre on
Gerald Chargin and was wondering what flnally~came
. . -:< .:_;:;·
Of him.
·.;""~~.-...~u... ~\;~-~·.:-I have circulated a petition to the ~e~fi¢f$Y'ofour
Mexican community and now I would like.i9.ij~q_~-what
the teenagers can do to help this cause 3ga.irJ~t:.~.
Sincerely,
· ··; ·· - -:.~ -..;'·-~ ~ :: ,·
"'tl

--PETE ESPINOZA, Chairman
Brown Berets of Wichita, Kans~s _;_ · ~- .-:_:~~:·:,. ·
: ' '

~ ~ ~-~:_( -~--~ ~·J
:. :-

:• •

EDITOR'S NOTE: I wrote to Espino.i~;:ai.d informed him that the judiciary had assigned··cij~~ to a
co~rthouse i~ Palo Alto, away from the :4-e~?~lfions
taking place 1n downtown San Jose
::: .. : ·<-r~f:~~~;.~
Also, the voters in Santa Clara·~·CP'UI!~~~th
their heads way, way up their asses, :)u1d. te-'4!l~cted
him to another term on the court. . ···.~-~- _:::,ir·
In spite of his controversial remarks in -coart, the
turmoil and demonstrations that follo\Vedt···tlle.:·white
.:

.-.

~,

--· ·«r -

(Cont. on Pg 589) '-.:. _.~·:_ ~:.·~·;:;~;;:~:;

~-·-.:.#:·~··:.·--~~~. \~~~·~~~:-:

Dave, if I don't write letters giving yO,uful{d~t.~s as
to the progress of the boycott, try real hard.to;~i~~~~me,
as I am getting requests from all over Aztlaitf~i~pycott
materials.
· ::::. -~·'>;::;~~;i~~.
With this I will close thanking you-~~~~Wing
with cooperation like you are giving:: ils:_ft(!m:~_1our
end, we shaD see victory in the near fu~~~ Yt~-A LA
RAZA ··VIVA LA CAUSA'
·. ·:---:;~:- ;,~~~-,-~:~: ..
•
•
.-~ ~ '. :,· . -~-~~~f-7?.'!~~~- .
Stncerely,
. ·.:·:·_;;.:::~ft.... ~.~.
PAUL GONZALES, Chairman
.. ,_ <~<(·~ .
·..

:::.:);·

. ·.... ·::--(··-~·.:, .,-~ :.. , ·
EDITOR'S NOTE: There were a lot of. good,
dedicated Chicanos in Colorado in those years~:~-~~ul
Gonzales was one of the better ones. ..• .:.;. :.~.:'=(..:;;.. ·
Coors Boycott
Denver, Colorado.
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Ted Sierra Poetry
(Them Sierra boys are creative as hell, mama.
Brother Ted wrote me a long letter to let me know he
had moved from Fontana to Van Nuys in the San
Fernando Valley.
This is how he put it.)

Just a note to let you know,
That in Fontana, I live no mo'
And that Van Nuys is now my home,
From where I never more will roam!
Seven-six-five-seven is the number,
Sepulveda Boulevard the street;
Where you will find me from now on,
Unless I'm out to play or eat!
To call, the area code is two-one-three,
The number, nine-eight-nine, three-one-threefive,
So, phone me, write, or come on up,
Then I will know you're still alive!
And now, this masterpiece must end,
Just as all good things must, I fear;
But don't forget that the great poet,
Lives on,
though his words die, you hear???

--TED SIERRA

How is Judge Chargin?
(Cont. from Pg 588)
establishment closed ranks around him and protected
him to the end. Maybe if we had burned a few buildings
downtown, it might have gotten the white man's attention?
I would never have done it, but I don't think I would
have shed any tears if someone else had. That strategy
seems to have worked for our Black Brothers who
torched Los Angeles, Detroit and other American cities.

•••••
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GI Forum Politics

The Romero
Letters
The Leader
June-July-August 1989

F

ernando Romero, a very likeable young man,
was Vice Chairman of San Jose GI Forum in
1988-89. A few years before, while enjoying
a beer in the GI Forum building on Alum Rock A venue,
I urged him to run for Chairman of the chapter.
In the May 1989 elections he challenged Humberto
Garza for the chairmanship and lost decisively. He
then resigned his Vice Chairman office, before the
installation of officers even took place. There was
really no need for him to do that.
Humberto and I thought he was "grandstanding," so
the Chairman-elect asked me to write him a brief note,
accepting his resignation. We also reported his resignation, and ran Mr. Garza's acceptance letter in the June
issue of THE LEADER, our chapter newsletter.
A few days later I received the following letter
from Rose Amador, one of our members. I printed it
in the August 1989 issue of THE LEADER:
Dear Editor:
I have, for some time now, been extremely opposed
to the various personal attacks on members of the Forum
in THE LEADER. If this newsletter is truly the "official
newsletter" then it should reflect the official action taken
by the membership and activities of the Forum and not
insulting remarks about members. These comments,
which are in my opinion in extremely poor taste, are not
necessary or worthy of being printed.
Sincerely,
ROSE AMADOR, Member.

We replied, in the newsletter:
Dear Rose: This newsletter reflects what happens in
the San Jose GI Forum, or tries to. Since you did not
elaborate on exactly what it is that offends you, we are
assuming that it was our comment that former Vice
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Chairman Fernando Romero resigned not only as Vice
Chairman, but as chairman of the ways & means committee, the Merrill Scholarship Committee, and everything else he was involved in.

e also commented that it reinforced
our decision that on May 5th we
elected the right man for Chairman.
THAT WAS A PERSONAL COMMENT, but I pay
dues too and I am entitled to my opinion the same as
you. Que No?
We understand Romero wrote a letter of resignation.
But it was not read at the general meeting. Porque no?
Don't we have a right to KNOW when our leaders bug
out? A number of members told me that THAT newsletter was the ONLY way they found out he had quit with
only five weeks remaining in his term! We find nothing
wrong with letting the members know. We felt it was
important so others could pitch in and take up the slack,
which is exactly what occurred. Thank you for your
comments.
One of the things San Jose GI Forum has always
prided itself in was its penchant for being forthright and
to the point. If you are messing up in this chapter, we
have many members who will tell you, TO YOUR
FACE, to knock it off.
We will ridicule you, make jokes about you, etc.
And it has kept us on the straight and narrow for over 30
years. NO PRIMA DONNAS HERE. No cliques. No
whispering about your fellow members. SAY IT OUT
LOUD!
If your actions can take the scrutiny of your fellow
members, fine. If not, knock them off! Que no?
emember when we took each other on over
the defunding-refunding of Project SER?
Where are those who could not stand the
scrutiny of their fellow members? Gone. Where are
those who took the criticism and stayed the course? Still
in the chapter, and still working hard for our aims and
objectives.
Rose, we don't AGREE on TIDS issue.
A sagacious man once wrote, "The way you act
when you win expresses some of the traits in your
character. The way you act when you lose expresses
them all."
I rest.
(Everything within the asterisked borders is the
editor's opinion and does NOT reflect the policy of San

W

R

Jose GI Forum nor its Board of Directors.)
--E. David Sierra

*******************************
After the June issue came out, Mr. Romero mailed
me a copy of the following letter:
July 17, 1989
To: Members of San Jose GI Forum, Board of Directors, Chairman
From: Fernando Romero
Subject: Resignation as Member of the
San Jose GI Forum
THE WOUNDS DEEPEN! -- I left the election
night meeting feeling humiliated, defeated and no better
than a street dog.

ictor and Humberto Garza worked hard
to make sure that I was not elected. I was
saddened to hear that at Victor's bachelor and wedding celebrations I was vilified and
people were lobbied to vote against me. New members were sign up and members were called to assure
that I was not elected.
My friends and family, were, I am sure, confused
about why, in a short time, I was no longer a respected
and valuable member of the Forum.
However, the vote of the members must be respected.lt was decided that I would not lead and that the
work of the San Jose Chapter would be done by those
who were now in charge. It was necessary, first to resign
as Chairman of the Ways & Means Committee since the
summer's events must be planned to the satisfaction of
the members.
econd, I feel that the San Jose GI Forum
Scholarship Foundation members must en
joy the support of the general membership. I
no longer had that support, so I resigned. There was no
letter. I called Pedro Gonzales, stating that the basics of
the picnic and the installation dinner were done and that
I had enjoyed working for him. I did not resign from the
Board of Directors.
I had hoped that I would be able to work for the San
Jose Chapter. That, having discovered, what I done
wrong, I would be able to return; perhaps at summer's
end. However, after reading the recent issues of the
OFFICIAL newsletter and knowing that it represents

V
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ALL THE MEMBERS it is best that I not return.
I can't go to a meeting with my family (my wife and
children have attended 9 of the last 12 meetings) and
accept more humiliation, disgust and anger. I will not go
alone.
I, then, resign as a member. I do not hide behind my
wife and children. The San Jose Chapter represents
family and not including my family in the chapter's
events is not acceptable to me, Carol, Marco and
Adrianna.
ince I continue to represent the San Jose
Chapter on the Mexican Heritage Corpora
tion and the County of Santa Clara Council
on Equal Employment Opportunities, I will submit
letters of resignation and advise them that the Chairman
of the Chapter will have me replaced. I'll submit all
records of the Merrill Foundation to Phil Renteria.

S

FinaUy, an analogy: When two wolves meet, a
battle for dominance must occur. The battle is bloody,
intense, brief, but not to the death. When one of the
wolves loses he lets his head fall back and bares his
throat to the fangs of the winner. The winner, however, does not bite. The battle decided, the winner
simply lets the other wolf, the loser, leave. I ask only
that the members let me leave quietly.
PLEASE DO NOT PRINT THIS LETTER OR
PARTS OF IT IN THE NEWSLETIER.
--Fernando Romero

EDITOR'S NOTE: I don't remember whether or
not I acceded to Mr. Romero's wishes that the letter not
be printed in our newspaper.
But, I wonder if he will be surprised to learn that I
have kept his letter for over fifteen years and that it is
now part of these memoirs?

I like Fernando Romero as a person, but he has a
lot to learn about elections, how they are conducted,
about lobbying for votes, and about accepting the
results.
still wonder what motivated him to resign from
all the committees before the next Chairman
was even installed. It is very likely that he would
have been asked to remain on those committees. His
work was appreciated. I believe that this young man is
destined to become Chairman of San Jose GI Forum
sometime in the future, if he wants the responsibility.
When you are defeated in an organizational election

I
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it does not mean that anyone "hates" you, or "has no
respect" for you, or wishes to humiliate you. It just
means that your opponent worked harder at rounding up
votes than you did, and since he got more votes than you
did, he wins.
Circumstances sometimes determine the winner in
an election. It is not always the best man that gets the
most votes. A vs. B in another election, for example, six
months later, might win because the circumstances are
different. That's all it means.

In politics, unlike war, there is always
tomorrow. No one dies. • • • • •

Technology
Technology is the science of arranging life so that one need not
experience it.
--Anon.

James Ranch Visit
On June 6, 1960, my 26th birthday, I spent the day
at the William F. James Boys Ranch near Morgan Hill,
California, seeing the ranch, interviewing staff member
Leonard Ramirez, and gathering information for a twoinstallment special for EL EXCENTRICO magazine.
Humberto Garcia, Sr., took the photos which illustrated
the articles. A few weeks later, we received the following letter:
Mr Humberto Garcia, Director
EL EXCENTRICO
195 Devine St.
San Jose, CA
Dear Mr. Garcia:
I want to thank you for myself and on behalf of Judge
W m. F. James for the excellent articles and pictures
which appeared in two installments in your magazine
Will you extend from us our thanks to Mr. Dave
Sierra who, I believe, is responsible for the writing of the
articles?
We have had other pictures of the William F. James
Ranch but none that were as attractive or that gave such
an excellent picture of the activities there as those
produced by your photographer
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JoeKapp
was no bully

AT THE RANCH-- Leonard Ramirez,
center, shows EL EXCENTRICO Publisher Humberto Garcia, right, and writer
David Sierra the James Ranch daily
agenda. (El Excentrico photo)

EDITOR'S COMMENT: Elsewhere in these memoirs I mention that I'll read anything. And I mean ...
anything. Every time Gloria and I travel I make it a point
to buy the local newspaper, or two, or three.
In the Oxnard area, for instance, I will buy their local
rag, a Santa Barbara or Ventura paper, and the Los
Angeles Times.
One day, passing through Salinas, I stopped to buy
a copy of the Salinas newspaper, whose name escapes
me as I write this .
Inside was a letter to the editor from Everett Alvarez,
Jr., former Vietnam prisoner of war, who had been Joe
Kapp's friend from his early days in Salinas.
--E. David Sierra

This is what Alvarez wrote:
Judge James was very pleased to have such an
understanding article as this ranch is very dear to his
heart
Thank you again and much success to you and your
splendid magazine.
Sincerely,
--MURIEL M WRIGHT, Chief
Juvenile Probation Officer
NOTE: There was no zip code on the letterhead on
which this letter was typed So when did this country
start using zip codes? • • • • •

Baseball Trivia:
Numbers on Uniform
On June 26, 1916, the Cleveland Indians
wore numbers on the sleeves of their uniforms, in a game vs. Chicago, believed to
be the fust time numbers were worn by
players in organized baseball.
--New York TIMES

Joe Kapp stood up
for himself, others
I Just received a copy of Jim Albanese's complimentary article published May 1. His story treated me very
favorably, and I sincerely appreciates it.
While the article is a credible chronology of events
in my life, I want to correct the distorted characterization
of my lifelong friend, Joe Kapp, as presented in the
story.

I do not know what Albanese used as a reference,
but the young Joe Kapp presented is not the person
I knew. Joe was never a negative influence on my
academic pursuits. To the contrary, Joe was supportive of any endeavor I undertook -- academic or
athletic. Joe never thought of himself nor acted as "a
tough kid." He was no bully.
When one grew up in the Alisal in the late 1940s and
early '50s, one learned early that one had to stand his
ground and not allow himself to be pushed around by the
bullies.
Kapp was a kid on whose responsibility it fell to take
care of his three younger siblings while his mother
worked evenings as a waitress. This was a task of which
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he never complained throughout grades 6 through 10.

Joe made sure we arrived on time for early Mass,
as we rode our bicycles to St. Mary's parish where we
served as altar boys.
After he left Salinas, Joe was the one who made the
annual visit to stay at our home, who made sure I had a
dorm room to stay in when I visited him at Cal Berkeley.
am puzzled as to whom could have given the
writer the impression that teachers at Salinas
High were "actually relieved when Kapp moved
out of town." One could not have asked for a better role
model.
I often retell stories of growing up with Joe, of his
determination to better hi mself, his desire to excel in
sports. He spent hours practicing basketball shots and
passing the football. Joe had a burning fire in his belly.
The proof is in what he did with his life.
Joe was my role model as we grew up. He was my
role model for stamina and perseverance while I was in
prison. I shall always give him credit for that-- and much
more. Un like many others I have known who faced
simi lar disadvantages, Joe made something of himself.
Hi s story is solid proof of his strong, positive character.
--Everett Alvarez, Jr.
President and CEO
Conwal, Inc.
Rockvi lle, MD • • • • •

I

Sylvia

Austin
This lady is
Preside nt of t h e
Boxer's Mayfair Villa ge
Residents
Club , and h as been
for a number of
years.
Also, one of the
nicest people on God's earth. She is everyone's
hi end and goes out of her way to make people
feel loved , comfortable, and relaxed.
It is a joy to be around her because she
reflects everything noble in a human being.
When you get to heaven, look her up. She 'll
probably be organizing SOMETHING.
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GI Forum Politics:

Nix to
La Fenix

E

DITOR'S NOTES: San JoseGIForum had

been providing a l~ohol rec~ver~ home s~r
vices to the Spamsh speaking smce Apnl
27, 1979. Another group of Hispanics, LA FEND(,
asked us to go before the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors to support their efforts at securing federal
funding to open a house of their own.
San Jose GI Forum's board of directors decided not
to support them. On Jan. 3, 1980, as corresponding
secretary for the chapter, I wrote the following letter to
the board of supervisors:
Honorable Dominic Cortese, Chairman
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
70 W. Hedding St. 1Oth F loor
San Jose, CA 95110
Dear Supervisor Cortese:
We understand that on Jan. 9th the LA FENIXgroup
will be making their third presentation to the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors on their proposal to the
National Institute fo r Alcoholic Abuse & Alcoholism
(NIAAA).
San Jose GI Forum has been asked to support LA
FENIX's proposal to NIAAA since we are already
providing alcoholic services to the Spanish speaking in
the Santa Clara Valley.
So th at there wil l be no misinterpretation of our
position on this matter, we thought it best to write you
our concerns.
hile we are cognizant that there are more
alcoholics in Santa Clara County than
we are presentl y serving at Vida Nueva,
we, very frankly, cannot endorse the proposal of LA
FENIX, Messrs. Rodriguez, Resendez, et al, because of
their dismal prior attempts at addressing the problems of
alcoholics.

W

As you are well aware, these gentlemen were
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partly responsible for the failure of the now-defunct
Casa Adelante just three years ago, a fiasco in which
the County of Santa Clara was left "holding the bag"
for nearly $60,000.

cannot endorse a program spearheaded by those who, in
our opinion, have misused the taxpayers• money in the
recent past.

We are aware that LA FENIX may attempt to
influence your decision by packing the Supervisors
chambers with community people interested in bringing
these federal monies into Santa Clara County. Also,
there may be some American GI Forum members among
them.
e ask that you carefully consider the
following: Are those supporters of LA
FENIX, Messrs. Rodriguez & Resendez
in particular, aware of their prior misplacement of the
public trust?
Please also know that there is more than one American GI Forum Chapter in this area, and Mr. Rodriguez
has already indicated to us that failing to gain our
support, he would solicit support from other GI Forum
chapters. San Jose GI Forum has not solicited support of
any GI Forum group or any other community group in
this matter.
When the LA FENIX group made its first presentation to the Board of Supervisors they were instructed by
you to meet with San Jose GI Forum to solicit our
support, since, as aforementioned, we are already providing alcohol recovery home services to the Spanish
speaking.
That meeting took place in the chambers of Judge
Fred Lucero on Monday, Dec. 3, 1979. Present were a
gentleman named Phil and Mr. Joe Rodriguez for LA
FENIX; and Messrs. Pete Gonzalez, chairman; Abel
Cota, Community Services Director; Humberto Garza,
Vida Nueva Project Director; and David Sierra, member
of the board, for San Jose GI Forum.
At that time we notified Mr. Rodriguez that we have
no faith in his ability to run an alcohol recovery home
project based on previous experience and previous failure.
econdly, we believe that Mr. Rodriguez's
previous statements to the Board of Supervi
sors, and to San Jose GI Forum, have ben at
variance with the truth. In particular, we do not believe
him when he states that he will not be directly involved
with LA FENIX because he has been less than candid
with us in the past.
While we agree that more services are needed, we

As you know, San Jose GI Forum's Vida Nueva
project was recently granted an 18-months certification
by the California Association of Alcoholic Recovery
Homes. With the wholehearted support of the Santa
Clara County Board of Supervisors, the Alcoholic Advisory Board, and other community agencies and individuals, we are implementing a program of which all of
us can be proud.
e have recently begun to explore the
possibility of expanding our scope of
services, and hope to merit the support of
Santa Clara County's legislators and other governmental bodies by continually striving to provide services in
accordance with our contractual obligations.
In conclusion, our reputation over the past twenty
years has been built on being a responsible cornmunity
organization.
We do not take lightly our civic responsibilities,
among which is to ensure that those who render commendable service to the people shall be enthusiastically
supported by us, and those who do not. shall not.
Sincerely,
Pedro R. Gonzalez, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum
cc: Letters of support, 1979
membership roster, NIAAA;
Supervisors Wilson, Steinberg,
McCorquodale, Diridon;
Judge Fred Lucero;
Francisco Carbajal, Rita Saenz,
Frank Escobar, James Mason. • • • • •

W
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After a second presentation to the Board of Supervisors, Mr. Rodriguez, as we understand it, was
asked to get together with San Jose GI Forum to
discuss LA FENIX's proposal to NIAAA. As of Jan.
3, 1980, 6:20PM, no one connected with LA FENIX
has contacted San Jose GI Forum in this matter.
Therefore, we continue to question their sincerity.

W

Character
Character is what you are in the dark.
--Dwight Moody
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The Pledgemaster's Ride
The Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity pledges, class of 1953,
were gathered at The Temptation, their favorite bar.
They were discussing business -- taking their Fraternity
pledgemaster and the president for a "ride".
raternity tradition dictated that the
Pledgemaster be taken for a ride during each
pledging season and tradition also said that
no member of the fraternity should ever be taken for a
ride alone. There must be at least two men on each ride.
For safety's sake.
Most pledge groups took the pledgemaster and his
best male friend. But we decided to do things a bit
different. The Pledge Class of 1953 was determined to
become part of the fraternity's history.
For some ungodly reason most of the guys in that
pledge group, me included, had gotten the idea that we
would leave the fraternity something to remember us by.
Everything we did, from the Exchanges, participation in sports, and involvement in each and every fraternity activity, we were determined to be remembered
long after we had left the college.
In later years they would ask, amazed at our chutzpah, ..They took the pledgemaster and the president ...
BOTH ... for a ride?"
"You bet your ass, they did ... in 1953 ...

F

The active members were going to beat on our ass
with their paddles at the next pledge meeting anyway, let's give them something to be pissed off about,
was our reasoning.
We wanted to be remembered as the playingest,
cussingest, meanest, dirtiest, drinkingest, gamblingest,
talkingest pledge group in Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity
history.
ledges "Reamer.. and .. Rubber Butt.. were the
chief instigators of that evening's activities.
They had put the plan together to get
pledgemaster Mulligan just after he got off work on
Spring and 3rd Street. They had done a little preliminary
scouting. They knew where he parked his car, They
~ew what time he got off work. They knew how long
it took him to walk to the parking lot on 4th & Main
where he parked his car. He used a company car for his
deliveries and after gassing it up and parking it in the
company parking lot, he left the keys with the company
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parking attendant and walked to his own car.

Rubber Butt had walked the route to ascertain
how long it would take Mulligan to reach 4th Street
where we would be waiting for him.
Rubber Butt had even tailed the pledgemaster on
three occasions just to make sure his plan could be
properly implemented.
Rubber Butt had gone even further in his devious
planning. He had borrowed his mother's car that morning just to be sure that Mulligan wouldn't recognize the
car parked on the street, waiting for him. Pledgemaster
Mulligan KNEW he was going for a ride sooner or later.
He just did not know wheen.
resident Jerry Cahune would be taken at 8th
& Georgia Street near the Los Angeles HER
ALD plant where he worked after school
loading newspapers onto the home delivery trucks. The
president usually boarded a bus near 8th & Georgia
Street for the two-mile trip to the Sig Phi fraternity house
where he lived.
The president walked down the street, whistling,
with nary a care in the world. Rubber Butt and Reamer
were parked near the bus stop. Lennon, Peralta, Loredo,
and I were in a station wagon just behind Rubber Butt's
car. As Cahune approached the bus stop, we approached
from behind, stopped the car, and jumped out, surrounding him and ..capturing" him very quickly.
"Oh, Oh!," Jerry said, looking around him and
instantly realizing what was happening.
He was ushered into the back seat of the station
wagon and instructed to change into some old clothes we
had brought for him because we were going off to have
some fun.
"Does EVERYBODY love to have fun? .. Rubber
butt shouted.
We all replied, .. Yes! EVERYBODY loves to have
fun! ..
.. Where do you pledges think you're going?" he
asked, thinking maybe we pledges made a mistake and
got the wrong man, .. You don't want me, you want the
pledgemaster! ..
"You're goin' for a ride, Mr. President," Loredo
replied, .. a long, long ride. Tonight you're gonna find out
if you have any friends, because you're gonna need 'em!"

P
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"We're taking the pledgemaster. and you too. Jetzy,
I told him.
"The actives are really going to like this, he said,
shaking his head sideways, probably picturing in his
mind the paddling our asses were going to get for being
so obstinate.
"You guys have to let me go if you can't find
Mulligan, you know," Jerry said.
Sez who?" Rubber Butt replied.
"Sez the frat rules, Jerry said.
"Fuck the frat rules, Mr. President," interjected
Loredo, "You're goin' for a ride, Mulligan or no
Mulligan."
"You'll be sorreeeeee!" Jerry crowed.
You'll be sorreeeeeeeeir!" Rubber Butt mimicked.
We drove to the parking lot where Mulligan usually
parked his car and waited in the darkness. The lot closed
at 6 pm and parking was free after that time. Lennon and
I got out of the station wagon and sat inside Mulligan's
car.
11

11

11

II

11

He had locked the doors but there wasn't much
sense in that because one of the quarter windows was
broken and it dido 't take a professional car thief to
get into the car.
erry and Mulligan were soon joined together in
the back seat of the station wagon. They had
both changed into old clothes, had been blindfolded with Sig Phi blindfolds (women's sanitary napkins) and their hands tied together in front of their bodies
with handcuffs Rubber Butt had borrowed from his
brother, the Beverly Hills policeman.
We stopped by Loredo's apartment so that he could
get four sandwiches he'd made especially for Mulligan
and Cahune. He gave the sandwiches to the guys and
they bit eagerly into them.
"Loredo! You sonofabitch! I'm gonna have your
ass, you chili-snappin' bastard!" Mulligan cried.
I looked at Loredo but he wasn't saying anything. He
was laughing too hard to talk.
"Les eche chile!" he finally blurted out. I laughed. I
translated his remarks into English. He had put chili into
the sandwiches and the actives had bitten into the
sandwiches in their anxiety to eat before their long
ordeal began.
A few minutes later we were in Glendale, at Bob's
Big Boy restaurant, the largest drive-in in the world,
according to their sign.

J

e had brought the guys here because they
both attended high school in the area and
many of the kids hanging out there would
know them. We stopped and made Mulligan and Cuhane
roll up their pants legs and take their shirts off. We put
lipstick on them, and took liberties with painting up their
faces, and their upper bodies.
We walked inside and made them sit on the floor
while we ordered some of Bob's famous juicy burgers
and ate.
Ain't we gonna feed the President and
Pledgemaster?" Finger asked.
Naaah!, Loredo said. "They already ate," and again
we howled with laughter.
We stopped at a liquor store on the outskirts of town
and bought a case of beer. Jerry loved beer. Mulligan
could take it or leave it. Tonight he would leave it. Jerry
too, because we were not sharing it with then1.
We drove up to the gate of the Angeles National
Forest and slowed the car, then stopped. We asked the
pledgemaster and president to keep their mouths shut.
"You guys better not make any noises because if the
Ranger doesn't let us enter the park, we'll just take you
further north ... to Bakersfield ... and that's a helluva lot
further. You'll be back to school by Christmas ... maybe!"
Rubber Butt said.

W
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11

We roared with laughter.

It was five minutes to twelve midnight when
we stopped driving up the highway leading
toward lofty snowcapped peaks. All the pledges
got out and we made the captives assume the
position. Cuhane and Mulligan took their swats
in good spirits.

E

ach pledge swatted the pledgen1aster and
president five times each. We had them sit
down on the side of the road, back to back.
Then Rubber Butt threw an old blanket over their heads
and instructed them to remain absolutely quiet for at
least ten minutes. At least five minutes, he repeated the
order. "Got it? he asked.
Then we put two bottles of beer, one pack of
cigarettes and a book of matches outside their" tent," we
jumped in the cars and drove off toward civilization. Or
so they thought. The cars went off down the road, but all
except the drivers had stayed near the covered up actives,
maintaining silence.
11
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Some too dumb
This guy had a plan. Rob a bank. Doesn't care
who sees him because he's gonna change his clothes
and let the cops run around looking for him while
he's right under their nose, dressed differently than
when he did the stickup. One thing went wrong: He
changed clothes just outside the bank, in plain view
of the bank employees who, of course, called the
cops and identified the dummy.

Just a few moments later, the blanket came flying off
the actives' heads, and they looked about, with no idea
where they were.
"What the hell are you people doing?" Rubber butt
roared, scaring the holy crap out of them. They didn't
expect anyone to be there. They had heard the cars drive
off. We tricked their ass! Caught 'em cold turkey,
disobeying our orders.
"Assume the position!" Loredo hollered at them,
and we again took turns swatting their asses, but now
getting very cold in the chilly November air.
bout a half mile down the road we dumped
their shirts and jackets in the middle of the
road. If they were lucky they would soon
find them ... unless someone happened upon the clothes
before the our President and his Pledgemaster.
We thought it was hilarious and jovially discussed
the many things which might happen to Mulligan and
Cuhane.

A

"We might as well enjoy the night," Rubber Butt
said, "Our asses are going to pay for this next Tuesday at the pledge meeting."
He passed around another round of beers and we
happi~y drove down the road, back to Los Angeles,
laughing all the way, and back to our warm beds.
Somehow, the actives made it back to Los Angeles.
Whe~ we ~ived at school the next morning they were
both In their usual seats in the school cafeteria drinking
coffee at 7 am as was their custom. We didn't ask how
they got out of the national forest nor how they got back
to the. fr~temity house, who helped them, or anything.
We d1dn task, and they didn't tell us.
We Didn't have to know. Only one thing was for sure
... our asses were gonna burn the following Tuesday at
the Pledge Meeting. • • • • •
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A Negro for
the Niners
The times have changed. Drastically. For the better.

In 1947, the following article appeared in the Fresno
BEE:

49ers Sign Negro
Star For 1948
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct 21 (INS) The San Francisco 49ers of the All America Professional Football
Conference added their first Negro player to their roster
today, but he will not join the squad until next year.

The newcomer is 20 year old Fletcher Joseph
Perry, Jr., a star halfback now playing with the
Alameda Naval Air Station Hellcats. He stands six
feet tall, weights 210 pounds, runs the 100 in 9.7
seconds and is an accurate passer.
After signing him up, Coach Buck Shaw said Perry
will be discharged from the service March 7th and will
report to the 49ers next Fall.

EDITOR'S COMMENT:
So, Joe Perry is the answer to a nice trivia question.
Who was the first black player to play for the San
Francisco 49ers?
Joe the Jet. He became part of a backfield of Hugh
McElhenney, John Henry Johnson, and Y.A. Tittle, all
of whom are now members of the Pro Football Hall of
Fame. • • • • •

Cards Open Seating
On May 4, 1944, the St. Louis Cardinals baseball team, for the first time
allowed Negroes to purchase tickets
and sit anywhere in the park. Prior to
that they were restricted to the bleachers at Sportsman's Park.
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Mickey Mouse
Club Resignation
Nov. 1971

T

he very, very exclusive Mickey Mouse Club
of San Jose was founded one evening at
Jimmie•s Barber Shop after mucha. mucha
cerveza by Fred Alanis, Jimmie Garcia, David Sierra,
and Bob Cunningham. I was elected President. Along
about 11 PM, when the beer ran out and the guys were
talking about going down the street to the Hodge Podge
to finish out the evening, I decided to head for home.
Thereupon, I was threatened that if I did not go for
another beer, that I would be voted out of the Mickey
Mouse Club.
I took instant action.
.. Then, fuck you all. I resign, .. I said, as I walked out
the door and headed for home.
The next day,just having a little bit of fun, I wrote
out my resignation as President of the Mickey Mouse
Club of San Jose, Calif. This is my resignation message:
To the Membership, Mickey Mouse Club of San
Jose, Calif.:
It is with much reluctance that I tender my resignation as President of the Mickey Mouse Club of San Jose,
California.
We have accomplished many great things in the
past. (If you give me sixty days in the drunk tank and six
jugs ofTokay Wine, maybe I can think of some of them.)
e have taken on the issues vigorously,
sometimes getting into debates on sub
jects we know noting about. Yet, with
typical Mickey Mouse Club perseverence, we have
managed to bullshit our way through. Most of the
issues were resolved, by resolving that there isn't a
goddamned thing we can do to influence them.
It is partly for this reason that I now step down from
this exalted position, leaving the top post open for an
individual with identical leadership qualities.
We have seen many chnges in the past two years
under my leadership. We have gone from drinking
Coors to guzzling Budweiser. The cans are prettier and
can be recycled. We have begun to break up meetings

W

earlier to allow us time to visit with our families before
going back to work. We have had ..dinner meetings .. so
that our members will not suffer from malnutrition. We
have taken in some young members (partly because they
can get to the liquor store and back a helluva lot faster
than us old farts).
We have granted equal rights to all our members.
Last year, for example, barbers were not allowed to
participate in political debate.
e have worked with youth, encourag
ingthem to excell in athletic endeavor.
(Unfortunately, some of them spoiled
our plans for a big borrachera by dropping two
games with the tough ones yet to come!).
We have, in the immediate past, switched to liquor.
Less calories. Less unsightly junk to throw out, and
easier to hide the evidence when our wives are in the
neighborhood.
To get to the point --- I quit!
--E. David Sierra, President,
Mickey Mouse Club of San Jose

W

***

(A few days later, Fred Alanis called and asked me
to meet him at Jimmie•s Barber Shop. There, before
some assembled customers, and with beer cans firmly in
hand, he read me the following resolution):
"AT THE REGULAR NOVE:MBER 1971 Meeting of the board of directors for the Benevolent
Order of Mickey Mouse Club International, the
resignation of Mr. E. David Sierra was reluctantly
accepted.
The following resolution was presented and passed
by the board:
Mr. E. David Sierra,
Faithfully and unselfishly served the Benevolent Order since the formation in "69 ..
and,
Been a shining light and inspirational
Has-Ass
leader during his tenure as member and
officer and,
Where-Ass Mr. E. David Sierra has always contributed to and consumed his proportionate
share of the beer, therefore,

Who-Ass,
Has-Ass

Be it Resolved that Mr. E. David Sierra be granted
HONORARY LIFE MEMBERSHIP
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to Mickey Mouse Club International
and shall be entitled to all privilidges
thereof ...
President, SPIRO AGNEW
Vice President BILL KUNSLER
Secretary RACHEL WELCH
Sgt at Arms RONALD REAGAN
Chaplain HUEY P. NEWTON

***

Since Mr. Alanis had honored me with a presentation, I decided to make him one, so he could say that at
least SOMEBODY appreciated what he had done for his
country. A few days later, also at the appropriate time,
and with hands over our hearts, I read him the following
proclamation:

The
Mickey Mouse Club
AWARD
AMERICA'S UNSUNG HERO
OF THE KOREAN WAR
One of America's unsung heroes of the Korean War
is Fred Francisco Alanis, a Western Union employee, of
Los Gatos, Calif.
lanis is a quiet, easy-going, beer-drinking,
and humble American completely loyal to
the American way of life. He is intensely
but quietly proud of his role in our nation's war history.

A

F.F. was born in the quaint hamlet of Keeler,
Calif. As a yong lad he scanned the heavens and saw
sleek planes from George Air Force Base racing
through the skies. He became immediately committed to the fact that he, too, would one day serve his
country in the armed forces.
In 1940 the Alanis family moved to Fresno, Calif. so
that Fred could save a fig crop which was in danger of
spoiling because of a bitter and cold winter. After this
success, Fred enrolled in school and rewrote the textbooks to better reflect what really took place after
Columbus discovered America.

After leading Edison ffigh's Tigers to the San
Joaquin Valley Track Championship during his
freshman year, he was forced to attend aU-Anglo
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Roosevelt High School because the family had moved
to the other side of the tracks.
At Roosevelt, Fred became imbued with Teddy
Roosevelt's never-say-die San Juan Hill spirit.
espite having some of the finest high hur
dlers in the San Joaquin Valley on his track
team, the Roosevelt coach immediately
ordered motion pictures made of Alanis running a flight
of hurdles so that other prep hurdlers could benefit from
his skills.
Afer winning the city meet championship in his

D

first track meet for Roosevelt, Alanis wiped out Bob
Mathias of Tulare in the Valley Finals, then shucked
track forever.
In his worldly wisdom, the young Alanis heard from
the mysterious far east the incessant bugles of the
People's Army of China, massing on the banks of the
Yalu River in Korea.
Seeking to awaken the country to the communist
menace, Alanis went directly from his high school
graduation to the nearest Navy recruiting station and
signed up for a "Truman" hitch.

A

Janis spent three days taking basic train
ing at San Diego Naval Training Center
where he became proficient with every
war weapon then in America's arsenal (including
some that are too secret even to mention here!).
The young and fearless figher was anxious to confront the enemy because of his concern that someday, if
no one did anything, the Hammer and Sickle would fly
over the library at San Jose State College.
He badgered the Admiral to assign him a battle-

ship so that he could get it on with the Commies and
Pinkos.
After getting command of his own ship a few days
later, Alanis left San Diego Harbor under cover of
darkness and with a smoke screen made by 26 destroyers. Destination: the exotic Far East! Assignment: Stop
Communism!
In a huge naval battle near Midway Island, he
completely destroyed an enemy flotilla in which was
included 10,000 sampans loaded with communist troops
bound for California's Half Moon Bay.

Alanis, in the heat of battle, dove into the frigid
waters of the North Pacific and recovered a map of
the communist battle plans and their secret codes,
which the Commie Admiral had thrown overboard
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after Alanis killed him in a sword fight on the bridge.
After Notifying Washington, D.C. of the enemy's
long range plans, Alanis gave a "Full Speed Ahead!"
command to his battleship and proceeded at 40 knots to
Inchon.
lanis went ashore with the Marines,
singlehandedly wiping out pillboxes with
gunfire and stopping enemy tanks
barehanded and turning them around. His efforts shortened the war by 15 years.
After the enemy retreated back into Manchuria,
saying they wanted no part of ''Fightin' Fred,'' he left
Korea for Japan and other assignments.
When ordered to Washington to accept his nation's
highest military honors, Fred declined.
"I did it for my country," he said.

A

By order of E. David Sierra.
Acting Chairman
Mickey Mouse Club of San Jose, Inc.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Imagine my surprise a few
days later when I was reading Leigh Weimers' column
in the San Jose MERCURY NEWS and there was a short
paragraph on Fred Alanis' award! Could have knocked
me over with an empty bottle of Millers Lite. • • • • •

GI Forum Politics

No use Chicano
Word Resolution
January 10, 1971
One of the biggest Uncle Toms we ever encountered in the American GI Forum was Santana Villarreal,
Chairman of the Sacramento GI Forum Chapter, who
sent us this resolution passed by his chapter:

RESOLUTION:
WHEREAS, The Forumeer is the official publication for the American GI Forum, and
WHEREAS, The Forumeer is read throughout all
chapters of the American GI Forum of the United
States, and
WHEREAS, Thousands of our Mexican American

children have access to The Forumeer and word chicano,
and
HEREAS, The retiring Mexican Con
sui General for San Francisco, stated
in his farewell speech to the Mexican
American commuity "be good citizens, keep up your
MEXICAN spirit and don't let yourselves be called
Chicanos", and
WHEREAS, Few such informal racial designations
are staunchly complimentary, and
WHEREAS, The Mexican American community in
general consider the word derogatory, false, humiliating, and offensive, the membership of the Sacramento
Chapter of the American GI Forum, Department of
California, at a meeting on Nov. 25, 1970, went on
record as instructing the Chairman of this organization
that a resoluition be presented to the Regional Office at
the Regional meeting for the approval of discontinuance
of the use of the word Chicano in The Forumeer when
referring to persons of Mexican or Latin extraction.
EITNOWRESOLVED, That the Editor
for The Forumeer refrain from using the
word Chicano in referring to persons of
Mexican or other Latin extraction, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Region Four
present this resolution to the State Board of Directors
and through said Board at the National Convention for
further approval of this resolution.
Respectfully submitted,
Santana Villarreal, Chairman
Sacramento Chapter
American GI Forum of the U.S.
EDITOR'S NOTE: I think all you need to know about
Santana Villarreal was that shortly thereafter the Sacramento Chapter was renamed the Santana Villarreal
Chapter. Then it died. • • • • •

W
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Chon Gallegos Passing
In 1957, Chon Gallegos (James Lick HS) set a
Santa Clara County record with 101 pass completions, 1297 yards gained. In 1959 he set a
California state record by completing the first
16 passes in a 35-19 victory over Los Gatos. He
finished with 17 of 20 completed passes for
three touchdowns in that game.
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Adventures
of Elbie Jay!

T

he United States government was going to
give some land called El Chamizal on the
Rio Grande River near El Paso, Texas to
Mexico. Apparently the river had shifted because of
flooding over the years and Mexican authorities argued
that the river encroaching on Mexican government land
meant that the U.S. was gaining Mexican territory
because of Acts of God. Or something like that.

Anyway, President Lyndon Johnson's political advisors had decided to invite a lot of
Mexican Americans to be there when the documents
were signed on the bridge between El Paso and
Juarez. While they were there, a "White House
Conference" would be convened to discuss other
concerns of Mexican Americans with high government officials.
I did not attend the conference, but talked to at least
a half dozen persons who went and came back very
pissed off. Their government misled them into thinking
the President was going to listen to their problems).

My editorial read as follows:

The Adventures of Elbie Jay!
(Opinions expressed or implied in this editorial are
those of the undersigned and should not be construed or
understood to be the official policy or thinking of the
American GI Forum or any of its subordinate units.
--David Sierra
Our story begins in October of 1965, somewhere in
the great state of Texas. ELBIE: (calling in his chief
advisor) "Boy, I been doin' some thinkin'. Being as how
I'm such a good leader and dedicated to erasing the
stigma (whatever that means) of poverty in the southwest, and pru'ticularly among those Mex ican American
who voted for me in the last election, I want to do
something for that great minority of the southwest who
have for many years voted blindly for me and .... "
"Please Mr. Jay, can you slow down? We ru·e having

Lyndon Johnson
Prez'dent of the Yew Ess

trouble keeping up ... "
JAY: "As I was sayin', boy, I want to do something
about that poverty. Propose somethin'."

"Mr. Jay, how about a program where we let
these poverty stricken people, they like to call themselves Mexicans, Mexican-Americans, or people of
Spanish ancestry; figure out a way they can help
themselves. Then all we do is give them some money,
let them fight among themselves, and they'll be too
busy to worry about us not do in' anything for them."
"Good idea, boy! Good idea!"

(ONE YEAR LATER)
"Mr Jay, them people have done gone and organized
what they call Project SER. I think it stands for Supermen, Everywhere, and Radio-Television Rights. They
are goin' to run the show themselves. All they want from
us is money!"
AY: "Why, boy, now you and I both know we
just can't do that. If we give them money, j ust
like in Vietnam, Korea, West Berlin , and Thailand, we have got to send in some military advisors."
"But, Mr. Jay, maybe they don't want to be occupied!"
JAY: "Well , then , boy, how about some civi lian
advisors. We got a lot of them around Washin 'ton,
making money doin' nuthin'. Send some of them out
west, farther west than TEXAS , that is, and advise them
people."

J
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(ANOTHER YEAR LATER)
MR. JAY: "How we doin' with them Mexicans,
boy?"
"Wonderful, Mr. Jay. They look like they are very
grateful for what we did for them. But now they're
talking about comin' to Washington for what they call a
White House Conference."
JAY: "Now, wait a minute, boy! Who ever told them
Mexicans they could come to Washin'ton? Didn't I
invite one of them to the LBJ Ranch three years ago?
Didn't I appoint one of them to help us out in South
America? Didn't I mention on television once that I had
taught some Mexicans down in south Texas just after I
graduated from teachers college? Didn't I say once that
I ate tortillas, can pronounce amigo like they do, and
didn't I send them a stenciled message for their national
convention last year?"
"That's true, Mr. President, but they are starting
to believe they are being over-advised, overguidelined, over-studied, and over-surveyed. It seems
that they want to talk personally to you."
"Who's the agitators that are making all them noises?"
"They aren't agitating, Mr. President, just trying
to get your attention. They claim they are American
citizens and entitled to their rights. They say that
they have their share of their men in Vietnam fighting your war and that their parents here at home
should get to talk to you about their problems here.
They agree on fightin' communism, but they also
want to fight their own war on poverty.''
JAY: "Boy ... do you think we can stall them out past
the next pres'dential election? I don't want them Mexicans in large numbers here in Washin'ton. Somebody
might start to use their head and criticize me to the press.
It could cost me some votes."
"Mr. President, there is no way we can figure out
what could happen. Sometimes them Mexicans don't
even know themselves what they are doing."
JAY: "What'sBobbydoin'?Ishegonnasitdownand
talk to them?"
"He ain't President yet, Mr. Jay, so quit worrying
about him."
JAY: "Boy ... ah've got it! Ah've GOT IT! Ah
wonder why I never thought of it before. Probably
spendin' too much time making up the guest list for the
weddin'. Boy, ah've got it! Let's schedule a Pre-Planning
White House Conference. Schedule it for Manila some-

time in January, say the first."
"Isn't that unreasonable, Mr. President, to run all the
way out to Manila for a conference with Mexican
American leaders?"
JAY: "Well, bless me and forgive me, boy! Plumb
forgot! This has nuthin' to do with my little war in
Vietnam!"

I'll tell you what, boy, make that meeting for
El Paso, Texas. Ah've got to go down to El Paso
anyway, to say hello to the Mexican President. If
we have the meeting down there and them
Mexican Americans do something to embarrass
me, we can kill it in the press because of the
importance of my meeting with the President of
Mexico!
Anyway, how can they come down there and talk
about their problems in rich-rich California when people
down in Texas just suffered through a flood and a
hurricane. They wouldn't dare!"
"What shall we call the meeting, Mr. President?"
JAY: "Call it the Pre-White House Conference,
boy. That will imply that they is gonna be others.
White House will imply that it has something to do
with me ••. the President. And use the word Conference. Them Mexicans should be just about fed up
with goin' to meetin's, but many of them ain't ever
been to a real old-fashioned White House Conference.
Yessir, that ought to hold 'em until the '68 'lections.
And if they start getting uppity again, we can hold
another Pre-White House Conference later in the year,
like the night before the elections!"
"Mr. Jay, they're startin' to complain about this
Project SER that we funded."
JAY: "What's the gripe, boy? We gave 'em a Iotta
money! Why, if they was to spread out that $5,000,000
we gave that project they could give each livin' Mexican
American almost 68 cents!
"Mr. Jay, they don't like the way they have to go
through other government agencies to do their work.
They claim they have experienced and capable leadership to handle the job. Besides, they claim the Employment Service didn't handle the job before, that's why
these projects got started in the first place!"
JAY: "Now, boy, look, we give them these projects
so they can vote for us. Those ungrateful Mexicans are
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starting to think for themselves. And we cain't have
that!"
"What are we goin' to do, Mr. Jay?"

"Boy, let's go down to El Paso. Bring a camera.
Take my picture, and be sure you're standing to my
left because that's my good side, and take my picture
with some of them Mexicans. Wait till I shake their
hand first. Be sure they get a picture to take home
with them before they go home. That'll hold 'em for
sure!
And remind me to pat a few of 'em on the back and
tell them that some of my best friends are Mexicans."

***

HEMORALOFTHISSTORYIS:Don't
be bought off with a handshake, a photo
graph, or a few words of praise. Don't be
influenced by governmental appointees until they
reach the hundreds. Don't be convinced that the
government is doing all it can until you SEE IT, and
KNOW IT, PERSONALLY. Lawlessness in Watts
was rewarded with over $40 million dollars.
WHAT IS CIVIL OBEDIENCE WORTH
????????

T

(My second editorial on the El Paso Conference ran in
the December 1, 1967 issue of THE LEADER.It read as
follows:)

A DAY WITH ELBIE JAY
(Opinions expressed or implied herewith are those
of the undersigned and should not be construed or
understood to be the official policy or thinking of the GI
Forum or any of its subordinate units.
ur story takes place in the great state of (you
guessed it, pal ... TEXAS!) in the City of
Hell Paso where thousands of Mexicans
have gathered to pay homage to their leader, Elbie Jay,
of the White House Jays.
Dumb Mexican: "Hey, man, can you imagine? We're
in the same town with Elbie Jay!"
Smarter Mexican: "Note vendas, Maje!"
DM: "Hey, man, how can you say those things about
Elbie Jay? He's a good guy. Why they even allow us to
be in the same town with him and they're not even
charging us admission to see him sit down and sign a
piece of paper."
SM: "They need US, here, today, maje!"
DM: "Elbie Jay needs US? What for?"

0
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SM: "Para que hagamos bulto! You see they're going
to sign some kind of treaty giving Mexico some land that
isn't worth much anyway, and they need us North of the
border Mexicans to let the South of the Border Mexicans
(and the Republican Party) know that Elbie Jay is a good
guy!"
DM: "I was going to ask the Committee on Mexican
American Affairs about the treatment of Texans by the
Texas Rangers but I don't think I will after all."
SM: "Why not?"

DM: "Gee, what kind of guy do you think I am
anyway? I come down here at my own expense, they
give me a pretty brown leather brief case, print my
name on a program, give me a few drinks, let me sit
in the same auditorium with a few cabinet members,
let me listen to Hump Hump tell me to fight for what
I want, and then take me on a bus to the airport to
welcome Elbie Jay to Hell Paso.
"Man, they even let me walk on the campus at the
university I don't know if they allow Mexicans to study
there, but they didn't mind us walking on the campus!"
SM: "Ya estuvo contigo! Estas vendido!"

DM: "Hey, Mexican, what does UTEP mean?"
SM: "Probably Uncle Toms Everywhere Politicking."
DM: "Hey, man, when is the White House Conference?"
SM: "They day after the next elections. Vote for
Elbie Jay, and you've still got hope. If he loses, we're
dead."
DM: "I have to, man. If I vote for Reagan, people will
begin to suspect me too!"
SM: "Now you're getting the idea, amigo!"

(AT THE HEARINGS)
. Big Man from Washington: "You Mexicans are here
today through the generosity ofElbie Jay who wants to
know your problems. The subjects to be discussed today
are:
WHAT MEXICANS SHOULD DO TO HELP
THEIR PRESIDENT GET RE-ELECTED;
WHAT SAFE MEXICANS SHOULD DO TO
BRING THINKING MEXICANS OVER TO OUR
SIDE;
HOW CAN MEXICANS GAIN EQUALITY IN A
STATE WHICH ALLOWS ITS STATE POLICE TO
KICK HELL OUT OF ITS CITIZENS; and
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Adventures of LBJ
(Cont. from Pg 603)
HOW CAN RUN OF THE MILL MEXICANS
PAY TRIBUTE TO THEIR LEADERS, and so on.
No other subjects will be discussed as we don't have
time to listen to complaints from people with a legitimate gripe. Please confine your remarks to the guidelines given you by the government.

If you have ideas of your own, please voice them
to someone else, at your own auditorium, in your own
conference, at your own time, to your own people.
We want to help you Remember that your ancestor
Benito Juarez started with nothing. And that is what we
are giving you to start with: NOTHING.
And if you can make something out of nothing, the
world will beat a path to your door!"
--ETS. Nov. 25, 1967---DITOR'S NOTE: A few weeks later, the
Department of California state board meet
ing was held in Santa Barbara. While I was
leaning against the bar having a drink, a well dressed,
middle-aged lady approached me and introduced herself.

E

She commended me on the articles about the El
Paso Conference. We discussed them for a short
while, and then she asked me if I would sign a release
so she could see if she could get them onto the AP or
UPI wires.

Autographed
Football
y friend Victor Garza had played golf in
a big tournament sponsored by Budweiser.
All the contestants who paid something
like $250 each to play, received a number of goodies,
including an official "Joe Montana autographed" football.
A few days after the tournament, Sid Haro and I were
having lunch at Naco's Tacos when Victor came in and
asked me why I had not played in the tournament.
"I can't afford it, Victor," I replied, "$250 is a bit too
steep for a 36-handicapper like me."
"I DIDN'T PAY," he replied, "I was sponsored by
the San Jose Mercury News."
"O.K!" I enthused, "Did you enjoy it?"
"Of course," he said, "They gave us a lot of prizes,
free beer, snacks on the course, and a big dinner. I got a
football autographed by Joe Montana!"

M

Knowing that in this, the age of greed, sports
celebrities sit around and sign those things for $125
a pop, I asked if he would let me see the football
someday.

Against the Tide

"I'll let you see it ... pero no te la vayas a robar.
cabron!" He said, got up from his seat and went out to his
car to bring in the ball.
He brought back a ball, wrapped in plastic, with an
"authentic" Joe Montana signature printed on the ball,
just like you and I and ten million kids can have if you
want to part with $12 at K-Mart or J.C. Penney.
"That's not an autographed football, Victor, I thought
you meant that Joe signed each one individually. Those
are printed!" I said.
"You're just saying that because you don't have one,
cabron!" he said, and walked back out to his car to stow
his prize "autographed" Joe Montana football lest someone pilfer it.

There are two kinds of people who
walk alone against the tide of majority opinion. One is brave and
has enormous integrity. The other
is mad and walks into disaster.

I could not believe that a grown man was
so naive that he couldn't tell the difference
between an autograph printed football and
one signed personally by the star quarterback. • • • • •

I was impressed, but taken completely by surprise.
I told her I would think about it and let her know later.
"I have your card," I concluded the conversation.
Having another cold beer had priority at that point in
time. Need I say that I never followed up on the conversation? • • • •

--Karen Silver, TIME 4.7.03
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All-Time UCLA Hoops Team
Selected by E. David Sierra
Sometime in January 2001 we decided to pick our
All Time UCLA Basketball Team. Maybe it's not the
same guys you would pick, and it is probably not the
same players your favorite sportswriter would pick, but
they are the ones I would send out to win the biggest
game of their careers for UCLA. Ready?
The selections are made based on what I saw them do
in college. Whether or not they played professional
basketball and how successful they were at it, was not a
factor in picking this team. Remember. college ball
only.
First Team
F - Ed O'Bannon
F- Bill Walton
C - Lew Alcindor
G - Reggie Miller
G - Gail Goodrich
Second Team
F - Don McLean
F - Sidney Wicks
C - Richard Washington
G- Walt Hazard
G - Henry Bibby
Third Team
F - David Meyers
F - Marquez Johnson
C - David Greenwood
G - Pooh Richardson
G - Earl Watson
Fourth Team
F - Kiki Vandeweghe
F - Lynn Shackleford
C - Willie Naulls
G - Mike Warren
G - Tyus Edney
Remember, college ball only. And this is just one
man's opinion. You select your own.

You Important?
A man, obviously chairing his very
first important meeting, wanted to get it all
correctly done. He welcomed everyone to
the meeting, then added, "If you are important and have not been recognized or
you are not present, let us know. We don't
want to miss anyone!"

Concha Leon
Garcia
One of the nicest people I have ever known
in my life, Concha Leon Garcia, a lifelong friend
and sister of my compadre Eddie Leon, passed
away at her home in Visalia on Tuesday, April
29, 2003.

C

oncha was probably the most respected
person in Woodlake where I spent most
of my formative years. Concha cared
about people. It was obvious even if you knew her
only casually. Everybody liked her. I don't think she
had an enemy in the world. I don't think anyone ever
spoke ill about her. She always had a smile on her
face.
Eddie was a senior in high school when we met. I
was a freshman. Our .. gang .. consisted of myself and
Ralph Alley, freshmen; Moses Moreno, sophomore,
Martin Lara, junior, and Eddie.
I had admired Eddie for his athletic prowess for
many years but did not know him well. We became
better acquainted when I entered high school. Later he
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became my compadre.
Eddie joined the U.S. Air Force after high school.
When he mustered out of the service he went back to
Woodlake and for the most part, just fooled around,
doing nothing very constructive with his life.
His sister Concha wanted him to go back to
college, fmish his schooling, and make something of
himself.
t one point, when I was at the Leon family
home on Bravo Street in Woodlake, she
took me aside and asked me when I was
going back to school. I had not thought about it much. It
made a lot of sense, but we were having too much fun
drinking and being irresponsible young men. She offered to help pay for my education if me and her brother
would enroll at Fresno State University. We even went
to Fresno to register, but that idea quickly went to hell
when Montana Munoz, Bobby Garcia, and I decided to
remain at the Palm & Olive Bar in Fresno while Eddie
went to register. (The day is covered elsewhere in these
memoirs. It took us two days to drive from Woodlake to
San Jose).
Concha was very supportive of her brother all of her
life. She took care of him when he got into trouble.
One time, for instance, he broke a leg playing flag
football in San Jose and was laid up at Valley Medical
for a few months. She took care of his car payments, as
I understand it, footed his medical expenses, etc. She
was the essence of a caring sister.
I regretted that I did not attend her funeral
services in April 2003. At the time I was recuperating
from an eye operation and my doctor advised that I
not drive my car, that I remain as inactive as possible,
and that I get lots of rest.
I wrote to my compadre Eddie apologizing for not
going to the services. I would have wanted to eulogize
her if I had gone. That is the least that I could do for a
woman who always had a kind word for me.

A

Her death notice in the newspaper identified
her as an Educator. I think she would have liked
that.
This is what the Visalia TIMES-DELTA printed
on April 30, 2003:

CONCHA L. GARCIA
Educator
Concha L. Garcia, 80, of Visalia, beloved wife of

Science
Science when well digested is nothing but good sense and reason.
--Leszczynski Stanislaus

Arthur A. Garcia, passed away on Tuesday, April 29,
2003, at her home in Visalia.
Concha graduated from Woodlake High School in
1941 and was a cheerleader and belonged to various
school clubs. After graduating from high school she
worked for Hunts Olive Packing Company as a bookkeeper for several years and after that worked fotheBank
of America in Woodlake for 15 years.
In 1961, she and her husband moved to Visalia
where she volunteered to donate her time at Redwood
High School. She was finally placed on Redwood's
payroll and took charge of their study center, helping all
or any student who was in jeopardy of graduating and
seeing to it that they received proper instructions to
accomplish their goal. She had a saying, with all the
teachers, telling them in Spanish "Todos Hijos o Todos
Entenados." The translation is "All sons or all stepsons."

W

bile working at Redwood High
School, she received various
awards, being given an honorary
PTA membership of the Delta Kappa Gamma.
She was inducted into the Educational Foundation Hall of Fame, but her greatest award was
helping students to graduate and continue their
education and was very successful in this respect.
She leaves behind her husband, Arthur A. Garcia;
brothers, Efren Leon of Deming, N .M., Alfonso Leon of
Hemet and Edward Leon of Stockton; numerous nephews, nieces and 20 godchildren. She was preceded in
death by her parents, Efren and Theresa Leon and
brother, Carlos G. Leon.
Visitation will be 2-7 p.m. today at Miller Memorial
Chapel, Visalia. Recitation of the rosary and Mass of
Christian Burial will be 9 a.m. Thursday at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, Visalia. Burial will be at Visalia District Cemetery. • • • • •
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Bicentennial Event
Congressional Record, 94th Congress
Our congressman Norman Mineta entered the following remarks in the Congressional Record, Vol. 122,
No. 35, on Thursday, March 11, 1976:
House of Representatives
AMERICAN GI FORUM AND
BICENTENNIAL YEAR
HON. NORMAN Y. MINETA
of California

Best Decathloner
Who was the best U.S. Decathlon Champion
of them all? Well, it depends. Compare the number of years that his point total record lasted to get
some idea of how dominating the man was. Is this
the best way to figure out who was the all-time
best all around track and field athlete?

Athlete
Bob Mathias
Rafer Johnson
Russ Hodge
Bill Toomey

IN THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, March 11, 1976

Chris Jenner
Dan O'Brien

M

R. MINET A: Mr. Speaker, in keeping
with the spirit of this, our Bicentennial
Year, I would like to take this opportunity
to recognize one of the most progressive and viable
organizations providing services to the Spanish-speaking community. In addition, the Bicentennial will be
giving recognition and commemoration to the many
veterans, both living and dead, who so unselfishly gave
of their time, their efforts, and, in so many cases, their
lives, to maintain freedom in America.

One of the most representative organizations of
veterans and particularly of Spanish American veterans, is the American GI Forum of the United
States. In its some 28 years of existence, the Forum
has strived to protect the rights of the Spanish speaking.
Antonio G. Morales is the current national chairman
of the American GI Forum. Mr. Morales' action as the
chairman of this organization has seen him vigorously
championing the rights of veterans of not only the
Spanish speaking community, but of all veterans regardless of race, creed, or nationality.
It is to him and to the American GI Forum that I
extend my gratitude for establishing an agency that has
become an integral part of the veteran community in the
greater San Jose area.

Points

Date Set

7592
(8 years)
7982
(6 years)
8119
(3 years)
8309
(7 years)

7.26.52
7.9.60
7.24.66
12.11.69

8634
(16 years)

7.30.76

8891

9.5.92

In this past calendar year of 1975, the American
GI Forum, Veterans Outreach Program of San Jose,
has assisted some 500 veterans in receiving over one
million dollars in benefits from the Veterans Administration.
In addition to this, the veterans outreach program
assisted and placed some two hundred veterans in fulltime employment.
It is this example that should be followed in providing services to veterans. We all are aware of the great
many injustices that have occurred to veterans in the
past, especially to those of Mexican descent. However,
with the positive approach demonstrated by Mr. Morales and the American GI Forum, we can better realize
the kind of dedication that has helped to make our
country great.

As part of its Bicentennial Year program, the
City of San Jose has recognized the 16th annual
Coronation Ball of the San Jose American GI Forum
as an official Bicentennial Event.
I join with the city in commending Antonio G.
Morales and the San Jose American GI Forum for their
dedication and tireless efforts on behalf of our country's
veterans. • • • • •
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Congress Raids
U.S. Treasury
The following editorial appeared in
THE FORUMEER on March-Apri11977:
by E. David Sierra, Editor

W

ASHINGTON, D.C.-- The U.S. Con
gress, collectively probably the most
overpaid and least overworked group in
existence (with a tip of our Forumeer cap to N.Y. Jets
QB Joe Namath) has struck again.
They recently granted themselves a pay raise of
$12,900 per year! ••• in a time when they are continually urging the already-harried American taxpayer
to conserve water, conserve natural gas, conserve oil,
conserve gasoline, conserve paper, conserve the environment, etc., etc., etc.
As recently as 1968 Congressmen drew $30,000 per
year, plus all the "perks" that accrue to those who have
the convinced the people that the survival of the Republic depends on their working in D.C.
Very damned few of them earned it. But that didn't
bother their conscience at all, because in 1969, right in
the middle of what to most of us was a time of tightening
our belts and struggling to make ends meet in the
economic climate created by the Sage of San Clemente,
the congressmen gave themselves a whopping PAY
RAISE OF $12,500 PER YEAR!
HANKY PANKY AND MORE$$$
In 1975, while some of them were being caught
without benefit of clergy in the arms of prostitutes,
taking bribes from the Korean government, accepting
illegal campaign contributions from large corporations
such as Gulf Oil, the airlines, and Lockheed, appearing
on burlesque theater stages, soliciting street princesses
on the streets of Salt Lake City, watching while their girl
friend midnight-dipped in the D.C. Tidal Basin, defending themselves in court against charges of hiring shady
ladies for sex at the U.S. Taxpayer's expense, and lying

about their stationery allowance, the congress
GRANTED ITSELF YET ANOTHER WAGE INCREASE ... just 5% for the record ... to $44,500 annually!
MORE, MORE, MORE $$$
In 1977, probably encouraged by the fact that few
Americans bothered to raise any hell at all while these
parasites were dipping their greedy claws ever deeper
and deeper into the U.S. treasury, the Congress, in broad
daylight, without using either gun or ski mask, STRUCK
AGAIN.
On Feb. 20, while most of us were thinking about
a day off for Washington's Birthday, Congress took
FIVE DAYS OFF and most of them got the hell out
of town which resulted in an automatic pay raise of
$12,900 for each of them. That is a 29o/o increase, at
OUR expense. No bad. How large a pay raise did
YOU get last year?
It was Congress' first pay hike since 1969, except for
the $2,100 (5%) "cost of living" adjustment two years
ago.
ongressional salaries now cost the taxpay
ers $30.8 million dollars annually, up $5.8
million from last year. At almost the same
time they were deciding that since they were now into a
different (and more beneficial) tax bracket, they ought to
take some more days off to count their money ... so they
voted to work only about 170 days per year! That beats
stealing! You don't have to go out at night!
DEVIOUS METHODS?
Actually, your congressman will tell you that THEY
DID NOT GIVE THEMSELVES A RAISE. The Federal Pay Commission granted it. True, but congress
created the Pay Commission to "take care of Congress
and other high government officials" financially.
The Commission recommended a pay raise, the
Congressmen will tell you, and how can Congress
possibly overrule decisions made by such a sagacious
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Bubba's Grass Statement
It was election night for San Jose GI Forum in May
1975. Charlie Lostaunau had been elected Chairman
in a movida that surprised all the old timers in the
organization.

We had become fat and complacent and were
taken over in a major coup which threw most of
the old board out of office and put some very new
members in control of the organization.
After the meeting ended, we were standing around
the small bar in the GI Forum building at 1680 Alum
Rock Avenue when Bubba Lostaunau, Charlie's
brother, feeling elated at his brother•s election and
probably the effects of more than one beer, made the
statement that ..where we walk the grass don't even
grow ...

body? No way.
And the laws governing the Commission were written by Congress so that if the Congress did NOT vote
either Ay or Nay on their recommendations, the PAY
RAISE WAS AUTOMATICALLY GRANTED!
Clever? You betcha.
o ... how did the Congress handle what could
have been a very controversial situation?
Well, the way it would have been handled by
any other group of conniving, scheming, greedy mortals. They simply split D.C. for the Washington•s Birthday weekend without voting on the matter. Surprise! ...
they all woke up on Monday morning $12,900 richer!!
Congressmen have now put themselves into the
category of people whom you should watch carefully
and trust very little.
If you should happen to shake hands with a

S

congressman, remember to count your rings, cuff
links and watches immediately. Make sure that someone you trust is present every single moment he is on

your premises. Lock the icebox. Hide your jewelry.
And when he leaves, COUNT THE STI...,VERWARE.
THE JFK ASSASSINATION
We recently called a Congressman's office to ask
why they were hedging about proceeding with the
investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy,

.. Take a bath ... and brush your teeth," I rep I ied,
which evoked a challenge from Bubba to me to step
outside and duke it out.
.. Bubba, we can go outside and you can kick my
ass. rm much older than you and horribly out of
shape. But kicking my ass isn•t going to make you
any smarter. You can knock me down with one
punch ... if it makes you feel more like a man. 8 ut it
STTI...,L isn't going to make you any smarter."
I grew to like Charlie Lostaunau and his

brother Henry because I believe they were dedicated Chicanos.
Bubba? Nab.
He had lots of learn about the Chicano community generally and politics specifically. • • • • •

Dr. Martin Luther King, and Senator Bobby Kennedy,
and were told that the estimated cost of the investigation
(about $6 million dollars) was TOO HIGH.
We almost choked on our Schlitz Beer on that one!
(They have recently authorized the expenditure of
$5,000,000 for a series of meetings across the country to
discuss .. women's issues ... is that more important than
finding out who killed our President, one of our most
respected civil rights leaders, and the New York senator? Well, is it? Ask your congressman about his sense
of priorities.

GET READY FOR OCTOBER!
The pay raise that the U.S. Congress just gave itself
amounts to somewhere in the vicinity of $750,000
dollars annully ... forever. Well, no, not actually forever
... until October of 1977 ... when they are scheduled to
get another pay raise.
Unless the American taxpayers raise enough hell
and ask enough questions.
AND THAT IS NOT ALL FOLKS
The Congress is currently seeking $22.7 million
dollars for a Congressional Research Service, which is
a division of the Library of Congress for the EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE CONGRESS!
They also want $1.3 million dollars for a Botanic
Garden, which provides plants to decorate the offices of
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Garden, which provides plants to decorate the offices of
congressmen. (Don't these parasites BUY anything?),
toilet paper, etc.?
Did you know that the Congress has nearly 22,000
employees to help these bumblers do their 170 days-peryear jobs?
ongressmen themselves agree that the cost
of running the congress has gotten to the
point where it is a ridiculous rip-off of the
American taxpayer. Recently, Comptroller Elmer Staats
said the actual cost of running congress is in the vicinity
of $785 MILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR!
The 100-member U.S. Senate costs $144.6 MILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR TO OPERATE, up $1
million dollars from the previous year.

C

How many major corporations are run by a
board of directors of 100 people, each of which costs
the stockholders more than $1.5 MILLION DOLLARS EACH? And is losing money at an alarming
rate each year!!
The 435 members of the U.S. House of Representatives suck off$263 million dollars per year from the U.S.
taxpayers, up $10.5 million from last year. And they are
asking for more!
DO YOU REALIZE THAT THERE IS AN OFFICIAL ARCHITECT OF THE U.S. CAPITOL, who
does not even have to be an architect, has 15 buildings
under his direction, and last year cost the U.S. taxpayers
$125.6 MILLION DOLLARS?
A General Accounting Office, established by Congress to audit government spending, costs $167.6 MILLION DOLLARS LAST YEAR, up $5.7 million dollars
from the previous year.

THE CAPITOL ARMY

T

he United States Capitol is authorized to
maintain a 1,100 man police force (larger
than the San Diego or Seaattle police departments) at a cost of $15.8 MILLION DOLLARS
YEARLY. To guard one building?
At acostof$387,000 ANNUALLY, the U.S. Congress maintains its very own medical staff in a Capitol
clinic staffed by Navy doctors and corpsmen.
The Congress has authorized construction of a new
U.S. Senate Office Building (to house FIFI'Y Senators)
at a cost of $31.2 MILLION DOLLARS. Work is also
proceeding on a third Library building at a cost of $26.6
million dollars. There is also discussion on Capitol Hill

Never Swear
I have a friend who never swears.
He is over 55 years of age, a combat
veteran of the lOlst Airbome Division, has had problems with alcohol
and drug addictions, and spent time
in a few jails and prisons. But he
never swears.
"Cussing often involves taking the
name of The Lord in vain," he says.
"Swearing is an indication that you
have a very limited vocabulary, a
very limited imagination, and betrays your ignorance. Spend a few
minutes each day looking at your
dictionruy," he advises.

about building a FOURTH House Office Building!

HOW THE SCHEME WORKS
Congress hit on the scheme of how to get automatic
pay raises without having to answer questions from their
constituents by creating the Pay Commission in 1967.
Every 4 years it recommends to the President pay scales
for top level government officials, including the parasitic congressmen. The way the law reads, UNLESS
THE CONGRESS ADOPTS A RESOLUTION OF
DISAPPROVAL, THE SALARY INCREASE IS AUTOMATICALLY GRANTED. Don't hold your breath
until they vote NOT to give themselves a raise, amigo!
And that is not all ... each member of congress gets
an allowance for staff people for an office in Washington and one in their home district. The allowance for
U.S. Senators depends on the state, ranging from
$902,301 for New York and California senators to
$449,063 for Alaska and Delaware senators ... PER
YEAR.
Members of the U.S. House of Representatives get
$225,144 EACH TO MAINTAIN THEIR OFFICES ...
PER YEAR!

And how many helpers do they have? •.. Well,
hell, in 1976 Senator Jacob Javits of New York
(Republiican) listed 83 people on his payroll to help
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Republicans were the fiscal conservatives concerned
with saving the taxpayer's money!)
A typical senator from a large state is allowed the
following:
$5,000for stationery but the money does not have
to be used for stationery. If the Senator does not use
it, he can collect the money when he leaves the
legislature.
epresentative H.R. Gross (RepublicanIowa), a noted conservative, left congress
(probably in the middle of the night) with
$20,000 accumulated over the years in his "stationery"
account.
Senators are allowed $1,740 in postage-free mail.
Also they get $2,200 for telephone service PLUS 4,500
telephone calls totaling up to 22,500 minutes.
They are allowed FORTY-FOUR round trips home
from Washington to their home state. House of Representatives members used to get TWENTY SIX round
trips home per year but now get more under a system
they have devised to confuse the taxpayers on how much
they actually suck off from the public treasury. Want to
know how much? Ask your congresman. If you can find
him. Look in the local jail. Or the Cathouse.
MORE GOODIES
The members of congress also get $47,000 life
insurance policies for $36.14 a month, a pension to
which they contribute 8% of their pay and free medical
treatment at military hospitals. Ever heard a veteran
gripe about how hard it is to get admitted to a veterans
hospital? No such problems for a congressman!
PRAYER ROOM??
here is even a Prayer Room in the Congress
(but no evidence, at least to this writer, that
any congressman uses it). If they did, they
MIGHT have a guilty conscience about all the money
they are sucking off from the American taxpayer.
AND THAT IS NOT ALL
Take a close look at your INCOME TAX booklet
mailed to you by the Internal Revenue Service. On page
15 you will find that the congress has taken care of itself
in yet another way ... You can, BY LAW, donate up to
$100 per person per year to the CONGRESSMAN'S
NEWSLETTER ACCOUNT ... and take a deduction on
your tax.
BUT, the money does not have to be used for the
congressman's "newsletter", nor does the congressman
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have to account to anyone on how much money he took
in, nor what he spent it for!
What ever happend to all the rhetoric about limits on
campaign spending?
Our best guess is that those conniving parasites will
pocket the bread ... and to hell with sending out newsletters.

NOT EVERYONE APATHETIC
Some citizen's groups around the U.S.A. have been
talking up the idea of filing a taxpayer's suit to prevent
the congress from giving themselves a raise. They do not
necessarily reject the idea that congressmen aren't worth
$57,000 in salary each year. Their contention is that the
law should grant congressmen a raise AFTER they run
for re-election. Some people may think their congressman is worth $44,600 but NOT worth $57,500. For that
kind of money, they may want a more com pcten t person
in D.C. minding the store.
But if you think these connivers didn't cover their ass
on this point, you underestimate their schetning minds.
Read on.
ALL FOR NAUGHT
o you know why all the screaming and
shouting that the taxpayers might do will be
ignored by the congress? Simply because
IF the taxpayers'lawsuit does go to the court, the judicial
body before which the matter would be litigated is the
august United States Supreme Court ... and the congress
connivingly wrote the laws governing the Pay Commission to provide for PAY INCREASES FOR THE
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT, ALSO!
CASE DISMISSED!
"... But your honor, this is a democracy of the people,
by the people, and for the people. Your sense ofjustice
would dictate that the American people be given an
opportunity to determine since it is their tax dollars that
are being expended, how they wish or IF they wish to
increase the salaries of their duly elected representatives!"
CALL THE POLICE! CLUB THOSE WIERDO
LAWYERS! You are insulting the dignity of this courtroom!

D

CASE DISMISSED!
In short, amigos, scratch my back and I'll scratch
yours ... and to hell with those ignorant nincompoops
(Cont. on Pg 611)
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GI Forum Politics:

Picking a Police Chief
One afternoon, Victor Garza, Frank Caballero, Art
Lomas and myself were with San Jose City Manager
Les White at Naco's Tacos on Alum Rock Avenue. It
was just a general bullshit session, a few beers for the
indulgers, cokes for the rest of us, and lots of talking
about a lot of different subjects.
ictor had a videotape of the Cinco de Mayo
festival which had just taken place a few
days prior. He asked Ramon, his brotherin-law, who owned the joint, to put the video on. There
were scenes of thousands and thousands of people on
Almaden Blvd. and then one of the Radio KAZA stage
where some young ladies were dancing.

V

''See right here, Les, I was standing right here!''
Victor said excitedly, getting up from our table and
walking to the giant screen, pointing to an area just
out of camera range. "I was standing right here!"
The City Manager did not seem the least bit interested in watching the video and it soon became apparent
to everyone except Mr. Garza. Nevertheless the video
ran on and on, with no one watching it. After it ended,
Victor's brother-in-law unloaded it from the VCR, and
brought it to our table. Victor handed it to the City
Manager, "Here, Les" he said, "Take it home so you can
watch it. Watch it whenever you can!"
Les demurred. "No. I don't need to do that, thank
you." he replied.

Victor persisted, but Mr. White made it quite
obviousthathehadno intention oflookingatanyone's
Fiestas Patrias video.

Congress Raids U.S. Treasury
(Cont. from Pg 610)
back home whose hard-earned tax money makes this
gravy train possible.
THERE IS ONE SOLUTION:
THROW
THE
RASCALS
0-U-T !!!! • • • • •

I was very embarrased. I could not believe that a
grown man could be insisting that a City Manager of a
city the size of San Jose take a video home and watch it.
I reasoned that Les White knows as much as heWANTS
to know about the Fiestas Patrias. And for damned sure
he didn't give a damn where Victor Garza might be
standing in relation to what was seen on the screen!

WHO'S THE NEXT CHIEF?
"Who's gonna be the next Chief of Police, Les?"
I asked, eager to get the video conversation behind
us.
"I don't know," he said, ''I'm going to interview
about ten applicants and then give the City Council a list
of the three top people. I'll have a committee of San Jose
citizens advising me on this. Does anyone from the GI
Forum want to sit on the committee?"
"I DO!" Victor said quickly.
hile we were driving to the restaurant,
Lomas had told me that a committee was
being formed and that Frank Caballero,
our Chapter Chairman, would be looking for somebody
interested in sitting on the committee.
''I'm interested," I said, "if Sid will give me time off
from work to attend the committee meetings."
When Victor said he was interested, Les White
readily agreed to accept him, and that was that. So,
Victor Garza became San Jose GI Forum's member on
the committee to recommend a new Chief of Police.

W

TOP CANDIDATES ARE SJ ME:MBERS
The two top candidates for El Cheefo were Louis
Cobarruvias and Luis Hernandez, both members of San
Jose GI Forum. Luis was the younger brother of Ike
Hernandez, who had gotten himself into a mess with
outgoing chief Joseph McNamara, and had taken an
early disability retirement with McNamara's blessings.

Me and ten thousand other Chicanos believed
that McNamara was happy to get Ike out of the way
because, otherwise, he would have been the odds on
choice to be the next chief, and there were people at
City Hall who would not accept Ike in that role.
I knew that Ike Hernandez was putting pressure on
Victor Garza to recommend his brother for Chief of
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Police. Victor had started meeting with a small group of
Chicanos at the San Jose Hyatt House Hotel, interviewing political candidates for many offices, Mayor, Sheriff, City Council, Board of Supervisors, etc.
It sounded like he wanted to be perceived to be a
Kingmaker. He was asking for donations from the
Chicanos involved and the money would be given to any
candidate that the group voted to recommend.
told Mr. Garza at one meeting that no one had
told me beforehand that we would be asked to
contribute money. I thought we were having
informational meetings only. In any case, if I was going
to donate to a certain candidate, I would make the
donation on a personal basis rather than through a PAC
group.
GARZA BAILS OUT
Ike called me one day and asked me if I knew whom
Garza preferred for Chief of Police.
"I don't know, .. I said, "but when I told him that I
liked Luis he put in some good words for Cobarruviaz,
so I guess he's for Louis ...
"You know what the sonofabitch did? .. he asked me.
"Whatever ... it would not surprise me, Ike," I
replied.
"He's supposed to be on some committee appointed
by the City Manager to make recommendations. He
resigned from the committee. and Frank Caballero has
not appointed anyone else to represent the GI Forum! ..
I told him that I did not know that, but I could check
it out with Frank Caballero. When I asked him a few
days later, Frank said he did not know that Victor had
resigned. "He never said anything to ME! .. he said.
So ... when a new San Jose Chief of Police was
named, San Jose GI Forum did not have any input in the
decision because our so-called .. representative" had
bailed out of the committee and did not tell the Chairman
so that a replacement could have be named.
Why did Victor Garza do these things?
EDITOR'S NOTES: I had come to the conclusion
that Victor Garza's agenda was that he wanted to be liked
by everyone. I had the feeling that for him it was more
important that the candidates know that Victor Garza
could bring these ..Mexicans .. together than to actually
pick the Chief. Being a member of the board recommending a police chief to the city manager probably
became another line in his resume, but not much else. At
least it seemed that way to me at the time. • • • • •

I

Bringing Up Father
This item first appeared in my column in EL
EXCENTRICO magazine in October 1959:
Father to little boy watching 49ers-Philadelphia
football game at Kezar Stadium: .. Now see Jimmy,
they're sending in big Monte Clark at tackle! ..
Little boy: "When he was going to USC you said
they let him play just cause he was a big brute,
daddy.''
Father: .. Well, he's big all right, 6'5" and 255lbs."
Jimmy: .. Yeah, but he's not as big as St. Clair."
(Pause)
Father: "Now see, Hickey is sending in Nomellini,
Morze, Krueger, Hazeltine, and the other defensive
players. See McEihenney, Tittle, Perry, and Wilson
going out?"
Jimmy: .. Daddy, are they afraid to play defense?"
Father: .. No! They're offensive specialists, they're
the guys who score the points for the 49ers."
Jimmy, glancing at the scoreboard: "What are
they waiting for daddy? The score is still zero to
zero!"
Father: "Well you see the other team has a good
defense so far and the 49ers haven't been able to score.
The 49ers have a good defense too so the Eagles don't
have any points either! ..
Jimmy: "The 49ers have a good defense, daddy?"
Father: "Certainly, Jimmy! Look at the size of
Nomellini and those other big guys! Wow!"
Jimmy: "Then how come the Rams got 48 points
on the 49ers four weeks ago daddy? How come?"
Father: .. SHUT UP AND WATCH THE GAME!"

•••••

Latino in All Star G8llle
The first Latino player ever to play
in the Major League All Star Game
was Chico Carrasquel, shortstop,
Chicago White Sox, on July 10,
1951 at Briggs Stadium, Detroit.
Carrasquel was born in Caracas,
Venezuela.
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Cesar Chavez Letter
March 25, 1968
In early March 1968, after one of his
supporters spoke at our chapter meeting,
San Jose Gl Forum voted to make a contribution to Cesar Chavez's United
Farmworkers Union.
A few weeks later, Chavez wrote us the
fol lowing letter. It is believed to be the only
letter in San Jose GI Forum records from
the great UFW leader.
Noe Montoya, member of San Jose GI
Forum , forme r member of El Teatro
Campesino, and a long-time supporter of
the fa rmworkers, was so impressed he
framed a copy of this letter and mounted it
on the wall at the American GI Forum
office at 1680 Alum Rock Avenue in San
Jo e. Believe it or not!
San Jose Chapter, GI Forum
Dave Sierra, Chrm .
724 Harrison St.
San Jose, Calif.
Thank you very much for your contribution. It makes us very humble to realize
that we still have so many friends after
being on strike for so long.
All types of donations are still very
welcome, and in fact the longer the strike
progresses ----- the more welcome they
are.
Thank you again for your generosity.
--CESAR E. CHAVEZ

First Hispanic Ump
The first His panic umpire in
major league b aseball was
Almando Rodriguez in 1974.
He was born in Veracruz,
Mexico.

EDITOR 'S NOTES :
One thing that has puzzled
me for years was the reluctanceofCesarChavez to have
any thing to do with the
American GIForum. His representatives came to our local chapter meetings, to regional meetings, to state and
national conventions, and the
American GI Forum was always very supportive of the
farmworkers , but we couldn't
get Mr. Chavez to come and
address our state or national
conventions. We continue to
wonder .... Porque no?
--E. David Sierra
Cesar Chavez art is by Tony Nguyen, Andrew Hill High
School, an entry in the Cesar Chavez Writing and Poster
Contest sponsored by the East Side Union High School District. Awards were presented to winning writers and artists on
March 28, 2003 at the Mexican Heritage Center, San Jose by
Superintendent Joe Coto.

Chances of Success
Your odds of winning a state lottery are 14
million to 1.
Your odds of jumping ou t of an airplane with
two parachutes and not having both open are
1.2 million to 1.
Your odds of getting hit by lightning are
600,000 to 1.
Your odds of success in whatever you
choose to do are 1 to 1. Th ere is only one p erson
you are competing against and that is yourself.
--Anon.
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Worst College Spirit
San Jose State University
EDITOR'S NOTES: Ever since I came to Santa
Clara County in 1957 and watched college sports
in this area, I have contended that San Jose State
University has the worst college spirit of any
school in the land. It's bad, dad.

I wrote about it for EL EXCENTRICO magazine on January 20, 1963:

Not News, But ••••
My pet peeve, the San Jose State College spirit,
continues deader than ever. We took in the San Jose
State-St. Mary's basketball game at Oakland recently
and were very surprised that the Spartans had a pep band
on the premises.
Just before the half, with San Jose State leading the
Gaels 24-21 the band struck up a song. The University
of Southern California fight song! ! (I know how proud
we all are of the Trojans football team but this is
ridiculous, men!).
At halftime the band rendered such goodies as "The

Peanut Vendor" which probably helps the sale of pea.nuts but I doubt if it does anything for the Spartans. Now
that I think of it, peanuts are supposed to be good for
charging human batteries, so there may be some connection there. Kinda subtle though.

Then came "Alexander's Ragtime Band." For
this piece I have no comment. Have you?
Then came a song which I don't believe anyone in
the audience recognized. Suffice to say that most of the
band members seemed reluctant to play it. If you don't
know it, you can't knowingly knock it. Right? Right.

The San Jose State rooting section? I feel certain
they were there. They must have been. But I didn't
hear them.
I know that sooner or later people on the Spartan
campus will awaken and give the college the type of
spirit at ball games that fans can be proud of.
My old high school's fans used to make more noise
than that currently being made by SJSU fans. Porque,
--ETS • • • • •
amigos?

BILL WALSH? SJSU's Best Gridder?
The 1998 ATHLON COLLEGE FOOTBALL ANNV AL picked the one name that best represents the
school's football tradition for colleges on the west
coast. For instance, Joe Kapp of California, John Elway
of Stanford, Marcus Allen of Southern California, and
Gary Behan of UCLA.
ForSan Jose State, their choice was BILL WALSH,
about whom they wrote:

"MR. SAN JOSE STATE FOOTBALL. Bill
Walsh (1952-53) caught only four passes during
his two-year San Jose State career but went on to
coach the San Francisco 49ers to three Super Bow1
championships."

EDITOR'SNOTES: Youidiotseverhearof
Leroy Zimmerman, Chon Gallegos, Mike Perez,
Kim Bokamper, Jim Cadile, Johnny Johnson,
Leon Donahue, Billy Wilson, Charlie Harraway,
Danny Holman, Mervyn Fernandez, or a helluva
lot of players with much more distinguished
SJSU careers than Walsh.?
He wasn't even the best END in SJSU history.
Try Billy Wilson or Mervyn Fernandez, for starters.
Caught four passes. He HARDLY played,
you idiots!
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Sal Candelaria at
Santa Clara U.
In early July 1960, I received the following
note from Jesse Dominguez of the San Josebased Black Berets Por La Justicia:
Dear Forumeer:
I am a member of the Black Berets Por La Justicia of
San Jose, Calif. We are sending out this copy of what
happened to Sal Candelaria, leader of the Black Berets
por la Justicia of San Jose, to all Chicano newspapers all
over the north and southwest and we were wondering if
you could please put it in your paper so the people would
see what kind of Justicia we have here in San Jose with
the pig.
We would appreciate your assistance in publishing
the following News. Thank you. If you cannot do it,
please let us know.
--Jesse Dominguez

them to leave or else there would be trouble. Other
Whites came down from their rooms. Soon the Whites
outnumbered the Berets.
One of the Berets was attacked and an order was
given to bring a rifle from the car. (Sal and the Berets
were planning to leave for the mountains the next day to
go hunting, that's why the guns).

For the first time in their lily-white lives those
gabachos knew what it was to mess with a Chicano.
he argument was settled pretty fast after that
and everything was settled in the minds of
everyone. The guns were taken back to the
car and the Berets proceeded to the party. That is when
the law arrived.
Sal was arrested and charged with the above.
Sal was able to put up bail and was released. In time,
the three other Berets were caught.

T

Then came the Fiesta de Las Rosas which was
boycott by the Chicanos. The Fiesta de Las Rosas
helped a lot of people in this town. A lot of gabachos
and vendidos that don't care about anything except
themselves.

The most damaging thing that came from those
windows was not any kind of object but something that
the Gabacho has long used to take away the dignity and
respect that the Chicano has for himself. Names were
called down, "Dirty Greasers, go back where you came
from, Spies."

How many Chicanos are stilllivng in poor housing,
are still being denied their rights, how many young
Chicanos are being picked up by the cops, how many
Chicano homes have been attacked by the cops when a
party was being held and how many have suffered the
consequences of a cop "maintaining law and order,"
how many young kids are dropping out of school because the white teacher doesn't understand, how many
have to take those wood shop classes or go to "the dumb
school," how many Chicanos are being sent to Vietnam
as cannon fodder?
he Fiesta de Las Rosas is over, but are the
troubles of the Chicanos? The troubles that
are caused because of the problems that the
gabacho has, are those troubles over with? Yeah, the rich
get richer and the poor get to have a Fiesta de Las Rosas.
A Fiesta that honors the Conquistador for enslaving the
Chicano and helping to put him where he is today, and
a gabacho that wants to make sure he stays there.

One gabacho hero came down and told them they
were not allowed on the property and to leave or else
there would be trouble. Sal was carrying a bottle of
wine and offered him a drink, and told him the Berets
weren't there to make trouble but that they had been
invited to a party.

Remember Villa, Zapata, the beautiful things
they were fighting for: justice, freedom, liberty, dignity. And again a movement has started to lift the
Chicano to the heights of self-determination that will
let him have his dignity. All men are created equal,
except that some are more equal than others, and

AL CANDELARIA, leader of the Black Be
rets Por LaJusticia, went to Sentencing Court,
Friday, June 20, 1969. He was sentenced to
ninety days treatment at the Vacaville Medical Facility
Center. Two questions must be asked: Why was Sal
sentenced, and why must he spend ninety days at the
Medical Facility?

S

Sal and three other Berets were invited to a
Chicano party at Santa Clara Univeristy. They arrived and as they left the car they were singing.
Students from the dormitories started throwing
things at them like water balloons, oranges, etc.

The gabacho still refused to believe Sal and told

T
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they all happen to be gavachos.
Sal was fighting for this and wherever he is, he will
be fighting, bringing the word to other Chicanos. But at
the ~iesta boycott, at the parade, Sal was shouting in
English and Spanish and this is enough for the San Jose
Police Department to consider you insane.
You people that know three languges better watch
it, you're in bad shape!
he San Jose MERCURY was quick to catch
this and tried to stop Sal from doing the work
he has been doing. Just two sentences that
might have stopped this man, "Sal Candelaria, leader of
the Black Berets was seen running through the streets
shouting in English and Spanish. He was taken to
Agnews State Hospital."
What the paper failed to print was that after
observation, Sal was released. It's sad, some Chicanos
believed the paper and think Sal is insane; at least this is
what I heard. I'm crazy too because I believe in Sal. I
believe that one day I will die for this cause, for the
dignity of my people and the freedom that belongs to
Raza because we are the lambs.
But you can kill a man but you can't kill an idea.
This ideal for my people is carried on. It's too late,
you gabachos out there. We'll get justice.
Sal carried the word and brought it to me and I will
bring it to someone else. Yeah, you gabachos out there,
and Raza, listen, Sal's sentence has only made us work
all the harder. Now you're going to see a movement, a
movement with action.
--A Black Beret Por La Justicia.
DITOR'S NOTE: We did not publish
Jesse Dominguez's letter. Question:
Didn't it ever occur to the Black Berets
Por La Justicia that the scared college kids would
call the cops? The last time we saw or heard about
Sal Candelaria was when his picture appeared in the
San Jose MERCURY. He is now known as CHEMA
and purports to be an Indian medicine man.
The first time I ever saw Sal Candelaria was way,
way back in the early 60's when he was President of the
Eastside Boys Club that a group of San Jose Police
Officers (mostly members of San Jose GI Forum) had
organized in an effort to curb juvenile delinquency in the
area around Kammerer A venue in East San Jose. • • • •

T
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Bullsh-'
Mr. Chairman!
August 22, 1977
Shortly after I resigned as Editor of THE
FORUMEER newspaper at the National Convention in
1977, I received the following letter from Tony Morales,
GI Forum National Chairman:
Dear Dave:
In all sincerity, I want to thank you for the long years
of work that you put into THE FORUMEER. If I had to
choose one word to best describe you Dave, I would
select commitment. Gracias.
While we have not fully agreed on everything, we
have kept our disagreement with one objective - to
improve the American GI Forum. Let us continue on
that note, for we still have a long way to go.
ave, you mentioned that we had a lot of
pictures and data relative to THE
FORUMEER stored in San Jose. Will you
please ship all material to my office in order to store it
until a new editor is selected. I will be writing to Fred
Vasquez (sic!) to do the same.
One more thing, Dave, part of our low membership
is due to California's past internal problem. Gil Rodriguez
has assured me that it has been corrected. I would like to
assist in whatever way possible to increase California's
membership in order that California will have the maximum amount of delegates (20) possible by next year.
For your information, I have appointed Pedro
Jimenez, the National Vice Chairman, to head the task
of re-writing our national Constitution. Any input from
your area will be greatly appreciated.
Sinceramente,
--Antonio Gil Morales
National Chairman,
American GI Forum

D

To which I memoed:
Tony: Congratulations to you as you embark on your
new career as Editor of THE FORUMBER, something
I am sure you have always wanted. Truthfully, we have

(Cont. on Pg 618)
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Ismail Flores
makes History
THE LEADER
February 1982

HISTORY MADE IN SANTA MARIA!-- Ismael
Flores, our chapter Sgt. at Arms, who wants to be Jack
Benny when he grows up, made history at exactly 9: 12

PM on Friday, January 30th when he sprung for a round
of drinks for ten ( 10) people in the cocktail lounge of the
Quality Inn, Santa Maria, Calif.
It is believed in GI Forum lore to be the first time Mr.
Flores had sprung for a round of drinks while imbibing
with his GI Forum friends.
enefitting from Flores' largesse were State
Chairman Gil Guevara; Vice Chairman Pat
Velasquez; THE LEADER editor David
Sierra; SJ Vice Chairman Dan Gallego; State Sgt. at
Arms David Rodriguez; Victor Perez, Frank Caballero,
Chairman Victor Garza, and a No.2 draft choice to be
named later.
Later in the evening, Caballero, Gallego, David
Rodriguez, David Sierra, and Flores decided to continue
their carousing in Guadalupe listening to mariachis in a
picturesque Mexican cafe. After listening to everything
from "EI Potro Lobo Gateado" to "No Volvere" for
better than two hours in the company of Antonio
Gernigniani and Domingo Reyes of Stockton and Rec
Secty George Gallardo of Chino, the boys were asked:
"Aflo jense para pagar los mariachis. That'll be $20
bucks American, each."
Flores immediately went to his wallet, cleared away
the cobwebs, disarmed the booby traps, dialed the combination to his wallet and crossed the Editor's palm with
a $20 bill, probably printed in the 19th century. When
exposed to light, President Andrew Jackson squinted,
and reached for his sunglasses! • • • • •

B

Bullsh --, Mr. Chairman
(Cont. from Pg 6 17)
to say that we are very disappointed in your administra-

tion, corning to the National Convention completely
unprepared for ANYTHING, except to get re-elected.
We d o not believe that it is in the best interests of the
American G I Forum for the National Cha ir·man to
have his hands on the newspaper, but I a m only one
vote. Other machinery and materials will follow. We
were disappointed that you ducked out of the meetings
where THE FORUMEER was being discussed.
P.S. \iVe are not Ji:Oin g to replv to vour letter of
Aug. 22, 1977 because we consider it pure, unadulter ated B ULLSHIT!
And that was the last contact I ever had with our
esteemed National Chairman, Executive Secretary, Office Manager, Director, etc., etc., etc .. And all I wanted
to have. • • • • •

Rights of Common
Man
They (the founders) proclaimed t o all the world the
revolutionary doctrine of the
divine righ ts of the common
man. That doctrine has ever
since been the h eart of the
American faith.
--Dwight D. Eisenhower,
May 3 1, 1954
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Zeke Duran Letters
October 25, 1968

E

DITOR'S NOTE: I had been edi
tor of THE FORUMEER for two
months when I received this letter
from Zeke Duran, our distinguished National
Executive Secretary Treasurer, who appeared
to me to have his head firmly buried in the
sands of his native New Mexico.
His comments on the Forumeer poll indicated that
he could not tell humor from serious journalism.
It was also obvious that Mr. Duran did not understand the basic concepts of Freedom of Speech and
Freedom of Assembly, rights which are guaranteed to
ALL Americans.
I began to question whether in fact we are all created
equal. Maybe God puts some of us on earth sans a brain
to test how well we can survive without one.
I also questioned why Mr. Duran wrote me a letter.
When he was in San Jose to visit with the people he
mentioned in the first paragraph of his letter, he could
have called and I would have been more than happy to
discuss whatever in hell he wanted to discuss face to
face. Como los hombres.
--E. David Sierra

MR. DURAN WROTE:
Dear Dave:
Last week, I spent a couple of days with Dan
Campos, Ike Hernandez, and Mr. and Mrs. Coronado.
Dan asked me to write and give my reaction to this issue
of THE FORUMEER.
First of all, I want to say that Mrs. Coronado made
the comment which many Forumeers throughout the
country are saying, "The Forumeer is a national publication and should be just that. The Forumeer is not a
California publication, only for Californians."
This has been true of past FORUMEER issues as
well as this one. I have heard this comment from many
states and they do not appreciate how you build up
California. I think you must make up your mind to give
these other states a break in the FORUMEER.

If you do not get pictures and news, you must write
to them and ask them to send you news. You can do this
in the same manner as on page four telling them that The
FORUMEER will print news about their state and ask
them to rush pictures and stories.
As has been said many times, The FORUMEER
reaches many hands, many non-Forum people; therefore, we must offer nothing but a first-class paper
and that means good stories, good editorials, and no
boo-boos.
Dan Campos told me that from now on, let's stick to
present day issues. This is perfect. I agree with that. Let's
publicize and tell everybody how we stand on NATIONAL ISSUE NOT LOCAL ISSUES.
The write-up on "Forum Protest Insulting Ads" is
fine . However, I feel we should not duplicate efforts.
Last week I sent out a memo from the National Chairman to all national officers, all state officers, and the
chairman of each local and this week we have almost the
same thing in The FORUMEER.
Likewise, last year, many of the memos which
Louis Tellez or this office mailed out were duplicated
in The FORUMEER. Many of these items were
meant for the organization only.
ne of the things which killed this issue was
your FORUMEER poll. You contacted 10
persons only. This is too "Micky Mouse."
(sic!) You should have contacted at least 1,000 people.
Personally, I do not believe in too much demonstrations where we have signs "La Raza Unida" or
"Viva La Raza."
We should take the lead and have other people or
organizations join us if they wish to resolve problems
such as the one in Santa Clara.
First of all, efforts should be made to resolve a
situation in a dignified and businesslike manner. If we
must demonstrate, muster all GI Forum members and
wear GI Forum caps.
It might be that the reason the Santa Clara walkout
left such a sour taste in my mouth was the last paragraph
-- "a 14 year old non-student."

0
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Apologize
When you hurt someone, especially a good friend, don't be reluctant to apologize.
It is not a sign of weakness. It is
rather a reflection of the upbringing your parents gave you, the
knowledge you acquired at the
schools you went to, the people
with whom you associated, and the
lessons that life has taught you
along the way. --E.T. Sierra

ine the damage you have caused by this. We all know
how we stand on HHH -- for or against.
As a person I am trying very hard to get him
elected here in New Mexico. As an individual, not as
an organization. This bit is the worst I have seen in
our newspaper and you must restrain yourself.

EAGAN is California's problem and any
comments, yours or anybody else's, should
not be for publication in The FORUMEER
I have read enough about it in our newspaper and I do not
like what I read (see enclosed). I cannot see you taking
sides in such an issue and at the same time see Ike
fighting these jokers. I have no sympathy for the likes
of Mr. Cleaver, especially since the likes of him are
responsible for the turmoil in our country and I repeat,
Governor Reagan is your problem also and neither have
a place in our Forumeer.

R

I strongly advise you to shape up or give it up.

I think you should keep us posted on the shooting of
Jose Alvarado and build up the involvement of the GI
Forum members.
Cesar Chavez is a national issue and you know how
we stand there. Let's have stories on what the California
GI Forum is doing to help this man.
Next, "Aid to the U.S.S. Pueblo." The issue is not
the $65 per month. The issue is and should be what a
tenth rate nation in the world is doing to the greatest
nation in the world, just because we are afraid of the "Big
Bear."

N

ext, you build up and hail Secretary of
Labor Willard Wirtz for his stand on
thebracero program, AND THEN YOU
KILL mM by showing a picture of Orville Freeman.
If you cannot recognize these great friends of ours
from the pictures, check with someone who can, or
do not have any pictures at all.

Your editorial was great and that includes the "all of
us" and the "we" and that's where you should have ended
your editorial.
How your vote was influenced or how you are going
to vote or your preference of pictures and that bit in the
San Francisco CHRONICLE has NO ROOM in our
newspaper.
If you did not want to be influenced in your voting
by HHH's eloquence at our 1968 national convention
what makes you think we wish to be influenced by
YOUR ELOQUENCE on his behalf? You cannot imag-

Sincerely yours,
--EZEQUIEL DURAN, Natl Exec Secy Treas
Albuquerque, New Mexico
EDITOR'S NOTES: Mr Duran enclosed newspaper clippings about 120 ARRESTED IN BERKELEY,
and another entitled STUDENTS SEIZE BUILDING
AT BERKELEY, about students demanding that the
University of California allow controversial speakers
like Eldridge Cleaver to speak on the campus. The board
of regents objected.
I didn't care for Mr. Cleaver's tactics either But he is
entitled to Freedom of Speech just as much as 200
million other Americans.
Another point: If he's going to speak anywhere in
America, where I WANT HIM TO SPEAK is on our
college campuses, where people of equal or superior
intellect, can challenge his assumptions about America.
--E. David Sierra
EDITOR'S NOTES: While I was editing THE
FORUMEER, I had written an article about San Jose GI
Forum contributing hand-held radios to The Monitors, a
group of militant San Jose youngsters that monitored the
police and their treatment of Chicanos. A young man
had gone to our San Jose GI Forum chapter meeting and
told us that a police officer had put their radios under the
wheel of a police car and deliberately run over them,
smashing them to bits. San Jose GI Forum decided to
replace the radios. We issued a press release to let the
community know.
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Eusebio "Ike" Hernandez, a member of San Jose GI
Forum and a high ranking San Jose police officer, called
me and let me know that what we were doing was not in
the best interests of an organization like the American
GI Forum. We differed with him. A few weeks later I
received the letter above from Zeke Duran of Albuquerque, New Mexico, taking me to task for publishing the
article in THE FORUMEER. Below is my reply:

Reply to Zeke Duran's Letter
Mr. Ezequiel Duran
National Exec. Secty-Treasurer
American GI Forum of the U.S.
621 Gabaldon Road
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dear Mr. Duran:

In your last letter to me you made a statement
which bordered on the ignorant so I am going to take
the time to make my position on many things very,
very clear to you.
First, I do not consider the American GI Forum to be
the ONLY organization doing things to better the lot of
the Mexican American. There are other worthwhile
organizations, many of them, and we are all BROTHERS.
All of us have one goal in common: the advancement
of our fellow Chicano in the fields of employment,
education, and all the many things you can think of in
which we are lagging behind the other people living in
this great nation of ours.
If organization X, perhaps doesn't couch its memorandums in quite as many words as ours, and if their
members don't seem to have as much money to spend in
bars and at coronation balls, and if they don't always
remember to say, "Mr. Chairman," before they address
the chair, then we have to overlook those things, because
as I mentioned previously, brother, WE ARE ALL
CARNALES!
Today's society is too complex for any of us to put

our heads in the sand and try to pretend that the
American GI Forum is going to solve every ill that
besets our people. We have a role to play, to be sure,
but it is only a small part in a drama which includes
a cast of many thousands.
In the past our role has been that of a "safe" Chicano
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Adult Problems
The solution of adult
problems tomorrow depends upon the way we
raise our children today.
--Margaret Mead

outfit, memorandum writers, resolution passers, congressional letter writers, queen contest attenders, Jr. GI
Forum praisers, scholarship givers, school bond voters,
and appointments seekers.
.
That approach to the problems of our people IS
passe, Mr. Duran, and it is high time that we, as
Forumeers, see what is happening in our society and get
with it!

Some of the best men we had had in the organization have become disillusioned with it and left it
because they tired of waiting for the Forum to actually get otT their duff and get involved, really involved, in the issues of the day.

A

nd by that I mean, when you aren't satisfied
with the performance of your congressional
representative or city councilman, not to
just write him a letter saying that you and wife and
children were disappointed on how he voted on the last
bill but to REALLY do someting about it, like, next
tim~ you see him, to his face, call him a bloo?-s~ckin.g
vampire, a puppet for whoever outranks . htm. tn ~s
legislative body, and an opportunist who ts ustng his
office to line his pockets with the people's money.
THAT'S WHAT I MEAN!
As I said before, there are many organizations

involved in this fight to better things for our people
and ALL OF THEM have a role to play.
The Forum can be a responsible organization composed of men who have serve~ ~heir country !n the
service, who have a Ladies Auxdtary and a Juntor GI
Forum, completely organized on the surface. We are
broken up into regions in some states, districts in others,
and now, in the midwest, a midwest regional, whatever
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in hell that is!
Other organizations like the BROWN BERETS
have a role to play in this fight also,
believe it or not, Mr. Duran! They serve as a means of
getting young men and women interested in the vital
issues of the day. I do not argue that their methods are
crude and militant, at least by our standards, BUT have
we reached our youth and organized them by the hundreds like they have, or are we still trying to kid ourselves that our JuniorGI Forum program is a functioning
and progressing one?
APA has played a vital role also.They are
involved in the political arena, which
seems to be a dirty word in the American
GI Forum. MANY of the Forum members in California
belong to MAPA also because they find that involvement in politics in the American GI Forum is almost
non-existent due to the puritanical thinking of our leaders in the past.

M

The CSO has played a vital role. They pushed for
English language classes for the Spanish speaking
many years ago and have pushed for legislation
allowing those who do not speak or read English to
vote. Where was the American GI Forum on that
issue?
Corky Gonzalez's CRUSADE FOR JUSTICE in
Denver is a vital part of the Mexican American community in the midwest, and I was happy to hear that the
Colorado GI Forum in its state convention commended
him for his efforts. He used to be a Forumeer!
The Mexican American COLLEGE STUDENTS
on the campuses are spotlighting problems which our
fathers and us have been afraid to bring up in the past
because we were afraid to. In the frrst place we were
made ashamed to be Chicanos because we were admonished not to use Spanish on the schoolgrounds. Then we
were made to feel ashamed because our lunch bags
contained tacos de frijoles, not a ham and cheese sandwich like the blond kid down the street.
When we went to school and the teacher asked all
who took a bath that morning to raise their hands, we
were made to feel ashamed because we didn't take the
time to take a tubful of water out in the backyard, mount
it on four large rocks, cut some wood and heat the water,
then bring it inside the garage, strip off our clothes,
freeze our ass, and bathe!
We were asked how many times we had been to the

dentist when we didn't even know what the goddam hell
a dentist was! We were asked to play a role in the school
play, come onstage and try to remember ten words of
English when it was all we could do to remember our
name when someone we did not know asked it!

We were asked to attend a Father and Son Banquet with the rich sonofabitch that lived on the hill
whose dad owned the hospital, and we were supposed to ask our dad who never owned a suit of
clothes in his life, spoke very little English, who was
himself ashamed of what he was, to shell out five
dollars to eat one meal with every status-seeking
Anglo sonofabitch in town.
How many Chicanos do you know who attended a
Father & Son Banquet or a Mother & Daughter Banquet?

T

he CIDCANO STUDENTS have
made all this crap come to a
screeching halt! They have made
other Chicanos proud of what they are. Man,
all Chicanos don't lean against a damned
cactus and sleep off hangovers.
All Chicanos aren't dumber than all
Anglos.
All Chicanos don't have a burro.
All Chicanos don't live on beans and tortillas.
All Chicanos don't like to do manual labor.
All Chicanos don't like mariachis.
All Chicanos don't drink wine.
All Chicanos don't hustle their mother
and sister like the street urchins in Tijuana.
All Chicanos don't say, "I TEENK!" but
those that do should never be ashamed of it.
There are many different types of Mexicans, Mr.
Duran, as there are many different types of Swedes,
Japanese, Germans, Nigerians, and Australians, etc.
CIDCANO NUMBER ONE is very poor, he
drives a '40 Chevrolet (when it will start), has about ten
children, works on the farm, and speaks very poor
English. He is in hock up his eyeballs to the Piranha
Loan Company, and his ambition is to go to Mexico
once more before Don Chuy so lo lleve al cielo.

...
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CIDCANO NUMBER TWO has a high school
education. He also works on the farm because no one
motivated him to do better. Somewhere along the line he
got the idea that college was for Anglos. He also has 10
children, drives a '49 Chevy, drinks a lot of beer, and
follows the local high school athletic team (home games
only).
CHICANO NUMBER THREE graduated from
high school, the first in his family to get "that much
education." He put in one year of Junior College to keep
out of the peach orchards and vineyards. At the local
pool hall they call him "El Profe" because he is so
goddam much smarter than the local winos. He is 30 and
not even married yet. In his mind he knows that civic
clubs exist, but of course he wouldn't have the slightest
idea of how to become a member.
CHICANO NUMBER FOUR is a Junior
College graduate who studied carpentry under the GI
Bill. He has a wife (who works during the summer), and
drives a car about ten years old. His kids go to the same
schools as those of Chicanos No. 1, 2, and 3 but don't
have much to do with them because their dad works as
a grocery checker at the local market, not as a fruit
picker. No. 4's wife shops at JC Penney and Sears and
Monkey Wards but she goes out of town to do so because
she doesn't want anyone in the barrio to see her in those
stores.
IDCANO NUMBER FIVE went to col
lege for three years but didn't graduate
because his wife kept getting pregnant and
he kept dropping out to raise money to pay for the next
kid. He knows he has what it takes to graduate and make
something of himself but he has resigned himself to just
work and hope that things work out. He belongs to the
local Lions Club but will never become its President
because he doesn't go to the international convention in
Mexico City and doesn't have the "right" job. Also, is
wife is on the dark side and she doesn't speak too good
English, definitely not Lioness material.
Chicano #5luckily was born with a fairly well-to-do
uncle who gave him his first job while he was in Junior
High. He began by boxing groceries in a small market.
Today, 20years later, he owns a fairly good sized market
on a well-lighted street. "Did it all by myself," he tells
anyone who will listen, and then comdemns the Chicano
students asking for Chicano study courses on campus.
No. Five is a 4-F who sat out the war making $5 per

C

News
News is that which comes
from North, East, West
and South, and if it
comes from only one
point of the compass,
then it is a class publication and not news.
--Benjamin Disraeli, 1865.

hour in a shipyard. His wife just happened to be an
accountant and her father passed away and left her
$40,000. He vacations in Mexico every year, never gets
off the main thoroughfaires, and eats steak and potatoes
all the time he is south of the boarder. His children want
to go to Catholic school, and probably will , to avoid the
riffraff at the public high school.
CHICANO NUMBER SIX works for the city. He
cleans crap off the streets and cuts grass, trims trees, etc.
He calls himself a Public Street Safety Engineer and if
you imply that he "runs the city" he just smiles and
doesn't deny it. He knows all the merchants downtown
and all the big assed politicians down at City Hall, which
makes him feel important. His biggest kick in life is
telling his friends that "Boss Dade" put his arm around
his shoulder and called him "Pancho". As much as his
wife and six kids like to see the Memorial Day, Veterans
Day, Fourth of July, and Cinco de Mayo parades, #6
hates 'em because he has to walk down the street behind
the horses and clean up their leavings. His ambition is to
be in a position someday to deny all parade permits!
HICANO NO. SEVEN works for the Eco
nomic Opportunity Commission. He is a
collegegraduate with a B.A. in Business
Management and an A.A. in Accounting. He would
have liked to be a bartender but his mother and father
made him go to college and "pressured" him with a new
car, money, and vacations in Mexico, to continue in
college. #7 isn't involved with any Chicano civic-minded

C
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organizations.
He joined one once but decided to drop out when
they began to talk about picketing a school plant. The
fact that the Economic Opportunity Commission exists
is NOT due to anything #7 ever did in his life, but he was
quick to take advantage of it when they advertised for
Chicanos with a degree.
This job is the first one he's had related to management and by going to various seminars, conventions,
mini conferences, etc., #7 has convinced his fellow
workers, his family, and himself that he is a Chicano
Leader. #7 is for law and order, AT ALL COSTS. When
the city fathers were found to be misusing city money
and a scandal at city hall ensued, his reply was, "That has
nothing to do with me. I live in Suburbia City."
CHICANO NUMBER EIGHT is an attor
ney, His parents were both born in Mexico. He was born
with a brilliant mind, went to the big state university and
graduated with honors. In high school, his name was
Johnny Bastardo. At college his fraternity brothers called
him Big John. Nowadays he signs his letters J. Jonathan
Bastardo, Esquire. There just ain't enough civic-minded
organizations for Jonathan Bastardo to join. He's in all
of 'em. Doesn't do a man's job for any of them but the
membership cards are impressive as hell. He will attend
the convention of one if it is held within 1/4 mile of his
office on a day when he is not too too busy. Bastardo has
every credit card made in the free world and uses them
all.
The only contact he has had with Mexicans other
than his own family in the past ten years is four years ago
when he took $100 from an elderly lady and assured her
that he could arrange papers for her husband to emigrate
legally to the United States. He took her cash to the bank
where it continues to draw interest for him and the lady's
husband sits in a small cantina near the Mexican border
wondering when that "hijo de Ia chingada" lawyer is
going to arrange his papeles!
CHICANO NUMBER NINE was born in Mexico.
He has lived in the United States since 1920. He never
went to school but has managed to do very well for
himself. He worked very hard early in life and has been
the town's Number One Kiss Ass since then. His little
grocery store just barely provides enough for his wife
and two children (the other eight are married, six of them
live in another state and one is in prison on a cocaine rap)
but he is the "only Chicano in the Chamber of Com-

merce," he says. Number Nine doesn't know it but #8 is
a Chicano also and also a member of the Chamber but
No. Eight is out making a buck while #9 is sitting in the
bar of the Hotel Ritz trying to outspend the President of
the Bank of America. Number Nine is constantly going
to meetings called by Anglos who want him to deliver
the Mexican vote in the next election for dogcatcher. #9
assures them that he knows the "right people in the
barrio" and that he will deliver as promised. The wouldbe kingmakers don't realize that #9 hasn't been east of
the railroad tracks since la senora Garcia passed away
and he went over there to see her six sons immediately
after the funeral to see who was going to pay the $16
food bill she had at his grocery store.
CHICANO NUMBER TEN is over 50 years old.
He was elected Presidente of La Sociedad Mutualista de
Los Muertos in 1949 when the organization had 12
members and he was the only one fluent in English. He
wrote the constitution and has been the parliamentarian
for 20 years, always running unopposed. He is always
asked to attend meetings in the community because the
President has to get up at 4 AM to go to work hoeing
cotton and is in bed by 9 PM. Besides that, he doesn't
"speak too good English."
Number Ten has spent a large sum of money
putting up a front over the years. An invitation to
attend a conference makes his spine tingle with the
thought he is to be a vital cog in such magnificent
work of humanity. No. Ten enjoys using words like
"catalyst, redundancy, pseudo-intellectual" and "per
se" when speaking to Chicanos who feel more at ease
with "si Dios nos lo concede" and "echame otra
heladita, Jorge!"
It is said that most men have their price. No. Ten can
be had for a photograph of him and any tinhom politician
and a cocktail. He still carries in his wallet a letter from

Dick Stuart
A baseball player commenting on the
athletic skills of Dick Stuart, first
baseman of the Pittsburgh Pirates, a
notoriously poor fielder but a good
hitter: "He's a Williams-type player ...
hits like Ted and fields like Esther."
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the mayor thinking him for his opinions on the proposal
to build hop-scotch courts for the homeless on Highway
101. The mayor's signature was applied with a rubber
stamp but #1 0 won't ever buy that theory.
So you see, Mr. Duran, there are many types of
Mexicans and how they live their life is no concern to
me. What DOES concern me and probably concerns all
of us in our organization is what he does or does not do
for our organization and our aims and goals.

Your comment that THE FORUMEER should
concern itself only with things happening in the GI
Forum, and, quote, "to hell with everything else," is
what I found to be a statement bordering on the
ignorant.
or a number of reasons, Mr. Duran. First of all

F

I don't know your background in joumalistm
or whether you have had any training along
these lines at all, but common sense will tell you that if
your publication (THE FORUMBER) tells only about
which chapter elected which queen, who was installed
as Sergeant at Arms of which chapter, which chapter
donated which scholarship, which chairman is going to
Washington DC to represent the EOC at a conference,
which member just got married, etc., etc., it will do
wonders for flattering the ego of the individual concerned, and that's about it.
If, on the other hand, your publication reflects what
is going on around your country and how the members
of your organization are involved in what is going on, or
the mere fact that they are CONCERNED (which an
article in the newspaper certainly indicates), then your
newspaper is one that is AWARE.

It reflects an organization that can see
past the end of its collective nose! It reflects an
organization that is willing to put its feelings and its
ideas on public view. It reflects an organization of
concerned Mexican Americans who are not ashamed
that they are concerned. It reflects an organization of
people who are no more ashamed of being of Aztec,
Cherokee, orwhatever-you-can-nameancestry, than
the Kennedys are ashamed of being Irishmen.

W

e have been made to feel ashamed of
what we are for so long, Mr. Duran~ that
I believe the new wave of enthusiasm
emanating from our high school and college students is
refreshing indeed.
They appear to me to be sincerely interested in

Easy to Lead
Education makes
people easy
to lead,
but difficult to drive;
easy to govern,
but impossible
to enslave.
--Hemy Peter Brougham

preaching pride of what you are and what you are going
to do with your life. As a past member of the U.S.
military forces you can understand the value of instilling
in a new recruit pride in his unit, pride in himself, pride
in his country, pride in his overall objective, and pride in
his leaders. That is a basic element of success in whatever endeavor.
A man who finds himself confronted with
what may seem an insurmountable challenge on the
field of battle stands a far better chance of survival if he
is a soldier who has been instilled with pride in himself,
his country, his overall objectives, and his leaders. He
has the confidence that if he will only persevere, somehow, sometime, things will turn for the better; and if
there are enough soldiers like him, by God, Mr. Duran,
they often will!

You can take a given issue of THE FORUMEER
and dissect it, read between the lines, and if you are
aware of what is happening in this country to our
people and what we are attempting to do about it, it
makes sense. At least we who are responsible for
publishing it, think that it does.
Take the April1969 issue as a case in point: Our lead
story was FRITO BANDITO NOT SO FUNNY ...
GROCER REFUSES TO BUY PRODUCTS.
his article was written on information passed
to me by National Chairman Dan Campos
who indicated that Mr. AI Cano wanted to

T
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publicize the idea that he had told Frito-Lay to kiss his
ass and was not going to buy any more of their products
untjl they ceased their Frito Bandjto advertising campaign. I went to see Mr. Cano and wrote the article. Mr.
Cano had been a member of the Santa Clara GI Forum
but had not attended any meetings for years.
After the article came out, praising him for
his stand, Mr. Cano and others decided to form a new
North Santa Clara County Chapter of the American GI
Forum. He donates the back room of his delicattesen and
grocery store for the meetings and was elected First Vice
Chairman of the group. Another Forumeer back into the
fold ! A new chapter for the organization! An example
for fellow Mexican Americans (CHICANOS) that one
of their fellow men is willing to put his action intentions
to work. This article is telling Uncle Tom Chicanos "If
Cano can sacrifice Fritos for the movement, why can't
those of you who own large, prospering markets do the
same?
nother article in this issue was CULTURAL
APPRECIATION GOES GREAT IN
FLINT, an article about the International
Institute in Flint, Michigan. One of the things that
impressed us about the material sent for this article was
that Chicano youngsters are being taught to use Mexicans as success symbols.

A

They are shown pictures of Chicanos such as Lee
Trevino, Hank Aguirre, and Trini Lopez as examples of people with brown faces such as theirs who
made it to the very, very top in their chosen profes-

Patriotism vs.
Nationalism
Patriotism is a
lively sense of
collective responsibility.
Nationalism is a
silly cock crowing
on his own dunghill.
--Lord Acton, 1862

sion.
This teaches you that your name doesn't have to be
Drysdale, Palmer, or Shearing to make it to the top in
whatever you choose to do for a living.
Another article was KLRN AIRS PROB
LEMS OF CHICANOS which told about the station in
Austin, Texas which spotlights our problems two days
per week. This article has nothing whatever to do with
the American GI Forum, but we think that their efforts
are worthy of commendation and that maybe Forumeers
in east central Texas might want to listen to what is being
said about their problems.
The article PUEBLO CHAIRMAN WINS CITATION was printed to publicize the commuruty efforts of
our own Tony Romero to show chicanos that not only
Anglos win awards such as La Sertoma Club's Youth
Services Award. We can do it too, with hard work,
dedication, and typical Chicano "huevos".
One of our prize features of THE FORUMEER has
been the Letters to the Editor. Here are reflected the
views of many different and diverse viewpoints Some of
them are from members of the Forum and some are not.
We print those of Forumeers to indicate that members
are aware of what is going on about them and are anxious
to do something.

Perhaps the letter will give someone
some idea of some action that he or she might take to
become more involved in the Chicano movement.
The ones from non-members are printed when we
think that the action taken or asked for is something
that perhaps the Forum might pick up on, or to
indicate that we are not the only ones concerned with
a given problem
hese letters also serve to indicate to our
membership how many people in different
walks of life are aware of the American GI
Forum and by the very basic reason that they send us
something for our publication, are indicating that they
value our publication and the people that it reaches.
All in all, Mr Duran, I hope that I have given you
some idea of my thinking on the subject of THE
FORUMEER and what it is intended to do
I know that it is a very simple matter for those

T

who have sat on their donkeys all year to go to the
Forum conventions and board of directors meetings
and complain that "their queen isn't on the front
page only because she's not from California and the
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editor is an SOB."
What we must consider in light of these
accusation are these: Was the GI Forum founded to
spotlight whose queen won the given contest? Is this the
most pressing problem that a national organization like
ours has? Is the individual accusing the editor only
seeking to hide the cold hard fact that he hasn't done a
damned thing for the organization or our people all year
and now wants to make himself look good by attacking
either the national editor, the national executive secretary, or the national chairman, in front of his delegation?
I am sure, Mr. Duran, that you have the heard the
contemporary term, "doing your thing" What this means
is that everyone does his own thing, that is "hace sus
aracles" as the Pachucos would put it. One of the things
with which I have always concerned myself since joining this great organization was trying to project the best
image of the organization that I was able to.
When I joined San Jose Chapter I was appointed
by chairman Bill Lopez to be Publicity Director and
notified Mr. Lopez that if I was so named, I would
begin by disseminating the information by all available means, within the American GI Forum, that
SAN JOSECHAPTERWAS NUMBER ONE! THE
BEST! That we were the outstanding chapter in the
American GI Forum, bar none!
hat this accomplished was simply this:
Every time we mentioned San Jose we
also mentioned the fact that we were the
best chapter in the American GI Forum. After we got
everyone to believing that, we would prod the members
to better efforts by reminding them that we had a
reputation to live up to! It worked wonders! We were
able to muster as many as 23 people to astate convention
390 miles away. We were able to raise over $1200 under
the name of Veterans for Cabrera to help a fellow
Chicano in his bid for a seat in the California State
Assembly, etc.
When other chapters around the state picked up on
the idea of us calling ourselves Number One, they, of
course, resented it, and began immediately to lay their
plans to give more scholarships, have a bigger and better
coronation ball, get more involved in civic affairs, etc.,
and of course every time they had more participation on
a given project than San Jose, they let us know it. And
what did this accomplish? San Jose went back to the
drawing board and kept trying to maintain their position

W

See, Know, Feel
What you see
is news,
what you know
is background,
what you feel
is opinion.
--Lester Markel, 1946

of Number One by working harder. We grew from a
membership of 68 to over 100 in a little less than two
years, which you well know. We did what we did by
letting everyone "do their own thing."
H a person was good at letter writing, he wrote
letters; if a person was good at editing a newsletter, he
did that; etc. There was no lack of volunteers for all the
jobs that must be done by a concerned and involved
chapter.
In a letter a few months ago you mentioned the
fact that you didn't like something I had written on THE
FORUMEER because "these are the same people that
Ike Hernandez is fighting."
I want to comment on that. Ike Hernandez, Forumeer,
is a police officer, and a damned good one, I am given to
understand. So we must consider everything that he does
and says in that light He is concerned about law and
order, probably at any cost H given a choice between
1,000 Chicanos at city hall picketing because the mayor
is a crooked son-of-a-bitch and he being on duty because
he understands Spanish ... or ... sitting in his comfortable
easy chair at home, reading TIME magazine or THE
FORUMBER, I think that Mr. Hernandez would rather
stay home. And I believe that every other police officer
would just as soon be at home.
But you see, Mr. Duran, somewhere along
the line, other Chicanos must choose when they will
get otT their ass and go down and get involved rather
than sit home. To a police officer, it is a job. To most
involved Chicanos, it is a cause.
My way of life is no different. What I hate is some
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sonofabitch to buy printing from Hillis, have me do the
job, and then have the customer bring the job back
because he wants to make changes. Sometimes these
changes are quite extensive and they interfere with my
Saturday afternoons on the golf course. I am not saying
that the man has no right to change his printing job as
much as he wants, what I am saying is that if he did not
change it, I would have more time on the golf course
WHEN I WANT IT. Do you understand the analogy?

Mr. Hernandez has probably done more
for the American GI Forum than any other
individual west of Dr. Hector Garcia, the
founder; so I want you to understand that I
am not knocking him.
We happen to be personal friends and this philosophy of mine is nothing new to Ike. It is something that we
have discussed over a gallon of wine on many occasions
in his home and mine.
he basic reason for this letter, Mr. Duran,
was to give you some idea of my thoughts on
things which you have referred to in past
letters to me. I think that if the American GI Forum is to
go on to better and bigger things we should concentrate
on hitting the problems that keep down our people,
rather than hitting at each other.
I am not going to be the editor of THE FORUMEER
forever, but as long as I am I want to do a job that will
reflect creditably upon the organization.

T

Today, after five years as an assistant
editor and then as editor, I still have enthusiasmforthejob.Whenthatenthusiasmwanes.
I will be the first to know it and will indicate
it to whomever is the National Chairman at
that time.
Then I will tender my resignation. and
fade into the woodwork.
Thank you for taking the time to read me.
VIVA EL AMERICAN GI FORUM!
See you at Cheyenne!
Very sincerely,
--David Sierra, editor,
THE FORUMEER. • • • • •

NOTICE:
TO: Cap Wineberger and the U.S. Department of Defense:
If an unidentified flying object is reported
over the North Polar Region on the evening
of Dec. 24, DON'T SHOOT. It's Santa
Claus, you idiots!

The Russians
are coming!
Aug. 20, 1962
EL EXCENTRICO

USA-USSR Track Meet,
Stanford Stadium
We doubt if ever before in its short but illustrious
history Stanford Stadium has ever held within its confines the appreciative audience that was there on July
21-22 for the Russian-American track and field meet.
We were in the huge oval when USC's Jon Arnett
ended a brilliant collegiate football career in a game won
28-21 by the Indians and still remember the resounding
ovation he got when he ran off the field for the last time.
We also remember the U.S. Olympic track and field
fmals in 1960 and the tumultuous cheers accorded the
team which won the right to represent this country at
Rome.
Two weeks ago, 82,000 track and field fanatics
screamed themselves hoarse and clapped till their hands
hurt in tribute to a brilliant group of Soviet trackmen and
their American counterparts.
The audience had many opportunities to cheer.
America's Hal Connolly threw the hammerover230feet
for a world record.
Stick-topping Valeriy Brumel ofRussia high jumped
7'5".
American men swept the 100,200,400,800, 1500,
(Cont. from Pg 628)
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Resolution supporting
our friend
Alfredo Garza, Jr.,
Councilman
COUNCll..,MAN AND FRIENDS-- San Jose Councilman Alfredo Garza, center, greets American GI
Forum's national chairman Antonio Morales, left,
and California chairman Joe Avila at San Jose GI
Forum's annual Flores Mexicanas Pageant. (Richard Diaz Foto).

The Russians are coming!
(Cont. from Pg 628)
400 meter hurdles, and 120 meter high hurdles in a
mighty display of Uncle Sam's track might. Russian
athletes were tops in their specialties also, particularly
Pyotr Bolotnikov who won the 5000 meters on Sunday
and the 10,000 meters the day before.
Little need be said of the strength of the Russian
women, most of whom looked big enough and strong
enough to be a bouncer in the roughest bar you've
ever been in. Many people were moved to tears late in
the afternoon when the athletes of both nations linked
anns and paraded around the stadium with Igor TerOvanesyan, Soviet broadjumper, holding aloft the flag
of Russia; and highjumper John Thomas proudly bearing the Stars and Stripes.

I WISH NIKITA S. KHRUSHCHEV COULD
HAVE SEEN IT.
Editor's Notes: In August 1962, Gloria and I went
to the Russian-American track meet at Stanford Stadium. We wanted to see Wilma Rudolph, the fleet
sprinter from Tennessee, who was beginning to make a
name for herself in the sprints. What a majestic runner!
1 can picture her yet, 39 years later, seeming to glide
effortlessly down the track, while the other women
appeared to be working at running fast. I believe that the
U.S. Olympic Track and Field Finals is the best track
meet in the world next to the Olympics. • • • • •

One afternoon in 1980, feeling no pain, sitting in a
booth at Zapata's Restaurant in San Jose, I said out loud
that a San Jose City Councilman would probably be
going to jail (hunch), and he did, but not for the reasons
that I had in mind.
1 Garza was sitting in a booth with Jose
Martinez, the restaurant owner; and Bob
Cuellar of Phoenix, Arizona, who succeeded me as editor of the American GI Forum's newspaper, THE FORUMEER.
I liked AI Garza very much. Gloria and I had
worked in his campaign and we both had high hopes
for him. Gloria became good friends with his ex-wife
and we met his children.
Jose Martinez was another man we considered a
"good Mexican. " Jose did a lot for the community and
we both appreciated it. One time Rob Elder, an editor for
the San Jose Mercury asked me who were the Chicanos
in San Jose who wielded the most power and the first
name out of my mouth was Jose Martinez.
"How about Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado and
Judge Fred Lucero?" asked the San Jose Mercury editor.
"I don't think so," I replied.
"How do you define power?" he asked me .
"Well ... you get a person who can call a public
meeting on a given subject and people will attend it
because they want to hear what he has to say and then
they will do what he suggests," I said.
San Jose Councilman Joe Coll a had pu lled me aside
at a memorial service we were attending at the Guadalupe
Church and said, "You guys better talk to AI Garza. He's
doing things he shouldn't be, and it's going to cost him."
arza was running for Mayor of San J?se.
He had picked a lady named Manlyn
Glover, a former Goldwater Republican,
as I understood it, for his campaign manager. It didn't
make any sense to me, and I told him so at a meeting with
Garza, Jose Martinez, Jack Ellwanger and myself at the

A

G
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IHOP restaurant on North First St.
He said he had to go with Ms. Glover to pacify some
homeowner groups on the northside who insisted that
she guide his campaign.

Jack Ellwanger ran a "Mexican campaign" on
the eastside to tum out the Chicano voters, and did
an excellent job as usual. But Garza did not win.
Then the rumors started. Paybacks. Accepting bribes.
The Mercury News and their less than flattering articles.
San Jose GI Forum passed a resolution supporting
Garza. I wrote it. This is what it said:

SAN JOSE CHAPTER,
AMERICAN GI FORUM
RESOLUTION SUPPORTING
AL GARZA, JR.
HEREAS, San Jose Chapter, American GI
Forum, believes in the fundamental pre
cepts of freedom and justice for all, and
that all those accused of misconduct are assumed
innocent until proven guilty; and

W

WHEREAS, In 1971, ALFREDO GARZA JR. was
selected from among the 570,000 citizens of San
Jose for appointment to the San Jose City Council;and
WHEREAS, Councilman Alfredo Garza Jr. became the
first Hispanic Councilman in over 80 years in a
community founded by our Spanish speaking forefathers; and

WHEREAS, Councilman Alfredo Garza won election to his City Council Seat in 1972 and in 1976,
without opposition; and
WHEREAS, Councilman Alfredo Garza, while seeking
election to the office of Mayor of the City of San
Jose in 1978, promised to be a voice for the
unrepresented, the underrepresented, and the misrepresented at San Jose city Hall; and
WHEREAS, the Santa Clara County Grand Jury voted
to indict Councilman Alfredo Garza on charges
which appear trivial to us, and continues to overlook far more serious transgressions by betterconnected individuals;
WHEREAS, Councilman Alfredo Garza Jr. is not part
of the .. downtown establishment .. and thus does not
benefit from their traditional influence with the
print and electronic media; and

WHEREAS, Councilman Garza courageously voted
for the dismissal of a City Manager who ignored

the wishes of the elected leaders of the City of
San Jose, and thus incurred the wrath of the
traditional defenders of the status quo; and
WHEREAS, one of the charges leveled at Councilman
Garza is that he involved himself in a decision
involving the City of San Jose, and we believe that
that is precisely why the voters elected him to the
San Jose City Council; and

WHEREAS, we know of other individuals who have
done far more harm to the City of San Jose than
Councilman Garza ever can, and have never
even been accused of malfeasance; and
WHEREAS, we believe that eight years of exemplary
service to the people of San Jose cannot be trarnished
by one alleged act of impropriety; and
NOW THERE, BE IT RESOLVED,
that San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, urges
all concerned individuals who have benefited from
the representation provided by Councilman Alfredo
Garza Jr. to stand up and be counted as his supporters; and

E IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that regard
less of the outcome of his forthcoming court
appearance, we, the men and women of San
Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, value very much
the contributions made to our community by Councilman ALFREDO GARZA JR. during his eight
years on the San Jose City Council, and will continue
to be his friends, supporters, and camaradas.

B

Motion to approve made by David Sierra, second by
Ernie Abeytia, passed unanimously, Friday, March 7,
1980.

EDITOR'S COMMENT: Anyway, my prediction didn't go far enough. Unless I am getting very
old (63 years, as I write this) and my memory is
diminishing, all three of those gentlemen went on
vacation courtesy of Uncle Sam.
I continue to appreciate the contributions made
to Chicanos and the community by Jose E. Martinez
and Alfredo Garza. • • • • •

Reliable News
A people without reliable news is, sooner or
later, a people without the basis of freedom.
--Harold J. Laski
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A Merry, Merry Christmas
December 1958
Back in 1958, Alvin Valadez. member of The Genies Club, was one of my closest friends. We had two
things in common ... we both loved cold beer, and we
both loved to argue.
e and I would discuss many , many subjects
while we were out boozing together, and
inevitably, one of those subj ects would
provoke an argument. Sometimes we would get so mad
at each other that I waited for him to punch me on the
nose. But he never did.
We frequented the Snug H arbor on Stockton A venue, across the street fro m the Richmond-Chase cannery, j ust to get together with the guys we knew.

H

When we went out drinking on our own, we went
to other places. I liked the bars downtown, the ones
on Post Street, E l Toro, the 289 Club, the Town
Tavern on Fountain Alley, and, of course, El Tico
Tico on North Market Street, where the City parking
garage is now.
One very cold afternoon we were at The Tower
Saloon, then situated at Market Street, just south of the
Santa Clara Street intersection. Not many people in the
bar, because it was Christmas Eve.
Our conversation drifted into what we were
going to do later, and I confessed that I had no plans.
Most of the valley guys had headed back home to
be with their loved ones. I was stiJI mad at my
brother Jess so I couldn't even cons ider going
back home to Woodlake .
I asked Alvin what his family did for
Christmas eve.
"Not much," he said, "We all live in
this area. Nobody comes from any distance to be home with my mom, so it's
pretty much just visit and wait for
the morning so the kids can open
their Christmas presents."
I had the feeling that A lvin
didn't really want to go home
because his brothers, other
than Johnny, didn't like the
old sauce as much as he and
I did.

"I've been invited over to the Ramirez's," he said" ....
"You know Rudy, Rosemary , and Joe Ramirez ... "
I just nodded.
"Why don 't you go with me?" he said , ''I'm sure they
wouldn't mind having you as a guest."
"I can'tjust go barging into the ir house on Christmas
Eve, Alvin ... " I said, wanting to go, but not sure how I
would be accepted. I didn't know the Ramirez's father
and mother. I knew Rudy very s lightly, and I had on ly
heard about the beautiful Rosemary.
A short while later I went to the restroom. When I
came out, Alvin was gone. His barstool was empty!

I sat there, nursing my drink, feeling very dejected , trying to think of something to do to make the
evening pass.
T hen, I felt a heavy hand on my shoulders, turned
and A lvin was there, with a big broad smile on his face.

"We're set!" he said, "I called the Ramirez. They
are inviting you to come to their home, eat some
tamales, and at midnight we're all gonnasing Christmas carols!"
I about cried.
A short whi le later, we had one for the road, and
headed in Alvin 's car to the Ramirez home near San
Jose Airport.

Ever yone was very cor·dial. Mr. and Mrs.
Ramirez greeted me like a son. We ate our
fill of some very delicious ta males. And, of
course, dr·ank our fill of beer and one or
two shots of tequila.
I used to see Rudy often when we had
the old UCC Athletic League. After the
league disbanded (the year escapes me)
I didn't see Rudy Ramirez very much.
Occasionally we would run into each
other and exchange pleasantries.
O ne time I saw him at the St.
John Yianney carnival. He was
there with our good friend Joe
Rodriguez. Another time we
saw him at a GI Forum
dance, and then years later

(Cont. on Pg 632)
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Ike Loves Ike

W

hen I was living in Los Angeles in the
early fifties, the guy who sold the Los
Angeles TIMES at thecornerofFigueroa
and Santa Barbara Street (now Martin Luther King Jr.
Blvd.) was a guy we called Ike.
We lived in a boarding house at 4110 S. Figueroa
Street and ate our meals at another house a block away
on 41st St. Ike lived just down the street.

Apparently he was an ex-GI from World War II
who had sustained some head injuries and was not all
there, as the saying goes.
Some guys said his elevator didn't go all the way to
the top floor. Some said he was not playing with a full
deck. Others said he was lined up to get more papers
when they passed out the brains. It went on and on.
And, to add to his faults, he was a die-hard USC fan,
while most of us were UCLA backers.
Often when we were standing outside the house
shooting the breeze, Ike would walk by on his way to
vend his papers. Without being asked or without any
prior warning he would stop and start in: "Hey, you
know if it hadn't been for Eisenhower, America would
still be fighting the war in Europe. Ike kicked their ass!"

Merry, Merry Christm.as
(Cont. from Pg 231)
at a small restaurant on Monterey Highway where
Gloria and I had gone for breakfast.

The next time I saw Mr. Ramirez was mucho
years later, at the Barrio Open Golf Classic in 1994,
when Joe Kapp was our Guest of Honor.
Mr. Ramirez was about to tee off when Rudy asked
me, "My old man looks pretty good, huh?, Not bad for
an 82-year old golfer!"
"Is THAT YOUR FATHER? I haven't seen that
man for 36 YEARS!" I replied, incredulously.
Then I remembered who that gray-haired old man
was. I had not seen him for 36 years. I approached him,
introduced myself, and thanked him again for having me
as a guest in his home in 1958. He remembered me!
It is moments like this that makes life worth living.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

he would shout.
"Whose ass?" we asked.
"You know who ... goddamit .. you know who," he
would say, then he would give us the middle finger
salute, turn around and keep walking to his job.
He talked about Eisenhower so much we started
calling him Ike. He didn't mind it, I think he enjoyed it.
If the truth be told, I never learned the man's real name
and I don't think any of the other boarding house residents learned it either.
Sometimes when I was out late at night, coming
back from a movie or from drinking beer at the Figueroa
Hotel I would stop at the corner of Santa Barbara &
Figueroa to talk to Ike, listen to his bullshit for a while,
then go on to bed. Sometimes I asked him if he wanted
a cup of coffee and if he said yes I'd go across the street
to the drive-in and buy him one. then stand around and
talk to him while we drank our java.
I used to argue with Ike just to keep the conversation
going. Whatever opinion he expressed, I always took the
other side and contradicted him.

He was a die hard USC fan. I was a UCLA fan,
and we went around and around on that one. In those
years UCLA was kicking the Trojans around badly,
34-0 one year.
Every time I mentioned that to Ike he would bring
out some obscure game back in 1929 when USC had
whipped UCLA something like 62-0. He knew all about
the Thundering Herd, Howard Jones, and Emy Pinckert,
Cotton Warburton, Frank Gifford, Jimmy Sears and
those great wins over Notre Dame which are part of
USC's illustrious football history.
In 1956 I left Los Angeles. Sometime in the early
70's I was living in San Jose. We had rented a car on a trip
to Los Angeles and it was involved in a hit and run
accident. I was subpoenaed to appear as a witness for
Hertz. The trial ended late in the afternoon of a day on
which Michigan State had a night game against USC at
Memorial Coliseum.
After enjoying another filet mignon dinner in the
hotel dining room (courtesy of Los Angeles County), I
was in my room at the Biltmore Hotel in downtown Los
Angeles (the County of Los Angeles was reimbursing
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my lodging and dining expenses) intending to go to bed
early and catch the first flight north to San Jose at 8 AM
the next morning. Then I decided to go down to the
comer of Santa Barbara and Figueroa to see if I could
find Ike and renew our friendship.
As the bus neared the Coliseum I decided to get

off and go directly to the game, knowing that Ike
would be along sooner or later if he was still alive and
still vending the TIMES.
I knew that Ike always sold papers until halftime of
the game, then went inside to see the second half (free,
of course). After the game he had to sell more papers on
the comer. I knew where he sat. He always took a seat in
the end zone. He said he could see better, and he didn't
particularly like people sitting around him when he
watched a game.

Because of his constant narration of everything
that was going on, dedicated USC fans probably
didn't want to sit around him anyway.
I walked into the Coliseum, made it to the west end
zone and walked up to the section where I knew Ike
would be sitting. Sure as hell, he was there.
He was alone in that section where he always sat. I
walked into the row behind him, sat down, and listened
to his gibberish for awhile, then tapped him on the
shoulder and said, "Ike, USC is gonna get their ass
kicked ... again!" He turned around, faced me, and said,
"You know, it's gonna be a tough game. Michigan State
is good. That linebacker Van Pelt is good, but USC's
gonna kick their ass. Just wait and see!"

''You know Eisenhower was the best general we
had! Better than Patton, or Mark Clark, or anybody.
Piss on Montgomery, that Limey son of a bitch, Ike
knew more about war than that old fart!" he said,
emphatically.
"Old Blood and Guts would've kicked his ass in a
fight," I opined. "Ike played football at West Point," he
said, "What did Patton do? Ride around on his ass in
Pasadena on pretty horses, like a pansy, that's what!
Fuck Patton!"
After not having seen him for about fifteen years, Ike
took up the conversation as if we'd been seeing each
other every day. No, how are you? Where have you been
doing? Where have you been the past few years? Nothing. Nothing.
But then I didn't ask him any questions either. I
wonder if he asked himself what kind of wierd person I
was, just as I question his actions? • • • •
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GI Forum Politics:

Abeytia Letters
Nov. 11, 1978

EDITOR'S NOTE: I received the following
letter from Ernie Abeytia, who was the elected
Vice Chairman of San Jose GI Forum while I
was Chairman in 1978.
Dear Mr. Sierra:
A very disappointing situation surfaced within the
last two days regarding my desk and filing cabinet,
which I loaned for use at the Voter Education Project.
Because the project was ongoing, I had not bothered to
remove this equipment until now that voter registration
and the get out the vote efforts were over.
Monday, Nov. 6, I called the V.O.P. to get the Voter
Education Project office number to arrange to move my
desk and filing cabinet, since I knew that the project was
concluding.
ince Abel was not there, Marsha informed me
that the project office had been closed and
that all the equipment had been stored, that
she did not know where. I asked her to have Abel call me
at C.S.O. in Alviso and gave her the number. Tuesday,
as I had not heard from Abel, I called again.
Again, Marsha told me that Abel was not there and
that the equipment was at UMBE. I asked her why that
had been done and she replied that because Jacob, my
son, owed the GI Forum some money. Being that I did
not think that that was Marsha's concern, I believe I
again asked her to have Abel call me.
Tuesday night, when I arrived at the Garza headquarters, Abel was standing in front of the UMBE office
and I called him aside and questioned him on why my
equipment had been loaned out without my knowledge.
He said that because Jacob owed the GI Forum
money. I informed him that I have no obligation as to
what Jacob owes and that if in fact my property is being
confiscated by the GI Forum, then it should be locked up
and I should have so been notified.

S

I want to point out here, that when Jacob's
matter was brought up at the Board meeting, I told
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Abel that that was between Jacob and himself, that
he should settle it.
I do know. however. that Jacob's removal from the
Voter Education Project and eventually from participation in the Chapter. was vezy improperly handled and
was directed more with malice towards me than any
thing else.
I would be very glad to discuss this with you, Mr.
Sierra, or at the Board meeting. When I mentioned that
the equipment should have been stored, Abel blew up
and said he would pick it up and lock it up and that that
was Board business and that he had nothing to do with
it.
told him that now that Charlie was using it, I did
not see why he should remove it and leave
UMBE without that equipment if they needed it.
I would have gladly loaned that equipment to Charlie
and I want to say here now, that I have informed Mr.
Lostaunau that he can use that equipment at UMBE and
this letter can confirm that.

I

Charlie was not and should not be involved in this
matter since he was not told that the equipment
belonged to me and not to Abel Cota or the GI
Forum. It seems to me that when Mr. Cota calls us
''sucker.'' he really thinks it.
David, I would like immediate clarification as to
what action you are going to take on this matter. Further,
I would like to have clarified at the next Board meeting
as to why you don't trust me. as you said two Board
meetings ago and if you have any valid reason. to ask to
have me removed from office.
As far as Mr. Cota is concerned, he is not too much
to blame, you have given him too much authority beyond his duties as an Executive Director and you keep
involving him in matters that are organization business
and not administrative. while ignoring not only the
Board members. but other members as well. I would,
again, be happy to point these matters out to you. Shades
of Sam Pefia!

Also, it is hereby requested that the Executive
Director be directed to present to the Executive
Board, at the next meeting, a detailed report of the
Voter Education Project, including official accomplishments, salaries paid and to whom, all expenses
and the amount offunds received from all sources for
both periods, pre-primary and pre-general elections.
Your prompt response on these matters would be

greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
--Ernie Abeytia, Vice Chairman
cc: Abel Cota
Jacob Abeytia
All board members.

EDITOR'S NOTE: A few days later, I
replied with this very informal memo:
Ernie Abeytia: Your letter states: ..1 LOANED FOR
USE AT THE VOTER EDUCATION PROJECT."
It has been my understanding that Jacob Abeytia
moved a desk, filing cabinet, his baby pictures, and other
materials into the Voter Education Office, anticipating
that he was going to be employed there. As far as I am
personally concerned, that equipment belongs to Jacob
Abeytia.
Your letter states: ..1 DID NOT THINK THAT
THAT WAS MARSHA'S CONCERN.'
Marsha Sabori is Abel Cota's Executive Secretary,
as indicated by the organizational chart disseminated to
members of the board at the October board of directors
meeting. Please bear in mind that Marsha does not take
orders from you, nor I, nor any other member of this
board. She takes orders from Mr. Cota.

Your letter states: "MY PROPERTY IS BEING
CONFISCATED BY THE GI FORUM."
OUR property is NOT being confiscated.
First, we understand that that property be
longs to Jacob Abeytia, and Jacob Abeytia
owes the San Jose GI Forum $200 which we would like
to have him deliver to us. Secondly, the property has
NOT been CONFISCATED. It is on loan to Charles
Lostaunau at UMBE, and we have a letter of understanding with Mr. Lostaunau that he is responsible for that
property. In keeping with our policy (as mandated by the
Board of Directors at the insistence of Chairman David
Sierra) of all loans of property going through Mr. Richard Gomez, Exec. Secretary, this policy was followed.

Y

Your letter states: "I DO KNOW, HOWEVER,
THATJACOB'SREMOVALFROMTHEVOTER
EDUCATION PROJECT AND EVENTUALLY
FROM PARTICIPATION IN THE CHAPTER,
WASVERYIMPROPERLYHANDLEDANDWAS
DIRECTED MORE WITH MALICE TOWARD
ME THAN ANY THING ELSE."
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Jacob Abeytia was NOT removed from the Voter
Education Project. He, in fact, was NEVER employed
by the Voter Education Project. In the initial stages of
the project, Jacob did lots of volunteer work. As a matter
of fact, he and YOU were present at a meeting at the
Santa Clara County Voter Registrars Office when Mr.
George Mann recommended to us that we have a signed
agreement with each person being paid by the project so
they would understand that we were not paying fringe
benefits, severance pay, unemployment insurance, etc.
Also they should understand that it was employment for
a very short period of time.

acob Abeytia and Paul Bocanegra
''se agarraron a chingasos '' at about
the time Mr. Cota was trying to
decide whom to hire to direct the Voter Education Project.

J

Mr. Abeytia said he could not get along with Mr.
Bocanegra. Mr. Bocanegra said that he was not going to
get along with Mr. Abeytia. Both of these individuals
appeared to be more concerned about who was going to
be in charge than about how the job was going to get
done. Mr. Cota told both individuals to get the hell out
of sight, and hired Ms. Darlene Marquez to head the
project.
Regarding the charge that it was "improperly
handled", we remind you that a SPECIAL MEETING of
the board was held, with Mr. Jacob Abeytia and Mr.
Ernest Abeytia both present at which we discussed
whether the Voter Education Project was going to be a
separate project or whether we were going to put this
project under the direction of Mr. Cota, like all our other
projects. After extensive discussion, we voted to put it
under the direction of Mr. Cota, and gave him the
autority to hire and fire staff personnel. Improper?
Regarding the charge that Jacob was ''eventuaUy
removed from participation in the chapter", Jacob
Abeytia has not been reprimanded by this chapter,
he has NOT been removed, nor has he been chastised
in any way, shape or form. IDS DUES HAVE EXPIRED. We welcome him into the membership upon
payment of $15.
Mr. Frank Caballero spoke to Jacob regarding the
$200 he owes us, and Mr. Jacob Abeytia told Mr.
Caballero that he was holding on to the money to use for
"legal fees." Mr. Caballero told Mr. Jacob Abeytia that
Chairman David Sierra, also in the office at that time,

Gains of Education
The gains of education are
never really lost. Books
may be burned and cities
sacked, but truth, like the
yearning for freedom, lives
in the hearts of humble
men.
wanted to talk to him. Mr. Abeytia refused to talk to Mr.
Sierra.
We know where Mr. Jacob Abeytia lives ••• and
where he works. At the next chapter board of directors meeting, we brought this matter to the attention
of board member Ernest Abeytia. He told the board
that he would talk to his son on this matter. No report
has ever been rendered to this board.
On the charge that all the preceding was done with
malice toward Mr. Ernest Abeyutia: Mr. Abeytia gives
himself too much credit.
ecisions on hiring a Director of the Voter
Education Project, on continuing to wei
come Mr. Jacob Abeytia as a member of
San Jose Chapter, etc., were made without regard to
whether or not it pleases Mr. Ernest Abeytia.
Regarding IT SEEMS TO ME THAT WHEN MR.
COTA CALLS us "SUCKER, HEREALLYTHINKS

D

II

IT.
This charge is personal, and will, perhaps, be addressed by the person to whom it was made.
Regarding: I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE CLARIFIED AT THE NEXT BOARD MEETING AS TO
WHY YOU DON'T TRUST ME.
These are SOME of the reasons:
1. You cooked dinner for the 1978 Installation of
Officers ceremonies at SER, and the dinner was served
about one and one half hours later than we had advertised it would be. At least a half dozen members urged
me to ask you why in hell it was taking so damned long.
The following day, after much thought, I concluded that you had DELffiERATELY prepared the
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War Not Prohibited
The bible nowhere prohibits
war ... alt o ugh war was raging in the world in the time of
Christ and His Apostles, still
they said not a word of it as
unlawfulness and immorality.
--Hen ry Wager Ha lleck, 1846

dinner late to emba rrass me.
2. At the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Luncheon,
you were entrusted with the responsibility of serving the
luncheon to scholarship recipients, GI Forum members,
and the parents of the recipie nts. Again, the luncheon
was served as much as one and one half hours too late.
You knew the schedule we had set up (your wife Eleanor
was in charge of the function!) and it was a fiasco from
a scheduling standpoint. At that time I made the comment that NEVER AGAIN, as long as ihaveanythingto
do with it, will YOU be in charge of preparing lunch or
dinner for a San Jose GI Forum function.
3. We believe that you are more interested in the
welfare of the Community Service Organization (CSO)
and the Farmworkers than you are in San Jose GI Forum,
even though you are a member of the board HERE.
You have demonstrated that on a number of occasions when there are functio ns of both organizations
scheduled at the same time. We cannot blame you for
participating in those organizations, both are good organizations, and they probably need you.
But we believe that your involvement in San Jose GI
Forum is done only when the other two organizations
don't have anything scheduled.
4. You have been continuall y critical of our Voter
Education Project and its director, Darlene Marquez,
even though others give her creditfor having done a very
good job.

5. You have been cr itical of our local SER operation a nd its Director, J ose E. Martinez, and if that
operation is not perfect, we have been una ble, for the
record, to detect a ny effort on your pa rt to help it.

6. When we fi rst proposed a fund-raising golf tournament for Los Lupefios de San Jose, Mexican folkloric
dance group, you loudly opposed it and were critical of
the members of the board, w hich included the wife of the
Chairman and the wife of the Vice Chairman of San Jose
GIForum .

7. Community people have ca lled us to attend
meetings and when we inform them that we cannot
go, but can send our Vice Cha irman Ernie Abeytia,
they have told us, "Don't bother. We don't want to
ta lk to Ernie.' '
8. You were Chairman of the Building Committee
when I became Chairman of San Jose Chapter. I saw
little or not effort on your part, so had Mr. Frank
Caballero take over. It is safe to say that without Mr.
Frank Caballero in charge we might still have the
wrecked room behi nd our building.
9. When Jose E. Martinez ran fortheAssemb ly a few
years ago, you conducted a Write-In Cam paign for the
same office after having fa iled to qualify for the ballot
because you did not have the required number of signatures on your petition.

I considered your campa ign, which got you ONLY
39 VOTES, as a tota l waste of time, and one intended
only to take votes away from M r. Martinez. You r
endorsement by M r. Cesar Chavez, after yo u
FAILED TO QUALIFY FOR THE BALLOT, is
considered by me asinine thinking on Mr. Chavez's
part.
10. During that campaign, you handed a list of
"supporters" to then Assemblyman Alex Garcia in his
office (with Mr. Jack Ellwanger, Mr. Jose Martinez, and
I present) in whic h you listed M rs. Gloria Sierra, my
wife, as one of your supporters even though you KNEW
she was supporting Mr. Martinez.

Your list also included Mr. James Ono as
a supporter, when you KNEW tha t James
Ono was one of the CANDIDATES running
for the same office!! !
11 . W hen Chai rman D avidS ierra, a few months ago.
told the board that if a raise out of GI Forum money for
the Executi ve Secretary was okayed by the board, he
was going to ask the general membership for ratification
since it entailed expenditures of large amounts of Gl
Forum money , and would be an unprecedented reason
for spending money, you voiced, LOUDLY, your disapproval of this, and in fact, called me a "copout son of a
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GI Forum Politics:

Humberto and The Ad
POWER CORRUPTS: Victor Garza had been
Chairman of San Jose GI Forum for four consecutive
terms, the most ever served by a member of our chapter.
Many of us felt that he was getting very arrogant and no
longer listening to the membership. "Power corrupts and
absolute power corrupts absolutely" is the way my
bitch!"
... at which point I suggested that you fornicate
yourself, and mentioned that I did not trust you.
At that same meeting, you made the following re
mark: "Dave, you're ALWAYS kissing ass with AI
Garza, Jose Martinez, and a lot of other people!"
Regarding" IF YOU HAVE ANY VALID REASON, TO ASK TO HAVE ME REMOVED FROM
OFFICE.
First, I did not PUT you in office. You were elected
by the membership, and only THEY can remove you.

For the record, I campaigned for your opponent
in that election, but that is my right and privilege as
a member of this organization. As far as I am con-

cerned, you will continue to serve in office as long as
you can continue to get elected ... without MY support.
Your charge that I have given Mr. Cota TOO MUCH
AUTHORITY. I have not given Mr. Cota ANY authority. He is employed by this board and serves at THEIR
pleasure. We wish you would be more explicit on this
particular charge.
You charge that YOU KEEP INVOLVING HIM IN
MATIERS THAT ARE ORGANIZATION BUSINESS
AND NOT ADMINISTRATIVE. You will have to
furnish particulars on this charge also.
You charge that I am IGNORING NOT ONLY THE
BOARD MEMBERS, BUT OTHER MEMBERS AS
WELL. We wish you to furnish particulars on this
charge also.
Fraternally,
--E. David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose GI Forum
cc: Copy, letter of agreement,
Lostaunau • • • • •

friend
Ike
H e rnand ez
aptly used to
put it.
Frank Caballero had
se rved
one
one-year term
and two twoyear terms.
Pete Gonzalez
had served one
thr ee - yea r
term, one twoyear term, and
one o ne-year
term, and I had
ser ved
o ne
two-year term
Humberto Garza
and two oneyear terms. Other than that, most chairmen had served
just one two year term. For the first seven years of its
ex istence, San Jose GI Forum had a tradition of NEVER
re-electing the chairman, no matter how good he was.
Pat Vasquez broke the stri ng. He fi nished out an unfinished term of Bill Lopez, then got re-elected to his own
two year term. But, we ar e getting ahead of our subject.
t the most recent GI Forum meetinao•
Humberto Garza, the Vice Chairman , had
critici zed an ad which had appeared in the
San Jose Mercury News promoting the forthcomi ng
Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference sponsored by Vida
Nueva at the Elmwood Correctional Facility (the Santa
Clara County Jail).

A

NO LOGO, TYPE TOO SMALL
He said the GI Forum logo did not appear in the ad.
Furthermore, the words "Vida Nueva is a San Jose GI
Forum community services project" was set in the
smallest type he had ever seen.
"The ad already has three logos, the Barrio Conference, the Mercury News, and Vida Nueva's," I argued,
"maybe they think that four logos in one ad is a bit too
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much. What we are selling here is the Barrio Conference, not Vida Nueva, and not the GI Forum!"
"We wrote the ad, Humberto," I explained, "but the
selection of type faces and placement of the various
components in the ad is decided by the advertising
department of the Merc ury News. They are professionals. And besides, the price was right. The ad was FREE,
carnal, it was free. They GAVE it to us !"
umberto and I got together often in those
days and had a lot of fun discussing the
issues of the day and making fun of everybod y from the Mayor of San Jose to the President of the
United States and all our friends and enemies in between.

H

But I guess if you have "power", some people feel
that you "must" exercise it.
I could think of no other reason why he would get so
worked up over some thing which he knew nothing
about. Try as I might to explain that the ad was FREE,
not a PAID adverti sement, Humberto would not listen to
reason. I had explained to him that newspapers have
standards about how they want their paper to look. Ifyou
design an ad which they feel does not meet their standards , they can refuse to run it ... paid or not.

TAKE IT TO THE BOARD
Victor asked me to bring copies of the ad to the next
San Jose GI Forum board meeting because the board
members had questions to ask about the ad. I knew it was
just Humberto that was bitching, but I agreed to go. I
went to the meeting, took nine copies of the ad, and
placed a copy before each member of the board, and
waited to be asked to explain why the ad was the way it
was. Not a peep about the ad.
Humberto was off playing golf which was his habit
on Thursdays and did not appear at the board meeting.
Just after giving the Vida Nueva report I asked if anyone
had any comments about the copy of the ad I had placed
in front of them. There were no questions.

I looked directly at Victor and waited for
his comments. Victor chose not to broach the
subject. I realized then that we had a leader
with no convictions.
LUNCH AT NACO'S TACOS
A few days after the board meeting, Sid and I were
having lunch at Naco's Tacos when Humberto and
Victor walked in. Cindy and Art Lomas were seated at
a table along the wall not far from our table in the rear of

the restaurant.

After lots of good natured kidding and joking, we
got around to the subject of the board meeting, and
the ad in the Mercury News.
I went into it again, how it was composed and how
it appeared in the paper. Sid had not gone to the previous
board meeting but I had briefed him about it, making
sure to mention that Humberto had not even bothered to
attend, and that Victor had not bothered to discuss the
issue there, and further, that no other board member
seemed to give a damn about the ad.
"From now on," Victor said, pointing at Sid, "I want
YOU to attend every board meeting!"

"Mr. Chairman,'' Sid replied, ''I am the Director
of the Vida Nueva project and when I cannot make it
to the meeting, I will delegate another staff member
to give the Vida Nueva report to the board."
"I am the Chairman of the Board, and YOU are going
to be at every meeting," Victor insisted.
Sid rightfully insisted that he would try to be there,
but when he couldn't, he would delegate someone else.
riday nights are hectic at Vida Nueva. First,
there is an AA meeting, with some 30 to 40
strangers in the house. Secondly, the residents are paying their rents, some are filling out passes
to go home for the weekend, and some want to meet with
the director to di scuss some personal problem.
Oftentimes, it is the Director who wants to meet with a
resident for disciplinary reasons, or because the resident
is reluctant to pay his resident fees. THAT requires the
director's presence, and is exactly the circumstances that
Sid was talking about.
At some point Victor and Sid began pointing fingers
at each other and raising their voices. Then Victor called
him a "pendejo" and Sid replied, "Tu eres el pendejo!"
It deteriorated rapidly from there. Sensing that we were
getting nowhere, I suggested to Sid that we leave and we
did.

F

BEA, THE INTERMEDIARY
When we arrived at the office, I said, "Sid, it is not
good for the Director of the program to be mad at the
Chairman of the Board. You guys should get together
and talk."
Mr. Haro agreed. After a few minutes he placed a
call to Mr. Garza's office, but was told that Victor was
not there. He left a message for Victor to call him back.
He didn't.
(Cont. on Pg. 639)
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GOLF CLUB is presen ted to Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado at her fu ndrai ser to remind her that San
Jose Gl Forum is opposed to her plan ned developme nt of the Thunderbird Go If Course prop~rty: Left
to right are John Torres, Victor Garza, Ms . Alvarado, Rose Amador, Phi l Renteria, and Glona S1c rra.

Chicanos, Blanca Alvarado
discuss future of Thunderbird
Humberto and The Ad
(Con t. from Pg 638)
A couple of days later he tried again , but the Santa
Clara County veterans service office again told S id that
Mr. Garza was not available. Again he left a message for
Victor to call back. But he didn't.
A few days later, I suggested that he talk to Bea
Robinson to act as an intermediary to get them both
tocrether
and talk some sense. He readily agreed, and he
b
met with Bea and Victor twice, but nothing was settled.
Victor would not admit that it was he who called Sid
a pendejo' first and he was apparently not going to
apologize for doing so.
Of such inconsequenti al stupid iti es are good friendships term inated.
EDITOR'S NOTE: At one time in his li fe, Victor
Garza aspired to hold pol itical office. I used to te ll
Humberto that if his brother was ever elected to political
office, he would be disgraced in s ix months. Why?
Because. in my opinion, he wou ld be too easy to buy.
I now began to wonder ... if he is this arrogant and
bullheaded in just leading San Jose GI Forum , how
would he act if he was a San Jose city counc ilman or held
some other elective office? • • • • • •

December 1985 The Leader
by E l 56 Handicapper
(SOMEWHERE IN OCCUPIED GRENADA)-Paul Lopez, manager of the Thunderbird Golf & Coun try Club, representatives of the Mexican American
Golfers Association , Los Amigos Golf Club, and San
Jose GIForum met with Counci lwoman Blanca Alvarado
(Dist. 5) of San Jose to d iscuss the future of Thunderbird
Golf Course on a recent Monday evening.
San Jose GI Forum members Abel Cota, Sid Haro.
David Sierra, V ictor G arza, and Joe G. Lopez sat in on
the sessions, with Jimmi e Domjnguez, Bob Samarippa
and representatives of other groups present to voice their
concerns over the proposed closing of the golf course on
South King Road.
Affectionately called The Ghetto Counu·y Club by
man y golfers who have p layed there fo r yea rs.
Thunderbird serves as a meeting place for various golf
organizations, provides a fac ility where golfers can
brincr
their families fo r fami ly-oriented barbecues, has a
b
Ji bcrbted drivin bcr range for summertime evening golf
lessons and practice, has a management wbjcb is flex-
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ible in arranging group golf tournaments and provides a
facility for use by school golf teams.
The course is used by many senior citizens also
because it is neither too long or too difficult. The terrain
is flat, another obvious advantage for the e lderly and for
youngsters learni ng how to play.
It is the site of San Jose GI Forum's Youth Golf
program which teaches young men and women how to
play golf. The program is staffed by adult volunteers
from the Chicano community.

0

pponents of the proposed rezoning of
the 53-acre site which would allow de
velopment into light industry argue that
there are less golf courses in the Santa Clara Valley
now than there were ten years ago. Losing another
would be a severe blow to the ever-increasing number of golfers.

the future, and more community groups will be
asked to participate in the effort.
A suggestion to land the 2nd Marine Division to
occupy Alvi so and drop the 3992nd Chicano Airborne
Di vision (based at Chualar, Calif.) to occupy T'bird and
rescue the Chicanos who play there (ala Rocket Ronnie)
and call in an air strike on C ity Hall by the Royal
Chicano Air Force was rejected for the moment because
it was deemed too likely to trigger a nuclear response
from Washington, D.C., including closing of La Pulga.
federal troops at King & Story Road , the USS Enterprise
in Lake Cunningham, a fact-finding mission by Henry
Kissinger to the bars on Alum Rock A venue, and more
televised speeches by You Know Who.
Stay tuned. Film at ll . • • • • •

"Creating jobs is the worst possible reason for closing this course," one said. Another person argued that
most of the jobs wouldn't go to eastside people anyway.
Another asked why the City of San Jose didn't buy
the property and lease it out to a golf course manager like
the City does with San Jose Municipal Golf Course and
the County does with Spring Valley and Santa Teresa.

Ms. Alvarado indicated to the group that
the San J ose City Council has already spent
$150,000 to retain the services of a middle
west consultant who will advise the City Council on how best to develop that area into
something the citizens of the eastside can be
proud of.
"We don't WANT that area developed into anything
other than what it already IS !" one of the group retorted.
"Why can't you do your building somewhere else? Why
can't we keep the only golffacility we have in the middle
of the barrio?"
Councilwoman Alvarado told the group that it is
almost impossible to interest large business and industrial firms in the Thunderbird property because of the
high crime rate of the area and other adverse factors.
And then she indicated that development of the area
cou ld also include moving of the National Hispanic
University (whatever that is) from Oakland to San Jose.

Later the Chicano group discussed methods to
use in combatting the planned development of the
Thunderbird course. More meetings will be held in

MYFAVORITEWEDDINGPICTURE -

- My wife Gloria catches me sneaking
in after h ours . Humberto Garcia, publisher of El Excentiico Magazine, took
this one. He thought it was the end of
my carousing days and wanted to mark
it with this photo. He was part ially
light.
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America's Worst
Avid Golfer
December 27, 1984
In the early 80•s, I joined the San Jose Chapter of the
Mexican American Golfers Association (MAGA) though
for the life of me I never figured out why in hell they
would want ME in a group of golfers.
If it was to pick my pockets clean of that folding
stuff known as yenom, they were soon disappointed.
EDS might be a big bullshitter, but he did not bullshit
himself. I wasn't a good golfer, and I KNEW I wasn't
a good golfer.
onetheless, I was very soon buying every
issue of Golf Digest and Go!f magazin.es,
trying to figure out how to htt the ball hke
Lee Treviiio.ln 1984, GOLF DIGEST magazine conducted an extensive search for America•s Worst Avid
Golfer. Naturally, I was nominated.
My nomination letter read as follows:
GOLF DIGEST
495 Westport Ave.
Norwalk, CONN 06856
Dear Sirs:
The worst 36-handicapper in America has to be my
friend, E. David Sierra, of 44 North Jackson Avenue,
San Jose, CA 95116. Telephone (408) 294-2535.
He is a member of the San Jose Chapter of the
Mexican American Golfers Association, a devoted fan
of golf, whose hero is Lee Trevino. He encourages
everyone he runs into to take up the game, and has taken
numerous golfers out for their first round of golf•.
David stuffs the large compartment of his bag with
as much beer as it will hold, adds 5 pounds of ice, and
then adds a jacket, umbrella, golf balls, etc. if there is
room.
One time he came to the course with his bag full of
beer, etc., but forgot to pack his shoes, his golf hat
(UCLA •83 Rose Bowl special), or any tees or balls!
He tells people that start out with him that if they
cannot beat him by at least the sixth time they play,
they should take up another sport. ALL of them

N

II

The Only Anintal
Man is the only animal that laughs and
weeps; for he is the only animal that is
struck with the difference between what
things are and what they ought to be.
--William Hazlitt
HAVE beat him, including me. The first day we
played he gave me 20 strokes •• now I give him 20 and
beat him like a drum.
David edits our American GI Forum veterans organization newspaper and enjoys telling golf stories.
He is capable of parring the NO. 1 par 5 where we
usually play, but can then show you a 9 on the next 125yard par 3!
He was once observed on the putting green at
Sunken Gardens addressing a fifty-cent piece he had
used as a ball marker. (After a few beers, of course!).
On the first hole at Spyglass Hill, in one of his most
memorable moments, he was on the green in four
strokes, then calmly putted SIX times which is the most
putts any of us have ever seen on any course.
David went out on the Tijuana Country Club course
one time with a friend (playing his first-ever round) who
was left handed but rented right handed clubs because
that was all they had available. The other person damned
near beat him!
One time a friend flipped a Polara golf ball at him
and said, .. Hit this one, it is guaranteed not to hook or
slice! ..
David topped it, then watched it roll straight into
a pond 20 yards in front of him. He bent over, took a
long sip of beer, and calmly asked, "Got any that
float?"
avid•s clubs are Heinz 5Ts. He buys one at
K-Mart, one at Penney's, one at the flea
market, etc. None of them match. He carries two woods, in case he needs to drop his ball away
from a fence ... They're longer than the irons, he reasons.
David is 50 years old, weighs about 260 pounds,
swings righthanded, drinks with his left, and eats with
both hands.
His famous saying is: .. If I ever get below a 36handicap, I will go to the nearest pro shop and take
lessons so fast that you will catch a cold from the breeze!

D
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Clopton's Con Game
orina Mata won the Miss San Jose GI
Forum Queen Crown at the Flores
Mexicanas Pageant in March 1979. She
applied for a San Jose GI Forum Scholarship but was
rejected by the committee. In July her uncle, attorney
William Clopton wrote San Jose GI Forum the following letter:
Dear People:
It was with shock, dismay, and chagrin that my
niece, your San Jose GI Forum Queen, told me that you
had denied her the scholarship to which she was entitled.
Aside from the honor, the only reason that my niece
went out for Queen was with the inducement that she

D

Am.erica's Worst Avid Golfer
(Cont. from Pg 641)
I WILL GET SERIOUS ABOUT THIS GAME! Then ..
if I drop to a 30, I will hire an agent! ..

David has played as many as 40 holes in one day,
(after a two hour stint in the bar between rounds) and
beat his opponent!
His warm up drill consists of four beers in the
clubhouse, about a half a dozen swings with his trusty 3iron, then he looks down the fairway and asks, .. Anyone
bring a score card? Calculator? Retriever? ..
One a long par 5, I will ask him, ..What are you going
to use here, David? ..
Six, .. he will answer.
.. A six iron? ..
No Six hits with my 3 and then rll think of something else! ..
In short, I believe that David Sierra would surely
qualify as America's Worst Avid Golfer. Please give
him serious consideration.
We would appreciate a list of all local 36-handicappers who apply for your contest. We want them to join
our organization We need to find SOMEBODY that
David can beat!
Another idea: Why not sponsor tournaments in
different parts of the country for these incompetents?
Sincerely,
--SID HARO,
2212 Quimby Rd., San Jose, CA 95122. • • •
11

11

would win a scholarship. It was her clear understanding
that the person that won Miss San Jose GI Forum Queen
would automatically be entitled to a scholarship.

As far as the undersigned is concerned, the San
Jose GI Forum has not only breached its moral code
of good faith, but it has breached its agreement to
fulfill an obligation with its Queen to provide her
with a scholarship.
I fail to understand why she was denied a scholarship. Aside from the fact that she won your Queen
contest, she is a totally deserving person from the point
of view of need. She has been set adrift by her family in
Watsonville primarily out of financial necessity. She
comes from a family of ten children. She had no place
else to go, so she turned to her aunt and uncle, William
and Yolanda Clopton. Dorina had no job, and had a year
to go in high school to obtain her diploma. Dorina is
financially destitute with no monies of her own.
Her aunt and uncle are not legally responsible for
Dorina, financially or otherwise. We took her into
our house because she had no place else to go. Now
that she has completed high school, she aspires to
going on with college; however, Dorina is totally
without financial support, and she may have to
reluctantly abandon her plans to go on to college.
er parents in Watsonville flatly refuse to
offer any assistance whatsoever, and Dorina
feels a sense of guilt for imposing on her
aunt and uncle and generally disrupting their household.
Thus, she may be compelled to forego her plans for
further education and seek employment. I think we all
know that statistically, once a young person gets out into
the working world that person's chances of later pursuing higher education becomes much more remote.
The bare hard facts in Dorina Mata's case, is that
she worked very hard to become Miss San Jose GI
Forum Queen with the clear understanding that if
she attained that goal, that she would receive a $5,000
scholarship.
She was told this. In addition, she is financially
destitute, and therefore should qualify hands down on
the pure basis of financial need.
Accordingly, it is the undersigned's law office's
position that the San Jose GI Forum has breached its
covenant of good faith, and further breached its agree-

H

GLORIA SIERRA
(Top row, left to right) -Gloria, with her beast David, at the San
Jose GI Forum Queen Coronation Ball at
the Little New Yorker in Santa Clara. circa
1968.
At Yellowstone National Park, just in
time to watch Old Faithful erupt with a long
gusher of warm water, right on schedule.
Gloria riding the tram underneath the
United States Capitol Building, Washington, DC, on the way to see S enator Montoya
of New Mexico.
(Bottom row, left to right) ...
Gloria. age 4.
Gloria, at right, with my sister Trini and
h er husband Bob Caudillo a t my nephew
Danny Sierra's wedding in Daly City.
Gloria, cleaning the kitchen. She did not
allow me to h elp b ecause she was concerned about the safety of her dishes.

Gloria, age 4

(Above) -Cristino and Ezekiela Caravayo
and their children. Top row, left to right,
Donald, Albert, James, Edward, and
Richard. Bottom row, Dulcie, Gloria,
and Dodie.
Missing: Chris, Jr., who was in the
U.S. Army serving in Germany.
(Left) --

E.David and Gloria Sierra in a 1960
wedding photo courtesy of Mr.
Humberto Garcia, publisher of EL
EXCENTRICO Magazine.

.
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ment with its GI Forum Queen.
I strongly urge and suggest that your board reconvene to reconsider your decision. We further ask to be
provided with the information upon what basis you
denied the scholarship to your very deserving Queen.
Perhaps when you reconvene the board, you should
consider changing the structure of the members sitting
on that board.
eknowthat whenDorinaMata'sschol
arship eligibility is reconsidered, that
you will have no recourse but to rule
upon it favorably because there is no doubt that she
is entitled to the scholarship.
I trust we will hear from you in the relatively near
future. Should your decision not be reversed, it is this
law office•s position that there is a solid basis upon
which to proceed legally.
Very truly yours,
--WILLIAM H. CLOPTON, Attorney at Law
P.S. You might review this matter with your legal
counsel.
EDITOR'S NOTE: I was personally insulted that
Mr. Clopton did not address his letter to the Chairman,
instead of Dear People. Further, I felt that he was
threatening us with a lawsuit because his niece did not
qualify for our scholarship. So ...
A WEEK LATER, WE REPLIED TO MR.
CLOPTON:
Dear Mr. Clopton:
We were extremely disappointed at your letter of
July 9, 1979, first, because it implies that we promised your niece, Miss Dorina Mata a scholarship,
which we emphatically DID NOT; secondly, because
we have been unable to reach you on the phone in two
attempts, one last week, and another just a few
minutes ago.
To get to the point, we are sending you a copy of
documents which were mailed to/or personally handed
to Miss Mata when she indicated that she was interested
in competing for the title of Miss San Jose GI Forum.
We do not read in any of this documentation.
promises of a scholarship.
Additionally, we are sending you a copy of a letter
written by Mr. Richard A. Gomez, President, San Jose
GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, on June 16, 1979,
notifying her that she had not been awarded a scholarship.

W
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The King's English
The teacher was explaining to her little Chicano
students how important it is that they learn to speak
good English. It would enable them to better communicate with their fellow students, to better express themselves in writing, and to secure a betterpaying job in the future.
Seeking to ascertain whether the message was
getting across to them, the teacher asked a question.
TEACH: .. Juan, do you know of anyone who
speaks English which is hard to understand? ..
JUAN: .. Yes, teacher ... President Lyndon
Johnson! ..

We can go into much more detail concerning this
matter if you wish, preferably in person, however, we
have been unable to contact you by telephone.
Suffice to say. that we KNOW that Miss Mata was
NEVER promised a scholarship as you imply. for the
simple reason that NO ONE in this organization. as an
individual. is empowered to make nor to DELIVER
SUCH AN OFFER.
Sincerely,
--DAVID SIERRA, Chairman,
San Jose GI Forum
P.S. If Miss Mata has authorized you to handle ALL
her affairs. please notify us.

E

DITOR'S NOTES: We did not hear from
Mr. Clopton on this matter again. I sincerely
believed that since his niece did not qualify
academically for one of our scholarships, he wrote a
letter, hoping to bullshit us into giving her one, under
threat of a possible lawsuit by his firm.
A young lady with an uncle who is a lawyer being
described as .. destitute .. and possibly having to change
her future plans and find a job seemed like a poor joke,
and failed to touch my sympathy button.
If Mr. Clopton did not feel a familial or financial
responsibility for his niece, I damned sure did not either.
Frankly. the young lady did not qualify for a scholarship.
Period. and we were not going to create one especially
for her. Sam Jose GI Forum 1, Atty Clopton 0.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •
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GI Forum Politics:

At War with
The Ladies
Jan.24, 1968
An adversarial relationship existed between the
Ladies Auxiliary of San Jose GI Forum and the David
Sierra administration during my first term as Chairman.
They had apparently not read the constitution and bylaws where it states quite explicitly that they are a
subsidiary to the Senior Forum.
nita Campos and I never seemed to agree on
anything. I believed that sheW ANTED an
adversarial relationship because it gave her
more power within the auxiliary, even though she was
not its elected leader. Yaya Martinez was the chairperson and in early 1968 I wrote her the following letter:

A

have one iota of respect for decisions made by individuals who have been elected to do a job for this organization. It is also apparent that the Ladies Auxiliary of this
chapter is not conducting its business at duly called
meetings, but rather over the telephone via the "comadres ..
method.
We are not here to tell you ladies how to run the
auxiliary. We are concerned about the auxiliary only
INSOFAR AS IT DIRECTLY IS WORKING WITH
THE FORUM ON A GIVEN PROJECT, in this case the
Queen Coronation Ball.
rs. Martinez, I want to make it very clear
that I don't consider you at fault. I know
your feelings on this subject. However,
insofar as the ladies are unwilling to work together with
the Forum, we would consider it a favor if we dispensed
with future joint meetings of the two groups. They are a
waste of time. There is absolutely no sense whatever in
making decisions and arriving at mutual working agreements when a telephone call the following day by some
dissatisfied individual can void the whole thing.

M

I am concerned only because progress reports on
the coronation ball are asked for by our members at
the meetings. The
only
thing
Chairman David Sierra
we said at
and the
the last
San Jose GI Forum Board of Directors
meeting
request the pleasure of your company
was what
we agreed
at the February 2, 1968
on Dec.
meeting of the San Jose Chapter
29th, i.e.,
to discuss the
$8
per
1968 Miss San Jose Beauty Pageant
couple.
Lena Manriquez Hall
W e

Dear Yaya:
On Friday, Dec. 29, five of
the seven members of San Jose
Chapter board of directors met
with members of the Ladies Auxiliary board to discuss arrangements for the Queen Coronation
Ball. We contacted all members
of the SJ board and assume you
contacted all the ladies. It was
our understanding that decisions
made by each board were bind1246 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, California
would like
ing on their respective memberto ask one
8 P.M. Sharp!
ships.
more small
Now, however, we are surfavor of the
prised to learn that even though the individuals attendladies. We realize that between now and February 24th
ing the Dec. 29th meeting agreed to charge $8 per couple
you may change your minds maybe ten or fifteen more
for the dance, that the tickets have been printed priced at
times, and we also realize that whoever is making these
$6.
decisions may not even notify your board, so, can we
The questions are: Who made the decision to change
have someone come to our meeting of Feb. 2nd, and let
the price? Why wasn't the SJ Board notified of a change
us know just what in heck is going on?
in price being discussed?
Until we hear from you, we are going to do absoIt is apparent that someone, somewhere, doesn't
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lutely nothing. Nada.

ON DEC. 29, FORUM & LADIES AUXILIARY
AGREED:
That tickets would be numbered, and that they
would sell for $8 per couple.
That SJ Forum Chairman would be member of
Judge Selection Committee.
That Mrs. Marcella Flores would invite National
queen Rosalie Renteria to be our guest.
That Mrs. Marcella Flores would contact Pacific
Airlines about arrangements.
That Mr. & Mrs. AI Pelayo would put up the queen
for the weekend and that we (the ladies & men) would
compensate them for her expenses.
That two members of the Forum would be ushers at
the dance.
That Mr. & Mrs. Pete Gonzalez, Mr. & Mrs. Joe
Lopez, and Moses Pimentel would handle tickets and
money.
That AI Pelayo would help solicit funds to underwrite pageant program. Mrs. Gloria Sierra in charge of
program and to design the program.
That SJ Chapter Chairman would write up news
releases when photos and information furnished by
Marcella Flores.

That SJ Chairman would furnish information
sheets to Mrs. Marcella Flores.
That SJ Chapter would secure ballroom for the
dance.
That SJ Chapter would secure band for the
dance.

T

hat the profits would be divided EQUALLY
with the Senior Forum and Ladies Auxiliary
AFTER EXPENSES have been turned in
and DEDUCTED from the income. That Anita Campos
would handle publicity and that the Senior forum would
help out where asked to do so.
Respectfully,
--David Sierra, Chairman, San Jose Chapter,
American GI Forum.
EDITOR'S NOTE: When the ladies came to our
chapter meeting to make a report, Anita Campos and
Marcella Flores did not come with them. I believe that
they were surprised to find out that I had taken notes, and
that I had written them out, and READ THEM to the
membership so everyone would know what was going
on.
I had decided to cover my ass so my actions and
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remarks would not be misinterpreted by anyone. They
were, anyway ... I became persona non grata to the
Auxiliary, and the "war" lasted all during my administration.

T

o say that I had ••• and have •.. no respect
for Anita Campos .. is putting it very
mildly indeed. I believed that she was
manipulating the ladies, for whatever purposes only
she knows.
The membership voted that I continue trying to work
with the ladies auxiliary and to invite them to come to
our next meeting so we could discuss the queen Coronation Ball which was coming up in early March.
On January 24, 1968 I mailed each member of the
auxiliary a printed invitation which read as follows: (see
previous page).
Dick Marden made the invitations for me at Hillis
Printing Company. I bought envelopes and mailed them
to each of the ladies, at my own expense. At the next
chapter meeting I had the Correspondence Secretary
read the printed invitation to the members. Everyone
had a good laugh. Some of the auxiliary members were
there. A discussion was held on the issue, and then Vice
chairman AI Pelayo and Dan Tellez were designated to
be our liaison persons to the ladies auxiliary. I felt like
I had just passed gas. What a relief not to have to interact
with them anymore! • • • • •

GI Forum Politics:

Keep Asking Free
Zone Questions
The Leader, November 1985
The San Jose City Council has begun asking questions about the controversial "Free Enterprise Zone"
being sought for the eastside by Blanca Alvarado, District 5 Councilwoman. And rightly so.
We admit that as a class of people, we don't have a
helluva lot of respect for politicians. Most of them.
Maybe Nixon did it. Whatever.
But when Councilwoman Pat Sausedo and Mayor
Tom McEnery began to ask questions recently, it made
us proud of at least two of the people the taxpayers sent
to the San Jose City Council.
(Cont. on Pg 646)
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GI Forum Politics:

Eli Sandoval vs. AI Hernandez
Ju ne 1983
1 Hernandez was State C hairman of the
California GI Forum in 1983. San Jose GI
Forum had its Miss San Jose GI Forum
Pageant at the fairgrounds. I got into a disagreement
with National Chairman Joe Cano ofTexas, who wanted
me to pull a raffle ticket out of a shoe box. He was
conducting a raffle of an afghan to benefit the national
GI Forum ladies auxiliary .
I refused to pull the ticket. I told him we could not
have raffles at the event because we would have to share
the proceeds with the fairgrounds. He refused to listen.
Instead, he asked me to go outside with him so he could
kick my ass.
I went to Louis Tellez, the National Executive Secretary, and notified him that Mr. Cano was conducting
an illegal raffle on the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
property. I knew. I was a former member of the Fairgrounds board of directors.

A

Keep Asking Questions
(Cont. from Pg 645)
Isn't it politics when a politician continues asking the
taxpayers to underwrite her latest scheme to "create
j obs," B.A.?
The Councilwoman did call a community meeting
on the eastside to discuss the issue in a community forum
after it was suggested in these pages that she should do
that.

Now, we suggest sh e call a meeting at the
Thunderbird Golf and Country Club to discuss there,
with those the closing will affect, the issue of whether
or not the course should be shut down. Don't hold
your breath waiting for it.
We think Blanca Alvarado is an excellent councilwoman, mainly because she stays out of sight and out of
mind. We think she is dead wrong in trying to close
down the Thunderbird golf course and if we have to say
it again and again, we will. Bet on it. ETS. • • • • •

When he got back to Texas, Mr. Cano asked Mr.
Hernandez to begin impeachment proceedings to
throw me and Armando Ochoa, another SJ GI Forum member, out of the organization. Armando had
told Mr Cano, " Chin~:a a tu madre!'' , the worst thing
you can tell any Mexican.
I had pre-reg istered for the state convention in
Visalia, paying the fees for me and my wife Gloria.
In May I got a letter fr·om State Chairman AI

Hernandez notifying me that I could not participate
in the Visalia convention, nor could I vote. I asked for
my registration fees back but the state office never
answered my request.
So, San Jose GI Forum and I retained AI Oliva, an
attorney from Compton, to represent us. Oliva had just
gotten his law degree from a storefront law school.
THAT was even questioned by the stupid idiots in
Cano's camp, but Oli va beat 'em on that one too !
The state's lega l advisor was Juan Hipolito of
Hayward. We instantly dubbed him "EI Nopalito."

"We are going to give these people a lesson in
constitutional law," I told Pete Carrillo and other
San Jose GI Forum members.
Anyway, at the Visalia convention, Eli Sandoval
soundly defeated A I Hernandez for the chairmanship of
the California GI Forum. To rub salt in the wound, he
announced that my attorney, Mr. Oliva, had been appointed State Legal Advisor.
t that poi nt, M~. Ca1_1o, a migra offic~r ~ith
the U.S. Imnugrat1on and Naturahzatwn
Service; and Louis Tellez, an officer of the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; ruled
that the matter was national in scope and would be
settled in E l Paso at the 1983 national convention. That
was, of course, in complete violation of my U.S. constitutional rights to have hearings in the venue in which the
alleged "crime" occurred.

A

Mr Cano and Mr Tellez proved to everyone that
they were not concerned about doing the right thing,
they just wanted blood, and they went after mine.
But, for the moment, exit AI Hernandez. Hello, Eli
Sandoval! • • • • •
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Cano Letter to Louis Tellez

National Chairntan Decides to Rid
GI Forunt of David Sierra
April 29, 1983
Dear Mr. Tellez:
Today, I correspond with you on an unpleasant matter that arose not from a single incident but a series of
events over the years, that have caused embarrassment
to our organization and harress ment to some of our
members.

t is time to face reality and purge from our
organization those individuals that threaten
to destroy it's very existence. Over the years
I have done my upmost (sic!) to uphold the interest
of our people as the number one priority and perhaps through this objective I have tolerated unethical and abusive behavior from some members.

I

It appears to me now that I should have acted with
expidency (sic!) at an earlier time. My apologies to those
members, including our Founder, the Honorable Dr.
Hector P. Garcia, who was himself recipient of some of
these insults and abuses from David Sierra, San Jose
Chapter, Dept. of California
The American GI Forum was institutionalized by
our founding fathers as an organi zation whose fraternal
structure would operate based on the principles of democracy. Our revised constitution specifically delineates
procedures for dealing with conflict of issuer (sic!),
namely the GI Forum Constitution and Roberts Rules
of Order.
It does not provide for any single member or officers of the organization to privately or publicly insult,
embarrass, threaten, intimidate, or phys ically abuse any
fraternal brother of the American GI Forum.
In fact, the GI Forum Constitution prohibits, under
Section 8, Oath of Member,
and that I will neither
wrong nor harm, in any way, shape or form, the same
nor a member there of, SO HELP ME GOD.
It is with this in mind that I act in my capacity as
National Chairman to charge Mr. David Sierra, with using verbal abuse, insults, threats, foul language, and
physical violence , to impose his individual will against
II •••

II

the elected leadership of the American GI Forum, both
at the national and state level, and against its basic foundation, its members.
Following are a chronological series of incidents that
have transp ired over the years. My first encounter with
Mr. Sierra was at the 1978 California state convention
of the American GI Forum in Los Angeles. During the
convention, I was invited by Mr. Jerry Jarami llo, the
State Chairman , to meet with some members of the
Californi a delegation to develop better relations between
Texas and California Forumeers.
As newly elected Texas State Chairman, I readi ly
agreed and accepted his invitation. Though some California members presented some concerns about past
relations between Texas and California, Mr. Sierra used
the meeting to verbally abuse and insult me with his
usual foul language at every oppor;tunity that he could.
I protested to Mr. Tony Gallegos and Mr. Jarami llo, who
told me not to mind Mr. S ierra's behavior.

y second encounter with Mr. Sierra
was in Febr·uary, 1978, durin~ the GI
Forum Mid-Year Conference m Albuquerque, New Mexico. It was at the restaurant of
the Sheraton Hotel that I personally observed Mr.
Sierra walk up to Dr. Garcia's table and publicly
insult, embarrass, intimidate, our Founder with the
most abusive of foul language. It was humiliating to
Dr. Garcia, but I was flabbergasted that such behavior would be tolerated from a brother.

M

I personally protested to the California State Chairman, Gil Rodriguez, and assured him that any further
such behavior from Mr. S ierra would call for my own
personal intervention and that I would not tolerate such
intimidating tacti cs.

Finally, the ultimate act of unethical behavior
from Mr. Sierra, that totally disregards the brotherhood spirit of the American GI Forum. It occurred
during the San .Jose American GI Forum Queen
Coronation Ball in San .Jose, California during the
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weekend that I attended the GI Forum Mid-Year
Conference in that city.
I had been formally asked by Mr. Caballero, San
Jose Chapter Local Chairman, to attend their Coronation Ball and to crown the newly selected local queen. I
readily accepted and felt honored and privileged. The
queen coronation ball had developed into a beautiful
event, and, of course, I felt extremely honored to have
crowned the queen in the presence of so many members of the public that were present at the dance.
ostly, I was proud of the visibility of the
American GI Forum. As you recall, Mr.
Secretary, my wife and I were sharing a
table with you, your brother and his wife and other
friends. Approximately at 11 PM I was asked by a member of the Colorado Women GI Forum, to assist her
during band intermission, with the drawing of the
women's prize, an afghan.
As we approached the microphone to make the announcement, I noticed Mr. Sierra hurriedly approaching the bandstand. I immediately called him over the
microphone for him to come up and draw the winning
ticket. I was again surprised. He came up to me and I
asked him to draw the ticket out of the box. He backed
off and raised his arms in the air, telling me, "No, No!"
Then he asked me how much of the proceeds would
go to the San Jose Chapter. In order not to create a scene,
I asked him to back away and wait. He then began his
usual verbal chasetisement (sic!), but he backed away
from me. We then had the drawing of the prize.
The whole incident began as I started to leave

M

the stage and Mr. Sierra started to block my way
and push me with his big stomach.
I asked him to get away from me and he threaten
me with physical abuse, to which I responded that I
would not be threatened or intimidated and that any further physical contact from him would prompt me to respond in the same way.

He persisted and I asked him to step outside with
me, but he declined. At that point I reached my table
and he walked away.
Moments later he returned, with several members
of the San Jose Chapter, but specifically I recall Mr.
Armando Ochoa who was using extreme foul language,
in fact the ultimate insult against a Mexican American,
by telling me "Chinga tu madre."
At this point I was furious and got up from my chair

to pursue Mr. Ochoa. All this time Mr. Sierra was insulting me from the other side. Among many other officers and members, you were a witness to all this incident, Mr. Secretary.
I must admit that I was provoked by Mr. Sierra
and Mr. Ochoa to the point that I physically wanted

both of them to step outside with me and settle the
issue man to man.
Finally, they were pulled away and I left the hall,
felling embarrassed about the whole incident, but determined to rid our organization of any member that
dishonors it in such a manner. Again, I emphasize that
Mr. Sierra, as usual, choses to arbitrarily, capriciously,
and individually threaten, intimidate, or physically abuse
members or officers of the organization in order to impose his will on others with total disregard to the established organizational protocol and procedure.
The following day, I learned that Mr. Sierra had inflicted physical damage to Mr. Rivas, a member of the
San Jose Chapter.
a Basta, Mr. Secretary, I am directing you

Y

to instruct the State Chairman of Cali
fornia to initiative (sic!) impeachment
proceedings against Mr. David Sierra and Mr.
Ochoa.
I am also appointing Mr. Juan Hipolito, as National
Legal Advisor, and instructing him to investigate and
prosecute this matter. If the State of California does not
resolve this problem, then it shall revert to the National
level.

Should a challenge to your and my authority to
suspend members arise from the San Jose Chapter,
then the chapter itself becomes subject to suspension.
Your are now instructed to comply.
Sincerely,
--Jose R. Cano, National Chairman
cc: AI Hernandez
National Board

*****

DAVID SIERRA RESPONSE TO
CANO LETTER MAY 6, 1983:
National Chairman Joe Cano wrote Exec. Secretary
Louis Tellez on April 29, 1983 and accused David Sierra of using "varbal abuse, insults, threats, foul language, and physical violence, to impose his individual
will against the elected leadership of the American GI
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both at the national and state level, and against
1ts bas1c foundation, its members.
Mr. Cano reiterated incidents which he says have
happened over the years and for which he now wishes
that I be expelled from the American GI Forum.
This reply will deal only with the INCIDENTS
OF MARCH 26, 1983, since that is the only incident
for which I am being charged by the GI Forum's
National Legal Advisor.
Mr. Cano states in the last paragraph on page 2 of
his letter: liThe whole incident began as I started to leave
the stage and Mr. Sierra started to BLOCK MY WAY
AND PUSH ME WITH HIS BIG STOMACH. I asked
him to get away from me and he THREATEN ME WITH
PHYSICAL ABUSE, to which I responded that I would
not be threatened or intimidated and that any further
physical contact from him would prompt me to respond
in the same way. He persisted and I ASKED HIM TO
STEP OUTSIDE WITH ME, but he declined. At that
point I reached my table and he walked away.
If you believe that I threatened Mr. Cano with violence, then you do not know me and you do not know
Mr. Cano.
Mr. Cano asked me to go outside. I told him that
as National Chairman I would expect him to find
some other manner by which to resolve his differences with people.
Response: At no time either on or off the stage did
David Sierra ever, ever, physically touch Mr. Cano. He
cannot produce one single witness who can truthfully
state that Mr. Sierra touched him for the very simple
reason that I did not physically abuse him! Not true.
Very simply ... Mr. Cano is flat out lying.
EDITOR'S NOTES: I DID tell Mr. Cano that his
conducting a raffle was contrary to policies of the hosting San Jose Chapter and violates our contractual agreement with the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds but he
did not want to listen. (See Fairgrounds Interim Rates
& Policies Handbook).
I can understand that HE MAY NOT CARE what
our contractual agreement is, BUT IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO US.
Mr. Cano is no less embarrassed by my performance
as were myself and other members of San jose GI Forum embarrassed by HIS because we do not want our
Coronation Ball turned into a Flea Market by having
our guests come to it and raffling off items WITHOUT
11

II

Nothing in Life
Nothing in life is so exhilarating as to be
shot at without result.
--Sir Winston Churchill

OUR PERMISSION. Subsequent to that incident, we
have taken steps to avoid that happening again: (See
Flores Mexicanas Resolution).
I believe that Joe Cano, as National Chairman,
showed very bad manners in participating in a raffle
for which he had NO PRIOR AUTHORITY from
the hosting chapter.
We KNOW that he would not like it if WE were to
go to his home town and conduct a raffle at HIS chapter
function without his chapter's approval.
IN SHORT ... I was only making Joe Cano aware of
our policies. He has a reputation for being hot tempered
and asked me to go outside. I declined.
Then I attempted to explain to National Exec. Louis
Tellez what had happened and why I had told the National Chairman what I did. At that point the discussion
rapidly deteriorated. But Mr. Cano did not help it any.
TELL HIM WHAT I THOUGHT OF HIM, YES.
PHYSICALLY ABUSE OR TOUCH HIM, NO.
ACCEPT HIS INVITATION TO GO OUTSIDE
AND FIGHT, NO.
DISAPPOINTED AT HIS BEHAVIOR AS NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, YES, VERY DISAPPOINTED.
Mr. Cano cites his constitutional authority to take
care of the GI Forum's business. What he purposely
overlooks is that the GI Forum National Constitution SPECIFICALLY forbids the national office
from bringing impeachment charges against a local
officer, which I was one at the time of the "incident".
I would characterize Mr. Cano as the most arrogant,
pompous, stupid sonofabitch ever to hold the office of
National Chairman of the American GI Forum.
God. we can do better than that. --ETS • • • • •

No Sin
There is no sin except stupidity.
--Oscar Wilde
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Robert Welch
the Parasite
I never liked Robert Welch, who served as a San Jose
Ci ty Councilman back in the sixties. He was among the
group of council people who changed the names of some
city parks and named them after themselves. Welch,
Pace, and some others. I knew I was going to give him
a piece of my mind sometime, somewhere. The opportunity came at an event on the eastside.

W

e were at a political gathering at Azteca
Hall (McLaughlin and San Antonio
St., San Jose) where various politicians had come to speak to Chicanos about their
respective campaigns for a variety of city, county,
and state offices.
After some white guy had spoken for a long time
trying to connect his campaign with Latinos by saying,
"Some of my best friend s are Mexicans. You all know
Eddie Chavez?"
Now, Chavez was a hard punching boxer in his day,
but none us had ever known Eddie to dabble in politics,
and I think even he would have been surprised to hear his
name bein g bandied about like that.
Anyway, just after this gringo finished talking, trying to convince us 'Meskins' that he was one of us, a
Ch icano activist, walked to the front of the room and
held up a piece of paper and pretended to be reading
from it: "Will the gentleman who owns a Mercedes Benz
license number blah, blah, blah, please know that your
lights are on!"
The friend of Eddie Chavez jumped three feet out of
hi chair, exclaimed "Oh Shit!" and bolted for the door.
We laughed heartily, knowing we would never see him
again.
That was an old trick that Chicanos and Blacks used
to pull on w hite folks pretending to be barrio and ghetto
dwellers in those days!
Afterward, in the bar, Councilman Welch was dri nking a lot of beer and me and a friend noticed that he
wasn't buying any, so we asked him, "Hey, Bob, when
are you going to spring for a drink?"

He laughed it off, and continued shaking hands

with everyone who passed by him, and putting his
arms around a pretty young lady that was talking to
us and standing next to him. He insisted on putting
his arm around her and she kept pushing it away,
trying to be inconspicuous about it.
inally, I grabbed his forearm, jerked it away
from the young lady's waist, and told him,
"Hey, man, can't you understand? She doesn't
want your mitts on her? Can you keep your hands to
yourself?"
Drunk, he replied, "We ll , she's not saying anything
about it!"

F

"She's got manners, you fuckin' idiot. And she's
married," I said, "Her husband's right over there in
the brown coat, and if he sees you messing with his
wife, he's gonna punch your honker a nd you'll be
looking like Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer More
than you already do! Don't be surprised!"
After that affair broke up, AI Pelayo invited a bunch
of us to his home on Hobson Street, near the airport.
When we arrived there, Robert Welch was already there,
standing in the kitchen, pouring himself another triple
shot of expensive whiskey. I asked the host if he or his
wife had invited the Councilman, and they both said no,
he just came.
So I decided to give him a bad time. "Why are you
such a parasite?" I asked him, "Are all San Jose councilmen cheap bastards like you?"
He just laughed it off.
I stayed after him, wanting to piss him off into doing
something irrational.
I kept pestering him with personal questions. After
awhile he slowly backed out of the house, and onto the
back lawn where an outside bar had been set up.
"You cheap sonofabitc h! You are a sad excuse for a
human being! You ain't shi t, Welch! You're nothing but
a parasite! You're a freeloader! "
The councilman got very angry, "I'll call the police! "
he said.
o ahead, you idiot," I challenged him, "Call
'em ! Nobody invited you here! You're not
one of us ! You're just here for the free
drinks ! The whole goddam town knows you're nothing
but a drunken sot! I'll tell those police officers what a
cheap idiot you are !"
He asked Pelayo if he could borrow his telephone.
He went inside, with me on his heels. I listened while he

G
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called the San Jose Police Department to send a car for
him.
When the roller arrived, he hustled outside for
the security of the police car. I followed him, calling
him a cheap bastard, a drunk, and a no good
sonofabitch all the way out to the car.
"You cheap scum! Named a park after yourself?
You egotistical slime! What makes you think anyone
wants to remember you ... you bubble-nosed prick!"
I was drunk, but I could swear the police officer
broke a slight smile as he went around the car to drive
Mr. Welch away.
"Take him straight home officer," I said, "That
cheap asshole already freeloaded enough booze for one
night! Take him to the Sanitation Plant and drop him in
the water. He's polluted too!"
EDITOR'S NOTE: After that evening, every time
Mr. Welch saw me in public he would avoid making eye
contact and whenever I approached a group of people
that he was talking to, he made an excuse and moved
somewhere else before I started in on him again. • • • •

The House
Movers
bile pledging Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity, it
was traditional that the Active and Pledge
members maintain an adversarial relationship. We had pledge meetings every Tuesday night
and the Actives paddled our asses with plywood paddles
for imagined or real transgressions of our fraternity
rules, or for any other reason that they could think of.
It was also traditional to take each other for
"rides," that is, capture the person you wanted to
take for a ride and take him somewhere and leave
him there to fend his way back to Los Angeles and
civilization.
The actives, for instance, had taken us on a ride to the
mountains north of Newhall and dropped us off at 114
mile intervals along a long dusty country road ... in the
middle of the night.
Before we were taken on the ride we were asked to
empty our pockets to ensure that no one had money to

W
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make a phone call, or to eat, or for anything else.
Some enterprising pledges made it a point to always
stash some money in their socks, or somewhere else
where it could not easily be found, for just such an
eventuality.
After the Newhall ride, we had decided to take Don
Dyer for a ride and we got him and three other active
members and dumped them in the Angeles National
Forest in the dead of night. But, first we paraded them
around Bob's Drive Inn in Glendale, the world's biggest
drive inn, where many of their high school buddies hung
out.
Then, someone got a better idea. Don Dyer had
completed his classes at school and would soon be
graduating. He had already secured a job at a firm in
Long Beach and would be moving there very soon. He
was living in a trailer house in a Los Angeles trailer court
operated by a Mrs. Stine. We had been to his trailer home
one night to drop him off after a fraternity rush party at
which he had gotten carried away and drank much more
than he should have.
Gary Maynard called a meeting of the pledges to
plan our escapade. We were going to "help" Don Dyer
move his trailer house. His landlady already knew that
he was moving.
o, on this particular evening five Sigma Phi
Nu pledges showed up at the Stine Trailer
Court to help our brother Don move. Gary
Maynard's uncle had a construction company who
owned a truck equipped with a trailer hitch which
fitted Dyer's trailer house like it had been designed to
pull it. Beautiful!
We contacted the landlady. She thought we were a
pretty nice bunch of guys to be helping our fraternity
brother move inasmuch as he had to work late the last
night he was going to be on that job.
"Mrs. Stine?" said Maynard, to the old woman who
came to the door of the office. The smell of food cooking
wafted out from the kitchen.
"Come in boys, please!"
"Thank you, ma'am," replied Meyer, "but we have to
hurry. We're here to help Don Dyer move his trailer
house. He found out this afternoon he had to work late
tonight, so we're going to give him a hand," he smiled.
"How nice of you boys to help him out! I'm sure he'll
appreciate it very much," she enthused.
''I'm sure he will!" Maynard said.

S
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Hitching the trailer to the truck was easy because
Maynard knew what he was doing.

e pulled the trailer slowly out of the lot
and then he was gathering speed and
headed for El Monte where the trailer
would be parked in the yard of his uncle's construction company.

H

"That sumbitch will NEVER find the trailer!" we
roared with laughter.
"Wait'll he talks to the old hag. He's gonna think
SHE stole it!"
"WHERE'S HE GONNA CRASH TONIGHT?"
was the next question. We roared with laughter!
The plan went off without a hitch (pardon the pun).

The next day, Dyer showed up at school looking
like he had slept in his clothes, which he had.
He looked like he had not taken a bath in two days,
which he hadn't.
And he looked pissed off, which he was.
We let him bum around the fraternity house for three
days, wearing other people's clothes to his new job,
before we dropped him an anonymous note telling him
where the trailer was parked.

Donald Dyer was not a rocket scientist, but he
could add and subtract. He eventually figured out
who moved his trailer and we paid for it •••• dearly.
One swat for each day we kept it from him. My ass
still hurts thinking about Dyer's paddle viciously colliding with my ass at the pledge meeting.
OUCH!
OUCH!
OUCH! • • • • •

Free Enterprise
Of course I believe in free
enterprise, the democratic
principle is that there never
was, never has been, never
will be, room for the ruthless
exploitation of the many for
the benefit of the few.
--HanyS. Truman, 1949.

Resignation,
SJGIForum
Building Comm.
March 25, 1999
I was very disappointed that the building committee
was not meeting. When we were formed shortly after
Abel Cota became Chairman in 1994, we held a few
meetings.

er his instructions, I took minutes of the
meetings. But he instructed me not to send
out meeting notices. I asked him if he
wanted the minutes mailed out to the members, and
he said NO. I thought it a bit unusual but did not
question his decision.

P

Over a year went by when we held no meetings. Lots
of decisions were being made but the building committee was not being apprised of developments.
We held one meeting with the architects. I didn't like
the location of the stage because I thought it should have
been toward the back of the building. I didn't like the
location of a cloak room next to the stage because I
thought it would distract attention from what was happening onstage.

Also it would entail people entering the building
and walking a considerable distance before they
checked their coats. During inclement weather it
would mean tracking rainwater over the auditorium
floor before you got to the cloakroom. Bad planning.,
but nobody ever told my mommy she had mothered
an architect.
I didn't know if our suggestions were accepted and
if the architect changed the plans so we would get what
we wanted. I never saw the architect again.
inally, Mr. Cota decided that it was time to
plan a Groundbreaking. They kept putting
the date further and further back. Our Sept.
1998 newsletter gave Sept. 16, 1998 as the date of the
groundbreaking.

F

The October 1998 issue, mailed to the members
on Sept. 20, said it was to be on Sept. 26, and it finally
happened.
Jack Ellwanger, AI Villalobos and I had been desig-
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nated the Public Relations Committee and asked to plan
the groundbreaking ceremonies. We met a couple of
times and came up with a plan.
ack offered the plan to Mr. Cota but he was not
interested. He had already gotten someone else
to plan the groundbreaking. It was done, and
done right. No complaints there.
In March 1999, the committee met again. Cota had
assigned Gus Lerma, Rose Flores and other members to
plan the Grand Opening. But when we met, before Mr.
Lerma could present his plan, Mr. Cota interjected and
let us know what month the grand opening would occur,
and what he had in mind ... a $12,000 spectacular, with
mariachis, free food and drinks, etc.

J

At that point I decided that if he was going to do
all the thinking for the committee. then he didn't
need me on it. So. on March 25. 1999. I wrote a brief
letter of resi~:nation:
Dear Mr. Cota:
Believing that I serve no useful purpose to the San
Jose GI Forum building committee, I hereby tender my
resignation from your group.
We wish you and the building committee the very
best as you work to bring our lifelong dreams to fruition.
Sinceramente,
--ELISEO T. (David) SIERRA
EDITOR'S NOTE: Because San Jose GI Forum
was becoming an autocracy, my resignation letter, of
course, was never acknowledged.
few months later, Mr. Cota advised me that
he could not mail out that month's issue of
THE LEADER, our chapter newspaper,
because the Board of Directors did not like it. I could
change it, and they would permit it to be mailed out.
I suspected that it was he who did not like it,
probably because I had mentioned that the previous
month's meeting was the shortest in chapter history. (37
minutes from gavel to gavel).
Chairman David Rodriguez apparently couldn't conduct any business if Mr. Cota was not present. And that
is what I wrote.
I told Mr. Cota that ultimately the job of editing
comes down to one person's decision, mine or his or
some other person. I said that I would resign and go
quietly like a good Mexican. And I did. I began composing my resignation letter as soon as he left my office at
Vida Nueva.

A

The GI Forum building got built. Mr. Cota did the
job, you've gotta give him credit for that. Probably no
one else in the organization is aware of how it happened,
or the exact cost, or our mortgage obligations, etc., but
it is there and it is a beautiful building. Cota did it! • • •

Gonna Write a Book ..
When I told my Guru that I was going to write
a book, he dropped his drink, said "It's ABOUT
time!"
Six politicians jumped off the homeless shelter
building at Julian and Montgomery St.
The sprinklers at The Thunderbird golf course
went on!
Three high school guys joined the Navy.
Four supposed-virgins left went to live with
grandma in Massachusetts.
My college journalism professor said, "don't
claim me as one of your teachers."
El Profe at the Copa Grande Bar in Woodlake
said that It would never happen because I just didn't
have enough smarts. and ...
Spark, the WonderMutt, awakened from a deep
slumber, barked once, opened one eye, and rolled
over to continue lapping at his gonads.
--ETS

Good Advice
• Marry someone you love to talk to. As you get
older, good conversation will be one of the
principal elements of an enduring relationship.

• Don't ask for commitments from drinkers
or drug users, because they won't keep
them.
• Remember that silence is sometimes the best
answer.

• Read more books, and watch less TV.
• In disagreements with loved ones, deal with the
current sitution. Don't bring up the past.
• Never interrupt when you are being flattered.
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MY SUNDAY BEST: The author, dressed in his
Sunday best, photographed by his brother Jess, at Slick
Rock on the banks of the Kaweah River near Three
Rivers, in 1948.
I was going to graduate from Woodlake Elementary
School and I guess we wanted proof that at some time
in my life I had owned a pair of dress slacks and a white
shirt. I have hated formal wear all my life. Tuxedos,
suit ,neckties, especially bow ties, Yuk!
Mr. Crawford's Woodlake Elementary School eighth
grade class boys had voted to graduate in casual trouser , white shirts, and white socks, but some of the high
muckety mucks in the school, probably Principal Francis
J. W hite and other teachers, overruled our decision and
it was dress slacks and a white dress shirt. I don't
remember if we wore neckties, but if I had to hazard a
guess, I would guess no.
There were fourteen of us who had been together
since the first grade taught by Mrs. Grace Pogue and
now after eight long years were graduating from Mr.
Crawford's eighth grade. There was another eighth
grade class ifl recall correctly. Mr. Crawford got all the
athletes and the troublemakers, so that included Martin
Al varado, Ralph Moran, Moses Mesa, Eligio Villegas,
Dav id Sanchez, Ralph Alley and me.
We were destined to graduate from Woodlake
High School in 1952, four years later, still together.
We were a front page item in an article in THE
T ATLER, our school paper, written by ace reporter
E. David Sierra.
RECOLLECTIONS: I remember being railroaded
into a Music class and the teacher, Mr. Nordahl, or
something like that, wanted me to learn how to play the
tuba. I couldn't picture myself years later going to a
party and having anyone request that I play something
on the tuba to entertain my friends, so I rebelled. Got the
hell out of there, and into a Wood Shop class. Not much
better options. Mechanically inclined I was not. It took
me almost six months to make a shoe shine box. I
wanted to go from cutting the pieces of wood to nailing
them together, applying some paint, and getting on with
something more complicated. But the teacher introduced me to sandpaper, primer, etc. I didn't have the
patience for all that. I was disappointed to find out that
primer doesn't dry in fifteen minutes. I wanted to go
directly to the painting, but the teacher insisted on me
gi ving my shoe shine box primer time to dry properly

The Graduate

(Jess Sierra Photo)
before applying the paint. Anyway, six months later, I
had a shoe shine box.
An athlete I was not, but I tried my hand at baseball
and basketball. Our school didn't have a football team.
Basketball was my favorite sport. Unfortunately I was
not blessed with the skills to play it adequately to make
the team. CUT! Baseball was better. I got to play a little
bit. For some reason I never played against Ivanhoe
Elementary, our "rivals". They had a pitcher, Jack Hannah
and a catcher Joe Hannah, who made it to the major
leagues. But the only view I got of them was from the end
of the bench.
The highlight of our eighth grade year was winning
the Woodlake Elementary School Invitational tournament where we bested a tough team from SieiTa Vista Jr.
High in Visalia. We also beat some Chicanos from
Farmersville, some of whom became personal friends
later in life. --ETS.
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Woodlake Elementary School
Graduation, June 1948
Don't ask me why I kept this picture in my possession for over 50 years, but I did. The man
at extreme left is Francis J. White, who was principal of Woodlake Elementary School for
many more years than most of us can remember. The male teacher (necktie) at right is Mr.
William Crawford one of the nicest teachers I remember from those years. The female teacher,
to his right, is, I b~lieve Mrs. Kidney. My sister, Trini, is first girl on left in middle row. I am
4th student from left in back row.

The Music Lessons
ne of the most treasured of all the
lessons I learned at Woodlake El
ementary School was music which
was taught us by a teacher named Barbara
Williams. I don't remember whether it was the
fourth, fifth, or sixth grades, but she taught us
songs that have stayed with me a ll my life .
Mrs. Williams taught us all the old bea utiful Irish lullabies, songs like Galway Bay,
Danny Boy, and other songs dear to the Irish.
We also learned some Spanish songs like La
Paloma, though she called it Over the Waves.
A young man in our class was very skilled with
the piano and she would h ave him play while
we sang the Spanish son gs.

0

We also learned the fight songs of schools
like Stanford, Califomia, and USC. So, today,
this diehard UCLA Bruins fan knows the
words and the tunes to the fight songs of Cal,
Stanford and USC, but not UCLA. Maybe Mrs.
Williams didn't like the Bruins.
t that age I didn't pay any attention
to the colleges either, but that would
come a few years later when I
chanced upon a football game on radio between Santa Clara and UC Berkeley. Cal had
a Chinese American fullback named Fong.
What year was that, Cal fans? After that I loved
listening to the Cal games just to h ear the
band strike up the fight song after every UC
touchdown. • • • • •

A
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San Jose GI Forum Politics:

Regional Meeting
Report 4.15.79
All Chapter Chairmen in Region IX, Department of
California, American GI Forum, were expected to make
reports of their chapter activities at regional meeting.
This is the report I gave on AprilS, 1979.
REGIONAL MEETING REPORT --SAN JOSE
GIFORUM
San Jose GI Forum has a membership of nearly 190
members.
hree weeks ago we had the most successful
Queen Coronation Ball in our history, and
gave free tickets to all present and past
members of the chapter, to all state officers, and to the
chapter chairmen and queens of each chapter in northern
California.
On Saturday, May 26th we will be co-sponsoring
the San Jose State University Chicano Commencement in the Campbell Pavilion, Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
In June we are sponsoring a Variety Show in the San
Jose Convention Center.
On July 4th we will be having our annual Fireworks
Stand on the empty lot next to California Security Bank
on Story road.
We have invited Veterans Administration Director
Max Cleland to address our Chapter•s 20th annual Installation of Officers dinner.
San Jose City Manager James Alloway will be the
speaker at our next chapter meeting on Friday, April
26th.
We currently have two CETA positions assigned to
San Jose GI Forum which are allocated to the Chicano
Employment Committee, a group fighting for more jobs
for Chicanos in city and county government.
On April 8th we will commence servicing clients
at our newest project, the VIDA NUEVA SPANISH
SPEAKING ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME at
2212 Quimby Road, San Jose. The project will be
directed by Mr. Humberto Garza.
Four of our members attended the National Midyear Conference in Albuquerque.

T

Four of our members attended the State Board
meeting in February at Riverside.
Three of our Veterans Outreach Project personnel
spent a day in Visalia assisting the Visalia GI Forum
with their project.
We have voted to buy a full-page ad in the state
convention program for the 15th consecutive year.
e presented retirement plaques to Mr. Ed
Camunez and Mr. Robert Rodriguez,
two of our charter members, who recently have retired. Twelve of us attended an AFL-CIO
retirement dinner for Mr. Camunez.
At our Queen Coronation Ball, we presented a
plaque to Mrs. Lupe Vasquez, widow of our first chairman, Mr. Ernest Vasquez. Their son, Chris, is an active
member of our chapter, and heavily involved in our
scholarship foundation.
At our Queen Coronation Ball, we had as our
guests, four young men who recently won the State
High School Wrestling Championship for W.C.
Overfelt High School.

W

''We have finished
paying off our building
at 1680 E. Santa Clara St.
two years ahead of schedule"
San Jose Chapter members Abel Cota, Joe G. Lopez,
and Ismael Flores are the Chairman, First Vice Chairman, and Second Vice Chairman of the San Jose SER
Project board of directors.
Thirty-two of our members attended a .. roast .. for
retiring San Jose SER Director Jose E. Martinez. San
Jose Chapter member Alex Delgado is the new director.
e had State Queen Debra Rascon of
Visalia as our guest at the Queen Coro
nation Ball, paying her expenses and
overnight stay at the Holiday Inn.
We printed a 60-page program for our dance and
realized a nice profit on the sale of advertisements.
We will be sponsoring a Golf Tournament on Sat.,
May 12th at the new Tularcitos Golf Course in Milpitas.
We will be having the scholarship presentation
ceremonies of the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship
Foundation on Saturday, July 14th at the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds.
We are seeking funding for a 1980 Census Aware-
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San Jose GI Forutn
Chapter Chairtnen
The following members have served as Chairman of San Jose GIForumsince the chapter was
organized in 1959:
1959-60 ................................. Ernest Vasquez
1960-61 ... ..... .. .... .. . Eusebio .. Ike .. Hernandez
1961-62 ... .. ..... .... ... ... .. .. .. ... .... Daniel Campos
1962-63 ...... .. .. ... ......... ....... Edward Camunez
1963-64 . .. ... .. .. ...... ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. . William Lopez
1964-65 .............................. William Lopez &
Patrick Vasquez
1965-66 ... .... ..... .. ...... .. .. .. ... .. . Patrick Vasquez
1966-67 ... .. .. ..... ........ .. .. ... .. .. . Patrick Vasquez
1967-68 .. ... .. ....... .... .. .... .. .. ... .. E. David Sierra
1968-69 ..... ..... ....... . .. .... .. ....... Alfonso Pelayo

Regional Mtg. Report
(Cont. from Pg. 656)
ness Project which we hope to be conducting prior to the
1980 U.S. Census.
We recently purchased new uniforms for our San
Jose GI Forum Phillies of the Eastridge Senior League.

A photographer from the National Geographic Magazine attended our Queen Coronation Ball to shoot photographs which MAY
become part of a feature article they are
doing on Chicanos in the southwest.
A large group of San Jose Forumeers will be attending the State Convention in Visalia.
Our chapter election of officers is scheduled for
Friday, May 4th. You are invited to attend.

Lastly, we want to thank everyone who attended
our recent Miss San Jose GI Forum Queen Contest
& Coronation Ball at the fairgrounds. It was the
most successful one we have ever held from every
aspect. Mochas gracias for your support.
Respectfully submitted,
--E. DAVID SIERRA, Chairman,
San Jose GI Forum • • • • •

1969-70 ... ..... .... ..... .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. . Daniel Tellez
1970-71 ..... ............ .. .. .. .. ...... .. E. David Sierra
1971-72 . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... Pedro Gonzalez
1972-73 ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... Pedro Gonzalez
1973-74 .. ... .. ....... .. .... .. ...... .. .. Pedro Gonzalez
1974-7 5 ... .. .. ... ........ .. .. ........ .. Frank Caballero
1975-76 ........................ Charles Lostaunau &
Richard Rubi
1976-77 .................................... Richard Rubi
1977-78 ....... .. ........... .......... .. . E. David Sierra
1978-79 . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... ......... E. David Sierra
1979-80 . .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....... Pedro Gonzalez
1980-81 . .. ........ .... .... .. .. .... .. .. . Pedro Gonzalez
1981-82 . .. ... .... . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Gilbert Rodriguez
1982-83 . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ..... .... .. .. Frank Caballero
1983-84 . .. .. .. .. .. ..... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. Frank Caballero
1984-85 ... .. .. .... .... .. .. .... .... .......... Victor Garza
1985-86 . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .... Victor Garza
1986-87 . .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ Victor Garza
1987-88 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. ..... Victor Garza
1988-89 ... ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . Pedro Gonzalez
1989-90 ............................... Humberto Garza
1990-91 ........ ........ ........ .. .. .... Frank Caballero
1991-92 .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. ............ Frank Caballero
1992-93 .......... .... .. .. ... ........... .. .. . Victor Garza
1993-94 .... .......... .. ..... ......... .. .. ... Victor Garza
1994-95 .......................................... Abel Cota
1995-96 .......................................... Abel Cota
1996-97 .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. .. ........ David Rodriguez
1997-98 .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ...... David Rodriguez
1998-99 ..... ........ ... ... .. .. .... .. . David Rodriguez
1999-00 ........ .. .. .. .............. ... .. .. Robert Guerra
2000-01 ... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. ....... ... .. Robert Guerra
2001-02 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. Robert Guerra
2002-03 ... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .... Robert Guerra
2003-04 ...... .... .. .. .... ........... ...... Robert Guerra
2004-2005 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... ...... AI Villalobos
2005-2006 ................ .... ...... David Rodriguez
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GI Forum Politics:

Who's to Blame
for the Mess?
March 1, 1987
The Leader
by E. David Sierra
It was very discouraging to listen to reports on two
past State conventions rendered at the recent Santa
Maria board of directors meeting.
he Riverside convention two years ago ap
parently lost money, and they now do not
even come to the meetings. Their request for
a loan (at no interest) was loudly protested by San Jo
Chapter delegates at a Chula Vista board meeting a few
years ago. State Chairman Eli Sandoval said we had
money. The Treasurer said we did
not. The members approved the loan.
The convention was held. It lost
money.
is
The 1987 national convention is
bound for Seattle from where it was
removed just a few years ago. Why?
Our first question is: HOW CAN
YOULOSEMONEYWHENYOU
HAVECORPORATESPONSORS
PICKING UP THE TAB FOR JUST
ABOUT EVERYTHING?
Another question: Did we REALLY have to have our meetings in
the beautiful (and very expensive)
Riverside convention center? With
the main ballroom of the Mission
Inn empty? How come the Governor spoke at a noon
luncheon instead of at an evening banquet where more
tickets could have been sold to local townspeople and
make the event profitable? Don't the .. white folks" in
Riverside support the American GI Forum there?

T

three chapters - Sacramento, Stockton, and Modesto, to
host. We were returning to Sacramento after experiencing some horrors there a few years ago, like a case and
a half of beer at an afternoon barbeque for 100 people!

Somewhere along the way Stockton got the convention, and now we hear reports from Dr. Romero
who wasn't even there when the original bid was
presented.
.
The AI Rodriguez administration got us mto that
one, but when the questions start coming about the
financial losses, it is new Chairman Gil Guevara who
has to answer the questions. No AI Rodriguez goes to the
meeting to provide answers to questions crying for a
reply.
. .
We wish there were some way to make the administration who made the mess responsible for the financial
losses, but given the nature of elections and the fickle
nature of our members, we can only expect to continue
losing money until we take drastic steps and GET
ORGANIZED.
It is high time we stopped giving conventions to
chapters ill prepared to put one on.
It IS time (ya tenemos 30 afios de
vida. por favor!) to be a little more
sophisticated in the way we handle
our annual sessions. The GI Forum has a lot going for it but we
still don't seem to understand how
to demonstrate it.

''It high time
we stopped
giving conventions
to chapters
who are ill
equipped to
put one on!"

I mean, the Governor of California speaking is
still considered a major event in most communities
outside of Los Angeles, San Pancho, Sandy Eggo,
and San Jopapalote, if you will.
The Stockton convention was originally given to

In San Jose, for instance, the
last two times this chapter has
hosted a state convention, our
advertised feature speaker has
failed to appear!

In the past we have suggested
that chapters put in their bids. Then
we could have a state board meeting in that locale. Ask the local
chapter to .. put on your best show. Let's see the facilities
where you're going to have the convention.
Let's talk to the people who are going to be responsible for the different phases of it. Let's meet your
community leaders who are going to work with you.
Give us a complete rundown on what you have planned,
and how much it is going to cost (allowing 10% for
inflation, of course) and who is going to do what to
whom to make it happen ...

(Cont. on Pg 659)
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Soviet Life Easier
Nov. 1983,
THE LEADER
First & Last in a Series

Living Much Easier in Soviet Union
Than in Ronald Reagan's America
MOSCOW-- We are on our first trip to the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics (Russia, to you). What we
have heard and observed thus far is shocking to say the
least. T he sensibilities of an old San Joaquin Valley boy
have been shaken, for sure.
We have but one bit of advice for anyone thinking
about traveling to the Soviet Union. Don't.
ou will miss McDonald's, 7-11 , Monday
Night Football with Motormouth, Mariachi
music, breakfast at Antuna's, and suntanned
blondes in short skirts.
You would love the Soviet Union if you are into
babushkas, polishing tractors, seeing Army troops all
over, waiting in lines, and don't like to decide for

Y

Who's to Blame?
(Cont. from Pg 658)
Then the state board could evaluate all the bids and
make a recommendation to the state convention on
which chapter appears to be the most responsible and
able to put on a state convention ... and make a profit.

Members who attend the state board meetings
also would be in a position to evaluate the respective
chapters and vote accordingly.
How about not closing the books on the past administration until all the money is collected and all the debts
paid? How about not allowing travel monies for the state
officers until all convention debts are settled? How
about requiring monies borrowed by a local chapter be
on a formal contractual basis?
The system is not foolproof, of course, no system
ever is, but it is more than we have going for us at
present.
WELL, MR. CHAIRMAN? • • • • •

yourself. Over here a low-rider is an overloaded grain
truck.

The first question we were asked when we ar.
rived at Moscow Airport
was, "Why are you here?"
.
We laughed.
"Damned good question, hoss !" we told the sourfaced immigration officer

(Yep, raza, they've got La Migra over here too!
And they're just as dumb looking and ignorant as
ours).
WE asked ourselves the same question, albeit more
directly: "What in the hell ARE we doing HERE?"
Outside the terminal we asked when the next taxicab
came by to take us to our hotel.
"TAXICAB? What is Taxicab?" answered the policeman standing by the door, observing us.
"Bus?" we inquired, "When does the next bus come
by here?"

"BUS? Amerikanski! Of course! They are building it now in Dobrovskopf," the In tourist guide said
proudly.

A

t the hotel we asked fo r the key to our room,
and the desk clerk told us that in Russia no
one, but NO ONE, has a key to his/her
room. The room belongs to the people, he said, and the
people (read KGB) have the right to come into your
room any time they wish. So ... if you can't lock it, why
do you need a key?
"Makes sense to me," my friend said, "Let's stay

drunk all the time so we don't think about what we

(Cont. on Pg 660)
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by Mr. Klean in the frrst game. NO ONE but no one,
fans, ever hits a ball further than a Yankee.)

Sweep the Yankees

BUMS
WIN 4-0

'•

I wrote this on Oct. 3, 1963 for
EL EXCENTRICO magazine.

DODGERS TRAMPLE
'INVINCIBLE' YANKEES
laying their usual game of air-tight pitching
and taking advantages of a shaky opponents'
miscues, the Los Angeles Dodgers today
reign as Kings of The Baseball world. Even here, in
northern California, stronghold of the Giants, the fans
were rooting for the diamond dandies from L.A. to
accomplish what the Giants could not a year ago.
The series was a farce.

P

Whitey Ford, best series pitcher in history, gave
way to the pressure from the opening game. The
hitting of Bill Skowron, a tremendous double by Mr.
Klean (Frank Howard), and the three-run homer by
Johnny Roseboro in the first game gave Mr. Ford a
bad case of shock right off the bat.
(I'm sure that after Mel Allen finishes consulting his
world series record books this winter he'll find somewhere on a dusty page that Babe Ruth, or Joe DiMaggio,
or Lou Gehrig, hit a longer double than the one creamed

Soviet Life Easier
(Cont. from Pg 659)
miss from the U.S. of A.''
Anyway, to make a long story short, we are happy to
be back. We understand that the U.S. is in the midst of
a presidential election campaign. Americans are stupid.
Why not do it like they do in Russia? They don't have
seven candidates, they only have one. Much less trouble
deciding whom to support that way. • • • • •

Mr. Klean wasn't through yet, though. He waited
till the series finale to park one in the second deck of
beautiful 4-deck Dodger Stadium, and NO YANKEE ballplayer has ever walked up there, much less
crack a baseball that far.
hen Mickey Mantle hit his homer off
some guy pitching for the Bums, a cheer
must have gone up somewhere ... but we
here in San Jose didn't hear it.
TheYankees really aren't as stupid as they appeared
to be on the idiot box, they packed their bags and
checked out of the Statler-Hilton before they left for the
game Sunday morning.
Confidence!

W

EDITOR'S NOTE: The 1963 World Series was
very interesting to me because Mac Alva and I were
supporting the Dodgers against some Yankee fans who
thought their team was pre-ordained by God to win
every world series they played.
Mac was willing to put his money where his

mouth was. He had about fifty bucks riding on the
4th game, not on who won the game but that the
Yankees would not score TWO runs off Dodgers
starting pitcher Sandy Koufax •
I followed his advice and bet the same bets he made,
but with much less money, of course. • • • • •

Leamon King
Leamon King, one of the best sprinters in the
world, who set a 100 yard dash record of9 .3 in 1956
and was the AAU champ in 1957, came out of
Earlimart, a one horse town in the southern San
Joaquin Valley of California.
We first saw him in the 20-30 Relays in Tulare
when he was a freshman at Delano High School.
Later a rumor persisted that he had tried to talk
Rafer Johnson into going to UC Berkeley so they
could wrest the NCAA track crown from USC.
Johnson tried to talk King into UCLA.
King was a member of the winning 400 meters
relay team in the1956 Olympics which was composed of King, Thane Baker, Ira Murchison and
Bobby Morrow.
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l!ilie £ora is my Sfiepfierd', I sfia{{ not want.
:He Ceatfetli me 6eside tfie stiffwaters.

c.Born in CJlieara, Ca(ijornia
:May 29, 1922

9'/i'restoretli my souf: :He Ceatfetli me into tfie

CJJassea}Iway in o/isaCia, Ca(ijomia
Octo6er 30, 2006

9'/i' maR§tli me to Eie aown in green pastures:

a'atfi of riiJiiteousness for :His name's saR§.
~?/ea, tfiougli I wa~ tfirougli tfie vaffey of

%e sliatfow oftfeatfi, I wi{{fear no evif:
Por CJ1inu art witfi me:" rrliy rod'ana
fJliy staff tliey comfort me.

PJIWu preparest a ta6fe 6ifore me in tlie
lPresence ofmine enemies: fJliou anointest
!My fieaa witli oi~ my cup runnetfi over.
~re{y gooaness ana mercy sfia{{foUow

me
jl.{{ tlie aays of my Cife: anaI wi{{ awe{{
In tfie fiouse of tfie £oraforever.

}lge 84 'Years
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One of the Nicest Persons
I Know
Theodosia Lupercio of Woodlake, Calif., is the eldest sister of
Eufemia (Hema) Sierra. Hema is married to my oldest brother Jess.
Ever since I can remember Theodosia has been a beacon in my li fe,
guiding me to do what is right. A voiding doing the wrong things in
life. She did not realize the role she played in my life because I
never told her that.

I

n my youth whenever I had a quandary about things,
inevitably my thoughts would go to what she would
want me to do. I didn't want to disappoint her. I did not
want her to think of me as a bad person. I wanted her to think
of me as a nice young man growing up right in spite of having
lost my mother and father at a very early age in life.
I wanted her to think that all those times she made us come
inside the Lupercio home and pray the rosary had had a positi ve
influence on at least one young person and had kept him on the
straight and narrow.
My memories from my childhood always go back to when I
used to spend time at the Lupercio Ranch just outside Woodlake
where Jess's in-laws lived. I remember that every day just about
sunset she would gather all the kids into the living room of the large
ranch house and we would pray.

Religion has always been
a maj or factor in her life
and she made it a part of ours,
whether we wanted it or not.
God bless her for being
so persistent.
Another thing I remember is the delicious gallina en mole she
would cook on holidays or special days.
Hema would ask me ifl wanted to eat some gallina en mole that
day and of course I always answered yes . That was followed by,
"Get ready, then, I'm going to take you to the ranch so you can help
Tocha."
Tocha would identify the chickens she wanted and me and her
brothers Tony, Frank and Enos and sisters Ramona or Laura would
wri ng the chicken's neck, or put them on a block and cut off their
heads. Tocha would take it from there. The chickens went into a pot
of boiling water and then their feathers were plucked until they
were as naked as, well ... plucked chickens.

She also selected some red chiles she had
hanging on strings in the backyard and we
would wash them and put them through a
grinder to prepare them for cooking. She
made the mole from scratch. And very
sabroso it was.

I don't know the other ingredients
that accompanied that mole, the Spanish
rice especially, but it seemed to have a
flavor that was uniquely hers.

W

hatever she did to create those
cui inary delights, she seemed
to find precisely the right
combination of spices, etc, to please my
palate.
All of our friends seemed to know how
delicious her mole was. We loved being
invited to the Lupercio ranch around the
holidays because we knew Tocha had made
some mole and we were going to eat the
world's best gallina en mol e.

(Cont. on Pg 662)
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Dr. Hector P. Garcia Memorial
Corpus Christi, Texas

Dr. Hector P. Garcia Plaza
Texas A&M UniversitY-CC
CorPus Christi, Texas

One of the Nicest Persons
(Cont. from Pg 661)
In December of 2000, my sister in law Hema was
very sick and at the Kaweah Hospital in Visalia.
Gloria and I went to see her but she was in intensive
care and heavily sedated. She did not recognize us.
God, that hurt. It was such a hopeless feeling, knowing that someone you love very much is in a predicament and you cannot do anything to help them.
I felt a deep need to connect with someone who was
clo e to Hema. Tocha immediately came to mind , so we
left the hospital and drove to her home on the ranch
about five miles nor thwest of Woodlake.
She was home, and alone, as usual. We spent a few
hours talking to her. It is remarkable how good it made
me feel after a couple of hours of conversing with her.

We talked about a lot of things, Gloria, Tocha and
myself. She showed us a photograph of her entire family
that she was very proud of. We talked about some of the
people we had known in our lives and where they were
now. She seemed to have kept very good track of where
everyone was and how well they were doing.
I had been reading somewhere about telling those
you Jove how you feel about them. Tell them now, don't
grieve about having it left unsaid. After they are gone, it
is too late.

I told her that she had made a positive
impact on my life. I needed to say that. I don't
know why, but I needed to say that. It seemed
to please her. I hope it did. That is one worldly
task that I have not left undone.
God, take good care of this nice lady. • • • • • •
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GI Forum Politics:

Mercury News Lunch #1
Gina Olivares Pagan of the San Jose MERCURY
EWS had invited Chairman Victor Garza to lunch at
a fancy Mexican restaurant downtown. She asked him
to bring other GI Forum members so that Mercury

Lockdown Visit
Elmwood Correctional Facility

News editors and reporters could become acquainted
and they would know whom to call when questions
arose about our various chapter activities.
MEET FORUM BIGGIES
When Sid haro and I arrived we noticed right away
that the only other San Jose GI Forum member present
was Victor Garza, our Chairman.
As we greeted him I asked him, "Where is Art
Lomas?"
"He's busy," Victor replied.
We both laughed. We had to. We both knew that
there is no way that Art Lomas would have passed up an
opportunity to meet with these Mercury News biggies
and explain the Fiestas Patrias to them.
It was obvious that Victor Garza wanted all the
attention focused on himself and it became more
obviouser (sic!) as we proceeded with the meeting.
Lomas was the Director of the Fiestas Patrias for San
Jose GI Forum. Since 1983 we had been sponsoring the
Fiestas Patrias Mexicanas in downtown San Jose with
help from the Dept. of Fine Arts of the City. We
controlled the whole shebang, all the booths, all the beer
booths, all the soft drinks, all the stages, the parade, the
art show, everything. Mr. Lomas was the Director of this
effort, and we were certain that Lomas was a person who
SHOULD be at the meeting.
After everyone arrived, Gina asked that everyone
introduce themselves and we did.
''I'm David Sierra. I am employed at Vida Nueva
Alcohol/Drugs Recovery Home, a project sponsored by
San Jose GI Forum."
"I'm Sid Haro, Executive Director of Vida Nueva."
hen it was Victor Garza's turn: "I'M SURE
ALL OF YOU KNOW ME ALREADY. I
AM VICTOR GARZA, CHAIRMAN OF
SAN JOSE GI FORUM. I HAVE BEEN INVOLVED
IN THE COMMUNITY IN SAN JOSE FOR OVER
TWENTY YEARS.
After the ME RCURY NEWS people were introduced, Gina asked us to tell the reporters about our
involvement in the community, and in particular, our GI
Forum responsibilities. Victor Garza jumped right in

T

II

BARRIO CONFERENCE -- Women get look at
Lockdown Modules at Elmwood Correctional Facility.
Some people are very shocked when they get first look
at how dangerous criminals are incarcerated. (Johnny
Castillo photo)

(Cont. on Pg 664)
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Mercury News Lunch # 1

Miss San Jose
GIForum
Queens

(Cont. from Pg 663)
and told them about the Scholarship Foundation, the
Fiestas Patrias, and about the Vida Nueva Recovery
Home.

FOOT IN MOUTH
He started to go into depth about Vida Nueva and got
into areas he did not know anything about. Then he
stopped and said, nyou tell them, Sid, you're the Director...
Sid, who had been nudging my knee as Victor spoke,
replied, nyou're doing all right, Mr. Chairman. Go on ...
ictor finally talked himself into a comer
and finally yielded the floor to Sid but by
then the damage was done. The Mere people
must have been wondering how people who knew so
little about our project became Chairman of the Board of
Directors.
The MERCURY NEWS was not going to get to
meet the .. big honchos .. of San Jose GI Forum, and they
were certainly not going to get in-depth information
about the events they were interested in, the Scholarship
Foundation, our Miss San Jose GI Forum Beauty Pageant, Vida Nueva, etc.
Then Gina asked if we had any questions to pose to
the reporters or other MERCURY NEWS employees at
the luncheon.
VictorGarzajumpedrightin, again. Quite seriously,
he said that a few years back he had gone to an educational workshop on the east coast with funds provided by
Joe Ridder, publisher of the San Jose MERCURY, who
told him that if another occasion arose where he needed
assistance, to just call and let him know. That established that HE knew the Mere employees' very top boss.
WHEN HE GETS MAD
e also said, in what was perceived to be a
threatening manner, .. I read the San Jose
MERCURY NEWS every morning at 7
a.m. If I read anything I don't like, I start making phone
calls! ..
This time, I nudged Sid beneath the tablecloth.
The MERCURY NEWS staffer seated next to me,
poked me gently in the ribs, and asked, .. Is this guy for
real? ..
"He knows your boss better than you do, I said,
.. He reads everything that you write ... so be careful.
What you see is what you get, .. I replied. • • • •

V

H

II

The Flores Mexicanas Pageant is held every year by San
Jose GI Forum to select Miss San Jose GI Forum, a
young lady to represent the chapter at the annual California GI Forum convention. The winner goes on from
there to represent California at the national convention
of the American GI Forum. These are the young ladies
who have won the coveted crown over the years.
Anita Maldonado.......................
Susie Reyes ...... .. .......... ........ ... ...
Patti Valente ...............................
Suzanne Gutierrez ......................
Anita Pimentel............................
Linda De Los Angeles................
Rosalinda Santa Cruz .................
Olga Sepulveda * ......................
Patricia Romo .............................
Carmen DuPuis ..........................
Arlene Uribe ...............................
Debbie Lemus ............................
Rachel Garcia .............................
Sandra Romo ..............................
Teresa Faz ..................................
Linda Valdez * ..........................

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

(Cont. on Pg 665)

Master's Thesis
My friend Victor Garza's thesis for his Master's
Degree from San Jose State University is entitled
A Proposed Plan to Develop Standard Formal
Recruitment Procedures for Project Interface.
I don't know what it means because I didn't go to
SJSU and don't know what Intercept is, but maybe
it means something to you.
It was written in 1977 and the magic numbers
are HV9305.C2 637, X 1977, in case you want to
look it up and read it at the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Library in San Jose .
11

11
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Rachel Garcia ....................... .... 1974
Sandra Romo ........................
TeresaFaz ..
Linda Valdez * ........................
Sylvia Davila
Dorin a Mata
Christina Flores ** .................
Rosalie Gutierrez ..
Gina Marie Shrum * ..............
Carmela Castellano ** ...........
Rochelle Gutierrez
Monica Lopez ..
Linda Diaz * ............................
Lorena Cardenas ....
Sandra Murillo ** ..................
Susie Reyes
Monica Gomez ** ...................
Diana Estrada
Jenelle Bailey
Elvia Soberanes * ...................
Veronica Ortiz ..
Sonia Cifuentes
Vanessa Ramirez** ...............
Diana Romero* ......................
Sonata Perez * .........................
Jen ifer Valdivia ......
Erica Aspericueta* .................
Cassandra Rose Lopez .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Maricela Duarte
Jennifer Tercero ....
Dominique Maciel* ................
oooo
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*Miss California

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
200 I
2002
2003
2004

**National Queen

Facts & Fi2ures
Ten of the past twenty Miss California GI Forum
queens represented San Jose GI Forum.
Twelve San Jose representatives have worn the Miss
California crown in the past 30 years.
Five San Jose representatives have worn the Miss
American GI Forum of the United States crown in the
past 20 years, three in the past 12 years.

Nothing New
Nothing new can happen
in your life
until you clear out the space for it.

QUEENS--MonicaGomez, 1990NationalQueen; and
Sonata Perez, 1998 Miss California GI Forum.

The ComBATive Kid
Ted Williams, Boston Red Sox outfielder, is
the last player in major league history to bat over
.400, a .406 in 1941.
Probably the best accomplishment of
baseball's best-ever hitter was him serving five
years as a U OS Marine combat fighter pilot
during his career.
0
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San Jose GI Forum Members
(TOP) -- OLD OLD PHOTO of some of the first men to join
the Santa Clara County Chapter, American GI Forum.
After a chapter was organized in Santa Clara, the chapter
name was changed to San Jose GI Forum. Later it adopted
the nickname "Ole Number One" to signify its intent to
lead the GI Forum in all and any endeavors. (RIGHT)- First
chairman of the chapter was Ernie Vasquez, a San Jose
Police Officer. Wife, Lupe, listens attentively tohis speech.
Emie's son, Chris, graduated from Stanford University
and became very involved in the San Jose GI Forum
Scholarship Foundation. (BOTTOM) - PRESS CONFERENCE Chairman Pedro Gonzalez, left,
welcomes legislators to a press
conference announcing formation
of the Veterans Outreach Program in 1971. Left to right, seated,
Congr essman Norman Mineta,
Senator Alan Cranston, and Congressman Don Edwards.

AMERICAN G.l FORUM

(Richard Diaz Photos)
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Mysterious
Message ...
Feb. 1985, The Leader
by Tyrone

Big Bad Tyrone
(El Barrio de San Jo) -- The San Jose GI Forum's
space probe monitoring equipment, manned by a crew
of men and women sworn to secrecy and commanded by
a person well known to most of us but who must remain
secret because of the ultrasensitive responsibilities he
has undertaken, recently intercepted a mysterious message on its AMFORMIRA computer.
The message was interrupted by a loud whine, with
blanks in the video and audio message. All our computers picked up was the following:
10 KIL ....
... ASA
hen the message was referred to the
Board of directors, there was specula
tion that it might mean 10 persons killed
at some NASA installation, the disaster being kept
secret by the Rocket Ronnie administration to deceive
the Russians.
There was other speculation also, but some of it
might be too close to some awful truths that we dare not
print here ... maybe the National Enquirer, but not here.
In the middle of the discussion, Chairman Victor
Garza received a telephone call. It was Washington
calling. "Knock off the conversation on THAT subject, ..
the person said, "NOW!"
And hung up.
The Monday Night Meeting Gang was consulted
about this. We checked our reference books. No clues.
One of the questions was, "What in hell is Lobo up to
now? Maybe that's the answer!"
The editor of this fJShwrapper, who was present,
just smiled and said nothing.
"I don't know anything," he said truthfully. Under
intense questioning, he did admit that he is sworn to
secrecy about Lobo's whereabouts.
Our space probe station also picked up a conversation at a southside San Jose restaurant on the Friday

W

before Christmas at which two highly placed GI Forum
sources were discussing Lobo's whereabouts, but that
conversation was drowned out by the tinkling of glasses.
feminine laughter, the sound of one guy falling off a bar
stool, and a loud wail when the waitress presented the
bill for six lunches, and three hours of imbibing.
URGENT! If you have any idea what the aforementioned message might mean, please contact Tyrone at
D&R Auto Center, 1292 E. St. James St., San Jose, as
soon as possible. Do not call Tyrone. His telephone is
probably tapped. • • • • •

History Lesson
Nov-Dec. 1976
THEFORUMEER
TEACHER: "Who discovered America?"
BILLIEJONES: "ChristopherColumbusin
1492!"
TEACHER: "And what did he find when he
got here?''
JUANITO: (interrupting) "Indians!"
TEACHER: "If Columbus found Indians
when he discovered America, why do we say
that Columbus discovered America?"
JUANITO: "My daddy says that is because
our schoolbooks are written by white men not
Indians. My daddy says in 1492 Columbus
discovered Indians in the West Indies, and he
says how can you say you discovered something when you get there and there are already
other people there? He says Columbus found
land he had never seen and that's all! ..
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The Grandest
Bruin Gridder
by David Sierra

A

fter watching the Bruins valiantly battle the
USC Trojans for the Rose Bowl bid in 1952
before a sold-out Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum crowd of96,869, a game which they lost 1412, I became a UCLA fan.
I saw every game UCLA played in Los Angeles for
four years, including those years when they were nationally ranked and shared the national title with Ohio State.
After I moved to San Jose, the UCLA games at
Stanford or UC Berkeley were on my calendar and I saw
many of them.
Many outstanding football players have worn the
gold and blue uniforms with the traditional shoulder
stripes, but none, in my opinion, more admirably than
Gary Beban, No. 16, tailback.
I first saw Gary Beban play while he was at Sequoia
High School in Redwood City when they played
Bellarrnine Prep of San Jose in one of the titanic prep
football struggles of that generation. His high school
coach was Joe Marvin, a former UCLA back.

He won the Heisman Trophy in 1967, edging out
OJ Simpson of USC, Leroy Keyes of Purdue, Larry
Csonka of Syracuse, and Kim Hammond of Florida
State. He led the Bruins in passing and total offense
for three years - 1965, 1966, and 1967.
My wife Gloria and I saw the UCLA game against
Tennessee on Sept. 16, 1967 when he led the underdog
Bruins to a stunning upset of Tennessee, 20-16, scoring
the winning touchdown with a spectacular run on 4th
down in the waning minutes of the 4th quarter.

In the January 1, 1966 Rose Bowl, against heavily

Strange But True
Three inside-the-park home runs in
one game -- Hank Thompson of the
NewYorkGiants, onAugust 16, 1950.

Exit with Class
1966- Sandy Koufax, Los Angeles Dodgers, 27-9 pitching record, led league in
earned run average, games started, games
completed, innings pitched and strikeouts.
Then he retired.
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Gary Behan

UCLAQB
1967 Heisman Trophy

favored Michigan State, he played outstanding football as UCLA won 14-12, their tirst-ever Rose Bowl
game victory, and one of the biggest upsets in UCLA
sports history.
His UCLA teams had a record of 24 wins, 5 losse~
and 2 ties in three years. He is a charter member of the
UCLA Athletic Hall of Fame, and a 1988 inductee inlo
the National Football Foundation Hall of Fame.
Bob Waterfield, Jackie Robinson, Kenny Washington , Donn Moomaw, Paul Cameron, Billy Kilmer, Ken
Easley, Jimmy Johnson, Gaston Green , Bob Davenport.
Jerry Robinson, W e ndell Tyler, great Bruin gridders.
yes; but in my mind, none grander than Gary Beban out
of Sequoia Hi gh School, Redwood City, Calif. • • • •
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San JoseState 45
Fresno State 41
Nov. 1986 The Leader
by David Sierra
SPARTAN STADIUM-- Fifty San Jose GIForum
members and friends tremendously enjoyed the exciting
45-41 victory a tough San Jose State U. football team
posted over previously unbeaten Fresno State on Sat.,
Oct. 4th.
Those of you who did not attend San Jo GI Forum's
first -ever Tailgate Party-Football Game at SJSU missed
seeing one of the most exciting intercollegiate football
games ever, and for certain the most exciting game ever
played in the Garden City.
Fresno had it won by ten points with 60 seconds to

The Mam.a of the
Barrio Conference

ZOE LOFGREN

The Santa Clara County Supervisor was
responsible for fu nding the first Barrio
Alcohol/Drugs Conference in 1992.

Mike Perez
San Jose State QB
go, but led by its classy 6'2" Chicano QB from Denver,
the Spartans would not let the Dogg ies leave town with
a victory.
Mike Perez brought them back TWICE in the
waning seconds, to the eventual45-41 victory, leaving Spartan fans drained of emotion but happy.
Then it was back to the tailgate area to rehash the
exciting 45-41 game, Then on to Antuna's (where else?)
to talk about it into the night.
The next possible party-game for San Jose GI Forum
would be SJSU's game with Long Beach State in late
October. Contact Frank Cabal lero, Membership Chairman, if you are interested. Maybe we can make up a
BIGGER party of fans and go watch SJSU k--- a-- again!
EDITOR'S NOTES: After SJSU's stunning comeback, some idiotic Spartan fans put a damper on the
afternoon by spilling their beers over some of the rabid
Fresno State fans who had come to cheer for the 'Dogs.
We felt compelled to apologize to some of them for the
behavior of my fellow San Joseans. Folks, didn't your
mommy and daddy teach you ANY manners?
San Jose GI Forum members were so impressed
with Mike Perez's performance that in May 1987 he was
selected to be the Grand Marshal of the C inco de Mayo
Parade during the Fiestas Patrias celebrations. • • • • •

The Measure
The m easure of a man is the size
of what it takes to upset him.
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Gl Forum Politics:

Is San Jose GI Forum to blame
for money woes of Hispanic papers?
Latino Papers Editorial Reply
EDITOR'S NOTES: Some of the Hispanic newspapers in Santa Clara County (EL OBSERVADOR, and
those published by Franklin Andrade, and George
Villalobos, had launched a campaign attacking San Jose
GI Forum for having a working relationships with the
San Jose MERCURY NEWS.
Apparently they perceived the Mercury News to be
their competition for Hispanic advertising dollars,
and they were trying to get at the Mercury by encouraging us to break off our Fiestas Patrias and other sponsorship deals with the local rag. I decided to give them my
viewpoint, and see what happened. This is what I wrote:
11

II

A

nother article recently appeared in
EL OBSERVADOR, edited by Hil
bert Morales, attacking San Jose GI
Forum's contractual agreement with the San
Jose MERCURY NEWS to promote the Fiestas
Patrias Mexicanas.
We'd like to say that we are surprised, but we
aren't. Why not? Because EL OBSERVADOR contested the idea of the GI Forum being awarded the
right to put on these functions to begin with. (EL
OBSERVADOR, Vol. 3, No. 26 March 9, 1983). Not
much has changed, I guess.
Let's go back a few years. The Mexican Heritage
Foundation (not to be confused with the present Mexican Heritage Corporation) was sponsoring the Fiestas
Patrias. They used MACSA (Mexican American Community Services Agency) to secure permits which they
needed.
In 1982 they came up owing close to $10,000 to the
City of San Jose. Nobody would accept responsibility
for the debt. The city was stuck. MACSA was stuck.
San Jose Council member Blanca Alvarado and
MACSA Director Esther Medina told our board of

directors about the monies owed to the city, and the
damage done to MACSA's reputation. And finally that
the SJ City Council was adamant that no Fiestas Patrias
celebrations would be held in San Jose until that $10,000
was paid. By someone. Or some organization.
The only bidders to sponsor the Fiestas Patrias in
1983 were the Mexican Heritage Foundation (who caused
the problem the year before) and (surprise!) EL
OBSERVADOR newspaper, under its previous owner.
But neither wanted to pay the fees owed to the city.

Chairman Frank Caballero and the SJ GI
Forum board saw an opportunity to render a
new type of service to the Hispanic community. We delegated Abel Cota to investigate
the feasibility of us taking on this project.
He appeared before a San Jose City Council meeting
with a proposal. San Jose GI Forum would pay the city
the $10,000 dollars if the city would re-open the bidding
process to allow us to compete against the aforementioned entities.
The City Council members, to a person, said that
they had been called that morning by persons who would
not identify themselves saying that San Jose GI Forum
was not legally bidding for those services because the
idea had not been brought before the membership to vote
on it. That was true.
uring the meeting Mayor Tom McEnery
asked if there were community people who
wished to speak against the proposal. Gil
Rodriguez said that he was the immediate past chairman
of the GI Forum and that we did not have the permission
of the members to present a proposal. (Nor did we have
$10,000 to pay the debt. SJ GI Forum members laughed).
GI Forum representative Abel Cota told the Council
that the proposal, if approved by them, would have to go
before the membership for their approval, and asked
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Council member Blanca Alvarado if she would attend
our chapter meeting and tell the members what it entailed.

A

lvarado attended our next meeting. Su
san Crespo, a reporter for EL
OBSERVADOR was there also, as was
Santa Clara County Supervisor Tom Legan. We
thought it highly unusual that EL OBSERVADOR
would send a reporter to our meeting.(!!!)
An article, MAY 5 VOTE ROCKS GI FORUM
RANKS (March 9, 1983 was interpreted by us as an
attempt by EL OBSERVADOR to cause dissension in
our group. It didn•t work.
SJ GI Forum voted almost unanimously to enter the
bidding process to sponsor the Fiestas Patrias. That is
how San Jose GI Forum became the sponsors. Hispanic
media members pledged their support in helping the GI
Forum raise the $10,000.
"There is no reason why one community group
ought to pay for the mistakes of another. It is a

community fiesta, and the community should invest
in keeping it going,'' one proud editor said. However,
not one red cent was raised by any community
newspaper. Viva La Raza.
In early May, a group of about 26 members led by
Mr. Rodriguez who had left San Jose GI Forum to form
another chapter, joined with EL OBSERVADOR to
sponsor a Cinco de Mayo celebration at Great America.
Were we surprised? No.
A few years later, after putting on a few Fiestas that
drew approximately 80,000 people, we decided to .. professionalize .. our efforts to bring in bigger crowds and
feature better entertainment.
Channel 48 ran it for us one year and though it was
remuneratively more successful than the past celebrations, other .. media .. organizations didn•t feel comfortable supporting an event put on by their competitor...
San Jose GI Forum hired a paid Director. He was
charged with expanding the Fiestas Patrias. The San
Jose Mercury News was contacted about being one of
the sponsors. They agreed.
II

Shortly thereafter, EL OBSERVADOR publisher
Hilbert Morales approached us about his publication being the primary media sponsor. He gave us a
written proposal, very similar to what we eventually
signed with the Mercury News.
But, the Mercury News offered the obvious advan-
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Small Issues
Don't let small issues
with small people
disturb your focus
and deflect you
from your goal.

tages of a metropolitan daily newspaper versus one with
limited reader appeal circulated in northern California.
We did what any other businessman, or non-profit
organization, would do. Sign on with the paper which
offers us the best deal.
As we understand it, the contract with the Mercury
News makes them the primary media sponsor. If
we buy advertisements (which we don•t) we must buy
them from the San Jose Mercury first. If we have
information about the Fiesta to disseminate to the media,
they must get it first. (Lately, we have not issued press
releases). Their name goes on all trophies for the Fiestas
Patrias Parade as the primary sponsor.
Their responsibility was to publicize our function
via a supplement to their newspaper appearing the week
prior to the event. The supplement would be delivered to
over 80,000 homes on the east side of San Jose. Also.
they would provide 10,000 copies for us to distribute at
the Fiesta. Additionally, they would provide us with I I
8 page advertisements to appear 6 to 8 times in the days
just prior to the Fiestas. To say that the relationship has
proven fruitful is putting it very mildly.
The Cinco de Mayo celebrations, according
to the San Jose Police Department, now draw
about 400.000, making it the largest single-day
cultural celebration in the countr:y.

Now ... what have we done wrong? What do you
want us to do? Disengage from a business relationship with the San Jose MERCURY NEWS that is
beneficial to both parties? What is it that you want
from San Jose GI Forum?
For years Latinos have demanded that corporate
America respond to the needs of our community in
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making our events more profitable so that we can more
effectively help other Latino organizations. We have
demanded that they provide coverage of Latino community events. Our community is important. We want to be
recognized as a positive force for civic advancement.

any years ago we asked the MER
CURYNEWS tohelpuspublicizeour
San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation by publishing a full page of photos of that
year's recipients.

M

They agreed. It gave the Foundation instant credibility. Donations skyrocketed. Many more parents came to
the awards dinner. Many more Latino youth got scholarships. Did it help the foundation grow? You bet it did!

A year or so later, EL OBSERVADOR ran similar information in EL OBSERVADOR, then Mr.
Morales came to our Ways & Means Committee
meeting and presented us with a bill for over $1,000!
We called it coverage of a community function. He
called it a paid ad. But we did not solicit it. We did not
buy the space. We had no knowledge that he was going
to run it. Ethical? I ask you
At the August 1997 meeting of San Jose GI Forum,
we asked EL OBSERVADOR publisher Hilbert Morales about this question. He said that the MERCURY
NEWS causes confusion among Latino readers. They
do not know which is an Hispanic press and which is
corporate America.

If your Latino readers cannot distinguish between an Hispanic press and a corporate giant covering the Hispanic community, is it our duty to
inform them? Or yours? Be honest.
Personally, if I were you I would be thankful that the
San Jose MERCURY NEWS is identifying businesses
that heretofore did not advertise to the Hispanic market.
If you convince those businesses that you are, as you say,
a truer representative of the Latino community and they
should be doing business with you, maybe they will
switch their accounts. Maybe.
nother point. Should the San Jose GIANTS
be at odds with the San Francisco GIANTS
because they play the Los Angeles Dodgers
at Candlestick and it may take customers away from
them? Of course not! The SF Giants create baseball
interest The BEES sell baseball too, but they don•t kid
themselves that the Giants are their "competitors Think
about it.
I sincerely believe that aU San Jose GI Forum

A

II

II.
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RISK
To laugh is to risk appearing the fool.
To weep is to risk appearing sentimental.
To rach out to another is to risk involvement.
To expose your feelings is to risk exposing
your true self.
To place your ideas, your dreams, before
a crowd is to risk their loss.
To love is to risk not being loved in return.
To live is to risk dying.
To hope is to risk despair.
To try is to risk failure.
But risks must be taken because the
greatest hazard in life is to risk nothing.
Persons who risk nothing, do nothing,
have nothing, and are nothing. They may
avoid suffering and sorrow, but they cannot learn, feel, change, grow, love, or live.
Chained by their attitudes, they are slaves,
for they have forfeited their freedoms.
ONLY A PERSON WHO RISKS IS FREE.
--Anon.

Fear
Fear can be positive when it
protects you from what
you are not ready to handle.
--Anon.

members know that our community benefits from a
healthy Hispanic business environment and we wish
all Latino newspaper publishers the very best.
You state (EL OBSERV ADOR, Aug. 14-20, 1997)
that your ultimate goal is to qualify for that increasing
volume of advertisement dollars.

Eso!
That is why you went into business.

But why should EL OBSERVADOR condemn a
business arrangement when, at one time, they offered us basically the same deal?
--E.T.S. • • • • •
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Garcia Plan wins
1969 American
Gl .Forum Chair
THE FORUMEER
SEPT. 1969
By E. David Sierra
HEYENNE, WYO. --In what must have to
go down in history as the most unusual
election ever held by a body of the American GI Forum, Forum Founder Dr. Hector P. Garcia of
Corpus Christi, Texas defeated incumbent National
Chairman Dan Campos of San Jose, California for the
top office in the GI Forum
Conducted by National Vice Chairman Greg
Coronado, the elections began by recognition of the
Chairman of the State of Arizona who yielded to Chairman Rudy Ramos of the Washington, D.C. delegation.
Ramos, reluctant to attack the record of Campos and
repeatedly telling the delegates that Campos was a close
personal friend, placed the name of our Founder Dr.
Hector P. Garcia into nomination for the office of
National Chairman.
Ramos yielded the floor to delegates from Michigan, Nebraska, Kansas, and other states who seconded
the nomination. A delegate from Texas urged the convention to elect Dr. Hector P. Garcia unanimously,
whereupon the floor fight began.
Unwilling to elect officers before hearing them
speak on their objectives in seeking the office of
National Chairman, the delegates from Colorado
and California fought an uphill fight to postpone the
elections until both candidates for office had had a
chance to address the convention floor.
A motion to allow the candidates to speak made by
State of California Chairman Larry Amaya was derailed
when another delegate made a motion to table.

C

On the vote on the motion to table, only California's
17 votes and 9 votes from Colorado were cast against.
That is, only California and Colorado wanted to hear the
candidates speak.
After the motion to table passed, the election of Dr.
Hector P. Garcia as National Chairman was a foregone
conclusion. ("The hay's in the barn, hoss!" as they say
out west.)
Deciding that they could vote more intelligently
by not being bothered with campaign promises and
a look at the respective records, ambitions, objectives and goals of the two individuals, the delegates
began their voting.
"Arizona, 3 for Garcia!"
"California, 17 for Campos!"
"Colorado, 9 for Campos!"
"Idaho, 1 for Garcia!"
"Illinois, 6 for Garcia!"
"Kansas, 11 for Garcia!"
"Michigan, 7 for Garcia!"
"Minnesota, 1 for Garcia!"
"Nebraska, 2 for Garcia, and 5 for Campos!"
"New Mexico, 8 for Garcia!"
"Texas, 20 for Garcia!"
"Utah, 112 for Garcia, 1/2 for Campos!"
"Washington, 5 for Garcia!"
"Wyoming, 2 for Garcia, 5 for Campos!"
The official tally was 66-112 votes for Dr. Hector
P. Garcia and 37-1/2 votes for Daniel Campos. Dr.
Garcia received a standing ovation as he was escorted back into the convention hall by his supporters. He thanked everyone who supported him and
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said that the Forum would move ahead in the coming
year and voiced a promise not to run for re-election.
Campos moved that the convention elect Garcia by
unanimous vote and ended his year in office with the
statement, "I have been an independent man, and I go out
of office, CLEAN!"
Campos received a long and standing ovation and
was visibly moved by the tribute to his one year as
National Chairman.

OTHER OFFICERS
Elected to the office of National Vice Chairman was
Dr. Leo Lopez of Kansas. There were no other nominees
and Dr. Lopez was elected by acclamation.

Ezequiel (Zeke) Duran was re-elected to his fourth
term as National Executive Secretary-Treasurer with
no opposition.
Father Erwin Juraschek, campaigning hard for reelection, won easily over nominee Father Henry Casso
of San Antonio, Texas who was supported only by the
Washington, D.C. delegation and 2 votes from Wyoming.

Father Juraschek said, "It's nice to be important,
but it's more important to be nice," and grinning
broadly, sat back to listen to the landslide voting.

F

or the office ofNational Sergeant at Arms, the
nominees were California's Hiram Diaz who
has held the office previously and always
manages to wind up doing the job because the elected
Sergeant at Arms never shows up at the convention; and
hard-working Henry Sanchez, Wyoming State Chairman. After hearing Sanchez nominated, Diaz declined
the nomination in favor of the man most responsible for
putting on a very successful 1969 national convention.

Upon returning to San Jose, and encouraged by
Dan Campos, who had lost the election to Dr. Garcia,
I wrote the following editorial in the September 1969
issue of THE FORUMEER:
AN EDITORIAL
The recent American GI Forum national convention
at Cheyenne, Wyoming which elected Dr. Hector P.
Garcia as National Chairman, was an exercise in futi lity,
in my very humble opinion.
This should not be interpreted as a condemnation of
our good Founder, Dr. Hec tor P. Garcia, for he has done
many wonderful things for our organization and for the
Chicanos of the United States, but we think that it was a
mistake for him to accept the nomination for the office

San Jose Gl Forum•s
Champion Color Guard
Reme mber these guys? It was the middle 60's. They were members of San Jose GI Forum's first Color Guard . They took First
Place in a Veterans Day Parade sponsored by the United Veterans
Council of Santa C lara County. Later, a t the vets hall on South 4th
Street, some GI Forum members and members of the other veterans organizations got into a discussion about the GI Forum and its
membership requirements. We told them that you don't have to be
a veteran to honor your country and to know how to march. It is
not a God-given skil l. It can be learned, and apparently our troops,
accepting the First Place - Military Color Guard award, had learned
their lessons well.
The color guard members are, left to right, Frank Estrella, Jess
Delgado, Gil Minjarez, Edd ie Barron, and Capt. Louis "Skeeter"
Mosqueda.
A few years later, another San Jose Color Guard, which had
absolute ly no veterans in the unit, again p laced First in the Veterans Day Parade. (Richard Diaz foto) • • • • •.

of National Chairman of the American GI Forum.
The purpose of annual elections is to let the organization benefit from new and inspired leadership. Going
back to leaders who have already served the organization in that capacity, is to our humble way of thinking,
more or less admitting that there are no new leaders in
the American GI Forum.
And we do not believe that the GI Forum is out of
leaders yet! The name of the game, henceforth, will be
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-- if you would lead the American GI Forum, get the
Doctor's support, for without it, you have about as much
chance to win as Ronald Reagan at an NAACP convention.
e think t hat the chairmanship aspiratio ns of such men as Franco,
H ernandez, Darrah, Amaya, Ayala,
Duran, Perez, Aguilar, Gonzales, and Ramos are
dead as long as the thought linger·s in the back of their
minds that they may one day go to the national
convention with intentions of seeking the top office
and have to contend with the formidable figure of the
organization's founder as an opponent for the office.
We believe that the Founder has enormous influence
in this country and can certainly use it in the right places.
But him running for and getting elected to the National
Chairmanship, to our way of thinking, is like the idea of
Jesus Christ asking the Archbishop of San Francisco to
pick a new pastor for Saint Joseph's Church, and that HE
(J. C. himself) wants to be considered for the job!!
(The preceding editorial expresses the feelings of
one individual, FORUM EER Editor E. D avid Sierra,
and should not be construed as representing the ideas of
any other individual or body of the American GI Forum).
--E. David Sierra
DITOR'S NOTE: That election left a sour
taste in a lot of GI F orum mouths. What had
Dan Campos done that rankled Dr. Garcia
enough for him to seek the national chair?
What major proj ect w as he motivated to do that
could not have been done with Dan Campos as national
chairman? For what did Greg Coronado, Sr. sell out?
In 1968 at Corpus Christi, in the Doctor's hometown
and without his backing, he had run on a slate with
Campos for national office, and won.
Coronado was the incumbent National Vice Chairman, and Campos chose him to run the elections at
Cheyenne. His name became mud in California. I will go
to my grave believing that the Tejanos didn't want to
know the truth ... or hear it. , and that in Greg Coronado
Sr., they had a spy in the California GI Forum about as
deep as you can get a spy.
Surely, the California and Texas delegations could
have gotten together on some issues that we deliberated
at the national conventions over the past twenty years
and been a much more effective force for the American

W

E

Mayfair
Village
Residents
Celebrate
Frank
Austin's
lOOth
Frank Austin

Frank Au s tin, a 100-year old residen t or
Mayfair Village, was feted at a birthday party
in the Rec Hall, som etime in th e early 2000's.
The place was full. Man y of his rela tives
wer e there, as wer e m any Mayfair r esidents.
He is rem ember ed as a kind elderly m an
who was always immaculately dressed , always
a big smile on his face , seemingly full of energy, and always on the go, catcing buses to
attend community din n ers a nd oth er even ts .
He was asked if he rem embered how m any
Presidents h a d led the U.S. in his lifetime, and
h e s a id, "No, t h er e's b een too m any of them. "
He was r eminded tha t wh en h e was bor n
the Wrigh t Broth ers h a d n ot yet flown. He
knew th at. • • • • •

GI Forum. W e always had the feeling that their membe rs
had things to say, that they had opinions, but were not
being allowed to voice them. I wonder what the attitude
is now ... now that Dr. Garcia is gone.
A year later, in C heyenne, Wyoming, Dr. Hector
P. Garcia, Am erican GI Forum founder, got his
revenge. And sweet it was. In 1968, Greg Coronado
had been elected Vice C hairman and Campos had
appointed him to run the 1969 elections. His wife
'
Dominga, was the National Ladies Auxiliary Chairm a n.
During the time they were serving in office, they
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moved to San Jose. So San Jose GI Forum boasted of
having among its members the National Chairman,
National Vice Chairman, National Ladies Auxiliary
Chaitman, and the Editor of THE FORUMEER. That
rankled egos in Texas and New Mexico, too, I am
ce1tain.
Greg Coronado, Sr. called the meeting to order
precisely on time, as he had said he would during the
.
.
mommg sesstons .

"Be here at 1:30 Sharp," he warned, "because we
are going to close the doors and NO ONE will be
allowed to leave or enter until the elections are over."
The California delegation had some warning that
there was hanky panky afoot. We had heard a rumor that
Dr. Garcia would be running against Dan. For some
reason, the Tejanos just could not stomach Campos in
that office.
arry Amaya and I had approached Dr.
Garcia's secretary, Rosa Ena Longoria
and the Texas State Chairman about
having a j oint California-Texas caucus at Cheyenne
to discuss why it was that we could never agree on
anything.
Surely, at some point in time, there must be issues
that we agree on. But it seemed that if Texas was for it,
California opposed it. If California was for it, Texas was
against.
It would have been a very interesting discussion. But
we got the impression that the Tejanos did not want to
make "peace", they did not want to open a dialogue
which might lead to them having to admit that they don't
have all the world's original ideas to help the GI Forum
just because it began there in 1948.
They don't believe that anyone from outside of
Texas can truly, truly love and respect this great
organization. They seemed to have the same attitude
toward non-Texans as Anglos have toward Mexicanos
in Texas.
Any time the national office announced a new chapter in far off Connecticut, Florida, Arkansas, or some
other place, you could bet your life that if you scratched
the "state chairman" a little bit you found a former
Corpus Clu·isti resident in there. We used to laugh about
it.
Remember the time they tried to move the national
convention from Las Vegas to Jacksonville, Arkansas?
Jacksonville, Arkansas. Not the cultural capital of the

L

Chief Bill
Lansdowne
to San Diego
San Jose Chief
of Po lice Willia m
Lansdowne
res ign ed in San Jose
and went to SanDiego. He is remem bered h ere beca use
he and some of his officers came to Mayfair
Village on our Neigh borhood Night Out reception. The chief and his officers were introduced, they answered qu estion s from the residents and stayed for dinne r.

world! A fucking village ! From Las Vegas to Jacksonville, Arkansas ! Where in the hell is Jacksonville, Arkansas? BUT they were serious!
We asked Mr. Benavidez, the "Arkansas State Chairman" after a beer or two and he admitted that he was in
the Air Force, stationed at Jacksonville, Arkansas. His
"chapter" consisted of him and seven other airmen
stationed at the base. Declaring him "State Chairman" in
a state where no other chapters existed, gave him the
right to cast votes at the national convention. And yes,
amigo, he was a former CC resident.

The Tejanos and Dr. Garcia were pissing on my
boots and calling it rain, as they say in Texas.
Anyway, back to the Cheyenne elections -- Greg
Coronado recognized Rudy Ramos, Chairman of the
Washington, D.C. delegation. He rose.
"Mr. Chairman, I nominate Dr. Hector Perez
Garcia for Chairman, and I yield the floor to the
Chairman from Michigan."
The Michigan Chairman quickly said, "I second the
nomination of Dr. Hector P. Garcia, and move that the
nominations be closed!"
"Out of order," Larry Amaya of California and
others quickly inte1jected, recognizing a "movidachueca"
the minute they saw it.
But the puppets persisted, making it very obvious
that Dr. Garcia wanted the nomination but did not want
any discussion of his intentions, or the issues debated on
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the convention floor.
Eventually, Dan Campos name was placed in nomination.

Then a motion was made that the candidates
NOT BE ALLOWED TO SPEAK!
It was at precisely this point that David Sierra
lost his vir~inity. That is, I would no longer trust
ANYTHING I heard from ANYONE at the national
office regarding high goals, aims, and aspirations for
the American GI Forum. Henceforth, it would be
categorized as simply, purely, unadulterated
BULLS HIT!

HOLY SHIT! An American veterans family
organization where the members do not care to
listen to the candidates before they vote! ARE
WE MAD?
That surprised all of us in the California delegation.
A civil rights organization, championing the rights of
veterans, and whose motto was "Education is our Freedom and Freedom Should be Everybody's Business"
holding its national elections and not allowing the candidates to speak? Who's insane idea was this?
That "movida chueca" widened the chasm existing
between the California and Texas delegations. When we
discussed it among ourselves, we concluded that no
matter what we did for the organization, it never seemed

to be enough. The Tejanos wanted it their way simply
because the organization was born in Texas and Dr.
Hector P. Garcia was the founder. At least that's the way
we understood it.

We often joked a bout the power struggle that was
sure to ensue in Texas after the doctor passed away.
There were many , many tin Hitlers in Texas, created
by the Doctor, who would want to assume the mantle of
leadership when he was no longer around .
n California we held open elections. Anyone
coul d run . You didn't have to be anointed for
higher office by any higher power. You ran, and
if you got the most votes, you ran the organization for
365 days. Or longer if you could get yourself re-elected.

I

California had its tin Hitlers too, but if they
didn't perform, they got their comeuppance at the
next election.
Remember AI Hernandez?
Remember Louis Cortez?
Remember Mario Vazquez?
All former Texans.
All former California chairmen.
All one-termers.
Democracy lives in California.

•••••

Assemblyman Vasconcellos and San Jose GI Forum
ASSEMBLYMAN JOHN VASCONCELLOS was one of our special guests at a reception for a Cinco de
Mayo Parade Grand Marshal at the San Jose Hilton Hotel. The year and the Grand Marshal's name escapes
me. Seated, left to right, are Gloria Sierra, Mary Caballero, Frank Caballero, Assemblyman Vasconcellos,
David Sierra, Jack Ellwanger, and Joe G. Lopez. The photo was taken and sent to me by one of my favorite
photographers, Al Castellano.
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You Gotta Die
of Something ..

drowsiness, nausea and vomiting. It can be injected.
causing inflamed veins, blocked arteries and contagiou.
diseases such as AIDS. However it is taken, heroin can
cause convulsions, coma, and death.
AMPHETAMINES. Sometimes known as "dexies.
uppers, or speed," these drugs increase heart beat, decrease appetite, mood swings, headaches, dizziness, and
high blood pressure. Sometimes prescribed to treat sleep
disorders, brain dysfunctions, and obesity. Teenagers
think it increases their e nergy, alertness, and improves
their athletic abilities. Some use rs suffer from paranoia
and hallucinations.
HALLUCINOGENS. These drugs-- LSD,
PCP, e tc. , also known as lysergic acid, mescaline , peyote, an gel dust , spec ia l K, or
phencyclidine might give you feelings of being
separated from your body, hallucin ations, reduced inhibitions, insensitivity to pain, and
visual disturbances. They affect different users
in different ways.

y friend Arturo, the two packs a day
s m~ker, ~sed to say he was tired of people
telling h1m not to smoke. "You gotta die
of something!" he exclaimed, "This is as good a reason
as any."
True.
The choice is yours. You can die from -TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL. Cigarettes cause heart disease and cancer. Alcohol
and drug abuse can give you malnutrition,
cirrhosis, cancer, brain damage, and auto accidents. Your babies can be born with mental and
physical defects. If so, be prepared to be a very,
very special mother because it will take all the
YOU GOTT A DIE OF SOMETHING .. ..
patience and love you can muster to raise a ......._ __ __.._--=>,._ _./
Right?
mentally and physically impaired child into
Right. How about OLD AGE? • • • • •
adul thood. Are you up to it?
MARIJUANA. Some call it a "recreational" drug,
implying that it is not harmful. According to health
experts, however, marijuana impairs your memory, affects your hearing and vision, your ability to concentrate, lessens your athletic skills, and makes manipulating an automobile very dangerous. Your alertness, judgment of distance, reaction time, and hand and foot
coordination suffers, making you a dangerous driver,
imperiling the lives of those who ride with you and those
whom you might "accidentally" meet on the road .
INHALANTS. Some teenagers inhale nail-poli sh
remover, glue, furniture polish, or cooking spray fumes
as a "fun" high. Fumes can be very dangerous especially
if they are inhaled after imbibing alcohol or taking
drugs. There is high risk of death from cardiac arrest.
COCAINE. Some like it because it makes their
heart beat faster. But it also constricts the blood vessels.
This may cause heart attack, seizure, or heart failure.
Cocaine use can cause poor concentration, exhaustion,
SCANNING THE BAY-- Mrs. Gloria Sierra
malnutrition, psychosis, and/or sexual dysfunction.
is shown looking out over San Francisco Bay,
HEROIN. This drug gives you a sense of wellsearching
for her husband who went out with the
being. It acts on the pleasure and pain systems of your
boys the night before.
brain,producing a feeling of well-being, followed by

M

Where is that Man?
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rich soil.

--E. David Sierra

he diminutive City of
Woodlake, brilliantly ex
tolled in Grace Pogue's
book, Within The Magic Circle, IS
blessed with nature's bounty. It IS
nestled against the eastern
foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in the
sprawling
San
Joaquin Valley, the
agricultural heart of
America's fruit basket. Aboutmidwaybetween

T

He reported no white settlers in the area but many
friendly Indians, living on the banks of a large lake
which was later named Bravo Lake, gathering tules and
swamp grasses with which they made baskets. They
took fish from the lake, Cottonwood Creek, and the St.
John's River, and they used the rich red clay earth to
make pots and bowls. Today that earth supports thousands of acres of vineyards, citrus trees, peaches, watermelons, cotton, plums and a large variety of
other fruits and vegetables.
Later, Thomas Fowler, after whom
the Fresno County town is named,
came into the area of the "magic
circle", and associated with
Thomas Davis. Fowler was
later elected to the California
State Senate.

Within
the Magic
Circle

Los Angeles and San Francisco, approximately 22 miles
off heavily traveled US 99, the
main north-south artery which
crosses this agricultural utopia, it is a
community free of transients, heavy interstate traffic, and its concommitant problems.

Around 1850, Thomas H. Davis of South Carolina came into the Woodlake area and was very
impressed with what he saw. He wrote to his friends
about finding birds, herds of antelope and deer,
rabbits and squirrels aplenty, and wild blackberries,
grapes, and California oak trees abounding in the

THE MISSOURI SETTLERS
In 1862, the Rev.
Jonathan Blair of Missouri
led a wagon train of more
than 100 Blairs, Ragles,
Moffetts, Pogues, and Goodins
from Mendocino County south to
California's great central valley,
camping near Venice Hill in Tulare County,
then relocating to the east shore of Bravo Lake. They
settled in what was then known as Stringtown.
The area later became known as Woodlake Valley.
This precedent of today's City of Woodlake suffered
from the rampaging Kaweah River floods in 1857, 1862,
1867-68, and 1891. Three major floods in eleven years
taxed the patience of even the most hardy pioneer
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homesteader.

THE FLOODS COME
The damaging Christmas flood of 1867, caused by a
landslide in the Sierra Nevada Mountains sent the rampaging waters of the Kaweah River over its banks and
over thousands of acres of choice farmland, inundating
Stringtown. Some of the less hardy settlers decided to
seek their livelihood elsewhere and moved away from
the area.
he Woodlake Valley again became prima
rily wilderness, with wild grasses waving in
the wind, livestock wandering aimlessly over
verdant grasslands, and here and there the crude log
cabins of adventurous pioneers who tilled the soil, raised
cattle and other farm animals, and decided to brave
mother nature's wrath rather than move elsewhere.

T

The area experienced its greatest growth in the
decade between 1870 and 1880. Wild grasses grew
waist high, water was plentiful, and cattle and sheep
roamed the unfenced grasslands.
In 1899, Judge Stephen G. Nye, a grain rancher,
wrote that he had seen a natural flower bed almost 12
miles long in which he had counted 43 varieties of
California wildflowers, including Golden Poppies, one
day destined to be declared California's State Flower.

THE RANGE WARS
Livestock vs. Grain became a central political issue
in Woodlake, as it did throughout the San Joaquin
Valley in the mid-1800's. Senator Fowler lost his seat in
the California State Senate to Tipton Lindsay in 1874,
opening the door to the grain farmer. Fencing began in
earnest. Titles to lands came into question. Tempers
flared.
Despite the inroads made by the grain, hay, and
barley growers, livestock lingered on, with some large
cattle, sheep and hog ranches struggling to survive in a
political climate which favored agriculture over ranching.
The coming of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1872
through the central San Joaquin Valley aided the booming grain industry, even though the tracks were at least
20 miles from Woodlake. The evolution from grain to
oranges, the area's principal crop today, was imminent.

ORANGES BECOME KING
Mrs. T .H. Davis planted the first orange trees
around 1879, then Judge Nye, andJ.W.C. Pogue also
planted oranges and lemons.

In 1886 the first irrigation from waters of the St.
John's River began, and by 1890 the orange growing
industry was so well established that the area's first
packing house was built by the Kaweah Lemon Company.
By 1890 the Naranjo (Spanish for orange tree) Post
Office was established east of the present City of
Woodlake, and packing houses and other small businesses soon clustered around it.
Deciduous fruits were started in the Redbanks area,
two miles west of Woodlake, about 1904, with formation of the Redbanks Orchard Company, which was
soon producing huge quanitites of grapes, plums, and
peaches.
Joshua Lindsay planted apples, plums, peaches,
pears, and black walnuts, as well as many kinds of
vegetables.
In the early '90's, land with a permanent water right,
was worth $25 per acre, a tiny fraction of what it is worth
today.
Gilbert Stevenson, a southern California millionaire, came into the area in 1907, buying the Horseshoe
Ranch and a piece of property known as the Waugh
Ranch. He renamed the 1500-acre property the Sentinel
Butte Ranch.
t one time he operated the largest individu
ally owned orange ranch in the world. He
also planted grapes, casaba melons and
olives. In 1917, over 200 railroad cars of fruit went to
eastern markets from the Sentinel Butte Ranch.

A

Since he first saw the area, Gilbert Stevenson
dreamed of creating a town, and pursued his dreams
by purchasing another 13,000 acres of land.
On Sept. 1, 1919, after the end of World War I, D.B.
Day and Charles Lare arrived in town on the Visalia
Electric train. They had orders from Gilbert Stevenson
to build a town which would be named Woodlake.

While some workmen constructed housing, others worked on the Brick Block, a large building at
Naranjo and Valencia Street, which included a grocery store, restaurant, drug store, department store
and a bank on the ground floor and hotel rooms on
the second floor.
Illinois senator Fred Harding and his friend Howard
Pattee ofMonmouth, Illinois, would winter in Pasadena.
They came to Lemon Cove on business. They organized
the Antelope Heights Land Company and the Antelope
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Heights W ater Company.
The Harding family bought more acreage and named
it Wicki-Up Ranch. Fruit was hauled by horse-drawn
wacrons
to Taurusa and then to eastern U .S. markets via
b
Santa Fe Railroad.
Henry McCracken and his two sons, Courtney and
Cecil , came to Woodlake to organize the planting of
orange trees.
Young trees were brought from Highland (San Bernardino County) and Redlands (Riverside County) on
the Southern Pacif ic railroad to Exeter and Kl ink (as
fvanhoe was then known) and on to acreage arou nd
Woodlake.

ELECTRIFIED IRRIGATION
In 1899, the Mt. Whitney Power and Electric Company, in the Sierra Nevada Mountains above T hree
Rivers, about 22 mj les away, brought in electrical power
which made possible the pum ping of water essential to
the irrigation of the orange groves blanketing the area.
T he Visal ia Electric Railroad extended the ir rail lines to
Exeter and Lemon Cove in 1903 and la id a spur into
Woodlake in 1909. These changes greatly influenced
the growth of the new city.

FOUNDING OF WOODLAKE
Woodlake actually got its start in 1907 when James
Barton, J.W. Fewell , and Adolph Sweet purchased a
larcre
tract of land three miles north of B ravo Lake and
b
ubdivided it. In 1910, Gilbert Stevenson, a Los Angeles
real estate broker, bought large tracts of land just north
of Bravo Lake and founded Woodlake.
The two subdivisions eventually merged and by
1913 the City of Woodlake becam e a reality, and soon
had a weekly newspaper, edited by E.H. S nedeker, a
former publicity m an with the Barnum & Bailey C ircus.
ther milestones included constructi on of a
Bank of America; the Wood lake Elemen
tary School and Woodlake High School
with enrollment of about 200 students combined. Also,
a mile of electric light lines, five miles of s idewalks and
curbs, five miles of water mai ns, five miles of sewers;
two churches; a $40,000 hotel, a solid block of brick
business bui ldings; and 10,000 ornamental trees and
shrubs within the city limits, according to an early
pioneer.
The Visalia Electric Railroad served Woodlake with
20 trains per day from 1909 until the automobile made
rail travel unfeasible in 1924.

0
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ALMA MATER
Woodlake Union High
"Where the snoiV clad high Sierras
thrust their summits to the sky
In a smiling happy valley
stands our dear old Woodlake High,
And we proudly pledge allegiance
and vow she '!!n ever lack
a host of proud defenders
fo r the Orange and the Black ... "

PEOPLE OF ACTION
In those early years, Woodlake was populated by
men and women of action. The "Show Me" attitude they
brought with them from their native Missouri was contagious. They demanded their ri ghts, and very often got
them!
oodlake area boosters wanted their own
identity. They did not want to be part or
the Vi sali a te lephone exchange so they
raised $9,000 by public subscri ption to buil d their own
telephone exchange.
Many worki ng class people complained that the post
office was too far from the mai n business intersection of
town.

W

One night, some sturdy citizens loaded the tiny
post office building into a lar ge wagon and moved it
into downtown Woodlake, and placed it on Valencia
Street, about one a nd a half blocks north of Naranjo
Street, right where they wan ted it!
When a bond issue was proposed for building a
hi crhway which wou ld have bypassed their burgeoning
ci;y on the west, Wood lake cit izens placed informational copies of the town's newspaper, the Woodlake
ECHO, on every doo rstep in Tulare County. The bond
issue failed, and the new highway was routed to pas ~
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Woodlake Tigers Win 1952 Valley
Shasta Division Track Title

1952SHASTA DIVISION CHAMPIONS-- (Top Row, Left to Right) Coac h Bud Loverin , P. Garcia, B. Graves, E. Pettinger, C. Cowley.
L. Tyne r, E. Edwardesen, L. Maloy, B. Darby, D. Mehrten , D. Brewer, P. McCuistion, J. Jackson, B. Hanggi, M. Willis. (Middle Row)
J. Sekishiro, B. Maloy, P. Denton, B. Barton, N. Ropes, B. Chunn, T. Lupercio, C. Snow. B. Luna, D. Lewis, L. Raymond, C. Lewis, L.
Croy, D. Brandt. (Bottom Row) B. Bartlett, 0. Crose, G. Corbin, J. Rogers, J. Leake, R. Angel, T. Masuda, B. Moore, J. Harvey, T. Lewis,
D. Beard.

EDITOR'S NOTE: In 1952, my senior year, the
Woodlake High Tigers won the San Joaquin VaJ!ey
small schools track & field championship.
So WHAT, you say? So this ...

through downtown Woodlake.
Many area farmers were also impatient. Ordinary
farming implements were too slow, they said, so they
bla ·ted through the hardpan earth with high explosives.
They wrote their families in the east that they were
"plowing with dynamite. "

FAST START
Before the town was a year old, there was a resident
doctor and a hospital. A merchants association was
organ ized, the city established a water company, and
founded a Woodlake City Library.

NATURE'S GIFT
(Cont. on Pg 683)

The Woodlake High School track, at that time,
would get overrun with weeds every winter. In the fall
the track squad's first assignment was to "reclaim" the
track. It entailed dragging the track with a heavy iron
and wooden sled pulled by a rundown old pickup truck,
and cutting the infield grass with a scythe. (You city
guys know what a scythe is, do you not?).
Then the high jumpers and pole vaulters went to the
Bakersfield Box Company northwest of town and hauled
in some sawdust. The broad jumpers went to the St.
John's River and hauled in some sand for their BJ pit. It
took a Jot of work to get that track in shape.
If you didn't really LOVE track and field, you just
didn't go out for track. A Jot of boys went out for track
and the coach didn't "cut" anybody .... until the reclamation project was finished! If you had to make Janes
around the oval and lines across the lanes for staggered
starts, and set up the hurdles correctly, you learned

(Cont. on Pg 684)
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Woodlake
(Cont. from Pg.t5S2)
Woodlake's location is the primary reason for its
success as an agricultural eden.
The harsh winter temperatures are modified
by the waters of Bravo Lake, a two-square mile
reservoir belonging to the Wutchumna Ditch Company, but the hills ringing the east, no~h and ~est
sides of the city are the real buffer agrunst the tcy
winter winds.
While citrus freezes on trees in other nearby

areas, unprotected nursery stock survives the same
winter weather in Woodlake without damage. Very
important, also, is that the Woodlake citrus crop
ripens as much as two months ahead of oranges and
lemons in other areas of Califor.nia.
INCORPORATED

W

oodlake was incorporated in 1941, eel
ebrating its 11th birthday during the
Tulare County centennial in 1952. It is
the newest and smallest of Tulare County's seven incorporated cities.
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE-- Woodlake is
a city with a school system in which there is a commitment to excellence. Of the 128 seniors graduating in the
Woodlake High School class of June 1999,65 received
scholarships worth $340,000, a phenomenal record for
a school that size.
Woodlake's 5,525 citizens certainly enrich the cultural, educational, political, and civic life of Tulare
County.
EDITOR'S NOTE: GRACE POGUE, author of
WITHIN THE MAGIC CIRCLE, taught first grade to
the author and thousands of other Woodlake Elementary
School students. COURTNEY McCRACKEN donated
a science building and the Courtney McCracken swimming pool to Woodlake High School. • • • • •
Info from DISCOVERY magazine.

Wanna Know How?
To convert meters to yards & vice versa.
Meters to Yards: Meters x 1.0939 =Yard.
Feet to Meters: Feet x 0.305 = Meter.
Yards to Meters: Yard x 0.914- Meter.
Meters to Feet: Meter x 3.281 = Feet.

···~woodlake

••••

Commitment to Excellence
The June 17, 1999 issue of the Visalia
TIMES-DELTA ran the following editorial:
WOODLAKE STANDS FOR COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENT
THUMBS UP to the Woodlake Unified School
District and the Woodlake High School Foundation for their encouragement of scholarship among
the students there. Of the 128 graduating seniors at
Woodlake, 65 received scholarships that totaled
$340,000.
That's a phenomenal record for a school that
size, and it's no accident. Woodlake encourages its
students through the entire structure of the school
and the dedication of the individuals who run the
programs. This is concerted effort that includes
the foundation as well as the AVID Program,
Advancement Via Individual Determination.
From eighth grade, students participate in an
intensive program that raises the expectation that
they will succeed in school and in college. Counselors and teachers push students toward scholarships. Fund-raisers make sure the money is made
available. Everyone makes certain the students
participate and live up to their ends of the bargain,
including volunteer service, coaching and
mentoring other students. The result is a commitment to excellence that is the envy of other schools.
We salute the students, staff, parents, and
boosters of the Woodlake school district. It would
be good for other districts to adopt their program
as models.

EDITOR'S NOTES:
carnal!

Esa es mi escuela,

True Sportsmanship Wins Fame
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Woodlake Wins '52 Track Title
(Cont. from Pg 682)
something about track and field, right?

Another thing ••. we did not have a full flight of
hurdles so we never held a track meet at home!
It seemed like we were always on a bus headed for
Corcoran, Lemoore, Lindsay Exeter, Orosi, or somewhere else. Regardless, our boys prevailed at the Sierra
League meet at A venal and at the Valley meet at
Kingsburg.
Because I was writing sports for the school paper,
THE TATLER, I was allowed to stay out for Physical
Education for two periods per day during my senior
year. I spent most of my time with the track team because
that was my first love. Baseball was OK, but I loved
track.

This is what I wrote for the Woodlake
ECHO, our town paper:

Woodlake Team
Wins League and
Valley Meets
This year's Woodlake High track and field team,
coached by Bud Loverin, was the best team ever fielded
at Woodlake High. The A class boys won the league and
valley divisional meets.
At A venal, the Tigers amassed 88 points to win
easily over second place Orosi with 41, A venal 27,
Lindsay 17, Strathmore 11, and Dinuba 9.

In the Shasta Division meet at Kingsburg, the
Tigers scored 41 points to win out over Kingsburg
with 32-V2. Orosi was third with 28-V2 points.
The outstanding boys in Class A were Paul
McCuistion, a junior high hurdle ace who won the
league and went all the way to valley divisional before
being beaten in the high hurdles. He also ran the low
hurdles, won the high jump at the league meet, and ran
on the half mile relay team.
Woodlake's top miler was Bill Barton who had a best
time of 4.54.8. Bill won both the league and divisional
runs.
Bob Hanggi, Woodlake's top discus thrower, had a
best mark of about 140 feet. He took second at the

Divisional meet. Qualified for the Valley fmals but
failed to place. Bob is a sophomore, 6 feet tall and about
160 lbs. Also throws the shot.
Best of the Tiger shot putters, Lee Tyner is a senior.
This was his first year of actual competition. Took third
at Kingsburg and also threw the discus in some of the
practice meets.
Woodlake had three high jumpers capable of 5'9".
They were Paul McCuistion, who won the league; Leroy
Maloy who won the divisional; and Dale Mehrten, who
placed second at Kingsburg
In the pole vault, the Tigers had Ted Lewis, a B who
moved up to A class. Also qualified for the Valley meet
but did not compete. DeW ayne Brewer and Paul
McCuistion added depth to the pole vaulting corps.

Leroy Maloy was the best of the broad jumpers.
Had a best of about 20'6". Leroy is a senior. He also
high jumped, threw the discus, shot, and ran on the
relay team. Competed in the Valley meet in Visalia
but failed to place.
Most of the boys that placed at Kingsburg were
seniors, but the Tigers can look forward to another fine
year in track. There were lots of good boys on the B and
C class teams that will move to A next year.
--Eliseo T. Sierra

******

The Fresno BEE did it better. This is what
they wrote about the Valley Meet at
Kingsburg:

Kingsburg Lad Is
Star; Woodlake
Cops Shasta Meet
(KINGSBURG)-- Rayford Johnson of Kingsburg
High School scored 14-1/2 points in class A events of the
Shasta Division track meet to lead all individual performers and Woodlake with 41 points topped the scoring
in that division.

Johnson made a spectacular finish in the 880 yard
relay last night, coming from behind and finishing
well in front of the pack.
Rowland of Orosi was another outstanding performer, coming from behind in the class A 440 yard dash
to win.
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Following Woodlake in class A were Kingsburg
32-1/2, Orosi 28-1/2, Washington 17, Fowler 16,
Chowchilla 15, Avenal 12, Central 12, Strathmore
10, Dinuba 5, Kerman 4-112, Lindsay 2.
Avenal took class B with 56-1/2 points; and Avenal
and Orosi topped class C teams with 27-112 points each.
CLASS A
120 YARD HIGH HURDLES--Kruser, C;
McCuistion, Wo; Rath, Sh; Brewer, Wo; Hogue, W.
Time-- 15.1.
180 YARD LOW HURDLES--Roldan, 0; Kruser,C;
Troisi, K;McCuistion, Wo;Hogue, W. Time-- 20.2
100 YARD DASH--Johnson, K; Morris, 0, Kelley, F;
Hollabaugh,F; Willis, K. Time -10.3
220 YARD DASH--Johnson, K;Morris, 0; Horn, F;
Hollabaugh, F; Thompson, W. Time- 22.3.
440 YARD DASH--Roldan, 0; Davis, W; Dass,
Ch;Quisenberry, L; Hays, F. Time- 52.1.
880 YARD RUN--Peiia, 0; Quick, Ch; Bradley, W;
Hernandez, C;Keel, Ch. Time- 2:05.5
MILE RUN--Barton, Wo; Delgado, W; Luna, Wo;
Sparrow, A; Lopez, Ki. Time -4:54.8
880 YARD RELAY--Kingsburg (McCahill, Friedolf,
Troisi, and R. Johnson); Orosi, Washington, Fowler,
Avenal. Time - 1:36.4.
SHOT PUT--Humphrey,S; McCahill, Ki; Tyner, Wo;
Christiansen, W;Williams, Ch. Distance- 53' 3-1/2"
DISCUS--Humphrey, S;Hanggi,Wo; McCahill, Ki;
Galloway, F; Roldan,O. Distance- 149 feet, 2 inches.
HIGH JUMP--Maloy, Wo; Mehrten, Wo; Johnson,
Ki; tie for fourth:Naketin of K and McCuistion of
Wo. Height- 5 feet, 9 inches.
POLE VAULT--Tie for First: Rogers and Bass of Ch;
Lewis, Wo; Roup, K. tie for Fifth: Scott, Ki and
Brewer, Wo. Height- 10 feet, 1-3/4 inches.
BROAD JUMP--Andrews, D;Maloy, Wo; Troisi, Ki;
Heflin, Ch; Kruser, C. Distance - 20 feet, 7 inches.
EDITOR'S NOTES: Rayford Johnson of Kingsburg
is, of course, the future Olympic Decathlon Champion
Rafer Johnson. His was not yet a household name, but
it would be. Rowland of Orosi is the great halfback/
track star Hank Roldan who went on to Stanford. • •

May 1985

THE LEADER

SPORTS
Woodlake Girls
Win State Crown
(OAKLAND)-- The Woodlake High School
girls basketball team (28-1) won the California
State Championship in Division ill on Sat., March
16, 1985 when they bested Justin-Siena of Napa
59-57 in overtime at the Oakland Coliseum.
Among the happy alumni in the crowd were
THE LEADER editor E. David Sierra (WUHS
class of '52), and other fans from the South Bay
area. Nearly 200 Woodlake fans cheered the Tigers
on. The girls lost the 1983 state title game to
Colfax.
Led by 5'7" senior forward Irene Robles
(20.5 ave.), the Tigers defeated Lindsay 108-22
and 78-18, Mt. Whitney of Visalia 46-25 and 3730, Orosi 82-12 and 71-15, Riverdale 80-24 and
74-15, and McFarland 72-25 on their march to
the crown.
In the playoffs they defeated La Jolla Country
Day H.S. at the Los Angeles Sports Arena 62-40,
outscoring the southerners 21-2 in the third quarter.
Their only loss was to Delano 32-29, which
finished 2nd in the Southern Section Division I
finals, a defeat which the Tigers avenged later in
the season 51-41.
Congratulations to the Tiger Girls, Coach
Marvin Welch, Principal John Lindsay, "Crazy
Frank" Ainley, and everyone associated with the
W.U.H.S. program.

T-Shirt
Wom by student at Valley Christian HS vs. McClymonds HS football game: WE
BUST OUR BUITS SO WE CAN KICK YOURS.
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WUHS wins 23 straight
1948 Tigers Repeat as Valley Champions

--

~
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1948 SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
SMALL SCHOOLS CHAMPIONS -(Sitting) Carl Waddle, Tom Wright, Jerry Ruell ,
Jesse Munoz, Daniel Vasquez, John Gonzalez,
Don Brumley. (Kneeling) Othelos Moody, Ray
Brown, Bob Curtis, Bob Mayol, Dick Fink, Earl
McKee, Jerry More no , Putt Peoples, Tim
Maddock, A1t Yanes, Jesse Cox, Don Nice, Leroy
Whitney; Rex Hoover, Mgr. (Standing) Wilford
Devine, M gr. ; Joe Castello, Bill Waters, Alfred
Valero, Phillip Jones, Martin Hickle, Alex Rarnoz,
Leroy Attaway, Eual Britton, Bob Richardson,
Don Swafford , Marion Villegas, Ted Gabbard,
Norman Kenwood, Bob Walker, Mac White, and
Coach Carl Elder.
The Tigers winning streak ended in the first
game of the 1950 season when a Ron Nordstrom
field goal gave Dos Palos Broncos a 10-7 victory over the defending Valley Champs.

SEASON RECORD
Woodlake 7 ............................. V isalia 0
Woodlake 34 .................. Tranquillity 0
Woodlake 28 ....................... .. Shafter 6

LEAGUE GAMES
Woodlake
Woodl ake
Woodlake
Woodlake
Woodlake
Woodlake

2 1 ......................... Dinuba 0
26 ...................... Corcoran 7
40 ................... Strathmore 6
30 ................ ......... .. Exeter 0
39 ...... .. ........ .. .......... Orosi 0
33 ....... ... ..... ......... Lindsay 0

PLAYOFFS
Woodlake 34 .................... Tehachapi 0
Woodlake 40 ....... .. ................ Central 0
Points: 332 .................. O pponents 19
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My Son. the Jurist

Bikers and the
Rent-a-Cop
In the mid-Seventies I was picked as a juror in a court trial conceming a Security Officer who had confronted two motorcycle riders early in the morning at a coffee shop in
south San Jose.
he Security Officer's attorney
charged that the bikers were creat
ing a disturbance in the restaurant
and he, a friend of the manager, agreed to
ask them to hold the noise down.
They kindly told him to mind his own
business, that they were completely within
their rights to talk and laugh as they
wished. The officer asked the men to step
outside and they agreed. Then, the attorney said, they attacked the officer, injuring him.
Of course the bikers appeared in court
dressed in suit and neckties and the security
officer in his officer's uniform.
The bikers' attomey retaliated that thesecurity officer had come into the restaurant
after getting off duty, visiting a couple of bars,
and was under the influence when he confronted the bikers. The bikers alleged that the
security officer put on brass knuckles as they
were exiting the coffee shop and attempted to
use them on the bikers. The knuckles were
found under a car where apparently the security officer threw them when San Jose police officers arrived on the scene.
Restaurant patrons, eye witnesses to the
confrontation, testified that they saw the
officer with the brass knuckles on and saw
him throw them under the car where they
were found.
The bikers were defended by an attomey
named Johnson who dresses like Abraham
Lincoln. He put up a sterling defense.
He stated that people have the right to

T

enter a public place, enjoy the company of
their friends, and smile, laugh, etc. without
fear of law enforcement officers who may not
like their appearance.
I was elected Chairman of the jury.

The security officer was found to be
under the influence of alcohol when
he was tested by SJPD at the scene.
The bikers were sober.
One of the most influential presentations
in the jwy room was made by a young Chicano

who went to the blackboard and outlined the
case and reminded us that we were obligated
to judge the case on the testimony we heard
in the courtroom, and to cast aside our personal prejudices against bikers or security officers, whatever they might be.
Mter closing arguments on Thursday aftemoon, the judge dismissed us for the day,
saying that he would give closing instructions
to the jury on Friday morning and then we
would enter the jury room to deliberate and
make a guilty or not guilty verdict.
On Friday morning the judge announced
that the attorney for the security officer
had dropped all charges against the bikers.
The judge invited jurors to stay over after
he dismissed us and discuss the case with
the attorneys for the different sides, if we
wished. I stated to the prosecutor that Iresented a security officer using his authority
to intimidate citizens who were just minding
their own business in a public place. Further,
that all Americans have the right to live without fear of intimidation by peace officers with
whom they disagree about behavior or demeanor.
CASE CWSED. --ETS • •

Hall of Fa111er
Trick Question: Who pitched 12-2/3 innings in the major leagues, gave up 13
hits, 14 walks, struck out 11 batters, and
was inducted into the Baseball Hall of
Fame in Cooperstown, New York?
Answer: Jimmie Foxx, Outfielder.
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NFL Talking Heads Bulls--t
For more years than I want to remember, it has irked
me that NFL sportscasters keep repeating the words,
"They've taken the fans out of the ballgame" when a
team jumps off to an early lead.
MY HUMBLE OPINION: If the fans influenced
the outcome of ANY football game, the Oakland Raiders would never lose a home game.
here is a special place in beD reserved for
those asshole TV reporters who encour
aged fans to attend an Raiders vs. Houston game a few years ago and show AI Davis how
much they loved the Raiders in Oakland and to
convince him to move the team back from Los Angeles because L.A. is "too soft" a town, not a tough town
like Oakland where there are "real" fans who appreciate ''real tough'' football.
Where are the idiotic Oakland politicians who promised AI Davis a full house for every home game?
You peckerheads forget that the Raiders won a
Super Bowl while they were in Los Angeles, and in
Oakland we're still waiting for the next one. But be
patient, fans, until AI Davis decides where he wants to
move next. Mexico City? Las Vegas? Oklahoma City?

T

Dresses, Talks,
Shoots ...
A bunch of Chicanos were on the putting green, practicing their shots before a
Mexican American Golf Association tournament in Visalia, when the group pundit observed a fellow member approaching them.
The fellow was beautifully attired in
bright yellow slacks, yellow golf shirt, and a
yellow satin jacket. His MAGA golf hat was
yellow and white, of course. His golf bag was
white with yellow trimming and an impressive MAGA logo, and his shoes were white
with yellow shoestrings.
"Look at that guy," he said, "dresses 2,
clubs 4, talks 8, drinks 8, and shoots 108!"

Honolulu? Moscow?
There is a special place in hell also for those idiotic
football players who stand on the sidelines and tum to
the fans, urging them to make more noise. I say: Get your
ass in the game and give them someting to cheer about!
ne more bitch: When you make a tackle on
the second play from scrimmage, it doesn't
call for an epileptic fit, nor prancing around
like you just saved the world from violence and poverty.
That is what you get paid for, asshole!
I wonder if those buttheads who wear football shoulder pads with spikes sticking out of them and other
"ferocious" gear, ever played football. I doubt it.
While we're on the subject of the Raider fans, I sure
wish all those "Raider Nation" fanatics that we see
driving around town with slogans like "The Raiders Are
Best, Fuck the Rest" on their pickup trucks and wearing
black jackets and other Raider paraphernalia, would GO
TO THE GAMES TO PROVE THAT THEY ARE
REAL RAIDER FANS.

0

That way I could sit on my ass at home and
watch them on television. • • • •

The Sanity of Art
It is necessary for the welfare of society that genius
should be privileged toutter sedition, to blaspheme,
to outrage good taste, to
corrupt the youthful
mind, and generally to
scandalize one's uncles.
--George Bernard Shaw
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Hot Air up· my --In the May 2-May 8, 2003 issue of EL
OBSERV ADOR, Hilbert Morales,publisher, blew some
hot air up my ---.
In an OPINION: Cinco de Mayo editorial he wrote:
Since it was announced the annual Cinco de Mayo
parade was cancelled this year due to costs, it is not
surprising that some concerned individual would step
inro this vacuum, and respond to this opportunity.
So I was not surprised to learn that a Cinco de Mayo
"parade" would occur in the area between King and
Story.
Perhaps now, those who are planning this modest
celebration will really appreciate the work done each
year for so many years by David Sierra, the American GI
Forum member most responsible for organizing parades for Cinco de Mayo.
I met Sierra many years ago when I first joined the
San Jose Chapter of the American GI Forum, or AGIF.
He began organizing each year's parade in January, and
would preside over weekly meetings of the committee

of volunteers. It was interesting to see the coordination
of information; the orchestration of groups and bands;
the obtaining of official standing so bands would be
credited with participating in a bona fide scheduled
parade.
At this point in time, I think David Sierra needs to be
thanked and recognized for his volunteer work as the GI
Fomm's parade organizer.
EDITOR'S COMMENT:
Aw, shucks, it was nuthin'.

•••••

My Favorite
U C Golden Bear

Air Force Friend
March 24, 1952
E. Sierra
P.O. Box 3 14
Woodlake, Calif.
Hey,
Write to me
before I go sick or
something. Send
me Edd's address.
Had 4 days off. I
was sick, the Cpt said. Tell you more some day, I hurt
my head. May see you for football season.
Your Pal,
--RALPH ALLEY
EDITOR'S NOTE: This postcard was sent to me in
March 1952 by Ralph Alley, a friend from Woodlake
who was taking his U.S. Air Force basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
P.S. Fifty-Two years later, I still have that damned
post card! Why did I keep it all these years? Damifino!

John Olszewski from Long Beach, Calif. is my all
time favorite California Golden Bears football player. I
grew up being a Bears fan in the Pappy Waldorf era
when they went to the Rose Bowl (and lost) three years
in a row . We listened to the games on the radio (no TV
then) and lived and died Bears football. I wonder where
he is now? No. 2? Joe Kapp. No. 3? Les Richter.
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SF 49ers at St. Mary's

More than a few years ago, American professional football teams welcomed fans to their
training camps. They were trying to create fans
for their game. It was not then America's favorite sport.
Gloria and I went to St. Mary's College in
Moraga, California to watch the San Francisco
49ers work out. I took my new movie camera
and took some film. Also a still camera and shot

these pictures.
That's Quarterback John Brodie, No. 12,
bottom right; End Monte Stickles and Center
Frank Morze, bottom left; and an unidentified
back (Ray Norton ?) rounding end on a sweep.
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ALCOHOL I DRUGS CONFERENCE
Elmwood Correctional Facility
Milpitas, Calif.

One of the featu res of the conference
program was the Director's message to
the delegates. This was Mr. Haro's message to the 9th event:

Welcome!

••••

Welcome to the 9th annual Barrio Alcohol/
Drugs Conference. Vida Nueva first sponsored this even t on May 15, 1992. We wanted
young men and women from Santa Clara
Valley high schools to experience life behind
the walls of their county jail, so they could see
for themselves wh ere people who abu se alcohol and drugs eventually wind up.
We wanted them to know that it is not fun.
It is not TV. It is realism. It is demeaning to the
human spirit. It is degrading, and it is stigm a tic.
We wanted them to discuss alcohol/drug
problems and to seek solutions to the most
serious problem our society has today.
It is obvious that our gen eration has failed
to solve the problem. It is up to the "leaders of
tomorrow" as teenagers are oft described, to
seek and find solutions.
And find it they must because if they don't,
it will only worsen and pervade our society
more insidiously than it now does.
It will cau se more auto accidents, more
split marriages, more broken homes, and
more people b eing incarcerated in places like
Elmwood and over 30 prisons which California presently h as.

SID HARO

Director, Vida Nueva SLE
Our problems are going to be your problems tomorrow. It is no joke. YOU and your
peers are going to b e running this world in a
few years and how you a ddress these problems will determine how your children and
their children are going to grow up.
It is time in your life to start thinking about
what your generation is going to do abou t a
problem that mine h as failed to solve. It wasn't
that we didn't try. God knows that. Bu t the
problems rema in.
Why are so many of our young men and
women giving their lives to alcohol and
drugs? What are they seeking?
Take advantage of your attendance here
and learn more about the problems. Ask
questions. Network with other young m en
and women.
Make a commitment to stay clean and
sober. Then drean1 big. Your dreams are attainable, if you don't have to worry about
alcohol and drugs in your life .
--Sid Haro
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Inmates Panel 2003
One of the most popular sessions of the Barrio
Alcohol/Drugs Conference is the Inmates Panel where
delegates have an opportunity to listen to a selected
group of inmates who tell about life behind bars, what
got them there, and who counsel the young students to
do everything in their power to avoid jail.
he sessions are led by Gil Estrada, no stranger
to alcohol and drugs in his past, incarcera
tion, and now a recovering alcoholic. Mr.
Estrada epitomizes everything that Vida Nueva SLE
and other rehabilitative programs are about.
Seven inmates who are enrolled in a special program
at Elmwood Correctional Facility which affords them
an opportunity to positively impact others to avoid jail
relate their stories, then take questions from the audience.

T

The 2002 sessions got off to a rousing start when
one of the inmates asked a young man, "Why the
smirk?
"Are you a gangbanger?
"Do you think life behnd bars is a picnic? ..
He was quickly joined by the other inmates who
related their experiences on the streets, the antisocial
behavior which called them to the attention of the law '
the humiliating experience of appearing in a public
courtroom to be sentenced to a term behind bars, and the
subsequent .. enrollment" at Carrot College, which is
what they call it, alluding to the yellow and green jail
uniforms they are forced to wear.
Every decision is made for you when you are incarcerated, they said. You are told how to dress, when to go
to sleep, when to get up, when and what to eat, when to
take a shower, when to exercise, what you can read, and
what television programs you can view and at what
times, when you can have visitors, who can visit you,
how many, and how long they can stay.
While listening to threir presentation we tried to
think of ANY decision the inmates are allowed to make
for themselves. We could thnk of only one, when to
answer the call of nature. Period.
If you value your privacy, forget it when you fall into
the arms of the law and a judge sentences you to jail. It
is forgotten behind bars. There is NO privacy. You live
among strangers who watch everything you do. And you
watch them.

Love is Power
To let someone love you is a sobering
act. For by loving you they give you
power to make them suffer.
--Anon.

Many of the prisoners at Elmwood are there because
of alcohol and drugs-related arrests.
One of the inmates counseled the young men in the
audience to listen to their teachers, finish high school, go
on to college, make something of yourself. Then you can
have it all ... fancy cars ... a family ... travel to wherever
you have always wanted to go ... and money to do other
thingss.
Find out who you are and find out who your friends
are, one of the inmates said.
One described .. lockdowns" which occur when something goes wrong inside the jail (an attempted escape~
for instance) and all inmates are forced to remain in their
living quarters until the problem is resolved.
All the problems that society has are magnified and
made far more serious by those behind bars, one prisoner said, including the difficulties between races.
One inmate confessed that he can neither read nor
write ... Look at me," he wailed, .. I can't communicate
like you can, I don't know how. I was wasting my time
running the streets when I should have been getting a
very basic education! .. , or something like that.
ne panelist looked at the workshop monitor
and asked, .. Remember me? I went to high
school with you, and look at me, in here and
you out there. I made some very bad decisions, right?"
Mr. Estrada nodded his head in acknowledgment
and replied, "Yes, that's right."

0

All the panelists were young men who had made
the wrong choices in their lives and were paying for
it. They urged the young men in the audience to do
otherwise. Do the right things with your life, make
your family proud of you. Stay away from gangs and
claim your self-respect.
In conclusion, one of the inmates said, .. Make this a
new beginning for you."
Good sound advice. • • • • •
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Joe G. gets Hole in One!
May 1987

The Leader
by David Sierra

VIDA NUEVA EMPLOYEE
HITS H-I- 0!
(SAN JOSE) -- Joe G. Lopez, a staffmember at Vida
Nueva, San Jose GI Forum's alcohol recovery home,
scored a hole in one on the par 3 11th hole at The Ghetto
Golf and Country Club, San Jose, while playing his
usual early morning round with friends.
Lopez trained by David Sierra and Sid Haro, readily
ack nowledged that without their golfing tips his accomplishment would not have happened.
"I thank them from the bottom of my heart for
everything they taught me about this game," he gushed.

Make Him Mad
To obtain a man's opinion of you,
make him mad.
--Oliver Wendell Holmes
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For his feat, Mr. Lopez was
awarded a full color photo of Spark
The WonderMutt, who is the official
grounds security dog at The Ghetto,
plus two complimentary lessons from
the above pros.
His next Jesson will consist of
learning how to keep score in an
l"l
effort to shed his "coyote" status.
opez was congratulated on
his daring feat by all his friends (both of
them) as he came off the 18th hole on Monday morning. Later his friends hosted a jerky and koolaid reception for him on the south terrace of the country
club.
The MERCURY asked Mr. Sierra about the accomplishments of his student and Mr. Sierra replied, "NOTHING Joe G. Lopez does would EVER amaze me. He is
very talented. We KNEW that when we took him on as
a student. Our next obj ective is to wean him off thal
cheap wine he always drinks."
Mr. Haro said he would not have any comment until
after Mr. Lopez finished with the Vida Nueva payroll.
•••••

L
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E Sierra Street
There is an E SIERRA ST in my hometown of
Woodlake, Calif. If you want to see it while driving
southbound through the San Joaquin Valley in
central California, take Route 201 to the left from
U.S . 99 just south of Kingsburg. At first, you may
think you have made a mistake and are lost in the
boonies. Have faith. For a few m.iles there is absolutely nothing out there but grass, grass, and more
gras . The highway is straight as an arrow pointed
at the distant Sierra Nevada Mountains.
Roll through the villages of Yettem and Seville,
home of the Stone Corral School of Sontag and
Evans fame, past cotton fields and orange groves.
C limb through the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas
on a winding road, take a hard right turn at Elderwood
and another right turn at Valencia Boulevard and
you are there. Woodlake.

After you make the tight right turn at the
City Limits, it's the second street to the left.
Drive to the corner of Sierra Street and Pomegranate St. Look at the sign. It reads E SIERRA
ST.
Well , sweetheart, you think it's funny ? They got

,.

a street named after YO U in the village you
call home? No? Then ... eat your heart out,
and when you fini sh, start doing something to
make yourself famous and maybe some day
some country bumpkins will name a street
after you. • • • • •

Tied for Second
The two most prolific home run hitters in
Major League baseball history, Babe Ruth of the
New York Yankees and Hank Aaron, Atlanta
Braves outfielder, each scored 2,174 runs during
their brilliant baseball careers, tied for 2nd all
time.
The leader?Ty Cobb of the Detroit Tigers with
2,245. Believe it or not.

PLAN TO
SUCCEED,
and you may.

DON'T PLAN,
and you will
certainly

FAIL
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here are certain warning signs that people
need to be aware of that can help you deter
mine if your boyfriend or fiancee is a potential abuser, and that he may be inflicting physical and
mental torture upon you later in life.
Some of these signs are:
I . It is love at first sight. Your boyfriend exudes
charm. He is so handsome and says such lovely
things, you just can't resist him. And he knows it.
2. He "hates" cops or people with authority and says
so. He is always trying to figure out a way to avoid
doina0 what he knows he has to do. Takes lots of
chances. If he gets caught it is not his fault, that
!#@&!cop ought to be out chasing "real" crooks.
3. When you least expect it, he puts you down in
front of others. He's got all the brains. He wants
to think for both of you. You are just window
dressing. Every little mistake you make is magnified tenfold. His mistakes are quickly forgotten .. by him.
4. Behind the wheel of his car he thinks he owns the
road. Gets very upset when another driver "cuts
him off' or doesn't give him the right of way. Uses
the middle finger of his hand often and indiscriminately. Honks the horn to Jet others know he is
displeased. D rives fast, trying to impress others.
Peels out because the Dukes of Hazard did it.
5. Doesn't want to share you with your friends. Very
jealous when you talk to other males. Demands all
of your attention at all times.
6. You feel that you are just along for the ride. He is
always in command and you fi nd yourself doing
what he wants to do ... because he knows what's
best for both of you.
7. Sometimes he acts his age and sometimes he
doesn't. Doesn't accept his r esponsibilities and
tries to weasel out of doing unpleasant tasks.
"Forgets" to do things he is supposed to do.
Blames others when things go wrong. It is never
his fault. At other times, he is the nicest guy in
the world (see No. 1).
8. Must always "win" at everything he does. It is very
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important to him . Every argument, every g~e,
every point, is a matter of life and death. He IS a
49ers fan when they are winning, and wears a
Dallas Cowboys jacket when they are winning.
9. Almost sheds tears when he is apologizing for
misbehavior when it is called to
his attention. You accept
his apologies even though
you know they are not
sincere. Five minutes
later, he is doing it
again ... because he
knows he is going to win .
10. Wants to keep
you away from
your close frie nds and family mmbers. Knows
that they can see "through him" and doesn't want
them to tell you about the "real" him as they see
him. Listen to your brothers and sisters and family
members.
11 . If you correct him about anything, he gets very
mad. Pouts. He can't stand it. Tries to justify
unacceptable behavior. He says everyone else does
it, why not him?
12. His cuddling and petting sometimes gets rough. He
pinches you too tightly. He wants to spank you, or
shakes your hand very hard, letting you know who
is the boss. Feigns throwing punches at you. Pulls
your hair. Gives you "hickeys" to demonstrate his
true Jove. Also, it is his personal "brand" on your
body. Shows no respect for you r feelings. Expects
you to go along with his wishes all the time.
Becomes petul ant when you don't give in.
If you feel you are being abused, say so. Quickly.
You don't have to put up with behavior which you
find offensive. Remind your friend that you do not
want to be mistreated , and that you have r ights, and
will exercise them. • • • • •
"Never forget that your girl or your wife
is every damn bit as much a person
as you are. She was born, she lives,
she's got to die, and for you to attempt
to dominate her, is some kind of sin."
--John O'Hara
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Inside Lockdown Module, Elmwood Correctional Facility
Milpitas, Calif.
Students and other
delegates attending the
annual Barrio Alcohol/
Drugs Conference sponsored by Vida Nueva were
shown the Lockdown
Modules where the most
inco rrigible inmates
areheld. They are allowed
"outside", into a wired,
enclosed area for just one
hour per day to exercise.
This is a No Hostage Area
and visitors enter at their
own risk, according to jail
officials.

Old Shep
When I was working at the Tulare County Boys
Ranch back in the late 50's, one of our residents, the son
of a Tulare County Deputy Sheriff, would bring out hjs
guitar and sing for the fellows during their leisure hours,
often just before lights out at 10 PM.
He would sit on his bed , just strummjn' away, until
someone requested a favorite song. Invariably , one of
the guys would request that he sing "Old Shep", a song
recorded by Johnny Cash and E lvis Presley,among
others.
It goes like this:
When I was a lad, and Old Shep was a pup,
Over hills and meadows we'd roam.
Just a boy and his dog, we were both full offun,
And we grew up together that way.

A s the years went along, Old Shep, he grew old,
And his eyesight was fast growing dim.
Then on.e day the doctor looked up at me and said,
"I can't do no more for him, Jim. "

With a hand ThaT was trembling, I picked up my gun.
And aimed it at Shep'sfairhjitl head,
But I just couldn 't do it, oh, I wanted to run,
And wished they would shoot me instead.

Now, Old Shep, he knew h e would go,
He looked and licked at my hand.
He stared up at me, just as much as to say,
We're parting, but you 'llunderstand.
Now Old Shep, he has gone where
the good doggies go,
And no more with Old Shep will I roam.
But if dogs have a heaven, there's one thing I knoll'.
Old Shep has a woHde1j ul home.
I swear, on a number o f occasions, that tears carne to
the eyes of those "mini criminals" when Jerry sang that
song.

If I knew who wrote the song I would give the
composer credit ri ght here, but I don't. If you know , let
me know. • • • • •
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Notre Dame's 1947 Football Team

NOTRE DAME'S 1947 TEAM -- NATIONAL
CHAMPIONS -- Left to Right, Fro nt Row -Livi ngstone, Rovai , Skogland, Koslowski , Brown,
Zmijewski, Cifelli, Russell , Mello, Agnone, Fischer ,
Strohmeyer.
Second Row -- Coutre, Hart, McGee, J . Bre nnan,
Gompers, T. Brennan, McBride, Urban, Signaigo, Scott,
Smith, Heywood, Espenan.
Third Row -- Wightkin , Zilly, Limont, Walsh, Conner,
Clatt, Meter, McGurk, Ashbaugh, Lujack, Flynn, Earley,
LeCJyse.
Fourth Row -- Zalzjeski, Sullivan, M astrangelo, Brut:z,
Simmons, Potter, Tobin, Wendell, Walsh, O'Connor,
Ratterman.
Fifth Ro w -- Ma r tin , Czarobski, McGemee,
Swistowicz, Panelli, Cowhig, Statuto, Boss, Flaherty,
Earls, Kelly.
*Players in bold face type earned All America honors in
this or subsequent years. Leon Hart, 82; and Johnny
Lujack, 32, won Reisman Trophies

EDITOR'S NOTE : For whatever reasons, the photo
above, cut out of a 1948 Street & Smith's College
Football Annual, has been in my possession for over 50
years.

Notre Dame Victory March
There are those who Jove the University of Notre
Dame and those who hate the ground the Irish walk on.
Being Catholic, I admi re the school, especially its
former president Dr. Theodore Hesburgh whom I consider to be one of this nation's truly great leaders.
Isn't it about time YOU learned the words?
"Cheer, cheer for old Notre Dame,
Wake up the echoes cheering her name,
Send a volley cheer on high,
Shake down the thunder from the sky,
What though the odds be great or small ,
Old Notre Dame will win over al l,
While her loyal sons are marching,
Onward to Victory."
There. Now , don't you feel smarter already?
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Notre Dame
The Best College
Football Team

Ever?
Many college football teams have laid claim to the
honor of being considered the best college team of all
time. We argue for the Notre Dame team of 1947.

The 1943 Notre Dame football team won the
national championship.
Angelo Bertelli played six games at quarterback,
then joined the Marines. He won the Reisman Trophy.
It was during World War II. Shortly thereafter, many
of the Irish players began going into military service.
In 1944 an Army team featuring Glenn Davis and

Doc Blanchard trounced the Irish 59 to 0, the worst
defeat in Notre Dame history.
In 1945, Army won again, this time 48 to 0, another
crushing defeat of the Irish. Army was loaded with
players who had been recruited off other college teams
to play at West Point or face military service and
possible combat duty.

The 1945 Army starters were:
Hank Foldberg .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. . End
DeWitt Coulter................. Tackle
Art Gerometta ................... Guard
Herschel (Ug) Fuson .. .. .. .. Center
John Green ........................ Guard
AI Nemetz ........................ Tackle
Richard Pitzer . ... ..... .. ......... .. End
Arnold Tucker......... Quarterback
Glenn Davis . .. ..... .. .. .. ... Halfback
Shorty MeWilliams ...... Halfback
Doc Blanchard ... .... .. .. .. . Fullback
In 1946, with the war over and many players coming
back to South Bend, Notre Dame and defending national
champion Army, ranked No.1 in the country, played a
game billed as the Game of the Century.
The Irish held Army scoreless, but they didn•t score
either as the two best college teams in American battled
to a 0-0 tie in Yankee Stadium.

For the first time in their collegiate careers,
Army'sfabled backs Glenn Davis and Doc Blanchard

were held scoreless.
According to some Irish gridders who played in the
game, neither Notre Dame coach Frank Leahy nor Earl
(Red) Blaik of Army considered kicking a field goal.
They considered it a sign of weakness to admit they
could not score on the other team by running or passing
the football.

The 1946 Army lineup included:
Hank Foldberg .................... End
Goble Bryant .. .... ........ .... Tackle
Art Gerometta .. .. .. .. .. ....... Guard
Jim Enos .......................... Center
Joe Steffy ........................ Guard
Shelton Biles . .. .... ......... .. Tackle
Barney Poole ....................... End
Arnold Tucker....... Quarterback
Glenn Davis ................ Halfback
Rip Rowan .................. Halfback
Doc Blanchard .... .. .. .... Fullback

1946
Notre Dame had 53 ex-servicemen on the 1946
squad, including:
John Lujack, All American Quarterback;
George Connor, 1946 Outland Trophy winner;
Bill Fischer, 1948 Outland Trophy winner;
Jim Martin, 1949 consensus All American;
Leon Hart, 1949 Reisman Trophy winner.
The first team scored 12 touchdowns, the second
team had scored 28 prior to the Army game!
They scored 271 points versus their opponents 24
during the •46 season.

1947
42 players on the Notre Dame roster went on to
play professional football.
John Lujack, quarterback, won the 1947 Reisman
Trophy.
In Lujack•s two and a half seasons as a starting
quarterback for the Irish, 1943, 1946, 1947, Notre Dame
had a 21-1-1 record, winning three national championships.
Number 32 is still considered the best quarterback in
Notre Dame history.
In 1947, the Notre Dame-Army game was played at
South Bend, Indiana. ND's Terry Brennan returned the
opening kickoff 97 yards for a touchdown. Notre Dame
won 27-7. Then the series between the two teams was
suspended for 34 years.
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The Old Sarge, 8.04

The Sarge supervising his assistants as he
prepares for planting of the Vida Nueva garden. He gets lots of help from residents of
the Vida Nueva SLE program.

In a recent workout at Vida Nueva, Up, Up, Up goes The
Old Sarge, showing he can still dunk 'em like he was doing fifty years ago when he played for the San Diego High
School Cavers.

Photo shows height of cabbage plants tended
by the Old Sarge. A Green Thumber, for
sure! Laer, he picked some greens and prepared a delicious soup for the troops.

The Old Sarge proudly displays huge size of his
plant's cabbage leaves. "Anything grows on this
ground if you prepare the ground before planting,"
he says. His secret: Knowing how to prepare the
ground, when to plant, and taking good care of the
plants, especially dming the first weeks .
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T e ens a nd t he law
As young people approach adulthood, they should become more aware of the laws pertaining
to them because very soon they will become fully responsible for their actions. There are things they
should know to avoid running afoul of the law, paying big fines, or going to jail or prison.
ALCOHOL-RELATED CRIMES
lcohol is a major factor in many crimes
committed by teens. It lowers inhibitions,
making it seem easier to shoplift a magazine, drive faster than the legal limit, or participate in
destructive mob actions. According to criminal
experts, in over 65% of all homicides, the
viet im, the perpetrator, or both had been drinkmg.
Legal drinking age in California is 21 . Teens
may legally drink or possess alcohol in their
own homes with permission of their parents. In
all other situations, it is illegal. Also illegal is
using another persons ID to obtain alcohol or
altering an ID to buy alcohol.
Punishment for drinking varies. Your driver's license
may be revoked or suspended or delayed for up to one
year for each offense. This applies even if the violation
did not involve an automobile.
Violators can also be fined up to $250 and/or sentenced to 24 to 32 hours of community service.
Bar owners who allow underage drinkers to buy
alcohol may be held liable if the drinker is accidentally
ki lled or causes the death or bodily injury of another
person. Contrary to popular belief, parents cannot be
held liable if a youth drinks in their residence and then is
killed or causes death or bodily injury to another person.
DRINKING A ND DRIVING
California laws are very tough on teens who drink
and drive. Adults who have a blood alcohol count of less
than .08 percent are considered to be sober. Young
people, up to the age of 2 1, cannot have a BAC of more
than .01 percent. Teens may not refuse to submit to a
BAC test. They risk a fine, imprisonment, revocation or
suspension of their driver's license.
Young people should know:
• It is unlawful to have an open container of alcohol in a
car.
• Alcoholic beverages may only be carried in a car
driven by a teen if accompanied by a parent or legal
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guardian.
.
• If a driver or passenger illegally has alcohol in the car
and is the registered owner of the car the auto may be
impounded for up to 30 days. It becomes a very costly
act: 30 days X $46 per day= $ 1400. Then, add the
cost of towing, often up to $100. Then, add the
cost of the fine, or the penalty assessed by a
court of law.
Teens can be convicted of Driving Under
the Influence without a chemical test. A test is
not required if a judge or jury concludes that a
person under 21 drank and was driving. A teen
under 18 convicted of our may have his or her
license revoked until he/she becomes 18, for
one year, or six months to three years, whichever is
longest.
In most cases, teens convicted of DUI are also
required to go to an alcohol education or community
service program, with the parents paying for it. If the
teen is over 18, he or she must pay for the cost of the
program.
OTHER DRIVING OFFENSES
Up to two years in state prison is the punishment for
young people who drive recklessly and cause bodily
injury to another.
peed contests are against the law. Judges can
suspend a first-time offender's license for up
to 30days; up to 60days for a second offense;
and for six months for a third offense.
It is a crime to throw anythi ng at or from a moving
vehicle, and a felony if it is intended to do bodily harm.
Throwing a lighted cigarette or litter from a moving
vehicle can bring fines ranging from $30 to $1000.
STEALING & SHOPLI FTING
This is one of the most common crimes committed
by teenagers. A person is charged with larceny for not
paying for something taken from a store, or for fraudulent use of a credit card, or stealing a credit card.
Using the number or code of a credit card, personal
identification number, computer password, access code,
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bank account number, or any other number to avoid
paying for goods or services, is also larceny.
Grand larceny is taking something worth more than
$400, taking property from another person, stealing an
auto or gun, or some other crimes. Grand larceny is
punishable by up to one year in the county jail or state
prison. Petty larceny is taking something worth less than
$400, and is punishable by a fine of $1000, six months
in jail, or both.
SMOKING
It is against the law to sell cigarettes to teens. It is not
against the law for teens to smoke, possess cigarettes or
tobacco products except on school grounds or at school
activities. Offenders may be ticketed for smoking or
chewing tobacco on school property. Fines start at $7 5
and go up.
DISTURBING THE PEACE
DTP is defined as fighting in public, challenging
someone to a fight, making loud noises, disturbing a
neighborhood with a loud party, or using foul language
in a public place where it is likely to incite violence.
Arrests can bring up to 90 days in jail and/or a$400 fine.
If no one is injured or threatened, no property has
been damaged and parents have been notified, the detained teen may be referred to juvenile court.
BIKES, SKATEBOARDS
Bicycle drivers are expected to follow the same rules
as those who drive a car. Those under 18 who ride bikes
must wear a helmet. Bikes must have front and rear
reflectors while driven at night. Another person cannot
ride on the handlebars, cross bar, or over the rear tire. If
you are stopped by police, you can be ticketed.
n-Line Skateboarders cannot hold on to another
moving car. Offenders will be cited and sent to
juvenile court. In many cities you are forbidden
to ride on public sidewalks, in parking garages, and
around public buildings. Steep fines can be assessed
because people fear being run over by these boards.
CURFEWS
Curfews are designed to lessen the probability of
teens getting into trouble. Most ban teenagers from
being out after 10 pm on weekdays and past 12 midnight
on weekends. Teens can be exempted if they are:
• Returning home from a school, cultural or recreational activity.
• Working or going to and from work.
• Accompanied by a parent, guardian or adult.
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• Responding to an emergency situation.
• Participating in an educational, religious or political
activity.
• Running errands for a parent or legal guardian.
alifornia state law authorizes police to de
tain teens and transport them home. The law
allows fines up to $250 to parents of teens
who violate curfew. Habitual offenders can be declared
wards of the court and treated as a .. status .. offender.
( .. Status .. is an offense which is a crime only because it
was committed by a juvenile.) For more complete curfew information in your community, contact your local
police.
LOITERING
Loitering is not just hanging around a place for an
extended period of time. Nor it is occupying a restaurant
table for hours, or hanging out with your friends at the
mall. Loitering is hanging around for purposes of committing crimes if the opportunity presents itself. It is a
misdemeanor punishable by fines up to $10,000 or six
months in jail, or both. Ordinarily, teens are charged
with loitering if they are suspected of possibly being
involved in criminal activities or in violation of local
curfew laws.
FIGHTING
When someone is hurt or property is damaged,
police will arrest the participants, charging them with
assault and battery or disturbing the peace.
In California, assaulting, planning or trying to hurt
someone but not necessarily succeeding, is punishable
by six months in jail, a $1000 fine, or both. The penalties
are increased for assaults against paramedics, lifeguards,
traffic officers, process servers, or animal control officers. It is also increased if the crime occurs on school
property, or with use of a deadly weapon.
Battery is the willful and unlawful use of force or
violence. It is a misdemeanor but violators can be fined
up to $2000 and sentenced to one year in jail.
If a teen is fighting in self defense, the charges can
be dropped. If the fight is planned to take place after
school, both participants are equally guilty and will be
charged.
Fights between family members are also against the
law and carry the same penalties as fights among strangers.
VANDALISM
This crime covers malicious defacing, damaging or

C
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destroying of someone's property. Breaking windows,
masking or removing signs, tampering with works of
art, trees, monuments or ornaments are examples of this
type of crime.
Graffiti is the most prevalent crime of vandalism.
Punishment depends on the extent of damage. If it is
more than $50,000, teens can be fined up to that amount
and or one year in jail. Damage less than $400 can get
taggers a fine of $1 ,000 and/or six months in jail.
ourts can also sentence taggers to clean up,
repair, replace or pay for someone to fix up
the damaged property. Youth between 13
and 21 may have their driver's licens revoked or delayed
for up to one year.
Parents are liable when their children damage, destroy or deface property. They may have to pay fines, the
cost of repairs, damages, or losses related to merchants'
property or library books, damages to school property or
rewards offered to find their children, up to $10,000.
DRUGS
More than half of all high school students have or
will experiment with drugs. There are over 130 controlled substances including heroin, cocaine, LSD, methamphetamines, and others. Those caught with drugs are
charged with "Possession of a Controlled Substance ...
A person arrested with one ounce or more in his or
her possession is charged with a felony. Having drug
paraphernalia is also illegal as is being in a place where
heroin, cocaine, mescaline, peyote or synthetic THC is
being used.
It is a misdemeanor to possess an ounce or less of
marijuana. Teens caught with pot often are fined $100,
escorted to their parents' home, or taken to a juvenile
probation officer.

C

Possession of Drugs
on school property
is a serious crime
Possession of drugs on school property is a more
serious crime. Teens should be aware that preparing for
sale, selling, or giving away any amount of drugs on
school property during school hours or at a schoolrelated activity is a felony which can be punished by up
to nine years in state prison.
The courts also can suspend a teen's driver's license
from six months to one year if they are arrested for

Develop Your
Nalgas!
"Develop your nalgas!," said Joe
Kapp, former U.C. Berkeley quarterback and coach of the Golden Bears,
speaking to a largely teenaged crowd
at an American GI Forum national
convention in Santa Clara.
'You need strong nalgas to succeed
in life. You will be spending a lot of
time on your nalgas if you go to college, especially if you do a lot of studying.
"The more you study the more success you will have in life. As you get
older, you can do the things you want
to do, rather than the things that
others want you to do. Remember
that!
(Nalgas =Butt)

driving under the influence of drugs. The teen's driving
privileges can be suspended even if the crime had
nothing to do with driving.
WEAPONS
Possession of a handgun without written permission
of a parent or guardian is illegal in California.
Other weapons that are illegal to possess, sell, give,
make, import, or lend to someone include metal knuckles, dagger, sling shot, nunchaku, ballistic knife, darts,
and others.
Teens caught with weapons in school may be suspended or expelled, and subjected to other charges in
violation of the state penal code.
weapon does not have to be used to comit
a crime; exhibiting it to others in a rude or
angry manner is a crime. Even threatening
someone with a fake gun is a misdemeanor if it causes
the other person to believe that he/she is in danger of
bodily harm. Weapons used while committing another
crime make that crime a felony, calling for much more
serious punishment.
Parents are liable for damages if they leave a gun

A
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where a child can get it and someone is later injured or
killed by that gun.

GANGS
Belonging to a gang is not against the law. The
California Street Terrorism Enforcement and Prevention Act says: Anyone convicted of a felony committed
for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association
with any criminal conduct by gang members, will, upon
conviction of that felony, in addition to and consecutive
to that punishment, serve an additional term of one, two
or three years at the court's discretion.

TRUANCY
California law stipulates that all people between
ages 6 to 18 must attend school full time. Those who are

not in school or who are tardy over 30 minutes without
a valid excuse for four or more days in one year are
truants. The courts can assign parents to personally
deliver their child to school every day or pay a cash bond
assuring their child's attendance. Failure to comply with
the court order can result in parents being fined, ordered
to take parenting education classes and undergo counseling. The children can be made wards of the court.

THE REWARDS
The reward for Teens who choose to lead a responsible life are unlimited opportunities to become whatever one opts to be as an adult. Every time you commit
a serious crime, you narrow your opportunities for the
future. Remember that. • • • • • •

The Twelve Steps
The 12 Steps is the credo by which recovering alcoholics and drug addicts live. If they are to
achieve success, this is their statement of purpose for gaining and maintaining their sobriety.

I
We admitted that we
were powerless over our
addiction ... that our lives
had become unmanageable.

2

3

4

We came to believe that
a Power greater than
ourselves could restore
us to sanity.

We made a decision to
turn our will and our lives
over to the care of God,
as we understood Him.

We made a searching
and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

What is recovery?
A person is said to be in "recovery" is a person who
has admitted that he/she is powerless against the evils of
alcohoVdrug addiction and admits that he needs help.
He/she makes a commitment to learn about his problem
and to apply what he learns to improve his/her personal
life.
The process of recovering is:
1. Drying out for at least 72 hours in a detoxification center, in a hospital, or at home on your own;
2. Seeking help from a recovery facility willing to
admit you to its program; and
3. Beginning the long, slow process of taking charge
of your life.
The most important factor in recovery is to ADMIT

THATYOUCANNOTDOIT ALONE. Youneedhelp.
You give yourself to God. You put your trust in a higher
power.
You GET HELP simply by ASKING FOR IT, and
by accepting assistance as it is rendered to you.
In the recovery process you begin to take RESPONSffiiLITY for your past, present, and future actions.
You do not blame others for your failures. You admit
that you CAN be in control of your life and that you
WANT to be in control.
You disrupt old living patterns and slowly begin
establishing new ones. You take it slow. ONE DAY AT
A TIME. You find new hobbies to occupy your leisure
time. You find productive endeavors to replace the
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5

6

7

8

We admitted to God , to
ourselves, and to another human being , the
exact natu re of our
wrongs.

We were entirely ready
to have God remove all
the se defects of character.

We humbly asked Him
to remove our shortcomings.

We made a list of all
persons we had harmed,
and became willing to
make amends to them
all.

many hours you used to spend on alcohol and drugs. You
make plans for things you never had time for in the past.
You REGAIN YOUR SELF ESTEEM by thinking
positively about yourself. You are important. You matter. You have contributions to make to the world and you
intend to make them.
You begin to like people and thus make yourself a
lovable person. You aspire to more than just going
through life in a fog of alcohol or drugs. You open your
mind to new ideas, new friends, and new endeavors.
You commi t to the idea that your life is worth living and
that it can be done more productively without alcohol
and/or drugs.
You make yourself the NICE PERSON you know
you can be by taking care of your personal hygiene,
being cordial to your fellow man, making amends to
those you have harmed during your drinking/drug past.
You fi nd employment, go back to school, volunteer your
efforts to comm unity organizations, re-establish relationships with your family, and BEGIN KEEPING
YOUR COMMITMENTS.
Recovery is raising your self esteem, gaining your
sobriety and liking it, emerging from the fog of alcoholism and drug addiction, and walking in the SUNSHINE
OF SOBRIETY.
ONE DAY AT A TIME. --E.T.Sierra

9
We made direct amends
to such people wherever
possible, except when
to do so would injure
them or others.

II

We so ug ht through
prayer and meditation
to imp rove our consci o us co ntact wit h
Him , as we understood
Him, praying only for
knowledge of His will
for us and the power to
carry that out.

IO
We continued to take
personal inventory and
when we were wrong
promptly admitted it.

I2
Having had a spiritual
awakening as the result of these steps, we
tried to carry this message to addicts and to
practice th ese principles in all our affairs.

Most substance abuse recover·y programs urge thei r
residents to join Alcoholics Anonymous and/or Narcotics Anonymous and to commit themselves to
practicing the 12 Steps.
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Title Hopes 13·9, Break Win Streak
10-1 USC Trojans Lose Poise, Make Costly Errors,
Upset by 6-5 UCLA Bruins, Lose BCS Title Shot
A UCLA team which was a heavy underdog to the No.2 USC Trojans headed for a national championship game
with Ohio State, whipped their crosstown rivals 13-9 before a crowd of over 90,622 in a classic battle in the Rose
bowl on Sat., Dec. 2, 2006.
The loss, third for USC in the past 59 games is the first Trojan loss to UCLA in the Pete Carroll era.
UCLA's aggressive defense rattled the Trojans talented linemen who jumped to four false starts in critical
moments. Also, USC could not handle the Bruin defensive ends Bruce Davis and Justin Hickman, who harrassed
USC QB John David Booty all afternoon.
Patrick Cowan , Bruins sophomore QB, led the attack against the heralded Trojans, turning many critical third
down conversions into Bruins first downs.
All American kicker Justin Medlock's 31-yard field goal with 8:49 in the 4th quarter, gave the Bruins a 13-9lead
which held up.
USC failed to score at least 20 points for the first time in the past 64 games, ending their NCAA-record streak.
It also ended USC's 7-game win streak vs. UCLA. The Bruins won 8 straight in the Terry Donahue era.
It is one of the biggest victories in UCLA history, rivaling the 14-12 victory over Michigan State in the Rose Bowl.
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Hearing Loss Problems
I've had bad hearing all my life. It never became a
major problem until I began taking Dilantin medication
after I had a seizure on Saturday, Oct. 16, 1993.
I didn't realize how bad my hearing was because I
assumed everyone had the same problems. I never paid
much attention to it because I didn't want to.
One of my responsibilities as Court Liaison at Vida
Nueva Recovery Home when I went to work there in
1987 was to go with residents to their court dates. We
went there to explain to the judge the progress that the
resident was making, or make recommendations for
more programming.
It got to the point where sometimes I did not correclly hear what the judge was saying and I gave negative answers to questions that needed a positive response. Then I began asking the resident standing next
to me to tell me what the judge had said so I could give
an accurate response. It wasn't long before Sid Haro, the
Vida Nueva Director, decided to relieve me of those
responsibilities. We could not take the chance that some
resident might want to initiate court action because of
inadequate representation by the court liaison. I understood. There were other things that I could do for Vida
Nueva to earn my salary.
After the seizure, I returned to work and decided to
find out all I could about the medication that had been
prescribed for me. Reading through a book at Vida
Nueva Recovery Home I discovered that all drugs have
good effects and bad effects on the human body.

Dilantin, for example, supposedly protects you
~gainst another seizure which may mean a longer
lifespan. It seems worth taking. On the other hand, it
loosens your teeth, affects your memory, and causes
problems with hearing. Major problems, it seems. Be
Deaf or Dead was one of the descriptive definitions I
read in a magazine article about Dilantin.
Being able to hear, talk on the telephone, listen to our
~·eside~ts' . problems and assist them in solving them,
~n~erv1ew.mg prospective residents at the different county
Jal l s and rn our program offices when they would walk
in was part of my job description. Difficult to do if you
cannot hear well.
It got so bad that I could not hear conversations
between people who were standing four feet away. I
knew they were talking but I could not make out what
they were saying because I was not looking at their

WHY
ARE YOU STILL
kissing
american tobacco's
butt?

WHY?
mouths, reading their lips.
When the telephone would ring, the residents were
sure to let me know it was ringing. I knew it was ringing
but there's no sense answering if I cannot hear what is
being said from the other end of the line. The residents
asked if they could pick up the phone. The answer was,
"No, the phone is for Vida Nueva business not the
personal business of residents."
We took out the public telephones because the
residents insisted that they needed cell phones for busi?ess purpo.ses. If they were selling drugs or conducting
lllegal busmess we had no control over it.
On Thursday, March 14, 2002, Dr. Ronald Grant
removed some gallstones and my gall bladder at Kaiser
Santa Teresa Hospital. On the second day of my recovering, Eva, our office manager, called to find out when
I was going back to work. I was very upset. I had an
infection and the doctor would not release me until the
infection was gone. I called Sid Haro to complain about
Eva calling when I was trying to relax and get well. A
day later I discovered that I could no longer hear what
was being said on the phone. I called Gloria and told her
to call the nursing station and leave messages for me
since I could no longer understand what she was trying
to tell me on the phone.
That was when my hearing went all to hell. Now I
needed to be directly in front of you, and watching your
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mouth as you spoke, or else ... nada ... Alviso.
From this point on, I stopped going to GI Forum
meetings since I could not hear what was being said.
Conversations in the darkened bar of the new GI Forum
building were impossible. I wear a hearing aid which
cost me nearly $1,000. I can hear some with it on. But I
can also hear a lot of noises that I never heard before. A
roomful of people make a lot of babbling noises which
hampers my ability to hear what I want to hear from the
person directly in front of me. I have gotten to carrying
a small writing pad and pen so people can write me their
thoughts. Some do not have the patience and give up on
trying to converse with me. I understand their feelings
even though I don't like it.
I have a driver's license, but must drive with complete concentration on the task at hand. I dare not be
distracted because I cannot hear other car's horns, so I
have to watch very closely where I am driving. My
social life has changed tremendously. I spend most of
my time alone, reading, watching television, on the
internet, and writing my memoirs. Gloria is always

My Son,

the Ballplayer
E David Sierra, San Joaquin
Club President, circa 1959, in the
batter's box at Columbus Park,
taking a few cuts before a U.C.C.
League game.
At the moment we were short
a few "real" ballplayers and Manager Bob Garcia thought he might
have to unleash the Woodlake
Wonder on the meanies from Club
San Felipe.
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around. Thank Heaven. She is my ears. She orders food
for me in restaurants because I cannot hear questions
from waiters about my preference for toast, muffins, etc.
In the past two months since I retired from
working, we have been apart from each other only
when she goes to play Bingo in the rec hall or other
places, and one evening when my friend Joe Kapp
invited me to a reception for former Chicago Bears
end Jim Cadile at the Bold Knight Restaurant. It
wasn't much fun because people that wanted to
converse with me are told that I cannot hear what
they are saying and they lose interest in talking to me.
It is a very lonely feeling, but I don't blame them.
I feel isolated from the world around me. Having a
cochlear implant was discussed and rejected because I
didn't want to chance the other problems that might
develop. Not being able to hear well hurts. But I didn't
want to chance problems with an implant which didn't
work. Surgery would follow. I don't want anybody
messing with my brain. I am satisfied with it the way it
is now. So ... later for the implant. *****

Critique: Batting stance a bit,
bit, bit too wide. Bat halfway
around already, probably anticipating a fastball. Eyes on the
pitcher, good. Concentration excellent. Note bat being held at extreme end, indicating that E. David
was not thinking bunt.
A few seconds after this photo
was taken, the real ballplayers arrived and Manager Garcia motioned
for E. David to clear the batter's box,
handed him the score book, and
asked him to take his usual seat in the
San Joaquin Club dugout, next to the
ice chest and the ice cold beer. Ah!

Casey at the Bat

Whuppin' Woody Hayes' Best Team
On Jan. 1, 1971 , before a record crowd of 103,839 fans, Stanford and its Heisman Trophy winning
quarterback Jim Plunkett whupped up 27-17 on 11-point favorite Ohio State, Woody Hayes' best
team ever, in the Rose Bowl. Plunkett completed 20 of 30 passes for 265 yards, one touchdown,
and the MVP award. Stanford's Steve Horowitz, kicked a Rose Bowl record 48-yard field goal.
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GI Forum Politics:

Chargin Picketing Called Off
The Leader

Sept. 1970

California Chairman Calls Off Picketing
(NEWARK, CALIF.)-- California State Chairman
Louis Cortez, on the eve of the anti-Judge Gerald
Chargin demonstrations planned nationwide by the
American GI Forum, abruptly issued Memorandum
70-5 cancelling participation by California Forumeers
in that and all other physical demonstrations until
further notice.
he ..Day of Infamy .. demonstrations on Sept.
2, 1970, on the anniversary of Judge Gerald
Chargin's anti-Mexican remarks, had been
endorsed by the California State Convention on June
26, 1970 at San Jose, California and by the American GI
Forum's National Convention on August 1, 1970 at
Flint, Michigan.

T

Memorandum 70-5 dated Aug. 31, 1970 states:
.. As State Chairman and leader of the American GI
Forum of California, after conferring with National
Chairman Mr. Juarez, I have decided to direct all
chapters in the State of California not to participate in

Headache Remedy
The Leader, Sept. 1988

LUPE VALDEZ: "David Sierra,
you talk too much! you give me a
headache!"
DAVID SIERRA: "Take an aspirin, get a good night's sleep, and I'll
talk to you again in the morning."
LUPE VALDEZ: "Aaaagh!"

physical demonstration on Sept. 2, 1970, the Day of
Infamy, as was planned here in the State of California
and throughout the nation.
I have, as your Chairman, demanded from the United
States Attorney General John Mitchell, Justice Department, Washington, D.C., an investigation into the pattern of killings of Mexican American people in Alameda
County, Santa Clara County, and Los Angeles County,
to name only a few.
I have further demanded a congressional investigation in the whole state of California as to the premeditately
(sic) ignored constitutional and civil rights of our people.
There is no question that we cannot guarantee the safety
of our Mexican American people under these lawless
conditions.
his directive will be in full force and effect
in regard to the demonstration planned
for Sept. 2, 1970, the Day of Infamy, and
all other planned physical demonstrations throughout the state, unless otherwise changed by your State
Chairman.
Sincerely, your fellow Forumeer,
LOUIS M. CORTEZ

T

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dan Campos and I
speculated on why Cortez had issued Memorandum 70-5. "Well, he just got appointed to the
Alameda County Grand Jury," said Mr. Campos. Did Cortez sell out to the man? • • • • •

Pollution
.. Eighty percent of pollution is caused by
plants and trees.
--RONALD REAGAN
II
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Get Famous first,
if you're going
to break the law!
by David Sierra
A few years ago, because we wanted to ascertain whether,
in fact, justice is truly blind in America, we compiled newspaper clippings of people in responsible positions who broke
the law and the outcome of their cases.
If you have ever run afoul of the law and faced a judge or
paid a fine for a citation or a ticket, think about what happened
to these people.
Read what they did and what they were charged with.
Refer to ANSWERS to fmd the disposition of their cases.
Was justice served?
1. HERVE .. Tattoo" VILECHAIZE, Hollywood actor,
pleaded no contest to possessing a loaded handgun in a
hospital emergency ward. Police said he appeared drunk.
Another charge of carrying a concealed weapon was
dismissed.
2. KEN SHANKS, Plumas County Sheriff, admitted that he
was guilty of child molesting charges over several years.
3. CHRIS WASHBURN, 6'11" North Carolina State basketball player, pleaded guilty to 3 charges of stealing
stereo equipment from two football players at his athletic
dorm.
4. JODIE FOSTER, 21, Yale University coed and Hollywood actress, was arrested for bringing less than a gram
of cocaine into the U.S. on a flight from Paris, France.
5. WILLIE BROWN, California Assembly Speaker, let his
driver's license expire on his 49th birthday, March 20,
1983. Then he got a ticket in S.F. for an illegal lane
change and not having a driver's license.
6. BENJAMIN DIAZ, a Sacramento Judge, was cited for
soliciting a prostitute and engaging in a lewd act in
public. Police said a 32-year old woman was seen getting
into the judge's car.
7. ROBBIE WATERS, Sacramento County Sheriff, pleaded
no contest to a misdemeanor charge in which he crashed
his county car into a freeway barrier. The California
Highway Patrol said his blood alcohol content was .18.
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ANSWERS: Get famous first
1. TATTOO: Carrying the weapon was dismissed. Fined
$425. Given one year of informal probation.
2. SHANKS resigned, rather than submit his family to
prolonged embarrassment. The statute of limitations in
California requires prosecution within six years of the
event. That saved the Sheriffs skin. He resigned. Accepting his resignation, Plumas County Supervisors Chairman Bill Coates said, "I'd like this county to remember
that Ken has been an excellent Sheriff. We owe him a debt
of gratitude for his work." (!! !! ! !?)
3. WASHBURN was sentenced to 46 hours in jail, representing the hours that the stereo was missing. He also got
a suspended 6-year sentence, was placed on probation for
five years, and ordered to get mental health treatment,
perform 320 hours of community service, and pay $1,000
to a crime victim's fund. The university and coach Jim
Valvano continued to let Washburn play basketball for
the Wolfpack.
4. FOSTER was tried in Juvenile Court, ordered to pay $100
fine, and $500 in court costs. The judge also ruled that if
she is not arrested again for a year, possession charges
against her will be dismissed automatically. (21, a juvenile?)
5. BROWN said he had gotten two 90-day extensions simply by calling the DMV. They mailed it to him, he said,
DMV said he had no extensions when he got tickets in
July 1982, August 1982, and April 22, 1983. Brown
replied that he had not renewed because .. I just haven't got
the time," and furthermore, "They (the DMV) are as full
of s---- as a Christmas goose!"
6. JUDGE DIAZ pleaded no contest. He was fined $265 and
placed on three years probation. After the incident the
Judge said "I ran into the lady who I knew was a hooker.
I was just curious and thought it would be for laughs! ..
7. WATERS was fined $681 and sentenced to two days in a
work program where he fixed toys for disadvantaged
children. He was allowed to go home at night.
AFTER COMPARING these incidents and the corresponding disposition of the cases with some stories told to me
by residents of an alcohol and drugs recovery home in San
Jose, we come to the following conclusion: Maybe all men

are created equal, but they don't stay equal for long.
THE MORAL OF THIS STORY is: If you are going to
do something that is against the law, GET FAMOUS FIRST.

Diffusion of Education: On the diffusion of education among the
people rest the preservation and perpetuation of our free institutions.
--Daniel Webster, 1837.
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Lou Molina vs.
Cisco Andrade
.,. ......

June 5, 1961 EL EXCENTRICO

by E. David Sierra

Lou Molina meets
Cisco Andrade
Tuesday, June 6th
at San Jose Civic
Larrupin' LOUIE MOLINA, the San Jose Destroyer,
0o-ets his chance-of-a-lifetime next Tuesday night when
he battles colorful and hard hitting lightweight CISCO
ANDRADE, the pride of Compton , California, in the
main event of a scheduled ten rounder at San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
olina told us a year ago that a bout with
Cisco was o ne fight he REALLY wanted.
Now the match has been made, both
fig hters are in excellent shape and ready to give it hell in
the ring.
This is the fight that can make or break Molina's
aspirations for national and international renown and no
one knows it better than the grocery store manager from
Grant Street.
Andrade goes into this fight with a decided edge in
experience over the dynamite-fisted ex-Marine fro m the
Garden C ity but it won't be the first time Molina has
faced a foe with more experience and emerged triumphant. It's happened before and he's quietly confident
that it might happen again.
The boys around town who profess to be boxing
experts (we won't mentio n their names to spare them the
embarrassment) cautioned me not to go overboard in
praise of Molina's fistic talents prior to previo us bouts
wi th W ee Willie Morton and again before the clash with

M

LOU MOLINA
San Jose, Calif.

Orlando Zulueta, the classy Cuban. Both times Louie
climbed between the ropes confident that he could whip
a more experienced professio nal and dicho y hecho!
Zulueta became the first fighter ever to go the
distance in a pro fig htfest with Molina. Now, against
Andrade, Molina again pits his dynamic fi sts against a
more experienced adversary. To hear fight fans talk of
the husky, good looki ng, serious, and confident grocer,
Molina must hit like a mule with those explosive hands.
fter the Zulueta fig ht, it is said that 'Bandit
Ben' Medina, highly touted as one of the
best fighters ever to come out of the San
Joaquin Valley went to Zulueta's dressing room and
tried to get the dusky clouter from the Caribbean to say
that Molina didn't hit as hard as everyone said he did.
"No," Zuluetais quoted as saying, "He hit very, very
hard!"
There was talk of a Molina-Medina go last summer
but it seems to have died down. Maybe the Bandit
decided he better not mess aro und with Molina?
Back to Andrade and the business at hand : This guy
has battled the best in the business , including Joe

A

(Cont. on Pg 711)
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McGovern warned that Richard Nixon's was the most
corrupt administration in American political history.
We also paid no heed to the $400,000 ITT scandal
and others which followed.
Oct. 1976 ELECTION YEAR EDITORIAL
A "grain deal" with the Soviet Union resulted in
nearly
400 mil lion bushels of American wheat being
E. David Sierra,
sold at 1.65 per bushel by huge
Editor, THE FORUMEER
conglomerates who had prev iously
purchased that wheat at 1.32 per
In December 1972 we ran a long editorial
bushel from "s mall farmers" who
entitled THE DEMOCRATS HAD IT COMdid
not know about the soon-to-beING, rehashing the events and outcome of the
announced Russian deal. Short ly
1972 U.S . presidential election campaign. In
thereafte r, because there was a
that one, Richard M. Nixon and Spiro T.
shortage of wheat, the Presiden t
Agnew mustered all the resources of the
told us, the price of bread went up
United States Government and by hook or
for
Americans.
crook easily defeated George McGovern and
Ma1·tha Mitchell warned the
Sargeant Shriver.
American
people that Richard
e concluded our article with
Nixon was corrupt and insisted
the following words: 1976
that her husband (Attorney Genshould be very, very interesteral
John Mitchell) divorce himing. The country will be 200 years old then,
Gerald R. Ford
self from that campaign. For
and like Chicano voters much, much the
38th President
once, he took her advice.
wiser. We shall see.
Then fo ll owed charges of es***
pionage, counterespionage, stories about huge sums of
In 1972 Americans took no heed when candidate
money being raised by the Committee to Re-Elect the
President, and deals bei ng struck with some very unlikely people who endorsed President Nixon .
(Cont from Pg 710)
President Nixon instituted price and wage freezes
which in reality became freezes on wages for the
Brown, the lightweight champ. His fights with Ralph
working man at a time whe n prices were skyrocketDupas in New Orleans on January 1, 1957, and a real
ing. The poor were ripped off for the benefit of the
slugfest with controversial Art Aragon before 12,000
fans in Wrigley Field in Los Angeles, are fight classics.
rich.
undreds of millions of dollars changed
Tickets for the bout are available at:
hands, political payoffs were rumored in
MOLINA'S MARKET
every
section of the country, and ol' John
340 Grant Street
Connally changed political parties. And principles.
San Jose, California
Nixon and Agnew won easily.
EDITOR'S NOTE: A few local fight fans asked me
when I was going to write something about Lou Molina,
***
Immediately after the election, Agnew launched hi s
a San Jose fighter aspiring to make a name for himself
now well-documented attack on the news media which
in the boxing game. I admitted boxing was not my
tried , in vain at times, to warn the American people that
favorite sport, nor did I know much about it. One of the
fans arranged for me to interview Molina at his Grant
hi gh-leve l skullduggery was being practiced at the highStreet grocery store and I met him there and talked for a
est levels of their government.
few minutes. From that meeting came another inte rview
THE FORUMEER took a Watergate Poll in
June of 1973 and found that Americans (at least the
in his home on the eastside of San Jose. I went to some
ones that responded to our poll) believed that Richof his bouts and when he finally got an engagement vs.
Cisco Andrade, I wrote the article above. • • • • •

Nitty Gritty TiiTie

W

Molina vs. Andrade

H
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ard Nixon and Spiro T. Agnew were crooks. Some of
them suggested remedial action but because this is a
family newspaper, we cannot print their suggestions
here.
In November of 1973 we were suddenly confronted
with what President Nixon termed an ENERGY CRISIS. Remember that?
mericans were told that there was a short
age of gasoline and suddenly 36 cents per
gallon gasoline was selling for 60 cents,
you were having to line up to get it, and damned glad to
find it. (Some gasoline dealers insisted on their customers making an appointment to buy gasoline). REMEMBER?
We were asked by our government officials to buy
smaller cars while they continued being chauffered
around in the longest, most expensive cars that man
makes. We were told to turn down the thermometers in
one of the coldest winters in American history, but
government wasn't turning down ITs thermometers.
OureditorialonTHEENERGYCRISISinJanuary 1974 concluded that the world was not poor, but
it could very well be poorly administered.

A

can people that he would move swiftly to heal the
wounds of Watergate and get the country moving again.
He also said that he would restore confidence of the
American people in their elected officials, and promised
that he would not seek re-election, wanting only to serve
out the term of Richard Nixon until January 20, 1977.
Ford chose former New York Governor Nelson
Rockefeller as his Vice President.
In Sept. of 1974, less than one month after he
became President, Ford issued a presidential pardon
for Richard M. Nixon for all crimes that he had been
charged with at the time and all crimes that he might
be charged with in the future.
This move effectively blocked all expectations that
the American people had of ever finding out what
REALLY happened during the Nixon Watergate Years.
Now, another election is upon us, and once again
the American people must march to the polls and
elect a President.
The choice is between the new policies of former
Georgia Governor Jimmie Carter, and continuing
the policies of incumbent Gerald R. Ford.
GO TO THE POLLS AND VOTE! • • • • •

***

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew agpeared in a Baltimore. Maryland courtroom and pleaded nolo contendere
to charges of tax evasion. and resigned his office to keen
from facing prosecution on far more serious charges.
Americans were to learn that their Vice President, while
sitting in the 2nd highest office in the land, was ON THE
TAKE.
President Nixon chose a relatively unknown congressman from Michigan, Gerald R. Ford, to replace
Agnew.
On Thursday evening, August 8, 1974, Richard
Milhous Nixon resigned as President of the United
States.
An administration which flaunted its patriotism,
wore American flags on their lapels, preached Law &
Order in every corner of the land, and made 'the national
security' and 'peace with honor' household words, was
found wanting.
When it appeared that Congress was about to
begin impeachment proceedings against him, President Nixon too, quit and split.
Gerald R. Ford thus became President of the United
States on Friday, August 9, 1974. Ford told the Ameri-

Domestic Violence ... or

The Stupor Bowl
Many men in this country look forward to
the annual National Football League championship game, better known as the Super
Bowl.
ut many women don't. Regardless
of how the game comes out, they
know that later in the evening, they
will face a punchdrunk husband acting irrationally.
Many women's shelters in this country
report as much as a 40o/o increase in calls for
help on Super Bowl Sunday and the following
day.
In Los Angeles, on an ordinary day, the
LAPD may average 20 calls per day, but during Super Bowl Sundays there are as many as
34 calls.

B

EVEN THE WINNERS LOSE

Surprisingly, a study made by sociologists
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at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Virginia says that men battered their wives AFTER their favorite team won. So, it wasn't
ANGER at losing that made them do it.
Football is a violent game, and played by
violent men. We have learned through newspaper articles and the electronic media stories
about many prominent athletes using their

''Football is
a violent sport
played by
. I en t men ••• "
vto
fists, and even weapons, to inflict bodily harm
on their loved ones. But its not always the
players who are perpetrating the violence on
their loved ones, it is the fans.
Don't you wonder evecy time you see a fan
wearing a watermelon on his head, or watching a game shirtless in freezing weather, or
painting his face and body the colors of the

'Where do these
pumpkin -head
people come from?"
team he supports, if someone, somewhere, is
going to be beaten senseless if the game
doesn't come out the way he wants it to?
Do you wonder what is missing in that
person's life that makes a game take on so
much importance that he sinks to the depths
of beating those he loves, and uses the game
as the reason for it?
BETTING ON IT
Perhaps the avid "fan" has wagered much
more money than he can comfortably afford to
lose. Perhaps he doesn't know enough about
the game to bet on it intelligently. Perhaps he
is wagering on his team just because he wants
them to win!
But, is the outcome of any sports event any
reason at all to senselessly batter a loved one?
Alcohol, of course, has something to do
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with it. Super Bowl Sunday has become
America's biggest yearly binge, probably surpassing New Year's Eve in some homes. Some
people make elaborate plans for that day, lay
in large supplies of alcohol and edibles, and
plan their guest list carefully.
LONGEST GAME OF THE YEAR
The party starts way before the kickoff.
Some people become so intoxicated that they
cannot recall what happened in the game they
looked forward to all year.
The game is over. There is a winner, and
there is a loser. Wives of domestic batterers
dread the moment their "football fan" comes in
after long hours of watching the "Super Bowl"

'7s he coming home tonight?
Is he coming home angry?"
with his friends. If he starts berating her and
making her feel that, somehow, she is responsible because the game didn't come out the
way he wished, she is also a loser. If he
escalates the situation from talking to doing
her bodily harm, she becomes the biggest
loser of the day.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

Squeeky Clean
Citizens
Back in the days when some Americans still had their heads in the sands of
ignorance, the Orange, California city
fathers had this policy: The Municipal
Swimming Pool was open to Whites only
on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. Monday was MEXICAN
DAY. On Tuesday the pool was closed
because the water was drained and refilled,
ready for the Whites on Wednesday. BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
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Bush-Cheney Team Charter Member
In early 2004 I received a letter from a Mr.
Racicot notifying me that I had b een chosen to be a Charter Member of the BushCheney '04 Team in California. I was

mightily impressed . It made m e feel very
important, and that m y President and Vice
President highly valued my opinions. Below is my r eply to this kind invitation:

May 9, 2004
Dear Mr. Racicot:
Thank you for your letter of April 26, 2004. I was mightily impressed that I have been chosen to be a
Charter Member of the Bush-Cheney '04 Team in California.
I regret that I cannot accept the appoi ntment because I have joined the millions of Americans who want
a different president. I believe that Mr. Bush is a capable leader. I see him as a good President for Iraq,
but prefer Mr. Kerry for president of the United States.
I hope to have a president w ho is more concerned about problems in America than those in the middle
east. Those people have been fighting other people and each other since time immemori al. Our politicians do not have the solution to their problems.
I am more concerned about the high cost of living in America, the high cost of gasoline, the high cost of
prescription medicines, and the high numbers of American boys being killed every day. Apparently we
did not learn a lesson in Vietnam.
But, thanks, anyway, it makes me feel good to know that I am held in such high esteem in high places in
our government.
Sincerely,

E. David Sierra
P.S. Son-y I can't send you any money. I don't have any , and probably won't have an y until our economy
takes an upturn . Hope you understand.
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Ready for Action!
Please notify Defense
Secretary Rumsfeld
that I am ready
whenever he gives
the word.
I don't need no
salary, no medals,
no formal recognition.
When it's over, just
have him say, "Good
job, kid, you done us
proud."
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Ray Gonzales
Dedication
ay Gonzales first got involved with the San
Jose GI Forum when he did a favor for Vida
Nueva. After that, Sid Haro used his powers
of persuasion to convince those managing the Fiestas
Patrias that we ought give Ray a free booth at the Cinco
de Mayo and 16th of September celebrations as an
expression of our thanks for the favors he did us.

R

Not everyone thought it was a good idea. But,
eventually, Sid managed to convince them that what
Ray Gonzales did for us was worth a helluva lot more
than we would have earned by his buying a booth.
I don't ever remember that man saying No to any
request we made of him for his cooking talents. Besides
that, he was a fun person to have in your crowd.

Knowing that, it's a good thing I was sitting down
when I received a call requesting that I write a bit
about Ray Gonzales. Shortly after his death, San
Jose GI Forum wanted to dedicate the 1996 Miss San
Jose GI Forum pageant program to him!!!
It was a labor of love. Below is what I wrote:
IF WEALTH CAN BE DEFINED by the number of
your friends, then RAY GONZALES was a very wealthy
person, because he had hundreds of them. An affable
individual who was quick with a story to brighten your
day, and a person who delighted in being with other
people, Ray became friends with hundreds of people.
You could not help liking him. Why? Probably because
he liked everybody.

No one really knew how many friends he had.
One of the most oft-heard expressions at his memorial services was, "I didn't know that YOU knew
Ray! How do you know him?"
Inevitably the connection was through the love of
sports, particularly golf, or his participation in community activities. Friends that we had not seen for over 20
years came out to pay their last respects to a good friend.
We met him in a bar some 22 years ago. Why not?
He was a bartender for over 32 years. I was in the
Piedmont, a downtown bar which had seen better days.
My friend and his happened to be away from their bar
stools momentarily. He turned toward me from the next
stool, extended his open hand, and said, "I'm Ray

True Measure
"Keep in mind that the true
measure of an individual is
how he treats a person who
can do him absolutely no
good."
--Ann Landers

Gonzales. Who are you?"

"Shirley Temple!," I replied, then asked him a
question, "Are you THE Ray Gonzales?"
He roared with laughter and asked "Is THE Ray
Gonzales wanted by the law, or is some pretty lady
wanting to meet him?"
"You've got a lot of friends," I said, "I've been
hearing about you for years but never had the pleasure of
meeting you."
His next question was directed at the barkeep, "Marcy,
can we have four more here?''
After that brief encounter I did not see him again for
a long time. The American GI Forum had begun to
sponsor the Fiestas Patrias celebrations in downtown
San Jose.

H

e had taken a booth and was preparing
his "world famous carnitas" when I
walked by and he called me over, greeted
me, and asked if I wanted to sample the carnitas. Of
course!
"Do I know you from somewhere?" I asked.
"We met 22 years ago on a Tuesday night at the
Piedmont!" he replied, before turning away to take an
order from one of his paying customers.
Then we began to see him more often as he got more
involved with the American GI Forum.

You needed food prepared, call Ray Gonzales.
He was always ready to help his friends. He cooked
for the organization on the streets of San Jose, in
county parks, even behind the walls of Elmwood
Correctional Facility.
At golf courses all over northern California, Silverado
and Pebble Beach in particular, he was known as "The
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Tamale Man .. because he took tamales and other Mexican delicacies to the course and shared them with golf
professionals and other prominent people in pro-am
tournaments.
He became friends with POA pros like Tom Kite,
Roger Maltbie, Lee Trevino and others. He played golf
with Evil Knievel and served him more than one drink
at his downtown bar, the Caravan Lounge.
He was an avid supporter of the James Lick High
School fundraising golf tournament, and was recognized by the school for his efforts. The Jim Plunketts,
Leon Donahues, Roger Maltbies and other famous Lick
graduates were personal friends.
uring a memorable afternoon at San
Jose Muni in 1993, playing with the late
George Shirakawa, San Jose Councilman; Joe Kapp, former Super Bowl QB of the Minnesota Vikings; Tony Gallegos, E.E.O.C. Commissioner, Washington, D.C.; Abel Cota,SidHaro,David
Sierra, and Lope Valdez of San Jose GI Forum; Ray
remembered to bring some delicious burritos for his
friends. "I ALWAYS take care of my friends," he
enthused.
ay passed away on Aug. 17, 1995. His
memorial services were a recollection of all
the fun times he had with family and friends.
Everyone remembered the pleasure he brought toothers, even his favorite song ... He wanted this occasion to
be a celebration of his life, .. said one of the eulogists.
And it was.
His legacy? A ready smile. Hundreds of loyal
friends. A delightful disposition. The ultimate definition of the word: FRIEND.
To this special person who came into our lives and
cast a ray of sunshine, we respectfully dedicate the 1996
Miss San Jose OI Forum Pageant program.
-- David Sierra Feb. 28, 1996

D

R

EDITOR'S NOTES: This is not how the Dedication to Ray Gonzalez appeared in the Coronation Ball
program, because in those days San Jose OI Forum•s
censors were at work. I didn•t question it, because I did
not go to the Flores Mexicanas Pageant that year. I had
quit drinking and the social activities no longer appealed
to me as they had when I was imbibing heavily.
--ETS • • • • •
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Sheriff's I.Q. Test
by E. David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER
San Jose GI Forum voted to demand that the Santa
Clara County Sheriff immediately dismiss five deputies
who had been suspended for distributing a document
mocking Chicano deputies in his department.
On Thursday, Dec. 5, 1974, the San Jose MERCURY quoted Sheriff Geary that the deputies did it as .. a
tension-reliever, and it was intended to be humorous ...
Among the questions asked in the mock test was this
one:
CHICANO CHERIFF TEST
The proper (best) method to break a pinata is:
A. Empty Tequila bottle
B. Full Tequila bottle
C. 12 ga. shotgun/co buck chot
D. Mace
E. Baton
F. Anti-tank weapon.
In January 1975, to prove that we too have a sense
of humor, we gave the Santa Clara County Sheriffs
Deputies a test:
To be a Sherifrs Deputy in Santa Clara County
you must have:
D. A flag on your lapel.
E. Deep hatred of Chicanos
A. Relatives in the department
B. Photo of Judge Chargin under your pillow
C. A brown nose.
To do a good job as a Sherifrs Deputy in Santa
Clara County, you must:
A. Sleep on the job daily
E. Buy stolen property and call it .. evidence...
F. Hate commies, pinkos, wierdos, and whackos
G. Raid massage parlors just before election day
B. Not arrest each other·s friends
C. Steal money from accident victims
D. Look good in a Smokey the Bear hat
The salaries of Santa Clara County Deputies are
paid:
A. Just in the nick of time
B. From proceeds of Chamber of Commerce
cake sale
(Cont. on Pg 718)

\
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GI Forum Politics:

"You Should Resign"
August 11, 1970
Dear Dave:
her~ is a ~ove afoot to officially ask for your
res1gnat1on from your present office in the
Chapter. There is also some move afoot for
some action on the state level.
I have always valued your friendship and we have
had some good experiences working together over the
years. I would personally prefer that you not be subjected to further attack over the incidents at the national
convention.
Your continuing on as Chapter Chairman is

T

going to have some serious consequences.
I don•t want to get involved in reviewing the incidents at the national convention as you know them well.
Suffice to say that you lost the support of many Forumeers
because of this.

I would hope that to not let matters get out of
hand you will submit your resignation as Chairman
to preserve the Chapter and to save any further
attacks on you.
Speaking for myself only, I could not in good faith
continue with the chapter under your leadership in view
of the circumstances.
I do, however, want to assure you that my personal
action is one concerned only with the good of our
chapter.

Sheriff's I.Q. Test
(Cont. from Pg 717)

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

The same day my boat payment is due
On the 6th Friday of each month
By the tooth fairy
By the taxpayers
Or else!
EDITOR'S NOTES: We also suggested that the
deputies inject their thumbs in their rectums and do
situps on U.S. Highway 101 to .. relieve their tensions ...

The Santa Clara County Sheriffs Dept. is under
a court order to hire more Chicanos, and apparently
the white deputies resent having to work alongside
Chicanos.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

Regardless of the outcome and whatever road you
choose to travel, be assured that you have my continuing
personal friendship if you are able to accept it under the
circumstances.
I talked to Pat Vasquez last night and we have given
up on the bus idea to the Moratorium as we have
received very little reaction from our membership. We
have decided to travel by car.
Tu amigo, --Bob Rodriguez
DITOR'S NOTES: I wrote to Bob and
replied that the membership, if they felt so
inclined, could move to impeach me, have a
hearing, and vote on it.

E

What I said was said about Mario Vazquez was
said in a California delegation CAUCUS and whatever is said there should have remained there.
I also said that any hearing that I attended would
have to include Mario Vazquez, in person, so (See Mario
Vazquez Letter, page 372) both principals would have
an opportunity to question each other. I knew that Mario
Vazquez did not have the huevos for confrontations
concerning his record as state chairman as stated in The
Vazquez Letter.
Didn•t these damned Tejanos know by now that the
only thing E. David Sierra likes more than a good
argument is TWO good arguments? --E. David Sierra

•••••

Lottery Monies Letter to Mere
May 3, 2004
Editorials & Opinions Editor
San Jose Mercury News
750 Ridder Park Dr.
San Jose, CA 95190
Re: Condition of our Schools
Dear Editor:
I am the only person that I know of who voted AGAINST
the California Lottery when it was put to a vote a few years
ago. I did not trust the politicians to use the money effectively, and they haven•t. What is the money being used for?
Can you take any school, investigate how much money
it got, and precisely what it was used for? Might provide
interesting reading.
The last cuts being made in education should be those
providing services for the primary reason schools exist ... to
educate young people.
Sincerely,
E. David Sierra
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E. David Sierra
EL EXCENTRICO magazine
July 20, 1963

Colored People Should
Sue Government
on Civil Rights Issue

T

he colored people seem to have tried every
thing else in their campaign to get equal
rights in this country. How about filing a
lawsuit against the U.S. government, demanding their
rights as citizens and once and for all establishing
whether or not our constitution means what it says.
We would love to see a case like this come up in
court. We think it would go somewhat like this:
Opening Statement
by Colored Attorney:
"Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, first of all I would
like to thank you for not disqualifying yourselves in this
case. Many did, not wanting to face the pressure that will
surely be brought to bear on many of you by factions
which do not hold sacred the meaning of our United
States constitution.
The prosecution will attempt to show that the American Negro is held in lower esteem in this country than an
African Negro. We will show that equal rights, guaranteed to ALL American citizens, regardless of race, color,
or creed are denied members of the Negro race simply
because of the dark shade of their skin.
We wiD show that the Negro is denied job opportunities not because he does not qualify but because
he is a Negro.
We will show that the Negro is denied equal education not because he does not seek it but because it is
denied him by those who though they are intelligent
enough to realize that an educated man is a more useful
member of the society in which he dwells, desire still to
keep the Negro as illiterate as possible and thus not only
make him feel inferior to the white man but in reality BE
inferior to him.
We wiUshow that the United States Government,
though it professes to be a government of the people,

by the people, and for the people, is in reality a
government dedicated to middle-of-the-road policies which bring about a do-nothing stalemate in the
civil rights controversy.
We will show that the colored man or woman is
tolerated only when he or she contributes something to
the enjoyment of life of the white man; for example, the
whites who jam theaters in the United States to hear and
enjoy Negro entertainers, but wouldn't think about having that same entertainer in his home for coffee.
We will show that as outstanding as some of our
Negro baseball players are, often outplaying the
white man, NOT ONE OUTSTANDING NEGRO
PLAYER EVER WAS GIVEN A SUBSTANTIAL
BONUS to play baseball!
e will show that political parties often
appoint Negro officials to jobs for the
sake of capturing the vote of the Negro in
that particular section of the country and that even
though some of the counties in some states in the south
are predominantly Negro they are not ruled by negroes
as a democratic city, county, or state government surely
would be if the people were allowed to choose their
officials.
We will show that the southern universities of Mississippi and Alabama, even though they receive money
from the federal government, do not willingly allow
Negroes to enroll there.
In conclusion, let me state that the Negro in the
United States is looked down at by the white man
even though he has two eyes, two ears, one nose, and
a set of teeth just like the white man, walks on two feet
just like his white brother, eats and sleeps just as the
white man, pays the same income taxes, worships the
same God, hates communism, fights in all of the wars
into which he is committed, pledges allegiance to the
same flag, and votes for the same president.
The Negro is accepted as an equal only when the
white man needs the Negro to attain a goal which he
cannot attain alone and cannot find a white man to attain
it for him."
Write your own script for the rest of the case but be
sure to point out at the conclusion that the U.S. Govern-

W

(Cont. on Pg 720)
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Human Relations
Commission
Statement
Dec. 20, 1967

EDITOR'S NOTE: I WAS CHAIRMAN of San
Jose GIForum when the Human Relations Commission,
with our member Robert V. Rodriguez, a commissioner,
released their ANALYSIS OF HUMAN RELATIONS
PROBLEMS AND NEEDS IN SAN JOSE, CALIF.
document.
Our Civic Affairs Committee perused the document, discussed it extensively, then we came up with a
stattement to make to the City Council on Dec. 20, 1956.

Statement of San Jose Chapter,
American GI Forum
Ladies and Gentlemen:
My name is David Sierra. I live at 724 Harrison St.,
San Jose, Calif. I am Chairman of the San Jose Chapter,
American GI Forum, a veterans family organization
dedicated to developing and improving the social and
economic conditions of the Mexican American people

Colored

P~ople
(Cont. from Pg 719)

ment won the case because the trial was held in Birmingham, Alabama and those responsible for this mockery of
our U.S. Constitution were let off scott free because it
was an election year and the "solid south" must be kept
contented.

Illustrate your script.
Color the Negro attorney's face black.
Then red.
Then mad.
Color the U.S. Government pleased.
Color David Sierra confused.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
In 1963, at the height of the civil rights demonstrations in the southern United States, I wrote an editorial
for EL EXCENTRICO magazine with my views on the
subject.
Use of the word .. colored .. was in vogue at that time.
Standard use of the word "Black" applied to American
Negroes would become popular later. • • • • •

by encouraging participation in community affairs.
The purpose of our testimony is to give support for
your 23-page publication AN ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
RELATIONS PROBLEMS AND NEEDS IN SAN
JOSE, CALIF., to make recommendations for memers
of the Commission in view of the fact that an opening
will occur on Dec. 31, 1967; and to make general
statements which might help the Commission to better
understand the problems of minorities in this area.

The San Jose Chapter Civic Affairs Committee
headed by Mr. Pat Vasquez, met on Dec. 6th to
review and study your proposal. This 10-man body
took your proposal page by page and discussed it
among themselves.
t a meeting on Dec. 13th we were privileged
to welcome Human Relations Commis
sioners Alfred Aram and Robert Rodriguez
to discuss this proposal with us and to answer questions
hwich arose as a result of our deliberations.
We believe that the intent of the proposal is far-

A

reaching and idealistic. We also believe that it is a
step in the right direction. We therefore want to go on
record as being in complete support of the Human
Relations Commission in this effort.
RACIAL PREJUDICE
I have some general observations to make on racial
prejudice and how it is interpreted by some segments of
our community. The Anglo, and by Anglo I mean
anyone not Mexican American, Negro, Indian, Filipino,
Japanese, Chinese, etc., is quick to point out how many
Mexican Americans and Negroes live on welfare.

They choose to ignore how many thousands of
Anglos hang out at Rescue Missions and Salvation
Army establishments across the country.
They were quick to criticize the long hair of the
Pachuco in the early forties, and now that their own sons

Fight for Liberty
Men fight for liberty and win it
with hard knocks. Their children,
brought up easy, let it slip away
again, poor fools. And then grandchildren are once more slaves.
--D.H. Lawrence
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and daughters run around with messy hair so long you
can't distinguish male from female, some mothers have
actually gone to court to defend their son's right to grow
his hair as long as he likes it!
THE PACHUCOS' HAIR WAS CLEAN, FOLKS!
fight at a tavern frequented by Negroes or
Mexican Americans is a case of "those
irresponsible and hot-tempered so-and-sos
fighting again," but thousands of supposedly intelligent
young men and women breaking windows, desecrating
the American flag, and demanding law enforcement
officers get the hell off THEIR campus, is just young
Americans exercising their freedoms of speech and
assembly.

A

Violence on the waterfronts of America is a case
of working men willing to physically defend their
right to bargain for a higher wage and better fringe
benefits.
A two-year old strike to organize the farm workers
of the lower San Joaquin Valley led by Cesar Chavez is
"communist-inspired, led by rich college kids with
nothing better to do on weekends, and an effort to
deprive the poor grower of his justly deserved profits!
All that is lackin& here. ladies and gentlemen. is a
common mirror!

SOME GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO
THE COMMISSION:
1. Enlargement of the Commission to 21 members,
including more people from the minorities,

2. Mexican Americans on the Commission staff,
when and if this proposal is adopted by the
City Council,
3. A distribution of Minutes of the Meetings and
Agendas of future meetings to leaders of Mexican American and Negro organizations,
4. Evening meetings of the Commission to allow
working people to sit in on the sessions,

5. Recommend hiring of Mexican Americans at
reception desks of all city agencies dealing
with minorities,
6. A nose count of actual number ofMexican Americans employed by the City of San Jose, and
broken down by departments.
7. A nose count of Mexican Americans in Labor
Apprenticeship programs.

8. Figures from the local draft bord on actual
number of Mexican Americans being drafted

for military service.
9. Showing of motion picture, THE MANY FACES
OF A CITY, to social science classes throughout
the city,
10. Provide radio and television time for responsible
leaders of minorities to present their side of
community issues,
11. More seminars similar to PROBLEMS OF

SPANISH SPEAKING AMERICANS held
last June, but allow Mexican Americans and
Negroes to pick their own spokesmen,
12. Encouragement of personal contact between organizations such as Chamber of Commerce and
minority groups to exchange views on social and
economic problems,
13. PublicationsofCountyWelfarenotstress "white"
social workers helping Mexican American and
Negro applicants.

COMMISSION VACANCIES
For the vacancies which will occur with the termination of the term of Robert V. Rodriguez, we would like
to recommend the appointment of Mr. Robert H.
Gonzales of 632 North 3rd Street, San Jose, Calif., to fill
the vacancy.
n the past we have seen commissions of this city
meeting with more commissioners absent than
present. We favor city commissions, particularly this one on Human Relations, attempting to deal
with our problems, composed of some people appointed
by the City and some people ELECTED by responsible
and civic-minded organizations, similar to the Economic Opportunity Commission.
In the past we have seen commissioners appointed
who did not even live in San Jose! This does not hardly
inspire confidence in our city fathers!

I

In conclusion, the San Jose Chapter, American
GI Forum, wishes to congratulate and thank Mr.
Mark Bihn and the San Jose Human Relations Commission for their efforts in the past and we pledge our
cooperation for the future.
THANK YOU. • • • • •

World Peace
The main obstacle to achievement
of world peace is national pride.
--E. T. Sierra
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Hitting the Woods
--E. David Sierra
For nearly 20 years I was content to play golf hitting
my trusty 3-iron off the tee and just about every shot over
125 yards. Then some friends decided that we should
join MAGA, the Mexican American Golfers Association.
ow, those guys wanted to play THE EN
TIRE COURSE. They backed up the tees
all the way to the boundaries of the course
if the pro shop would allow it. So I was often trying to
play holes where I could not reach the fairway on the
first shot!

N

I kept hearing the message, ''David, you've got to
learn how to hit the woods."
Finally, I decided to do just that. I told my wife
Gloria, 'Tm gonna give myself thirty days to learn how
to hit a wooden golf club. If I learn, I am going to stay in
MAGA. Si no, adios MAGA!

So I started going to the Thunderbird Golf and
Country Club every day. The course is better known
as The Ghetto to Chicanos on the eastside of San
Jose. I went to the Ghetto every day. I mean every
day, including Saturday and Sunday. Not to play,
just to hit golf balls and listen to anyone who had any
advice whatsoever on how to hit that damned little
white ball straight up the fairway and long enough
that I could see the green before I hit my second shot.
The light came on about the 27th day.

A

fter getting advice and lessons on the driv
ing range from Humberto Garza, Louie
Rivas, Frank Apodaca, Ike Hernandez, Hector Juarez, Raul Alatorre, Bob Samarippa, Gabe
DeLaTorre, Paul Lopez, Manuel Lopez, Manuel
Contreras, Gil Contreras, Eddie Castro, Ray Madrid,
Chilo Mireles, and many others, it happened. I hit a
straight shot!
I went to The Ghetto on a weekday afternoon, about
3 PM. Chico Preciado was a teaching pro. He was just
sitting on a bench looking out over the driving range. He
watched me banging balls along the ground, to my left,
to my right, straight up, and missing them by a foot! He
approached me, watching intently. It must have hurt,
Chico, to see me hitting those balls so miserably. How
stupid can a grown man be, he must have thought.

Finally he approached me and asked, "Do you

Will work
Black teenager •s T-shirt at Serra vs. Valley
Christian Football game in San Mateo: WILL
WORK FOR WATERMELON.

want to hit the ball with your right hand? Most right
handed golfers use the left hand."
I replied, "I don't CARE which hand. I just want to do
it right!"
Chico spoke for a few moments and then told me to
do exactly as he said, and don't worry about where the
ball goes. There isn't anyone out here that you can hurt
right now anyway, he said. I was thinking, I don't care
if I hurt someone, it will just mean that I hit the ball long
enough to reach somebody else out on the course!
So I began to bang away. Left, right, straight up,
missing it completely, and directly on top of the ball,
burying it in the mud! Instead of having me adjust my
swing, he adjusted where I placed the ball. Moved it
back so it was closer to my right foot than my left.
PRESTO! He had me place the ball opposite my right
foot so that the club contacted the ball while it was still
coming down and the ball tended to fly up, up and away,
away, away!
God, what a wonderful feeling! I went for another big
bucket. I did not want to stop hitting balls. I was afraid
that it was just temporary and I would never recapture
that swing again.
It was late afternoon, I could just barely see down the
fairway, but I was still blasting balls down the fairway.
The lights were turned on, and I kept blasting away.

My friends, Ray Madrid and Sid Haro, approached me and asked, "David, is that you? I
thought you couldn't hit a wood?"
"I just learned that afternoon," I said excitedly,
"Watch this!" And I continued hitting the ball until the
bucket was empty. I didn't want it to end! I didn't know
if I would ever again hit the ball that way! That is the only
time in my life that I ever hit four buckets of balls in one
afternoon.
Did I mention that I do NOT LIKE TO PRACTICE?
Need I mention that never again, never, did the ball
come off the club like it did that afternoon?

God, if you didn't intend for me to be a good
golfer, I can live with it. You gave me other talents for
which I am eternally grateful. Ay se va, Ese. • • • • •
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Report to Members
Installation of Officers
May 13,1978
E. David Sierra was giving up the chairmanship of
San Jose GI Forum to Pete Gonzalez. I knew that this
would be the last time I would ever addrerss San Jose GI
Forum and its friends as their Chairman. We had the
installation of officers at Lou's Village restaurant.
We remember that after the ceremonies Jose
Carrasco, a professor at San Jose State University, asked
me how I felt about yielding the power to another
person. I remarked that it was easy, because I knew that
Pete Gonzalez and I were reading from the same page
inasmuch as our hopes and dreams for our organization
was concerned. "A different style of leadership, perhaps, but we agree on a lot of things. That makes it much
easier," I said.
My final remarks to the members, before passing on
the gavel, were as follows:

State of the San .lose
GI Forum Re]Jort:
a

MEMBERSHIP ... A year ago, when we elected
officers, we had 63 members. TODAY .. we have nearly
180. We pledged last year to increase membership to
200 ... and didn't make it. Our goal NOW is to increase
membership to 300!
FINANCIALLY ••• It is enough to state that we
are in better financial condition than we have ever

been. We are solvent, our bills are paid on time, and
we are contributing to those less fortunate than
ourselves.

B

UILDING .. Our building at 1680 E. Santa
Clara Street has undergone extensive
changes, under the direction of Frank Caballero. We are the only chapter in the western United
States who owns their own building. Exec. Secretary
Richard Gomez is now taking contributions to buy a
large color TV set so we can watch Monday night
football together next Fall.
VETERANS OUTREACH ... Director Abel Cota
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and his staff continually are praised by C.E. T .A. staff,
local politicians, a nd those they serve for the dedicated
effort they put forth in helping veterans. Last September, Mr. Cotareceived an OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD from No Greater Love, an organization which recognized his concern and work for veterans. Cota was a guest of the group at the L.A. RamsOakland Raiders football game and shook the hand of
none other than Joe Namath.

P

IDLLIES ••• We are sponsoring the Ameri
can GI Forum Phillies in the Eastridge
Senior League. At high noon today, they
were trailing the Astros 3-0 in the 4th inning. Who
won, Abel?
EASTSIDE ATHLETIC CLUB ... We are contributing $25 per month to help support the Eastside Athletic Club run by member Roy A viula.
S.E.R.... We have five members on the Board of
Directors of SER, one of the largest manpower agencies
in the country, including Pete Gonzalez, Ismael Flores,
Abel Cota, Richard Gomez, and Chairman of the Board
Joe G. Lopez.
SJ GI FORUM SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
... A year ago we had a San Jose GI Forum Scholarship
Foundation which appeared to be dying from lack of
interest. TODAY we have 12 involved members on the
Board of Directors, including Secretary Ernie Salazar,
Treasurer Ismael Flores, and Chairman Richard Gomez.
In addition, members of this chapter chair the Small
Business Contributions, Publicity, Constitution Revision, and Awards Banquet committees.
VOTER EDUCATION '78 ... We conducted a very
successful Voter Registration Project headed by Darlene
Marquez, which registered nearly 4,000 new voters on
the eastside ... in 5 weeks. This effort was funded by a
grant from the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters.
Quite frankly, our ultimate objective is to conduct the
1980 U.S. Census in the heavly Chicano-populated
areas of the county. We KNOW we can do a better job
than the U.S. government did in 1970!
1978 QUEEN CORONATION BALL ... The 1978
Queen Coronation Ball was the most successful in our
20-year history, and our representative at Los Angeles in
the State Finals will be lovely SyI via Davilla, this young
lady ... (ask her to rise).

CONTRIBUTIONS ..• We are helping, with a
contribution, to send 1977 Miss San Jose GI Forum
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and State Queen, Linda Valdez, to Nashville, Tennessee for the national finals of a competition in
which she is the State Champion.
We are contributing to the effort to raise funds for
Mountain View Councilman Joe Perez who is a victim
of cancer and is dying. We have helped our State
Chairman, Gil Rodriguez, produce, fold, and mail the
State of California newsletter for the past year.
MEYE~ SC~OOL ... We are helping Meyer School,
on the eastside, with the construction of a playground for
the kids.
CINCO DE MAYO ... We recently participated in
the Decorated Car Division of the Cinco de Mayo
Parade in downtown San Jose, and placed FIRST.
C.E.T.A. JALE FOR CAMPOS ••• One of the
most enjoyable battles we waged last year, in my
personal opinion, was when we campaigned for and
helped get the C. E. T .A. Director's job for Past Local,
State and National Chairman Dan Campos.
s an example of where San Jose GI Forum
is today :·· five of the final six candidates
were Chicanos, and ALL belong to this
chapter! We took a group of sixteen members to call on
a local politician, and left our message .. . no job for
Campos, no further political support in the future!
POLITICAL CANDIDATES ... At present we have:
Two members running for Mayor of San Jose, one
member running for Santa Clara County Sheriff, and
two members running for Judge.
IN THE FUTURE ••• ALCOHOLIC SERVICES
-- We have successfully negotiated a proposal to
provide alcoholic recovery home services to the Spanish speaking on a grant from the County of Santa
Clara. The project will get underway in the very near
future.
On that effort we got lots of help from some members who pay their dues, never go to the chapter meetings, but who were worth their weight in golf as we went
through the red tape of securing County funding. The
effort included meeting with members of the Board of
Supervisors at 6:00 AM, inviting the Assistant County
Executive to meet with us in our building, and soliciting
and getting the aid of the School of Social Work at San
Jose State University.
The funding agency was impressed by letters of
support for us that they received from such as Chief
of Police Joseph McNamara, Superior Court Judge

A

Carlo, Fixa Tony!
Archibald had taken his expensive FIAT
to the garage to have some minor work
done. The manager assigned Tony, his
best mechanic to the job. The next day
Archibald came back, complaining to
the manager that it was still not humming right. "What does FIAT stand for?"
he smirked, "Fix It Again, Tony? ..
The manager did not laugh. Looking up
the file and seeing that it was indeed
Tony who had worked on the car, he
hollered out to another mechanic, "Carlo!
Carlo! Come quick ... Fixa Tony! ..
Fred Lucero, Councilmen Larry Stone and Greg
Morris of Sunnyvale, attorney Frank Merino, and
many other citizens.
GOLF TOURNAMENT-- June lOth, Thunderbird
golf course.
FIREWORKS STAND-- July 1-2-3-4, next to Banco
de San Jose on Story Road.
FAMILY BARBEQUE --July 15th, Senter Park.
EAREINDEBTEDTO,ANDTHANK:
Executive Secretary Richard Gomez,
Projects Director Abel Cota, Vice Chairman Bob Escobar, Frank Caballero, Pete Gonzalez,
Fred Vazquez, and my wife Gloria, who is in the
hospital.
SAN JOSE GI FORUM HAS GROWN ... Ten
years ago, when I became Chairman for the first time,
this chapter had a budget of $12,000 per year, and the
Chairman was expected to tell the membership how he
intended to raise the money and where he intended to
spend it. TODAY, our budget, including two projects
we sponsor, is in the neighborhood of $260,000, and we
have a Treasurer, a full-time paid Executive Secretary,
and an auditor to keep track of what goes where.
IN CLOSING •.• We feel that it has been a good
year. We look forward to continued progress. Again,
as we did last year, we will quote Lyndon Baines
Johnson, who once said:
"In the end, we just want those who will surely
evaluate our performance, to conclude that ••• WE
TRIED!''
Thank You. --E. David Sierra • • • • •
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Tortilla Flats Basketball Team, '49-'50

TORTILLA FLATS BASKETBALL TEAM, 1949-50 --Left to right, Moses Moreno, Martin
Lara, Ralph Alley, Richard Gonzalez, and Eliseo (Pelon) Sierra. These were not the starters, they
were just the guys who happened to be there when somebody brought out a camera. Our best players
were Ed Leon, Eligio Villegas, Moses Mesa, Martin Lara, and Frank Pefia, if my memory serves me.
LEON was a starter on the WUHS B hoops team and a linebacker on the football team. VilLEGAS
was the most valuable player in baseball in his fres hman year, and a starter on the basketball team.
His dad would not allow him to play football, where we were all sure he could have been one of our
school's best ever halfbacks. MESA was the starting QB on the varsity footbaJl team, starting guard
on varsity basketball team, and the top pitcher on our baseball team. PENA had been a starter on the
varsity basketball team before most of us got into high school.

TORTILLA FLATS BASKETBALL TEAM-- (Woodlake)-- In 1949 we thought
we were a pretty good team. We were fanatic basketball fans (and all sports for that matter). We
knew that the Minneapolis Lakers led by George Mikan were the best team in the NBA. We were
also aware that the Kentucky Wildcats were the kings of college basketball, We knew who Bill
Spivey was. We also knew about the great New York area teams, NYU, Long Island, CCNY (a junior
college playing major college basketbal l, no less), and the great coaches of that era, Branch
McCracken, Phog Allen, Claire Bee, Nat Holman, Hank Iba, and others.
Coach Polly Wilhelmsen's Visalia College Tartars had a 56 game winning streak and being from
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nearby Visalia we thought they were Gods. Frank Starnes,
Bobby Pounds and all the other Tartars were our heroes.
At that time I had never seen any of them play. We went
to high school games and that was it. Around that time,
the school would be renamed College of Sequoias and
adopt Giants as their team name.

The high school kingpins were the Edison High
Tigers from Fresno. Kids like Hardy Gideon, Bobby
Thrower, and a Chicano guard whose name I can't
recall, won the Visalia College tournament every
year it seemed.
We adored the Harlem Globetrotters and their style
of play, and tried to emulate them, of course. Who
didn't? Goose Tatum, Marquez Haynes and the other
Trotters were our heroes. We talked about going to see
them the next time they played in Fresno, but of course,
we never went.
The players in the photo: MOSES MORENO was a
starting guard on the Woodlake High B football team
and a starter on the varsity in his senior year.
MARTIN LARA was an outstanding C class pole
vaulter and sprinter. He held the school record in the C
class pole vault when he graduated in 1950 and went into
the Air Force, as did Leon and Alley.
RALPH ALLEY was a varsity football and baseball
player but never got to play much. He was a member of
the 1949 Woodlake High football team who won the San

Joaquin Valley small schools championship. RICHARD GONZALEZ was the starting second baseman on
a team which won the 1949 San Joaquin Valley small
schools baseball championship. He also started at guard
on the B class football team.

ELISEO SIERRA went out for football, basketbaD and track in his sophomore year and very early
realized that he had absolutely no future in sports.
Love of the games and reading about the old history
did not translate into skill at playing. So ••• he became
a sportswriter for the school paper and for our city
paper, The ECHO.
THE TORTILLA FLATS was a team that every
young kid in Woodlake wanted to play for. We passed
the ball behind our backs, and did a lot of whooping and
hollering to make the game exciting for those who might
be watching us.
We went to games together. We saw the 1949 State
Junior College track & field championships in Visalia
when the Compton team featured a longjumper named
George Brown. We saw Ventura College (Gilkey) win
the state title in JC basketball in the Visalia Tartars gym,
besting a Fullerton team paced by Chuck Holloway.

Some of the games we played are chronicled
elsewhere in these memoirs so they won't be repeated
here.
We weren't as good as we thought we were but we
enjoyed each other's company. We had a lot of fun and
the experience left us with many fond memories. • • •

The First Directive
Nov. 1986 The Leader
Our book review editor just finished reading
Police Chief Joseph McNamara's book, THE
FIRST DIRECTIVE.
,
If you don't know what the first directive is,
you are not going to find out here.

Chief, on page 83 of the paperback edition,
there is a spelling error. Ditto page 170. I think
... or is HONDLING an English word?
We couldn't find it in OUR xeroxed copy of a
dictionary given to us by a guy at King & Story.
The chief is no Joseph W ambaugh but then
Joseph W. is not a Chief McNamara either.
Besides that, Joseph Wambaugh doesn't play
softball. And he isn't privileged to live in San Jose.
So there.

The Fairy Navy
An east coast Gay was being shown
around San Francisco by his boy friend.
..That's the Embarcadero. That's
Alcatraz Island. That's the Presidio, .. the
SF man said, ..And that's a feny boat
over on the bay there by the Feny Building ...
"Amazing! I am impressed, Bruce.
Very! I knew you Frisco guys were
powerful and organized but I didn'tknow
you had your own building and damn
sure didn't know you had a Navy! ..
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My Son, the Actor
Passes Up His Chance for Stardom •••
Dear Dave:
For a long time I have been very impressed with your
flair for the dramatic. I have read your stuff regularly and
I know your interests run heavy along the cultural lines
even though you are the town's No. 1 rebel.
Had in mind organizing a Little Theatre Group using
the people that belong to different clubs. I've had some
experience on this from my school days (who hasn't?).
We could put on plays and do something charitable with

My Son, the Politician

W

hen Robert Rodriguez lived in San Jose
he was always organizing something or
other. In 1964 he was State Chairman of
the American GI Forum, Department of California. He
loved to get groups of people together to solve problems.

On March 16, 1964, he sent me a notice to appear
at a meeting at the Hotel DeAnza for a Mexican
American Political Conference. I went, of course, the
cocktail lounge known as El Capitan, was a very nice
place to have a drink.
So, early that evening there I was, having a cold one
with some of the Chicano big shots in San Jose.
Also invited, according to RR's letter were: Hector
Moreno, President, Mexican American Political Association; Jose Lopez, President, Political Education Group;
Bill Lopez, President, United Latin American Council;
Ed Camunez, Chairman, American GI Forum of San
Jose; Dr. John De Heras, President, Mexican American
Lions Club; and Luis Juarez, Louis Hevia, Mrs. Lena
Manriquez, Max Ruiz, Moises Cuellar, Ted Cazares,
Richard Franco, and Ernest Vasquez.
We drank a lot of beer prior to the meeting, did a lot
of talking in the meeting, and drink a lot of beer in El
Capitan lounge after the meeting. And that was it ....

Had to say one thing for my friend, Robert,
though, he was ahead of his time. It's too bad he
dido 't stay in San .Jose and get elected to the City
Council here instead of going back to Del Rio, TX
and being elected Commissioner down there. • • •

our proceeds and at the same time the clubs pushing the
tickets could retain part of the selling price of the tickets.
I don't have much time and I know you are quite busy
too. I could devote an evening a week to this. Think of
what a scream it would be putting these plays on. Esther
Medina would be worth the price of admission!
Just a brainstorm I had, and don't know if you are
interested. Kick it around in your mind and if you are at
all interested, maybe we could further discuss it over a
bottle of ale.
My number at the office is CY 2-6682 and at home
AN 6-6732.
Best regards,
BOB RODRIGUEZ
Reed & Graham, Inc.
690 Sunol St., San Jose, CA.

EDITOR'S NOTES: I wonder if Bob Rodriguez
knew that one time in high school I was supposed to play
a very small role in a short play being put on by the
Drama class of which I was a part. I was supposed to
enter a hospital room, look at this pretty girl lying in her
bed, and ask: "Sheila, what happened to you?"
That was it! Since none of my sisters knew that I was
in the play, I went home at noon and told my sister in law
that I was sick, and did not go to school that afternoon.
I was scared, amigo!
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

El Charro Avitia
Many many years ago my wife Gloria and I
attended a show at the Million Dollar Theater in
Los Angeles featuring El Charro Avitia and including Estela Nunez. After Nunez got through
her act, the heralded Charro Avitia and a rousing
Mariachi band came onstage and began doing
their number. The fans began clamoring for the
newly discovered favorite Estel a. Us too! It was an
unforgettable performance by the young lady who
was on her way to stardom. Did it start in LA?
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The Zippergate Scandal
IF I had been like most greedy Americans wanting to cash in on the Clinton/Lewinsky No Sex
Scandal, I would have written my own version of it. Well, I went so far as to design a cover for
the book, and a spine (left), and an introduction to the author for the back page of the dust
cover (next page). All good, clean fun. Que no?

THE
ZIPPERGATE
SCANDAL
THAT
DEFINED
BIMBO
FOR
AMERICA!
E.
DAVID

SIERRA
La Rana

Press
Woodlake
Paris
Alpaugh
Khartoum
Yettem
Penjamo

"You never
know what
you'll come
up with
when you
drag $100
bills through
a trailer
court"

The
real story
behind
the
headlines!
Who did what
to whom?
When?
Why?

u.s.
Government
Employment
Office.
APPLY
INSIDE

Artwork by LALO, a Chicano carnal in Southern California who
is as talented in what he does as Clinton is in what HE does.
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My Son, The Author
The Author ...
E. David Sierra is a native Californian, bo rn in
Ontario, raised in Woodlake ,
and has lived most of his
adult life in San Jose. He has
been to Arkansas once, looking for L'il Abner, but has
never met William Jefferson
Clinton, Paula J ones, or
Monica Lewinsky.
A lifelong democrat, E.
David is a staunch supporter
of the President, but like other entrepreneurial Americans, hopes to turn a quick buck by rushing this book to
print just before the holidays.
This is his first published book. A previous effort,
REMEMBER THIS DAY, was laughed at by several
New York and European publishers. His work has been
published previously in the Woodlake ECHO, Fresno
BEE; and MEXIA, EL EXCENTRICO, and
LOWRIDER magazines.

His ode, Santa and the Sigmas, was read to the
1953 national assembly of Sigma Iota Chi Sorority
at Syracuse, New York.
He is a member of Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity, where
he edited the fraternity newspaper. A 40-year member
of San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, he was the
chapter's first non-veteran elected to the chairmanship

Prisons & Prisoners -- 2004
625,000- Number of prisoners being r eleased
from U.S. jails this year,
272,000 - Prison ers r eleased from j ails in
1994.
60% of prisoners released and rearrested and
retumed to jail within 3 years of r elease.
$6 Billion Dollars - Cost of keeping 162,000
prisoners in Califomia j a ils.
32 - Number of prisons in Califomia.
Surprised?

in 1967.
For ten years he edited THE FORUMEER, the national publication of the American GI Forum, and was
nominated by the Bobby Kennedy Foundation for its
annual literary awards for a series of articles critical of
the underemployment of Hispanics in the U.S. government.
He lives in semi-retirement with Gloria, his wife of
38 years, whom he swept off her feet when he took her
out to dance at a San Jose community gathering. They
were married 78 days later. He pursued his interest in
writing by editing THE LEADER, official publication
of San Jose GI Fomm, a Mexican American veterans
family organization, for 22 years until May 1999.
He was honored by the City of San Jose for his
efforts when the city won its All America City Award in
1963, was appointed to the Santa Clara County Fair
board of directors in 1976; was the first recipient of the
prestigious MR. GI FORUM award presented by San
Jose GI Forum; has been given the keys to the City of
El Paso, and honored by San Jose GI Forum as its outstanding member on three separate occasions.
In 1983 at Buena Park, Calif., he received the
Budweiser Cy Young Award from a group of southern
California admirers who compared his busy left elbow
with that of Sandy Koufax.
He keeps an interest in politics, the UCLA Bruins,
and interscholastic sp01ts. Once an avid golfer, he gained
some notoriety as "San Jose MAGA's Perfect 36", before retiring in 1994 after being hit on the right knee by
a golf cart driven by former U .C . Berkeley and Minnesota Vikings QB Joe Kapp, who remains a good friend.
* Aulhor's pholo, ELEXCENTRICO Magazine, circa 1962.

JUST IN CASE ... my book on William Jefferson
Clinton ever got published, I was ready with a bio
for the dust jacket of The Zippergate Scandal That
Defined Bimbo For America.
One of my friends reminded me recently that for a
book to be published it has to be WRITTEN first.
Oh.
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Is THAT
Bobby Morrow?

him, I suggested.
"Do you know him?" he asked excited at the idea of
being in the presence of a real Olympic champion.
"No, I don't know him," I admitted, "Just ask him to
autograph your program?"
"Hijo, man . do you think he will do that?" he
gushed.
"Just ask him, Chuyito, all he can say is No. Go ask
him!" I said.
e watched as he approached Morrow. Of
course the classy Abilene Christian
sprinter agreed to sign, but Jesse didn't
have a pen. A young lady in Morrow's group readily
brought out a pen and a starstruck Jesse Rodriguez had
his autograph.
00

It was 1956 or 1957. I was living in Woodlake,
working at the Tulare County Boys Ranch, a facility for
juvenile delinquents which had opened just a few months
before.
John Velasco, Steve Chavez, Jesse Rodriguez and I,
all living on Pomegranate St., had decided to go see the
West Coast Relays in Fresno.
e arrived at Ratcliffe Stadium on
Blackstone A venue and bought our
tickets. We were standing outside the
main gate wondering whether to go inside at the moment
or wait until later. The opening events were being
delayed as the track was being "vacuumed" because of
heavy rains which had been fallen the day before.

W

We were still talking about it when I spotted
Bobby Morrow, the Abilene Christian sprinter and
some other trackmen standing nearby.
"Mira, .. I told Jesse, "that's Bobby Morrow ...
Of course we had all heard of the Olympic sprint
champion but the other guys had never seen him in
person.
"ESEESELBOBBYMORROW?"heasked.ldon't
think Jesus Christ himself would have made a bigger
impression on Jesse than being in the presence of Bobby
Morrow.
WOW!
I asked Jesse if he wanted to talk to him.
"ESE ES EL BOBBY MORROW?" he asked again.
"Yeah, that's him, .. I replied.

"ESEESELBOBBYMORROW? ... howdoyou
know that's him?" Jesse inquired.
"I've seen him before. I've seen him run in Los
Angeles and other places. Go ask him for an autograph, "I
suggested.
"Do you know him?" he asked excited at the idea of
being in the presence of a real Olympic champion.
"No, I don't know him, .. I admitted, .. Just ask him to
autograph your program?"
"Hijo, man . do you think he will do that?" he
gushed.
.. Just ask him, Chuyito, all he can say is No. Go ask
00

W

Never in my life have I ever seen a person so
impressed to be in the presence of a celebrity than
was Jesse Rodriguez looking at Bobby Morrow.

******
The War on Drugs
Ethan N adelmann, Executive Director, Drug Policy
Alliance, speaking to the Commonwealth Club of California in July 2003 in San Francisco made the following
observations: In 1980, the United States had 50,000

people behind bars on drug charges. Today, almost
500,000. We lock up more people on drug charges
than all ofWestern Europe locks up for everything ...
and they have 100 million more people!
The legal divides we make between alcohol and
nicotine products and caffeinated beverages on the one
hand, and opiates, cocaines, amphetamines, marijuana,
exstacy and hallucinogens on the other are not grounded
in science. They're grounded in politics, culture, prejudice, money, and fear.
The first anti-opium laws were not motivated by
health concerns but targeted Chinese migrants. The first
anti-cocaine laws happened 100 years ago in the South,
directed at Blacks. The first anti-marijuana laws were
directed at Mexican migrants and Mexican Americans
in the midwest in the 191 Os and 1920s.
Ninety-five percent of all people encarcerated in the
State of New York for drug laws violations are black or
brown. Our teenagers live in a world in which 80% will
try alcohol by the time they graduate from high school;
over 50% will try cigarettes; almost 50% will try marijuana.
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Too Much Government?

College Drinking Facts •••

few months ago, one of the costliest presi
dential election campaigns was concluded
and President Bill Clinton was re-elected.
One of the things we heard criticized during the campaign was that .. we have too much government.. and we
need to .. get the government out of our lives ...
Maybe.
And maybe not. Some people would like to totally
dismantle some government departments because .. they
don't do the job. They cost millions of dollars and aren't
solving the problems ...

Nearly 1,400 college students per year die
from alcohol-related injuries, including auto
crashes.
More than 70,000 are sexually assaulted or
date-raped in alcohol-related incidents.
Over 500,000 are injured in accidents while
under the influence of alcohol.
More than 600,000 are assaulted by another
student who has been drinking.
More than 400,000 had unprotected sex and
more than 100,000 said they were too intoxicated to know if sex was agreed upon by both
parties.
More than 25% of all college students report
falling behind in their studies and receiving
poorer grades after they started drinking.

A

Okay. Some people say that the only role of
government ought to be to make sure that every
American is happy and provide for our national
defense.
They want no government laws regulating drilling
for oil on our beaches, or cutting down trees in our
national forests. We don't need a national law requiring
a minimum wage, the employer will pay the worker
what he is worth. Period. Maybe so. And maybe not.
But how would you like a society with NO regulations? Look what's happening to our telephone service,
television, the trucking industry, and the airlines!
What if there was no U.S. Patent Office. You

think up a good money-making idea, and someone
steals it from you and beats you to the marketplace
because they have more money. Without the government, you are just plain out of luck.
What if there was no unemployment insurance? You
lose your job, and you are out the door. You don't have
savings? Tough. Make yourself a little sign and stand on
the street comer offering to work for food.
What if there were no building codes? What would
protect your home from someone building a hog slaughtering yard on the next lot?
What if there were no Consumer Protection Agency?
What if you bought an expensive item and it was not as
good as advertised?
No OSHA? Who protects your safety in the work
place?
No Securities and Exchange Commission?
No Workers Compensation Laws?
DON'T EVEN THINK ABOUT IT. • • • • •

G/ Forum Politics:

The Galiana Letter
February 11, 1974
Mr. Rudolph Galiana, Director
American GI Forum Veterans Outreach Project
Denver, Colorado
1516 Xavier St. Suite 400
Dear Rudy:
There are a number of things on my mind at the
moment that I would like to run past you for your
comments.
First, it disturbs me very much to find out that
Project Directors of the VOP recently attended the Ft.
Worth Mid-Year Conference and most of them did not
even bother to attend the business sessions of the organization that has provided them with a job, MUCH
LESS REGISTER.

Rudy, this is not in keeping with conversations
you and I have had in the past about how the Veterans Outreach Project and its employees should aid
the American GI Forum, especially in viewofthefact
(Cont. on Pg 732)

Luck is when Opportunity meets Preparation
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an Jose GI Forum's Fiestas Patrias
Coordinator, Art Lomas, had de
cided to blow a little hot air up my
poopoo chute, so he sent a free lance wrtter to
Vida Nueva to interview me abou t how we
organized the over 200-units Cinco de Mayo
Parade.
"Aw, shucks, it''s nuthin'," I said , "I get lots
of help from members of the GI Forum. "
She said a photograph er wouldbe ther e a
few days la ter to take my picture. Me? Whatinell
for?
I think I asked more questions than I
answered. "Is this for Playboy?" was the
first one .
"San Jose Mercury News," she replied. It
made m e feel much better. I wasn 't ready to
drop my threads and let the world see me
starkers. No way, Jose!
The kind Mer e News photogr apher sent m e
an 8x10 copy of the photo, so I could frame it
and show my friends that I was famous. (See
above).
The parade was getting so popular that the
City of San J ose Fine Arts Department asked
u s to cu t the enb.y list. The wanted u s to h old
the en tries to 125 units so it wouldn't take 2
h ours for the units to march past the reviewing stand. It a dversely affected city bus lines,
the lite rail transit system , and created other

problem s, among th em ... the churches in Lhe
assembly area were complaining that the parishion ers could not get to their Sunday services because of a ll the units lined up on boU1
s ides of 4th
th ro u gh 9th
str eet a long
Santa Clara. I
thought it was
utterly stu pid . Pa r ades
bring people
into
th e
d owntown
area. They
p ay to park.
They
eat,
d rin k, and
buy a lot of
stuff they don 't really need, bu t they buy il
n on eth eless. Parades a re good for bu siness.
but I gu ess th e City of San Jose didn 't wan l
THAT many Latinos in ils downtown busines .
section. What else can you call it?
This is b eing wrttten a few year s later. San
Jose is about to spend n early $750.000 dol lars to h elp s u bsidize a downtown a uto race
which will create a lot of noise, tear u p Lhe
streets, probably endanger the lives of some or
its citizens, require lots of police protection.
stop the bus and transit lines from operating.
etc. WHY THEM AND NOT US? • • • • •

Galiana Letter

li on just two of them.

The Parade Organizer

S

(Cont. from Pg 731)
that the American GI Forum has ALREADY aided
them (you included) by establishing a project which
employs them.
We are di sturbed also by the attitude of yourself and
your national office in not encouraging all VOP offi ces
to s ubscr ibe to our o rga nizati onal pape r, THE
FORUMEER. Your excuse that there is no money
sounds very weak indeed when you realize that for the
mere sum of$ 12 they can purchase 25 copies per month .
Even the SER projects have cooperated in this
undertaking, East Los Angeles and Richmond, to men-

We thin k that the VOP oftices should all have
copies of THE FORUMEER avail able to give to
veterans to read. To r efresh your memory a bit,
though I know it doesn't need it, we are the onl y
major Mexican American organization who sponsors a veterans outreach project whose national
director does not encourage his project offices to
purchase subscriptions to the newspaper of the organization that made it all possible.
Your office has NOT bee n parti cularly helpful to u~
either in disseminating news about the VOP to the
American GI Foru m nationally .

(Cont. on Pg 733)
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Galiana Letter
(Cont. from Pg 732)
There are still many GI Forum members almost
begging for information (and here we are referring to
those chapters who are not now sponsoring a VOP
project) about the VOP.
e have tired of begging you and your
assistants for this information. The tack
we are taking now is this: SI NO NOS
Q UIEREN DAR INFORMAC ION. VA Y ANSE
MUCRO A LA CHING ADA! And I mean it.It seems to
me that this is one of those "estan como el hazadon. todo
para aca y nada para ali a!" situations.
Rudy, if this letter r eads "mad" to you, it should.

W

I am very upset because the American GI Forum
membership keeps dropping at an alarming rate
when we were promised that the VOP projects would
help increase it.
Que Chingados Pas a? Not only have they not helped,
but they won't even attend business sessions of our
organization!!
We think that, if you really wanted to, you could be
of far more help to the American GI Forum than you
have been in the past.
Locally, we are starting, I think, to pick up a few
members here and there because of the VOP office and
the impact that they have had on the San Jose communi ty. But apparently the same is not trueeverywhereelse
if I can believe the membership figures of the National
Executive Secretary.
If we are going to p lace new VOP projects into cities
with no GI Forum chapters, we are creating "jales" for
instant Mexicanos who will surely pop out of the bushes
to take advantage of the jobs this proj ect creates.

We su22est you pav particular attention to placing projects into cities where chapters alreadv exist.
In closing, I ask only that if you choose to reply to my
letter, I would appreciate your comments in writing. If
this does not deserve a written answer, let me make
another suggestion: Metete esta carta donde te hace
remolino el cuero.
Very sincerely, --E. David Sierra • • • • •

Schooling
1have never let my schooling interfere with my
education . --Mark Twain

Positively
Negative
We drank for confidence but became afraid.
We drank for sophistication but became an
embarrassment.
We drank for sociability but became obnoxious and argumentative.
We drank to make the conversation flow
more easi ly but the words came out slurred and
incoherent.
We drank for friendship but made enemies.
We drank to be sexy but ended up impoent
and frustrated.
We drank to feel happy but ended up feeling
depressed.
We drank for strength but felt weak and
exhausted.
We drank to sleep soudnly but tossed and
turned all night.
We drank for "medicinal" purposes but acquired health problems.
We drank to calm our nerves but ended up
with the shakes.
We drank to feel heavenly but ended up
feeling like hell.
We drank to diminish our problems but saw
them quickly mu ltiply.
We drank to cope with life but invited misery
and death.
--Anonymous.

None so Sweet
"Nothing is so sweet as to return from sea
and listen as the rain drops on the roofs at home.
We are home, America. America, God shed
his grace on thee."
--Commander James B . Stockdale,
Prisoner of War, returning to U.S. after 8
years as POW in Vietnam, Feb. 12, 1973.
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Hoops vs. Caballero
Members of San Jose GI Forum were at the Dan &
Mary Gallego residence on North 21st Street, sucking
beer, and watching Pete Gonzalez making up some
concoction which serves as marinade for the steaks at
our annual Stag Barbeque at Senter Park.
There was a basketball in a comer of the Gallego
garage and I picked it up and started bouncing it up and
down.
Frank Caballero was one of our newest members, a
tall and husky 6' footer. I asked him if he could play.
"Better than you!" he replied, looking down at my
chubby bod.
After a while, Budweiser issued a challenge.
Me to Caballero: "Frank, let's go outside ... You and
I. One on one. Ten points. Winners outs."
"YOU are gonna play ME?'' he asked incredulously.
Well, I had been in San Jose for over 12 years. I
knew a little bit about high school sports. I knew that
he had gone to high school here but I never heard his
name and basketball mentioned in the same sentence, so how good could he possibly be?
"Yeah, vamos, I said, so we went outside, and the
guys followed, to see the game.
He got the ball first, put up a 12 foot set shot, and
missed. I grabbed the rebound, dribbled out to the 12
foot range and let fly. Nuthin' but net!
"Two!" I exclaimed.
Caballero threw back the ball, started saying something about a lucky shot, or something like that, and
while he was still talking, the second shot arced through
the night and went through the net!
Swish!
"Four! I said.
H my memory serves me, I missed the next shot,
he grabbed the rebound, dribbled it outside and
again launched a 12 footer. Air ball!
I got the rebound, dribbled it outside and let fly
· before he had a chance to confront me and block my
shot.
Swish!
Swish!
Swish!
It was obvious that he was not a basketball
II

II

player. A hoops player would have dribbled to the
backboard and used his height advantage to do as he
pleased. Also, he would have handed me the ball out
at the 12 foot spot after a basket and immediately put
up his long arms to prevent me from getting off my
shot.
Aw, shucks, it was nuthin, was my comment to the
guys as they hooted and hollered while we went back
inside the garage. And it wasn't.
Caballero has many redeeming qualities. Playing
basketball is not one of them. • • • • •
II

II

GI Forum Politics

AI Hernandez
can respond
to suspension
at Visalia
The Leader, Feb. '85
by L.K. Sakalamota
(VISALIA) -- Former California Chairman Al
Hernandez, suspended for unauthorized usage of state
stationery, will get an opportunity to respond to those
and other charges on Sat., Feb. 2, 1985 during a Dept. of
California State Board meeting in Visalia.
State Chairman Eli Sandoval, following the directive of the Nov. 10 state board meeting at Los Angeles,
has notified AI Hernandez by letter of the charges.
JUSTICE FOR AL
A Justice for AI Hernandez Committee is being
formed in San Jose headed by David Sierra and Armando
Ochoa. Please send all contributions, ideas, etc., to them
at 1680 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose, CA 95116.
Editor's Note: Mr. Hernandez was not one of my
favorite people. The Justice For AI Hernandez Committee was a joke, of course. • • • • •
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The Elmwood Tour and
Female Inmates Panel
by Mary Gallego

First, we went into the Minimum Security section.
Some of the students thought this place isn't so bad.
Women that were pregnant wore shirts with different
color .sleeves. This was the case throughout the facility.
e got to walk into one of the cells where
everything was made out of metal. I
asked if the cells had air conditioning or
heating. I was told they did, but when it breaks down,
cells are real hot or real cold.
Students asked if inmates were allowed to have
makeup. The answer was no. Inmates usemarkers
for eyebrow pencil or eyeliner. They mix water and
sugar to use as hair spray.
As far as underwear they use what they get. Size
doesn't matter. A girl size small might end up with extra
large size and vice versa. All the women's clothes are
washed together, sometimes by male inmates. Sometimes the underwear has spots on it. Oh well, they still
have to wear it.
At the work shop the women spoke about their
experiences and why they are incarcerated. Some for
drugs, writing bad checks, etc. Most were two and
three time offenders. There were 8 women on the
panel.
One of the students told her story about what she has
gone through with her mother. The mother was always
changing boyfriends. Then she would go out with them
and leave the daughter. She was just a child. The woman
had one boyfriend that would always beat the woman.

W

Anonymous Thoughts
Nothing will ever be accomplished
by sitting around doing nothing,
making butt prints in the sands of
time.

If you touch a rock, you touch the
past. If you touch a flower, you touch
the present. If you touch a child, you
touch the future.
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Bang her head against a cement wall, kick her or beat her
with a bat. The little girl saw all this. But the mother
would still go out with him and leave the daughter
behind.
The young girl who is about 16 years old said, ''I
don't know where my mother is today, but I love her
and I miss her. And I wish she would be with me.''
So she was telling the inmates, "don't ever forget
about your kids. They need you. You need to be there for
them."
Well, after that story there was not a dry eye in the
house. The inmates were crying, one of them was almost
sobbing. Because this is exactly what she is putting her
kids through. Even the police officers were crying. The
young lady is in some kind of detention home.
We had the famous lunch. I ate the bread. I would
have eaten the apple but when I was cleaning it my
fingers went right in it. It was rotten!
Mary Gallego is a San Jose GI Forum member who
has attended many of Vida Nueva's Barrio Alcohol/
Drugs Conferences. She was asked to write her thoughts
and her article would be printed in the 2004 conference
program. But ... because of budgetary problems, there
WAS no 2004 conference. This is the first publication of
her work. • • • • •

Did You Know that ...
The State of California's 33 prisons have
operated in the red since 1997, according to a
San Francisco Chronicle article in October
2003.
This deficit in 2003 is about eight times
greater than last year's.
The deficit grows by about $500 million
dollars yearly!
In Feb. 2002, prison guards with over 7
years experience received salary increases
from $54,888 to over $73,000, which added
$90 million to the state budget deficit.
It is predicted that by 2007 the wage boosts
will cost California taxpayers at least $518
million.
Prisons ARE expensive, but what is the
alternative?
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American
Gt Forum
Biggies
go after
David Sierra
(El Paso) -- The America n GI Forum's
biggies (pompous idiots) -- National Chairman
J oe Cano, Na tional Executive Secretary Louis
Tellez, California Chairman Al Hernandez,
California S ecre tary Dan Campos, and their
a ttorney, Juan Hipolito, took their best s hot
at Davi d Sierra, fo rm e r e ditor of THE
FORUMEER, a three-time San Jose Chapter
Chairman, thrice voted the ch a pter's Mos t
Outstanding Member, and m ember of the
board of director for over 19 years.
detailed account of their actions is
covered in its own chapter else
wher e in t h ese m emoirs. Briefly,
Cano wanted a raffle ticket pulled. I refused.
He offer ed to kick my ass phys ically and then
out of the organiza tion. I refused his offer to
"go outside" since that is not the way grown
men settle their differences over a raffle ticket.
The chairman hired an attorney who
proved himself a sad excuse for a barrister. End result: David Sierra is still a member of the American GI Forum. And them?
I don't know and don't care. If they read
th e American GI Forum cons titution it was
obvious that they did not understand it , or
did not care to be governed by it . • • • • •

Joe Cano, Ame1ican GI Forum Na tional Chairman; President Ronald Reagan; and Hector
P. Garcia, GI Forum found er , at the 1983 convention in El Paso, TX.

A

Genius
Genius is eternal vigilance.

--Mich elangelo

The Scene of the Crime
The El Paso Co nvention Center, El Paso .
Texas, where the Ame1ican GI Forum's h eadup-their-ass leaders decided to try to impeach
m e from th e or ganization. Chairman Jo e
Cano. Executive Secre ta ry Louis Tellez, California State Ch airms n Al Hernandez, California Executive Secre ta ry Dan Campos, and
their a ttorney Juan Hipolito fa iled becau se
they were violating m y Iights under the National, State, Ch a pter and United States Constitutions and the m ore sagacious p eople on
the American GI Forum national board of d ir ectors and the respective state ch airpersons
recognized that even if th ey didn't.
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De La Salle's
Winners
145 Straight
Victories ....
and counting
The 1999 football season started with me wanting to
go see the De La Salle High School Spartans, who had
compiled a record of 88 straight victories, going back to
the 1991 season.
oach Bob Ladouceur's charges met San
Joaquin Valley powerhouse Bakersfield in
the second game of the season. D.J. Williams ran eight times for 134 yards and three touchdowns
in the fi rst half (16.7 yds. per carry) . The Drillers and
their coaches had seen enough. At Bakersfield's
request. a running clock was used in the second half.
One of America's most storied prep football powers
hoisted the white flag of surrender.
Sub halfback Jonathan Tucker intercepted two passes,
returning one 40 yards for a touchdown. It was a 35-8
romp for the Spartans.
Mater Dei High School's highly touted Saints from
Santa Ana, 1998 Southern California CIF Champions
and their High School All American quarterback Matt
Grootegoed were next. DeLaSalle prevailed 42-0, the
worst defeated inflicted on Mater Dei in their illustrious sports history. Over 12,000 people saw the game,
played at Memori al Stadium on the campus of the
University of Pacific in Stockton.
DeLaSalle had whipped the Saints 28-21 at Anaheim in 1998.
The 1999 game was a complete rout. Matt Gutierrez,
DeLaSalle's sophomore quarterback, completed 15 of
22 passes for 300 yards and six touchdowns, three of
them to Junior end Demetrius Williams.
The Spartans led 7-0 until late in the second quarter.
Kevin Forden intercepted a pass at the DeLaSalle 30,
which led to a 19-yard TD pass from Gutierrez to Devin
Cook. After forcing Mater Dei to punt, Gutierrez hit D.J.
Wi lli ams for a 41 -yard strike to the Mater Dei 15 yard

C
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lin e, then to
Forden in the end
zone for a 21-0
halftime lead.
Ln the second
half, Mater Dei
QB Matt Grootegoed fumbled
at the Spartans
42. A few seconds
later,
Gutierrez hit
Demetrius Williams for a 53yard touchdown.
When Mater
Dei fumbled on
the second play
after the kickoff,
DeLaSalle's
D.J. Williams
Gutierrez, facing
12.3 yards per carry
a 3rd and 11 situation , dumped
the ball off to D.J. Williams who eluded the charging
Monarchs and sprinted 73 yards to score.
The De La Salle game we finally saw was the Oct.
29th battle with their neighborhood rival Clayton
Valley Eagles in an afternoon game at CVHS.
It was the only game De La Salle played in the
daytime. The Clayton Valley High stadium has no
lights.
The Spartans tallied the first touchdown on their first
possession with but 3:48 minutes gone in the first
quarter. The second touchdown came after 6:40, and the
third with 11 :42 gone, giving them a 2 1-0 lead after 12
minutes of football.
The Spartans scored again in less than 4 minutes of
the third quarter. Then it was two long touchdown runs
at 6:45 and 5:12, both of which were called back for
holding. The Spartans carne right back, scoring TD No.
5 with 2: 14leftin the second quarter, and again with but
19 seconds left on the clock, to take a 40-0 lead at
halftime. By then we had seen enough, and departed the
scene of the crime. The final score was 55-7, with the
Eagles becoming De La Salle's 96th consecutive victim.
The winning streak reached 97 games with the
Spartans' 61-14 win over Pittsburg High. D.J. Will-
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iams ran 14 times for 200 yards and five touchdowns
(14.2 yds. per carry).
Then the season finale against College Park High, a
60-12 victory for the Spartans, victory No. 98, making it
eight straight undefeated seasons for coach Bob
Ladoucear's charges.
It was gratifying, watching a team who scores
almost at will, with the players behaving like gentlemen throughout the game.
The De La Salle players run into the end zone and act
like they've been there before. They lay the ball down
gently in the end zone, or hand it unceremoniously to the
nearest official. It doesn't call for an epileptic fit, a herkyjerky dance, or a taunting of the opponents. It was a very
refreshing viewing of a football game.
On Nov. 26th, in the B VAL playoffs, DeLaSalle
crushed Castro Valley 55-21 in the North Coast Section
Class 4A semifinals for their 99th straight win. D.J.
Williams rushed 19 times for 182 yards and 3 touchdowns (9.57 yds. per carry).
On Dec. 3 at Diablo Valley College stadium,
DeLaSalle beat San Leandro (11-2), 38-14 in the
North Coast Section 4A championship game, for its
tOOth consecutive victory and another NCS championship. DJ Williams rushed for 209 yards and three
touchdowns, and scored another touchdown on a
pass from Gutierrez.
DeLaSalle scored first, with DJ Williams running in
from the 5-yard line. An 11-yard pass from Gutierrez to
DJ Williams made it 13-0 early in the second period.
The San Leandro Pirates then surprised DeLaSalle
with a 98-yard kickoff return off a reverse.
In the end, a 38-14 victory for DeLaSalle, and
another championship for coach Bob Ladouceur.
HONORS FOR D.J. WILLIAMS
D.J. Williams, DeLaSalle's 6-2, 220 lb. linebacker
and fullback finished his career with some dynamic
statistics:
SENIOR YEAR: 86 solo tackles, including 37 for
losses and 47 assists. D.J. forced five fumbles, and
recovered three of them. Williams ran 170 times for
1,974 yards and 30 touchdowns ( 11.6 yds. per carry). He
tied the DeLaSalle school record with 38 touchdowns.
CAREER RECORDS: Playing linebacker, Williams had 312 tackles, 92 for losses. He caused 12
fumbles and recovered 8.
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n offense, scored 81 touchdowns in 3 years.
Ran 346 times for 4,276 yards and 64
touchdowns (12.3 yds. per carry). He caught
38 passes for 930 yards and 13 touchdowns. Also scored
on two kickoff returns, one punt return, and one fumble
return.
HONORS: Williams was named USA TODAY's
Defensive Prep Player of the Year.
COLLEGE CHOICES: When the 1999 season
ended, Williams indicated that he was interested in a
number of colleges which were recruiting him, including Michigan, Tennessee, Miami, Texas, Florida State,
and California. He picked Miami.
THE 2000 SEASON
The DeLaSalle Spartans hosted highly touted
Buchanan H.S. of Fresno in their 2000 home opener on
Fri., Sept. 8th, beating them 30-24, one of the closest
games DeLaSalle has played in years.
In the second game they defeated Marin Catholic
H.S. 49-7 in a typical Spartan runaway.
On Sat., Sept. 23, the always tough Mater Dei
Monarchs, a perrenial southern California power, hosted
DeLaSalle at Anaheim's Edison Field. A crowd of over
17,000 saw DLS edge Mater Dei 31-28 when Monarchs
kicker Brian New missed a 33-yard field goal with 30
seconds left on the clock.
DeLaSalle led 21-0 in the first quarter, with the
nation's No. 1 ranked H.S. team coming up with enough
big plays to hold off the No.8 Monarchs.
The 103rd straight victory was secured via a 58 yard
punt return by Jonathan Tucker followed by a 14 yard
touchdown run by fullback Kevin Simon 2 minutes into
the game.
On their next possession the Spartans went 59 yards
in five plays, and Nate Kenion's 7-yard touchdown
made it 14-0 with 6:44left in the first quarter.
After intercepting a pass in the end zone, DeLaSalle
marched 80 yards in eight plays, scoring on QB Matt
Gutierrez's 33-yard pass to Demetrius Williams.
In the first round of the 2000 playoffs, DeLaSalle
annihilated San Ramon Valley 68-0 on Friday, Nov.

0

17.
On Nov. 24, DeLaSalle beat James Logan H.S. of
Union City 34-10 in the second round of the North Coast
Section 4A playoffs for their 112th consecutive victory.
QB Matt Gutierrez threw three touchdown passes,
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completing seven of eight tosses for 156 yards.

On Dec. 2, the Spartans beat San Leandro 49-13
for their 5th straight North Coast 4A title, their
113th consecutive victory.
Kevin Simon ran 82 yards on DeLaSalle's first play
from scrimmage and the Spartans ran up a 42-0 lead.
Junior QB Matt Gutierrez competed nine of 12 passes
for 207 yards and five touchdowns.

SPARTANS WHIP LONG BEACH POLY
On Oct. 6, 2001, DeLaSalle whipped Long Beach
Poly, perrenial Southern California power, 29-16 at
Edison Field in Anaheim for its 130th straight victory,
dating back to the 1992 season.

130 STRAIGHT!
On Sat., Oct. 12, 2002, DeLaSalle, rated No. 1 in the
nation, bested No.2 Long Beach Poly 28-7 in what was
expected to be the end of their long winning streak. LB
Poly boasted of as many as 13 players expected to play
Division I football in their collegiate careers. The threetime defending Southern California CIF champions
who have produced more NFL players (39) than any
other high school in the country, were favored to win.

Most prep football experts picked LB Poly to
finally end DeLaSalle's long victory streak, but not
the high school sports editor of the Long Beach Press
Telegram. Wisely, he chose DeLaSalle to prevail
over the hometown Jackrabbits.
The game was played before 14,000 fans at California Memorial Stadium in Berkeley.
The Spartans made it look easy against the Southern
California CIF champions as running back Maurice
Drew carried twice and hulled into the end zone with but
three minutes elapsed on the clock.
Quarterback Britt Cecil passed for three touchdowns and ran in another to spark the Spartans' rout of
the speed-burning Jackrabbits. DeLaSalle coach Bob
Ladoucer called it "the best ever" win in school history.
As the Spartans built up a huge lead, fans openly
laughed at the inept Poly gridders. Some fans opined
that the DeLaSalle victory total did not adequately tell
the story of how dominating the Spartans were.
Drew ran for 161 yards in 19 carries. "The difference
was Drew," said Poly mentor Raul Lara.

Poly scored with 9:03 remaining in the 4th quarter on a 16 yard pass from QB Leon Johnson to
Lorenzo Bursey.
UPDATE: DeLaSalle's Spartans have gone unde-

DeLaSalle High Books
The amazing 151-game winning streak in
high school football established by DeLaSalle
High School of Concord, CA ended on Sat.,
Sept. 4, 2004 when they were defeated 39-20 by
the Bellevue HS Wolverines in Seattle.
One of their best wins during the amazing win
streak was a 20-15 victory over the highly trumpeted Long Beach Poly High School Jackrabbits,
perrenial southern California football power, at
Edison Field in Anaheim on Oct. 6, 2001.
Their 27-10 victory over the Evangel Christian HS Eagles from Shreveport, Louisiana drew
a capacity crowd of 7,500 at Diablo Valley College Stadium on Fri., Oct. 24, 2003 and earned the
Spartans praise when the DLS QB took a knee
rather than go for another score in the closing
seconds of the game.

Two books have been written about the
amazing Spartans, When The Game Stands
Tall by Neil Hayes; and One Great Game by
Don Wallace.
I wanted to be there when the streak ended. I
thought Clovis West would end it in 2004, but
Bellevue beat 'em to it. DeLaSalle lost to Clovis
West 30-12 in Concord. DLS also lost to Mission
Viejo from Southern California on Sat., Oct. 9,
2004 in Concord.
feated for the past two years, again besting southern
California power Long Beach Poly and St. Louis of
Honolulu, the defending Hawaii state champions.
In a Cal Best vs. Hawaii Best doubleheader at Aloha
Stadium in Honolulu, DLS beat St. Louis and LB Poly
defeated King Kamehameha.
Winning streak -- 133 and counting

THE WINNING STREAK
The teams that DeLaSalle beat during their 151game winning streak were:
1992
Merced 34-14
Riordan - San Francisco 54-0
Fairfield 41-20
Ygnacio Valley 48-0
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Pittsburg 44-7
Berkeley 64-6
El Cerrito 43-0
Clayton Valley 59-6
Antioch 49-14
Pinole Valley 62-12
3A Playoffs:
Montgomery 35-7
James Logan 55-20
Pittsburg 41-6

1993
Alhambra 58-13
Riordan 46-6
Fairfield 53-13
Antioch 63-14
Berkeley 69-0
Pittsburg 26-21
Mission San Jose 55-13
Monte Vista 56-7
Liberty 41-0
Pinole Valley 4 7-6
3A Playoffs:
American 55-6
Washington 50-7
Pinole Valley 46-14

1994
Alhambra 45-6
Tracy 55-19
St. Mary's - Stockton 42-0
Antioch 35-21
Berkeley 35-0
Pittsburg 55-26
Mission San Jose 60-0
Monte Vista 55-15
Liberty 45-14
Pinole Valley 47-0
3A Playoffs:
Eureka 35-6
Antioch 45-8
James Logan 35-0

1995
Rancho Buena Vista - Vista 35-14
Tracy 68-14
St. Mary's- Stockton 35-25
Berkeley 27-0
Pittsburg 28-7
Antioch 49-20
Pinole Valley 67-13
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Liberty 55-0
James Logan 41-8
Monte Vista 56-0
3A Playoffs:
Montgomery 54-6
Berkeley 56-31
Pittsburg 35-14

1996
Rancho Buena Vista - Vista 36-19
Ygnacio Valley 55-0
College Park 64-0
Skyline 28-0
Liberty 55-14
Antioch 42-0
Clayton Valley 75-0
Pittsburg 36-7
Pinole Valley 58-6
Northgate 60-0
3A Playoffs:
Berkeley 50-0
Pittsburg 35-7

1997
Nevada Union - Grass Valley 48-14
Ygnacio Valley 62-7
Clayton Valley 66-10
Deer Valley 62-13
Northgate 53-8
Antioch 44-17
Liberty 53-7
Pittsburg 55-7
College Park 56-0
Pinole Valley 28-6
4A Playoffs:
Pittsburg 56-0
James Logan 35-15

1998
Nevada Union- Grass Valley 48-13
Bakersfield 48-20
Mater Dei- Santa Ana 28-21
St. Francis - Mountain View 21-0
Skyline 41-7
Pittsburg 60-12
Northgate 70-0
Liberty 61-23
Clayton Valley 45-7
Pinole Valley 42-0
4A Playoffs:
Pittsburg 48-14
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Castro Valley 55-13

1999
Richmond 57-6
Bakersfield 35-8
Mater Dei - Santa Ana 42-0
St. Francis 35-7
Skyline 37-0
Ygnacio Valley 71-32
Antioch 48-9
Clayton Valley 55-7
Pittsburg 61-14
College Park 60-12
4A Playoffs:
Castro Valley 55-21
San Leandro 38-14

2000
Buchanan- Clovis 30-24
Marin Catholic 49-7
Mater Dei - Santa Ana 31-28
St. Francis 42-7
Bishop Amat - La Puente 56-6
Freedom 55-7
Clayton Valley 64-21
Ygnacio Valley 35-7
Pittsburg 37-14
Deer Valley 41-10
4A Playoffs:
San Ramon Valley 68-0
James Logan 34-10
San Leandro 49-13

2001
Buchanan - Clovis 56-14
Mater Dei - Santa Ana 34-6
St. Francis 42-0
Long Beach Poly 29-15
Pittsburg 42-14
Antioch 64-0
Liberty 65-0
Ygnacio Valley 31-13
Deer Valley 57-6
4A Playoffs:
Washington - Fremont 54-15
James Logan 45-0
San Leandro 48-13

2002
Archbishop Mitty 24-0

St. Louis- Honolulu 31-21
St. Francis 14-0
La Costa Canyon - Carlsbad 56-27
Long Beach Poly 28-7
Liberty 48-0
Freedom 46-7
Pittsburg 65-6
Clayton Valley 42-0
Ygnacio Valley 35-0
4A Playoffs:
Antioch 62-13
Hayward 47-7
San Leandro 42-14

2003
Archbishop Mitty 47-0
Palma- Salinas 35-0
St. Francis 39-8
Foothill 48-0
La Costa Canyon - Carlsbad 28-7
Freedom - Brentwood 63-7
Evangel Christian- Shreveport, LA 27-10
Deer Valley 47-0
Pittsburg 26-0
Ygnacio Valley 35-13
4A Playoffs:
Castro Valley 49-7
Monte Vista 48-13
Pittsburg 39-0

2004
Junipero Serra- San Mateo Won
Bellevue, Washington LOST 39-20
Clovis West LOST 30-12
Palma Won
Archbishop Mitty Won
Mission Viejo LOST 17-14
Liberty Won
Clayton Valley Won
Freedom Won
Pittsburg Won
Ygnacio Valley Won
4A Playoffs
Won
Won
Amador Valley 41-0

DeLaSalle High School Spartans
National Champions
1994 • 1998

2000 • 2001 • 2002 • 2003
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13-year win streak ends in Seattle

Bellevue 39, DelaSalle 20
DeLaSalle High School's 151-game winning streak came to an inglorious end in the
Pacific northwest on Sat., Sept. 4, 2004 when
the Spartans were convincingly beaten 39-20
by the Bellevue HS Wolverines before 24,987
fans in the Seattle Seahawks stadium.
e 4-time defending national chamions received a rude awakening
when Wolverines halfbackJ .R Hasty
ran 74 yards for a touchdown on Bellevue's
first play from scrimmage. He shocked the
Spartans by gaining 107 yards and scoring 2
touchdowns in his frrst 4 carries!
DeLaSalle had not lost since Dec. 7, 1991
when they were toppled by Pittsburg 35-27 in
the NorCal playoffs. The 2004 Spartan players
were in kindergarten when that happened.
Some of the De LaSalle players had never seen
their school lose a varsity football game.
Bellevue's 39 points are the most scored
by an opponent in coach Bob Ladouceur's
25 years at the Concord school.
Bitterly disappointing for DLS fans is knowing that Bellevue threw no passes and did not
punt in the entire game!
The Wolverines scored 13 points in the first
quarter, 17 in the second, and gained 329
yards in the first half.
or the game they gained 463 yards
rushing with their deceptive Winged
T offense featuring three running
backs. Their powerful line opened up huge
holes in the DLS defense.
Mter the game, coach Ladouceur told his
players, "We'll all share in this together. Today
they were a better football team. They took it
to us! that's the game of football. Let's keep
that in perspective too.
''This is a game, and you're high school
kids. Life is full of setbacks, twists and turns
and disappointments. The character of this
team will be determined by how you come

Ti

F

back from this. We're just not that good right
now. We knew that coming in.
"As for the streak, forget about that. It's
really almost a relief that it's done. It was a
phenomenon for high school sports. But it's
not your responsibility. It shouldn't fall on you
like that. You didn't let anybody down. We let
ourselves down. We all did. Ijust don't want to
see tears. I want to see resolve to play a hell of
a lot better than we played tonight."
e DLS coaches knew that the
2004 Spartans would not be the
dominating team they had been
in the past few years. DLS was the mythical
national champions of U.S. prep football in
1994, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002, and 2003.
They were beaten three times by three
very good high school football teams.

T:

EDITOR'S NOTES: Having seen the Spartans
play four games since the 2002 season (Clayton
Valley, St. Francis (twice), Archbishop Mitty, and
Evangel Christian, we were very impresseed with
the disciplined, well-organized Spartans.
We remember telling a friend that DLS would
lose two or three games in 2004, and that I wanted
to be there when they lost. We decided that either
Clovis West or Mission Viejo would be the team to
topple the Spartans. And it would happen in
Concord. But Bellevue broke the streak in Seattle.
On Oct. 2 DLS lost to San Joaquin Valley
powerhouse Clovis West team 30-12 which two
weeks earlier had ripped southern California power
Long Beach Poly 41-14, holding the Poly Jackrabbits to 69 yards rushing.
Before the DLS game a Clovis West player was
asked if they were going to win. He replied, 'We
have more speed, and we think we can run on
them."
On Sat., Oct. 10, DLS dropped a hard fought
17-14 game to nationally ranked #3 Mission Viejo,
the current southern Calif. CIF champions.
In losing the DeLa.Salle Spartans were the
same classy school they were while building their
151-game winning streak. • • • • •
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What
Happens
in an
Auto
Crash?
This is a s-1-o-w motion, splitsecond reconstruction of what happens when a car, traveling 55 MPH,
crashes into a large, solid tree:
IN ONE-TENTH OF A SECOND:

the front bumper and chrome "frosting" of the grill work collapse. Slivers of steel penetrate the tree to a
depth of l-l/2 inches or more.
TWO-TENTHS OF A SECOND:

the hood crumbles as it rises,
smashing into the windshield. Spinning rear wheels leave the ground.
The front fenders smash against
the tree, forcing the rear parts
against the front door. The heavy
structural members of the car begin to act as a brake on the terrific
forward momentum of the 2-l /2
ton car. The driver's body continues
to move forward at the vehicle's
original speed (20 times the normal
force of gravity. The driver's body
weight is 3,200 pounds!). The legs,
ramrod straight, snap at the knee
joints.
THREE-TENTHS OF A SECOND: the driver's body is now off

theseat, torso upright, broken knees
pressing against the dashboard.
The plastic and steel frame of the
steering wheel begins to bend un-

The Brothers Sierra
Circa 195 1. my brother Ted , left. was attending Nation al S chools in Los Angeles . When he would come
home to Woodla ke occasionally, h e a nd brother Jess,
right, would have night-long Monopoly games, while
solving world problems and enjoying their fav01ite libations. In this photo, I h ad just com e home late at nigh t
from a Woodlake High School basketball game and was
invi ted to sit in the middle for a historic photo, the only
one we ever took of the three brolhers together.

der the driver's intense death grip. The head is now near
the sun visor, th e chest above the steering column .
FOUR-TENTHS OF A SECOND: the car 's fron t 24
inch es have been demolished, but the rear end is still
traveling at an estimated speed of 35 MPH. The body of
the driver is s till traveling 55 MPH! The rear end of Lhe
car, like a bucking horse, Iises high enough to scrape
bark off low branches.
FIVE-TENTHS OF A SECOND: the driver's fearfrozen hands bend the steering column inlo an a lm ost
vertical position, the force of gr avity impa ling him on Lhe
steering shaft. Jagged steel punctures vital organ s of Lhe
body. Blood spurts into the lungs.
SIX-TENTHS OF A SECOND: the driver's feel a re
ripped from his s hoes. The bra ke pedal shears off at Lh e
floor boards. The chassis bends in the middle, shearing
body bolts. The d1iver's h ead smashes into the wind-
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San Joaquin Club's First Football Teain

PRACTICE -- Club San Joaquin's first football , 1959, team lines up for its first practice at Columbus Park.
Identifiable in the photo are front row, left to right, End Dan Vasquez, Tackle Paul Gary, Guard Rudy Romero, Guard
John Ochoa, and Center Fred Asebes. The back is Alex Ramoz, CSJ tailback.

s hield. The rear of the car begins its downwqrd
fall, spinning wheels digging into the ground.
SEVEN-TENTHS OF A SECOND: the entire crumpling body of the car is forced out of
s hape. Hinges tear, doors spring open. In one
last convulsion, the seat rams forward, pinning the driver against the hard steel of the
steering shaft. Blood spurts from his mouth.
Shock has frozen his heart. The driver is now
dead!

ELAPSED TIME: ONLY 7 /lOTHS
OF A SECOND!!
f you ever consider getting be
hind the wheel of an automobile
after having taken alcohol or
drugs, think about this -- SEVEN
TENTHS OF A SECOND! • • • • •

I

People Who Know
People who know

what to do
and people who know

how to do it
will always be working
for those who know

why it is being done.
--Anon.
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All U.C.C. League Football Team
1958
December 1958
he 1958 United Club Council League foo t
ball season was over. EL EXCENTRICO
publisher Humberto Garcia knew that I was
again going to select an All U.C.C. League team, and he
decided that we should do a feature article for the
magazine,
Instead of putting the information in my column , it
would become a feature story, complete with photographs, taken by Humberto Garcia, of course.
Then we would follow with a big luncheon at Leon's
Gardens, presentation of the awards to the league champs,
the Most Valuable Player, and those selected to the All
UCC Football Team.

T

BOBBY GARCIA
Fullback and
San Joaquin Coach

Before a crowd of over 300 people at Columbus Park, the Club San Joaquin All Stars
beat The Genies 39-33 in the final game of the
season, resulting in a two-way tie for First
Place. Of course, San Joaquin and Genies
players dominated the all league selections.
The Awards Luncheon at Leon's Gardens was a very
successful event. There was a fu ll house. The Bobby
Zamora Orchestra played for dancing. El Negrito Farafas
was introduced,
Interest in the league picked up considerably. More
and better players came into the league and competition
intensified. A recruiting war erupted, players jumped
teams, high school and junior college gridders played
under assumed names, and competed even while their
high school and junior college teams were still playing.
an Joaquin was led by Bobby Garcia, former
Visalia High and College of Sequoias star.
The Genies' leader was Eppie Gallego, former
Campbell HS quarterback. San Felipe was led by Joe
Carbajal, f01mer San Felipe HS star from Texas, and El
Dorado by star quarterback Ruben Garcia, who won the
Most Valuable Player Award.

ART CUELLAR
Center
San Felipe

S

GREG GLORl A
Back
San Felipe
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PETE ROJAS
End
Casa Manana

GREG BITTEL
Halfback
El Dorado

LEO CARRILLO
Back
ElDorado

1958 All U.C.C. League Football Team
OFFENSE
End ........... Bonie Villegas, San Joaquin
Tackle ..... .... .... ... . Phil Delgado, Genies
Center.. .............. Joe Fernandez, Genies
Tackle ..... ............ Jim Mathews, Genies
End ................ Sam Solano, San Joaquin
Back ..... ....... . Alex Ramoz, San Joaquin
Back ............ ..... ... . Joe Vasquez, Genies
Back ............... Bob Garcia, San Joaquin
Back .................. Joe Rodriguez, Genies
Back .... ... ........... Eppie Gallego, Genies
DEFENSE
End ............... Dan Vasquez, San Joaquin
Tackle .......... *Paul Munoz, San Joaquin
Tackle .................... John Brazda, Genies
End ...................... Henry Chavez, Genies
Linebacker ..... Fred Asebes, San Joaquin
Linebacker .......... Ralph Jacobo, Riviera
Linebacker .... Rudy Garcia, San Joaquin
Back ...... .............. Alvin Valadez, Genies
Back ......... Nacho Martinez, San Joaquin
HONORABLE MENTION:
Dave Vasquez, Rich Castro, Carlos
Mexicano of Genies;
Ray Bravo of Riviera;
Sal Padilla, Freddie Morales of Club San
Joaquin

EDITOR'S NOTES: If you are counting and the
teams don't come up with eleven players, it is because
we were playing 9-man football.
*Actually Paul Reynoso, our friend from Redwood
City, but playing under an assumed name because he
was playing competitive rugby with the Pensinsula
Ramblers and their league rules prohibited him from
playing with another team in any other sport during the
rugby season.
At that point in time the UCC League didn't care who
played. We had Paul Wiggin of Stanford on our roster
but he never showed up. Leon Donahue who later played
for the 49ers and the Dallas Cowboys played, as did six
players from San Jose City College, and Camden Wall
of UC Berkeley, to name a few. Three players from
league co-champ San Joaquin had played junior college
football.

ALVIN VALADEZ
Back
Genies
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Success
by Martin Buxbaum

You can use most any measure
when you're speaking of success,
You can measure it in fancy home,
expensive car, or dress,
But the measure of your real success
is the one you cannot spend,
It's the way your kids describe you
when they're talking to a friend.

PEDAL TO
THE MEDAL
Oksana Baiul, an Olympic gold medal figure skater,
was arrested after her Mercedes veered off the road into
some trees in Bloomfield , Conn.
She had been driving about 100 mph in a 45 zone and
had a blood-alcohol content of .1 68 (legal li mit is .l 0).
Baiul was 19 at the time, two years below the drinking
age .
She was fined $90 and ordered to do 25 hours of
community service and to attend an alcohol education
program.
Do you think the punishment fit the crime? Do you
think it was too harsh? Do you think it was too lenient?
Why?

A Peaceful World
Patriotism is the egg from which wars
are h atched.
--Guy d e Ma upassant
You'll never h ave a quiet world till you
knock the patriotism out of the human
race.
--George Bernard Shaw

First Mr. Gl Forum
Award Winner
n Septe mber 198 7 I was laid ofr
from my job at Hillis Printing Company
after 26 years of b eing their No . One
Typesetter. Sid Haro , Vida Nu eva Alcoh ol/
Drugs Program director, offered m e a position as a Facilitator or their Office Manager.
Office Manager paid b etter so I took that, \Vith
no experience whatever in being a n office
manager. Hell, I was a high school gradu a te
a nd I figured I could h a ndle i t.
I accepted it, but that meant resigning
as a member of the San Jose GI Forum
board of directors. So, I traded a seat on
the board for a nice plaque designating me
Mr. GI Forum.
Wife, Gloria said , After 19 years on lhe
board of directors, three terms as Chairma n ,
three times recipient of the Mos t Outstand ing Member , a nd 22 years of editing TF-JE
LEADER, it 's a bout time they gave you something. I've gotten as much as I gave, I reminded
her, rem embe1ing a ll th e fine people we've m el
in California a nd a ll over th e U.S.A. • • • •

I
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Lindsay High'sAmazing
1941 Track & Field Team
In 1941, little Lindsay High School in Tulare County,
California, had one of its best track teams in history.
They were the surprise team of the 1941 California state
track and field championships.
he Central Section of the California Inter
scholastic Federation sent 43 athletes to the
27th annual California High School State
Championships in San Jose.

T

Edison Tech of Fresno and Lindsay, two of the
smallest schools qualified 7 and 6 trackmen, respectively, and fmished first and third in team scoring.
LINDSAY IDGH'S POINTS
Lindsay•s tracksters racked up their 14 points as
follows: Woolsey placed second in the 220 low
hurdles and 3rd in the 120 high hurdles; Nobel
finished second in the shot put; and Davis was 3rd
in the mile run.

The performance by the Cardinals from
little Lindsay High was amazing because they
were competing against schools with four to six
times more enrollment.
Defending state champion Bakersfield, year in and
year out one of the best track teams in the state, sent only
four athletes to the 1941 state finals.
San Diego Hoover High was the favorite, with an
880 yard relay team which had been clocked at 1:28.7,
one half second off the world interscholastic record at
that time.

Coach Hal Bicknell's Edison Tigers upset favored San Diego Hoover High for the state crown.
They had a very successful year, beside winning the
State Meet, they were first in the Tulare 20-30 Relays,
the Fresno City Meet, the San Joaquin Valley Finals, and
second in the West Coast Relays.
Edison•s team members were Albert Jackson, Kellen
Ramirez, Henry Caldwell, Joe Williams, Tokio Yamane,
Reginald Easton, Eli Gonzales, Raymond Hunter, and
James Robinson.

Jackson scored 10 points in the state meet, taking
first in the 100, second in the 220, and second in the
880 yard relay (Williams, Yamane, Easton, Jackson).
Caldwell won the high jump; Ramirez, 1940 state
champ, finished second in the mile run; and Gonzales,
7th in the mile.
This was the fourth time in California Interscholastic history that a San Joaquin Valley team won the state
title. Coalinga, 1917; and Bakersfield, 1939 and 1940
were the other San Joaquin Valley schools who won the
state title in track and field.

EDISON TECH WINS 1941
STATE HS TRACK TITLE
Team scores:
Edison Tech ....................................... 22
San Diego High................................... 18

Lindsay •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14
Bakersfield ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12
Vallejo ................................................... 8
Porterville •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7
San Diego Hoover ................................. 7
Santa Maria ........................................... 7
Taft •••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••..•••.•..••...••••••••••• 6
Piedmont ............................................... 6
Hanford •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6
Glendale Hoover ................................... 6
Whittier ............. .... ......................... 5-1/4
Santa Monica ........................................ 5
Palo Alto ............................................... 5
San Jose ................................................ 5
Richmond .............................................. 5
Hollister ................................................ 4
Long Beach Wilson .............................. 3
Pomona ................................................. 3
Compton ............................................... 3
Napa Pacific .......................................... 2
Beverly Hills ......................................... 2
Santa Rosa ............................................ 2
Santa Clara ............................................ 2
Inglewood ...................................... 1-3/4
Caruthers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Claremont ...... ....... .... ........... ................. 1
St. Helena.............................................. 1
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Holtville .... .............. .......... .... .... .. .. .... 3/4
Fresno Roosevelt ............................. 3/4

**Bold Face = San Joaquin
Valley high schools.
ThelmoKnowles,SantaMonicaHigh, with a 1:55.6
half mile, shattered the old 880 standard of 1:57.1 set by
Lopez of Placer in 1936.
mar Cowles of Palo Alto, skimmed the high
hurdles in 14.3, taking 4/10s of a second
from the CIF record set by Reiss of
Burlingame and Hale, Bakersfield, in 1939.
The only double winner was Ray Meagher, Bakersfield, winning the low hurdles and the broad jump.

0

THE RESULTS
POLE VAULT -- Tie for first: Moore (Piedmont),
Hartman (Hollister), Sontag (Taft), 12'0"; Fourth, tie
among Southstone (Inglewood), Maynard (Holtville),
Carlson (Reedley), Harris (Whittier), 12 feet.
880 YARD SPRINT RELAY-- 1st, San Diego
(Smalley, Willis, Pohl, Barrera); 2nd, Fresno Edison
Tech; 3rd, Santa Maria; 4th, Bakersfield. 1.29.0.
880 YARD RUN -- 1st, Knowles (Santa Monica);
2nd, DeLoach (Santa Maria); 3rd, Escobito (Compton);
4th, Anderson (Piedmont); 5th, Rose (Santa Clara).
1.56.6 (New CIF record, former mark, 1.57 .1, Lopez
(Placer), 1936.

Public Education
In 1793, the King of Spain ordered
public education in the Spanish colonies of the United States. California
opened its first public schools in 1794
as mandated by Governor Diego de
Borica.
In 1851, Los Angeles city officials
passed a law which ordered that Spanish and English be taught in all schools
funded by public monies.
Bilingual education was frrst mandated in the Colorado Territory in every school with 25 or more.non-English
speaking children.
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100 YARD DASH-- 1st, Jackson (Fresno Edison
Tech); 2nd, Willis (San Diego); 3rd, Ferrero (Hanford);
4th, Guzman (Glendale Hoover); 5th, Cook (Glendale
Hoover). 9.8.

120 YARD IDGHHURDLES ·-1st, Cowles (Palo
Alto); 2nd, Futrell (Porterville); 3rd, Woolsey (Lindsay);4th, Winslow (Taft); 5th, Walter (Pacific Grove).
14.3 (New CIF record. Old mark, 14.7, Reiss
(Burlingame) and Hale (Bakersfield), 1939.
440 YARD DASH-- 1st, Hughes (Whittier); 2nd,
Barrera (San Diego); 3rd, Mallby (Long Beach Wilson);
4th, Hogan (Fowler); 5th, Gillstrap (Caruthers). 49.9.
HIGH JUMP-- 1st, Caldwell (Fresno Edison Tech);
2nd, Tie for 2nd, Raiser (San Diego), Strick (Vallejo),
Bosworth (Tulare); 5th, Cannon (Richmond). 5'10".
220 YARD DASH-- 1st, Willis (San Diego); 2nd,
Jackson (Fresno Edison Tech); 3rd, Ferrero (Hanford);
4th, Toway (Napa); 5th, Swartz (Claremont). 21.7.
220 YARD LOW HURDLES -- 1st, Meagher
(Bakersfield); 2nd, Woolsey (Lindsay); 3rd, Futrell
(Porterville); 4th, Bowen (Beverly Hills); 5th, Delazzer
(St. Helena). 24.3.
SHOT PUT •• 1st, Souza (Vallejo); 2nd, Nobel
(Lindsay); 3rd, Brashear (Richmond); 4th, Burks
(Santa Rosa). 52'4-1/4".
MILERUN -- 1st, Ingram (San Jose); 2nd, Ramirez
(Fresno Edison Tech); 3rd, Davis (Lindsay); 4th,
Woolsey (Glendale Hoover); 5th, Crapuchettes (Redwood City Sequoia). 4.32.8.
BROAD JUMP-- 1st, Meagher (Bakersfield); 2nd,
Steele (San Diego Hoover); 3rd, Lundie (Pomona); 4th,
Walter (Pacific Grove); 5th, Futrell (Porterville). 23'53/4" .•••••

Don Bowden
San Jose Lincoln HS
(Class of 1954)
and
U.C. Berkeley
Don Bowden, San Jose Lincoln High
School, and University of California, was
the first American to run a sub-four
minute mile, 3.59.4.
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The Metabolism
of Alcohol
(continued below)

It results in some substances becoming
more, and some less, toxic than those originally ingested .
etabolism involves a number of
processes, one of which is re
ferred t o as oxidation. Through
oxid ation, alcohol is detoxified and r emoved
from the blood, preventing the alcoh ol from
accumula ting and d estroying cells and organs.
A minute amount of a lcohol escapes m etabolism and is excreted unchanged in the
breath and urine. Until all the a lcohol consumed h as b een metabolized, it is disbibuted
throughout the body, affecting the brain and
other tissues.
By u n ders tanding a lcohol metabolism, we
can learn how the body can dispose of alcohol
and discem some of the factors that influence
this process. Studying a lcoh ol m etabolism
can help us to understand how this process
influences the metabolism of food , hormones,
and m edications.
THE METABOLIC PROCESS-- When a lcohol
is consumed, i t passes from the s tomach and
intestines into the blood, a process referred to
as absorption. Alcohol is th en metabolized by
enzymes, which are body ch emicals that break
down other ch emicals. In the liver, an en zyme
called alcohol d ehydrogen ase (ADH) media tes

M

''Metabolism is the
human body's
process of converting
ingested substances to
other con1pounds ... ''

the convers ion of a lcohol to acetaldehyde.
Acetaldehyde is r apidly converted to acetate by other enzymes and is even tually
metabolized to carbon dioxide and water. Alcohol also is metabolized in the liver by the
enzymecytochrom eP45011El (CYP2E l), which
may be increased after chronic drinking.
Most of the alcohol consumed is metabolized in the liver, but the small quantity that remains unmetabolized permits
alcohol concentration to be measured in
breath and urine.
The liver can m etabolize only a certain
amount of a lcoh ol p er hour, r egardless of Lh e
amount t h a t h as been con sumed. The rate of
alcohol m etab olis m depends, in part, on Lh e
amount of m eta bolizing en zymes in the liver.
which varies a mong individua ls and appears
to h ave genetic determina nts.
n genera l, after the con sumption of on e
standard drink, the amount of alcohol
in the drinker 's blood (Blood Alco hol
Concentration , or BAC) peal<s within 30 Lo 45
minutes. (A standard drink is defined a s 12
ounces of beer , 5 ounces of wine , or 1. 5
ounces of SO-proof dis tilled s pirits , a ll of which
contain the sam e amount of alcohol) .
Alcohol is meta bolized more s lowly th a n it
is abs orbed. S ince the metabolism of alcoho l
is s low , con s umption n eeds to be controlled to

I
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prevent accumulation in the body and intoxication.
FACTORS CONTROLLING ALCOHOL ABSORPTION AND METABOLISM
OOD -- A number of factors influ
ence the absorption process, includ
ing the presence of food and the type
of food in the gastrointestinal tract when
alcohol is consumed. The rate at which alcohol is absorbed depends on how quickly the
stomach empties its contents into the intestine. The higher the dietru:y fat content, the
more time this emptying will require and the
longer the process of absorption will take.
One study found that subjects who drank
alcohol after a meal that included fat, protein,
and carbohydrates absorbed the alcohol about
three times more slowly than when they consumed alcohol on an empty stomach.

F

GENDER
Women absorb and metabolize alcohol differently
from men. They have higher BAC's after consuming the
same amount of alcohol as men and are more susceptible
to alcoholic liver disease, heart muscle damage, and
brain damage. The difference in BAC's between women
and men has been attributed to women's smaller amount
of body water, likened to dropping the same amount of
alcohol into a smaller pail of water.
An additional factor contributing to the difference in
BAC's may be that women have lower activity of the
alcohol metabolizing enzyme ADH in the stomach,
causing a larger proportion of the ingested alcohol to
reach the blood. The combination of these factors may
render women more vulnerable than men to alcoholinduced liver and heart damage.

EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL METABOLISM
BODY WEIGHT
Although alcohol has a relatively high caloric value,
7.1 calories per gram (as a point of reference, 1 gram of
carbohydrate contains 4.5 calories, and 1 gram of fat
contains 9 calories), alcohol consumption does not necessarily result in increased body weight.
An analysis of data collected from the first National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey found that
although drinkers had significantly higher intakes of
total calories than non-drinkers, drinkers were not more
obese than non-drinkers.
In fact, women drinkers had significantly lower
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body weight than non-drinkers. As alcohol intake among
men increased, their body weight decreased. An analysis of data from the second National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey and other large national studies found similar results for women, although relationship between drinking and body weight for men is
inconsistent.

Although moderate doses of alcohol added to the
diets of lean men and women do not seem to lead to
weight gain, some studies have reported weight gain
when alcohol is added to the diets of overweight
persons.
When chronic heavy drinkers substitute alcohol for
carbohydrates in their diets, they lose weight and weigh
less than their non-drinking counterparts. Furthermore,
when chronic heavy drinkers add alcohol to an otherwise normal diet, they do not gain weight.

SEX HORMONES
lcohol metabolism alters the balance of
reproductive hormones in men and women.
In men, alcohol metabolism contributes to
testicular injury and impairs testosterone synthesis and
sperm production. In a study of normal healthy men who
received 220 grams of alcohol daily for 4 weeks, testosterone levels declined after only 5 days and continued
to fall throughout the study period.
Prolonged testosterone deficiency may contribute to
feminization in males, for example, breast enlargement.

A

"Medications may be made
harmful or less effective
because of alcohol metabolism''
In addition, alcohol may interfere with normal sperm
structure and movement by inhibiting the metabolism of
Vitamin A, which is essential for sperm developn1ent.
In women, alcohol metabolism may contribute to increased production of a form of estrogen called estradiol
(which contributes to increased bone density and reduced risk of coronary artery disease) and to decreased
estradiol metabolism, resulting in elevated estradiol
levels. One research review indicates that estradiol
levels increased in premenopausal women who consumed slightly more than enough alcohol to reach the
legal limit of alcohol (BAC ofO.lO percent) acutely.
A study of the effect of alcohol on estradiolleve Is in
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post-menopausal women found that in women ':eari.ng
estradiol skin patches, acute alcohol consumpt10n Significantly elevated estradiol levels over the short term.

MEDICATIONS
hronic heavy drinking appears to activate
the enzyme CYP 2E 1, which may be respon
sible for transforming the over-the-counter
pain reliever acetaminophen (T ylenol and many others)
into chemical s that can cause live r damage, even when
acetaminophen is taken in standard therapeutic doses.

C

"Wo1nen may be more
vulnerable than men
to liver and heart damage
because they metabolize
alcohol differently"
A review of studi es of liver damage resulting from
acetaminophen-alcohol inte raction reported that in alcoholics, these effects may occur with as little as 2.6
grams of acetaminophe n (four to five "extra strength "
pills) taken over the course of the day in persons consuming varying amounts of alcohol.
The damage caused by alcohol-acetaminophen interaction is more likely to occur when acetaminophen is
taken after, rather than before, the alcohol has been
metabolized. Alcohol consumption affects the metabolism of a wide variety of other med ications, inc reasing
the activity of some and diminishing the activity, thereby
decreasing the effectiveness, of others.

ALCOHOL ALERT
National Institute on Alcoholism

January 1997

Buddy Buddies
The 1944 World Series was played entirely
in Sportsman's Park, St. Louis, because the
Browns and Cardinals shared the ball park.
But did you know that Browns manager
Luke Sewell and Cardinals manager Billy
Southworth also shared an apartment in St.
Louis?

..

.

J

50th Wedding Anniversary
My brother J ess and my s ister-in-law
Eufemia Sierra celebrated their 50Lh
wedding a nnive r sary in Wood la ke.
Church services . Lots of family and
friends present. In the evening, Din ner
and dancing in the Woodlake Veterans
Memorial Building.

Famous Words
S toop and you will be s tepped on;
s tand and you will be s h ot at.
--Carlos A. Urbazo
More university graduates become
criminals every year than policemen.
--Phillip Goodh ear t

Imagination is more importan t
t h an knowledge.
--Albert Einstein
Judge a man by th e repu tation of
his en e mies.
--Ar a bian Proverb
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The Drug Treatment Court Concept
MONEY AND DEATH ... $7,000,000,000 (7 billion dollars) yearly is the estimated cost of illegal drug
activities in the United S tates.
In a recent year over 15,000 people died fro m
abusing alcohol and/or drugs.
he consequences of abusing
these mind -a ltering s ub
stances are illness, lost opportumttes, accidents, domestic vio lence,
crimes, and reduced productivity in
schools and in the workplace.

T

drug problems by implementing a program in which
prosecutors, probation officers, defense anorneys.judges.
parole officers, and counselors function as a team.
Defend ants apprehended on alcohol or drug charges
are given the opti on of doing their time in j ail or entering
an alcohol/drug rehabilitation home. or
an SLE (sober li ving environment ). The
defendant has the option of going to a
prog ram app roved by t he Di . trict
Attorney's office o r one that is not. Going
to a n approved program means that upon
completion, the defendant's record is
wiped clean and he goes on with his life a~
if he had never gone to a treatment program. It encourages those who have made
wrong choices in their early life to began
anew, walking contentedly o n the su nny
s ide of the street.
Defendants can e ither ha ve th ei r
charges di smissed (in a diversion presente nce model) or their probati on sentence reduced (in
a post-sentence model).
The first drug court in the U.S. began in Dade

•

Alcohol and drug-related criminal
cases choke our court rooms, costing
the American taxpayers many billions
of dollars to prosecute, sentence, and
house those found guilty.
Substance abusers w ho do not perform to the best of their abi lity cost American business and industrial finns millions, not only d ue to lowered production
but due to efforts expended to rectify mistakes made by
those whose minds are affected by drug abuse.
A recent study showed that 34.8 percent of Americans 12 years of age and older have used illegal drugs,
with more than 90 percent admitting to use of marij uana
and 30 percent admitting to using cocaine.

From 1985 to 1995, the number of inmates jailed
for alcohol and/or drug violations increased by 478 %.
In June 1997, America's j ails and prisons were
holding over 1,700,000 men and women, an increase of
more than 90,000 people over the previous year!

There are more Americans behind bars than are
serving in the military services of the United States.

In the ten years between 1985 and 1996,
the number of inmates j ailed for alcohol
and drug charges increased by 478 percent!
One of every 255 Americans is be hind bars !
State prisons cost U.S. taxpayers over $ 19 billi on
dollars per year.
DRUG COURTS
Drug courts are intended to ease o ur alcoho l and

County, Florida in 1989. They now function in over
280 judicial districts in America.
he federal govern ment has pumped o,·er $50
million dollars into planning g rants. helping
j urisdictions develop d rug courts, implementing them, and enh anc ing exi ting drug court :. In a
coll aborati ve effort by the judiciary and treatment public health systems it hopes to:
• Educate America's youth on the evils and consequences of abusing m ind-altering substance · and
to encourage them to reject drug use as well as
alcoho l and tobacco,
• Increase the safety of American citizens by substantial ly reducing drug-related crimes and violence,
• Reduce the hea lth and socia l costs to the pu blic of
illegal drug use,
• B reak foreig n and domestic drug sources of supply.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
The Drug Courts in Santa Clara Cou nty began on

T
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Sept. 11, 1995, advocated by Judge Lawrence Terry and
Judge Stephen Manley. It was almost immediately recognized as a progressive attempt at resolving the abuse
problems that plague our society.
The Santa Clara Drug Treatment Courts program
was honored by the Judicial Council of California as one
of ten programs cited for improving the administration
of justice.
n June 1998, the judges announced the results of
the S.C. County effort for the previous two
years. Their report stated that there were 159
persons in the program. 110 had already successflly
completed it, and 69 had failed. Of that total, even those
who did not finish the program, 77 percent tested clean
and 72 percent became employed or went back to their
old job. The success rate has remained at 80% during the
seven years of the program.

I

"We deal with hard-core,
street-level addicts"
In the period between June 1996 and March 1998,
over 95 percent of the drug court ases tested negative for
drug use (meaning they were not using when they were
tested), compared to 85.9 percent of those participating
in the electronic monitoring program.

Drug Treatment Court graduates spent less time

Dare to Dream
"If you reach

for the moon
and miss,
you'll land
among the stars."
--Vi Nguyen, Valedictorian
Santa Teresa HS, 2004

in jail, 51 days versus 86 days for those who did not
participate, and the average cost of their incarceration was $3,417 compared to $5,762 for the nonparticipants.
The Santa Clara County court is unique because it
does not deal with first-time offenders. "We deal with
hard-core, street-level addicts," said Judge Manley.
Vida Nueva SLE, a community services project of
San Jose GI Forum, has been a participant in the Santa
Clara County Drug Treatment Court program since its
inception. It is a court-sanctioned program, eligible to
receive referrals from probation and parole departments, and the California court system. •••

Don't Give Up!
One of the most satisfying accomplishments in the life of a coach in any sport at
any level must be that fondly remembered
by Frank Carbajal, men's basketball coach
at Hartnell College, Salinas.
Fresh out of college and eager to begin
his coaching career, he accepted a job at
tiny Moab, Utah high school. In their first
game they were trampled by 50 points. In
the last game of the season, Coach
Carbajal's team beat the same opponent
by one point to win the league title!
In 2000 coach Carbajal's team won his
600th victory, earning him election to the
California Community College Coaches
Hall of Fame.

•••
I'm proud to state that I once played
golf with coach Carbajal at Spring Valley
in Milpitas. At the time I did not know who
he was. He didn't mention that he was one
of the winningest coaches in California J C
basketball ranks. I was the "least famous"
in the foursome. The other two golfers
were Joe Kapp, former Super Bowl IV
quarterback, Minnesota Vikings; and
Martin Lara, a retired United Airlines
executive, who once owned our high
school's Class C record in the pole vault.
Hey, fame is where you find it, que no?
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Students:

How Do You
Spend
Your Time?

E

ach week you have 168 hours of
time available to you. If you are a
student, you spent 30 hours per
week in the classroom. What determines how
much success ou are going to attain in life is
how you spend the other 138 hours.
Do you study 21 hours per week?
Do you spend 10 hours per week in school
extracurricular activities?
How many hours do you spend sleeping?
What else do you do with your time?
• Hanging around with friends,
• Watching television or videos,
• Working
The longer you study now and the
harder you work now will reward you with
a much higher salary whlle you are working and the more enjoyable leisure time
you will have when you retire.
Remember, you will have 35 to 40 YEARS
of your life to live AFfER you drop out of
school, finish college, or go into the military
service.
THINK ABOUT IT NOW!

No Manual
There is no
Manual or How-To Book
on how to live
a successful life.
So, figure it out and
WRITE ONE!
Riches Await You.
--E. David Sierra

Lincoln High•s
Hall of Fame
The football Hall of Fame at San Jose
Lincoln High includes some illustrious
names from California sports histocy, including my friend Hank Olguin, class of
1955, who was the leading ground gainer
for California in 1959, the last time the
Bears played in the Rose Bowl.
Among the Lincoln Lions greats are:
Holy Boruck, who played for Stanford in
1949; John Rohde, who played for the
San Francisco 49ers; John Stewart,
former California star; and Bobby Toledo,
San Francisco State star quarterback and
former UCLA coach.

All Battles are Won before they are Fought.

--Sun Tzu

Shoplifting to fight
Tobacco Abuse
Nina Jones ofNorthem Arizona University
has used shoplifting as a tactic to fight youth
access to cigarettes in convenience stores.
Here's how she does it: Jones visits convenience stores with a regional marketing representative of the store. The marketing rep
begins picking up and pocketing packs of cigarettes while Ms. Jones and the convenience
store employee are engaged in conversation.
Then the marketing rep shows the employee how much the has been able to pocket
during the brief conversation, enough to convince them that they ought not leave their
products where youngsters can easily access
them. Lesson learned.
For more info, contact BARTER, 4905 Central Avenue, Suite 300, Richmond, CA 948045803 .•••••
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Letter to My Addiction
Drugs, you were a friend of mine!
I picked you u p, could not decline.
You gave me strength,
You gave me hope,
and put it in a bag of dope.
I had some lau ghs along the way
A price I'll always h ave to pay.
You took my home and many cares,
You tau ght me how to live with fears ,
I picked and s hoveled through the day,
My check was yours, I'd have to say!
You took my car and a ll my money,
You took my girl, m y little h oney!
She was special in some ways,
I sacrificed h er in a daze.
You took my family and m y friends
and gave me a ll these bitter en ds.
When things were b a d, you made them
worse,
Obsession of you is a curse!
I've run from coast to coast to coast
b u t everywh ere, you are the h ost. '
I ran wide open in h igh gear,
going nowhere year to year.
My life was nasty a ll the times
full of lies and petty crimes.
Looking back at all my mail,
Now that I am out of jail.
I know 1 need to say goodbye
Your next request for me ... to die!
So here I s tand although still spu n
The healing process has begun.
I made a choice to say good bye
and never stop to wonder why.
I swore that I could stop with ease,
I looked above to ask God, "Please!"
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He showed m e a ngels up above,
Full of joy and cruing love,
So now I guess you'll h ave to try,
to find someon e who wants to die.
Many thanks to Albert, John and Fred,
another addict won 't b e dead!

A Letter to My Addiction was Wiitten by a res ident of the Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs Recovery Home. He granted us p ermission lo print
it in the Bru'"lio Confer ence program. A few
months later h e died of a drug overdose. • • •

Discouraged?
We all are, occasion ally. But a simple remedy is PERSEVERANCE. Keep going. One of
the greatest men in American history prevailed because he persevered. He refused Lo
quit. This person:
• Failed in business at age 22;

• Ran for the state legis lature and los l
at age 23;
• Failed at another business at age 24;
• Was elected to the state legislature
at age 25;

• His childhood sweeth eart died when
he was 26;
• He had a n ervous breakdown at age 27:
• He was defeated in a race for Speaker
of the State Legislature at age 29;

• He was defeated in a race for Congress
at age 34;
• He was elected to Congress at a bcre 37·•
• He was defeated for Congress at age 39;
• He was defeated in a race for the U.S .
Senale at age 46;
• He was defeated in a race for Vice
President at age 4 7;

• He was defeated in a race for U.S. Senate at age 49;
• At age 52, he was elected President
of the United States.

That is the remarkable r ecord of Abraha m
Lincoln. the 16th President of the Uni led
States.
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It wasn't our honeymoon, but we enjoyed our
visit to Niagara Falls in
1972, nevertheless. Sort
of.

W

e attended the GI
Forum national
convention and decided to see a bit of the east coast.
OK, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Vermont, New
Hampshire, M assachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware,
New Jersey, New York, etc. THEN,
we went to the DC convention.
As I've said elsewhere in these
memoirs, the San Jose Sierras never
went anywhere in a straight line.
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Gloria

at
Niagara

Falls

We were completely amazed
by how loud it is around the Falls!
Those hundreds of thousands
of gallons of water crashing down
into the river below make a very
loud rumbling sound. It starts getti ng on your nerves very quickly .
At least it did on mine.
Maybe I'm crazy , and maybe there's a lot of things
about this world that I just don't understand, but I can't
for the life of me understand why newly married couples
and other people want to spend their honeymoon in the
vicini ty of all that damned noise.
There are many other places whe re I personally

would prefer to spend a honeymoon, or a vacation, than
Niagara Falls, New York.

The highlight of om· trip to Niagara Falls was
getting into Toronto, Canada a few hours later.
NOW, there is a city!
(Sorry, Niagara Falls Chamber of Commerce).

Bare-Butt Nekkid

Life
Teaches Us:
That e ither you control
your attitude or it controls you.
That you can lceep going Long after you ca n't.
--Anon.

Someone called the County Sheriff. Some local yokel was standing
in the middle of town, huffin' and puffin' , bare-butt naked, and muttering incoherently about some lady.
"Jethro, what happened to you? Why are you in town, in broad daylight, bare ass nekkid?" the Sheriff asked.
Jethro replied, "Well, Sheriff, you remember that beautiful lady that
drove into town this morning in that long white Cadillac? Yeah! Well ,
she took me out to where all the kids park w ith their girls, and she took
off all her clothes, climbed into the back seat and said, 'Go to town,
country boy!' ... "So, Sheriff ... HERE I AM!"
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American
Presidents
in my lifetime
(Left to light, top to bottom)-- What I rememb er about them:
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Best president in American history. Pulled country out of worst depression in our history. Father of Social Security and
other social programs. Served longer than any
president in U.S. history. Died at Warm Springs,
GAin 1945. Revered by Democrats.
Harry S . Truman, Made some very tough decisions , dropped atomic bomb, rebuilt Japan and
Germany after WW II, etc. Sent U.S. troops into
Korea. Homespun. Played the piano. Favorite song
was Home on the Range. When he left office, drove
ills own car back home to Missouri. We visited
h is library in Independence, Missouri.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, West Point graduate.
Played football for Army. Nice guy just going
through the motions. Commander of allied forces
in Europe for Operation Overlord, D-Day. Helped
populartze golf. Defeated Adlai Stevenson twice
in presidential campaigns. We visited the grounds
of ills library in Abilene, Kansas.
John F. Kennedy, youngest American president
in rustory, 43. Engaged Richard Nixon in ftrst televised debates in U.S. political history. Overhyped

but underachieved. Created the Peace Corps in
1961. Faced down Russians in Cuba. Left Cuban
freedom fighters high and dry at Bay of Pigs. Supposedly had sexual trysts with Marilyn Monroe.
Assassinated on Nov. 22, 1963 in Dallas, Texas.
At age 46, youngest president to me in office. I
wrote a poem in Sparush about JFK, included in
these memoirs.
Lyndon B. Johnson, Thirty years experience in
the House of Representatives and U.S. Senate.
Defeated Barry Goldwater in one of dirtiest elections in U.S. history. Tried, but couldn't handle
Vietnam War. Passed Civil Rights Act. Took office
after JFK assassination. Liked to swim nude with
secretaries in the White House pool. Ate chili con
carne right out of the can. Understood power and
how to use it. We visited ills library in Austin,
Texas.
Richard M. Nixon, Lived up to nickname Tricky
Dick. Left DC one step ahead of impeachment.
My article, Nixon Se Raja, was criticized more than
any other article I have ever written. Enclosed in
these memoirs.
Gerald Ford, only unelected V. P and President in
U.S. rustory. Served one term. Former Micrugan
U. football star. Tried eating tamales without removing the husks.Pulled U.S. out ofVietnam.
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Jimmie Carter, Graduated with honors from U.S. Naval Academy. Brother
Billie was a national pain in the ass. Got Israelis and Arabs to shake hands
at Camp David. Humanitarian. Built homes for poor after leaving the White
House. Probably most "caring" President ever.
Ronald Reagan, Former film star, best known for lead role in "Bedtime for

Bonzo." Easily beat Jimmie Carter in race for President. Made up history as
he went along. Not too bright. Traded hostages for weapons. Busted the Air
Controllers Union. Self-avowed Contra even though Congress voted not to
help them. Stanford U rejected his presidential library on their campu s .

No art
available.

George Bush. Yale grad. Navy pilot in WW II. Head of Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) . Got U.S. involved in War in liberation of Kuwait in 199 1. Left
war objectives unfinished. From Massachusetts b ut preferred to be thought
of as a Texan. Former first baseman for Yale baseball team.
William J. Clinton, Good president who left country in a better financial
condition than any presiden t in history. Republicans still h aven't figured
out how h e did it. Monica Lewinsky's boyfriend. Tried to defme "sex" and
failed . Impeached. but won his case.

B-1 again shot down in Orange County

(THE LEADER, Dec. 1998)

(Santa Ana) --The CIA (Chicano Intelligen ce Agency) n otified the Pentagon on Wednesday
morning, Nov. 4 that an American B- 1 bumbler h ad been shot down in Orange County, CA. It
was the second such crash reported in the past three years.
Military authorities said that it disappeared off their radars at about midnight and immediately pointed the fmger at Loretta Sanchez (D-Cali.f), who was laughing too hard to answer any of
their questions.
"He was b eat by a woman. He was beat by a Latina. And he can't live with it," she was quoted
in USA TODAY.
B- 1 Bumbler finally discovered that the 46th Congressional District is now h alf Hispanic,
and Hispanic he ain't, in spite of his inane remark that he, "like most Latinos is passionate,
verbose, can speak with his h ands, and loves Spanish."
* - Eat Crow.
Come Cu ervo. the electors said.
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Mr. Gomez•s Bottles
When I was about ten years old, my
friends Bobby and Mike and I decided
to run a game on the local groceryman
who owned a small store in El Ba rrio
de La Rana where we lived.
The old codger wore very thick glasses
perch ed on the end of his nose. He waddled
around the store, seemingly barely able to
m ove, and whistled incessantly, appar en tly
oblivious to happenings around him. We figured him for easy pickings.
ne day we took ten large empty
bottles of Coca Cola to his little
store. He just glanced at the pa per bags over the rims of his glasses as we
walked to the b ack of the store and put th e
bottles into large cardboard boxes that h e h ad
near the refrigeration unit. Then we selected
a candy bar, a cookie or whatever s n ack we
wanted and went to the cas h register where
Mr. Gomez wait ed.
"Ten bottles of Party-Paks," Bobby told
him, putting our goodies on the counter.
Mr. Gomez fiddled around with his calculat or to determine how much money he
owed us , subtracted the cost of our goodies, and gave us some change.
Since we were picking up bottles arou nd
the neighborhood we figured we were on easy
street. A few days later one of u s got the bright
idea that we could take six bottles into the
s tore, tell Mr. Gomez that ther e were ten of
them and h e would pay us for ten. MORE
easily earned nickels.
It also occurred to us that we could put
the bottles back by the refrigeration unit, get
our money, and come back into the store a
few minutes later and one of u s would take a
bagful of bottles out the b ack do or, come
around to the front and get paid for them
again. Gomez would never know.
So we tried it. It worked like a charm. Af-

0

ter we left the s tore we sat down to eat our
candy bars and cookies, divide up the change,
and try to figure ou t other ways to part Gomez
from money for bottles h e thought h e was
buying from u s.
A few days later we entered the store
again, Mike and I carrying one bag of
bottles each, and Bobby waited outside the
store. Gomez paid us for the bottles and
we left without buying anything.
Ha lf an hour lat er we were b ack. I went
inside to make small talk with Mr. Gomez
while Bobby and Mike went in the back door
and took two large bags of bottles out of Lhe
boxes, walked out, and came in through lhe
front door while I was talking to Gomez.
But this time, Mr. Gomez asked Bobby and
Mike to stop at the counter a nd t ake th e
bottles out. He looked at the b ottom of each
bottle and declared, "Th ese botUes are mine!
I a m not going to pay you for what is a lready
mine!" h e said in a stern voice.
"What do yo u m ea n , th ey're YOURS?"
Bobby ask ed , r ais ing his voice.

"Don't ever come

back in my store!"
"Look," Mr. Gomez said, "You want to leave
my bottles here and get ou t of my store or do
you want m e to call the police?"
I realized h e was not kidding.
ut Bobby persis ted. "Mr. Gomez! We
just want to sell you some bottles
we found out on lhe street. If you
don't want to buy them, OK! We'll tak e th em
somewh er e else!" h e b luffed.
Mr. Gomez said nothing. He s lowly turned
each bottle ups ide down and showed Bobby.
Mike and I a s m all ch eck m a rk h e h ad ma de
with a crayon on each bottle.
"You a r en 't going a nywhere with th ese
(Cont. on Pg 76 1)
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765 Story Road

(408) 288-94 70

Vida Nueva is a Community Services Project of San Jose Gl Forum

San Jose Chapter, American Gl Forum,
Over Forty Years of Community Service
The American GI Forum was organized as a
veterans family organization in 1948 by Dr.
Hector P. Garcia , a Corpus Christi, Texas physician to combat racial prejudice against Mexican
American veterans and others.
Pvt.Felix Longoria, U.S . Army, was killed in action
in the Philippine Islands during the waning days of
World War II. When his body was brought back to hi s
hometown of Three Rivers, Texas to be buried, the local
mortuary refused to handle his body because the owner

Mr. Gomez's Bottles
(Cont. from Pg 760)
bottles. They are MINE," h e said, "and I can
prove it!"
Now, he was raising his voice. "I have been
buying your bottles for a long, long time. You
are selling me bottles, then stealing them and
taking them out the back door and trying to
sell them to me again! I may b e getting old ,
but I am not stupid! Ge t out of my store a nd
don't come back!" he said defiantly.
at posed a very serious problem for
me. I lived in the immediate n eigh
borhood. Bobby and Mike didn't.
Our parents sent us to the store a lmost daily.
The n ext closest store was almost a half mile

sa id, "The whites would not li ke it. "
Dr. Garc ia rall ied community support and wrote to
his congressman Ly ndon B. Johnson, who arranged for
Pvt. Longori a to be interred w ith full military ho nors at
Arlington National Cemetery, Washington, D.C. Each
year a ceremony is held by the American GJ Forum at
Longoria's gravesite on the anni versary of his bu ri al.
After that incident became nati o nal news, the o rganization quickly spread into New Mex ico, Arizona.
Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, and into the Golden State

(Cont. on Pg 762)
away. Within a very s h ort time, my olde r
brother (my legal guardian) found ou l lhal I
was not welcome at Mr. Gomez's store, and
h e wanted to find out why. I did not wan l lo
tell him. I said that he threw Mike, Bobby and
I out and h e didn't wanl us back, but h e didn'l
say wh y not.

''Facing the Music"
Many questions were ask ed . Th en. my biO'
brother marched m e to the Gomez store a nd
asked Mr. Gomez why I was not welcome in
his store. Mr. Gomez ins is ted that 1 lell my
brother why I was banned from his slore.
Finally, I admitte d that we h ad taken
bottles to Mr. Gomez's store, got paid for them ,
(Cont. on Pg 762)
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San Jose GI Foru111 History
(Cont. from Pg 761)
of California.

SAN JOSE CHAPTER
Organized on June 27, 1959 by a group of San
Jose police officers who wanted a Mexican American
organization which would make improvements in
their community in a responsible manner, the group
gained instant credibility because its members acted
responsibly in all their endeavors.
The first civil rights issue they took on was the 5.8 ..
height restriction which kept many of them from becoming police officers.

Sponsors of Fiestas Patrias
scholarships to needy students,
civil rights advocates
From day one the members were encouraged to take
an active part in the cultural, educational, civic, and
social life of their respective communities.San Jose GI
Forum is the sponsoring organization of Vida Nueva
SLE, organizers of today•s Barrio Conference.
On five separate occasions the chapter has been
honored as Outstanding Chapter of the Year at the
annual state convention.
Recognizing that world peace may someday become a reality and that the number of veterans will
dwindle, the American GI Forum established a policy
that 25% of the members can be non-veterans. San Jose
Chapter welcomes into its ranks individuals from all
walks of life who are committed to advancing its goals

Mr. Go111ez's Bottles
(Cont. from Pg 761)
then took them out the back door and brought
them back through the front door and sold
them to him again.
"They got away with it a few times because I wasn't sure it was them taking my
bottles, or some other kids. I also felt sorry
for them," he said.
Mr. Gomez told my brother that he was
changing his policy. He would not be exchanging bottles for money from then on. For merchandise only. And from me, Mike and Bobby,

SAN JOSE GI FORUM
Founded
June 27, 1959

and objectives. That provides opportunities for nonveterans and women to join its ranks and become involved in meaningful community service.

For over forty years San Jose Chapter has
provided community services to Santa Clara County
and its citizens. The American GI Forum motto is
"Education is our Freedom."
SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
The San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation
annually gives over $50,000 in academic grants to needy
Hispanic graduates of Santa Clara Valley high schools.
Special consideration is given to sons and daughters of
American GI Forum members. Over $1,250,000 in
grants has been awarded in the foundation·s 28-year
history. Call (408) 288-9470 for more information.
The chapter also sponsors the Fiestas Patrias celebrations in downtown San Jose in May and September
to commemorate the Battle of Puebla in May 1862 and
Mexican Independence Day.

(This item appeared in the Barrio Conference
program sponsored by Vida Nueva at Elmwood
Correctional Facility, Milpitas, Calif.) • • • • •

no bottles at all. Not ever again. And furthermore, since we were thieves, he did not want
us in his store again.
Having our friends and neighbors know
that a policy had been put in place which affected them because of our greed was punishment enough. It was also punishment that
now we had to walk a half mile to the second
nearest store when our families needed something, especially on rainy or very cold days.
I certainly learned my lessons --

about not stealing -- and about telling the truth, even if it hurts. • • •
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Silvestre Aguilar's
Quest for Education
They succeed who
believe they can,
a wise man once said
Silvestre Aguilar believes that. And he has
proven it. He graduated from Woodlake High
School in California's vast San Joaquin Valley in 1997.
Aguilar is the oldest of five children. He entered
high school in 1993, speaking only Spanish. As a freshman he enrolled in an Intensive English class. By the
sophomore year he began taking regular college prep
courses in English.
By his senior year he had completed all the college
preparatory classes, taken the S.A.T., gradua~ed w~th
honors, was a California Scholastic Federation Life
Member, had an overall GPA of 3.92 and was ranked in
the Top Ten of his senior class.
he 14-year old boy who entered high school
speaking no English finished his ~enior y.ear
with A•s in Trigonometry, Chemistry, Biology and English Literature.
.
During his entrance exams for Math and Enghsh
placement at Fresno State University he qualified for
regular college level English and became eligible for a
few scholarships.
His parents could not help him with college costs
so he paid his way through school by doing farm work
during the summers of high school, all vacations, and
semester breaks.
Aguilar did not have a car, a bike, a CD player, a
big screen TV, or any other possession that most youngsters consider necessities. He did have a strong work
ethic, a desire for knowledge, and a burning ambition
to escape the farmworkers lifestyle and go on to better
things.
At FSU he maintained a 3.91 GPA, graduating with
a B.S. degree in Physics and a minor in Mathematics.
He was one of nine graduates in a class of 3,384 seniors
selected by FSU professors in the College of Mathematics and Sciences as Dean•s Medalists.
Two summers before that he had given up working

T
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on ranches, accepting an opportunity to work on Physics research projects with an FSU professor.
Then he enrolled in graduate school, seeking a
Master•s Degree in Physics with intentions to earn a
Ph.D. After that, Aguilar planned to teach at the university level and continue doing research.
.
.
We read about this outstanding scholar In a publication of the Woodlake High School Foundation. We wonder where this young man is now. • • • • •

Why does a Person
Seek Recovery Services?
Editor's Note: While working at Vida
Nueva Recovery Home in 1992, Director Sid
Haro asked each staff member to write a paper on ..Why Does a Person Seek Recovery
Services?..
This is what I submitted:
Quite simply, in my opinion, he has backed
himself into a corner. Because of excessive
imbibing of alcohol or abusing non-prescriptive drugs, his world has changed dramatically and he cannot cope with the problems
which befall him.
Some of the reasons given by residents of
the Vida Nueva Recovery Home are:
.. My boss said he would fire me if I didn't
do something about my drinking problem.
.. My old lady said she has had it. Either I
get help, or she·s outa here ... and taking the
kids.
I got a drinking and drugs problem and I
don•t know what to do about it ...
y probation officer said if I didn't
get into a program he was going
to be on my ass like crap on a
kid•s diaper. The Judge let me out of jail only
on the condition that I do six months in a
recovecy program, so here I am ...
But those are NOT the only reasons. Some
individuals whom we serve have belatedly
come to the conclusion that it's either RECOVERY or HELL ON EARTH. Their life has
become unbearable. They have run out of excuses for their drinking and abusing drugs.

M
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It h a s begun to adversely affect their employment, their familial relationships, and their
hea lth.
Whatever RECOVERY is. and they very
often have no idea what it is in the beginning. is better than what they are experiencing at the moment.
If a person's employer has begun to dock
him because h e is always late for work, or
does not come in at all, that affects his cash
flow. He has less money to do the things h e
wants to do. There always seems to be less
cash in his pocket than h e thinks there is, or
should be.
The family notices that h e doesn't come
straight home from work. He feels that he HAS
to s top and have a drink with the boys. When
h e gets home, he cannot remember what route
he took to get home. The following d ay is HELL

The Castellano Family
I wondered wh at
had happened to my
fri end A1 Castellano.
We had not heard
from him for many
m onths. In December
2004 we r eceived this
ca rd from him. At
least we know where
h e was in June 2004.
Pompeii, Italy, no
less . He and his
family h ave been
s eeing the world.
I sent him a brief
m essage saying that
some of us have to
fight a war in the
middle east while
others traipse
around the world on
"extended" vacation s .
I think what h e is
doing is m ore fun

ON EARTH ... hangover city! And it hurts! His
family has b egun to d o "family" things without him becau se they can never depend on
him "b eing up to" doing anything.
xcessive drinking creates health
problems for the chronic imbiber.
Declining h ealth, m emory lapses ,
missed appointments, an inclination not to
place too much emphasis on things that USED
to be importa nt -- family, hobbies, work,
sports, personal r elationships, etc.
When all these problems pile up , the individual decides to seek help and if he is fortu nate enough to live in Santa Clara County
there are RECOVERY HOMES where he can
be helped.
Ultimately the decision is his, and wh ether
or not it works-- again-- depends on HIM.

E

Pompeii, Italy

*****

June 2004

than what the Bush a dministration h as other Americans doing in
the middle east. If you had the money, where would you like to go
in this world? Me? I've always wanted to drive coast to coast, Maine,
the Carolinas, across middle America, Washington and down Highway 1 to home. • • • •
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Who Climbed
Mt. Everest First?
Sir Edmund Hillary, an Englishman, is
credited by the "white world" as being the first
man to climb Mt. Everest.
Sometimes mentioned in accounts of this
daring feat is the Sherpa guide Tenzing
Norgay, who showed him the way to the top. I
remember seeing a picture once in a magazine showing Sir Edmund approaching the
summit of Everest. My first question was:
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Whomever took the picture got there before
Sir Edmund, no?
According to National Geographic Magazine, Ang Rita Sherpa climbed Mt. Everest ten
times (without supplemental oxygen!), and
Ang Doijee Sherpa climbed it eight times, and
Ed Viesturs five times.
Sir Edmund Hillmy may have been the first
Anglo to climb Mt. Everest but that doesn't
necessarily mean he was the first human being to scale the world's highest mountain.
We should give credit where credit is due.

Youth Violence

Ricky Ramondez and His Problems
Back in the middle fifties, my
friend Ricky Ramondez, 22, was
sentenced to prison for shooting a person who had once been
his friend.
Society should have seen it coming.
Shouldn't it? Or could it?
ne time when we were about ten
years old he and I were cutting up
some branches because we were
going to build a tree house. While Ricky was
on his knees, wielding the axe, I apparently
got too close and on one upswing of the axe
he made contact with my forehead. I began
bleeding profusely.
Ricky ran from the scene. A lady in the
neighborhood had seen what happened and
helped stem the flow of blood from my forehead and put a bandage over the injury. She
suggested I go to the doctor, but I didn't.
Later we went looking for Ricky at his
home. He wasn't there. Hours later when he
fmally came home, he denied that he had hit
me with the axe, denied even having seen me

0

earlier that day!
One time some boys had an argument with
Ricky and shoved him around. He did not
retaliate. He was afraid of physical confrontations.
He only threatened, 'Wait till my brother,
Augie, comes home from the Army. He'll beat
you up!"
He never threatened anyone with what he
might do to them, it was always what his
brother Augie was going to do when he came
home from the war.
He constantly talked about his brother. He
had put him on a pedestal, informing everyone that Augie was in the Army and fighting
in the war, and when he came home he would
get even for all the wrongs being inflicted on
Ricky.
In the 4th grade, when we were having a
Christmas party on the last day of school before breaking for the holidays, the teacher
asked each of us to talk briefly about our family plans for the holidays.
When it was Ricky's tum, he said 'We are
going to stay home. Our family are coming
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from Los Angeles. We are going to eat tamales, drink Mexican chocolate, and open our
presents.
"Are all your family members coming for
Christmas?" the teacher asked, eager to keep
the moody Ramondez talking about his family.
"Not all of them," Ricky replied, "My brother
Augie can't come ...
''Why not, Ricky?" the teacher innocently
asked.
"Be was in the parachutes. He got killed
in France last year. They are going to give
him a big medal," he explained.
Even at that age Ricky seemed totally preoccupied with sexual satisfaction. He talked
about girls constantly and what he would do
with them when the opportunity came.
During school assemblies, he wanted the
seat farthest from the aisle and toward the
back of the auditorium. As soon as the lights
went out, he would begin playing with himself. He was surrounded by lots of boys, of
course, but he really didn't seem to care who
saw him. We knew what he was doing but we
left him alone.
When Ricky was about ten years old he
once captured a stray cat and tied it by
his paws to stakes he had pounded into
the ground.
After some dramatic pronouncements that
he was going to get revenge for all the wrongs
the cat had committed against him and his
friends Ricky came down hard with an axe
across the eat's stomach. The cat spurted
blood all over the area and we watched mortified that he had had the courage to do what
we had just seen.
"Die, you @$#&A 0/o@#," Ricky exclaimed.
His dastardly act turned our heads. We felt
like vomiting. We all wanted to leave the scene
but were curious to see what Ricky would do
next.
He stood over the cat, swearing at him with
all the cuss words that he knew. Then he challenged us, "Take a swing at him, Mike!" he
urged one of the guys. 'You don't have the

guts to do that, do you? You're a sissy, aren't
you?" he shouted.
Mike looked around at the rest of us. We
looked down at the ground and no one answered Ricky's questions. None of us dared
look directly at him, lest we be challenged to
do what he had just done.
'You wouldn't do that either, would you,
David?"
"No," I said meekly, looking down at my
feet, still shaken by having seen Ricky mutilate the cat.
Young kids will talk. They don't keep secrets. Even though we had been sworn to secrecy by Ricky on the threat of having one of
his friends beat us up, somebody told Ricky's
sister what he had done. She told his father
and the elderly man went to the scene where
the cat had been murdered.
He returned home furious, looking for
Ricky. He found Ricky on his bed, reading a
comic book.
icky, of course, denied mutilating
the cat. But his father decided to
punish him anyway. He tied Ricky
to a tree in the backyard of their home and
left him there all night. Ricky cried and begged
for mercy, hoping maybe his father would feel
sony for him and release him. But the father
remained adamant that Ricky be punished for
his atrocity. Ricky soiled his pants, and suffered the indignity of the neighbors coming
by to see him tied up like an animal.

R

"Se te portas como animal,
te trato como animal!"
"If you act like an animal, I will treat you
like an animal," his father kept repeating, totally disgusted at his son's actions.
On another occasion Ricky was challenged
to a fight by a boy on the school grounds.
Ricky did a lot of talking, he had to, because
his friends were watching. But he did not accept the challenge to meet his adversaries and
exchange punches.
A day later the boy who had embarrased
Ricky was walking his girlfriend home after
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school. Ricky approached them from behind,
ran his bicycle into the girl's heels, then ran
for home. The boy was very angry, smashed
the bike's spokes and wheels with his shoe.
Ricky's other brother, a few years older than
him, went to reclaim the bicycle from where
it was left on the sidewalk..
cky's seat in the back of the class
oom was near the girls' clothes
loset. When some of the girls
would walk back there, he would pat them on
the butt, or attempt to fondle their breasts.
Some of them just slapped his hands away.
Others told the teacher and Ricky would be
sent to the Principal's office for punishment.
A number of times he was called to the
office and cautioned about keeping is hands
to himself. He promised he would, but later
laughed off the incident as just good fun.
Then he would taunt the girls that they
liked it as much as he did. That, of course,
brought more detainment in the Principal's
office after school.
When we entered high school, Ricky did
not enroll. He dropped out to go to work.
He said he wanted to work, get married,
and start raising a family. He was 14.
When I was 15, in my sophomore year of
high school, he asked me to introduce him to
Louise, a beautiful blonde classmate whom
he had seen at a football game. She cordially
shook hands with Ricky. A few days later he
told me he had asked her for a date but she
had refused, saying, "Ricky, you're too old for
me. Besides, you're married."
That should have been that, but it wasn't.
Ricky was persistent. He kept going to school
games and running into Louise and trying to
get a date with her.
One day about six months later he said
that he had gone out with Louise.
"I saw her downtown on a rainy afternoon
and offered her a ride home. We did not go
straight home," he said, smiling.
A few months later she abruptly left school
and her younger brother said she had gone
to live with their aunt in Tennessee.

R
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Ricky bragged to his friends about having
succeeded in seducing the beautiful high
school girl.
A few months later Ricky asked me to
double date with him and his latest high
school "target" and her friend. In the early
evening we went to a large county park, sat
on a picnic bench, talked briefly, and then
went our separate ways, agreeing to come
back to the car two hours later.
About a half hour later Ricky's date found
us near the car and said that Ricky had beat
her up. She was crying and had lacerations
on her face and upper arms, and insisted on
going home. Ricky was driving so we had to
wait until he returned to the car a few minutes later.
By the time he was 21 he and his Hve-in
girlfriend had six children, being raised on
welfare because Ricky could not support
that many children on a part-time
farmworker's salary.
On a number of occasions Ricky's wife
called the police to report that he was hitting
her and to come quick! The police would talk
to Ricky and leave, apparently satisfield that
it was just a little family dispute. The wife
agreed. All seemed well for the moment.
When he was 22 he began seeing another
16-year old high school girl. She had two
brothers, one a very large physical individual
who threatened to beat up Ricky if he did not
stop seeing their sister.
At one point in Ricky's relationship with
the young girl she convinced her mother that
she go visit her aunt in southern California.
Her brother took her to the Greyhound bus
station and saw her off. A few miles down the
road she got off the bus. Ricky was waiting
for her. They spent the next two days in a
cheap motel.
Her mother, of course, had called her sister to find out if the girl had arrived safely.
She had not arrived at all.
A few days later she confessed to her older
brother that she had been with Ricky at a
motel. The brother went looking for Ricky and
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threatened him again.
..You're married, you f@A$!&!#$ 0A>!, why
don't you go home and take care of your children . .. and your wife? ..
.. I can take care of her, my girlfriends, and
your wife too! .. Ricky replied, making jest of a
serious confrontation.
A few weeks later the feud came to a boil.
After being confronted by both brothers, Ricky
challenged the bigger one to follow him out of
town to a nearby orchard so they could settle
their differences.
the cars stopped for their mano-man talk on a narrow countiy
oad, Ramondez emerged from his
car holding a shotgun. He fired at the older
brother, killing him instantly. He also took
shots at the other brother and a friend who
had come with the older brother to witness
the confrontation.
Ricky was charged with one count of murder, two counts of attempted murder, and discharging a weapon inside the city limits. After a lengthy court trial he was found guilty
and received a sentence of ten years in prison.
When he was paroled after serving seven
years one of the conditions was that he not
return to his hometown where the murder had
occurred. But he did. The city policeman was
informed that Ricky was in town and the officer found him in a neighborhood bar. He
courteously reminded Ricky that he should
not be there and asked him to leave town.
Ricky left, for a few hours, and then
came back into the bar. Later that evening

Don't Envy
Don't envy anyone's material possessions.
If they earned them, they deserve them. They
probably sacrificed other things to acquire
them.
If they were aquired illegally, they are
probably paying for them with many sleepless nights.
How much do you think a good night's
sleep is worth?

he was taken into custody for violation of
parole and handed over to state law enforcement authorities.
A few years later I saw Ricky Ramondez
again. He called and asked me to join him in
a San Jose bar for a few drinks. He regaled
me with anecdoates about prison life. He appeared to have had a good time while imprisoned. He seemed to miss the friends with
whom he had been locked up.
en the bar was closing at 2 a.m.,
invited Ricky to stay overnite
with us, sleep on the couch and
be on his way back to Sonoma County the
following morning, rested and more sober. He
laughed. Ricky also insisted on buying a case
of beer to drink while he drove back to his
home in Santa Rosa where he was living and
working as a plumber.
As I understand it, he was pulled over
on the Golden Gate Bridge, cited for driving under the influence, violating his parole conditions, and remanded to state
prison once again.
The question remains: What could have
been done during Ricky's early life to help him
with whatever antisocial problems he had?
Anything?
What could have been done? Anything?
Why didn't it get done?

W

Why?

Why? .....
Chutzpah
We were in a Fresno gas station, in line
to prepay our gas purchase. A teenaged
boy standing in front of me was denied
the purchase of cigarettes because the elderly Asian lady clerk told him, ..You too
young ...
The boy turned around and said to me.
.. Hey, man, buy me some cigarettes!" in a
voice that sounded almost demanding.
I just nodded my head and waited patiently for him to get out of the line.
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When Did it Happen?
You may think that things you now take for
granted have been around forever. Think
again. Below is the year that these ..things ..
were first introduced. Remember? Careful ...
you may be revealing your true age!
Cartoons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1906
Helicopters
1907
Tea Bags ..... '........................ 1908
Zip Codes . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1963
Video Games. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1972
Lie Detectors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1921
Parking Meters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1932
Kentucky Fri~d Chicken . . . . . . 1952
Electric Can~ Openers . . . . . . . 1956
McDonald's ......................... 1961
Stainless Steel..................... 1912
Traffic Lights ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1914
Television ... •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1923
Frozen Foods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1923
Indoor Plumbing.................. 1938
Snapple, Mr. Coffee . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1972
Crossword Puzzles............ 1913
War Tanks .... ~...................... 1915
Jack in the Box, San Diego ... 1950
Pop-Up Toasters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1919
1V Dinners, Swanson's........ 1954
Gatorade . •. . . . •. . . . •. . . . •. . . . . . . . . 1967
Jet Engines . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1930
Nylon ..... ..... ....... .. ....... .. ...... 1935
Skateboards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966
Starbucks, Seattle............ 1971
Hamburger Helper............... 1970
Pop-Top Cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1962
Burger King, Miami ............. 1954
Non-Fat Dry Mille ................ 1954
Eggo Frozen Waffles . . . . . . . . . 1953
Aluminum Caris, Food . . . . . . . . . 1960
Taco Bell, San Bernardino . . . 1951

r.....................

I

By 2030, Tobacco
is expected to become the single biggest
cause of death in the world.
BE SMART, DON'T START
1
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Working in Recovery
While working at Vida Nueva Alcohol/
Drugs Recovery Home in 1993, Director Sid
Haro asked staff members to write a paper
on the subject, Working in Recovery. Below is what I submitted:
WORKING IN RECOVERY: When I first
came to work at Vida Nueva I was not sensitive to the problems of our clients, the residents. To be very candid, I didn't even know
what recovery meant!
efore Vida Nueva I had worked in a
print shop, typesetting all kinds of
printed materials. I had very little
contact with people and that was all right with
me because some of our customers were real
..weirdos ... One offered us a faded lamp shade
as a paper color sample. Another, an engineer, demanded precise placement of each
photo, each piece of art, and each headline. It
was a job which finally cost him about $700.
At Vida Nueva, working with residents from
all walks of life who were there because of
problems with alcohol or drugs was much
more difficult.
I have never forgotten the words of a
middle-aged lady at an educational workshop who said, "Never, never underestimate
your residents. They are just as smart as
you are, they make as much money as you
do .. or more; and probably have a better
education."
How true.
It feels very good knowing that I am helping others get their lives back together. I am
positively impacting someone's future. I am
leaving someone with a positive image of Vida
Nueva and our parent organization, San Jose
GI Forum.
I believe that I have learned as much from
our residents as they have learned from me. I
would compare the men who have been in our
program over the years with any other group
of their peers on any level doing anything.
They are athletes, accountants, engineers, restaurant owners, salesmen -people from all walks of life. In short, our

B
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residents are individuals who made a mistake, paid for it, and are still paying for it
by being in our program and away from
their respective families.
ur j ob a s employees is to make
their trans ition from trouble b ack
t o th eir home environment a s
painless as possible . A warm s mile , a h earty
gr eeting in th e m orning, remembering to call
residents by their firs t nam e , are very impor tant to them.
It doesn 't take a lot of effort to make s omeone h ap py. But we must work a t it.
I had a resident one time tell me after
h e went to court that when he saw the
e nvelope in which we had enclosed his
progress report, it was the first time anyone had ever addressed him as Mister.
Ha ppiness is s eeing s omeone come back
to Vida Nu eva sob er and clean and telling u s
that h e is s till "m aintaining" his s obriety. It is
someone thanking us for h elping t h em see
that there is a b etter way to live life than u n der the cloud of alcoh ol or drugs.
Happiness is seeing one of ou r "graduates"
com e back to th e AA m eetings and expounding on h ow living a t Vida Nueva positively
impacted their life. Ha ppiness is a for m er resident coming back to an AA m eeting and u rging those wh o are "still trying to b eat the system" to stop and listen for on ce -- t o consider
a ch ange in their lifes tyle, to start t elling the
truth even when it hurts .
Happiness is knowing that our program

0

Lisa Fernandez,
All American
Lisa Fer n a n dez of Lak ewoo d . Calif. .
pitched the United States to an Olympic Gold
Medal in Wom e n 's S oftball. Besides pitching
69 shu tou ts in high sch ool, s h e led UCLA to
two NCAA ch a m pion s hips. Sh e threw eleven
no-hitter s. led a ll collegiate softball players
with a .5 10 batting average in 1993 and averaged .382 in four years of collegia te com petition .

Forty-Five and Counting -- Gloria and E.
David Sierra a t the Mayfair Village Valen tine's
Day Party. They h ave been toler ating each
other for over 4 5 years. (Sylvia Aus tin Foto)

h as survived for 22 years b ecause our Director and our staff p eople CARE. Beca u se we
TRY.

On a personal basis, it is a grand feeling
waking up in the morning knowing that I
can do everything I planned for the day
because the ubiquitious hangovers from the
past are no more.
The days seem lon ger , there is much more
time to do th e things we h ave always wanted
to do in our life b ut n ever seem ed to h ave
enough time.
Finally, I have become a better person.
I have learned tolerance of others who are
different than me, who think different. or
have different perspectives of the world we
share. I recognize that had I not come to
work at Vida Nueva, I might very well be
seeking admittance as a resident.
--E . David Sierra • • • • •
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Fresno High
whips K.C. Drillers
May 9, 1949
EDITOR'S NOTES: When we were attending
Woodlake High Schoo~, Eddie Leon, Martin Lara, Moses
Moreno, Ralph Alley and I were big track and field fans.
or us, living in little Woodlake in Tulare
County, the. "main event" in sports was the
San Joaquin Valley Track & Field Finals,
pitting the always todgh Bakersfield Drillers against
Fresno High, Delano, Tulare, East Bakersfield, Hanford,
Merced, Roosevelt, an<J all the other track powers of the
time.
:
In 1949 I had begun keeping records of all performances during the season, sitting up late at night, copying results from the weekend meets into a binder that I
had, keeping track of wP,o won what in the various large
schools meets.

F
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Low Hurdles
Blevins
Legler
Poulos
Edwards
Shelton

Fresno
Roosevelt
East Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Fresno

Shot Put
Willhoite
Hanner
Cantrell
King
Schroeder

Merced
Fresno
Bakersfield
Visalia
Visalia

100 Yard Dash
Pack
Scheutz
Gaffney
Green
Thompson

Bakersfield
East Bakersfield
Fresno
Visalia
Bakersfield

10.1

400 Yard Dash
Melcher
Carson
Self
Mcinerey
Chandler

Merced
Hanford
Roosevelt
East Bakersfield
Roosevelt

51.7

Pole Vault
Bullock
Young
Leal
Lapp
Riley

Tulare
Roosevelt
Hanford
Hanford
East Bakersfield

11 0
Fiveway
tie for
first

220 Yard Dash
Packard
Scheutz
Gaffney
Thompson
Randolph

Roosevelt
East Bakersfield
Fresno
Bakersfield
East Bakersfield

22.4

20.0

1

I had concluded. that this was the year that
Fresno High would ~est the San Joaquin Valley
title from Bakersfield because of their depth in the
field events.
I

We got into a friendly bet ... 25 cents says the
Warriors of Fresno unseat the Bakersfield Drillers. As I
remember it, Moses Moreno was my "backer.. because
I didn•t ever have any spare quarters for wagering in
those days. He kept asking me, .. Are you sure? Are you
SURE? ..
.. Yeah, rm pretty sure,'· I replied, .. if it doesn•t
happen this year, it never will ...
880 Yard Run
DeBoer
Borges
Kindy
Clagett
Bethany

Hanford
Tulare
Visalia
East Bakersfield
Visalia

2.00.2.2

Roosevelt
Fresno
Bakersfield
Roosevelt
East Bakersfield

14.9

1

11

Hi~h

Hurdles
Legler
Blevins
Edwards
Ward
Poulos

First University
Founded in 1551, he University of Mexico was
the first university in the westem hemisphere.
Today it is formally known as UNAM
(Universidad Nacional Autonoma Mexicana).
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Mile Run
Santos
Zarate
Hines
Cardoza
Lawrence

Hanford
Visalia
Bakersfield
Hanford
Hanford

4.44.6

880 Yard Relay
East Bakersfield
1.31.9
(Randolph, Mclnery, Poulos, Scheutz)
Bakersfield
Fresno
Hanford
Roosevelt

6 Putts on First Hole

SPYGLASS HILL

FINAL TEAM SCORES:
Fresno.......................... 38-112
Bakersfield ......................... 38
East Bakersfield ........... 34-112
Hanford ............................... 29
Merced ................................ 16
Roosevelt ............................. 15
Visalia ................................. 13
Tulare .................................... 7
EDITOR'S NOTE: Note that the Fresno BEE's report
of the track meet included no results for the high jump
and the broad jump (now known as the long jump) but
Fresno's top high jumper was Ernie Shelton who cleared
7' at USC. I guess by now you have guessed that the
Fresno High Warriors bested the Bakersfield Drillers or
this would not be an item in these memoirs. Like I said,
this was the year. It doesn't matter what you win by, as
long as you win. Right? Right.
--E. David Sierra

Walkin' on Election Day
For a period of my life when we were involved in
politics, helping candidates get elected, one of the chores
that I hated with a passion was walking precincts, either
during the campaign or on election day getting out the
vote.
And we knew that sooner or later we were going to
be prevailed upon to walk for one candidate or another.
On those infrequent occasions when my friend
Jack Ellwanger was not directly involved running
somebody's campaign, we would make excuses that
we were already committed to walking that day.
''Walking'' of course meant walking around a golf
course.
pyglass Hill on the Monterey Peninsula is my
all-time favorite golf course. Over the years
I have played at Pasatiempo, Poppy Hills,
Delaveaga, The Bayonet course at Ft. Ord, Almaden
Country Club, Deep Cliff, Del Monte, Three Rivers,
Sierra Vista, Lincoln Park, Seascape, Summitpointe,
Boulder Creek, San Jose Municipal, Half Moon Bay,
Sunken Gardens, Anaheim Hills, Marshall Canyon,
Tijuana Country Club, Laguna Seca, Sunnyvale Muni,
Dry Creek, Oak Ridge, Crystal Springs, Sunol, Franklin

S

Canyon, Ridgemark, Half Moon Bay, you name it; but
Spyglass is my all-time favorito.
I six-putted the first green the first time I played
it. Don't laugh until YOU try it, sweetheart!
They had that sucker stretched out to the max that
day. It is over 610 yards to the first green when they back
the tees up as far back as they can.
After taking 15 strokes on the No.3 hole facing the
ocean, Bob Escobar whipped out the gallon of wine I'd
brought and said, "Fuck it, Abel, it's party time."
And it was. Jack was serious about winning so he
held up our side of the game. I got into the wine with Bob
and Abel. My excuse was that I needed the wine to
"loosen up". Yeah. Right. If you buy that one, I've got
some land in the Okefenokee Swamp which you might
be interested in. Or a bridge in Brooklyn.
The course is very challenging ••• and beautiful.
Ocean views, some heavily forested areas, deer walking across the fairways, and beautiful weather every
time we played it.
I do not kid myself that Jack and I are better golfers
than Abel Cota and Bob Escobar but we took less
strokes that day. And I know I got more than my share
of the wine and beer. Hie~ Hie! Hie! • • • • •
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Save Thunderbird
Golf Course
Efforts Continue
Oct. 1985

The Leader

(SAN JOSE) •• San Jose GI Forum's Civic Af.
fairs Committee is ~ontinuing its efforts to save
Thunderbird Golf & Country Club from 5th District
Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado and the bulldozers
of her Minneapolis buddies.
Chairman Humberto Garza and others still meet
weekly to discuss strategy to save the vitally needed
recreational facility for the eastside.
lvarado, according to an article in the San
Jo Mere, says questions being asked by
City Council members about her pet project
-- the Free Enterprise Zone on 9-1/2 square miles of east
San Jose are "politicallymotivated.''
Recognizing that sometimes politicians do the right
things for the wrong reasons, the San Jose GI Forum
Civic Affairs Committee doesn't really care who represents that area at city hall, what they want is to retain
Thunderbird golf course. Period. They have told B.A.
that, in person.

A

Councilwoman Pat Sausedo says, "If people get
nervous because we're asking questions, then I start
to get nervous."
We're nervous too, Ms. Sausedo.
Mayor Tom McEnery says that city staff reports
rendered to the council do not adequately provide answers, and he does not understand "the extreme defensiveness by some people over a second look at the
·
proposed project."
Keep asking questions, Tom.

One aspect of the plan calls for business and
technology center on the land where Thunderbird
golf course now sits. Those plans, said Chris Langer,
spokeswoman for Control Data Corporation of Min·
neapolis, Minn., hinge on MORE GOVERNMENT
AID.
That means, amigos, that those who have already
received better than $375,000 of the taxpayers money
want more if they are going to make our dreams come

na

true.
Question: Why is it that when some poor
undereducated woman with four kids gets $600 per
month from the County Dept. of Social services they call
it "being on the dole" and when some large corporations
get $375,000 from the taxpayers' pockets they call it
"creating jobs?"
You don't have to answer right away, B.A.

I

n a March 1985 memo, according to the
Mere article, Alvarado said the city's origi
nal investment of $269,000 has led to a state
grant that will train 166 city residents in computer
maintenance and office technology.
For $269,000 dollars of taxpayers money, we can
send 166 people to Stanford University and teach them
a hell of a lot more than how to repair and service
computers and how to answer the phone, make coffee,
learn to type, and file letters, B.A.! And we can keep the
golf course!

MONIES ALREADY SPENT
$150,000
City Venture
$119,000
City Venture
$106,000
S.J. Development Corp.
$375,000
TOTAL
(So far ... and counting!)
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

Goose 'im. again, AI!
In the early fifties I was working parttime at Barker Bros. furniture store in Los
Angeles. Two salesmen, AI Barnett and
John Kolberg were always messing around
with each other, goosing the other guy
while he was talking to a customer, for
instance. Barnett always wore a brown
suit. One day a customer was bending over
a table to look at the price when Kolberg
saw a brown suit, took a three-foot ruler
and gently prodded the brown suit in the
rear. The guy tumed around. It was NOT
Barnett. Kolberg ran for the men's room.
WAS HIS FACE RED!
"Let me know when he leaves," he told
us, hoping the brown suit would not come
in there looking for him. Yes, we lost a
customer.
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The Man from Sultana
When we traveled anywhere, Gloria and I never
went anywhere in a straight line. For instance one year
we went to the American GI Forum national converntion
in El Paso, Texas, passing through Denver, San Antonio, Houston, New Orleans, Atlanta, Little Rock, and
DaU as on the way.
ne day we were on the way to Woodlake to
see my brother Jess and sister in law Hema.
We passed through the village of Sultana,
just outside of Dinuba and I remembered that San Jose
Ciry Manager Les White had once said he was from
there.
Somehow we got to talking about the San Joaquin
Valley and he mentioned that he had gone to Dinuba
High School. I told him I had gone to Woodlake.
We didn't have any mutual friends but he was
aware of some of the top athletes I mentioned who
had played for the Emperors against the Woodlake
Tigers. Dinuba and Woodlake were both members of
the Sierra League in those days.
I stopped and took a picture of Gloria near the
Su ltana City Limits sign (Population 325) and then
another picture at the elementary school where the
events board showed Sultana playing their arch rivals in
baseball three days hence. I decided to mail the photo
and a short note to Les White, San Jose City Manager,

---

0

The Judges Speak
June 1988 The Leader
A fed court recently ruled that Los Angeles
Muni Court judges may be personally liable for
damages for preventing court clerks from speaking
Spanish on the job. In response to the Muni Court's
argument that the English-only rule is necessary
because supervisors do not speak or understand
Spanish and cannot discern whether employees are
correctly disseminating information, unless Eng lish is spoken the federal court said: "EMPLOY
SPANISH SPEAKING SUPERVISORS."
Bueno. guieren mas. o hay se plantan?"
--E. David Sierra

SULTANA CITY LIMITS -- Gloria at the Sultana city limits. Photo includes ALL of Sultana. That's it, folks. What you see is what
you get.
in case ... j ust in case ... he wanted to go to the game. He
wrote back.
Every time someone tells me that they were raised in
the San Joaquin Valley, or went to school there, my
curiousity is aroused. Most of them claim to be from
Fresno because they think that no one has ever heard of
their "real" home town ... and they're probably right. My
next question used to be: "Fresno, Roosevelt, or Edison
High School?"
ase in point: One time at a California GI
Forum convention I asked Cruz Bustamante,
a candidate for California Lt. Governor
where he was from and he said, "Fresno." I asked him
which of the Fresno high schools he had gone to, and he
replied, "Well, you probably never heard of it, Tranquillity High."
Well, as a matter of fact I had heard of Tranquillity High. My school beat 'em 34-0 in 1948 on its way
to an undefeated season.
Bustamante won the election and afterward I was
tempted to write him a letter and let him know that the
nice folks in Tranquillity would probably appreciate him

C
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admitting he was from there more than the folks from
Fresno who know he is not from the Raisin City.
Now I don't wan~ to call the Lt Guv a liar but
Tranquillity H.S. is nowhere inside the Fresno city
limits. It's out in the boonies. Cotton country, and not
much else. Fresno County, but Tranquillity is not in
Fresno.
nother case in point: Teresa Daley who is
the Police Auditor for the city of San Jose
once told. me she was from Visalia, and
when I asked her the same question, "Did you go to Mt.
Whitney or Redwood I;righ school?, she replied, "Orosi
... actually I lived in Cutler."
Small world. Th~y were in our athletic league
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while I was going to Woodlake High. In 1948 our
varsity beat 'em 39·0~
The ftrst Chicano police officer in the City of San
Jose was Ernest Vasquez, a former three sports athletic
star from Exeter High School.

Mr. Vasquez was also the first Chairman of San
Jose Chapter, Ameri~n GI Forum.
The former Deputy Director of the Santa Clara
County James Boys Ranch was Leonard Ramirez who
grew up in and attended Woodlake High School and
College of Sequoias.
The last two gentlemen claimed to be from the town
they were from. I always wondered why the others
claimed to be from somewhere else. • • • • •

Three Masters

A friend of mine had dropped out of high school to
do farm work. Then he was drafted into the U.S. Army.
After he was honorably discharged he decided to go
to college, enrolling in the Chicano Studies Program at
San Jose State.
We had one thing in .common ... a love for ice cold
beer. Occasionally we met for a beer and he would tell
me about the education he had gotten.
I wondered why he was working for a non-profit
organization if he had so much education.When we
talked about education, he insisted on telling me just
how many degrees he had, and the number varied with
the number of beers he had consumed.
But he did not know ~e difference between a valedictorian and a salutatorian.
He didn't know the difference between Phi Beta

Kappa and Sigma Phi Nu.
One day a friend told me that he had overheard a
conversation between my friend and two other Chicanos
who were sitting in a small Mexican restaurant on south
1Oth Street, telling a Gavacho friend that between them
they had seven masters.

The other man dido 't mention how many masters he had, but at the time he was City Manager of
the City of San Jose, so I assume he had at least one.
One of my Chicano friends was working for a
community organization, the other had a job with the
county, and the other was unemployed.
One day, while having a beer at the Boots & Saddle
Bar on Alum Rock Avenue, my friend said, "I've got
three masters."

"Yeah," I said, disinterestedly, "Your boss, your
wife, and your probation officer."
--E. David Sierra 1995
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UCLA B~uins Wilm

NCAJ\liiM>pl Tit~
UCLA 89
Arkansas 78
Coach Jim Harrick holds
championship trophy on
April 3, 1995 after UCLA
whipped the defending national champion Arkansas
Razorbacks in the NCAA finals in Seattle. At left, Ed
O'Bannon, tourney MVP,
and Tyus Edney.

UCLA Wins '95
NCAA Hoops Crown
It surefeltgood to see UCLA win the 1995
NCAA basketball title. Arkansas was the
defending champion and looked unbeatable.
They had a big, tough team led by Corliss
Williamson, but the guys from Westwood did
it to them 89-78. It has been 20 years since
they won the tournament, not since John
Wooden's final year at UCLA when they
bested the Kentucky Wildcats.
Ed O'Bannon was the NCAA Player of
the Year. Tyus Edney showed us why a
good guard is essential to a winning team.

Ditto Cameron Dollar.
The highlight for me was watching
former coach John Wooden break into a
huge smile when he realized the title was
going back to Westwood.
Did I know it was gonna happen? No. But
in October I asked my wife Gloria to call
UCLA and order a copy of their Basketball
Media Guide. I thought it was going to be a
very special year for the Bruins. And it was.
It was C.I..... Chicano Intuition.
--ETS
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The ]Urascheck Letters
National Chaplain, American GI Forum
Juraschek Letter April 13, 1973:
David Sierra
Editor-in-Chief
Alas, after all these months we have the joy of
paging through THE FORUMEER but as we did
and recalling last year's editions we note with a bit
of sadness the American GI Forum lacks mention
of a National Chaplai n who has served loyally and
fa ithfully in moments of joy, in times of crisis, in
meeti ng challenging opportunities for twenty five
years.
As no particular reflection upon our National Chairman Antonio E Gallegos of Pico
Rivera, CALIF, with no particular ma lice to
the CALIFORNIA delegation that has questioned our ability by proposing replacements
along the way, may I only point out that it would seem
that a grave oversight has been perpetrated for the
past issues of our official Organ of Communication
to LEAVE OUT the nam e of the National Chaplain!
American GI Forum national officers to include a
duly elected Chaplain, with as much VOICE and VOTE
as anyone else on the Executive Committee
Why would it occur to someone in the course of

Book 'im, Chief!
by E. David Sierra
I don't know what YOU think about that jolly old
fat man who comes into your home on Christmas
Eve but some of the guys at Vida Nueva think that
Police Chief Cobarruviaz's Finest ought to bust him
for breaking and entering ... or In and About ... ( He
looks too happy to be sober!) ... or Suspected Burglary.
What's he doing in your home with a huge bag
slung over his back when he only intends to drop off
TWO presents? Looks suspicious to me too, guys.
Book 'im, Chief!

Monsignor Erwin Juraschek smiles at the
camera while attending a national Mid-Year
Board of Directors meeting in San Jose. He
was made an honorary member of San Jose
GI Forum.
CALIFORNIA publication to ask the (pregunta) question, Why is the REV MONSIGNOR ERWIN A
JURASCHEK, PO Box 152, Fredricksburg, TEXAS
78624 not listed as National Chaplain?
Would anybody care for me to labor this point
any further?
RespectfulJy yours,
--REV MSGR ERWIN A JURASCHECK
National Chaplain, American GI Forum
EDITOR'S NOTE: There was a convention along
about 1973 that I missed. Ben Rodriguez had called to
give me convention results, and mentioned that the
Californians decided to have a little fun by running a
young priest (from Kansas?) against our beloved Monsignor Jurascheck. The Monsignor won easily, of course,
he is no political novice ... and rightly so.
The mistake of him not being listed along with
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the other national officers on page 2 was, of course,
entirely my mistake.
It was rectified instanter in the paper, and at the next
occas ion when we crossed paths with the Monsignor we
bought him more than one double scotch and water to
atone for our sins.
--ETS

.Turaschek letter August 1983:
David Sierra
Editor
This year's gala affair was bigger and better. May
the El Paso national convention prove to be the same.
Time will tell.
Suggest you all find a good CHICANO PADRE
who has the time, health, and money to give spiritual
leadership to the GI Forum as Chaplain with the

"simpatico" of a veteran and the fortitude of a peacemaker to get with the program in the days ahead.
De Volada!
--E.A.J.
EDITOR'S NOTE: These are two letters that our
National Chaplain wrote me, ten years apart.
Was this the Monsignor's way of telling us that his
health was failing and that he might not be around much
longer? I dunno.
The Monsignor attended the convention in El Paso.
I spent some time with him discussing the unfortunate
events that led to the national chairman and national
executive secretary trying to expel me from the American GI Forum.
His counsel and advice was very much appreciated.
--E. David Sierra

The Okinawa Letter
One of the most unexpected letters I ever received
when I was editor of THE FORUMEER, official
publication of the American GI Forum, was the one
below:
May 12, 197 1
The Forumeer
990 Elm Street
San Jose, CA 95 110
Dear Mr. Sierra:
T he Army Library program on Okinawa is cuiTently
engaged in a project to increase our holdings in the field
of Mexican-American studies, and one of our goals is to
subscribe to a vareity of magazines in this area.
I would therefore appreciate it if you would send me
a sample copy of THE FORUMEER and information on
subscription rates.
Perhaps Okinawa seems removed from the current
Mexican-American movement in the United States, but
it is for this reason that we are trying to keep our Chicano
servicemen informed of what is happening back home.
I sincerely hope you will be able to assist us in our
efforts.
Yours very truly,
Joseph L. Buelna, Extensions Librarian
Special Services Office- USARYIS

EL EXCENTRICO BIGWIGS -- Humberto

Garcia, publisher, Richard Diaz, Photographer, and David Sierra, Assistant Editor, at the 25th anniversary celebration
at the Hawaiian Gardens Restaurant, San
Jose. (Bert Garcia Photo).
APO San Francisco, CA 96331
EDITOR'S NOTE: I immediately replied, enclosing some sample copies of our paper, and quoting Mr.
Buelna our subscription rates. • • • • •
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Luis Valdez Center for Performing Arts
Independence High School
East Side Union High School District

by E. David Sierra

Para Que La Vayas Viendo!
(SAN JO) -- In 1986, Independence High School on the
eastside of San Jose named its theater the Luis Valdez Center
for the Performing Arts.
Valdez, author of Zoot Suit, Corridos, and other highly
acclaimed theatrical }ales, graduated from James Lick High
School, and then went on to distinguish himself in the drama
department at San Jose State University.
Reme mber The Shrunke n Head of Pancho Villa? We saw
it at Stanford during a Semana Chicana performance . Blew our
minds. Our thoughts as we exited the Leland Stanford Jr.
Memorial Chapel were, what in the hell is this Mexican talking
about? He was years ahead of his time.

We met Luis when he began writing an angry column
for EL EXCENTRICO Magazine, a now-defunct SpanishEnglish publication. Luis used the title, EL MACHETE,
and wrote some very interesting and provocative articles
which evoked lots of comment around the community. We
had a couple of very vicious arguments.
One time I made him angry enough that he left a hole in one
of the tables. That's how hard he punched it with his bare fist.
When he was at SJSU Luis hung out with a bunch of radical
gavachos at the Cinebar on San Fernando St., pulling on an
undersized stogie, arguing lefti st politics, and drinking mucha
cerveza.
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All UCC Basketball
Team, 1960
While writing for EL EXCENTRICO magazine in
1960, one of my duties was to select the all league teams
of the United Club Councilleagueofwhich San Joaquin,
Cas a Mafiana, Knights, Del Mar, and San Felipe clubs
were the members. For basketball 1960 my choices
were:

FIRST TEAM
F- Bill Moyers ...................... San Joaquin
F- Larry Brady ................... Casa Mafiana
C - Greg Rocha ................... Casa Mafiana
G - Tabby Perez ........................... Knights
G - Dan Ortiz ...... .. .. ....... .. .. ......... . Knights

Judge Chargin's
Friend in
Omaha, Neb.
January 25, 1970
Dear Mr. Sierra:
This short letter to inform you that from this day
forward, January 24, 1970, I will cease reading your
FORUMEER. I will not renew my membership. I'll tell
you why, because you seem to make something big out
of anything that you think will fill the pages of THE
FORUMEER.
Your past several editions have been blasting Superior Court Judge GeraldS. Chargin.
Can't you let the matter drop or don't you have
anything else to report?
Didn't you know that we're all human beings, so is
Judge Chargin, and that we sometimes say and do things
that at a later time we regret it. Are you so perfect?
I can see by what you write that you expected to have
charges placed against Judge Chargin. I know a little
about the law and know that the charge, if placed, against

SECOND TEAM
F - Kirby Cortez .................. Casa Mafiana
F - Greg Bittel .............................. Knights
C - Carlos Saldivar . .. .. .. ..... .. .. ..... Del Mar
G- Ron Gonzales ................. San Joaquin
G - John Escobar .......................... Knights
HONORABLE MENTION:
Pete Rojas, Tom Nava,
Gerry Gilbert of Casa Mafiana;
Dean Flint, Bonie Villegas,
Larry Barragan of San Joaquin;
Danny Marquez, Joe Gonzalez of
San Felipe;
Leo Carrillo, Leon Donahue of Knights.
EDITOR'S NOTES: Bill Moyers, former San Jose
Lincoln High star, was named Most Valuable Player.
Greg Rocha was a two sport star at the now defunct
Camden High School.
Tabby Perez was one of the greatest hoops stars in
San Jose High School history.
Larry Brady and Gerry Gilbert starred at San Jose
City College when the Jaguars won the State JC title.
Leon Donahue went on to play NFL football with the
San Francisco 49ers and the Dallas Cowboys, and later
became head football coach at Shasta College in Redding.
--ETS.
Judge Chargin, wouldn't hold water.
As for the boycott on grapes, Fritos, and Coors
Beer, I love all of them now and will continue to buy
them. Even though Coors Beer is not sold in Omaha,
my brother in law drives a cross country semi truck
and brings me some Coors Beer when he can.
Also, I don't like the word "Chicano" that you
print in THE FORUMEER. I am a Mexican and
proud of it, not a ''Chicano.''
--Antonio M. Ayala
P.S. NO reply needed.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Apparently a judge, sitting in
court, counseling a young man to commit suicide didn't
bother Mr. Ayala like it did hundreds of thousands of
other Latinos.
In spite of the fact that he wanted no reply from me,
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he got one. I wrote Mr. Ayala to apprise him that the GI
Forum board meeting was taking place in Lincoln and
invited him to meet me in the bar of the Lincoln Hilton
Hotel, so we could discuss the issue. I took along a copy
of the court transcript. I wanted him to see it, and get his
reaction.
Also, I wanted to see what a Mexican American
looks like drinking Coors Beer with his head stuck up his
ass.

--E. David Sierra

Congressman
George Brown's Letter
to Mario Vazquez
June 13, 1968
Congressman George C. Brown, Jr. had been invited
to address the 1968 State Convention in Oakland. For
some reason, State Chairman Mario Vazquez tried to
cancel him and book another speaker. Chairman Vazquez
got a quick lesson in politics: don't mess with a U.S.
Representative.

This is the letter Mario Vazquez received
from Congressman Brown:
Dear Mr. Vazquez:
I am shocked and dismayed to receive your telegram
of June 10, 1968, informing me that my scheduled
speaking engagement before the American GI Forum's
California State Convention in Oakland has been cancelled because of "noncommitment" from my office.
n order to refresh your memory on the arrange
ments for this event, I am attaching to this letter,
copies of the invitation ofFeb. 29th, my letter of
March 13th accepting this invitation, your letter of May
2nd thanking me for accepting the invitation and giving
me the details as to the exact time and nature of my
appearance, and your telegram cancelling the scheduled
appearance.
In addition, I am attaching a copy of the article
from the May 1968 issueofTHE FORUMEER which
announces that I would be the speaker.
This is only the written record of the commitment

I
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1960All UCC
Softball Team
Some of the UCC League managers and coaches
were not satisfied with my previous selections of players
on the All League teams. They got together and picked
their own team, so I decided to print their selection in EL
EXCENTRICO Magazine instead of my picks.
First published in EL EXCENTRICO Magazine on
Nov. 20, 1960, the All UCC League Team as selected by
the league's managers and athletic directors.
Catcher........................... Ernie Acosta, Casa Manana
First Base ........................... Joe Gonzalez, San Felipe
Second Base ..................... John Zamora, San Joaquin
Third Base ........................ *Cheno Plata, San Joaquin
Third Base .................... *Dan Castellanos, San Felipe
Shortstop ............................ Pete Rojas, Casa Manana
Buck Short .......................... Bob Garcia, San Joaquin
Left Field .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. . Fred Santos, Cas a Manana
Center Field .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Frank Murguia, Knights
Right Field ... ... .. .. .... .. .. ..... ...... Cesar Isais, San Felipe
Pitcher................................ Jim Sparacino,San Felipe
*Tied in the balloting.
Manager of the Year ... Jess Medina, San Felipe

and does not include verbal assurances of my participation given to you personally (by my staff and by the
office of Vicente Ximenes), as well as discussions and
assurances by me personally with other GI Forum officers and members.
I and other members of the House of Representatives Committee on Veterans Affairs (of both political parties) make literally dozens of non-political
speeches on veterans legislation to veterans organizations every year. In discussions with other members of the committee, I have found no other example
of such behaviour by an officer of a responsible
veterans organization.
While you have complete discretion as to whom you
wish to invite to speak at a GI Forum convention, for you
to cancel an invitation once issued and accepted (on the
obviously trumped-up excuse that there was no commit-
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ment by my office) is a direct insult to me as a Congressman , as a member of the Committee on Veterans Affairs, and as a member of the GI Forum.
I can only assume, under the circumsta nces, that
this cancella tion was motivated by pa rtisan political
considerations. If so, this will be one of the very few
times that such political considerations have been
allowed to intrude into the activities of a veterans
organization.
ay I assure you that partisanship is not a
factor in the work of the Committee on
Veterans Affairs, or in the Congress as a
whole, when we are considering the welfare of those
men who have done so much in the service of their
country.
I am under the impression that my invitation was
based on my demonstrated concern and work on behalf
of veterans in general and, especially Mexican American servicemen and veterans in respect to educational
benefits which I have steered through the Committee in
my capacity as Chairman of the Subcommittee on Education and Training; putting a spotlight on the high rate
of casualties among California's Mexican American
servicemen; increasing the ratio of Mexican American
representatives on Selective Service Boards; and other
efforts to try to eliminate draft provisions which discriminate against Mexican American youth.
Naturally, I do not intend to allow this action to
stand without expressing m y very strong feelings. I
a m sending copies of this letter to the officials of the
GI Forum, Amer ican federal government, Na tional
Democra tic Committee, and the Congress who a re
listed below.
I am, furthermore, asking that this Jetter be published in the next issue of THE FORUMEER, so that all
GI Forum members will be fuJJy informed of this matter.
lso, as a member of the GI F orum, I
would like this to be considered as my
official request that this matter be placed
on the agenda of the next State Executive Board
meeting and tha t I be notified of the time and place
of the meeting so that I may appear personally
Of course. my commitment to appear as the main
speaker at the banquet on Friday ni ght still stands
because of my hi gh regard and esteem for the members
of the American GI Forum and for the aims of this
organization if you see fit to withdraw this cancellation.

M

A

Sincerely,
George E. Brown, Jr. ,
Member of Congress
cc: Cesar Flores Mendez
Daniel Sandoval
Vicente Ximenes
Chris Aldrete
Hon. Edward Roybal
Hon. Henry Gonzales
Hon. Joseph Montoya
Hon. Olin Teague
Rudy Ramos
Dr. Hector P. Garcia
Louis Tellez
Ezequiel Duran
Robert V. Rodriguez
Arthur Hinojos
Henry Lozano
Ed Rodriguez
Editor's Note: Congressman Brown cc'd everybody but Santa Claus, La Llorona, and The Easter
Bunny. It scared the crap out of Mario and Congressman
Brown spoke at the convention. So ... who's runninu
0 the
GI Forum convention, Mr. Chairman?

Humberto Garza
Wins San Jose Chair
June 1989 THE LEADER
Humberto Garza won the top spot on Friday, May 5,
1989, as San Jose GI Forum members went to the polls
in their annual election of officers. As predicted by his
campaign committee, he won
easily 45-20 over Fernando
Romero.
Joining Mr. Garza on the
1989-1990 board of directors
are Lupe Valdez, Vice Chairman; Margie Gaeta, Recording Secretary; Bea Robinson,
Corresponding Secretary; Phil
Renteria, Treasurer; Hilbert
Humberto Garza
Morales, Chaplain; and Ed
Chairman
Porter Campos, Sgt. at Arms.
1989-1
990
The onl y r ace co nteste d
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Go Pee Up
a Rope, Bob!
August 1, 1979
Robert Cuellar, President of ADCOM Associates, Phoenix, AZ succeeded me as editor of THE
FORUMEER, nationally distributed newspaper of
the American GI Forum after I tendered my resignation to National Chairman Tony Morales in Aug.
1977 at the Albuquerque National Convention. On
Aug.l. 1979, almost two years later. he wrote me:
Dear David:
Enclosed please find copies of the Forumeer issues
you are missing. The third issue will be out this week.
Also, according to our discussion in San Jose of July
31st, I would like to make arrangements to get from you
the complete mailing list, past issues, and any other
items deemed necessary for me to streamline the distri-

Humberto Garza Wins
(Cont. from Pg 782)
after Mr. Garza's overwhelming victory was when AI
Castellano challenged Porter Campos for the Sarge's
job, but he too fell to the strength of the Garza slate.
'Til pray for all of you," promised our new chaplain
as he accepted congratulations from his supporters.
A surprise to all was the reluctance of outgoing
Chairman Pete Gonzalez to seek office, any office,
saying only that he wanted some time to rest, but
cautioned that "I'll be around. You're not going to get rid
of me THAT easy!"
The last time a San Jose GI Forum board of directors
without Pete Gonzalez on it was impaneled was shortly
after the American Civil War, according to researchers
in THE LEADER archives. --ETS • • • • •

First Hispanic Gold Medal
At the 1984 Olympic Games, East Los Angeles
boxer Paul Gonzales became the first Mexican
American individual gold medal winner.
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California Living
"It's probably better
to be in prison in
California,
than Governor
anywhere else!"
--Bill Walton,
UCLA basketball star

bution of THE FORUMEER.
I appreciate your assistance in this matter.
--Robert A. Cuellar, President

On August 19, 1979, I wrote him:
Dear Bob:
Thank you for the copies of The Forumeer which
you sent.
Regarding the materials you want, it is my understanding that Fred Vazquez offered all the back issues,
etc. (and the mailing list) to the national office, Mr. Tony
Morales, Chairman, in Sept. 1977 when we resigned,
and that he never got an answer to his letter. Now, I
understand that Fred has destroyed or otherwise disposed of the materials. Please contact Mr. Vazquez, as
I no longer have any responsibility for ANY phase of
THE FORUMEER operation.
In the recent past it has bothered me very much
that our national leadership doesn't seem to give a
damn about the many PAID subscriptions which we
sold and which should be serviced by your office, but
maybe with you people, the credibility of our organization isn't all THAT important.
Anyway, Bob, since we do not receive it on a regular
basis, our nationally distributed newspaper is becoming
less and less important to us.
Remember that when you ask for our support at
some future convention.
Disappointedly,
--David Sierra • • • • •
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Del Rio Letters
February 1, 1987
THE LEADER

The Champ!
We were at the California GI Forum state convention
in Stockton. That's my old friend Alfonso Pelayo, the
California GI Forum Queen (can't remember her name
or chapter), and The Champ. Champ? Yeah.
E. David Sierra, San Jose MAGA's "Perfect 36" had
just laid a whoppin' on Rodney Cortez, the Coors Beer
public relations man, in a long anticipated showdown.
The match, at the Elkhorn Golf Course, was played
on a scorching hot San Joaquin Valley day. Fortified by
lots of ice cold beer from Coors and his newly acquired
knowledge of hitting woods after playing with irons for
most of his adult life, E . David mowed down Mr. Cortez
and won bragging rights for at least the next 30 days.
The witnesses, aiders and abetters were Abel Cota,
Sid Haro and Humberto Garza.
--E. David Sierra • • • • •

Wisdom
Driving near the Stanford University campus on
Saturday, Feb. 21, 2004, we spotted a car with the following hand-painted sign in the back window:

MINDS ARE LIKE PARACHUTES,
THEY ONLY FUNCTION WHENTHEYAREOPEN.
Makes sense to me, a migo.

Editor, American GI Forum
Dear Sir:
In the November newsletter, you hinted that I was an
honorary member of the GI Forum. That is not so. I
happen to be a paid up member since 1961. My membership expires in August of 1987. My card number is F5419.
You are correct. I was in California in June. We left
for Tahoe early Sunday morning after my nephew's
wedding. the reasonfor that was that my brother Mario
said that he and his wife Connie had a system for
winning at Black Jack. That turned out to be false .
As far as any GI Forum member wanting to come
over, please do . Gene Garza was here this summer. We
have plenty of room with a 3-bedroom mobile home
furnished and ready.
You, Mister Editor, will be glad to know that we
have plenty of beer here. The only laws that we have here
in Texas is that you cannot buy beer before noon on
Sunday and you cannot buy a car from a dealer at all on
a Sunday. I guess you are supposed to go to church.
Please inform Mr. Armando Ochoa that he still has
my beer cooler. I don't remember ifl loaned it to him full
of beer or not.
--FRED VAZQUEZ
HCR 2, Box 80, Del Rio, TX
78840
P.S. Do not bring Lobo. We have enough dogs here
already.

Dear F.V.:
Congratulations on joining the GI Forum. Please
send more money because by the time the mail gets here
from Del Rio you will be expired.
Tell Mario that we have a bridge to sell him. It is in
Brooklyn but we are sure he will like it. If you send the
down payment, we can send you a picture. In color. The
same color as your money.
Gene Garza will stay anywhere. We understand that
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Alcohol Services Contract
to SJ Gl Forum
March 1978, THE LEADER

San Jose Gl Forum Wins
Alcoholic Services to
Spanish Speaking Contract
Your San Jose GI Forum was very recently approved
by the Santa Clara County Alcohol Advisory Board to
provide services to the Spanish Speaking.
The entire process took almost four months, beginning with when we first discussed submitting the proposal.
On Dec. 14th, the San Jose Chapter submitted a pro-

Del Rio Letters (Cont. from pg. 784)
not too many winters ago he was sleeping in a hole in the
ground with another man wearing khaki somewhere in
western Europe. We hope you allowed him to sleep
indoors.
We are most happy to learn that beer has now come
to south Texas. What WILL Commissioner Bob think of
next! My, my! No beer on Sunday? The last time I was
in Texas, at the Driskoll Hotel in C. C. they wanted us to
get a note from the front desk before they would serve us
a beer in the bar. By the time we finished laughing, it was
time to come back to California!
Can't buy a car on Sunday? I wouldn't be too
worried about the buyers getting to church on Sunday, but I would sleep better if I knew the car dealers
were going to church. But I doubt it.
Armando Ochoa says he has your beer cooler. But he
ran out of beer. Send more Lone Star on the next stage
--Wells Fargo goes through Del Rio at 7 AM bound for
Ft. Stockton and points west.
Lobo says he wouldn't go to Del Rio unless he was
in custody of the law and was chained to a deputy
sheriff. He says he likes it where he is at ••• and that
goes double for Tyrone and Spark, too.
Write again, but don•t write too much because we
use the paper for scratch pads.
Sincerely,
--David Sierra
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posal to provide alcoholic recovery home services for
Spanish Culture Male Clients.
The proposal was submitted to the Bureau of Alcoholism Services, Santa Clara County. On Dec. 29, 1977,
the Alcoholism Selection Committee interviewed all
agencies that submitted proposals. The committee recommended funding the proposal submitted by MACSA
(the Mexican American Community Services Agency).
n Jan. 11, 1978, the Alcoholism Advisory
Board met to make recommendations as to
the recipient of the contract. Mr. David
Hampton, Alcoholism Services Director, recommended
that the SAN JOSE GI FORUM be awarded the contract.
The Advisory Board tabled making the decision until
Feb. 15, 1978.
On Feb. 15, 1978, the Alcoholism Advisory Board
unanimously voted to award the Recovery Home contract to the San Jose GI Forum.
The contract still must be approved by the Board of
Supervisors, but we have been assured that the Supervisors will follow the recommendations of the Advisory Board.
After approval by the Board of Supervisors, the contract budget negotiations will begin, involving all concerned parties.
After all the negotiations have beenworked out
and approved, the implementation of the Recovery
Home will take place around Aprill, 1978.
Key people involved for San Jose Gl forum were
Abel Cota, VOP Director; and Humberto Garza, who
drafted our proposal; Bob Escobar, who made our presentation to the Alcoholic Advisory Board; the School
of Social Work at San Jose State University who provided many helpful ideas for implementation of the program; the many members who attended our presentation; plus many concerned citizens from all walks of
life in Santa Clara County who wrote letters of recommendation to County Board of Supervisors Chairperson Gerry Steinberg.
Additionally, many, many people helped with behind-the-scenes work from here to Sacramento. To all
of you, many of whom rendered valuable service and
whom we have not mentioned, MANY THANKS.
We hope to provide the type of services that will
justify your faith in San Jose GI Forum.
--E. David Sierra, Chairman.

0
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People I Have No use For ...
Dick Vitale-- The louder he gets the less sense he makes.
Donald Trump-- He's filthy rich. Is that why we have
to see him everywhere? Being fired is funny? And
entertaining? Work on your rug.
Brent Musberger -- Don't know nothing about sports,
but apparently knows somebody high up in the network he works for. What does he add to the broadcast?
TV Evangelists -- Just preach ... and take a vow of poverty .. if you can.
Newt Gingrich -- The lowest form of politician in this
country.
Jim Valvano-- Win at all costs mentality. Remember
Washburn the stereo thief?
Ronald Reagan -- His supporters still trying to convince
us that he was an outstanding athlete.
Arnold Schwarzenegger -- Makes good action movies,
kills lots of people. Tells many lies to his constituents who aren't looking past his television persona.
Ken Lay -- Enron chief who cheated many people out
of millions of dollars. Is now living at the expense
of the taxpayers, which is OK with me.
Jesse Jackson-- Thought lots of politicians were going
to stand back and watch as he ate their lunch and got
the Democratic nomination for president of the U.S.
Study more politics, J .J.
Jerry Springer-- How low do you want to go?
Richard Pombo -- Loves the Tracy area. Voters arranged
for him to live there full-time.
NFL TD dancers-- Grow up, men, you're in the NFL.
Act like you've been there before. And expect to be
there again.
Ron Gonzales -- What a disappointment. Sun did not
set, it crashed and burned.
Dr. Ruth -- Just go away, lady. Go bake cakes. Find
something to talk about that you KNOW about.
George W. Bush's War on Terrorism-- A never ending
act, good way to enrich your friends, create jobs for
youth, and spend millions of dollars. Can be milked
politically for ages. We're in uniform, they aren't.
So ... so just shoot and count bodies. Creates new
members for VFW. Putting nation on Orange alert
status creates impression that you are protecting them
from the evil people in this world. Evil people in
this country continue on their merry way.

Dave Gary&
Tile Latineers
EDITOR'S NOTE: In the early 60's, David Gary,
the kid brother of our Club San Joaquin member Paul,
was part of a small musical group beginning to make a
name for itself in San Jose. They called themselves The
Latineers.
Club San Joaquin hired them to do a gig at our
installation of officers and athletic awards dinner at the
Manor House on The Alameda.
This is what I wrote in EL EXCENTRICO about
Gary and the group:
MUSICMANOFTHEMONTH--Gotanotherof
those rare opportunities to listen to one of San Jose's best
pianists DAVE GARY at a recent get-together at the
Manor House.
Big Dave tickled hell out of the eighty-eight and had
the quaint old mansion almost rocking on its foundation.
The East San Antonio Street cat rendered "Stagger Lee"
to the delight of the assembled who cheered wildly and
stomped their feet, "More!, More!"
And more he gave them.
The audience was so enthralled at hearing one of the
city's best up-and-coming young musical artists that
they took up a collection and thanked Dave and his boys
for a great performance by decorating their palms with
a little of the green.
One question: When does someone discover that
THE LATINEERS have "IT" and give them the break
they deserve????
EDITOR'S NOTE: DAVE GARY & THE
LATINEERS was the official name of the group. Later,
as we understand it, Dave went into the U.S. Army. Most
of the guys moved to Temple, Texas, and headed by Joe
Hernandez became known as LITTLE JOE Y LA
FAMILIA. The rest is history. • • • • •

First TV Football
The first football game ever televised in the United
States was the Maryland vs. Penn State game on
Oct. 5, 1940.
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FARMWORKERS PICKET outside the Driskell Hotel, Corpus Christi, prior to the arrival of
presidential candidate Hubert Humphrey. We understand that American GI Forum founder Dr.
Hector P. Garcia got pushed out of shape when we published this photo in THE FORUMEER.It was
considered to be anti-Humphrey. Nothing ofthe sort, Doc, we just didn't like John Connally. Far left
in photo are Tony Gallegos, Henry Lozano, unidentified Tejano, Larry Amaya, and David Sierra.

Dan wins in Corpus
In 1968, the American GI Forum national convention was held in Corpus Christi, Texas, as it is every ten
years since the founding of the organization. Dan Campos, Mario Vazquez, Larry Montoya of California and
two or three other candidates from across the country
were seeking the national chairmanship.
Campos had asked me to prepare a campaign flyer to
be passed out at the convention to boost his candidacy.
DAN CAN was my campaign motto, focusing on the
accomplishments of Mr. Campos when he served as
chairman of San Jose Chapter, the Dept. of California,
his role in the City of San Jose's first-ever Police Com-

munity Relations unit (along with Lee Brown who went
on to much greater responsibilities), and Dan's sense of
responsibility as a f01mer San Jose police officer.
After much haggling in a couple of caucuses the
California GI Forum picked Dan over Mario Vazquez
and Larry Montoya and all of us pledged to work to
elect Campos. All of us except Mario Vazquez who
continued talking up his own candidacy.
We got that from people that we knew in the other
delegations. There were people in the illinois, Texas,
New Mexico, Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas and other
delegations, who for some reason or other, would tell
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Larry Amaya, myself, and probably other California
Forumeers what was being discussed in their state
caucuses. That is why we we knew what Dr. Garcia and
other GI Forum leaders were up to.
Mario, of course, denied that he was not helping
Dan, and that he was still after the nomination.
DAN CAN
On the morning of the election, I walked into the
convention hall and put a DAN CAN flyer on top of
every seat in the building.
orne blue-dressed ladies from the Corpus
Christi and Robstown GI Forum Women's
Auxiliary were in their seats at 9 AM. In the
back of the room, the Moody High School band waited
to play when Vice President Hubert Humphrey entered
the room. He was to be the featured speaker at the
convention luncheon.
THE OASIS
A number of California Forumeers had taken refuge
in the Driskoll Hotel cocktail lounge to beat the blistering Texas heat. We found out that we could not get
served untill2 noon because of Texas' archaic law that
no drinks can be served before noon on Sunday. Something about going to church first to say hello to God, then
you can have a drink, Tex. OK. So, we talked and waited.
DR. GARCIA WANTS YOU!
After a while a short, very dark-skinned Mexican
named Saavedra came into the lounge and told me that
Dr. Garcia said for me to go to the hotel meeting hall
because Vice President Humphrey would be there soon.
I nodded OK, but did not move.
"What the hell does the Boston Tar Baby want with
you, Little David?' asked Cesar Mendez.
"He says Dr. Garcia wants me in the room when
Humphrey arrives, but I think I'd rather sit here and wait
for the bar to open," I said.
We continued our conversation with Tony Gallegos,
Larry Amaya, Ben Rodriguez, Dan Campos, C.F.
Mendez and other Californianos seeking respite from
the scorching Texas weather.
We laughed about these Texans driving around with
rifles showing through the back window of their pickups, but they are unable to handle a cold beer before
noon on Sunday.
A little while later Saavedra came back again,
reminding me that Dr. Garcia wanted to see me in the
hotel meeting hall because the Vice President would

S

arrive very shortly.
A few minutes later I walked out into the lobby and
spotted a tall gentleman, wearing a cowboy hat and
holding a cell phone to his ear. I introduced myself and
asked, "Pardon me, Sir, but what time is Vice President
Humphrey arriving?"
He said, "His plane has just landed at Corpus Christi
Naval Air Station. He will be inspecting the facility and
then come here in about 1.5 to 2 hours .. "
"Thank you, sir!" I replied, and hurried back to the
bar.
Naturally, I told the California camaradas that HHH
had just arrived at CC Naval Air Station and would not
be at the Driskoll for at least 2 hours.
FARN.nNORKERSSUPPORTERS
Across the street from the front entrance of the hotel,
some supporters of Cesar Chavez were demonstrating
against the Vice President. Tony Gallegos, Henry Lozano,
Larry Amaya, and I decided to join them. Someone took
a picture (see first page of this article). I printed it in THE
FORUMBER.
Later, I was to hear from sources in the Texas
delegation that Dr. Garcia had considered me printing that picture in the American GI Forum newspaper a sign of disrespect for the Vice President of the
United States.
rinting the photograph did not say that we did
not support HHH. It did say that we were
against him selecting former Texas governor
John Connally as his running mate. The demonstrators
outside the hotel were not a small bunch. There must
have been at least two hundred people wanting to
impress the Vice President with the plight of the United
Farmworkers and their dislike of Big John Connally.
The Vice President rmally arrived and while he
was hand-shaking his way through the hotel lobby
and into the meeting hall, Saavedra showed up in the
cocktail lounge again. This time I got up and walked
with him through the lobby of the hotel.
About halfway to the meeting hall. I suddenly decided that HHH was not going to make a major policy
address, he would merely kiss Dr. Garcia's ass, say some
nice things about the American GI Forum, and hope that
all of us would support his candidacy for president of the
United States.
I wheeled around and headed back to the cocktail
lounge.

P
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LICENSE TO DRINK
ou needed a license to drink, we were told
by a hotel employee. We put our names on
a sheet of paper and the number of the room
we were staying in, and sent the bartender to the registration desk to buy us "licenses" to have a drink in the
Driskoll Hotel cocktail lounge.

Y

I don't think Dr. Garcia ever forgave me for
snubbing the Vice President. But I didn't care. I'd get
my story about his visit the same way I had been
gathering news about the GI Forum all this time. By
asking questions of opinionated people who frequented the cocktail lounge.
For instance, I learned more about what happened at
the elections by talking to the defeated candidate than I
would have learned by talking to the guy that won, que
no?

Also, by now I had learned which members were
reliable sources of information, who would level with
me when things weren't quite right, and who would
merely reflect the "Dr. Garcia party line," giving
you results but no hint of how it happened.
Humphrey came and went and I never saw him at
Corpus Christi. Both of us survived.
CAMPOS WINS
Later that afternoon, Dan Campos was elected National Chairman. I believe the other candidates were
Henry Sanchez of Cheyenne, some guy named Herrera

Lock, Stock
and Barrel
A counselor in an alcohoVdrug rehabitation residency program was explaining to the clients that they
should overcome the guilt feelings of being there.
"Some very important people have been in this
program, he said, Some people that could buy you and
I lock, stock and barrel every day of the week and twice
on Sunday. Some very rich people have come to this
program," he emphasized.
The class joker jumped into the conversation with,
"Yeah, they come in rich, but the way you guys collect
fees they didn't LEAVE rich!
--ETS
II

II

II
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from Colorado, and Rudy Ramos of Washington, D.C.,
but the years have dimmed my memory and I am not
100% sure.
That evening the California girl, again I cannot
recall her name, won the Miss American GI Forum of
the United States queen crown.

We defeated Dr. Garcia's candidate for national
chairman in his own hometown, and our girl won the
national queen title.
That evening at the Queen Coronation Ball in a huge
quonset hut by the beach, we repeatedly asked Johnny
Canales' orchestra to play "California, Here I Come" to
rub it into the Tejanos' hides.

We would pay dearly for that gloating, in just 365
days. (See Garcia Plan Wins, page 673)
--ETS • • • • •.

Fernando Valenzuela
In 1981, pitcher Fernando
Valenzuela of the Los Angeles
Dodgers became the first rookie to
win the CyYoungAward. He threw
eight shutouts. He also was
named Sporting News Player of the
Year. In the 1986 All Star Game
he struck out five straight batters,
equalling the record of Carl
Hubbell. Valenzuela was selected
for the National League All Star
Team five times.

Speeding?
One Sunday morning my wife Gloria and I were just
driving around San Jose. A trailer with an SJPD logo on
it was parked on Taylor near No. 7th St. As I drove past
it, a digital sign indicated 31 MPH.
Is it accurate? I dunno. So I circled the block, came
through it practically crawling and it registered 27 MPH.
Angry exclamation . ME: 'Tm not driving 27 miles
per hour!"
Soft reply .. THE WIFE: "It's your IQ., honey!"
Thanks, San Jose PD, I needed that.
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Boxer•s
Mayfair
Village

Eliseo and Gloria Sierra
Residents since 1977

Gloria and I have been living at Boxer's
Mayfair Village since 1977.
In the late 1990's the management decided to
publish a brochure advertising the complex to entice
more people to move here.
A professional photographer was at the Christmas Party to take pictures of the residents. We did
not know that our pictures would appear in the
brochure advertising Mayfair Village but were pleasantly surprised when it happened.
he c.omplex has changed hands a ~umber
of times since we moved here m 1977
and Mr. Manuel Homem is easily the
most understanding of all the managers we have
had. He makes the tenants feel wanted. He makes
you feel comfortable. You get the sense that he
understands your problems in trying to age gracefu lly and does whatever he can to enhance your
move through the golden years of life.
Our complex has a swimming pool and from
May 1 to October 1, it is heated to between 84 and
88 degrees to make it comfortable for the elderly.
When we first moved in, we would go in the pool
and it was not heated. The management refused to
heat it. They said the heating unit was broken but
made no effort to fix it.
There are lots of activities in the Village. Bingo
eve ry Monday night. A Mayfair Residents Club for
those who like to participate in monthly birthday
parties and dancing to a live band. People from the

T

"We moved here and stayed because of the warm community
and friendly environment"
IRS come here to do tax papers FREE for the
residents. We get students from San Jose State who
come here and do blood pressure tests on the
residents. Free, of course. We have people from the
Fire Department and Police Department come and
talk to us about fire safety and how to protect
ourselves from criminal activity. There is a Second
Harvest Food Bank program which distributes food
bags to needy residents every Wednesday. It is run
by volunteers who put together some 150 bags of
food and distribute it to needy people not only from
the Mayfair Complex but also from outside. We
have a very cooperative group of people who assist
in this project.
We have had Karaoke parties to give our residents an opportunity to sing their favorite songs.
We are constantly amazed at the caliber of talent in
our complex. Church services are held in our complex in the recreation hall on Sunday afternoon.
Once we celebrated the birthday of a resident,
Frank Austin, who turned 100 while living here.
His family came and enjoyed our hospitality.
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There are bus trips to the casinos in Reno,
loading and unloading in The Village. They leave
on Thursday morning and return by 9 pm on Friday
night.
The annual Management Dinners on Thanksgiving and Christmas feature cornish hen and other
delicacies. When they do not have a dinner, residents are issued complimentary tickets to dine at a
nearby restaurant.
Management hosts a Dinner Dance for the
annual Neighborhood Night Out when San Jose
Police Officers come in to answer questions from
the residents, and to share our hospitality. We have
hosted the San Jose Chief of Police, city council
members, and officers from the San Jose Police
Department who speak to us about safety, drugs,
and other social problems.
City Councilman Manny Diaz (now in the State
Assembly), SJ Police Chief William Lansdowne,

City Councilwoman Nora Campos and Captain
Richard Area (Gloria's cousin) have been recent
guests.
On Election Days, we vote right here in the
Village recreation hall, about 100 yards from our
doorstep.
The residents look after each other, doing
favors when needed. It makes life lots easier for
everyone, and takes very little effort. The Village
maintenance workers are very helpful, promptly
taking care of plumbing and other problems which
occur. They keep the complex very clean and the
lawns mowed.
There is a small library adjacent to the laundry
room where residents leave and take books. People
also leave food items they do not want so that
others who may want them can use them.
There is a hospital two blocks away, a grocery
store, bank, post office, pharmacy, fast food and
other restaurants one block away.

A Planned Senior Apartment Living Community
44 N. Jackson Ave. #5
Office (408) 251-4540
1 & 2 bedrooms available •

San Jose, CA 95116
FAX (408) 251-0104
Must be 55 years or older
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Cheyenne National Convention, 1969
If You Like Trains, you'll

love The Plains Hotel!
One of the biggest disappointments I have ever
experienced was in Cheyenne, Wyoming when I saw
The Plains Hotel which hosted our 1969 national convention.
hat hotel was outmoded in the 1930's. No
lie. It was across the street from a rail
road switching yard, a great big one. My
room overlooked about 500 yards of railroad tracks
and the freight trains rumbled by all night long. Or,
they conducted switching operations which are loud
and shook the room everytime two loaded trains
collided as they made big trains out of little trains.
As I later told my friend Fred Alanis, "If you like
trains, you'd love The Plains."
(Sometimes I think Mrs. Sierra's boy, David, coulda
been a poet if he'd just studied harder in English).
He and Deleta had rented a trailer and camped back
to northeastern Wyoming to visit her old hometown of
Lusk, where her parents lived. He had invited Gloria and
I to join them camping out, but that didn't appeal to us at
all.
Personally, after picking grapes around Fresno during the summers between my high school years and
sleeping on blankets strewn atop raisin boxes and bathing in a shower stall made out of raisin crates with a
shower consisting of a hose of cold water running into a
punctured coffee can, you can have camping.
When Gloria and I want to camp, we want to camp
with the Hiltons, the Sheratons, and the Marriotts, not
with the Alanises, I told him.

T

THE ARRIVAL
It was a very warm day. Entering the lobby of The
Plains Hotel, there were at least 20 persons waiting to
register. I put my luggage against the wall and entered
the bar to get a drink before registering. Maybe somebody would come up with a better idea. The Califomianos
were in the bar. Tony Gallegos, Larry Amaya, Ben
Rodriguez, Fred Coca, C.F. Mendez, and all the rest.
The bartender was an old Filipino WW II veteran
who said he had worked in the hotel before the war, and
came back there after being in the army and seeing

combat in the south Pacific. He tended bar.
He also ran the smoke shop and liquor store in the
lobby of the hotel. If you called room service for a six
pack of beer, he would leave the bar, cross the lobby,
get the six pack and whatever else you ordered and
and take it up to your room.
We had one beer after the other, did a lot of" sac ando
las garritas a nuestros enemigos" and a lot of barroom
philosophizing, which is the best kind of philosophizing. The afternoon turned into night. People started
disappearing from the bar. Soon there was just a small
group of us left.
Then, before I knew it, I was alone, sitting at the
bar, talking to the old Filipino and he told me that the
next round would be the last one. He had to go. The
day was over for him.
As I left the bar and was walking through the lobby,
I encountered my luggage up against the wall, exactly
where I had left it six hours prior. Then I remembered
that I had not registered. I approached the registration
desk, and the lady said that they had been wondering all
afternoon and early evening whose luggage that was
stacked up outside the door to the bar.
"It was very warm this afternoon and I went in to get
a drink before going upstairs," I said, a very weak
excuse, but I figu_red it would fly in Wyoming.
I asked for assistance with my luggage, not that I
couldn't have carried it, but I wasn't sure I could fmd
my room. Guess who helped me out? You got it, pal.
My old Filipino friend who had just thrown me out
of the bar. I tipped him three dollars. He thanked me
so profusely, I thought he was gonna kiss me!
n the second day of the convention, Alanis
came by to see us. He and Deleta had taken
one look at The Plains Hotel and wisely
decided to stay at a more modem motel a few blocks
away. Mrs. Alanis didn't have any dumb siblings. Sagacious thinking, my friend. When he looked for me in the
bar, someone told him that I had gone upstairs and that's
where he found me. I opened the door, welcomed him in
and right away he asked if I had a beer.
"No," I replied, "but we can get one."
ROOM SERVICE
I dialed the room service phone number and asked
for a six pak of Budweiser. In a few minutes the Filipino

0
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war veteran was there with six cans of ice cold beer. I
tipped him a couple of dollars and Fred and I dove into
the beer.
"E. David, you are stay in' in some fancy digs," he

laughed, "I like your view too. Look at all them
railroad tracks! Did you piss somebody off at the
desk when you were checking in?"
"What makes you think that?" I asked.
ook at this place, E. David!" he laughed,
"you're holding up the window with your
waste basket. Those curtains look like they
came over on the Mayflower. Did you ASK for a view
of the rail yards? You got running water in this dump?"
"My friend," I replied, "The rope busted on the
window the first time I opened it. It probably hasn't been
opened since they built this dump. You gotta have a
sense of humor when you leave California, Fred.

L

"Remember it wasn't too long ago that these
people were living in caves. They've probably been
off all fours just a few years. You know this state was
the first one to grant women the right to vote? What
does that tell you? You scratch one of them cowboys
down at the bar and the sumbitch is probably wearing lace panties and silk stockings.
"I'm gonna find the guy that referred the American
GI Forum to this fleabag hotel and he'll ne ve r hear the
end of it from me, believe me !"

THE CAMPOS CAMPAIGN
After I got my clothes back on, Alanis and I decided
to head back to the bar, closer to the scene of the crime,
so to speak, and see who else had checked in.
I was trying to convince Alanis to support Dan
Campos of San Jose for re-election to the office of
National Chairman. Fred didn't like Anita Campos. I
didn't either, but let's not hold it against Dan, I argued.

"I wouldn't vote for him for dog-catcher of
Milpitas!" he said.
"Fred," I replied, "He's not running for dog-catcher!
He's trying to get re-elected as National Chairman! Who
the hell you gonna vote for, some puto Te jano that's
recommended to you by Dr. Garcia?"
After many , many bee rs, I figured out what Alanis
wanted. The next day I asked Dan Campos to sit down
with Alanis and ask him, personally, for his support.
Remind him that he "lives " with us, not the other
candidates who may be running. We can do him more
good in helping his South San Jose Chapter than the
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other people. Tell him that you need him, Dan, I advised.
"If he remains difficult, cantale por las nalgas," I
suggested. "Ask him what he wants in exchange for his
support. California is probably going to vote as a block
anyway, but ask him what it is that he wants from you for
him to support you. If nothing else, we find out what
makes him tick!"

I felt that my friend thought he was being taken
for granted. Campos never bothered to socialize with
him, but that was him. Dan was a stand-offish type of
person, not one to indulge in grab-assing. He always
seemed to be too serious about everything.
I didn't too much care for his wife's company either,
but I admired the stands that Dan took on social issues,
and his commitment and dedication to Chicanos and the
American GI Forum.

Anyway, Alanis eventually came around and
assisted us in helping the Dan Campos re-election
campaign. Just in time to get swept downriver in the
Dr. Hector P. Garcia landslide of 1969! • • • • • •

Judge Jose Angel
Gutierrez's Letter
May 16, 1977

Jose Angel Gutierrez, one of the biggest rebels in
Aztlan, had somehow gotten himself onto the Zavala
County, Texas, bench. He wrote me the following:
Dear Mr. Sierra:
I'm sending you this call for action with the hopes
that a statewide planning group will meet before midJune and name an ad-hoc steering committee.
If every state gathers a group, plans a local

conference, begins organizing across the state; we
can effectively marshal the people into a mass group
that will travel to Washington to confront President
Carter, the Democratic congress, the Supreme Court,
and the countless thousand burro-crats who program our lives.
I believe that it is time to defend our right from
attacks by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
I believe it is time to cease the criminal acts of pushing
out our children from schools. I believe it is time to
repeal the Right to Work Laws and demand a minimum
wage of $3.50 an hour for all workers. I believe that we
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Second Harvest
Food Bank
Volunteers
Mayfair Village
San Jose, Calif.

SECOND HARVEST FOOD BANK VOLUNTEERS -- Part of the crew at Mayfair Village in San
Jose that accepts commodities from the Food Bank, packs the food b ags and hands them out
to the people qualified to r eceive them . At extrem e right is Margaret Munoz who is the leader.
Second from left is Verna Johnson, h er top assistant. On Wednesday, March 16, 2005, the
volunteers enj oyed lunch together in the recreation hall, another of the kind gestures by Ms.
Munoz to thank her very cooperative group of workers. (Sylvia Austin photo) .

Judge Gutierrez Letter
(Cont.. from pg 793)
wage of $3.50 an hour for all workers. I beUeve that we must demand jobs, in and out of government.
I believe we must act now!
Join me in sponsoring this activity locally and nationally. May I add your name to the list of sponsors?

May I get your suggestions on how to organize and mobilize such a confrontation?
Sincerely,
Jose A. Gutierrez, Zavala County Judge
EDITOR'S NOTE: I did not reply to Judge Gutierrez's letter because I believed that I was already serving my
people and was not seeking new involvements. Besides, travel costs money and I didn't have any. --ETS
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Dr. Geza de Kaplany
Should Die!
EDITOR'S NOTE: I don't remember the year, but Dr.
Geza deKaplany had poured acid on the vital organs of
his wife because he suspected her of infidelities in their
marriage. The police arrested him, charged him with
murder, and he went on trial in San Jose.
Iwroteaneditorial,DEKAPLANYSHOULDDIE!
for EL EXCENTRICO magazine:

ACID MURDER, ANYONE?
The jury selected for the Geza deKaplany acid
murder case made a complete travesty of the Santa Clara
County Judicial System. Our courts can now consider
themselves the laughing stock of the nation, nay, the
world!
If Adolph Eichmann had been tried in Santa Clara
County, the jury would probably have sentenced him to
run six laps around the courthouse and then apologize in
writing to the Jewish Consul in San Francisco for the six
million Jews he is charged with killing during World

War II.
Man, only the Good Lord can help us if that
S.OB. ever gets out of prison (if he ever gets there in
the first place) and returns to dwell among us.
I know if he was going to live in my neighborhood
I'd move out so damned fast the fuzz would tag me for
speeding and reckless driving.
deKaplany will probably come out ofjail after six or
seven years and make a million dollars lecturing to
women's clubs in this county on how he murdered his
wife and got away with it.

H

ow a man can be sane enough to be
considered a competent anesthesiolo
gist up to the very minute of the horrible
crime, kill his wife in a premeditated manner, retain
his composure in court all during the trial, plead
insanity, and then get the mercy of the jury is beyond
me.
Maybe it's true what they say about money in this
great country of ours.lt is said that a rich man never goes
to the chair.
Let me give a little quiz. Are these crimes compa-
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rable to de Kaplany's or worse. Equal?
Taking your mother into the cellar and chopping her
to pieces with a two-bladed axe and then asking your
little sister to take mommy for a walk.
lowing your wife's head off with a shotgun
at point-blank range on your 25th wedding
anniversary and then calling your motherin-law to come over for a nice little dinner and then
blaming the parish priest who was a dinner guest.

B

Leaving a time bomb in the church on Christmas
eve!
Machine-gunning a wedding reception, killing the
bride, groom, their parents, and over 100 of the bride and
groom's best friends.
Running down an epileptic man on the street in
broad daylight because he took too long to get across the
road and you were in a hurry!

Setting a time bomb in the casket of your best
friend timed to go off just as the casket is being
lowered to its rmal resting place.
Murder your new bride by choking her to death just
after your kiss at the altar.
Drop acid on the vital organs of your wife and wear
gloves to protect your own delicate hands!
The gas chamber and life imprisonment are too
good.
De Kaplany I would dismember by pulling him

apart by two tractors going in opposite directions.
Slowly! Then his remains would be chopped up in a
meat grinder, mixed with animal waste, and dropped
about 100 miles at sea, weighted with lead so the man
could go straight down, putting him as close to Hell
as it is humanly possible.
I'm sorry , Lord, but that's the way I feel And I am not
alone. --ETS • • • •

Rudy Galindo
In 1987, Rudy Galindo of San Jose,
Calif., was the first Hispanic to win the
World Junior Championship in Men's
Figure Skating. In 1996, he won the U.S.
National Championship. In 1989,
Galindo and Kristi Yamaguchi won the
national title in Pairs Figure Skating,
then won it again in 1990.
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First Columns

El Excentrico
Magazine
Below are the first two .. columns .. I cranked out for El
Excentrico magazine. Not Pulitzer Prize material, but it
was a start. The heavy chisme would come later.

Genies 66-62 and then posted a surprising 76-48 win in
the return match.

San Joaquin Club member *Freddie Nunez.
(semos seis!) is currently assigned to Camp Carson,
Colorado. Later he will go to Ft. Benning, Gawgia for
airborne training.
Club elections were held recently and yours truly
was elected President, Sal Padilla is V.P., and Eligio
Villegas is Sports Coordinator.
Later ..... E. Dave Hill.

My second column, two weeks later:

APRIL 20, 1958 -APRIL 5, 1958 -First of all, we wish to say MUCHISIMAS
GRACIAS to Mr. Garcia for giving us la oportunidad to
decirles about CLUB SAN JOAQUIN.
We are a group of young (well, okay!, middle aged)
men whose prime interest in life, other than the more
basic ones, is athletics. Our club is composed of former
residents of the central valley, thus the name SAN
JOAQUIN.
e range in age from 21 to 28 (que no,
Sal?), in hobbies from guns to phillately
and in size from 5'5 .. to 6'3 11 • All of us
spent the delightful days of boyhood in that stretch of
land f~om ~akersfleld to Fresno and though we may
have hved In San Jose for years, we still call .. The
Valley .. home.
We like San Jose, good food, hunting, football,
parties, discussions, and Maria's 289 Club where you'll
find us more often than not.
. CSJ m~mbers have sailed the high seas, played
Intercollegiate football, vacationed in Korea, and some
have married. The majority of us are over 21, willing,
able, and anxious and all that stuff. We hope that this
brief resume will serve to enlighten those of you who
have inquired about who and what we are.
Any club wishing to play softball, basketball, football, bowling or weightlifting (con botellas, Genies!)
contact our Sports Coordinator Eligio Villegas at CY 28503. Last week Club San Joaquin eked out a 50-16
victory over the Club Riviera basketball team. Led by
6'3" ballhawking center Bonie Villegas and unspectacular but dependable forwards Dan Vasquez and Ralph
Alley, the ALL STARS rolled to a convincing win.
In games played earlier in the season CSJ lost to the

W

ROUND ONE-- To give credit where it its merited,
a big thanks to ..FRIDAyu AGUILERA of Club Riviera
who kept alive in our minds the idea that we should
organize and who was instrumental in scheduling some
of our early football games.
To PHIL HERNANDEZ who overexaggerated the
size of our .. forward wall" and yet managed to present a
true picture of the situation as it existed until that fateful
day in December when the Genies decided that CSJ
wouldn't enjoy an undefeated season. To the GENIES
who provided the caliber of opposition which made the
games interesting, giving birth to a rivalry which promises to getting even more intense as time passes.
~o ERNIE MURRAY of the "Snug" who helped
alleviate the suffering with his generous contributions
of .. suds .. on those Sunday afternoons. To MARTY
SANCHEZ for dropping CSJ members into her column
occasionally. To these people, the entire CLUB SAN
JOAQUIN joins me in extending a warm thanks for
everything you've contributed, as inflnitisimal (that
means little, Paul Gary) as your contributions might
seem.
OUND TWO -- SPORTS ... CSJ is em
barking on a very ambitious Spring sports
program. Preliminary negotiations have
been completed for softball games vs. SIGMA Nu and
SIGMA CHI fraternities of SJ State. CSJ will always
strive to meet the best competition available in every
sport regardless of the game's outcome. Contact E.
Villegas at CY 3-8503. Ask for ..RAY ...
ROUND THREE -- ELECTIONS ... Trusting that
he doesn't abscond with the funds, DAN VASQUEZ
was elected club treasurer recently. EUGENE G.
RAMOZwasvotedSgt.atArmsandBONIEVILLEGAS

R
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was named Secretary.
ROUND FOUR-- A GRIPE ... We had planned to
run a picture of SJ's members and introduce them to you
individually but unfortunately a disease hit our ranks
(esta enfermedad se llama 'haciendose de rogar.). We
were forced to hold the matter in abeyance until a later
date.
OUND FIVE-- THESICKLIST ... EDDIE
LEON, he of the dry throat and the '57 Ford,
is yet recuperating at his home in Woodlake.
Reports are that he is sporting a beard as is local custom
at Pioneer Roundup time. JESS MUNOZ is also at home
in Woodlake, and information reveals that he has departed the ranks of the unemployed. Hurry back, men.
ROUND SIX-- OUR POLICY ON GOSSIP ... This
in answer to an inquiry about when we'd start flinging
mud. We will not convey malicious gossip to the readers, no matter the person or the circumstances. Nos gusta
el chisme. que nuevas. pero eso se lo dejo a las comadres.
Note: This policy subject to change without notice so be
good, como dice el Santo Claus.
Later ... E. Dave Hill.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Now that we had a column in
EL EXCENTRICO, we felt it imperative that we get to
the business of organizing a club. To that point, San
Joaquin was just a figment of our imagination. Ray
Villegas and I researched how to write a constitution and
put one together, expressing our aims and objectives.
Our motto became "Synonymous with Success". We
encouraged our members to get involved in community
affairs.lt made living in San Jose meaningful, at least for
me.

R

*Freddie Contreras Nunez, a native of Tulare,
California, would be killed in action in Vietnam. His
name is on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C. • • • • •

Pancho Gonzales
Richard "Pancho" Gonzales was the first
Hispanic to win the U.S. Tennis Singles
title at Forest Hills. After winning the
American grass, clay and indoor titles, he
tumed professional. In 1968 he became
the first Hispanic to coach the U.S. Davis
Cup Team. He is a member of the International Tennis Hall of Fame.

Mathew Lozano, .Jr.
Killed in Action
In early 1970, LIFE magazine ran pictures of American casualties from one week of action in Vietnam. In
the May 1970 issue of THE FORUMBER, I ran a few of
those pictures selected at random, as a means of paying
tribute to those who had made the ultimate sacrifice for
their country. One appreciative parent wrote:
David Sierra
127 Graham Ave.
San Jose, CA

Dear Mr. Sierra:
I would like to thank you for putting the picture of
my son in your May issue of THE FORUMEER.

0

ur son, Matthew Lozano, Jr. was killed
in action in 1969. We were notified on
Memorial day of the same year. He died
with honor as so many of our brothers do.
I'd like to tell you how I found out that our son's
picture was in your paper. My brother, Alfred Lozano,
works at Kelly Air Force Base here in San Antonio.
He has a picture of our son (same as the picture that
came out in your paper) on top of his desk. One ofhis coworkers came in one morning and putTHEFORUMEER
on top of his desk, and told him to take a look at the
second page. My brother immediately called me at the
fire station where I work and told me about it.
He was wondering if I was a member of the GI
Forum, because he was wondering how they got the
picture (apparently my brother did not read the article).

Again, Mr. Sierra, I, as well as my wife, would
like to thank you for remembering those that died in
the service of their country.
Yours truly,
--Matthew A. Lozano, Sr.
1327 Hicks Ave.
San Antonio, TX 78210

Mr. Sierra: I am sending a $5.00 check for a year's
subscription to THE FORUMEER. Thank you.

••••••
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Trip to the Kangaroo Court:

Southwest --Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, El Paso 1983
I was commanded by the high muckety mucks of the
American GI Forum to attend the 1983 national convention at El Paso, Texas so they could have a Kangaroo
Court and throw me out of the organization.
n the orders of Joe Cano, national chair
man; and Louis Tellez, national executive
secretary; both very sad excuses for officers of a national organization purporting to be a civil
rights group, but that is another story, for another chapter elsewhere.
I decided to take the scenic route to El Paso. It

0

might be the last chance we would ever have to see
parts of this country that we had never seen. Most of
our long trips involved going to and from the American GI Forum national convention, and if they were
going to throw me out, this might be the last long trip
of our lives.
I had always wanted to drive across the desert from
Reno to Salt Lake City, and here was the opportunity. I
could tell by looking at maps that there was very little or
nothing between Wendover, Utah and Salt Lake City but
fl at ground, salt, and sagebrush. And in some areas, not
even sagebrush.
A thought which crossed my mind as I looked across
the desert after leaving Wendover was that it might be
very easy for a person with criminal intentions to 0o-et the
idea that way out here in the desert, he could just about
do anything to anyone and get away with it. No signs of
civilization anywhere. You could easily get the idea that
if you had a gun, you could command people to do your
bidding, and there wasn't a helluva lot they could do
about it. By the time they called law enforcement authorities and they could come to the scene, you would be
hundreds of miles away. A crazy thought.
Taking the long way around also gave me a lot of
time to think about what was happening to me, and why.
I decided to keep a daily log of times we began the
day , the mileage on the car, and money we spent for gas.
I was going to submit a claim to my insurance company
for these expenses, and hope for the best.

SACRAMENTO
Whenever we are going on a long trip, I get anxious
to get underway, so for this one, we decided to leave San
Jose on Friday night, drive to Sacramento and get an
early start the next morning.

I was also trying to time my driving so that we
could cross the desert between Wendover, Utah and
Salt Lake City in the early part of the day. It didn't
work out that way. I greatly underestimated the
distances across Nevada.
After staying at a Motel 6 in Sacramento, we got up
very early and were on our way at 4:20 AM.
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! said a silent prayer. I had had David Rodriguez look
over my '79 AMC Concord, do what had to be done to
it, so I could make it safely to El Paso and back without
having to worry about car problems.
I purchased an extra set of fan belts and extra radiator
hoses, packed two containers of anti-freeze and one of
fresh water. We also had a large ice chest and reminded
Gloria that we must always have Jots of fresh water with
us. It is no fun being stranded out in the desert without
water. I've never experienced it, but the AAA literature
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getting hotter! No kidding! After we bought a cheapie
plastic visor we got back on the highway and on past
Winnemucca, to Elko.

ELKO, NEVADA
We arrived in Elko about 6 PM, drove around town
for a little while, just seeing the place, and then found a
room at the Thunderbird Lodge. Then we went into the
casino, got a bite to eat and I went to bed, dead tired.
Gloria went to try her luck in the casino.
At 5:00 AM the next morning we headed further
east, barreling toward Wells. I tried starting conversations with Gloria, but she
wasn't interested. I commented on the scenery, the speed of the trucks whizzing past
us, but got nowhere. She just wanted some
shut-eye.
"Where are we going to have breakfast?" she asked.

"Let me know the next time you see
a place that you like," I said, sarcastically because there was nothing on the
highway except telephone poles, an occasional railroad track, some sagebrush,
and nothing else.

I read all the time harps on that constantly.

Be prepared. Have water ... and food .. with you
all the time when you are driving the desert. Also,
some warm clothes, no matter if it is 115 degrees in
the daytime. It can get colder than hell on the desert
at night.
That was probably the only time the Sierras are
going to roll through Reno without stopping. I thought
I was going to have to fight Gloria to go through without
a stop at one of the casinos. I thought for certain that she
was go ing to make up an excuse to go in and gamble for
a few minutes. No such problems. We were roaring east
on U.S 80 when we stopped to gas up in Sparks, Nevada
at 8:25AM. Then we got back on U.S. 80 and hauled ass
for Winnemucca and parts unkown.
We stopped for a picnic lunch outside a little school
in Lovelock at 10:15 AM. Then we spent some time
searching for a hardware store to buy Gloria a sun visor
because she was complaining that it was hot ... and

We finally stopped at a tiny casino in
Wells to have breakfast. Trying to start up
a conversation with the dumpy waitress
who served us, I asked her how far it was
to the Nevada state line.
"Damm if I know, honey," she replied, "I've only
been in this town two days, and when I get paid, I'm
mavin' on!"
We reached Wendover at 7:05 in the morning,
gassed up, and pressed eastward across the Utah salt
flats.
At lots of places across the desert you could see
where motorists had gotten off the highway and sped off
across the desert, joyously driving without regard for
anything. There isn't anything to hit, except an occasional sagebrush plant, and if you've had a couple of
beers to break the monotony of that drive, you probably
wouldn't worry too much about colliding with sagebrush.
I have never in my life seen trucks hauling ass as fast
as they seemed to be going across those Utah salt flats.
I tried keeping up with one Greyhound bus, but I swear
he was hitting 85 and I didn't want to drive my car that
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fast. It was still a long way to El Paso, where I would next
see my mechanic, David Rodriguez.

breakfast in a small country cafe on the highway, checked
the oil on the car, and hit the road.

We hit Salt Lake City at 11:40 AM, spent some
time driving around town, saw the Mormon Tabernacle, home of the Latter Day Saints, and headed
south to Provo.

Some of the most beautiful country I have ever
seen. Rock formations are very inspiring. Some of
them shaped like battleships, airplanes, trees, etc.
Every hilltop provided a new awe-inspiring vista.
Sometimes you can see for miles and miles.

We gassed up in Provo at 1:00PM. We went by to
see Brigham Young University (Bring 'em Young! we
used to say in high school). What a beautiful setting for
a university.
Someday we want to go see a football game in their
stad ium, with the Wasatch Mountains in the background. A beautiful sight!
We got off the beaten path somewhere south of
Prov o, struck
out ac ross the
country on a
much less traveled highway.
We stopped in
tiny Nephi, Utah
to use their city
park for a luncheon of baloney sandwiches
and milk. Then
co n ti nued

southeasterly across the rolling countryside.
There was a lot of funny weather happening out on
the desert. There were signs out there cautioning motorists to beware of flash floods. At one point, we watched
a very dark cloud approaching. It had a solid gray area
underneath it, and I told Gloria, "Look, that gray area
must be rain. We better find some high ground and park
for a few minutes."
e parked on a high point in the road and
watched a dark, black cloud approach.
Soon it was raining like hell, then water
washed down from the hills, and across the road we had
been driving on.
Then, as suddenly as it started, it stopped. But, let me
rell you, I gained a lot of respect for those signs that warn
you about flash floods!
Then, on to Salina, where we arrived at 4:15PM.

W

SALINA, UTAH
Stayed overnite. Arrived, showered, went to bed.
Got up at 5:30 the next morning, it was still dark. We had

Between Salina and Green River there is NOTHING. Maps indicate that no gasoline is available for at
least 100 miles. Be prepared.
We rolled through Green River, and on to Grand
Junction, Colorado, near the headwaters of the Rio
Grande River. B eautiful country. Went through
Montrose, Colorado, my friend Tony Gallegos' home
town.

Had a picnic lunch in
the city park. It is Tuesday, a week day, and still
there are lots of people
rafting on the Arkansas
River. We tend to forget
that this part of America
is a very popular vacationdestination. We were
listening to some soft
music tapes, including
"Springtime in the
Rockies" as we rolled on toward Gunnison, and then
beyond to Monarch Pass.
At an elevation of 11 ,312 feet, it is one of the highest
mountain passes in the United States. My '79 AMC
Concord was huffin' and a puffin' in front of a line of
traffic that must have stretched back at least a half mile.

But you don't dare pull over and let them by,
because it would be very difficult to get up a head of
steam from a standing start and get back in the line
of traffic. My driving courtesy went straight to hell
on that mountain because those hills are steep, amigo!
We made the mistake of getting off the main highway because the highway signs convinced us that we
had to go over the Royal Gorge bridge, highest suspension bridge in the world You get off the highway and
think the bridge is just around the next turn. After about
35 minutes of very slow stop and go driving, we finally
saw the bridge. Then the toll gate. Took a look and
decided not to pay the $8 that it costs to cross over it.
Gloria is very afraid of heights anyway. Then they
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told us that we would have to park and walk across
because there were too many cars on the other side
already. Forget it!
We passed through Canon City, home of the Colorado State Penitentiary. I remember seeing a movie
years ago about some convicts that escaped from there
and then suffered lots of cold nights in the snowy
mountains evading the state troopers that were looking
for them.

PUEBLO, COLORADO
We stayed in Pueblo, at a very nice motel about 10
miles west of town. We had seen the motel on the way
into town, but decided to go on into town and see what
was available. Then we drove back to the motel, got a
room, laid down for a few minutes, and decided to go
looking for dinner. Went into town in the early evening
and found a nice Mexican restaurant and some good
home cooking. We got a good night's rest. It was very
quiet out there.
At 6:20AM the next morning we went back to
Pueblo and caught the highway south to Walsenberg,
about 45 minutes south, where we stopped for breakfast.
Mexican food again.
Sometime early that morning we crossed over the
state line into New Mexico, stopping in Raton at 9:40
AM for gas. I wouldn't want to live in a town named
raton (Rat, in Spanish) It was very warm.
Told the attendant inside his air conditioned

station that someone had spilled gas on the concrete.
He said, "Raht on! Thanks, man!"
Did he go out and check on it, and wash it down?
No.
"Raht on, Raton!"
Continuing south, we rolled through Las Vegas,
Santa Fe, and into Albuquerque. Had been there before.
Not my favorite town. Not the culture capital of the
world.

What I remember about New Mexico was that
every highway we got on seemed to be in the process
of being reconstructed completely.
A huge cloud directly over the highway accompanied us south. I adjusted my speed to that of the cloud and
the car cooled down quite a bit. It felt good to be driving
in the shadows of that cloud after the heated weather we
had experienced the past two days.
Then on to Socorro and Truth or Consequences at 6
PM, and pressing on toward El Paso. I wanted to play
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golf with the guys the next day, so I was gonna sleep in
El Paso no matter what.

EL PASO, TEXAS
Arrived in El Paso at 8:30PM. It was just getting
dark. Man, I was tired. I don't know how far it is from
Pueblo, Colorado to El Paso, Texas (630 miles, approximately) but that evening it seemed like a million miles.
Went to play golf on Wednesday morning.lt was the
worst golf course on which ANY American GI Forum
tournament has ever been held, I am sure. It wasn't as
good as The Ghetto back in San Jose used to be. Very
bad. It was a mistake all the way.

I went into the clubhouse to buy some Miller
Beer, and the course did not sell Miller. (They were
sponsoring the tournament that day, and they had
trucks of Miller Beer on the golf course. Why was I
buying beer?, because an Alcoholic is always prepared.)
We only played nine holes, then went to a Miller
sponsored barbeque and more ice cold beer. On top of
that, I broke my trusty 3-iron.

On Thursday morning, they held my Kangaroo
Court. No details here. That is covered elsewhere.
As soon as the .. hearing .. ended, Gloria and I made
tracks back to San Jose. I did not want to stay in El Paso
and near those GI Forum high muckety mucks who tried
to throw me out of the organization. Piss on 'em!
On the way back, we stopped in Las Cruces, New
Mexico for lunch. Was dying for a tuna sandwich. After
one and a glass of milk, decided to have another one.
Gloria thought I was crazy, but it was one helluva good
tuna sandwich. Lots of celery. Yum yum!

DEMING, NEW MEXICO
We arrived in Deming, New Mexico at 6:20PM and
decided to stay there overnite. Very depressed. Did not
feel like driving today.
Anyway, this is the hometown of the Benitez girls
who used to go toWoodlake in the summer time to visit
with my compradre Ed Leon and I wanted to stay there.
We found a motel, checked in, and immediately
jumped into our swim suits and into the pool. We went
in the swim pool, read for a while, went out to eat a
Mexican dinner.
Then we went back to the motel, and back to the
swim pool. We wondered why there was no one else out
there with the weather as warm as it was.

Very shortly, we got our answer, a very fierce
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thunderstorm drove us away from the swim pool and
into our room. I have never heard thunder that loud
anywhere else. The Gods were angry that night,
amigo!
We cleared Denting at 6:30AM on Friday morning,
headed west toward Lordsburg, over the Arizona state
line and Bowie, Wilcox, and into Tucson.
TUCSON, ARIZONA
Stopped to visit the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base
air museum on the outskirts of town. They have hundreds of WW II airplanes, and some jets.
AI o some German,
Italian, and Japanese
planes from that era.
I love looking at WW
II vintage warplanes.
I want to go back to
that place someday
" .
when it is not so
da mned hot. Also
went to see the University of Arizona.
Doesn't appeal to me
as the place I would want to go to school.
I've always thought of Arizona and New Mexico
as backward parts of our country, like a land that
progress forgot.
I don't expect innovative things to happen there.
They seem to spend so much time remembering the past
th at they don't appear to be too concerned about the
future.
On Saturday morning we left Tucson at 7:05 AM
and headed toward Casa Grande, where Ike Hernandez,
my good friend in San Jose, grew up.
We stopped at a place called Flo's for breakfast,
and damned if the waitress didn't look exactly like
the Flo character in the Mel's diner who used to be on
television show "Alice." That show had an Arizona
locale, maybe they modeled it after her. One of life's
little pleasures is finding places like this.
At 8:20AM, we were back on U.S . 8, bound for Gila
Bend . It was 115 degrees when we stopped at a gas
station to gas up and buy some ice for our ice chest. The
guy didn't even come out of the station to give me the ice.
He handed me the key. I could have taken 200 Jbs. of ice
but I don't think he would have given a rat's ass.
\

IT WAS HOT!
There is not a damned thing of any consequence
between Gila Bend and Yuma. Let me tell you, friend,
you do not want to have car trouble on U.S. 8 between
Gila Bend and Yuma. The buzzards will get to you
before Triple A or the highway patrol finds you. That's
guaran-darnned-teed, partner!
Shortly after 10:20 AM, we passed Yuma, Arizona and crossed the state line into California.
Winterhaven is the first town on the California side.
What a relief to cross the Colorado River into California.
Home sweet home.
The m fuckin' Texans can't get
me now, I thought, I'm home
among friends. Don't know why
that thought crossed my nlind then,
.._ ..,.
but it did. I always feel like I'm
~" ,....,......,
back in the civilized world upon
,,
returning to California from a trip
to anywhere else.
EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA
At about 5:30 PM we arrived
inElCentro.Stayedovemite. Very,
very hot. Went to a Best Western Motel. Had to walk
over crickets to get into the office. There were crickets
all over the place. On the shower curtain, in the toilet
bowl, under the sheets, in the coke machine. I mean, all
over.
After Gloria turned back the covers on her bed
and saw a cricket scrambling across the sheet, I
decided to sleep on top of the bed, thank you. I could
not get to sleep, kept thinking about cockroaches
walking over me and possibly getting into my mouth.
Forget it!
We got up at 2:30 in the morning to go to a Drug
Store just to get out of the heat. It was 102 degrees then!
Have you ever eaten an ice cream cone at 3:00AM?
Well, we did.
When we got back, I decided to pack and get the hell
out of Hell Centro. W e were on the road by 5:45AM. I
do not like driving at night, especially over unfanliliar
roads but I did not want any more of El Centro.
Going over the mountains into San Diego County,
they caution you to turn off your air conditioner to
save wear and tear on your car. I don't believe
anybody does it though, judging by the number of
¥
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cars that were boiling over on the side of the road.
Every half mile or so, there are large drums of water
for auto radiators. That, I had never seen before.
Man, it felt good to get back to the part of California
where there are trees, green grass, flowers, etc. San
Diego never looked lovelier. We drove north along the
coast, catching the ocean breezes for a while until we got
to Oceanside, then headed for the U.S. 5 Freeway.
At Los Angeles we got off the freeway and drove
along Whittier Blvd, into downtown L.A. and out
Wilshire Blvd to the Farmers Market. We got a bite to
eat, then window shopped for a while before going back
to our car. We motored west on Wilshire Blvd., past
Beverly Hills, the UCLA campus where we stopped at
the Student Union to buy some UCLA souvenirs, some
pens with the UCLA logo, a blue loose leafbinder, some
plastic report covers, and the UCLA media guide for

El Paso Trip
Mileage August4-15, 1983
I was commanded by the American GI Forum to appear at an Impeachment Hearing in El
Paso, Texas during the 1983 National Convention. In spite of our efforts to get them to honor
the legal ruling that hearings and trials must be
held in the venue in which the alleged offense
occurred, the GI Forum National Office insisted
on our appearance at El Paso. Just for the hell of
it, I kept track of mileage on my car. As soon as
the hearing was over, and all the GI Forum high
muckety mucks were satisfied that by signing a
Mickey Mouse .. agreement., they were nailing
me to the cross to make Joe Cano, AI Hernandez,
Louis Tellez, Dan Campos, Juan .. El Nopalito ..
Hipolito, Arnold Rivas, Serapio Lopez, and Gil
Rodriguez happy, we got the hell out ofEl Paso.
Z-o-o-o-m!

T-Shirt
On a snugT -Shirt, worn by young
girl at Serra-Bellarmine baseball
game, San Mateo, 2004:
SUCK 00 THESE
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basketball. Then back to Wilshire Boulevard, west to the
Pacific Coast Highway, and northbound toward Oxnard.
We had decided to stay in Buellton and we got there
about 5:30PM.

BUELLTON, CALIFORNIA
Thenextmorning,at6:35AM, we were on U.S.lOl
headed north to San Jose. I have always enjoyed this
drive along highway 101 between Buellton and King
City. The road meanders over rolling foothills. It is very
peaceful, very few billboards, usually not very heavy
traffic, and every bump in the road puts you closer and
closer to home. I actually feel like I am home when we
cross the little bridge just south of Gilroy where the
WELCOME TO SANTA CLARA COUNTY sign is.
Weare home.
The long ordeal was over. • • • • •

MILES DRIVEN PER DAY- SAN JOSE TO EL PASO
Startin2 Point
End of The Day
Total Miles
San Jose, Calif.
Sacramento
Elko
Salina

Sacramento
Elko, Nevada
Salina, Utah
Pueblo, Colorado

144
425
394
499

Pueblo

El Paso, Texas

668

El Paso
Deming
Tucson
El Centro

Deming, New Mexico
Tucson, Arizona
El Centro, Calif.
Buellton

123
270
298
387

Buellton

San Jose

259

Flores First Hispanic
NFL Coach
In 1978, Tom Flores of Sanger, California became the first Hispanic ever
to coach an NFL team when he accepted the job offered by the Raiders. Teams led by Flores won two
Super Bowl titles. He later became
General Manager of the Seattle
Seahawks, another NFL first.
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Saddam
Our Tanks and Saddam's
At the General G eorge Patton Muse um near Indio in southern California, Gloria Sierra compares the U.S. Army's war tanks with those Saddam Hussein threatened to use in "The Mother
of a ll Battles" during Desert Storm. So you don't have to be embarrassed, don't ask which are
tl1e b est. Gloria votes for ours. "Theirs tend to disappear," she said.

Massachusetts Mail
February 22, 1971
Dear Mr. Sierra:
One of the Amherst Junior High School spanish classes in Massachusetts is doing some research
on the Ch icano society, and we don't h ave as much information as we would like to have.
We would very much appreciate it ifyou would send us any informa tion poss ible , such as pa mphlets,
magazines, maps, etc., that would h elp us finish our project. Thank you for your time and efforts.
Please send information to:
Andrea Sepanek, Leverett Rd., Shukesbury, MA 01072.
Sincerely,
--Andrea Sepanek (student at Amherst Jr. High)
I replied to her letter a few days later:

Dear Miss Sepanek:
THE FORUMEER has no pamphlets. magazines, etc. to send you and the students at Amherst Jr.
High. We wish we did.
However. we do publis h a newspaper (copy enclosed) on the 15th of each month. Subscriptions can
be purchased for $12 per year (25 copies mailed to one address). We hope we can be of more h elp to you.
Thank you for writing.
--David Sierra, Editor, THE FORUMEER
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City Council Elections
May 1971
I wrote an editorial in THE LEADER of May
1971, commenting on the San Jose City Council

elections:
The recent city council elections were a disappointment. After all these years our people have still not get
their thing together and formed a cohesive group to work
for the election of one of our own to the city council.
It is really amazing how many lambiones were
dedicatedly working for other candidates in the city
council race and insisting they did not have the time
to help out one of our own Chicanos.
e am convinced that there are so-called
Mexican Americans in our community
who do NOT want a Chicano to be elected
to the council, maybe for fear that an official spokesman
at city hall would lessen whatever little influence they
happen to have with the policymakers downtown.
Also there were those individuals who came out
very willingly and supported OUR candidate harder
than any Chicano ... Jack Ellwanger, Martha Santini,
James Ono, Dan McCorquodale, and many many others.
It was gratifying to meet and work alongside many
individuals who are sincerely and dedicatedly trying to
get one of ours into the San Jose City Council.
CHICANO APPOINTMENT?
Rumors have been flying around since the election
that newly elected Mayor Norman Mineta is for appointing a Chicano to the city council.
Some of the other councilmen also have come out
in favor of the idea. Councilman Joe Colla, his head
firmly stuck in the sand, doesn't even want to discuss
the idea.
We remember Norman Mineta saying he went four
rounds for Dr. Cabrera the last time a Chicano was being
considered for appointment, then switched to the carpetbagger John Lisher. David Goglio, unsuccessful candidate for Mayor, told San Jose Chapter at the March
meeting to watch very closely the appointment which
would be made in case Mineta won the mayoralty race.
He implied that Mineta would again come back
with John Lisher to the City Council, a man the
Chicanos eliminated from the last race via a lawsuit

W
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which ruled against him being listed as an incumbent.
Mineta went four rounds for Cabrera. The betting
from this corner is that he will again go about four
rounds for someone from the Chicano community and
then throw up his hands and do what he probably intends
to do anyway, that is, do to the Chicano community what
the Hueros have been doing to us politically for all these
years -- Fornication without Representation.
--ETS • • • • •

My First Campaign
For Chairman
May 1967
After joining San Jose GI Forum in 1964 when Bill
Lopez was Chairman, I worked under Pat Vasquez who
succeeded Lopez when he suddently resigned in the
middle of his term. Then I decided to run for the Chair
in 1967.
I had some business cards printed:

DAVE SIERRA FOR
CHAIRMAN
SAN JOSE CHAPTER

"No vengo a ver si puedo,
si es porque puedo vengo ... "
The Action Chapter Needs
An Action Chairman
At the March meeting I passed out leaflets letting
San Jose members know that I was running.
My flyer said: We must elect leaders who are familiar with the problems, and have some concept about
their solution, who know the importance of regular
attendance at functions, who have previously demonstrated a willingness to participate, and who have some
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idea of the responsibilities involved.
Another paragraph concluded: I would be pleased to
discuss my qualifications with you before or after the
April 7th meeting.

The San Jose GI Forum Nominating Committee
consisted of Bob Rodriguez, Chairman; and Joe G.
Lopez, Rudy Valente, and Pat Vasquez, Chapter
Chairman.

0

n Wednesday, May 3, 1967, I appeared
before them to make my case: ... I believe
that I am well qualified for the position ...
demonstrated my interest by participation in all business
and social endeavors of the chapter ... Worked as member of Membership Committee, chaired the Publicity
Committee, edited our local newsletter, served as Corresponding Secretary, represented SJ Chapter in chartering South San Jose Chapter, and even held one
basketball practice.

At present am preparing THE BEST CHAPTER
REPORT to be submitted to the 1967 State Convention, and a SJ Chapter advertisement for the state
convention program.
I am a positive thinker. Do not accept mediocre
results. Will appoint committee chairmen and let them
select their own committees. Will appoint a veteran to
represent us at the United Veterans Council metings.
Will invite interesting speakers to our meetings, and
let other chapters in the area know, so, hopefully, they
will attend our meetings.
Will listen to anyone's money making ideas.

Investigate possibility of forming a San Jose GI
Forum Scholarship Foundation to get money from
business and industry for scholarships.
Intend to make our newsletter the very best.
Will cooperate in forming new chapters in the area.

Will propose to the state that the Regional Chairman be elected at the Regional level instead of at the
state convention, to stimulate attendance at regional
meetings.
Will make concentrated effort to increase membershp
by appointing an active, involved membership chairman.
Believe that the basic issues of this campaign will
be: WHO HAS BEEN ACTIVE, and who hasn't ... Who
is capable and WHO IS MORE CAPABLE ... WHO
WANTS THE JOB and who is being pushed into it ...
and WHO UNDERSTANDS THE RESPONSffiiLI-

TIES OF THE OFFICE AND CAN DISCHARGE
THEM.
(I thought I made my points very clear to the committee, but felt that the majority of the members knew
Eddie Torres better than I and that would be a detriment
to my campaign.)

At the April meeting I distributed a yellow sheet
listing some of my qualifications:
• Chairman of Publicity Committee, 1967 coronation ball
• Newsletter editor for past 18 months
• Elected to Civic Affairs Committee at frrstmeeting I attended
• Responsible for producing Membership Roster
& Telephone Director for members
• Appointed State Historian by State Chairman
Dan Campos
• Attended Regional meetings in El Cerrito, Oakland, Fremont, Santa Clara, and San Jose.
• Attended State Board meetings in Tulare in 1965
and 1967.
• Assistant editor of THE FORUMBER.
• Attended state conventions in Palo Alto and
Santa Barbara, actively supporting our candidate for State Chairman.
• Attended local chapter board meetings even
though not a board member.

At the May meeting, I distributed another yellow
sheet entitled: PARA ESOS QUE LES GUSTA EL
CHISME •••
In it, I listed some of my faults in case my opponent
decided to attack my character instead of my GI Forum
record:
ave Sierra, running for Chairman, hasn't
been a Saint. If you are going to vote in this
election on the basis of personal matters
and NOT on involvement in GI Forum affairs, dedication to the organization, and ability to do the job, here are
some things you may want to know about David:
• Denied drivers license first time applied, Los
Angeles, 1954. Couldn't park a 1950 Ford.
• Evicted from York Club, 73rd & Western, Los
Angeles, for inferring that M.C. was a fruit.
• Called S.O.B. by barmaid at local bar six
months ago when inferred that she was a thief
for taking my friend's one dollar bill off the
bar.
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• Collected state unemployment compensation
when not working for six months in 1960.
• Sang dirty songs at beach party, July 1954.
• Played golf at 6 AM after being out all night,
drinking and dancing at Pittsburg GI Forum
installation of officers.
• Did not visit any schools during Public
Schools Week.
• Stares at girls wearing mini-skirts.
• Buy every issue of PLAYBOY magazine. Do
not read the stories.
n election night, Nominating Committee
Chairman Robert V. Rodriguez gave his
report. He reported that Eddie Torres and
David Sierra were candidates for Chairman; that
Abelardo Martinez and AI Pelayo sought the office of
Vice Chairman; and Moses Pimentel was running for
Treasurer. Eddie Barron was running for Sgt. at Arms
but did not appear before the NomCom because of a
scheduling conflict.

0

The nominating committee made NO RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ANY OF THE OFFICES, a
total cop-out, in my estimation. What is the point of
a nominating committee if you interview candidates
and then don't make recommendations to the body?
Supporting my candidacy were Ernie Gallego and
Ed Camunez. Pete Gonzalez and Ernie Vasquez spoke
for Mr. Torres.
It was customary to ask candidates for office to step
out of the room while the members voted. I made a
motion, ..We're big boys now, .. to allow the candidates
to remain in the room during the voting. It was seconded
by Fred Vazquez. The motion passed, and that is how we
did it. When my turn came to speak I gave the following
speech:

Good evening! I am running for Chairman of San
Jose Chapter because I believe that I am qualified to
hold the office!
The Chairman of San Jose Chapter must be familiar
with the PROBLEMS of the local chapter and have
SOME IDEA of how to SOLVE them.
He must ATIEND FORUM FUNCTIONS regularly!
HE MUST HAVE SOME IDEA OF THE RESPONSffiiLITY.
HE MUST BE WILLING TO SACRIFICE.
Past San Jose Chairmen have been a fighting bunch
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of men, and I am no exception. The Chairman has argued
violently with the Vice Chairman, the Region Chairman
has insulted the Founder, and the State Chairman has
argued with the Vice Chairman, and so on.
ALL I'VE EVER DONE is take on the Mayor of
Pico Rivera, the National Chairman, a San Jose City
Councilman, and the Governor of California!
y opponent claims to have participated in
national conventions, state conventions,
board of directors meetings, regional
meetings, and local functions. In the PAST YEAR, I did
not see him at any meetings of the San Jose board of
directors.
I did not see him at any meetings of the state board
of directors.
I DID see him at ONE regional meeting ... LAST
SUNDAY!
With that much EXPERIENCE, he claims to be
QUALIFIED TO REPRESENT YOU.
If you noticed my opponent's resume says he was
active from 1960 to 1964. Where has he been for the past
three years? ON A SECRET MISSION?
LAST SUMMER he showed up at a chapter meeting
and was INTRODUCED AS A GUEST. NOW, he is
back ... running for chairman!
He does have one advantage: His campaign manager, Pat Vasquez, got to listen while I made my presentation to the Nominating Committee. I am sure he picked
up some ideas!!
In the next few weeks the San Jose Chairman is
going to have to do the following:
• Make out the 1967-68 budget,
• Appoint or elect delegates to the state convention,
• Appoint chairmen of all standing committees,
• Fill out forms for the State Office by May 31st,
• Hold a board of directors meeting,

M

• Sell about $200 worth of ads to finance our
newsletter.
( ••• and I'm sure Pat hasn't told you about this
project, Eddie!)
• Secure speaker for the June meeting,
• Put out the June newsletter,
• Lead San Jose delegation to the state convention.
If I am elected Chairman, this chapter isn't going to
stand still while I call the past chairman and find out
what to do next!
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In the past year: I attended board meetings of this
chapter even when I wasn't a board member.
I handled the publicity for the most successful Coronation Ball we've ever had.
I represented San Jose Chapter in organizing South
San Jose Chapter, chartering with 50 members ... a
national record!

IF ELECTED CHAIRMAN:
I intend to put the NEWSLETTER back into the
hands of those who can do a good job with it.
I have already looked into the possibility of having our '68 Coronation Ball at the County Fairgrounds, in a room holding over 1000 people.
We are looking into the possibility of hosting a
NATIONAL CONVENTION in San Jose.
I am not running on a slate with anyone. I intend to
work with whomever you elect to the board of directors.
I have not pledged my support to anyone running
for office and have not made any deals whatever!
I believe that every man should run on his own
merits!!
I have discussed the history of San Jose Chapter with
ALL PAST CHAIRMEN in the past three months and
have some idea of their successes, their failures, and
their hopes for the future.

JUAN

MADichal
Hits One!
This article appeared in the Sept. 5, 1965 edition ofEL
EXCENTRICO after a four game series between the
Los Angeles Dodgers and SF Giants.
On Sunday, Aug. 22, 1965, baseball patrons at
Candlestick Park assembled to witness a billed KoufaxMarichal pitching duel closing a four game series between the league leading Dodgers and their arch rival

A VOTE FOR DAVID SIERRA is a vote for a
candidate who knows what the job is about, WHO
WANTS THE JOB, and who HAS THE ABILITY to
keep San Jose Chapter where it belongs ... NUMBER
ONE!
THANK YOU.
Dan Tellez jumped into the race at the last minute.
The minutes of the meeting do not reflect who supported
Mr. Tellez's candidacy.
The vote: Chairman David Sierra 17, Eddie Torres
11, Dan Tellez 7.
Vice Chairman: AI Pelayo 20, Abelardo Martinez
17
Recording Secretary: Fred Vazquez 19, Jesse
Delgado 17
Corresponding Secretary: Jesse Delgado 24,
Sebastian Adame 12
Treasurer: Moses Pimental by acclamation.
Chaplain: Mel Graham by acclamation.
Sgt. at Arms: Oliver Gonzales 23, Eddie
Barron 13.

I won.
The Outstanding Member nominees were: David
Sierra, Sebastian Adame, Dan Tellez, AI Pelayo, and
Pete Gonzalez.
--ETS • • • • •
Giants witnessed also the most flagrant display of
UNsportsmanship ever seen by these eyes in any sporting arena anywhere.
A number of things contributed to the free-for-all
which erupted in the third inning. First of all, the
Dodgers made the mistake of winning the opening game
of the four game set on Thursday.
on Drysdale and Lou Johnson clobbered
home runs to whip the Giants at their own
game. After Tom Haller hit a two run shot
to tie the game with two out in the bottom of the ninth,
San Francisco fans headed for the exits, figuring that the
next Giants batter would also clobber one and the Giants
would win the game, 6-5.
Alas, Dodger pitching held the Giants in check as it
has done in the past and will continue to do in the future,
and in the top of the 15th inning, Lou Johnson unloaded
a two run homer to put the Bums in front, 7-5, and the
other run they added later was but frosting on the cake.
Curses, said the Giants fans, how can these singles
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hitting Dodgers be ramming that ball over the wall, and
in our own park before our own fans???

The Giants took things into their own hands the
next day by jumping on the L.A pitching for a S-1
victory. They got the HR fever that day.
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Marichal by baseball commissioner Warren Giles was a
gutless and far from adequate penalty for the act Marichal
committed.
I admire Marichal's courage and the willingness to
fight for what he thinks is right. The ability to defend his
personal property and dignity belongs to every man in a
free country.
Just one suggestion: If Marichal is so willing to
attack American citizens, defending his rights, why

Saturday, it was back to the old routine. Air-tight
pitching by the Bums and then home runs by John
Roseboro and Wes Parker did the Giants in again.
Curses, being beaten is bad enough but beaten by the
Dodgers with home runs is enough to cause an old
Giants pitcher to wish he was casting for the New York
Mets. Or the Toledo Mud Hens.

doesn't he go to the Dominican Republic this winter
and fight the United States Marines who are occupying his country??? --ETS • • • • •

unday was the big one. The Dodgers had a
2-1 lead in the series, with big Sandy
Koufax, baseball's top hurler, due to pitch
for Los Angeles. The big crowd was there only
because the Giants had countered with ace Juan
Marichal, one of baseball's best righthanders, if not
the best.

Medal of Honor
Letters

S

Anyway, back to the details. The Bums jumped right
on their old tormenter, Marichal, for one run in the first
and one run in the 2nd inning. Marichal does not like to
have runs scored on him, especially by the Dodgers,
fans. Or the Phillies.

Remember that game three weeks ago in San
Francisco when third baseman Richie Allen tagged a
three run homer and Juan had words with the umpire. The ump gave Madichal a "Amigo, don't look
at me. I didn't pitch that gopher ball, I just call 'em
fair or foul!"
Juan sent Maury Wills and Ron Fairly sprawling in
the dirt with dustoff pitches and when he came to bat
Dodger catcher John Roseboro decided to breeze a
return throw by Juan's ear to see if he could take it as well
as dish it out. It turned out that he can not, fans.
uan showed his true colors by hitting Roseboro
with the bat. On the head. That's where it
started. Lou Johnson came sprinting in from
left field and throwing with both fists. The thought that
hit me at that point was: Too bad Don Drysdale is on a
plane bound for New York. I'm sure he would have liked
to pay his respects to Juan also.
Fans, I'm in favor of competition, any kind, between
these two old rivals. I don't care if it's baseball, boxing,
tiddlywinks, or Hit-a-Head, and I'm sure the Dodgers
like it too. But, amigo, let me get a bat too!
Actually ,I believe the suspension and fine handed

J

November 10, 1977
In November, 1977, The San Jose MERCURY ran an article about Congressional
Medal of Honor winners which made no mention of any Hispanic recipients. I wrote them
the following letter, which they printed in the
editorial page:
MEDAL WINNERS
Editor: Your recent articles on U.S. Congressional Medal of Honor winners and their
exploits were welcomed by those of us who
believe in paying tribute to those who honorably seiVe their country in wartime.
However, we found it disappointing that
you chose not to elaborate on the contributions of the Spanish speaking, who collectively won more medals of honor than any
other ethnic group during the nation's past
three major wars.
Those of us privileged to circulate Mexican
blood in our veins would have welcomed your
newspaper's telling of the contributions made
by such as Cleto Rodriguez, Rodolfo
Hernandez, now a veterans counselor; Eddie
Gomez (for whom a room in the Gene Epply
Boys Club, Omaha, Neb. is named); Eugene
Obregon (for whom a school is named in Pico
(Cont. on Pg 810)
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Reunion
Ball Game
EDITOR'SNOTES:Iwasinvitedbymycompadre
Raymond Garcia to be a guest at the Garcia-RodriguezDelgado-Molina family reunion in San Jose on July 4,

1963.
There was a softball game. Below is my article on
that contest which appearedinEL EXCENTRICO magazine:

GARCIA, RODRIGUEZ,
DELGADO, MOLINA FAMILffiS
REUNION ON JULY 4TH
One of the most pleasant afternoons we have spent
in a long while was on July 4th at Senter Park, San Jose,
for a reunion of the families mentioned above.
DS. was the umpire (the only honest man on the
premises?) for the softball game which pitted GarciaRodriguez against all comers.
None of the players are being pursued by any major
league team. Paul Gary used only one of his pitches

Medal of Honor Letters
(Cont. from Pg 809)
Rivera); Macario Garcia (who joined the U.S.
Army in 1942 while a Mexican national); Jose
Jimenez (a U.S. Marine who was a Mexican
citizen when he joined, a Mexican citizen when
he died, and a Mexican citizen when he was
honored with the U.S.'s highest award for
valor.
We have in our files a complete list of all
Medal ofHonorwinners since 1863, including
the history of the medal, etc.
Please receive our letter in the spirit in
which it was written, that is, to offset your
recent series of articles on "illegal aliens"
which to us appear to blame this society's
employment, economic, and social ills on our
ethnic group.
Articles focusing on the contributions of

while he was on the mound. A changeup. John Lira
followed with more stuff. A drop off a changeup.
My compadre played shortstop in short left field and
off what I saw (he struck out) he could not make the team
at Miss Jemimah's School for Girls.
Mingo Rodriguez played first base with the finesse
of a water buffalo on stage at Carnegie Hall.
Frank Estrella tried third base and fielded the
only ground ball hit to him with his lower lip and
right cheek.
The outfielders should have wore helmets. They
caught as many fly balls as the umpire.
The only double play came when a runner going
from first to second fell on his face after slipping on a cup
of beer belonging to the second baseman and the batter
ran for the beer cooler instead of frrst base.
Manuel Delgado tagged a runner going from first
to second and fired the ball to first, trying for the
double play, only to discover that the batter had
walked and the runners on base were just advancing
according to the rules.
Other than the fact that the backstop had a hole in it
and the grass needed mowing, playing conditions were
ideal. For beer drinking. • • • • •

Spanish speaking Americans are overdue in
your newspaper.
--DAVID SIERRA
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum
A few days later, I received the following
note from my sister, Mary:
Nov. 15, 1977
Dave:

Want to congratulate you on the very well
written letter to the Editor which appeared in
Friday's SJ Mercwy-News re Mexican-American Medal of Honor winners. It needed to be
said and I'm glad you were the one who said it.
Viva Mexico! --MARY • • • • • •

Segregated Schooling
In 1930, Mexican Americans won their first
segregation lawsuit, Mendez v. Westminster
School District in Orange County, Calif.
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"Joe Done It"
These vernal h eroics came to pass
In a battle waged on ground and grass
"Just one more out!" the others mocked
In diamond conflict both were locked.
But, just like in the movies and on TV
everyone knows, what must be must be
So, JOE RODRIGUEZ to the plate
to keep his rendezvous with fate.
A trusty Louisville in his hand
making the home team's final stand
His bat flashed 'round and towards the sky
a hard hit ball was seen to fly.
And round the bases his swift feet flew
and the game was even, tied, and new
So , once again Joe's gone and done it
And SAN JOAQUIN'S gone on and won it.
And he still questions with a leery glance,
"How did you like THAT batting stance?
EDITOR'S NOTES: As I wrote in EL
EXCENTRICO magazine on more than one
occasion, it is the people that you meet while
engaged in athletic competition that is the
essence of sports.
You do your b est against his best and when
the game is decided, you congratulate him or
he congratulates you.
Joe Rodriguez started playing in the U.C.C.
League with our rivals, The Genies. We en-

Find Work
"Go out in the world, find work
that you love, learn from your
mistakes, and work hard to make
a difference. "
--Maurice R. Greenberg

JOE RODRIGUEZ
C.S.J. Outfielder

joyed many conversations over cold beer even
when he was playing against us. He made
honest analyses of individual players and
teams. He became one of my favorite players
in the league.
After their team folded, he came to play
with Club San Joaquin. On July 31 , 1960, his
heroics moved me to poetry.
Eat your h eart out. Grantland Rice!
--E. David Sierra

Dr. Tomas Rivera
BELIEVE IT OR NOT! -- The first
endowed chair named for an
American Hispanic (Dr. Tomas
Rivera, who died while serving as
Chancellor of University of California, Riverside,in 1984) was named
in the Spanish and Portuguese Department at the University ofTexas
in 1990. The department had earlier refused to hire him to teach
there.
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Resignation

San ..Jose Gl Forum Board of Directors,
3.6.87
ELISEO T. SIERRA
44 N. Jackson Ave.
SanJose, CA95116
Mr. Victor Garza
Chairman of the Board
San Jose GI Forum
1680 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116
Dear Mr. Chairman:
With mixed emotions, I tender plY resignation as Corresponding Secretary and
as a member of the board of directors of San
Jose GI Forum, effective at the conclusion
ofthe March 6th general membership meeting.
I am saddened at leaving a board on
which I have served, on and off, for the past
nineteen years. I have tremendously enjoyed serving the men and women of this
great organization. They are quality people.
I thank them for the confidence they have
expressed in me on every occasion in which
I have run for election.
I especially want to thank all ofyou, and

former Chairman Frank Caballero, for your
confidence and support during some very
difficult times in 1983.
David Sierra is not leaving San Jose GI
Forum. I have accepted a position as Office
Manager and Court Liaison at Vida Nueva,
our alcohol recovery home. Vida Nueva is
an excellent project, and I expect to work
diligently to make it even better.
I will, at your pleasure, continue editingthe chapter newsletter. Como siempre.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, profusely
and personally, for tolerating my
idiosyncracies and emotional outbursts.
Your patience has been very much appreciated. You are a beautiful person, brother,
and we love you.
Again, thank you for the past. We look
forward to a bright future.
--E. DAVID SIERRA
March 6, 1987

Bilingual Education Mandated
Bilingual education was first federally mandated in 1968 after passage by Congress of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
Title VI, on Jan. 2, 1968. The law states that children who speak languages other than English must be instructed in two languages and
teachers must be trained, material developed and research conducted
to assist children make a rapid transition from their native language
to English.
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KJEO's Top 25
San Joaquin Valley
Athletes
In June 2000, KJE0-47, a Fresno television station
aired a one hour program extolling the virtues of what
they called "The Central Valley's Greatest Athletes of
the 20th Century." The list was published in the Fresno
BEE the next day and included the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Bob Mathias, Tulare ...................... Track
Rafer Johnson, Kingsburg ............ Track
Tom Seaver, Fresno .................. Baseball
Dutch Warmerdam, Hanford ........ Track
Darryle Lamonica ..................... Football
Bill Vukovich, Clovis ........ Auto Racing
Henry Ellard.............................. Football
Tim McDonald.......................... Football
Tom Flores, Sanger .................. Football
Jim Maloney, Fresno .......... ...... Baseball
Randy Williams .. .. ..... .. ..... .. ....... ... Track
Ruth Lawanson ...................... Volleyball
Tommie Smith, Lemoore .............. Track
Jimmy Johnson, Kingsburg ...... Football
Les Richter, Fresno ................... Football
Lorenzo Neal ..... ....... ....... ......... Football
Charle Young, Fresno ...... ......... Football
Amanda Scott............................. Softball
Frank Chance ............................ Baseball
Young Corbett .. .. .... .. ........ .......... Boxing
Jackie White ........................... Basketball
Dave Henderson, Dos Palos ..... Baseball
Dick Ellsworth, Fresno ............. Baseball
Rex Hudler................................ Baseball
Rod Perry .................................. Football

I disagreed with their ranking of Mathias as the
best of the best.
I give the nod to Rafer Johnson. In high school, he
led his team to more championships than did Mathias.
Both won Olympic decathlon gold medals, but Johnson
scored more points. Mathias played football and competed in track at Stanford. His team played in the Rose
Bowl. Johnson played basketball at UCLA and he led
the Bruins to an NCAA track and field championship.
Mathias quit Stanford to join the Marines. Johnson
graduated, being elected UCLA student body president
in his senior year.
Being the Monday morning quarterback (and aspiring sportswriter) that I am, I immediately began making
my own list, which includes:
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Frank Gifford, Bakersfield .................. Football
Leamon King, Delano.............................. Track
Lon Spurrier, Delano ............................... Track
Rosie Pitman, Woodlake ...................... Softball
Mike Garcia, Orosi ....... ............ ........... Baseball
Lyndon Crow, Corcoran ...................... Football
Bill Sharman, Porterville .................. Basketball
Sim Inness, Tulare ....... ............ ... Track & Field
Ron Robinson, Woodlake .................... Baseball
Ancil Robinson, Selma ............... Track & Field
Elmer Willhoite, Merced .......... Football, Track
Charlie Seaver, Fresno............................... Golf
Leon Patterson, Taft .... .. ............. Track & Field
Ruben Rodriguez, Woodlake ............... Football
Jerry White, Corcoran.............................. Track
Dale Messer, Lemoore......................... Football
Jack Hannah, Visalia ........................... Baseball
Fibber Hirayama, Exeter ..... : Football, Baseball
Ledio Fanucchi, Fresno Central........... Football
Burr Baldwin, Bakersfield ................... Football
Vera Miller, Fresno ............................... Softball
Don Mosebar, Visalia .......................... Football

I felt that surely Frank Gifford, an All American at
USC and an offensive and defensive standout for the
New York Giants in the NFL earned a shot on that list.
Also Leamon King, Olympic sprinter from California;
Mike Garcia of the '52 Cleveland Indians, a 20-game
winner; Lyndon Crow, an All Pro defensive back for
the New York Giants and Los Angeles Rams; Sim
Innes, 1952 Olympic discus champion; Ancil Robinson,
one time world record holder in the 120 yard high
hurdles; Charlie Seaver, state golf champ; and Vera
Miller, one of the top softball pitchers in the world when
she played for the Fresno Rockets. • • • • •

First Settlement
In 1560, the Spaniards founded
Santa Elena in what is now South
Carolina, becoming the first settlement in what is now the United
States. Santa Elena and Saint Augustine, Florida preceded
Jamestown (founded 1607) by the
British and the arrival of the Mayflower (1620).
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The Parking Ticket
January 1961
EL EXCENTRICO Magazine
--E. David Sierra
They say that a person is not truly contented unless
he is complaining about something. I concur with that
line of reasoning because whenever a man is complacent, he is not getting anywhere. He is standing still,
living in a rut, and not contributing anything toward
improving himself, his community, nor his race. The
human race.
So, to start the new year off on the WRONG foot,
here·s our first gripe of the year. It shan't be the last one.

0

nJune 10, 1960amanparkedhiscarfor
two hours on St. John Street between 1st
and 2nd. Needless to mention, when he
returned, the ever efficient San Jose Police Dept. had
decorated the windshield with a small piece of paper
autographed by one of "San Jose's Finest."
And, rightly so, for the automobile was parked,
over-parked, in direct violation of the city's parking
regulations.
Wishing to comply with his social responsibilities
and to uphold his standing as a law-abiding citizen, the
"victim" appeared at the City Clerk's office a few days
later, to pay the ticket.

But, now bear with me as I unfold the tale of a
ticket that could not be paid because unbelievable as
it may seem, THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
WOULD NOT ACCEPT PAYMENT FOR THE
TICKET!!
They informed the "victim" that inasmuch as THEY
had no record of his ever having gotten the ticket, they
would not accept payment. The man told the woman
behind the counter, "Oh, that's okay with me. If you have
no record, I have no record of it either! Adios!"
If you believe that this episode ended thusly, how
naive you are, dear reader. Two weeks later, around the
middle of July, a notice arrives in the mail informing the
"victim" that because he has FAILED TO PAY THE
TICKET, he can NO LONGER pay it to the City Clerk.
The matter is now in the hands of the San Jose Police
Dept. Dum de dum dum!
Sevendayslaterthe "victim" appeared at the PoLICE
Dept. with two reliable witnesses with intentions of

paying his debt to the city. The tariff had now gone up
to $4.00 because the man had failed to pay within ten
days as the law states.
A Policewoman's search of Police files for the now
infamous ticket, proved unfruitful. As a consequence,
the "victim" again was denied the privilege (Yes, I must
label it a privilege) of paying a ticket because once
again, the people who should have a copy of the ticket,
DIDN"T, and wouldn't take a citizen's money.
"This is the second time I've tried to pay this

damn thing," he muttered to himself, "Now, to hell
with it!"
Three weeks later a sharp rap at the door awakened
the victim from a deep slumber.lt also disrupted a dream
in which he was coming to bat, pinch hitting for Norm
Larker. Sam Jones was on the mount for the hated
Giants, looking for his 30th win.
The count was three and two, Charley Neal at third,
Maury Wills at second, and big Frank Howard on first.
It was the last day of the league season, with the pennant
at stake, the game was tied ....
KNOCK!
KNOCK I
KNOCK!
"Are you Eliseo T. Sierra?" the officer asked.
"Yes, Officer!" I replied. I always address policemen as officer. They like it.
"Seven dollars!" he said simply, shoving a receipt at
me.
"My, how you've grown," I thought, though didn't
say anything because there is one thing that I have
learned in life and that is never to get wise when a
policeman is present. It doesn't pay. They have already
heard ALL the wisecracks.
"But why should I have to pay seven dollars for a
ticket that was originally only two dollars?" I asked in a
soft voice somewheat like a loving wife asking her
beast, "How was it at work today, darling?"
Taking my money, the officer replied, "I do not
know. You'll have to see the Judge about that."
Three days later, two different police officers and a
plainclothesman listened to the "victim's" tale of woe
and again it was the same story. "You'll have to tell it to
the Judge."
Now, I ask the reader a question: Should a man take
time off from work to go to court and get his money
back? ($5 of it at least).
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Of course it would be financially unwise because of
the time lost from work.

Is it right for conditions to exist whereby a poor
man is unable to appear in court to tight for his rights
because he CANNOT AFFORD TO?
This problem cries for rectification, but how does a
person go about putting the wheels in motion to see that
his city, one that prides itself in its tremendous growth,
but still"bush league" in that respect, establishes a Night
Court.

NIGHT COURT is the answer and I firmly believe that someone should give it a bit of attention.
P.S. All those people have to do is keep misplacing
their duplicates of traffic tickets, and one day soon this
city will become the richest community in the nation.
Helluva way to make money! --ETS • • • • •

Leo Nomellini,
an interview
March 20, 1961
Richard Diaz, El Fotografo de Las Estrellas,
arranged for me to interview Leo Nomellini
when the big 49ers All Pro tackle was wrestling as a team with Big Daddy Lipscomb of the
Baltimore Colts at San Jose Civic Auditorium.
This is what I wrote in EL EXCENTRICO
on March 20, 1961:
e got a chance to speak to LEO
NOMELLINI, the San Francisco
49ers' rugged defensive tackle
three weeks ago when he was in town to team
with BIG DADDY LIPSCOMB in a wrestling
match at Civi Auditorium against Ben Sharp
and Ed Miller.
Leo is a huge 6'2 and 255 lbs. and wears a
size 52 coat. He graduated from the University
of Minnesota in 1950 and now lives in Palo
Alto with his wife Ruth and three children, two
boys and one girl.
NomeUini cUmbs into the square ring
about three times a week, in San Francisco,
Stockton, and San Jose. His hobbies are
hunting and fishing though it is evident
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that he also takes in his share of football
games.
Leo was in Pasadena last New Year's Day
to see his alma mater clash with the Washington Huskies. "It was a sad situation," he says,
shaking his head.
He expects to play one more season for the
49ers and makes no bones about wanting to
make his last pro game an NFL championship
game.
Leo the Lion considers Jimmie Ringo of
the Green Bay Packers the toughest Hneman in the professional game, but the man
he would rather 'outplay' on any given
Sunday afternoon is Big Daddy Lipsomb,
considered by football experts the top Hneman in the NFL.
omellini readily admits that if he
weren't playing for San Francisco,
he would like to play for the new
Minnesota Vikings.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:
Q: ''What is the biggest thrill you get out of
playing football?"
A: ''WINNING!"

N

Q: "What is the highest honor you
have ever gained from playing football?"

A: "Being chosen to play in the Pro
Bowl nine out of eleven years the
game has been played."
When we spoke to him, Leo seemed sure
that the 49ers would do much better (they
finished 2nd in '60) next year with John
Brodie quarterbacking the "shotgun" offense
installed by coach Red Hickey late in the 1960
campaign.
'We've got a good bunch of rookies, powerhouses," he says.
EDITOR'S NOTES: Nomellini was born in
Lucca, Italy. Did you know that he PLAYED in
the first college football game he ever saw? At
the University of Minnesota.
Be said that he was earning $11,000 per
year playing for the Niners and that he had
made All Pro in nine of his eleven years in
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the league! (Some guys are making more
than that PER QUARTER now!).
The famed Leo the Lion is in the Professional Football Hall of Fame. --ETS • • • • •

Five Hundred
cycles at our motel
Gloria and I had taken a room in a large motel off
U.S. 5 north of Eugene, Oregon. We were in the northwest to watch the San Jose State Spartans play the
Oregon University Ducks at Autzen Stadium.
fter checking into the motel at about 1:30 in
the afternoon, we spent the rest of the
afternoon motoring around the area, going
as far north as Corvallis to take a look at Oregon State
University; to Springfield and other little towns around
Eugene.
Returning to our motel just as the sun was going
down, we were shocked to see hundreds of motorcycles
in the parking lot of the motel.
"Oh, oh, do you see what I see?" I said to Gloria.

A

"Oh NO!" she said, aghast at the number of
bikes, "Are they Hell's Angels?"
"I don't know," I replied, "but if they are, we are
going to stay somewhere else!"
We drove slowly around the parking lot. Not many
people out in the lot and those that were did not look like
outlaw motorcycle riders. I decided to go into the office
and check it out at the desk.
''Hi!" I said to the young lady behind the desk,
"What's going on around here. There must be a thousand
motorcycles in the parking lot!"
''The Mom and Pop Motorcycle Clubs of America
are here for their annual state convention," she said.
That young lady will never know how relieved we
were to hear those words. We went to our room and had
a good night's sleep. • • • • •

First Schools
The first schools in the United States were
established by the Spaniards at missions
in Florida, Georgia and New Mexico.

Alanis needs a Drink
On a beautiful Saturday in November 1969, Gloria
and I were in Santa Maria for an American GI Forum
state board meeting, when I was called to the desk of the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel and told that I had a telegram.
The message was from Fred Alanis, my Western Union
buddy from San Jose. His message was:
TAYED OVERNIGHT AT MOTHER IN
LAWS HOUSE IN MILPITAS. DIDN'T
WAKE UP UNTIL 4:30AM. STARTED
FOR SANTA MARIA IN 52 FORD. BROKE
DOWN IN COYOTE. KNOW YOU WILL REPRESENT MY INTERESTS IN THE VERY HIGHEST
TRADITION OF THE FORUM. MIKE AND I
ATTENDING FREMONT INSTALLATION TONIGHT. REGARDS TO LARRY.

S

The following Monday, at work, I received
the following message:
YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT
DUE IN MY OFFICE ON MONDAY, NOV. 3,1969
HAS NOT BEEN RECEIVED. IMPERATIVE YOU
MEET WITH ME AND MY STAFF AT 4 PM
TODAY IN THE GARCIA BUILDING, SUITE
1169, 3RD AND SAN FERNANDO STREETS, SAN
JOSE, CALIFORNIA. FAILURE TO COMPLY
WILL LEAVE ME NO OTHER ALTERNATIVE
BUT TO REPORT THIS CASE TO MR. MARIO
VAZQUEZ AND ASSOCIATES.
--FRANCISCO ALANIS

TRANSLATION: Could not go to state
board meeting. Let's have a beer at Jimmie's
barber shop, Monday, 4 PM, after work, so you
can give me all the gossip. • • • • •

National Hispanic
University
Educator Roberto Cruz founded the
National Hispanic University in 1983 in
San Jose, Calif. NHU graduates have a
higher than average job placement rate
than students attending public schools.
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Vista Editor's
First Message
EDITOR'S NOTE: Sometime in the early 1980's,
my friend Jack Ellwanger and I got it into our heads that
we were going to start up a m agazine for upwardly
mobile Chicanos. We had the enthusiasm for the undertaki ng, but as usual, we Jacked the most vital ingredient
... DINERO.
He tried to find some people who would risk their
money in the venture, but we didn't have much luck.
e did a lot of dreaming. I envisioned our
lead article for the first issue: JOE KAPP,
A Chicano Coach for the Golden Bears.
Also articles like, Do You Know the U.S. Tax Laws Like
an I.R.S. Agent?; Looking Ahead: We Pick the Winners
in the '82 Elections; and Musica es Cultura: Two Old
Favorites.
But,just in case it happened, I was ready with my
first Editor's Message entitled:

W

Hola, Amgios!
The magazine you are perusing is a new venture in
publishing. It began to take shape more than twenty-two
months ago in the minds of two good friends who meet
occas ionally in some of the more colorful workingmen's
saloons in the San Jose area to discuss current events ,
and to enjoy each other's company.
Both of them had dabbled in journalism. Actually,
one of them more than dabbled, having been at one time
a reporter for a large metropolitan daily and a stringer for
one of the big wire services.
The other for a time edited the publication of a
national veterans organization, resigning by unceremoniously dumping a bushel of unpublished materials on
the organizational head's lap.
Both at one time attempted to write the next great
American novel. One of them actually wrote a book
and sent it off to a publisher. The other quit his
attempt when he realized that you cannot eat typeWI"\tten pages, and the fact that his friends told him
"REMEMBER TillS DAY" was a good title did not
put one thin dime in his jeans (nor did his favorite
bartender honor praise as legal tender for a short
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horn.)
"Echamos dos mas Carta Blancas, Jorge!"
Going over events which they had recently experienced or read about in the local press or seen on television, each would suggest ways in which an interrogator
might have probed more deeply into an interview or how
a particular story might have been better handled, or
how newsmen could get more definitive answers to
probing questions asked of local, county, and state
legislators.
"I could no better than that! " was an oft-repeated
phrase in those conversations .
Inevitably came the question ... "Why don't you?"
Then, "Whyinell don't WE?"
Jorge, dos mas!
We decided to begin dreaming about the type of
magazine that would interest people of our age group,
with similar likes and dislikes, and which would be
informative, interesting, and affordable.
No one seems to know exactly when it was that we
moved from the dreaming stage into the actual planning
of this publication. Our first concern was a name for our
new mag. Then we addressed the problems of distribution, advertising, staffing, publishing costs, etc.
Some of our friends advised us to forget it. Others
fell asleep as we babbled on enthusiastically about our
idea. A very few encouraged us, contributed ideas, and
offered their assistance in bringing our idea to fruition .
We see VISTA as a monthly publication which
will cater to the interests of not only upwardly mobile
Chicanos, but those interested in what Chicanos are
about ••. the dreams to which we aspire ..• our culture
and language and our music, and the interests of our
particular segment of the nation's largest minority
group.
e expect to give you a magazine that you
can enjoy reading one that you will rec
ommend to your friends, neighbors, and
business associates, and one that will enhance what you
already are ... an individual aware of, and concerned
about, what is transpiring in the world around you.
We are not going to pretend that we can feed paper
into one end of a printing press, wave a magic penca de
nopal over the ink rollers and out the other end will
emerge a first class publication. It is NEVER that
simple.
One very vital ingredient in this undertaking is La

W

(Cont. on Pg 818)
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Bob Mathias,
Tulare Track Star
Bob Mathias, Tulare High School class of of 1948,
was one of the best prep athletes in American hi story . As
a senior he led his team to the league championship in
football. In track he was the only competitor for Tulare
in the 1948 California State High School Track and
Field Championships and finished second to Jefferson
H.S . of Los Angeles. Tulare had Sim Innes, their 6'5, 245
lb. discus thrower, unable to compete because the discus
was not thrown in the state meet at that time. It is safe to
say that Tulare, had Innes been allowed to compete in his
specialty, would have won the state meet with but two
athletes.
Mathias won the United States decathlon championship the first time he ever entered the event. The 17-year

Robert
Mathias
/

Tulare
H.S.
Kiski
Prep
Stanford

Vista Editor's Message
(Cont. from Pg 8 1 7)
gente. YOU. We need you. We hope that you w ill
contribute to our magazine by writing to the editor. Send
us your opinions. Tell us what you like about the
magazine. Tell us what you don't like. Correct us if you
catch us making errors, or understating or overstating a
point.

Feel free to recommend articles about interesting
people who have done interesting things. Feel free to
contribute a rticles, photographs, etc. Send us that
poem or song you composed for your chavala cuando
te Llevaban a huevo al servicio back in the early 40's.
Apprise us of coming events that you think we may
want to cover. Let us know when you learn of someone's
newsworthy achievement. Tell us when someone helps
Chicanos attain their goals, and let us know when
someone stifles our progress in education, civil rights,
athletics, etc.
We hope you will be patient with us as we iron out
the bugs in the first few issues of VISTA. Then, cm1 el
pennisiode nuestro Dios Todopoderoso ... yhaciendole
jestos a Ia llm·ona ... we hope to edit and publish a
magazine th at will entertain you, inform you, and aid
you professionally, culturally, and educationall y .. . and
leave you laughing while we get onto the task of next
month's issue.
--ETS • • • • •

old won the 1948 Olympic Decathlon gold medal in
London, the youngest track & field gold medalist ever.
Four years later,at Hel sinki, Finland, he won it again, the
first time any athlete had ever won the decathlon in
succeeding games.
How many American sports fans remember that
M athias enrolled at Kis kiminetas Prep School in
Pennyslvania before going on to star in football and
track at Stanford University?

In the last meet of the 1949 track season, competing for Kiski against the Pittsburgh University frosh,
he won six of the seven events he entered. The Kiski
mile relay team finished second to Pitt.
The Pitt meet closed out the Kiski Prep track season.
During other track meets that season Mathias bettered
his Ol ympic distances in the broad jump and javelin.
At the graduation ceremonies on Sunday, June 5,
1949 he was presented a small statue depicting him
throwing the discus . It paid tribute to the "youth who had
done the most for Kiski.
Between his gold medals, Mathias went 90 yards on
a kickoff return which beat USC and put Stanford in the
Rose Bowl. He played the lead in The Bob Mathias Story
in Hollywood. In 1967 he was elected to the U.S. House
of Representatives and served four terms. • • • • •
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Fred Vazquez Retires
My good, good friend Fidelia (Fred) Vazquez was retiring
from the U.S. Postal Service after having worked at the Jackson
Avenue office for more years than any of us could remember.
His fellow postal workers decided to make it a memorable event
for Fred.

Don't ask me where I got the photos shown here and I
won't have to tell you any lies.
Suffice to say that they came from a good friend of both of
us.
In the photo, Fred appears pleased that his fellow postmen
have figured it out that he likes girls.
It was a lot of laughs for everyone who was present,
according to my friends at the post office.
Fred commented, ''I'd like to hang the guy who bought the
balloons. We didn't NEED them!"
Fred was so M-bare-assed by this gesture of his fellow
workers that he moved back to Del Rio, Texas. He never worked
for the post office again. (I'da done the same thing, Fred.) • • • •

GI Forum Politics:

Godinez Letters
Re: Directive 70-5
Sept. 1, 1970

The office of State Chairman Louis Cortez
mailed me Directive 70-5, directing us to call
off the demonstrations against Judge Gerald
Chargin in San J ose, for unspecified reasons.
San Jose GI Forum members wanted to discuss the
directive. They asked me about it at the chapter meeting
and I said I did not know. I felt it imperative to contact
the State Chairman and invite him to speak at our next
meeting to explain to the members what was going on.
Copies of the letter were circulated to other chapters in
case some members wanted to come to San Jose and
listen to State Chairman Cortez's explanation.

Frank Godinez, Region IV Chairman, from Santa
Maria, saw evil purposes in my letter being sent
across the state and wrote to Louis Cortez, with a

copy to me:
Dear Mr. Cortez:
A copy of the above letter was mailed to me (Reg. 4
Chairman, not Reg. 3 as stated in the correspondence)
from Mr. David Sierra, Chairman of the San Jose Chapter. The original letter was sent to you and copies were
mailed to Chapter Chairman, State Forum Officers, and
the National Chairman.

he Region IV office and the Santa Maria
Chapter Chairman are very upset and
disturbed by the apparent attempt to
cause conflict within the American GI Forum in
California. In a time of stress in the Mexican American community when leadership and unity is imperative, it seems apparent that there are certain
individuals who would try to cause division within
our organization.
As to the State Office Memorandum 70-5, the Region IV Chairman and Santa Maria Chapter Chairman
support the directive in that the demonstrators' safety

T
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cannot be guaranteed as evidenced by the recent Chicano
Vietnam Moratorium March wherein riot and injury
occurred.
The directive was confined to the State of California
(not "other points throughout America" as stated in the
Sierra letter).
The change of sites of the State Bord of Directors
meeting to Oceanside, California is not sufficient reason
to cause division within the GI Forum Chapters in the
state.
he request to call the State Chairman to a
local chapter meeting and confront him is
nothing more than a slap at the structure of
the American GI Forum in California. Courtesy would
call for a local chapter to approach the State Office and
present their views. The sending of copies of the Sierra
letter throughout California to embarrass the State Chairman was uncalled for and should be recanted.
The crucial point is that Forumeers throughout
California should unite behind our State Chairman
in these critical times. As this letter (sent only to the
State Office and Chapter involved) is now a matter of
record, it is hoped that these views can be utilized to
reconstruct the State Forum back to its original
position of UNITY.
Fraternally,
--FRANK GODINEZ,
Region IV Chairman
Santa Maria, Calif.
JESSE SANCHEZ,
Santa Maria Chairman
cc: David Sierra,
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum
EDITOR'S NOTE: Naturally, I responded to the
asinine assumption that I was trying to embarrass the
State Chairman. Over 90% of my chapter members had
voted for Mr. Cortez. I knew that. They were also the
ones who voted for me to invite him to our meeting.
When you are a GI Forum Chapter Chairman, and an
outspoken one, it doesn't take too much to rile people up,
but I accepted the responsibility. My first observation
when I read Godinez's letter, was to ask my wife: "I
wonder what part of Texas he's from?"
This is the letter I wrote to the angry Mr. Godinez:
DEAR FRANK:
I would like to make some comments on a copy of
your letter to State Chairman Louis Cortez which was

T

Rebecca Lobo
In 1995, Rebecca Lobo of Connecticutt
University was the first Hispanic woman
player selected as the All American Center in NCAA Women's Basketball. The
6'4" native of Southwick, Mass., led her
team to a 35-0 record and the national
championship, and was named the
NCAA Final Four's Most Valuable Player.
Lobo was also named Big East Conference Player of the Year and Scholarship
Athlete of the Year twice. In 1996, she
led the U.S. Olympic Women's Basketball Team to an undefeated record and
the Olympic Games Gold Medal.

your reply to a copy of a letter to Mr. Cortez which I
mailed you.
First, my letter to Mr. Cortez was prompted by a San
Jose Chapter motion which was passed at our membership meeting directing me, as Chapter Chairman, to
write Mr. Cortez and voice the chapter's dissatisfaction
at the anti-Chargin demonstrations being called off on
the eve of the demonstrations.
I did not decide to question Mr. Cortez's authority,
the SAN JOSE CHAPTER did, and as Chapter Chairman I am directed to communicate the chapter's wishes
to the State Chairman. I complied with that request.
econd, if you were paying attention at the
State Convention you probably heard San
Diego Chapter and San Jose Chapter bid
for the right to hold the "next" State Board Meeting
of the California GI Forum. San Jose, by vote of the
convention delegates assembled on the floor, won the
right to host the "next" state board meeting.
Third, the State Chairman notifies us verbally that
the meeting is going to Oceanside. Why? Don't decisions made by the convention delegates at their annual
state convention mean anything? If not, why not dispense with the state convention and save ourselves all
the expense of traveling ... and the rhetoric.
Your comment that "it seems apparent that certain
individuals would try to cause division within our organization" is uncalled for, Frank, if it is referring to me

S
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and I think that it is.
I would notify you that two weeks after the state
convention, when it appeared that Mr. Cortez was in no
hurry to open the state office, Mr. Fred Alanis, Chairman of South San Jose GI Forum; Mr. Ignacio Campos,
Vice Chairman, San Jose Chapter; and myself, WITH
MR. CORTEZ'S CONSENT, rented an office, got paint
donated and repainted the two-room office entirely.
Individuals causing division, Frank? Not hardly.

The point that I made in my letter to Mr. Cortez
that the Chargin demonstration was planned "at
other points throughout America'' is not a figment of
my imagination, Frank, as vivid as that imagination
may seem at times.
e refer you to the Resolutions passed at
the American GI Forum National Con
vention at Flint, Michigan, which Mr.
Cortez attended. Resolution No. 11 (see your October
FORUMEER which you should receive about the lOth
of October) implicitly resolves that the American GI
Forum nationally is committed to the Chargin demonstration.
Again, if the California State Chairman can cancel a
demonstration (and that decision was made sometime
between Saturday morning and Monday evening, August 29-August 31, what is the sense of going to the
national convention and presenting, making, and passing resolutions?
The reason that we wrote Mr. Cortez and asked
him to come to the San Jose Chapter meeting is that,
as you probably know, I was the only delegate from
San Jose NOT voting for Mr. Cortez. The other
members who were delegates all voted for him. They
MAY think that I am being vindictive when they
asked questions at the meetng and I answered them
as I did.
I want them to HEAR AND SEE FOR THEMSELVES how Mr. Cortez thinks on these issues. And
why not? When we want to hear about police, we listen
to police officers; when we want to hear about politics,
we listen to politicians. Isn't that good sense?
Your coment that "courtesy would call for a local
chapter to approach the state office and present their
views" is good sense.
Want to know the truth? Gene Garza of Northern
Santa Clara Valley, Fred Alanis of South San Jose,
David Sierra of San Jose, and Mike Ybarra Sr. of Santa
Clara (Region IX Chairman), went to the State Office to
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inform Mr. Cortez that as local chapter chairmen we
disagreed with Memorandum 70-5.

Louis Cortez threw a punch at me and told me to
get the hell out of the State Office and never come
back! (As if the State Office was IDS PERSONAL
PROPERTY!). I informed Mr. Cortez at that time
that regardless of what he had done we could continue to work together and we shook hands.
Not wishing to open a new wound, but only to
illustrate a point: Did you get a directive from the State
Office asking Forumeers to donate money and food to
Project Celia CC?
Did you think that the goal of $1,000,000 (one
million dollars!!) to be collected by Sept. 25th was a
reasonable one? Or do you get the idea that someone
is playing Mickey Mouse?
The point is: After the Million Dollar Request came
out, can I assume that maybe the State Chairman is not
thinking rationally? Or should I follow blindly and ask
each member that he is supposed to raise approximately
$2,300 so that San Jose Chapter can reach its goal of
approximately $50,000 by the due date? Who is kidding
whom, Frank?
Anyway, I don't want to take up too much of your
time. Rest assured of one thing, Frank, we are NOT
trying to cause disunity in the American GI Forum.
We are only doing what WE think is right. Time
will prove who was right If Mr. Cortez is wrong, it
won't be the first time a California State Chairman
made a mistake. And that goes for me too!
Sincerely,
--DAVID SIERRA,
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum • • • • •

Donna de Varona
At the 1964 Olympics, the former UCLA
star was the first Hispanic American to
win an Olympic Games swimming gold
medal, with victories in the 400-meter individual medley and the 4x100 freestyle
relays. She was selected as the Most
Outstanding Female Athlete in the World
by United Press International and by the
Associated Press. She is a member of the
International Swimming Hall of Fame.
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Genies Club 35,
San Joaquin 20
EL EXCENTRICO Magazine
Nov. 2, 1958
by E. David Sierra

San Joaquin & Riviera
Battle to 25-25 Tie

C

lub Riviera surprised the CSJ
team and made the All Stars
rally to earn a 25-25 tie in the season
opener for both teams. Alex Ramoz and Dan Vasquez
tallied for CSJ and Ron Gonzalez, Ben Montes, and Ray
Bravo did the damage for Riviera. Ralph Jacobo was a
defensive giant for Riviera.

GENIES BEAT CSJ 35-20
The UCC League football season is underway! The
season is at the halfway mark and the power-laden
Genies have established themselves as the team to beat.
On Sunday, Nov. 2nd they defeated a strong Club
San Joaquin team 35-20 in a game that both teams had
eagerly anticipated since last December.

CSJ threw a scare into the musclemen in the
opening minutes of the play when they marched 60
yards to a touchdown with the opening kickoff.
railing 6-0 the Genies retaliated on powerful
smashes by Joe Vasquez & Alvin Valadez.
The drive culminated with Joe Rodriguez
sweeping end for the touchdown. The PAT was good
and the Genies were never headed.
The final score is a true indication of the relative
strength of both teams and though the All Stars tried
vainly to stem the tide of a hard charging Genie line and
to stop the power slants of Joe Vasquez, the losers
walked off the field knowing that they'd done their very
best and it wasn't enough.
Credit must certainly go to center Fred Asebes who
gave the talented Joe Fernandez all the competition he
wanted in that line. The question was put immediately

T

after the game: "What do you think of Fernandez now,
Freddie?"
The answer: "I can't wait for the second game!"
Quoting Joe Rodriguez: "You guys had a better team
than we expected."
Alex Ramoz, CSJ tailback: "Them guys can be had,
daddy!"

One comment: Letting CSJ walk over for the
extra point after the last teedee was a very juvenilistic
antic and has no place whatsoever in a rivalry of this
magnitude. We hope whoever planned it got their
kicks and that he feels real proud of himself.
Remember!
UCC LEAGUE
FOOTBALL SCORES
San Joaquin 25, Riviera 25
Genies 47, Riviera 18
San Joaquin 54, Capri 7
Capri 20, Riviera 4
Genies 35, San Joaquin 20
Sunday, November 9th at Columbus Park:
San Joaquin vs. Riviera, 12 o'clock
Genies vs. Capri, 2 o'clock
Thassal for this time, DAVE • • • • •

War Heroes
In 1918, Pvt. MarceUno Serna of Albuquerque, New Mexico was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross for his actions during World War I. On Sept. 12,
1918, he singlehandedly captured 24
German soldiers. He was not recommended for the Congressional Medal of
Honor because he could not read or write
English well enough to sign reports.
In May 1943, Pvt. Jose P. Martinez
of Colorado was the first Hispanic to be
awarded the Congressional Medal of
Honor In World War II. He led his outnumbered platoon in fighting Japanese
soldiers in their trenches in the Aleutian
Islands and was mortally wounded. A
Disabled American Veterans Chapter in
Colorado and an American Legion Post
in California are named in his honor.
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Ronnie Knox
18 -- Ron Knox -- LH
6:1, 195, Jr.
Santa Monica HS
(Theater Arts)

Hero or Hoax?

by E. David Sierra
Back in the mid-50's, UCLA had some of the best
football teams in its history. Also, some of its best
players ever.
Among them was a young man named Ronnie
Knox, who stirred up controversy wherever he played
because of the habits of his meddlesome stepfather
Harvey Knox.
The elder Knox appointed himself an "unofficial
advisor" to whichever coach happened to be Ronnie's
mentor at the moment. These are my previously unpublished comments on young Knox, the player:
uch has been written, pro and con, about
this talented youngster from Santa
Monica, Californi a. Most of it has been
"con" because many people, for various reasons, harbored resentments against him, perhaps because his
loudmouthed stepfather, Harvey Knox, had the audacity
to suggest to the legendary Pappy W aldorf how to use
his talented stepson's skills on the football field.
In 1954, Harvey pulled Ronnie out of Cal and
enrolled him at UCLA after Bears coach Pappy
Waldorf refused to shift Paul Larson, the national
collegiate ground-ga ining champion to halfback to
make room for his boy at quarterback.
Harvey, as a self-appointed "football assistant coach"

M

at every school where Ronnie played, including the
University of California, always made it his business to
advise coaches on how to play his boy. Also, he was not
a bit bashful about talking to the press about his suggestions to Ronnie's coaches. But we are getting ahead of
our story.
1952 SOUTHERN C.I.F.
CHAMPS, BEVERLY HILLS
Ronnie's gridiron career began at Beverly Hills
High. Harvey owned a classy haberdashery shop which
catered to the elitists in that ultrarich community, and
Ronnie attended the local high school, guiding the
Knights to an undefeated season and the California
Interscholastic Federation southern section championship in 1952.
Graduation badly depleted the Bev Hi ranks after
their very successful season and not wanting to chance
his boy quarterbacking a loser, Harvey bought a horne in
Malibu in the Santa Monica High School district so
Ronnie could play for a team expected to be one of the
better prep elevens in southern California. Ronnie enrolled at Santa Monica High to await the 1953 football
season.
Needless to mention, SaMoHi fans and coaches
were glad to have the talented youngster as his
gridiron feats had already brought him All C.I.F.
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and All State honors.
In 1953, with Knox at quarterback and Jon Douglas,
destined to be a very good quarterback in Stanford's
future at left half, Santa Monica moved effortlessly
through their Bay League opponents and into the southem C.I.F. playoffs.

Alberto Salazar
In 1979, Alberto Salazar became the
first U.S. Hispanic to win the New York
Marathon.

1953 SOUTHERN C.I.F. CHAMPS,
SANTA MONICA VIKINGS
In the CIF finals at Los Angeles Coliseum, Ronnie
Knox threw three touchdown passes as his Santa Monica
High Vikings defeated South Pasadena 21-19 before
25,000 fans. He was named the outstanding player in the
game and after the ball game, was seen discussing his
football future with coach Frank Leahy of Notre Dame.
The 6: 1, 195 quarterback was courted by many of the
major collegiate football powers of the day.

CALIFORNIA NORTH-SOUTH GAME,
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
In July of 1954, Knox threw three touchdown passes
as his South team beat the North 21-0 in the annual
North-South High School Football Classic played before 65,000 fans in Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum.

U.S. EAST-WEST CLASSIC,
MOST OUTSTANDING PLAYER
Later that summer he was invited to play in the
annual Wigwam Woodmen of the World All America
Game in Crump Stadium, Memphis, Tennessee. In a
game which also featured such future collegiate greats
as Alan Ameche of Wisconsin and Howard Cassady of
Ohio State, Ronnie Knox was awarded a 6-foot trophy
as the game's outstanding player even though his West
team lost to the East 14-12.

CAL FROSH, VICTORY OVER STANFORD

E

nrolling at UC Berkeley in September 1954,
Ronnie quickly became the Cal Frosh start
ing quarterback, play-caller, and punter.
In the Cal Cubs' crucial game against the arch-rival
Stanford Papooses, Knox called time out late in the
fourth quarter as all the Cubs plays were failing to dent
the Stanford defense.

Gathering his teammates around him, Knox
diagrammed a play which he felt would work for a
touchdown. The Cal Cubs came eagerly out of the
huddle, Knox stepped confidently under center and
began barking his signals. Fading back to pass, he
threw unerringly to split end Bill Rankin who had
run Knox's diagrammed pattern to perfection.

Rankin took the pass and rambled untouched into
the Stanford end zone.

After six years of defeats, California's Freshmen
had defeated Stanford!
The Cal Frosh coach was furious! From that day
forth, Knox's days at Berkeley were numbered. Stories
of the incident filtered back to coach Pappy Waldorf, the
Wise Walrus of Strawberry Canyon, and everyone knew
that Knox wasn't going to pull that sort of stunt with a
coach who had taken the Cal Golden Bears to three
consecutive Rose Bowls. Time would tell.
bile Knox was passing, running, and
punting the Cal Cubs to victory after
victory, varsity quarterback Paul Larson
was running wild against their varsity opponents. California didn't have a very good team but Larson nonetheless ran and passed for over 1,100 yards in the 1953
season.

W

GREAT HOPES IN '54
As the 1954 season approached, Bears fans looked
forward to a California varsity football team with Paul
Larson and Ronnie Knox alternating at quarterback. But
it was not to be. Harvey Knox suggested toW aldorf that
he move Larson to halfback and give his offense "more
punch" with Ronnie at QB. Waldorf intended to alternate them as Larson was a senior and then Knox would
take over as QB in his junior year.

After it became obvious to Harvey that
his dreams of having Ronnie as the starting
quarterback at California as a sophomore
weren't going to materialize, he suddenly had
Ronnie withdraw from UC Berkeley.
They both went back to Santa Monica to mull things
over for a while. First, there was the offer from Notre
Dame to consider, and then there were scholarship
offers from most of the nation's better college teams.

KNOX ENROLLS AT UCLA
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They decided on UCLA, back in Ronnie's home
area. Ronnie appeared at the UCLA Registrar's Office
and applied for admission. At that time, with coach Red
Sanders at the helm, the Bruins were in the midst of some
of their best football years ever. The 1953 Bruins team
had gone to the Rose Bowl and lost a 28-20 thriller to
Michigan State after leading 14-0 at halftime.

The 1954 team was destined to trample San
Diego Navy 67-0, Stanford 72-0, and rival University
of Southern California 34-0. If there was one thing
they didn't need, it was aT-formation quarterback
for their single wing formation style offense.
The Bmins had All American Primo Villanueva,
Sam Brown, Doug Bradley, and Gerry McDougall at
tailback. Another All American Bob Davenport was the
starti ng fullback; with 6:0", 215 speedster Doug Peters,
and 6:0, 230 lb. Don Shinnick in reserve. Shinnick went
on to NFL stardom as a linebacker with the Baltimore
Colts.

QUARTERBACKING THE
UCLA SCOUT T EAM
evertheless, need him or not, Ronnie Knox

N

was now a Bruin. Ineligible in 1954 be
cause he had transferred from California,
Knox scrimmaged against the rugged Bruin varsity all
year long as UCLA prepared to meet their weekly
opponents.

All American fullback Bob Davenport said, "He's
one of the toughest tacklers I ever tried to run over!"
Running the opponents' plays against the UCLA
varsity, Knox continually passed for yardage over a
UCLA secondary defense that was one of the nation's
best. Prior to the California game, one of the UCLA
assistant coaches said , "We're ready for Paul Larson. He
can't be any better than Knox and we scrimmaged
against Ronnie all year. "
He was wrong. Larson ran and passed for over 200
yards, but UCLA won the game 27-6.
After walloping Southern California 34-0, UCLA
was unable to accept a Rose Bowl invitation because the
Bruins could not go two years in a row. USC was beaten
by Ohio State in that year's Rose Bowl game.

THREE TOUCHDOWNS vs.
A&M, JOHN DAVID CROW
The Bruins opened their 1955 season in the Los
Anoeles
Memorial Coliseu m against a hi ghly touted
b
Texas A&M eleven coachedby the fabled Bear Bryant.
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Hispanic Education
In 1968, historian Rodolfo Acuna
founded the first Chicano Studies program in the United States at California State University, Los Angeles.
In 1970, UCLA established the first
Chicano Research Center in the United
States.
On April 2 , 1971, DganawidahQuetzalcoatl Univeristy (DQU) was established near Davis, Calif.

The Aggies were being hailed as one of the fin~st
sophomore-laden teams in Southwest Conference Iustory. Ken Hall, the national high school all-time leader
in rushing; Bobby Joe Conrad, later to star for the St.
Louis Cardinals in the NFL; and 1957 Reisman Trophy
winner John David Crow, also slated for pro football
greatness, were the stars. Before ending their college
careers, these A&M youngsters would defeat the Texas·
Longhorns in Austin for the first time in their school's
history and would win the Southwest Conference championship.
Doug Bradley started at tailback for UCLA and
failed to move the Bruins in their first series of downs.
Knox came off the bench, punted 52 yards, and returned
to the bench.

When UCLA regained possession of the football
on their own 35 yard line, coach Red Sanders sent in
the controversial Knox who lined up at tailback in
the vaunted UCLA single wing formation. On the
second play from scrimmage, he lofted a pass directly into the arms of wingback Chuck Holloway in
the A&M end zone. Defender John David Crow, as a
freshman, had intercepted 8 enemy passes and returned them all for touchdowns! Knox challenged
him and beat him!
In the second period, Knox again dared to transgress
Crow's territory , this time hitting wingback Jim Decker
with a 45 yard aerial for another Bruins touchdown .
Late in the third quarter, Knox again passed to
Holloway for a touchdown, again over the head of the
multi-talented John David Crow.
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In the fourth quarter, Knox came in only to punt.
Averaging 49 yards per kick, he took an early lead in t~e
kicking department, nationwide. Needless to say, also m
passmg.

UPSET BY MARYLAND
Mi ahty M aryland was next. The game was played
in the ~ain at Baltimore. In the second quarter, with
UCLA on their own 25 and fourth down and 55 yards to
go, Knox delivered a high soaring punt which went 65
yards in the air. It got UCLA momentarily out of a hole.

ate in the fourth period, with Maryland
leading 7-0 on a 16 yard sprint by half
back Ed Vereb, UCLA drove to the Maryland tive yard line, with Knox and Doug Bradley
alternating at tailback. On third down and goal to go
at the Maryland three, Knox called a dive into the
center by fullback Doug Peters. Peters took the
direct snap, vaulted over the Terrapin forward wall,
past All American linebacker Bob Pellegrini, and
fumbled!

L

Pelle l:>arini recovered in the end zone for the Terrapi ns. Maryland had upset the mighty Bruins.
Some Los Angeles sportswriters blamed the loss on
Ronnie Knox, much to Harvey Knox's chagrin.
One of Harvey's quotes after the Maryland game
was that if the sportswriters didn't have enough sense to
come in out of the rain, they probably didn't make much
sense doing anything else ! He suggested that a number
of them try other ways of making a livi ng.

FOUR TOUCHDOWNS vs. UC BEARS
Ronnie Knox got hi s chance to punish Pappy
Waldorf and California in the sixth game of the season
when the Bears ventured south to meet UCLA in the Los
Angeles Coliseum. Ronnie threw four touchdown passes,
average over 50 yards on 3 punts, and paced UCLA to a
smashing 47-0 victory.
Knox was banged up in the Washington game but
the Bru ins prevailed as Jim Decker kicked a field goal
for a thr illing 17-14 victory in the last 27 seconds over
a determined Husky eleven.
Whipping USC 17-7 and ending USC standout Jon
Arnett's collegiate career without his ever scoring on
UCLA , the Bruins won the Pacific Coast Conference
championship and a bid to pl ay in the Rose bowl. Their
opponent, for the second time in three years was Duffy
Daugherty's Michigan State Spartans.

THE 1955 ROSE BOWL

Founding Fathers
In 1776, Jose Moraga, Lieutenant in
Juan Bautista de Anza's colonizing exp edition to Alta California, founded the
City of San Francisco.
In 1777, Felipe de Neva founded San Jose
and in 1781 h e founded Nuestra Senora
la Reina de Los Angeles de Porcincula,
better known as Los Angeles.

The game was hard fought and UCLA held a 14-0
lead at halftime, as in the game two years prior. Michiaan State stormed back to tie the score, 14-14, in the
1:>
third period.

Late in the fourth quarter, UCLA had a first
down on their own 20. Knox, unwilling to settle for
the tie, was hurling long 65 and 70 yard passes
downfield, trying to win it for the Bruins. With 4th
down and 45 seconds remaining, Knox went into
punt formation and boomed a spiral 55 yards
downfield.
n overager Bruin was called for h~tting ~he
Michigan State back, who was s1gnalhng
for a fair catch on the MSU 40 yard line.
Michigan State took over, 1st and 10, on the UCLA 45
yard line.
After two plays the ball rested on the Bruins 30.
From there, end Dave Kaiser booted a 41 yard field goal
with 17 seconds remaining to win it, 17-14, for Michigan State.

A

Again, according to the Los Angeles news media,
it was Ronnie Knox's fault that the Bruins had
faltered.
The fact that Knox was a football sophomore although a senior in the classroom, had played outstanding
football on an outstanding team all season, and who had
punted brilliantly all year, didn't enter the critics' minds.
All they knew was that UCLA had failed to go undefeated and Knox became their whjpping boy. Again.

ONE SEASON OF COMPETITION
In 1955 , his only complete collegiate football season, Ronnie Knox helped the UCLA Bruins to a 9-2
record, first place in the Pacific Coast Conference, and
a 4th place national rating by UPI and AP.
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Playing as a single wing tailback, he led the Bruins
in passing, completing 36 of 63 passes, for 526 yards,
and 6 touchdowns. He also led the Bruins in punting,
with 23 kicks for 942 yards, and 41.0 average per kick.

Do you know who holds the record for the longest punt ever kicked at Pacific Memorial Stadium in
Stockton? Ronnie Knox, UCLA, 1955,83 yards. This
is not a UCLA school record because in 1944 Bob
Waterfield punted one for 91 yards vs. March Air Force
Base.
DRAFTED BY RAMS
onnie Knox was drafted by the Los Angeles
Rams, but after he announced that he would
forsake pro football to follow in the footsteps of his mother and go into the movies, the Rams
traded their draft rights to the Chicago Bears. Knox
signed with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer but got a clause
inserted in his contract that he could play professional
football ..... in Canada.
PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
He signed with Calgary, but was traded to Hamilton
in mid-season, winning six of their final seven games,
finishing 2nd in the league standings. In 1957, he signed
with the Chicago Bears for one season. He played the
1958 and 1959 seasons with Toronto in the Canadian
Football League.
EDITOR'S NOTES: Was Ronnie Knox an outstanding football player? Was he handicapped by a
doting father, and his inability to please a hardened Los
Angeles press? Did he ever play anywhere where his
teams did not win? Did he have anything to do with their
success?
I believe that Ronnie Knox would have been a far
more popular football player if his father had stuck to his
haberdashery business and left the football coaching to
the football coaches. --ETS • • • • •

R

First on L.A. City Council
In 1987, Gloria Molina became the first
Hispanic woman elected to the Los Angeles City Council. In 1991, she was
elected to the L.A. County Board of Supervisors, the first Hispanic woman
since 1875 to setve in that office.
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Vicente Ximenes
Letter
Sept. 25, 1967
Vicente T. Ximenes, Chairman of the Inter-Agency
Committee on Mexican American Affairs, and a Commissioner of the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, had been urged by a letter I
wrote him to get involved in problems that people in
south Texas were having with the Texas Rangers.
e had written me that The Texas Rangers
are not within our province of concern or
something like that. I continued to wonder
just what in hell the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs was SUPPOSED TO DO. Just
help the President get re-elected? I was angry that
nothing seemed to be getting done about the problems
and those Chicanos in the upper echelons of government, didn't appear to be speaking out about the problems. I was to learn later that people in one government
agency don't raise hell about problems in another agency,
lest that agency began to question problems in the other
agency. In short, don't scratch my nalgas and I won't
scratch yours.

H

In late September 1967 I received the
following letter from Ximenes:
Dear Mr. Sierra:
I wish to further inform you, in regard to the article
that appeared in the INSIDER'S NEWSLETTER, that
we have asked the editor of the publication to give us the
name of the person that interviewed me and attributed
statements to me. The editor has refused to do so, merely
indicating that the statements were correct.

I find it rather ridiculous to be defending myself
to a member of the G.I. Forum, since my views and
actions have been well known to everyone for many
years. Not only does your letter make statements
which are uncalled for, but you made no attempt to
call me prior to your placing that article in the G.I.
Forum Bulletin.
At any rate, I am sending you a copy of part of a
speech I made in McAllen, Texas, which is in the heart
of the Rio Grande Valley. I have been there many times
and know. better than most. just what should or should

(Cont. on Pg 828)
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Sleeping Through College
Journalism classes with Mac
---E. David Sierra
We were known as "The Tired Three" in Mr. Leon
McFall's journalism classes at Collier College. The
triumvirate included ex-San Fernando High cheerleader
and vice president Vince Del Barto; Freddie Foster, the
black-jacketed sports story specialist from Redondo
Beach; and yours truly, the aspiring sportswriter from
deep in the San Joaquin Valley.
Mr. McFall was affectionately called Mac by all his
students and as he explained at the beginning of each

Xim.enes Letter
(Cont. from Pg 827)
not be done.
I suggest that you read this part of my speech to the
members of the San Jose Forum on the matter of the Rio
Grande Valley.

As for the statements in your letter, I will want to
take them up with you personally the next time we
meet.
Sincerely,
VICENTE T. XIMENES, Commissioner
EDITOR'S NOTE: I had to wonder about Vicente
Ximenes and his commitment to the American GI Forum. For instance, he mentioned the "G.I. Forum Bulletin."

Didn't he KNOW that three years prior in 1964
we had chan2ed the name to THE FORUMEER?
I thought his final sentence, As for the statements in
your letter, I will want to take them up with you personally the next time we meet, sounded like he was gonna
punch me out. So, I decided to look him up at the 1968
convention. I introduced myself to him in a hallway
outside the Texas delegation's hospitality room. Both of
us had had more than one drink. But I decided to kill him
with kindness. We spoke cordially. He explained the
goals of his agency, but never alluded to the letters we
had exchanged. We shook hands and went looking for
our next drink. --ETS • • • • •

new semester, "I don't mind if you call me Mac as long
as you smile when you say it!"

Del Barto was the typical All American boy, tall,
slim and well poised, and an air of assurance, proficient in his studies. His pride was being a member of
Delta Gamma Fraternity, reputedly Collier's most
intellectual collection of fraternity men.
Vince's serious moments were few and far between
and talking to him you had to stay alert. His jokes all
centered around his ability to sidetrack the issue at hand
and you would find yourself talking about Fernando
High's fine 1954 football team when you expected to
converse on the morrow's lesson. Del Barto's stock reply
to any question put to him was, "Yea, yea, all that stuff.
Yea!"
He delighted in telling people about Johnny Hermann
who was then playing end for a UCLA Bruins eleven
which was ranked at the top of the NCAA standings.

F

oster was his exact opposite. You could
look at him from any angle and explore all
avenues pertaining to people and their
behavior and never arrive at a defmite reason for his
being enrolled at Collier.
On those rare occasions when we chanced to be in
his company and that of a cold beer, he didn't say too
much. He just clutched his bottle, smoke his cigarette,
and laughed at your jokes. But he had the demeanor of
a person you wouldn't want to mess with in a dark alley.
We were at a fraternity rush party one time when one
of the fraternity guys came running into the room and
said that a bunch of high school kids were downstairs
intent on crashing the party. Foster was the first guy
down the stairs. No gate crashers made it into the room.

Never in the two years that he was in Mac's
classes did he wear anything but levis and a white tee
shirt.
On those occasional cool misty days of winter his
broad back was covered by the jet black leather jacket
that was his trademark. A crop of dirty blonde hair was
cut in the D.A. mode that was popular with the young
men in southern California.
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All the fun started in Mac's classes any time Foster
or Del Barto asked a senseless question and Mac fumed
at the put-on stupidity of his neophytic writers. Once,
just to get in on the act, we dared to tell Mac how to run
The Review, our school newspaper.
"Mr. Hill!", he bellowed, "Don't try to tell me how to
run The Review. I was working on a newspaper 30 years
before you were born! I've worked on papers that had a
circulation of over 500,000 during the depression! I've
seen newspaper plants that make this college campus
look like an outhouse in the Ozarks!
"I've seen editors so particular that if you didn't
punctuate correctly, spell correctly, and write -30- at the
end of every article, you were fired on the spot!

"I've covered floods in Florida, tornadoes in
Texas, murders in Michigan, a wreck in Washington, and divorces in Delaware!"
The whole class erupted in laughter.
e paused momentarily and walked around
his desk, every student's eyes glued to the
thin, bespectacled man. Pointing a finger at
me, he continued: "Mr. Hill, I've been through the mill,
do you understand that? I'VE BEEN THROUGH THE
DAMNED MILL!"
"I've sailed all seven seas, visited every continent on
the face of the globe, and have run for the state senate in
Ohio! I've sat in bars and drank wine longer than you've
sat in a classroom and you, a young whippersnapper
fresh out of high school, tries to tell me how to run a
newspaper!
"Hell, the ink's not even dry on your grade school
diploma! And you try to tell me how to run a paper!"
"Wait a minute, Mac, wait a minute!" I interjected,
"I'm not talking about how old you are and what bridge
you slept under during the depression. I'm not questioning your knowledge of the English language and I'm not
embarking on a journey around the world!

H

All I said was that in high school our paper came
out weekly as does the college organ. Now, what I
want to know is, why not come out more often so that
we don't have to spend so much time in the student
union sipping coffee? It gets awful tiresome drinking
coffee four days a week!"
Every time someone mentioned coffee in the union,
Mac would break out laughing and we knew that everything would be okay. It was a standing joke around the
college that students spent more time on coffee breaks
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Richie Valens
In 1958, Richie Valens (born Ricardo
Valenzuela) became the first Mexican
American rock star with his recording of
"Come On, Let's Go!" In October, 1958
he was the frrst Mexican American rock
star featured on American Bandstand in
Philadelphia. His other famous recordings, "La Bamba" and "Donna" both
climbed into the top ten in Dec. 1958.
Valens was killed in an Iowa plane crash.

than on homework. Everyone kidded that if you didn't
succeed in your chosen career they could always go to
work as a coffee taster for one of the major coffee
distributors.
Mac had a sense of humor unequalled by any other
teacher we ever studied under and once he got wound up,
a speech was sure to follow. He would outline in detail
the hardships he suffered trying to work his way up in the
fourth estate. It was always interesting, at least to me, to
hear him relate his experiences.
ince always managed to get his two cents

V

into every slight disagreement between
Mac and any of the students. And how
did Foster react to our verbal altercations with the
instructor? ••• he was often fast asleep before the
arguments developed!
"Field Trip!" Mac shouted in his high, rasping voice.
Foster jumped from his seat and searched frantically in
his pocket for a pencil. When a class was going on a field
trip the next day, a paper would be circulated about the
room and anyone wishing to be excused for the day
signed the sheet. The names were printed in the next
day's bulletin to let all teachers know who was excused
for the day.

"PASS IT TIDS WAY!" Foster bellowed above
the laughter of the entire class. It was hard to determine whether Foster was carrying his little joke too
far or if he actually was concerned about getting left
out of a field trip.
He was a man of few words and not many of the
students had ever exchanged much more than the time of
day with him.
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Foster would walk into the classroom, take a seat as
"Mr. Del Barto is either going to wind up being
close to Mac's desk as he could get, prop the chair back
President of this college, or doing a rope dance in the
against the wall, and fold his arms on his chest. In
Arizona desert!" Mac said
second, he'd be fast asleep. That was his art.
McFall could get furiously angry in an instant but the
Every time Mac asked him a question he'd answer,
wonderful thing about him was that he harbored no
"Yea, Mac!" or "No, Mac!"
grudges and would easily forLike the time Mac
get the disagreements took
asked him what year the
place. That kept many a hellNancy Lopez
Rosetta Stone was discovraising young journalist enIn 1978, Nancy Lopez became the
ered. Foster didn't move.
rolled at Collier College.
first Chicana to win the Ladies ProHis head lay against the
Mac was trying to impress
fessional
Golf
Association
Tournawall, his entire body gently
the young ladies that they had
ment. As an 18-year old high school
moving with every breath
to be tough if they wanted to get
senior, she placed second in the U.S.
he took, completely at
the story, because every reporter
Women's
Open.
She
also
set
a
new
peace with the world.
in a metropolitan area is trying
record for earnings by a rookie,
"FOSTER!"
Mac
to scoop all the others.lt means
$189,813.
shouted, "What year was the
promotions, more money, and
Rosetta Stone discovered?"
offers from more prestigious
Foster's head came up
newspapers.
slowly and one eye opened slightly, "Yea, Mac!" he said
"What would you do, Miss Honeycutt," he asked
softly.
one of the class beauties, "If you were trying to elbow
"I KNOW it was some year, dammit!" Mac your way close to a celebrity to ask a question and some
roared, losing his composure for the moment, "But male reporter, elbowed you in the chest and said, "Move
WHICH year?''
back, bitch, don't crowd! What would you do?"
"Hell, Mac," Foster opined, "If it had been lost all
Miss Honeycutt thought about it for a while, then
that time, maybe they didn't need it. It should have
responded, "..... I'd ..... I'd kick him in the shins!"
stayed lost!
"Wearing those flimsy shoes?" Mac questioned.
"Mac, if you missed it ... you missed it ... don't sweat
Disappointed that she had not given the right
it," Foster said, lightheartedly dismissing the matter.
answer, and that Mac was still glaring at her deThen he added, "Mac, if you live long enough,
manding more, she volunteered, "Well •••• l'd wear
maybe it will come around again so you can take some
my brother's combat boots!''
pictures!"
The class erupted with laughter. Mac turned his back
The classroom was filled with the students' laughter,
on the class and gazed out the window. When he faced
with Del Barto's guffaw predominant above all. Vince
the class again, he had a handkerchief in his hands,
arose from his chair and walked confidently toward the
dabbing at his eyes, and covered his mouth so Honeycutt
front of the room.
wouldn't see how hard he had been laughing.
"Later, Mac!" he addressed the professor as he
One day he gave us an assignment. A prominent
strode by his desk.
conductor had come to Los Angeles to conduct the L.A.
"Come back here, Mr. Del Barto!" Mac hollered.
symphony orchestra as a guest conductor. He was assasAt that precise moment, the bell rang! Del Barto had
sinated. NOW, he said, write the story, and put it on my
his timing down to a science!
desk in 20 minutes.
SLAM! The door closed directly before Mac's unbeI wrote:
lieving eyes. Slowly he turned away from the door and
Death came to L.A. today at dawn,
faced the class, asking no one in particular, "What are
And claimed the life of Eric Vaughn
you to do with a guy like that?"
The man who went on the killing spree,
"Follow him!" someone yelled from the back of
Was Ruben Treadway, 23.

the room, and the laughter continued.

(Cont. on Pg 831)
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Joe Joe the Klown keeps 'e1n. Laughing!
Aram Vardanian has many fond memories of growing up in picturesque New Britain, Connecticutt, but none is more relished
than thechillymorninghegotupat4:00A.M.
and stealthily left the family home to go down to the
railroad station. Why? The
circus was coming to town!
You ng Aram was utterly fascin ated with the show . He followed the trucks, wagons, and the
large animals as they paraded to a
large field outside of town. He
hung around and eventually got
himself hired to help put up the
big tent! He was excited, because
he was getting a free pass! He was
going to see the show ! Free!
"I was always considered a
funny guy," he says, "I used to give my teachers a bad
time by telling j okes, doing tricks, and doing silly
thi ngs. Anything to evoke laughter from my schoolmates. They enjoyed it, and I e njoyed doing it!" he
remembers.

Sleeping thru College
(Cont. from Pg 830)
And now be-hoppers dance with glee
cause there will be no symphony.
The Last Jew lines this poem will lack,
Cause I'm off to a cup of coffee, Mac!
I was finished in ten minutes, gathered up my book
and papers, and left the room, depositing my work on his
desk.

The next day he read some of the papers, saving
mine for last. Everyone got a good la ugh, especially
Mac. But the old coot gave me an "A", bless his
Scottish heart!
There was the time that Mac was lecturing us on the
long hours of hard work it takes to become a top flight
journalist. He had been talking for about ten minutes
when he stopped abruptly and glared at Foster.

AV, our 75 years young member, whose professional name is JOE JOE THE KLOWN has been keeping people laughing since his school days in New
Britain. He decided very early in life that he wanted to
be an entertainer.
After finishing high school,
A V went into the US Navy
shortly after World War II started.
He served aboard a half dozen
s hip s,
saw
action
off
GuadaJcanal, and helped take the
U.S. 2nd Army into North Africa. To ease the boredom of day
after day at sea, he and two
buddies got together and put on
"acts" to entertain their friends.
They were an instant success!
On a warm spring day in
1946, his ship docked in San
Francisco and there he met the
girl of his dreams. He played
jokes on her, and she laughed. She seemed to enjoy his
silly antics, his magic acts, and the jokes which rolled off
his tongue incessantly. They were married in 1947.

(Cont. on Pg 832)
Fred reclined in his chair in the usual position,
chaired propped up against the wall, arms folded on his
chest, head bowed, in a deep slumber.
"Foster! " Mac shouted.
"FOSTER!"
Foster snored on, unaware that he was being paged.
"Foster, wake up!" Mac commanded.
Freddie opened his eyes reluctantly, yawned, and
aimed a warm smile at Mac. The class roared with
laughter.
"Foster, someday this building will go up in flames
and you'll burn with it!" Mac intoned.
"Never happen, Mac," Foster argued assuredly, "The
Dean of Men will come save me. I'm always a month
behind in tuition !!!"
EDITOR'S NOTES: A bunch of goof-offs? Yes.
But at least one of us made something of himself in life.
Vince became United States Director of the Census in
the Richard M. Nixon admi nistration. --ETS • • • • •
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Joe Joe the Klown
(Cont. from Pg 831)
When he mustered out of the service, newlyweds
went back to the serenity of Connecticutt. Eventually
they decided to come west in search of better job
opportunities. While he worked at odd jobs she began
preparing for their first child which would soon be born.
Later, he found work as a laborer building houses, and
then found full-time work at Fiberglas in 1950. He
stayed for 37 years, retiring in 1987.
t Fiberglas he used to entertain at holiday
parties and other company socials. He would
play tricks on his fellow workers or show
them some magic tricks that he knew. Everyone laughed.
The word got around. "That A V guy can make people
laugh. He's fun to be around. Invite him to your next
party!" And he grew famouser and famouser. He did
imitations of the Pink Panther and played Santa Claus at
Christmas parties. The plant manager liked his clowning
around so much that he bought him a new suit.Just
before he retired from Fiberglas he joined the Clowns
Around club, wanting to associate with other people
with the same interests.
Later he joined the Golden Gate Clown Association,

A

and after two years, decided to do a solo act. He would
enter parades and put on his clown act wherever people
gathered who wanted to be entertained, who wanted to
laugh, and who wanted to be fooled by the wizardry of
his magic.
Later AV joined the World Clown Association and
is now a lifetime member.

AV has six decorated bicycles and numerous
floats that he enters in parades all over northern
California. He has won over 50 trophies for his
involvement in keeping people laughing, something
he really enjoys doing.
At the tender age of 75, Joe Joe The Klown is still
driving his decorated van the length and breadth of the
Santa Clara Valley bringing joy to the hearts and minds
of thousands of people every year. He does birthday
parties, walkarounds, picnics, grand openings,
fundraisers, magic shows, street fairs, and many other
events. He has participated in more Cinco de Mayo and
16th of September parades than any of us can remember.
A member of San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, Joe Joe lives in Santa Clara with his wife. Call
(408) 244-2155 to find out more about this great entertainer, and how you can arrange to have him come to
your next gathering. --ETS • • • • •

Brave and the Mad
There are two kinds of people who walk alone against the tide of majority opinion. One is brave
and has enormous integrity. The other is mad and walks into disaster.
--Karen Silver, TIME mag, 4.7.03

The Lord Gonna Leave you in Tulare!
A minister in a small church in the San Joaquin Valley town of Tulare was always
warning his congregation that unless they lived a religious life, obeying the ten commandments, and contributing generously to the life of the church, they were doomed to
an etemity of fire and damnation when they passed away.
One Sunday he ended his sermonizing by telling his flock, ''The Lord is looking down
on you from Heaven. He knows where you are, what you say, and what you do all the
time. He keeps track of you. You can't fool him. You can't hide from him. You can't lie to
him. He knows. And when your time comes, he will give you what you deserve, a place
in the Kingdom of God or send you somewhere else. If you're really, really bad ... when
you die ... my, my, The Lord MAY Leave you in Tulare!" (I don't remember where I read
this story many, many years ago. Sports Illustrated? Reader's Digest?)
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TombstoneTex
For some reason or other, Pat Vasquez had invited
Humberto Garcia and I to his home for dinner. After
dinner, we repaired to his den to play pool. Pool is not my
game.

I would never admit to having had enough leisure
time in my youth to become talented at that game. If
you're good at pool, you've either spent a lot of time
in pool halls, or you're a naturally talented athlete. I
am neither.
Because Editor Humberto Garcia and Assistant
Editor David Sierra had the power of the press and had
put away more than a few beers, we decided that this
would be for the championship of the whole State of
California.
So we went at it. This account is from the August

20, 1964 edition of EL EXCENTRICO Magazine.

Humberto Garcia Wins
State Pool Title !
In a match which was finally settled in the wee hours
of the A.M. on Sunday, August 15th, 1964, Humberto
(Tombstone Tex) Garcia of San Jose won the California
State Mexican-American Pool Championship in a thrilling match with Patricio (Hammer Cue) Vasquez and
Eliseo David Talavera (Vengan, Sapos!) Sierra, both of
whom represented the Screen Actors Guild of Hollywood.

The match began pretty much as predicted as
Sierra sank the first six balls he tried, three of them
on the break. Shooting with the reckless abandon
that has come to characterize his game, Sierra took
a commanding lead early in the game and went on to
take the first game easily.
Unable to match the blistering pace being set by V .S.
Sierra, Garcia and Vasquez, obviously out of their
element, watched glumly as Sierra again went on to win
that game.
Sensing that his title aspirations were rapidly going
down the drain, Hammer Cue Vasquez responded to the
challenge and sank three fast balls while the opponents
were voicing an official complaint to the referee over the
hot beer served by Mr. Vasquez.
Patricio wen on to take the third game and make

the score at this point:
Sierra 2 Vasquez 1

Garcia 0.
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The fourth game began on an ominous note as
Vasquez and Sierra watched Tombstone Tex Garcia
attack the balls with all the cunning and experience of a
veteran of the Juarez pool halls. Forsaking beer altogether now, Garcia cleaned the table while Vasquez and
Sierra discussed what they were going to do when it
became their tum to wield the cue stick. The opportunity
never came:
Sierra 2 Vasquez 2 Garcia 1.
The sixth game was all Garcia as he again cleaned up
before the opponents could even chalk their cues and
open another Burgie.
Sierra 2 Vasquez 2 Garcia 2.
A few moments of meditation preceded the 7th and
final match of the evening. The showdown! The moment of truth! Vasquez relaxed by favoring his opponents with that patented silly grin which looks like a little
boy who just got caught with his finger in the cookie jar.
Garcia rolled up his sleeves, his eyes saying, "It
won't be long now, pigeons!"
Sierra just let sweet visions of victory dance gaily in
his mind.
ell bred gentlemen from the civilized
cultures of the west coast have no busi
ness consorting with long-armed, opportunistic pool sharks taught and trained on the Texas
border.
Individuals who frequent establishments where pool
is played definitely have an advantage over gentlemen
whose habitat is the opera house, the polo field, and the
art museum!
Little need be said of the deciding game. H. Garcia
managed to win. There was one anxious moment. V.S.
Sierra sank what appeared to be a most difficult shot.
Elated with joy, he turned to Vasquez for the compliment which that gentleman would surely grant.
"Burgie bottle in the comer pocket," Pat grinned.
Curses! Curses!
Curses!
--ETS • • • • •

W

Fernandez Sets Speed Record
In September 1956, Korean war ace Manuel J.
Fernandez set a world record of 666.661 miles
per hour in his F-1 OOOC Super Sabre in the
Bendix Trophy Airplane Race.
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It's
All
Over!
Sandy Koufax

EDITOR'S NOTES: When I was a red-hot Los
Angeles Dodgers fan s, I wrote a number of articles
about the team in EL EXCENTRICO Magazine. The
articles provided ammunition for the outnumbered
Dodger fans of northern California who read the magazine, and they also incensed the SF Giants fans. At the
very least, it kept them interested.

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD: We had contacted the
Dodgers front office, met with public relations director Tuck Stainback, and arranged to receive press
releases from the team, just like any other great big
sports reporter in the country. We had to promise
not to publish any of the information until the release
date. We agreed to that.
Those Giants fans who placed bets with me on when
certain players would sign their contracts, and for how
much .... It wasn't REALLY guessing on my part. Dum
Dee Dum Dum! .. .. Now it can be told .... 40 years later.

This is the article I wrote after the 1965 season:

It's All Over -The Los Angeles Dodgers compounded the frustration already evident in the lives of Giants fans everywhere by corning out of the runnerup slot with 16 wins
in their last 17 games to edge the Frankfurters for the
national league pennant.
Giants fans had the sweet smell of success in their
nostrils for about two and one-half weeks as the Giants
forged ahead in the tension-packed race by winning 14
straight to take the lead from the hated Los Angelenos.

Don Drysdale

The Dodgers refused to crack under the pressure and
fashioned a win skein of their own. Unlike the Dodgers,
the Giant players folded under the pressure and were
unable to keep up the pace which put them in first place.
Basically, I think the downfall of the Giants came
about as a result of a pitching staff which finally came
down to earth after playing over their heads for three/
fourths of the season; the inability of Juan "Batman"
Marichal to win the big ones going down the stretch (he
was 3-4 after the Roseboro incident) and Jim Ray Hart,
Hal Lanier, Masanori Murakami, Tito Fuentes, Jesus
Alou and all the pitchers yielding to the pressure.

The fact that the Giants were pulling a Philadelphia was evident when Milwaukee rocked Marichal
for 9 runs in four innings, rookie Larry Jaster (who
dat, Willie?) beat them down the stretch, the 17-2
stomping administered by the Reds, etc., etc., etc.
Los Angeles won the pennant with pitching, pitching, pitching, home runs, and speed. Cincinnati scored
but 2 runs in three games against the Bums when the
chips were on the table. Lou Johnson hit extra inning
home runs in two games (vs. the Giants and Reds) to win
for the Dodgers. Dodger speed continually provoked
errors which resulted in runs, runs, and more runs.
Giants fans were lulled into a false sense of security
by the winning streak, most of it against Houston and
Chicago (although it did include a two game sweep of
the Dodgers in the last series of the year between the two
teams).
While the fans of the hard hitting (?) Giants did a
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slow burn, the Dodgers continued to score 1 run and win
1-0 when it took 1 run to win, and 2 runs when it took 2
runs.
Anyway, back at the ranch, the Dodgers have
nailed down their 2nd pennant in the past three
years; third in the last six years; 5th in the last ten
years.
That's not bad for a team that only has two pitchers
and a base-stealer. --ETS • • • • •
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San Jose Friends

San Jose Forum
Closes Vets Out·
reach Program
Feb. 21, 1986
This article is taken from the March 1986 issue of
THE LEADER, and explains the details of San Jose
GI Forum closing its Veterans Outreach Project on
Feb. 21, 1986. The article read:
(SAN JOSE)-- The board of directors of San Jose GI
Forum voted unanimously to shut down the 13-year-old
Veterans Outreach Project, effective Feb. 28, 1986.
he program was not meetings very rigid
contractual obligations m~ndated by JTPA,
and with no prospects of Improvement according to staff, left us with no alternative said Chairman Victor Garza.
At an emergency board meeting on Monday,
Feb. 3 the board heard a very dismal report from
V.O.P. Director of Programs Margie Subega. After
extensive discussion by both board and staffpeople
the staff advised that we shut down the program.
A payment plan for monies owed to JTPA has been
worked out with the agency and a $5,000 draft has
already been sent to that office with the full amount to be
paid by June 30th.
TO THE MEMBERS
At the chapter meeting on Fri., Feb. 7th, Chm. Garza
told members of the board's decision. Some criticized
the board for acting hastily in shutting down the program. Others chastised the board for waiting so long to
shut down a failing proposition. Lots of disappointment
was expressed, with Chm. Garza giving everyone in the

T

ANTONIO AGUILAR. right, Mexican singer and

film star, with Pete Gonzalez. San Jose GI Forum
Chairman, left. and David Sierra, editor, THE
LEADER. at Fiesta De Navidad en Mexico at SC
County Fairgrounds. (Richard Diaz Foto).
room an opportunity to be heard on the issue.
The members ofthe board were unanimously against
incurring any further debts. In the end, a motion was
made, seconded, and passed to ratify the decision of the
board, thus bringing to an end a program which began in
November 1972 and grinds to a halt on Feb. 28, 1986.
The board met again on Wed., Feb. 12 and voted
unanimously to terminate all V .O.P. staff (Abel Cota,
Margie Subega, Marsha Sabori) as of Feb. 21. The
GI Forum will continue to operate the Vida Nueva
alcoholic recovery home with Sid Haro as director.
On Tues., Feb. 18, the board met with San Jose
attorney Sid Flores to discuss ways of effectuating a
working relationship between La Raza Lawyers Association and San Jose GI Forum.
In two other board meetings in Feb., Chm. Garza and
the board explored other proposals for funding. San Jose
GI Forum wishes to continue serving veterans.
ETS • • • • •
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Woodlake High Honors Leo Robinson,

its Winningest Coach in History
On Friday, Sept. 10, 2004,
Woodlake High School dedicated their football field to Leo
Robinson, their legendary football and baseball coach who
coached his teams to more victories than any other coach in
school history. Robinson died
on Nov. 3, 2002.
Robinson coached the Woodlake Tigers varsity football team from 1962 to
2002 and had a winning record of 290
wins, 127losses, and 11 ties. His teams
won 18 league titles and 6 sectional
championships.
Robinson also coached the Tigers varsity
baseball team to a 367-202-8 record in 27
years.
He holds the record for most football victories by a high school coach in the San
Joaquin Valley and is ranked No. 3 in California prep history.
Robinson was born on Sept. 21, 1935 in
Porterville, Calif. He played football and gradu a ted from Porterville HS, played two years at
Porterville JC , and won an athletic scholarship to Fresno State University.
After leaving FSU in 1958 he accepted a
p os ition as varsity baseball coach at Woodlake
and four years later took on the additional
responsibilities of varsity football coach.
Participating in the ceremonies were Frank
Ainley, WUHS Athletic Director who recalled
Coach Robinson's old saying, "Let's get the
dad -gum job done" and for 40 years his Tigers did just that. Also speaking were Jennifer Earle , principal of WUHS from 1987 to
1997, and Coach Robinson's son, Ron, who
played for his father and played major leagu e
baseball with the Cincinnati Reds.
The m emorial to coach Robins on includes

a bust of the Tigers coach and a listing of his
records.
Leo Robinson Field on the campus of
Woodlake High School will forever remind Tigers fans of the contributions of Leo Robinson
to their h eralded athletic history. • • • • •

Hispanic Firsts
Dr. Julian Nava
In 1980, Dr. Julian Nava, former professor at California State Univbersity
Northridge, became the first Mexican
American to be appointed United States
Ambassador to Mexico, by President
Jimmie Carter.

Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo
In 1977, Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo, education professor at New Mexico University, was the first Hispanic woman
named a U.S. Ambassador. She was assigned to Honduras by President Jimmie
Carter.
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Legacy

The Leo Robinson
Won & Loss Record
Football 290-127-11

18 League Championships
6 Sectional T itles
Baseball 367-202-8

Woodlake
Union
High
School

WUHS Tigers 11th in
Valley Football Wins
According to an article in the Fresno BEE in early
September 2003, the winningest high school football
reams in the central San Joaquin Valley since 1922 to the
end of the 2002 season are :
1. Bakersfield .... ......... 650
2. Dos Palos ....... ........ 546
3. Tehachapi ............... 467
4. Fresno High ............ 452
5. Clovis ..................... 436
6. Tulare ..................... 429
7. Selma ..................... 427
8. Sanger .................... 419
9. Kingsburg .... ........... 417
10. Porterville ........... .... 402
11. Woodlake ............... 389
Of Woodlake's 389 wins, 290 were won in the 41
years that Coach Leo Robinson was head man of the
Tigers.
Bakersfield is the winningest high school football
team in California history, followed by Long Beach
Poly High with 614 victories as of September 2003.

WUHS Tigers win
'80 Valley Title

W

oodlake High's Ron Robinson
again demonstrated why he is
the San Joaquin Valley's most
trumpeted major league baseball prospect
as he finished off his high school career
with a sterling three-hit 1-0 victory over
San Joaquin Memorial, giving the Tigers
and his father Leo Robinson the 1980 San
Joaquin Valley Sequoia-Sierra Division baseball crown.
The Tigers, ranked 8th in the San Joaquin
Valley, were undefeated in East Sierra League
play, and 24-3 on the season.
On a very hot afternoon at Kingsburg High
School, the 6-foot-4, 200 pounder did not
h ave his good fastball, but wen t to the other
pitches in his repertoire to throttle the Panthers for his third win in nine days.
Capping off his prep career with a 45-8
record, Robinson struck out the s ide in the
first two innings, finishing with nine K's,
(Cont. on Pg 838)
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GI Forum Politics:

Resignation -Editor, THE LEADER
May 1999
For May 1999 I had prepared what I thought was one
of the better issues I had ever done of THE LEADER,
San Jose GI Forum's newsletter.
The printer printed it, I added the name labels, and
took it to the San Jose GI Forum office so that Lydia
Maduefio could take it to the post office, as usual.

A

few days later, Abel Cota came to Vida
Nueva to see me. He said that I was
conducting a vendetta against Chapter
Chairman David Rodriguez and that the newsletter
could not be mailed the way it was.
"The board members don't like it, because there's a
lot of people that read the newsletter that are not members of the chapter. It's alright for the members, but we
don't want the public reading that," he said, without
explaining what THAT was.
"Abel," I told him, "I don't like censorship. If

that newsletter isn't mailed, then I will submit my
resignation. Ultimately. the decision comes down to

Tigers win '80 Title
(Cont. from Pg 837)
walked two, and left six Memorial runners
stranded. This was his sixth shutout of his
senior season, finishing with a 14-1 record.
Robinson and Memorial junior Tony Montanez
hooked up in a pitching duel, and the Tigers star used
Robinson's bat and speed to lead clinch the victory. The
curly-haired redhead made first base on an infield hit in
the fourth inning, stole second base when SJM catcher
Paul Cameron's throw went into the dirt and Robinson
hustled to third base. With the infield drawn in by SJM
coach John Franich, Craig Ainley whistled a line drive
past the second base and Robinson hurried across home
plate for the game's only run.

Memorial had runners on third and first in the
second inning and on third in the sixth frame, but
each time Robinson struck out the next two Panthers

one person. anyway. If it's gonna be me, tine. If it's
not gonna be you, that's tine too. But it still comes
down to one person.''
The newsletter was never mailed, but I took about 35
copies to the May meeting so that the members could
read it if they wanted to.

At the May meeting, under correspondence, Recording Secretary Violeta Perez read the letter of
resignation that I had hand-carried to Chairman
David Rodriguez. I handed it to him about 20
minutes before the meeting started.
Just before she read the letter, Chairman Rodriguez
mentioned to the members that he had a copy but that he
had not read it. Since it is not my habit to write love
letters to David Rodriguez, I believe that he already
knew what I was writing to him about ... and he didn't
much give a damn.

Followine is my resimation letter:
May 1, 1999
David Rodriguez, Chairman
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The May 1999 edition of THE LEADER was delivered to the GI Forum office on Tuesday, April20, 1999.
As of Saturday, May 1, we have not received our copy
in the mail so we assume it was never mailed.

(Cont. on Pg 839)

batters to end the inning.
SJM coach Franich said, "He's their team. He's the
Woodlake team...
Robinson said, ..This game's a lot sweeter than a nohitter because it's a valley championship. I'm glad I
could give a valley championship to my dad ...

• ••
Ron Robinson turned down a full ride baseball
scholarship to Fresno State University to sign with the
Cincinnati Reds. On June 3, 1980, the redhead was the
19th player selected in the Major League Free Agent
Draft.
He had an overall record of 45 wins and 32losses in
seven seasons with Cincinati (National League) and one
with Milwaukee (American League). He was also credited with 19 saves as a relief pitcher. In one of his major
league starts, he came within one out of pitching a
perfect game.
-- ETS • • • • •

Cinco de Mayo Fiesta,
Parade on May 2

Six Chicanas vie

Miss San Jose
Gl Forum
Beauty
MAY 1999
Pageant,
May29

Our Fiestas Patrias Coordinator, Maggie
Maduefio, again requests all members of San Jose
GI Forum and their friends to lend their services on
Sunday, May 2
WWW.SJGIF.ORG
as we put on the
Cinco de Mayo
Fiesta & Parade in downtown San Jose.
Call 923-1646
OFFICIAL NEWSLETIER OF SAN JOSE CHAPTER, AMERICAN Gl FORUM
to volunteer.

•
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Leader

The 39th annual
Miss San Jose GI Forum Beauty Pageant
unfolds on Sat., M ay
29 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, downtown San Jose.
For the first time in our history, the
event will be a pageant-dinner, with no
dance after the page ant.
(Cont. on Pg. 4)
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bond for new school, improvements
Joe Coto, Superinte ndent, East Side Union High School District, has announced
that the board of trustees have voted to place a bond issue of$80 million on the May 4,
1999 ballot.
The bond would provide $20 million
to fund a new high school in the Evergreen
area, scheduled to open in 2002. Theremaining monies are to improve and modernize existing schools.
"We want to have 20th century faci liFriday, MAY 7, 1999 7:30P.M.
ties for our students," said Supt. Coto, "We
1600 Las Plumas San Jose
know that a positive environment can enSpeaker:
hance learning so we want to create the
NO SPEAKER
optimal learning centers so our students
ELECTIONS ONLY
have every opportunity for success."

t\t1 Chapter
t'll Meeting

April meeting
sJ•s briefest ...
38 minutes.
The Friday, April2 meeting of San Jose
GI Forum was the shortest one in our history.
The session began at 7:40PM and was over
by 8:1 8PM.
After the official prayer and salute to
the flag, the Chairman called for a minute of
si Jence for the American prisoners of war in
Yugoslavia.
AI Villalobos called for a moment of
silence for relatives of San Jose GI Forum
members who had passed away very recently.

ROLLCALL
Then the Chairman called the roll of
officers:
"David Rodriguez, Chairman, Present;
Robert Guerra, Vice Chairman, Present;
Violeta Perez, Rec. Secty., Absent;
Marta Martinez, Corr. Secty., Absent;
Billie Contreras, Treasurer, Absent;
AI Villalobos, Chaplain, Present;
Lalo Herrera, Sgt. at Arms, Present."

RESIGNATION
The Chairman mentioned that Billie
Contreras has resigned as Chapter Treasurer.
(Cont. on Pg. 2)

SAN JOSE CHAPTER, AMERICAN Gl FORUM

'-sJ•s briefest •••
38 minutes.
(Cont. from Pg. I)
The Chairman then asked member AI
Castellano if he would take the minutes of
the meeting. Mr. Castellano refused. Then
he asked David Sierra to take the minutes.
Mr. Sierra refused, "Mr. Chairman, I am taking notes for the newsletter."
VIDA NUEVA REPORT
A short while later, under Committee
Reports, he asked Mr. Sierra to give the Vida
Nueva Report.
David read a memorandum given to all
Vida Nueva employees by Executive Secretary Abel Cota on March 18 w hich reads:
"This memo is to info rm the Vida
Nueva staff that any concerns are to be
brought to the Vida Nueva Director's attention and not above and beyond, sue~
as to the attention of the GI Forum Board
of Directors. If this continues to occur you
will be terminated immedia tely."
--Abel Cota, Executive Director
"Since I want to keep my job, Mr. Chairman, I cannot give a report on Vida Nueva,"
Mr. Sierra said.
CIVIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
AI Castellano then gave a brief Civic
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Affairs Committee Report. Castellano mentioned how much he has enjoyed being Civic
Affairs Chair, but indicated that he does not
wish to continue to serve as Civic Affairs
Chairman.
He introduced attorney Tony Estremera
and welcomed him to San Jose GI Forum
as our newest member.
GRAND MARSHAL
Castellano asked the Chairman about
the Grand Marshal of the Cinco de Mayo
Parade, just 5 weeks away. None selected
yet.
BARRIO CONFERENCE REPORT
AI Villalobos gave a report on therecent Barrio AlcohoUDrugs Conference
sponsored by Vida Nueva on April!. He
served as director of the monitors who
aided the Corrections Department officcrs in keeping order. Assisting Mr.
Villalobos were: AI Castellano, Rose
Flores, Mary Gallego, Lucretia Garcia,
Pete Gonzalez, Rosa Hernandez, Lalo
Herrera, Gus Lerma, Maggie Madueiio,
Violeta Perez, Patricia Rizzo, and Susana
Villalobos, aU of whom were thanked profusely by Mr. Villalobos.
New Busi ness: None.
NOMINATION OF OFFICERS
The Chairman asked if anyone in the
room was interested in running for office
next month. No one indicated they are interested.
MISS SJ GI FORUM PAGEANT
AI Castellano asked about the Queen
Coronation Ball and who is handling the
tickets. The Chairman indicated that he did
not know.
The Chairman reminded us that it was
Good Friday and many of the people who
are called on to make reports were in church.

NO ACTIVITY REPORTS
Castellano reminded the Chairman that
we have not been getting reports on our activities. Again the Chairman cited that it was
Good Friday and that he has no control over
who wants to go to church.
A female member asked why these
people did not submit written reports to the
chair.
The Chairman started to give an explanation and mentioned that he had been a
member for 26 years. Someone in the back
challenged the number of years. The chairman shot back that the member ought to take
his head out of his ass.
At th at point two female members
walked o ut of the meeting. "You don't have
any respect for our members," said one of
them as she exited the room.
THE LEADER editor called for a point
of order, reminding the Chairman that the
U.S. Supreme Court had ruled years ago that
politicians do not have to tell the truth, and
to continue with his report.
Chairman: "What report?"
AN INVITATION
Marcelo Jasso in vited members of Old
Number One to a barbeque at his brother's
home in Modesto on Thursday, June 17, the
day before the State Convention. He wi ll
make a more detai led report at the May
meeting.
HOSPITALITY ROOM
Chairman David Rodriguez said he had
been contacted by Modesto Chapter about
us hosting the state convention hospitality
room. There was brief discussion on that,
with the main question: "Can we afford it?"
No one seemed to have any answers. No
decision was made. Meeting adjourned at
8: 18PM.
--ETS.
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Gl Forum Cap
to

Maria Edwards
(Austin, Texas)
who saw a need
and stepped in
to help.
We commend her
for serving as
Interim National
Executive Secretary.
Thank you, Lady!
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 1999
MEMBERSHIP MEETING
1st Friday of Month
7:30PM
C.T.C .
1600 Las Plumas Ave.

CF: "Aren't these
pipes going to be in
the way when
people want to use
the bathroom?"
FRANK: "There's
gonna be a wall
here, CF. Trust me,
when they finish
you won't see any
of these pipes. "

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MTG.
3rd Thursday of Month
7:00PM
1680 Alum Rock Ave.
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Resignation, Editor
(Cont. from Pg 838)
Your executive director informed me that members of the board were critical of the article I wrote
covering the last chapter meeting on April2, 1999. I
believe it was an accurate report of what transpired
at that meeting. There was no editorializing in the
report. I stake my reputation for honest reporting on
its contents.
I believe that the rank and file members of San Jose
GI Forum are entitled to know what happens at their
chapter meeting. If you and the board members do not
tell them. and you will not allow me to tell them. then
you are suppressing the truth.
Mr. Chairman, if you or any board members are
ashamed of what is happening at the board meetings
and the chapter meetings, there is a very simple
solution • .Just guit doine it.
I feel very certain that I enjoy the respect and
confidence of the rank and file members of San Jose GI
Forum for the manner in which their newsletter has been
edited. However. I will be a good Mexican and go
guietly.
Please consider this my resignation as editor of

Letters

•••
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THE LEADER, effective immediately.
Sinceramente,
--DAVID SIERRA
EDITOR'S NOTES: Board members Lalo Herrera
and Violeta Perez stated at the meeting that they had
never been contacted about mailing or not mailing that
issue.
Mr. Cota was playing censor. I knew then that my
resigning was the right thing to do.
My thoughts on Censorship: Ultimately, all decisions made by groups of people come down to one man's
idea of what is proper or improper.
If I am the designated editor, then my judgment
should be trusted on what is proper to be printed in that
newspaper and what isn't. If you don't trust me, say so,
and I will resign.
NOW ••• you have a new editor. Who's going to
tell HIM that something is improper? Isn't the decision STILL BEING LEFT TO ONE PERSON?
If so, all you are saying is that you trust him more
than you trust me. You have just given TOTAL CONTROL of everything that we do to one person, again. I
DON'T LIKE IT, but I can live with it ... if you can.
--ETS. • • • • •

to and from

•••

From ... Greg Coronado, Sr.

From ••• Roderick Carter

Hon. David Sierra
"Editor Magnificent"
724 Harrison St.
San Jose, Calif. 95125
Dear Dave: You have always had my vote of
confidence, and after reading the October issue of THE
FORUMEER, I see no reason to change.
You guys are really on the ball, the way you keep up
with everything that has to do with the organization
really amazes me. I don't see how you do it. Of course,
some things come easy for some people.
Yours in the Forum,
--Greg Coronado, Sr.
Calexico, CA
12.2.1968

Editor-in-Chief
THE FORUMBER
990 Elm Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Dear Sir: I firmly believe that battles for justice are
not fought exclusively on home ground, but in the Halls
of Congress and in the Supreme Court. Support for the
Mexican-Americans will more likely come from Eastern Urban Liberals than from Western Conservatives. I
intend to do my part out here and need your help in
compiling information.
I, a Mexican American, am currently undertaking a
project on Mexican-American Culture- sponsored by
the City University of New York. This will culminate in
a symposium, structured primarily toward theater, on

***
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April 25th at the Commodore Hotel in New York.
Several other "ethnic" theater perspectives will be represented. The historical and contemporary social/artistic values of each will be examined.

o be perfectly frank, relatively little was
known about Chicano Theater or the
sources that contributed to it. It was going to be omitted altogether. I pressed for its inclusion, since I believe it to be of great social importance.
My topic will be "Theater of the Disenfranchised."

T

I am particularly interested in securing scripts of
various plays or any sort of historical references to past
theatrical activity. There is a good possibility of production here in New York.
I have just read LA RAZA (The Mexican Americans) by Stan Steiner. Your journal was listed as a source
in this comprehensive study. I was elated in reading
about the movement for cultural survival and justice
being waged by you and other Chicano groups in the
southwest. If you haven't yet read Mr. Steiner's book, I
think you will find it quite good.
I would like a copy of your publication, a listing of
any information whatever you might have on Chicano
Theater and the mail order subscription price to your
publication. I have funds to subscribe to several of these
journals for our archives. This is going to be my area of
study and, I suspect, politics.

If you haven't any information structured specifically toward the theater, give me any information
you have on politics, crafts, cultural centers ••• in
short, culture. I would appreciate anything you can
furnish.
Entiendo ambos idiomas. He sido maestro de espafiol
hace diez afios. Hoy dia me encuentro siguiendo cursos
y trabajando en teatro.
--RODERICK R. CARTER
The Repertory Theater of
Lincoln Center, Inc.
150 W. 65th St.,
New York, NY 10023
3.15.70

***
From ..• Walter Mondale
Dear Mr. Sierra: Thank you for your recent message. Enclosed is the material which you requested. I am
happy to have had this opportunity to be of help to you.
With best wishes,

--WALTER F. MONDALE
Washington, D.C. 20510

***

From ••• Dan Tellez
Dear Mr. Sierra: You are invited to be a guest of
honor at a special SER Recognition Luncheon honoring
individuals whose efforts have made possible our present
successful operation.

The affair will be at Lou's Village, 1465 W. San
Carlos, San Jose, and will kick off with no-host
cocktails at 11:30. Lunch will be served promptly at
12:00.
ity Manager, Mr. Thomas A. Fletcher, will
be the main speaker. The local SER Center
Director, Jose Martinez, will talk briefly on
the accomplishments which you and a handful of other
dedicated people have helped to bring about.
Please call Mr. Martinez or his secretary and verify
whether you can attend.

C

Your efforts on behalf of SER are sincerely appreciated by our present Board, and I hope that you
can be present to receive due recognition.
Cordially,
--Dan TELLEZ,
SER Chairman of the Board
249 So. Second St.,
San Jose, CA 95113 10.26.70

From ••• Louis P. Bergna
Dear Mr. Sierra: I agree wholeheartedly with your
letter of Sept. 23, 1970 and my personnel have always
been so instructed. If you have any examples of our
making any distinctions in the prosecution of cases
along ethnic lines or for any other than factual reason, I'd
be most interested in learning of same.
nclosed is a copy of Mr. Ybarra's letter to me
along with my reply which is self-explana
tory. Please keep in mind that my office isn't
a law enforcement office in the strict sense of the phrase.
I, for example, am not a peace officer under California
law. We advise the police as to the law and try their
cases. They "enforce the law," as that phrase is commonly used, and bring their facts to/or cases to us for
prosecution.
I was just as amazed as you evidently were to read
that this activity "was to be allowed in Alameda County."
Subsequent news releases satisfied my amazement.

E
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This is State law and is applicable throughout California
as you know.
Yours truly,
--LOUIS P. BERGNA,
District Attorney,
Santa Clara County
9.28.70

patient, it takes time, and depends on an opening.
Best of luck,
--RALPH REYES,
Realtor-Appraiser
2059 Cherry Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95125 7.7.77

***
From ... Benito Garza

***
From ... Gerald R. Graham

D

ear Dave: The members of Los Amigos
Golfing Club take great pleasure in invitring
you and your colleagues of EL
EXCENTRICO magazine to be our Guests of Honor at
our forthcoming 2nd annual semi-formal dance, at the
Hawaiian Gardens terrace room, on March 7, 1964, at 9
PM.

A table has been reserved for you and the writers
of El Excentrico magazine.
Enclosed you will find a complimentary bid. We
will be honored with your presence. Please let us know
if you will be with us at our annual celebration.
Yours truly,
--BEN GARZA, President,
Los Amigos Golfing Club 2.5.64

***
From ... Fred LaCosse
Dear Mr. Sierra: Bob Hosfeldt, who is the Gen-eral
Manager of the station, and I would like to meet with you
at your convenience regarding the problems and needs
of the Chicano community. We would be happy to meet
at your office or here at KNTV, Channel 11, whichever
is convenient for you.
I would appreciate it if you would give me a call so
that we may set up a time to meet. If I happen to be out
of the office when you call, please ask for Margaret, our
News Department Secretary. She will arrange a meeting
time and place with you.
Looking forward to hearing from you at your earliest
convenience.
Cordially,
--FRED LA COSSE,
News Director,
KNTV Channel 11 7.20.71

***
From ... Ralph Reyes
Dave: I contacted the S.J. Draft Board today. They'll
submit your name for membership on the draft board. Be

Dear Mr. Sierra: We are happy to inform you that
once again we will be able to make a $500 contribution
to the chapter's Christmas Basket Fund for 1967.
Please express our thanks to the members for their
efforts in this very worthwhile community project.
Sincerely,
--GERALD R. GRAHAM,
Executive Vice President
Reed & Graham, Inc.
10.19.67

***

From •.• Ken Blase
Dear Mr. Sierra: Thanks for contributing to the
communications workshop last Saturday. I'm glad I had
the chance to meet you there.
Each year KX-RX samples the opinions of elected
leaders, community leaders, and lay persons. We want
to know what's bugging you! When the answers are in,
we learn what seems to be the big needs and problems.
From that information we will be able to make program
decisions to best serve the community.
Thanks for helping out ••• and I hope to see you in

about one year at our second annual communications workshop.
Best regards,
--KEN BLASE, KX-RX,
P.O. Box 157, San Jose, CA
7.15.71

***
From .•• Earle P. Crandall
Dear David: Thanks for your letter explaining your
thoughts on how to proceed on a political action program. I think we should not do it in conjunction with
Fletcher's Seminar. Let him have full time.
My discussion would be more on process and procedures rather than on issues since these are now outside
of my realm of activity. My comments would not now be
politically oriented ... would be more objective and more
analytical.
I'll be waiting to hear from you. Also, if interest
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is lacking, don't feel obligated to go ahead with it.
Also, also, maybe you will want some .. live .. legislators -- either elected or candidates past tense, to get a
variety of views.
Vaya con Dios,
-- EARLE P. CRANDALL,
Former Assembly Member 3.3.71

***
From ... Robert J. Keyes
Dear Mr. Sierra: Your letter to Governor Reagan of
Oct. 13 concerning your position on California Rural
Legal Assistance has been received.
ince this program is funded by anti-poverty
grants, I have taken the liberty of forwarding
your letter to Mr. Theron Bell, Director, State
Office of Economic Opportunity, for his attention.
Thank you for making your views known to the
Administration.
Sincerely,
--ROBERT J. KEYES,
Asst. to the Governor for Community Relations
10.26.67

S

***
From ... Mario Obledo
Dear Mr. Sierra: The Docket Report should have
some cases listed under title 14. However, there is
nothing to list on Titles 11 through 18 except for the
above mentioned Title 14.
The Cansino v. Economic Opportunities Development Corp. is in the discovery stage and it is definite that
we will not go to trial on the matter until sometime in
May 1970.
Cansino was, we contend, discharged because of
statements he made in regards to The Alamo.
The E.O.D.C. contends his work performance was
not up to standard and therefore was discharged. Curiously enough, the evaluation of his work took place
immediately after his public statements.
The Texas Council of Churches v. Allee was an
injunctive suit against the Texas Rangers which is
pending awaiting adjudication of the constitutionality of
the Texas Picketing Law by a 3-Judge Federal Court.
The Castro v. Superior court case is pending in Los
Angeles. Castro was charged with various criminal
offenses arising out of the East Los Angeles School
Walkouts. We challenged the constitutionality of the
grand jury makeup.

Such contention was overruled by the trial court
and we have appealed that issue. We are awaiting the
decision of the appeal court and meanwhile the
criminal trials have been held in abeyance.
Please write us whenever we can be of service.
Very truly yours,
--MARIO OBLEDO,
General Counsel,
Mexican American
Legal Defense and
Educational Fund 2.9.70

***
From ••• Earle P. Crandall
Dear David: My position on the Chargin affair is
that I strongly condemn the judge's statements as revealed in the transcript of the record, but at the same time
I have insufficient evidence regarding the judge's overall decisions to warrant a vote for his impeachment at
this particular time.
t is my understanding, even though Rule 902
(Confidentiality of Proceedings) prevents re
leasing information by the Commission on Judicial Qualifications, that the case is still pending before
the Commission.
In my opinion, this Commission should complete its
work, which it will do under the rigid rules under which
it operates (a copy of which is attached), before the
question of impeachment can be acted upon with any
degree of intelligence by the Assembly.
It is clearly understandable to me that the Mexican
American Community is outraged by the judge's statements and that their impatience is expressed in the
Garcia resolution.
I can empathize fully with these points, but my
sense of justice dictates that I must withhold judgment until the judge's case has been fully investigated through due process to which he as a person, as
weD as a judge, is fully entitled.
Sincerely yours,
--EARLE P. CRANDALL,
Assembly, 25th District 2.1 0. 70 • • • • •

I

First Mission
Mission San Diego, the first of 21, was
established by Father Junipero Serra on
July 3, 1769.
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Sarah Barela Letter
July 1977
You know when you meet someone and take a
liking to them instantly? Such a person, for me, was
Sarah Barela, one of the many good Mexicans from
Colorado. She lived in Denver and I always felt I had a
good friend there.
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Bl Chuco

She was one of those about whom Chicanos say,
"No tiene pelo en Ia len2ua" ... Not afraid to speak
her mind.
There were others, of course, Jim Maestas , Paul
Martinez, Frankie Gallegos, John Padilla, etc., but I
always looked at Sarah as the Kingpin in the Rockies.

She wrote me this letter as the national office
prepared to accept bids for publishing THE
FORUMEER at the Albuquerque national convention
Dave:
I received your letter and I hope this reaches you
before you leave to New Mexico.
Denver is not going to bid on THE FORUMEER
because we feel that it should stay in California with you
as Editor.
According to John Padilla from our chapter he made
the motion to have bids on THE FORUMEER in order
to block the attempt at the Mid-Year, and take the issue
to the entire delegation at the convention.
Most of the Colorado delegates don't want THE
FORUMEER in Texas and if cost is the "real" issue, we
want to find out why the National is hurting for money
after we gave them over $ 17,000 from the last national
convention. We feel the issue is more budgeting, decrease of membership, and personal grind as always
with California.

See you in Albuquerque and you can count on
my support and Colorado's to keep THE
FORUMEER in San Jose.
Your friend, SARAH BARELA • • • •

Anthon y Quinn
In 1952, Anthony Quinn became the first
Hispanic to win the Academy Award for
Best Actor. for his portrayal of Emiliano
Zapata in the film VIVA ZAPATA!

AL RODRIGUEZ, who was Owner-Manager
of Radio KAZA in San Jose, all reeted out for
a costume party. He and his lady are sporting 1940's threads. Rodriguez will be remembered for his very supportive assistance of
Chicano non-profit organizations and financial support of Chicano aspirants for political
office. (Richard Diaz Foto) .
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The Michigan Letters
September 1969
EDITOR'S NOTES: George Darrah, an attorney,
the Michigan State Chairman, wrote to American GI
Forum National Executive Secretary-Treasurer Zeke
Duran regarding an editorial I had written in THE
FORUMEERaboutDr. Hector P. Garcia running against
Dan Campos for National Chairman at the Cheyenne
convention.
My argument was that as long as the long shadow of
Dr. Hector P. Garcia hovered over future conventions,
potential candidates would not want to run and be
embarrassed at the polls by the national founder.
--ETS

This is what Mr. Darrah wrote to Zeke on
Sept. 30, 1969:
DearZeke:
As I promised you over the telephone I am writing
concerning the editorial excorciating Dr. Garcia which
appeared in THE FORUMEER.
I certainly respect his right to an opinion, and his
argument is not completely without merit. Dr. Garcia
could use his power in such a way as to stifle potential
leadership.
owever, it is my understanding that he has
no intention of doing so. Also, certain prob
lems have developed in the Forum which
require the attention of a hard headed executive who is
dedicated to the Forum. There is nobody who is more
qualified in this respect than Dr. Garcia.
However, the real issue is not whether Dave is
right or wrong in his opinion; the real issue is whether
or not the editor of THE FORUMEER should editorialize against the decision of the membership when
his candidate fails to win an election.
There is always some bitterness after an election but
this bitterness should not be publicly aired in our national newspaper. I would say that we should definitely
establish a policy that there be no more editorials criticizing decisions of national or state officers and especially there should be no more editiorials criticizing the
choice of the Forumeers in an election.
I want to assure you of my complete support for
any decision which you may make concerning Dave,
including his removal if that is what you feel should

H

You Are What You Eat!
Those sagacious words were once uttered by
my good friend Fred Contreras when we were
talking about dieting. He was a few pounds overweight and I was about 120 lbs. over "normal."
We were remembering that everything that
people love to eat is fattening ... Avocados, pork
chops, fried eggs, country fried potatoes, pizza, ice
cream, peanuts, spaghetti, fried chicken, hamburgers, french fries, chocolate milk shakes, etc., etc.,
etc.
Dieticians recommend that you eat lots of fruit
and vegetables. You cannot possibly eat too many
fruits and too much vegetables, they say. OK.
Following Fred's logic it makes sense to me that
if you eat a lot of pork chops and bacon, you will
very soon be built like a porker. Makes sense to me.
But if you eat lots of fruit, are you destined to
look like a "fruit"? No? • • • • •

be done.
However, I personally hope that it won't be necessary to go that far. I know that Dave has worked very
hard on the paper and for the most part he has done a
good job.
However, he cannot be allowed to disrupt the entire
organization because his personal views differ from that
of the officers or of the membership.
Very truly yours,
--George Darrah, Michigan State Chairman
cc: Dr. Garcia, E. David Sierra, Daniel Contreras.

On October 5, 1969, I wrote the following to
George Darrah:
Dear George:
Thank you very much for sending me a copy of your
recent letter to Zeke Duran concerning my editorial in
THE FORUMEER of September 1969.
First of all, I want to assure you that it was not
''bitterness'' which prompted me to editorialize in
the pages ofTHE FORUMEER but rather a desire to
say something which I felt, for the good of the American GI Forum, SHOULD HAVE BEEN SAID.
I now question myself, whether THE FORUMEER
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is the vehicle I should have used to make my opinions
public. I agree with you that the newspaper should not be
used to criticize our GI Forum officials and believe me,
George, I gave it a lot of thought before going ahead with
publication of this article.
As you well know, Dr. Garcia did not make himself
available to people at the convention so that discussion
of his candidacy could be made in private.
ou may not be aware that we of the Califor
nia delegation contacted Dr. Garcia, Chair
man of the Texas delegation and Mrs. Salinas, Chairman of the Texas Auxiliary so that we could
have a joint meeting of the two delegations to discuss
this and other problems.
We, better than many other people, realize that
the GI Forum has problems that Daniel Campos or
any other chairman will never solve without the
100% cooperation of Dr. Garcia and the Texas delegation. We, however, were flatly turned down in our
request for a joint meeting.
As you know, Dr. Garcia doesn't answer letters
addressed to him by individuals such as THE
FORUMEER editor. (I wrote him four days after returning from Cheyenne to be sure and send us an inspirational type message for inclusion in the September issue
and have received no response yet!).
We asked for a list of his committee appointments
and appointees to the Forum's legal staff. We have
received no response. We receive mail from Dr. Garcia's
office but for the most part they are clopies of San
Antonio or Corpus Christi newspapers, the Texas State
newsletter, copies of transmittals from the Texas State
Office, etc.

Y

One for the Ages
A Major League Baseball record which
may last forever is this one: On July 3,
1966, pitcher Tony Cloninger of the Atlanta Braves hit two grand slam homers and pitched the Braves to al7-3
victory over the San Francisco Giants.
Is any major league manager ever again
going to let a pitcher bat with the bases
loaded? Twice in one game?
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Pricks on the Inside
I once read about a speech that one
of the Udalls (Stewart or Morris) made
while he was running for president of the
United States. He was comparing the
difference between the Cacti in his home
state of Arizona and the Congress of the
United States:
"The major difference between Congress and the Cacti in Arizona is this ...
in Congress the pricks are on the inside."
--ETS

Let me ask you the question: H you wanted to get
a point across to Dr. Garcia, what methods would
you use?
George, you probably know that I have always
criticized the idea of making GI Forum Mid-Year Conference sessions open to everyone who happens to know
where the Board of Directors is meeting. In this organization, if someone has an internal problem to discuss
with the powers-that-be it seems like the opportunity
never presents itself.
I have always felt that the Mid-Year Conference
should provide an opportunity for members of the
board to discuss internal problems with ONLY members of the national board of directors; the elected
national officers and elected state chairmen present.
You saw the floor fight that developed between
California State Executive Secretary Tony Gallegos and
National Executive Secretary Zeke Duran when Mr.
Duran was questioned on his wanting to give California
only 14 votes when we knew damned well we were
entitled to 17.
Then Mr. Duran gets madder than an Indian on
the warpath because, as he states it, his honesty is
being questioned. That is not his honesty being questioned, George, it is only California's delegation
wanting to cast every bit of votes which they are
entitled to! This question should have been discussed
in a CLOSED session of the national board.
We also wanted to question the fact that the Texas GI
Forum operated for a number of years on National GI
Forum funds, and as we understand it, that money has
never been paid back! You heard Ralph Cazarez allude
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to this problem when he made the Project SER report.

How many other states are allowed to operate
with Michigan Kansas, Nebraska, California, Colo'
rado Utah, D.C.,
and the other Forum's money·??•

'

.

Do you really believe that Zeke and Dr. Garcia ~e
going to find a solution to this PROBLEM? Do you think
that they will WANT to?
wanted to give you my views openly and aboveboard because that is what I believe that you
have done with me in your letter to Zeke. I get
the feeling that you think I am doing the job of editor but
that the editorial in question should not have been
written. I also believe that you are doing the right thing
backing up theN ational Exec 100% if he decides that the
editor must be changed.

I

I want you to know, Georee. that whatever decision the national board makes in reeards to THE
FORUMEER. that I will harbor no animosity toward you because I respect the fact that you were
willing to state. before the fact. exactly how you felt.
to both factions involved.
By no means do I think that I am the only individual
in this great organization of ours who can do this job. I
am sure that there must be others who could do the job
if they are willing to give it the proper time.

I will not, in any way, dispute the Board of
Directors' decision should they choose to change
editors because I trust their judgment and believe
that they are doing what THEY believe is best for the
organization, just as I believed that I was doing what
I thought was best for the organization when I took
the job.
Bueno, hasta luego, VIVA LA CAUSA!
--David Sierra • • • • •

First Printing Press
The first printing press in the Western Hemisphere was established by
Esteban Martin in Mexico City in
1533. By the middle of the 16th century there were seven establishments
doing printing in the Azteca Capital,
printing religious books, dictionaries,
catechisms, and technical and science
books.

My Son, the Auto Painter
I was 19 years old, living in a boarding
house in Los Angeles and game to try just
about anything. I had always wanted to paint
a car. Don't ask me why. Probably for the same
reason people scale mountains. Just because
they are there.
My friend Humberto Torres had an old '41
Ford he was selling to an elderly Filipino
gentleman but on the condition that it be
painted first.
1 told Humberto that I had ten years'
experience painting cars and offered to
paint the car for two quarts of beer.
Humberto recognized a bargain when he
heard it, so he accepted my offer. We went
to Sears, bought the paint, and he rented
a sprayer.
The house where we lived in had a number of men living there who attended National
Schools two blocks away, so they knew a little
bit about cars.
Humberto went to work early in the morning and left me with instructions to finish the
job that day because the Filipino man was
coming that evening to pick up the car.
I experienced some problems very quickly.
The sprayer clogged up on me and the paint
came out in sporadic spurts. One of the men
watching me paint suggested that I do it with
a paint brush. "There's paint brushes in the
garage," he said.
hen I came back with some
brushes, a small group of the
"automotive experts.. had gathered to kid me while I painted away.
I masked off the chrome and glass and
swabbed away. It didn't look like the paint
jobs I had seen on cars in the auto agencies a
few blocks away on Figueroa Street's auto row,
but what the hell do you expect for two quarts
of beer?
After I had started painting, one of the guys
yelled, ..Aren't you going to sand it first?"
Another hollered, .. Don't forget the spare

W

tire!"

The others howled with laughter. I thought
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they were kidding, and ignored their suggestions.
That evening after dusk, I was having dinner in the boarding house when Humberto
came in from work. He asked if I had finished.
Some of the guys started laughing and right
away he knew he was in deep shit. The Filipino showed up while we were still eating.
Madder than a wet hen! He had just seen the
car parked outside. He was raging mad!
We finished eating what I feared might very
well be my last meal, and Humberto and I
went outside with the man to look at the car.
Humberto realized instantly that the car had
been painted with a brush. And painted very
badly. Then, he too got furiously mad!
"Konyo!" he hollered, "como te pones a
pintar este carro con brocha? Este cabron
Filipino, lo mas pendejo que sea . . . no va
querer ese carro pintado con brocha!"
He was furious!
umberto was a very large man, well
over six feet tall and over 200
pounds. He could have torn me
apart limb by limb if he chose to. It crossed
my mind.
"David," he continued, ''You told me you
had ten years' experience painting cars!
You don't even have one day! This damned
Filipino, as dumb as he might be, is not
going to buy a car painted with a brush!"
He repeated the statement, over and over
again, but in Spanish apparently so the Filipino would not understand what he was saying.
"Where did you leave the paint sprayer?"
he asked.
"Oh, shit!" mumbled, remembering that I
had put it in the garage when it clogged up
on me and had by now been sitting there for
at least 8 hours. We went into the garage to
find it and when he saw the paint thinner can
that had not even be opened, he knew . . . for
sure ... that I was not a car painter!
I am here in this world only because the
following day Humberto Torres was finishing
his classes at National Schools and was mov-

H
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ing back to Puerto Rico.
"KONYO!" he kept repeating, "COMO TE
PONES A PINTAR UN CARRO CON BROCHA.
LOMAS PENDEJO QUE SEA ESTE CABRON
FILIPINO, EL SABE QUE PINTASTE EL
CARRO CON BROCHA!''
I never saw Humberto again. If by chance
you are reading this, HT, please know that
never again in my life did I paint another car.
I got car painting out of my system. Thanks
for the opportunity. I hope life has treated you
well and that you are a tremendously successful in whatever business you went into.
--~.

.....

Army Bires Theirs
A bunch of college graduates were at a
cocktail party, arguing the merits of their respective schools.
One argued that his school had more Nobel
Prize winners on its faculty than the others.
One said that his school had won more
national athletic titles than all the other
schools combined.
Another said that his school was ranked
by Newsweek Magazine as America's Best
University.
An impeccably dressed gentleman held up
his hand and requested an opportunity to
speak about his school.
"I went to the United States Military Academy at West Point, .. he said. "My school hires
ALL its graduates. Can you say that about
yours?"

General Cavazos
In 1976, Richard E. Cavazos became
the first Hispanic general in the United
States Army. He was commissioned a
2nd Lieutenant in 1951. Among his
commands was Post Commander at Ft.
Lewis, Washington, and the 9th Infantry Division. He retired in 1984.
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Miss that Jogger!

Bear Bryant Fears

In April 1983, Tomas Alvarado was off to
Washington, D.C. to work for the Mondale for
President campaign.
We announced it to readers of THE
FORUMEER in our May issue thus:

While he was the football coach at Alabama, Bear Bcy-ant faced confrontations with
some of the most heralded college coaches in
the land. Once, prior to a game with George
Tech and the fabled Wally Butts, a sportswriter asked if he feared any man. Bryant
answered, 'Yes, I fear Grafton Hocutt."
Not being familiar with the name, the
sportswriter asked his paper's research department to find out who this man was that
Bryant admitted he feared.
He found out that Grafton Hocutt was an
undertaker in Tuscaloosa, Alabama! • • • •

Tomas Alvarado to D.C.,
To Campaign For
Walter Mondale
by Tyrone
E BOOTS & SADDLE LOUNGE -omas Alvarado, who doesn't like to
tand on the same spot for too long,
is off to Washington, D.C. to work for the
Mondale for President campaign, we have
been informed by trench-coated dedos at an
eastside watering hole frequented by some GI
Forum board members.
Alvarado has previously held positions
in the Senator Alan Cranston offices in
D.C., with the San Jose GI Forum Veterans
Outreach Project, as an assistant to County
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, and more
recently as a paid staffer on the Bradley for
Governor campaign.
He is considered an astute political worker
and planner.
By the time you read this, Tomas should be
tramping the snows of New Hampshire for
Mondale. But walking comes easy to the former
2nd Marine Division combat veteran.
We recently learned that the dogs in the
area around the GI Forum building are getting
up a collection to bring Tomas back to San
Jose. They don't have anyone to bark at anymore early in the morning! They miss that
jogger!
EDITOR'S NOTE: Our friend Tomas' involvement in political campaigns paid off for
him. In mid-Aprill999 he was named California Director of the Office ofVeterans Affairs by
Governor Gray Davis. --ETS • • • •

TI

USC 3, Yale 1
In the championship game of the first-ever
College Baseball World Series in 1948, in the
9th inning, the Yale Bulldogs loaded the bases
with no outs, trailing the USC Trojans 3-1.
The batter hit the ball back to USC pitcher
Wally Hood who started a 1-2-3-5 triple play
to end the game, giving the title to USC.
Know who would have batted next for Yale?
George W. Bush, destined to become the 41st
President of the United States. Ah, trivia!!

Chicano Art
In 1968, El Grito de Aztlan (Denver)
and Galeria de Ia Raza (San Francisco)
became the first Chicano art galleries in
the United States.
In 1969, the Plaza de la Raza (Los
Angeles, La Raza Graphic Center (San
Francisco) and El Centro Cultural de Ia
Raza (San Diego) opened their doors.
The first museum in the U.S. devoted
completely to Mexican art was the Mexican Museum (San Francisco) which
opened in 1975.
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The Lou Jones Letter
June 27, 1977
Editor's Note: Wh ile I was editor of the American
GI Forum's newspaper, THE FORUMEER, it seems
that one of our high muckety mucks was always trying
to get me fired as editor. They would bring up the idea
at national board of directors meetings and national
conventions and the rank and file members would listen
patiently and then, by roll call vote, decide that E. David
Sierra should remain editor. The letter below alludes to
one of these efforts:
E. David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER
San Jose, California
Dear Mr. Sierra:
You may not know me but I have been on an
exchange basis (as Lou Jones Newsletter) with THE
FOR UMEER for a great number of years, going back to
the days of Rodriguez, whom I remember very favorably. I have quoted THE FORUMEER and I know that
at least on one occasion, Rodriguez quoted LJ Newsletter.
he Lou Jones Newsletter was transferred to
UC Berkeley in 1970, and died quietly shortly
thereafter, there being an unanticipated
change in policy.
As a fellow editor I merely wanted to tell you how
much I admired your May-June editorial. I say
"Bravo!" I like not only this editorial but I have
previously clipped at least one of your editorials
because it voiced my own sentiments far better and
more courageously than I could ever have done.
One of the joys of reading your publication is the fact
that it was not a house organ. It gave news of the
organization okay, but one could always tell that its
editorials were not edited or refined or conformed.
They were not put together by a committee. Where
indignation was needed, your editorials showed it.
The country is flooded with house organs. Studies
show that they reach more minds than the daily papers
and printed news media combined. I object to management of public opinion, and it is only people like you
who can be depended on to speak and write from
conscience and conviction, rather than from the standpoint of a hired propagandist.
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I am, as you will note, an Anglo, retired, and don't do
much writing, except in connection with church work
(Unitarian).
I have always considered THE FORUMEER a
valuable contribution to literature -- well put together indeed. There is no doubt in my mind that the
general membership would want you to continue,
and I hope you are able to continued.
Best wishes,
Louis W. Jones, editor
The Lou Jones Newsletter
511 Verano Court
San Mateo, CA 94402 • • • • •

Utah Rocks!

T

Ever been to Utah? If you haven't, you
should, especially if you appreciate looking
at what Mother Nature has wrought in these
United States. We don't know what they call
these rocks in Utah but Gloria and I call them
the Kissin' Kittens. Spectacular rock monuments like this one are all over the state.
When we drove across the state via U.S. 70,
there were many of these rock formations .
They are awe-inspiring, to say the least. They
make driving across miles and miles of otherwise desolate countryside a sheer pleasure.
Man did not create these works of art. There
is a God up there we concluded.
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Villegas'
50th
Wedding
Anniversary
Eligio and Caroline Villegas of Lathrop, California
celebrated their 50th weddjng anniversary in Nov. 2003.
Their children and grandchildren invited us to the
ceremonies, reception, dinner-dance, and of course, we
went. I wouldn't have missed it. They are both long-time
friends. Caroline and I grew up on Pomegranate Street
in Woodlake. She was good friends with my sisters
Mary and Trini , and her younger sister Bette was a good
friend of my younger sister Frances.
ligio and I, very early in our lives, lived
across the street from each other on Lemona
Alley, now known as Lemona Street, in
Woodlake. The 50th wedding ceremonies were held
at Our L ady of Guadalupe Church, 16200 Cambr idge Drive., Lathrop, CA, on Saturday, Nov. 22,
2003.
Present were some people I had not seen for years
and years and years . Eligio's sister, Antonia, was there
with her husband. They live in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. I had not seen her since I graduated from high
school on June 5, 1952.
His brother Marion was there also. I remember him
as the third baseman and blocki ng back for the Woodlake
Ti0o-ers baseball and football teams. His teams won San
Joaquin Val ley Small Schools Championships in both
sports. He now lives in Pacific, Washington, retired
from working in a foundry. He looks like he could still
o-o out and kick butt on the football field.
0
Also there was Stanley Rodriguez, my old friend
from Woodlake High whom I had not seen since my HS
graduation night; Lillian and Tony Lupercio of Elko,
Nevada; Frank Martinez, who lives in San Jose and is
active in the San Jose GI Forum; Dan Vasquez and his

E

Carol and Ray Villegas
50 Years Ago
wife Romie of Tracy; Bonie Villegas and wife Rosie of
Morgan Hill; and Silver Chaidez, formerly of Bakersfield and San Jose, now living in Tracy.
Lots of young people in the crowd who "looked
familiar" but we could not place them. Probably children and grandchildren of the Villegas clan.
On the day we checked into the Comfort Inn in
Lathrop, I saw Antonia, whom I had not seen for over 50
years. I was not sure it was her, so did not speak to her,
but I remember telling Gloria, "I trunk that is Antonia
Villegas, Ray's sister."
Before the services the next day we greeted her
and met her husband. Lots of old friends there.
It was nice seeing Marion Villegas. It had been over
50 years since I last saw him.
Phillip Villegas was there too with his lovely wife.
He was a good friend of my older brother Ted, and we
have seen him on and off over the years, mostly at
funerals. He and his wife attended the Flores Mexican as
Pageant sponsored by San Jose GI Forum many, many
years ago.
Manuel Villegas was also there, and always in the
thick of things. He is the youngest of the Villegas clan.
He lives in Visalia now, as I understand it.
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GS AND CFV --Gloria Sierra and Carol
Villegas at the menudo breakfast. Carol
didn't have too much time to visit with us,
because there was a houseful of people
wanting to wish her and Ray another 50
years of wedded bliss.
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LOS DOS HERMANOS-- Ray and Marion
Villegas at the menudo reception. We had a
good time talking over old times with Marion,
about the Tigers and the great baseball and
football teams he played on.

OLD FRIENDS -- Yours
truly and the honored groom.
We have been friends all of
our life. When he was playing
ball I admired him more than
he will ever know. I still believe he could have been a
major league baseball player.

BELOW-- The San Jose Sierras never go anywhere in a
straight line. On the way to
Lathrop, (an all day trip
from San Jose for us),
we stopped to see the
World War II planes at
tCastle Air Force Base
air museum. Gloria and
one of my favorites , a
B-24 bomber. I love to
look at warplanes of that
era, particularly the B17 and B-24 bombers,
the fighter planes, and
tthe B-52 bombers.

, '

.
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EL PADRINO -- Tony
Lupercio, elpadrino, and Carol
Villegas, graciously agreed to
stop dancing for a few moments so we could snap this
photo. At lower left comer is
Stanley Rodriguez, whom I had
not seen for about 50 years. We
all went to Woodlake High
School many, many years ago.
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ROMIE & DAN VASQUEZ -- The couple are now
living in Tracy, but he was talking about moving back to
San Jose to be closer to quality medical care. Dan
Vasquez was an All League football player (guard) back
in the early fifties for Woodlake High School.

MY COMPADRE -- Ed Leon gets things rolling at the
reception, opening one of many bottles of champagne
that helped make the Villegas' 50th anniversary a day to
remember. Since he and I do not drink anymore, we sat
around and watched the others partake of the bubbly.
We used to have all night drinking and talking sessions
many years ago when Gloria and I would visit the Leons
in Stockton. He is now semi-retired. Still looks like he
could play a mean game of basketball or football.

Among The Valiant

ANTONIA VILLEGAS chats with Gloria Sierra at the
menudo breakfast on Sunday morning. Ray and Carol
Villegas had a full house, lots offriends coming to enjoy
each others company and to partake of the delicious
menudo. A fitting end to a beautiful 50th anniversary .

This book by the late Raul Morin
(1913-1967) was the first book documenting the heroism of Mexican
American servicemen in World War II.
He was denied publication of his book
until the American GI Forum supported its publication, distribution,
and placement in city libraries across
the country. Morin was an active
member of the American GI Forum
in Los Angeles. A Veterans Memorial
in East Los Angeles is designated the
Raul Morin Memorial Square.
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Expensive Real Estate

lwo Jima Isle

World War II

(February 19 to March 26, 1945)
SIZE: 5-1/2 miles long, 2-1/2 miles wide, eight square miles of land.
PRICE: 25,851 casualties, 6,82 1 Americans killed, 19,000 died of wounds or missing in
action in 36 days of battle. 700 Marines dead for every square mile occupied by U.S.
forces. One of every three Americans involved in Iwo Jima invasion was either killed or
wounded.
HONORS: 27 Congressional Medals of Honor awarded, 13 posthumously. the most for
any battle in United States military history.
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Senior Citizen Centers
The City of San Jose has numerous senior citizen centers all over the city which provide a variety of services
to its over-60 population.
One of them is the Eastside Community Center on
Alum Rock Avenue between King Road and Jackson
Ave. Lunch is served Monday through Friday and costs
just $2.00 per person. It is prepared on the premises by
a group of Hispanic women.
The disabled or very elderly people are served at their
table. Others line up buffet-sty le to pick up their plates,
which include the entree, milk, coffee, and dessert.
The centers provide a printed list of what is being
served for the following month so that diners can pick
and choose which center they wish to frequent and on
what days. A variety of food is served. It may be Sweet
and Sour Pork, Polio en Mole, Spaghetti, Adobo, Mongolian Steak, E nchiladas , Fajitas, Chile Verde, Pork
Chops, Raviolis, Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Chili Beans,
etc., etc. , etc.
Occasionally the participants are polled to indicate
what they would like to be served for lunch. A printed
menu is made available so that diners can frequent the
center where their choice of food is being served.

Birthdays are celebrated once per month, with the
honorees seated at a special table. On special holidays, Christmas, Mother's Day, Father's Day, Cinco
de Mayo, and others a live band comes in to entertain the diners.
For Christmas, Santa Cl aus makes a stop at the
Eastside Center, greeting each diner, asking for his
Christmas wishes, and giving small gifts to everyone.
For Christmas 2006, we asked Santa to bring us "Everlasting Life."

Show Business?
A lady in a very tight-fitting dress was strutting past a small group of winos sitting on the
sidewalk outside a liquor store at 4th & Santa
Clara Street in downtown San Jose.
One of the men asked, "Hey, pretty momma ..
You in show business?"
"Yeah, baby, I am." she replied, ".You show
me your money and I'll show you my business."

THE HOST -- Leonard Antuna, left, an Eastside Community Center staffer, greets David Sierra as he arrives
for the annual Christmas luncheon. Antuna is the former
owner-manager of Antuna's, a long-time favorite Mexican restaurant on South lOth Street. Antuna temporarily
retired and then went to work for the Eastside Center,
this time serving senior citizens instead of San Jose State
University students.

The Cinco de Mayo celebration at Eastside Center
has featured folkloric dancers, mariachis, and various
community people who have made a name for themselves in show business come in and lend their musical
talents and singing voices to provide a memorable experience for the seniors.
The Eastside Center's Dance of Romance is a weekly
feature and draws large crowds to the hall. Musical
groups from the local high schools come in and do their
numbers for the seniors. Tours are planned to some of
the northern California casinos. And, of course, trips to
Reno and Laughlin for those who have more serious
gambling ambitions.
Some centers offer billiards tables and other games.
Bingo games take place at the different centers on
different days so it is possible, if you are a Bingo addict, to play seven days per week!
Surplus bread and pastries are made available to the
participants when they are available.
Services provided include doing income tax free of
charge. Computer operation lessons. Providing free haircuts. SALA provides free legal advice. Presentations
are made on important community issues of interest to
senior citizens. *****

.
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Ode to Gloria C. Sierra
by E. David Sierra

I knew the day I met her,
I knew it almost instantly
That she was the one I wanted
to share my life with me.

I lmow my love for her has grown,
in all the years we've jointly lmown.
The hopes and dreams and some mistakes
that every married couple makes.

I thank God for the day I met
this very caring woman
There's many reasons why
she's a most amazing human.

Each day I waken by her side,
and pull her gently to my side.
To prove I love her more each day,
because that's what I wish to say.

I know that many people like her
and I lmow the reasons why
She's easy to get along with
though she sometimes makes me cry.

She never never says no to a request
and for that, thank God, I'm surely blest.
She seems to be everyone's best friend
and I admire that loving trend.

I sensed that she'd be with me
through times thick and thin,
And I can truthfully say
that that's the way its been.

I love that she likes people,
and strikes up conversations
with total strangers on buses,
in stores, or at train stations.

She makes friends very quickly,
the kind that always last
and she always remembers friends
from the present and the past.

She likes remembering the past,
her family's birthdays first and last.
She's been so loving and so good,
she offsets my pessimistic mood.

An elderly lady told me,
when wedding bells were loomin'
David, she'll make you very happy
You should marry that woman.

We've lmown years of happiness,
some days of pain and sheer distress.
Not her fault, it's mine to be quite fair,
She's the optimistic city lady
and I'm the country square.

She's set the patterns for her life
to make herself a caring wife.
She'll love you truly all her life,
through years of toil, wealth, or strife.
She complains when I do things
which offend her sensitivity
and lets me lmow she's angry
and I'm lacking in civility.

----

--

----~---

We've seen much of this country,
gazed at Monterey Bay otters,
and traveled to New York
to espy Niagara's waters.
We marveled at the Columbia
God blessed that river valley
And painted it a beautiful green
for all mankind to see.
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One early mom in Tennessee
we went, almost on a lark
to marvel at the Parthenon
in Nashville's Centennial Park.

We drove the streets of Boston
to view the hallowed Harvard
then to see the rock at Plymouth
and the cold Atlantic seaward.

We drove through the Shenandoah
and fell instantly in love,
it's beauty seems to prove
that there's a magic God above.

The end to life is drawing near,
and that, quite frankly, I don't fear.
No need to go to heaven to find happiness
it is here now, I must confess.

We crossed the Brooklyn Bridge
into that fabled borough
that once cheered for The Duke,
Hodges, Campanella and Roseboro.

The wiseman Puck was wont to see,
what fools us earthly mortals be.
And as the stars begin to fill the sky,
I do not wonder whence or why.

We spanned the Verrazano
to the island named Staten
and looked back in awe
at majestic towers on Manhattan.

Gloria has made me happy and so glad
for all the years of joy we've had.
I think God made her just for me,
and for that, my thanks, ETERNALLY.
E. David Sierra (All rights reserved)
February 7, 2007
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YOUTH MESSAGE
by E. David Sierra
Take the letters in AMERICAN GI FORUM and make them work for you:
A

A is for ASPIRE. Aspire to succeed. Aspire to acquire knowledge. Aspire to being educated. Aspire to be
somebody. Aspire to lead instead of being led. Aspire to love others, your ancestry, your country, your chosen
profession. Aspire to understand others. Aspire to assist them. Have a dream, establish lifetime goals, and aspire to
succeed.

M
M is for MOST. Most of you have dreams. MANY OF YOU WILL ACHIEVE YOUR DREAMS. Most of
you will try to leave the world better than you found it. Most of you will. Many of you will not. In twenty or thirty
years, those who aspired for knowledge and education, and aspired diligently, will lead those who did not.
E

E is for EVERYONE. Everyone can help you reach for your dreams. Even your "enemies." They can

teach you to look more realistically at yourself. Keep an open mind to your critics. They may make you see your
faults. Use that knowledge to your advantage. your friends will encourage you to succeed. Listen to them. Cultivate their friendship. Help them whenever you can. Help each other. Many people have lived longer than you.
Listen to them. Avoid the mistakes they made while they were growing up. Learn from their past experiences.
There is no need to repeat mistakes that have already been made by others.

R

R is for READ. Read. Read. Read about the life experiences of others. If you aspire to be an attorney, read
about those who did it and how they did it. Learn as much as you can about your chosen profession and the people
in it.

I

I is for INSIGHT. Take a realistic look at your aspirations, your preparations, and your motivations. Look

ahead. Plan. Don't just let things happen. Help make them happen.
C
Cis for CONCENTRATION. Concentrate on your dreams and aspirations. Stay focused. There are many
obstacles which you will face. Life is not easy. It is very often not fair. Don't be discouraged by setbacks. They are
tests of your resolve and your ability to overcome obstacles strewn in your path to see if you really want it. Look
at them as "learning experiences". Remember: you can learn more about handling "problems" by facing them than
by reading about them.
A
A is for AWAKEN. Awaken your brain. Awaken your senses. Awaken your thirst for knowledge. All
knowledge is good knowledge. Anyone can dream. But nothing is achieved until you awaken from your dreams
and start moving toward your life's goal. There were not always cell phones, FAX machines, digital cameras,
microwaves, computers, etc. Somebody had a dream and worked to make them happen. What are YOU doing to
make things happen?
N
N is for NEVER. Never doubt that it can be done. It can. If not by you, by someone else. No journey goes
anywhere without the first step. Start moving toward your lifetime objectives today. Don't wait until tomorrow. It's
never too early. The longer you wait the more people will move ahead of you. Joe Nuxhall pitched in the major
leagues at age 15 for the Cincinnati Reds in 1945. At age 17, Bob Mathias won the 1948 Olympic decathlon gold
medal in London. In World War II, 21-year old bomber pilots flew airplanes 600 miles into enemy territory and
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were responsible for nine crewmen, five tons of bombs, and a $2 million dollar airplane. Welcome responsibility.
It is the world's best teacher.
G
G is for GOALS. Establish attainable goals. Then look beyond for more worlds to conquer. Dream. Then
get going on your dreams. Get started on your plan for your next forty years of "working" life. High school is a step
upward. Your preparation for the next forty years will determine the happiness you and your future family will
attain. Altitude is determined by attitude. Remember that. Plan on doing what you like to do, not what others think
you should do. Start by planning. Reading. Attending classes. Reach for your goals.

I is for INTEGRITY. Make it one of the most important letters. If you are dependable and honest, people
I
will trust you with more and more responsibility. You either have it or you don't. Your character, your ethics, your
sense of responsibility will be treasured by your friends and associates because you can be trusted to do what you
say you are going to do. I can't do it for you. Nobody can. You must do it for yourself. I can point out mistakes I
made and hope you don't make the same ones. Avoid alcohol, drugs, and smoking. Look after your health. It will
become increasingly harder as you age. Exercise regularly. Have a hobby. Keep your mind active and your body
busy. Volunteer your services in your community. Help others and you help yourself. Stay close to your family.
Show your love for your fellow man. It will be reciprocated. Trust me!
F
F is for FORGET. Forget the naysayers, with doubts on their mind. Leave them ALONE. Let them convince themselves that there is no opportunity in this country. They are half right. There is no opportunity for those
who say there isn't. But look at all the immigrants who have come to this country with little but their clothes on
their back, a few dollars in their pockets, and a dream to live as free men and women. Some became millionaires
because they believed in the free enterprise system and worked it to their advantage. A Mexican immigrant in
California took a job as a dishwasher in a small restaurant. Years later he bought the place, and then started a chain
of restaurants.
0
ONE thing to remember .•• there are limitations. But they are not established by law or by others. Your
limitations are set by yourself. Move far beyond everyone's expectations. You deserve it. Make your friends and
family proud of you. And make your "enemies" envious!

REMEMBER who your friends are. Remember to thank them when they help you move toward your
R
goals in life. Help them move toward theirs. Network.
U
UNDER no circumstances, take anything for granted. There are no guarantees in life. No one can
foresee what the future holds. There will be obstacles. Count on it. The Gods are testing you. Be flexible so you can
jump over obstacles because you believe you can and because you are focused on the ultimate objective.
M
MAKE EACH DAY COUNT. As you move through life, encourage others to move forward also. People
like to be around positive thinkers. Smile! People like other people who make them laugh. People want to be
around 'Can Do' persons. Always be positive.
And, lastly, remember ... As you help the American GI Forum prosper, so will you.
--E. David Sierra (San Jose GI Forum member since 1964). All rights reserved.
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Debbie Gallego Salazar
Speech at •os Santa Maria
California Convention
Gloria and I decided to attend the California GI
Forum state convention in Santa Maria on June 24, 2005
because it had been years since we had attended one.
We wanted to see some of our old friends, see if they
were aging gracefully, and if they were still involved.
I was very surprised to see Debbie Salazar there.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Frankie Gallegos of Colorado, who has been involved in the American GI Forum for many, many years. Debbie I remembered as a
young lady heavily involved in the American GI Forum Youth organization, having served as National
Chairperson.
She is especially remembered because of a small
plaque she awarded me for my contributions to the youth
while I was editor of THE FORUMEER, the American
GI Forum national newspaper.
uring the convention dinner, she made re
marks from the podium that I thought wor
thy of being included in these memoirs so
I asked her to mail me a copy. (By that time my hearing
had deteriorated to the point that I could not hear what
she said at the microphone but judging by the applause
she received at the conclusion of her remarks, I wanted
to find out what she said. Below is a verbatim copy of
her speech:
.. Good evening, fellow Forumeers, friends, family,
and guests. Thank you for the honor of allowing me to
be your guest speaker tonight. Believe it or not, this is
the first time I have been a guest speaker.

D

When I first joined the American GI Forum as a
youth member, I was so shy. To get me to talk to a
group of five was almost impossible much less a
group of 100. It was the American GI Forum that
has taught me confidence, knowledge, wisdom, patience and understanding. I am grateful for this and
now I feel that there is nothing that I can't accomplish.
It is important that when we obtain this knowledge
that we make sure we can pass it along to others to help
build this organization to be better and stronger. The
only thing worse than not passing this knowledge along
to others and keeping it to ourselves, is if something
were to happen to us and we wouldnit be able to pass it
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Hang Together
At the signing of the Declaration of Independence, Benjamin Franklin declared:
11
We must indeed all hang together, or most assuredly, we shall all hang separately...

along. Right now we have the choice, later we may not.
Many of you may know that the women have always held the role of ensuring that our youth get the
assistance and mentoring that they need to ensure their
success. We have also taken the lead to secure scholarships and work on education not only for the youth but
also for the men and women that wish to further their
education.
I look around and realize that we don't just work on
the school end of the education and in mentoring the
youth and new members, members that wish to learn
more about the organization. We are also educators to
those organizations and agencies that we come in contact with during the public relations work that we do
for the American GI Forum.
When we are out there working on affiliations to

Ernie Pyle
War correspondent Ernie Pyle, 44, is one
of the persons I most admire. He wrote for
United Features Syndicate about World
War II in North Africa and on the European continent.
He was killed by a Japanese sniper on
the island of Ie Shima, west of Okinawa,
on Aprill8, 1945.
He left his wife, Geraldine, in Albuquerque, New Mexico. His army buddies left a
headstone inscribed:

At this spot
the 77th Infantry Division
Lost a Buddy
ERNIE PYLE
18 April 1945
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ensure the continued success of not only the organization but also the programs that we have started, we educate those that haven't heard of what we do or who we
are.
We also receive an education from these other organizations, agencies and affiliations because sometimes
they teach us things that we don't know or have not yet
tapped into. We then learn how to use this new knowledge and how to teach it to community members, students, friends and family.
And most importantly we are advocates for our veterans and assist them whenever and wherever we can.
We work with them, beside them, behind them, and yes
sometimes in front of them as we would in our own
family lives. Having said that I want it understood that
we are not, never could be, never would be better than
our veterans and should never disrespect them to think
that we are.
ur veterans, both male and female, have lit
erally put their lives on the line for us. They
have stepped into harm's way to ensure that
we can enjoy the freedoms that we have today. The freedom of speech, the freedom to travel, the freedom to
read and write, the freedom to protest, the freedom to
listen to and watch whatever we want, the freedom of
religion but most importantly the freedom to live. From
the bottom of my heart, I thank each and everyne of
you.
In May, David and I were in Washington, D.C. attending many meetings and doing a lot of public relations for the American GI Forum and one of those meetings was with the Library of Congress. They asked us
to participate in their Veterans History Program. We said
yes immediately. This was exciting because what they
would do is train the youth to interview our veterans.
They would be given all the tools needed and would
then be able to train others. These interviews would then
be put on the website so that anyone and everyone would
be able to read them.
This program will not only involve our veterans by
their stories but also our youth who will not only be
interviewing them but will be given the privilege and
honor of re-living a time in history.
We would like to get these stories written before
our beloved veterans leave us. This will become not
only a learning tool but also an opportunity for recruitment of membership, as the youth will be able to go to

0

Don•t be surprised
Don't be surprised when a person dies. You
may be surprised on the date and circumstances
that God chooses.
--E. David Sierra

different schools and host competitions for students to
see who would do the best interview. The Library of
Congress would assist in doing special recognition for
such competitions.
The way to achieve the best interview is in the way
the questions are asked and the responses they give when
a veteran tells about a moment in their lives that brings
the war home. This will enable the readers to live the
experience themselves. What better way can we honor
our veterans because of what our veterans went through
for us. We should be grateful to our veterans and for
those that gave the final sacrifice of their lives for you,
me and our country.
We should always be thankful for those veterans
that have come home to us with heavy hearts, with parts
of them left behind, whether it is mentally or physically, they suffered greatly for us.
We can never forget this because it continues to
happen. Each war is different and yet in many ways it is
the same. Now is the time, now we must fight for our
veterans. We need to contact our congress, senators,
representatives, council members, mayors, governors
and yes, even the president, to ensure our veterans rights
and benefits that we promised to them when they enlisted are fulfilled and restores.
We need to ensure that we watch out for the men
and women that are enlisting daily, that they are not
given false promises. We also need to ensure that if
any of our youth want to go into the service to better
themselves, we tight for their right to do so.
When you visit or meet a veteran, please do not hesitate for a moment, shake their hand and let them know
that it is truly an honor to meet them. They deserve that
and so much more from all of us. So if I can have all the
veterans at this time to stand be honored properly. You
are all the true Americans of the United States. Thank
you.
I would like to leave you with some words of wis-
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33 Prisons •••
and Building!
The State of California has completed building a
$335 maximum security prison near Delano to house
over 4,500 inmates.
Why? Because there is very serious overcrowding in
the thirty-three prisons we already have in this state.
California presently has over 162,000 persons incarcerated and that population is expected to increase to over
175,000 in the next three years.
We are told that crime rates are falling, but there are
increasingly larger numbers of our population being
placed behind bars. Why? Well, longer prison sentences
has something to do with it.
$28 million dollars will be used for more parole

Salazar Speech

(Cont. from Pg. 860)
wisdom that I have learned the hard way through these
30-odd years. Treat each other with respect. Work together as a team because this is the only way we will
truly be a successful organization. In the times of disagreement, and trust me, there will be times, do so with
respect and dignity. do not be mean and spiteful; do not
be cruel or vindictive, as thiswill only harm you more
than the other person.
If you criticize, make sure it is constructive and

if at all possible, try and have a solution or a helpful
suggestion. It takes less effort to smile than frown
and it is much easier to be happy than sad or angry.
Treat others the way you would want them to treat
you, because I know none of you would like someone
yelling at you, so don•t yell at them. Always talk to each
other and try to work out whatever problems you might
have.
Remember, the Lord says vengeance is mine and he
states when you are happy with someone, he is happy
with you. When you are angry with someone, he is angry with you. So be good to each other, smile, be happy
and God Bless You All.
--Debbie Salazar June 24, 2005
Santa Maria, California
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Right and Wrong
III know the difference between right and wrong,
and I opt to live on the right side of the law, and
choose to live in a world where right prevails ...
--E. David Sierra
11.30.06

officers, services for parolees, counseling, job training,
and supervision to reintegrate the 90,000 to 100,000
prisoners returned to society every year.
For awhile we were building prison like they were
going out of style. We wanted to get tough on crime. It
made good sense to the politicians. But while the system
succeeded in putting away a lot of big time criminals, it
also jailed a lot of petty crooks and they cost just as much
to house as the big timers.
California currently ranks 9th in the percentage of its
citizens that it throws in the slammer. We are 37th in the
nation in per capita spending for drugs and alcohol
treatment. Since many of the incarcerated are released
from prison without them going through drug and alcohol therapy, literacy training, and being prepared to
survive in the outside world, they are soon back in
custody.
It is very expensive to house people who have been
incarcerated. The cost is something like $14,000 per
person per year. Plus, the expenses of hiring guards to
watch them, administrators to supervise the personnel,
and the many other costs of running a prison system.
What is the answer? No one seems to know. The
politicians keep building prisons because they do not
want to be labeled as being II soft on crime. They are not
concerned about cost, or about long-term impact on our
society. They are concerned solely with getting reelected.
The prison guards love it when more prisons are
built. It creates job opportunities, perhaps in small cities
away from overcrowded metropolises where the high
cost of living is prohibitive.
We remember a few years ago when Merced and
Modesto voters were at odds with each other because
they did NOT WANT a branch of the University of
California being built in their community!
We remember when cities didn•t want prisons being
11
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Middle Class Values?
"Why do mothers who leave their children at day
care centers run by poor, unmotivated women
expect their children to grow up with responsible,
middle class attitudes?"
--E. David Sierra
1.26.03

The Lady ... or Bush?
The Statue of Liberty has an inscription: "Give me
your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe
free."
The Bush administration proposes to build a massive wall along the Mexican border.

Nut Bolts and Screws
A new reporter wrote a long detailed story
about an asylum inmate who escaped and raped
a woman. His headline was: Local Inmate Escapes from Asylum, Rapes Woman. The editor
told him to re-write the head and make it short
and to the point. The reporter sat down and came
up with this: NUT BOLTS AND SCREWS.

33 Prisons! (Cont. fromPg. 861)
built in their area. Remember that large lock-up that the
citizenry voted down near Lincoln Heights in downtown Los Angeles? There were even threats of lawsuits
being filed. Lots of people got very upset about the
possibility of another jail in downtown Los Angeles.
Times have changed.
Now, it appears to us, that small cities are practically
going to war with each other because they WANT the
next prison to be built in their community. It means jobs,
jobs, job, and more jobs.
Where does all this end? Who knows? But remember that every time you lock someone up, those of us who
work have to pay a certain amount of our taxpayers
dollars to feed those inmates, and to pay for their upkeep.
--E. David Sierra

People I Admire
For a variety of reasons, these are some of the people
that I admire. Some I know personally, some I have
only heard about, some I have read about, and some I
wish I could have met:
Chacon, Rigo
Former Bureau Chief, ABC-TV, San Jose
Churchill, Winston
Prime Minister, Great Britain
Garza, Alfredo
Former San Jose City Councilman
Franklin, Benjamin
The Greatest American
Galarza, Dr. Ernesto
Chicano Educator, Author
Gallegos, Antonio
National Chairman, American GI Forum
Hamlin, Brent
Teacher, Woodlake High School
Hesburgh, Father Theodore
President, Notre Dame University
Johnson, Rafer
UCLA ASB President, Decathlon Champ
Kennedy, Robert F.
U.S. Attorney General
Lupercio, Theodosia
Sister-in-Law's Sister
Manchester, William
World War IT Historian
Ernie Pyle,
War Correspondent, WW II
Salazar, Ruben
Los Angeles TIMES columnist
Sanchez, Loretta
Congresswoman, California
Shirakawa, George Sr.
San Jose City Councilman

The Mexican President
White man: "Hey, Pedro, why are you so involved
in politics?"
Pedro: "I want to see a Mexican President!"
White man: "Piece of Cake. Go to Mexico City!"
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Pot Calling the Kettle Black
On Dec. 8, 1998, the United States House of Representatives Judiciary Committee began hearings on four
articles of impeachment against President Clinton.
The president had been having an affair with Monica
Lewinsky, a government employee.
Prosecuting attorney Ken Starr delivered a 445-page
report which included 36 boxes of supportive documentation.
The president's most vociferous critics were themselves eventually found as culpable of sins of the flesh
as the high-energy leader of our country. For example:
Newt Gingrich was found to be having an affair
with Calista Bisek, a congressional aide, which negatively impacted his second marriage. Third in line for
ascension to the presidency, Mr. Gingrich resigned his
Speaker of the House of Representatives office.
Henry Hyde of lllinois, 70, who presided over the
impeachment hearings, a devout Catholic, had an amorous affair with Cherie Snodgrass from 1965 to 1969,
which brought an end to her marriage, After he was
found out, he demanded that the FBI find out who had
leaked the story.
Bob Livingston of Louisiana, in line to succeed
Gingrich as House Speaker, announced that he was resigning on the same day the House began impeachment
proceedings against the president. He admitted to having "occasionally strayed" during his marriage.
Bob Barr, a representative from Georgia and the
first person to call for impeachment of the president,
had licked whipped cream from the bosoms of two very
chesty women, according to the Washington Post. Working on his third marriage, one of his exes admitted that
he had driven her to a clinic and paid for her abortion.
Dan Barton, a representative from Indiana, admitted he had fathered a child out of wedlock in the 1980's.
Helen Chenoweth, a representative from Idaho,
admitted to having had an adulterous affair with a married associate.
J.C. Watts of Oklahoma, the only black Republican in the U.S. House of Representatives, admitted fathering a child out of wedlock in 1976.
David Schippers, lead counsel for the majority on
the Judiciary Committee, was one of President Clinton's
loudest critics. He said the president's activities were
having a negative impact on the respect due the United

States, The independence of the three branches of government was in jeopardy. The country might be plunged
into tyranny! Court documents filed in a suit revealed
that Schippers had conducted a 23-year affair with his
office manager, Nancy Ruggero.
None of these sanctimonious hypocrites appeared
to be conversant with the word Forgiveness.
The Republicans argued that President Clinton's
crimes were more serious than those of Gingrich, Hyde,
Chenoweth, Livingston, Barr, Barton, Watts, Schipper,
et al, because he had "lied under oath". True. He lied
about his sex life. How that imperils the country escapes this old country boy.
On Dec. 19, 1998, the House of Representatives
voted to impeach the President of the United States.
Article I, charging him with perjury before the grand
jury, was approved 228-206, with 5 Republicans voting
no. Five Democrats voted yes.
Article ll, charging perjury in the Paula Jones case,
failed by 205-229. with 29 Republicans against.
Article III, obstruction of justice in the Paula
Jones case, was approved 221-212, with 12 Republicans against.
Article N, charging Clinton with abuse of high office, was rejected 148-285, with 81 Republicans against.
On February 12, 1999, The United States Senate
rejected both articles of impeachment, bringing Ken
Starr's charade to a screeching halt.

Demanding
Respect
"People who demand
respect, most often don't
themselves, give it
readily to others."
--E. Sierra 9.26.06
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Dr. Jesus Chavarria
Makes It to The Top
One of the most pleasant memories I have of my
years in Los Angeles was assisting a small group of
guys from Texas with their job-finding efforts in the
City of Angels .
My friend Tony Diaz and I were drinking beer at a
small bar on Broadway near Santa Barbara Avenue when
we met these guys who were in Los Angeles, looking
for summer employment before returning to college in
Texas.
Jesus Chavarria and Sammy Idrogo were attending
the University ofTexas. Carlos Garcia (later to be known
as Charlie, then Chuck) was at Texas A&M. Johnny
Barbera was moving to Los Angeles to work and then
go to college .
After a few beers and lots of animated conversation
they indicated that they had no place to stay for the night.
They had just arrived in Los Angeles. I was Jiving in a
boarding house a few blocks away and my roommate
was away for the weekend, having gone home to San
Bernardino. I invited them to bring their sleeping bags
and bunk down in my small room.

Early the next morning they were up and ready
to go job-hunting. Two days later, they all had jobs
and had found a small apartment in Huntington
Park where they would share adjoining rooms.
We became good friends, shared many evenings
drinking beer, talking about Texas and life at their universities, and sports. It seemed like a very short summer. Soon it was September and time for them to return
to Texas and resume their quest for higher education. It
saddened me to see them leave. Texas University was
going to play USC in the Coliseum just one week before they left and I urged them to stay for the game. But
registration was two days prior to the game and they
just had to leave. We had a long dinner, and many, many
beers at Los Monitos Restaurant on Vermont Street the
night before they left.
Jesus and Johnny stayed in Los Angeles and enrolled
at Los Angeles City College.
The following summer Carlos and Sammy were
back and brought with them a Huero friend , Denman
Vodrtie Smith Ill, who was as full of crap as a Christmas turkey ... but lots offun. He kept urging me to go to

Dr. Jesus Chavarria
Editor and Publisher
Hispanic Business

Texas with them and he would show me some good
times. "Hoss, them Texas girls are purty ... and purty
wild too!" he said.
After I left Los Angeles I lost track of the guys. Years
later I had moved to San Jose and joined the San Jose
GI Forum. At a War on Poverty Seminar in Tulare I was
surprised to re ad the program and see a Dr. Jesus
Chavarria as the featured speaker at the noon luncheon.
After his address I approached him and asked if he was
THE Jesus Chavarria from 4110 South Figueroa Street
in Los Angeles. He remembered me. He had gone on to
UCLA and earned his degree, eventually a doctorate
from UC Santa Barbara, where he was a member of the
faculty. Para que La vayas viendo, carnal!
Many years later I picked up a copy of Hispanic
Business magazine and there was my friend Jesus listed
as Editor and Publisher. I wrote him regarding an article they had printed. Later I wrote again to ask about
the whereabouts of our mutual friends. Johnny was in
Colorado Springs, he wrote back, and he thought Sammy
was still in Austin. I've never tried to contact them
though I tried to find them in the Austin phone book
one time in the early 70's. No luck.
It still warms my heart to know that my efforts had
some small significance in helping somebody make it
to the top. ---E. David Sierra ****
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The Confession
In the early fifties, I was attending college in Los
Angeles and going with a young lady I'll call Mary Ann.
She was a very amiable person, a good athlete, always
with a ready smile on her face, and completely amenable
to doing just about anything. We had a lot of fun
together.
On this particular evening, we were holding hands as
we walked down Wilshire Boulevard toward St. James
Catholic Church, a few blocks from the Sigma Chi
sorority house where she lived.
We had been going together for eight months and try
as she might had never managed to get me to attend mass
with her. She caught me in a weak moment and I agreed
to go with her, so this was the night. I'm not an atheist,
just a Roman Catholic who went to church for weddings
and funerals, and for Christmas, New Year's and Easter
Sunday, if the stars in the heavens were correctly aligned.
As we walked to the church Mary Ann would
occasionally look at me, smile, and gently squeeze my
hand. That was her way of expressing that she was
pleased with the world. For the moment.
She had gone to church the night before and when I
questioned her about it she said it was the annual
services they called "Missions."
"I just hope the church doesn't cave in when I walk
in there," I said, "It's been ages since I've set foot in one."
St. James looked like what I imagined churches must
have looked like in the days of the Pilgrims, wood
exterior and built low to the ground, with immaculately
manicured grounds.
Inside it was very beautiful as all churches are but on
the outside it created an illusion of simplicity.
The reason that I was going with Mary Ann tonight
was that she told me the parish priest was a very good
speaker and Mary Ann told me that his sermon had
brought tears to her eyes. I knew this was no exaggeration because she was a very religious, sensitive person,
and lovingly sentimental . I had to hear this priest talk.
We walked inside the church, both sti ll holding
hands. Just inside the church she dipped her hand in the
holy water, blessed herself, genuflected at the head of
the main aisle, and we found seats about halfway to the
altar. The priest was indeed a good speaker and though

he didn't drive me to tears, he did put his point across
quite explicitly and left no doubt about why we should
align ourselves with Jesus Christ and not the Devil.
I looked at Mary Ann as the priest delivered his
sermon, thinking over and over, there's the girl I am
going to marry , there's the girl I am going to marry. It
was a good feeling being in church with the person you
love and seeing her kneeling before the altar of Christ,
paying tribute to her God. Then I saw her rise and walk
toward one side of the church and take her place in the
line waiting to get into the confessional. She had told me
before that she went to confession at least twice a week
but I always thought she went on weekends.
She must have been in the confessional for about
ten minutes and when she emerged and returned to
the altar to say her penance, I picked up her purse
and coat and walked outside to wait for her.
Becoming impatient waiting for her, I happened to
look inside through the open rear door of the church and
saw Mary Ann walking slowly toward me, her hands
clasped tightly together. She was about twenty yards
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away when I noticed she was crying.
"What's the matter, Mary Ann?" I whispered, trying
to be as discreet as possible. The tears streamed down
her face and she sobbed, looking in her purse for a
handkerchief. There were people all around us by then
and a kind old lady asked, "Is there something wrong,
young lady? Can I help you?"
.. It's okay, lady, thank you," I answered, leading
Marian out the door and down the steps to the sidewalk.
We walked slowly around to the side of the church,
oblivious to the Wilshire Boulevard traffic.
"What's the matter, honey, what's the matter?" I
asked.

She couldn't keep from crying now and nothing
I did seemed to help.
"Oh ... !"she said, throwing herself against me and
rubbing her swollen eyes against my chest.
"Mary Ann, what's the matter?"
She still didn't answer my question and only continued rubbing her face against my chest.
"I don't want to tell you, David ... I don't want to tell
you," she wailed.
"Tell me what, what are you talking about?" I asked
again and again.
"David .... " she sobbed, "You love me don't you ...
really love me ... You do, don't you? .... do you?" she
asked.
"Of course I do, Mary Ann, of course. How can you
ask that?"
Now the crying had subsided somewhat and she
wiped her eyes again.
"David ... I ... I ... I don't know how to tell you this
... .. I don't know ... I went to confession," she finally got
it out.
"Yes, I know ... Mary Ann, what's wrong?" I repeated my question.
"David, I ... the father says that I musn't see you
anymore. Never!"

She said it and then she was
crying even louder than before. It took awhile for
what she said to sink in. I didn't realize what she was
trying to tell me at first.
"That's crazy," I replied, "That's crazy ... I love you
... Whose to tell me that I can't see you?" I demanded.
"I know, David, I love you too ... I really do ... but ...
but I told the father about us and he says I can't see you
any more!"

St. Augustine
You can force a man to enter a church, to approach the altar, to receive the sacrament; but
you cannot force him to believe.

"You've made up your mind, then, that that is what
you are going to do? That's the way it's gonna be?" trying
to establish her feelings about the father's penance. "No, no ... " she answered, "You don't understand ...
It wasn't my idea, I love you ... I love you ... David, I don't
know what we're going to do ... I can't quit seeing you .::
It's not that easy for me, you know that ... It's ... Well, it's
f

II

"Just what did you tell the father?" I asked her.
"Everything, David ••• everything," she replied.
"Everything?" I asked.
"Yes. Everything. Every thing from the time I frrst
met you till now. I told him that I can't help mys~f
around you. I told him about going to your apartment
and what we did there. I told him everything ... about us
going to that hotel downtown ... and going to bed
together ... I told him everyting that we did, David.
Everyting ... that's what confession is, that's what Catholics believe, isn't it?"
I was too stunned to answer. My hands rested on bet
shoulders and I kissed her cheek tenderly. Her face was
damp from the tears .
"Yes," I admitted.
Slowly I pulled her away from the wall we had bee'tl
leaning against and said, "Let's go home."
"David?"
"Yes?" I said, looking into her eyes.
"Why can't we go for a walk? I don't want to go home
just yet. Why don't we go for a long walk. Let's walk up
to sixth street, to that corner where the pet shop is. I want
to see that little white cat with you again. Can we? ....
Let's go by that furniture store and look at that bedroom
set again." she pleaded.
Then she was crying aloud again. We walked slowly
through residential districts that had known our footsteps before although in happier times. Houses that had
drawn our praise in days past for well trimmed lawns and
~
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spotless picket fences now did not even get a sidewise
glance. Streets that had echoed with our laughter now
heard only the steady staccato of her high heels and the
monotonous shuffling of my shoes.
We came to the comer of Sixth and Kemper and
Mary Ann looked at me for the first time since we began
our walk and asked simply, "Remember?"

I grew to like it because Mary Ann liked it.
"Were you really going to buy it for me, David?" she
asked.
"Sure," I answered, "Some day. Why not?"
"There's the nightstand where you were going to
keep your books and your bottle of table wine," she said,
squeezing my hand.

ow could I forget. This was the corner
where I used to hesitate before crossing
the street and then nudge Mary Ann out
into the street and say, ''Go on out there. If you get
run over, I'll know it's not safe to cross."

I looked at her and smiled. This was the way that
I wanted to remember her, remembering me and
what I meant to her and always remembering what
we'd said and done together.

H

I remembered how she used to look at me when I'd
tell her that. There had been times when she'd gotten
downright mad when I tried that little joke. Tonight she
just came to the comer and started across the street
without even bothering to look for oncoming cars. I
didn't hesitate either, holding her hand tightly as we
crossed the street.
We approached the pet shop and she quickened her
steps, looking ahead anxiously for the first glimpse of
the furry little pet she had grown to love. I saw her jaw
drop as she looked inside the window to an empty cage.
No furry little bundle of snow.
"I wonder if this means anything, David," she asked
sadly, not even looking at me.
"What?" I asked.
"The kitten missing ... it's always been here before
when we came by here."
I didn't bother to answer her question. I knew that she
was talking but her mind wasn't anywhere near the pet
shop. Mine wasn't either. I couldn't keep from thinking
that this might be the last night that I would ever see
Mary Ann and my mind took me back over all the things
that we said and did together and all the places we'd been
to since I'd known her.
I didn't even realize that we had walked that far until
Mary Ann squeezed my hand and said, "The furniture
store, David."
We looked through the windows at the display we
had admired for months. We had been walking around
one night and had seen it and Mary Ann said she loved
the style of furniture and the crimson bedspread on the
bed. She liked it a lot more than I the first time we saw
it. I didn't really know anything about furniture and
hadn't even thought about the kind of bedroom set we
were going to have when Mary Ann and I got married.

"There's the mirror that you were going to look into
and call a liar," I said, looking at her. She turned toward
me and smiled, pushing her body against mine.
"Kiss me, David," she commanded softly.
"Right here on the street?" I asked.
"Street? What street? We're in our bedroom!" she
smiled, again giving my hand a gentle squeeze.
She raised her mouth to mine and we clung to each
other, oblivious to people walking by on the sidewalk;
acting as if there were no other humans on earth and no
cars rushing by on one of the world's busiest streets.
Tears came to her eyes again as we embraced and· I felt
their warmth trickling down her face.
We walked slowly back to the Sigma Chi sorority
house. Not too much was said by either of us because
both of us were lost in our own thoughts of the past and
the future that that we had planned but would never get
to share. I began to realize that she would never know the
thrill of amouncing our engagement and impending
marriage at her sorority meeting.

We never would get to stand before an altar and
hear ourselves united in marriage, never to spend
that night at the Nob Hill Hotel in San Francisco as
we'd planned. Her father's boss had promised her a
honeymoon weekend at the plushest hotel she wanted
to stay in when she got married. It had become
nothing more than a wishful thought.
"Remember that tree?" she asked, tugging at the
strings of my heart. I remembered the night we'd come
home from our first date and the way that tree looked. I'd
never forget that tree and what we said to each other
while holding each other and leaning against it.

I remembered the night we walked home from
the movies and the soft rain that was falling. Leaves
were scattered all over the lawn of the sorority house
and she picked up a few before we kissed goodnight
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Not Koala-fied
My friend and I were fond of coming up with
shaggy dog stories to mess with each other's
mind. One day I told him this one:
..1 have a friend who applied for a job with
Quantas Airlines, the Australian carrier, but he
did not get hired.
.. Why not?" my friend asked.
.. He was not K-o-a-1-a-fied, .. I spelled it out

and she went inside.
"David, I better go in right away, .. she said as we
approached the front door of the house. "Let's not make
it hard on each other. Let's not stretch it out, it will be
easier that way ... Before you go I just want you to know
that it's been nice knowing you and going out with you.
You've contributed a lot to my life even though you may
not realize it. I've never met a person that I admired and
loved the way I do you. David, I'm not going to say
anything else because ... because ... because .... "

I grabbed her and crushed my lips against her
warm, welcoming mouth, holding her as tightly as I
could, wanting to get myself closer to her through
space that was just not there.
"Thank you, Mary Ann ... for what you just said, .. I
began, ..Thank you for having given me the chance to
know you and appreciate what you are ... Before I met
you I didn't know what it was to be in love ... I had never
felt like this before. I didn't know what it was to have
someone say that they loved me and believe that they
really meant it ... I ... I ... I just wanted you to know how
I feel too. Mary Ann, I'll never forget you. What else can
I say? I love you. I love you. I love you. I'd like to stand
here and kiss you all night long .... "
She turned away from me slowly and started to walk
away, one hand going to her face to deal with the tears.
I pulled her back toward me and kissed her again,
holding our lips together as long as we could. I wrapped
my arms around her and held her tightly, feeling the
warmth of her body through her clothes and mine.
I guess most men don't cry about a woman they lose,
but I wasn't trying to be like any other man. I just wanted
to express my love for Mary Ann in a meaningful way,

to let her know how much she had meant to me. Tears
began to form in my eyes. I didn't want her to see me
crying.
.. I'm going," I said. "I don'tknow how to say goodbye.
I've never done this before. I just don't know what to do
and how to do it."
"Don't look back, David ... this is the way I want to
remember you ... forever."
As I walked away from her sorority house and down
busy Larchmont Street the only thing that kept coming
back was that I loved her, I loved her, I loved her.
Everything else didn't matter.
I love you, Mary Ann. I love you. My mind wasn't
working rationally and I didn't care. I came to an
intersection and walked against the light. I didn't care
what happened. Fortunately, nothing. Angry moi@rists
honked their horns to emphasize my violation ofthelaw.
I didn't care. What are traffic lights? I gave 'em the
finger.
It is at least six miles from the Wilshire Boulevard
area where Mary Ann's sorority house was to the room
I had at a boarding house near the Los Angeles :Coliseum. I walked it.
Hours later, when I got to my room that night:l was
dog-tired from the long walk. I plopped down on the bed,
clothes and all, and instantly dropped into a sound sleep.

The following morning I arose early and began
writing Marian a long letter, to express in writing
what I had tried and failed to properly express the
night before.
Dear Mary Ann:
There were times in the past when I thought this day
would never come. I was very happy with you and
wanted things to continue as they've been for the past
few months. You'll never realize now what you've come
to mean to me. My life was but a miniature world
revolving around one bigger than itself, you.
That is the way that I wanted to have things. It doesn't
seem right that two people who love each other the way
we do could be kept apart by the very persons authorized
to join loved ones in marriage. It just doesn't seem right,
but I appreciate your commitment to your religious
beliefs. That is what really makes it hard forme to realize
that it's over between us. I wanted to thank you for
everything that you've done for me, everything from
agreeing to be my girlfriend to asking me to kiss you last
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apologize for every time that I hurt you, Mary Ann.
Every time.

I also want to apologize for not going to church
more often with you. Maybe if we'd gone and prayed
together the way you did alone, we'd still be together.
Maybe I didn't do my share to keep our relationship
going. Please forgive me.

E. David Sierra
Circa 1952
night out on the street.
I know you don't realize what you mean to me. You
couldn't because I never told you. It's going to be very
hard going through life knowing that you exist and that
we can't be together. I still want to marry you and have
you for my wife but I guess after what the Padre said last
night that's about all there is to this love of ours. I will
always wonder where you are, who you're with, and
what you are doing.
It's a wonderful feeling knowing what we shared for
a few months of our life. I wanted to tell you that I really
do love you and and I will always remember how
wonderful you are. I will never forget the look on your
face as we walked out of St. James Church last night.
Love, disappointment, understanding, anxiety, hope,
and sorrow were written all over your face. I want to

The Pros and Cons
Pro means "for" and Con means "against", right?
If progress means to move forward, then Congress means to move backward ... NO?

I know that I've never met a finer woman in my life.
I just wish there was something I could do for you now
to show my appreciation for the wonderful girlfriend
you have been, and all the beautiful memories that you
leave me with.
We shared an honest love. And I want to be very ve1y
candid with you. I do not really believe that at this time
I am ready to leave school, take a job, and make a li ving
and support you as I would like to. Someday, maybe, but
not now. I hope you understand. We should both stay in
school, pursue our chosen career paths, and then share
our lives together. That is what we had planned.
Failing at marriage is something that I don't even
want to think about. Failing at it with you is inconceivable. I hope you understand what I am trying to tell you.
Mary Ann, you aren't the kind of woman that a man
easily forgets. You seem to grow on a man and make a
place for yourself in his heart. I know you have carved
your niche in mine. In closing I wouldjustlike to say that
you're the greatest woman I've ever known and that
henceforth you are the criterion by which I shall evaluate
all women .
Love always, David
I mailed the Jetter that afternoon and later went
downtown to see a movie. I didn't really want to go to the
movies, all I wanted was to be alone with my thoughts
of Mary Ann. On the screen dashing cavalrymen chased
hostile Indians across the steaming deserts of the American southwest and though my eyes saw all of this my
mind wasn't even aware of where the Indians came from
or what fort the good guys were defending.
Mary Ann occupied my mind and thoughts of her as
the heroine of the movie pervaded my thinking. Mary
Ann was every woman I saw on the streets of downtown
Los Angeles. She was the usherette at the theater. She
was one of the girls that sat in the row in front of me at
the movies. She was the bus driver that carried me from
downtown to Santa Barbara Avenue and Figueroa St.
Two days later, there was a letter from Mary Ann

in my mail box.
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I eagerly tore at the envelope and lay back on my bed
to read it. It was written on beautiful pink stationery, the
same as I'd given her for her birthday three months
earlier. Three large imprints of her lipsticked mouth
decorated the top of page one. It read:
Dear David: I wanted to write you this letter now that
I have regained my composure because I feel that there
was too much left unsaid the other night. You'll never
know how wonderful I felt when you kissed me out on
the street that night. I don't know how to explain exactly
how I feel but I'll try. Please don't blame yourself for
what happened between us.lt isn't your fault. I guess that
is what love is, two people falling in love, not knowing
why, but having special feelings for each other. Our love
is one I am never going to forget, David. Not ever.
I don't ever want to feel about another man the way
I feel about you right now. It hurts too much. Saying
goodbye to you was the hardest thing I have ever done
in my life.lt's only too bad that now we will never get the
chance to show the world what two people that really
care for each other can do together when they are really
and truthfully in love. I know that I loved you the way a
woman should love and I hope you appreciate it.

David, I hope you understand that when I confessed to the father what we were doing, I had no idea
that his penance would include asking me not to see
you any more. He advised me to forget about you,
finish my schooling, and get on with my life.
David, confession is part of my belief as a devout
Roman Catholic. It is the essence of my life, and it
always has been. I love you very much, but God is my
first love. It can't be any other way. I hope you understand.
I went for a long walk yesterday. I saw your face
everywhere. I did a lot of thinking about us, David. I
remembered every kiss, every caress, every intimate
moment that we shared and all those wonderful evenings we spent together. Yes, even the silly little arguments, and the time you slapped me when I let that
fraternity brother of yours kiss me while we were
dancing. Your actions impressed upon me how serious
you were about me.

I remembered the times we went to your room
and what we did there. It isn't right for a girl to say
this, David, but I really, really looked forward to
those warm, wonderful evenings cuddling in the
darkness with you, baring our souls to each other.

Remember what we talked about? I do. I always will.
The only thing I regret now is that we didn't go to bed
together the last time I saw you. If we had, then I'd
probably be pregnant and very happy knowing that I'd
have a little piece of you inside me.
emember how we'd laugh at all the precau
tions you took to make sure you wouldn't
make me pregnant? I wanted it to happen.
David. I really did. Like I told you before, I want to
marry you and have your child but if you don't feel that
you are ready to accept those responsibilities at this
time, I understand it.
Thank you for being honest with me. I love you very
much, and that is one of the things I like best about you
... that you were always honest with me about your likes
and dislikes

R

I am crying as I write this. I can't help it. It hurts
so much, and it feels so good, I can't explain it, but I
am feeling something and loving it.
rm going to stop because the girls will be back from
school soon and I want to get out of the house before they
arrive. Also, I have to go to work. I will probably be
leaving school at the end of the semester. I know that we
can never be together again like we used to. Please don't
hate me for what's happened. I still love you. I always
will. The only thing I ask is that you smile at me when
we pass each other in the halls at school or if we see each
other aywhere. That will let me know that you are still
thinking of me.
Love forever, Mary Ann.

A few days later, Mary Ann disappeared. Her
sorority sisters came home from school and Mary
Ann was gone. She did not check out of school. She
took her personal possessions from her sorority house
room and just disappeared. The house mother said
she did not tell her she was leaving the house.
The school would not give out any information
about her. If they had any. She never contacted her
sorority sisters. Telephone calls to her home near San
Diego went unanswered.
A few years later, while attending a convention in
southern California I read in the San Diego TRIBUNE
a short item and a small photo saying Mary Ann was
training stewardesses for a major airline in Dallas.
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David and Ted Sierra
comments ...
(Right) DAVID SIERRA: "Look, brother, this guy Humberto Garcia
is a nice guy. He's a successful businessman, he speaks and reads Spanish
and Engli sh, he even writes a column now and then. He can set type, he can
shoot pictures, he can process pictures, he is an excellent bookkeeper. He
pays his bills on time, he can cook, he drinks beer with the best of them. He
paints, pours cement, dabbles in carpentry , cuts weeds, burns papers,
washes dishes, burns plates, and figures his own income tax. BUT ... he is
NOT a good printer!"
TED SIERRA: "Then why are you working for him, and not he
working for you?" (Humberto Garcia photo)

Eddy Leon, My Compadre
One of the people I most admired whe n I was g rowing up was Ed
Leon, who with Martin Lara, Ray Villegas, Moses Moreno and Ralph
Al ley became the Tortilla Flats basketball team. He became my compadre
many, many years late r. He is re me mbe red as a n outstanding athlete, an
inspirational leade r, and a good drinking buddy. Eddy was a linebacker
on WU HS "B" teams and a very good basketball playe r. He also participated on the WUHS track teams.

Journalist's Credo #2
J.F . TerHorst
Syndicated Columnist, De troit NEWS
Under the First Amendment, the press has been institutionalized by the Constitution as a part of the private sector that has a
"governmental" role to play.
It has a duty to inform the c itizenry of governmental actions
and thinking on public issues.
That duty carries with it the corollary responsibility to examine the decision-making process and the motivations of men and
women who set public policy.
If a free press ignores this duty, it not only fails to inform but
it MISINFORMS. In the dissemination of information, it is really
beyond the reportori al function of the press to consider whether
suc h information is intrinsically "good" or "bad" news.

EDITOR'S NOTES: (True to his beliefs, Mr. Ter
Horst resigned as President Ford's press secretary after
Ford pardoned Richard Nixon for Watergate crimes).
--E. David Sierra
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Woodlake High's Valley Champs
The Woodlake Union High School Tigers won 23 straight varsity football games during the
1947 and 1948 seasons. They ruled the San Joaquin Valley small schools football world and
tied and beat the much-larger enrollment Visalia High School6-6 in 1947 and 7-0 in 1948, a
game still regarded as one the best victories in WUHS athletic history.
Here's a partial story of how it happened, taken from articles from the Visalia Times-Delta,
Fresno Bee, Tulare Advance-Register and WUHS yearbooks:

WUHS vs. Visalia
Sept. 26, 1947

Pre-Game Reports

Visalia Times-Delta article

Pioneers Go Into First Game
Outweighing Woodlake Tigers
Starting lineups for the VUHS Pioneers and the Voodoos for their opening game of the 1947 season with
Woodlake, Saturday here, were announced today by coaches Swede Kremar and Reinold "Pete" Peterson.
Both coaches will field teams which will outweigh their opposition, the heavies about nine pounds a man and
the lights about six pounds a man.
Coach Kremar will depend on this slight weight advantage to give his Pioneers an edge over their opposition,
but will also throw the speed that his team boasts into the fray.
This may be the only game in which the Pioneers will have the edge in weight over their opponents.
Kremar's two leading speedsters-- Clifton Paregien and Jimmie Green-- will be on the sidelines nursing injuries
when their teammates open up the 1947 campaign Saturday night at 8 o'clock in the Mineral King Bowl.
The Pioneer mentor has pulled Bill Whitfield, 150 pound end, into the backfield to fill one of the halfback spots
vacated by the absence of the two speedsters and is trying Francis W eddie, 155-pound sophomore speed merchant,
in the other spot.
At full, Kremar will depend on Howard Gagnos, and at quarter Bob Donkersley, a starting forward on last year's
VUHS cage squad.
Buddy Burr, a bulwark in last year's varsity line, is back this year at the left tackle post. Burr weighs 175 pounds,
is the heaviest man on the varsity. Center Joe Hannah, at 174, occupies the next largest hole in the Pioneer line.

The entire varsity team averages 161.6 pounds a man, compared with an average weight of 152.3 pounds
a man for the Woodlake varsity.
Heaviest man in the Woodlake Tigers starting team is Carl Waddle, right end, who tips the scales at 184. The
lightest is Jimmie Ricks, left guard, who barely nudges 140 on the scales.
On the lightweight side of the picture, coach Petersen plans to field a team which averages 132.3 pounds per man,
compared with the Woodlake squad which averages but 126.8 pounds.
Heaviest man of the Voodoos is Johnny Kutumian, left tackle, who weights 146. Lightest is Harry Rafter, right
halfback, who tips the scales at a bare 125 pounds.
Akio Fukuda, right halfback on the Woodlake Tigers, is almost small enough to lose on the football field. He
only weighs 102 pounds, contrasted to the heaviest man on the Tiger team, Marion Villegas, left guard, at 148.
It is not known whether the Tigers' mentor, Carl Elder, will be able to coach his two teams Saturday night, since
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he has been rece iving treatment for an eye in fection . In formation from Woodlake indicated that Elder would be on
the W oodlake bench, however.
Starti ng lineups fo r the heavies from Visalia and Woodlake are given below:

R EA VYWEIGHTS
VISALIA
LE- Amaral
LT - Burr
L G- Porter
C- Hannah
RG- Hester
RT- B raz il
RE - Clark
QB - Donkersley
L H - W hitfield
RH- Weddle
FB- Gagnos

WOO DLAKE
Ainley
Fink
Ricks
Cox
Moody
McKee
Waddle
Hard in
Nice
W hi tney
Cassity

Woodlake 6,
Visalia 6

,_.,:· ·,_,--~
....::. ..
~ -

..

~ --~

._ ._. r . ... ·...
•r·
• ,.
• •
~-.1- - .- •• ~ f .J- -- ....

Leroy Attaway
Woodlake End

Sept. 1947

Woodlake, Pioneers
Fight to 6-6 Tie
Underdog Tigers Hold
Pioneers to TD, No PAT
by E . David Sierra
In a very raggedly played game by both sides, the
underdog Woodlake Tigers battled the hi ghly touted
Visalia Pioneers to a 6-6 tie at M ineral Kino0 Bowl on
Saturday night.
The referees called numerous offside, cl ipping and
unnecessary ro ughness penalties on the Pioneers who
we re outplayed by the smaller WUHS tigers.

Woodlake scored first in the initial quarter when
J ohnny Cassidy threw a 25-yard p ass to right half-

back Don Nice, who zipped into the end zone. Tim
Maddock 's drop-kick attempt for the extra point
failed.
The P ioneers d rove the ball to the W oodlake four
yard line midway through the second half but lost the
ball on downs to the stubborn Tigers.
They scored on a pass from Joe Alfaro to Don
Bricker with eight minutes le ft in the contest. The try for
conversio n went wide.
Visalia Coach Swede Kremar said that the injuries
suffered by many ofhis players will ham per the Pioneers
in the weeks to come. Some will be out of actio n for from
three to fo ur weeks.

E nd Bill Whitfield, end Bob Amaral, tackle
Manuel Brazil, quarterback Bob Donkersley, and
fullback Howard Gagnos are the injured Pioneers.
Also on the inj ured list are Clifton Paregien and
J immie Green. Bo th leadi ng Pi oneer backfield speed-
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sters and may be back in action nex t week agai nst Exeter
here.
EDITOR'S NOTES: Visalia's team averaged 161.6
pounds per man , compared to I 52.3 fo r Woodlake.
Fullback Don Bricker at 198, left tackle Buddy Burr at
175, and cente r Joe Hannah at 174. were the largest
players for Visalia. Right end Carl Waddle at 184 was
the biggest man for the Tigers, with running guard
Jimmie Rick , 140, the lightesr. Coac h Carl Elde r of
Woodlake was nursing a n eye infection at game time.
Visalia coach Swede Kre mar said this wou ld be the o nly
game on their schedule in which Vi salia would outweigh its opponents.

Closest Game Score during
23-game Winning Streak, 1947-1948
Oct. 14, 1.947

Fresno BEE

Woodlake 2
Orosi 0
OROSI (Tulare Co.), Oct. I 5 -- Woodlake High
School's Tiger varsity defeated the un derdog Orosi High
Cardinals in the opening Sierra League grid tuss le he re
Monday afternoon.
The visitors were triumphant by a 2 to 0 score,

after thei1· B class brigade lost to undefeated Orosi,
12 to 0.
It was midway in the third quarte r before Woodlake
drove to the Orosi two yard line, with a goa l to go in four
play . The Card inals held stead fa t a nd took over. Then
Lewis Howard , local fullback, fumbled the ball whi le
trying to kick a nd fell on it in the end zone to create a
safety and two digits for Woodlake.
Orosi wil l be host to the Exeter Hi g h School Monarchs F riday afternoon in the second S ierra League
encounter.
EDITOR 'S NOTE: Orosi High School did not
have a li ghted football field at that time. The game,
schedu led for Friday afternoon, was postponed because
of heavy rains on Friday. It was played on Monday
afternoon.

Marion Villegas
Woodlake Linebacker

The Orosi team which gave the Tigers the toughest
game in two years while they marched to two consecutive San Joaquin Valley s mall schools championships
was composed of:
Chamberlain, Nielsen, Ends;
Paul , Lee, Tackles;
Kurtz, Center;
Sewell , Quarterback;
Yo ung, Radke, Halfbacks;
Howard , Fullback.

No guards were listed in a Oct.. 16 article in the
Fres no BEE!
Leslie Howard is, of course, the great Tex Howard,
one of the best football players in Orosi High School
history.
--E. David Sierra
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Only points scored against
Woodlake in 1947 league play:

Woodlake 30,
Exeter 7
Nov. 21, 1947

Tulare Advance-Register

Woodlake Sierra Champ

utes of the game with Waddle, shifted from end to
tailback, smashing through center into the end zone
from the 11 yard line.

Final Sierra
Team
Woodlake
Corcoran
Exeter
Lindsay
Strathmore
Orosi
Dinuba

Lea~rue

w
6
4
4
3
2
2
0

L
0
2
2
3
4
4
6

Woodlake's high powered Tigers blasted their way
in to the CIF's valley minor championship playoffs Friday night by runni ng roughshod over the Exeter High
School Monarchs 30-7, in the Sierra League football
fi nale for both teams.
Burning up the Exeter turf from gun to gun, the
Tigers, led by backs Cassidy and Nice, racked up one
touchdown in the first quarter one in the second period,
two in the third canto and a final six pointer in the fourth.
Woodlake failed to convert a single touchdown, but
it didn't make any difference in the final totals.

Exeter's only score came near the end of the first
half, with Woodlake leading 12-0. Sonny Galloway
galloped around end and ran 39 yards for the lone
Monarch score.He threw a pass to Marshall Keyes
for the extra point.
Woodlake started rolling with the opening whistle.
Taking the Exeter kickoff on their own 10-yard line, the
Tigers powered down the field on a straight sustained
drive to the Monarch 1-foot line, from where Cassidy
plunged across the first counter.

In the second quarter, Marion Villegas punched
the ball into paydirt for the second Woodlake counter,
going across from the 1-foot line after another long
push by the Tigers.
Coming back from the half-time intermission determined to put the game on ice, the Tigers made it decisive
with another downfield power drive , climaxed by
Cassidy's flat pass to Ainley for touchdown No. 3.

A few moments later, Ainley caught another pass
from Cassidy on the Woodlake 30 and went all 60
yards for the fourth six-pointer.
The final Woodlake tally came in the closing min-

Tim Maddock
Woodlake End

Standings
Pts.
175
92
156
51
52
49

44

Opp.
7
72
67
83
128
74
156
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1947 Valley Semi-Finals:
Dec. 6, 1947

!r. ~ ~ ..

.. ..... _ 'I..

Tulare Advance-Register

Woodlake wins
over Coalinga
27·21

.• I

I

••

.•·.(: ..
I

Mainly on the strength of John Cassity's good right
arm, the Woodlake Tigers whipped theCoalingaHorned
toads 27-2 1 Saturday in a semifinal game of the San
Joaquin grid playoffs for smaller schools. The game wa
played on the Exeter gridiron.

Cassity's passes either scored or set up all four of
the Tigers' touchdowns as the lead changed hands
three times during the afternoon.
TAYLOR HURT
Big Wi lbur Taylor, speedy fullback for the toads ,
supplied the driving force as the Sequoia League Champions went 80 yards for a score following the opening
kickoff but the redhead retired shortly after the second
quarter opened with an ankle injury and never saw
action agai n.
Cassity got the Tigers back in the bali game before
the first quarter ended by hitting Bob Ainley for40 yards
and then bucking the extra point to take a 7-6 lead.
But again the Toads came back scoring a safety
when Tiger back Ken Alexander intercepted a Taylor
pass over the goal line and attempted to run it out. He
didn't get into the playing field.

Cassity again found Ainley in the clear with a 62
yard pass and run to get the Sierra League champions on top 13-8, but the lead was short lived. Pascoe
passed to Smalley for 25 yards and Jackson bucked
over for the Toads in the waning minutes of the first
half and it was 14-13 Coalinga at the midpoint.
The Toads increased their lead to 2 1-1 3 in the third
quarter on a Pascoe to Smalley lateral good for 17 yards,
but their pass defense fell apart from there on in as
Cassity went to work.
Opening the fourth the Tiger back hurled to Ainley
again and that worthy went to the four-yard marker
before being knocked out of bounds. Cass ity bucked

Othelos Moody
Woodlake Guard
over two plays later and then kicked the point.
T he winning marker came on the fourth Cassity to
Ainley aerial, good for the final seven yards after running plays had moved the ball deep into Coalinga
territory.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Wilbur Taylor, Coalinga fullback, was one of eight sprinters e ntered in the 100 yard
dash at the West Coast Relays when Mel Patton of USC
set a world's record in May 1948. He lettered for two
years at Stanford.
--E. David Sierra

The Dog
It is not the size of the dog in the
fight that matters, it is the size ofthe
fight in the dog.
(Sign in Woodlake High School
gym dressing room)
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1947 Valley Finals:

Woodlake 26
Shafter 20
Dec. 13, 1947

Tulare Advance-Register

Woodlake Takes
Valley Grid Title
The Woodlake Tigers roared from behind in the
final seconds of play Saturday afternoon to defeat the
Shafter Generals 26-20 and take the San Joaquin Valley
footbal l championship for schools of enrollment of
l,OOO pupils or les .
Trailing 19-20 with the clock running out in the
fourth quarter the Tigers got their break when big
tackle Gene Maddocks broke through to block a
Shafter punt on the Generals' 20 yard line. From
there, John Cassity, the T igers star halfback faded to
the 25, pitched to end Bob Ainley on the Generals' 15
yard line and the star wingman went into the end
zone untouched.
Il was a nip and tuck ball game all the way with the
Generals showing superior power on the ground and
getting their first two scores after recovering Woodlake
fumb les.
The southern c hampi ons got three of the ir markers
in the first half, counting the ir fi rst on a pass following
a double reverse after recovering a Tige r fumble on their
18 yard line, Bob Scales, quarterback , fli pped to his
brother, G lynn Sca les, for the marker.
TIGERS C OME BACK
Three plays later, the Tigers fumbled agai n with
Doyle Matheny, Shafter guard, corning up with the
leather on the 32 yard line. Nine plays later, Tom
Fletcher, Generals captain , boomed through guard for
the score.
The Ti 0o-ers 0o-ot back in the ball 0o-ame before halftime
however. T hey moved 65 yards to pay dirt in five plays,
wi th Ray Peoples and Elme r Waddle doing the bul ldozing. Wadd.le whipped 35 yards down the side lines to the

WOODLAKE TIGERS-- End Leroy Attaway,
tackle Norman Kenwood, end Leroy Whitney,
and halfback Don Nice, giving Tigers' opponents a one-fingered salute.

Generals 12 from where Cassity plunged over.
Again the Shafter club came back, moving 80 yards
for a score with the double reverse pass play clicking for
the touchdown.
Ainley counted for the Tigers just before halftime when he took a partially blocked pass from
Cassity on the Shafter 28 and ran into the end zone.
The last half found the Tigers stopping the Shafter
club twice within thei r own 20 yard line and then setting
up their third score on an interception by the same
Ainley. He pulled down a Scales heave on the 35 yard
line and moved to the 18. Cassity went to work, hitting
inside and outside the tackles to move into pay dirt.

***
EDITOR'S NOTE: "Elmer" Waddle actually Carl
Waddle, WUHS fullback. "Gene Maddocks", actually
Tim Maddock, Woodlake end.
--E. David Sierra
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WUHS vs. Visalia, '48
Pre-Game Reports:
Sept. 20, 1948

Visalia Times-Delta

Pioneers Face
Tough Eleven
in Woodlake
Visalia High School Pioneers have anything but a
breather in their opening game of the 1948 season here
Friday night.
The Pioneers' opposition is Woodlake High, last
year's Central CIF champions in the small schools
division, and Coach Carl Elder will bring all but three of
last year's starters to Mine ral King Bow I this weekend to
square off against the loca ls.

TIED LAST YEAR
The Tigers held the Visalians to a 6-6 tie in the
opener last year and then went on to an unde feated
season, climaxed with the playoff win over Shafter.

Ted Gabbard, a tr·ansfer from Central High
School, Tulsa, Okla., is the big gun in this year's
Tiger attack.
Up on the Pioneer campus, coach Swede Kremar has
some 60 varsity candidates in suit, with at least a dozen
of them monogram winners from last year.

DONKERSLEY TO PLAY
He got a boost in stock last week w hen the medics
okayed Bob Donkersley, lanky quarterback, for play.
Donkersley's knee, inj ured last year , was a bit questionable.

With the quarterback's return, the Swede can
field an all-veteran backfield with Wally McFall and
Francis Weddle at the halves and Joe Hannah at
fullback. Joe Alfa ro, quarter; Jimmy Green, Gene
Reilly, Jim Whitley a nd Doug Burris give him adequate replacements.
The Pioneers should be strong at center where Don
Bricker, last year's fullback, has been moved. Don
Shannon, biggest man on the squad at 230 pounds , is the
leading tackle candidate. Jim Barnhart, a 180-pound
husky, should get a guard call. • • • • •

Dick Fink
Woodlake Tackle
Sept. 22, 1948 Pre-Game Reports:
Visalia Times-Delta

Pioneers prepare
for grid opener with
Woodlake High
Tigers will field
All Veteran Eleven at
Mineral King Bowl;
Ted Gabbard is Star
Visalia's Pioneers went through a brief scrimmage
sess ion last night and then tapered off with practice of
kickoff formations and signal drills in preparation for
their opener here Friday night against the WoodJake
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Tigers.
The lightweight teams of the two schools will go
against each other in a preliminary to the varsity game.
First game starts at 6 PM.

DEFENDING C.I.F. CHAMPS
Coach Carl Elder is bringing a veteran club into
Mineral King Bowl. Champions of the Central CIF,
small schools division, last year, the Tigers lost only
three boys from their starting lineup, but those three
were their stars, backs John Cassity and Bob Ainley and
lineman Jimmy Ricks.

But Ted Gabbard, a haltback transfer, has made
Woodlake fans forget some of last year's stars and
the veteran Don Nice is better than ever at fullback.
Elder, who's been tagged a foxy grampa by other coaches
of his league, will pick running mates for the two boys
from Bill Smart, Marion Villegas, Art Yanes and Bob
Richardson.
Tim Maddock, a 200 pounder, and Leroy Whitney ,
both lettermen, seem to have the end positions; while
four veterans, Dick Fink, Earl McKee, Bob Walker, and
Norman Kenwood, are battling it out for the starting
assignments at tackles. Guards, Elder's weakest spot,
have Othelos Moody, John Gonzalez, Dan Vasquez, and
Euel Britton as candidates.

PIONEERS HAVE EXPERIENCE
The Pioneers will be able to meet Elder's backfield
experience in Francis Weddle, Wally McFall, JoeAlfaro,
and Joe Hannah but their line won't be as battle tested.
Big Don Bricker, who has scaled down to 185 pounds,
moves up from a fu llback spot to take the center position
and Jim Barnhart, 180, is a seasoned guard .
The Pioneers lost their only experienced tackle for
the game when Don Shannon, 210 pound veteran, sustained a knee injury. ****

WOODLAKE VARSITY
2 Bill Watters, 3 Jesse Nunes, 4 Bob Mayo!, 5 Ray
Brown, 6 Don Brumley, 8 AJfred Valero, 9 Eual
Britton, 10 Bob Richardson, 11 Don Swafford, 14
Jerry Moreno, 15 Tommy Wright, 16 Bob Walker,
17 Mari on Villegas, 19 Joe Costello, 20 Gerald
Peoples, 26 Leroy Whitney, 27 Je rry Ruell, 28 Dan
Vasquez, 34 John Gonzalez, 35 Martin Hickle, 36
Phillip Jones, 13 Art Yanes.

Jesse Cox
WUHS Center
The Heart and Soul of the Valley Champions.
Also an outstanding linebacker and President
of the WUHS Student Body.

Woodlake Tigers
Tim Maddock. ..................................... LE
Dick Fink ............................................. LT
Earl McKee ... ............... ........... ....... ..... LG
Jesse Cox ........................... .................... C
Othelos Moody ................................... RG
Norman Kenwood ............................... RT
Leroy Attaway .............. ........... ........... RE
Alex Ramoz ........................................ QB
Ted Gabbard ........................... ............. LH
Don Nice ............................................. RH
Carl Waddle ....... .............. ......... ......... . FB
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Biggest Upset in Woodlake HS History:

Woodlake 7, Visalia 0
EDITOR'S NOTES: Three of the top players in Woodlake's 6-6 tie with Visalia in 1947 were graduated-- fullback
John Cassity, end Bob Ainley, and guard Jimmie Ricks. Ted Gabbard, a transfer from Tulsa Central High School
in Oklahoma, is the new tailback in Woodlake's single wing offense. He teamed with fullback Carl Waddle, right
halfback Don Nice, and QB Alex Ramoz in a very pote nt Woodlake backfield. The Pioneers fielded an all-veteran
backfield of quarterback Bob Donkersley; halfbacks Wally McFall and Francis Weddle; and fullback Joe Hannah,
probably the best set of backs in their school's history . Don Bricker, 1947 fullback, started at Center for the Pioneers,
switching positions with Hannah. Visal ia tackle Don Shannon, 230 pounds, was easi ly the biggest man on either
team.
--E. David Sierra
Visalia Times-De lta article: Friday, Sept. 24, 1948

Woodlake Tigers Defeat Pioneers, 7-0

Don Nice Scores in Final Quarter to Give
CIF Champions Victory in Grid Opener
Don Nice skidded over from two yards out with four minutes
to go in the ball game las t night to give the Woodlake Tigers a 70 win over the Visalia Pioneers in the opening grid game of the
season at Mineral King Bowl.
The slender Tiger ha lfback barely made it as he was knocked
off balance on a sliding tackl e by Jim Green, Pioneer back, at the
line of scrimmage. It was a fourth down and goal to go. John
Gonzalez added the extra point by placement after the Tigers had
been set back five yards for taking too much time.

BATTLE IN MIDFIELD
Prior to the onl y score, the two clubs had spent most of the time
between the30-yard lines, rolling up yardage in midfield but failing
before opponents' stiffened defenses.
But with half the fina l quarter gone, the Tigers got the break
they wanted. After Joe Alfaro had stopped one Woodlake drive by
intercepting Carl Waddle's long pass on his own five, the Pioneer
moved to the Visalia 47-yard mark on Joe Hannah' eight-yard
plunge and Francis Weddle's twisting, churning run for 27 more-but they cou ldn 't go any further.

BAD CENTER PASS
Green, back to kick on fourth down got a bad pass from center
and Woodlake took over on the Visalia 38. Waddle lost nine
attempting to pass but flipped one to Leroy Attaway for a first down
on the 20. The big Tiger fullback hulled his way for four more and

Don Nice, Halfback
Scored winning touchdown
then tossed another which had touchdown
written all over it. Alfaro interfered on the
play and it looked like the Tigers would have
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the ball on the Visalia one-foot line. But the officials,
who had been busy all evening detected Bob Walker,
Ti ger tackle, ahead of the scrimmage line and called it
incomplete.

RAZZLE-DAZZLE PLAY
Then tthe Tigers went deep into their bag of tricks.
With Ted Gabbard and Waddle handling the ball firs t,
Nice tightroped down the side li nes to the Visalia four,
making it first and goal.

Gabbard failed to gain and big Carl could get but
two in a pair of rushes at the Maroon middle. Nice
was sent wide to his right for the score.
The Pioneers had a little better of the statistics,
rolling up seven first downs to six for the CIF Champions and getting 178 yards net to the Tigers 168, but they
couldn't sustain an attack.
Weddle was in the clear after a 50-yard return of the
kickoff following the Tiger score but was pulled down
from behind. Donkersley followed that run with an 11yard fl ip to Bob Schroeder but time ran out before the
attack could cany on from the Woodlake 30.

TWO DRIVES FIZZLE
The Tigers, with Waddle doing most of the work,
moved to the Visalia 33 shortly after the game opened
where Alfaro stopped the attack by intercepting a pass
on the 20-yard stripe. Rambling Joe Hannah then broke
loose for a 46-yard gallop to move the Pioneers into
Woodlake territory but Alfaro's fumble and two successive penalties killed the drive.
Waddle had kicked out on the Visalia seven to start
the second quarter, and from there the Pioneers started
to roll again. Weddle and Wally McFall pounded out
three first downs in a row before the Tigers stopped the
attack with an interception. After an exchange of kicks
and Bob Lloyd had dumped Waddle for a 13-yard loss
on an attempted pass, the Pioneers moved to the
Woodlake 25 for their deepest penetration of the evening.
There Weddle failed by inches to make a first down on
the Tiger 15.
The Maroons were continually killing their chances
with penalties . They got 65 yards in nine assessments
and lost downs six times when penalties were refused.
Even defensive clipping was called by the whi stletooters. *****

Leroy Whitney
Woodlake End

Visalia Woodlake

The Yardstick
First Down, Rushing
First Downs, Passing
First Downs, Penalties
Total First downs
Yards Gai ned Running
Yards Lost Run ning
Ne t Yards Running
Yards Gained Passing
Total Net Yards
Numbe r Runn ing Plays
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Incomple te
Passes Had Intercepted
Total Plays
Number o f Penalties
Yards Penali zed
Visalia
Wedd le
Green
Hannah
McFall
Alfaro
Drager
TOT.
Woodl ake
Ni ce
Waddle
Gabbard
TOT.

7

6
0

I

0
8
212
54
158
20
178
40
7
3
2
2
52
9
65

I

7
187
35
152
16
168
37
4
I
I

2
47
2
20

YL

NYG

AVG.

36

15
117
8
0
0
212

12
10
15
0
17
0
54

60
5
102
8
-17
0
!58

5.5
.8
7.8
4.0
-5.7
0.0
4.4

9
16
13
38

75
81
31
187

10

23
2
35

65
58
29
152

7.2
3.6
2.2
4.0

TCB
II

YG
72

6
13
2
32
1
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The Upset of the Century

Woodlake 7, Visalia 0
Sept 24, 1948
by E. David Sierra
1998 is the 50th anniversary of my high sc hool alma
mater's best-ever football team, one that will always be
remembered not only for going undefeated fo r 23 games
over a two-year span, but who yielded but 19 points in
Sierra League play, and more importantly, defeated the
highly touted Visalia Pioneers 7-0, in M ineral King
Bowl, Visalia.
The Pioneers, with a T -formation backt1eld of
Bob Donke1·sley, QB; Francis Weddle and Wally
McFall, halfbacks; and Joe Hannah at fullback,
were a potent offensive machine.
Woodlake countered with its s ing le w ing offensive
bac kfield of Alex Ramoz, QB , which is the blocking
back; Ted Gabbard, tailback; Don Nice at wingback;
and hard charging fullback Carl Waddle.
Woodlake had an enrollment of about 375 students compared to over 1300 for Visalia.
Both schools happened to have very good teams in
the same years. Woodlake Coach Carl Elder, eager to
find out just how good his Tigers were, arranged a three
game series with V isali a, all on the ir home turf.
In 1947 the teams met in Mineral King Bow l in
Vi salia, playing to a 6-6 tie.
In 1948, the Tigers won 7-0
This is how the Fresno BEE 1·eported it:

·--

Woodlake drops
Visalia, 7-0
VISALIA (Tulare Co.) Sept 25 -- The Woodlake
High School Tigers, last year's Cen tral Cali fo rni a c hampions for the s mall schools di vision, proved they are still
a power to be reckoned with by de feating Visalia 7 to 0
here last night.
For three fourths of the way the contest was a
reasonable facsimile of last year's scoreless tie game,

Carl Waddle
Woodlake Fullback
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but in the final period the Tigers broke loose with an
aerial attack which, mixed with some fancy broken
field running, and aided by Visalia miscues and
penalties, put them in the score column.
The attack began with a 38 yard run by halfback Don
Nice to the Visalia 27 yard line. A scoring threat was
temporaril y delayed by a forward pass interception by
Bill Lloyd of Visalia, but the advantage was shortly
regained when, on fourth down , a bad pass from center
set the Pioneers back deep in their own territory.
Nice again broke loose for 15 yards and in a few
moments scored around right end from the three yard
line.
Carl Waddle, Woodla ke fullback, shared ground
gaining honors with Nice. The pl"incipal cogs in the
Visalia backfield were fu llback Joe Hannah and
haUback Francis Weddle.
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WOODLAKE TIGERS
1948 Football Season
11-0
PRE-SEASON
Woodlake 7 .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Visalia 0
Woodlake 34 ............................ Tranquillity 0

SIERRA LEAGUE

EDITOR'S NOTES: The 7-0 wi n over Visali a
began a football season which was to have spectacular results for the Tigers. The second preseason
game was a smashing 34-0 win over Tranquillity.
In Sierra League play the Tigers yielded just 19
points. In the Valley Playoffs they trounced
Tehachapi 34-0 and Central High of Fresno 40-0.
--E. David Sierra

Woodlake 2 1 .................... .............. Dinuba 0
Woodlake 26 .. . .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. Corcoran 7
Woodlake 40 ................ ............ Strathmore 6
Woodlake 30 ......... .. ........................ Exeter 0
Woodlake 39 ............................. ........ Orosi 0
Woodlake 33 ................................. Lindsay 0
Woodlake 28 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. . Shafter 6

VALLEY PLAYOFFS
Woodlake 34 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Tehachapi 0
Woodlake 40 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Central 0

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
CHAMPIONS
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Pre-Game Hype:
Dec. 4, 1948
R atcliffe Stadium, Fresno
Here's what the Fresno BEE wrote:

Woodlake, Central will
clash for Valley Title
Fresno has been awarded one of the prize football
morsels of the year in tomorrow afternoon's game between Woodlake High School and Central Uni on High
School at 2 o'clock in the Ratcliffe Stadium.
The game will be for the championship of the San
Joaquin Valley among smaller schools It w ill be the only
high school champions hip game for local fans this Fall.
Madera will have to go to either B akersfield or
Delano to play off for the bigger schools title, depending
on which of those two teams wins tonight in Bakersfield's
Griffith Stadium
None of the Fresno schools was able to move into the
playoffs with M adera High grabbing the Yosemite
League title undefeated.

3,000 from Woodlake
The Woodlake-Central gam e was moved from the
original Central High site to accommodate more fans.
Woodlake officials said that at least 3000 fans would
accompany the ir team to the championship game.

Central Upsets Kerma n
Ledio Fannuchi, also a fullback and also around the
200 pound mark, is Central's biggest man and is tops in
the Grizzly attack which saw coach Marty Kaufman's
boys sail through Coalinga 2 1 to 12, Washington Union
19 to 0, Chowchilla 7 to 6, A venal 26 to 6, San Joaquin
Memorial6 to 0, and Kerman H igh 14 to 7. The win over
Kerman was quite an effort. Kerman previously was
unbeaten and unscored upon.
The only ski mpy looking score on the Central record
is that 7 to 0 margin over C howchilla C howchilla was
not a strong team, but had one boy , Lou Frontella, a
back, who really could put on the pressure on occasions.

Woodlake's best win of the year was a 7 to 0
margin over Visalia H igh That is not the sort of thing
which happens often. Woodlake is a much smaller
school and played the game as a practice opener.
Woodlake will have a man for man weight edge of
more than 12 pounds each. Fannuchi is the only 200

Ted Gabbard
Tailback
Woodlake T igers

KMJ will Broadcast
Radio Station KMJ of Fresno (580 kilocycles) will
broadcast the Woodlake High vs Central High
School game for the small schools championship
of the San Joaquin Valley tomorrow afternoon,
starting at 1:45 PM. Joe Drilling will describe the
plays.

pounder on the Central squad w ith the rest of the
backfield , Cody Hi xon, Bob Osborne, and Bobby Nunes,
under 150 lbs.
T he admission charge will be 75 cents for adults and
SO cents for high school students. Here are the probable
starting lineups and the squad rosters and numbers:
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Woodlake High
29
23
21
30
22
31
32
07
18
25
33

Pos

Central High

Tim Maddock ..... ............................. ..... LE
Dick Fink ... ......... ........ .... ...................... LT
Earl McKee ..................... ......... ............. LG
Jesse Cox ................................. .............. C
Othelos Moody .......... .. ...... ...... ............ RG
Norman Kenwood .......... ....................... RT
Leroy (Catfish) Attaway ............. ... ...... RE
Ted Gabbard ............................... ........... Q
Alex (Moose) Ramoz ...... ..................... LH
Don N ice ............. ....... ....... .. ... .............. RH
Carl Waddle ........... ........ ..... ....... ........... FB

Jim Huffman ...... ................................. 25
Richard Goodrich . .... . .... .. ... . .. . .. .... ....... 34
Don Carcalay .. . .... .. .... .... . .... ... . ... . ... . ... .. 20
Don Abell .. ...... ...... ... . ... . ..... .. . ... . ... . ..... . 33
Paul Brown ............................. .... ... ...... .. 2
Roger Larson . .. .... . .... . .... ..... . ... . .... . .... . .. 26
Larry Conners ..... ..................... .... ..... ... 15
Cody Hixon .... ..... ........... ............. ........ 01
Bob Osborne .............. ......... ......... ..... .. 04
Bob Nunes ........................................... 27
Ledio Fannucchi.... .. . .... . ...... .. .. .... .. ... ... 36

EDITOR'S NOTES: The 1948 Woodlake High School varsity football team finished their second consecutive
season, undefeated and untied . They gave up 7 points in league play, and whipped the Visalia High School Pioneers,
a school with an enrollment of over 1300 students compared to 375 for Woodlake.

The Tigers met the Tehachapi High School Warriors in the fi rst playoff game of the season on a cold,
overcast November night in Woodlake. The 34-0 triumph was expected. Tehachapi was led by an outstanding
fu llback, Armand Bender.
T he final game of the season was against Central High School, located on the outskirts of Fresno. The game was
initially slated for Central High but was moved on the request of Woodlake officials who said that the Tigers would
bring at least 3000 fans, taking up more seats than Central High had in their football stadium. The game was moved
to Ratcliffe Stadium in Fresno, home of the Fresno State College Bulldogs. *****
--E. David Sierra

... .

.

. .-..
~· ·

(Left to right: Woodlake Tigers,
Carl Waddle, full back; Putt
Peoples, punter; Dan Vasquez,
guard.
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1948 San Joaquin Valley Small Schools Final:

Woodlake tramples Central 40·0
in Valley Title Game in Fresno

Woodlake fullback Carl Waddle goes for a big gain, escorted by blocking back Alex Ramoz and tackle Dick Fink
in Tigers' 40-0 win over Cen tral Union HS Gri zzlies at Ratcliffe Stadium. It was the Tigers' 23rd straight win, They
had previously bested the Techachapi HS Warriors in the semi-finals, 34-0 . (Fresno BEE Photo)
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Woodlake clubs
Central, 40·0,
for Valley Title
Dec 4, 1948
The Fresno BEE's account of the 194 8 San Joaquin
Val ley small schools football championshi p game at
Ratcliffe Stadium o n Saturday, Dec. 4 , 1948:
by Bert Dahlg re n
The W oodlake High School Tigers made sho rt work
of Central Unio n High, 40 to 0, before about 3,500 fans
in Ratcliffe Stadium yesterday afternoon to gain the San
Joaquin Valley football champions hi p for smaller preparatory schools
It was the fina l game for both schools and Coach

Carl Elder's Woodlake boys bowed out in no uncertain manner with a pa ir of backs, Carl Waddle,
fullback, and Ted Gabbard, quarterback, carrying
the mail most of the way.
Besides the backs, there were alert line me n, namely
Jesse Cox, center, and Tim Maddock, a le ft end, w ho
helped the Woodlake cause no end.
oodlake will go no farther in valley foot
ball playoffs, as the o nly competiti on left
is between Madera High and Bakersfield
Hi gh in Bakersfie ld next Friday nig ht The two last
named schools are members of the bigger enro ll ment
institutions.
Nice Goes 65 Yards
The Tigers left no doubt as to who had the best team
on the fie ld early in the gam e . Wood lake kicked off and
promptly stopped three CU thrusts and fo rced the Gri zzlies to kick. Woodlake had the bal l on its own 36 and
Waddle, who subsequently made more of a name for
hi mself, lost a yard smashing at the CU center. On the
second play for W oodlake, Don Nice, a right half,
whipped around right e nd and went 65 yards fo r a
touchdown. John Gonzalez came into the gam e and
kicked one of his four conversion po ints.
Gabbard engineered most of the second Woodlake
touchdown He reeled off runs of 10 yards and then s ix

W

Norman Kenwood
WUHS Tackle

•••••••••••
after Woodlake recovered a Central fumble on the 16
yard line with Gonzalez kicking the extra point.
Dick Fink, Wood lake tackle, set up the third touchdown w hen he recovered a Central Union fumble in the
second period. Two plays by Waddle and Gabbard
netted seven yards before the period ended and as the
second quarter opened, W add le passed to halfback Don
Nice for 29 yards and a touchdown. Waddle rammed
over for the extra point.

Central Fumble Costly
A Central fumble helped Woodlake take over the
ball shortly thereafter o n the Central 16 from which
Gabbard hit hard three times to score with Gonzalez
kickin g the point.
The Woodlake outfit was not loathe to score again
after Maddock's interception of a pass started a traipse
from Woodlake's 45. He returned the pass to the CU 41
and from there whipped around rig ht end to the CU
eight. T hree plays later Waddle lunged over and Gonzalez
kicked the point, making the score as the half ended,
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Woodlake 28, Central 0.
Central came out stronger in the second period but
did not have the scoring punch. Ledio Fannucchi, fullback, Larry Conners, right half, and Tom Huffman, an
end, each contributed sizeable yardages which failed to
pay off.
Yanes Goes 57 Yards
Late in the fourth period, Art Yanes, a back, went
around left end for Woodlake to score from 57 yards
away. Gonzalez• kick was not good. The final Woodlake
counter came with only seconds to spare as Don Brumley
passed to Ray Brown 21 yards for a TD. Brumley
plunged for the point but was short.
There was no doubt after looking at the statistics as
to which team turned in the best work Woodlake had 13
first downs and seven for Central. Woodlake netted 323
yards rushing and passing against 102. *****
Woodlake High
29 Tim Maddock
23 Dick Fink
21 Earl McKee
30 Jesse Cox
22 Othelos Moody
31 Norman Kenwood
32 Leroy Attaway
07 Ted Gabbard
18 Alex Ramoz
25 Don Nice
33 Carl Waddle

Pos
LE
LT
LG

c

RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB

Central High
Jim Huffman 25
R. Goodrich 34
Don Barclay 20
Don Abell 33
Paul Brown
2
R. Larson 26
Larry Conners 15
Cody Hixon 01
Bob Osborne 04
Bob Nunes 27
Ledio Fannuchi 36

Woodlake Coach is
speaker in Visalia
(PORTERVILLE)-- Carl Elder, Woodlake High
School coach, was the principal speaker last night at a
banquet in American Legion Hall for the members of
the Visalia High School and College football squads
and their coaches.
Members of the Porterville Post No 20, American
Legion, are annual banquet hosts to the members of the
football teams. About 60 of the athletes were present.
Elder, coach of the Woodlake Tigers, who have
won the San Joaquin Valley grid championship, small
schools division, for the past two seasons, told of some
of his experiences as a coach and methods used in
turning out a team of champions.

WOODLAKE-- 2 Bill Watters, 3 Jesse Nunes, 4
Bob Mayol, 5 Ray Brown, 6 Don Brumley, 8 Alfred
Valero, 9 Eual Britton, 10 Bob Richardson, 11 Don
Swafford, 14 Jerry Moreno, 15 Tommy Wright, 16
Bob Walker, 17 Marion Villegas, 19 Joe Costello, 20
Gerald Peoples, 26 Leroy Whitney, 27 Jerry Ruell, 28
Dan Vasquez, 34 John Gonzalez, 35 Martin Hickle,
36 Phillip Jones, 13 Art Yanes.
CENTRAL -- 3 Dick Jessen, 5 Robert Bane, 6 Robert
Brumm, 7 Dewey White, 8 Jack Hammett, 9 Earl Johnson,
10 Gerald Karabian, 11 Robert Marcelli, 12 Norman
Jensen, 13 Jerry Bier, 14 Vernon Burton, 16 Vido
Santich, 17 Jack Schmit, 18 Nick Alderson, 19 Buddy
Whipple, 21 Richard Williams, 22 Arthur Navarro, 23
Shan Chun, 24 Manuel Soto, 28 Albert Hendrix, 29 John
Krum, 30 Manuel Salazar, 31 Roger Larsen, 32 Ramon
Canel, 35 Roger Allington.
OFFICIALS-- Harold Brooks, referee; Jack Mulkey,
umpire; Tim Mazzoni, head linesman; Erwin Ginsburg,
field judge; Dr Earle Coleman, timekeeper.
ALSO in the Fresno BEE were these scores:
FOOTBALL FINALS
USC 14, Notre Dame 14
Woodlake High 40, Central Union 0
San Diego State 28, Utah State 19
Clemson 20, The Citadel 0
Alabama 55, Auburn 0
Toledo 27, Oklahoma City 14 (Glass Bowl)
New York Yankees 28, Chicago Rockets 7
SF City College 24, Menlo JC 9.
THE STATISTICS
Woodlake
First Downs
Yards gained rushing
Yards lost rushing
Net yards gained
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Number of punts
Average distance punts
Number of Penalties
Distance penalized
Passes intercepted by
Fumbles recovered by

13
348
17
323
10
4
4
30
5
35
2
1

Central

7
74
34
102
21
6

5
32
0
0

2
0
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Woodlake High Varsity Football,
1947-1951
1947 - Won 10 Lost 0 Tied 1
Pre-Season Games
Woodlake 6 ........................................ Visalia 6
Woodlake 41 ...... ...... .......... .............. .... Laton 7
Woodlake 20 .................................. Riverdale 6

Sierra Leaeue Games
Woodlake 2 ......................................... Orosi 0
Woodlake 25 ..................................... Lindsay 0
Woodlake 33 .......... .... ... ...... .. ......... Corcoran 0
Woodlake 45 ....... ........... ....... ....... Strathmore 0
Woodlake 40 ...... .. .. .... .. ............ ...... .. .. Dinuba 0
Woodlake 30 ....... ... .... .. ........ ............... Exeter 7
FINAL 1947 STANDINGS
Team
W
L T
Pts. Opp.
Woodlake
6
0 0
175
7
Corcoran
92
72
4
2 0
Exeter
4
2 0
156 67
Lindsay
3
3 0
51
83
Strathmore
2
4 0
52 128
Orosi
2
4 0
49
74
Dinuba
0
6 0
44 156
Valley Playoffs
Woodlake 27 ................................. Coalinga 21
Woodlake 26 .. .. .. .. ........... .... .. ... ....... . Shafter 20

1948 - Won 11 Lost 0
Pre-Season Games

Sierra Lea~me Games
Woodlake 14 ................. ......... ... ......... Dinuba 6
Woodlake 12 .................................. Corcoran 25
Woodlake 6 .. ................................ Strathmore 7
Woodlake 20 ...... .... ............... .............. Exeter 0
Woodlake 28 .... .......... .... .... ................. Orosi 14
Woodlake 32 ................... ... ............... Lindsay 7

1950 - Won 3 Lost 6
Pre-Season Games
Woodlake 0 ........ ................. .... ......... Visalia 15
Woodlake 13 ............ ............. ........... Central 25
Woodlake 0 .... ...... .......... ... ..... .......... Shafter 27

Sierra Leaeue Games
Woodlake 25 ..................................... Lindsay 7
Woodlake 12 .......... ................ .......... Dinuba 20
Woodlake 13 ...... .... .. ..................... Corcoran 42
Woodlake 12 .. .. .. .... ...................... Strathmore 0
Woodlake 12 ..... ...... .............. ............ Exeter 20
Woodlake 48 .... ....... ............... ... ......... ... Orosi 0

1951 - Won 7 Lost 1
Pre-Season Games
Woodlake 39 ........................ ............... Exeter 7
Woodlake 7 .. ........... ... .. .. .. .. ............. Coalinga 6
Woodlake 41 .................. ................ Riverdale 9

Sierra Leaeue Games

Woodlake 7 ........................................ Visalia 0
Woodlake 34 ............................... Tranquillity 0
Woodlake 28 .. .......... .. .. .... ... ..... ... ....... Shafter 6

Woodlake 22 ...... .. .. ...... ......... ...... .... Lindsay 13
Woodlake 38 .................................... Avenall3

Sierra Leaeue Games
Woodlake 21 ...................................... Dinuba 0
Woodlake 26 .... ... .... ........ ... ............. Corcoran 7
Woodlake 40 .. .. ...... .. ...... .. .. .......... Strathmore 6
Woodlake 30. ... .... .. .... ..... .... .. ... .. ....... .. Exeter 0
Woodlake 39 .. .. .... .. .... ... ... .. .. .......... ...... . Orosi 0
Woodlake 33 ..................................... Lindsay 0
Valley Playoffs
Woodlake 34 .. .. ...... .. .... .... .. ...... .. ... Tehachapi 0
Woodlake 40. ............ ...... .... ... ... .. .... ... Central_Q

Woodlake 35 .. .... .. .. ...... ............. ..... .. .. Dinuba 0
Woodlake 40.. .... .. .. .. .... ......... ....... Strathmore_Q

1949 - Won 4 Lost 5
Pre-Season Games
Woodlake 6 .......... ......... ...... .. .. .... Dos Palos I 0
Woodlake 6.. .... .... ........ .............. ....... Sanger 14
Woodlake 6 .. .. ............. ............ ......... Shafter 26

Woodlake 6 ......•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.• Orosi 7

Fina11951 League Standings
Team
W
Orosi
5
Woodlake
4
Lindsay
2
Avenal
Strathmore
Dinuba

L
0
I
3
3
3
4

T
0
0
0
1
1
0

Woodlake High had a record of37-12 in five
seasons, from 1947 through 1951.
1947 ....................................................... 10-0-1
1948 .......................................................... 11-0
1949 ............................................................ 4-5
1950 ............................................................ 3-6
1951 ............................................................ 7-1
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Woodlak e Tigers win
1949 S ierra Division
San Joaquin Valley Baseball Title

Woodlake Tigers
1949 Valley Champs
Behind steady pitching by Bob Kerr and Alex Ramoz,
the Tigers breezed through their Sierra League schedule with but one loss to Dinuba, a defeat avenged later
in the season.

SCORES:
Woodlake 9 ........ ..................................... Lindsay 1
Woodlake 0 .............................................. Dinuba 6

Woodlake 3 ............................................. Exeter 1
Woodlake
Woodlake
Woodlake
Wood lake

7 .................. ........... .................... Orosi 4
16 ......................................... Corcoran 3
I I .......................................... Alpaugh 1
13 ............................ ... ............. Dinuba 3

Woodlake 4 ............................................. Exeter 2
Woodlake 7 ....................... .......................... Orosi 6
Woodlake 25 ...................................... McFarland 9
Woodlake 9 ................. San Joaquin Memorial 7

The Tigers bested highly touted Memorial pitcher
Tony Herna ndez in the fina ls a t WUHS.

1949 VALLEY CHAMPS -- (Front Row) Ted Gabbard,
Don B rumley, Richard Gonzalez, Marion Villegas,
Othelos Moody, Carl Waddle, Bob Kerr, Coach Carl
Elder. (Second Row) Martin Hickle, Leroy Whitney,
Earl Mc Kee, Jim S tubblefield, John Gonzalez. (Standing) Norman Ropes, Gerald McKee, Ralph Alley, Phillip
Jones, Richard Rasmussen, George Obata, Sheldon
McCall , Art Yanes, Robert Alford.

STARTING LINEUP:
Catcher.................. .................................. Carl Waddle
First Base ............................................ Leroy Whitney
Second Base .................................... Richard Gonzalez
Third Base .............................. ........... Marion Villegas
S hortstop ................................................. Ted Gabbard
Left Field .... ............................................. Earl McKee
Center Field ................................. ................ Art Yanes
Right Field .. . ... . ... . ... .. ... .... .... .... . .... ..... Othelos Moody
Pitchers .................................. Bob Kerr, Alex Ramoz
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San Jose GI Forum Queen Coronation Ball
Designated an Official Bicentennial Event
Congressional Record, 94th Congress
ongressman Norman Mineta entered the
following remarks in the Congressional
Record, Vol. 122, No. 35, on Thursday,
March 11, 1976:

C

House of Representatives
AMERICAN GI FORUM AND
BICENTENNIAL YEAR
Hon. Norman Y. Mineta
of California
IN THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, March 11, 1976
MR. MINETA: Mr. Speaker, in keeping with
the spirit of this, our Bicentennial Year, I would like
to take this opportunity to recognize one of the most
progressive and viable organizations providing services to the Spanish-speaking community.ln addition, the Bicentennial will be giving recognition
and commemoration to the many veterans, both
living and dead, who so unselfishly gave of their
time, their efforts, and, in so many cases, their lives,
to maintain freedom in America.

One of the most representative organizations of veterans and particularly of Spanish
American veterans, is the American GI Forum
of the United States. In its some 28 years of
existence, the Forum has strived to protect the
rights of the Spanish speaking.
Antonio G. Morales is the current national

chairman of the American GI Forum. Mr. Morales'
action as the chairman of this organization has seen
him vigorously championing the rights of veterans of
not only the Spanish speaking community, but of all
veterans regardless of race, creed, or nationality.
It is to him and to the American GI Forum that I
extend my gratitude for establishing an agency that
has become an integral part of the veteran community in the greater San Jose area.

In this past calendar year of 1975, the American GI Forum, Veterans Outreach Program of
San Jose, has assisted some 500 veterans in receiving over one million dollars in benefits from the
Veterans Administration.
In addition to this, the veterans outreach program
assisted and placed some two hundred veterans in
full-time employment.
It is this example that should be followed in
providing services to veterans. We all are aware of
the great many injustices that have occurred to veterans in the past, especially to those of Mexican descent. However, with the positive approach demonstrated by Mr. Morales and the American GI Forum,
we can better realize the kind of dedication that has
helped to make our country great.

As part of its Bicentennial Year program, the City of San Jose has recognized
the 16th annual Coronation Ball of the San
Jose American GI Forum as an official
Bicentennial Event.
I join with the city in commending Antonio G.
Morales and the San Jose American GI Forum for
their dedication and tireless efforts on behalf of our
country's veterans. *****
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Grand Tetons National Park

E. David Sierra Photo

THE GRAND TETONS in northwestern Wyoming, south of Yellowstone National
Park, is one of the most beautiful places I have ever seen. Tall, towering mountains
with snow-capped peaks appear to rise suddently out of the earth and thrust their
summits to the skies. A beautiful drive through America's first national park is an
invigorating experience. The words from te song "America" kept running through
my mind .. . "America! America! God shed his grace on thee!" Indeed.
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EVER WONDERED?

How is life in S.L.E.?
You know a person who has a serious alcohol/drugs problem and are wondering how you
can help that person deal with it. One solution is
to refer him to one of the many social model
recovery homes in Santa Clara County and other
areas in California..

a staff person who will assist him in completing the
program. The facilitator helps him complete a Physical
Health Form to ascertain if he has medical problems
with which the program can help him. Those with
problems requiring medical attention are referred to the
appropriate medical facility for treatment.

Recovery homes get referrals from jails, attorneys,
friends, other recovery homes, etc. Once a person decides that he needs help and wants to enroll at Vida
Nueva, for example, he comes to the house, and fills out
an application. We answer any questions he may have
about life in a program.
At Vida Nueva, his application is reviewed by the
Intake Specialist, and sometimes the Executive Director
and a decision is made to accept or reject the applicant.
If rejected, the person is told why he was rejected and
encouraged to apply to other programs. A list is provided to him.

HOUSE RULES
he resident is read the House Rules & Gen
eral Information, a nine-page document
which gives him an idea of what is expected
to him while interacting with his fellow residents. Subjects covered include Personal Property, Smoking Regulations, Dress Code, Laundry Rules, Physical Examinations, Illness, Medicines, Contraband, Twelfth Step
Calls, Visiting Regulations, A.A. and N .A. Meetings,
Curfew Hours, Relapse Policy, Reasons for Termination, etc. He signs the last page to indicate that he
understands the rules and is willing to comply with
them.
The new resident is restricted to the premises for the
first 30 days. If he is working, he can go to and from work
only, signing out and in every time he leaves the house.
THINGS TO DO
The resident fills out an Admission Agreement
which stipulates what the program provides for fees
charged. He also fills out a Personal Recovery Plan &
Goals sheet which gives the program an idea of where he
stands on Physical, Employment, Financial, Family,
Sobriety, Social Life, Religion, Education, and Legal
matters. He establishes priorities and goals and writes
down how he intends to reach those goals.
INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
The resident is interviewed by his facilitator (individual counseling) at least twice per month to check on
his progress. The focus is on the recovery plan goals he
has established and how he is doing on them. At this time
he can also seek help with personal problems, or ask
questions about any phase of the program he wants
explained in more detail. The facilitator writes brief
notes on each interview and the documentation becomes

APPLICANT IS ACCEPTED
If he is accepted and there is a bed available, he is
given a reasonable time to go home, bring a few personal
belongings, and check into the program. If there is no
bed available, he is asked if he wishes to be put on the
waiting list. If he refuses, it is assumed that he is not
serious about seeking recovery. If he accepts, he agrees
to enroll in our Outpatient Program and comes to classes
daily (Monday thru Friday) until a bed is available and
he becomes a resident.
CHECKING IN
Upon checking in, he is assigned a Facilitator who is

Don•t Save Your Speeches
Don't saving your loving speeches
for your friends till they are dead;
Do not write them on their tombstones,
Speak them rather now instead.
--Anna Cummins

T
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part of the resident's personal file.
The Exit Plan is filled out 30 days before the resident
is scheduled to leave the program. it gives information
on where he will be living and working and what type of
sobriety support he will have. It asks about legal, health,
physical and financial problems he may have so we can
assist him in resolving them before he exits the program.

EMPLOYMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
If the resident is employed, he fills out an Employment Questionnaire which tells us where he works, what
days, how many hours, and what classes he will be
attending in the program. The facilitator goes over the
schedule with the resident to make sure that there is
agreement on what hours he will work and what classes
he will attend.

Resident meetings
give us input
from the people
we serve
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROFILE
After the resident has setled into the program he fills
out our Alcohol/Drug Profile in which he is asked to
name three highpoints and three lowpoints in his life
with alcohol and/or drugs. Then he writes a narrative to
elaborate on those items. From it, the facilitator and
other staff can determine the extent of substance abuse
by the resident and are better equipped to counsel him on
resolving his problems.

The resident also reads and signs a Personal
Rights Statement which explains his personal rights,
his confidentiality rights, and where he can lodge
complaints if he has any.
A Supplies form is filled out which indicates what
bedding and personal clothing he was issued. When he
leaves, he is expected to return all bedding items to a
staff person.
At this point, the new resident is assigned a bed, a
household chore which he must do every day, given a
copy of the House Rules & Information, and briefed on
the importance of attending all Vida Nueva activities on
time. A sign-in sheet at each activity is provided and
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must be signed by each participant.

A TYPICAL DAY
It is Monday morning at Vida Nueva and the sun has
not yet risen as the residents are awakened at 6:30 a.m.
They make their bed, clean up their rooms, and clean up
before breakfast. After breakfast, prepared in our kitchen
by a full-time cook, the residents do their daily chores.
It might be sweeping the sidewalk in front of the house,
cleaning the windshields on the vans, picking up in the
dining room after the meal, sweeping and mopping a
bathroom, raking leaves in the yard, or doing kitchen
duty.

CLASSES DAILY
Then they report to the Vida Nueva living room or
the "Rose Garden" for the 9 a.m. class, on recovery
planning, for instance. After 11 a.m. they are on free
time until the 12 noon meal. From 1 to 2:30 p.m. a
recreational period is on tap at which all residents are
required to do something physical like play volleyball,
basketball, horseshoes, lift weights, walk around the
house, etc. From 3 to 5 p.m. is the afternoon class. Then
it is 112 hour of free time until the evening meal is served
at 5:30p.m.

FREE TIME
There is more free time after dinner, and the resident
telephone gets lots of use. Some residents use the billiards table to hone their skills, while others watch the
evening news on television, read the San Jose MERCURY NEWS, or take a book from the Vida Nueva
library to their room.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
On Monday from 8 to 9 p.m. an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting takes place in the V .N. dining room. It is
run by people fro A.A. and our residents are strongly
encouraged to attend. Their families can participate,
also, if they wish. Sign-ins are required. The day ends
with "lights out" at 11 p.m. when all residents are
expected to be in their beds.

The same schedule is observed on Wednesday
and Friday evenings, except that the Friday session
is an N.A. meeting.

Convinced
I am convinced that every boy, in his heart, would
rather steal second base than an automobile.
--Tom C. Clarke
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On Tuesday and Thursday, the daily schedule is
slightly different. A Residents Meeting on Tuesday
from 7 to 8 p.m. affords residents an opportunity to meet
with the Executive Director or other staff person to
provide input about the program, and to make suggestions for improvement. They are encouraged to gripe
about things they don't like. It is also a time for management to pass on information to the residents, and to
caution them about infractions of the rules, etc. At this
meeting, the Resident Council members assign chores
to all new residents.
One night a week a "G.I. Party" is held at which all
residents pitch in to give the entire house a top to bottom
cleaning. The party ends when the house passes inspec-

tion.
AROUND THE CLOCK OPERATION
Every night a Program Attendant comes on duty at
midnight and conducts the first of the random bedchecks
which are made throughout the night. Residents who are
not in their assigned beds are marked A.W.O.L. and
refused entrance to the house if they return after curfew.
They have the right to appeal to the director the next day.
If they do not have a plausible excuse, they are terminated from the protgram, or asked to go into the Outpatient Program where, after 30 days, they can be reconsidered for admittance back to live-in status. If they return
to live-in status, they must start the program all over
again, including the 30-day restriction period.

PRE-RELEASE PROGRAM
Ten days before the completion of his residential
program, if he has met all requirements (being employed, having the permission of his probation/parole
officer, etc.) the resident can be transitioned to the PreRelease Program. He lives at home, goes to work, and
comes to classes at Vida Nueva to demonstrate that he is
able to make daily living decisions by himself. If he
successfully completes the program, he is granted a
Certificate of Completion signed by his Facilitator and
the Executive Director. If he is court-referred, the judiciary, or probation/parole officer is notified that the
resident has successfully completed the program.

Golf at Calero Hills
One day a foursome consisting of Raul Calderon,
Jack Ellwanger, Julian Quesada and I were playing at
Calero Hills, a course south of the ffiM plant and up
against the mountains west of Highway 101.

Mistake No. One was when we showed up two
and a half hours before our tee-off time. After
breakfast, we had nothing to do but •••• drink beer,
of course. So when it was time to tee up and hit the
baD, at least I was more than three sheets to the
wind.
After the other players teed off, I put my ball down
and took a mighty swing. Missed it by a foot! After the
laughter by my friends subsided, I took another swing.
The ball dribbled about ten feet off the tee and directly
west, leaving me still on the teeing off area but no
longer able to use a tee. I took another swing and hit the
ball about forty yards down the fairway, but into some
tall grass. By this time the other players in my foursome
had gone on ahead to the green to wait for me. (bad golf
manners by the way). They knew I'd get there some day.
Some idiot had designed the course so that you had
to hit your first shot at least 100 yards to be on the
fairway and on short grass. I calmly drove my golf cart
to the ball, got out, and went for the jug of wine which
always accompanied me when I played golf in those
days.
One of the men in the foursome behind us exclaimed, "OH NO! NOW HE'S GONNA START
DRINKING WINE. WE'LL BE OUT HERE ALL
FUCKIN' DAY!"
I took a healthy swig, capped the jug, pulled out my
3-iron again to give it another try. As I was addressing
the ball, I heard one of the men ask, "I wonder if he can
play any other game?''
I don't think he realized that I was still close enough
to hear him. I turned around and hollered, "basketball!"

One of the guys gagged on his beer, spit it out,

CO~LETINGTHEPROGRAM

Certificates of Completion are given to residents at
a ceremony on the last Tuesday of each month during the
Resident Assembly. The resident's file is closed out,
and, if necessary, the proper authorties are notified that
their referral has successfully completed the Vida Nueva
program.*******

Six Hits in a Row!
Moises Alou, Montreal Expos, got six hits
in a row during 4 games on July 6-9, 1993.
So what? All were home runs, that's what.
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My Camarada
Kenny Saucedo

KENNY SAUCEDO, right, and I at a L960 social
gathering in San Jose. He worked as a sanitation services
specialist and retired from Browning-Ferris, then moved
to Modesto and later to Visalia.

Golf at Calero Hills (Cont. from pg. 896)
and was laughing out loud. The other guy shouted,
"Take your time, buddy. Keep your head down.
Easy does it!"
I hit the ball about 100 yards and bravely rode down
the fairway to my next shot. I was lying 12 when I
reached the green. The others had long ago putted out
and were waiting to attack the second hole.

EDITOR'S NOTE-- We never played that
course again . Sometime after that round of golf,
the course was closed down, and the area went
back to weeds. Sometimes I wonder if my golf
game had anything to do with their giving up on a
golf course in that area.
--E. David Sierra

Kenny Saucedo and I grew up next door to each
other on Pomegranate Street in Woodlake. He lived with
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jose Pefia. We were like
brothers. Kenny loved sports and looked forward to
playing football and basketball at Woodlake High School.
We used to practice on the hoop hanging over the
front door of our garage. I tried to teach Kenny everything I knew about basketball to make him a better
athlete: Always "expect" the basketball, no matter where
you are on the floor. Drive to the basket. Get as high as
you can before you launch your shot. Make your opponent work for every shot. Play doggedly on defense.
Practice free throws shooting by the hour. Then practice
some more. Try to play against older and better players
every opportunity you get. That's how you learn. When
in doubt, ask questions.
When he got into high school, I was living in Los
Angeles. As I understand it, he quit school when his
mother got sick and he had to go to work. His uncle
Eppie and aunt Josephine offered to help them financially so Kenny could stay in school and play for the
WUHS Tigers, but he could not accept doing that.
I lost contact with him pretty much when I moved to
Los Angeles to attend Woodbury College, but I always
sought him out when I went to Woodlake on weekends
or for the holidays. Later I found out that he had moved
to San Jose and I moved here in 1957.
Both of us joined C lub San Joaquin when it was
organized in 1958. Kenny played football, basketball,
and softball for the CSJ All Stars.
When he took up playing golf, he took to it with his
usual passion for sports. He played almost every day
after work at the Thunderbird Golf Course on King
Road. We played together on a number of occasions.s

IF GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL
was worth $200,000 would you still drop put?

WELL, IT IS!
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Installation of Officers
Address, May 1970
San Jose GI Forum was installing its newly elected
Board of Directors. In 45 days we would be hosting the
1970 California GI Forum State Convention. I chose
our convention theme as the subject of my Chairman's
Message: -- E. David Sierra

"Veteranos Por Paz y Justicia en Aztlan"
Good afternoon. Today I would like to address you
on the theme of our 1970 California GI Forum State
Convention, "Veteranos Por Paz y Justicia en Aztlan."
It is a fitting theme, I believe, for it expresses the
urgency felt by our brother and sister organizations for
equ~ justice, equal employment opportunities, equal
housing, and an equal education. Equality, therefore, in
every field of human endeavor.
ETERANOS -- The use of the word
Veteranos is in our theme to remind us that
we are a veterans organization. With so
many dances being planned nowadays it's sometimes
very hard to decide whether we are organized to promote dances and enrich dance hall owners and liquor
and beer distributors, or whether we were organized to
champion the rights of veterans.
PAZ -- The use of the word Paz in our 1980 conv~ntion. theme means Peace, which, before the hippies
picked It up as a day-to-day greeting, was something
for which we prayed and hoped and very seldom knew.
. A world war was fought in 1941 with major portio~s of the world engulfed in a struggle for their very
existence. Americans willingly went to war to defend
the rights of nations to exist in peace.
The American GI Forum has its share of men and
women who participated in that violent struggle and we
have our share of mothers and fathers who today are
again contributing sons to America's fighting forces in
Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.
We hope to examine, during the convention, our
country's involvement in that southeast asian adventure.
We hope to question why so many men of Mexican
American descent are dying in Vietnam. In proportion
to the population of our people in this country, the rate

V

Liberty or Safety
They who can give up essential liberty to obtain
a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty
nor safety.
--Benjamin Franklin

is indeed alarming.
JUSTICIA -- The use of the word Justicia - Justice
- is used to put into as few words as possible the one
most important demand that we, as a people, are making of our country today. That we are denied equal justice under the presently constituted law is a certainty.
We have only to point to our All American Judge Gerald
S. Chargin as an example.

Lest you have forgotten, one of Judge Chargin's
many gems spoken in Santa Clara County Superior
Court on Sept. 2, 1969, was "Mexican people, after
13 years of age, it's perfectly all right to go out and
act like an animal."
That was a superior court judge saying that! Not a
~eighbor?ood bully on the streets, or a young boy anxIous to hit you where it hurts, or a person wanting to
hurt a racially sensitive person!
Judge Chargin is supposed to be an individual that
the entire community looks up to, a perfect example of
equality and understanding and compassion for his fellow man.
If he is that, and if he represents the attitude of
American Justice ... Ayudamos, Nuestra Seiiora, Ia
Virgen de Guadalupe!
If you are the type of person who can turn off the
TV set for a few evenings and put down your Captain
Marvel comic books or your bank book, I encourage
you to read North From Mexico by Carey McWilliams.
It tells about Mexican Americans in this country, and
you will not like some of the things you will read in this
book. And we hope you will want to do something about
it!
AZTLAN --The use of the word Aztlan in our theme
is used to relate to our brothers and sisters throughout
America who are dedicatedly striving to achieve for the
Spanish surnamed people of the United States, the
Chicanos, a true feeling of justice and equality in a na-
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tion that guarantees it by constitutional right.
Aztlan is the old Aztec word for the American Southwest. It is one of the most beautiful words in the Indian
language. If perhaps you are offended by use of an Indian word to designate a segment of our country, then
you are no more so offended than are Germans by our
use of the words West Germany and East Germany; by
the Vietnamese when we use South Vietnam and North
Vietnam and by the Koreans in the words North Korea
and South Korea; and certainly no more insulted than
am I personally over the use, by people who should
know better, of the expressions La Puente and Sierra
Vista which are grammatically incorrect.
Aztlan, then, the American Southwest, is used to
link us, in a sense, with the historical past; with our
forefathers who built the world's most advanced civilization hundreds of years before Columbus came here
uninvited and unwanted; who made pyramids which
surpassed easily in size those more fabled ones of Egypt.
It ties us to a people who established the western
hemisphere's first university, the University of Mexico,
conducting classes 100 years before Harvard; and established its first printing press in Mexico City in 1536.
Aztlan bridges the years to link us with Montezuma,
to Pancho Villa, to Emiliano Zapata, to Benjamin

Why I decided not to
have a Cochlear Implant
fter discussing the pros and cons of a co
chlear implant with Kaiser-Permanente
hearing specialists and reading about cochlear implants, I reluctantly made the decision not to
do it. For a number of reasons:
1. Dizziness might occur due to swelling in the ear
and irritation of inner ear structures. "Usteadiness"
may persist for a week after operation. On rare
occasions, dizziness can last for a while.
2. Temporary weakness on one side of face may occur. May occur because of abnormality or a swelling of the nerve. Permanent paralysis is rare, but
can happen. Eye complications, requiring treatment by an ophthalmologist, could develop.
3. Operation could result in temporary leakage of
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Argumedo, to Benito Juarez, and to the other countless
Mexicanos who have walked the pages of history and
left an indelible impression on their people, OUR
PEOPLE.
The San Jose GI Forum has a tradition of being the
Number One Chapter in the American GI Forum family.

We enjoy that reputation because of the contributions we have made to our organization locally,
statewide, and nationally.
In its ten year history San Jose Chapter has three
times been honored with the California GI Forum's
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER AWARD.
In the year ahead we expect to continue to build on
that tradition. We expect to make the membership proud
of belonging to this body.
We will become a chapter which is aware of the
issues of the day. We will be a chapter actively involved
in finding solutions to our social responsibilities. We
shall work hand-in-hand with other Chicano organizations also thus dedicated.
I would like to close with a simple statement: We
are not content to follow ... for WE ARE LEADERS!
Thank You.******

cerebrospinal fluid (surrounding the brain). If leak
occurs, it is closed before surgery is completed.
Sometimes, leak reopens and further surgery is
necessary to stop it.
4. Ear infections can result in meningitis. Immunization with pneumonococcal vacine is advised.
It does not eliminate the risk, only reduces it.
Meningitis is infection in fluid tissues surrounding the brain and could require prolonged hospital treatment. If infection spreads to the implanted
device, it may cause the implant to extrude
through the skin, requiring implant removal to
heal the infection.
5. Sometimes hematoma (a collection of blood under the skin incision) develops, requiring prolonged hospitalization and healing. Re-operation
to remove the clot is sometimes necessary if complications occur.
(Cont. on pg. 900)
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The
Bookworm
Gloria C. Sierra loves a
lot of things, among them
is me, I think.
What I do KNOW is
that she LOVES to read. As
ev1dence, look at the photo at right.
On an evening in Nov.
2006, she was reading a
true romance novel when I
saw her in the living room,
(right). She looked so pretty
I had to snap a few photos.
Below, she has switched to
reading the Holy Bible after the photographer suggested it would make a better picture. W hat do you
think ? Right? Right.

Cochlear Implant

(Cont. from pg. 899)

6. T he incision sometimes results in long term numbness or altered skin sensation of the outer ear or
scalp.
7. Implants result in a palpable lump behind the ear.
If implant fails, it could require removal, replacement or a reduction of electrodes in use.
8. Long-term effects from electrode insertion, or
from e lectrical stimulation, is unknown. They
may cause new bone growth in the cochlea or
deterioration of the nerve cells. T hey could result in eventual deterioration of the cochlear response.
I believe that at my advanced age I do not want to
chance any other health problems beyond those that I
have now. I believe my mind is still functioning properly. I would not want to burden my wife with having to
permanently care for a person with an impaired brai n
or other serious medical proble ms which might be
caused by a cochlear implant. So, impa ired hearing is
what I have to deal with for the rest of my life. ***
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Dan McCorquodale
Gong Show,
The Last Annual
Date

???

Santa Clara County Supervisor Dan
McCorquodale was running for re-election. His No.
1 administrative aide was my good friend, Jack
Ellwanger, who prevailed upon me to serve as Master of Ceremonies of the LAST ANNUAL
McCORQUODALE GONG SHOW! The show was
held before a crowd of nearly 1,000 people in the
Marie Campbell Pavilion at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
This is how it went:
GONG! GONG! GONG!
Master of Ceremonies appears on stage.
.. Good evening ... Welcome to the Last Annual
McCorquodale Gong Show .... We have a very special
program planned for your entertainment ... and we are
sure you are going to enjoy it. ....

But, now •••• Let's welcome our Master of Ceremonies for this evening ••• Direct from the U.S.
Federal Court Building, Washington, D.C•••• Let's
have a big Santa Clara County welcome for ••• SENATOR STRAIGHT-TALK SIERRA!"
(Walk to rear of stage ... Re-enter .... Give Nixon
salute, with both hands)
.. Thank You! ..
.. TONIGHT
The LAST ANNUAL
McCORQUODALE GONG SHOW ... featuring some
of the best song & dance acts on the political show
business circuit ... some straight talk by the only straighttalking person in this room ... spotlighting the unique
talents of our marvelous percussionist, SHELLEY
TOSAW of the San Jose Symphony Orchestra ... with
MUSICAL accompaniment by the LYNNE LAWSON
QUARTET ...
Brought to you by the Santa Clara County Transit
System ... the San Jose Mercury News ... and Rocky
Mountain brewed Coors Beer.

Broadcasting from the shadows of the goat and
chicken pens in the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
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••• with dinner prepared by the Santa Clara County
firefighters and sagacious political talk by YOURS
TRULY!
But ... FIRST ... listen to this important message:
LINDA JONES: .. NOW ... themostefficienttransit
system ever devised by mortal man ... the Santa Clara
County Transit System ... guaranteed to get you there,
sooner or later.
Take the bus ... and suffer with us!
Breathe noxious gases! See mechanics work on
diesel engines ... while you wait, and wait, and wait!
Experience the thrill of riding our new buses ... made
in Oakland ... assembled in Alviso ... and repaired daily
in San Jose.
Ride one today! Find out how! Call 299-4116
between 4 AM and 5 AM Tuesday through Wednesday
... for a recorded message.

Better yet ••• go to the bus stop and wait. Take
your own water, C-rations, and sleeping bag."
MC: .. Because of the delicate nature of conducting
political campaigns, and because all of us have particular prejudices, we have been asked by the VOTE FOR
McCORQUODALE OR ELSE campaign committee
not to make fun of the following:

The Catholic Church •••• The Women's Move;o
ment ••• Labor Unions ••• C.E.T.A••••• Wineries •..•
Cesar Chavez •••• Preparation H ••••• 54 Chevies ...•.
the American Medical Association •••• Proposition 13
••••• Princess Tours •••• San Francisco 49ers •••• The 280
Freeway •••• Avon Ladies •••• and Horny MidgetS~
And so .. that leaves us with just one subject at which
to poke jest ... POLITICIANS!
.. BUT ... let's get on to our first act of the evening~
Here's First District Supervisor SUSIE WILSON, singing ..The Eyes of Texas .. in five languages, accompanied
by her husband, Bob, on the guitar.
(Susie will sing three verses. She will ask the audience to sing the 4th verse with her. At end of 4th verse
... GONG! (Signal Shelley ToSaw).
MC: .. Thank you! Thank you ..
For our next act, we present the entire Milpitas City
Council presenting an original drama ..... AS MILPITAS
TURNS!
Featured are Mayor Peter (Primo) McHugh
Robert Livengood, Jr.
James Rodgers
and Jim Bargabus
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Let's welcome BACK TO CIVll..IZATION, the
Milpitas City Council!
(AS Mll.PITAS TURNS)
MC: "1 took my wife to Milpitas last Saturday night
for dinner ... We had a box of crackerjack and a glass of
lemonade in their best snack bar!
The way MILPITAS is developing these days, it will
soon be the bedroom community for San Jose ... which
is a noble enough ambition ... being that it is now the
BATHROOM!
There are still signs of intelligence in Milpitas ...
Councilman Jack Wach just quit ... and moved toUTAH.
..... UTAH??"
MC: "Act No. 3 was to have been 13th Congressional Dis trict Representative NORMAN Y.
MINETA, doing a tap dance to "DO YOU KNOW
THE WAY TO SAN JOSE ....
BECAUSE he probably has more SENSE than
the rest of us, NORM instead is taking an extended
vacation in the BADLANDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
This telegram was handed to us this morning at 4
AM outside a downtown bar ....
From: Rock Hills, South Dakota
To: Dan McCorquodale, Santa Clara County
Dear Dan:
The national press corps caught wind of my Gong
Show routine and has been following me for days.
Rumor has it that Jack Anderson has even seen me
wearing my dancing shoes during a roll calJ on the
hill. Needless to say, I've decided to lay low for a
while. Don't call me, I'll call you.
Good luck, Norm.
P.S. If the Anderson article shows up in the Mere ,
don't believe it ... the shoes are gold, not blue suede.

MC: Now ... listen to tbis very important message!
LUPE GARCIA: "Coors is right ... very far right.
You don't always have to be left to be right ... or right to
be left.
You have the right to be left alone. You also have the
right to be alone left. If this is confusing, perhaps you are
sober ... THEN, MAYBE ... It's time for one of America's
finest beers ... COORS ... made from pure Rocky Mountain water ... and little else!

Preferred by discriminating drinkers such as
Jerry Ford, Henry Kissinger, Adolph Coors, Joseph
Coors, Mike Coors, and all the other little Coors."
MC: "Now let's go to the state capitol building in
Sacramento:
"When I go to sleep, I never count sheep,
I count all the guys around Linda,
If only she'd stop, I'd ask her to flop,
And then I would get to know Linda ... "

GOOD EVENING, my fellow Californians! This
is your Governor, MIKE CURB, speaking to you
from the Governor's Chair in Sacramento.
This afternoon, after speaking on the telephone with
one of our most respected citizens in San Clemente, I
have declared a State of Emergency in California.
As those of you who read Rona Barrett know, former
governor Jerry Brown is off on another junket to some
foreign land with Linda Ronstadt. This has created a
state of emergency, as the Governor left much necessary
and vital work undone. We have a resolution granting
ownership rights to the Sun to P.G.&E., and another
resolution to the American Advertising Association for
their ad campaign on the Alaska Pipeline, which were
left unsigned by our playboy governor.

Even when he was in the state, Jerry spent most
of his time plotting and planning on how to replace
the Peanut Vendor.
Therefore ... I ... as newly appointed Governor of
California, today moved the State Capitol to San
Clemente .... and have appointed Richard M. Nixon as
Lieutenant Governor .... we have declared the State
Motto to be 'VIVA HOWARD JARVIS! " ... and have
sold the State University School System to Kentucky
Fried Chicken.
Also ... to stimulate the economy ... we have purchased 500 F-16 fighter bombers from Rockwell International .... have bought 200 million recordings of our
state song from Mike Cmb Records ... and have asked all
police and fire departments to immediately implement a
policy of wearing pink and white uniforms, because
those are Linda's favorite colors.

In the true American spirit of humanitarianism,
we have sent the former Governor's personal belongings to him c/o The American Hotel, on Guam.
Included were his 6 x 8 foot plywood bed, his '56
Plymouth (with a full gas tank), a year's subscription to
INSIDE HOLLYWOOD magazine, 6 books of instruc-
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tions on how to build an outrigger canoe, 14 cases of CRations, 2 cases of Near Beer, his collection of assorted
beads, his White House Erector Set, and an autographed
photo of Mr. Whipple.
We are sure that Jerry Brown will find solitude,
contentment, peace ... and Linda on Guam.
May the Good Lord Bless and Keep You, my fellow
Californians. GOOD NIGHT!
(McCORQUODALE WILL COME TO STAGE.
GRAB MIKE. HE Wll..L BE GONGED AND LEAVE
THE STAGE)
LINDA JONES: "SENATOR STRAIGHT-TALK,
can we ask you a few questions? Please, sir!
"In the recent past you have been caught partially
nude in the Washington Tidal Basin at 4 AM with a $6
per night hooker; you have taken six fact-finding trips to
Paris, Honolulu, Tokyo, Rio De Janeiro, Copenhagen,
and Hong Kong; you have been accused of shoplifting
a 42 inch Teddy Bear from Macy•s New York; and are
wanted in six states for impersonating a dedicated public
servant.
Senator, can you give us a straight answer to this
question: IS THE POLITICAL CAREER OF SENATOR STRAIGHT-TALK SIERRA COMING TO A
SCREECHING HALT? ..

SENATOR: "After leaving a 14-hour federal
budget session with Bert Lance, Billy and Jummah
Carter, and four cases of Billy Beer, I was passing the
tidal basin and went to the aid of a young lady who
had fallin in and was screaming for help.
I was PARTIALLY DRESSED because I do not
believe in washing a $400 silk suit, bought by the
American people, in salt water. I want to apologize to the
American people for not first asking the lady to identify
herself and her profession before I rescued her. I managed to save her life, and received her thanks ... and her
telephone number.

Secondly, the fact-fmding trips to those places
you just mentioned were undertaken because of my
devoted intent to vote responsibly on matters which
come before the Congress dealing with French, Japanese, Brazilian, Hawaiian, and the night life in Hong
Kong.
Thuudly ... no respectable member of the U.S. Senate (OF WHICH, OF COURSE, YOUR SENATOR
HERE, IS CERTAINLY ONE), would be caught dead
in the teddy bear department of Macy's, or ANY other
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store. That matter, would, of course, have been referred
to my Committee on Wild Life .. as was the Honolulu
trip!

I am not concerned that the news media folks
continue to attempt to muddy the reputation of one
of the most respected members of the U.S. Senate
(POINTS AT SELF) •••
Why, I remember many many years ago, back in
Nawth Carolina, my mommy would bounce me up and
down on her knee and tell me the story of a humble man
who once walked the burning sands of Nazareth. He,
too, had a difficult time at first getting people to believe
him. He was turned away at Motel Sixes all·over the
country. He was not allowed to board the County buses,
and was eventually nailed to the cross like a common
crook ... And .... (POINTS FINGER IN THE AIR} .. "

LINDA JONES: "SENATOR, are you comparing yourself, Sir, to Jesus Christ?"
SENATOR: IIWHO?II
MC: .. And now ... our Senator from the 11th ..
Senatorial District ... AL ALQUIST!
Senator Alquist is our next performer. Showing
more courage than most of our legislators, he will play
theWABASH CANNONBALL on 37 finely tuned beer
bottles.
(Alquist will appear on stage, and begin his act.
GONG just as he signals that he is ready to play)
GONG!
(Alquist will stand back ... and exit stage)

MC: .. And now the LOCAL 715, Service EPIployees International Union, will present a skit entitled .. BOARD OF SUPERVISORS - EXECUTIVE SESSION- LABOR RELATIONS·- A:FANTASY! ..
The act features:
Mike McMann as Rod
Gayle Southworth as Dominic
Marilyn Acevedo as Gerry
Harold Lee Maynard as Suzy
Chuck Alderete as Lee Stevenson
(THIS ACT WILL PLAY. DO NOT GONG)
MC: .. And now, by special request .... District5
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Supervisor, GERRY STEINBERG ... will hum pertinent sections of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
Gerry! GERRY! Gerry?

(Solemnly) ••• ''We regret to announce that Gerry
Steinberg will not be present. We have just received
a telephone call from somewhere on Gish Road
where she is being held captive at the INFernal
Revenue Service.'
(DAN MC CORQUODALE APPEARS ON
STAGE)
MC: .. HI, DAN! How are you? ... (shake hands with
him. Just as he gets ready to speak ... GONG!)
MC: ..Before we go on ... I have been asked to
introduce a few of Dan McCorquodale•s friends:
Peter McHugh, Milpitas City Council
Robert Livengood, Milpitas City Council
Jim Rodgers, Milpitas City Council
Jim Bargabus, Milpitas City Council

AI Alquist, State Senator
Tom Bates, Assemblyman
Robert Beresford, Former
Municipal Court Judge
Barbara Boxer, Supervisor,
Marin County
Selby Brown, County Counsel
Linda Calion, City Councilwoman, Saratoga
Vic Calvo, Assemblyman
Sam Chapman, Supervisor, Napa County
Dominic Cortese, Chairman,
SC County Supervisors
Louis Cortez, Councilman, Newark
Waddeh Deddah, Assemblyman, San Diego
Rod Diridon, Supervisor

Leona Egeland, Assemblywoman
Jerry Estruth, Councilman, San Jose
Sam Farr, Supervisor, Monterey County
Tom Ferrito, Councilman, Los Gatos
Ellen Fletcher, Councilwoman, Palo Alto
Al Garza, Councilman, San Jose
Deni Green, Governor's Office of
Research and Planning
Rusty Hammer, Councilman, Campbell
Brian Kahn, Supervisor, Sonoma County
Roy Lave, Councilman, Los Altos
David Leahy, Judge, Superior Court

Fred Lucero, Judge, Superior Court . .?-::~· .-·'~;1;,
Chris Matthews, Supervisor, Santa Cruz Couno/--:
Norm Matteoni, Councilman, Saratoga
Dianne McKenna, Councilwoman, Sunnyvale
Henry Mello, Assemblyman
Jim Mills, State Senator, President Pro-Tem

Norman Mineta, Congressman
Gus Morrison, Councilman, Fremont
Leslie Nichols, Councilman, Mountain View:·
Gary Patton, Supervisor, Santa Cruz County
Bill Press, Governor's Office of
Research & Planning
Valerie Raymond, Supervisor, Alameda Gmlnf:¥., ....
Conrad Rushing, Superior Court Judge · · ·: :· ~:.'-.
Charles Santana, Supervisor, Alameda County
Bill Siegel, County Executive
Eddie Souza, Councilman, Santa Clara
Larry Stone, Councilman, Sunnyvale
Tak Takai, Judge, Superior Court
John Vasconsellos, Assemblyman
lola Williams, Councilwoman, San Jose:·."_.~·,
Susanne Wilson, Supervisor, Santa Clara County
Dolowries Wulfhorst, Councilwoman, ·
Sunnyvale .. ...
, ·. ·:·:--···1!
MC: "And now ••• Mr. JERRY ESTRUM; San
i .

.-;,.:

:(

Jose city Councilman, the man who made a Joe
Citizen out of Joe Colla •••
Will present his original rendition of the stoe~broker's
anthem, .. God Bless Free Enterprise ...
Accompanying Councilman Estruth on·:the gui-

tar is Councilman Jerry Estruth!
Let's hear it for both of them •••• !!
(THIS ACT Wll..L PLAY ... DO NOT GONG).
MC: .. AND NOW ... lefs take a briefbreakfor some
straight talk ...
REPORTER LINDA JONES: "Senator Straight
Talk, why are Americans sitting in gas lines? If..there a
conspiracy between the politicians and the major oil
companies to raise the price of gasoline?"
SENATOR: ..That's a good question, ,pretty; h1~
Throughout my long and distinguished career in .the
YEWnited States Senate, I have given straight answers
to difficult questions, and I'm getting ready to do it-again
.. You newspaper people got your pencils ready? You
TV people got your cameras ready? ... OK! · : . ·· .,. · ·

Now ••• in nineteen and seventy-three, President
You-Know-Who and the Santa Clara County Board
: . :' : ., ·r : ;
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of Supervisors conspired to jump the price of gas
from 36 cents per gallon to 70 cents. And they learned
a very valuable lesson ••• that the American people
don't much care what gas costs ••• as long as they can
get some!
Now .. in the fall of 1978, Supervisor Dan
McCorquodale, representatives of the major oil companies, and lawyers for the Gillig Corporation met at the
Alviso Sheraton Hotel and worked out a plan whereby
they'd all wind up FILTHY RICH.

Here's the way it works ••• Gillig wants to sell
buses. The oil companies want to sell gas at a higher
price. And McCorquodale wants a $10 BILLION
DOLLAR LITE RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEM to be
paid by you and I.
They came up with a plan whereby there is a gas
shortage, so you limit the hours you will sell gas ... and
jack up the price at the same time. When people are
buying scarce commodities, it is hardly the time to gripe
about the price, right? RIGHT.
GILLIG makes out because many people cannot
afford $1.00 per gallon gas, and they park or sell their
cars and take to the buses. Now ... the more people riding
buses, the more supporters you have for a rapid transit
system, no?
Your next question, reporter Jones, will be: Why
should Gillig support Supervisor McCorquodale's Lite
Rail System which will make their buses obsolete or
non-essential? That's easy, friends, the Gillig buses are
only good for two or three years anyway ... and by that
time the County should be hard at work building a LITE
RAIL TRAIN SYSTEM.

Gillig, we are sure, will offer to buy back the
buses at about 1/3 of what they sold them for, andresell them to the major oil companies to transport
their oil workers to their jobs and back.
Now ... it don't take a high school graduate to figure
out that the oil companies will be selling less gas ... but
for twice as much money ... and expending less effort
making it! THAT IS .. working part time to make twice
as much money. Nothing dumb about that. The U.S.
Congress figured that one out, many, many years ago!
How does Supervisor McCorquodale get his lite rail
system? That's easy too ... because after abandoning
their cars and getting sick and tired of buses that always
break down, the Santa Clara County taxpayers will vote
for ANYTHING to get them out of the buses!! ... and
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into a Iitle rail system...
REPORTER JONES: .. Senator, can I quote you on
that? ..
SENATOR: .. NO! ... Hell No ... quote unidentified
government sources ... that's enough! ..
MC: .. NOW ... an act which played for 16 weeks
at the Schubert Theatre in Coyote, Calif., which was
lauded by drama critics of the Washington STAR,
the Los Angeles TIMES, and the Alviso DAILY
PLANET ... 16th District Congressional Representative, DON EDWARDS!
... Creating his special, his famous mur-al· on·
stage ... the E.R.A. logo entirely in Ladies Clloice
dill pickle chips!
Let's have a big welcome for the Congressman!

MC: (looking offstage) ''Ladies and·gentle-· ·.
men •••• we cannot locate Congressman Edwards!
••• However, we have just been handed'a:,tele-·
gram.
(READS TELEGRAM)
.. Dear Dan:
You won't believe it. Five hundred and sixteen
cases of pickle chips later, I've lost my touch. My
bread and butters aren't blending well, my relish is
flat, and my kosher dills just don't relate. Things are
so bad even the deli down the street won't exhibit my
best mural work called, .. Gherkin Fever... · · · · ·.· ·
But watch out next time. Got a great idea·far a
sculpting of the County building made entirely from
frozen yami yogurt. I can't wait!
Yours in a pickle, DON
P.S. Enclosed is an article soon to be released by
nationally syndicated columnist Jack Anderson.
Mineta's shoes really are blue suede!
~ t_

•

• •••

MC: "And now ••• direct from the exotic south
seas ••• 24th Assembly DistrictRepresentativ~LEONA
EGELAND as "Hula Hattie" ••• performing in full
costume from her native land ••• "The Cockeyed
Mayor of Kaunakakai!"
· ..
(THIS ACT WILL PLAY. DO NOT GONG)
MC: .. NOW ... here's our next performer,"a gentleman who finished 2nd in the race forMA YOR Of SAN
JOSE last November ... (If you are satisfied whh finishing second, folks, just remember that that is where the
German Army finished in World War II ! ! ...
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The Mayor and our performer were involved in
niany discussions on development during the campaign
... PERSONALLY ... we believe that both of them could
stand much more development ... MENTALLY!
A few years ago, the San Jose MERCURY criticized the Mayor of San Jose for burying her garbage
in her backyard.
Well ••• Iast November she buried AI Garza ••• and
they endorsed the move!
Anyway ... here's the only politician ever to get more
votes in the PRIMARY than in the GENERAL ELECTION ... theErnieAbeytiaoftheChicanocommunity ...
the man who brought us Marilyn Glover ... the Darling
of the Developers ... ALFREDO GARZA, JR.!
San Jose Councilman Garza will sing, "I Did it My
Way" accompanied by music played by all his friends,
neighbors, and supporters .... EAT YOUR HEART
OUT, FRANK SINATRA!
(THIS ACT WILL PLAY. DO NOT GONG)
MC: "And now ... let's listen to this interesting
message .. "
LUPE GARCIA: "Do you want an interesting
career? Have you just escaped from a mental institution?
Do you harbor desires to perpetrate character assassination of local people while ignoring society's REALLY
IMPORTANT problems? .... Perhaps you qualify to be
a muck-raking reporter for the San Jose MERCURY
NEWS!
Find out today ... if you have a future in the newspaper business! Just send two boxtops from any breakfast
cereal (No menudo boxes, please!) .. a list of all the
troublemakers in the Santa Clara Valley who are screwing up OUR beautiful valley, and a 1,000 word essay on
"Build, Build, Build-- Trees don't buy newspapers!" to
the San Jose MERCURY, P.O. Box ICUR12, Alviso,
Calif."
MC: "Moving right along ••• the featured attraction of our show ••• the act you have been waiting for
•.. a performance sure to set show business back at
least 40 years •••
4th District Supervisor Rodney Diridon and San
Jose Councilwoman lola Williams .... doing their ballet
version of "I've Been Working on the Railroad."
(TAPED MUSIC STARTS)
(GONG AS lOLA FALLS INTO ROD'S ARMS.
GONG!)
MC: "Have you noticed the beautiful flowers deco-

was

rating the tables in this room? So have I! Know Who
responsible for that? ... Take a bow, Mr. Tad Sawamura,
Harry Lee, Jamo Momii, Mike Niimoto, Don h,ita, and
Yamashita's Carnations!
Beautiful creations! Thank you! Thank You! Thank
you!
MC: "We've been having a problem backStage •.•
all night long ••• there's this tall fellow that keeps
showing everyone his I.D. card and insisting thatJte
wants to perform also. We have hesitated introduce him, because he don't LOOK like he has ANY
TALENT ••• but since we don't have any more people
to (QUOTE) ENTERTAIN YOU (QUOTE),.,let's
give alisten to •••
.· · -. · ' -·
The most respected legislator in Santa Cbu~a County
... A friend of the working man and woman .. ~·the 3rd
District Supervisor, DAN MC CORQUODALE!· .
(VERY SHORT SPEECH)
MC: "Since no one that I've seen tonight seems to
have any talent, please allow me a few seconds··.fo Show
you that I DON'T HAVE ANY talent either! ... I am
going to sing the Ballad of Richard Nixon':·:· :~ ;. ·.,·! :'· ~~<: •••
(To the tune of "I Really Don't Want to Know")
"How many folks have cursed you,
...
· ·
And told you where to go ...
I wonder, I wonder, I wonder,
. , ·:.·. · ·
But I know that I'll never know ... "
, , ,. .
MC: "Have you heard about the new dolls now
available at department stores ... just in time for Christmas?...
.. · ....... ·
The Chicano Doll-- You wind it up and it brings out
a six-pack!
The San Francisco Doll-- You wind itup·and·it
brings out another San Franciscan!
· · · ·· ·
The Liz Taylor Doll-- You wind it up arid-ittuns
away with your husband!
The Janet Gray Hayes Doll-- You wind it up and it
runs away from the problems!
-··
The Hooker Doll -- You wind it up and it lies down
with just about anybody!
The AI Garza Doll -- You wind it up and it lies
down with developers!
The Republican Congressional Doll -- You wirtd·it
up and it hides election contributions.
· ... ·
The Democratic Congressional Doll -- You wind it
· _; ··, .
up and it hides from its constituents!
The Andy Diaz Doll-- You wind it up and it runs

to
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Name It After Me Politicians on San Jose City CQW,PC,iJ
-:
.

'

.. ·,. ..:•

-

Running For Re-Election ... Payback Time!
I wrote the editorial below after some San Jose City
Councilmen voted to rename some city parks. After
themselves, of course. Que huevos de cabrones!
It was first published in EL EXCENTRICO magazine
on March 20, 1965.
"NAME IT AFTER ME" POLITICIANS
CAMPAIGNING FOR OFFICE
by E. David Sierra
This is just to remind those of you who were concerned about the City Councilmen who named those city

parks after themselves that is is payoff time.
.
Elections are drawing near and now is the tiitie
for those of us whose intelligence was insulted when
Councilmen Welch and Morre, among others, chose
to rename city parks and could think of no more
deserving people to honor than themselves.'The question of why the parks were renamed to begin with was
not answered.
As I see it, these men are not interested-in4oiBgwhat
is best for the majority of the peoplle nQ! .. M~"~tli~y
concerned with saving the taxpayers• money (Paul Mq()re
promised to account for monies spent d'QJi~gl®-l~st
campaign and somehow never got aroundto.J.t.
spent for travel while in office) .
He seems more interested in leaving their name
affixed to some public place, forever preserving their
names in the history of this great city. Butwhatif~ve&y
done to merit a park named after them? Aren'Uheieniore
deserving men in the community?
·. , ·
What is to keep another tinhorn politician in,tbe
future from renaming Moore Park in ·honor his
favorite poodle" What is to keep a future·.p«illtico
from renaming Welch Park after a striped a-- ape?
You can count on seeing these men ·at· MeXi:ean
American social functions again now that the· campaign
is on. They will profess to be a friend of the:Me:tiean
American, the best friend we've ever had at(~ity..'Hall.
BULL!!
.... ·.:,-:.i·.Ladies and gentlemen, the best friend the Mexican
American has at City Hall is Clyde Fischer!)·,And~:
Shaffer.
.· · - ~ ..
If you had Moore's and Welch's pronuses.and:2()
cents you could ride the No. 2 bus to the· end -of·.tbe

Money

•• and runs ••• and runs!
Dan Mac Gong Show (Cont. from pg. 906)
The Santa Clara County Transit Bus Doll -- You
wind it up .. and it STOPS!
MC: .. ThankyouforattendingtheLAST ANNUAL
MC CORQUODALE GONG SHOW. Many, many
people contributed to make this evening a success ... the
bartenders, of course! ... cooks, McCorquodale•s staff,
fairgrounds personnel, Richard Gomez ... many others ...
most of all, a big thanks and a warm abrazo to J ana
Cunningham for her excellent cooperation!
"BEFORE WE LEAVE, we want to thank you
for coming ••• I will draw numbers out of a hat ••• If I
call your number, please come forward to the foot of
the stage and CHARLOTTE POWERS will hand
you your prize. READY?
(START READING NUMBERS)
MC: IIWE APPRECIATE IT VERY MUCH ... WE
KNOW that many of you are far more talented than the
acts which have appeared on our stage this evening ...
However, remember that this only the LAST ANNUAL
McCorquodale Gong Show .. Next year, perhaps the
spotlight will focus on YOU, YOU, and YOU ....
Remember ••• beginning almost immediately •.•
Dancing to the Lynne Lawson Quartet!
THANK YOU FOR BEING SUCH A SPLENDID
AUDIENCE!
EDITOR'SNOTE: Boxed material was not
written by E. David Sierra.

·o'·

line. And no further.

*****
.
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True Genius..,:·,,''_ ":,.,
When a true genius appears in w.s-:.·w~ri4\~·-.+
you may know him by the sign
.the···.
dunces are all in confederacy against birrL
--Jonathan Swift

;t4at
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POCHO -

•Til see you after the war, Richard. rn p~ leaviilk:!or
the Marines in the morning...
. . . . ~· ·
Un unprovoked attack by pachucos up~n agroqp:.of
boys had put two youths in the hospital with .broken
limbs.
.·
·. ·
·::····

A Book Review

••• He spoke again before she could ~$-Y anotlier
word. ''He asked me ifi liked to play witbmyself;~d
I said yes, and he was angry."
·
· .

May 7, 1960

EDITOR'S NOTES: While writing for EL
EXCENTRICO I met the first honest-to-goodness
author I had ever met in my life. Jose Antonio
Villareal wrote POCHO. He came to El Excentrico
flogging his book and publisher Humberto Garcia
asked me to read the book, interview the author, and
write a book review for his magazine.

This is what I had to say in EL
EXCENTRICO'S May 1960 edition:
Jose Antonio Villareal, author ofPOCHO, is a man
who undoubtedly drew from his own personal experiences in turning out his first novel.

'!'line years ago, as an undergraduate at San Jose
State College, Mr. Villareal began to unfold the story
of a Mexican American youth growing up in the lush
and fertile Santa Clara Valley.
fter gr~duating from S~ Jose High School,
Mr. Vtllareal served 1n the United States
Navy for 44 months. After his discharge in
1946 he attended SJS for awhile and then transferred to
the University of California where he earned a Bachelor
of Arts degree in English. After than came postgraduate
work at UCLA and at his alma mater.
POCHO is his first book and the author has dedicated it to his father, 70-year old Jose Heladio Villareal
and to the memory of his mother Felicitaz.

A

The 35-year old writer is married to Mrs. Barbara Villareal, formerly of New York, and after
seven years of marriage they have three children,
Jan 5 years old; Kelly, 4 years; and Caleb, 1 year old;
all born in Berkeley, Calif.
The Villareal family now resides at 18655 Montivina
Road, Los Gatos.

BRIEF EXCERPTS FROM POCHO
.... He waited for the telephone call, and finally on
the fourth day it came... It's taken care of, .. he said.
.. Thanks, man ...

With his limited knowledge of English, the trcin.slation into Spanish was a literal one, and sheclid.Iiotf\uly
understand this meaning ...1 could not say rto, because it
is true that I would rather be alone than with the Portuguese and the Spaniards. They always hit-nie,~y,
and make fun of me. Tell me, why should Jplaiw1th:lJie
others if they do not like me?..
.
Jose Antonio Villareal's POCHO is a:~no.v.ef:)W.J!lich
very vividly captures the true and too often saddening
aspects of life among the early Mexican popUlace· offhe
. ..
Santa Clara Valley.
It is an interesting, easily understandable book,·and
one which is almost certain to find for itselfamclle:m:tihe
hearts of all who have experienced first -hahd the.tedi0us
rigors and sometimes seemingly senseless conflicts of
agricultural labor, those who have knowri~th~:.~gs.:ef
hunger, and those who have suffered withthehtt:miliating stigma of racial bigotry.
.· ,.:. ~::···/ ·.·~::-:':_:· ·

POCHO was written by a man who· know~·::Well
and thoroughly understands the Mexicanpeopleffor
he is one of us.
· ,
It does not champion any cause nor does it. advocate
either mental or physical revolt against ·:.thee ·.Atlgto;..
American way. Rather it strives to pinpoint-~ the· eften
incomprehensible frustrations of a young· ·man 'torn
between two cultures, the Mexican and the ·American.

From the first chapter depicting :JUan• :&lltiil;.~s
idolizing of the rebel Pancho Villa, the str.uggle8-~of
early childhood, pachuco fights, hunger marches-to
Sacramento in the early 30's, through the.iitCipient
stages of unculminated love affairs, and endPig ·With
entry into the military service at the outbreako:f.War,
POCHO is a moving, human, and interesting work.
Villareal is an easily read author, a pronlismg'Clttist;
and seems destined to place his name alongsi4e ·lahn
Steinbeck•s as prime examples of American literature at
the grass roots level. The author knows his·subjeCt-well,
and in POCHO, he explains it very well. Every MeXican
should read it.
---David Sierra May 7, 1960
·· ·
. . : ~ ~... .

.,
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Newark State
Convention Trip
Join Lobo, Tyrone, and
The Leader Editor on
Trip to 1985 State Convention
at Newark, California
by Elke Sakalamota

SAKALAMOTA
This article first appeared in the California
FORUMEER to stimulate attendance at the state
convention being held in Newark.
THE LEADER's exciting 4-day excursion from San
Jose to the picturesque and historic village of Newark
and the 1985 California GI Forum convention on June
27 thru 30 will be fun -filled and exciting. Lots of good
food , cocktail receptions, excitina
business sessions '
0
and delightful conversations with local political leaders
and GI Forum personalities.

Sign up now if you want to be included among the
'Elite' who will join THE LEADER staffpeople on
this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
. Send your check for $ 1,023.0 to us at once, or drop
It off at the GI Forum building any Monday night before
May 33rd. Don't be left out, your frie nds will be talking
about it for years!

Fee includes transportation, all meals, refreshments, green cards, sightseeing, hats & noisemakers,
shampoo, scout knife, gratuities, rocket launcher,
church key, autograph book, life raft, bail, cilantro,
massage, portage, cue stick, souvenir photos, mace,
doggie bags, whoopee cushion, legal advice, video
tapes, and Ben Fernandez for President poster.
Also, golf balls, hard hat, shaving gear, tennis shoes,
fuzz buster, change of clothes (unisex), suntan oil,
shovel, mousetraps, shoe hom, parking permit, brass
knuckles, chile fresco, dice, map of Deco to, bridge tolls,
shoe shine, film, postage, autographed photos of Lobo
and Spark, 5,000 rounds of .30 caliber ammo, and lots of
other freebies.

With your application, please specify Male, Female,
or Other. Also telephone number, favorite beverage,
favorite foods , and your bail bondsman's home number.
Government regulations limit our excursion to 18
people ONLY, so please hurry!
After the applications are received, we will pare
down thelistto 18. We want to take only the cream of our
society on this excursion. (San Jose Chapter members
and friends only, please). If you are a weirdo. flasher,
nerd , bowler, accordion player, don't speak Spanish, or
have ever registered Republican, etc., please do not
embarrass yourself or us by applying. OUI·computer wi ll
reject you posthaste.
Those whose applications are rejected will have
their money cheerfully refunded minus a 30% administrative fee to be retained by us to pay THE LEADER'S
bar bill at Antuna's.

OUR ITINERARY
THURS. , JUNE 27th--8:00A.M. We meet at world
famous Antuna's Mexican Restaurant in the trendy
Washington Square area of San Jose for an autentico
desayuno Aztecacreatively prepared by cooks imported
from old Mexico, and served with tortill as de maiz
calientitas, hand made at our table by Chef Leonardo
himself.
While sipping our postprandial apertifs, and playing
shuffleboard, we are entertained by SJSU cheerleaders
(class of 1912). Afterward, giddy with champagne from
the free alfresco reception hosted by THE LEADER
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staff in the patio, we board our luxurious chartered
excursion vehicles (actually four '56 Chevies borrowed
from vatos locos on the east side) for the first stop on our
journey.
11:30 A.M. We arrive at S.J. Civic Center and look
with disgust at City Hall where bungling bureaucrats
piddled away $60 million of the taxpayers money. We
visit the Council Chambers where members sat seeking
a pay raise while disavowing responsibility for the loss.

We view doors posted with "Don't Blame Me"
signs. We meet with city leaders to ask what happened to the $60 million. We are referred to Admin.
Aides. We drink a toast to ex-Mercury columnist
Steve Lopez.
e visit the cafeteria to see where the real
decisions are made. After taking photos
of the Finance Department offices, we
check our pockets to make sure our wallets are still there.
The ladies make sure they still have all their jewelry. We
give a proper salute to the building as we walk out the
back door. Someone from an upper floor window returns our salute, adding "Same to You!" We leave San
Jose City Hall with police escort. All the city politicians
come outside to wave us off, some leisurely using only
one finger.
1:00 P.M. We arrive at the second stop on our
fabulous journey, ELSAVOY. At this quaint northside
libation lab, we sample our favorite refreshments while
viewing an exhibition of pool-hall wizardry by Mexican
Joe Saavedra.
Those not so inclined, watch the Channel 11 News
and see Jeff Richmond's gee whiz sportscast put us to
sleep. Again.

W

We play Trivia Pursuit with the bartender, winning rounds of beer for our excursionists with such
questions as: "What National Football League Team
retired the jersey of a football player even though
that player never gained one single yard for that
team?" •••• and ••• "Which is the only American
family in which the father, son and MOTHER served
in the U.S. Senate?"
Later, Lobo and the Editor sip kool aid and muscatel
cocktails and sign autographs for the ladies. Then we
leave for our next stop.
2:00P.M. We arrive at D&R Auto Center, official
garage of the San Jose GI Forum. We observe carefully
as a master mechanic replaces the gas cap on the GI

Forum van ... again. The news media may ~estion.~~e
gas cap. Out-of-towners may take photogtap~~. ~itP:·i!te
gas cap.
.,. . . ···:'.~ ·
We view the winter home of Tyrone;. 'wlio._g~ve
distinguished service to this publication before he ~as
reassigned (see April issue). We see the au~o trans~s
sion which Tyrone had licked clean of oil, ·~wallowh_lg
the nuts and bolts to toughen himself fer· his .:~~xt
assignment.
.
... :

We visit the bathroom to see copieS t>r· attiG.Ies
Tyrone wrote for THE LEADER, which \Vere criticized by some former members and wliicb· are ~9W
bound for the Ronnie Popular Libracy at&anmr4.

After taking pictures of his doghouse fe,~~ng:f#i~;
rescent lighting and astroturf flooring, we listen intently
as owner David Rodriguez shares with us;..the ·most
intimate secrets of Tyrone's aerobic exercise-routipes
and diet. We also learn what Tyrone wore t() bed! : ·

At this time the ladies are allowed,to~take·p~tos
of. the Tyrone Childhood Home. We buy :·meinota•
billa at Tyrone's Souvenir Stand. As we embark-for
our next stop, a local dog gives us the Tyrone salute,
"·
resting one hind leg against the fence.
4:30P.M. We arrive at the world famous Ghetto
Golf and Country Club on King Road and are-:greetec1:m
the parking lot by Spark The WonderDog. and: several
city and county political leaders.
: ~·~· >- ···:·.• ,-.h<·.,
Spark meets Lobo for the first t~e.:. ·It ::i$'~ a
momentuous occasion so we all have our caineras·.teady
to take photos and preserve the moment for: postecl,ly.
The politicians hurry to get into the photo, while·<we
smile and snap away. We gather in the veranda .fer:y.et
another champagne reception, this one ·hostetl ·by The
.·. . ·: :::: .r· ·
Editor and Spark.
After listening to Sid Haro lecture on ·w.irining.·g6if
and seeing videotapes of his latest triumphs atSan'J6se
Muni and Riverside, we move outsideto :tire· driving
range to see lsmael Flores demonstrate the·perfect-golf
swing. Then we marvel as David Sierra~ effortlessly
drives golf balls off the fence fronting the 10th-green·~
After a nine-course lunch of the best The Ghetto
kitchens have to offer (boiled eggs, chicharrones, jerky
and a six pack of Bud), we board our land:~ehfs. again
to continue our excitement-filled excursion~· . ; ·,~ ·.·"·
5:00P.M. We depart the golf and country club in om
chartered vehicles and pass the world famous comer·of
King & Story Roads. Then we drive downQuimby,Road
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where our vehicles slow down as we approach Vida
Nueva, where Lobo was raised and which is the scene of
his greatest triumphs. We take photographs of the "WELCOME HOME, LOBO!" signs hanging from the eaves
of the Vida Nueva House, and Lobo waves to his
camaradas from the lead convertible in our procession.
We do not stop.
7:30-P.M. As the sun begins to go down over a
shimmering Alviso Bay, we arrive at the Marina and are
greeted by Alviso Mayor Juan Toomany, the Municipal
Dogcatcher, and other city dignitaries.
The Mayor kisses Lobo's hand, and we take photos.
Lobo kisses the Mayor's wife and squeezes her hand. We
are awed by the Alviso sunset ... and the aroma. We take
a deep breath to partake fully. The Mayor points out the
site of the future Alviso MudGiants Stadium. Then the
San Jose GI Forum Chaplain blesses the occasion,
thanks The Lord for Jerry Falwell, the Budweiser Brewery, and Billy Carter, and yields to the Sgt. at Arms for
the salute to Old Glory.
As the gusting ocean breezes gently rearrange

our coiffed hairstyles we sit down in the parking lot
amid waving palm trees for our official THE
LEADER Man of the Year Award Banquet, served
by tuxedoed waiters.
Our special Guest of Honor, resplendent in white tie
and tails (and nothing else) accepts our accolades with
much dignity.

We honor LOBO (who else?) as the Man of the
Year and enjoy a sumptuous Alvisian feast (sardines,
crackerjack and prune juice) and imbibe freely,
casting our worries to the wind. While we are taking
dinner, the phone rings. It is the President, calling
from Washington D.C. Lobo puts him on hold as he
continues sweet-talking the Mayor's wife.
Hours later, our hearts still pounding furiously from
the excitement, we board our luxurious transportation
and are whisked along the bustling Admiral Chester W.
Nimitz Memorial Freeway to the Port of Alviso for our
trip to exciting Newark.
We depart Alviso aboard the U .S.S Sailfin, a Tyroneclass submarine captained by Commander Voy K.
Temato, hero of the Battle of the Coral Sea. As we slip
down into the depths of Alviso Bay and out into San
Francisco Bay at 560 fathoms, Cdr. Temato shows us
color slides of his grandchildren and regales us with war
stories from WW II, the big one.

_____ __a11 ___

We arrive at Onion City Yacht Harbor."~'f&e~~t
by the DecotoMunicipal Band (both of them), our St~te
Chairman, and local dignitarties. We are whisked by
John Deere caterpillars to the American Cement Company plant for a moonlight tour.

Our day ends with a cocktail reception in the
lobby of the Newark Hilton hosted by State Chairman Eli Sandoval and our Man of the Year, Lobo.
Then we meet City of Newark officials bfthe Jesus
Cardenas Room. Lobo is presented with the keys to
the City of Newark. (They are cardboard so Lobo
folds them and puts them in his back pocket).
Like fireflies, the lights of Alviso spaFlde -to :the
south. Far to the southeast we view the bli~_gfif§!of
the Radio KSJF tower, and to the northeas~ our tour
guide excitedly points out every BART trairt·that passes
far below as it hurtles toward Deco to, the Gem -City of
the East Bay.
Day One draws to an exciting conclusion as Eli
Sandoval personally introduces the top officials of the
California GI Forum to each member of our" party~ aiid
we get autographs and photos of each.
· · ~ ' · .·
At the stroke of Twelve Midnight, we sit down to
listen to the State Secretary read the complete minutes af
the 1984 California GI Forum Convention. We ·take
notes, paying particular attention to the .financial. re;..
ports.
We meet the southland's finest, the her~ded Gavilan
Pollero, and get his autograph. After meeting·l1obo; El
Gavilan Pollero slinks out of the room, realizmg·thathe
is in the presence of a Living Legend, Lobo~ ·: · · ·· · ;

We listen to a trio of Eli's friends-providing
musical entertainment (accordion, tuba, bagpipes)
and are handed autographed copies· of· TRANSGRESSIONS OF A NOBLE DOCUMENT by AI
Hernandez as souvenirs of our visit to !\lmuada
County. We are apprised of a reception the next day
at which the author will be present to autograpb·bis
document.
That is our fun-filled itinerary for the first day only-!
Lobo's personal physician will be in our party. toadmin""
ister sedatives to those whose hearts cannot stand the
excitement!

****
Liberty is Responsibility.

That is why most men dread it.
--George Bernard Shaw··. i·,····.

:.-'· .. ,·
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Leadership
Editorial
March 1980
THE FORUMBER

by E. David Sierra
We are appalled at the seeming lack of leadership in
the American GI Forum at both the state and national
levels.
At the recent state board meeting in Riverside, it
appeared to us that Chairman Jerry Jaramillo came ill
prepared to conduct business sessions of the California
GIForum.

He also came ill prepared to conduct business at
the board meeting in Santa Maria in September, but
at that time we defended the Chairman, preferring to
take on his detractors, because we believe that everyone, even Chairman Jaramillo, is entitled to one
mistake •• at least.
At the Riverside meeting, it was more of the same
and thus it was far more apparent.
Vice Chairman Duane Goff of Sacramento split the
scene at noon on Saturday. We subsequently learned
that even though he resides in Sacramento, he is now a
member of a chapter in SOUTHERN California.

Second Vice Chairman Robert Escobar of San
Jose didn't even attend the meeting.
Other state officers also left the sessions early. Now
... we do not know if they had legitimate reasons for
splitting early, or perhaps they no longer want to be
identified with the Jaramillo administration, but what
ever happened to that old time dedication?
Aren't you men supposed to be there all day long?
What did you promise to do when you were campaigning for the office?

The National is in similar straits. We have not
seen a copy of THE FORUMEER, our national
newspaper, for so long that we do not remember
when we received the last one ••• and we do not care
... as long as Robert Cuellar is the editor.
We do not believe that he has the best interests of the

American GI Forum at heart, and do not~~~th~t:~e
has given that project the time nor the dedic~ti:on that it
deserves.
At the Albuquerque National Board .Meeting. in
1979, when Cuellar won the right to ·publish nffi
FORUMBER, the past editor (yours truly) was going ·to
bid $21,000 per year (guaranteed for 3 years) to publish
the American GI Forum's newspaper. But we were told
by National Executive Secretary Louis Tellez that. that
was far too high a bid, and that as long as he·wasNa~o~al
Exec he did not want E. David Sierra as editor.
··

Cuellar bid $14,000 and got the job. L~ter tJtat
night, he told a group of Califas Fommeers ·that
there was no way he was going to publiSh.l2 iSsu~
per year for $14,000.
nyway, here we are a year later~ ··We under
stand that Dr. Hector P. Garcia,.: Rc;)mm
founder, and one of Sierra's bitterest critics
when he was editor, has circulated a 1ettet to.~0me
Forumeers around the country asking for·donation~·to
support THE FORUMBER. But San Jose GI Forummd
not get one. Porque no?
We do not believe in airing our chones in public,·but
this is a desperate situation which calls fot. desperate
measures.
Please know: No. 1. David Sierra is not interested in
being editor; 2. No one asked me to edit the·paper.; S·>We
have not been solicited for a contribution. .· :_ ·
·.. ·
CONCLUSION: We have believed·for sometime
that if an organization like the American GI Forum does
not have a nationally circulated newspaper proddi:ng
government to action, and keeping track of the'·!#@$!#@
who prey upon us, we do not have anythihg.·We thinkit
is a valuable tool, at least it has been in the-p·ast
We do not know what the National·- Office is
spending its money on these days, butifoogbt to :be

A

supporting a newspaper FIRST. For the good of the
.
order. *****

Hell Raising. -.··~ ._. :.
No matter that patriotism is too-often ~e
refuge of scoundrels. Dissent, reoel.~on, ~d
all-around hell-raising remain the true: 4~~
of patriots .
--Barbara Ehrenreich

:

;•
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Going to the Dogs ...
At a San Jose GI Forum meeting in 1982, a lady who
should know better, complained to Chairman Frank
Caballero that
our newsletter
was "going to
the dogs" because articles
were being
written by the
characters
shown on this
page. Apparently the lady
wasn't sophisticated

enough to recognize humor when
it was right before her eyes. After a good laugh
by everyone, we
went on to theserious business.
The cartoons
were done by a
very talented artist from the San
Jose Police Department with arrangements made
by Deputy Chief
Ike Hernandez.

TYRONE

SPARK

~·~~~ ~~FA~
t..l<. SAKALAHOTA

\

-

SEN. FULLABULL

---. --...

-'-=-.4!L~"~~\r~ AYAM YUR FADER

You doin' good, Boy!
While Dr. Hector P. Garcia, Louis Tellez, Zeke
Duran, Tony Morales and other high muckety mucks in
the American GI Forum were doing their damndest to
get rid of me as edi tor of THE FORUMEER, we DID get
some praise from Texas, as evinced by the letter below:
Dear Mr. Sierra:
No doubt THE FORUMEER bulletins are of bareat
interest and are a pleasure to look forward to read the
following month.
Mr. Sierra, you are indeed doing a fine job and your
dynamical ability and determination in defendinab the
rights of the Mexicano is a projection in each issue of

THE FORUMEER.
Thank you for the fine news media you have been
giving us.
Rosa Ena Longoria
1315 Bright St.
Corpus Christi, Texas 78405

EDITOR'S NOTE: We understand that Rosa
Ena was Dr. Garcia's secretary. Does this demonstrate that the right hand didn't know what the left
hand was doing, or were the Tejanos setting n~e up
for a surprise coup 'd etat at the national convention
--E. David Sierra
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WUHS' Best Athlete Ever?

WUHS Tigers
QB-pitcher
Ron Robinson
H.S. career ends
by E . David Sierra
Woodlake High School quarterback-pitcher Ron
Robinson was selected as the Sunkist Athlete of the
Year, the top high school male athlete in the San Joaquin
Valley in 1980 .

BASEBALL
The 6'4" 200 pounder struck out 176 batters in 108
innings, walking just 25. He was chosen as the East
Sierra League's most valuable player. Robinson gave up
one run in 17 innings of playoff action, and posted five
shutouts, with an ERA of 0 .58 for the year.
He had a record of 45 wins and 8 losses in his fouryear varsity pitching career, including six no-hitters and
a perfect game.
Robinson also hit .329 with five home runs and 27
runs batted in.

Becoming an American
The immigrant from a country in Europe had
come to the United States seeking freedom and
an opportunity to better himself. But he was having a hard time passing the very basic questions
he was being asked. He looked very perplexed
and beginning to think that maybe he and his family were not going to be admitted to America.He
did not know that George Washington was the
first president. He did not know that the capital
was in Washington, D.C.
The questioner decided to ask one last question, What is red , white and blue and flies over
every public building in America?
The immigrant's face lit up. Aha! "Blue birds
and pigeons and red birds !" he replied.

FOOTBALL
Playing quarterback for the Tigers in football, Ron
topped all California prep passers with 2,700 yards and
27 touchdowns in his senior year. He was an All Sierra
League quarterback for three years at W oodlake.

BASKETBALL
In basketball he tallied over 1,000 po ints in three
seasons.

PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL
He signed a letter of intent to play football and
baseball at Fresno State University, but signed a profe sional baseball contract with the Cincinnati Reds after
being drafted in the first round of the free agent draft.

He was the 19th player chosen from among the
nation's best amateur players.
"I was really happy to go in the first round," he said,
"Cincinnati is a good team to be with. I expected to go
earlier. Philadelphia (the 13th pick) showed a lot of
interest in me and so did St. Louis (15th)," he told the
Fresno l3EE.
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ReDleDlber
This Day
February 5, 1963
FICTION by E. David Sierra

"/ will make you always remember
this place, this day, and me ... "
A book review
by Bob Rodriguez
I guess that most of us who love to write have
thoughts that we can write the all American novel
someday. Dave Sierra has actually gotten down to hard
work and has produced a very moving story in REMEMBER THIS DAY.
A college buddy of mine always wanted to write "the
novel," and who can forget the very successful POCHO
by Joe Villarreal.
I read the opening two chapters of Dave Sierra's
novel REMEMBER THIS DAY and I was highly impressed by Dave's style of writing which is characterized
by beautiful and vivid simplicity. It is so written that you
will immediately get hooked.
ou can't help but identify with the main
characters. A young boy (Richard Moreno)
is tom emotionally between his love for the
girl (Shirley Kirkland) and expressing this love which
he is not sure will be accepted.

Y

The story begins on June 6, 1944 (D-Day) which
is Richard Moreno's high school graduation day. In
very effective flashback the thoughts of Richard
Moreno take you through all the events worth remembering, the color, the students, the teachers, the
football games and the spirit which make up Emerson
High School.
The novel has its spicy and racy passages but they
are well handled by the writer. The story will no doubt
take you back to your high school days. It's probably a
safe bet that you still remember a certain day and who
but Dave Sierra can deny that he didn't live the story.

CA~IFORNJ!\.

Dave could have painted his main c.ters ~
stronger hues and run it at a little faster pace but all in ~1
the novel has considerable commercial meritand a very
moving and tender approach that blends superbly with
the subject and mood of the story.

***
EDITOR'S NOTE: ALL names, pl~ces and.
occurences in this work are but a figttt¢nt of the
author's imagination. Any semblance to actual.-.
people, places, and happenings is purely_ coincidental.

The Prologue
The Sixth of June of Nineteen Hundr.~d_and Forty
Four dawned bright and sunny. Peace and coptentmept
are the words which would most aptly describ~ the w_~y
Emerson City looked that morning.
The town was alive with news of an Allied Exped1~
tionary Force which early that morning had raced across
the beaches of western France. The in'{~ion w~ QD!
Across the globe the news wires hummed wi1h, ~ommu
niques of what was happening, the acti~h-'that ~.~as
transpiring at Omaha, Utah, Gold, and the'otber beach~s
under attack.
· · · ..'' . •· · ·:'

news

One never knew quite what to mak~ !of
dispatches any more. One day the new~~~ver~ wo~~
announce that American forces were pushing ever
onw ard, carrying the fight to the enemy.
The next day another voice would urge ail to contrib-ute to the war effort, to buy savings bond, stamps, don't
drive over 35 miles per hour, save gas, save oil, save
cooking oil, save yourself, save the country, etc., etc.,
etc.

·,·~-

·.>.:r ~· ,;_,_.~--:-·.·:.

This war seemed many millions of· miles away.
Emerson City, nestled in the cracks and crevices of the
Stanley Mountains, never seemed to get too exeited
about anything at all. The most exciting thing which had
happened here in four years, other than the news· about
Pearl Harbor, was when Billie Spencer, son of Reverend
Spencer of the Emerson Township Presbytenan,Chut£8
, got caught in bed with the widow Gu~nersen in· the
spring of '44.
.· .
Bill was barely sixteen years old then:. and everyone
knew that his father had warned him not to-say antying
to anyone. He didn't have to. Mrs. Gunnerson seemed
quite proud that her daughter Helga, much younger and
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far more attractive than her, had surprised them both in
bed when Mrs. Gunnerson was supposed to be at the
grocery store and Billie Spencer was supposed to be
driving her there and back.
Reverend Spencer was very kind to his flock, letting
his son drive them to the store and back on Saturday so
that on Sunday they would be sure to be in church to
listen to his "Me and the Devil and No Holds Barred"
sermons.

GraduaUy the town went back to normal. Back to
a humdrum existence. The lawns were green again,
much better looking than the sickening grey cloth of
winter. The long days of summer, with nippy but
comfortable nights, had returned in May.
ow, June was here and with it came the
invigorating sunshine of a California sum
mer. In the distance the high snow capped
peaks of the Stanleys pointed to clear skies searching
vainly for non-existent clouds. The gentle sloping foothills forming an interim between the towering summits
and the valley's flatness, held grove upon grove of
budding fruit trees on its heaving bosom.
Emerson City was situated here in the shadow of
these majestic hills, pride of its residents though hated
by many transplanted midwesterners who preferred to
see the sun rise over miles of endless plain. The community nestled her in the bosom of the foothills, content to
exist in the shadow of one of God's foremost creations
and quite happy to know that it escaped the noise and
confusion of more urbane cities to the south.

N

Here was land which yet recognized the rancher
as its king. They were the dominant class in Emerson
City, content to know that they held the stability of
the area's economy in the palm of their calloused
hands.
Early every weekday morning, bright yellow buses
vacated their boudoirs in the large bam-like structure
that was the garage of Emerson City High School,
fanning out over the lush countryside where smiling,
husky boys, and pretty girls waited for their ride to
school.
Big, strong boys they were, tired by ranch chores
begun long before sunrise, and girls whose femininity
shown through even though the labors of rural life
sought without much success to cloak the signs of their
gender.
Now rolling rapidly through town along Emerson
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Avenue, the buses drew casual hand waves from earlyrising merchants who hastily swept dust and bits of
debris which the night had deposited at their threshhold.

A short, black haired boy walked· very slowly
down HuU Street, stopped at Emerson Avenue crossing to let the bus turn up the street toward the high
school before dashing across the busy thoroughfare
himself.
He walked slowly, his mind engrossed in memories
of four almost-completed years at Em l:fi. Shuffling
along, now and then counting the squares over which his
feet traversed, came Dick Moreno, student. A fine mind,
his mathematics teacher had said that time· he got ailA
in Basic Arithmetic. Cute, Charlene Duvall, the school's
head cheerleader, told Dick's younger sister. One helluva
nice guy, Jamie Anderson opined. The latter· opinibn
was the one that mattered most.
Wandering down memory lane was fun· for Dick
Moreno. The warmth that invaded his heart was very
pleasant.
"Morning, Dick!" old man Smiley said~ Hector
Smiley lived on the comer of Hull and Second Street,
just two blocks from the school and he made it a point to
be on his front lawn every morning during the· sumriler
months to say hello to everyone passing by .'This gesture
gave him a feeling of belonging which he considered to
be of paramount importance.
"Morning, Mr. Smiley!" Dick answered, without
looking up from the sidewalk. he knew it was Mr.
Smiley who had greeted him. It had to be, the sallie thing
every morning for four years. It ...
YUK! WE ARE GOING TO SPARE THE '
READER THE REST OF THIS SO..;CALLED
NOVEL BECAUSE IT WAS BAD, BAD, BAD.
SO, IN SPITE OF WHAT RODRIGUEZ SAID~
DAVE SIERRA HAD NOT WRITTEN. A NOVEL.
JUST AFEW CHAPTERS. BUT WE CONVINCED.;
ALOTOFPEOPLETHAT ANOVELHADBEEN.
WRITTEN. JUST HARMLESS FUN. OR •·· WE<
HOPE IT DID NOT HURT ANYONE.···
-- E. David Sierra
·.· ..

Oppression
Can a nation be free if it oppresses other nations? It
cannot.
--V.I. Lenin, 1956
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People I Admire, Part 2
Franklin, Benjamin
American Political Leader
Heyerdahl, Thor
Norwegian Explorer
Inouye, Dan
U.S. Senator from Hawaii
Jefferson, Thomas
America's 3rd President
Kapp, Joe
QB , Cal Bears, Minnesota Vikings
Li ncoln, Abraham
America's 16th President
Williams, Hank Sr.
Country Music Singer and Songwriter
Wooden, John
Former UCLA Basketball Coach
2006 UCLA football team
Defeated No.2 ranked USC 13-9
Garcia, Gus
San Antonio attorney, Civil Rights Activist
Juraschek, Monsignor Erwin
National Chaplain, American GI Forum
Amaya, Larry
GI Forum Service Award named after him.
Garza, Alfredo
Former Vice Mayor, City of San Jose
Martinez, Jose
Former Director, SER Project, San Jose
Soto, Phil
Former California State Assemblyman

Humberto Garcia, publisher of EL EXCENTRICO
magazine took many pictures of his Assistant Editor, but
none any better than this one of E. David and his new
wife, Gloria C. Sierra.
The couple were married by Judge Beemer in Reno,
Nevada and a few days later Humberto asked that we
come to his studio at 195 Devine Street for his wedding
gift to us, photos.
He took this one and another one of Gloria hitting me
upside the head with a frying pan, just to remind me who
was going to be boss at THIS household.
Humberto Garcia already knew but he was keeping
it a secret from the victim in this case ... ME.

------)
When he took this photo,
Humberto Garcia told
said my days as a bachelor were numbered. I
guess he knew something ... because a few
weeks later ... POW! ...
E David married Gloria
Caravayo.

Gonzalez K•s 18 Vikings

In 1954, Ben Gonzalez (San Jose HS) struck out l 8, including first nine batte rs, in
7-innjng, 5- 1 victory over Palo Alto High School Vikings.
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Flores Mexicanas theme
adopted by SJ Gl Forum
I had been elected San Jose GI Forum Chapter C hairman for the third time in 1977. We had many problems,
one of them was the annual Miss San Jose GI Forum
queen coronation bail.

e had become accustomed to moving the
event to different halls every year for
variety. We also changed the theme every year which meant different decorations, a lot of
work for our Queen Coronation Ball Committee.
One year we had booked a ballroom downtown and
then were notified a few weeks before the event that
the hall had been rented to another group. Apparently
they offered the hall management more money. We contacted an attorney. Since we had not yet signed a contract for the building, we were out in the cold. But I
vowed that we would never do business with that hall
again ... and we didn't.
Other halls, particularly those in large hotels, wanted
a bar sales guarantee of $3000. We considered that a
ridiculous demand. We were bringing in from 600 to

W

Vida Nueva's Finest
Two of the most competent employees at Vida
Nueva whi le I worked there were Michael Roybal,
left, and Adam Sanchez. Both were dedicated and
a credit to the recovery community. Good men.

800 people into their hotel, some staying for the night
and some having dinner there. Most would be drinking
so a hefty profit was almost assured. Nevertheless they
continued making their bar sales demands.
I presented a proposal to the San Jose GI Forum board
of directors to adopt a permanent theme: F lores
Mexicanas. We discussed it, the board adopted it and
we took it to the membership meeting.
It would mean making decorations and keeping them
from year to year instead of going through the monumental task of making new decorations every year.
Additionally, I suggested we take our event to the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds and make anangements
to have it there every year afterward. We would maintain a good working relationship with the Fair management, the Fair provided acres of parking right across
the street, and it was a Santa Clara County facility o
we could get assistance from our political friends if problems arose.

The membership adopted both suggestions and
that was how we came to be hosting our Flores
Mexicanas pageant at the SC County Fairgrounds
for many, many years.
The most successful event we held there wa one that
drew approximately 1,300 people in 1973 to conunemorate the American GI Forum's 25th anniversary. We invited the board of directors members of all chapters in
California to be our guests, and many of them came,
including some from southern California. ***
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world many many years
ago, and it didn't change
much. The Germans and
Italians went there in
WW II and what did they
change? Not much.
If you send American troops to the middle
east, it just means you
add American blood to
the middle eastern blood
(SAN JOSE) -- E. David Sierra, Super Patriot,
being shed every day.
announced at a news conference this afternoon at the
No more. No less.
Motel 6 in Alviso that he had cabled President Geo W
Here's a suggestion,
Bush and offered to go to the middle east and get it on .
E. David Sierra
Mr. Presiden t. Why
with those baddies who are giving him fits. He invited all
don't you train Amerihis friends (both of tern) to joinhim in getting it on with
cans in the middle eastern cultures, learn their language,
those baddies who are causing Mr. Bush's popularity
their customs, and send them over there in plain clothes.
numbers to go south ..
Assimilate with the people. Live there among them.
The president told his commanding general, "We've
Roam the deserts. Live in the villages. Find out who the
got enough idiots over there already, what we need is
movers and shakers REALLY are. Find out who hates
some fellows smart enough to dodge those Iraqi bombs
Americans enough to kill them. Then do their thing ...
and bullets. I need some lead-butted grunts!"
quietly and subtley ... get rid of those who advocate
"It wasn't much of a contest to begin with," E.
death to Americans and who practice the art of fireDavid said very wisely, "What are they gonna do
bombing innocent people.
when the U.S. Army's 101st Airborne Division drops
Do unto them what they are doing unto our troops.
in on them, call 9-1-1?"
Get rid of the uniforms. Park the trucks. Dress in plain
Mr. Bush considered E. David's valiant effort to
clothes. Walk the streets. And do what they learned how
protect America from its enemies and rejected forthto do in basic training camps ... do away with America's
rightly the patriot's heroic efforts to separate the men
enemies. *****
from the boys, the camels from the humvees, or whatever, as it were, to right what is wrong in the middle east,
but said, "Nah, we can take care of it Texas style. If they
Citizen Politicians
move, shoot their ass ... and if they don't it means
Inexperienced candidates for public office are
somebody already beat you to it! Paint 'em or Plant 'em!"
the only human beings who cite "inexperience" and
E. David continued, "Those guys in the middle
being Washington D.C. "outsiders" as an asset.
east have been backstabbing each other since before
If your surgeon said he was "inexperienced" and
Jesus Christ walked the burning sands of Nazareth
had never been in an operating room, would you
and they will be gang-banging each other long after
trust him to operate on you?
Bush and Chaney have retired to their ranches in
If your airline pilot said he was "inexperi-

E. David, Patriot,
offers to participate
in AM-BUSH war
in Middle East

Texas to count the money they made rebuilding a
country that our B-52's leveled and Halliburton
went over there to rebuild."
That's just the way it is, Mr. President. Accept it.
You don't have to like it, but there isn't a damned thino-o
you can do to stop it.
Read middle east history, Mr. President. The Catholic Church sent millions of people into that part of the

enced", would you board his airplane?
If your ophthalmologist said he was "ine){!verienced" and had never used the operating equipment, would you trust him with your eyesight?
If not, then why should Americans trust "inexperienced" politicians to run our country?
--E. David Sierra 2.12.07
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Heavenly
Questions
by E. David Sierra

In the not yet forseeable future, I have
died and gone on to my reward. I approach
the pearly gates aware that St. Peter is waiting and needs justification for admitting me
through the golden gates and on to heavenly
bliss. I am ready, having prepared for the day
that we all know is coming but hope to avoid
as long as we can.
I will simply state to him, ..1 was a compassionate
person, and tried to leave the world a better place than I
found it. I coveted no one•s possessions. I was protective
of the environment. I tried to treat everyone with respect,
the way I wanted to be treated. I was kind to animals. I
respected my elders. I helped others less fortunate than
myself whenever it was possible for me to do so.
Also, I was honest, punctual, and responsible. I
admired those who tended to the disabled, the physically
impaired, and the intellectually challenged.
I respected educated people and encouraged those
not educated to seek a higher education. I believed in
giving credit where it was due even if I didn•t personally
like the individual. I aggressively opposed people who
tried to take advantage of the less fortunate.
And, I opposed racism. I respected other people•s
opinions especially when they differed from mine. I
respected our national flag and our national institutions.
I condemned dishonest and corruptive politicians and
others in public life who were pledged to protect and
serve.
I tried to understand why people of different cultures, different nationalities, and different races might
have opinions and ideas different than mine.
So ... St. Peter says, come on in. Everyone who has
ever existed on God•s earth and has expired is here. St.
Peter sees to that. On earth he would have been a
doorman, a sergeant at arms, or an admittance officer.
HEAVEN IS PERFECT. There is no mendacity
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here. No rhetorical games. There are no lies;;:So everyone you question must answer you thruthfully about
things that have bothered you for years. They cannot be
punished for discretions or for breaches of the law, so
they can and do speak freely and openly about matters
they may have avoided in their former life.
There is no racism so peoples of all colors, nationalities and races mingle freely and are able to communicate
because heaven is perfect. There are not 400 different
languages. You ask questions in the language you know
and you are answered in the language of the person
whom you asked. But somehow everyone understands
everyone else. Everything is instantly translated. You
don•t know why or how. It just is. You wonder why it
took so long.

There is no hate because there is no reason to hate
anyone. We are all equal in the eyes of God and in the
eyes of each other. We don't envy others. We hav-e
what they have, no more and no less. We are aU
brothers and sisters. We all love each 'Other and
everyone else with whom we come into contact.

T

here is no revenge because we don,·t concern
ourselves with the past. We are too happy
looking forward to what awaits us··each day.
There is no reason to dwell on the past. It is gone and
forgotten. There is too much to look forward. to, so ,we
don•t spend any time or effort looking backward. Life is
so exciting, we regret having to sleep. We look forw·ard
to what the next day will bring, whom we will meet, as
we wander through this utopia.
There are no illnesses, diseases, or aches and pain'S;
Everyone enjoys perfect health. Everyone has excellent
eyesight and all the other senses.
.·
There is no gambling because we do not covet what
anyone else has. We have it too. We don~t tniss··not
having any money. There is nothing to buy. ·You are in
h~~n.

r

Everything is free to anyone who wants any.thitlg.
Since that is so, no one seems to crave much. We·have
realized that sometimes we wanted things and bought
them simply because others didn•t have them, orcouldn•t ·
have them. It made us feel superior. In the end, what do
you really need beside food and drink and peace and
happiness?
There is no drug addiction because we are in a
perfect place already. There is no need for artificiality. There is so much to look forward to that we want
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to experience it aU with our minds completely clear.
Why alter our thinking processes when we can have
anything we want for free. How much happiness do
you want? You've got it. There is no need for artificial altering of your senses. Why?
There is no heat and no cold. The temperatures are
always perfectly suited to whatever activities you are
involved in. You don't shiver, you don't perspire. You
just do what you want to do. Your world is perfect,
remember?
People of all walks of life mingle freely, with no
pretense of social strata. Earthly riches are forgotten, for
here everyone is equal. Men, women, minorities, rich,
poor, destitute people are considered equals and treated
the same.
Everyone dresses the same. We wear white togas
and nothing else. We don't wear shoes. It is a temperate
environment. You don't need to impress anyone. Don't
your feet feel better already, walking without being
encased in restrictive socks and canvas or leather? You
cannot tell a person's social status by the way they dress
because we all dress alike. Who cares what your status
WAS ... now, we are all equal. Isn't that nice?
There are no cars. We walk everywhere we want to
go. Everything seems to be nearby, or at least it seems
that way. There is no sense of urgency. Why? You've got
all the time you want to do whatever it is that you care
to do. Why hurry? There is always tomorrow ... forever.
No one is in charge. There are no bosses. There is
one Big Boss and only one. After that, we are all
equal.
There are no disagreements or arguments. What is
the point? What does it matter if someone's opinions or
ideas differ from ours? We are all committed to telling
the truth.
You can approach anyone and make conversation.
There are no pretenses. There is no need for formal
introductions. No one asks you what your social standing was before engaging you in a discussion. Your
former profession is not an issue. It just doesn't matter.
Others just don't care. What difference does it make
now? We've all moved on to a better existence and
living life from day to day ... forever and ever.
Some of the people that are here would not be here
if E. David Sierra were the keeper of the keys to the
pearly gates. But, to be fair, everyone that has ever
existed has done something right, sometime in their life,

and a very forgiving God admits everyone tQ his kiin.gdom, with the freedom to mingle freely with those with.
whom they were acquainted in their former life and
those whom they have never met but they want to meet
or the other person wants to meet them. You need o~y
commit to being honorable in all endeavors and to ·tell
the truth at all times. No matter how much it hurts. Or
used to hurt because it doesn't hurt anymore. Nothing
does. This is bliss.
It is exhilarating to know that around the next comer
you may meet Thomas Alva Edison, Anne Frank, Jorge
Negrete, Mahatma Gandhi, Benito Mussolini, Idi Aniin,
John Wayne, Genghis Khan, Erwin Rommel; Julius
Caesar, Babe Ruth, Charles DeGaulle, Marifyri Morif§e,
Sun Yat Sen, Robert Oppenheimer, Montezuma, Fidel
Castro, Knute Rockne, or Douglas MacArthur. ···. ·
Or maybe Sir Winston Churchill, ·Hank Williams Sr., Dwight Eisenhower, Christopher Columbus, Cesar Chavez, Sitting Bull, Humphrey Bogart,
Napoleon Bonaparte, Imelda Marcos, Alexander
Haig, or Emperor Hirohito.
. ,· · ·
Or your ex-wife, the teacher who flunked you·in
your favorite subject in high school, the father who
abandoned his family before you had the chance to know
him, the coach who wouldn't put you into the game,:~e
man who cheated you in a game of cards, the cheerleader
who wouldn't go out with you, the person who rejeeted
your application to that prestigious university, the jadge
who gave you thirty days when you asked for clemeney,
the car salesman who sold you a lemon, etc~, etc. ·· .: ·
NOW ... what would you say to these people ify9u
had the opportunity and they must tell the truth? Tliey
cannot avoid you and they must tell the truth. There is no
reason to lie. No one can be punished for admitting to
crimes, or to unlawful behavior, even .murder. They
cannot make excuses or blame someone else. They must
take full responsibility for whatever they did~· . ···. ·
WHAT QUESTIONS WOULD YOU ASK?
<~· ·
I have selected a number of people 1 would. like to
meet and some that I have never met and ask them some
questions. I have also selected some people with whom
I have interacted but who left us with questions·on·out
minds because we did not anticipate their demise and
hence had no opportunity to ask about .matters that
remain a puzzle. These are people that I. would like to
talk to:
AGNEW, SPIRO -· Spiro, you are one of the people
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that I most despised when you were in political
office. You worked too hard at disparaging the
American press. I suspected you were hiding
something big ••• and you were. I read that
Greek shipping interests put $10,000,000 in a
Swiss bank account for President Nixon to name
you as his Vice Presidential candidate. Is that
true? Did you ever expect to be President? Did
you ever hear the expression, 'Don't get into a
pissing contest with people who buy newsprint
by the carload?' If so, why did you choose to
take on the American news media? Did you
think that speaking to ladies groups around
America was going to save the union from Nixon
and the Watergaters?
ALI, MUHAMMAD -- Who was the best fighter you
ever fought? Did Sonny Listen go in the tank
during your first fight? Why did Leon Spinks beat
you? Were you not in shape? Did he surprise you?
Did fighting cause the problems that you had in
your post-fighting life? In the context of what
other professional athletes have gotten away with,
what are your thoughts regarding your being
stripped of your boxing title for refusing induction
into military service? What did you really think
about your daughter fighting? Who coined the
expression, Rope-A-Dope, you or Bundini Brown?
BASILONE, JOHN -- You won the Congressional
Medal of Honor during the early days of World
War ll. Then you elected to go back to more battles
in the Pacific. Why? It was said that you wanted to
be the first person to win two Medals of Honor. Is
that true? Is that why you went back to combat duty
when you didn•t have to? If not, what motivated
you to do that? Were you disappointed when the
war ended?
BATISTE, JOE-- You were probably one of the top
athletes in the U.S. just before World War II. Were
you disappointed that you did not get a chance to
compete in the Olympics because of the war? You
scored 49 points in the U.S. Junior College national
championship meet. Was that your greatest accomplishment? What was your favorite track and
field event? Why did you attend Sacramento Junior College instead of going to USC, Arizona State
or some other large university? Could you have
enrolled in a major American university and been
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eligible to compete in sports? Did you ever play
basketball or football? How good were you in
those sports? How about baseball?
CASTRO, FIDEL -- In retrospect, did ousting Americans from Cuba and becoming an ally of the Soviet
Union serve the best interests of the Cuban people?
Why did you not let your outstanding athletes
compete in the United States? Did you believe the
stories that the CIA was trying to kill you? What do
you know about that that was never made public in
America? Was Che Guevara murdered by the
American CIA? If not, who did it? Why did you
send Cuban troops to Chad and other African
countries? Why did so many Cubans risk their lives
boating to the U.S. if Cuba was the country you
said it was?
CHAMBERLAIN, WILT--You claim to have bedded
over 10,000 women in your lifetime. We know you
didn•t graduate from Kansas University With a
degree in math, but have you ever stopped to figure
out how long that would take? Were you serious?
What were some of the ridiculous offers you got
coming out of high school to attend some· schools
and play basketball? What were your thoughts
when North Carolina beat Kansas 111 ~triple'~6vef.~
time when you were playing fortheJay}1~wks? Did
that contribute to your decision not t~~finish college? Why did you choose to play with the H~lem
Globetrotters before beginning your NBA car~er?
Name the five best basketball players y.o1i~aw play
while you were in college. N arne the five best in the
NBA.
CHAVEZ, CESAR-- Did it bother yo~ that you were
being labeled a communist became you. were
taking on some big agribusiness firm~?· When
some of us gave money to the Farmworkers
Union, we felt betrayed when you,declar~d·yQur
candidacy for Governor of California. What
made you run? Did you really think you could
get elected? Was that the best possible use of the
monies you had been given to help the
farmworkers? Did you have an undisclosed
disease that caused your death? What was the
real reason for your passing away?
CHURCIDLL, WINSTON -- Did you, at any time
during World War ll, think that the Germans could
successfully invade the British Isles? Would they
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have succeeded in bringing England to its knees?
Why did the United States assist the British in their
conflict with Argentina over the Falkland Islands
when they are committed to the concepts of the
Monroe Doctrine? Who, in your opinion, were the
best military leaders during World War IT, American and British?
CLINTON, WILLIAM-- Mr. President: Paula Jones?
There are far more attractive girls even in Hope,
Arkansas. Monica Lewinsky? Ditto, Washington
D.C. Did you not ever suspect that your liaisons
would become public and embarrass your administration? I would have told my wife, "Listen, you
stand by me and forgive me and you may be elected
to political office someday. If you don't, you can
probably kiss it goodbye." Is that what you told
Hillary? How did you explain it to Chelsea? Did
your hanky panky have anything to do with her
going to Stanford, away from her family? What did
she do with the degree she earned? Why is it that an
intellectual like yourself cannot control his emotions better than that? Did you lead such a sheltered
life that you were trying to make up for lost time?
Ifyour administration balanced the federal budget,
why cannot other administrations do it? Do people
in government really, really WANT a balanced
budget?
COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER -- What convinced
you that the world was round? Why didn't your
native Italy fmance your voyages to the new world?
Do you really believe that you discovered America
when there were native Americans and people of
other cultures all over the western hemisphere?
People did not start coming to America and other
countries simply because you found out it was
there. Do you believe that?
DIDRICKSEN, BABE -- Do you resent having been
born fifty years too early to capitalize on the
women's professional sports teams? What was
your favorite sport? At what sport were you the
least talented? Which sport would you have played
professionally if you had lived in the 1990's?
DUPREE, MARCUS --You were one of the most
trumpeted football players of your generation, and
went from Philadelphia, Mississippi to Oklahoma
University. You set a rushing record in a game in
which your coach said you were hopelessly out of
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shape. you dropped out of school and:· never m~de
an impact in the professional ranks. Why did Y<?U
drop out of OU? Do you regret it no~?, Why ~id
you not want to get into betterphysicalc<?~ditiori:as
your coach suggested? Didn't fame..:¥ fottune
matter to you? What did you do after:yoilt football
··
_.
playing days ended?
EDISON, THOMAS ALVA·· You co~:~c~jvedsom,.e

of the most useful inventions which made ~
more enjoyable for millions. Whaf .were· ·y~u
working on that would have happened if you
had lived longer? What do you consider to b~
your greatest contribution to mankind? Yolir
middle name Alva sounds Hispanic? Wer~ you
a Latino? Was your mother? What was y~
race and nationality?
·
··
FEINSTEIN, DIANNE-- You were going toi;umoul)ce
that you were through with politics on:the morning
that George Moscone was killed by Dan White.
You became Mayor of San Francisco and eventually a U.S. Senator. You lobbied for sail;Francisco
to keep the 49ers. Did you forget thatyou represent
San Jose, Fremont, and Santa Clara al~o? Did you
forget that San Jose is a much largerand.ll,lore
affluent city than San Francisco?
.
FONDA, JANE -- The stupidest thing you did. in your
life was going to Vietnam and posing for .photos
manning an antiaircraft gun. Didn't you realize that
the photo would be published worldwide?-Djd.it
matter to you? Were you thathungryforpublicjty?
Was that the most effective way you could think of
to seek the end of hostilities in Vietnam? Weren't
you ashamed later that you did it? Did Tom Hayden
marry you for your money? Why did. you marry
Ted Turner, a man much older thanyou? Was it
love? For him? For his money? When did you get
interested in giving health advice to other women,
when you realized that your name could. make you
more money? What do you consider .to. be your
greatest accomplishment as a human being?
FORD, GERALD-- A poll in 2006 named you the fffth
most athletic president in U.S. history. Did you
resent a minor small college player li~e Ronald
Reagan being named ahead of yourself., .a fonner
Michigan University All American center.? Also;
you were quoted as saying that no pardon agreement was made between you and Richard Nixon
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before he named you to succeed him as president.
Was an agreement made between representatives
of you and President Nixon?
GARCIA, DR. HECTOR P. --In 1969 at Cheyenne,
Wyo., a joint California-Texas caucus was proposed by the California state chairman, rejected by
Texas, and we assume that means YOU didn't want
it. It was to discuss differences between the two
delegations. Why did you not want Texas and
California groups meeting together? Also, you
chose to oppose incumbent Dan Campos of California for national chairman. Why? What was
Campos doing that you disliked enough to run
yourself rather than someone else? Were you afraid
that nobody else could beat Campos? Was there
something that only you could do that Campos
would have been unable to do, or would not want
to do? What was it? What do you consider to be the
biggest contribution you made to the American GI
Forum in your last term as National Chairman? At
the Flint national convention it was suggested
that the national convention be moved from Las
Vegas to Jacksonville, Arkansas because Vegas
would be disruptive. People would not go to the
sessions because of all the gambling, drinking,
and other entertainment available there. Did
you realize what Jacksonville, Arkansas was?
Did you know that that chapter consisted of
eight men who were in the U.S. Air Force stationed in Jacksonville? Did it matter? What was
the REAL reason you supported the move?
Also, it is our understanding that at least eight men
were instrumental in starting the American GI
Forum in Corpus Christi. Why was it that they were
never recognized at your annual Founder's Dinner
in Corpus Christi?
GONZALES, RON -- Basic administrative procedure
and codes of ethics say you do not have interpersonal relationships with people in your office,
especially those you supervise. You did, and subsequently divorced your wife and married your
girlfriend, even after you told the press that you had
broken off the relationship. Aren't you ashamed of
the way you conducted yourself as Mayor of San
Jose? The $11,000,000 garbage deal wrecked your
administration. How much money did you get for
doing what you did? Who gave it to you? Did you
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think you were going to get away with it? What
plans did you have for future political office that
were derailed by the NorCal deal scandal? Whom
did you vote for in the Reed-Chavez election for
Mayor of San Jose in 1906?
IDRAYAMA, FIBBER -- You played fullback for
Fresno State in the late forties and early fifties and
also excelled in baseball. No major league team
drafted you. You were 5'3 .. and 140 lbs. as acollege
senior. Do you think racism had anything to do
with your not being drafted? You went to Japan and
played professional baseball there for many years.
Sports lllustrated wrote a large article about you. A .
book was written about your life. What are your
thoughts regarding Asian players now coming to
America to play here? Were you born 50 years too
early? Would organized baseball be interested in
Fibber Hirayama now, in this day and age?
IDROIDTO -- Knowing the attitude of Hitler and his
henchmen toward people of different color,
ethnicity, and beliefs, did you think that they were
going to look at the Japanese people as equal
partners in the postwar world? Did you ever consider that war upon your people might be their next
step in creating an Aryan world? Were you aware
of the atrocities being committed by your troops
who invaded foreign countries? Were you supportive of these efforts? What did you hope to
accomplish by these acts? how have they impacted
the opinion of your people by the postwar world?
What was your impression of how General Douglas MacArthur administered Japan after the war
ended? Do you believe that he allowed you to keep
your dignity and that the Japanese people know
that?
IDTLER, ADOLPH --Did you really think a 1,000
year Reich was a realistic idea? Did you believe
that God-fearing people were going to stand back
and watch your armies occupy the world and
dominate it? Why do you hate Jews ·and other
minorities? Did you not have Jewish blood yourself? How can you be sure? Didn't you stop to thirik
about how your actions were going to impact the
thinking of people about Germans in the future?
Why did you feel that you had to invade·Russia?
Didn't your knowledge of world histol)' teach .you
not to occupy a nation with many millions more
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people and much, much larger than yours? The
United States brought the Soviets to their knees
many years later without waging war. You could
have done the same thing if that was important.
You had the intellects and the resources and the
ability to intelligently use them. If your government opposed homosexuality, why did you tolerate Hermann Goering as head of the Luftwaffe?
Did you not know about his drug addiction and his
proclivity for wearing women's lingerie? Your
military leaders made an attempt to assassinate
you. Didn't you think that perhaps they were trying
to tell you something? That you might be acting
irresponsibly? Whom were the military leaders
whose opinions you valued? Whom did you most
distrust? What became of the leaders who fled
Germany as the allies conquered your country?
Did you know where they went? Did you consider
leaving your country and seeking political asylum
anywhere?

HAYES, WOODY--When Stanford beat you in the
1970 Rose Bowl, did you think the best team
won the game? Did you underestimate
Stanford? If you played ten times, how many
games would OSU win? Who are the eleven
best players who ever played for you at Ohio
State? Whom were some of the high school
players you most coveted who did not attend
Ohio State?
HESBURGH, THEODORE-- You were a very outspoken critic of President Nixon and other
Watergate figures. What does Notre Dame University teach its students about ethics in American
politics? Why did Notre Dame hire Gerry Faust as
head football coach, with no previous college
coaching experience? Did you earnestly believe
that he was the most qualified person who wanted
the job? Why wasn't a more thorough investigation done when George Leary was hired and then
resigned when discrepancies were found in his
resume? What was your greatest contribution to
the university? Did you ever aspire to elected
political office? Which office? Whom do you
consider to be the greatest American in history?
HEYERDAHL, THOR -- When you decided to sail
across the oceans by yourself, did you ever think
that you might die out there and no one would ever

know what happened to you? What was the mqst
valuable lesson you learned from those exp~di
tions? What else would you have liked to accon:tplish in your lifetime?

HILLARY, SIR EDMUND --You are credited with
being the first person ever to summit Mt.
Everest. Didn't your Sherpa guide Tenzijlg
Norgay get there before you? Wbo first re8i~
ized that you two had reached the top of the
world's highest mountain?
HOFFA, JIMMIE-- Did you hate the Kennedys enough
to have considered assassinating them? Did you
plan a killing? Do you know of anyone who did?
Who would have carried it out? Where· did you go
when you disappeared? Who killed you? Why?
Where is your body buried?
HOOVER, J. EDGAR -- Some presidents vowed that
they would retire you after they got elected, but
none dared take you on after they were elected.
What did you have hanging over their heads thai
they refused to ask you to retire? Would you have
retired if a sitting president asked for your resignation? Whom would you have wanted appointed to.
succeed you? Would you have blackrp.ailed a
sitting President to suit your needs?Were you. and
Clyde Tolson more than just good friends? Why
did you not ever marry a woman? Wef(e you gay?
HUDSON, ROCK-- The news that you were gay came
as a complete surprise to many of your fans? Who
were other Hollywood gays whom we did not hear
about? Who were the closeted lesbians that you
knew about in show business? Which name would
most surprise the public if they had known he/she
was gay?
INOUYE, DANIEL -- You and your family were
subjected to intense hatred and racial-discrimination at the onset of World War IT.· Were .you
discriminated against while serving ·in the U.S.
Army? How did you and your other JapaneseAmerican friends react to this? What were your
thoughts as you were being presented· With:the
Congressional Medal of Honor? Which do you
consider the greater honor, The Medal or being
elected to the U.S. Senate?
·-- · --:·-~- --~ ····

JABBAR, KAREEM ABDUL-- What-was.th~~
beronereasonyouattendedUCLA?JohnWooden1What
UCLA basketball tradition? Another reason?
......
..
-
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victory gave you the most personal satisfaction?
Which defeat hurt the most? Who were the UCLA
players you would want on your team if you had
one very important game to win? Why did you not
take a coaching job in the community college
ranks, establish a track record, and then move on
to Division I coaching? Does being a multimillionaire enter the equation? How badly did you
want to be a major college coach?
KENNEDY, JOHN -- You were one of the most
beloved presidents in U.S. history. Many think
you were overrated, but had an excellent propaganda machine on your side. What do you consider to be your greatest accomplishment as president? Were you involved in a sexual relationship
with Marilyn Monroe? Who killed Miss Monroe?
Did you have anything to do with it? Didn't you
have any respect for your wife Jackie and your
children? Do all the Kennedys think that women
are lesser human beings than men? How close
were we to a war with the Soviet Union during the
Cuban Missile Crisis? Would you have nuclear
bombed Cuba or the Soviet Union? Would World
War m have been worth the removal of missiles
from Cuba? Mr. President, I am a student of trivia
and read once that you and Jackie had stayed at the
"Let 'Er Buck" Motel, but it did not state the date
nor the location. Can you tell me where it was that
you stayed in that place? Why did you choose that
motel? Did some aide choose it for you? Was he
fired later?

KENNEDY, ROBERT·· Do you think you would
have been elected President if you had not been
assassinated by Sirhan Sirhan? Who do you
think would have been your opponent? Whom
would you have chosen for Vice President?
Who would have been your Attorney General?
What major changes would America have seen
during a RFK presidency? Were you having
sexual relations with Marilyn Monroe? Did
you have anything to do with her sudden death?
Who did it? Why?
KNIGHT, BOBBY-- I admired you as a basketball
coach because you made better players out of good
ones. You also insisted on your players going to
class and preparing themselves for a life outside of
basketball. But some things you did made no sense
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whatever. Did you have emotional problems that
made you throw tantrums on the floor and in your
personal life? Did you think that no matter what
you did, you had a job for life at Indiana? Was
Texas Tech the best job you could have gotten
when you were frred at Indiana? Did you go there
because they promised you that yom son would
succeed you when you retired? What was the real
reason you went to Texas Tech? Money? Lots of
it? Legal money?
KOUFAX, SANDY-- As good as you were for a few
years in your pitching career, you are one of three
men I would not have voted into the baseball hall
of fame. The others are Willie McCovey and
Reggie Jackson. What are your thought about
pitchers in 2007 signing multimillion contracts
after having won less than five games the previous
season? Do you wish you had been born fifty years
later? Who were the hitters you most hated to see
coming to bat when you were pitching? Who do
you consider to be the five best pitchers you saw
play in the major leagues? Who were the best allaround players? Name a lineup you would have
supporting you in a game you had to win.
LIDDY, GORDON-- You were considered the most
loyal and toughest of the Watergate gang. When
asked to vow to tell the truth in court, you answered NO. You chose to go to prison rather than
rat on your political friends. What code of ethics·
motivated you to do this? Were you offered monetary assistance for life if you took the hit for
others involved in the Watergate scandal? What
was the payoff for you? Are you glad now that you
did what you did? Who were the guys who should
have gone to prison that didn't? What was the most
damaging thing that Watergate did to the country?
LINCOLN, ABRAHAM-- You wrote the Emancipation Proclamation.lt served the cause of humanity
in ways that were unacceptable to a large po11ion
of this country. Was the Civil War necessary?
Could it have been avoided by diplomacy? Who
were the chief antagonists who made·war inevitable? Did you ever think that the Union.might lose
the war? When? Were you conscious that you. bad
been shot by John Wilkes Booth? What were your
thoughts before you expired?
MacARTHUR, DOUGLAS --Why did you not more
loudly support the Filipino troops who served the
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United States in their efforts to secure full veterans
benefits after World War II as promised to them?
During the Korean War, were you serious about
marching your troops north of the 38th parallel and
risking a war with Red China and the Soviet
Union? Do you think the Russians would have
wanted a global conflict with the U.S. at that time?
How about China? Did you think the U.S. could
have won a land war with the Chinese? What did
you and Harry Truman talk about when you met
with him? Did you have any respect for Truman
after you talked? Were you aware that he was
going to dismiss you from your command? What
was your greatest military accomplishment?
MANCHESTER, WILLIAM-You wrote extensively
about World War II. In your opinion and in the
opinions of those historians whom you talked to,
what particular action of World War II was the
.. toughest .. , meaning one you would not want to do
again. Tarawa? Anzio? Schweinfurt?D-Day?Iwo
Jima? Pearl Harbor? Battle of the Bulge? Desert
Warfare? Ploesti? Monte Cassino? Bombing Raids
into Germany? Coral Sea? Guadalcanal? What do
you consider to be the most dangerous job in the
military? Tank crewmen? Fighter Pilots? Submariners? Underwater Demolition Team? Landing
Craft Driver? Flamethrower Operator? Infantrymen? Why? Which particular battle do you consider to be the most crucial in winning the war?
Why?
MITCHELL, JOHN-- Don't you wish you had listened to your wife Martha when she tried to warn
you about the actions you were taking as Attorney
General of the U.S. which were highly illegal?
Why did you risk bringing disrepute to the highest
law enforcement office in the country? Did you
think that no matter what you did you were never
going to be held accountable?
MITCHELL, MARTHA-- You warned your husband, the U.S. Attorney General, about what was
happening during the Watergate scandal, but he
went ahead and did his own thing. You died under
mysterious circumstances? Did someone in the
government kill you because of your beliefs?
Who?
MONROE, MARILYN--- Were you really in love
with Joe DiMaggio when you married him? If not,
why did you marry him? Were you having sexual

relations with Bobby and John Kennedy? Who
killed you? Why? Did you commit suicide? Ifs();
why did you do that?
·
MOSCONE, GEORGE -- What did Dan White ,s~y
to you before he shot you and Harvey Milk? J;lid-·
you think you would have been Governot_of_
California?
MUSBERGER, BRENT-- Why were you ever hired t~
work on sports events about which you seemed·to
know little or nothing? Whom did you know iitth·e
upper echelons of the network? Did you realize
that you brought absolutely no new knowledge or
expertise to the broadcasts?
MUSSOLINI, BENITO --You were a greatly misunderstood world figure. You spoke a number of
languages and appeared to be the intellectual superior of your German and Japanese allies. Why did
the world not get to know the real Benito Mussolmi?
You allied yourself with Adolph Hitler .and
Hirohito. Knowing what their thinking was about
people different than themselves, what made you
think they were ever going to accept you as a full
and equal partner in sharing the spoils of war in the
new world they envisioned? When you and your
lover Clara Petacci were being hung ·by Italian
people, what were your thoughts?
OSWALD, LEE -- You are a former U.S. 'Marine
rifleman. Did you really shoot at President Kennedy
from that location expecting to kill him with one
shot? Was the Texas school book depository _the·
best possible location for a sniper hoping to kill the
President of the United States? Did you shoot the
president? If not, whom do you think did"it? Why?
Did you know Jack Ruby, who shot you? Do you:
believe you were set up to be assassinated? Were
you surprised that Jack Ruby died soon after he
went to the hospital?
POLO, MARCO-- You claimed to have traveled· to
China and yet never made any mention of the
Great China Wall in your writings. Wereyou·
really there? Why did you neglect to mention
the great wall?
POPE, THE --What are your thoughts about the child
molesting scandals which rocked the Catholic
Church in the United States? How could they have
been prevented? What did the Catholic Church do
to avoid future scandals? Do you think they did
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enough? Does the vow of celibacy inhibit the
church in finding competent men to be priests?
The church changed from conducting the mass in
Latin to using more common languages more
easily understood by their parishioners. Is there
any possibility of the church allowing priests to
marry and have children? What prevents it from
happening? What do you think would have been a
fair and just penalty for those priests who molested
children?
PRESLEY, ELVIS -- With everything you had going
for yourself, why did you allow yourself to take
excessive amounts of drugs? When and why did
you lose your self respect? Are you aware that
Elvis Presley has earned more money after he died
than he ever made while he was performing live?
Were you serious when you proposed to President
Nixon to make you a secret agent for the U.S.
government? What particular talents did you have
to offer? What did you think of your daughter
Priscilla marrying an accused child molester like
Michael Jackson? What would you have advised
her to do if you had been living then?
PYLE, ERNIE-- When you were living in the trenches
with army riflemen in Europe, did you ever stop to
think ... why am I doing this? There are easier ways
to earn a living. Why did you feel compelled to go
to the Pacific islands after the war in Europe
ended? Didn't you think you had done enough?
What were your thoughts just before being shot by
that Japanese sniper? Would you have wanted to
be buried where you fell, or have your body
brought back to the U.S. and buried here?
REAGAN, RONALD-- You left the United States with
the biggest federal deficit in the nation's history.
Did you feel qualified to be labeled a conservative,
knowing that you left this country with an enormous debt? Why did you want your presidential
library at Stanford University when you had absolutely no connection to that school? Why did you
spend so much time trying to convince us that you
were a Californian when the world knows you are
from lllinois. Knowing that they could use the
tourists, why didn't you urge that your presidential
museum be built at Dixon College where you went
to school? Why did you exert so much effort
calling yourself The Gipper when most of us
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remember you mostly as Bonzo? How much bntsh
did you cut at your ranch after the photographers
put away their cameras?
ROCKEFELLER, NELSON -- It is reputed that you
died in the arms of your lover, not your wife. Is this
true? With whom were you having an affair? You
were photographed during a political speech giving the one-finger salute to a heckler. The photo
was printed around the world. Is arrogance a part
of being filthy rich? Did you consider how your
actions would be perceived by the public? Did you
care? What do you consider to be your greatest
accomplishment? Personal? For making the world
a better place?

ROCKNE, KNUTE --You coached winning football
teams at Notre Dame and made innovations far
ahead of their time. For what would you like to
be remembered? Would you have considered
coaching anyplace other than Notre Dame?
Where? Who were your eleven best players at
Notre Dame?
ROMMEL, ERWIN-- You fought an honorable fight
in North Africa and tried to set up a defensive
position to ensure that the United Nations would
be repelled on the beaches of France. How would
you have carried on the war? Would you have
invaded Great Britain? Would you have invaded
Russia? Why were so many excellentweapons not
finished and used in the war? Did Hermann Goering
do the job as head of the Luftwaffe?. In your
opinion, who were some of the better military
officers in Germany during WW IT? Which American and British military leaders did you·admire?
RUBY, JACK -- Did you really kill Lee Oswald because you felt sorry for Mrs. Kennedy?,What was
the real reason you did it? Were any law enforcement officers in Dallas collaborating with you in
that effort? Did any of them purposely turn their
heads to allow you to enter a secured building and
do your deed? Why did you die? Were.you poisoned by someone to keep you from testifying in
a pending trial? Who did it?

SALAZAR, RUBEN -- You were a Los Angeles
Times columnist when a deputy sheriff's canister killed you during the Chicano Moratorium
in East Los Angeles? Do you think you were
intentionally fired upon? Was it truly:an acci-
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dent? Do you think the officer knew it was you
whom he was firing on? What did you think the
moratorium was going to accomplish? Did it?
SANCHEZ, LORETTA-- You defeated a seemingly
well entrenched Republican in southern California for your seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Later your sister also won a seat in the
House. What do you consider to be your greatest
contribution to your constituency? Whom is most
liberal, you or your sister? Who are your closest
friends among your House colleagues? What is the
most pressing issue facing the Congress? Whom
do you support for the Democratic nomination for
President in 2008?
SCHWARZENEGGER, ARNOLD-- Who were the
persons encouraging you to run for Governor of
California? Did the Republican Party help you as
much as you would have wanted them to? If not,
why not? Did you really feel qualified to run the
State of California? There were those who stated
that they were voting for you because you could
get things done, like you did in your movies. Is this
a realistic way to vote for our political leaders?
What did you find out about politics that you did
not know before you were elected? Were you
disappointed in the governmental bureaucracy?
What would you have changed but were unable to
because of the politics? Did the Kennedy family
offer or give you any under-the-table support
when you ran for Governor? Are you a Republican
because of your political beliefs or because of
political expediency? What was your most major
contribution to California during your administration? Could you have done more?
SELENA -- Do you think you succeeded because of
your musical skills or because you wore provocative clothes onstage? Did you relate equally with
Spanish speaking people? What would you have
accomplished if you had lived longer? Was your
associate cheating you? Did you threaten to fire
her? Did you have a heated argument? What was
said? Why do you think she shot you? How devastated was your father when he found out you had
been shot?
SIDRAKAWA,GEORGESR.-- Youwereoneofthe
most popular San Jose city councilmen of your
era. What political aspirations did you have be-

yond your San Jose council terms? Were you
going to run for the California Assembly? The
Senate? Mayor of San Jose? The SC County Board
of Supervisors? Did you plan to run for Congress?
Would you have won?
SIMPSON, O.J. -- The "white" world perceives that
you got away with murder because of the way your_
lawyers put the Los Angeles Police Department on
trial instead of defending you. Why did you find it
so difficult to keep your mouth shut and let the
world forget what happened? Did you kill Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman? Were they
having an affair? We asked five former NFL
players if they thought you did it. All Q(them·s~4
yes. When asked if they believed you were violent
enough to do it, they replied that if you are not
violent you do not play in the National Football
League. Do you think your children respect you?
Why do you think many of your friends and the
USC community community turned its back on
you?
STANS, MAURICE-- You were the "money man" for
CREEP, the committee to re-elect the president
during the Watergate scandals. How m~ch money
did you take in? Was it all reported to the proper
agencies? You fled to Central America and were
never prosecuted for your crimes. Did President
Nixon know what you were doing? Did he fully
approve? How much of the money you took in for
CREEP would have been considered illegal contributions to a politician? How much of that
money did you take out of the country with you?
Do you regret having taken part in America's
biggest political scandal in history? Did any of the
money you collected wind up in Swiss or other
foreign banks? How much? Where did it go? Did
:. -.·
:· ...
the president know?
STARR, KEN •• Other than the money ,and the
international notoriety, what benefits did you
get from trying to oust President Clinton from
the White House? Did you think you were going
to run him out of Washington D.C.? Ditl it serve
the best interests of the United States?: Did you
come away happy with the results? Why?
TARKANIAN, JERRY-- Your teams won consistently at Roosevelt HS, Pasadena City College,
Long Beach JC, Long Beach State, UNLV, and
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Fresno State. Why were you such a dismal failure
in professional basketball? What was the biggest
difference between the college and pro game?
Where would you have liked to coach? Did UCLA
and USC avoid playing Long Beach State while
you were coaching there? If so, what excuse did
they give for not scheduling you? Would you have
wanted to take on John Wooden•s better UCLA
teams? What would have happened if you played
them?
VALENS, RICHIE -- You died too soon so we will
never know how high you would have risen in the
music world. Where did you perceive Richie Valens
going with his music in the future? Did you prefer
playing to Hispanic or Anglo audiences? Why?
VALVANO, JIM-- I lost a lot of respect for you when
you allowed that kid Washburn to keep playing for
North Carolina State after he was found stealing
stereo equipment from his own teammates. Did
you want to win THAT bad that you did not punish
the thief? How did you think that it made him a
better man? Or, did you care about that?

VITALE, DICK-- Did you ever stop to think about
what you were saying before you said it? Did
you think that loudness means smart? You had
your opportunity to coach basketball at the
college level, and were not very successful at it.
Nobody questions that you like to talk and you
are seemingly without a verbal stop sign. Do
you talk in your sleep? Does God answer you
back? Do you ever give him advice on his game
plan?
WAYNE, JOHN -- You were quoted in a Playboy
magazine interview saying that African Americans would never be ready to govern themselves.
Do you really believe that? Given your lowly
opinion of people not of European stock, why did
you always marry Hispanic women? Could your
sons have succeeded in the film business if their
father had not put them into his movies and made
them part of the production team?
WIDTION, POP-- You were President of Woodbury
College in Los Angeles in the early fifties. Your
secretary, Paula D., was a very beautiful lady.
Some of the students had naked photos of her
purchased in a Main Street bookstore. Did you
know she had posed in the nude? There was also a
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rumor that you previously had a secretary who
became a world famous stripper. Is that true?
Were these women hired because of th~ir phys~~~
attributes? Did it help increase enrollment in your·
school? Did it help staff morale? What were the
feelings of other female staffmembers because of
the tight-fitting sweaters your secretary wore?
WILLIAMS, HANK SR. -- You wrote some of the
most loved western songs of your -generation,
Cold Cold Heart, and Your Cheatin• Heart. What
was the inspiration for those songs? Who were the
country and western singers you most admired?
What were your personal favorite songs, not necessarily those you wrote, just songs that you liked?
How about your favorite popular music? What
about you would completely surprise those who
do not know you personally?
WOODEN, JOHN -- I know you would never do·:it
before when you were asked, but I would like·to
ask the question now. Who were the five Bruins
players you would have wanted for UCLA playing
a game you HAD to win? Who were some of the
outstanding players that you recruited who flat out
did not want to come to UCLA? Why do you think
they chose not to play for you? What was- the
greatest game any of your teams ever played? Who
was the opponent you got the most satisfaction of
beating? Were there any teams that you would not
play for whatever reasons? Whom did you want to
play but they didn•t want to play your teams? In a
showdown game, Kareem Jabbar or Bill Walton?

WOODS, ROSEMARY-- You were secretary to
Richard Nixon when 18 mi·nutes ~ 1 0f
taperecordings mysteriously disappeared, sup~
posedly erased by your error. Was this true?
Were you told by the president or any other
government official to erase that tape? Did you
tell the complete truth when questioned by the
Watergate investigators? Were you disappointed at the actions of the president and vice
president during the Watergate yeats? Did you
tell them?
YAMAMOTO, ISOROKU --You warned the Japanese government that war with the United States
was not in their best interests. Were there other
high ranking officers in Japan that agreed with you
on that? What were you thinking as your plane was
•• c
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attacked and you knew it was going to crash in the
jungle? Did you know that your memorial services
were one of the best attended memorial services
for anyone in world history?****

EFF. 10.31.07

LAST PAGE OF
HEAVENLY
QUESTIONS
HERE
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Why do people move?
Why do people move from one city to another? For
many reasons. And more often than you might imagine. Sometimes we tend to think that things don't move
fast enough, but consider how people have moved to
and from these six western cities in the past 100 years.
In the early 1900's the population of these western
cities was this:
San Francisco................... 342,000
Denver ............................. 133,000
Los Angeles .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. 102,000
Seattle .. ..... .. .. .... ....... .... .. .. .. 80,000
San Diego ... ...... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. 17,000
Phoenix ....... ...... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 5,500
Well, what happened? Gold had been discovered in
Alaska in 1898 and the gold rush was on. The railroads
were encouraging Americans to go west, 1899. Colorado River floods and creates the Salton Sea in southern California, 1905. San Francisco earthquake, 1907.
By 1910, the population had shifted:
San Francisco................... 416,000
Los Angeles .. ................... 319,000
Seattle .............................. 237,000
Denver ............................. 213,000
San Diego .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . 39,000
Phoenix .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. . 11,000
Arizona became the 48th state in 1912. Highest temperature ever recorded, Death Valley, 134 degrees, in
1913. San Francisco and San Diego hosted international
expositions, 1915. William Boeing aircraft company
thriving in Seattle, 1916.
1920's, the numbers had increased:
Los Angeles ..................... 576,000
San Francisco................... 506,000
Seattle ...... ....... ................. 315,000
Denver ...... ........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 256,000
San Diego .......................... 74,000
Phoenix .............................. 29,000
Herbert Hoover became the first westerner to be
elected president in 1928. The stock market crashed in
1929.

LESS GOVERNMENT? --All politicians favor less government until they occupy the White
House or control the Congress. --E.T. Sierra 1.31.07
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Coalinga High Fight Song ··Hail, Coalinga High School,
March on to victory,
Out of the field of battle,
Our voices are with thee.
Fight for alma mater,
The orange and the black,
We sent you for the bacon,
Be sure to bring it back.
Isn't that about the stupidest fight song you have
ever heard of? Who wrote it, a first grader? Try
again, Homed Toads!
..-

..

• .· 1
.j

By 1930, this is where the populations had gone:
Los Angeles .................. 1,238,000
San Francisco................... 634,000
Seattle .............................. 365,000
Denver .. .... .. .. .. .... ........... .. 287,000.
San Diego ........................ 147,000
Phoenix ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........... 48,000
Los Angeles hosted the 1932 Olympic Games. P~
Am began commercial passenger flights from San Fran-;
cisco to Manila, in 1935. Boulder Dam began sending
power to Los Angeles in 1936.
!

i
i

In the 1940's the cities boomed, like this:
Los Angeles .. .... ............ 1,504,000
San Francisco................... 634,000
Seattle .......................... .... 368,000
Denver .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ........... 322,000
San Diego ........................ 203,000
Phoenix .............................. 65,000
World War IT erupted in 1941, sending thousands of
servicemen to west coast training centers. Many stayed
after the war. Pasadena Freeway opened, 1940. The ~
plane and aerospace industries created thousands of j~b~ .
after the war. California irrigation canals opened :up
thousands of acres to farming. Segregation. battles in
the south sent people west, seeking freedom. First atomic
bomb exploded at Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1945.
Sound barrier broken at Muroc, Calif., 1947.
McDonald's opens a hamburger restaurant in San Ber-
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Sierras to London
I promised my wife I would take her to London, and I
did. Here I am pointing out the London city limits sign.
We did not see the changing of the guard. This is London, Tulare County, California. We are also going to
Paris (Texas), Hell (Michigan) and other world famous
places. (Gloria Sierra Foto)
nardino, Calif. in 1948. McDonald's becomes largest
restaurant chain in the world.

In the 1950's they increased like this:
Los Angeles ... ... . ... . ... ... . 1,970,000
San Francisco ................ ... 775,000
Seattle ..... ... .... .... ......... ..... 467,000
Denver ............... .............. 415,000
San Diego ... .... ................. 334,000
Phoenix ... ..................... .. .. 106,000
17,000 home project near Lakewood started California housing boom, 1951. Disneyland opened in Anaheim, 1955. Dodgers and Giants moved from New York
to Los Angeles and San Francisco, 1958. Alaska and
Hawaii became the 49th and 50th states, 1959.
By 1960, the populations had grown to:
Los Angeles .................. 2,479,000
San Francisco ................ ... 740,000
San Diego ... . ........... ... . .... . 573,000
Seattle ...... ... ...... .......... ..... 557,000
Denver ..... ........................ 493,000
Phoenix ....................... ..... 439,000
Alaska suffered a 9.2 earthquake, 1964. California
surpassed New York as most populated state in U.S.,
1964. Cesar Chavez began organizing farmworkers,
1965. The internet was invented at UCLA, 1969.
In the 1970's the numbers were:
Los Angeles . ... . ... . ... . ... .. 2,811 ,000
San Francisco ................. 715,000
San Diego . ... .... ..... .... ....... 697,000
Phoenix ...... .... .... .... ... .... ... 584,000
Seattle ......... ........... .......... 530,000
Denver ............................. 514,000
Boeing flew its first 747 jumbo jet, 1970. Tom Bradley became first black mayor of major western city,
Los Angeles, 1973. Microsoft company started in 1975

in Albuquerque, later moved to Seattle, Washington.
Apple founded by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, 1976.
Alaska Pipeline completed, 1977.
In the 1980, the populations were:
Los Angeles . ... . .. . . ... . .... . 2,968,000
San Diego ........ ........ ........ 875,000
Phoenix ............................ 789,000
San Francisco ................... 678,000
Seattle .............................. 493,000
Denver ....... .... .................. 492,000
Mt. St. Helens erupted, 1980. Space shuttle Columbia completed first flight at Edwards AFB, 1981. Sandra
Day O'Connor was sworn in as first woman United
States Supreme Court Justice, 1981. First artificial heart
transplant by Dr. William DeVries at University of Utah
Medical Center, 1982. Supertanker oil spill polluted
Alaska's Prince William Sound, 1989.
By the 1990's the count was:
Los Angeles ........... ....... 3,485,000
San Diego .. .... .... ......... .. 1,110,000
Phoenix ............................ 983,000
San Francisco................... 723,000
Seattle . . ... . .... .... .... . ... . ... . .. . 516,000
Denver............................. 467,000
World's largest telescope began service at Mauna Kea,
Hawaii, 1993. Strong 6.6 earthquake rocked Los Angeles, 1994. Pathfinder returned first photos of Mars to
Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 1997. ****
Bold face = losing population.
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The Reasons
That Brought
Us Together
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Gl.

by E. David Sierra
Edjtor, T he Forumeer
The Pico Rivera GI Forum was hostina the
American GI Forum national convention i; Las
Vegas in 1971. Convention Chairman Tony
Gallego~ aske? me to write ~ dedication message
to be pnnted m the conventiOn program. Thjs is
what I submitted to him:
As we convene in Las Vegas for our 1971 national
convention,
members of the American GI Forum 0aather
.
once agam to make the decisions which will move our
organization forward in the ensuing year.
Since our founding by Dr. Hector P. Garcia in 1948
we have come a long way.
But it is not yet time to rest on our laurels. Too

much remains to be accomplished, too many problems cry for rectification.
. Too many Chicanos are still dying in the steaming
JUngles of southeast Asia, waging an undeclared war.
Too many Chicanitos are still going to school hungry, badly clothed, and ill-prepared.
Too many Chicanos are still deprived of a relevant
educational experience by those who deliberately intend to deny them rights granted by congressional edict.
Too many Chicanos are yet rrustreated by arrogant
officers of the law who define justice as "just us."
Too many Chicanos live in abject poverty in barrios. with no political representation and little hope of
gettmg any.
Too many Chicanos still struggle sunup to sundown
to provide fruits and vegetables for the American dinner table, commodities whkh they often cannot afford
to buy.
.Too many Chicanos are yet militarily conscripted
wh1le more affluent young men point toward college.
Too many Chicanos live in sub-standard housina
because they are financial ly unable to afford the exor~

E. David after being commended for his message in the 1971 national convention program.
bitant rentals and purchase prices of housing which
could be adequate.
Too many Chicanos are yet denied promotional opportunities in employment because they are stereotyped
as 'non-achievers' and "non-goal-oriented.'
Too many Chicanitos and Chicanitas are denied the
opportunities of higher education, not for lack of intellect but lack of money, in a country which pours millions into the destruction of southeast Asia.
It is to the eradication of these conditions that the
American GI Forum addresses itself.
We are opposed to thousands of our young men, Los
mas machos, los mas inteligentes, y los mas dedicados,
waging war in southeast Asia when their courage, their
intelligence and their dedication are needed in the barrios of America to help solve the problems which stifle
our progress.

We do not like our youngsters in school on an
empty stomach, pretending to be listening to the
teacher while their tripas are growling, crying for
sustenance.
We do not like funds intended for improvement of
educational faci lities being used to carpet the offices of
incompetent administrators who twiddle their thumbs
while they contemplate their next trip to Sun Valley.
We do not like counselors in the secondary schools
who do nothing to motivate our children to higher education, who deny them information about available
scholarships, and who c hannel them into vocational
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study courses.
They now attend schools which offer brown-faced,
We do not appreciate 'law and order' minded peace bilingual counselors, teachers, and principals. They play
officers who regard brown skin and a Mexicano accent Jalisco! at the football games, and eat tacos, enchiladas
as a bull regards a red cape.
and tortillas in the school cafeteria. They open textbooks
We do not appreciate living in barrios with no which are beginning (very slowly and reluctantly) to
sidewalks, inadequate street lighting, no recreational
reflect the contributions of their ancestors to the treafacilities, and streets which were paved with horsesured history of this land.
drawn equipment, while 'downtown' tinhorn politiThey have begun to identify the problems which
cians come around periodically with their 'Some of contributed toward keeping their parents and grandparmy Best Friends are Mexicans' song and dance act.
ents 'in their places'.
We do not appreciate the disregard of middle class
Oftentimes they have not liked what they saw. And
America for the plight of the farmworker who struggles
sometimes they have not been content merely to draft
along on meager wages while farmers (we are using the
resolutions or issue statements to the press.
word facetiously) suck off millions in federal subsidies
What would you do if your community high school
NOT to grow crops on land which COULDN'T grow
with an enrollment of3,500 students had a library which
crops if you scattered manure a yard thick over its enseats only 48 students, and the board of education
tire surface.
seemed reluctant to enlarge it?
We do not like young Chicanos being drafted for
What would you do if a 'peace' officer struck your
military duty way out of proportion to their numbers in
mother across the mouth with a nightstick, or three of
the population while the more affluent are deferred bethem manhandled your teenaged sister?
cause some little old lady in tennis shoes, sitting on the
What would you do if you sought redress of your
draft board, doesn't want to draft her school chum's son.
grievances with a public gathering and it was broken
We do not appreciate sharing our humble apartments
up by those paid to protect and serve you, wielding nightand homes in the barrios with rats, roaches, spiders, and
sticks indiscriminately, and squirting mace in the yes of
the elements.
men, women and children?
We do not appreciate governmental hacks (you lis-x
Do you think you would sit down and draft a reso. tening, Ronnie?) cutting back Educational Opportunity
lotion?
~
.
Program funds just as our Chicanos are beginning to<.
Los estudiantes dded to attack the problem "con
assert themselves academically.
un trancaso en los cuJ~~;" ... head on.
In the past decade we have seen the emergency
And they have been aided by thousands of individuof a vibrant force in our society which has wrought
als who are now becoming ashamed that they have tolmany changes vital to the betterment de nuestra gente
erated injustices against their communities for so long .
.•. los estudiantes.
First of all came the admittance that their skin was
It is with them that our hopes ride for a better tonever going to get any lighter (and since gavachos buy
morrow. While those of us who have struggled have sun tan oil by the barrel, BROWN MUST BE BEAUcertainly made our contributions, we must look to our TIFUL, right? Right.) Their eyes were never going to
young men and women, for it is they who will lead the
turn blue. Their hair was never going to tum blonde.
attack against racism, bigotry, and poverty. They will
Their Mexicano accents (beautiful!) would always be
provide us with leadership for our organizations; they
there. They would always feel orgullo en el corazon
will seek the elective political offices which will finally
while enjoying mariachi music. They were not going to
give us representation from our own people which has join organizations for financial expediency, but because
been promised but never delivered by others.
they wanted to champion its ideals, purposes and goals.
While our mamacitas, for the most part, are occuSecondly, they were not going to kid themselves by
pied with haciendo sus comidas deliciosas and taking
applying pseudo-names to themselves picked by others
care of the family, and while nuestros jefes are out earn... thus, the word CHICANO. Short, concise, explanaing a living, sometimes de sol a sol, the youngsters are
tory and beautiful.
in school preparing themselves for their day in the sun.
The reasoning was quite simple: After you ad-
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mit that you are proud of where you came from, and
recognize TRUTHFULLY where you are in relation
to your fellow man, it is simple to determine just
where you want to go. T hink about it.
You recognize that you are descended from a race
of people who accomplished great things in the past
and made innumerable contributions to the culture of
the planet earth, and then you admit TRUTHFULLY
that you are not reaping the benefits which seem to be
accruing to others sharing your continent; you are then
ready to decide whether you want to seek solutions or
are content to remain as part of the problem.
The problems of the Chicano community (and
Chicano surveyors have determined that OUR community encompasses all that area between the sun-kissed
shores of California to the rock-bound coast of Maine,
from the forested mountains of Washington to the sunny
coast of Florida) are many. Pick your favorite, and begin to solve it.
After you identify with them, THEY ARE YOUR
PROBLEMS, and it is not hard to convince yourself to
seek solutions.

And that, fellow Forumeers, ladies, gentlemen, and youth, is why we are here in convention assembled in Las Vegas, Nevada on
July 29, 30, 31 and August 1st.
Enjoy the hospitality of the Califas Chicanos, indulge yourself in the fun and excitement of Las Vegas,
sufran con el calor, but always, but ALWAYS, bear in
mind the reasons which brought us together in 1948
and why they bring us together today.
--E. David Sierra ****

Classified Ad
SWINGER, just in from Pukwana, South Dakota. Voted "biggest wolf' at Pukwana Junior
High. Never went steady. Hot to trot. Wants to
meet classy Frisco and Raider Nation chicks for
adult fun , garage sales, buffet dinners, skinny
dipping, square dances, etc. Good job, $$$$,
sense of humor, and wheels a plus. Ask for Alfalfa near the popcorn machine, SF Greyhound
bus depot.
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Gilbert Rodriguez
We did not want his dues.

Do Not Accept
His Dues
June 1988 The Leader
any, many eastside Hispanics find it
hypocritical that the candidate for
the state assembly who ran ads in every
Latino publication in this valley wishing everyone a
"Feliz Cinco de Mayo", appeared before the San Jose
City Council a few years ago urging them NOT to allow
San Jose GI Forum to be one of the bidders because
(quote) "They cannot afford it. I know."
Just another lie. Give him hell, Dominic!
One more question: Is that the same guy that San
Jose GI Forum voted NOT to accept his dues?
YES.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The item refers to Gilbert
Rodriguez, former San Jose GI Forum Chairman, who
spoke to the San Jose City Council against San Jose GI
Forum's bid to become sponsor of the Fiestas Patrias in
1982.
A few days later a motion was passed at the AGIF
board meeting not to accept his dues. And a petition was
circulated to that effect by several members.
After his losing bid for a seat in the state assembly, Rodriguez was quoted in a Latino paper as
saying that he was promised that he would be the
only Hispanic in the race. Yeah. Ri2ht. • • • • •

M
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Kid front the East
does it again!
THE LEADER

August 1988
Antonio E. Gallegos, white shoes and all,
came west and put away E . David Sierra on
the golf course again. It is b ecoming monotonous. E. David sought to impress Gallegos by
showing him his San Jose MAGA and Los
Arnigos Golf Club membership cards.
Gallegos: ''What's that 36 on there? is that
your IQ?"
This time he took him out on the Plaza Park
Course in Visa lia and brought him back
draped over his shoulder like a sack of spuds.
E. David surrendered to the heat, a hole in
which he took a nice easy 20, and the treacherous layout of the course.
When asked what he thought of the
course he replied, "I haven't seen it yet.
Tomorrow I'm gonna rent a plane and fly
over it and THEN I'll let you know. I spent
more time in the trenches than the guys
that went to France in 1917!"

Gall eg o s
b ested his opponent mentally, physically, and every
othe r way. To
rub salt in the
wound the big
match was witn essed by DS's
pals Humberto
Garza and Sid
Haro, who continually marTony E. Gallegos
veled at Tony
Gallegos ' execution, his well. thought out strategy, and
his masterful reading of the greens.
"Uncanny," they said, "How does he do it?"
Their table at the 19th hole after the
match handled more transactions than the
NY Stock Exchange. Gallegos left town with
his pockets stuffed with California money.
The next encounter is next July in San Ber nardino. E. David has made reservations at
the Devil's Golf Course in Death Valley where
he will train for two weeks prior to the n ext
match with Gallegos. --E. David Sierra *****

Our Home Away from Home
The Gasoline Alley garage and motel, Woodlake, California, where Mr. and Mrs. E. David Sierra once spent
a Christmas eve while visiting brother Jess and sister in
law Hema. Not the Hilton, but not outdoors either.
Motel had a wooden television set (believe it!), about
9" screen, black and white, but it worked! Best to bring
your own towels. Don't plan on a carpet cause there
ain't one. Not much heat either.
Housing unit at left of garage is typical of the six units
in the complex. We stayed one night and left the following morning before the crack of dawn.
We have never stayed there again, but pass by the place
every time we go to Woodlake. "Remember that place?"
I always ask my wife. Of course she does. That's why
we've never stayed there again. (David Sierra foto)

Gasoline Alley Garage & Motel
..· - Woodlake, Calif.
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Famous People
I Have Met
One evening when I was working for Vida Nueva
Recovery Home and doing classes in the evening,
I asked the class to name the most famous person
they had ever met. Surprisingly, most of them
named the warden at the last prison they had been
in.
I started thinking about some of the people I had
met during my lifetime, in Woodlake, Los Angeles, at various conventions all over America, and
in San Jose. These are some of them. These names
are not intended to impress the reader. They are
merely an indication of the breadth of acquaintances one makes as he proceeds through life.

Aguilar, Antonio •• Mexican entertainer and horseman
Along with Jorge Negrete, Pedro Infante, Miguel
Aceves Mejia, and Vicente Fernandez, Aguilar is
recognized as one of the top rancheras singers in
Mexican musical history. Mr. Aguilar was one of
the featured entertainers at a Christmas festival San
Jose GI Forum co-sponsored with the Mexican
American Chamber of Commerce at the county fairgrounds. We took a picture with him.
Alvarado, Blanca -- Chairperson, Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors. She and Gloria went to Pala
Jr. High School together. I met her at Louis Hevia•s
house in 1959 when her husband Jose Alvarado was
running for San Jose City Council. I remember telling her that she is the one who should be running.
Many years later, Gloria and I worked on her campaigns for city council and board of supervisors,
and still see her occasionally.
Alvarado, Tomas -- Former Director of State of California Dept. of Veterans Affairs. Have known him
since he was a student at San Jose State. His good
friends call him Ping Pong because he was a political campaign worker willing to work for whichever candidate asked him first, regardless of his/
her party, or whomever paid the most money, or
whomever agreed to his terms for employment.
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Arguello, Alexis, Boxer-- We were introduced by Abel
Cota at the American GI Forum national convention in Anaheim. I pretended I had never heard of
him and kidded him about not knowing that he was
a famous fighter.
Ayala, Ruben -- California State Senator from Chino.
He represents the district in which I was born in
southern California. I had him as a speaker at the
San Jose GI Forum meeting when I was Chairman.
Blythe, Ann -- Movie Actress. She came to a Talent
Assembly at Woodbury College when I was going
to school there. A very nice lady. Also in the list of
celebrities was Jack Webb, star of Dragnet, but I
did not meet him.
Brown, Jerry-- Former Governor of California, Mayor
of Oakland, California Attorney General. We met
during an appearance he made at the Fiesta Latina
Hall in San Jose when he was running for Governor. He said his office would always be open to us.
He forgot to mention that he might not be there.
Joseph Alioto said of him, ..If some squirrels ran
up his leg looking for something to eat, they•d starve
to death, .. meaning he did not have the nuts to face
the tough issues.
Bustamante, Cruz -- Former Lt. Governor of Califor-:nia. He spoke at a California state convention at
the San Jose Hyatt House Hotel. Admitted he was
from Tranquillity, not Fresno as he often related in
his speeches. Tranquillity is to Fresno what Alviso
is to San Jose, but much further away.
Campbell, Marie -- Member of Santa Clara County
Fair board of directors for over 40 years. Directed
women•s exhibits when I served on the board. After she retired, I wrote proposal suggesting renaming the women•s pavilion the Marie Campbell
Women•s Pavillion which was adopted by the Board
of Supervisors. (In these memoirs).
Canales, Johnny, Orchestra Leader-- Johnny brought
his band from Corpus Christi, Texas to one of our
Cinco de Mayo festivals and later we shared more
than one beer at Antuna•s restaurant. I remembered
him because his band played at the GI Forum national convention in Corpus Christi in 1968. A very
likeable individual.
Castellano, AIcarlo-- Winner of California Lotto, making him an instant multimillionaire. We used to meet
AI for breakfast occasionally to discuss the San Jose
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GI Forum and other issues. Gloria and I took him
to breakfast at Alicia's on Union Avenue so I could
say I bought breakfast for a millionaire. We have
kept in touch over the years. He and his wife Carmen
took Gloria and I to lunch at ll Pastaio at the Ste.
Claire Hotel, my first ride in a Jaguar. Since then
we have received postcards from him as he and his
family see the world.
Castro, Dr. George -- ffiM Scientist. Don't remember
how we met but he was heavily involved in Chicano
activities in the 60's to 90's. I did not know about
his reputation in the business world and how famous he was when I knew him.
Castro, Raul-- Former Governor of Arizona. I met him
at an American GI Forum board of directors meeting in Phoenix. Later, he was named ambassador
to some country in South America.
Cavazos, General Richard E. -- General, U.S. Air
Force. We met and shared a few beers at the American GI Forum convention in Denver. We discussed
his responsibilities at the United States Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs. He spoke to the convention at a luncheon.
Chacon, Rigo --Former Bureau Chief, ABC-TV News,
San Jose. Rigo was a San Jose GI Forum scholarship winner when he graduated from San Jose High
School. He was a champion debater. We met him
on different occasions. One of the Chicanos I most
admire. He loves Mexican ranchera music and poetry. He read my poem, Remember The Veterans,
at a San Jose GI Forum event honoring War Veterans in 2004.
Chavarria, Dr. Jesus-- Publisher, Hispanic Business
Magazine. I met Jesus at a bar in Los Angeles. He
had come west to attend Los Angeles City College.
Later he graduated from UCLA and UC Santa Barbara. He was a faculty member at UCSB. We have
mutual friends in Texas. (He is part of these memoirs).
Chavez, Cesar -- Leader, United Farmworkers. His
compadre Ernie Abeytia, a friend of Gloria and I,
introduced me to him at a gathering at the
Guadalupe Church on San Antonio St. in San Jose,
in the mid-70's. He spoke at a fundraiser for Abeytia
when he was running for city council. That is the
last time I saw him in person.
Chong, Eddie-- Official Santa Clara County Photog-

rapher for many years. He took photos of me when
I was on the Santa Clara County Fair board of directors. A very talented and popular professional.
Cleye, Rudy -- Owner, Blarney Castle restaurant, Sixth
& Western, Los Angeles. He said Little Richard
wrote Tutti Frutti about him. He had autographed
photos of many famous people on the walls of his
office, including one very well known Indianapolis 500 racer. I wondered if they were also gay.
Cranston, Alan-- U.S. Senator from California. He
was the speaker at San Jose GI Forum installation
of officers the last time I was installed as Chairman. An officer from Moffett Field called me to
reassure him that, indeed, a United States Senator
was speaking at a local chapter installation. Yes.
He came. He also attended the Grand Opening of
our Veterans Outreach Program in San Jose in 1972.
Days, Virginia Mae-- Former Director, State of California Dept. of Veterans Affairs. We met when she
spoke at a California GI Forum state convention,
and later at other GI Forum functions. She became
a member of the American GI Forum.
DeUums, Ron-- U.S. Congressman from Oakland, and
presently Mayor of Oakland. My friend Cesar
Mendez dragged me to a Dellums fundraiser in
Oakland while we were visiting he and his wife
Connie. A very charismatic individual and one of
the smartest politicians I had ever met.
Diaz, Andy -- Legendary Andy Diaz. Perrenial candidate for public office in Santa Clara County. I met
Andy when he was doing time at the James Boys
Ranch in 1960 and I went there to do a story on the
ranch for El Excentrico magazine. We have been
friends ever since. Every time I see him he's got a
new story about how great he is. The last time I
talked to him he was comparing himself to Abraham
Lincoln, our 16th President. (Part of these memoirs).
Dokoozlian, Nick -- Former Fresno State fullback and
later a Vitaculture instructor at FSU. We met at Slick
Rock on the Kaweah River when I was a senior in
high school. He borrowed an inner tube from my
girl friend. (See The Fresno State Fullback in these
memoirs).
Edwards, Don-- U.S. Congressman from San Jose.
He spoke to a community gathering I put together
about the Watergate and soaring gas prices. He as-
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sured us that as the elections got closer Republicans would be asking Nixon to resign. Later, he
attended the Grand Opening of our Veterans Outreach Program in San Jose. I once called him in
Washington D.C. to urge his support for refunding
of the American GI Forum's Veterans Outreach Program. The secretary said he was in a meeting. I said,
just give him the message ... A few minutes later
he called back and assured me that he was an avid
supporter of the organization and would vote for
refunding.
Fender, Freddie -- Country & Western Singer. He entertained at the Santa Clara County Fair when I was
on the board. We watched his show and then met
him at a reception after his last show. Some of the
board members said that Julian Quezada, a local
guitarist whom we hired to entertain at the reception, was a better singer than Freddie.
Ferraro, John-- Former USC All American tackle, Los
Angeles City Councilman -- We met at a Veterans
Outreach program event in Los Angeles. (He is part
of these memoirs).
Fullerton, Dr. Gail --As Chairman of San Jose GI Forum, I invited her to address the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation awards dinner at the
fairgrounds. She came and I found her to be a very
cordial individual.
Galarza, Dr. Ernesto -- First Chicano to graduate from
Stanford University. A noted educator. When we
were drinking tequila and beer at a function in Santa
Clara and in his home on Franquette Drive in Willow Glen I had no idea that he was as famous as he
is. He sent me copies of his Mini-Libros books for
children. Just another of his many contributions to
our society.
Gallegos, Chon -- Former San Jose State quarterback,
Santa Clara County golf champion, Retired football and golf coach at Santa Teresa High School.
We met when he was playing baseball for the San
Jose Merchants managed by my friend Marion
Villegas in 1959. Later we met again when we were
both members ofMAGA, Mexican American Golfers Association. (Part of these memoirs).
Gallegos, Antonio-- National Chairman, American GI
Forum. Former Art Director, McDonnell Douglas,
Huntington Beach, Calif. Former Chairman of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
11
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Washington, D.C. Served under four Presidents, the
only individual ever so honored. He flew as a
sidegunner on a B-17 on missions over Germany
in World War ll.
Garcia, Dr. Hector P. -- Founder, American GI Forum. We talked on different occasions. He seemed
to think that if it didn't happen in Texas, it just didn't
happen. At least that's the impression he gave to us
Californianos. I was not a great admirer of his, opining that he was far too provincial for a national
leader of Hispanics. His star appeared to rise and
fall depending on which Texans were in power in
Washington D.C.
Garland, Gordon -- Candidate for Governor of California in the late 30's or early 40's. I was irrigating
his cotton fields near Seville. One day he showed
up, introduced himself, and asked if I knew who
owned the six pak of beer in the water near one of
the pumps. I owned up to it. We shared the beer,
then he went to pick up two more. We had an enjoyable two hour discussion about his life in politics, ranching, his gold mines, and everything else.
Garza, Alfredo-- Former Vice Mayor, City of San Jose.
Gloria and I worked on his campaigns. When he
had his legal problems we supported him with a
resolution unanimously adopted by San Jose GI
Forum. He remains a good friend. We wrote a letter to Governor Schwarzenegger asking for a gubernatorial pardon so he can resume his ·high school
teaching career.
Gilhousen, Rosey -- Baseball Scout for Pittsburgh Pirates. We met while I was a junior at Woodlake High
School in 1951. We traveled to the Delano baseball
tournament in his car. He was a friend of Jack Mann,
our HS baseball coach.
Guerrero, Lalo -- Bandleader, Songwriter, Restaurant
owner-- Leader of one of the country's top Mexican orchestras in the forties and fifties. Lalo was
Grand Marshal of the Cinco de Mayo parade and
entertained at the Fiestas Patrias festival in San Jose.
(I did an interview with him which is part of these
memoirs).
Guevara, Ivan -- former San Jose State basketball
coach. He was invited to address our Installation of
Officers dinner. Jack Ellwanger thought he would
be a good choice for that chore. And he was. We
met at the Foghorn for drinks to discuss the GI Fo-
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rum funding a scholarship for basketball at SJSU,
but nothing ever came of our discussion. Later I
wrote to SJSU President Gail Fullerton to keep him
when he was being fired. To no avail.
Guinn, Kenny -- Governor of Nevada -- Kenny was a
snotty-nosed kid running around Woodlake chasing after his older brother Charlie when they lived
in Woodlake. Later they moved to Exeter and that
is where he graduated from high school. He invited
all his old friends to his inauguration as Governor
of Nevada.
Hernandez, Little Joe- Leader, Little Joey La Familia
Orchestra. I met him in Visalia at a California GI
Forum convention. We invited him and the band to
the San Jose hospitality room after the dance and
they came. (Part of these memoirs).
Hernandez, Rudy -- Congressional Medal of Honor
recipient from the Korean War. Met him at the California GI Forum convention in Oakland. I was the
master of ceremonies at the convention banquet and
he was one of our featured speakers. He was from
Fowler. Many years ago, while he was serving with
the U.S. Army in Korea, I had met his high school
sweetheart. (Part of these memoirs).
Hirayama, Fibber-- 5'3 .. , 135 lb. Baseball and football player, Fresno State, early 50's. Played 15 years
in Japan. Book, An Outfielder for Hiroshima is
about him. Was covered in large article in Sports
lllustrated. Played basketball against our Tortilla
Flats team in Woodlake in early 50's on a team assembled by Jack Mann, our high school B class
hoops coach.
Honda, Mike -- U.S. Congressman from San Jose. We
met while he was a City Councilman in San Jose.
We worked on his campaign. He told me once that
he always wears black socks because one time he
went to a public function wearing a brown one and
a black one ... Never again, .. he smiled.
Humphrey, Hubert, Vice President -- Passed up an
opportunity to meet him when he spoke at the
American GI Forum national convention in Corpus Christi, Texas. Later, Humphrey was in San Jose
for a political fundraiser at Frontier Village, and
we were introduced by one of his advance men
whom I knew from the American GI Forum. (Incident is part of these memoirs).

Jinks, Larry-- Publisher, San Jose Mercury News. Jack
Ellwanger and I met with him in his office to voice
our concerns about his newspaper and how it related to Latinos. We suggested, for one, that his food
editor visit restaurants that poor people frequent.
There is no point in reviewing places that most
working people can't afford. He agreed. Later we
had him as a speaker at the Barrio AlcohoVDrugs
Conference at Elmwood.
Johnson, Rafer -- Olympic Decathlon Champion. I introduced myself at the USC track when he was there
for a track and field clinic put on by USC coach
Jess Hill. (Part of these memoirs).
Jones, Andrew -- Former Basketball Coach, Sacr~
mento City College. We went to his office to get
information about track star Joe Batiste. Coach
Jones had done his master's thesis on Sacramento
City College athletics. He gave me some copies of
info he had. We went to the Sacramento State Library and read his thesis, getting much valuable information on Batiste. I wrote Jones to thank him
for his contribution. (Part of these memoirs).
Kaplan, Dr. Joseph-- Astrophysicist, UCLA. He delivered a lecture on the space age at Morris Dailey
Auditorium, San Jose State, while I was working
for El Excentrico. Audience allowed to ask questions and talk to Dr. Kaplan after his speech. I went
and took notes. (Part of these memoirs).
Kapp, Joe -- UC Berkeley QB the last time the Bears
went to the Rose bowl. QBacked Minnesota VJ.kings
in Super Bowl N, UC Berkeley football coach-Kapp was the Grand Marshal of a Cinco de Mayo
parade I was directing. We had a long conversation
and many beers afterward and have stayed in touch
ever since.
K walick, Ted --Penn State All America End. I met him
at Wal-Mart where he was selling football memorabilia. We invited him to address the Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference at Elmwood, but he did not
reply to our invite. He said he and OJ Simpson were
the only three-time consensus All Americans: in
college football history. Another pro football player
who said O.J. could have done it.
Lofgren, Zoe-- U.S. Congresswoman from San Jose.
We worked on her campaign for Board of Supervisors. We called her The Momma of the Barrio Conference because she made the motion which got
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Vida Nueva Recovery Home a $10,000 Santa Clara
County grant to start the Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference. It lasted 12 years. We have visited with
her on many occasions.
Loomis, Pat-- Former San Jose Mercury columnist,
author of Santa Clara County history books. We met
while we were serving on the Santa Clara County
Fair Board of Directors. She encouraged me to raise
hell with the establishment. A very nice lady.
Lupino, Ida -- Movie Actress. We met her at a nightclub on Olvera Street in Los Angeles. Her bodyuards
insisted on the management asking me and my
friend Jaime Barragan leave the premises. They said
we were bothering Miss Lupino's sisters. (Part of
these memoirs).
McCloskey, Pete -- Former Congressman. We met
while watching a Stanford-UCLA football game in
the Rose Bowl. He took a seat in the aisle right next
to me in the last few minutes of the game. (Part of
these memoirs).
McCullum, Donald -- Oakland Attorney, Alameda
County Superior Court Judge. He was the speaker
at my first San Jose GI Forum installation of officers dinner in San Jose. His advice: "The man needs
you to put your foot in his ass ... and keep it there!"
(Part of these memoirs).
McEnery, Tom-- Former Mayor of San Jose. I met
Tom at the Tower Saloon with Jack Ellwanger. We
shared a few beers. I liked him and thought he was
a dedicated public servant. While we were working on a community project he gave me his home
phone number.
Mineta, Norman-- U.S. Representative, Washington,
D.C., former Mayor of San Jose. We met while
working on his campaign for Mayor, and have been
friends since. We have visited his office and had
coffee with him. He told us once that he had a meeting with President Reagan, who came equipped with
3x5 cards with answers to some of Mineta's questions. After he had gone through his cards, Reagan
quickly ended the meeting.
Montoya, Joseph-- U.S. Senator, New Mexico. We
met him at an American GI Forum national convention. Gloria and I went to his office when we
visited Washington, D.C. in 1971. His office staff
were very cordial to us. They showed us how to
use the small tram that runs underground from one
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side of the capitol to the other.

George Moscone, California Senator, Mayor of San
Francisco -- Jack Ellwanger introduced us at a
fundraiser for Dan McCorquodale at a large home
up in the eastern foothills. Later, Jack and I went to
his office in Sacramento, seeking support for Jose
Martinez for Assembly campaign. We met with
Chicano Caucus members in Sen. Moscone's offlee. (Part of these memoirs).
Muskie, Edmund-- U.S. Secretary of State. I introduced myself to him as he was entering the Anaheim Convention Center at an American GI Forum
national convention. I bet Frank Caballero a beer
that I could get close enough to introduce him to
Muskie. I took Frank by one hand and raised the
other one, pointing at Muskie and saying, "Ed, over
here! Over here!" Somehow it got me past the body""
guards surrounding him. I won the bet.
Nomellini, Leo -- Former All Pro Tackle, San Francisco 49ers. We met while he was wrestling at SJ
Civic Auditorium. I interviewed him for El
Excentrico magazine. He introduced me to Big
Daddy Lipscomb of the Baltimore Colts while we
were doing the interview. Big Daddy is h-u-g-e.(Part
of these memoirs).
Obledo, Mario-- Former Director of Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund, Instructor
at Harvard University. Reader's Digest did an .article about his community involvement. We met at
a Chicanos and the Administration of Justice conference in Phoenix to which I was invited when I
was editor of The Forumeer. And later at various
functions over the years. He is one of the Chicanos
I most admire. A really remarkable human being.
Olguin, Hank -- Halfback, UC Berkeley. Leading
ground gainer for Cal in the last Rose Bowl they
appeared in. We met at a California GI Forum convention in San Jose when he introduced himself and
asked if he could borrow some documents that I
had. Of course. I got the papers back two years later.
He insisted I tell his mother over the phone that he
was the leading ground gainer for Cal in the Rose
Bowl. She did not attend the game. (In these memoirs).
Orme, Maynard -- UC Berkeley quartermiler. Ran on
some of fastest mile relay teams in the world. I remembered him from his track exploits at Roosevelt
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High School in Fresno. Later he became General
Manager, KTEH-Channel 54, San Jose. He came
to San Jose GI Forum building to discuss KTEH
and the Chicano community. We had a long conversation about living in the valley, track and field,
and his work at KTEH.
Pastorini, Dan -Former Santa Clara University, Houston Oilers, Oakland Raiders quarterback. We met
at Santa Clara GI Forum queen coronation ball in
Palo Alto. He seemed very confident about his
chances at making it in pro football. "I can always
make it as a kicker," he said.
Perez, Mike-- Quarterback, San Jose State, early 80's.
He was Grand Marshal of Cinco de Mayo Parade
which I was running at the SC County Fairgrounds.
Pittman, Rosie -- Former member of Fresno Rockets,
world champion softball team for 15 years. Considered by some as Woodlake High School's most
outstanding athlete. I wrote her asking questions
about her softball years with Rockets. She kindly
replied. (Part of these memoirs).
Plunkett, Jim -- Stanford quarterback, Heisman Trophy winner, Oakland Raiders Super Bowl QB and
Most Valuable Player. We met when he was a senior at Stanford. He was guest of honor at Santa
Clara GI Forum dance in Palo Alto. I interviewed
him. Later we met again at a James Lick High
School fundraising golf tournament.
Ridder, Joe-- Owner and publisher, San Jose Mercury
News. We met him at a church on North Fifth Street
in the late fifties. He was talking to a group about
the striking Mercury News employees. I mentioned
to him that if the Mere's employees were as good
as he said they were, why didn't they deserve more
compensation and better benefits? He assured us
that the strike would be settled shortly and the
people would be back to work.
Rivera, Geraldo --He approached me, introduced himself, as I was directing the Cinco de Mayo parade
in San Jose and asked where he should put his car
in the parade route. I told him to go into Division
H, behind the horses since he had not submitted an
entry. He looked at me like I was nuts, but he followed our directions. (Part of these memoirs).
Rocco, Louis -- Congressional Medal of Honor recipient. We met at a reception for medal of honor recipients at San Jose Elks Lodge. Met some of the

other recipients but cannot recall exactly which
ones. There were about 25 of them present.
Rodriguez, Joe-- San Jose Mercury News columnist.
He spoke at a San Jose GI Forum meeting and we
spoke briefly afterward. I told him that he was Joseph now. Later he would become Joe and then it
would be time for him to leave town.
Rodriguez, Manuel Jaramlllo --Chicano artist from
Los Angeles. He painted the official poster of the
1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games. Also, the official portrait of Lt. Col. Ellison Onizuka, one of the
astronauts killed on the Challenger spacecraft . He
showed the Onizuka portrait for the first time at
Vida Nueva Recovery Home.
Roybal, Edward-- Former U.S. Congressman from
Los Angeles. We met at a CSO luncheon at the Sacred Heart Church hall on Willow Street. Afterward,
we went to The Cellar for a few beers.
Santana, Charlie-- Former Alameda County SuperVisor. We met at a California GI Forum convention in
Riverside. He addressed the convention luncheon.
Later I loaned him some papers I had that he wanted
to look at. He mailed them back six months later.
Schabarum, Pete -- Former Cal football player, Los
Angeles County Supervisor. Pete and I were speakers at an American GI Forum Scholarship Dinner
at the Saddleback Inn, Anaheim.
Shirakawa, George Sr.-- Former San Jose City Councilman, a person we admired very much. He died
on Cinco de Mayo. He was to ride in the parade
and didn't show up. We did not know he had died
earlier that morning. An individual who would have
gone on to higher office, we believe.
Silvestre, Flor, Mexican entertainer-- Antonio Aguilar's
wife. Gloria and I met her backstage. We were in.,.
troduced by AI Rodriguez, owner of Radio KAZA.
Stainback, Thck -- Former PR man for Los Angeles
Dodgers. We met him at Dodger Stadium in the mid60's when I was looking into forming a Dodger Fan
Club in San Jose. After that he sent me press releases for years.
Stone, Larry -- Santa Clara County Assessor. Former
Mayor of Sunnyvale. Gloria and I have known Larry
and his wife Carmen for many years. She is a beau~
tiful Chicana. We attended a fundraiser for Dan
McCorquodale at their home in Sunnyvale.
Tijerina, Reies --New Mexico Rebel. Took over court-
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house in New Mexico. Incessant fighter for land
rights. We met at a conference at San Jose Hyatt
House. He came to a meeting in room of my friend
Cesar Mendez who invited me to meet the New
Mexican Rebel.
Tongolele, Mexican entertainer -- My brother Ted,
Humberto Garcia and I met her at the Rainbow
Ballroom. We were introduced by Carlos Gomez,
who mceed the program.
Trevino, Lee-- Professional Golfer. U.S. Open Champion. We met in San Jose when he was guest of
honor at dinner sponsored by Santa Clara GI Forum Women at Lou's Village. Jack Ellwanger, Tony
Cerna and I handled public relations for the event.
(Part of these memoirs).
Trujillo, Charlie -- Vietnam Vet. Author of Soldados
and other publications. Owner, Chusma Press. We
met at a San Jose GI Forum function. He wrote
about his home boys from Corcoran who went to
war in Vietnam.
Tyler, Wendell -- Former UCLA and San Francisco
49ers halfback. He was autographing memorabilia
at Wal-Mart in Milpitas. I told him I was more impressed with what he did for UCLA since I am not
a professional football fan. He opined that for certain OJ Simpson could have killed those he was
accused of.
Valdez, Luis -- Playwright, Movie Producer, Chicano
Activist. I met Luis when he was doing a column
El Machete for El Excentrico magazine when he
was attending San Jose State University. We did
not agree politically, but I have great admiration of
his talents. He was guest of honor at a dinner to
which I invited people who wanted to meet him.
Later he became very famous. Wrote and directed
La Bamba, about Richie Valens. Also wrote and directed the play Zoot Suit, which Gloria and I saw
at the Aquarius Theater in Hollywood.
Valentin, Juan -- Mexican Rancheras Singer. We met
at the Santa Clara County fairgrounds where he was
entertaining during the Fiestas Patrias. He stayed
around for awhile and visited with GI Forum members, took some pictures, and signed autographs.
Vasconcellos, John-- California State Senator. Former
Chairman of State Ways & Means Committee. A
truly professional politician. I met him at Zapata's
Restaurant where we were introduced by Jack
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Ellwanger. He showed me his newest book, and I
asked him, "Who wrote it?" I did not know at the
time how intelligent he was. Graduated with honors from Santa Clara University. He met with San
Jose GI Forum members at our building on E. Santa
Clara Street, drank beer with us, and responded, in
writing, to our requests for information. He hired
one of our members for his staff. (Part of these memoirs).
Villarreal, Jose --Author of POCHO, one of the first
Chicano-written novels. I met him at El Excentrico
and did a review of his book for the magazine. He
later renounced American citizenship and moved
to Mexico. (Part of these memoirs).
Wedemeyer, Charlie -- Former Los Gatos High School
football coach. I met him at Kaiser Santa Teresa
Hospital. He was getting off the ramp of his special
van as Gloria and I were leaving. I got out of my
car and went to introduce myself as an admirer, and
shook his hand. Very shortly his wife appeared and
told me who he was. "I know who he is," I said,
"God bless you both. You are a very courageous
couple."
White, Les --San Jose City Manager. We met him at
Antuna's Mexican Restaurant where some friends
had taken him to lunch to discuss city concerns.
Another time we met with Mr. White at Naco's
Tacos on Alum Rock Avenue to discuss Fiestas
Patrias problems. He admitted he was from Sultana after I told him I was from Woodlake. He has
relatives living just outside of Woodlake. (Part of
these memoirs).
Yzaguirre, Raul-- Executive Director, National Council of La Raza -- Raul was an old friend from the
American GI Forum. A former GI Forum Youth
chairman. We should have elected him National
Chairman for the good of our organization. We have
known him for over 30 years. ******
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Life's Lesson
This poem was lifted from the NEW TIMES
newspaper of NCADD in Santa Clara County. It
was written by Barney Hua, a 16-year old inmate
in the California Youth Authority.
Life was just a game to me,
and a game that I played well,
I thought I was the King that ruled,
but then my Kingdom fell.
The first lesson was so easy,
it taught me that I was right,
I could break the law and get away
with it if my alibi held tight.
Boy, these guys were stupid,
I held all the keys,
The keys to all the knowledge,
to do the things I please.
So I ran head long into a world of drugs,
deceit and crime,
They'd never catch this guy ...
but· then came my time.
The saddest part about this is,
it didn't have to be,
If only I'd stop to listen
to those who cared for me.
Then came the big lesson,
the one that brought the tears,
The judge said, "For your wisdom,
you can do eight years."

Your Work
When your work speaks for itself, don't interrupt.
--Henry Kaiser

Give Me Control
"From 18 to 25, if you give me control over when a man sleeps and
how much sleep he's gonna get and ·
when a man eats and how much
food he's gonna eat, I can get him
to do anything I want. Then, after
25 or 26, they start to ask questions and they're no damned good .
any more."
Bob Howard,
Congressional Medal of Honor recipient,

He took away my freedom,
for doing things my way,
Now those familiar words ring true to me
crime just does not pay.
I can't do what I want in here
and this I really hate,
I earned the right to be here though,
a prisoner of the state.
I cannot say I wasn't warned
that my ways would bring me grief
But somehow all the warnings
did not fit my belief.
So now I sit here wishing
that I could change the past,
But wishes sure won't help me now,
it's time to learn ... and fast!
So do yourself a favor
and take some good advice,
when you think you know it all,
that's the time you should think twice.
And if you don't believe me,
or believe in living hell,
I'll see you later, wise guy,
you'll be in the next cell.

*****
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Christmas Tale
with a Twist
El Excentrico magazine publisher Humberto
Garcia suggested I do some fiction writing. Don't
know why. He just did. And I, being a good Assistant Editor, complied. This was first published in El
Ex on Dec. 20, 1959.
A rotund, crimson clad figure emerged from the fireplace of a home in the East foothills. Perspiration had
soaked his whiskers and flowing beard thoroughly.
Wrinkles lined his forehead. It was 7 a.m., Christmas
Day, 1959.
"Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!" he kept urging himself. "I must
hurry!"
There was a sudden creak, an opened door, and then a
bright shaft of light cut across the living room of the
Hernandez home. the whiskered fellow's hand dug deep
into his bag, deposited a gift under the gaily decorated
Christmas tree, and then suddenly it happened:
"Santa! Santa! Hurry, Cindy, there's Santa now!" a
child's voice shouted, awed at the sight but excited at
the prospect of fulfilling ther dreams of every child in
the world, meeting Santa Claus in their own home!

Think Life is Hard?
During World War II, U.S. Army Air Corps pilots barely out of their teens, piloted heavy bombers thousands of miles across enemy territory,
braved fighter planes and anti-aircraft guns, just
doing their job.

On August 1, 1943, One hundred seventy-six
B-24 Liberator bombers took off from Bengazi,
Libya to bomb an oil refinery at Ploesti, Romania, a 2700-mile round trip.
One hundred sixty-four planes reached the target. Fifty-four were shot down, at a loss of over
500 airmen. Five crewmen earned Congressional
Medals of Honor, 3 posthumously, the most ever
awarded for one action in World War II.
Now. what kind of problems do YOU have?
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"Hi, Santa!" the kids exclaimed as they came rushing
into the room, the pitter patter of their little feet thumping across the carpet as their voices alarmed St. Nick._
"Ho! Ho! Ho!" he greeted them, in the accepted Santa
Claus manner.
"Sandy Claws! Sandy Claws!" little Cincy shouted.
"Ho! Ho1 Ho!" Santa repeated.
"Santa!"
The red clad figure turned to re-enter the chimney and
make his exit, wanting to ride away through the dawn
to another household, another Christmas tree. But it was
not to be.

"Santa!" Johnny cried, "Stay for awhile! Mommy
said you'd be here today! Stay til we open our presents! We've got a Christmas card for you!"
"Ho 1 Ho 1 Ho!" Santa replied, "But I can not do that
my good children. I must be away to another home, and
to another little boy and little girl. There are hundreds
and hundreds of little boys and little girls still waiting
for St. Nick to arrive with their toys and gifts."
"Mommy said you always come to our house last. She
said that when we got up last night and asked her why
you hadn't come this year. She told us to go back to bed
and that you'd be here before we woke up this morning!"
"Ho 1 Ho! Ho!" Santa repeated again, "She was right.
Here I am with nice gifts and toys for all boys and girls
who do as their mommies and daddies tell them to do.~·
"We've been waiting for you since three o'clock this
morning, Santa1 Don't go," said Cindy.
"I musn 't keep those other children waiting, my

child!" Santa said. "Ho! Ho! Ho!"
"Why are you late, Santa?" Johnny asked, his face
showing no traces of emotion. This had become a matter of grave importance and Johnny was determined to
get an answer.
How could anything delay Santa Claus on Christmas
Eve? Santa is a very busy man all year long but on this
day, somehow he manages to get around to all the kiddies
in the world. He has NEVER been late before. All the
nice things he'd heard about Santa Claus and how he
treated little boys and girls was being dispelled by Santa
the very first time they'd seen him. Johnny was determined to hear an explanation.
"Sit down my children," Santa said softly, "Sit down
and I'll tell you what happened."
The kids were all ears as Santa related his tale.
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"I left the North Pole after saying goodbye to Mrs.
Claus ... "
"Santa! Why didn't you bring Mrs. Claus to help you?
Mommy always helps daddy do things," Cindy interrupted.
"Ho! Ho! Ho!" Santa laughed, "Well, it's fine that
your mommy helps your daddy but Mrs. Claus has to
stay at Christmasland to prepare more gifts for children
in other parts of the world ... Now, as I was saying ... I
left the North Pole and headed down over to the Scandinavian countries, Norway, Sweden, and Finland, leaving toys and other gifts at the homes of little boys and
girls."

"Did you go to Russia?" Johnny interceded, eager
to know if Santa looked favorably on Nikita
Crosschef and his people.
"Certainly, I went to Russia," Santa replied.
"Did you need a passport?" was the next inquiry.
"Of course not, Johnny, I don't need one. I'm welcome
in every country in the world. I bring joy to children
like yoiu and Cindy all over the earth, I don't have to
have a passport to go anywhere."
"But let me go on with my explanation of why I'm
late ... after I left Russia, Dancer, Prancer, Dasher, and
other reindeer pulled my sleigh toward Poland, Rumania, Hungary, and Yugoslavia ... "
"Yugoslavia?" Johnny asked.
"Yes, Yugoslavia .. what's so odd about Yugoslavia?"
"Did you go to Marshall Tito's home too?" Johnny
inquired.
Santa answered, "Of course I went to his home too ...
but how do you know about Marshall Tito?"
"Daddy was telling mommy the other day that Tito
and some guy named Nicky from Russia are buddies.
They always watch soldiers marching together. Every
chance they get," Johnny replied.
"Now, let me go on with my story," Santa continued,
"After Yugoslavia I flew across the Adriatic Sea .... "
"You flew across WHAT sea, Santa?" the question
came from Cindy.
"The Adriatic ... "
"You FLEW?" she asked.
"Yes, I flew .... "
"In a 707 Jetliner?" she asked.
"No. In my sleigh, the one that Dasher and all the
other reindeer pull."
"How can reindeer fly, Santa? The ones we saw at

Yellowstone Park did not have wings!"
"Well ..... Dasher, Dancer, Blitzen and the others don't
have wings either, but they can fly nonetheless."
"Now ... let me go on with my story .... After Italy,
Austria, France, Switzerland, and Spain ... "
"Spain?" Johnny exclaimed.
"Yes, what's so unusual about Spain?"
"Did you see Ava Gardner over there?" Johnny inquired.
"How did you know about Ava Gardner and that she
was in Spain?" Santa asked.
"I heard mommy tell daddy that she read in Head
Hopper's column that Eva Gardener was chasing after
bullfighters in Spain."
"Well, perhaps so ... but now let me go on with my
tale ... next I went to England .... "
"You didn't leave any toys for the children in Belgium and Denmark?" Cindy asked.
"How did you know that countries like Belgium and
Denmark exist?"
"Belgium is where they had the World's Fair," Cindy
said slowly, "Daddy was telling mommy that he'd sure
like to get a close look at some of those European
dames."
"Denmark, that's where Christine Jorgensen is from,"
Johnny added.
"Who's Christine Jorgensen?" Santa asked.
"Daddy said that's the guy who went abroad and came
back a broad," Johnny said, again displaying no signs

Forum Member Queried
On Saturday, Nov. 22, 1963, at approximately
12:30 p.m., Joe Molina, Credit Manager at the
Texas School Book Depository, was questioned by
the Dallas Police Dept. after the Kennedy assassination.
The police searched his home, then asked him to
report to the police department on Nov. 23 for more
questioning from 12 noon to 4 p.m. Lt. Jack Revill,
Dallas Police Dept., told Molina that the American
GI Forum included communist members. Molina
denied it.
Apparently, the Dallas PD had not heard about
the GI Forum members involved in the massive
Viva Kennedy campaigns across America during
the 1960 elections.
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of emotion.

"Ahem ••• well anyway, let me go on with my story
... Next I flew to South America, to Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Colombia, and all the other countries •••• "
"Santa, is that those countries that take turns having
revolutions?" Johnny inquired.
'And then I was off to Mexico for a ..... Santa said
before he was abruptly interrupted.
"Mexico?" Cindy asked.
"Yes. Mexico. What do you know about Mexico?"
"Mommy says all the men down there have moustaches. She says they tickle! Cindy answered.
"Daddy says they sleep all day and drink and sing all
night!" Johnny added.
"Well .. anyway, next I came to the states, to California, said Santa Claus.
"Did you stop in Los Angeles?"
"Certainly! There's thousands of nice little boys and
girls in Los Angeles!" Santa beamed.
"Daddy says he'll never set foot in Los Angeles again.
They beat the Giants in baseball!" Johnny said.
"Mommy promised to take us to Disneyland next
year," Cindy exclaimed.
"Do you like baseball, Santa?" Johnny asked.
"Of course! It's the great American game! .. Santa enthused.
II

II

"Are you an American, Santa?" Johnny asked,
persistent in his questioning. Johnny liked asking
Santa questions. He seemed to know everything.
Suddenly, the crimson coated figure exploded verbally.
"Oh, hell, I quit! You children are impossible!" Santa
Claus said, and thereupon ripped off the red cap, the
flowing white whiskers, and the crimson coat.
"Daddy!" Cindy said and Johnny exclaimed,
"DADDY! DADDY! DADDY!" ****

Invasion of the U.S.
In the early months of World War II, the Japanese
Empire occupied Attu in the Aleutian Islands, the
only time in American history that a foreign country successfully invaded the United States. The Japanese were evicted from the Aleutians by a combined
Army and Marine Corps expeditionary force a few
months later. ****
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Santa Clara County Politics
In 1879, Ulysses S. Grant was the frrstAmerican president to visit Santa Clara County.
In 1893, former president Benjamin Harrison taught
at Stanford, in the university's second year of operation.
In 1911, California women won the right to vote.
In 1960, John F. Kennedy attracted 20,000 people,
the largest crowd in Santa Clara County history just days
before the election, but didn't carry the county. We went
for Richard Nixon.
In 1962, Lyndon B. Johnson didn't attract the crowds
he anticipated in his visit to the county and never returned.
In 2000, George W. Bush spoke to 1800 people at
United Defense in Santa Clara. About 1000 people protested his visit outside. ****

Drug-Proof Yourself
I don't remember where I first saw the following tips
for parents with problem children, but I think they bear
repeating. Apologies to the author whose name is not
recorded here.
Tips for Drug-Proofing Yourself:
1. All parents should set family standards on alcohol
and drug use. Tell your children what your rules
are. Repeat them often. Live by the rules yourself.
2. Let your children know that there are consequence~
and punishment for violating family rules. Deny
them some privileges. Make sure the rules are
clearly understood and that they are fair. Enforce
them vigorously.

3. Set aside some time each day to talk to your
kids about what they are doing every day. Ask
them how they feel about things, and' what they
think about. Listen carefully and show them
that you care.
4. Assist your children in preparing realistic goals
for themselves in academics, athletics, and in their
social life. Encourage them and help them achieve
their goals.
5. Know your children's friends. Spent time with
them. Get to know their parents too.
6.
Participate in activities as a family. Let
your kids participate in deciding what fun things you
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Cuatro Amigos
At the groundbreaking ceremonies
for San Jose GI Forum's new building off Story Road are, left to right,
Joe G. Lopez, Dan Gallego, Cesar
Flores Mendez, and Frank Caballero.
Caballero was the GI Forum's representative at the site, overlooking construction and making sure everything
was being done according to the plans,
particularly the plumbing. He is retired from the Hellwig Plumbing Co.
in Santa Clara. (Jack Ellwanger foto)

Seenus
Practice, Practice, Practice
My good friend Humberto Garza came to visit
me. He was living in Sanger, Calif. I asked him what
he was doing in Sanger.
"Nothing," he said, "Just practicing for my retirement."
Well said, my friend.

Drug Proof Yourself
7.

8.
9.

10.

(Cont. from pg. 949)
going to be doing.
Be aware of the warning signs of alcohol and drug
abuse. Look for signs of hostility, physical changes,
loss of interest in school or their hobbies. Let your
kids know that you notice changes in their behavior.
Discuss the future with your children. Know what
they are planning to do in the future .
Have a happy home. Make it a fun place for your
kids to be there and invite their friends to visit them
at home.
Always know where your children are. Be nosy.
Let your children know you are asking lots of questions because you care about them. Encourage
them to discuss things freely with you. Anything.
They can confide in you. They can trust you. Help
them if they need help understanding complicated
things. If not, help them find answers from responsible people who know about the problems that
concern them. ****

Mickey had died and gone to heaven. There, he ran
into an old friend who asked him about the old gang in
the 'hood. Then they got around to the circumstances of
his death.
"I died of seenus," Mickey said.
"Seenus?," his friend asked, "what's seenus?"
"It's an eye disease," Mickey replied.
"You don't mean sinus, do you?" the friend asked, incredulously. "Sinus is a nose problem," he added.
"No. I mean seen us , it's an eye disease!" Mickey replied, getting exasperated.
"What i-n t-h-e h-e-1-1 happened?" his friend asked
agam.
"I was out with Sonny Liston's girl friend and he seen
us!" Mickey replied.

The Best Revenge
Success is the best revenge.
--French Proverb

How does it sound?
A number of Woodlake High School students
were auditioning for a singing part in a high school
play. One enthusiastic but musically challenged
singer finished his audition, and asked the teacher,
"how does it sound?"
"Like a wounded bull in a silo," the faculty member, replied solemnly.
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Fiction
by E. David Sierra

Partners
EL EXCENTRICO publisher Humberto Garcia
wanted some fiction for his magazine. He asked me to
do some, so I submitted this:
Joey Valente had known Betty Marlow for years.
She lived in the same town, knew the same people, and
went to the same high school. He liked Bette and Bette
liked Joey, but just friends. You know the relationship.
Anyway, Bette was going steady with Joey's good
friend, Bill Hodges.
Bette had been going with Bill for more than three
years and all their friends assumed that they would one
day marry each other.
That is precisely why it was all the more surprising to Joey the day in April when Bette came to him
as he was reading the latest issue of LIFE magazine
in the school library and asked if she could speak to
him for a moment.
"Sure!" he said, turning up from the magazine and
directing his attention toward her.
"I want to talk to you Joey. It's about Bill and 1," she
said.
"Shoot!" he replied, and then smiled at her. At this
point joey still considered all this a big joke. Why should
Bette Marlow want to speak to Joe Valente about Bill
Hodges. It didn't make sense.
"Joey, will you take me home after school today?"
she asked, "Bill is going motorcycle riding with some
guys and they're leaving right after school."
"Sure ... sure, I'll take you home," he replied, thinking that he was doing his friend Bill a big favor, "You
know where my car's parked, don't you? Meet me there

as soon as the final bell rings."
Joey's eyes went back to the magazine but his mind
wasn't on the waterfront strikes, on the golf courses with
President Ike, or in Yankee Stadium. He still couldn't
figure it out.
"Let's not go straight home, Joey," Bette suggested
as Joey got into his car, threw his books into the back
seat, and inserted the key in the ignition.
"Where do you want to go?" he asked.
"Have you got time ... I'd just like to go some place
and talk for a while .. . okay?" she said, almost in a
whisper.
oey drove away from the school and across
town to neighborhoods foreign to both of them.
It was a quiet, tree-lined street with many
beautiful homes and well-trimmed lawns.
"That street sure is pretty, isn't it Joey?u she asked:
"Bette .... ," he said, hesitantly, "We didn't come here
to talk about the street, did we?"
"No ..... no, we didn't ... but it is pretty isn't it?" she
insisted.
"Yeah," he replied, wanting to stay in her good
graces and at the same time making it plain that he didn't
appreciate the beauty of the street, at the moment. At
least not now.
"What's the problem, Bette?" he asking, looking
directly at her.
"I ...... I .... I don't really know Joey ... I don't .... " she
answered slowly.
"Bette, would you be angry with me if I was to tell
you what is wrong, exactly what is wrong between you
and Bill? Would you?" he asked.
"Please do ... " she replied, anxious to know what was
on his mind.
"I think ..... you want more out of life than you're
getting with him, don't you? Isn't that it, Bette? ... You
want to be loved and appreciated. You want him spend~
ing more time with you than with a bunch of oil~stained
grease monkeys. You want to be treated like a woman in
love instead of a lifelong childhood girlfriend .... You
want to be kissed and loved ... You don't want to-be
looked at like his sister ... that's what you want, isn't it,
Bette?" he said.

J
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Joey had decided to put his cards on the table
because Bette wasn't acting like a girl head over heels in
love with his good friend, Bill Hodges. Friends are
friends, but men are men and girls are girls also.
"Yes .... yes, I think you're right, Joey. Bill isn't what
I want him to be .... and I am starting to wonder if he ever
will be ... He's much too aloof in our relationship. He acts
like he really doesn't care about me. He's all tied up in his
car and his motorcycles, fuel pumps, injection systems,
oversized tires and all that ... there may be girls who
appreciate that kind of talk but you're looking at one who
is sick and tired of it. What can I do?" she asked.
"It worries you, doesn't it?" he asked now, feigning interest in her problem. It wasn't that Joey ever
was or pretended to be interested in furthering the
amatorial affairs of his friends, but Bill WAS his
friend.
"Yes, it does, Joey. What's the matter with him? Is
something wrong? ... I know he likes girls ..... "
"If what you're worried about is fear that he may be
a .... a ..... a well, you know what I'm thinking about, I
don't think he's that way. It just takes some guys longer
to grow up and start thinking seriously about girls than
others, that's all. Maybe that's him," Joe argued.
"But ... he's always been that way," she insisted.
"Bette ... there's a quotation written by someone
whose name escapes me at the moment which says,
"Love is of man's life a thing apart, 'tis woman's whole
existence."
"Think about it, it makes sense," he said, hoping she
would understand.
Joey didn't really want her to, he told himself because even now his scheming mind was trying to figure
out ways to ingratiate himself further with Bette Marlow.
He had been looking at her closely for a while now and
the longer he looked the better she looked. Her jet black
hair was brushed back and tied into a pert ponytail. The
long lashes over her eyes and the firm set of her mouth
presented an enticing picture. Her complexion was satin
smooth and her skin nice and tanned. Very obviously the
outdoor type, the tennis player, the swimmer, and the
sun bather. Joey tried to imagine Bette in a skin tight
black bathing suit and the thoughts excited him. He
looked fleetingly at her legs protruding from under the
tight blue skirt which she wore. Full rounded calves
running to slim ankles and into her black pumps. No
stockings. White blouse stretched taut in front. A beau-

tiful necklace hanging around her neck, caressing a
creamy white throat. Beautiful hands, painstakingly
painted fingernails rested on her lap.
"What are you thinking about .... " she asked, turning
in the seat to face him, revealing more of her beautiful
legs.
"I'll confess," he said honestly, "I was thinking about
you."
"What about me?, she asked.
"I was ...... ," he wasn't sure if he should say it, "I was
II

"Why don't you?" she asked, her hand moving
across the car seat and touching him lightly on .the
shoulder.
He turned to face her. Shewasgoing to say something else, when Joey's mouth moved unto hers and his
arms enveloped her in a tight squeeze. Her lips parted
slightly as they received his. The mouth that had looked
coldly aloof on the outside seemed to have passionate
flames raging inside. He withdrew his mouth slightly
from hers and felt her warm breath as she murmured,
"Joey .... "
"Don't talk, Bette ..... there isn't any need to .... it's
much more beautiful this way .... it's ..... "
Her mouth came to his this time, and she pushed· her
warm body flush against his. Her tongue flicked out
against his lips and then he too let his tongue e:X.plore her
mouth. She shuddered as an electric thrill passed through
her.
"Joey •••••• Joey ••••• " she murmured, lost in the
rapture of the moment.
He sensed that this was the beginning of the strang;:·
est relationship in his young life. He didn't-want to ask
her to go steady with him because deep down inside his
heart he knew that she belonged to one of his best
friends, Bill Hodges. This may just have been a weak
moment. He knew that all women at one time or another
would like to let themselves go and be kissed by a.nian
they don't belong to. He waited instead for her to give
him something to go on, some indication of what she
thought should become of this affair. She didn't know
quite what to think of Joey. She knew she liked him very
much but Bill was her steady boyfriend. Ho\\:' would she
ever explain it to Bill if he found out about them hugging
and kissing in Joey's car?
Bette felt guilty for letting Joey take liberties with
her body but the way he had kissed her, talked to her, and
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caressed her was so tenibly exciting that, for now, she
didn't care what anybody thought.
When Joey asked for her phone number, she didn't
give it to him,taking his instead, and promising to call
him so they could get together again later in the week.
They said little more than brief goodbyes as he
dropped her off on Elm Street, a block from her house.
Bette's mother wouldn't approve of another boy bringing her daughter home when she knew she was Bill
Hodges' girl.
It was Friday now, and Bette finally got around to
calling Joey. Bill had gone off to the auto races in
another town with his motorcycle buddies. Bette told her
mother she was going for a walk, and left the house to
meet Joey at the same place he had dropped her off a
week prior.

oey was sitting in his car when he head the
steady staccato of her heels beating against
the pavement. His car was the only one on
the block, and she walked directly to it, opened the
door which was slightly ajar, and got in.
"Hi, Joey!"Bette said brightly, flashing a brilliant
smile.
"Hello," he answered, "where do you want to go
tonight?"
"I just wanted to talk to you, Joe .... let's go where we
can be alone. Some place where no one will see us. Isn't
there someplace we can go and be by ourselves?" she
said.
His mind presented visions of a lonely and deserted
.Patton Beach, just north of town.
"How about Patton Beach? .... Shall we go there?" he
asked.
"Okay," she chirped, giving him another warm smile.
The beach was deserted at this time of night as both
of them knew full well that it would be. There were a few
cars parked alongside the road and Joey drove on until
he came to a spot where the only people there would be
Bette and himself. Here he drove off the pavement and
down a dirt road, parking next to a huge bush which
partially hid their car.
He got out of the car and walked around to open the
door for her, but she was out of the car and running to
fling herself into his arms, meeting his mouth with a
warm kiss.
"Let's go down to the sand, Bette," he said, urgently.
Taking her hand in his, he began walking toward the

J
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water. She said nothing, her mind many miles away, at
the auto races with Bill. Then she broke the silence.
"Why don't you bring the blanket?" she asked, her
eyes asking the same thing.
Joey doubled back to the car, jerked the blanket off
the back seat and hurried back to the sand, to the water,
and to an anxious Bette Marlow.
After having sand in their shoes became too much to
bear, they stopped to take them off. It was much better
this way and the cool sands of the shore, kissed unceasingly through the day by a burning sun, felt good under
their bare feet. The sun had long since dropped over the
horizon and the glittering yellow of the setting sun now
turned to a hazy rust.
"Feels good, huh?" she inquired, looking at Joey and
smiling.
"You feel good ... " Joey said, squeezing her wai st.
"I mean the sand .... the sand between your toes, the
soft breezes blowing in off the ocean, and walking along
the shore with no particular destination in mind," she
said, looking away toward the lights of the city which
twinkled in the distance. They held hands, swinging
them back and forth as they walked. Then Be tte dropped
his hand and her arm crept around his waist.
"Let's put it down here," he suggested, dropping the
shoes on the sand and shaking out the blanket. She
grabbed two ends of it and they spread it out, setting one
shoe at each corner to hold it down lest the breezes wave
it.
"You're not in shape, are you?" she kidded.
"I don't have to be .... you obviously are!" he retorted.
Both of them lay on the blanket, their eyes scanning
the heavens. Stars by the millions gleamed overhead and
dominated an endless sky. The enormity of it all was
overwhelming and made him feel so infinitesimal, so
insignificant. He cuddled closer to Bette seeking warmth
from a girl, warmth that nature wasn't providing on a
sandy beach at night.

"What are you thinking about, Joey?" she asked,
mnning her fingers lightly over his cheeks and over
his lips.
He didn't answer, letting his silence answer the
question.
"I don't know .... Bette .... I like to lie here and look
up at the skies ... it's hard to think about your problems
when you are looking at the moon and at the stars," he
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replied thoughtfully.
She turned her face toward him now and her hands
again moved to his face. Gently her fingertips ran over
his chin and to his lips, his pudgy nose, and his eyebrows.
"Joey ... would they tell .... would they ... ?"
"Who?"
"The stars .... and the moon ...... " she whispered,
moving even closer to him, and flicking her tongue
against his ear. A thrill coursed down his spine.Their
mouths met once more.
"I don't think..... how .... " he tried to answer.
It was at this point that Joey Valente let his imagination depart our mundane planet and seek bigger, better,
more exciting worlds. He imagined both of them walking in a garden in paradise, walking over sidewalks of
pure gold with trees and shrubbery of a rich green color
everywhere. Ornate fountains spouted precious perfumes and with every step they took the beauty of
everything multiplied itself a thousandfold. After what
seemed like centuries of wandering around in this utopia, their lips parted and he kissed her tender cheeks and
ears, and even her eyes.
"Pretty girls get into trouble kissing like that," he
whispered in her ear.
"Afraid?" she asked, moving her body against his.
That question didn't need asking and it didn't need an
answer.As their lips met once more, a concert began in
the heavens. Violins played the overture and the maestro
waved a golden baton. The stars formed the chorus
which burst forth in song. The moon disappeared momentarily behind clouds which drifted lazily across the
skies, wanting to leave only with himself this mortal
being who now sought to bring to fruition every dream
which he had ever nurtured about Bette Marlow.
Driving back to Emerson City, they said very little to
each other. She chose to let the radio and the sound of the
~ar's engine break his monotony. Joey's attention was
focused on the highway but his mind was a million miles
away, in utopia, with a trembling and excited Bette
Marlow.
Driving through the neighborhood where she lived,
the streets were now entirely deserted.
"Joey, I don't want to go home just yet ... Let's just sit
and talk for a while, can we?" she asked, reaching into
her purse. She brought out her comb and ran it through
her hair a few times and then found her lipstick and did

her mouth.
He watched her closely as if trying to pick out
mistakes in the manner in which she made herself
beautiful. After her comb and tube of lipstick rejoined
all the other junk in her purse she ran her tongue over her
lips once or twice and turned to face him.
''We'd better not see each other anymore, Bette!''
he said, breaking the silence. The thought shocked
her.
"What?"
"We better not see each other anymore," he repeated.
"I don't understand, Joey!"
"We went out together that first night because you
were going to tell me about your troubles with_!:Jill, Bet~~
.... I did that because Bill is a good friend of mine and so
are you .... I thought if there was trouble in your relation~
ship and there was something I could do to help out, I
would .... but I didn't mean it to lead to this ..... tonight,
we didn't even talk about Bill!" he said.
"Joey, maybe I ought to be slapped for saying this ...
but what would you think if I told you that I didn't go out
with you to talk about Bill .... but because I wanted to be
with you? ... Would that be too hard for you to understand ... would it?" she asked.
If he was confused about her before, this last statement put the clincher on it. Now he was really puzzled
by her.
ere was a lovely, mature young lady who
was going steady with one ofhisbest friert~
telling him that his best friend didn't matter
... that Joey Valente was the one that mattered.
It still didn't make sense. Why? Why?
He didn't answer Bette's questions, wanting to think
it over a little more before deciding what to say. Joey
looked out the car and down the street. All the houses on
the street were now completely dark except for one. That
would be the Marlow home. The night had brought a
peaceful tranquillity to this street and both.ofthem were
enjoying it for the moment.
··
··
"Why the sudden urge to make a change of boy
friends, Bette? ... I don't want you playing games with
me ... I don't want to be used as a pawn ip a gamE..
between you and your boyfriend... I was serious when I
said that I love you. I love you very much, but I want you
to be sure. I don't want to be played with and then
dropped," he said, now aware that there had been far
more to her initial request to talk to him than he ever
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America's Cities
Do you have any idea about the relative size of some
cities in America? For instance, Green Bay, Wisconsin,
with a National Football League franchise, has a population smaller than any of the cities listed here.
San Jose is much larger than Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Buffalo, Boston, Kansas City, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco, Indianapolis, Baltimore,
Cleveland, Denver, New Orleans, all supporting
major sports franchises.
New York ............................
Los Angeles .........................
Chicago ...... ..... .....................
Houston................................
Philadelphia ............. .. ...... ... .
San Diego ........... ............ .. ...

7,322,000
3,480,000
2,780,000
1,700,000
1,600,000
1,200,000

imagined.
"I've been thinking about us, Joey ... not you and I but
Bill and I. I've decided that he isn't what I want, but I
want the thing that is nearest like him ... YOU!
The reason that I hadn't told you before was that
I was afraid if I started to I wouldn't go through with
it .•• people more or less expect Bill and I to be
married someday. It isn't going to happen.
That isn't what I want anymore. Can you blame me
for feeling the way I do?" she queried.
He put his arms around her once more and kissed her
tenderly, as if to culminate their love with this mild show
of affection. Bette looked out the window of his car now
and the world looked better, the street lights gleamed
brighter, the porch light at the Marlow home seemed like
a beacon to her, and she felt a warmth in her heart that she
had not felt there for a long, long time.
"Who's gonna tell Bill?" asked Joey.
"I'll write him a letter, Joey .... and it will explain
everything that's happened and why it has happened. I
am not going to change my mind.
"I fell in love with him and I have fallen out of love.
"That's it.
"It's that simple.
" To make everything final, I'll sign it,
"CHANGING PARTNERS,
BEITY MARLOW."****
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Phoenix ............................... ....
San Jose •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
San Francisco..........................
Indianapolis ....... .. .. .. .. .............
Baltimore .. .. ... .... .. .. ..... .. ..........
Jacksonville, FL......................
Boston .....................................
Cleveland ................................
New Orleans .......... .. ..... .. .. ......
Denver .. .. .... ... ... ......... ... .. .. .... ..
Kansas City, MO ....... .. .. .. .......
Long Beach, CA .. .. .. .. .... .. .......
Oakland...................................
St. Louis .. ..... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...
Sacramento .. .. .. .. ...... .. ..... ...... ..
Atlanta ....................................
Minneapolis ..... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .
Pittsburgh ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .............

990,000
932,000
725,000
732,000
736,000
635,000
575,000
505,000
496,000
468,000
435,000
430,000
400,000
397,000
396,000
393,000
370,000
370,000
Miami...................................... 360,000
Fresno ..... ................................ 355,000
Buffalo, NY .................... ........ 327,000
Tampa ..... .... .. .... .. ...... .... .. ........ 280,000
Louisville ................................ 270,000
St. Petersburg, FL ... .... ... ... .... .. 240,000
Jersey City .. .. .... .. ..... .... ... .. .. .... 228,000
Bakersfield .............................. 183,000
Little Rock .............................. 177,000
Salt Lake City .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .... 160,000
Syracuse, NY.......................... 163,000
Kansas City, KS ...................... 152,000
Lansing, MI ............................ 126,000
Tallahassee, FL ....................... 125,000
Columbia, SC .......................... 115,000
Ann Arbor............................... 110,000
Sunnyvale, CA .... .. .. .. .. .. .......... 101,000
Santa Clara, CA ........................ 94,000
Provo, UT ................................. 88,000
Is San Jose handicapped by being so close to San
Francisco and Oakland? It is a much larger city, but does
not have the national image of the other two. Is a sports
franchise THAT important to a city?
*Population figures are from 1999 and rounded out.
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The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
On a trip to Washington, D.C. in 1972 we visited Arlington National Cemetery and stayed for
the changing of the guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier. It was one of the most impressive ceremonies I have ever witnessed. Many
questions I had about the ceremonies were answered in a booklet distributed to all interested
persons:
Q: Why does the guard take 21 steps during
his walk across the tomb of the unknowns?
A: Becauseit alludes to the twenty-one gun salute which is the highest honor ever given
to any military or foreign dignitary.
Q: How long does the guard hesitate after his
about face before beginning his return
walk?
A: Twenty-one seconds. For the same reasons
stated above.
Q: Why are the guard's gloves wet?
A: They are moistened to prevent his los ing his grip on the
rifle.
Q: On which shoulder does the guard carry his rifle?
A: On the shoulder away from the tomb . As he executes an
about face he moves his rifle to the outside shoulder.
Q: How often are the guards changed?
A: Guards are changed every thirty minutes, twenty-four
hours a day, 365 days a year.
Q: What are the physical traits of the guards?
A: The guards must be between 5' I 0" and 6'2" tall and his
waist size cannot exceed 30". They must commit to 2
years of service, live in a barracks under the tomb, and
cannot drink any alcohol on or off duty for the rest of
their life. They cannot swear in public for the rest of
their life, cannot disgrace the uniform (fighting) or the
tomb in any way. After two years, the guard is given a
wreath pin that is worn on their lapel s ignifying they
serves as a guard of the tomb. There are only 400 presently being worn . The guard must obey all these rules
for the rest of their life or give up the wreath pin.
Q: Do the guards wear special shoes?
A: Yes. The shoes are specially made with very thick soles
to keep the heat and cold from their feet. Metal heel plates
extending to the top of the shoe in order to make the
loud click as they come to a halt.
Q: What specifications apply to their clothes?
A: There are no wrinkles, folds or lint on the uniform.
Guards dress for duty in front of a full-l ength mirror.
Q: What must all guards learn?

A: The first six months of duty a guard cannot talk to anyone, nor watch TV. All off duty time is spent studying
the 175 notable people buried at Arlington National Cemetery. A guard must memorize who they are and where
they are interred. Among the notables are President Taft,
Joe Louis (the boxer), and Medal of Honor recipient
Audie Murphy (the most decorated soldier of World War

m.

Q: How much time does a guard devote to preparation
for duty?
A: Every guard spends five hours daily getting his uniform
and equipment ready for his next duty.
Q: Have the guards ever stopped marching because of a
national emergency?
A: No. In 2003 as Hurricane Isabelle approached Washington, D.C . the U.S . Senate and House of Representatives
took 2 days off in anticipation of the storm. The guards
assigned to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier were given
permission to suspend their assignments. They respectfully declined. They declared that the tomb guard was
not just a military assignment, it was the highest honor
that can be accorded to a serviceman, so they marched
through the pelting rains. The tomb has been patrolled
continuously since 1930. ••••••

Medals of Honor
Of the 925 medals presented in this country's last
four major wars, 123 were won in WW One, 433 in
WW Two, 131 in Korea, and 238 in Vietnam.
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A Short Story

Educating a
School Teacher
by E. David Sierra
As he sat in his car parked in the driveway of the small
white stucco house he couldn't keep from thinking about
what was inside that house. He leaned on the horn three
more times and then waited, looking toward the house,
anxious to see the beautiful face and desirable body that
was Glenda Jordan.
hey had met one rainy night when she noticed
his car parked on the shoulder of Highway 194,
he working feverishly to replace a flat tire. It
was raining hard and she had stayed to hold an umbrella over his head as he struggled with the tire. Afterward he wanted to pay her for her help, but she had
refused his money, saying instead, "Come over to my
car and I'll give you a towel so you can dry yourself
off."
"Are you sure you won't let me pay you for your help,
lady?" he asked.
"You don't have to pay people for favors they do you,"
she'd remarked. "Sometimes people get a feeling of satisfaction helping others. I do!"
He'd noticed then that she didn't have a wedding band
on her finger and no signs of an engagement ring, odd
indeed for a woman as lovely as she.
A funny feeling came over him when he realized that
he was sitting here in her car way out in the country and
no people for miles around. He had never been alone
with a beautiful woman and felt a burning desire to hold
her in his arms and kiss her, but he knew, of course, that
she wouldn't let him. He yearned just to touch her, that
in itself would bring him some degree of satisfaction.
"What are you doing out here in the middle of nowhere on a night like this?" she asked.
"Oh, I don't know," he answered, "I like rainy nights
and decided to go for a drive. I like to hear the wind
blow and see the rain splatter against the windshield
and watch the wipers push it aside like a cat flicking
flies off his face."
"Very good," she said, "you have a very good way of

T

expressing yourself." She paused and then added, "do
you read much?"
"I write," he said tersely.
She was surprised to hear this coming from a young
lad whom she estimated to be in his early twenties.
"What do you write? Short stories, poems, or ... "
"No, no!" he stopped her in the middle of a sentence.
"It's nothing like that! I'm no Emerson or a Herman
Wouk. I just write for my own pleasure. I think it's fun
and an excellent way to exercise a person's imagination."
"I'd like to see some of your work if I may," she said.
"Maybe you've written something that could be marketed. Have you ever submitted anyting to a publishing
house?"

"No, I don't think my stuff is that good ... Don' t
they buy their stories from old established writers
all the time?''
"They had to get a start somewhere too, Mr........ ? she
said.
"Oh, I'm sorry," he apologized, "my name is Collins
Finch."
"I'm Glenda Jordan, Collins!" she replied, smiling,
"and I'd still like to see your work."
He was an immature youth of twenty but.still able to
add two and two and get four. No matter how he
struggled with his inner self telling him that it wouldn't
do any good to let her see what he'd written, the way
she'd inflated his ego was too much for him and he said,
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"Okay, Miss Jordan. I'll let you see them. But please
don't show them to anyone else."
"Of course, Collins," she answered. "And you don't
have to call me Miss Jordan. You can call me Glenda.
After all, we're old tire fixing friends, aren't we?" she
laughed.
"What did you mean when you told meyou were interested in young adults, Glenda?" he inquired. "Are
you a school teacher or somethin'?"

"No, I'm afraid, I'm not one yet. I'm studying at
State University right now. I just drove over to
Langston tonight to see a girl who is in the hospital.
I guess I should be at home studying.''
"I'm glad you didn't," he said..
He hadn't noticed it before but no cars had passed on
the highway while they'd been sitting in her car.
"How will I get in touch with you to let you see my
manuscripts?" he asked.
"..... Let me think, Collins ... I won't be coming this
way till heaven knows when ... It's too far to drive all
that way for a story ... This place is about halfway between Langston and King city isn't it?" How about meeting here two weeks from tonight at about 8:30 ... Is that
alright for you?" she asked.
"Sure," Collins answered happily. "I'll be here!"
Two weeks never seemed longer to Collins Finch.
Every day he'd think about Glenda and how he'd met
her, what she'd said, how she looked, and the way she
smiled. Every night he'd lie in bed wondering what she'd
think of his stories and he resolved every night that the
next day he'd write something that would really impress
her. His desire to impress her was fast becoming an obsession.
Two weeks seemed like an eternity. He hoped and
prayed that on the day they were to meet it would dawn
cloudy and then begin to rain in the afternoon, turning
into a downpour in the evening. Nature had picked a
very appropriate setting for them the last time, and he
wanted history to repeat itself if only just this once.
Somehow he wanted to recapture the feeling of
aloneness that he had felt the last time he'd been with
Glenda. Knowing that he'd been alone with her in her
car with not only the dark night but a driving rain enveloping them completely and hiding them from a world
unaware that a young boy and a mature, intelligent
woman were making a date with destiny excited him.
Driving to their rendezvous the rain had beaten a

steady and monotonous tune on the roof of his car an~
after one of his windshileld wipers feel off and he ele~~~t _·_ ~ _
not to brave the elements to look for it, ~e <;lrove__Q.l1_
feeling like a man blind in one eye; knowing that he
could see but not as much as he'd have liked. He stoped
at an all night service station and let the gas tank drink
some gas and then pushed on. Further down the road
the remaining wiper fell off as if to say it would no·
longer work alone. He stopped the car and consideredtumign back, but the desire to again behold the beauty
that was glenda made him continue on.
Further down the road he wondred how a person could
even consider not keeping a date with a woman as wonderful as Glenda Jordan.
Once or twice he had to slow his car almost to a walk
as the sheets of rain continue to beat down on his car.
The huge eucalyptus trees they had select~d as a reiJ..-:-.dezvous now hove into view and he breathed a sign of
relief, drove up alongside them, doused his lights and
killed the motor. Then Collins looked at his watch.
Twenty minutes to nine! Mild panic invaded his mind.
Had she come? Had he been a fool to suppose that she'd
drive all this way just to see him?

Two weeks seemed
like an eternity
He was just starting to doubt that she'd show up when
a pair of headlights cut the darkness and moved off the
highway toward him. He recognized her late model car
as it drove up alongside his and he eagerly gathered the
manuscripts he'd brought and jumped out of his car into
hers, cheating the rain out of another victim .of expO:- .
sure.
"I didn't think you were going to make it Glenda,"
Collins siad, "I brought the stuff you wanted to see~ .. --~ ·- ·

"I got held up the road a bit by an accieent ••• I was
afraid you wouldn't be here," she said, taking the
manuscripts he handed her.
"I dam near decided to go back about twenty miles up
the road," Collins said. "I lost my windshield wipers
and for the last few miles I couldn't see three feet past
the end of my nose!"
"Well, anyway we both made it," she exclaimed and
then smiled at him.
Someday he'd have to tell her what that smile did for
him because women shouldn't be allowed to torture men
like that without knowing the wounds they inflicted on
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a man's heart.
"Collins,"·she said, "I hope you don't mind if I take
your writings home with me and read them there. I'd
rather do that if you don't mind."
Would she ever realize the thrill that had permeated
his very being knowing that something which his mind
had produced, which his hand had held, someting that
was a part of him would accompany her into her own
home, in her very room?
"What do you write about, Collins?" she asked, slipping off the white gloves which she wore and putting
them into the glove compartment.
"Oh ... everything and nothing," he answered. "I just
like to sit down in fron of the typewriter and put down
whatever crosses my mind. Once in awhile I think of
something and write a few words and before I even realize it, I'm writing like mad!"
He laughed, and then added, "Of course some of the
stuff that I write reflects the manner in which it is written!"

Collins watched her struggle with her coat and then
helped her get out of it. First he placed it on the seat
between them and then removed it and threw it into
the back seat.
He knew that she didn't realize the thrill that had passed
through him as he watched her take off her gloves slowly
and then struggle with the coat. In reality it was being
taken off in a car parked out in the country on a rainy
night. Mentally, in his mind, it was being taken off in a
dimly lit supper club or better yet in the intimacy of her
own room. He didn't have to call upon his vivid imagination to furnish beautiful pictures about what she wore
under the coat. It was a skintight sheath dress whose
every thread was being stressed dangerously near the
breaking point. The neckline was rounded and exposed
just enough of her creamy white skin to make him fully
aware that nature had amply endowed her with woman's
most enticing charms and yet hid enough to arouse his
curiousity. Beautiful diamond earrings hung from her
ears trying vainly to embellish a face that needed no
further enhancement.
"How do you write, Collins?" she asked, interrupting
his thoughts.
"What do you mean by that, Glenda?" he asked,
puzzled by her inquiry.
"You know ... what do you do when you write, what
do you use for inspiration, the ocean, the mountains,
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the city, or what?"
Collins smiled and answered, "I don't know, I don:~f
really know. Sometimes I get into certain moods and
then start writing. The sound of waves crashing agains.t
rocks on the seashore and ther sight of gentle wave~
washing the sands is inspiring as is the sight of count-·
less stars twinkling in the heavens. The world itself is
an inspiration," he finished.
he was solemn faced all of a sudden and li~
wondered if he had offended her by anything;
that he'd said. that was the last thing in the
world that he wanted to· do.
"Collins, did you think about tonight during the last
__
two weeks?" she questioned.
"Not really," he said, telling a lie. He wondered now,
would he ever tell her how much he'd thought about
tonight? How he'd lie in bed at night wondering if sh~d
show up and asking himself over and over. again if' it
wasn'tjust a dream that they'd met that rainy night wheu
he had a flat tire.
"I could have had you mail the manuscripts to .me.,
Collins, you understand that don't you?" she asked, turning in the seat to face him. He looked down at the floorboard and for the first time noticed that not even in def~
erence to her had he bothered to shine his shoes.
"I hadn't thought abut it," he said, avoiding her eyes'.
"Do you like my dress, Collins? ... Do you?" she aske~
moistening her lips and looking directly at him.
"It's pretty," he answered, still avoiding her eyes and
looking straight ahead to the eucalyptus trees swaying
in the wind. The rain still beat down on the car and gave
no hint of ever lessening.
"Is that all it is, Collins, just pretty?" she persisted.

S

''lt''s •••• well, I mean •••• do you really want me to
tell you?" he rmally blurted out.
"Yes, please do," she answered.
"Glenda, I like your dress. I like white on a woman,. I
like sheath dresses. I like the way it fits, truthfully ...
It's hard to look at your face even as beautiful as you
are when you wear that dress. You make me feel funny
... the dress, Glenda ... What was the object of that dress
..... ?"

"The object?," she said, "Oh there really wasn't any.
object .... just ..... "
He was looking at her now and his hands. trembled
with anticipation. Her lips parted slightly and her mouth
rushed to his. Gradually, Collins' hands moved toward
..

!;

·
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her, encircling her waist and pulled her toward him.
"Glenda," he whispered, "You're so ... so warm ... and
so soft .... and so ..... "
"Don't talk ... don't talk, Collins ... just kiss me!" she
whispered, urging him to do what she had come for.
"I have no moral right ... " he whispered tenderly as
their lips parted. She had relaxed completely in his arms
and he could feel the warmth of her.
"Glenda, I .... I .... I don't know what to say ... I can't
deny that I wanted this to happen ... I just never imagined that it would .... "
y now she had recovered from the rapture that
she had known when their mouths collided
and the warm sensuous feeling that had passed
through her entire body as he kissed her and held her
tight. She tried to remember how long it had been since
a man had held her and kissed her mouth with such intensity and feeling. Being a beautiful woman has its advantages Glenda knew as do all girls blessed with fine
face and figure but she knew also that there are distinct
drawbacks to being beautiful. Men often are such cowards! Men who think little of braving the treacherous
undercurrents of an angry sea, who scale towering
mountains with the aid of little more than a rope, men
who willingly throw themselves at the feet of a hard
charging fullback, who have know the strife and horror
of modern war; these men often develop weak knees
when confronted by a good looking girl. Not all of them,
she told herself, but the majority like to think of a beautiful woman as something untouchable, something for
the Gods and not mortal man. That is why, she explained
to herself, you often see a beautiful woman with a man
whose facial features would drive Dracula to consider
suicide.
''I know exactly how you feel, Collins ••• It isn't the
first time that a man has spoken to me that way and
it may not be the last."
That hurt. He didn't want to hear Glenda Jordan speaking like that. Up to the time that his mouth knew the
warmth of hers he consiered Glenda just a beautiful girl
who liked people and liked to read. After they kissed,
his mind made much more room in his heart for her. He
didn't stop to consider that maybe his kiss didn't mean
anything to her. He didn't think of that. The rapture of
the moment had excluded all other thoughts from his
mind except that he loved her now and wanted to get to
know her better. He didn't stop to think that there might

B

be someone else in her life.
"Collins, I have to be going now ... I'm sorry but all I
wanted to do was pick up the manuscripts. I have to
study," she explained.
"I don't want you to leave right now!" he pleaded with
her, "Don't do this to me ... you've just begun to awaken
the man in me and now you want to snuff me out like ~
candle, forget me like yesterday's soeap opera. Please
don't!"
"No, Collins, there isn't too much for us to say so I'll
just take your manuscripts hom with me and then mail
them back to you. Is your address on any of the pages?"
she asked, pretending to be looking through· the paper~
"Glenda, you haven't been listening to me, have you?"
"Please, Collins, let's just leave it the way it is now
and you can remember me as the woman who helped
you fix a flat tire and I;ll keep my memories uf you· as
the wonderful young man who let me see his work!··I
guess maybe I shouldn't have let you kiss me, then
maybe we'd still be talking sense to each other:"
'
She realized now that her kiss had done· more ·for
him than she'd intended. She had wanted him to kiss
her, there was no denying that.
Why else had she insisted on asking him about her
dress? She knew it was much too tight and:thatit both..
ered him to look at her. She knew that if he looked at
her enough he would grab her and want to kiss: her. ·
"Why did you let me kiss you, Glenda?."· he asked,
wanting to know the precise reason why she had. ·let
him have that brief interlude in paradise.
"I don't really know ... I don't.lt just happened; I guess.
Collins, I really must be going now. I'll mail the papers
back in about two weeks, g'bye now ... an"d be good~
Please Collins, let's not say anything more .... let's just
leave it that way ... Neither of us is making sense, we're
both emotionally upset ... "
"Glenda ... Glenda!"
Those were the last words spoken before he realized
what had happened and the taillights of her~car were
rapidly disappearing from sight. He didn't know how
long he stood in the rain and looked down the highway
where she had driven. He couldn't help thinking of her.
She couldn't stop thinking about him· either and .all
the way home her deepest thoughts were of him. ·
She had wanted to be kissed. She wished now that he
hadn't been such a gentleman! Surely he· didn't think
she had driven thirty miles in a driving rain just to look
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at his manuscripts! Why had he been so afraid
to hold her, so reluctant to kiss her, and why
did he have to be that way? Didn't he realize
that when a woman wants a man she can't just
come out and say it? Doesn't he realize how
lonely a woman can be at times? Doesn't he? I
wonder how old he is ... twenty?
She thought about him as she read his work
and late that night, tears came to her eyes.
A few days later he phoned her at the college.
"Yes, yes, Collins ... of course ... at eight,
Okay!"
Joy filled her heart as she hung up the phone.
He was coming to see her!
She heard the horn blow and glanced at the
clock once more. Eight sharp! Punctual. Glenda
looked at herself once more and decided that she looked
very good. Stunning is the word. The flame red chemise which she wore hugged her body snugly and made
her feel like a million dollars in it. She applied another
coat of bright orange lipstick to her mouth and ran her
tongue over it lightly to moisten her lips. She straightened her seams and looked in the mirror again. She knew
that she presented a picture of temptation in the dress
and that is exactly the effect she sought.
At the door she remembered she had forgotten to wear
a coat. No coat tonight, she decided, this is the way that
I want him to see me. He leaned over and opened the
door for her. Glenda stepped inside and let her dress
ride up exposing beautul nylon-encased legs that
screamed a wild invitation.
"Where are we going, Collins?" she asked, knowing
that the aroma of her perfume was making him fully
aware of her presence.
"Nowhere," he answered, "Nowhere at all."
He eyed her coldly now.
"Glenda, how long have you been playing this little
game?" he asked.
In this moment he turned from a mildhearted youth to
a coldhearted man.
"I don't understand, Collins!" she replied, perplexed
by his change in attitude toward her.
"You know what I mean," he said, "You know just
exactly what I mean. I wanted you to refuse to see me
when I called Glenda, that's what I really did want.Make

no mistake about it, I do desire you ... like a child wants
love. Like a cornered man wants a gun! Like a hungry
person wants food ! There's nothing in this world that I
want more than you! But, you don't think of me, do
you? You don't think of what you do to me when you
wear those dresses! Have you ever wanted something
more than life itself, Glenda? Do you know that feeling?"
He must be crazy, she told herself, why doesn't he
grab me and see for himself? He's crazy!
"Kiss me, Collins ... please kiss me!" she begged him.
"Why, you dirty no good ----- !" He spat out, "You
think it's that easy, don't you? It's that easy, huh?"
"No! No! You don't understand me!" she screamed.
"You've tortured a man for the very last time, Glenda
. ... and you are going to die."
As he said the dreaded word, his hand came out of his
pocket and cold steel prodded against her stomach.
"No, Collins! No!" she screamed, trying to explain
her feelings for him.
The gun went off as she tried vainly to explain to him.
"Damn her," he said to himself ... "I should have done
this before tonight.
He looked at her again , as she lay dying on the car
seat.
"Who did she think she was going to tease tonight?''
Then there was another shot.

*****

Possession
The possession of a book becomes a substitute
for reading it.
--Anthony Burgess
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As we have learned in recent
years, Muslim terrorists are convinced that they are serving God
when they visit death upon Americans, Israelis, and other peoples.
Thou shalt not kill is one of the commandments we
live by but it is not one to which they pay any heed.
Not too many years ago American southerners believed they were doing their slaves a favor by providing them with food and shelter while they worked the
plantations. President
Lincoln said that if you
favor slavery, try living
under it.
Coming from a part
of the world that considerably enhanced our
civilization so many
thousands of years ago,
it seems that the middle
eastern countries no
longer have the creativity that their ancestors
had when they built
pyramids, produced artworks which impressed
the world, and mastered
languages, astronomy
and mathematics.

Those terrorists who rammed the airliners into<*-e
World Trade Center were driven by the belief that nu::.
merous virgins awaitied them in heaven if they died
fighting the Americans. My religion promises me a better life in heaven than I know on earth, but it never defines exactly what it is that I will get. For some Mus~·
lims, it is 17-year old virgins, apparently.
Some realists are quick to point out that if carnal de;..
sires are your fondest wish, they can be easily satisfled.
in any one of the world's houses of ill repute.
Lately, the countries in the middle east have not accomplished much in the way of making the world a better place for themselves and
their fellow man~- ·As others
have pointed out, they don't
produce much. They don't
grow much. They don't produce works of art nor invent
anything which enhances the
world.

When

will
the
Muslims
understand
US?

Probably because
they envy us Americans for having produced a way of life
which sets the world
standard for productivity, some middle
easterners resent us
very much. It is much stronger than that ••• they hate
us. Some of the more radical are committed to erasing Americans and other peoples like us from the
face of the earth.
They say that they would never allow their daughters
to dance topless in front of leering men. We say that the
women have the right and the freedom to earn their living in that manner if they wish.

Perhaps having .all that
easy money gained by oil,
they have become listiess:an.d
lazy.
~ c:·

Why haven't they turned
their deserts into agricultural
gardens like we created in the
Imperial and San Joaquin val-leys in California-? Why
haven't their dollars been spent
to eradicate hunger and dis.;;
ease on their continent? Why
haven't they given their
women equal rights and access
to higher education, driving
lessons, and freedom to dress
as they wish?
The United States is as rich
as most of those middle eastern countries, and yet its people continue being creative~
innovative, freedom-loving, and good neighbors to .'a
less fortunate world.
To be frank, many of the inventions we produce are
for making machines which kill people in larger numbers at less risk to us. But while we were doing that we
also rid the world of Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini,
Saddam Hussein and other tyrants who murdered mil-
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lions of their own countrymen.
While we were waging a very costly war in Vietnam
we were also funding interspace travel which resulted
in American men setting foot on the moon in 1967,
something no other nation has accomplished forty years
later.
In spite of racial problems, greedy politicians who line
their pockets while pledging service to the public, businessmen who steal millions from investors in the stock
market, and medal-hungry military leaders who would
rather wage war than enjoy peace on earth, Americans
always seem willing to assist other nations in their time
of need.
Whether American servicemen are in Iraq to provide those people with freedoms which we take for
granted, or for assuring America a steady supply of
Iraqi oil, the Iraqis seem sure to acquire new freedoms, new political leadership, and perhaps, a better way of life.
Maybe some day millions of America-hating Muslims will realize that Americans and other peoples are
not their primary problem.
Some day they may ask themselves why their educational system trains their children to hate Americans,
Israelis, and others? Why?
Aren't the real culprits in their lives those who continue oppressing them, leading them to believe that their
problems are caused by "others"?
If, by some miracle, there were suddenly no Americans and no Israelis on planet earth, would the average
Muslim suddenly become better off, his family better
fed, better clothed, and better educated?
Are those advocating Death to America and Death to
Israel only using it to pass on the problems to "others"?
Why?
The world pours millions of oil dollars into the Muslim country economies. Where does the money go?
Why?
If the average Muslims cannot manage their own
lives, it will be managed for them, as it has in the past
by tyrants like Saddam Hussein. If they decide to manage their affairs themselves, then they must assume fu ll
responsibility for their good (or bad) fortune. They may
c\ecide that they cannot blame themselves for their misfortunes. Then, whom do they blame when things don't
go the way they want them to? Allah?
--E. David Sierra *****
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Little Guys Lose a Biggie

SAN
JOSE
COUNCILMAN
GEORGE
SHIRAKAWA, right, and E. David Sierra, shar e
thoughts about their golf game after another Barrio Open Golf Classic at Thunderbird Golf Club.
(I was asked by the editor ofTHE LEADER,
San Jose GI Forum's newsletter, to WJite
something in tribute to George Shirakawa Sr.,
San Jose City Councilman who h ad died
suddenly on El Cinco de Mayo in 1994. Below
is what I submitted to the paper):
The downtrodden, the under-represented, and the under-employed, underhoused, and under-respected lost a true
champion with the sudden death of SJ
Councilman George Shirakawa Sr. on May
5, 1994.
Born in Hanford and educated at Corcoran
H.S. , the Japanese-Mexican carnal was what
you call real gente.
He talked once about how his mother encouraged h er siblings to aspire to much m ore
than a life of trudging endless rows of cotton
in the scorching h eat of the central valley.
George graduated from SJSU and used his
knowledge in teaching and coaching youngsters to succeed in life.
Bu t that was not enough. The political
arena b eckoned. George did not timidly arrive
at City Hall, feel his way around, getting to
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"know the ropes" and then becoming part of
the city hall "in" crowd.
He was on a mission, and if you did not
understand it or agree with him, he would
patiently discuss that mission with you. Endlessly. Until you became sensitized and became one of his fetvent followers, or he was
convinced that you were beyond sensitizing,
whereupon he bade you sayonara, smiled and
charged forward, gathering followers every
step of the way. Succinctly, "if you are not part
of the solution, you are part of the problem,
amigo!"
A 100°/o optimist whose driving energy

and radiant smile "made the day" for everyone privileged to know him, Shirakawa
represented everything that is noble about
American poHtics, a common man genuinely concerned about the Httle guy.
A memory lingers from his city council
campaign. A man ofJapanese descent entered
his campaign office, asked hm "Are you Japanese or Mexican?"
George replied, "My dad was Japanese, my
mom was Mexican. I speak Spanish."
The man wheeled and left.
A few months later, at a Vida Nueva advisory board meeting, he made a remark which
was followed by someone saying, "For a politician that is NOT a stupid statement, George!"
The person who laughed the loudest was, of
course, the unflappable George Shirakawa.
If there is anyone whose path he crossed
who did not like him, we never met him. He
and Will Rogers would've been camaradas. A
former educator, coach, and businessman, he
was easily the most loved and respected person on the San Jose City Council.
Supervisor Shirakawa? Congressman
Shirakawa? Senator Shirakawa?Wewill never
know.
Ese sijue golpe, Don Chuy/

Halters!
When I was growing up in Woodlake, we had an
old tradition of sharing, or being asked to share ...;
everything. If you bought a candy bar and a friend ·
approached you and said, "Halfers!" you were obligated to give him half of it. Same for ice cream,·
chewing gum, or anything of value. You could pro~· ·
teet yourself against Halfers by being flrst to say,
"No Halfers!"
One day in 1953, a group of young men were ariJ;t: :
the Tulare Veterans Memorial Building when an ·ac:..::
quaintance of ours approached us escorting a very_ ..
beautiful young lady. He introduced us as his friends
and most of us said, "Glad to meet you" or sometirig
similar. The joker in the crowd looked up from his
beer, took one look at the beautiful young lady and
blurted out, "Halfers!"
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COCk•a•doodle•doo! II

Q: What is the difference between a Rooster and
a Spinster?
A: The Rooster wakes up in the morning and crows
"Cock-a-doodle-doo!" and the Spinster wakes up
in the morning and cries "Any cock'l doo!"

GLORIA'S PHOTOS
(Upper Right) - GLORIA, AUNT ANGIE and
other kids enjoying the water. (Right Middle)
GLORIA looks ready for a night out on the town.
(Center) - GLORIA enjoys another of the many
books she reads weekly . (Lower Right) EZEKIELA
COLON CARA VAYO , Gloria's mom, many years
before we met her. Her hair had not yet turned gray.
(Middle Bottom) - CRISTINO CARA VA YO,
Gloria's father, holding his beloved granddaughter
Doreen C. Filingeri, daughter of Dulcie and Joe
Filingeri. (Lower Left) ANGIE and some of the
Caravayo kids. That's GLORIA at right, looking
away from the camera because at this age she was
still very, very bashful.

(Right) --

Gloria Sierra, Sylvia Austin,
and Mr. Jerry Cardwell at a
Birthday Party in the Mayfair
Recreation Hall.
Mrs. Austin is President of
the Residents Club and Gloria is
the Secretary. She is very tanned
from spending many hours in
the swimming pool.
Mr. Cardwell was a Security
Guard who passed away a few
weeks after this photo was taken.
(Middle, Right) --

Gloria gets a good look at
the Monangahela River as it meanders through westem Pennsylvania. We were
headed toward Pittsburgh to view the Three Rivers
Stadium at the confluence of the Allegheny and the
Monangahela rivers where they join to becom e the
Ohio River in downtown Pittsburgh.
(Bottom, Right) --

Gloria looks seaward for her husband whose out
raising hell with the boys. "He'll be home when he
gets hungry," she said.
(Bottom, Left) --

GRIN AND BEAR IT-- Gloria and one of her best

friends, Sylvia Austin, at the monthly Birthday
party at The Mayfair Village rec hall. The food is late,
judging by the look on h er face.
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Eliseo T. Sierra was born in Ontario, Calif., the son of Abigail and Juan Sierra. The family harvested farm crops up and down the Golden State until 1938 when they moved to Woodlake, a
small town in Tulare County in the San Joaquin Valley, with the towering Sierra Nevada Mountains on the west, Bravo Lake southeast of town, and citrus trees, vineyards, and other crops
growing abundantly on all sides.
In his senior year at Woodlake High he wrote sports and feature articles for the school paper,
the city newspaper, and was the scorekeeper for the Tigers baseball team.
He entered Woodbury College in Los Angeles in November 1952, majoring in Journalism and
Public Relations, writing sports for the school newspaper.
He pledged Sigma Phi Nu Fraternity and upon becoming active was immediately appointed the
fraternity newsletter editor.
Dropping out of school because of his hearing problems and alcohol addiction problems in
1953, he worked a variety of jobs, furniture store stockman, carpet dyer , truck driver, s heet
metal apprentice , and several odd jobs before moving back to Woodlake in 1955.
Appearing in Woodlake Municipal Court for a driving citation in 1956, he was apprised by the
judge of the soon -to-open Tulare County Boys Ranch, a facility for juvenile delinquents. He applied for and accepted a position as a group leader and recreational director.
In 1957 h e moved to San Jose, seeking b etter job opportunities.
In 1958 Sierra and his good friend Eligio Villegas were co-founders of Club San Joa quin, an
organization of former San Joaquin Valley residents, who participated in sports contests
against other clu bs in the United Club Council League. Sierra was elected President of the
club.
Sierra was electe d President of the UCC League by a vote of the club presidents.
Sierra coached a C.S.J. basketball team against the Fort Ord Warriors in a Sacramento tournament when they were an armed forces athletic power.
In 1959 he began writing a bimonthly column in EL EXCENTRICO Magazin e, a SpanishEnglish publication. In 1960 he was appointed Assistant Editor and worked there for flfteen
years. He was honored by the City of San Jose for his supportive editorials when t h e city won
its All America City Award in 1963.
In 1963, he became a volunteer assistant editor of THE FORUMEER, official newspaper of the
American GI Forum, the country's largest Mexican American Veterans Family Organization.
Sierra was elected to m embership in San Jose GI Forum in October 1964, and in May 1967 h e
became the frrst non-veteran Chairman of California's largest ch apter. In 2012 h e was the oldest consecutively-enrolled m ember of the group, with 48 years as a paid-up member.
Eliseo served on the SJGIF board of directors for 19 years, edited t he ch apter n ewsletter for 22
years, and was elected its Outstanding Member on three different occasions . In 1987 h e was
awarded the ch apter's first-ever Mr. GI FORUM award.
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In 1975, appointed by Santa Clara County Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, he seiVed five years
on the Santa Clara County Fair board of directors during the years when it attracted the largest crowds in its histocy. He was awarded a Lifetime Pass to all county and state fairs in the
western U.S.
In 1968 he was appointed Editor of THE FORUMEER, and the newspaper was subsequently
recognized by the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors for its service to the community.
His article, THE DEMOCRATS HAD IT COMING, was reviewed in two entire columns by Harry
Farrell, San Jose Mercucy News political columnist.
Sierra was cited by the Bobby Kennedy Foundation in its annual literary awards for a series of
articles critical of the underemployment of Hispanics in the U.S. government.
At one time he was concurrently editing his local, state and national organizational newspapers. "Too much editorial power vested in one person," he said.
Sierra seiVed as Editor of THE FORUMEER for nine years, resigning at the Albuquerque national convention in 1977.
He delivered the eulogies at funerals for a San Jose Deputy Chief of Police; for four world war D
veterans of the American GI Forum; and for a U.S. Marine killed in Vietnam.
His chapter was voted Outstanding Chapter in California in three of the four years he was
Chairman. During his last year as Chairman, San Jose GI Forum became the largest chapter
in California.
They started the 33-bed Vida Nueva Recovery Home to assist public inebriates in finding and
maintaining their sobriety. The program recently celebrated its 40th anniversary.
The group also organized the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation which has granted
over $3.2 million dollars in academic grants to Santa Clara Valley Hispanic high school students.
He was the keynote speaker at the first-ever San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation
awards dinner. In 1969 he and Los Angeles County Supervisor Pete Schabarum co-keynoted
the scholarship dinner of Region IV, California GI Forum, in Anaheim.
Sierra wrote and submitted an Amicus Curie brief to the U.S. Supreme Court as they deliberated the Alan Bakke v. University of California reverse discrimination case.
In 1970, he sat at the head table at a City of San Jose banquet and presented plaques from
San Jose and South San Jose GI Forum chapters to Heisman Memorial Trophy winner Jim
Plunkett of Stanford University.
Chairman Sierra welcomed speakers like Congressman Norman Mineta, California Senator Ruben Ayala, Congressman Don Edwards, and Tony Gallegos, Chairman of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Washington D.C. to his local chapter meetings.
As Sierra left the chairmanship of one of the largest American GI Forum chapters in the country, U.S. Senator Alan Cranston was the installation dinner sneaker.
Mr. Sierra was presented the keys to the City of El Paso during an American GI Forum national
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convention in Texas.
For ten years, beginning in 1984 he organized and managed the annual Cinco de Mayo and
16th of September parades in downtown San Jose, with more than 225 entries which were
viewed by over 200,000 people, per police estimates.
In 1987 he left Hillis Printing Co. where he had been a cold-type composer for 26 years and began a new career as Office Manager at Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs Recovery Home, a community services project of San Jose GI Forum.
For twelve years he was public relations director of the Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference held
at Elmwood Correctional Facility, sponsored by Vida Nueva, which hosted Santa Clara Valley
high school students in a day of workshops at the county jail. The event included inmate panel
discussions, role models workshops, motivational sessions, gangs informational sessions, a
"jailhouse chow" luncheon, keynote speeches by speakers such as Joe Kapp, Super Bowl quarterback of the Minnesota Vikings; and Tony Gallegos, Commissioner ofE.E.O.C., Washington
D.C., and culminated with a mariachi music serenade of the inmates, both male and female.
In 1994 Eliseo had a minor seizure. Prescriptive drugs he took caused hearing, dental, and
other medical problems. In 2002 he completely lost his hearing.
In 2005, his poem, REMEMBER THE VETERANS, was published in the California GI Forum
state convention program, and read by emcee Rigo Chacon at the San Jose GI Forum Veterans
Recognition Dinner.
In March 2009, Sierra was presented a commendatory plaque honoring his contributions to
Vida Nueva Recovery Home from March 1988 to October 2006, and for his 45 years service to
the American GI Forum.
"I underachieved in my life primarily because I avoided doing anything difficult, like studying
my school lessons and doing homework, athletic practices, and hard physical labor. I accepted
responsibilities and participated in many organizational and community endeavors when I was
sober. Under the influence, nothing mattered. I began using alcohol in November 1951 during
my senior year at WUHS. I was attending athletic events with men much older than me. They
all drank and soon I did also. Under the influence, problems were forgotten and responsibilities
ignored."
"How irresponsible did I become? In my senior year, on a dare, I heaved a 12-pound shot onto
the WUHS gym floor; got failing grades in P.E. and Spanish even though I was an avid sports
fan and spoke Spanish; and once went to the school office to ask for my locker's combination
numbers. I had not taken books to my locker for so long I had forgotten the combination!"
A 1952 graduate of Woodlake Union High School, he presented an alcohol/ drugs workshop for
three years at his alma mater's annual Career Day, relating his problems with alcohol addiction, his experiences in 19 years as Assistant Director, Office Manager, Court Liaison, and Facilitator in a 33-bed recovery home in San Jose, Calif., and candidly answered questions about
working in a recovery program. "Not highly remunerative, but quite satisfying work," he said.
Sierra's presentations at WUHS Career Day warns students of the dangers of alcohol and drug
abuse, and encourages them to commit to an abstinent lifestyle. If they do. their life goals become attainable and their dreams a reality.
He received a number of commendatory letters from Woodlake High School students after his
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pre sen ta tions.
Eliseo worked for 19 years at Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs Recovery Home, 2212 Quimby Road,
San Jose, CA. , and retired on October 15, 2006 because his hearing deteriorated to where he
could no longer use the telephone.
Today, his h earing is all gone. He communicates via the written word, and makes extensive use
of an an 1-Pad, and Captel telephone with a Speech-to-Text program, a computer, and closecaptioned television.
Trying to maintain an active lifestyle he walks a mile every morning and does vigorous swimming exerc ises for one hour in the summer afte rnoons. He and wife Gloria enjoy visiting city
and county libraries, and attending high school and junior college softball and baseball games.
In 2011, Mr. Sierra was presented a Lifetime Achievement plaque at the California GI Forum
state convention , recognizing 50 years of service to the American GI Forum.
Eliseo Sierra lives in San Jose, Calif. with his wife Gloria whom he married in 1960.
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